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ie Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation

announces the appointment of

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.

as national sales representative for

WNEW-TV, New York City

York's leading independent station...

am-styled night and day to reach

eople who reach for more!

RADIO/TV

FORECAST

FOR 1960

A $3 billion industry

by 1963 is prediction

of management expert.

Here are reasons why-

Page 27

How tv sets

new Busch

distribution

Page 30

K&E's marketing

crusader-

Steve Dietz
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Tv Results:

SPONSOR picks

the best in 1959
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THE

QUALITY
TOUCH

Faster and faster the potter's wheel
spins . . . from a mere mound of clay

there suddenly arises a cherished piece

of pottery— a visible reflection of

one who possesses a quality touch.

Oftentimes this all-important quality

reflection is not visible. Nevertheless,

it is there ... to be sensed and valued.

Such is the case when quality enters

the operational scene in today's better

radio and television station operations.

/,'» / rest nted i>u

The Original Station Represents

WFAA
TELEVISION

RADIO Qbc/nbc DALLAS
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS



DES MOINES TELEVISION

FACTS
The most recent TV audience measurement made in this

market (Nielsen, July, 1959) revealed that KRNT-TV
delivered more television homes than its competitors.

The survey by ARB in January of 1959 showed the same
thing.

SPECIFICS:
(from Nielsen, July, 1959 survey, homes viewing)

Paar on KRNT-TV leads against movies by 19.8%!

The KRNT-TV 10:30 PM strip of local and syndicated

half-hours leads against movies by 21.9%!

The KRNT-TV 10:00 to 10:30 PM local news, weather

and sports leads against news-weather-sports by 46.6%!

And here is something to think about. Among local

advertisers, where THE TILL TELLS THE TALE,
KRNT-TV consistently carries more local advertising

than its competitors combined!

MORE SPECIFICS:

KRNT-TV carried over 80% of all local business in 1958

!

KRNT-TV carried over 79% of all local business in 1957

!

KRNT-TV carried over 80% of all local business in 1956

!

So far in 1959, KRNT-TV's local business is running at

about the same ratio. Yes, when that cash register must ring

in order to stay in business, those who know the stations

best choose KRNT-TV four to one!

DES MOINES TELEVISION

KRNT-TVCHANNEL 8
A COWLES STATION REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.

SPONSOR • 2 JANUARY 1960



(X) CHECK

your cost

per 1,000
NASHVILLE'S

WSlXSELLS
(X) CHECK THESE

FACTS:

|X) TV Homes—370,700

(X) Population— 1,965,500

(X) Effective Buying Income-

$2,155,868,000

(X) Retail Sales

—

$1,585,308,000

The Nashville Market is

Tennessee's RICHEST market !j

Phone or wire today for

choice availabilities

• WSlXSELLS

WITH TOWER HEIGHT

2049 ft. above sea level

. . . None taller permitted

in this area by CAA.

• WSlXSELLS WITH POWER

316,000 powerful watts . . .

maximum—permitted by FCC.

• WSlXSELLS WITH EFFICIENCY

Maximum coverage and low
cost per thousand make WSIX-TV
your most efficient buy in the

rich Tennessee, Kentucky,

Alabama TVA area.

•Source Television Magazine

JT LAND OF THE

CENTRAL SOUTH
8

Represented by Pete-s, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

2 JANUARY I960© Vol. 13, No. 52SPONSOR
THE WECKLV MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Forecast for a fine year

27 si'onsou presents an economic analysis of radio tv trends by management

consultant Doherty, who foresees a three-billion-dollar industry in 1963

How tv sets new Busch distribution

30 Anheuser-Busch reverses usual marketing tactic with its top-selling

Busch Bavarian brand. Distribution now is geared to the tv signals

Portrait of a crusading marketer

32 The active 21-year career ami present position as K&E's marketing vice

president belies the contention of Stephens Dietz that he was "born lazy"

Why tv spending is up in top 10 circle

34 Bullish attitude toward tv i- reflected in TvB nine-month expenditures

by 10 top tv advertisers: Lestoil enters list on spot tv strength alone

100% in radio spot gives boost to Dorann

34 Here's how a frozen food advertiser rounded up hard-to-get customers

with spot radio campaign that pinpoints young housewives, teenager-

'Bigger radio news than payola'

36 RAB's Kevin Sweeney cites new radio development- in listening, sel sales

and research which nil! have major impact for advertisers in year ahead

Tv results—an annual feature

37 A review of the year's most successful tv campaigns, with 34 capsule

case histories arranged in alphabetical categories for easy reference

FEATURES
8 Commercial Commentary

52 Film-Scope

22 49th and Madison

58 News & Idea Wrap-I p

6 Newsmaker of the Week

58 Picture Wrap-Up

50 Radio Basics

20 Reps at Work

68 Seller's Viewpoint

56 Sponsor A-k-

54 Sponsor Hears

13 Sponsor-Scope

70 Sponsor Speaks

48 Spot Buys

70 Ten-Second Spots

66 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

51 Washington Week

Member of Business Publications
Audit of Circulations Inc.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive, Editorial, Circulation and

Advertising Offices: 40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison) New York 17, N. Y. Telephone: MUrray

Hill 8-2772. Chicago Office: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: Superior 7-9863. Birmingham

Office: Town House, Birmingham. Phone: FAirfax 4-6529. Los Angeles Office: 6087 Sunset

Boulevard. Phone: Hollywood 4-8089. Printing Office: 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore 11,

Md. Subscriptions: U. S. $8 a year. Canada & other Western Hemisphere Countries $9 a

year. Other Foreign countries $11 per year. Single copies 40c. Printed in U.S.A. Address

all correspondence to 40 E. 49th St., N. Y. 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2772. Published weekly

by SPONSOR Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore, Md

i 1960 Sponsor Publications Inc.
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Mountain low. Valley high.

Wade through small mountains of data. Bounce
your eyeballs on charts. Sort, sift and select.

Check ratings. Check markets. Check population

characteristics.

merchandising aids,

adjacencies. Count noses, eyeteeth, ears,

costs per m, costs per gross and miles per

We could save you a lot of trouble. There's a

valley high in everything but altitude. There's

a tv station in that vallev (whose signal leaps off

a mountain 3934 ft. high) named WSLS-TV.
With full power of 316,000 watts on Channel 10,

Investigate buying habits, merchandising aids,

adjacencies. Count noses, eyeteeth, ears. Figure

costs per m, costs per gross and miles per hour.

a healthy assist from NBC, and strong local pro-

gramming, that station welds a 58-county area

into the greater Roanoke market of 448,001 tv

homes.

For more information, wade through small

mountains of data—or listen to Blair Television

Associates.

WSLS-TV
Channel 10 • NBC Television

Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.

A broadcast service (with WSLS Radio)

of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company

SPONSOR 2 JAM \R\ 1000
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FIRST

ON
YOUR
DIAL

wmca
THE VOICE OF NEW YORK
Call us collect at MUrray Hill 81500

Or contact AM Radio Sales.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Thev were climbing the stairs last ueek in the information

department of MBC. The promotions came in the wake of

Kenneth W". Bi/by's appointment to the post of vice presi-

dent of public affairs of RCA. the parent company of MBC.

The newsmaker: Sydney H. Eiges. who came to NBC in

1941 as a writer in the press department and went on to become vice

president of press and publicity, now moves up again. On 8 January,

he will assume his new post as vice president of public information:

he will have supervision over the network's national advertising, pro-

motional services, press and publicitv departments.

At the same time that Robert E. Kintner. NBC president, an-

nounced Eiges' promotion, several

other appointments were made.

Lester Bernstein, director of infor-

mation, moves up to the newly cre-

ated position of director of cor-

porate affairs, and Ellis 0. Moore,

who has served as director of the

New York press department since

1954 will become director of press

and publicity.

"Three important jobs face us

in the new set-up." Eiges told

SPONSOR. "First of these is giving

the same creativity and imagina-

tion to public affairs programing that has been given to the enter-

tainment shows. Public affairs programs." he said, "are becoming

more and more popular with the audiences. At the same time, they're

attracting increased interest from advertisers and broadcasters.

"The second job.'" Eiges continued, "is to create and establish a

better public understanding of the medium of broadcasting. Third,

we must try for more varied approaches to the promotion of shows.

Syd Eiges was born 50 years ago in New Kensington. Pa. While at

the University of Pittsburgh, he was campus correspondent for a

local paper and also for the New } ork Sun. After graduation, he

joined International News Service, starting in Pittsburgh as a copy

boy. moving on to Harrisburg and Philadelphia as reporter, then to

\<\\ York in 1939 where he was night editor, and later, on the day

side, cable editor. He came to NBC as press writer under Bill Kostka

in 1941, became manager of the press department in 1945. and was

elected vice president in 1917.

He is a director of the N.Y.C. Chapter of Public Relations Society

of America, has contributed articles to the Public Relations Journal

and Public Relations Handbook. Eiges lives with his wife. son. and

daughter in Eastchester. N. V. a fine place to pursue his hobby of

gardening. "Except I never have time for it." he says. ^

Sydney H. Eiges

SPONSOR 2 JANUARY 1960
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The Southwest's

''Quality"

TV Buy

l_^T^D^ EL PASO

:-tv
KOSA-TV

AMARILLO

ODESSA-
MIDLAND

Hi ^fe,

TV delivers 3 out of the top 4

-The ly Buy-

In combined set count . .

.

TEXAS' 3rd MARKET

1. Dallas-Ft. Worth
2. Houston
3. The Tv Buy

Amarillo

El Paso

Odessa-Midland

4. San Antonio

Set Count**

689,200

488,500

109,000

95,500

84,100 288,600

276,300

"Television, Nov., 1959

BIG "Spendable Income"

MARKETS in Texas
C. S. I. Per Household

by Metropolitan Areas*

$7,3491. Odessa-Midland

2. El Paso . .

3. Wichita Falls

4. Amarillo

5. Galveston

6. Lubbock . .

7. Dallas-Fort Worth

8. Houston ....

6,629

6,536

6,522

6,439

6,387

6,373

6,368

•Consumer Spendable Income from
Standard Rate & Data. Nov., 1959

in "Quality"
TEXAS' 1st MARKET

Jack C. Vaughn

Chairman of the Board

Cecil L. Trigg

President

George C. Collie

Nat. Sales Mgr.

SPONSOR 2 JANUARY 1960
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IN PROVIDENCE

WJAR is UP!
In twenty-eight out of forty-

nine daylight hours, 6:00 A.M.

to 6:00 P.M., Monday through

Friday (Pulse, March '59 vs.

June '59) WJAR shows an

increase.

WJAR is UPf
Twelve out of twenty traffic

periods rated 6:30 A.M. to 9:00

A.M., Monday through Friday

(Pulse, March '59 vs. June '59)

WJAR shows increases.

WJAR is UPt
Thirty-eight of the forty-nine

daylight hour segments, 6:00

A.M. to 6:00 P.M., Monday
through Friday (Pulse, June '58

vs. June '59) WJAR shows

increases.

WJAR is UPf
In twenty-three of twenty-four

traffic periods, 6:30-9:00 A.M.,

and 4:00-6:00 P.M., (Pulse,

June '58 vs. June '59) WJAR
shows increases.

GET RESULTS

!

BUY ADULTS!
BUY WJAR
NBC NEWS,

SPORTS,

MON

Sister itotion of WJAR TV
.

t»pr»ver>ted proudly by Edward Retry & Co

8

by John E. McUithr.

Commercial
commentary

FCC vs FTC—the secret struggle

Amidst all the whooping and hollering about

the state of the tv business practically nobody

seems to be noticing the big FCC-FTC battle that

is boiling at the bottom of all the investigations.

On the one hand we have doughty John Doer-

fer of the FCC rumbling warnings to station

owners that they must accept "total responsibil-

ity'" for everything broadcast on their facilities.

On the other, kinetic Earl Kintner of the FTC is lambasting adver-

tisers to take more responsibilitv for tv commercials.

And. as far as I have seen, no one yet has pointed out that these

two viewpoints are completelv and diametrically opposed.

Doerfer is not saying what Kintner is saying. And the FCC is

mot ing into areas once thought sacrosanct for FTC commissioners.

If this were just an intramural struggle for power and headlines

i which heaven forbid! I. we could dismiss it with a cynical shrug.

But I think that in this FCC-FTC hassle we have a key to the con-

fusion which surrounds the whole problem of tv regulation.

If you're not scared, you should be

Take this matter of "total responsibility." Besides Doerfer. both

NAB and the networks have proclaimed this position. But if I were

a tv station owner such a doctrine would scare the pants off me.

For. carried to its logical conclusion, here is what it would mean.

\ou. and you alone, could be sued for any advertising (copy or pro-

grams l carried on your station. If you were "totally responsible"

neither advertiser or agency could ever be held liable.

And. brother, it would take just about one large fat damage suit,

unsuccessfully defended, to dump you flat on your kazoolum.

I don't believe, of course, that this doctrine of "total responsibil-

it\" would ever stand up in court. I am certain that no NAB or

network code can absolve advertisers of their legal responsibilities

for product claims and performance and possibly for programs.

But if this "total responsibility" concept is legally nonsensical, then

what are we talking about it for?

^ h\ are stations and networks using it as pious window-dressing

to hoodwink the public, the government and. primarily, themselves.'

One reason, of course, is that at the moment certain broadcasters

are running scared. They'd rather try to make character in Wash-

ington than sense in their pronouncements.

But another reason, and we ought to face it. is that the Communi-

cations Vt. as conceived and administered, is archaic, idiotic and

wholly inadequate for the realities of the modern tv industry.

Back in the earlv Twenties, when our s\stem of station licensing

was developing, two gigantic fortes in modern television were almost

non-existent.

- \-ur • 2 JANUARY 1960



The first, which didn't come in until 1926 when NBC was started,

is the networks. The second, which did not reach full stature till

the advent of tv, is the power and influence of large national adver-

tisers.

As originally conceived, the licensing of stations was a simple,

almost naive affair. In addition to the technical matters involved in

channel allocations, stations were vaguely supposed to operate in the

public interest, convenience and necessity, because, as Herbert Hoov-

er put it primly in 1924, "radio is not to be considered merely for

private gain, for private advertisement or for the entertainment of

the curious."

(Hoover was always more noted for the practicality of his engi-

neering than for the precision of his generalities—remember that

'"noble experiment"?)

The licensing of stations proceeded on a kind of comfortable. 19th

Century liberal notion that each station owner would operate much

like an independent country newspaper editor, dispensing news,

entertainment, community service and cracker barrel philosophy

.

Each station was factually and morally responsible for what it

broadcast. The station owner held all the strings.

Which was a dandy little theory—for a horse and buggy age. But

it doesn't fit the facts of tv today.

Modern tv is a commercial medium of enormous complexity. Its

inner dvnamics no longer depend on the decisions and authority of

the individual station owner (though he alone is licensed) but on

the interworking of three forces—advertisers, networks, and sta-

tions—and of their joint broadcast products.

I think it is high time that we began recognizing that tv responsi-

bility rests equally on all three.

Let's clear away the underbrush

The spectacle we have been witnessing of the FCC and FTC ad-

vocating two entirely different theories of tv responsibility7 stems in

large measure from the silliness of the Communications Act.

Under it, the station licensee seems the sole responsible party,

whereas in practice all of us know that his schedules and broadcast

content are often decided by networks and advertisers.

On the other hand, the FTC directive is equally impotent for a me-

dium like tv in which not merely" copy, but the selection of programs

and, to a large degree, the composition of schedules are advertiser

controlled.

The FTC can (and does) howl about commercials. But it has abso-

lutely no authority in other areas of advertisers' tv involvement.

Hence the confusion. And hence, I suspect, the curious kind of

stalemate which we are now witnessing in the matter of tv regulation.

Without presuming to try to rewrite the Communications Act,

I do suggest that we ought to face the facts of life about television as

it now exists, and as we know it.

The fact is that three dominant elements—stations, networks, and

advertisers—are all bound inextricably up in the production and

broadcast of tv material.

The fact is that you cannot pin "total responsibility" on any one

i >f these three without being both unfair and simple-minded.

The fact is that the sharing of tv responsibility by all three groups,

and the recognition that they must do so, can lead to a far better

broadcast product than any we have yet seen.

Let's clear away the underbrush of tv thinking by openly and

honestly proclaiming what all of us know7 to be true. ^

SPONSOR 2 JANUARY 1960

KOCO-TV s whisper

reaches more audience

in Oklahoma s Richest Market

than other stations shouts!

Whispers and shouts

now available . . . see

Blair Television Associates.

KOCO-TV

Oklahoma City

Charlie Keys, General Manager



WSBT-TV ...SOUTH BEND.INDIANA'S

DOMINANT STATION

The Giant Store- 35 self-service depts in 60,000

so. ft. of shopping spoce.

W. W. Wilt Corp., area super-market operator

recently opened 3 stores in South Bend market.

South Bend...

Indiana's New

Capital City

is covered by

WSBT-TV

The South Bend Shoppers Fair- newest of

department stores in the mid-west.

Investment Capital

That Is.

South Bend, Indiana is in the midst of a vigorous growth cycle. Rising

per household incomes (15th nationally) have attracted new capital

investment for the construction and operation of supermarkets, depart-

ment stores and shopping centers. Industry, too, continues to come into

South Bend, thereby adding more stability to this industrially diversified

market area.

There's no doubt about it— South Bend families have money to spend.

Last year, for instance, nearly $70 million was spent for food in South

Bend's Metro Area alone!

One of the best ways to stay competitive and to support your sales pro-

gram in the 14-county South Bend market, is to use its dominant station

. . . WSBT-TV. With a full schedule of CBS shows and popular local pro-

grams, WSBT-TV averages 47.8% share of sets in use, sign-on to sign-

off! This is real impact— the kind that leads or supports a good sales

program. You can get all the facts about WSBT-TV, its programs and
its market from your Raymer man or this station.

•CAPITALIZE ON WSBT-TVS POPULAR LOCAL SHOWS: A few avail-
abilities remain on "Homemokers Time With Haiel Burnett" (9:00-
9:30 A.M. daily), one of the nation's leading shows for housewives.

WSBT-TV®
South Bend, Indiana • Channel 11

Ask Paul H. Raymer • National Representative

-

SPONSOR
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Editor and Publisher

Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treaturer
Elaine Couper Glenn

VP—Assistant Publisher

Bernard Piatt

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor

John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor

Alfred J. Jaffa

Senior Editors
Jane Pinlterton

W. F. Miksch

Midwest Editor (Chicago)

Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors

Pete Rankin

Jack Lindrup

Gloria F. Pilot

Ben Seff

Contributing Editor

Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor

Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Lloyd Kaplan

Editorial Research
Barbara Wiggins

Elaine Mann

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Eastern Office

Bernard Piatt

Willard Dougherty
Joe Neebe
Robert Brokaw
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Herb Martin
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Always stimulating, clearly stylish, and naturally designed to attract

attention and approval from an ever-growing circle of admirers-like

each of our outstanding stations . . . a"Metropolitan" personality.

METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
205 East 67th Street, New York 21, New I

BK A WHK
AM-FM

Cleveland
Washington. C



WGAL-TV Religious Programs
Religious programming on Channel 8 embraces all Faiths

with such programs as "Doorway to Life*'. "Frontiers of

Faith", "Eternal Light", "The Catholic Hour". "The

C hristophers", "This is the Life", and "A Minute With

> our Bible"', the latter a daily sign-otf feature. The most

recent innovation under the auspices of the Pennsylvania

C ouncil o\ Churches is the Sunday evening "Talk Back"

series which is telecast for in-church discussion groups

throughout the Channel 8 area.

WGAL-TV

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
2 JANUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

In polling Madison Avenue's managerial and planning levels for 1960 portents
SPOINSOR-SCOPE found expectations uniformly leaning toward a record-spending
first half—but with the supposition that peace will prevail in the steel industry.

Another shadow taken note of more or less: the pressures exerted on the Federal
Trade Commission toward the policing of commercial copy.

Here are some of the more significant anticipations for the new year:

• Advertisers will budget for higher levels of profit; hence a swingback to investing

in more small markets and a greater emphasis on national advertising. The effect will be favor-

able for both network tv and spot tv.

• Another force working beneficently for spot: a greater confidence among manufac-
turers toward stepping up their promotions on a market-by-market basis.

• It will be the year that the public service and informational program will come
into its own as an article of sponsorship on a broad scale, with quite a few package goods adver-

tisers—a la Brown & Williamson—taking a flier in those precincts for sundry purposes.

• With the Washington climate in their favor, the tv networks will not only mushroom
their programing control but go in as is deeply practical for the magazine, or par-

ticipation, concept.

• Ad agencies will have to wrestle with the problem of whether to accept the curtailed

role that the foregoing poses or press continuously for a freer hand.

• As the participation concept spreads, the trend will be toward greater flexibility

of commitment—

w

rith sponsors demanding more escape clauses.

• Sellers will reevaluate their rates, with the tv netwrorks offering greater incentives

on daytime and stations generally doing something about their I.D.'s and minutes.

• There'll be a greater concentration than ever on qualitative research -with regard

to tv. with advertisers seeking to correlate the specifics of who viewed the show to whether the

tabulated audience is a good prospect for the product. This probing in depth will also en-

tail the image impact of the program.

• National spot radio will have to focus more attention not only on its special supporting

values as regards continuing campaigns and seasonal promotions but the strong com-

munity-oriented posture that is unique with local radio.

In spite of the relatively short work-week there was a lot going in spot radio.

The action included renewals from R. J. Reynolds, Nescafe and Vaseline; substan-

tial schedules from Bristol-Myers' MinitRub (DCSS) and Sutton Deodorants (Gumbin-

ner) and limited buys from Folger Coffee (C&W), Selcher & Righter (games) and Red
Star Yeast (Krause. Minneapolis).

The MinitRub technique: Switch the campaign from one station to another in

each market after so manv weeks. The entire run will be 30 weeks.

Don't be surprised, in the event the steel strike is resumed, to see Chevrolet's

Dinah Shore show go to three a month.

The factor)- has already discussed the possibility with NBC TV and responded with interest

to a proposal for a once-a-month takeover of the spot by an electric shaver.

The shaver would sponsor a musical program also, with April as the starting date.

Meantime Buick, Pontiac and others are cutting loose with spaced spot radio

bursts highlighting the immediate availability of plenty of cars.

SPONSOR 2 JANUARY 1960 13



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

In its continuing study, via R. H. Bruskin Associates, on the correlation of

brand buying to tv advertising, NBC TV research developed some interesting an-

swers in a poll of 2,600 men and women conducted during September.

The question in each instance was either what brand do you use most or what

brand did you buy during the past four weeks.

Following were the percentages for the dominant brands in these categories:

GASOLINE: Texaco, 11.1%; Standard of Illinois, 10.5 c
/< \ Esso, 8.5%; Shell 7.1%;

Gulf. 5.8%. Total for the five brands: 53%.
PEANUT BUTTER: Skippy, 28.39?; Peter Pan, 13.1%; Jif (P&G), 8.9%. Total:

50.3%.

COOKING & SALAD OIL: Wesson, 24%; Mazola. 22.9%; Kraft, 5%. Total:

52.9%.

This season's nighttime tv network programing offers a phenomenon in the

June Allyson show (DuPont) that's been food for pondering by researchers.

The curious characteristic: The Allyson show's number of viewers per set (1.2) is al-

most identical with what an advertiser could expect from a daytime soap opera.

The average male tune-in per show is about 1 per set, but with the Allyson show its .4

male per set with another .1 coming from the under-18-year-old group. In other words, the

\ll\son show's audience composition is that of a daytime serial.

Advertisers during the latter half of 1959 moved their accounts into what they

hoped would be greener pastures in the usual profusion, but this parade lacked the

abundance of giant-budget switchers in similar rosters of recent years.

Note the number of heavy tv spot users in this list of accounts that went thataway the

second six months of this vear:

ADVERTISER

RCA
Sylvania

Boyle-Midway

Jacob Ruppert

Lipton Tea

Mars, Inc.

Vaseline tonic

John Breck

Columbia Records

CBS TV
Johns-Manville

Salada-Junket

\ ISC TV-Radio

I tecar Mayer

Narragansett Beer

Geo. Wiedeman

Wilson & Co.

Pertu--in

5-Day Labs

Reddi-Wip

Necco

FROM

Kenyon & Eckhardt

J. Walter Thompson

Geyer

Compton

Young & Rubicam

Knox-Reeves

McCann-Erickson

\. W. Ayer

McCann-Erickson

McCann-Erickson

J. Walter Thompson

SSCB
BBDO
Baker. Tilden & B

Cunningham & Walsh

Tatham-Laird

Kenyon & Eckhardt

McCann-Erickson

Grey

D'Arcj

LaRoche

TO ESTIMATED BUDGET

J. Walter Thompson $10,000,000

Kudner 5.000.000

JWT, Bates 5.000.000

Norman, Craig & Kummel 4,000,000

SSC&B 3,500.000

Needham. Louis & Brorbv 3,000.000

Norman, Craig & Kummel 3.000.000

Reach, McClinton 3.000.000

Benton & Bowles 2.000,000

BBDO 2.000,000

Cunningham & Walsh 2.000.000

Doyle-Dane-Bernbach 2.000.000

Doyle-Dane-Bernbach 1.500.000

J. Walter Thompson 1.500.000

DCS&S 1.500.000

DCS&S 1.500.000

(not set) 1,250,000

Compton 1,000,000

Doyle-Dane-Bernbach 1.000.000

North 1.000.000

Kenyon & Eckhardt 1.000.000

14

I For account switches during 1959 first half, see 4 July SPONSOR-SCOPE.)

^ ou might interpret this as riding herd on something Sid Caesar and Art Cai

nej have made their stock in trade:

NBC l\ i- offering eight specials by Max Liebman. which will burlesque moderi
da) foibles and folk types. Gross price per hour show : $210,000.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Competition for the daytime network tv dollar is taking on more steam than
ever.

NBC TV has started off the new year in that direction by putting through two rate

cuts: (1) 10-11 a.m. from a C to D rate, or from 50% to 40% of the nighttime rate; (2)

for every three quarter-hours bought between 2:30-4:30 p.m. a quarter-hour is tossed in as

a bonus, which amounts to a 25% reduction per quarter hour.

The main NBC objective: to put itself in a better price competitive position
against ABC TV in the afternoon and at the same time siphon off a greater share of the

daytime potential profits.

This trend toward lowering the daytime rate has apparently another motive: keeping
the remainder of P&G's daytime business in the NBC fold. P&G's media people have

felt that the rate ratio of day to night was in need of an overhauling.

NBC TV has indicated to agencies that its forthcoming new rate card will also

have readjustments for the early evening periods.

In working out its new nighttime discount incentives NBC has had the advantage of collating

the confusions caused by the latest discount structure put out by CBS TV.
Media buyers say that the CBS discount setup is so confusing that it is imperative that

they first check with the network before attempting to estimate for a client what his

time bill will be after 1 April.

Where the agencies that do their own program buying from the producer are

going to have a tough time from here on out : beating the networks to a deal for

anything that has promise.

Because of the climate in Washington the tv networks are now in a position to con-

trol as much of the programing they elect and hence can quickly contract for any

series in the making the moment an agency starts talking about it to clients.

Contrast this network freedom of action with the agency's inability to move until the

various brand managers can make up their minds.

Two most recent cases in Avhich networks hogtied a property while the agency and client

were looking: the Tom Ewell show (CBS TV) and The Flagstones (ABC TV)

.

The three tv networks jointly were credited through TvB with gross time bill-

ings of $59,030,752 for October, an increase of 12.4% over the like month of 1958.

Billings by network, with plus margins: ABC TV, $12,537,020, 25.9%; CBS TV,

$23,610,441, 7.8%; NBC TV, $22,883,291, 10.7%.

Collective gross for the first 10 months of '59: $510,136,192; plus 10.7%.

Bates' research department has been conducting a qualitative study dealing with

consumer impressions in connection with Brown & Williamson's sponsorship of the

Journey to Understanding series on NBC TV.
The basic intent : comparison of the image held of Life cigarettes between those

who saw reports of the Eisenhower trek on NBC and those who didn't.

The processed findings will be completed in about two weeks.

Journey was the first series of the kind sponsored by a package goods advertis-

er. The over-all price of the seven telecasts : $466,000.

Bates' top man on the B&W account told SPONSOR-SCOPE this week that

what has already gratified the client deeply was the commendations it got from its

own trade for identifying itself with this type of public service undertaking.

CBS TV reports what looks like a good nibble for the most expensive batch of

documentaries to date: the four to six one-hour science series which Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology will co-produce as part of its 100th anniversary.

The programs are geared to cost $150,000 each and will debut October 1960.

SPONSOR 2 JANUARY 1960 15



EXPENSE ITEM AGENCY
Salaries 72.2%

Travel & entertaining 3.9%

Rent 7.3%

AT&T 2.1%
Legal & auditing 1.1%

Stationery & office supplies 2.2%

Miscellaneous 11.2%

TOTAL 100 %

SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

A* a competitor for the ad dollar Curtis Publishing (BBDO) may have its pro-

motional differences with t v. but it's certainly got a lot of faith in radio as a seller

of its products, and to the extent of $550,000 a year.

In its own advertising plan for 1960 Curtis includes these:

• Continuance of a weekly quarter-hour on Arthur Godfrey's radio strip in behalf of the

Saturday Evening Post, and this is its fourth consecutive year.

• Local spot radio to augment Godfrey.

• Network participation for the company's other publications.

They may not be typical but you can get a pretty broad idea of where the ex-

penses went in the 1959 breakdown below of the itemized percentages for a major
agency and a rep firm.

The following overhead percentages came from an agency in the top five whose treasur-

er preferred anonymity and from Adam Young, Inc.

:

STATION REP

66.7%

7.6%

6.1%

5.8%

0.7%

1.6%

11.5%

100 %

If you, as a seller of spot tv, have been puzzled by the succession of schedule

pullbacks that P&G has given Duncan Hines this season, here's the explanation in

a nutshell:

Distribution of the cake mix, out of Compton, has been built up to where it pro-

vides for 75% of potential sales, with the result it's able to buy more network.

However, there'll be plenty of spot money dished out for the brand this year in one
big area of the country. It's where the competition is most intense.

Bekins Van & Storage (LaRoche) is buying about $l-million worth of spot tv

for 1960, with coverage from K.C. down through the southwest and along the west coast.

However, in the states of Washington, Oregon and Idaho, with Frederick E. Baker
as the agency, it will go on spot radio—this time weather reports in the a.m.

Two developments in the soap cleanser field that you might look for in 1960:
1

)

A marked increase in universal (all-purpose) liquid detergents a la Lestoil-Mr.

Clean-Handy Andy and specialized liquid detergents.

2) Washing machine manufacturers putting out models with tanks that automatic-

ally measure out soap needs. (GE washers are already using this device for dispensing

bleaching fluids).

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 48; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 58; Washington Week, page 51; sponsor

Hears, page 54; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 66; and Film-Scope, page 52.
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for every 10 TV homes in the

Indianapolis Trading Area . . . there

are 13 in its Satellite Markets.

Think of this rich Mid-Indiana area in these terms

and you will come up with some surprising ideas

about television and your market. Here's the place

to test "regional umbrella coverage". . . get real

penetration and impact at low cost. Why ?

15% richer and 30° bigger than the Metropolitan

Trading Zone itself? Where else do you find such

a widespread area covered from one central point

. . . and by just one station with no overlapping

basic affiliates of the same network ?

WFBM-TV dominates Mid-Indiana, because it is

the only basic NBC outiet penetrating this market.

Nielsen Coverage Study #3 confirms these facts

. . . and we're proud of our ARB.

Where else will you find satellite markets that are Represented Nationally by the KATZ Agency

only basic NBC coverage of America's

13th TV Market— 760,000 TV homes.

°°^^° INDIAN APOLIS-Major retail area for 18 richer-than-

average counties. 1,000,000 population—350,600 families with 90%
television ownership!

o 11 SATELLITES-Each market within WFBM-TVs
verified coverage . . . Marion • Anderson • Muncie • Bloomington

• Vincennes • Terre Haute • Danville, Illinois • Lafayette • Peru

• Logansport • Kokomo.

f

OUR lOTH
ANNIVERSARY
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1960 WILL BE THE HOTTEST YEAR IN BUSINESS HISTORY. OVER

TWELVE BILLION DOLLARS WILL BE INVESTED IN ADVERTISING...

OVER ONE BILLION IN NATIONAL SPOT TV/RADIO ALONE!

Competition will be sharper and there
will be more of it. You'll get your full

share of new business only if you sell

aggressively and promote consistently.

More national spot dollars can be
yours if you:

• Map your spot selling strategy now
for 1960.

• Advise your national representative
of your plans and enlist his counsel
and support.

• Build a powerful station image that

establishes your station's personal-
ity, qualifications and impact.

• Project this image in your trade pub-
lication advertising with a campaign
of sufficient clarity, importance, size

and frequency to command atten-

tion and do the job.

• Use a key publication tailor-made to

impress timebuyers, account execu-
tives and ad managers. Use a maga-
zine that's pinpointed to spot.

SPONSOR IS

YOUR RED-HOT BUY!
SPONSOR'S editorial climate is

100% in tune with the men and
women who make the spot-buy-
ing decisions at all top national

agencies.

Since 1958, every independent
survey of agency advertiser trade
paper reading preferences PROVE
THAT SPONSOR LEADS THE TV
RADIO FIELD!

EXTRA!
SPONSOR guarantees low 1957

rates for all of 1960 to

contract advertisers of record
as of 1 April 1960.

THAT MEANS

SPONSOR
The weekly magazine tv radio advertisers use!



GROWING
GROWING
GROWING

KMSO-TV now reaches

51,000 Montana TV homes
and is gaining new viewers all over

WESTERN MONTANA
KMSO-TV
Serves MISSOULA and All of

WESTERN MONTANA With the Best
of CBS, NBC, ABC

PERFECT TEST MARKET
• 51,000 TV Homes
• Drug Sales Index 167
• Retail Sales Index 143
• Auto Sales Index 176

PERFECT TEST STATION
• Captive Audience in 90% of the

Area
• Dominates the 10% Remainder

Completely
• Now the Only TV Station on the

Air in Western Montana
• Low Cost 1,000 Homes

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

FORJOE-TV, Inc.

RICH EARS
Ask Hollingberry what a big
chunk of the audience we have
. . . how much they buy, and
how friendly they feel toward
ADULT radio.

REACH MORE. REACH FURTHER

WJBO
NBC in BATON ROUGE

20

Reps at work

Martin F. Beck, The Katz Agency. Inc., New York, feels that faith

in all radio must be at the core of every radio solicitation. "Let's get

the internecine warfare out of radio selling. Why praise one kind of

radio and berate another? In the long run this kind of policy can

only damage the medium as a whole. All radio is good radio.

Network affiliate, independent sta-

tion, fm, foreign language opera-

tion, farm radio, etc., all have a

place. And each does a specific

selling job for its advertisers. If

there were an end to negative

selling, to the rib-sticking, cynical,

derogative classifying of competi-

tive programing, all radio would

benefit. After all, every station

operates on the basis of a master

programing blueprint, one for

which they feel there is a genuine

need. This programing concept is intended to give the station a

personality, an image that will set it apart from other stations in the

market. In this sense all stations are formula stations." Martin says

that renewed faith in the medium will bring in "more money from

every budget and induce greater respect by advertisers for radio."

John Barry, AM Radio Sales Company, Inc., New York, feels that

agencymen who use station representatives only as a fund of avail-

abilities are missing out on a service that would prove highly bene-

ficial to their work. "The agencv media man can't possibly know

everything about all markets. It is rare indeed when the media man
can't learn something more he

wants to know about a specific

market, from a station rep who is

particularly familiar with that mar-

ket. Some agencies discourage any

contact between the account man
and representatives. There seems

to be the feeling that account men

are too busv to see rep salesmen,

or that the salesmen will hypnotize

the account man into making a

foolish buy. I don't believe any-

thing is further from the truth.

Why should the man directly responsible to the client for a success-

ful advertising campaign be too busy to hear well-founded, factual

suggestions on how to improve sales or distribution'.''" John doesn't

mean to imply the rep be given a carte blanche, "but when the occa-

sion warrants he should be invited to speak with the account man."

si'onsoi; 2 JANUARY 1960



Localizes national

ratings
No two markets served by radio or television provide

the same "climate" for your program. Local broad-

cast competition, program preferences, and customs

have strong influences on dialing habits.

Nielsen Station Index Reports show, at a glance,

your position in individual markets across the U.S.

All NSI® data are compatible with NTI® and NRI®
data which measure national audiences. Knowledge

of local audiences quickly locates areas of strength

and weakness in national coverage . . . and pro-

vides basic information for interpretation or correc-

tive measures.

Number of homes reached ... by station. NSI tells you both

total and Metro (or Central) Area audiences for each

station for each 15-minute period during the day.

Composition of the audience. NSI breaks down the tv and

radio audiences to show who are listening or viewing

. . . men, women, teen-agers, children.

For television. NSI reports audience data for every

competitive tv market in the U.S. These 146 market

areas (231 cities) account for over 97 percent of all

U.S. tv viewing.

For radio. NSI reports audience data for the top 34

markets in the U.S. These account for the bulk of

radio listening, thanks to radio's long reach.

Send for sample NSI Report. See for yourself

the wealth of information NSI Reports

put at your fingertips ... it is the only

way you will understand why leading

agencies, advertisers, and stations con-

sider NSI Reports a "must" for effi-

cient operation.

Httktft SlJton kndri

Nielsen Station Index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company

2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-440O

CALL . . .WIRE ... OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS

CHICAS01, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810

NEW YORK 22, NEW YORK
575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020

MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
TO Willow Road, DAvenoort 5-0021
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YOU
KCAN'T
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV
lr ~>

BIG SPREAD!
our 85 mi. "B" coverage-
big even for Texas— gives

you 20 more coverage
miles in Central Texas
than our nearest rival

!

E ISION ASSOCIATES
onal Representatives

49th and

Madison

Payola not the rule!

With the great hue and cry about ra-

dio, tv and payola, it is time that hun-

dreds of stations who are honestly

trying to run a good station and cater

to its local audiences, speak up and

defend themselves, and let their Con-

gressmen and Senators know the

truth. I doubt if there are 50 sta-

tions in the country who have been,

or are now saddled with payola. As
to the quiz shows! possibly five or six

may have been fixed, but that is no.

reason to condemn all quiz shows.

The average station programs for

its local audiences because that is

where 75% to 85% of its revenue

comes from. If a local station, net-

work or not, does not give its listen-

ers what they want, dials will be

turned quickly. At our radio and tv

station here in the great Shenandoah

Valley, we cater to the housewife,

farmer, business man and others with

full time farm director, woman's di-

rector, two full time news editors,

plus several good personality an-

nouncers who are free of "payola,"

and who work with our community's
interest at heart.

Records, yes, we receive them by

the dozens, with selections being

made by our committee. In mv esti-

mation radio and television are two

of the most important media for ex-

pression, and just because of a few

"fixes" in television shows, or a few

disk jockeys who may have received

pavola. there is no reason to con-

demn all radio and television.

I feel sure that both radio and tele-

vision will come out of this mad ad-

venture, better and stronger than

ever, provided that station owners

will take up the cudgel and let them-

selves be heard, for after all. radio

and television are just as much en-

titled to freedom from legislation as

newspapers and magazines.

Nat L. Royster

manager, station rel.—mdsg.

Harrisonburg, Va.

Same as last year

Thank you for another excellent year,

as well as for the reminder to renew

m\ 1960 subscription. I sincerely

appreciate it. as I don't wish to miss

a single copy.

My congratulations for having the

best media magazine in the business.

Roger W. Kiley

account executive

WFBM, Indianapolis

Around the ad world

We enjoyed "Along Ad Row With

Pack and Sleigh" by Bill Miksch. It

showed depth perception of the adver-

tising carousel.

Paul Winans

Paul Winans Co.

Los Angeles

All mixed up!

In the 12 December issue of sponsor

magazine on page 75. we noted a spe-

cific reference to our product in the

first paragraph where it was stated

—

"Whether you sell pancake make-up

or pancake mix . . . take heed. Cleve-

land women have changed. I So have

the men

!

Needless to say we appreciate this

reference to our product; however,

you undoubtedly did not realize that

the word "Pan-Cake" is the registered

trademark ( U. S. Patent Office No.

406126) of Max Factor & Co. and is

not a synonym for cake make-up. The

correct usage is "Pan-Cake Make-

Up," or if you do not wish to men-

tion particular brands, simply cake

make-up.

We an
of the legal importance of protecting

a trademark and trust you will use

ours properly in any future reference

to our product.

So that our records will be com-

plete, we would appreciate an ac-

knowledgement of this letter.

Ralph E. Lazarus

Max Factor & Co.

Hollywood, Cal.
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COMMUNITY CONSCIENCE...

TELEVISION STYLE
Years of neglect had made historic Lippitt Hill an ideal area for redevelopment, but the

decision to level and rebuild brought questions, doubts and fears to residents and taxpayers. In

accord with its policy of fostering public understanding through public discussion, WPRO-TV presented

in prime evening time another i,i its series of "documentaries in depth" to explain economic impacts

and human considerations.

WPRO-TV recognizes that to maintain its community leadership, this station must be the leading

participant in community affairs. This policy prompts WPRO-TV to program both sides of controvers'al

issues as well as editorials on such pertinent subjects as Section 315 of the Communications Act, the

activities of the Commission to Encourage Morality in Youth, Hurricane Protection for Downtown
Providence, Legislative Preview by the Governor, the City Budget, and attempts to use public funds

for public service announcements.

IVTl/O
Raleigh -Durham

jitiiiii

WPRO-TV
Providence

12

WROW Radio
Albany

CBS AFFILIATES WPRO Radio
Providence

WPRO-TV Providence
CAPITAL CITIES TELEVISION CORPORATION • Represented by Blair TV
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I'll, mace for this message is donated by this publication

in cooperation with The Advertising Council.

She
was

not

alone
Sudden illness, especially mental, often disrupts a family.

With the Vasquezes it brought them closer together.

If you had wanted to get in touch with Eva Vasquez

three years ago, you would have had to travel some

two hundred miles from her home on the outskirts of

Bakersfield, California, to Modesto State Hospital for

the mentally ill.

She was hospitalized there because she was tired of

living .md tried dying. Withdrawal, they called it, from

reality.

The communists could

have made quite a thing

out of her story il they had

w n it.

Wh.it about "all men are

created equal"? they might

have asked. Wh.it about

"unalienable rights'*?

Here she was: Eva. Born

Clean, neat, but cramped, the
Vasquez home is located in a

mixed Mexican-Negro commu-
nity near Bakersfield, California.

a Mexican, another victim of pride, prejudice and pov-

erty. Knowing no love in her own home, she escaped

into marriage at sixteen.

Now, at twenty-nine, she was the wife of Juan Vas-

quez, mother of seven children and pregnant again.

Because of recurring bouts of illness, finally diag-

nosed at Kern General as malnutrition, Juan was only

intermittent!}' employed. Came cotton time, the whole

family took to the fields—usually earning a total of $7.50

a daw

Worry over her neglected children and Juan led to

Eva's breakdown. The feeling that she. alone, was faced

with these problems only exaggerated her anxiety.

It turned out she was not alone. And that's where the

Russian script ends and the American storv begins.

During Mrs. Yasquez's hospitalization the family re-

ceived relief and the children were provided milk by
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a local school nurse. Juan was encouraged to study Eng-

lish in night school in hopes of finding a better job. To

practice English he read comic books and watched TV

in the two-room cabin he shared with the children.

One day, and then again, he saw a TV message

sponsored by The Advertising Council, urging people

to send for a booklet entitled "How to Deal With Your

Tensions," published by The National Association for

Mental Health. Free.

He sent away for it and spent the next two months

laboriously translating it with the aid of his comic books

and a Spanish-American dictionary.

Among other things, he learned that Eva was not

alone in her affliction. One in ten Americans suffers from

mental illness. And 80% of those hospitalized, in the

words of Dr. William Menninger, "could be out if

enough of us cared."

The Advertising Council cared to the point of cour-

ageously sponsoring the Mental Health program dur-

ing 1958 and 1959. Through the combined volunteer

services and facilities of American business, advertising

agencies, publishers, broadcasting stations, networks,

outdoor and transit advertising companies, millions of

dollars have been spent bringing that message to mil-

lions of people, more than 1,300,000 of whom have writ-

ten in for the pamphlet.

People like Juan Vasquez, for instance, who cared

enough to translate it painstakingly and sensitively, so

that his wife would believe and understand and be re-

Although Juan translated perfectly, his wife wasn't always

sure he was giving her an exact interpretation.

stored to her family, rehabilitated. That happened on

July 7, 1958.

The Mental Health campaign was supported by The

Advertising Council because mental illness is "the num-

ber one disease of the country." And the Council is com-

mitted to making ours a stronger nation. Stronger in

human and natural resources.

Through public service campaigns—adding up to 170

million dollars of voluntary support during 1959 alone—

our country was bulwarked in many ways.

Through saving lives on the highways. Preventing

forest fires. Fighting for better schools. Selling savings

bonds, and helping our friends and allies abroad.

Not by standing still, certainly, nor playing it solo..

Rather, bv people working together in the common

cause of insuring our "health, wealth and happiness."

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL ...for public service

If you would like to know wore about this work, this magazine

suggests you write to The Advertising Council for a free booklet.

a££L&

25 West 45th Street. New York 36, Sew York %c
™«^

The Advertising Council, supporting these and many other public service causes

with men, materials and money contributed by American business, helps solve

more problems and serve more people than any other single private institution:

AID TO HIGHER EDUCATION • BETTER SCHOOLS • CONFIDENCE IN A GROWING AMERICA

CRUSADE FOR FREEDOM • FOREST FIRE PREVENTION • MENTAL HEALTH • NATO • RED CROSS

REGISTER, VOTE AND CONTRIBUTE • RELIGION IN AMERICAN LIFE • RELIGIOUS OVERSEAS AID

STAMP OUT PARALYTIC POLIO • STOP ACCIDENTS • UNITED COMMUNITY CAMPAIGNS

U. S. SAVINGS BONDS • UNITED NATIONS
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FIRST FLYING MOBILE VIDEO TAPE UNIT...

covered President Eisenhower's European tour

MVT TELEVISION announces the first flying mobile video tape unit was used by CBS
News to cover the President's tour through Europe and Asia The aircraft was developed exclusively

for mobile video tape operation and the following of events as they happen. The plane has its own
power source, kitchen and accommodations for twenty persons, including crew.

Not only is the MVT Television flying unit ideally suited for coverage of public affairs and special

events, but also for programming material extending over great distances. The mobility and speed

of the airplane makes possible on-the-scene and continuing television coverage using the same
equipment and personnel.

MVT also maintains a fleet of vans equipped with video tape, recorders and cameras for other

mobile operations.

For information on the many ways MVT Television can serve you, call or write today.

TELEVISION Inc. 40 East 49th Street • New York 17. NY • Plaza 3 23-

TAPE
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HOW TV AND RADIO ARE MOVING AHEAD
TOTAL TV

ADVERTISING

(MILLIONS)

TOTAL RADIO

ADVERTISING

(MILLIONS)

1958 $1,354 $616

1959 (estimate) $1,505 $667

I960
•F.-tirnale*

(forecast) .plyb55

and Forecasts by Richard P. Doherty, president Tv radio Management Corp.. Washington, D. C.

$714

FORECAST FOR A FINE YEAR
A SPECIAL ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF THE 1960 RADIO TV

BUSINESS OUTLOOK, PREPARED FOR SPONSOR BY CONSULTANT

2S\

BY RICHARD P. DOHERTY, PRES.
Tv-Radio Management Corp.

was the year that broadcast advertising,

for the first time, reached a level of $2 billion; our

estimate is that combined radio, tv advertising ag-

gregated $2.1 billion during 1959.

By 1963. the broadcasting industry will become a

$3 billion industry and 1960 will provide a big step

toward this achievement.

1960 will be a good, solid year for American

business and the radio tv industry will achieve a

new historical high in sales revenue.

The tv picture may be highlighted by looking at

1960 expectation in relation to 1959 and 1958.

Year

1958

Total Tv
Advertising

1 000 1 omitted

Tv Local
Advertising
iOOO 1 omitted

National-Regional
i Network & Sootl

Advertising
1 000 i omitted

$1,354,200 $248,100 $1,106,100

1959 (estimate) $1,505,000 $275,000 $1,230,000

1960 (forecast) $1,655,000 $295,000 $1,360,000

Our estimate is that when the final results of 1959

are in and tabulated, a total of SI.505.000.000 was

spent in tv advertising, or 13.7% of the all-media

''
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Doherty sees radio/tv moving

past the $3 billion mark by 1963,

competition getting tougher

advertising pie. 01 the Si . ><
'">.< " >' >.()()(), approximately

10,000,0 ame from national-regional sponsors, via

• ik ami spot purchases, and v J7 ">.<>( 10,000 came from

I'.c al ad\ ertisei -.

In I960, network and national-regional spot should rise

to approximately SI 160,000,000, an over-all increase in

the vicinit) of 10* \i th>- same time, we expect local tv

sales to expand bj >'>'
i . Thus, we maj expect a total I960

t\ advertising expenditure of approximately 81.655.000,000.

I \|... tations are that all-media advertising will reach

the high histoi ical level ol $11.9 billion in 1960. Tv should

again improve it- -hare and come up with 14% of the

nation - a«K ertising pie.

Radio, in aggregate, has had a relatively good year dur-

ing 1959, 1'iit with tin- total industry picture showing di-

enl trends between individual stations and individual

markets.

W hin the record of 1959 is fullv written, radio sales

and radio station broadcast revenues, industry-wide, will

he the highest in history—aggregating $603 million. Total

radio advertising investments i including commissions and

talent payments) will total $667 million.

Revenue, industry-wise, should expand by 7%-8% for

1960 over L959.

For a three-year period, the picture will look like this:

Year

Total Radio
Advertising

i Millions

Total Radio Station
Time Sales

< Millions)

1958 $616 S541

1959 (estimated) $667 $603

1960 (forecast) 8714 $661

The 1960 profit margin of radio stations, in loto, will

remain about the same or decrease slightly because of

higher labor (payroll) costs, heavier competitive expenses,

plus added demands for programing and sponsor service.

An over-all industry-wide profit margin of ll'y^-12% will.

in our opinion, be a maximum achievement: the more

likely ratio will be 9%-10%. The top 750 stations will

show a 20%-25% ratio of profits and the 250 top ranking

(revenue-wise) will achieve a 25%-30% profit margin.

The numerical majority of radio markets will show7 only

about the same results in aggregate station sales revenues

during 1960 vs. 1950. A sizable segment of stations will

10 FAVORABLE FACTORS WHICH WILL AID RADIO/TV
According to Management Consultant, Richard Doherty, these 10 anticipated developments in our national economy will have a

decided bearing on the growth and vitality of the air media in the next 12 months. Says Doherty, however, plan now for 1961.

1. Gross National Product'may rise 6%-7%.

2. Industrial output should expand 8-9%.

3. Retail sales [dollar volume) should reach

a level about 8'
,

-10'
, higher than 1959,

a it/i loud and automotives accounting for

a strong share of the upswing.

4-- Employment will increase progressively

with unemployment decreasing to an in-

significant level, belou 3,( Hin.ix hi persons.

5- Wages mil rise l>\ \o' . -\2'
, including

impi m ''</ benefit s.

cost <il living will go up nearly 2',.

7. Building and construction in dollar value

will rise even though physical volume will

remain at approximately the 1959 level

8. Consumer spendable income should im-

prove by 7%-8 r
, .

9- Luxury spendable income, that overall

segment of personal and family income

available beyond the normal standard of

living requirements, will reach new peak.

lO. Congress and the Administration, lacing

the important November election, will

avoid legislation which might have ad-

verse economic-business effects.
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ikely experience something less than 5%-7% improvement

n sales and 20%-25% of the radio stations will experience

decrease in sales income.

Creative programing, station promotion and alert sales-

manship will highlight individual station success during

960. No radio station can depend on industry trends for

utomatic gains. The formula for growth is PPS—pro-

Taming, promotion and sales effectiveness.

Competition among stations will be a highly signifi-

ant factor affecting the 1960 business of individual tv and

adio stations.

In virtually all tv markets, the audience share race,

imong stations, became more intense in 1959 and will be-

•ome even tighter in 1960. The three tv networks are in

loser balance, program-wise. Thus, any given network

iffiliate. in 1960. may be No. 1 in its market through its

>wn management acumen and though the stimulant of its

>wn programs. This was not so true two or three years ago.

The formula byr which any given tv station may achieve

he largest gain in sales, in its market, includes three in-

gredients: la) a well-selected and scheduled format of

eature films, syndicated series and local live programs;

bl a solidly effective promotion program to advertise the

tation's story to both sponsors and the local viewing audi-

:nce: (c) alert, creative selling by both the station's sales

taff and the station's national representative.

Radio competition has, as everyone knows, become more

'ntense in practically every multiple station market. A few

ears ago, sharp and progressive program operators began

separating the men from the boys and long-established

Nation ratings went into upheaval. During the past year or

wo, the boys have learned fast and program competition

las become more balanced.

In most multiple station markets, we expect that 1960

will prove that radio competition is a fairly even race be-

ween several stations and that, with only a few excep-

ions, no one or two radio stations will leave competition

ar, far behind.

Promotion has become an essential tool for expanded

adio station sales and added station profits.

Stations gain audiences and raise their share of the au-

lience by better programing plus effective local audience

>romotion and advertising.

Promotion and advertising are as important to broadcast

Nations as broadcasters know that promotion and advertis-

ng are basic to the competitive advance of retail stores,

products and services.

In the area of national spot sales, radio stations can

bridge the distance between station and agency/sponsor

>nly via effective trade press advertising. The station

vhich, during 1960, doesn't advertise effectively to national

iuyers will not share proportionately in the additional

5900.000.000 of all media advertising expenditures which

vill be produced during the next 12 months.

General business in 1960 will obviously provide the

Dackground stimulant for radio and tv sales expansion.

ECONOMIST DOHERTY
A FORMER NAB V.P.

Richard P. Doherty, who
wrote this forecast of

economic conditions for

1960 in the radio/tv in-

dustry, has a strong back-

ground in both economics

and broadcasting. A for-

mer professor and head

of the Economics Depart-

ment at Boston Univer-

sity, he served from 1945-54 as v.p. of the NAB.
specializing in station economics, labor rela-

tions and cost accounting matters. Since 1954

he has headed Tv-Radio Management Corpora-

tion, Washington, D. C, business consultants to

the broadcast industry, and has worked for and

ivith 125 of the country's tv stations on various

management problems. He is author of a num-
ber of books on economic subjects.
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If the total American economy- were not going to expand

and improve, in 1960, we would not forecast a rise in radio

sales: we would expect only a small, modest rise in tv sales:

we would not expect all advertising dollars to expand.

Barring some unexpected international crisis, it is a prac-

tical certainty that 1960 will be a year of expansion and

improvement in virtually every major sector of the econ-

omy, with the possible exception of agriculture.

For a rundown of our business forecast for 1960, see

the box on opposite page.

Recession ahead in 1961? A small minority of busi-

ness economists now believe that the progressive improve-

ment of 1959-1960 will be followed by a recession in 1961,

and that the road signs of this recession will become more

evident during late 1960. We personallv belong to this

group.

The rhythm of business, coupled with the controlled

money market and certain underlying economic drags, sug-

gest that a corrective recession will be forthcoming during

1961, and that this adverse trend will become evident to

economic researchers during the late months of 1960.

In our opinion, there are at least five forces which could

well lead to a 1961 recession.

1. Consumer debt has mounted steadily and, during the

prosperity of 1960, will go on expanding. Sooner or

later, this huge mass of consumer debt will induce a

cutback in new consumer purchases.

(Please turn to page 63)
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How tv sets new Busch distribution

^ New tactic of Anheuser-Busch reverses role of

advertising by pacing market areas with tv signals

^ Four-year-old Busch Bavarian brand has hit top

sales in multiple markets with this media strategy

#%nheuser-Busch, 108-year-old pio-

neer brewer in St. Louis, is meeting the

demands of its own marketing revolu-

tion 1>\ counter-revolutionarj media

tactics. The medium is television, and

the marketing revolution is introduc-

tion of a non-premium brand four

years ago as a complement to its

long-time top selling premium brand.

Budweiser.

The counter-revolutionary tactic

which Anheuser-Busch is using suc-

--lullv to market and to sell its

new Busch Bavarian brand is a re-

allocation of sales and distributor ter-

ritories to what the company calls a

"media coverage area." Advertisings

usual role is reversed, so that it paces

rather than follows product distribu-

tion.

This means simply that state and

county boundaries used for the older

A-B Budweiser brand, and adopted

also by most advertisers to define

their wholesaler and sales activity,

have been removed. Tbevve been re-

placed with a topsy-turvy, crazv-

quilt pattern of television signals (see

adjacent maps l . Now, a Busch Ba-

varian salesman in the field contacts

wholesalers within the reach of t\

signals in a given area. The client,

working with Gardner Advertising

agencv in St. Louis, has devised over-

lays on a I . S. map designating some

38 of these major media coverage

areas in its 14-state distribution pat-

tern.

This media-marketing approach has

moved the new brand to No. 1 posi-

tion in manv of the markets where it

is distributed, and has put it among
the top 20 brands in anv localitv. So

reports \^ alter Reisinger. regional

brands advertising manager for An-

heuser-Busch, in detailing the growth

of the beer. A-B introduced the non-

premium brand a scant four vears

ago to fill the gap left by its premium
brand. Budweiser. Bud. the undis-

puted top seller nationallv. is among
the premiums which—all told—at-

tract only 20% of the beer consum-

ing market.
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OLD BUSCH MARKETING USED COUNTY LINES. . .

« '.

FIXED LINES separating

counties and states in map at left

represent traditional approach to

marketing, with advertising fol-

lowing the rigid distribution lines.

But Anheuser-Busch has perfect-

ed new strategy of using tr as a

primary medium, then tracing

patterns covered by the signals.

The new ''market'' in the map

at the right thus transcends state

and county districts previously

assigned to salesmen and distrib-

utors. A market for the new
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n This left some 80 (

, c of the potential

narket untapped by Anheuser-Busch.

\nd this led to the development, crea-

ion and strategy for the new Busch

Bavarian in only 60 days. The new

nedia coverage area tactic focuses

m two campaign phases: the pre-

dominant use of broadcast in an in-

roductorv drive and in a continuing

effort.

Radio and tv in the first phase are

allocated about 85cc of the total ad-

vertising budget: in the follow-up

jhase. about 70%. The pattern is

concentrated on spot announcements

aired with varying frequency. Prime

imes are preferred, divided between

ninutes and 20's and used to round

aut local program schedules (usually

sports).

The result, says Mr. Reisinger, is

an ever-increasing market share for

Busch Bavarian and a similar growth

in consumption for Budweiser. He

explains: "They don't compete with

each other, because a Bud drinker

absolutely cannot be switched to

another brand once he's been hooked!

And our Busch Bavarian is complete-

ANHEUSER-BUSCH MARKETER who has

directed switch in emphasis is Walter Reis-

inger, regional brands advertising manager

lv different from Bud so that our in-

creased sales are coming from other

non-premium brands." He adds that

the sale of beer is primarily a local

problem because no nationally known
beer has total distribution, in the

usual marketing sense. The situation

is even more competitive because of

the strong inroads made regionally

and locally by some 200 different

brand names.

To pinpoint the advertising cam-

paign at this local level, and to elimi-

nate wastage and thus maximize the

dollar investment, the client and

agenc\ people worked to devise the

new concept of media selection and

usage. It started four years ago when
signals from a Southern Illinois tv

station reached far into adjacent

Iowa counties where Anheuser had

no distribution. This initial waste in

that one market area, alone, had little

over-all significance, says Mr. Reis-

inger. But had it been allowed to

continue, and therefore been multi-

plied in all of the markets used b\

the company, the total loss could have

been staggering.

So they worked assiduously to re-

define their approach to a market.

They started with tv, "our primary

medium and the key to our entire

marketing concept." So says the re-

gional brands manager. And "the

most important factor in marketing

todav is not just tv's selling power

but where the television signal goes.

The signal defines our market." Tv

signals, he continues, '"don't stop at

state lines. In our new marketing

I Please turn to page 64 I

.

NEW BUSCH MARKETING USES TV SIGNAL AREAS

usch Bavarian beer can there-

fore encompass portions of four

C

tales with the reach of a single

irban tv signal.

This new approach has result-

°d in the new product moving in-

to the Top 20 beer circle nation-

ally and bagging No. 1 sales

position in many markets, de-

spite the highly competitive na-

ture of beer merchandising. The

other brand produced by A-B is

the nation s top seller. Budweiser.
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Portrait of a crusading marketer

i

^ His claim to 'being horn lazy' is belied by the way

K&E vice presidenl Steve Dietz tackles agency problems

^ Here are some of his views on marketing, merchan-

dising and on semantics of several trite ad row terms

^%-k five advertising executives

what their hobbj i-. and four prob-

ablj will say, "Golf."" If the fifth one

answers, "Reading," the chances are

he is Stephen- Dietz, group \ ice presi-

dent, marketing services at Kenyon

v\ Kckhardt. Inc., in New ^ ork.

"'I was born lazy," Dietz explains.

"and I in -till trying to achieve total

laziness. "
If spare-time reading is an

indication of this. Dietz 21-year

career in advertising and marketing

and his present position at K&E
i which he assumed on 6 November)

belies it. Anyone who claims laziness

i- a virtue and takes up marketing

and advertising must he spoofing.

At K&E. Stephens Dietz reports

to D. C. Stewart, executive vice

president. Reporting to Dietz are four

department heads: the vice presidents

of merchandising, media, research

and radio tv.

"Then you coordinate these four

important departments?" SPONSOR

asked.

"Whoa." said Dietz. " 'Coordinate"

is a word I don't much care for. Let

me put it this way: reading isn't my
onlv hobbv. Another is business man-

agement. And it seems to me that two

of the most misused words in Madison

Avenue parlance are 'coordinator' and

'administrator.'
'

THE QUOTABLE STEVE DIETZ

IN HIS 21-year career as

an adman. K&E's Stephens

Dietz has formed some

j strong opinions on market-

ing. Here are a few quotes:

" Marketing and merchan-

dising are too often con-

fused. Marketing is the

creation and satisfaction of

consumer demand at a prof-

it. Merchandising is really

the junction of being a merchant, although in our lighter

moments we frequently refer to it as the performance of

anything that nobody else wants to do." The accompany-

story is full of Dietz' observations on the ad scene.

"Co-ordinator and administratoi

both strike me as extremely inactive

words. They suggest a sort of passive

shuffling of memos and filing of

papers. Now a word like 'manage' is

active. It's high time we sav some-

thing like 'manage' and drop such

weak words as 'coordinate" and 'ad

ministrate.'

Dietz turned on a boyish smile.

"Actually."" he explained. "I've been

group vice president here for such a

short time—and most of that has been

spent on the road—that I'm not quite

sure what I'm managing. My first job

on this job is to find out exactly

what's expected of me." Again, in

this statement, the Dietz brand of

humor shows through. He has a very

good idea of his new job. For three

years he ran the merchandising de-

partment at K&E. Before that, as an

account supervisor and client, he

gained much more than passing

knowledge of radio/tv, media and

research.

He brings to his new post a sound

background in all the spheres that

now come under his aegis as market-

ing head. Along the way. Dietz also

has formed some unshakable convic-

tions about advertising and market-

ing.

For some time Dietz has been

carrying on a crusade for realistic

evaluation of marketing programs by

client companies.

"It's shocking to me." Dietz told

sponsor, "to see a corporation put on

an expensive marketing and merchan-

dising program, then suddenlv change

the whole plan or even drop it with-

out ever recording on paper exa tl\

what went wrong. Such documenta-

tion is vital to planning new cam-

paigns.

'"Clients are demanding increased

documentation from agencies." Dietz

continued, "so it seems agencies have

a right to expect the same from

clients.

"Management has too often failed

to demand reasons why a marketing

program has failed. For too long, such

evaluation has been the job of every-

body and nobodv. With costs increas-
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ing from year to year, it s absolutely

a 'must' that marketing dollars be

spent more efficiently, and realistic

evaluation of each program is just

good economy.

"At K&E. we've been working to-

ward this for some time, and happilv

I notice a definite beginning of a

trend in this direction on the part of

client." Dietz went on.

To document the trend, he picked

up from his desk a bound tvpescript.

"For example," he said, "here's a

report we've just done—not on a past

or present marketing program—but

on a future one. It lists all the areas

and aspects that we recommend
should be documented at the end of

the program. And this was turned

out at the client's request."'

For sponsor, Dietz cleared up what

has been something of a confusion

—

the difference between marketing and

merchandising.

"For 'marketing.' " he said, "we've

got a pretty clear-cut definition

around K&E: Marketing is the crea-

tion and satisfaction of consumer de-

mand at a profit.

"With "merchandising.' however."

he continued. "I don't know that I've

ever heard a really satisfactory defi-

nition. In our lighter moments we
like to say that merchandising is

considered the doing of something

that nobody else wants to do.

"But on the serious side, merchan-
dising actually boils down to the func-

tion of being a merchant. The agency
merchandising man must ask himself.

'What can we do to help the retailer

be a truly successful merchant?' We
must put ourselves in the role of the

merchant and try to make client and
agency objectives for a product mesh
with the merchant's objectives. When
we come up with an answer and carry

it out, that's merchandising. Too
many people construe merchandising

as simply a means of grabbing

favored shelf space or setting up
point--of-purchase displays in the

aisles of stores.

"The fact is that merchandising has

many tools. A knowledge of pricing

and discounts is one merchandising

tool. Packaging ( which also is an

advertising tool) also is a vital part

of merchandising. Co-op funds, wise-

ly set up and managed, can be valu-

A\

STEPHENS DIETZ, Kenyon & Eckhardt's marketing vice president, began his advertising career

with Procter & Gamble, brings to his new post client and agency experience. Among his convic-

tions: Clients demand increased documentation from agencies; agencies have the same right

able to merchandising. One of our

boys here at K&E, for example, just

wrote up the whole co-op contract for

a client."'

What about television and mer-

chandising?

Dietz thought it over. "I'm afraid

television's effect has been primarily

on advertising rather than merchan-

dising,'' he said.

As for the reverse of the merchan-

dising coin—the merchandising and

exploiting of tv program personali-

ties I an activity that K&E pioneered

successfully: outstanding example

—

Ed Sullivan). Dietz looks upon it as

a vanishing art.

"The dav for merchandising of tv

personalities." he says "has almost

passed. Todav's conditions are mak-

ing such exploitation next to im-

possible." Principal reasons: (1)

Performers' time becoming more

limited through heavy show commit-

ments so that there is little left to

devote to personal merchandising:

(2) Co-sponsorship has become so

[Please turn to page 64)
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TOP TV SPENDERS—HOW THIRD
QUARTER '59 COMPARED TO '58

it,;; 1959

PROCTER & GAMBLE 162,038,295 S72.639.411

LEVER BROTHERS 27.937.741 36.900.073

COLGATE PALMOLIVE 25.863.960 28,549,617

AMERICAN HOME PDCTS. 18.673.081 27,617,314

GENERAL FOODS 23.312.743 26.527.316

R. J. REYNOLDS 14.061.289 16.217,071

GENERAL MOTORS 15.958.568 14.990,702

BRISTOL-MYERS 13.857.262 14.099,911

P. LORILLARO 12.061.986 13.982.586

LESTOIL, INC. 8.170.700 13,707.900

"HR estimated gross time expenditures

I ii—yimimy—mimmi—imiiiimiiyiMtii
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WHY TV SPENDING IS UP
IN THE TOP TEN CIRCLE

r\\] outline ill 1\ -pending in 1960

can be seen in the bullish attitude

toward l\ among the leading con-

tenders for L959's Top Ten circle.

Pitched marketing battles and new

product introductions were the main

motivating factors in tv budget in-

i reases bj all but one and for the

first appearance on the li*t i at the

nine-month mark) of an advertiser

who made it on the strength of spol

t\ expenditures alone.

The uewcomer, Lestoil, spent

113,707,900 in spol t\ in the first

three quarters of L959 to: i 1 i battle

the rush into the liquid cleanser field

l-\ P&G, Lever and Colgate, (2) in-

troduce a new product, Lestare, a

powder bleach. (3) increase its dis-

tribution throughout the \ t la tit i<-

' mil as far weal as Des Moines,

though Lestoil lost it- No. 1

' P&G's Mr. Clean in L959,

it- sales jun I
< from $31 mil-

lion ii • i - 10 million in

>'
'. I this, t\ expenditures

were upped omparison of

U

third quarter totals shown above'.

The average hike in tv expendi-

tures among the 10 advertisers was

19.3%. Aside from Lestoil. there

were three significant departures

from this general area of increase.

American Home Products made a

dramatic 5(1', rise, largely accounted

for b\ the company's growing reli-

ance on spot tv for introducing new

products. A case in point: Dristan.

introduced b\ VHP's Whitehall Div.

with a $1,839,860 spot t\ campaign
m L958.

Level Bros increase can be

traced to the pro-television attitude

of llenrx Schachte, who moved last

February from ad v.p. into the newly

created post of executive v.p. of three

consumer marketing divisions

—

r, Foods, Pepsodent. 1958's t\

total of $38 million was all but

reached b\ September 30, 1959.

General Motors decreased spend-

ing, of course, reflects the multiple

problems which beset the automotive

market generally last \ear. ^

100% in

W Shift in media strategy

by frozen food firm brings

31% increase over '58 sales

^ Hard-to-crack New York

market responds to all-out.

year-round radio emphasis

A% frozen foods processor has no

easy time of it rounding up cus-

tomers. There is resistance to frozen

food bv older people, and resistance

to new brands bv frozen food con-

sumers.

This was the problem Dorann

Foods of Rye. N. Y.. brought to the

Zlowe advertising agency last Ma v.

Bv then. Dorann had a berth in quite

a few stores throughout the metro-

politan New \ork selling area. \^ hat

it sought were additional shelf "fac-

ings" and more of that elusive com-

moditv. customers.

Previouslv the company had pro-

moted its frozen pizza and eight vari-

eties of frozen potatoes via a run-of-

schedule package of I.D.'s on one

New York tv station. The Zlowe Co.

felt a change was needed. Says a.e.

Henrv Shaffer. "\r5 e had too big a

selling job to delegate to I.D.'s, es-

peciallv run-of-schedule.

"Apart from lengthier time peri-

ods, we needed vear-round exposure

with frequence during the latter part

of the week when most grocery shop-

ping is done. We had to pinpoint our

best prospects rather than spread our-

selves thin on our modest budget.

"\\ i" needed coverage in Connecti-

cut. Long Island and New Jersey

where New York newspaper circula-

tion tapers off. People in these areas

listen to the New \ ork radio stations

however. So both salesmen and re-

tailers are happv when we use these

stations rather than New York-only

paper-."

This was why Dorann became a

100' < spot radio advertiser last June.

Result: the ensuing six months" sales

exceeded those of the same period a

vear ago by 31%, despite an inter-

vening strike in the A&P chain.
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radio spot gives boost to Dorann
Market research indicated that

young housewives and teenagers are

the most susceptible to these prod-

ucts. Zlowe selected three New York

stations that appeal to this audience

—WINS, WMCA and WMGM.
"In order to use three stations in-

stead of two on our budget, we had

to arrange short flights separated by

a hiatus."' said media director Pauline

Mann, "but with audience duplica-

tion practically negligible we were

most anxious to have the extra out-

let."

I nder the year-round schedule that

was developed, the 60-second spots

are aired in four- to eight-week

flights, with a two-week interval be-

tween. During any given week two

stations carry the Dorann spots; one

is held in abeyance.

**\^ e rely on recall to keep our mes-

sage alive during the short periods

of absence from each station." ex-

plained Mrs. Mann.

All Doran spots hit the air between

Wednesday afternoon and Saturdav

morning. They are delivered 8 a.m.

j

to noon, with housewives in mind
primarily, and 4 to 6:30 p.m.. for

housewives and teenagers.

The Dorann radio minutes are a

combination of e.t. and live material.

For many of the transcribed por-

tions. Zlowe has employed a light,

"tongue-in-cheek" approach.

Rendered by a vibrant tenor in

appropriately Italian operatic stvle

is the following frozen pizza lvric. to

the tune of Verdi's "La Donna E
Mobile:"

"If you're a pizza fan.

Then you'll just love Dorann.

Nothing else beats-a

This frozen pizza.

Sauce is so much saucier

Crust is so much crispier.

Just try it once and then.

You'll buy it again and again

and again.

D-O-R:

A-N-N
There is no pizza better than

Dorann."

For the frozen potatoes frequent

play goes to an e.t. which describes

all eight Dorann varieties, inter-

spersed with enticing sound effects.

It points up the possibilitv of serv-

ing a different type of potato every

night of the week, and is well cal-

culated to reach the best potential

customers for new Dorann potato

products, namely those already using

the more conventional frozen potato

products.

In many instances stores that pre-

viously had granted shelf facings for

two or three Dorann potato varieties

have added some of the newer ones,

as a result of this commercial.

Doranns plans for 1960 include

a substitution for one station. The

purpose of this switch is to reach

another segment of the younger audi-

ence.

A budget increase based on new

sales heights is contemplated for

June, which should mean that the

older housewives, whose resistance to

frozen foods tends to be stronger, are

going to hear a lot about Dorann via

spot radio. <^

ELUSIVE frozen food customers gravitate to Dorann due to spot radio schedule depicted on

pegboard. Here, Pauline Mann, media dir., discusses buys with agency head Irwin Zlowe

SPONSOR 2 JANUARY 1960
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SWEENEY CITES SIGNIFICANT RADIO DEVELOPMENTS

Kevin Sweeney, RAB pres.

1. LISTENING LP. Radio listening is up in nearly every time

segment. More people and more households are listening in '60

2. SET SALES UP. 1959 sale of 16.000.000 radios topped every

year except 1947. A new set sold for every one of three families

3. DOLLAR \ ALL E LP. Last year Americans spent more for

I .S. made radio sets than for all types and kinds of television sets

4. ADULT LISTENING EQUALS TV. Daily radio listening

by adult customers is substantially equal to adult tv vieuing

5. NEW RESEARCH MORE SCIENTIFIC. New studies an-

nounced by RAB give advertisers more accurate buying guides

-

iiiiiiiniiii

Bigger news in radio than payola

^ New radio facts, says RAB's Sweeney, have niore

impact for big advertisers than newspaper headlines

^ Increases in listening and set sales, plus new

research give radio its greatest momentum in 1960

Kl en Sweeney, fiery president of

the RAB, drew laughs at a luncheon

meeting of the Radio \ Television

Society la-t week when
he -aid. "1 will not predict that radio

will hold the front page indefinitely

again-! the stead) boring in of tele-

\ ision."

But the New York group li-tened

attentively a- Sweene) outlined what

ill«-d the "news that radio will

in the advertising business."

R \li lu-ad. "In term- ot

if advertisers tot hetter

lanning. for les- M

in in and for a generally

more - proacfa in creating

! without irritating

either the consumer or their stock-

holders, the news of these radio de-

velopments is of far more importance

than even payola."

Among these developments: the

healthy trend in radio set sales, of

which Sweeney said. "This vear.

1959, we will sell around 16,000.000

sets—better than 4.000,000 alone—
for the best year in history save 1947

when pent-up wartime demand was
satisfied for the first time.

"That means a new radio set of

some description for one out of

j three families in the United

States—a new set for two-thirds of

all L . S. families during the tw o-vear

period since 1 January 1958."

"And in 1959—for the third con-

secutive year—the dollar value of

I . S.-made radio sets, purchased bv

Americans < not to mention the Jap-

anese sets) will exceed the dollar value

of all tv sets bought by Americans."

Turning to the matter of radio lis-

tening Sweeney discussed three sig-

nificant phases—total, adult and

summer listening.

Of total listening he said. "Lis-

tening is up everywhere in nearly

every time segment by any measure-

ment that includes all sets.

"There are more hours of listening,

and there are more people and more
households listening. The last is im-

portant because the newspapers con-

ceal their steadily eroding position

by pointing out that more newspapers

are sold each year, but forget to men-

tion that by every measurement that

takes into account the growth of

households, thev have suffered a dra-

matic decline."

Of the highly important area of

(Please turn to page 65 I
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^ 34 capsule case histories of successful tv

campaigns of 1959, covering 18 categories of

products and industries in net, spot, local tv

^ A valuable fact book for busy account men

and ad managers ivho are planning to use the

medium and need documentation of tv power



TV RESULTS

APPLIANCES
SPONSOR: Oorn's House of Miracles AGENCY: Charles N. Shahl

Capsule case history: Dora's House of Miracles, a Los

rageles chain of 12 discount stores selling appliances, tv

sets, air conditioners, etc., ventured into tv in July, 1958,

with a weekh budget nl S2.000. Previously it had used

newspapers mostly. Jack Perkins, the agency's a.e., re-

ported that most of the announcements were placed on

KHJ-TV's Oscai Levant Show. Other schedules were used

onlj for special promotions. The client found that femme

announcer, Beverly Brown, was more effective than male

counterpart in selling appliances. In the first 60 days the

gross volume of business increased $100,000 per month.

Profits from tv advertising enabled Dorn's to open four

new stores. Cost of advertising while using primarily

new -papers in the pre-July, 1958, period averaged 8% of

the pros- \olume. Dorn's has since realized a 40% in-

crease in total volume with a 4% reduction in ad cost. The

Charles Y Shah) \gcy. is now working on a new campaign.

kllJ-TV. In- \n^des Announcements

nil

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Summerfield Chevrolet Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Arthur E. '"Bud" Summerfield, Jr.,

owner of Summerfield Chevrolet Co., Flint, Mich., decided

to switch all his advertising to tv. He felt that a "prestige

medium that would reach the largest number of consumers

in a direct way" would give him the impact he needed in the

highly competitive Flint area, and he decided to sponsor

California National Production's aviation film series, Flight,

on WNEM-TV 9:30-10 p.m. on Monday nights. The move

paid off: Flight leads the three-station market with a Niel-

sen of 45.7 and 62% share of audience, and in the face of

a generally slow automobile market, Summerfield's sales in-

crease for new cars-trucks for the first seven months of

1959 was up 40% over 1958; for service sales, up 21%, for

part sales, up 19%. Customers have come from not only

Flint, but Saginaw, Bay City and Midland. Summerfield

achieved these healthy increases despite a 25% decrease in

his ad budget as a result of this single-medium selection.
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WNEM-TV, Flint, Mich. Program

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: McLean Pontiac Corp. AGENCY: Direct

|

Capsule case history: Although the year 1958 has been a
1

verj trying one for the automobile industry and its retail I

-ale- agencies, a Portsmouth, Va. Pontiac agency which 1

used television has a different story to tell. During the first 1

quarter of 1958, the sales of the McLean Pontiac Corp.
{

bad materiall\ decreased over the past five years, and the 1

compan) made a thorough study of what might be the best I

medium to advertise. During March 1958, the agency com- i

menced a schedule "I one-minute participations in WAVY- 1

I \ - Earl) Late Show. "From that point on our sales volume \

-bowed a remarkable increase," stated Richard J. Davis, I

McLean's secretary. '"There were many instances where a 1

displayed autum"l>ilr was purchased without the buyer ac- 1

lualK appearing at the agency, after having -em the vehicle
[

on television." The compan) Btronglj believes that its sue- |

in L958 was due solelj to television advertising, and

ote most ->f ii- L959 budget to WAVY-TV.
|

WAVY/I oik-Portsmouth Participations 1

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Murray Vout AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Murray Vout, a local auto dealer in

Salinas, Calif., had not been using television for quite

a while. The firm, in business for over 30 years, switched its

grant to English Fords and Studebakers and its budget to

television. The car dealer then purchased full sponsorship

of two sports programs on KSBW-TV, Salinas-Monterey,

Calif., immediately following Wednesday Night Fights on

ABC TV and Friday night fights on NBC TV. In the fol-

lowing 12 months Vout registered a 27% gain in business.

With 95% of his advertising budget devoted to television,

Vout decided he could not afford both sports programs he

was sponsoring. He cut his tv budget to accommodate just

one sports program and spread his budget among other

media. One month later Vout returned to KSBW-TV with

the report that he needed both programs. He found that they

were the best advertising he had. "The impact of these shows

is such," he said, "that they justify my total budget."

KSBW-TV, Salinas-Monterey Programs
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\UTOMOBILE ACCESSORIES
:PONSOR: Economy Auto Stores AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: After testing a variety of small tele-

vision campaigns. Earl E. Tennyson, Jr., mgr. of Chattanoo-

ga's Economy Auto Store, launched a heavy saturation cam-

paign on WRGP-TV. From the sixth largest seller of new

ires last year in the Economy chain, Tennyson's sales have

risen so meteorically that he is now the largest seller of tires

,n the company's chain of 21 outlets. Store volume is cur-

ently 22 to 23% ahead of last year. Three years ago, the

»tore s sales were lowest of the entire chain. This store is

the only one in the chain using tv. Tennyson buys heavy

saturation waves of 24 announcements (75% I.D.s, 25%
ininutes) starting on Wednesdav and running through late

Friday evening. The bulk of his spots are in early morning

and evening time periods, preferablv around news and adult

Westerns for a large male audience. Tennyson now budgets

75% of his funds for tv. "Tv is dynamite," he reported.

'It is the best-pulling medium for tires I've ever used."

WRGP-TV, Chattanooga Announcement?

BAKERIES
SPONSOR: Malbis Baking Co. AGENCY: Phil Forrest Adv.

Capsule case history: Malbis Baking Co., Mobile, Ala.

bakers of Malbis bread, had used very little television

prior to its WALA-TV campaign. But Malbis' J. Trout-

man decided to sponsor Ziv's Rescue 8 on WALA-TV to

give tv an all-out test. The program ran on Thursday

nights from 7 to 7:30 p.m. with live announcements. The

contract called for 52-week sponsorship, firm. Cost to

Malbis: approximately $20,000. Announcements promot-

ed Malbis' new brand wrapper called "Big Top Bread"

which featured a clown on the label. Sales, which had

been unspectacular prior to the program, skyrocketed in

the Mobile area almost immediately, and the company's

distribution areas were widely increased as a result. Har-

old McGhee, general manager of Malbis Baking, said.

"This is the greatest medium of all, and I am a 100%

convert to sight, sound and motion in selling a product."

The company has now sponsored an additional program.

WALA-TV, Mobile. Ala. Program-

(Continued page 40)
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6,000,000 eyes/ears—listen/watch Green Bay's Channel 5

In the past year, our "faithful fivers" have seen the ONE HOUR 'MARTINIZING" Spots many

times. First they sponsored the Wednesday night news, then last summer they used an "ROS" (60) Campaign.

Presently, IDs are being used on a day and night basis. Wesley Crew and Claude Crawford . .

.

Appleton and Green Bay managers respectively, credit Channel 5 for "bringing in the business." "OHM's"

remarkable INCREASE in sales, dramatically proves the effectiveness of Green Bay's quality station!
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TV RESULTS

BANKING
SPONSOR Silver Gate Savings AGENCY: Don Larson Advertising

& Loan Assn. Agency

Capsule case history: Silver Gate Savings & Loan Assn.

in San Diego, through the Don Larson Advertising Agency,

sponsored a live hour spectacular on KFMB-TV, San Diego.

starring Vcademj Vward winner Andre Previn. The pro-

gram, In Hour with Andre, was the nucleus of its campaign

to announce its newly increased dividend rate. Cost, in-

cluding everything from time, talent, set design, to coffee

breaks, was under $5,000. Over a month and a half later,

the promotional effect was still quite evident, and Robert D.

\-ton, assn. advertising manager, reported: "The business

moduced bv the Previn show contributed to a highly suc-

cessful transfer period. There were between §6^/2 and $7

million worth of new deposits alone the first four weeks

after the show. This is an unprecedented transfer period in

the historj of the organization. Not only that, but the volu-

minous mail indicated that we received invaluable good will.

We plan to use KFMB-TV again for our next campaign."

KFMB-TV, San Diego Program

Illlllllllllllllllllllll ,1111:111]

BOTTLING COMPANIES
SPONSOR: Canada Dry AGENCY: Gerth, Brown, Clark and Elkus

Capsule case history: The Canada Dry Bottling Company

Sacramento is now a confirmed television advertiser. Roy

' r. Deary, an executive of the bottling company is convinced

that advertising on KBET-TV has resulted in a sharp rise in

-ale- <»f the Canada Dry beverages handled by the licensee

of Canada Dry Ginger Ale Incorporated: Canada Dry Ginger

Ue, Club Soda. Spur and Hi Spot. "We have shown an ex-

cellent increase on Canada Dry," stated Mr. Deary, "and I

sincerel) think that use of the television medium and

station KBET-TV has played a very important part in our

-harp sales increase." The bottler places its advertising

through a local agency, Gerth, Brown. Clark and Elkus, and

believes that a portion of the credit for the success of the

ampaign is due the agency for its "excellent" commercials

which were "well placed between good shows." The Canada

Di\ Bottling Company has extensive plans for tv; use of the

medium is prominent in all the company's marketing plans.

K\l\. ento \nnouncements

CANDY & CONFECTIONS
SPONSOR: Fenn Bros., Inc. AGENCY: Campbell-Mithun

Capsule case history: "There is no question in our minds

of the tremendous impact of tv on the consumer to intro

duce; to promote increased volume; and to sustain volume

on an item," stated H. R. Scheid, president of Fenn Bros.,

Inc., makers of Butter Brickie, Royal Brazils, Walnut Crush

and Big Bogie candy. Butter Brickie used television to crack

two new markets—Boston and Chicago ; and later to increase

volume in Los Angeles. Fenn and the Campbell-Mithun

agency were convinced television could best introduce Butter

Brickie in Boston. Mr. Scheid cited three advantages of tv:i

Speed (tv would reach more people in less time), Efficiency

j

(tv's reach would offer the lowest possible costs) and Impact

(tv's sight-sound-motion would be the most forceful salesman

to distributors and to consumers). The tv plan in Boston

meshed co-sponsorship of half-hour syndicated films with

flights of 20-second spots over 26 weeks. "Results in Boston

on WNAC-TV were most impressive," remarked Mr. Scheid.

WTNAC-TV, Boston Sponsorships & Announcements

11111111111111111

DONUTS
SPONSOR: Heavenly Donut Shop AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: An enterprising newspaper man.

Mel Grossman, who runs the Heavenly Donut Shop in San

Diego, decided on a tv spot schedule for KFMB-TV's after-

noon feature movie, with Bob Dale as host. Within five

minutes after Bob Dale had munched his way through his

"Heavenly" commercial, people began arriving at the donut

shop requesting "Some of those donuts Bob Dale eats on tv."

It wasn't just the neighborhood people who grew hungry

for donuts, but customers from as far as 20 miles away.

Everytime Bob sampled a different type of donut, the shop

promptly "sold out" that item, whether they were 49tf a

dozen or $1.29 a dozen. On the third day, business was up

50% above normal, five extra helpers had been hired, peo-

ple were lining up half way around the block and produc-

tion could not meet the demand, as over 1,500 dozen donuts

were sold. The following Saturday, there were still 1,000 peo-

ple lined up demanding "those donuts Bob Hale eats on tv."

KFMB-TV, San Diego Announcements

(Continued page 42)
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Ten solid years of it this month. Since 1949

times have changed, but so have we. New news concepts,

the culling and corralling of fresh program ideas, applauded

public service, and the great CBS Network, account for

WJW-TV's present acceptance in Northeastern Ohio.

\Y7
YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING WITH JW TV

CBS CLEVELAND

A STORER STATION • REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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TV RESULTS IT

FARMERS' PICNIC
SPONSOR: Rochelle Chamber of Commerce AGENCY: Direct

Capsule rase history: Each year the Rochelle Chamber

"f Commerce in Rochelle, 111., a small farming community

located in the North Central portion of the state, holds a

farmers picnic. I his annual affair is somewhat of a cross

between an agricultural fair and a farmers' market—and its

success "i failure has an important hearing on the state of

Rochelle'- economy. Vlthough Rochelle is almost 30 air miles

from Rockford, Mike Pullin, entertainment chairman of the

1958 Farmers' Picnic, called upon television station WREX-
I \ . Rockford, to put the annual affair across. The 1958

Picnic was one of the most successful in Rochelle's history.

In a Idler to WREX-TV general manager Joe Baisch, Pullin

said: "The large crowd was certainly very much due to the

efforts of WREX-TV. . . . Furthermore, the air time on

WREX-TV helped us to keep within our limited budget."

I he Farmers' Picnic committee was so gratified with results,

it has already decided to use WREX-TV again in 1959.

W It EX-TV, Rockford Announcements

FINANCE Fl

icel

SPONSOR: Pioneer Finance & Thrift AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Operating in the area for less than

two years, Pioneer Finance and Thrift has risen fast in the

ranks of Dallas-Fort Worth finance companies. Gene Cor-

dell, mgr. of the company, attributes the quick acceptance

of his companies to the effective tv campaign created and

produced for him by KFJZ-TV. The secret of the commer-

cials, he feels, is their factual, believable approach. Each

commercial outlines a typical family's finances and shows

how high monthly payments can be lowered by sound con-

solidation of debts. His campaign of 12-20 spots per week ft

spans the entire week's programing to reach as many differ-

ent people viewing as possible. More than 60% of his adver-

tising budget is now spent on KFJZ-TV, and it produces

80 r
( of his new business. Cordell has checked his volume of i

business carefully against his advertising expenditure and

estimates that his spot campaign costs less than 2% of the n

volume it produces, making it his lowest cost advertising

KFJZ-TV, Dallas Announcement^
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FARM MACHINERY
SPONSOR: J. I. Case Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Due to lagging sales in the Des

Moines area, J. I. Case Co. of Racine. Wis., manufac-

turers of farm machinery, decided to bolster their sales

efforts with television. With the aid of their district sales

manager in Des Moines. Richard Spees, Case purchased

a limited number of spot announcements in January,

L958 on WOI-TV. The expenditure was equally divided

between the Case Co. and district dealers. Case's cam-

paign has been so successful that they recently renewed

with WOI-TV; this time with a 52-week firm contract for

co-sponsorship ol Whirlybirds, Tuesda) nights from 9:30

to 10 p.m. Cost to Case and dealers on television for 1959

was approximate^ $15,000. "Sales have increased about

100$ Bince we began advertising on WOI-TV," said

Spees. "1 mi this reason we can justifj such an expendi-

lelevision has really sold me especial!) WOI-TV.
^ ' continue on WOI-TV for a long time to come."

NXn| Moines Announcements & Programs

FUEL

•

'

LI

SPONSOR: The Boyle Fuel Co. AGENCY: Direc

Capsule case history: It may seem strange that a kid s

show is able to sell home fuel oil, but The Boyle Fuel Co. of

Spokane, the largest fuel dealer in this area, has been suc-

I

cessfully using Starlite Stairway for seven years on KXLY- "

TV to advertise. "I love kids, and I think that the reason

for my success is based on the fact that the parents know

this," stated Leon J. Boyle, president and mgr. Starlite Stair

way is a live kids' variety show and all entertainment is sup-

plied by local and area talent. Boyle, himself, handles all

producing and interviewing chores for each show, scheduled

Saturdays from 6:30 to 7 p.m. Not only has Boyl

been tremendously successful, but the show repeatedly gets

24 and 25 ARB's. Boyle attributes his success entirely to hi

KXLY-TV show, for which he expends approximately $12,00C

a year. "Our customer gain over the past seven years has

been phenomenal, and volume has risen sharply," statec

Boyle. "Television is great and especially KXLY-TV.'

KXLY-TV, Spokane Program:
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URNITURE
PONSOR: Wanamaker & Son AGENCY: Direct

j

Mpsule case history: In an area saturated with some 48 I

urniture stores, a boost in sales of 35% in just four short I

**eeks is an outstanding success. This is Wanamaker's story
{

fter trying television. The store purchased a 15-minute
j

how for 26-weeks on WKTV, Utica-Rome, N. Y. The show
|

brought amazing results almost immediately," according |

Bob Wanamaker, owner of the established firm of Wana- [

aaker & Son. "We were reaching them all—from profes- |

iini con- donal man to laborer," reported the furniture dealer. 1

People came from Schenectady, Syracuse and places we |

lever heard of before. What's more, they were all pre-sold
{

u^tomers." Wanamaker, who is currently planning his fall
j

-tdvertising campaign with the help of the WKTV sales de-
j

•artment, insists that television's advantage of bringing
j

v
i:ik/ares right into the home is the "best thing that ever hap-

j

lened to us. I feel that without television you are just another
{

tore. Tv, however, adds to your prestige and integrity."

iVKTV. I'tica-Rome Programs 1

• .

• -r:t

LOAN COMPANIES
SPONSOR: City Finance AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: City Finance loans, a medium size

personal loan operation in Memphis, Tenn., has long used

various media to advertise its service, but never particularly

concentrated on television. Recently, City Finance decided

to give television a real test, and purchased a solid sched-

ule of minutes and I.D."s. most of it on WHBQ-TV, the ABC

affiliate for Memphis. W. A. Woodmansee, president of the

loan company, was delighted with the results of the cam-

paign. "I thought you would be interested in knowing that

our loan business for the past three months has increased

some 30% over the same period in 1957," he wrote to

WHBQ-TV. "We feel that a good share of this increase is

due to our television advertising, all of which was con-

centrated on your station." City Finance is now thoroughly

sold on the medium, and intends to advertise regularly. The

loan company has now come to realize that only a thorough

test can determine the effectiveness of a medium in a market.

WHBQ-TV. Memphis Vnnouncements
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LINGERIE
IPONSOR: Peter Pan Foundations

MAGAZINE CIRCULATION
AGENCY: Ben Sackheim 1

SPONSOR: Popular Science Magazine

Capsule case history: Peter Pan bought an 80-spot sched-

ule in WOR-TV"s Million Dollar Movie—eight a week for

. 10 weeks. The segment is shown 16 times a week so that

iy he commercials were only in half of each week's runs.

.....^omen's awareness of Peter Pan was checked by the ac-

ount a week before the campaign began and again after it

lad been running for four weeks. The checks disclosed a

„ :onsiderable recognition of Peter Pan products before the

ij :ampaign began, making it much more difficult to register

igain in awareness. However, in terms of brand identifica-

,
jion, specific knowledge of the product, recent information

..^ibout product superiority and attribution to tv as the source

, "or that recent information, there were conclusive increases

. ,, fj*fter only 32 spots. Said a Peter Pan exec, "This documents

he effectiveness of movie vehicles and contradicts any sug-

gestions that people don't watch those intrusive interruptions

between segments of movies. The impact here is tremendous."

W OR-TV, New York Announcements

•?

•

AGENCY: Schwab, Beatty

& Porter, Inc., New York

Capsule case history: "Popular Science"* magazine decided

to trv a test campaign in the Wichita, Kan., area to deter-

mine if tv could hypo circulation. A schedule was placed on

KTVH consisting of 10 live announcements (eight participa-

tions, two spots) during a one-week period, with concentra-

tion on the Jack Munnley Show. Cost S351 for time, plus

talent. No other station or advertising was used. At the end

of the campaign, the M-S News Co.. the magazine's distribu-

tor, reported that 2.080 copies had been placed on the

stands and that there was a 70% sale in the first five days

on sale: after 12 days, a 99.6% sale. The distributor ab-

sorbed a 100 re-order over the second weekend and s!

a 100rc sale after 15 days on sale. Even then, the demand

for copies continued. A. M. Schuessler. ! Jws Co.'s

manager, told KTVH. "We feel the amazing sales perform-

ance was due to the power of your advertising and in par-

ticular, to the tremendous appeal of the Jack Munnley Show."

KTVH. Wichita \nnouncemens

(Continued page 44)
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TV RESULTS

MEAT PACKERS
SPONSOR: Gus Glaser Meats AGENCY: Truppe, LaGrave & Reynolds

( apsule case history: Gus Glaser Meats of Fort Dodge,

Iowa, bad never used radio or tv before their campaigns on

WOI-TV. Their firsl venture was participation in WOI's

Hagic Window, 11 a.m. to 12 noon, Monday through

Friday, to promote his packaged hot dogs, hams and assorted

cold cuts. Immediately after his campaign began. Glaser ex-

perienced a tremendous increase in meat sales and, as a result,

purchased full 52-week sponsorship of Casey Jones, a syndi-

cated adventure series. As part of this promotion, Betty Lou

Mi \ ay, hostess of Magic Window, made personal appear-

ances in chain and independent stores. Glaser recently pur-

chased heavy spot schedules at a cost of approximately $21,-

000. "It would be impossible for me to spend such an amount

if I were not getting results," he said. "Now, with the heavy

sales and increased distribution of my product throughout

the WOI-TV coverage area, I've had to enlarge my Fort

Dodge plant facilities in order to take care of my customers."

MOVIE THEATERS

i

WOI-TV, Des Moines Announcements & Programs

MOBILE HOMES
SPONSOR: Blue Ridge Mobile Homes, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule rase history: The Blue Ridge Mobile Homes, Inc.,

of Crimora, Va., purchased a special spot campaign on

W SVA-TV to announce the grand opening of its new mobile

homes court, sales and parking. Blue Ridge's sole aim,

when it purchased the spot schedule, was to draw a crowd.

The complete attendance for the three-day event was con-

servatively placed at 8,000 people. "In my experience, this

was tlie lamest number of people that has turned out for

any private showing," said Charles Bishop, sales and court

manager. On each day's showing customers were asked to

fill out a card giving their name, address and if they were

interested in purchasing a mobile home. On one day 170

people stated they wanted to buy a mobile home immediate-

Iv; another 300 indicated they wanted to purchase a trailer

in the near future. "\\ S\ \-TV's command as a complete

ertising medium in the Shenandoah Valley, has certainK

itseli emphatically t<> our need." Bishop remarked.

WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Va. Announcements

SPONSOR: State Theatre AGENCY: Direc

Capsule case history: Using local tv as a major portio^

of their budget to advertise Hollywood productions has beer

proving very successful to movie houses throughout thi

country. A new attendance record was set by the Stati

Theatre of Omaha, Nebraska, after it had purchased

saturation campaign on KETV, Omaha, to publicize it

upcoming Disney production "Ole Yeller." State bought tei

10-second announcements which were run for a six-da

period prior to the showing of the film. No other televisioi

station was used for this campaign. The day the movi

opened, State broke an all-time attendance record for th

theatre. "We have never had a more successful tv promo,

tion than the one enjoyed on KETV," said John Matti*

manager of the State. "We had youngsters standing in lin

for well over a block to see the picture." In the past thi

movie house has used radio and television in the area, bu

"none of the results equalled these 10 announcements.*

KETV, Omaha Announcement
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NEW CARS
SPONSOR: C. Weaver Chevrolet, Inc. AGENCY: Dired

Capsule case history: C. Weaver Chevrolet, Inc., is totallj

sold on the effectiveness and selling power of television a

a result of his advertising campaign of WKTV, Utica-Romc

N. Y. Weaver, a new car dealer, scheduled two flights o

eight-second announcements to run four days each with ai

11-day hiatus. Weaver used 47 eight-seconds during th

first flight, scattered throughout the broadcast day, from th

early morning Today show until sign-off. Immediately h

sold 17 new Chevys and "that Saturday was the best Satui

day, saleswise. we have had in two years," Lloyd Ellsuortl

general manager, reported. The 74 eight-second spots usej

in the next flight were spread throughout the day as beforj

and again Weaver experienced tremendous sales. This tim

a total of 43 cars were purchased 1>\ WKTV viewers—sevej

on Saturday. 21 on Monday and 15 on Tuesday. Whd

really concerned Ellsworth was Monday's sale. "Imagindjl

21 cars on a Monday! We are absolutely sold on WKTV.l

W KTV, litica-Rome Announcement

P
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rV RESULTS

NEW HOMES
iPONSOR: Creative Homes Corp. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Creative Homes Corp., a large

Guilder in Raleigh, N. C, believes that prospective buyers for

"fnew homes cannot be "sold" in the ordinary sense of the

'rm as would the buyer of a food product. The corporation

1 selieves that their prospects must first be educated to accept

I new way of life: living in a home as differentiated from

iving in a rented apartment. Creative also believed that, if

•iwai-jjgy were t change people's basic attitudes and outlook, they

nust use the most powerful medium available, and purchased

e movi^ schedule on WRAL-TV, Raleigh. "To promote the advan-

tor Usages of home-living we have used every medium available,

s promtjijand from our very successful results we have come to the

] Mattiifconclusion that, out of a direct mail campaign, newspaper

12 in bsadvertising, radio, and television—the greatest effects were

p3jttlifelt from our television advertising," stated Frank P.

area, buiBeacham, Jr., manager of the Creative Homes organization.

emenlsj."WRAL-TV gave us the audience and the impact we needed."

. ™ifWRAL-TV, Raleigh Announcements

PERSONAL LOANS
SPONSOR: Mercantile Acceptance Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: After only three weeks on KTVU,

the Mercantile Acceptance Co. of San Francisco reported

that the dollar volume from one branch directly accountable

to television was somewhere between 810,000 and 815,000.

Jack Cole, vice president of the loan company, reported that

in the two weeks before the KTVU schedule commenced,

business was way off in his company, and, in fact, this was

the case throughout the loan field. However, since going on

television in October, he reports business has increased to

the point where it is much better than the month of Septem-

ber, generally regarded as a high point in the industrv. Mr.

Cole further reported that six phone calls had even been

received at Mercantile's executive offices on Market Street,

all of which reported tv as their source of interest. Mercan-

tile Acceptance's schedule on KTVU calls for nine an-

nouncements per week, within Roller Derby, Topper, Mys-

tery Strip and Racket Squad. The cost per lead is low.

KTVU, San Francisco Participations
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PAINTS
qOiKjiSPONSOR: The Glidden Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: The Glidden Co. purchased spots

virion ajj°
n WXIX in Milwaukee for their line of paints and var-

ra
finishes. Previously, Paul Beavin, branch manager for the

jj^j. (
yfirm in Milwaukee, had used very little local advertising. He

^jijdepended mostly on the company's national campaigns to

•

, (tfjpush its paints. As a test, he signed a 10-week contract with

:, .„,(!;,
WXIX, buying a 12-Plan consisting of five announcements

•

tf|v
l,iin the Late Show and seven in daytime hours. Spots fea-

.

;

;
atB

j hired 45-second films demonstrating the ease of applying

l|. Kort
jj|
Spred-Satin, with a 15-second tag listing four dealer loca-

0Je
j,tions per announcement. Also, dealers were provided store

. ^{0Ii
displays, and were given a tour of the station and a thor-

ns
^ough rundown on the campaign and ad strategy. Results:

^J the firm gained the enthusiastic support of 80 dealers and

flyhad a 34% increase on Spred-Satin in the Milwaukee area

over the same period the previous year. Paul Beavin is now

I"
planning another Glidden Paints campaign for the spring.

i

WXIX, Milwaukee Announcements

PERSONNEL
SPONSOR: Star Employment Service. Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Agnes Gayner exec director of Star

Employment Service, Inc., Miami, felt that the traditional

newspaper ads were not always effective, and thought that tv

might provide the dramatic, visual impact necessary to at-

tract prospects who might ordinarily skip over newspaper

listings. Also she reasoned that many employed people not

actively seeking new employment and therefore not turning

to newspaper want ad sections, might become prospects if

attractive jobs were advertised on tv. Miss Gayner decided

that WTVJ could give Star Employment the kind of ex-

posure it needed, and purchased, on a short-term basis, one

60-second announcement each week on the Sundav night

feature movie segment, 11:15 p.m. to sign-off. The first

announcement alone brought in over 100 applicants: all were

placed the same day. Subsequent spots produced equally

good results. Star has since renewed its schedule, and is

now a regular advertiser on the station throughout the year.

AnnouncementsWTVJ. Miami. Fla.

(Continued page 46)
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TV RESULTS

PUBLIC UTILITIES
SPONSOR: Atlanta Transit System AGENCY: Direct

( uptuie me history: Georgia* Atlanta Transit Co.. oper-

ating' a large urban transportation system, now enjoys the

greatest public support and good will in its history. This

achievement is based on sponsorship of a half-hour program

uniquely tailored to the tastes of people in the area, plus

tin- -upport gained from a weekly schedule of spot announce-

ment-. The program is called Tuo Bells—TJ Edition: the

subject is Atlanta, places and events. The cost of Tuo Bells

I I Edition, on WAGA-TN ' spot announcements on

WLW-A), with time, production filming and talent charges.

i- teas than a third of the price for a full-page newspaper

advertisement. But in order to determine how well Atlanta

Transit's advertising policies are meeting its objectives

there must be an indication of whether the publics attitude

has (hanged in any noticeable manner. Television has paid

off: Before Atlanta went to television complaint letters were

leading four to one—now its letters of praise lead six to one.

W kGA-TV, WLW-\. Atlanta Program & Announcements

SPORTS ;

,

SPONSOR: Kelley's. Inc. AGENCY: Direc

Capsule case history: Kellevs. Inc.. a two-chain bowlin

alley concern of Omaha. Nebraska, recentlv purchased

campaign on KETV, Omaha, to increase the number c\

bowlers using Kelley's Hilltop Lanes and North Bowl Lanes

and to identify the two Kelley locations. Their advertising
J

campaign consisted of five 70-minute live telecasts direc I

from the Hilltop Lanes. The bowling shows, schedule J*

Mondays. 9:35 to 10:45 p.m., were new to Omaha (thf

games were not regular bowling but headpin bowling!

'

which requires the bowler to hit the headpin in order t:

score • . The results were quicklv felt by Kellev's. An imme

diate 20^ increase in bowling business, cocktail lounge an:

snack bar sales, as well as a 20 cc increase in patrons was res;

istered by the bowling outfit. There were 170 new patron

each Sunday during the show period, and approximately 10'

new customers have continued to bowl Sundays since th<

campaign has ended. Another campaign is being planned

KETV. Omaha Prozra:J

SEED CORN
SPONSOR: Louisiana Seed Co.. Inc. AGENCY: Direct

( apsule esse history: Selling corn to farmers is not as

some -tories tell, but Louisiana Seed Co.. Inc. of

Uexandria, La., producers of Funk's G-H\brid Seed

Corn, has had direct result* with their television advertis-

ing ..n KNOE-TV, Monroe, La. "" \- yon know it is diffi-

cult to pin down exacthj what medium is producing the

sales results." stated Bill Franklin, the companv's

Louisiana mgr. "But this \ear we have had results which

I believe are directly attributable t«. KNOF-TV." For the

past two \ears. in the farming district around Jonesville.

La.. Louisiana had been -ellin^ mostly G-740 seed.

However, t<> introduce a new hybrid for that area. G-7

it advertised exclusive!) on KNOE-TV, using ln.second

spots both live and film. \- a result Louisiana Seed

"' one of it- biggest sales \ear-. and additional

es have been placed exclusively on this station

'

seed vvith re-ult- e.jual to the initial run.

1

SPORTS
SPONSOR: Los Angeles Rams AGENCY: Dire

Capsule case history: Advance season ticket sales for th

Los Angeles Ram pro-football games zoomed to recor

heights this past spring through KNXT promotion. Th

team's management placed a two-week schedule consisting

of six 20-second spots, three 60-second spots on KNXT
Commercials were on film, and showed film clips of the to

plays of the team's stars. Pete Rozelle. team's manage:

reported that the KNXT commercials received unprecedente

attention, and as a result, sales for season tickets climbe

over the preceding weeks of the sale. Rozelle saic

"Exposure on KNXT produced the biggest sale for seaso

tickets in the club's history, and there is no telling what th

gate would be from an extended schedule." Now the clu

is following it up with an intensive campaign beginning thi;

month i July i. I sing similar film clip commercials. Rozell

expects to sell between 35.000 and 40.000 season tickets in th

Southern California area throuah the new KNXT schedule;

Announcement- j KN\'I. I - \ngele? Announcemen:
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V RESULTS

OYS
ONSOR: Bostwick-Braun AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Three Lucas County deputy sher-

fs rode to the aid of besieged Westgate Shopping Center

i Toledo, when WTOL-TV's Romper Room host Miss Judy

ade a personal appearance at a Bostwick-Braun outlet, the

ion Store. The shopping center's 5,000-car parking lot was

lied to capacity and other parking lots were hard-pressed

accommodate the hundreds of others that had come to see

(iss Judy. Bob Faver, Lion Store manager, reports that,

rhe Lion's Store toyland was swamped by 3,000 parents

id youngsters when the event got underway officially."

lax Davis, president of the Westgate's Merchant Assn., re-

'orted that this was one of the biggest Saturdays the shop-

ing center had ever experienced. The Lion Store toy

epartment manager and buyer said, "Sales were up 75%
>r the day. This tremendous sales increase was unexpected

y store personnel, as they did not anticipate parents bu\ ing

>ys with children in tow. Romper Room reallv sold for us."

TOL-TV, Toledo Announcements 1

TOYS
SPONSOR: William & Shelton Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Several years ago, the Williams &

Shelton Co. of Charlotte, N. C, distributors of dry goods,

toys and notions, purchased a newspaper campaign in area

papers for its Whirley Bird toys. Although the products were

selling for half their present cost, the newspaper promotion

was a failure. For this reason, sales manager W. S. Gray

was hesitant about participating in a tv campaign for the

Whirley Bird line again. As an experiment, however, he de-

cided to try a 25-plan on WSOC-TV. Announcements were

distributed equally throughout a 10-week period. The cam-

paign resulted in a complete success for the toys, with

Williams & Shelton taking orders for over 8,400 Whirley Bird

units for the initial schedule alone. Gray told the station,

"I am sold on the power of WSOC-TV as a sales medium,

and will continue to use it for some time." Gray has since

renewed schedules several times over for the toys, and is

planning to use the station's facilities for other products.

WSOC-TV, Charlotte, N. C. Announcements
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'OYS
50NS0R: Harold Hahn Co. AGENCY: Direct

apsule case history: Harold Hahn Co., one of New Eng-

nd's principal toy distributors, first entered television on

/NHC-TV, New Haven, near the close of 1958 with a tele.

ision budget of $15,000. Within one month, results proved

> striking that John Payson, general manager of Hahn, who

ad placed the budget, considered entering other New Eng-

nd tv markets. His first step was toward traditional Bos-

»n, where a campaign of live minutes was purchased on

^NAC-TV. The company found immediate and traceable

lies with television. Payson noted that items featured on

is live spots soon made previous high-item sales figures

dniscule. The company then increased its New England

udget. By the end of 1958, the toy distributor realized he

mid use the medium to sell toys the year round. As a re-

tit, a new 1959 contract was signed by the Hahn Company,

rom an expenditure of $15,000, Hahn increased its budget

tore than sixteen-fold, to $250,000 in a short period.

NHC-TV, New Haven; WNAC-TV, Boston

TRANSPORTATION
SPONSOR: Frank Martz Coach Co. AGENCY: The Lynn Organization

Capsule case history: Using WDAU-TV as a substantial

portion of its advertising budget has proven highly success-

ful to the Frank Martz Coach Co., Wilkes-Barre, one of the

leading bus lines in Northeastern Pennsylvania. Martz Bus

Lines offer daily express service to New York, Philadelphia,

Newark. Bethlehem, Atlantic City, and all points enroute

with package service on all schedules. This company now

sponsors the Sunday night Sports Highlights over WDAU-

TV, Scranton-Wilkes Bane, with commercials aimed at

emphasizing vacation time and America's favorite play-

ground—Atlantic City. Jack Lewis, a.e. for The Lynn

Organization, says, "Business for Martz Bus Lines' Atlantic

City and shore points has shown a considerable i

this year, and the client and I feel this is a direct result of

the present television advertising. For reaching a male audi-

ence, Sports Highlights does one of the best jobs we know."

Martz Bus Lines is now expanding its budget on the station.

ProgramAnnouncements | WDAU-TV, Scranton. Wilkes-Barre
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TOPEKA RRER &

Central Kansas

Gathers Bumper

Wheat Harvest

3rd Year of Excellent Crops

Boo't, Bank Deposits to

jiew Record Heights

TOPEKA- (Special) --

Prosperity extends through-

ZTlu Central Kansas and

the Topeka area as 195^
apar-record wheat crop*

t<

TOPEKA
Has 1 TV Station

WIBW-TV
Is It!

All Day-Every Day
Survey- Proved

WIBW-TV
Tops Competition
. . . serving a total of
38 Kansas Counties

As A Bonus
Wl BW-TV
Is The ONLY

TV Station Available
to 100,000

WHEAT-RICH
TV HOMES

in Central Kansas

WIBW-TV
CBS • NBC • ABC

Channel 13
TOPEKA, KANSAS

(Division Stouffer-Copper Publicotions)

A»P'»s»nf»d by AvtryKnodtl, Inc.

National and regional buys

in uork note or recently completed

18

SPOT BUYS

RADIO BUYS
Cities Service Co., New V»rk: Two-week schedules start 13 Janu-

ary for its gasolines and oils in 20 northeastern markets. Day and

traffic minutes and I.D.'s are being bought, ranging from 80 to 140

spots per week per mar! et. Bu\er: Dan Kane. Agency: Ellington &

Co.. New ^ ork.

Sutton Cosmetics, Inc., New York: Going into about 10 markets

for its Sutton Stick Deodorant starting 11 January. 13-week sched-

ules are for day minutes, with some traffic. Frequencies vary from

market to market. Buyer: Anita Washerman. Agencv: Lawrence C.

Gumbinner A. A.. New \ ork.

Crove Laboratories, Inc., St. Louis: kicking off a campaign in

20-25 markets 11 January for Minit Rub. Schedules are being placed

for 13 to 30 weeks, depending on market: 10-15 announcements per

week in each market. Buyer: Frank Finn. Agency: DCSS. New \ ork.

American Motors Corp., Detroit: Delayed by the steel strike, the

Rambler car schedules begin 15 January for four weeks. Both traffic

and day minutes are being lined up in a reported 75 markets. Buyer:

Betty Powell. Agency: Geyer. Morey. Madden & Ballard. Inc., N. Y.

TV BUYS
J. A. Folger & Co., Kansas City: A campaign in about 50 mid-

western and eastern markets begins 10 January for Folger's coffee.

Schedules run for eight to 10 weeks using day and night minutes,

chainbreaks and I.D.s. Buyers: Frank Martin and Al Randall.

Agency: Cunningham & Walsh. New ^ ork.

American Home Foods, Di\. of American Home Products Corp..

New ^ork: Buying 26-week schedules for Chef Boy-Ar-Dee in the

top markets. Run starts early January: day and night minutes and

chainbreaks. Buyer: Jim Stack. Agency: Young & Rubicam. N. Y.

Lever Bros. Co., New York: Schedules in \arious markets start early

January for Handy Andy. Day minute lineups for 52 weeks are

being placed, frequencies depending on market. Buyer: George

Sirnk". Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt. New ^ ork.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Placements for Ivory Flakes

begin first week in January in a number of major markets. Day and

late early night minutes are being scheduled for 13 weeks. Buyer:

Mai Ochs. Agency: Grej Adv. Agency, New York.

RADIO & TV BUYS
The Mennen Co., Morristown, Y J.: New activity for its men's

toiletries starts this month. In tv, about 100 markets get schedules

<>f night minutes for 20 weeks beginning L8 January, to promote all

Mennen products. In radio, a pattern of flights has been formulated

for the entire year and the initial run gets off 11 January in 75-100

markets, for its Speed Stick Deodorant. Roughly, flights will total 39

weeks for the year. Frequencies depend on market. Buyer: Herb

Gandel. Vgenc] : Warwick & Legler. Inc., New York.
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EVERGLADE KITE

...Known To Hundreds Of Bird -Watchers As Florida's Own!

By Wallace Hughe; FLORIDA WILDLIFE Magaxine

Florida Game and Freth Water Fish CommUtion

WCKT'TV 7. Miami

...Known To 1,600,000 TV-Watchers As South Florida's Own!

For reprints of this painting and for availabilities — N.B.C. Spot Sales



RADIO BASICS /JANUARY/
Facts & figures about radio today

1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS
Radio

1959 1958

49.5
radio

44.7
radio

hemes

51.4 50.6
U.S. homes U.S. homes

•auraa: A. C. Nlelaeo estimate, 1 Mai.
l**x. bOBN figure* lo mllliocu.

Am
Fm

Radio station index

End of November 1959

Stations
en air

CPs net
en air

New station

request!
New ttatien*

bids in hearing

3.441

664
a5

159

506
83

End of November 1958

Am 3,315 108 456

Fm I 571 | 115 I 34

Source: FCC monthly reports, commercial stations. 'October each year.

240
28

114

29

Radio set index Radio set sales index

Set
location

Home
Anto

Public

places

Total

1959 1958

98,300,000 93,000,000

37,900,000 36,000,000

10,000,000* 10,000,000*

146.200.000 139,000,000

Boorce: RAB. 1 Jan. 1959. 1 Jan. 1958.

rata In working order. *No new Information.

Tm Oct. 1959 Oct. 1958
10 Months

1959
10 Months

1958

Home

Anto

839,912 743368

531,116 296,067

5,241,629

4,682,962

5,647.044

2,679,618

Total 1,371,028 1,039,435 9,924,591 8,326,662

Source: Electronic Industries Assn. Home figures are estimated retail sales, ante

figures are factory production. TYieae figures aro of U.S. production only. In addition,

BAB estimate* that 2.2 million Japanese sets vrere sold in U.S. during 1P5S.

2. CURRENT LISTENING PATTERNS

In-home radio listening during Fall hours

s
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MORNING
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6 9 10 II
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Source: A. C. Nielsen, listening per average minute In thousands of homes, October 1959
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
2 JANUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Each recent year has appeared in advance to be a year of crisis for broadcast-

ing in Washington, and, far from being an exception, 1960 seems to be the most

threatening of all.

Right down the line, in the Senate and the House, in the FCC, the FTC, the Justice De-

partment, the stew is cooking and broadcasting is in the stew.

It will be a race between Sen. Warren Magnuson (D., Wash.) and his Senate Com-

merce Committee vs. Rep. Oren Harris (D., Ark.) and his full House Commerce Committee

as well as its Legislative Oversight subcommittee. But whichever strikes first, none of it

will be good news.

Harris, it now appears certain, will be hard at work on "payola' to disk jockeys and to

station and network personnel to secure plugs on programs sponsored by somebody else. He

may broaden out to investigate other allegations contained in his subcommittee's incredibly

heavy mail.

This will keep the broadcasting and FCC feet to the fire of publicity, although the Harris

track record doesn't portend much, if anything, in the way of legislative action.

Magnuson promises to hit quickly, but more directly to the point. He intends to call the

FCC to book as early in the session as possible about why the commission permitted the

Harris-exposed practices to continue.

Again, it would only be a confirmed plunger who would gamble on any new legislation.

But the result of this pincers movement from the two chambers of Congress could push

the FCC well over to the side of stronger regulation in the field of broadcasting, and

as 1960 wears along it will likely become evident that this will be the major significance of

Congressional activity along these lines.

The FCC will have a lot of other decisions to weigh and act on during 1960.

The problems and decisions it will face include these:

• Whether to put new stations on the clear radio channel, which would be much to the dis-

pleasure of the 50KWers now occupying these channels all to themselves at night.

• What to do about getting more tv stations on the air. (With the commission due soon

to have all members available, action on new "drop-ins" is expected quickly.)

• The advisability of cutting down on mileage operations between tv stations—something

that ABC has been urging and existing vhf stations have been bitterly opposing—although

the FCC has no genuine plans for that service.

• The final decision on what proposals to adopt for a half-hour cut in network option

time, while at the same time strengthening the right of affiliates to refuse networks programs.

• The "$64,000 Question" itself: whether it should use powers over station programing,

if it's got them, or whether, if it's lacking them, should Congress be asked for such powers.

(Of course, a lot depends here on how tough Harris or Magnuson actually get. The com-

mission itself favors a minimum of program regulation and maximum avoidance of censor-

ship, and it'll probably move as far as Congressional, or public, pressure demands.)

Present indications are that some general over-all standards of operation will be

described for broadcasters, but that these standards will cause complications at license re-

newal time only; that is, in a comparison of original station promises with actual perform-

ance.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
2 JANUARY i960 There's good news for syndication in the return to local control of the 10:30

copyHjht i960 p.m. EST Saturday time period following Gunsmoke on CBS TV, now being
sponsor exited by Schlitz's Markham (JWT).

publications inc. Qn tne surface some 120 choice station time periods appear to fall back into syndica-

tion's lap, but underneath there are these complexities:

1) No more than about 60 of these stations actually cleared the post-Gunsmoke

slot for Markham ; the rest were D.B.

2) Of these 60-odd stations, all are now placed in the position of quickly making a more

or less unforeseen midseason decision on what, in many markets, is the best of any availability

open to syndication.

3) Many CBS stations that built up a powerful syndicated show in this time period saw-

it wander to an ABC rival when Markham arrived—and must now ironically go against

a show they themselves once nurtured.

One of the most realistic ways of charting the syndication course is to look over

the stern view at its wake for the past 12 months.

Hence a recap of syndication's biggest aspirations and chief headaches during 1959 is of

real value for decisions that must be faced in coming months.

Here then are some of the most significant highlights of the past year:

NEW MONEY: Cigarette and automotive advertisers were two of the largest new buyer?

in syndication: Among these were Lucky Strike, Volkswagen and Renault.

RETURNING BUYERS: Jax Beer returned to syndication after several years' absence.

SYNDICATION EXITS : Two blows to syndication were Schlitz's departure from the

medium and the end of Nabisco's national spot film campaigns.

TAPE SYNDICATION: the biggest upbeat here was more coverage — more markets

more stations, more recorders—but the complexion of tape programing failed to alter

drastically from the previous year; many tape shows still depended on film print

to get into non-tape and one-recorder stations.

FILM PROGRAMING: The unusual thing about film syndication is how little pro-

grams changed; action-adventure series and westerns continued strong, and mystery-detec-

tive shows did better, but new types like science fiction never got started.

FILM STRATEGIES : There were a number of new trends in the ways advertisers were

using syndication, including these:

• Ballantine switched from full sponsorship of Ziv's Highway Patrol to alternate

week sponsorship of two MCA shows, Shotgun Slade and Johnny Midnight.

• Schaefer tried using entire feature films as local specials in New York, and consoli-

dated its syndication into Four Just Men in other markets.

• Falstaff took MCA's Rod Cameron and moved him from a western (State Trooper) to a

mystery (Coronado 9)—which is just where client, syndicator and star got started some sea

sons ago (City Detective).

HOLLYWOOD MAJORS: Activity in tv by Hollywood picture companies includec

Paramount's entry into tv film, the Warner Bros, affiliation with Fihnways, National Thea-

ter's purchase of NTA and UA's talks with Ziv.

WASHINGTON: CBS Films and CBS stations came under a new corporate policy thai

had still uncertain implications for syndication production and scheduling: don't cover up

on a show's appearances or illusions.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Syndication grosses with the off-network backlog of a re-run show can com-
pare very favorably with the business of a new first-run series.

CNP's Life of Riley, for example, grossed $3 million in re-run with its 217 episodes over

an 18-month selling period.

A second factor behind the re-run gross is strip programing in almost every mar-
ket, which greatly accelerates the rate of film usage.

Here are latest ARB ratings of Life of Riley in these markets:

MARKET ARB MARKET ARB
New York 6.9 Phoenix 6.8

Houston 16.4 Providence 7.1

New Orleans 7.9 Harrisburg 6.2

Detroit 6.7 San Antonio 6.3

Wichita 12.9 Scranton-Wilkes-Barre 14.0

COMMERCIAL
... V

.

In the past 12 months the commercials field took for itself more of the lime-
light than ever before in television history.

There appeared to be every indication at year's end that commercials would continue to

attract more and more of the industry's attention and interest.

With this in mind, here is a review of many of the most significant or far-reaching de-

velopments that took place in commercials during 1959:

WASHINGTON: The threat of potential government action spurred many advertisers

and agencies to re-work commercials rather than faee the publicity of investigation:

Ted Bates, for one, remade over 30 tv spots.

• Under the same shadow of possible Washington action, many advertisers re-examined

their copy claims and production techniques. The result: An anticipated landslide of new
business for commercials producers.

TAPE: If the top headache of the year in tape was the lack of head standardization,

then the top contribution was the formation of a committee to arrive at a uniform "tip pene-

tration" setting for the industry.

• The experience of certain agencies and producers with tape was especially significant:

Compton found that tape handling costs could offset production savings, and Filmways found

itself doing so little business it sold its tape equipment last summer.

• The battle for the tape future played a part in mergers, such as Warner Bros.-

Filmways and Screen Gems-EUE, while smaller producers lacking capital found themselves

without tape facilities of their own.

NON-BROADCAST BUSINESS : Film and tape work not intended for broadcast use

played an increasing role in producer income, as the horizons of industrial and business films

expanded and packagers moved in on a growing field.

PROGRAM EXPERIMENTS: Commercials producers announced ambitious plans to

enter programing last year; with but a few exceptions, all these experiments failed.

The broadcasters are showing that they definitely intend to maintain the jump
in video tape commercials production that they have over the independent pro-

ducers.

CBS and NBC were first into tape commercials, but don't underestimate the strength of

local station tape sales units.

In Chicago, for example. WNBQ's video recording sales department has been do-

ing work for General Mills, Peter Hand Brewery, Jewel Tea, Serta Mattresses, and

Wrisley Soap.

WBBM-TV, the CBS station in Chicago, is expected to start a similar unit shortly.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

2 JANUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

SPONSOR HEARS
Because of its long roster of nighttime shows on the tv networks, it had to hap-

pen sometime to JWT: three programs out of the same agency competing against

one another.

Come next week the JWT threesome in the Thursday 9:30 slots: Schlitz's Markham,
CBS TV; Ford's Ernie Ford, NBC TV; 7-Up's participations in the Untouchables,

ABC TV.

Metropolitan Broadcasting boss John Kluge's business is predominantly adver-

tising now that he not only operates two tv stations, two radio stations and a short-

wave setup (WR.UL) but an outdoor firm, Foster & Kleiser.

His other investment interests are still food brokering and real estate holdings.

Here are some advertisers that played it fairly big in network radio 20 years

ago but you don't see or hear much about in air media these days:

U. S. Rubber, Cudahy, Campagna, McKesson & Robbins, Zenith, International Silver,

Barbasol, Cities Service, Lady Esther, F. W. Fitch.

THINGS YOU SHOULDN'T EXPECT TO HAPPEN IN 1960:

• A rep salesman on losing out on a schedule to congratulate the timebuyer on

showing good judgment by picking the competitive station.

• All stationmen visitors to New York coming heavily primed with new information

to pass on to timebuyers.

• Media people to go into verse and chapter and facts and figures after telling a rep,

"Sorry, yours is not as efficient a buy as your competitor's."

• Sellers of spot, because of the agency's constant flow of orders and cancellations, to

keep ahead of Compton on paperwork.

• Advising radio stations: Don't send us your logs, because we have implicit faith

in how you place our spots.

• ABC TV research refraining from telling the trade how well it's doing against

the other networks on average nighttime ratings for the week.

As the business shuffles into another decade it might bemuse the veteran—and the new-

comer—to note where some of the workers in the air media vineyard were 20 years

ago.

A random flip of the album brings these to mind:

NAME
Edward Aleshire

Leonard Erikson

William Fagan

Arthur J. Kemp
Tom Lewis

Bill Lewis

Tom McAvity

Lewis Titterton

Niles Trammell

20 YEARS AGO
Radio director, B&B Chi

CBS Chicago sales

B&B radio department

CBS Pacific sales

Y&R radio department

CBS programing

Lord & Thomas radio

NBC script department

NBC executive v.p.

NOW
Cohen-Dowd & Aleshire

McCann-Erickson

CBS TV sales service

Marschalk & Pratt

C. J. LaRoche

Kenyon & Eckhardt

McCann-Erickson

Compton tv/radio

WCKT, Miami, pres.
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While serving a single station market,

WTHI-TV fulfills its public service

responsibilities in a way that has gained for

it the appreciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a circumstance that

^ Five full V2 hours

of local public serv-

ice programming
each week.

must be reflected in audience response

to advertising carried.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS-ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.
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With production costs at all-time high, SPONSOR ASKS :

Do production refinements in

commercials get across to

The trend in tv commercials is

minute detail, artistic polish and

often subtle audio and video ef-

fects. Here, three experts discuss

the effectiveness of these values

Rollo Hunter, vice president & director

idio anil tv, Erwin Wasey, Kuihrauff <£•

Ryan, Inc., Sew York

It's admirable to be a perfection-

i-t. but there - a point of diminishing

There's a point

of diminishing

returns in

in aLing

effective

commercials

returns in making l\ commercials.

Finding that point isn't easy, it's

purel) a matter of judgment. Client.

agenc) and producer must clearl)

define the all-important viewer's view-

point, make an over-all impression

which will impel him to buy. Some
refinements will help. Some won't.

One consideration is life expect-

anc) of the commercial and frequenc)

of exposure to the same people. \

minor technical flaw isn't likeK to be

noticed 1>\ the layman who sec- it

onl) once or twice. If it requires

absolutely perfect li" eption, it

probabl) isn't worth undertaking.

I nfortunateb . badlj tuned sets

abound. People jusl don't take time

to set brightness and i ontrasl proper-

ly. I In-, of course, i- no excuse for

slopp) production, but should mili-

tate against nit-picking.

\\ > (h-i see Idm under ideal con-

ditions crisp projection in dai \

on a - reen main times the size of

the largest home tube. We look at

this - reen w ill) an eye far more cri-

'
;

in thai "I the avei age \ iewer,

iall) when the product appi

dui t-in-use shots come in

i hanges and sometimes

ents" ai tuall) w
i

Resl t ing a -i ene to

ei from overlapping

the label a fraction of an inch ma\

infuse a feeling of artificiality. Re-

shooting product shots for symmetr)

can lend sameness, put the product

in a sterile atmosphere.

Sitting in a blacked-out viewing

theater staring suspiciously at a big

bright screen, we can spot little specks

in the background that no eagle eve

will detect at home. It's easv to panic

over a wrinkle on a sleeve in an other-

wise perfect take. Often we spray

wax onto silverware, shiny metal.

anything which might "kick" or

throw a flare of light. To the ex-

perts, these flares are always mistakes.

To the viewer who doesn't know

about the wax job. they mav be

realistic sparkles.

However, there are essential refine-

ment;-. Dirt) fingernails in a close-

up ought to go. People do see such

things that bear on personal cleanli-

ness. Superimposed titles which

"ride"' or jiggle on the screen can

make a viewer uncomfortable and

create the risk of having him reject

the message.

Exploring refinements, a pattern

emerges: in general, the tiny tech-

nical faults probably don't get across

to the \ iewer. Such defects lose their

magnitude or disappear entirely when
seen at home. It's the refinements

which bear in a larger sense on the

over-all commercial that are impor-

tant. Yet each flaw, big or little.

must be judged individually and

carefully—stroboscopic effect, rocky

era dollying, crumbs on cake

plate-.

The ino-t ie-pected experts don't

make a perfect -core ever) time.

There's no such thing as a perfect

film, whether it be an eight-second

I.I >. or three and a half hours of epic.

If you look closel) at the parting of

the Red Sea in "The Ten Command-
ments, you'll observe a clearl) visi-

ble matte line between the receding

Waves and the land. Cecil B. De Mille

apparentl) didn't consider it unfor-

givable, yet such matte lines have

caused numberless refinements in

commercials. Fixing them isn't wortf

the candle if it's just balm for pr<

fessional ego and means nothing t

the viewer at home.

William LaCava, »-p- in charge <

commercial production, Cunningham J

Walsh. Inc., Xeiv York

My answer to this question wou
be an emphatic ''Yes'" if the questki

means what I think it does. Of course

production refinements would b

grouped under two headings

—

obn
ous and subtle refinements. LeC
start with the obvious productiol

elements:

When tv first began, the thrill o

seeing this electronic marvel com
manded the viewer's almost unvar

ing attention, including commercial?

Then, as the novelty began to weaj

off. commercial tv had to work 1

hold the viewer's attention. Th
started a progression of obvious r^

finements—studied care was given 1

sets, props, costumes, hair styling

etc. With the inclusion and bettei

ment of these obvious elements, coi

mercials entertained the viewers ai

did a better selling job.

The viewer is not always aware <j

more subtle refinements vet thev d

make an unconscious impressio^

Production elements falling into th

category are lighting, timing, cont

nuity, music, etc. By proper integrj

tion of these elements, the viewer

moved to accept the message, regai

less of whether or not he is an in

mediate potential consumer.

Both obvious

and subtle

refinements a\

necessary to

total impressiu

i m Hi
The most important thing is th

all refinements must be proper

used. The) can be a great negati

if not used correctly, and a gre

asset if used knowingly.
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tcyiewers?

at wort

i for pn

»

Harold M. Spielman, vice president,

Schwerin Research Corp.

Our answer to this one would have

to he a qualified '"No." Having tested

The clothing

in which an

idea is dressed

is of secondary

importance

some 15.000 tv commercials in the

past 10 years, we have been forced to

conclude that in tv advertising noth-
ing is as important as the motivating
"orce of an idea. The clothing in

hich the idea is dressed is of secon-
!at\ importance.

I've no doubt that production
"\a!ues""—the artful use of lighting,

moas I tmusical background, sets, and so on
ziven

.bettf

aware

t they i

nprexit

viewer

is an if

jiffe

into

la .M

\?S

I

—increase the viewer's aesthetic plea-

sure in watching a commercial.

But winning an art director's award
jfor a commercial is not synonymous
with creating an effective one. We
have seen any number of award-win-

ning animated commercials, bright,

witty and truly creative, fail abso-

luteh to influence viewers' brand
preferences.

Y\ e do considerable pre-testing of

rough" commercials for our clients.

The purpose of this testing is to eval-

uate the basic motivating idea or the

specific approach presented in a given

commercial. What surprised us at

first, but has since become a com-
monplace, was the fact that a "rough"
commercial could do as well in moti-

vating people as its polished, finished

version.

Finally, nothing, not the most in-

genious production work in the world,
will rescue a basically weak commer-

I

cial idea. The right visualization of
a strong idea is the ideal to be sought.
But production gimmicks play a rela-

tively minor role, we think, in the
construction of effective commercials.
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Largest and most complete Resort
Motel in

Palm Springs, caiif.

5 Acres of Fun in the Sun. Your choice of new picture-window rooms,
or a Bungalow for the whole family—each commanding a breathtaking
view of desert and mountains. Enjoy swimming in our Olympic Pool,
playing Badminton, Ping Pong, Horseshoes, Lawn Croquet, Shuffleboard,
and many other activities. Arrangements made for desert wagon rides,

hay rides, horseback riding, or a campfire barbecue. Many excellent
golf courses nearby. Whatever your desires we have it. The Pueblo is

only a few blocks from the world's most fabulous shopping center—yet
secluded in a garden of flowers to give you every privacy you wish.

REFRIGERATED COOLING

$3 ^ngle $ "|0 double

CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT FOR RESERVATIONS
Telephone FAirview 5-2273
1983 North Palm Canyon

OPEN ALL YEAR

PALM SPRINGS,

.-:

TOLEDO?

_«5*S5Vc!fc*-5

NO, THIS IS "KNOB-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520,100 Drug Sales S 40,355,000

Households 423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000

Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise S 148,789,000

$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000

Food Sales $ 300,486,000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On
to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to

100%, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.

AV 1 1 V7 -Hi "XT A James A. Noe Station

Channel 8 Represented by

Monroe, Louisiana H-R Television, Inc.

Photo: "Greem-We Mill, Division of Mohasco Industries, Inc.", G eenville, Mississippi,

Manufacturers of the finest carpets and rugs.
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ADVERTISERS

NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
SANTA DOES HAVE HELPERS! When over 45,000 pieces of Xmas mail destined for destruc-

tion due to insufficient postage caught attention of WPST-TV, Miami, station got into spirit of

things fast. Here (l-r), Pat Ulrich, Percy Manley, asst. administrator, Miami post office.

Virginia Booker, Helen Waller transact exchange of station's check for extra postage

NO TOIL AT ALL for Jacob Barowski (I), head of Adell Chemical Corp., who spoke before

Radio & Television Club in Pittsburgh. KDKA-TV sales mgr. Henry V. Greene, Jr., hosted;

station's Miss Lestoil ( Edythe Tylka), handed out Lestoil dolls and product samples

Philip Morris this week begai.

merger talks with ASR Product-

(formerly American Safety Ra-

zor Corp.).

The basis of this merger consid- k

eration would be the exchange of on^

share of Philip Morris common stock jn

with four and one-third shares of the

razor and blade manufacturer's com-

mon stock.

If the boards of directors at thei:

respective meetings scheduled at the
f

.

end of this month approve of th-

merger, it would mark the first time '

a L.S. cigarette manufacturer en-

tered an entirely different field.

Note: Early in 1959. R. J. ReynJ
olds sought to acquire Warner-Lam-

bert Pharmaceutical Co.. but the deal

fell through.

Food brokers holding their an

nual convention in Chicago last

Meek had something provocative

to sav about air media.

QUEEN OF MUSICALS, Mary Martin, ac-

cepts citation of merit for her contribution to

radio +v from Mimi Hoffmeir, pres., N.Y.C.

chapter, American Women in Radio 4 TV
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It was: Their most effective sales

ool in dealing with the grocery trade

> the efficient merchandising of a

io or tv campaign.

In other words, the broker can't

rust depend on the campaign; he has

o impress the retailer with the way
he campaign will move goods.

'Campaigns

:

• Clorox liquid bleach is intro-

lucing its new pitcher-handle bottle

lationally via a stepped-up schedule

'if day and night tv spots on stations

eaching an estimated 84% of all

.S. tv homes. Agency: Honig-

Cooper & Harrington, San Francisco.

' • Santa Fe Wine, product of the

MGiorgio Co. in California, will be

'ntroduced into the Eastern market

Jiext month. An all-media campaign

\i currently being prepared to intro-

luce the wine in the New York Met-

opolitan area, with some $250,000

jar-marked for this local promotion,

las Agency : Cole, Fischer & Rogow.
• General Foods Corp. is turn-

ip to Columbus, O.. as a radio test

market for its Jell-O Tapioca Pud-

ding. The schedule, running on

WCOL, is designed to reach the

housewife via 15 one-minute spots per

week on a Tuesday through Friday

basis, to run through mid-April.

• The Purex Corp. will present

a series of six one-hour specials,

budgeted at $1.2 million, on NBC
TV during the first part of this year.

The dates scheduled: 16 January, 19

February, 27 March, 22 April, 22

May and 29 May.

The Miller Brewing Co. will film

the National Football League's
1960 Pro Bowl Game.

This half-hour film of the annual

classic held 17 January in Los An-

geles will be added to Miller High

Life's sports film library and will be

available free of charge to civic

groups and tv stations.

P&G topped the list of the top 10
national advertisers in the first

nine months of '59 on network

and spot tv by gross time expen-
ditures, according to TvB.

Following are these top 10 adver-

tisers with their total tv gross time

expenditures in the nine-month pe-

riod of 1958 and 1959:

company 1958 1959

P&G $62,088,295 $72,639,411

Lever 27,937,741 36,900,073

Colgate 25,868,960 28,549,617

Amer. Home 18,673,081 27,617,314

Gen. Foods 23,312,743 26,527,316

R.J.Reyn'lds 14,061,289 16,217,071

Gen. Motors 15,958,568 14,990,702

Brist'l-Myers 13,857,262 14,099,911

P. Lorillard 12,061,986 13,982,586

Adell Chem. 8,470,700 13,707,900

NETWORKS
A special conference of execu-

tives of CBS TV and the network
affiliates has been scheduled for

29 February in Washington, D.C.

Purpose of the meeting, according

to CBS TV president James A. Au-

brey, Jr. : to examine the tv broad-

pRYSTAL CLEAR, in another moment, will be results of John Blair VOICES FROM THE PAST, dating prior to 1910 and recorded on

k it'O.'s timebuyer contest. TvB's Ann Carhart, assisted by John Blair, some 50,000 Edison disks, were recently unveiled by WSB, Atlanta. The

'Jraws, as executive vice president Ed Shurick ( I) , and Art McCoy (r), entire collection (recorded vertically) was donated by Ted Grob, Jr. (I),

agerly await the lucky winners of Coming's Steuben crystal exec director, Goodwill Industries to Bill Foster of WSB Radio Newsu

MONEY GROWS ON TREES? It would seem that way. Actually, Bob

IVaddell, WFMY-TV (Greensboro, N.C.), is clipping bills to tree as

lart of "Nancy's Best Christmas" station's project to buy gifts for

leenage fan who is I 1-year polio victim. Bills were sent in by listeners

PSYCHOLOGICAL WARFARE, some might call it, but no matter

what their heritage, these cuddly Siberian pups (first born in Okla. City)

look pretty cute. Four were named for Russian notables. Cap'n Art,

LOCO-TV poses with pets owners after contest which tagged ffth "Ike"



casters
1

role, their public responsi-

bilities, am) how best these respon-

sibilities can be fulfilled.

The affiliates conference will be ad-

dressed bj Sen. Magnuson, Rep. Har-

ris PCC chairman Doerfer. and FTC
chairman F.arl Kintner.

N«w network tv series: ABC T\
i> preparing for next fall a weekly,

half-hour tv show based on six vol-

umes oi Sir W in«ton Churchill's

memoirs covering world history

from 1919 onward . . . F\ I (For

V>ur Information i a new weekly

public affairs series spotlighting topi-

cal issues will debut on CBS T\
Sunday, 3 January. 11-11:30 a.m. . . .

The first in a series of mystery classic

specials dubbed The Dow Hour of

Great Mysteries will premiere on

NBC TV Thursday. 31 March. 9-10

p.m.. for the Dow Chemical Co.

• MacManus. John & Adams • Avith at-

torney Joseph \^ elch as host.

Dow Corning Silicones makes it*

initial entry on tv via a one-quar-

ter weekly hour buy on ABC TVs
Daybreak schedule, to run for

nine weeks.

Other recent daytime business for

ABC TV includes bu\s by: Cleara-

sil. increasing its schedule in Band-

stand: Nucoa. renewing one-quarter

hour alternate of Bandstand: Good-
rich Rubber, for one-half hour al-

ternate on Bandstand: and Sterling

Drug, for one-quarter hours on

Daybreak.

Sports business: The Schick Safe-

ty Razor Co. t Compton | will spon-

sor eight quarters of the Sunday af-

ternoon professional basketball tele-

- on NBC! T\ . January through

March. Other sponsors of the Sun-

da) telecasts are Phillies Cigars. Gen-

eral Mills, and Anheuser-Busch.

Network radio -ale*: Orders total-

ing $3 million in new and renewed

business were placed with ABC Ra-
dio during the past 3<> da\s. Among
the new clients: Frito. Maxwell
House Coffee. Universal Pictures.

Milhurn. Winegard and The
V\ atchmakers of Switzerland . . .

Mutual reports 19 n«-w advertis-

i th<- network -ince 1 July.

_ • MBS president Robert

Hurleigh. all advertisers with Mutual
on that date—the day he initiated

al court financial reorganiza-

tion for MBS are still with the net-

work.

New network affiliations: KIBEE.

Modesto. Cal.. and KFBX. Sacramen-

to, both McClatchv Broadcasting sta-

tions, to CBS Radio . . . WTMT,
Louisville: ^ MFT. Terre Haute:

KOFE. Pullman. Wash.; and WRPB.
Macon-H arner Robins. Ga.. to ABC
Radio.

Disaffiliation : Effective this week.

KRO\ . Sacramento, leaves the CBS
Radio Network, to program inde-

pendently as a music, sports and pub-

lic service station.

Add to network personnel news:
Herbert Hahn. elected v.p. of AB-
PT . . . John Heywood. to director

of business affairs. NBC T\ ...
John Beebe. to ABC TV Central

Division sales staff . . . Robert
Wood, to v.p. of CBS TV Stations

Division and general manager of

KNXT, Hollywood . . . Kenneth
Bilby. to v.p.. public affairs, at RCA.

AGENCIES

During the next 10 years the

American economy will grow as

much as it has in the past 25. ac-

cording to a report prepared by
Market Planning Corp. for Mc-
Cann-Erickson.

The report, a detailed study of the

economic and marketing outlook

through 1969. makes these projec-

tions:

1 ' In 1960. the total national out-

put of goods and services for

the first time will cross the $51 10

billion mark: by 1965 total na-

tional output will be approaching

I billion, and bv 1970. bevond

I billion.

2 1 The average income of non-

farm families, now $7,500, will

be $9,500 by 1970.

3 i Discretionary income i income

available after paying for neces-

sities! will double its level of last

year, reaching almost $90 billion

a year.

4 i Increased spending for consum-
er durables — $58 billion by

1965. ST0 billion by 1970 iwith

cars accounting for $30 billion 1

.

Other predictions at the turn of

the new year include these from

agencies regarding increased
billings:

• Mogul. Williams & Savior

forecast a $30 million billing level

by the end of 1965. This prediction

is based on a "conservative" projec-

tion of ~'c increases annually over

the agency's 1959 billing of $19.25

million.

• Ketchum. MacLeod & Grove
predicted that 1960 billings will hit

$34 million— an increase of about

17' [ over 1959.

Foote. Cone & Belding's execu-

tive committee chairman Fairfax

Cone berated the major advertis

ing associations for failing to act

more positively in wiping out tin

wrongs done in the name of ad-

vertising.

In a vear-end memorandum to the

agency's Chicago staff. Cone criti-

sized the 4 A"s. the ANA and the

AFA for not insisting that advertis-

ing be free of "unproved claims and

tasteless promises."

Agency appointments: The Paper
Plate Association, appropriating

$1. 5 million for the next three years.

to C. J. LaRoche . . . Lady Estheri

cosmetics, a division of Chemway
Corp.. billing $550,000. from Dona-

hue & Coe. to Cohen. Dowd & Ale-

shire . . . Perfect Circle Corp.. man-

ufacturer of piston rings and other

automotive products, to Compton
Chicago . . . Anialie Division of L

Sonneborn Sons and Greensburg Di

vision of I.T.E. Circuit Breaker Co..

to Carr Liggett Advertising. Cleve

Name change: This week. Honig-

Cooper. Harrington \ Miner. Sai

Francisco and Los Angeles, becomes

Honig-Cooper & Harrington.

New agency: Ernest Fladell and

Leslie Harris, both formerly wit!

NTA. have formed Fladell/Harri>

Advertising, at 352 \^ est 56th St

New York.

Admen on the move: Allen Fh»u-

ton and Jack Rees. elected execu-

tive v.p.'s of Compton . . . Richart

Farricker joins Geyer. Morey. Mad
den & Ballard as executive v.p. . .

H. Milton Gurwitz. to v.p. o

Friend-Reiss Advertising. New ^ ork

. . . Harvey Victor and Edgai

Rose, named v.p. s of Jay \ ictor £
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Associates, Newark, N. J. . . . Hal
)avis, to Sudler & Hennessey, New
-ork, as director of radio and tv . . .

Meter deKadt, to market research

roup head on the Ogilvy, Benson &

father research staff ... J. Robert
]onroy, to director of public rela-

ions for Ross Roy, Detroit . . .

ames Sage, to account supervisor

the Los Angeles office of Comp-
n . . . Lou Perkins, to the radio/

production staff of Tatham-Laird

. . James English, Jr., and Alfred

-.awton, elected v.p.'s of K&E . . .

ienry Stoekbridge and James
Symington, to v.p.'s of Y&R . . . G.

ouglas Morris, to v.p. of Warwick
Legler . . . Edward Bodensiek

ind Irwin Roll to v.p.'s of F&E&R
nd Bernard Rasmussen, to asso-

iate media director in the agency's

ew \ ork office.
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Typical of the bullish attitude of

syndicators who have had a suc-

cessful 1959 is Ziv's attitude in

'xpanding its sales staff.

Last week Bud Rifkin, Ziv v.p.

charge of sales, disclosed that it

-vould increase its sales staff by 20%.
There are reportedly 117 men on

e Ziv staffs at present: this will in-

rease to a total of 140.

The sales staff increase will affect

idl five areas of Ziv's activity: net-

work, national, resional. syndication

md re-run l Economee)

.

international: Screen Gems was

especially active on the international

front last week. M. J. Frankovich
.vas elected board chairman of Screen

ms. Ltd.. the London affiliate, and

'th Hargreaves was named
nanaging director. At the same time,

Lloyd Burns, international opera-

ions v.p.. revealed that London
*vould become the focal point of

Screen Gems' entire European sales

fforts. Yet another international de-

elopment at Screen Gems was the

beginning of a coordinated sales drive

,or the worldwide distribution of the

lalf-hour documentary series based

>n \^ inston Churchill's Memoirs.

Programs: Will Rogers. Jr., will be

he host in Crosby Brown Produc-

ions' syndication of Death Valley

Days under the title The Pioneers

Writer-producer Phil Rapp and

California Studios chief Philip N.

Krasne have joined forces to pro-

duce tv film series.

Commercials: Music Makers has

completed spots for Lipton Soup via

\oung & Rubicam: agency producer

was Paul Blustain.

Promotion: Jerry Franken, named
executive director for advertising,

promotion and publicity of NTA . . .

Joining the Los Angeles office of XTA
in the promotion department are

Sheldon Levine. Jane Kirk and

Mrs. Gladys Boule . . . Screen

Gems" Tightrope series will appear in

a magazine version published by

Great American Publishing Com-

Panv - ^
Tape: Mobile Video Tapes. Inc.,

of Los Angeles, has appointed Tele-

vision Communications, Inc., as

its sales representative in the 11

Y\ esters states outside the Southern

California area.

Expansion: CBS Films has termed

1959 a vear of expansion. Of special

importance were five personnel ap-

pointments: Robert F. Lewine as

program v.p.. Ralph Baruch as in-

ternational director. Joseph B. Ir-

win as business director, Murray
Benson as licensing director, and

Robert A. Fuller as publicity di-

rector, ^e.W
Promotion: Official Films and

B.O.A.C. cooperating to promote In-

ternational Detective.

Programs : Screen Gems signed

with Robert L. Wacks productions

for two shows . . . ITC's Ding Dong
School reached its 1.700th program.

Strictly personnel:

Bill Sturm Studios appoints Ar-

thur L. Manheimer midwestern

representative . . . Terry O'Neill

joins Governor Television sales staff

. . . Harold J. Klein elected v.p. of

business affairs at ABC Films.

Promotions: Four regional adver-

tisers will spend $200,000 for con-

sumer promotion of Ziv's Tombstone

Territory. They are: Pacific Gas

and Electric Light Co. : Morning

Milk: Moulson's Brewery, and Stroy

Brewing . . . Four Star Television

received an award from the Los An-

geles Press Club.
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RADIO STATIONS

More than nine out of 10 mid-
dle-income men listen to radio

during an average week, docu-
ments RAB in its latest study on
this group.

The report, conducted for RAB by

Pulse among middle-income men in

six metropolitan markets, also re-

veals that they listen on an average

of two hours per day. with more than

half of these men tuning in radio

during morning hours.

Ideas at work:
• Radio hitting back : WPTR,

Albany-Schenectadv-Trov. has been

waging a campaign against purvev-

ers of "newso!aM—a term coined by

the station's editorial staff to cover

the newspaper practice of filling edi-

torial columns with free plugs for ad-

vertisers. Station has been airing edi-

torials about this practice, and at the

same time reprimanding the papers

for their slanted attacks against the

radio industry. _ —

• The top 30 newspaper adver-

tisers in Omaha are being bombard-

ed bv KOIL with a direct mail and

personal delivery campaign. Each day

they've been receiving an item point-

ing out the stations dominance in

the area. For example: the first day

of the campaign models delivered a

small piece of pie to each of the ad-

vertisers. The next day. the girls were

back with the whole pie. and a card

that said "Opportunity never knocks,

it broadcasts. So why settle for just

a piece when vou set the whole pie

on KOIL."
• Winners in KYW. Cleveland's

"Million Dollar Sound"' campaign

among the agencies: Lee Currlin.

B&B: Leonard Matthews. Leo Burnett

:

and Jack Bistrow. BBDO.
• How thev helued during the

holiday: WKYB, Paducab. Kv.. to

raise tovs for tots, moved its entire

studio to a store window in the down-

town shopping area for full-time

broadcasting there over a 10-dav pe-

riod . . . WEJL. Scranton. Pa., aired

a variety show, complete with gifts,

refreshments and a visit by Santa,

for some 200 crippled children and

adults.

• Growing, growing, gone: To

signify the "Growing sound in town"

at WTHE. Spartanburg. S. C. sta-
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tion tLj.'fl <;re\v beards. With the

promotion owr. \\ THE decided to

ahave them with the oldest razor that

could be turned up. The winner came

through with a straight razor dating

back to 1724. D.j.'s will be shaved

in the window of a downtown drug

store as a promotion for Ronson

Electric Razors.

Further indications of the trend

among smaller local am stations

toward the fm format: WAIT,
Chicago, heretofore a standard chart

tune operation, is revising its image,

\ i.i its new schedule of nothing but

"beautiful* music. Station's announc-

ers are being schooled in elocution

—

lowering the pitch of their voices,

and slowing clown the delivery rate.

Thisa 'n' data: Ground-breaking

ceremonies were held last week for

the new transmitter site for WFYI,
Long Island, after FCC permission

to increase its power from 250 to

10.000 watts . . . The winner: Doug
Holcomb, director of promotion and

advertising for WDAU, Scranton,

Pa., named winner of the S500 first

prize in the "Du Pont Everyone

Wins" contest.

Station staffers: Warren Hull, to

v.p. of WNOR, Norfolk, Va. . . .

Robert Tyrol, to v.p. in charge of

sales at WTIC, Hartford . . . Bob
DeBardelaben, to general man-

ager for WLAQ, Rome, Ga. . . .

William Sehnaudt, to general sales

manager, WKIVB, West Hartford . . .

George Allen, Jr., to local sales

manager for KWIZ, Santa Ana, Cal.

. . . Ernest Gudridge and Vietor

Bushong, to v.p.'s of the Air Trails

Stations . . . Joseph Parsons, to na-

tional sales manager and Bill Mc-
Dowell, local sales manager for

KHJ, Hollywood . . . Louis Wolf-
son, to v.p. of WFGA, Jacksonville

. . . Anthony Hartman, to local

sales manager of WICE. Providence,

R. I. . . . Duane Shupe, to the

sales staff at KEYZ, Williston. N. C.

. . . Terry Mann, to account execu-

tive at KFI, Los Angeles . . . Wil-

liam Hoftyzer, to the sales staff at

KFRC, San Francisco . . . Bill

Gorman, to the sales staff at

KFRC. San Francisco . . . Ralph

Petti, Jr., to sales manager and Rob f
ert Doherty, to account executive foi

KROY, Sacramento . . . Claudia

Bennett, to the sales force of WSWM-
FM, East Lansing, Mich. . . . Walter
Stark, to account executive atp.

WNTA, Newark, N.J.
I

TV STATIONS
t

Ideas at work

:

• New tv monitoring system
Henry M. Hume has devised ;

method for banishing tv bloopers

This system eliminates the danger-

of unscheduled bloopers via elec

tronically storing all camera se

quences for a second or two befon

transmission so that the program di

rector can cut off a camera tha

picked up an unexpected picture

Hume has dubbed his device "Goo
Trap."

• Support for a tv program
Colonel Humphrey J. Flack, a syndi

cated half-hour series about to enc

its run on WWJ-TV. Detroit, made

front page news there under the proc

ding of the city's Crisis Club. Th
group staged a tongue-in-cheek pre

i

UPPER
STRATA

STRATEGY!

Friend of ours who always at-

tends the sessions in the lec-

ture halls, starts on the

Fourth Floor with Production
Items . . . and works his way
down to Components on the
First Floor. Says his feet tell

him it's easier to come down
than to go up! And he never
misses a trick this way.
Sounds like good engineering
logic. Why don't you join

him this year . . . and see if

it doesn't work for you!

Show Manage/

COME TO THE COLISEUM...
the place to look for

NEW IDEAS IN RADIO-ELECTRONICS

1960!

tfwfrS!"a£-

Here, in New York City's Coliseum, is where you'll find

the very latest information about the giant, radio-electronics

industry's plans for the future.

Here, you'll rub shoulders with over 60.000 of your fellow

radio-electronics engineers. Here, you'll see 950 exhibits,

representative of 80^c of your industry's productive capac-

ity, covering equipment, component parts, instruments and

production. Here, you'll hear your choice of more than 200
papers to be given during the CONVENTION.

i

Yes, here — and only here — is your once-a-year chance to

see and profit by all the NEW IDEAS INRADIO-
ELECTRONICS. 1960 gathered in one place. Attend the

IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION AND RADIO ENGI-
NEERING SHOW. Come to the Coliseum!

The IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

and The RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW
Coliseum, New York City

MARCH 21, 22, 23, 24
The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79th St., New York 21, N. Y.
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est over the program's demise via a

tutive foniOO-line newspaper ad. This was

Uaudiaiollowed-up by several hundred let-

ters supporting the campaign, and a

"altetixont page newspaper article describ-

f« a:mg the problems of Col. Flack.

*
systemi

*Jew radio/tv group: The W. R.

Baker Radio & Tv Corp.,

ormed in Syracuse by seven business

nen. to "engage in radio and tv

•roadcasting, with strong emphasis

i

via elec

mera se

befoi

ogiara

sera tha

>n community service." The group

Vill apply for the next tv channel al-

ocated to Svracuse.

irosram

. a s\ndi

ut to em

ii mad

n

MKH

^ironies

jr fello*

exhibits.

adio-

)
ENGI-

»l'00

pineersf

1.N.V.

,rt1*

financial reports: Wometeo En-
erprises' earnings for the 44 weeks

aiding 7 November are up 31.8%
iver the comparable period in 1958

. . Storer Broadcasting declared

i quarterly dividend of 45^ per share
!

>n its common stock.

I/hisa n' data: WTCN-TV, Minne-

ipolis-St. Paul, revealed its new port-

ible
mobile videotape recording unit

t its annual client-agency cocktail

arty last week ... George Murphy,
ippointed tv director for the "Din-

P
flier with Ike" closed-circuit event at

he Pan Pacific Auditorium 27 Janu-

ary on the West Coast.

Sports sales: The National Brew-
ng Co. has purchased one-third

ponsorship of the Washington Sena-

,ors baseball games on WTOP-TV,
J ashington, D. C. . . . Colgate has

oined the Kudepohl Brewing Co. and
Standard Oil of Ohio in the sponsor-

hip of 53 Cincinnati Redlegs base-

tall games via WXW-TV, Cincin-

)n the personnel front: Phil
Dowan, named director of publicity

md special events for Metropolitan

broadcasting Corp. . . . R. Earl

iigffins, to business manager for

VJZ-TV, Baltimore . . . Walt Haw-
home, to merchandising manager
>f KGW-TV. Portland. Ore.

REPRESENTATIVES

GW president H. Preston Peters
las been re-named president of
he Station Representatives As-

ociation.

Other officers elected at SRA's an-

lual membership meeting last week

:

.p.. John Blair: treasurer. Eugene
Catz; secretary. Daren F. McGavren;

and directors, Frank Headley and

Richard O'Connell.

Adam Young, last week, issued a

study to its salesmen on teen-

agers, and how much money they

have to spend.

Included is a breakdown of what

they purchase and own. Reason for

the study: to help "sell" the positive

side of the teenage radio/tv audience.

Rep appointments : To John Blair

& Co., WBBF. Rochester ... To
Walker-Rawalt, WSWM-FM, East

Lansing, Mich. ... To the Bernard
I. Ochs Co., as Southeastern rep,

WEDR, Birmingham; WMFJ, Day-

tona Beach; and WFEC, Miami . . .

To Avery-Knodel, KISN, Portland,

Ore. ... To B-N-B Time Sales, for

West Coast reps. KEEP, Twin Falls.

Idaho.

Rep personnel notes: Robert
Huth joins the San Francisco radio

sales staff of The Katz Agency . . .

Hal Thompson, account executive

in charge of PGW's Ft. Worth office,

presented with a gold watch in honor

of his fifth anniversary with the rep-

resentative firm. ^
RADIO/TV ANALYSIS
(Continued from page 29)

2. Money market controls have been

moving in short cycles. Right now
the money market is tight and in-

terest rates are high. There doesn't

appear to be any reason why the

money market should loosen or

that interests rates should decrease

during 1960. In fact, past Federal

Reserve policy would indicate the

likelihood of tighter money as

business upswings during the next

year. No economy will avoid a

corrective recession in the face of

tighter and tighter money con-

trols—except where wide inflation

is in progress. Consumer buying

credit will also tighten.

3. Farm prices are already a drag on

the economy: real farm purchas-

ing power is receding. During

1960, the continued fall of farm

prices, in the face of a rising cost

of living, will begin to produce

pains in the agricultural sector of

our economy.

4. Higher labor costs will result in

heavier production costs. In 1960.

we believe that the wage-operating,

cost-profit ratios will gradually

sponsor 2 JANUARY 1960

erect a barrier, in many com-

panies, to cumulative expansion.

5. The U. S. export trade will grow
less healthy in the year ahead. The
economic recovery of foreign na-

tions, it is true, provides us with

greater markets for our goods.

However, many of these nations

—

Germany, Japan, Italy, France,

England, etc.—are underselling us

(by virtue of their internal

mechanization coupled with lower

wages) in world markets. In fact,

an increasing volume of U. S. im-

ports from these countries indi-

cates a growing ability to under-

sell us in own American market.

Conclusions :

1. 1960 will not be a boom year, but

it is practically certain to be a

year of wide economic and busi-

ness expansion.

2. Broadcasters, tv and radio, should

have the best year of their lives,

so far as sales are concerned,

even though profit margins are

cut slightly.

3. Despite the widespread criticism

of tv, the television industry will

not only achieve a 10% -11% ex-

pansion in sales but will again in-

crease its percentage share of the

all-media advertising pie.

4. The political and regulatory phase

of broadcasting will be the most

harassing and difficult the indus-

try has ever faced. In this area,

the broadcasting industry will, in

all probability, suffer reverse, but

of a nature which will not hurt

the P/L results.

5. Most radio and tv stations should

improve their dollar profits dur-

ing 1960 even though their profit

margins may shrink slightly.

Being faced with a prosperous

1960, smart broadcast operators

will improve reserves, control ex-

penses and make plans for a cor-

rective economic recession in 1961.

Years of growth and improvement

are years when farsighted and alert

management consolidates gain and

builds for the future. 1960 will offer

this opportunity to broadcasters.

During 1960. progressive station

management will strive to strengthen

its station's audience position; pro-

mote and advertise itself into a solid

sponsor and or agency acceptance

and. using the effective tool of adver-

tising, improve its competitive status

within the market and broadcast in-

dustry. ^
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ANHEUSER-BUSCH
if ontinued from page 31)

area map, the I . S. appears nol a> a

li-l of states "i a ranking of metro-

politan areas luit as a series of con-

tiguous television markets.

This is llic \nheuscr Husch concept

of modern marketing: determining

which of these massive tv areas to

nsc. working out media coverage fac-

tors and shifting the former concept

of sales and wholesaler territories.

I ntil si\ months ago, while the new
product was still emerging as a

leader, the Busch Bavarian sales had

been handled b) the Budweiser field

force. But this year—as barrelage for

Busch Bavarian mounted on order

from the salesmen—the new brand

hired its own salesmen and assigned

them to media coverage areas. They
now visit more wholesalers than the

Budweiser men used to, hut they see

them less frequently

The reassignment was predicated

on Mr. Rcisinger's analysis: "The
important thing today is not where

advertising originates: it's where the

impressions go. The more of them
that go into your distribution area,

the more effectively you're spending

your advertising dollar.

"Radio and tv, the most effective

media for telling our story, do not

confine themselves to geographical

lines. They cross wholesaler terri-

t"i ies, even state boundaries, in reach-

ing out into their effective coverage

areas."

So he explains that Busch Bavarian
i- broadcast marketed on these three

new concepts of local advertising:

1. "We now say that local adver-

tising is the advertising pressure re-

ceived within a wholesaler's territory,

regardless of where the advertising

comes from."

2. "We have changed our method
of selecting areas for new distribu-

tion. Instead of opening entire states,

all at the same time, we now select

those areas that can be most effective

K covered by advertising without am
regard to geographical boundaries."

3. "We are now concentrating our

advertising dollars in u. which we
consider the most effective medium
for telling our story. We now define

a market not in terms of states or

wholesaler territories but in terms of

those areas most effective!) covered

bj t\ emanating from majoi popula-
tion centers."

II ustrates this new approach

with an example of the newly defined

Memphis media coverage area.

"When an advertiser buys time on

Memphis tv stations, he automatically

buys coverage of the entire area, for

the people living in this area have

no local tv stations. They have be-

come dependent on Memphis for their

tv entertainment. Therefore, to get

maximum value from the dollars we
spend on these stations, we must take

our distribution to all wholesalers

serving this entire area, even though

geographically speaking, they are lo-

cated in four different states. To ex-

tend distribution beyond this area

would require advertising pressure

from somewhere else."

Replacing the traditional rule that

advertising follows distribution with

the concept of distribution following

advertising has resulted in this kind

of sales success for Busch Bavarian.

"We have opened more than 50

major marketing areas in 14 states

since we launched Busch Bavarian in

September 1955. In 1958 we doubled

our barrelage over '57, and in 1959

we'll double barrelage over '58 to the

point where our marketing success

has exceeded our present production

capacity. Busch Bavarian represents

the most successful introduction of

a new beer since the turn of the cen-

tury, and in just four years ranks

among the first 20 brands in the

country in sales."

The beer, itself, has been sold with

mood and atmosphere copy rather

than with descriptions of the product's

attributes. Much of the reputation of

the Busch name as a quality beer

producer has been imparted to the

new Busch Bavarian.

The Anheuser-Busch marketing

concept, says Mr. Reisinger, is the

same as that which the Corinthian

Broadcasting Stations group calls

Tele-Urbia, and he thinks "this per-

haps more accurately describes this

new marketing concept." The Corin-

thian name, analyzes a company
spokesman, "suggests the urban ori-

gin of a television signal whose con-

tour determines the size of a market."

Whatever the name. Anheuser-

Busch is in the vanguard of modern
marketers in tracing its distribution

pattern to the outlines of the tele-

vision signal coverage in any given

sales area. And this is the idea, con-

cludes Mr. Reisinger, "which has led

to profound changes in our market-

ing philosophy and operation." ^

DIETZ
(Continued from page 33)

much the order of the day that very

few accounts have their own shows

and don't seem to go all out promot-

ing a shared star.

The long road to marketing head

and membership on K&E's board

began for Stephens Dietz the night

his sister sat next to a P&G ad-

vertising executive at a dinner in

Cleveland who happened to ask if her

brother would like to be in adver-

tising. Dietz promptly applied at P&G
for a job. This was two years after he

had been graduated from Dartmouth

in 1938, summa cum laude, and com-

plete with Phi Beta Kappa key. Until

he applied at P&G, he had had ex-

actly two jobs—one of fairly long

duration, stretching through late high

school and through college vacations

which was helping out on bill col-

lecting and floor sales in a washing

machine manufacturing business his

family had in Cincinnati. The other

job, after college, was the post of as-

sistant to the president of Globe-

Warnecke Office Equipment Co., also

in Cincinnati.

Hired by P&G, Dietz started off his

marketing career by reporting to

Sharon, Pa., where he tramped the

streets of the town handing out free

samples of P&G products door-to-

door. "Believe me, I met Mrs. Ameri-

ca in those days," says Dietz.

Soon Dietz was handling such door-

to-door crews, and finally — field

training period ended—he returned

to P&G headquarters in his home
town and worked at advertising under

roof. He was there until 3 February

1943, on which day his son was born

and he went into the Navy. "I'm not

sure my wife has ever quite forgiven

me or the Navy for that day," he

says. He came out of the Navy a

Lieutenant in November 1945, re-

turned to his job as copy supervisor

at P&G where he worked on such

products as Drene, Tide and Oxydol.

In 1946, he left P&G to become

assistant ad manager for Albers Mil-

ling Division (Friskies dog food and

a line of cereals sold on the West

Coast) of the Carnation Co. in Seattle.

When the company decided to move

to Los Angeles in 1948, Dietz decided

he didn't want to move along, and

came to New York instead to join

Ted Bates Co. as an account execu-

tive, handled Yellow Blue Bonnet
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Margarine and Instant Royal Pud-

lings. From Bates, he went to Ogilvy.

Jenson & Mather in charge of that

igency's marketing activities on all

products, but primarily on the Lever

iccount which comprised Good Luck

vlargarine. Rinso and Dove.

He joined K&E in 1955 as super-

isor of the Hudnut and Mennen ac-

counts, was involved through them

,n such heavy tv sponsorships as

Tudnut on Hit Parade and Mennen's

Wednesday Night Fights. I.K&E was

;ust awarded the Necco account, a

leavv investor in spot tv.) A year

ater. he was named vice president in

charge of merchandising, the post he

ield until his recent promotion to

.zroup vice president, marketing serv-

ices.

Dietz commutes from Mamaroneck.

N. Y.. where he lives with his wife

Elizabeth: they have two children:

Stephens, 16, and Kristin, 9. He is

a member of the Academy of Polit-

ical Arts and Sciences, and recently

Avas elected director of American

Youth Hostels Assoc, which he be-

came interested in after his son took

a Hostels junket last summer. ^
i
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Bonnet

Hold your Meeting where there is C.A.

( 'controlled attractions). Your delegates will

attend and enthuse over a sojourn to the

finest year around Convention Center fea-

turing the best in golf (two 18-hole courses),

indoor and outdoor swimming, tennis, Skeet

& Trap Shooting, fine food and entertain-

ment, plus renowned mineral waters &
baths. AH these attractions are part of the

hotel and thereby at your control.

COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED
GUEST ROOMS, MEETING FACILITIES

FOR 1000 TO 10

FRENCH LICK-

FRENCH LICK, INDIANA

For Reservations or Literature write to

hotel or Phone Wellington 5-9381

SWEENEY
{Continued from page 36)

adult listening, Sweeney said this:

"When you measure the daily lis-

tening habits of adults—the only

customers that count for anything

—

radio and tv are not too different in

hours of use. If you don't give a

damn who is in front of the set. and

measure simplv on the basis of home

set use there is a substantial dif-

ference in favor of tv. But if you are

interested in adult viewing and in

adult listening, the differences are

not major."

Of summer listening. Sweenev

noted that 1959 had brought a dra-

matic reversal in the trend begun in

1951 when tv began to snatch from

radio its leadership in total sets

tuned hour by hour.

Sindlinger studies in the summer
of 1959 showed radio clearly ahead

of tv in adults reached during a 24-

hour dav, for eight consecutive weeks.

I Radio was ahead for onlv one week

in 1958.

1

In addition to these new develop-

ments in set sales and listening.

Sweenev stressed new research studies

undertaken by RAB and aimed at

simplifying media decisions.

"Most promising." he said, are the

'on target' studies which seek to lay

down a radio pattern to reach the

known buver of a commodity, rather

than just a listener of a certain type."

"For example, some families are

heavv buyers of canned fruit, rarely

buv frozen fruit. Does the purchaser

of such specific grocery products have

a specific listening pattern? The

answer apparently is "yes —and there

is reason to believe this pattern may
repeat itself from market to market."

"How dramatic this pattern can

be is illustrated by the canned milk

studv we recently received. In a

market where dozens of stations are

available on the dial, a single station

reaches half of all canned milk buyers

during its Monday through Friday

morning schedule alone, and 40% of

all buyers with its afternoon sched-

ule. The combination of two stations

in this huge market reaches virtually

all buvers of canned milk.
'

Turning to another phase of the

RAB media-simplication studies.

Sweenev outlined new "listening pat-

tern'" research—what single working

women listen to and when and where,

the same facts for married working

women, housewives, middle income

SPONSOR 2 JANUARY 1960

Sweeney cited several examples of

important conclusions to be derived

from them including the following:

a) The best combination to reach

people who spend their dav outside

the home is a combination of early

morning and early evening spots.

For example, a spot at 7 a.m. and

one at 6:30 p.m. is a better combina-

tion to reach middle income working

men than two morning spots—7 a.m.

and 7:45 a.m.

b) To reach the lady who stays

at home the period after 8 a.m. is

better than earlv morning. Times

like 9 a.m.. 10 a.m., 2 p.m., 3 p.m.

show better in total housewife audi-

ences than the so-called prime times

—

7-8:30 a.m. and 4:30-6 p.m.

c) "Generally speaking a less ex-

pensive combination than morning

and evening drive times reaches more

of the kind of folks you nant to reach

—at a considerable saving to the

client."

"This new pattern of targeting lis-

teners and of combining times more

scientificallv to increase total reach

—when combined with radio s rapid

expansion and its inexorable taking

over of three places to listen for

every place it had a decade ago

—

this pattern is what will assuredly

make radio the major medium for

many brands in the 1960s.*" says

Sweenev.

Sweenev concluded his RTES re-

marks bv referring to the current

wave of investigations now plagueing

broadcasting, told the timebuying

group. "Through a large part of

1960 there will be an invisible partici-

pant in everv conversation you, as a

buver. have with broadcasters.

"The invisible participant is going

to be the stations Washington coun-

sel, the one who helps him get and

preserve his license. Both are a lot

less likely to see it your way in 1960

than in 1957 or 1958. Broadcasters,

both radio and tv. are going to be

supercritical of many product claims

and even more alert than they have

been to serving the public first and

the advertiser second. I mention this

because it is important for you to

know that the complete climate in

which radio operates has been

changed materially. Radio will be

occupied protecting itself for several

months. We hope you will not forget

us while we are busy in this direc-

tion.
' "^
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Ray Ellingsen

HOTOGRAPHY

can give

your

photographic needs

the kind of

attention

you like

. . . backed by

experience

and artistry!

Simply call

DEIaware 7-7249

or write to

12 f . Grand Ave.

Chicago

TEE OLD WEST LIVES fiGMS...

AT

EL RANCHO VEGAS

Las Vegas, Nev.—DUdley 2-1300

INDIVIDUAL BUNGALOWS ON 66 SPACIOUS

ACRES DEDICATED TO YOUR MODERN COMFORT

BUT STRESSING WESTERN ATMOSPHERE.

.the world famous OPERA HOUSE THEATRE
RESTAURANT presents nightly the greatest names
m show business in lavish productions reminis-
cent of the exuberant Frontier Days

Phone Direct for Reservations

New York San Francisco Los Angeles

LOngacre 3-6)49 YUlcon 2-7105 BRadshaw 2-3366

Beverly Hills Miami Beach

BRadshaw 2-3366 MOhawk 4-0111 JEfferson 8-0591

Of.

Tv and radio

,w\

Robert D. Wood has been named v. p. of

CBS TV Stations Division, and general

manager of KNXT, Hollywood. He has

been general sales manager for KNXT and

the CBS TV Pacific Network since 1955.

Prior to that, he was an account executive

with CBS TV Spot Sales in New York.

Wood has been associated with the network

since 1949. following his graduation from

the University of Southern California. He was sales service manager

for KNX: acct. exec with KTTV: and then acct. exec for KNXT

Charles R. Hook, Jr., executive v.p. of

Kudner for the past four vears. has been

elected president of the agency. He suc-

ceeds C. M. Rohrabaugh. who was elected

chairman of the board and chief executive

officer. Hook joined Kudner in 1955 as

executive v.p.. after resigning his post as

Deputy Postmaster General. Before that,

he was v.p. in charge of personnel for the

Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad. Also elected: Robert Watson, senior

v.p.. to executive v.p. of Kudner. He was formerlv chmn. of EW R&R.

Harold J. Klein has been appointed v.p.

in charge of business affairs for ABC
Films. Inc. He joined the company in May

of this vear as a N. Y. acct. exec and as

assistant to the president in business affairs.

Prior to that. Klein was exec v.p. of JJ

Theatres of New York, which he joined as

film buver in 1941. In his new post. Klein

will be responsible for contract negotiations,

will serve as chief liaison officer with producers for ABC Films.

Extra-curricularlv he is a member of the Variety Club of New \ork.

Walter Nilson, tv sales manager of The

Katz Agency, has been elected to the rep

firm's board of directors. He joined Katz

in 1917 as a member of the Chicago sale-

staff, and was named tv sales manager two

vears ago. From 1946-17. he was western

radio sales manager for J. P. McKinney

Co. Nilson began his broadcasting career

will. \\T\T. Hartford in 1937 as an an-

nouncer and then salesman. He served as a major in the Army

duriuu World War II. Nilson will continue as tv sales manager.
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FARM COUPLE AT SAT. NITE HOE-DOWN
. . in the Land of Milk ancCKpney!

i

V

Frankly, our Wisconsin farm families are distinguishable today only

by their added incomes! This is truly the bountiful Land of Milk and
Money. Thousands of big dairy farms . . . scores of clean small cities

. . 400,000 families enjoying CBS-ch. 2 television.
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frank talk to buyers of

air media, facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Do you adhere strictly to the "Standard Metropolitan Area" concept? J. Robert

Covington, r.p. of research and promotion. Jefferson Standard Broadcasting

Co., points out that this guide is not infallible and should not be used as a

yardstick by which to measure markets. Covington notes, too. that the Standard

Metropolitan Area was devised by the government as ''a unit for the collection

of statistical data." and thai it recently changed its name to Standard Metro-

politan Statistical Area, in .order to more accurately define its objective.

Don't let SMSA 'do you in'

^conversations with advertising people and articles in

trade magazines make us wonder if the word "market"

may he the most used and most poorlv defined term in

advertising today.

Obviously, an advertiser must have some concept to

guide him in appropriating to various sections of the coun-

try the money made available for a specific advertising

campaign. Too often, those responsible for breaking the

total appropriation down by marketing areas take the easv

wa\ by using lists based on Standard Metropolitan Area

rankings instead of making their own market analyses.

There are three major reasons win Standard Metropoli-

tan Vreas are not an infallible guide to effective marketing.

First. Standard Metropolitan Areas are tied to countv

lines. Excepl in New England, all Standard Metropolitan

Area> consist of one or more ic-hole counties. These coun-

ties var) sharply in total land area. For example. Mecklen-

burg (N.C.) County in which Charlotte is located con-

tain- 552 -quare miles; the county in which San Bernar-

dino. California, is located contains 20.031 square miles.

Second, there is an enormous variation between states

as to the percentage of total state population living in

Standard Metropolitan \reas. The percentage ranges from

ovei 9795 i" Massachusetts down to zero in four states

that have no Standard Metropolitan Areas. In approxi-

mately half of the states, less than 509? oi the population

lives in Standard Metropolitan ^reas.

I hint, the current criteria for adding counties to exist-

"Man.lard Metropolitan Areas depend on "commuting

workers" almost to the exclusion of all other criteria show-

the relationship of people in the "outside" counties to

the central city. A central citv ma\ have a tremendous in-

flow of people from the outside area for shopping, enter-

tainment, medical service, transportation and scores ol

other services; it may have a densely populated contiguouj

area extending into several other counties: but if the pe<:

pie in the contiguous areas don't come into the central citj

to work, the other relationships are ineffectual in brim

ing them into the Standard Metropolitan Area.

Actually, the Standard Metropolitan Area was never c^

signed as a marketing tool. It was, and still is, basicall

designed as a unit for the collection of statistical data H

the government. It is my opinion, based on many discuj

sions with people responsible for defining Standard Metn

politan Areas, that thev are still a little bewildered by tlJ

way a few marketing men have clutched Standard Me|

ropolitan Areas to their bosoms and made them the "be al

and "end all"' of market selection.

This would certainly appear to be one reason why t

Bureau of the Budget has recently added the word "Stat I

tical" to "Standard Metropolitan Area." In their ow

words. "The term 'Standard Metropolitan Area" has b

changed to "Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area' in

der to describe more accurately the objective of the defiij

tion. That objective is, ".
. . to utilize the same boundarij

in publishing statistical data useful for analyzing meti

politan problems."

Lest anyone think that he has discovered a hidden n

tive for this little diatribe, let us clearly confess that we

Charlotte think that the Standard Metropolitan Area c<

cept has "done us wrong." "Wrong." understand, but i

"in." The majority of marketing men is inclined to sc

at the idea of appropriating money for Charlotte on t

basis of its Standard Metropolitan Statistical Area rankin

Yet a few have still to see the light. It is to them that

throw the challenge. 11
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WHY TELEVISION TAPE ENGINEERS
AND PRODUCTION MEN CHOOSE

THE AMPEX CONSOLE

7 WAYS BETTER...

Console design is the hottest talking point among the men who do the actual day-to-day production

work on TV tape. Seven hands are better than two, and they know it. And they know that Ampex
console design gives them those extra hands with a speed and efficiency in production unmatched

by rack or any other design . .

.

• One operator has complete control over all recording and playback functions while standing in

one position.

All pushbutton controls are within fingertip reach.

Monitoring is at eye level.

Waist-high tape transport makes changing reels quick and easy.

Splicing is a 30 second operation, right on the recorder.

Desk-top convenience provides space for cue sheets and extra reels — no extra table required.

And it's safe — you can't bump into turning reels.

There are already more than 410 Ampex Videotape* Television Recorders in operation throughout

the world — in all major networks, in stations and production companies.

Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated

brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advantages

and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex.
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What we hope for in I960

In our lead article in this issue (page 27), Richard P.

Doherty, well-known broadcast business consultant, outlines

the prospects for radio and tv during the next 12 months.

His thoughtful analysis of business conditions and their

meaning to the air media makes fascinating reading, and his

predictions of dollar volume gains for both tv and radio will

be cheering to everyone.

But, over and beyond the facts of increased advertising

revenues and greater industry prosperity, there are certain

things we hope will happen in 1960.

In radio—we hope that radio men will forget intramural

squabbling, and station-against-station selling, and will con-

centrate on promoting the over-all image of radio itself.

Radio as a medium has not been placed in proper per-

spective for advertisers and for the public during most of

the past 10 years. Its tremendous vitality, its extraordinary

personal appeal, its power and importance in American com-

munity life have too often been overlooked, or underplayed.

In television—we hope that the industry will rebound

sharply from the scandals, hearings and investigations that

made 1959 tv's most turbulent year.

We hope that tv men will demonstrate by their actions

—

in programing and tv practices—that it was a good thing for

the medium that all the unpleasantness happened, and that,

though much of the criticism was unfounded and unfair, it

spurred the industry to even greater heights.

And for agencies and advertisers—we hope that 1960 will

see a greatly accelerated trend toward more qualitative meas-

urements for both radio and tv.

There is evidence that more and more clients and agency-

men are looking for the "facts beyond the ratings."

We hope that 1960 will see great strides in this direction,

for such an attitude is the healthiest possible one for both

advertising and the air media.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Support for organ i-

zations in radio/tv which are striving to in-

crease the prestige of the media. Confidence

and respect are the industry's greatest assets.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Post-Yule: Stories heard or over-

heard at office Christmas parties

—

A male robin was berating his

mate over the fact that he found in

their nest of robin's egg blue eggs,

one that was speckled brown and

white. ''Don't get so excited." said

the she-robin. "I onlv did it for a

lark."

Two beatniks were walking down
the street when one suddenly threw a

fit. "Go, man, go!" applauded his

friend.

Robin Hood: At WFBM-TV. Indian-I

apolis, personality John Totten hac

as a guest on his Hollyuood House]

an archery expert. After watching

the expert demonstrate his skill with

a bow, Totten decided to try his own
hand. The arrow missed the target,

crashed through three scenery flats

and the glass pane of the control

room. And where uas GardoVs "In-

visible Shield"?

Sustaining: The son of an agency

account exec was being baptized.

"Who stands as the sponsor of this

child?" asked the clergyman. "I had

no idea that this was for television,'

said the father.—Frank Hughes.

Swap: Tv Guide reports the follow-

ing ad in a Madrid magazine: "Would
like to trade beautiful shady ceme-

terv plot for tv set in good condi-

tion." Our set is a 21-incher: icfw

size is the plot?

Encore: Blair-TV's Bill Vernon did

it again. Last Christmas, he spon-

sored a 30-minute play on WBAI-FM.
NYC. This year, his greeting was ,i

recording which could be heard b\j

dialing PL 3-0052. Next year a spot

tv spectacular?

Explained: Communique from Gent

Deitch Associates, tv commercial pro-j

ducers. attempts to explain the "Ndbl

bish" I Herb Gardner's popular car

toon character). "The \ebbish is not

merelv a nobody. He is a spectacular

nobody. He is a being complete!

without status. When a Nebbish enJ

ters a room, you have the feelin

someone has just left."

Definition: We should be the last t

repeat it—but we're only reporting!

Gag definition of advertising

"85% hokum, 15% commission."

I
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.and Rockford, too

?

Yes, the prudent buver knows that WISC-TV at

Madison, Wisconsin has the tallest tower in the state,

bringing service to 378,310 TV homes m thirty-two

counties in Wisconsin, Illinois and Iowa. For instance,

in the Rockford area, WISC-TV now carries 25 out of

38 nighttime CBS Network programs exclusively.

WISC-T
CMAMMEI_

MAD I SON. Wl SC.

4\
\< Represented Nationally by

v Peteri. Gtiffin Woodward. Inc

I
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SCRANTON-WILKES-BARRE

Noic—first in Pennsylvania's third largest

market with hig/iest quarter-hour ratings.

16% mere homes reached than tlie second station.

18% more than the third, station Share of Sets-ln-Use*

:-ty*

est*.

MM

oat of

WNEP-TV 35.4

Station X 29.1

Station Y 26.3

CHANNEL 16 SCRANTON-WILKES-BARRE I —
'9 AM to 12 MIDNIGHT, Sunday through Saturday, Tour-Week Summary, ARB, Nov. '59
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RESEARCH

ON THE RUN?

No, say experts, but

1960 will move away
from ratings, toward

more depth in findings

Page 29

Five timebuyers.

five agencies,

500 problems

Page 32

The case of

the purloined

puppet

Page 36

They're not

running away

from tv!

Page 38
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When KSTP-TV says
"GO OUT AND BUY IT"

people
go out
and
buy it!

k)©(T
MINNEAPOLIS • ST. PAUL

100,000 WATTS • NBC
REPRESENTED BY EDWARD PETRY A CO.. INC. — A GOLD SEAL STATION



Like the immortal riders themselves, one PONY EXPRESS episode picks up where

the last one left off. Running skirmishes with Indians, bushwhackers, and the forces of

nature over a 1,966- mile trail provide compelling action for scene after scene, episode

after episode. The gripping dramas of PONY EXPRESS nave no need for contrived

situations. Their springboard for action and reality is indelibly inscribed in the history

of the West. HBO Television Films, A Division of CNP California National Productions, Inc.

I



Tall T\ towers are fine when located
t<> genre people instead of pines, 'pos-
sums and porenpines. The WSPA-TV
lower located on Paris Mountain, 3
mile- from Greenville, i- at the very
bearl of the industrial Piedmont. With
it- 12 bay RCA antenna 1182 feet
above average terrain (2209 feet above
sea lex el) WSPA-TV serves 1.500,000
with a saturation signal.

SERVING THE SPARTANBURG-
GREENVILLE SUPERMARKET

WSPA-TV
7AM-FM-TV

channel
CBS in Springfield, S. C.

Nationol Representatives

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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Is numbers research on the run?
Raw ratings aren't on the way out, hut fast giving way to more qiK

tative research. New trend is to a much broader analysis of figu:

Five diaries of five timebuyers
How timebuyers in five agencies tackled a sing'e day's client proble

provide clues to what the big buying problems may prove to be in 19

Koehler scores with two-second tv spots

Here's how a regional brewery u-ed two-second tv time signals

get more frequency, impact and copy flexibility in its tv schedul

Case of the purloined puppet
How a cartoon character from a WBT. Charlotte, N. C. ad in SPO?i

tinned up suddenly for station K-POI in the daily Honolulu Adierti

They don't run away from tv

Some five million people will visit South Florida in 1960. They will spe

about §625 million, but won't deceit tv. New \\ TYJ tourist and tv stustuf

Is area confusion fouling up radio buying?

Adam Young agency poll finds most want Advertiser Areas to repla

other measures; shows up to six coverage areas in use for major markJ

'Folksy, deep, gravel-toned'

Kansas City merchant Mage Magers delivers own radio spots, builds re]

ability image; expands neighborhood operation to city-wide enterpri

How to get druggist, banker, grocer on tv

KMTY. Omaha, took advantage of SAC move to area eight years agjo

sell in-titutional programs to local merchants: finds results still paying
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fVith malice toward none; with charityfor all;

vithfirmness in the right, as Godgives us to see the right,

let us strive on to finish the work we are in. . .

E THOUGHT IT ABOUT TIME SOMEONE
got around to asking a wise man what he

thought of the present state of confusion in the

radio and television industry. In time of crisis

e only counsel of any value is the counsel of wisdom.

We ask your forgiveness and we ask the forgiveness

IT Abraham Lincoln for reaching so high for guidance.

His words, although spoken about a far greater and

, ore significant crisis, seem so relevant that we wish to
I Til
call them to you. Like almost everything Lincoln said,

ese words have universal application. Here is advice for

lie American public; a reminder that institutions are bigger

in the individuals who comprise them — a reminder to

e television industry to be firm in the right and to get to

>rk on the job that must be done.

Maybe you're thinking that Abraham Lincoln was too

ich of an idealist even to be quoted in this sorry cir-

mstance.

Just remember that he was a human being too, who

ilieved that human nature never changed. He said, of the

n who would be involved if there were another crisis,

we shall have as weak and as strong, as silly and as

e, as bad and as good."

The great institutions of Western culture did not evolve

sweetness and light like flowers in the meadow; they

veloped through centuries of struggle, tears, agony, cal-

iny. and bitterness.

Let us, for the moment, focus on our field of entertain-

nt, information, and advertising.

It was only at the beginning of this century that "yel-

v journalism" was the shameful scandal of the day. Pub-

hers of great metropolitan newspapers were vying with

h other in spreading big black false headlines across

:ir front pages, blatantly deceitful —- in a mad scramble

see who could sell the most papers and forget about the

lies. Some of us in the advertising business can remem-
• the days when a man's name had to be Ananias before

could get a job as circulation manager of a newspaper.

Look at the newspaper industry today— a great, vital

ce on the American scene, respected by readers and

ic.j Iv -In

-

it

:-:;,
•': it*
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ABRAHAM LINCOLN
Second Inan (jural Address

advertisers alike. After a long, shocking and sometimes

entertaining history of the antics of many boisterous scala-

wags, the newspaper business has grown up.

Or let's talk about the circus. There was another great

American institution. Let's talk about that genial old slicker,

P. T. Barnum. There was a character ! But the circus isn't

dying because people were outraged when they found out

that "THIS WAY TO THE EGRESS" merely emptied

Barnum's tent and had nothing to do with the female of

the species egr beavr. The circus is disappearing because,

as an institution, it no longer fits into the new culture pat-

tern. Children can't get excited about a man being shot

thirty feet into the air from a dummy cannon when in

their living rooms men are shot to Mars in the flick of a

commercial.

Or let's talk about women. They're still here as an

institution (God bless 'em) despite the fact that for thou-

sands of years they have been tinting and lacquering them-

selves to conceal what they really look like. We think they

have survived as a part of our culture for far more basic

reasons than the magic of perfumes with naughty names.

Also we think it's a pretty safe bet that when we build

the first skyscraper on the moon, the history of the human

race in the capsule inside the cornerstone will not begin

"There have been an awful lot of lousy guys in the world."

Yes. Mathematicians and philosophers notwithstand-

ing, we believe that, as far as an institution is concerned,

the whole is greater than the sum of its component parts.

Now we'll focus down sharply and say what we want

specifically to say. We have said it before but we want to

say it again so you'll know we haven't changed our mind.

We like all kinds of advertising. We like newspapers.

We like magazines, radio, outdoor. Each has its specific

place and each fills it well.

We have said it before and we say it again. We like

television. We believe it is the greatest entertainment, infor-

mation, and advertising medium in existence and that, with

full awareness of the responsibility that goes with stature,

it will grow and mature into even greater effectiveness with

each passing decade.

what do you think?

Edward Petry & Co,, Inc.
/ YORK CHICACO ATLANTA

Radio and Television Station Representatives

BOSTON • DALLAS • DETROIT • LOS ANCELES • SAN FRANCISCO ST. LOUIS

This advertisement appears in full pages in The New York Times, Chicago Tribune, Washington Post and The Wall Street Journal)
i
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JV^ witli WPTA

fftiS) FORT WAYNE

Covering over

200,000 Homes

in Northeast

Indiana and

Western Ohio

with these TOP

rated local

programs

Romper Room

lln Little Rascals Club

Fun n Stuff with Popeye

Evening and Morning

News

Promenade 21

Club 21 Dance Show

Sports Desk

Shock with Ainsworth

Chumberly

Movies— featuring Fort

Waynes largest film

library: 20th Century-

Fox, David Selznick,

RKO, Republic,

J. Arthur Rank,

and Screen Gems

WITH THE TOP

ABC NETWORK

I _Jtik Ilie man from

YOUNG TV CORP

U_i
WPTA ru,/21

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Longevity is a rare word in the vocabulary of advertising.

Yet this past week, two notable milestones were marked by

ISeedham, Louis & Brorby, distinguished Chicago advertis-

ing agency: on 2 January, the agency became 35 years old,

and on that same day Maurice H. ISeedham observed his 35th

year as its president. Today, the ever-growing, agency is bill

ing $38.5 million annually, of which 51% is in broadcast.

The newsmaker: Maurice H. Needham has been an icono

clast and an independent thinker for most of his 70 years. A pro-

ponent of diversification rather than specialization since his college

days (U. of Wisconsin, 1910), in an economic and advertising era

when the latter is the pattern, he continues as the active head of an

agency organization which now numbers 335 persons. The staff, a?

well as the billings, contrast with the agency of 35 years ago.

In 1925, Maurice H. Needham Co. sprang into advertising existence

with three persons and a billing of $270,000. It has outlasted many

of its kind and has unusual staying power with many of its clients.

Johnson's Wax has been an account for 30 years: Kraft Foods.

25 years; State Farm Insurance, 20. The accounts are varied, but

the roster is in line with strong convictions of the agency president.

He disallows any alcohol or cigarette clients, and he voluntarily

withdrew the agency names from the four finalists contending for

Ford's Edsel account. Why? Because NL&B has never chopped

personnel as a result of account switching, and adding some 100

persons for Edsel involved the risk of subsequent layoffs.

Among other distinguishing features of the operation: every male

employee gets $100 at the birth of a child; anyone getting married

and leaving the agency gets $20—staying, an extra week's paid vaca-

tion; all employees get three weeks' vacation after four years; those

qualifying for profit sharing receive an average of 10 cr of their

salary annually; all stock is owned by employees (with some 30%
by Mr. Needham I , and it reverts to the agency rather than to heirs:

during the war, servicemen received the cash difference between

their agency salary and that paid by the Armed Forces.

Maurice Needham and his wife, Ray, live on a 60-acre estate in

Woodstock, 60 miles from Chicago, but also maintain a town apart-

ment. He reports to work daily; she, several times weekly to over-

see decorating and furnishing of the NL&B offices. NL&B occupies

the three top business floors in the luxurious new Prudential Sky-

scraper on Chicago's lakefront.

In Woodstock, Mr. Needham maintains a special room which he

calls The Cave, and uses as a hideaway for the indulgence of his

special hobbies: collecting memorabilia of Ulysses S. Grant and the

Civil War. He uses it, too, as a strategic post from which to study

wildlife, especially birds. A writer, he is involved with his disserta-

tion on the complete man, whom he describes as a person who is

broadened in all fields, in particular the arts and sciences. ^
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How to build more
effective TVcommercials

In actual TV tests, the Good Housekeeping Guaranty Seal

increased commercial effectiveness 20% . . . 27% . . . 307c . . . 52% . . .

Recently the Schwerin Research Corpora-
tion, whose clients include leading networks
and advertisers, tested the commercials
of several major TV advertisers, then
re-tested them with the addition of the
Guaranty Seal.

RESULT: Commercials with the Seal showed
an average increase in effectiveness of 32%.

Increases due to addition of Guaranty Seal

Appliance A 20%
Breakfast Cereal B 27%
Cosmetic C 30%
Prepared Mix D 51%

These facts demonstrate once again the

cumulative confidence that has been built

up in Good Housekeeping and its Guaranty
Seal over 75 years.

There are some products and some claims
that may never earn our Seal, or the sales

influence it enjoys among 40,930,000*
women. But if you make a good product,

and want to sell it with conviction, let us
show you the Schwerin results and discuss

how that selling influence can go to work
for you now—an TV, and everywhere.

Good Housekeeping

SPONSOR

"Crossley, S-D Surveys, Inc.
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MAGAZINE AND INSTITUTE

A HEARST MAGAZINE



STEP UP

TO

KJEO-TV

RESULTS

KJEO-TV—ABC for Fresno, Califor-

nia's SOOO.OOO.OOO market—stepped

up its metropolitan Nielsen rating a

full 10$ in its December 1959 sur-

\e\ over the corresponding 1953

period. ">2'< of the audience 6 to 9

p.m. 33 r
r of the audience 9 p.m.

to midnight.

In contrast, one of the other two sta-

tions in the market showed a static

position with 1958. the other a de-

cline.

Your HR representative will help you

act your share of the stepping out

and stepping up TV buy for 1960

—

KJEO-TV, Channel 47. Fresno.

J. E. O'Neill — President

Joe Drilling — Vice President

and General Manaper
W.O. Edholm— Commercial Manager

See your H-R representative n'n400€

SPONSOR
TMC «Et>ll MOOZINC rv/«»OIO ADVERTISERS OSC

Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

VP-Assistant Publisher
Bernard Piatt

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor

John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor

Alfred J. Jaffe

Senior Editors
Jane Pinlcerton

W. F. Miltsch

Midwest Editor (Chicago)

Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors

Pete Rankin

Jack Lindrup

Gloria F. Pilot

Ben Sefr

Contributing Editor

Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor

Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Lloyd Kaplan

Editorial Research
Barbara Wiggins
Elaine Mann

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Eastern Office
Bernard Piatt

Willard Dougherty
Joe Neebe
Robert Brokaw

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Midwest Manager
Roy Meachum

Production Manager
Jane E. Perry

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Allen M. Greenberg, Manager
Bill Oefelein

ADMINISTRATIVE DEPT.
S. T. Massimino. Assistant to Publisher

Laura Oken, Accountinq Manager
George Becker; Rita Browning;

Charles Eckert; Wilke Rich; Irene Sulzbach:

Flora Tomadelli; Betty Tyler

BIGGER
than you think

Hot Springs beats cities twic-

its size in general merchandise

sales, in drug store sales, ir

apparel store sales

Tourists and vacationers swe
its population all year long . .

and spend ! Reach them ove

the "sell" station. Enjoy to;

ratings, too.

KBHS
HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

5000 watts at 590 kc

Rep: NY-Clark; Chicago-Sears & Ayer;

South-Clarke Brown

NEGRO
Community

Programming

SPANISH
PUERTO RICAN

Programming

of Whirl-Wind

sales action

WWRL
NEW YORK DE 5-1600

*10:00AM-5:30PM "5:30PM- 10:00AM
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To Get to

MONEYED
HOUSEHOLDS

i

Houston, Dallas, Los Angeles —
rich markets, yes. But they pale in

power compared with Baton Rouge.

Louisiana's second market in size is

first in effective buying income per

household. To blanket the buyers,

buy two in Louisiana — one for

size, and 2 in Baton Rouge for

quality.

,BC[/\| NBC

in LOUISIANA

Buffalo, N.Y. *$65I0

BATON ROUGE $6455

Albany-Troy, Scherlectady $6420

Houston, Texas $6310 1

Los Angeles, Long Beach $6306

Dallas, Texas $6229 I
Ufica-Rome, N.Y. $5930 H
SHREVEPORT $5796 H|

NEW ORLEANS $5676

BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
t^.\ai c p . 1 <-./-. 1 px po\a/rr inn rinn wiTT?

* Source of all figures for these Metropolitan areas: SM Survey, 1959

Effective Buying Income per household.
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HALF A BILLION $
FOOD MARKET?
POPULATION 3,179,000

FOOD SALES $541,043,000. Ex-

ceeds the twelfth metro market.

DISTRIBUTION Most food sold in

the WPTF market is distributed from
Raleigh warehouses (A & P, Colonial

Stores. Winn Dixie and Piggly Wiggly
serve 215 supermarkets from Raleigh).

Twelve major wholesalers and jobbers.

1 7 food brokers, representatives of

most major food manufacturers, plus

offices and warehouses or processing

plants for Swift & Co., Armour. Wil-

son Co., Kraft Foods, Jesse Jones,

Continental Baking, Ward Baking,

American Bakeries, and many others

are in Raleigh.

AD COVERAGE WPTF Radio is

the only single mass medium that

reaches all of this major food market.

Over 50% of the homes in the area

listening to WPTF (NCS#2).

10

Timebuyers

Dorothy Classer, Kastor, Hilton. Chesley. Clifford & Atherton, In<

New York, looks forward to visits from personable station me
"Here comes the station manager from the fourth-rated operation

'Anvtown' making his New \ ork calls. 'Tell ya what I'm gonna d<

Tm Honna shesays he. opening his attache case with a flourish

you the greatest set of ratings ever

done by my interviewers. Com-

pletely objective and impartial.

These three other stations don't

even show. And look at these

headlines in the hometown month-

ly. Why. since Johnny J., the com-

petition's morning man went to the

doctor, he's lost an entire segment

of his audience. It may not show

in this Pulse, but wait till next

That's because we don't have your

entire budget. Increase your budget and we'll include you in ot

new merchandising plan. Postcards are sent to our complete list c

two wholesalers and we place shelf talkers in the Main Street dru.

store. Whv advertisers have been known to skip spots on-the-air b^

cause merchandising is more valuable . . . Oh. to be a space buyer!

Dave Zoellner, Cunningham & vValsh, Inc.. New York, feels the

the timebuyer must know his product and its channels of distribi

tion. "A knowledge of the product means more than recognizir

the label on the can. The buyer, when possible, should attend clien

agency meetings to get to know the background of the product an

understand its values. This ii

formation is doublv significant re

j^f^fe^ ative to the product's channels

distribution. Any successful cam
/' paign attempts to fulfill the client

10**. «%] sales objectives. Now, it's oftei

most important for the client t<

sell the wholesaler, distributor an:

the retailer before he can sell thi

consumer. It's obvious that thi

cans have to be on the dealer

:

shelf before the consumer can pui

chase them." Dave points out tha

there's a difference between selling to the man who sells to the cor

sumer and dealing directlv with the buying public. "Ratings aren i

quite as significant as usual, and merchandising support is more oi

a factor. Remember, that the audience you're after is selective as we

as quantitative. Timebuying and marketing are interdependent.

SPONSOR • 9 JANUARY 1960



Important notice to Time Buyers in
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as well as

Minneapolis,

Milwaukee,

Cincinnati,

Cleveland,

Pittsburgh

and Seattle:

ACldlTl lOUng is now the man to see when you

want the best buys in Baltimore and Richmond!

WITH WXEX-TV WLEE
iv r—

i
Richmond:

'

f

31 ? Tom Tinsley, Presic
V Irvin Abeloff, Vice I

Radio Baltimore:
Tom Tinsley, President
R. C. Embry, Vice Pres.

ident
Pres.

Radio Richmond:
Tom Tinsley. President

Harvey Hudson, Vice Pres.

>THER NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: Select Station Representatives In New York, Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia

Clarke Brown Company in the South and Southwest.
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National and regional buys

in work non or recently completed

SAN ANTONIO

FOR I EVERYV

QUARTER-HOUR

SEGMENT

6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

... as compiled by

PULSE
ff _

SAN ANTONIO
SEPTEMBER, 1959

and FIRST in

HOOPER, too!

morning and afternoon

REPRESENTATIVE:

KATZ AGENCY

5000 Watts • B60 KCONO
JACK HOJH, Mgr.

SAN ANTONIO, TE

12

SPOT BUYS

RADIO BUYS
McCormick & Co., Inc., Baltimore: Placements for it? teas start

18 January in East Coast markets. Schedules are for day minute-.

run for four week?. Bu\er: Sally Reynolds. Agency: Lennen &

Newell. New York.

Lydia E. Pinkham Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass.: Going into about

69 markets second week in January with schedules for its vegetable

compound. Campaign is 15 weeks: daytime minutes. Buyer: Bob
Turner. Agency: Cohen. Dowd & Aleshire. New York.

Swedish Shampoo Laboratories, New 1 rk: Campaign kicks off

this month for Blondex Shampoo in roughly the top 20 market*.

Daxtime and traffic minutes, light frequencies, are being scheduled

for 26 weeks. Buyer: Dick Jones. Agency: Firestone A. A.. N. Y.

Liggett & Myers Tobacco Co., New York: A campaign for L&M
cigarettes begins 18 January in the top markets. 10-week schedules

are being bought using traffic and dav minutes and chainbreaks.

Buyer: Joe Devlin. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample. New "\

Northwest Orient Airlines, St. Paul. Minn.: Buying in all of their

14 markets for a January start. Schedules are for 26 weeks. Buyer:

Ben Leighton. Agency: Campbell-Mithun. Minneapolis.

Red Star Yeast & Products Co., Milwaukee: L sing a major radio

campaign for the first time for Red Star yeast. About a dozen mar-

kets are getting morning schedules for a January start. S ts -:ress

the superior qualitx of home baked foods over ready mades. Buyer:

Mary Ann !) ss. ^gencj : \\ in. A. Krause Agency. Minneapolis.

TV BUYS
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Kicking off 52-week schedules

this month in a number of top markets for Crest toothpaste. Night

minutes are being placed, frequencies varying. Buyer: Bernie

Shlossman. Agency: Benton & Bowles. New 1 rk.

V. LaRosa & Sons, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.: New activity starts this

month in mostly northeastern markets for its macaroni products.

About 15 markets are being used altogether, with 10-15 spots per

market. Placements are for davtime minutes and some nighttime

minutes and 20's. Bu\er: Len Soglio. Agency: Hicks & Gr -

^ "rk.

Armour & Co., Chicago: Schedules besrin this month in the top

markets for beef, pork and sausage products. Prime time 20 s and

earh evening minutes are being scheduled, frequencies depending

on market. Buyer: Don Heller. Agency: N. \\ . A\er & Son. Chicago.

P. Lor i I lard Co., New York: Uong with the Spring cigarette lineup

reported here 12 December. Kent and Newport are also getting

52-week schedules. Heavy frequency schedules of prime time min-

utes. 20"s and I.D.'s start this month. Buyer: Bob Kelly. Agency:

Lennen & Newell. New 1 ork.

SPONSOR * 9 JANUARY 1960



JAZZ UPYOUR STATION WITH THESE SWINGIN'

lYlUuluALOnUKIu! artie shaw/cab calloway/clyde mccoy

jiesi arnaz/betty hutton/woody herman /jimmy dorsey Ivincent

lopey louis prima/bob eberly/red nichols^nelen forrest/ Illinois

jacquetrstan kentoirf June christy/bobby hacketti^pied pipers^

165 Film Shorts Featuring The
Greatest Names In The Musical
World -All Ready To Give Your
Programming A Lilt And A Lift!

We're blowing our own horn about these swingin' musical treats from

Warner Bros. A Festival Of Top Pop Tunes, all Standards— ideal for local

programming in your market. One reel, all approximately 10 minutes.

Get On The Bandwagon and Watch Those Ratings Roll Up— Write,

Wire, Or Phone!

j.a.ci UNITED ART

New York. 247 Park Ave, MUrray Hill 7-7800

icago. 75 E. Wacker Drive. DEarborn 2-2030

Dallas. 1511 Bryan Street, Riverside 7-8553

Los Angeles. 400 S. Beverly Dr., CRestview 6-5886



in Sacramento
"Radio One" is

If you could spend enough time

to adequately monitor all Sacra-

mento stations, you would discover

that KCRA is programmed to ap-

peal to a balanced, upper-income

audience, with emphasis on the

adult listener. Music with the

sound that neither grates nor lulls.

News prepared and reported by five

full-time newsmen, plus NBC. Top
sports from the Sacramento ball

games to the Rose Bowl. Your
client's dollars buy a qualitv

sponsive audience when you choose

KCRA.

Rtprtttnted by

11

by Joe Csidc

Sponsor

C ^3P

Adman, know thy show
I missed Bob Foreman* talk at the American

Marketing \ssn. luncheon the Monday before

Christmas, bat I was very much interested to

read his remarks. Bob has demonstrated over

and over again that he is one of the most astute

showman-advertising men around the trade.

Calling the signals at BBD&O. he has long since

proved that he knows whereof he speaks on tele-

vision and advertising matters. I wonder, however, if his speed

before the AMA wasn't composed of 90 parts of wishful thinking

and 10 of educated guesses based on cold, hard fact.

The 'untouchables* of tv

Bobs feeling is that the Government investigations just ps-

the works and upcoming into a number of television areas are °

to speed a trend toward a new program "balance." He says that

there are far too many westerns and detective shows on tv. anc

apart from the fact that this represents a poor program balance, i:

also represents increasingly bad advertising value. Its Bob's point

that with about 30 westerns and some 20 cops-and-robbers shows or

the air. it's difficult, if not altogether impossible, to tell the difference

between them, let alone identify the sponsors of each. This is sureh

true enough, but against this you have several ice-cold fact* which

just refuse to go awav. One is that the Nielsens still show that

westerns and detective shows are way. way out front as rating-getters

The tally for the week ending 6 December, the latest available at

this writing, continues to show the numbers 1. 2. 3. shows on the air

as the old standby cowpokers: Gunsmoke. Wagon Train and Han
Gun. Will Travel. It still shows 12 of the top 25 shows are sag-

sagas, and another three or four are detertive shows. Of the new

shows to hit the air this season, the following westerns and or crime

shows have made 15 or better rating?: Bonanza. Hauaiian Eye.

Bourbon Street Beat and The Untouchables.

In the works at M< \ s Revue productions is a brand new westerr

called W hispering Smith, which will star Audie Murphy, and over at

another of the more proficient show factories. Four star, they're

readying a new boss opera called IT inchesler and a new detective

series called Michael Shayne. Detective.

Even politic? won't stop Yin

There is no doubt that the Congressional investigations will -

all kinds of reconsideration of programing formats, but I really do

not believe that show t\pes. which have demonstrated their <'\er

whelming popular appeal in the manner of the westerns and the

whodunits will be affected in any meaningful way. I do believe

well see more and better so-called serious, public affairs program-

ing, but we've already seen a good deal of this in the past year or

[Please turn to page 16)
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ROOM
AT

THE
TOP

Successful advertising

campaigns feature spot

atthetopof the list. . .the

only medium that allows

you to reach — with maxi-

mum impact — the pro-

spective customers you

must reach, pinpointing

only the markets you're

in. Top advertisers get

high return with low in-

vestment and there's no

waste.

Scores of success stories

in H-R's files attest to the

sensational job spot ad-

vertising does.

Your nearest H-R man
will be happy to give you

a fast, first-rate fill-in.

—ZmstiS TTT) Television, Inc.

4!&Fr\ XlTl Representatives

"We always send a man to do a man's job"

|
A *



FIRST
RATINGS!

THE
FOUR
JUST
MEN'

TOPS
ACROSS U.S.A.!

LOS ANGELES

15.3 ARB/Nov. 1959

7-station market

SEATTLE

25.5
MIAMI

Pulse/ Oct. 1959

4 -station market

19.3
BOSTON

17.4

ARB/Oct. 1959

3 -station market

ARB/Oct. 1959

3 -station market

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488' WE. • N.Y.22- PL 5-2100
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Sponsor backstage {continued}

two—quiz and payola scandal* notwithstanding. I wonder ho*

main of us realize how intense the Congressional investigations are

reallv going to be. It's been pointed out in general terms that

the\"re likely to be many and hot. because 1960 is going to be an

election year. But I didn't realize till the other day what kind of

an election year it's going to be. Every single seat in the House

is up for grabs in '60, as are almost 30% of the seats in the Senate.

The fireworks are going to be sustained and spectacular. Of that

there is no question. But I still don't believe one of the results will

be a dimunition of. or an interest in westerns and detective stories.

Bob also made the ver\ valid point at the AMA meeting that

"No business man can ignore the fact that each program carries

with it more than an advertising goal."' That's a fine line in a

speech, but the simple, unhappy truth is that business men are people,

and many not onlv can but do. and forever will, ignore the fact

that each program carries with it more than an advertising goal.

Bob knows the kind of cynical businessmen—as a matter of fact 1

believe he's worked with some of them—who would sponsor an}

kind of a show that would help them sell more merchandise. This

will always be true, and all the Congressional investigations in the

world, and speeches won't change it. Nobodv is likely to sponsor

a quiz show in the immediate future, but surelv not because thr

sponsors of the once-most successful quiz shows feel they should

present something more cultural to uplift the public mind.

It is important to the general welfare that top showman-advertis-

ing men like Bob Foreman preach the sermon of the business man's

responsibility to the community in television and elsewhere. It is

important, too. that such men practice to the fullest extent of their

ability, and within practical bounds of this preachment. For with

such men leading the way. the majority of advertisers will follow,

perhaps in their own fashion, but will follow nevertheless.

Old acquaintance . . .

Speaking of people, I'd like to take this opportunity to wish all

of my friends, enemies and readers a healthv. happy and prosperous

new decade, and to give a special hoorah for those of mv old friends

who have taken on new, important duties.

Joe Ream, in his brand new job as head of the equally brand new

department of public practices at CBS. Joe has been with Mr. Paley

and Doc Stanton for 25 years, and has done a tremendously effec-

tive job in whatever area he's been placed. He'll do equally well

with this spot, wherein he's responsible for editing, censorship and

acceptance standards of the web.

Svd Eiges. in his new post as the public information v.p. at NBC.

Syd's another who's been through the wars. He's always come

through with a fine performance, and surely will in the new spot.

Jerrv Franken. mv old Billboard stablemate. who's just been pro-

moted to exec director of advertising, promotion and publicity for

National Telefilm Associates. They couldn't have upped a better man.

Phil Williams, that dancing fool and dynamic salesman, who's

just been made acting syndication sales manager at Lnited Artists

Television. Phil did fine at ABC TV Films. Ziv and every other spot

he's held, and will do great here.

To all these, and to all my old buddies wherever you are or go,

and to all you readers, a big. booming '60 to you. Good luck! ^
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THE PIEDMONT
INDUSTRIAL CRESCENT

the TEXTILE _ stry

creates buying power in the Piedmont Industrial Crescent!

The South's expansive textile industry is another reason why WFMY-TV

. . . located in the heart of the industrial piedmont ... is the dominant

selling influence in this $3,000,000,000 market. WFMY-TV serves . . .

and sells in this heavy industrial 54-county area where 2,250,000

people live, work and buy.

fmy - tv
GREENSBORO, N. C.

'NOW IN OUR 11th YEAR OF SERVICE'

Represented by Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.

New York, Chicago. San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston, Detroit
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New York audiences have learned to expect

network quality entertainment every night on

wpix-11. Advertisers know that of all seven New
York stations only wpix offers so many oppor-

tunities to place minute commercials

in prime evening time in such net-

work quality programming. This

"quality compatibility" obviously

best complements and supports your

commercial messages. It's one of

many reasons why wpix carries more minute

commercials from the top 25 national spot adver-

tisers than any other New York TV station*.

Where are your 60-second commercials tonight?

Z v<V" new
£LSVork

The only New York independent qualified and
permitted to display the S'ational Association

of Broadcasters Seal of Good Practice

•Broaden*' Ac ort-r
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
What are some of the issues or evolving developments that you can expect to

churn up a flavor of controversy during the early part of 1960?

SPONSOR-SCOPE's spotcheck of the trade this week suggests these candidates:

PROGRAM CONTROL AND RESPONSIBILITY: Regardless of what happens in

Washington, you will find some of the more important advertisers and agencies holding
to the doctrine that no one programing source can determine what is good for the
people and what they should like.

MARKETING: Look for a hot debate on whether advertisers haven't gone over-

board on dealing-—premiums, sampling, cut-pricing, etc.—and whether it wouldn't be

more profitable to plough this money back into brand and image selling. This may turn out
to be the biggest challenge to media in 1960.

FRINGE TIME: Look for the struggle between the networks and affiliates over the

7:30-8 p.m. period to intensify, with the stations more determined to hold out this time for

syndication sales. Incidently, at least ABC TV and CBS TV are progressively competing with

themselves, since the syndicated reruns they offer have to vie for the fringe time.

SPOT TV RATES: There's no apparent letup in the demand for minutes and

knowledgeable leading buyers of spot predict that sellers will be generally debating the ques-

tion of whether to revise the rate for 20's and I.D.'s or to up the rates for minute an-

nouncements.

National spot radio, new business-wise, got off to a nice 1960 start, at least from
the New York end.

Standard Brands' new Siesta instant (Bates) and L&M cigarettes (DFS) are cutting

loose with generous schedules for a minimum of 10 weeks each. The pressure in Siesta's be-

half will consume between 15-20 spots a week.

Incidentally, Lydia Pinkham (Cohen, D&A) is back for its perennial 13-week

gambol.

What we at the moment know as the McCann-Erickson empire is in for another

structural alteration and it'll be along these lines :

1) Marschalk & Pratt will become McCann-Marschalk, with S. L. Meulendyke re-

tiring as president and William E. McKeachie coming in from International to take his place.

2) McCann-Marschalk will absorb the sister agency's Cleveland office, with its hefty

Ohio Standard account, and also the Portland, Ore., branch.

3) McCann-Marschalk will have its own offices in Europe and South America.

Billings of the agency with the new name: $35-40 million.

The demand for tv I.D.'s seems to be staging a resurgence.

R. J. Reynolds (Esty) is moving into them on, what may turn out to be, a lush scale,

with 17 January as the starting date.

Lorillard, via Lennen & NeweU, several weeks ago advised reps that it had bigger

chainbreak plans for 1960, providing it could gather enough of the right kind to build a

franchise for itself. The account has been spending at the rate of $3-4 million a year on spot,

with Kent the chief beneficiary.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

*DuPont's fibers division (BBDO) will use 40 tv markets—more than ever

fore—for its spring spot tv campaign.

It will be a full week of saturation minutes, with the usual department store tie-ins.

Trendex is figuring on adding a miscellany of new information to its reports

designed to (1) answer some questions posed by advertisers and (2) help promotij

tv's effectiveness on the sales side.

The supplementary data would deal with products used in tv homes, the produce

image and what ideas the viewer has of the sponsor.

The Radio/Tv Research Council took a swipe at Life Magazine's recent piece or

tv ratings via a resolution.

The Council, composed of researchers with networks, station groups, agencies anc

independent firms, condemned the article as opinionated rather than straight report

ing and motivated by competitive purposes.

The margin of radio usage between mid-summer and mid-fall remains un.

changed: in other words, they're listening about the same number of hours regardless o:

time of year.

Following is an updating of the comparative average hours of radio usage pel

home per day as computed by Nielsen:

YEAR OCTOBER JULY

1959 1 hour; 53 minutes 1 hour; 40 minutes

1958 1 hour; 56 minutes 1 hour; 49 minutes

1957 1 hour; 54 minutes 1 hour: 59 minutes

Anahist (Bates) and "Welch's Grape (Manoff) helped give spot tv new busl

ness a nifty sendoff for 1960.

Both accounts this week were buying a raft of markets

—

Anahist for seven weeks al

the rate of eight a week and Welch 3-4 a week for 10 weeks.

GE's lamp division is lining up spot tv schedules for the southwest and other areas

out of BBDO, Cleveland.

The six leading cigarette companies, jointly, are spending at the rate of be-

tween SI.8-1.9 million dollars a week on nighttime network tv.

This weekly estimate is based on the number of commercial minutes they had runnin

per week during November 1959, with $30,000 used as a broad figure for cost pe

commercial minute.

Here's a tally, by company, of the total programs, total minutes and number o

homes reached on the basis of the Nielsen report for that month:

20

ADVERTISER NO. SHOWS MINUTES HOMES REACHED

Liggett & Myers 10 i3y2 87 million

Reynolds 9 13% 85.5 million

Philip Morris 7 sy2 55 million

Brown & Williamson 6 10 45 million

American Tobacco 4 6 43.5 million

Lorillard 5 10 31 million
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

A sign of how tv will fare this summer: Quite a number of advertisers with
warm season products have been inquiring, this week and last, of the networks
about both regular programing and specials.

Interesting aspect: they're trying to line up their needs earlier than ever.

ABC TV keeps hammering away at the thesis that its programing attracts

younger and larger families than does its competitors.

To make its point daytime-wise, it cites Nielsen October data (taking noon to 4 p.m.,

Monday through Friday) to estimate that with four quarter-hours a week on ABC (cost-

ing $30,000) an advertiser can, over four weeks, reach 35% of all U. S. homes
at an average of 4.7 times. The claim when broken down into age brackets:

AGE GROUP PERCENTAGE OF HOMES NO. OF TIMES REACHED
Under 40 43.2% 4.2

40-54 48.7% 4.9

55 & over 24.4% 4.8

As for nighttime, ABC has culled this comparison from the same Nielsen report:

NETWORK 1-2-FAMILIES 3 & MORE FAMILIES UNDER 55 OVER 55

ABC TV 28% 72% 78% 22%
CBS TV 34% 66% 71% 29%
NBC TV 40% 60% 69% 31%
Total U.S. population: Under 55, 70%; 1-2 families, 38%; 3 & more, 62%.

American Machine & Foundry has committed itself for at least two of those

MIT anniversary documentaries which CBS TV will usher in next fall.

Cost of time-talent per program: $265,000. Frank Stanton himself got this one
rolling at AM&F top level. Cunningham & Walsh is the agency.

It could turn out that the hand-wringers over this season's tv network fare

have gone away off base with their laments.

The roster of probable casualties at night indicates that the percentage of miss-outs

come the end of the first 26 weeks of the season will fall far short of the 1958-59

level.

In the area of newcomers the count of fallers-by-the-wayside shapes up like this, by net-

work: ABC TV, seven shows; CBS TV, five shows; NBC TV, five shows.

A hedge concerning CBS: there's no telling what added effect the network's flier

into the magazine concept—that is, exclusively controlled programing for at least one

night of the week

—

will have on the total washout.

Still another rotating nighttime minute-participation plan is being toyed with

at ABC TV.
The latest one, as bounded off agencies the past week: buy a minute a week and the

network will spot the commercials on successive weeks on four different nights of

the week so that at the end of the month it will have occupied 21 different positions.

ABC is still working on this: how to price that minute time and talent, since it

will occupy programs that have made it and programs that are on the make.

The week's big sigh of relief for both tv/radio and the agencies : the settlement

of the steel strike.

There's no telling how many millions the strike has cost both networks and spot—revenue

that can never be recovered—but, as one network chief put it to SPONSOR-SCOPE this week,

the Detroit cutbacks will have put a rueful crimp in the last 1959 quarter's profits.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The uproar over tv programing out of Washington has taken its toll on
bigger agencies in one particular respect.

They've had to spend hundreds of upper management manhours in extra meet
ings and lunches reassuring client topbrass—and that includes board chairmen

—

that they're not remiss in sponsoring certain types of programing.

The answer goes like this : Of course a mass medium has common appeal, but that';

the inevitable cost of educating the mass population to higher standards of taste ant

literacy. It's all a process of evolution. Viewers could progress from westerns and whoduniti

to high grade dramatic fare and think programs. If the tastes of the people in the lowei

rungs are censured you can lose them for better things in the long run.

Tobacco industry experts can't seem to agree whether the ratio of the filte:

cigarettes vs. the non-filters will remain where it is through 1960.

The preponderant guessing: the filters have pretty well leveled off.

Ratios as they now stand: filters, 51%; kings, 19%, and regulars, 30%.
Consumption of all types for 1960: somewhere around 455 billion; up 4%.

Nielsen is still studying BAR's proposal that the two consolidate the data the;

collect in Nielsen's local tv reports.

The composite job would give subscribers a one-plan-to-scan benchmark for spot

In addition to impressions, audience composition, and cost-per-thousand, they'd know whaj

competitive brands are doing in what markets. And within two weeks after the broadcasl

If Nielsen bends, it will probably be largely due to the edge that the expanded info

mation will give it in competing with the national ARB.

Don't be surprised if during 1960 you hear less and less from the giant agen

cies about having the advantage of a full line of services.

The reason for this change of melody and words : A study of the agency business score II

board has shown them that the shops which have had the biggest growth in the pas

two years have been the specializing kind: package goods and fashions.

Especially those with a creative style, like Bates and Burnett. The one big excep

tion, of course, is J. Walter Thompson, which has the faculty of riding consistently upwan

on a new medium and at the same time keeping its prestige image in the forefront.

Those who talk about qualitative research might ponder this warning froir

pros in the air media research field:

The moment they start converting the qualitative factors into numbers they're no longe:

dealing with qualitative aspects but with quantative measurement.

For instance, if you set out to find out how people feel about a program and you add u

the results into neat compartments you're dealing in the quantitative.

(For appraisal of qualitative activity see Is Numbers Research on the Run?, page 29.)

McCann-Erickson has got itself in the barter game, with reruns of Death Val

ley Days as the bait.

The proposition being offered to tv stations out of the agency's L.A. office: give Pacifit

Borax two minutes free and the station pays nothing for the show. The preference i

daytime spots. Borax is after added pressure for housewives.

Bing Crosby-Ken Brown Associates would handle the distribution for McCann.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6

Spot Buys, page 12; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 60; Washington Week, page 55; sponsoi

Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70; and Film-Scope, page 56.
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Everyone is selling more of everything in the Land of

Profitunity—and with good reason!

Population in this 26-county area has rocketed to more

than a million and a half— up 61% since 1950. Retail Sales

spiraled upward 131% in the same period, Food Sales

zoomed up 146% and Effective Buying Income, 112%.

Get your share of this exciting profit opportunity—
spot your product on WFLA-TV— sales powerhouse in

the Land of Profitunity!

|

Figures from Sales Management 1959 Survey of Buying rower

TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, BLAIR-TV
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*f/LAlS£M££* at work

Here's a "quack" salesman for Drake's Super Service

Stations in Michigan. This web-footed whizz kid was

hatched 1>\ Filmack "film-sense" to huild a stronger

awareness of product and symbol. Filmack's creative

department put him through the animated paces to enter-

tain as well as create a stronger association between a

warm, friendly '"Drake"" and Drake gasoline stations.

Live scenes followed to complete the selling job.

jl* Film-sense at work—the happy blending of creative ability,

mechanical know-how and a staff readv to tackle vour

needs and \ our budget. To learn more about "film-sense, send

for \our copy of our new booklet explaining Filmack's many
approaches to film problems.

TV COMMERCIALS
INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES

THEATRE FILMS

SOUND SLIDEFILMS SLIDES

1325 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO 5, HA 7-3395
630 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK 36, PL 7-0900

(Complete Production Facilities at Both Locations)

49th at

Madiso

24

Point of reference

We have been very impressed ov

the years with the excellent case h

torv stories you run on successful

interesting advertising campaigns.

With the hope that you maintain j

librarv service on these program-

write to see if we could get page am
copv references or copies of any ii

teresting promotion stories you ha\j

run in the last two or three years tJ

the following products:

iai Paint—both outdoor and in

door.

ibt Processed Meat Products, thi

is. canned meat such as meat spread

and meat stews, etc.. and cannej

chicken.

i c i Gasoline.

Very many thanks indeed for ari

assistance vou mav be able to give .«

us.

George F. Savers

managing direct(T

O'Brien Adv. Ltv.

I ancouver. B. C.

• Stories covering the product? mention
appeared recently in the following issu.

Briggs (meat packer). 31 Jan. 1959: Fro-t

Morn Meats. 14 March. 1959: Ferris Ham
Dec. 1958: TTilson. 8 Aug. 1959: Natior i

Broiler Council. 10 Oct. 1959: Truco. 19 Jul

1958: Dx-Sunray. 6 June 1959.

Figuratively speaking . . .

I would like to call your attention ti

an apparent typographical error

the chart on page 34 of your 26 De

cember issue showing the top 50 ai

agencies in 1959.

In the column headed "Total Ai

Dollars 1959" the correct figure Id

Compton should be 43.6.

In the column headed "Dollars 1

Tv Net" the correct figure for Cornj

ton should be 23.4.

Frank B. Kemp
media director

Compton Adv.. In

V. Y. C.

i Please turn to page 26 t
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RISING

SALES
—

.

i .....

IN

SAN DIEGO

-HKFMB-TV

SENDS MORE
PEOPLE-AWAY

.FROM HOME
THAN

ANYTHING!
JTM

Represented by

[ EdwardlPetry *Yco., Inc.

The Original Station Representative

FMB(|TV SAN DIEGO Q
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If you want to make sales sing,

tap the big Spanish-American

market in Central Arizona over

HIFH
. . . the only radio station in Cen-

tral Arizona that programs ALL

SPANISH.

Surveys show that the 95,000

Spanish-speaking people in this

market listen almost exclusively to

"their" all-Spanish station, KIFN.

It will pay you to sell them — in

Spanish.

We translate your sales message to
Garcia free. Production spots
available.

HARLAN G. OAKES *^^,T
NATIONAL

San Francisco iflBko TIME SALES

Loj Angeles .« Wm; New York City

San Antonio **«oe»* and Chicago

MM
860 KIL0CYCLESO000\NATTS

COVERING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

49TH & MADISON
l Continued from page 24)

Order fulfilled

Each week over 1 .000 men and women

composing the National Advertising

Agency Network look to sponsor for

news. Quite a few of these people

have asked me why the Network meet-

ings are not reported in your publica-

tion. You see, I am the publicity

chairman for the Network and am
supposed to look after such things.

Therefore. I am giving you the fol-

lowing information with the hope that

it may appear as these dates come

up:

Eastern Regional Meeting, The

Warwick Hotel. Philadelphia

—

January 29-30-31, 1960

Midwestern Regional Meeting, The

Marott Hotel, Indianapolis—
February 5-6-7, 1960

National Conference, Oyster Har-

bors Club, Osterville, Mass.—
June 19 through 24, 1960

If I can be of any further help to

you supplying information or data

regarding these meetings please let

me know.

Scott Robertson

Robertson, Buckley

& Gotsch, Inc. Chicago

• No sooner said than done. SPONSOR calls
reader Robinson's attention to the above-men-
tioned listing in this week's "Wrap-up" section
mi. I. r Associations.

Confused identity

With due apologies to Will Shake-

speare who said "What's in a name,"
and Gerty Stein who said "A rose is

a rose". ... I was somewhat amazed
when I picked up your 19 December
issue to find that you had most
kindly included a photo of me playing

one of the great parts of all time

—

Santa Claus. But there for all the

world to read, was the caption, which
called me Herb Martin!

Now I don't know Mr. Martin, and

I"m sure he's a great guy—but for

more years than I care to remember
or admit to here and now—I've very

happily been known as HERB
OSCAR ANDERSON. . . .

Herb Oscar Anderson

WMCA
Neiv York, N. Y.

• SPONSOR is at a loss. too. since the writer
of the «a|ilions doesn't know Mr. Herh Martin.
But, we apologize

!

Don't make the same

mistake twice—

Mistakes can be costly! This time re-

member this PROVEN fact! You best

sell to Negroes with Negro Radio. It's

true some read papers and magazines and

some watch TV, but 95% of all Negroes

listen to radio! Rounsaville Radio pro-

grams 100% to Negroes with Negro per-

formers. All six Rounsaville stations are

Number-One Rated by BOTH Pulse and

Hooper! Get the facts on the tremendous
rise in income, increase in population,

standard of living and best of all—the

BUYING POWER of the Rounsaville

Negro Markets . . . $824,219,000 AFTER
taxes in the Rounsaville coverage area!

Experience is the best teacher. Experience

Rounsaville Radio—one of the oldest and
largest in Negro Radio!

F

Personal Letter

Don't be misled that Negroes
will buy anything. Negroes
are intensely loyal to prod-

ucts in which they believe.

One vital fact is that they do
believe what they hear on

their own radio. And with believability comes
sales. So, no matter what your budget for

these six important markets ... a proper part

MUST go to Negro radio or you're missing this

market! Try Rounsaville Radio—you'll see!

ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE.
Owner - President

I

FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN

FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS

WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)—Cin-
cinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!

WLOU 5,000 Watts — Louisville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WMBM 5,000 Watts—Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!

WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WYLD 1,000 Watts—New Orleans' only full

time Negro-Programmed Station!

WTMP 5,000 Watts—Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!

BUY ONE OR ALL WITH GROUP DISCOUNTS!

ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON, ATLANTA 5, GEORGIA

ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President V.P. & Nat'l Sales Mgr

JOHN E. PEARSON CO. DORA-CLAYTON
Nat'l Rep. Southeastern Rep

F
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New Nielsen Proves
ETV's Leadership in Omaha!

IRST in Prime Time
6 - 9 P.M. 37% Share 9 - Mid. 38% Share

ADJACENCIES

FIRST in Network Showsl mmm
6 of Top 10 on KETV

FIRST in Movies
Movie Masterpiece 9 :40 - 11:15 P.M., 6-night average rating 22.7

IRST in News
7-night average rating 26.1

FIRST in play-by-play Sports
Local live Bowling 24.4 rating

Local live Wrestling 22.0 rating

K
O Buy the leader in Omaha!

V
C-4A-*c?\/v\/v\jeJ2/ Call I 311 now!

ien H. Cowdery, President Eugene S. Thomas, V. P. and Gen. Mgr.

OURCE." Nov. 1959. Omaha Nielsen Station Index

OMAHA WORLD-HERALD STATION

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK
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632,070 TV HOMES
ESTABLISH CHARLOTTE-WBT

V

AS FIRST TV MARKET
IN ENTIRE SOUTHEAST

jH

£

TEA

~ —
\

BUT— EVEN MORE IMPORTANT TO YOU IS
WHAT'S HAPPENING INSIDE THESE HOMES
In the WBTV 71-county coverage area, families are feasting on more
food annually than the city of Detroit: Moms are doctoring families

with more drugs than would be used by nine New Havens: the entire

flock of families is spending 68°^ of its effective buying income at

retail—almost 3 billion dollars. There are twenty-six slates that don't

sell this much.

Compare Southeastern TV markets— you'll rank WBTV first in the

Southeast and first in your advertising plans.

COMPARE THESE SOUTHEAST MARKETS

WBTV-Charlotte 632,070

Atlanta 579,090

509,480

587.800

453,240

itatiofi "B" 442.690

M 434.800

Nev» 380.020

Nashville 366.560

Norfc 337.580

Richmond 311.680

m« *

n

FIRST, BIGGEST STEP

TO TV COVERAGE

IN THE

SOUTHEAST

_E==E=»SON S~
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s numbers research on the run?

In 1960 you'll see a marked move away from rat-

igs toward depth and qualitative research at all levels

It won't replace quantitative data, but new trend

deeper surveys will complement the box-car statistics

V ith government turning the spot-

;ht of query on the broadcast indus-

» about its ratings systems, and the

iblic clamoring for the return of

ows or personalities who didn't

ay out" for the sponsor; with a

lasting barrage from columnists de-

fying the "top 10" practice, and ad-

rtisers, themselves, wondering if

ey ve been snared in a numbers
ip. the "ratings madness" is getting

AONSOR • 9 JANUARY 1960

to be more and more psychopathic.

Is the madness in the ratings—or

in the way they are used?

Are systems of rating programs

locally and nationally inept or super-

ficial? And, if they are. what can be

done to replace them?

Who really wants ratings and sta-

tistics, and what kind do they want?

These are the questions SPONSOR

posed this past week to researchers,

both independent and those employed

by agency or client organizations; to

station representatives and network

executives; to agency brass and ad-

vertisers. Their answers indicate that

on the specifics of ratings—their use,

how to ascertain them, how to apply

them—there is a wide range of dis-

agreement. But on the basic premise

of the need for ratings there is almost

universal agreement.

Here's what these research-oriented

professionals think:

Ratings, as such, are not "on the

way out"—and never will be. But the

so-called quantitative rating—the

gross audience or the big box-car fig-

ures of circulation reach—will be

modified, not replaced. These over-

all raw figures will be modified in-

29



tsingl) with qualitative informa-

tion and with analysis of the ratings

M> conclusions conform to t he market-

ing needs <>f agencies and their clients.

This hand-in-hand cooperation of

quantitative and qualitative broad-

casl research is nothing new, of

course. Hut the qualitative effort

heretofore has been the smaller hand

in the relationship.

The experts, queried bj sponsor,

Bee tlii~ pattern emerging: Continued

strong emphasis <>n quantitative re-

search by the syndicators—the re-

search organizations who provide the

same service and the same statistical

matter to all subscribers—joined in

move to interpret, analyze, relate and

re-direct toward marketing patterns

the raw program rating. In I960, the

trend will move into high gear.

For example, experienced research-

ers for years have broken down raw

statistics about program audiences to

reveal such patterns as costs-per-

1,000. the cumulative audience, the

minute-by-minute audience, audience

flow, audience by market sections, age

of housewife, family size and age of

the head of the household.

By definition, figures are quantita-

tive. But these figures can lead to

qualitative conclusions. The Gillette

fights, for example, rank 122 among

the choice viewers have made amoi;
}

the programs available."

He is surprised that there has n|
j

been produced "some technique

methodology for a continuing a

praisal of audience appreciation

—

index to provide an interpretive

mension to sheer nose counting. \^

need to develop a qualitative qu

tient or an appreciation index ai

couple it with audience circulati<

figures in the continuous evaluate

of our schedule.
'

The research service which seer

to meet these stipulations of Dr. Sta:

ton is a young pioneer in the area

qualitative research, known as TvQ.

WHO'S ORIGINATING THE DEEPER QUALITATIVE RESEARCH

MEDIA is originating more research than ever before, as with CBS'

recent More Than Meets the Eye depth study. Typical CBS tv media

plans group: (l-r), R. Schneider, W. T. Dawson, W. Stein, R. Davis

INDEPENDENT RESEARCH organizations do both continuing!

special surveys on order. Among them: (I to r), Albert Sindling^

that company; Bob Morris, Broadcast Adv. Reports; Henry Br

perhaps equal strength by the special-

ized researchers who conduct special

projects on order. They see too, how-

ex er, a need for the syndicators to

move into the area of special qualita-

tive research if they are to maintain

their positions.

The biggest syndicator, the A. C.

Nielsen Co., adopts the theory that if

you collect enough quantitative data

you end up with qualitative research.

mingly enigmatic summary
ts the pattern of media re-

lic past decade. Ten years

oadi .1-1 industry had

ratings. Since then,

however, there's been a progressive

national tv network audience circu-

lation. But in terms of reaching men

—prime market target for Gillette

products—the program series is No. 3.

There are still more intangible fac-

tors in research which need to be

measured, and this is the direction

in which ratings figures are now mov-

ing. Most experienced and forward-

thinking professionals in the field

have been calling for this t\pe of

depth or analytical material for years.

One of the most recent proponents

to outline the need is Dr. Frank Stan-

ton, CBS president, who contends

"ratings, properly taken, serve a use-

ful purpose. But, at best, they reveal

Port Washington. Long Island, fi

headed by Henry Brenner.

TvQ, he explains, measures the .

peal of a tv show and measures t

in terms of individuals and th

opinions about programs. Memb<
of his Home Testing Institute pa

note their program preferences qu;

tatively which, in turn, are syntl

sized into the Q rating.

The Q factor is determined by

viding "familiarity" I the portion

people knowing about the show) ii

the share who say it's their favori

On the basis of the Q factor, 1\

Brenner says he can project the si

cess or failure of programs.

This kind of analvsis has gone
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long time, although less formally

d more by hunch than by statistics,

any an advertiser realizes he may
I a lot more of his product to the

ecial audience of a limited-appeal

ow than he would to a mass-appeal

dience. But television, by its na-

-e, is a mass-appeal medium and its

ents therefore are selling to mass

W'diences.

The stress on program ratings is

sater in the selection of spot

an in the sponsorship of program-

g. Ratings stand out in somewhat

heater isolation when the period of

lie being studied by a buyer is be-

een shows rather than in one. The

ting is relied on as a yardstick, but

spot announcement selection that

rdstick seems to be larger than in

(

e purchase of a program.

•This pattern points up the increas-

g trend for qualitative program se-

tion. Robert Foreman, executive

;e president of BBDO. noted this

ed in discussing the fact that "spon-

identification is at a low ebb."

lis association is not important for

spot advertiser, of course. But a

ogram sponsor is using a consid-

able portion of his show budget to

ty identification.

That's why a BBDO client, the B.

Goodrich Co., typifies the progres-

e approach of buying so-called

jnited-appeal programing with less

n massive ratings. The Fred

iendly Biography of a Missile and

pulation Explosion series, half-

.onsored by the tire concern, "had

i
comparatively low rating," says

(
r. Foreman. "Each was No. 3 to

e other two networks in its time

>t, yet each has already done great

jings for our client. We traded a lot

people for this atmosphere, but be-

ve me it was worth it!"

He concludes: "We have counted

ses long enough. Qualitative in-

stigations must be broadened, made
)re readily available, improved.

id once we do this, we can dem-

strate to the satisfaction of any
mmittee that the aims of business

d good television are compatible

ther than incompatible!"

He also charges agencies with the

>k of "doing more and far better

^search."

j

And this is another crucial prob-

n in the area of broadcast research.

(Please turn to page 68)

pillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiilllllllllllllllllM Illllllll

SOME EXAMPLES OF THE NEW

MORE QUALITATIVE FINDINGS

NEW DYNA-FOTO-CHRON invented by Dr. ing Assn. last week that some new quali-

Charles Allen (see adjacent story) is me- tative viewing patterns are emerging,

chanical device with camera and lens These, however, are "personal beliefs

which photographs tv viewers as well as based on research" rather than final proof

what they see. Dr. Allen told members of
—"indications" which he plans to docu-

Washington chapter of American Market- ment in further testing of new device

1
VERY FEW tv sets are turned on in the morning and left on

as radio used to be. And viewing patterns are very definite.

2
TV VIEWING has become a highly selective process. There

is virtually no "turning the dial to see what's on."

3
THE PRE-SCHOOL child is the only member of the family

who still finds tv a magic lantern that fascinates eternally.

THE PRE-SCHOOL child in homes where there are preschool

children is the chief audience—the only audience much of time.

5
HIGH SCHOOL boys and girls see relatively little tv and col-

lege men and ivomen see almost no tv at all.

THE HOUSEWIFE is the only adult audience for a great ma-

jority of tv programs, including the World Series, westerns.

7
FOR SIGNIFICANT amount of time—from 5% to 29%

—

the

tv set is on but no one is watching.

8
THE STATION with the best picture reception is almost cer-

tain to be tuned in most of the time.

9
EVERY CONCEIVABLE kind of activity goes on in front of

the tv sets. Eating and drinking are the two most common.

10
BECAUSE so many other activities are engaged in, we are

developing a nation of "ear filters"—icho respond to tv sounds.

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiim ill iliiiiiiiiiiiiiin
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DIARIES OF
TIMEBUYERS

^ Here's hon five timebuyers in five agencies spent a

typical day working out problems for a variety of clients

MORT REINER, Hicks & Greist, celebrate

end of struggle to nail down kid show bu

with cigar from Blair-TV's Jerry McNa

w

or a clear-cut picture of wht

timebuying will encompass in 1960-

and, incidentally, what makes a timt

buyer tick—sponsor asked five bu\

ers to record a typical day.

Here, in diary form is how varion

problems now facijig a large ranj.

cf key advertisers were tackled b\

five timebuyers:

Vince De Luca, Erwin Wase]

Ruthrauff & Ryan, New York

"Homo tempus fugit," says Vinci

"comes about as close as you can g<

to "timebuyer" in Latin." A recei

day—involving a local network pr

emption, fm evaluations, problems <

a client new to tv—shows why.

9 a.m. First phone call of day (froi

Bob I )a\ ill. Dutch Masters I liga

account supervisor) : "Vine

client's on phone. Wants to kno

how come Ernie Kovacs was pi

empted in Philadelphia last nigli

He's coming in later."

9:10 a.m. Get answers to that oi

right away, work on Tuborg Be^

fm buy.

10 a.m. With Dallas. Houston, D|

troit markets left to check for T|

borg. make 10 a.m. client scree

iug of Four Just Men. After screei

in« discuss suitability of show fd

VINCE DE LUCA, EWRR races deadline w

media supervisor Marv Richfield getting info

Tuborg Beer fm buy, as acct. supvsr. Al Tilt wej
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j.E. Home Cooling and Heating

vith a.e. Al Lowe, client Bob Ses-

ero. Discuss markets and costs.

.30 a.m. Back to desk. Loaded

vith memos: "Client in at 3 p.m.

o discuss Kovacs pre-emption,

'lease be available. Bob D." "Need

m recommendations by 3 p.m.

\1 T." "Can we get together at

ibout 3 p.m.? Need New York

ecommendation by 9 a.m. tomor-

ow. John K." "Your wife called.

]all her at her mother's at about

p.m." "Vince, where's my map
} n two colors? Bill C."

35 a.m. Get out coverage map
irst, needed for 3 p.m. client meet-

ng. Take to Bill Campbell. Dutch

Masters assistant account man.

5 p.m. After light lunch ( cur-

rently on a diet), dictate memos
inswering yesterday's requests for

Information. KLM Royal Dutch

Airlines: "We have evaluated the

)ffering and find that . .
." Cam-

;>ana Ayds: "Following are the

mdience figures requested for the

Arthur Godfrey radio network

irogram. .
."

5 p.m. Back to Tuborg fm buy.
Jroblems: how to match results of

Chicago WFMT test in markets

inder consideration. What is ac-

ual fm usage vs. set penetration

n these markets? Degree of ac-

eptance of fm? What are avail-

abilities? Media supervisor Marv
Richfield lends a hand.

2:45 p.m. All set for 3 p.m. Dutch

Masters client meeting?

2:50 p.m. Al Tilt. Tuborg account

supervisor, is in doorway. "Hold

on, Al, till we wrap up Dallas."

2:55 p.m. Turn completed fm infor-

mation over to Al. Head for Dutch

Masters meeting.

3 p.m. Sit down in conference room
with Bob David. Marv Richfield,

a.e. Milt Campbell and Dutch

Masters ad manager Jack Sperzel.

David: "We've protested to the net-

work about that pre-emption last

night without prior notice. .
."

Long session involves discussion of

network show problems in general.

To do: prepare memo for future

meeting, recommending how to

handle these problems.

4:55 p.m. Back in office. Uncom-

pleted business : 3 p.m. phone call

to wife. John Keavey in doorway.

"About KLM. Vince, I couldn't

find you at 3 . .
." "Let's huddle,

now, John."

Lucy Kerwin, Kenyon & Eckhardt,

New York

The role of the timebuyer as a

"bridge" between departments in an

agency is a growing one. Here's how
Lucy uses her knowledge of market-

ing, product and copy problems in a

typical day

:

9:30 a.m. Open mail. Wendell

Phillips, a.e. on Nabisco Special

Products, wants to know stations

cleared for 9 February West-

minster Dog Show ~ originating

WPIX, New York. (Better check

Bill Vernon at Blair on WNHC,
New Haven. He'll call back. Check

on Washington and Providence,

too.) Note from Bill Winterble of

Katz. Heard Quaker State plans

early a.m. spot radio campaign,

wonders which stations he repre-

sents are included.

10 a.m. Jerry Mulderrig (Venard,

Rintoul, McConnell) comes in with

Richard Lewin of KTRE-TV, Luf-

kin, Texas. Coffee wagon arrives

at same time. Over coffee and Dan-

ish discuss Lewin's market with

reference to schedule for Rice and

Wheat Honeys on Howdy Doody.

10:05 a.m. Call from Chuck Daniels

of research. What markets have we
recommended to Mead-Johnson for

spot tv on Pablum? What type

schedules and what contract

lengths? Will call back later.

10:07 a.m. Call from Leo Brae, NBC
TV clearance. One of markets

Nabisco ordered for Price Is Right

currently unavailable, has notified

network they'll clear next month.

10:12 a.m. Call from Bob Pasch,

RM JACKMAN, Campbell-Ewald in Detroit, clears up LUCY KERWIN, Kenyon & Eckhardt, plans new campaign for Capital Airlines with

olems of overlapping of network shows by revising (I to r) space buyer Martin Prager, a.e. Jeffrey Greene, media supervisor Desmond

idule of outlets with John Logan (r), CBS Tv Spot Sales O'Neill. Copy theme varies from market to market, making it long, painstaking job

<
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DICK GERSHON, Benton & Bowles, at -far right, maps out campaign for new Post cereal

with (I to r) account supervisor Quentin McDonald, account executive Bob Diserens, assistant

media director Tom Mahon. Post Cereals group outlines I960 media plans for entire line

copy veep and supervisor on Mead-

Johnson. What's length of Pahluni

tv spots? 20"s and minutes. Why
more 20 seconds? Call him back.

10:15 a.m. Bid Jerry and Mr. Lew in

goodbye, apologizing for constant

interruptions. Call from Bill \ er-

non at Blair: WHNC o.k. for West-

minster Show but cant take all of

9 to 11:30 p.m. program, "vn ill

join late. Call Chuck Daniels in

research with word on Mead-John-

son spot campaign. Call Bob
Pasch. explain minutes are few and

far between in kind of schedule

we're buying for Pablum. Agree

that copy theme is harder to sell in

20 seconds, but that's life. Suggest

we ha\e plenty of spots for both

length-.

10:40 a.m. Try to get back to mail.

Kathy reminds me—10:45 meeting

to update Capital's plan for Jan-

uar\ through April 1960. Rustle

up all notes taken at yesterday's

meeting with Bob West, airlines ad

director.

U):lr> a.m. Conference room with Des
O'Will. media supervisor: Martin

Prager. space buyer and Jeffrey

Greene, associate account exec on

Capital. Go over complete tv. radio

and newspaper schedule, market bv

market. Copy theme is different

for each market so this is long.

careful, painstaking job. Each sta-

tion, each newspaper, price checked.

tion checked, copv theme
• 1. Position. Time spots.

- before e\-

-

Ten minutes late for

il'' with Tom Delanev.

2 p.m. Capital meeting resumes. Goes

straight through till 3.

3 p.m. To screening room for presen-

tation by Dick Golden. CBS on ra-

dio network's revision of program-
ing to catch and hold audiences.

3:45 p.m. Call from Marilyn Bender

of tv traffic to verify commercial

time Nabisco will be entitled to for

each station on which Big Mac
program is being cleared. Jack

Caplan of research pops in to sav

he's completed the analysis on

Milk-Bone that Dick Trea. media

supervisor on Nabisco, has re-

quested. Wants to check it before

final typing. Sure thing, tomorrow".

4 p.m. Time to see Stacev Serafin.

estimator on Nabisco. Comes in

with news she's now- Mrs. Will

Krause. Congratulations! And
time out to admire sparkling rings.

Hard to settle down to business.

but finally make it. In comes
Bessie Rossomando. estimator on

Capital, worrying about clearances.

W hat space and timebuvers w ould

do without estimators awful to

contemplate!

4:30 p.m. Stick nose outside office as

boss Joe Braun comes down the

aisle. Says he had a grand vaca-

tion and hereafter will always take

one during holidavs. Des calls to

ask if I can get in at 9 tomorrow
for early Capital schedule meeting.

5 p.m. Lou Ergmann of NBC TV
calls to say management is now-

having series of meetings on new-

network rate card. He'll let us

know whether or not it will affect

our Nabisco costs as soon as rate

i Please turn to page 50 i

Koehleif

^ Regional brewery needei

same frequency and inipac

on tv that it got from radii

^ So it turned to 2-secon«

tv time signals modeled afte

successful 10-second tatr

\^an two-second spots sell a prcc
uct on television? This was the que-

tion a regional brewer asked it? f

two and a half years ago.

Traditionally. Erie Brew ing's tv ac

vertising had run to programs. T
records reveal it had pioneered i\

use of television in Erie when it pi

its Koehler Beer on a schedule a

WICU-TV newscasts back in 1941

when that station first went on til

air. Wrestling, syndication and bow
ing shows had followed as Koehle
expanded its tv advertising to othe*

markets in Pennsylvania. Ohio. Wd
\ irginia and New York. Then,

competition tightened. Erie felt ttt

need for more frequencv.

Short, frequent impressions wou
be like a constant change of line

for its growing list of copv point

And what it needed was the sain

flexibility it was getting from its r|

dio advertising.

At the time Erie was averagin

1.000 60-second spots per vear on 2

radio stations in 20 markets—usin

15 different jingles on 50 second

with a 10-second live tag that croppe

up in endless variations. Thev air-3

from 7 a.m. to 6 p.m. Could the sam
trip hammer frequency be applied t

Koehler s tv advertising?

If so. it would not only solve ti

problem of making multiple co

points stand out. but would form

tighter link between its radio and I

advertising < backbone of a vearlv i

budget which, by sponsor estima:<

runs to around $425.00'

'

M. John \ount. president of Yo«
Co.. Erie advertising firm, thought :

could be done by tagging time si I

nals on television with a terse tvc
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scores with two-second tv spots

icond reminder similar to the 10-

jcond tags to the radio jingles. But

nere were main kinks to be ironed

ut before the switch could be made.

Chief problem was product pro-

;ction. For impact. Koehler needed

^petition at short intervals—ideally

very half hour during Class A time
1 7-10:30 p.m. I throughout the week,

n light of 30-minute product protec-

on policies, this would virtually ex-

lude other beer advertisers from

ighttime schedules on stations run-

ing the Koehler spots.

A compromise was worked out

ith the stations guaranteeing Koehler

ot more than 35, nor less than 20

Mass A spots, per week, run in con-

ecutive half hours on as many full

veiling schedules as possible. The
gency says that all stations usuallv

lanage to come closer to the 35-spot

.chedule than the 20.

To maintain this frequency called

ior weekend spots when schedules

Jan short during the week. In all

ases. the rule of consecutive half

\ours applied. Quarter-hour signals

, re used as necessary to maintain a

equence of spots on a tight evening.

Tiese quarter-hour signals require

jifferent slides from the usual ones

vhich contain a clock with movable

tands I see cut). The quarter-hour

.lides carry copy with no clock.

Koehler also experimented with the

legree of repetition needed to make
i particular copy point register. It

ras found that the same two-second

eminder could be repeated through-

>ut the entire week without losing

he audience.

,j As to the effect of specific promo-

ions i ale. 16-ounce bottles, etc.) this

ould be checked with dealers and

listributors. Koehler learned earlv

jn its experiment that the two-second

ength used throughout the entire

veek had a measurable effect on sales.

Currently, there are 20 time sig-

lal tags forming the basic tv copy

tore. At the rate of one per week.

; his means every point is repeated

ibout three times a vear on each sta-

,ion fWICU-TV, WSEE-TY in Erie:

hYJ AC-TV, Johnstown. Pa.: WSTV-

TV, Steubenville, Ohio: WKBN-TV,
Youngstown, Ohio).

A typical announcement goes like

this: "9 p.m.. Like beer? You'll love

Koehler Beer." The stable of tv

weather tags is designed to cover

every copy point Koehler might want

to make during the year. Examples:

• Quality. One tag makes the gen-

eral point. "Taste and flavor exactly

right." Another states specifically:

"Electronics makes the difference in

Koehler Beer."" I Note copy should

not exceed seven words for this type

of announcement.)

• Industry good will. "Koehler

salutes National Tavern Month" was
a good, week-long way of making the

trade in Koehler's chief marketing

areas aware of the company's support.

• Pinpointing audiences. "Bowl-

ers prefer Koehler's select beer"

aimed at males, also linked the tv

spots to Koehler's sports shows in

three of its radio markets.

• Local image problems. About 18

months ago. Erie Brewing decided it

was time to scotch an unfounded ru-

mor that somewhere along the line

non-union hands were getting into the

brewing of Koehler, a damaging as-

sertion in the country s strongest pro-

union area. Solution: "Koehler Beer
is 100% union-made," a time signal

tag that turns up every three months
—about the only departure, inciden-

tally, from the usual four-month fre-

quency pattern.

• General image building. Spe-

cific problem solving one week, gives

way to staunch reminders the next,

as in "For over 100 years, first choice

—Koehler Beer."

• Special promotions. For 16-

ounce cans, one tag has a party flavor:

"When you entertain, try Koehler

16s." The other is keyed to price:

"It's true, Koehler 16's save you

money."

• 1 ear-round promotions: Last

year, Koehler decided to tie its ad-

vertising to selection of a "Miss

Koehler of 1959." Point-of-sale pieces

with an artists conception of 12 girls,

each representing a month of the year,

were displayed in taverns and stores.

Tabs were provided on each display

piece for the customer to mark his

vote. Each month. Koehler's bill-

board advertising 1 24 sheets) sport-

ed a different girl, representing the

{Please turn to page 52 I

ROUND-THE-CLOCK repetition for copy points ranging from quality to union label is

provided by 2-second tv time signals, 7-10:30 p.m.; lO-second tags to radio jingles, 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
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THE CASE

OF THE

PURLOINED

PUPPET

SUGGESTED costume for the

WBT cartoon character when he is

next used by Honolulu's K-POI

^ How the cartoon character advertising a Charlotte,

N. C, station turned up in a Honolulu newspaper ad

^ Mystery solved, WBT suggests how little guy might

be better dressed for Hawaii—or even for Alaska use

SHOULD an Alaskan

station choose to use the same little

guy, here's another get-up

I f Erie Stanley Gardner were writ-

ing it. the story might begin:

Delia Street opened the door to

Perry Mason s private office. "Can

you crowd in another client, Chief?"

"If she's long-limbed and high-

bosomed, yes," said Mason.

"It's not a she; it's a he—a sipukt

little fellow carrying a mike. He

wears a press card in his hat, a pencil

behind his ear, and a worried look on

his face. Claims he's from Charlotte,

V, (... but found himself—suddenly

and mysteriously—in Honolulu.

Mason frowned. "Show him in,

Delia, and bring your notebook."

Here are the facts in the case:

In the 22 August issue of sponsor,

there appeared an advertisement for

WBT, the Jefferson Standard Broad-

casting Co. station in Charlotte, N. C.

It featured a long-faced, long-nosed

newshawk, cartoon creation of an art-

ist named Smith. To symbolize the

"hot" quality of WBT news broad-

casts, the little fellow's left arm was
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larred and smoking, ostensibly from

iving a box of matches flare up in

s fist.

Less than a month later—on 14

jptember, to be exact—the same lit-

3 cartoon character turned up in an

Ivertisement in the Honolulu Adver-

ser, leading daily newspaper (now

i its 104th year) of our 50th state

—

awaii. The ad was for Honolulu ra-

io station K-POI, named for a na-

onal dish but touted as "The Ha-

aiian word for radio."

It seems there had been a spectacu-

tr fire at Van's Furniture Store in

lonolulu, and a K-POI news crew on

,ie scene had scooped all competi-

on.

To the promotion staff of K-POI.

le little WBT newshawk in the spon-

or ad seemed ideally suited to illus-

ate the Hawaiian station's coverage

f a fire—especially since the WBT
haracter already had one arm badly

torched. So they instantly adopted

im for their own advertisement.

Instead of being upset at sharing

s cartoon character, WBT was flat-

bed. Said J. Robert Covington,

^BT vice president in charge of pro-

motion and research, "Not only were

d he delighted at K-POI's acceptance

f our same taste in cartoon art, but

it ye regard it as our own way of wel-

oming the Aloha State to the Union.

"We would also be glad here at

VBT to make the little chap available

a some station in our 49th State

—

llaska. The only thing that has been

/orrying us: Is the little guy suitably

lothed for the climates of Hawaii or

Alaska?"

Taking a cue from this, Cartoon-

st Smith was engaged to do two more

irawings of the character—in cos-

umes more in keeping with the two

ewest states. What he came up with

tjire shown on the facing page: a

)|j;rass-skirted. on-the-beach type for

ise by K-POI : a be-furred, thermom-
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eter-toting sourdough for an Alaskan

station.

Incidentally, K-POI has been hit-

ting a lot more than the advertising

columns of the Honolulu Advertiser.

For more than a week last month, it

got daily front page headlines as Tom
Rounds, K-POI's news director set a

new world's record for sleeplessness.

On 9 December, the Advertiser's

front page bannerline—in blue ink

—

proclaimed, "Rounds Sleeps; He's

Champ." At that point he had stayed

awake for 203 hours, 44 minutes and

40 seconds, beating bv more than

two and a half hours the previous

"no-doze" record set by disk jockey

Peter Tripp of WMGM, New York.

The endurance feat by Rounds was

done not only as station promotion,

but to increase store traffic in Hono-

lulu's Wigwam Department Store,

was called, in fact
—"Wigwam Wake-

athon." Surprising was the front page

coverage by two Honolulu dailies,

since each of them has a radio sta-

tion affiliate of its own.

The stunt plus the affair of the

stateside cartoon shows no one need

worry about the Aloha State. ^

IDENTICAL TWINS—5,000 MILES APART

AD-HOPPER: From the sponsor ad (left) inserted by WBT, Char-

lotte, N. C, the same sad-faced little character hopped clean across

the Pacific to Hawaii, turned up in K-POI ad in Honolulu Advertiser

oui* news is Honest
Hottest newt in WBT'i oreo s the SUUOf c o* WBT'»
programs.

They outdrow tha to-colled "m
cost j by 98% mote listeners m
ond 137% more of night.

us« and new
ornings, 9t«

s" (rations'

i more cfte

St'Tvn news gatherers cruising in seen two-way rodio equip

ped cors jam with CBS' honored news stoM to provide

Carolinians with the matt complete radio news service in the
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THEY DON'T RUN AWAY FROM T\

^ The five million tourists who will spend $625 mil-

lion in South Florida this year are heavy tv viewers

^ Contrary to what some believe, sun worshippers

don't desert the television screens, new survev shows

I his \ear. about five million vaca-

tioners will descend on South Florida

and leave in their wake an estimated

1625 million. What is of special sig-

nificance in these statistics to adver-

tisers and agencies is that nine out of

10 of these sun-followers have a place

In watch television.

This market—a mobile, transient

one—has been in motion for a long

time. Research, for the most part,

has passed it by. As a market with

SUN-FOLLOWERS FOLLOW TELEVISION

^

"SUN, SURF, SALES" is title of WTVJ re-

port that demonstrates efficiency of tv adver-

tising on vacationers in Florida's "Gold

Coast." While water skis dry, the recent rid-

ers relax with tv in hotel or motel rooms.

Below: tourists watch tv in motel recreation

room. Above: In such Miami Beach hotels, tv

in every room is practically a "must" today

roots that hold fast for 48-50 weeks
j

of a year, tourists have been measu

and studied on their home grour

But once the gypsy strain she

through and the pleasure caravan

gins to roll, they acquire new cl

acteristics, new motivations.

Now a study of tourist charact

istics in relation to advertising 1

been made in Southern Florida,

section often referred to as the "G
Coast" which stretches from Pi

Beach down through Miami to

Keys.

Television station WTVJ, Mia

commissioned two research organi

tions to conduct a pair of studies tl

have emerged in a final report pres«

tation which WTVJ calls "Sun, Si

and Sales."

One was conducted by ARB S

veys, Inc.. an affiliate of Americ

Research Bureau. Its purpose: to i

termine general characteristics of t

South Florida tourist and the level

his exposure to tv. The second stu

was by Dr. Reinhold Wolfe, direct!

of the Bureau of Economic and Bit

ness Research at the University

Miami. Dr. Wolfe's project: to stu

the penetration of tv viewing fac

ties among tourists-only, how ma
sets and where they were locattj

Both survevs were conducted ]\

spring. ARB conducted 1,406 p

sonal interviews. The tourist-only
j

count by Dr. Wolfe's bureau result!

from polling 65% of all motel a

hotel facilities in the area.

Here are findings from the \^ T\

commissioned studies:

The area: The South Florida area

eludes such vacation spots as W
Palm Beach. Ft. Lauderdale. Deln

Hollywood, Homestead, Key \v

and. of course, the twin giants—

^

ami and Miami Beach. Here live soi

1.7 million permanent residents, a

they are currently being joined

about 60,000 new families per ye

who come to reside.

The natives: Contrary to popu

opinion, the permanent population I

South Florida is made up of relati\f

ly younger people. The "over-6

age bracket is substantially low

SPONSOR 9 JANUARY 19(



'Uthan the national average. Majority

"of the newcomers are young marrieds

who have not yet completed their

families. School enrollment has dou-

bled in the last 10 years.

The vacationers: An estimated five

million vacationers will visit South

Florida during 1960. The combina-

tion of these visitors and the perma-

nent population produces on an aver-

age single day a total population

greater than that of Washington, D.C.

1 1.980.000 vs. 1.950.500).:.i!

About 65% of these tourists will

come from the Middle Atlantic states

and from the East North Central re-

gions (New York, New Jersey, Penn-

sylvania, Wisconsin, Michigan, Illi-

nois. Indiana and Ohio). The next

largest group (11%) comes from

New England. Only about 1% come

from the West Coast.

How they come: 48% of the tourists

come in their family cars, 30% ar-

rive via airlines, 20% take a train,

and 2% come by bus. These differ-

ent transportation modes appear to

have some relation to where the tour-

when they arrive in South

orida. Tourists arriving by airlines

ire

i>ts stav

Fl,

usually stay in large hotels; only 15' ,

. stay in motels. But with tourists who
come by auto, about 50% stay in

motels, only about 10% in hotels.

Most of those who arrive via train or

bus stav with friends or relatives. Be-

tween 10% and 20% of the train-bus

travelers stay in motels.

Many of the tourists, regardless of

how they arrive, rent apartments—es-

pecially if their stay will be fairly

long. (30% rent apartments.)

As of July, there were 2,142 mo-

ll/ tels and hotels of all sizes within the

Gold Coast" area; 1.105 of these

are Avithin the Miami-Miami Beach

In addition, there are. in the
ea I

« - area.

"Gold Coast," an estimated 43.030

apartments that are normally occu-

pied by tourists only.

Tv set count: Both surveys commis-

sioned by WTVJ came up with esti-

mates of total television sets within

this South Florida area that are avail-

able only to tourists. Dr. Wolfe's U.

of Miami Bureau estimated 65,707

tourist-only tv sets, while the ARB
estimate was 67,865.

Both these estimates exclude tv

i

sets in bars and restaurants.

-V

«o:
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WTVJ, for its presentation, has

picked a figure between the two esti-

mates. They give 66,500 receivers as

the tourist-only tv set count.

Among permanent residents in this

South Florida area, the 1 January

1960 tv home count is estimated at

462,100, according to A. C. Nielsen

Co., updated from its NCS#3. The

tourist-only set count plus the perma-

nent resident tv homes makes a total

of 528,600 as a new base in evaluat-

ing this section's media.

Where sets located: More than one

out of three (36.5%) of all "Gold

Coast" hotels and motels have tv sets

permanently installed in their rooms.

Such installations account for 59'
{

of the total 66,500 tourist-only tv sets.

Tv circulation: Of the five million

vacationers who will hit South Flor-

ida nine out of 10 will have access

to tv viewing.

Of still more significance is the fact

that, according to the WTVJ surveys,

two out of three (66%) will watch

tv. They will do their viewing mainly

in their own room or quarters, with

motel or lobby or recreation room

representing the second principle

viewing point (47% in own rooms;

40 a in lobbies or recreation rooms).

Only a small percentage will watch tv

in bars or restaurants or at homes of

friends.

Tv viewing characteristics: Women
tourists do slightly more viewing than

(Please turn to page 69 >
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| FOR THE ADVERTISER: SOME NEW |

POINTS ON TOURISTS AND TV

1
ABOUT 66,500 tv sets are available to tourists alone in

South Florida. Added to permanent residence tv home set

count of 462,100, this makes the total for area—528,600.

2
ONE OUT of three South Florida hotels and motels have tv

sets permanently installed in rooms. Only 2.4% of all tourist-

only sets are in hotel-motel lobbies, bars or recreation rooms.

3
TOURIST-ONLY apartments (of which the "Gold Coast"

area has some 43,000) represent 22% of all tourist sets. About

16.6% of tv sets are in trailer homes, rooming, rental homes.

4
TOURISTS, who daily will swell area's total population to

1.98 million, will spend some S625 million during 1960. Big-

gest expenditure (29%) is for groceries, foods and beverages.

5
NEXT BIGGEST slice of $625 million jackpot goes for lodg-

ing (
24' V ) . After that, in order, come clothing, gifts, souve-

nirs, drugs, cosmetics, tobacco, gas, oil, services, amusements.

6
MOST POPULAR tv program fare among vacationers, ac-

cording to WTVJ studies, are: news, weather, westerns, dra-

mas, variety. Average age of tourists is 47. median age is 45.

lll|l|l|||||l!!li'-;77!--'!:!:illlllllllllll!llllllllllllll
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IS CONFUSION ABOUT AREAS
FOULING UP RADIO BUYING?

^ Adam Young polls agencies, finds most believe

Advertiser Areas should replace other measurement

^ Survey shows up to six different coverage areas

now used in radio research for many major markets

I wo new studies, recently released

1>\ \dain ^ oung, Inc.. station repre-

sentatives, have called attention to a

confusion in research standards which

i- widel) prevalent in modern radio,

and to the need for uniformity in

area definition, based on advertiser

requirements rather than station sig-

nal patterns.

What the rep firm terms the "First

Advertiser-Oriented Research" for

radio covers special "Advertiser

Area" studies for Pittsburgh and

Tulsa made by The Pulse Inc.

Significant in these reports is that

Retail Trading Zones are used as a

basis for determining station audi-

ences, rather than either Metro Areas,

or countv areas fixed by individual

station coverage patterns.

The choice of Retail Trading

Zones as Advertiser Areas was

made by Adam Young, Inc. after con-

sultation with more than 80 adver-

tising agencies, coast to coast.

Comparison of Advertiser Areas

for both Tulsa and Pittsburgh shows

a marked contrast with the Metro

Areas currently surveyed by Pulse

and Hooper, and with many other

special studies.

In Tulsa, for instance, The Metro

!iiii!iii[|[!iiiititiiiii!:iiiiiiiiiini!iiii^

WHICH REPORT DO YOU USE?

Pulse one-county report

Pulse Metro (per-county) report

Pulse Advertiser area report

Pulse 15-county report

Hooper Metro area report

ISielsen (see note)

PITTSBURGH

TULSA

Pulse Metro area report

Pulse Advertiser area report

Pidse 61 -county report

Hooper Metro area report

III these sen ices, by recognized research firms use dif-

i '-rent area bases for reporting on radio in major markets.

Though Nielsen does not surrey these markets for radio,

many agencymen try to combine NCS #2 and other data.

mill

Area covers only Tulsa Count)

while the Advertiser Area i Retail

Trading Zone l comprises 21 countie

In Pittsburgh, the Metro Area reg-

ularly reported by Pulse covers fou

counties and the Advertiser Area in

eludes 10 counties.

Further confusion in both market-*

is compounded by the fact that aj

number of stations regularlv commis
sioned research based on other are;

definitions.

In Pittsburgh. Pulse alone is pre

paring three studies on a regulai

basis— 1 1 its regular Metro Area re-

port 2 1 a special one-county report

for station KQV 3) a special 15-

county report for station WDKA.
A similar situation prevails in

Tulsa (see box) and in many othet

markets.

In Omaha, Nebraska, four radi

stations have prepared special radio

listening research based on four dif

ferent coverage patterns.

The Young firm points out tha

"each report is valid insofar as re

search techniques are concerned. Rul

they do pose a considerable problen

for the timebuyer who must evaluatf

each in terms of the marketing re

quirements of a specific advertiser.

To reduce timebuying problem:

and to tie area studies more closel

to advertiser needs, Adam Youn< s

proposes that the Advertiser Are;

(Retail Trading Zone) definition bi

made a standard for future radi.

coverage surveys.

In its recommendations, Youm
says

:

1) We hope that Advertiser Area

will provide a common denominato

upon which to evaluate the quantita

the values of radio stations ....
denominator that is larger than th<

customary metro area which handi

caps radio with respect to newspapers

2) Advertiser Areas provide thi

measurement on a basis selected no

by the stations but by the advertisei

himself.

3) Advertiser Areas should en

courage more money for radio re

Id SPONSOR 9 JANUARY 196<
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TULSA RADIO AREAS MEASURED BY PULSE

J.-U_.LJ-.X_lx.L.J3Z^Q5=f*"' mmt \wxci *u»u* mwt mt
J
cam [ j B—IW K^»|^^ J

1. 61-COUNTY SURVEY pre-

pared annually by The Pulse

for station KRMG. The extent

of this area is in sharp con-

trast with the more usual

metro areas measured by

Hooper and Pulse but is

typical of much radio cover-

age research that is orig-

inated by stations, rather

than by radio advertisers

l

2. METRO AREA is basis of regular Pulse reports,

covers only Tulsa County. Hooper surveys non-toll

telephone area, which is substantially the same

El

i i

It:

kJ

BJ

I

r-pirch since stations will realize that

ch surveys carry a greater degree

i acceptance than surveys specific-

j tailored to their coverage char-

eristics. The norm will no longer

{ the biggest area, but will be right-

dy the "area of maximum adver-

er interest."

4) Advertiser Areas will provide a

tter means of comparing radio with

wspapers.

5) Expansion of these Advertiser

eas studies into the top 100 mar-

is would remove the necessity for

ure coverage studies since over

% of all U.S. counties could be

;asured on a regular basis.

6 1 The need for using coverage

ta such as NCS #2. which is over

ee years old. or formulae such as

s SRA formula would be un-

cessarv.

7 1 Advertiser Areas will build

"ater confidence in the tools for

3. ADVERTISER AREA, proposed by Adam Young, Inc., after consultation with

80 agencies, comprises 21 counties in Tulsa, and is based on the market's

Retail Trading Zone, a standard generally used by newspapers in selling.

i:il!lllllllllllll!lllllllllllll!lllllllllillllli

measuring radio effectiveness which,

in turn will result in expanded use of

the medium by advertisers.

An examination of the Pulse-pre-

pared Advertiser Area studies for

Tulsa and Pittsburgh shows, of

course, wide variations from the

station listening patterns shown in the

Metro or Special Studies.

In answer to the question. "What
about the stations whose coverage is

significantly larger or smaller than

the Advertiser Area?" Frank S.

Boehm. v. p. for research at Adam
Young. Inc. sa\s. "We know that

with the emphasis on maximum com-

munity service, most radio stations

today are not particularly effective

beyond their retail trading areas.

"However, should a powerful sta-

tion wish to have a survey taken in

its entire coverage zone, this would

be possible just as it is now. We be-

lieve, though, that the burden of sell-

JONSOR 9 JANUARY 1960

ing any advertiser on this special

survey should be up to the station.

"Id the case of the local 250-watter

the same would be true. The station

would have as a sales tool the regular

Pulse and Hooper metro area studies.

It would be up to the station to con-

vince the advertiser that, for some
reason a portion of his budget should

be concentrated in this smaller area.

I For example, the bulk of effective

buying power or population might be

concentrated within the metro area. I

"We are convinced, however, that

introduction of Advertiser Areas as

a standard method of coverage meas-

urement would work for the good of

radio as a medium, and would be ap-

plicable and proper in the majority

of cases."

Young sums up its case by asking

agencies. "Why should radio be short-

changed when newspapers use a Re-

tail Trading Zone definition?" ^
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FOLKSY, DEEP, GRAVEL-TONED
^ That's the way listeners describe Mage Mager's

radio personality, and what sold reliability image

^ Decade of personally delivered commercials upped

Kansas City neighborhood store to city-wide operation

^^end out a new 21 -inch tele-

\i-i(.n set. Mr. Makers sounds like

the type of person Id like to do busi-

ness with

.

The Vesto Co. of Kansas City.

Kan., doesn't receive this type of

telephone call every day in the week.

Most of its customers come in and

look "\»j
r the tv sets, hi-fi equipment

and electric organs before they buy.

Nevertheless, that recent phone

call illustrates the corporate image

that store owner Mage Magers has

built with a decade of personally de-

livered radio commercials.

Virtually from the start. Vesto's

Mr. Magers relied on radio to get

across the desired image of friendli-

ness, capability, reliability and sen-

ice. And the bulk of Vesto's adver-

tising budget has consistently been

earmarked for radio. Currently, the

annual share is $12,000.

The company has grown from a

suburban North Kansas City opera-

tion to the point where, as Mr. Ma-

gers puts it. "Thanks to radio, we

sell and service customers through-

out the entire Greater Kansas City

area. We have even made sales to

residents as far as 300 miles away."

Vesto's continued growth is evi-

denced in the latest tabulation for

the key September-December selling

season. This v ear's sales are roughly

double those for the same period last

vear
—

"This, in the face of quite

severe setbacks in our area in tele-

vision set sales."" says Mr. Magers.

Mr. Makers commercials are thor-

oughly imbued with the personal

touch. In his "folksy, deep, almost

gravel-toned"' voice he ties in h-

commercial message with currenl

local events. Often he includes refer-

ences to his family, such as a re-

minder that the voice customers wil

hear when they call the credit de-

partment is that of his wife, who is

credit manager. Mrs. Magers. theii

son, Bruce, and their three-vear-olc

grandchild have all participated in

commercials.

For Vesto and its agency. Merritfl

Owens. Inc.. programs in traffic tin e

have proved the most effective frame-

work for Mr. Magers' messages. Thev

prefer programs to spot schedules on

the rationale that the former affordl

more commercial exposure at

time. And they emphasize traffic tin e

because adult males are considered!

their prime customers.

Y\ ith the ever-increasing populari-t

ty of traffic time, however, it has In-

come difficult to buy a whole traffiq

time program. For three vears Vesto

held onto a 15-minute late afternooni

d.j. show over KMBC. Mr. Magers was

on hand for live, ad-libbed commer-

SELF-DELI VERED radio commercials is the way Mage Magers builds an image of reliability for his Ves+o Co. in Kansas City. Shown at tapirjt

session (l-r): KCMO engineer Ken Young, Mr. Magers, Merritt Owens ad agency acct. exec Friti Lisec and station personality John PearscnH
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?ials in dialogue with the d.j. An

?xtra dimension came from the d.j.'s

"after-ego,'" a whimsical character

cnown as "OF Gus," whose intermit-

ant heckling provided color.

This show has led to an in-store

nerchandising aid still in operation.

7eatured items at Vesto bear a plac-

ard with a cardboard bust of "01"

jus" and the label "An '01' Gus

Special."

Vesto was able to reach a new

audience with its message when the

KCMO 7:55 a.m. daily newscast be-

;ame available last September. Since

:hen Mr. Magers has taped his com-

rmercials. with introduction and tag

supplied by a regular announcer.

As an experiment. Vesto also

•ought four one-minute participa-

tions on a new simulcast show over

iKCMO-AM-FM Sunday afternoons.

'It has used the program primarily to

promote the sale of Magnavox's Stereo

Theatre combination tv, stereo, am
and fm. The theory behind this ap-

'•proach. as stated by Merritt Owens
account executive Fritz Lisec: "A
how utilizing two of the set's fea-

tures instead of only one gives an

•extra boost to the pitch."

The simulcast purchase was made
with the heavy fall selling season in

mind. However, its encouraging re-

sults have advertiser and agencv fur-

ther evaluating the technique in terms

wf their year-round campaign.

From time to time Vesto engages

in special public relations efforts that

tie in with radio. For example, when
color tv had its start in Kansas City

the store set up demonstrations and.

in its radio commercials, invited area

ladies' clubs to attend. That cam-

paign brought approximated 4.000

women to the store over a four-month

period, most of whom were paving

their first visit to the store. Vesto

reports that many of the ladies have

been added to the regular customer

list.

This year. Vesto has for the first

time included newspaper advertising

in its previously all-radio media line-

up. Savs Mr. Lisec, "Our years on
the radio have so familiarized Kan-
sas City with the store that we are

now able to use small newspaper ads

(about 12 column inches) as an
effective supplement. ^

A BANKER, a druggist and a grocer join the Air Force and KMTV, Omaha, in a formula for

local institutional tv. They are (I to r) Dick Barrett, KMTV; John Johnston of Wolber Pharmacy;

Col. Gunter, SAC; Charles Reed of Bank of Bellevue and Bob Baker of Baker Supermarkets

HOW TO GET A DRUGGIST,
BANKER, GROCER ON TV

SPONSOR 9 JANUARY 1960

^^elling institutional programs to lo-

cal merchants is easy. At least, so

savs KMTV, Omaha, in the case of

an SAC tribute it sold recently to the

Bank of Bellevue, Baker's Super Mar-

ket and Wolber Pharmacy.

Ever since the SAC moved into

Bellevue eight years ago, the area has

boomed. Hence the special impor-

tance of SAC people to local mer-

chants, and their willingness to spon-

sor documentary programs with insti-

tutional commercials.

Two of KMTV's three advertisers

on the show were using tv for the

first time: Baker's Super Market, and

Wolber Pharmacy. The third spon-

sor, Bank of Bellevue. was on tv for

only the second time.

The program itself. Parlodel, was

filmed under the direction of KMT\
news director Jim Roberts by news-

men Jack Anderson and Dave Ham-

mer on an actual 2.700 mile training

flight.

Each of the three advertisers used

its commercial in a different way.

The bank took an appropriately for-

mal approach, the pharmacv took a

personal approach, and the chain

store took an attitude that combined

elements of both.

Bank president Charles S. Reed

called the telecast an unusual oppor-

tunitv for a local businessman. He
said: "Vie were 100T satisfied. Our

aim is to be good neighbors and to

remind them we are here for service."

Johnny Johnston, pharmacist and

partner of \^ olber Pharmacy, ap-

peared on camera during his com-

mercial, although a station announc-

er delivered the message. His excel-

lent relationship with SAC people was

further enhanced by the special tele-

cast.

And Abe Baker, president of Bak-

er's Super Markets, reported a favor-

able customer and employee reaction

to Payload. Commercials for his two

stores came midway between the in-

stitutional approaches of the other

two sponsors.

Since Mr. Johnston and VIr. Baker

were using television for the first

time, their reactions are particularlv

noteworthv because of their general

significance for other local merchants

who mav be considering using the

medium.

The druggist and the grocer were

both thoroughlv satisfied with their

show. Mr. Johnston said. "As an in-

stitutional piece of advertising. Pay-

load could never be surpassed." Mr.

Baker said he had aimed for the ob-

jective of making friends for bis stores

and at giving the SAC men a well-

earned "pat on the back.

Important cooperation in filming

the show was provided bv Lt. Col.

Lester Gunter of the 34th Aerial Re-

fueling Scjuadron.

The occasion for the telecast was

the 34th squadron's first anniversary.

Half-hour program used 14 hours of

film shooting which took eight hours

to edit. ^
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As I960 buying gets on its way, SPONSOR ASKS:

How can stations develop

more national
With many major advertisers

firming up their first quarter

plans, station men review cur-

rent business trends and discuss

methods for increasing billings

W. Thomas Hamilton, acting general

manager, ff\Dl £ FNDU-TV, South

Bend. Ind.

W riting about how station* can get

more national business is. in the case

if individual stations, like trying to

help solve someone's problems with-

out knowing what the problems are.

However, there are some ground rules

that station management can briefly

run down to see what areas might

I>e accentuated or changed for better

relationship.

\- in all salesmanship we must first

presume the salesman has a good

product That the house is in order

concerning ratings, etc.

\\ e reach people who are influential

in bringing a station more business

through

—

1 • Station reps. Certainly we all

pick the rep we feel can do the best

job for us. but do we supply him
continually with the total informa-

tion he needs ? Information on mar-
ket conditions, new programing, on
air audits of competition and other

banc information should be continu-

al eep rep

informed

as to market

programing, etc.

ally Bowing to the rep. If we do a

thorough job on this they will do a

better selling job for us.

2' Persona] calls on agencies, local

ri-pre:»entatives or national companies.
The latter in this group I think we

iall) overlook. Certainly a lot of

busini - i ould be gotten if the local

distribul
i in there pitching for

a rapport in a market for a better buy
on their own station over the compe-

tition. As for agency calls. I feel they

can be very beneficial if a few simple

rules are followed. '"Call only on the

agencv whose account is a solid pros-

pect: call by appointment with the

rep along: if the client is being con-

tacted, tell the agency: have a pre-

thought out presentation: give new

information on the market on other

media in the market and "positive"

sell against other stations: give onlv

facts not readilv available to the

buver from his file: when you have

finished your organized pitch and

answered questions—take off.

3 i Trade advertising. A lot of us

sell advertising to everyone but our-

selves. Trade ads reach many people

that cannot possibly be reached in

any other way.

4 1 Publicity. Many times a pub-

licity firm can be the best contact in

the world between a station and the

media that needs information on

what's happening in the field.

5 1 Station presentations to buyer

groups. If you want to get the news

on something big over in a hurry or

if your material can be better pre-

sented by using large visual displays

or video tape then the group meeting

is a natural.

These are the major ways I know

to reach the people who do the buy-

ing. Every station certainly does not

have the resources or personnel to do

an adequate job in all—and even if

thev did. there are still certain mar-

kets who will get business because of

their inherent size. But FCC figures

indicate that the biggest spot billings

don "t alwavs come from the biggest

markets, so someone is doing a good

selling job and has established a

memorable image on buyers minds.

The individual station must decide

which methods it can employ and to

what extent.

Thomas P. Chisman, pres. & gen.

mgr. W\ EC-Tl . \ortolh-Hampton. Va.

The fact that the "best tv buys" are

not alwavs the ones that national ad-

vertisers finally select can be quite

disillusioning to a broadcaster. Often

you run up against general inertia in

the agencv where it's just too much
trouble to check into figures that

might prove your station has a better

buj than the competition.

Another formidable barricade in

Requires

constant

promotion,

publicity

selling the value of your station

against the opposition is the Frequen-

cy Discount situation. A national

advertiser often remains on a station

for a long period of time because of

the discount advantage he builds up

despite the fact that his product is

not reaching the audience or creating

the sales pull that it should.

How to overcome such problems is a

tough, continuing job that never ends.

It is a job that requires constant

promotion and publicity on the part

of the station manager and his staff.

It is a job in which a close liaison

with the station's representative is

absolutely essential and one in which

the station representative must make
more than a casual pitch to sell the

potential of the station.

It is imperative that the station

reps have complete information about

the station it represents, including its

facilities, programing, merchandising,

promotion and supplementary advan-

tages provided bv the station and that

more imagination be utilized in pre-

senting these fact-.

Above all. a station's image and ac-

ceptance in its market and the repu-

tation the station has built in its com-

munity over a period of time should

be clearlv defined for the agency.

A closer evaluation of the quality

of a stations operation by the time-

huver could easily make the differ-

ence in a campaign s success or fail-

ure in a market. It is unfortunate

14 SPONSOR 9 JANUARY 1960



business?
>ul true in some instances that the

tgency that takes the "real deal" that

an't be duplicated by a station oper-

ating on a quality basis, winds up

vith its announcements being triple

uul even quadruple spotted.

In a truly competitive situation, the

station that operates on a high qual-

ty level in all of its dealings, will

eventually capture more than its share

tf the national sales from the selec-

lve agencies.

Stanley L. SperO, v.p. in charge of

sales, KMPC, Los Angeles

It has always been the opinion here

it KMPC that the best way to obtain

wore national business is to provide

the national agencies with vital infor-

mation concerning the station, the

jtnarket. and current success stories of

various categories of advertisers.

It is our feeling that advertising

agencies, both in the media depart-

ment and the accounts section, should

have a complete, up-to-date file on a

station's personality. For example, an

agency should be supplied with cur-

rent information regarding a d.j. per-

sonality and his approach to his spe-

cialty; the news department and how

Provide

agencies with

documented

information

it operates; and the sports coverage

delivered by the station. In other

words, if we are dealing with a per-

sonality station, it is important for

our customers to know who these per-

sonalities are and why they are im-

portant to an advertiser.

It is fortunate for us who live in

Southern California to be in a mar-
ket that is enjoying tremendous
growth. However, whether you live

in Southern California or any other

area, it is vitally important that a

(Please turn to page 67)

Advertuement

REPORT ON AN ADAM YOUNG EXPERIMENT:

Coverage, metro areas

get a rival in first

AdvertiserArea Survey
A milestone has been reached in radio re-

search, now that The Pulse Inc., has published

results of the first Advertiser Area Radio surveys

of the Tulsa and Pittsburgh markets. These studies

were initiated by Adam Young Inc. From our

previous editorials you may recall that "Advertiser

Areas" are delineated by objective-minded advertis-

ing agencies, not promotion-minded subscribing

stations. And they are based upon advertiser con-

siderations, not station signal patterns.Adam Young

SPONSOR 9 JANUARY 1960

Adam Young Inc. invested considerable effort and expense in this

new advertiser-oriented research. Why? First, because in the so-called "area

study," research and promotion have too easily and too frequently been

confused. (In a given market, there may be as many coverage area surveys

as there are stations—all valid as to research techniques. But from among
all the surveys available the time-buyer has none which gives him his area

of maximum interest.)

Reason two: Regularly-scheduled metro area surveys short-change radio

vis-a-vis newspapers which use a Retail Trading Zone definition. Can news-

papers, with their limited circulation be as effective as radio in reaching

people of the growing suburban areas?

What the new studies mean:

1. Common denominator for evaluating all radio stations quantitatively.

2. More equitable comparison of newspapers, since Retail Trading Zone

and Advertiser Area are roughly in agreement.

3. Greater acceptance than surveys "tailored" to individual stations'

coverage characteristics. (As more stations realize this, they will invest

more—and more wisely—in radio research.)

4. No further need to use over-3-year-old coverage data or formulae.

5. Expanded use of radio, as confidence grows in tools for measuring

the medium's effectiveness.

6. Future coverage studies would become unnecessary, if the Advertiser

Area concept catches hold. Pulse is prepared to expand it into the top

100 markets in which case over 75% of all U. S. counties could be

measured on a regular basis.

7. The first time in history that advertisers—not stations—have deter-

mined areas to be surveyed.

Available: Limited number of these first two Advertiser Area Pulse

reports for distribution to advertising agencies and advertisers. With it we
will send an analysis which goes into greater detail than our space here

permits. No charge or obligation.

ADAM YOUNG INC.
Representing all that's modern and effective in radio today

NEW YORK (3 E. 54th St.) • ATLANTA • CHICAGO • DETROIT
LOS ANGELES • ST. LOUIS • SAN FRANCISCO

Affiliated with Young Television Corp., Young Canadian Ltd.
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I inform, interpret, analyze, advise, question, compliment and

complain. I am the heartbeat of your industry.

As my issues tick by, I record the pulsations of your industry

—

its strengths and weaknesses, its triumphs and failures, its hopes and

regrets.

I live to serve. I live to serve your industry that is also mine.

My sense of service means many things. More than just words-

in-print to keep you posted, my sense of service also means projecting

the significant facets of our kaleidoscopic industry in sharpest focus

for all to see.

It means fighting for industry advances, sometimes in the face

of bitter opposition.

It means providing you with fact-and-figure tools to help you

do your job better.

It means painting a positive picture of our industry, a picture

so plausible that even the most carping critic cannot deny its validity.

It means adding moral stature to our industry Avhether theissue

be Code compliance, rates, or ratings. It means a personal code of

conduct that permits me, with clean hands, to urge highest standards

on our industry.

I am the heartbeat of our industry. As you can see, I am also

its conscience.

How well I do my job only you are qualified to judge.

I am proud to be your trade paper. I promise to serve you in

every way at my disposal.

I am SPONSOR.

How well SPONSOR does its job is partially

revealed by agency-advertiser surveys of

reading preferences. We'll be happy to send

you summaries of the two latest.



Capsule case histories of succea

local and regional radio campai.

RADIO RESULTS

HOBBY SHOPS
SPONSOR: Bull's Hobbj Shop AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Hull"? Hobby Store of New Haven

has a schedule on WELL of the same city, which consists of

single one-minute spot Friday mornings and ten 20-

md -pots -pread over Friday afternoon and evening and

Saturda) mornings. In a recent test Hull"s ran a special on

electric train sets on WELI exclusively. The announcements

specified that the trains would be offered on Saturday only.

The following da\ turned out rainy and windy, but at 8 a.m..

one hour before Hull's opens, a crowd had gathered in front

of the shop. By 8:30 the line extended around the corner.

Owner of the hobby store. Mr. Hull, reported. "About 100

train sets were sold, and store personnel were able to "up-

_iade" a large percentage of customers to more expensive

items and thus further increase sales." This was the best

Saturday business Hull had ever had. outside of one Christ-

mas weekend in 1958. Even better, according to Hull, some

50' i of the customers had never been inside the store before.

W ELI, V-w Ha\en Announcements

NEW HOMES
SPONSOR: Mahd> Construction Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: To stimulate traffic to TMP Homes

in Mountain Meadows, built bv Mahay Construction Co. of

LaMesa, Calif.. KGB of San Diego, proposed a special pro-

motion: a KGB Open House in which all KGB am and fm

personnel would participate. Called "KGB Money Tree Open

Hou^e." KGB placed an 8-foot, white Christmas tree in the

li\ inti room of one of four model homes and literallv

ered it \% ith new one-dollar bills. A schedule of spots

promoted the tree and listeners were invited to join KGB
and TMP Homes for the "KGB Money Tree Open House"

Saturda] and Sunday. 12 and 13 December, register for the

tree, meet the KGB family, receive a picture of the staff.

'I Christmas greetings for broadcast the following week,

ewed by KGB"s remote unit, which was on the

ine hour- Saturday and Sunday. No other form of

as u-ed. The campaign was such a success that

ins for another and similar promotion soon.

KGB, \nnouncements

WOMEN'S APPAREL
SPONSOR: Gold-tein-Chapman -EV V: D

Capsule case history: Goldstein-Chapman of Omaha,

women's apparel store, had not used any radio adverti

for awhile. Then, the store decided to trv a spot campa

for one month on KOWH. Omaha. The schedule was

fifty 60-second spots on a run-of-schedule basis, to

between 8:30 a.m. and 5 p.m. Announcements were read

by the K0\^ H staff, and the results of the campaign w

immediate. After only several spots, listeners started phoni

in orders for the various advertised items. Resu!:-

equallv apparent in the store itself. In-store traffi

period jumped many-fold and has been sustained -

Herman Goldstein, owner and manager, told KO^ H t

the schedule showed that broadcast could sell better tk

other advertising. He felt, in particular, that disk joekj

Bud Yurrv. George Lester. Dean Reeter and Bob Dayj

"gave the spots the personal touch that advertising neec

The store has since renewed a similar schedule on KOV!

KOWH, Omaha Ann>:

MATTRESSES
SPONSOR: A. J. Logan Co. AGENCY: Di

Capsule case history: The A. J. Logan Co. of Pittsbu

for many years has been manufacturing mattres—

various house brands. It has also been selling its own bra

Spring Air. but not pushing it. The manufacturer decide

give it a whirl and bought four weekly half-minute spot

^ \^ S\^ at 7:30 and one at 8:45 a.m. in the Good Morn

To } ou show. The transcribed announcements feature

long-ringing alarm clock. Inside of a few weeks, four do

town Pittsburgh department stores, instead of one. »

carrying Spring Air and the company had greatly

it- -urburban distribution. So many customers asked for

mattresses after hearing the \S \^ S\^ announcement? that

stores contacted A. J. Logan Co. for the line. The manuf

turer was overwhelmed with these results and subsequel

placed a regular schedule with the station. \\AY;>\S '- ci

paign became the first big step in the successful promo'

of the Spring Air mattress in retail stores in thi- ai

\\ \\ SW, Pitt-burgb Annoui

SPONSOR • 9 JANUARY 196^



Audience Profile #3

357,519 WWDC homes own

at least one car . . . 13.5%

above the total sample

Washington, D.C. average.

210,485 are 1957 or newer . .

.

17.9% above average.*
*PULSE Audience Image Study—July, 1959

. . . the station that keeps people in mind

WASHINGTON, D.C—REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

And in growing Jacksonville, Fla.— ifs WWDC-owned Radio WMBR

jPONSOR 9 JANUARY 1960 49



TIMEBUYER DIARIES
I

( ontinued from page 3 1

1

structure is settled. Call kath\ in

and explain thai we start at 9 in-

-ic.id of 9:30 tomorrow; thai she

must cancel two dates with apol-

ogies, cancel lunch with Mar)

Dowling at Ellington as 1 have to

work straight through, correlate

all Westminster stuff for Wendell,

(lean up Quaker State spot radio

>tuff tomorrow for sure. Kathy re-

minds me that she is taking to-

morrow off. had asked me at least

two weeks ago and that this is the

last day of vacation she has coming.

Sigh and admit you'd forgotten all

ahout it and of course she can go.

Mort Reiner, Hicks & Greist, N. Y.

The secret of buying spot partici-

pations on local live kid shows is

known to most timebuyers: be there

first. For months, Reiner had been

needling a particular New England

station and Jerrv McNally of Blair for

an evening kid show.

9 a.m. Meeting with group a.e.'s, a

regular Tuesdav morning session.

9:35 a.m. McNally 's call comes

through, leave meeting to take it.

Sum total of McNally's informa-

tion at this point: Bozo the Clown

finally scheduled for an evening

time period. No definite time slot

or costs available yet.

9:55 a.m. Wrap up discussion with

a.e.'s, schedule another after 5 p.m.

to finish session.

10:05 a.m. Call client ad manager.

Not in. Leave word. Urgent.

10:10 a.m. Coffee break at desk,

while reading mail.

10:20 a.m. There it is! Client de-

lighted to hear good news. Au-

thorizes tentative o.k., pending full

details. Meantime would clear with

company marketing committee.

10:30 a.m. Phone McNally. Ask him
to hold participation till 5 p.m. and
to obtain time and costs at once.

10:45 a.m. Ad manager back on

phone. Marketing committee says,

"Fine, but what about time slot

and costs?

10:45 a.m. Phone call to McNally.

"Jerry, everything hinges on actual

time slot and costs—get back to

me in a hurry."

a.m. Interview with Philadelphia

station rep (by appointment
I to

avails there.

11:45 a.m. Dictation.

12 noon. Lunch with station manager

from Cincinnati and rep.

2 p.m. Return calls, place several

others, including one to McNalK
(not back from lunch yet).

2:30 p.m. McNally returns call. Has

checked with station. Now knows
exact time period. Satisfactory.

But there is complication in pric-

ing. Do we want to buy on pre-

emptible or non pre-emptible basis?

Cost may vary as much as 25-30%.

Discuss pros and cons, including

possibility someone would want to

pre-empt us. McNally sees strong

possibility of this.

3 p.m. Phone client with new infor-

mation, outline McNally's recom-

mendation. In view of difficulty of

getting good shows, recommend
buying a non-pre-emptible sched-

ule. Client will call back before

5 p.m. with final decision.

3:30 p.m. Work with assistant time-

buyer and estimator on program

for new client.

4:10 p.m. Dictation.

4:30 p.m. Client calls with final o.k.

Non-pre-emptible schedule au-

thorized.

4:45 p.m. Phone McNally. We can

both breathe a sigh of satisfaction.

5 p.m. Attend postponed morning

meeting with group a.e.'s.

Next day, McNally shows up

with a big, fat cigar for Reiner to

celebrate the occasion.

Norm Jackman, Campbell-Ewald,

Detroit

That the pace in the Midwest is no

less hectic than on Madison Avenue

is revealed in the day Jackman re-

corded for SPONSOR.

8:25 a.m. Deposited by elevator in

reception lobby of Campbell-Ewald,

fourth floor, General Motors Build-

ing, Detroit.

8:30 a.m. Begin preparations for

9:30 meeting on special campaign

for United Motors Service. Leaf

through areas where UMS wants

additonal battery advertising. Com-

pile data on similar campaign con-

ducted six months ago.

9:15 a.m. Answer first phone call of

day. Assure Detroit Edison a.e.

he'll have schedule of stations

which will most effectively cover

client's area by next day.

9:25 a.m. Step across hall to media

director Carl Georgi's office for

meeting on UMS campaign. UMS
ad director Syd M. Cowan explains

special campaign, emphasis on tv,

augmented by radio and outdoor

Buyers of all media present. Dis

cussion of importance of consider^

ing all media prior to final deci-l

sion. Back to office to compile!

tentative schedules.

10:45 a.m. Call from Larry Hara-i

badian that L^MS list has hit sna

with cost above tentative budget

Suggests we compile figures for re

vised budget to present to UMS.
11 :30 a.m. Welcome station represen

tative with manager from low

station with disk jockey presenta

tion. Listen to tapes. Thev sue!

gest continuing talk over lunch.

12:20 p.m. At lunch, inquire abou^

farm market programing, promise

careful consideration of station ir

future spot schedules.

1 :30 p.m. Back to desk and stack ol

pink telephone slips in corner ol

desk pad. From WWJ-TV (Del

troit) : "Pis call re 11 p.m. news!

cast." (National Bank of Detroil

decided on 11 p.m. newscast si J

months ago, has been waiting ioi

first time availability. ) Arrang*

for station to meet with client, the«

alert contract and radio and tv del

partments on proposed programs

2 p.m. Back to UMS battery cam

paign budget. Phone interrupt^

again. Station manager in Mis

sissippi asks to be considered il

Chevrolet schedule. Explain schec

ule arrangements, suggest he senij

information about his station.

2:30 p.m. With Harabadian, completl

UMS budget using top tv statioj

in areas concerned, then get tc

gether with Dick Fischer on spc

radio schedule to round out cani

paign. Use agency's eight montl

radio survey giving average cos[

per spot. Very accurate for quicj

estimate of radio spot budget.

3 p.m. Turn budget report and schec

ule over to secretary for retypinj

and presentation to UMS next da)

then begin check of Detroit Ediso

area coverage.

3:30 p.m. A.e. for Goebel Beer callj

w*ants complete list of radio anl

tv stations on pro football schec

ule for publicity release. Promis

he'll have it next morning.

4 p.m. Profitable half hour with Job

Logan, CBS Tv Spot Sales, talkin

over availabilities six months

future. Clear up problem of ovt
j

lapping of network shows by r^

{Please turn to page 52)
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[HE OPERATION WAS A SUCCESS.
the result: A most successful public service

telecast with high viewer interest and sponsor appeal.

\ skillful artery reconstruction surgical operation was recently telecast by K RON/TV and

sponsored by Jenkel-Davidson Optical Company. It was the first of a series of medical

)rograms to be produced by KRON/TV under the auspices of the San Francisco Medical

\ssociation. • Great viewer interest was proved by the results of a special ARB coincidental

survey, which gave this program a rating of 18.3 — more than the other three Bay Area TV

stations combined!

THIS TYPE OF PROGRESSIVE PROGRAMMING IS ONE OF THE MANY REASONS

SEAL
OF GOOD

5 PRACTICE cMra-w*
<RON/TV, CHANNEL 4, SAN FRANCISCO
>IBC AFFILIATE ft REPRESENTED BY PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC,
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TIMEBUYER DIARIES
I

( ontinued from page 50

'

\ ising schedule of outlets.

/ )0 p.m. Huddle with Georgi, Dick

I ischer and Harabadian over spe-

cial batter) campaign again, point-

ing oul revision in t\ budget, selec-

tion of radio stations, etc.

5:10 p.m. Step into elevator with

Fischer, conscious of good start

on I MS batter) program and with

menial note to check availabilities

first thing tomorrow.

Dick Gershon, Benton & Bowles,

\ <-i< ) ork

Getting a new Post cereal on the

road was the major concern of the

Gershon's day. Like all buyers at Ben-

ton & Bowles, Dick buys all media.

9 a. in. Breakfast pitch by TvB.

10:15 a.m. Check with NBC Sales

Service on network clearance for

Fury in Schenectady.

10:30 a.m. Confer with assistant.

Tom Peschel, on progress of spot

buy scheduled to begin shortly.

10:50 a.m. Informal discussion with

Petry salesman as to availability

and cost of 30-second spot an-

PEPSLCOLA's Dollar

Buys More on

WKOW-TV
"The merchandising effort

made on our behalf by

WKOW-TV's Merchandis-

dising Department has added

greatly to the effective im-

pact of our spot schedule.

Personal calls on dealers,

a detailing of our program
in merchandising letters,

and the window display at

the downtown studio have
aroused retailer interest

and support. This 'plus'

service is greatly appre-

ciated.

H. H. Levenick

Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co.

Madison, Wisconsin

''Thank you, Mr. Levenick, for this opportunity to prove

that WKOW-TV sells best where they buy more."

Ben Hovel

General Manager

WKOW - WKOW-TV

WKOW
MAD J SON, WISCONSIN

TV-61
RADIO- 10 KW- 1070

nouncements on his stations ar

throughout industry.

11:15 a.m. Put finishing touches (

recommendation calling for test <

certain techniques of brand con

mercial scheduling on net shows,

11:50 a.m. Order network cut-ins c*

General Foods shows through Civ

TV for new Post cereal. Infor

agency traffic department of ord<

and ask them to send film to st

tions on schedule.

12:15 p.m. Lunch with tv represent;

tive and station manager. Discu

hors d'oeuvres, local politics, ar

status of a syndicated film Po

sponsors on his station.

1 :50 p.m. Sift through one and folic

half pounds of incoming mail,
i jde

2:10 p.m. Meet with Post Cerea]

group—Quentin McDonald, Bo

Diserens, Tom Mahon—to discus

next year's media plan.

3:30 p.m. See Bob Diserens aboi

marketing strategy of new Poi

cereal. Discuss importance of cold

in copy treatment of new brand.

4:45 p.m. Sign thank-you notes t

stations that have given merchai

dising assistance to Post Cereals

5:15 p.m. Fill attache case with trac

magazines and inter-agencv mem
for evening reading.

KOEHLER BEER
{Continued from page 35)

month. Last week in December. '51

tv time signals were tagged wit

"Watch for Koehler's Miss Januarv

Tags to the radio jingle also pi

pared the way. Koehler's newspape

advertising (CO inches per month i

10 major newspapers, 30 inches i

15 others) was tied into the contei

which culminated in June when tl

votes were counted. Then both tl

radio tags and tv time signals can

ried the same announcement: "Mii

December, selected as Miss Koehl

of 1959."'

One tag, now in use, has a ve

significant meaning. "Koehler s>;

new sales record in 1959'' can

traced largely to the impact of t

company's high-frequency advert

ing strateg)

.

In 1960, the company will ap]

this formula a little differently, hot|

ever. The time signals fin use n

for two and a half years) will

used in conjunction with 20-seco i

spots, elaborating on the theme

the time signal tags.

52 SPONSOR 9 JANUARY \9t
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in the

people's

interest*

iotional Association of Broadcasters

ode Review Board
REPORT OF POSSIBLE CODE VIOLATIONS

(Spot Announcements)

fATION: WWJ-TV SERVICE AREA: DETROIT

DATE
TIME OF

OCCURRENCE
TYPE OF

OCCURRENCE *

COMMERCIAL(S)
INVOLVED LENGTH COMMENT

8/15/59
8/21/59

N CODE I L A T I N i!

in the advertisers' interest, too.

A clean slate is a good place to write any

advertising message. WWJ-TV's deep

sense of responsibility to its audience

prohibits unworthy practices, maintains

high regard for the station's integrity,

and lends to every commercial the extra

measure of believability that is so impor-

tant to sales.

OF GOOD
PRACTICE

TELEVISION CODE

r
#w

Detroit, Channel 4 • NBC Television Network

When you plan your 1960 schedules,

specify WWJ-TV in Detroit— operating

in the people's interest and, therefore, in

your best interest, too. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD, INC.

Associate AM-FM Station WWJ
Owned and Operated by The Detroit Nevus

ONSOR 9 JANUARY 1960 53
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ABOVE ALL...

WGY
YOUR PRODUCT

BETTER

^ fepc*

§ SSW

v:

v>>

tf.

WGY will push your product better in the

rich market area it serves: Albany—Sche-

nectady—Troy, plus Northeastern New York

and Western New England. We can back

this up with a file of sales success stories

—

for details, contact your local Henry I. Chris-

tal man or call WGY, Schenectady, N. Y.

982-10

50,000 Watts • NBC Affiliate • 810 Kilocycles

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION



What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
9 JANUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Probing radio/tv and trying to determine what to do about rectifying bad prac-

tices continues to hold the Capital spotlight exclusively as far as the broadcast in-

dustry is concerned.

Of course, the Justice Department helped start the 1960 round off with a hang with its

hardhitting report to President Eisenhower.

The FCC this week let it be known that the 2700 radio stations that have already answered

the query about payola said they're taking all safeguards possible against the thing hap-

pening in their operations.

Meanwhile the Harris House Legislative Oversight subcommittee is keeping its revelatory-

powder dry—outside of occasional sidedoor dribbles to the press—pending the resumption of

its hearings.

Attorney General Rogers in his communication to the President—to get to the

nub of his recital—recommended only minor legislation.

These proposals included:

1) Make it a Federal crime for station or network employees to accept payola, where pres-

ent law holds only stations accountable.

2) Give the FCC power to suspend licenses or renew them conditionally, where now the

only punishment the FCC may mete out is the "death sentence" of license revocation.

But, added Rogers, if these changes and vigorous enforcement of present laws don't work,

Congress might want to consider empowering the FCC to regulate networks directly,

and it might also wish to increase the FTC's powers to halt deceptive advertising.

Rogers, likewise, called for "more timely and vigorous action by the regulatory agencies."

He noted that while NAB code tightening is a good thing, self-regulation will not be successful

unless the government agencies wish to protect the public interest by using their powers direct-

ly and promptly.

The Rogers report signals a much stronger Justice Department hand in broad-

casting affairs all down the line.

Justice, with the aid of the FCC, won a Supreme Court decision last year holding the De-

partment to be the expert agency on antitrust matters. The President has demonstrated that

he will rely on the Justice Department rather than on the FCC and FTC, not only on antitrust

matters, but also for direction of administration policy on broadcasting generally.

The Department is expected in 1960, aside from carrying the ball in urging tighter

regulation of the industry, to begin cracking down with antitrust court actions.

The FCC is expected to give final approval to a half-hour cut in network option

time, and present indications are that as soon as this is done Justice will move in with a court

action seeking to have option time tossed out entirely as an unreasonable restraint

of trade.

It is known that the Department is restless, wants to move, and has conducted extensive

probes in various directions. But where it wall actually move first is purely conjecture at this

stage.

Odds favor the option time action, and also favor a move against alleged talent agency

monopolies of talent and programing.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
9 JANUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Studebaker (D'Arcy) has jumped into syndication with a six-city buy in Ne
York State of ITC's Four Just Men.

Cities on the Studebaker Dealer's line-up include New York, Albany, Syracuse, Bingha

ton, Watertown and Plattsburgh.

In New York, WRCA-TV will move Ziv's Lock-Up, a station purchase, to make worn for

the automotive advertiser.

Studebaker is the fourth automotive advertiser to buy into ITC's Four Just Men
this year: others are Volkswagen, Renault and Chrysler (Mexico).

Look for a big piece of new cigarette money to be spent in syndication during

1960.

A cascade of new brands—including Duke, Alpine, Life and Spring—mean new spend-

ing using tested syndication strategies.

A review of what three brands are already doing demonstrate the choices the cigarette

men have at their disposal:

1) Easiest way to start into syndication is buying nighttime minutes within acceptable

film shows, placing the business station-by-station. Camels has been using this for higb

cost efficiency.

2) Heaviest commitment to syndication is the pattern Raleighs used last year: Even

tually it came down to full sponsorship in selected markets, the objective being maximun

identification and impact.

3) A compromise between advantages of efficiency and identification is Lucky Strike's

alternate week regional pattern with one show, going into markets where satisfactory time car

be cleared.

The National Audience Board is undertaking studies to determine how audi

ences react to scenes involving sex or violence in syndicated shows.

One show being tested is Official Films' What Are The Odds? which starts on somi

stations in January; producers are Leo Guild and Kenneth Herts.

Testing method entails an analysis of ballots of sample audience.

Promotion continues to be one of syndication's strongest trump cards.

Witness what Ziv is preparing with Tombstone Territory: Awards to four distinguishec

citizens in each tv market to be presented at the actual Tombstone, Arizona, locale.

Tombstone Territory is now sold in 151 markets. (For show's latest sales, sea

FILM WRAP-UP, Page 62.)

Keep your eye on The Flagstones, the first animated situation comedy in half

hour form, going on ABC TV next fall.

The teamwork for the show comes out of Kellogg's successful experience with Huckle

berry Hound and Quick Draw McGraw in national spot.

Should Flagstones pay off in the ratings and commercials sweepstakes, an important nev

use for film animation in programs might follow next season.

Screen Gems has handled all three shows for Hanna-Barbera.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

The possibility that WNTA-TV, New York, might drop its pioneering two-hour

local dramatic tape show, Play of the Week, brought 15,000 letters from area

viewers.

Syndication hopes for the show rest partly on the list of national advertisers who have

bought spots in the show.

These include cigarettes such as Life, Newport, Kent ; cleaners such as Ivory Liquid, Mr.

Clean; foods like Chase & Sanborn coffee and Fleischmann's margarine; and other advertis-

ers including Alcoa, Reader's Digest, and Bufferin.

20th Century-Fox's tv plans for 1960 include a heavy accent on comedy.
At the moment the drawing boards call for more episodes of Dobie Gillis plus a new

series to be called Split Level; writer is Max Shulman and producer is Rod Amateau.

More than 350 tapes are broadcast weekly through syndication, if only the 26
shows in regular syndication are added up.

Actually there are many more local broadcasts of syndicated tapes, since dozens are in-

formally exchanged weekly among stations.

Furthermore, here is a list Ampex collected of new shows being readied for tape syndi-

cation:

PROGRAM
Atomic Submarine

Bill of Indictment

Courtmartial

Emergency Ward
George Jessel Show

Guy Mitchell Show
The Happy Time

Juvenile Court

Luncheon in Las Vegas

Mark Brand

Municipal Court

Out of the West

Town Hall Party

DISTRIBUTOR
Majestic Prods.

KTLA, Los Angeles

KTTV, Los Angeles

KTTV
Synditape

KTLA
KTLA
KTTV
Majestic Prods.

KTLA
KTLA
Majestic Prods.

KTTV

PRODUCER
Jonathan Yost

KTLA
KTTV
KTTV
KC0P, Los Angeles

KTLA
KTLA
KTTV
Jonathan Yost

KTLA
KTLA
Jonathan Yost

KTTV

COMMERCIALS

Women are doing more and more important jobs in the commercials field these

days, especially in selling.

Latest of the lady executives is Louise N. Stone, animation sales director for Robert

Lawrence.

Other women in commercials going into sales have previously come from casting, acting

or production backgrounds, but Miss Stone is probably the first distaffer to be honored

with a sales director's title.

A perfect instance of video tape's ability to handle a fast-changing situation

with ease was given last weekend by U. S. Steel (BBDO).
With a Monday evening national telecast scheduled, U. S. Steel chief Roger Blough made

tapes at Telestudios, N. Y., on the preceding Friday, only to find major changes in the status

of the strike over the weekend.

A standby unit with Blough made new tapes a few hours before the telecast as new de-

velopments in the steel strike took place—a capability that would not have been possi-

ble with usual film methods.
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PUBLICATIONS INC.

A round-up of trade taU:\

trends and tips for adme\

SPONSOR HEARS
Don't think that top management in the larger agencies hasn't a problem of il

own when it comes to payola.

The practice of taking reaches into tv commercials, art jobs and equipment buying

In fact, the kickback has become such a "must" at one of the top 10 shops that reputa

ble tv commercial producers steer clear of it.

Trendex and Nielsen aren't the only two research services that don't match u
in their findings: two computers of cigarette sales disagreed on which brand cam
through 1959 as No. 1 brand.

One gave it to Pall Mall and the other to the long-time champ, Camels.

They also differed on total turnout: 63.2 billion vs. 65.2 billion.

Mark down 1959 as the year when a number of more or less leading agencies

corded their top media posts to people still in their 30's.

Just to name a few: Herbert Zeltner, L&N; Marvin Richfield, EWR&R; Frs

Gromer, FCB ; Gerald Arthur, Donahue & Coe ; Don Leonard, F-S-R.

Watch for this trend in 1960: Giant package goods advertisers buying qu
ity programing for purposes of higher level appeal and setting up 90-second con

mercials.

Put P&G down as a pretty certain prospect anent Crest and Lilt.

This being the lush season for award-making, SPONSOR HEARS took a poll amon

the trade for the Top 10 Headaches and came up with these winners, according t

classification:

TIMEBUYER: the buzz-saw who calls for an exhaustive list of availabilities hj

the next day and isn't heard from again on that particular inquiry.

TV DEPARTMENT DIRECTOR: the slick operator who has his researchers prim©

to document any of his preconceived notions.

NETWORK: the penchant for dressing up a promotion by describing it in releases t

"a newly created v.p. post."

TV CRITIC: makes a fetish of quoting his young brood's reactions to a progra

a practice which often raises the question: "where was he at the time of telecast?"

AD MANAGER: the type who insists on a massive documentation of the ageij

cy's recommendations and never looks at the stuff.

THE SUPPLIER: he who boasts he doesn't have to talk to the agency because he kno

the board chairman of the client company.
THE CLTENT: a member of who's family is talent.

COMEDIAN: the gentry who reminisce about their origin on New York's lower Eai

Side or about the old Palace Theatre.

THE REP SALESMAN: the smoothie who's slow with his availabilities because

figures that if he can stall the agency's decision long enough the competitor's spot will

elsewhere.

THE RESEARCHER: the kind that finds it necessary to befog his studies with ee

teric terminology and then complains he was misunderstood.
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AORE PEOPLE HEAR MORE OF WHAT THEY LIKE ON

tfhen Buying Macon

hoose the Station

hat Macon People Choose

.

all FORJOE, Natl. Rep.

MACON'S 24 HOUR
MOBILE NEWS
STATION1240 on your dial

The #1 Station in the Heart of Georgia!

k< 1 In Chattanooga, Tenn., Use WOGA
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ADVERTISERS

NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
PASSING THE SALT (Lake City, that is) to participate in United Fund Ball celebrating intro-

duction of new radio tv station KCPX, is screen star Kathy Grant. On hand to greet her (l-r):

Norman Louvau, station's gen. mgr., Mayor Adiel F. Stewart, Alan Quist, United Fund officer

Liggett & Myers has enlarged

buys on Bonanza and Larant

with some of the money comi
from Duke's (McCann) pulh

from Markham.
The advertiser decided to make

switch before CBS TV had agreed!

assign Markham the Thursday. 9:

10 p.m. slot.

Incidentally. Duke, which will

on five network shows, will contit

its spot campaign in several top m
kets.

Radio and tv will he used by I

Father's Dav Couneil to promd
the "New" Father's Day, 16 Jul

i "New," as coined by the FI]

means the new 1960 kind of fathel

the voung dad who helps with

children and the dishes and the bah

care: activities that were unkm

25 or 50 years ago.)

Last Father's Dav saw nearlv

billion dollars in retail gift purcha^

COOL CAT WINS KIDS' BIDS! In the first world premiere ever held for children, Westi

house Bdcstg. Co., Trans-Lux Television Corp., in cooperation with WNEW-TV. screened Felix

Cor, new tv series debuting next month, at N.Y.'s Trans-Lux Theater for benefit of CARE,

TREASURE OF PLEASURE, consisting of

$20 gold candy pieces, gets local distribution

by attractive models on occasion of WKRC's
(Cincinnati) 20th year of Taft ownership
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»now that there are 50 million

ers (more than double the num-

there were 25 years ago) the

uncil feels that with this planned

i' out campaign, this year business

huld be well over the billion dollar

rk.

mpaigns:
i- » Sylvania's tv, radio, and high

jlitv spring advertising campaign

1 be spearheaded on the Jack Paar

I ow, NBC TV. The tv commercials

1 stress the 23-inch bonded shield

;>line which Sylvania introduced last

le.

• Mrs. Grass Noodle Soups will

:sent a line of four soup mixes, in-

n ,ding its latest French onion soup

I
k, on NBC Radio. The campaign

Is for Mrs. Grass spots 15 times

j:h week in every market that has a

jal NBC station.

lisa 'n' data: Cohen, Dowd &
?shire, the newly-appointed agency

Chemway's Lady Esther Divi-

•n, is starting off the New Year

with the introduction of a new Lady
Esther cosmetic product via tests in

several markets around the country

. . .Robert Garrett, a jeweler in

Waco, Tex., won the first prize of

having tv star Art Linkletter act as

watch salesman for the day in

Bulova's local jeweler promotion

contest.

AGENCIES

Agency appointments: Pharma-
Craft, billing some $2 million, has

resigned its Fresh deodorants and

Coldene cold medicine from JWT,
and its Ting athlete's foot prepara-

tion from Cohen, Dowd & Aleshire.

Daniel & Charles will handle Fresh,

Ting and a new unnamed product. No
agency assignment, at presstime, for

Coldene . . . Doyle, Inc., manufac-

turer of Strongheart Dog Food
and Kit Kat cat food, billing $2 mil-

lion, from D'Arcy to Lilienfeld &
Co. . . . Bulova Watch Co.'s radios

and stereophonic phonographs, from

McCann-Erickson, to Sullivan,
Stauffer, Colwell & Bayles . . .

Elgin Watch Co., Ltd., of Toronto, to

K&E, Toronto . . . Pioneer Corn
Co., Tipton, Ind.; Pioneer Hi-Bred

Corn Co. of Illinois; and Garst and
Thomas Hybrid Corn Co., Coon Rap-

ids, Iowa, to Klau-Van Pietersom-
Dunlap, Milwaukee.

Going to spit buying authority:

An expanding list and the "increased

complexities in the buying and me-
chanical processes used in each of the

media" have induced Harold Cabot
& Co., Boston, to split its media de-

partment into two separate divisions.

The changes: Gene Del Bianco
will be broadcast media manager:

serving as administrative head of all

media and in charge of all broadcast

media buying. Jack Lamere and John

Quinn have been named space buyers.

On the distaff front: Marion
Montgomery, account executive at

Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chica-

go, has been appointed the first wo-

kISS CAREER GIRL" contest, staged by

'B, Atlanta, reaches climax as Delta Air

Iss ticket agent Alice McCool draws winner.

liking on: theater mgr. M. Buckley; Delta

rep. J. Lambert; sta. reporter, J. Robinson

lERATION PING PONG BALL, to pro-

Ire new San Diego subdivision, was planned

IKFMB, who chartered helicopter, dropped

|30 balls (some worth $500). Here, station

Virgil Clemens helps secty. Nanch Kierspe

*SS*

MATING THE MEDIA was object of party held

by Detroit Spot Radio & Tv for tradespeople.

Present (l-r): Gabriel Dype, Blair-TV; Mickey Foster,

Albin Yagley, media dir. Grant Adv.; Janet Trojan

BEDDIE-BUY! Bedding buyers inspect new line at

WTAR-TV's (Norfolk, Va.) auditorium. Around sta.'s

"Lazy Mae "(rear, l-r) : W. Gieti, sta. sis. mgr.; S. Gross,

Gross-Fry Adv. Agcy.; M. Comess, Paramount Bedding,

colleagues (seated) V. Barnett, A. Diamondstein
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man v.p. in the agenc) - 17-year his-

tory.

Ilii new duties will be t<> imple-

ment and expand the creative fashion

an<l design services at the agency.

Thisa *ii' data: Ten staff members

of the Henderson Advertising

Agency, Greenville, S. C, have be-

come stockholders 1>\ imitation of

the board . . . Kastor Hilton Ches-

ley Clifford & Atherton has estab-

lished a profit-sharing trust plan in

which all staff members will auto-

matically become participants.

Admen on the move: Henrv
Bankart. Henry Haines and Wil-

lard Heggen, named senior v.p.'s at

Compton . . . Guy Mercer joins

Needham. Louis & Brorby as v. p. and

member of the plans board . . . Roy
Gorski and Earl Sehultz, elected

v.p.'s of C&W . . . Carl Spielvogel,

to McCann-Erickson as corporate

public relations director . . . John
Burker, to executive v.p. and board

member of Botsford, Constantine &
Gardner, Portland, Ore. . . . Stanley
Evans, to v.p. of Lawrence C. Gum-
binner Advertising . . . Anthony
Hyde, to Robert C. Durham Associ-

ates. New York, as senior v.p. and

senior management consultant . . .

Jack Dash, to executive v.p. of

Gresh & Kramer, Philadelphia . . .

Colin Kempner and Dr. Sidney
Lirtzman. to v.p.'s at the Center for

Research in Marketing. Inc.. Peeks-

ville, N. Y.

ASSOCIATIONS

One of tv's high-dome critics, Gil-

bert Seldes, and an official spokes-

man for the industry, Lou Haus-
man. this week regaled RTES
luncheoners with opposite view-

points.

The stickiest of the proposals ad-

vanced by Seldes for the improvement
of t\ programing was this: station

operators make a routine of holding

broadcast meetings, or "open hear-

ings." with people of the communitv
to find out what they'd like in pro-

graming. In other words, let the op-

erator's own judgment go by default.

Hausman. TIO director, cited the

types of upper crust programing that

have been telecast so far this season as

proof that the industry was giving the

people food for mental and cultural

stimulation as well as popular enter-

tainment.

The NAB announced this week
that there are now 873 subscrib-

ers to its Standards of Good
Practices for Radio Broadcasters— representing 56% of the

Board's radio membership.
This new total comes to an in-

crease of 4'2'/( in the month of De-

cember, and is the largest number of

subscribers since the implementation

program for the Standards was start-

ed in April. 1958.

Meeting dates:

The National Advertising Agen-
cy Network's Eastern regional meet-

ing, at the Warwick Hotel, Philadel-

phia, 29-31 January; its Midwestern

meeting, at the Marott Hotel, Indian-

apolis, 5-7 February; and its National

Conference, at the Oyster Harbors

Club, Osterville, Mass., 19-24 June.

The First Advertising Agency
Group will hold its 32nd annual con-

ference at the Holiday Hotel, Dallas,

20-24 June.

They were elected:

Officers of the California Broad-
casters Association : president, Wil-

liam Goetze, KFSD, San Diego; v.p.

for radio, Ernest Spencer, KWIZ. San-

ta Ana; v.p. for tv, Richard Hogue,

KXTV, Sacramento; and secretary-

treasurer, Alan Lisser, KBIG, Avalon.

Officers of the Arizona Broadcast-
ers Association: president. Tom
Chauncey, KOOL, Phoenix; v.p.,

John Hogg, KOY, Phoenix; and sec-

retary-treasurer, Fred Vance. KOVA-
TV, Tucson.

Other electees: Lynn Christian,

president of KHGM-FM, Houston, to

a regional v.p. and director of the

National Association of FM Broad-

casters . . . John Dickinson, of Har-

rington. Righter & Parsons, and H.
P. Lasker, of the Crosley Broadcast-

ing Corp., to co-chairman of TvB's

advertising sales advisory committee.

FILM

Despite the appearance of holi-

days during December to divert

attention from business, at least

one syndicated show continued
to do brisk business.

Ziv's Tombstone Territory, for ex-

ample, added a number of sales to

both advertisers and stations to bri

its market list to 151 after eight wd
of selling.

Sales: Ziz's Tombstone Territor

R. J. Reynolds I Est) i and Ort

Brewing I Lewis & Gilman) as all

nate sponsors of WFIL-TV, Phila

phia; Brown & Williamson I Kel

Madden & Jones) adding WDAF-'
Kansas City; WDHD-TV, Boston.

WBKB-TV, Chicago, alternating

Chicago with Dodge Dealers:

land Oil I Ralph H. Jones. Cincinn

on WPSD-TV, Paducah; WCPO-
Cincinnati, and WSPD-TV, Steuh

ville: Swift Ice Cream alternates

WSPD-TV; Tom Gloor Chevrolet

WAPZ-TV, Birmingham; Beat

Foods on KKTV, Peublo; Dej

Milk and Schilling Motors ( Si rt

Gwynn'l alternate on WHBQ-'
Memphis ; Service Chevrolet

WDAY-TV, Fargo; Avera Pack

and Coca-Cola Bottling alternate

WJBF. Augusta; Kahler-Craft Hoi

and Bryan Brothers Packing I Bun

Assoc.) alternate on WLBT-TV. Ji

son: Brvan Packing is also on WC
TV, Columbus; buyers not reporl

stations are Smith Motor Sales (\J

home Assoc.) in San Antonio

Rural Electric (Bradham) in Chai

ton; station buvers include WHIZ
Zanesville; KREM-TV. Spoka

WPBN-TV, Traverse City; KLRJ-

Las Vegas; WLWC, Colum

KVAL-TV, Eugene, and WNEW
New York.

International : Fremantle startH

new Italian representative, FreuM
tie Italiana, S. R. L., headquail

ing in Rome, and handling CBS Vw
and independent American and Bit*

ish producers. Office is Fremanji

fourth overseas subsidiary.

Strictly personnel: Benedict Ip

enberg joins Television Graphic
producer and director . . . Loui^^l

Stone to Robert Lawrence Ar»
tion as sales director.

NETWORKS
NBC TV's afternoon progran*
alignment, effective 8 Febrvifi

only sharpens the accent I
nighttime tv film repeats for in

time programing among the p
works.
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our sales curves look good, too!

is the thing

in

ii

WING
WING has more local business volume than any other station in Dayton. The

happy sound of WING makes cash registers ring. Our advertisers

all agree (and so do Nielsen, Hooper and Pulse) that WING is THE
dominant force in the Dayton market. Get the facts

TODAY from your East/Man or General Manager Dale Moudy.

robert e. eastman & co., inc.

national representative

is an AIR TRAILS station affiliated with

WEZE, Boston; WKLO, Louisville; WCOL, Columbus, 0.; and WIZE, Springfield, 0.
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Oul of the >i\ shows in NBC's new

2:30-4:30 lineup, three derive from

what had been nighttime film series.

\l'>< I \ is using three such repeats,

and CBS TV, two, in the daytime.

The NBC n\ ised lineup

:

2 p. m.. Queen foi a Par: 2:30 p.m.,

Loretta ) oung; 3 p.m.. 1 oung Dr.

Malone; 3:30 p.m., From These

Hoots: I p.m., Comedy Theatre ( Re-

peat- of Thin Man and like) ; 4:30

p.m., Adventure Theatre (repeats of

) ancej Derringer and like).

Nighttime schedule changes on
NBC TV include the shifting of River-

boat to Monday. 7:30-8:30 p.m.. re-

placing Richard Diamond and Love

and Marriage. Noxzema, the latter's

sponsor, will take half of it. Overland

Trail, a new one-hour western, will re-

place Riverboat in the Sunday 7-8

p.m. slot.

A year-end tally of advertisers on
ABC Radio during 1959 showed
a total of 117—as compared with

89 advertisers during 1958.

Of the new total. 56 clients bought

the network exclusively, and 57 re-

newed contracts they had made in

1958 or early 1959.

Network tv programing notes:

Kate Smith will return to tv on a

regular basis as the star of her own
half-hour musical-variety show on

CBS TV starting Monday, 7:30-8

p.m.. 25 January, for Whitehall and

Boyle-Midway Divisions (Bates) of

American Home . . . William Ben-
dix will star, and Doug McClure will

be featured, in a new one-hour West-

ern series, Overland Trail, now being

filmed for use on NBC TV this year

. . . The Flagstones, a half-hour situa-

tion comedy series produced in ani-

mation, will make its debut as an eve-

ning feature on ABC TV next fall

... A series of six special one-hour

dramatic shows, dubbed Manhattan,

will debut on CBS TV Friday, 9-10

p.m.. 26 February.

Network sales and renewals: Es-

quire Shoe Polish, for its Spray

Shine, begins this week participations

on the Jack Paar Show, NBC TV . . .

Jell-O (Y&R) has renewed sponsor-

ship, through 25 June, of Lunch With
N "//n' Sales, on ABC TV Saturday.

12-12:30 p.m The Monroe Auto
Equipment Co., of Monroe. Mich.

( Aitkin-K\ natt) began sponsorship of

a morning five-minute news and

M

sports feature on Mutual, and this

week the Sinclair Refining Co.

iGMM&Bi kicks-off its 1960 cam-

paign \ia adjacencies several times

daily on MBS' newscasts. Both buys

are slated for one-year of Mutual's

Monday through Friday schedules.

Thisa 4n' data : NBC News, in 1959,

won a total of more than 30 honors

for programs on the tv and radio

networks . . . Mutual will hold the

fifth in a series of meetings w'ith affili-

ate owners and managers 14 January

at the Biltmore Hotel, in New York

. . . "The Population Explosion,"

expanded to 90-minutes, will be re-

broadcast as a special CBS Reports

program Thursday, 9:30-11 p.m.. 14

January, on CBS TV.

Strictly personnel: Howard Berk
has been appointed director of infor-

mation services for CBS TV stations

and CBS TV Spot Sales . . . Court-

ney McLeod, to regional manager

for Pacific Coast and Mountain Zone

affiliates and Robert Curran, to re-

gional manager for a group of sta-

tions in the East and the Midwest, in

the ABC TV station relations depart-

ment.

RADIO STATIONS

Two long-time rivals in the West
are smoking the peace pipe:

KREX-AM-FM-TV, Grand Junc-

tion, Col., has merged its news-gath-

ering facilities with those of the

Grand Junction Daily Sentinel.

Station has moved its entire news

department into the newspaper's

building, thus adding some 70 area

correspondents as well as a half dozen

reporters to its staff.

Ideas at work:
• No more 'Polly wants a

cracker': Instead, KING, Seattle,

has been asking bird owners to teach

their pets to say "Polly Wants a Bub-

ble Up." The contest, brainchild of

account executive Ed Roe, was to

promote station's new soda advertis-

er. Winning bird got a $50 check and

a chance to "speak his mind" on

radio.

• Turning the tables: Recently.

Bob Braun. of WLW, Cincinnati,

awarded Judge Benjamin Schwartz

of the Hamilton County Juvenile

Court with a hand-carved wooden

plaque of the Ten Commandment?
Hebrew and English to be hung

his court chamber. The surprise p
entation was made on the BandsU

show as a memento to the Jud

work in juvenile rehabilitation.

• On the public service froi

When WSUN, St. Petersburg, F
was awarded S40 from the Flor

Citizen's Advisory Committee for

highway safety campaign, station

cided to add to the award and
]

sent it to the elementary school h

ing the best safety record from I

start of the term through last raon

A special assembly was held this pa

week at the Clearview Element;

School for presentation of WSIP
$100 award.

Station acquisitions: KXY
Houston, to the NAFI Corp

KTRN, Wichita Falls, to Raymo
Ruff, former manager of KOMA,
lahoma City, for $380,000, broker

bv Hamilton-Landis & Associates .

WINE-AM-FM, Buffalo, to the *

Lendon Corp.. bringing to the groi

a "full house" of seven radio si

tions, from Western N. Y. Broadca

ing Co.. headed by John W. Klu

. . . WILD, Boston.' to William Johi

Jr., and associates, from Nelson \
ble, for $295,000; and WDAR. D
lington. S. C. to Walter Pearce. fro

Ralph Hoffman, for $65,000. B
sales brokered bv Blackburn & C

. . . KJBS, San Francisco, to the

gonaut Broadcasting Co., headed

Gil Paltridge and A. J. Krisik. fj

about $1 million . . . WQUA, M
line. 111., to Radio Moline, Inc., hea

ed bv Len and Burrell Small

KUTI, Yakima. Wash., to Yakin

Valley Radio, headed by H. G. We
Jr., from Harrison Roddick. f(

$150,000; and KCLE-AM-FM, Cl<

burne, Tex., to Jim Gorden. fn>

George Marti, for $145,000. Boll

sales brokered by Hamilton-Landis

Associates.

New programing policy : Launche

this week bv WRCA, New York, t

provide: "Wall-to-Wall Music." e>

panded to six hours daily, increase

local news coverage and a novc|

round-the-clock weather service.

First of the new7 schedule changes

was the shift of station's all-night d.J

Art Ford to the daytime lineup fo|

lowing Bill Cullen—to feature on hi

show only the truly "great" record

ings.
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PROOF

:

WSJS Television's City Grade coverage saturates

fourteen cities, each with over 6000 population, in

North Carolina's biggest Metropolitan market. These

fourteen cities are located in the rich industrial Pied-

mont—North Carolina's first market buy with WSJS
Television.

T AIRY. ii |

Winston-Salem

REIDSVILLE' I

m Greensboro^

1 H jwRUNGTON

V °V THOMASVILLE.^--.---iT-,

.'.°_~SJ.\;Sw salisbury^'asheboro

television

Winston-Salem/ Greensboro
CHANNEL 12

Headley-Reed, Reps.
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I bisa V data: WINS. Vw York,

i- celebrating it- second anniversarj

oi the Town Crier- -public service

announcements aired ever) hour, 21

hours .1 day, seven days a ucek . . .

Sports Buys: Tin National Brew-

ing Co. i" sponsor one-third of the

\\ ashington Senator baseball games

on \\ rOP, Washington, D. C. . . .

K^ A. San Francisco, announces the

addition of full-time, compatible ster-

eophonic broadcasting with the addi-

tion of its ow n fm station.

Station staffers: Jack Thayer,

elected v.p. ol Metropolitan Broad-

casting Corp. . . . Alexander Klein,

Jr.. to e\eeuti\e v.p. and general

sales manager of W TEL. Philadelphia

. . . Robert Hoth, promoted to ex-

ecutive v.p. of Public Radio Corp.. in

charge of KAKC, Tulsa, and KBKC,
Kansa> City: James Dowell, to v.p.

of PRC in charge of national sales,

and general manager of KIOA. Des

Moines; Larry Monroe, station

manager of KIOA; and William All-

red, to manager of KBKC . . . Den-
nian Jacobson, to sales manager of

W \\ J. Detroit . . . Henry Franz, to

sales manager of WFMB, Indian-

apolis, and Richard Higgs, to local

sales manager of the station . . . Art

Arkalain. named general manager

of WERC. Erie. Pa. . . . Joseph Fife,

to general manager of KYOK, Hous-

ton . . . Lee Murray, to womens di-

rector of WJR. Detroit . . . Edward
Wolfe and Karl Eisele, to account

executives at W7BAB. Babylon, L. I.,

N. Y. . . . Robert Swanson, to the

sales staff at WBBM. Chicago.

TV STATIONS

The American Legion is hopping
on the tv-eensoring bandwagon.

Out of L.A. this week there came
an announcement from one of the

on's national commanders that

the Legion plans to "develop tv chair-

men to be appointed bv their own
posts iii 50 states.

I be announced purpose: to "ex-

press their individual opinions con-

cerning entertainment and instruc-

tion values on the tv screen."

Initial act: preview in New York

January, and 15 January in Los

a !\ episode "to help ascer-

tain whether sex and violence can
be treated in a tasteful manner."

Tv viewing has not had the ad-

verse effect on the American
youth that many critics claimed
it would, concluded Dr. Paul A.

Witty, professor of education at

Northwestern University.

Dr. With, who has been studying

the tv viewing habits of school chil-

dren, their parents and their teachers

in the Chicago area since 1950, read

his report to the American Associa-

tion for the Advancement of Sciences

in Chicago this week.

In his study. Dr. Witty found a de-

cline since 1950 in the number of

viewing hours by children; elemen-

tal) school pupils who averaged 24

hours a week at the tv screens in

1955 now spend only 21 hours a

week, while high school students

spend 12.3 hours a week as against

17 hours in 1953.

But, Dr. Witty pointed out, tv

viewing does not affect the health,

nor does it restrict outdoor play,

hobbies, sports and creative ac-

tivities of these children.

Ideas at work:
• The news in lights: WjNBQ

and WMAQ, the NBC tv and radio

stations in Chicago, and the Pepsi-

Cola General Bottlers, Inc., are co-

sponsoring a giant electrical spectacu-

lar display on Michigan Avenue which

will flash up-to-the-second news bulle-

tins to pedestrians and motorists. Lo-

cated atop an 11-story building, the

electrical motograph messages will be

transmitted instantaneously from the

NBC newsroom in Chicago.

• On-campus tv: Yale Univer-

sity and the Radio-Tv Division of

Triangle Publications, via WNHC-
TV, New Haven, produced six one-

hour specials on Yale's campus. The
first, aired some w eeks ago. was dubbed
Christmas and Christianity in a

Shrinking World. The other five, all

with a holiday theme, were telecast

during station's special Christmas

week programing.

Local sports buys: The Stroh
Brewing Co. I Zimmer. Keller & Cal-

vert), via Videotape, will sponsor the

National League Hockev aames in

Detroit on WXYZ-TV ... The
Pennzoil Co. ( Eisaman. Johns &
Law s ) co-sponsored the bow 1 games
in five major midwestern markets . . .

Carling Brewing joins Standard Oil

of Ohio and Central National Bail

in presenting all telecasts of theClevl

land Indians baseball games.

Thisa 'n' data: W KRC-TV, Ci

cinati. this past week moved all equi

ment, personnel and the like to i

new $2 million building at 1906 Hig
land Avenue . . . Local live progran

ing note: WRAL-TV, Raleigh, v

present, next week, Don Pasqual

the Italian opera, to be telecast froi

7-8:30 p.m. . . . Jerome Reeve
general manager of KDKA-T\|
Pittsburgh, has been named publ

relations chairman of the city's chai

ter of the American Red Cross.

On the personnel front: Jerora

Barnes, elected v.p. for prograr

ing, responsible for Springfiej

(Mass. I Tv Broadcasting Corp.

three tv stations, and John Fergii

to v.p. in charge of WRLP. Brattl

boro-Greenf ield-Keene . . . Bi

Thorpe, to local sales manager

WHEN-TV, Syracuse . . . Rex Kin)

appointed general sales manager f(

KELO-TV. Sioux Falls.

INTERNATIONAL

A new appointment for McCani
Crick -on's Australian affiliate h

climaxed the biggest last quart

for this agency.

Named Hansen -Rubensohn-M
Cann-Erickson when the merger too

place last September, the Sydn

agency last week was assigned tl

Coca-Cola Export Co.—bringing tl

total of new accounts since the me

ger to seven.

Other clients include: Bayer A

pirin, Andrews Liver Salts for Ste

ling Drug, and John Lawler & Son

Australian subsidiary for the Sin

mons Co.

Hugh Carleton Greene, 49-yeai

old veteran broadcaster and newi

paperman, takes over, this weel

the top post of the BBC.
He succeeds Sir Ian Jacob as d|

rector general of "the world s large^

independent, non-profit radio and tj

service."

A new company: Internationa!

Community Club Awards, Inc

formed as a separate entity to ha

die the franchise operations of Cc
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nunit\ Club Awards outside the con-

inental U. S.

Also, according to the new organi-

sation's president W. M. Carpenter,

\II-( ianada Radio & Tv Facilities,

Ltd., has been signed to represent

he International CCA Corp. in the

Dominion of Canada—thus granting

All-Canada the exclusive franchise

krights for CCA throughout that coun-

ry.

The ""first" international tv re-

cording unit was officially
launched outside the French Em-
bassy in London this past month.
The new unit represents the coop-

ration of broadcasting organizations

from England, the U. S. and France.

<bn mobile facilities to provide Euro-

pean programs on the American 525

tine standard.

This completely self-contained mo-

bile taping facility, composed of

•equipment made by the Pye Co. in

Britain, and Ampex in America, was

developed jointly by ATV engineers

and the research department of the

Pye Group of Companies, in associa-

tion with a team of CBS experts.

REPRESENTATIVES

|Rep appointments: WXLW, In-

dianapolis, to Robert E. Eastman
& Co WWHG-AM-FM, Hornell.

N. Y.: WBNR. Beacon, N. Y.; and
jKGGF, Coffeyville. Kans., to John
£. Pearson Co. . . . WLOL-FM,
Minneapolis, renewed with Good
Music Broadcasters for the East

Coast . . . WAYE. Baltimore, and
KBUZ, Phoenix, to Broadcast Time
Sales.

Rep appointments— personnel:
fames H. Fuller, to the new post of

director of creative sales; Joseph
uff, to Eastern sales manager; Rich-

ard Arbuckle, appointed executive

'.p.; and George Dubinetz, to v.p.

f
)f Robert E. Eastman & Co. . . . Ted
Robinson, to radio research assist-

int and Marvin Roslin, to tv re-

search assistant at Adam Young . . .

W. J. Beck, retiring as treasurer of

he Katz Agency after 54 years with

he rep firm. He will be succeeded by
issistant treasurer H. J. Grenthot . .

.

Vlan Schroeder and Al DiGiovan-
i, to account executives in the New
fork office of CBS Tv Spot Sales. ^

SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 45)

current condensed report of the mar-

ket in question be given the ad agency.

There are many factors in a mar-

keting picture which can graphically

illustrate the desirability of using ra-

dio as an advertising medium. Any
help that you can provide an agency

enabling them to furnish ammunition

for a media recommendation is bound

to pay big dividends.

One of the most difficult problems

of all radio stations—due to the com-

petitive nature of this business—is to

provide up-to-date success stories

from advertisers. When it is possible

to secure current evidence of success

in the use of your station from an

advertiser or his agency it helps the

sales manager substantiate the desir-

ability of using your facilities.

In the last analysis, there is no

magic formula for securing national

business. It is a combination of many-

services, sales efforts, personal con-

tacts and a tremendous amount of

work by an effective sales organiza-

tion, sales promotion department, and

a good facility. ^

It's Important to know:

WWTV AREA FOOD SALES

ARE 14% HIGHER

THAN UTAH'S!

IB
Q9K

NCS No
daily cl

nighttim

lion, both do
36 Mich, gar

3~Ae 3<ety&i tflaJwnA
WKZO TV— GRAND RaPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO — KALAMAZOO BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEFFM— GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC. MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN. NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

wmBD TV — PEORIA. ILLINOIS

That's right!—people in Cadillac and Northern
Lower Michigan buy more food than the entire

population of Utah*!

Yet just one station—WWTV, Cadillac—can

keep you firmly in touch with this amazingly

important market. WWTV is the only station

with daily circulation in all of Northern Lower
Michigan's 36 counties (NCS No. 3). ARB (May,
1959) for Cadillac-Traverse City also gives WWTV
top position in 202 of 250 competitive quarter hours

surveyed, Sunday through Saturday.

Add WWTV to your WKZO-TV (Kalamazoo-
Grand Rapids) schedule and get all the rest of

outstate Michigan worth having. If you want it

all, give us a call!

*Annualfood sales in Utah are $203.1 million. The WWTV
area accounts for $231.9 million in food sales.

WWW
316,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 13 • 1282' TOWER

CBS and ABC in CADILLAC

Serving Northern Lower Michigan

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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NUMBERS RESEARCH
mtinued from page 31 •

Who'fl t<> do it.' \n<l who will pa\

for it?

\I"»t original research is conduct-

ed bv independent research organiza-

tions rather than by agencies and cli-

But heretofore the analysis of

this research had been carried on pri-

marily within agency and client re-

h departments. In general, there

are two kinds of independent re-

search: i 1 ' that which is paid for by

subscribers on a continuing basis and

that which is paid for by com-

panies with a special interest who
ha\e ordered special research.

Vgem ies, caught in the squeeze of

their limited 15' t media commis-
sions, are loathe to invest their own
slim profits in costly research proj-

<< ts. Clients are equally reluctant, ex-

pecting media or agencies to furnish

them with research data.

Is a re-ult. much of the special

research type of information is being

paid for by media. Television Adver-

tising Representatives, for example,

has just debuted a new "Audience Di-

mensions"' reports series, which is de-

/

9
4
9 anniversary
WOC-TV Ch. 6

Davenport, Iowa—Rock Island—Moline, Illinois

The Nation's Forty-Seventh TV Market

On October 31, 1949, WOC-TV went on the air. FIRST in the

Quint-Cities — FIRST in Iowa. This was in keeping with the fore-

sight and courage of Colonel B. J. Palmer, who had pioneered the

first radio station west of the Mississippi in 1922.

In 1949, there were less than 400 TV sets available to receive WOC-
TV's first broadcast. On this 10th anniversary date, there are more

than 438,000 sets in a 42-

county area. WOC-TV land

today is rated as the 47th TV
market in the nation.

PRESIDENT
CoL B J Palme*

VICE PRES. » TREASURER
D D Palmer

EXEC VICE PRESIDENT
Ralph Evaro

SECRETARY
Vai Vagaer

RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernen C Sander*

WOC-TV continues to main-

tain its leadership and success

in serving its viewers and its

advertisers.

Your PGW Colonel has all

the facts. See him today!

DAVENPORT
BETTENDORf

ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOUNE

PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC
IVfll Snri NATrONAI REPRESENTATIVES

ide

: I

1
I

scribed as a continuing project "delv

ing into untouched corners of vide

audience characteristics."

Working with its Westinghouse ti

stations group. TvAR supplements tru

usual ratings with such qualitativ'

studies as the view ing habits of work

ing women, owners of pets, mother:

of toddlers, men who shave an>

'viewer venturesomeness. Savs Lar

ry Israel, general manager. "We hav*

undertaken a 3-D project to provid

detail, definition and depth to existi

information about audiences.'

Another example of media-orieir

ated and media-sponsored research M
the recent qualitative study publishe

—after a reported total investment o.

$50,000—by the CBS Television StaJ

tions Division. "More than Meets th-3

Eye." researched by the Institute foii

Motivational Research. Inc.. attempt-l

ed to document the assertion that a

television station has its own person-l

ality and has intangible as well ai

tangible appeals to the community \v

serves. Savs Merle Jones, presidents

"A timebuying decision cannot bd

based solely on am slide-rule formu-J

la—on rate cards and ratings.

Professionals queried bv sponsor

think agencies and clients, as a result

of increasing pressure in todav's com
petitive marketing situation, are com-

ing to realize they must set aside new

and or bigger research budgets. But

research, itself, has become more
costlv. This is one reason whv the

major syndicators— such as A. C.

\ielsen. The Pulse. American Re-

search Bureau—will probably move

more toward special-project research

As it stands now. agencies are dd-i

uged with various research services.

As their costs go up. the asency is

being forced to re-examine its statis-

tical needs in light of available

monies. As one media research di-

rector said: "A thousand dollars

alone isn't unreasonable. But when

five or six services ask for this, and

still another expects you to subsidize

a new company, the total amount is

staggering— and impossible! This

spring, for the first time, we'll prob-

ably have to drop one of the major

services of the two we re using."

The choice of which research serv-

ice to select is a difficult one. Why?
Because as the selection of media be-

comes a more precise skill the need

for anah ses and data increases.

Broadcast media selection is infinite-

lv more difficult and hazardous than
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wint for the very reason that radio

t nd tv are intangible. Tv, the mass

ledium and the one which is des-

t lined to grow faster than any other,

\\ represents particular difficulties be-

h ause of its massive sweep. Big

ri honey is involved in the simplest tv

>u\ . and the risk for an advertiser

- great even when all possible fac-

ai iors are controlled.

» \ That's why everyone in the indus-

ij Iry is vitally concerned with helping

in o isolate these many factors and make

hem controllable.

rii One new development which will

i eveal some heretofore unknown facts

it ,ibout viewing is a mechanical device

ialled the Dyna-Foto-Chron. Mem-

Si
lers of the American Marketing Assn.

I) t
n Washington heard about it for the

ft first time last week as Dr. Charles

ip l\llen, its inventor, detailed its pos-

I
ible application to broadcast-market

oi nesearch. Dr. Allen, dean of the

!
jichool of Communications at Okla-

v jtoma State U. and former assistant

>ni
jlean at the Medill School of Journal-

\
<sm, Northwestern U., for many years

mi ivas research director of the Chicago

Television Council.

jo 4 He has patents pending in England

5iJ
|knd the U. S. (and Canadian patents

0I
iiave been issued ) for the instrument,

i
^hich is similar to A. C. Nielsen's

nf
Audimeter but which includes a cam-

J,
^ra unit which takes still photographs

,oi
\<i the tv viewing audience as well as

l|,

,^hat they are viewing.

( 1 Test studies conducted with 100,-

ft )00 viewing minutes on film indicate

10! mch qualitative information as atten-

rtj
i|iveness, facial reactions to what's on

k ||he screen, number of viewers, who

\

f , *urns the dial, how often they leave

, ihe room, whether they're paying at-

3tj
jsntion or talking, if they're doing

ad
Something else while viewing—eating,

ileading, etc. (See box on page 31.)

i The mechanism is contained in a

nit separate from the tv set, and is

eared to a mirror installation which

eflects the screen picture back to a

lamera lens. It has been field tested

ver the past 10 years, and will be

)r0|
sed—says Dr. Allen—on a lease ar-

,aj
angement by interested concerns.

he device can be pre-set to turn on

utomatically at the precise time when
commercial is coming on.

This blend of the quantitative with

le qualitative typifies the current

end in broadcast research. Most
rofessionals in the broadcast buying

ealm think it's been a rare buyer

who has purchased time on the basis

of ratings alone, although there are

still some "hold out" agencies and

clients who insist on a certain num-

ber of rating points.

The experienced, profound buyer

has always worked in a margin of

varying shades of gray, says one net-

work tv executive. "Qualitative ele-

ments have always been taken into

consideration by more adroit agency

people—but it's been on hunch more

than by fact. What we're beginning

to get more of is the fact which docu-

ments the qualitative hunch!"

Agency people, says one buyer,

"despite many accusations to the con-

trary, have never looked for more
than guideposts in a rating. All of

the major research companies tend

to agree on program audience trends

even if the numbers don't match ex-

actly. And that's what research is

and will continue to be: general

patterns, series of guideposts, which

help in our media determinations.

They're an effort to minimize the

risk factor, which is so very great.

But, with few exceptions, they have

never been the end-all and be-all of

buying or scheduling." ^

FLORIDA VACATIONERS
(Continued from page 37)

men tourists, except in the post-11

p.m. period when male-female view-

ing levels are just about equal. Most

popular program types, according to

WTVJ (which claims an audience

share of 48.5% for the area) are

news, weather, westerns, dramas and

variety in that order.

What tourists spend: According to

Florida Development Commission,

airline tourists spend almost twice as

much per day as do auto tourists

($15.81 vs. $8.75 per person.) Here

is how they'll spend part of the $625

million:

ITEM PER CENT

Lodging 24%
Groceries, food, beverages 29%
Clothing, apparel ____ 11%
Jewelry, gifts, souvenirs 3%
Drugs, tobacco, photo supplies 6%
Gas, oil, auto maintenance 10%

General characteristics: Average size

of tourist party is 2.4 persons. Most

are in 30 to 59 age group. Slightly

more than 50% of them vacation from

two weeks to over three months. ^

Hundreds of extra eyes to be
exact— the most restless

retinue of retinas— work for
you at SPONSOR to help keep
you the best informed executive
on broadcasting that you can
possibly be.

Experienced eyes that see
beneath the surface and beyond
the fact. Eyes that bring you
not alone news but the most
comprehensive analysis of this

news in the entire publication

field.

That's why you should read
SPONSOR— at home . . .

where you can give it your
unhurried time— your relaxed

imagination. One idea that

you can apply might well be
worth a lifetime of subscriptions.

Now— for just $8.00 a year—
you can have 52 issues of

SPONSOR delivered to your

home. Try it on this

money back guarantee.

Only gift subscriptions for ad-

vertisers or agencies are eligible.

SPONSOR
40 East 49 St., New York 17, N. Y.

I'll take a year's subscription of SPONSOR.
You guarantee full refund any time I'm

not satisfied.

NAME
FIRM

ADDRESS.
D Bill me Bill firm
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WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 • CBS—ABC

TERRE
HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally

by Boiling Co.

GROWING
GROWING
GROWING

KMSO-TV now reaches

51,000 Montana TV homes
and is gaining new viewers all over

WESTERN MONTANA
KMSO-TV
Serves MISSOULA and All of

WESTERN MONTANA With the Best
of CBS, NBC, ABC

PERFECT TEST MARKET
• 51,000 TV Homes
• Drug Sales Index 167
• Retail Sales Index 143
• Auto Sales Index 176

PERFECT TEST STATION
• Captive Audience in 90% of the

Area
• Dominates the 10% Remainder

Completely
• Now the Only TV Station on the

Air in Far Western Montana
• Low Cost/ 1,000 Homes

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

FO'R JOE-TV, Inc.

70

Tv and radio

NEVvSIVIAKEiRS

Louis Dorfsman has been appointed crea-

tive director of sales promotion and adver-

tising, for CBS TV. With the network since

1946, Dorfsman was made v.p. in charge

of advertising and promotion for CBS
Radio in October, 1959. Prior to that, he

was director of art, advertising and pro-

motion for the radio network. Dorfsman

has received seven Gold Medals and six

Awards of Distinctive Merit from the New York Art Directors Club

for his graphic designs on CBS Radio's advertisements, promotions.

Hugh Kibbey has been promoted to sales

manager for WFMB-TV, Indianapolis. He

has been national sales manager for the

station since the beginning of last year,

having joined WFMB as a staff writer in

1942. Since that time, Kibbey successively

served as continuity director, assistant to

the acting manager, production director,

program director and sales service manager.

He was graduated from the Indiana Business College and also

completed a special radio course at Jordan Conservatory of Music.

Ernest Lee Jahncke, Jr., v.p. and assist-

ant to the president of Edward Petry &

Co., has been named director, standards,

of NBC. In this post, Jahncke will super-

vise and direct the formulation of specific

standards to reflect the network's policy

and govern practices relating to programs

and advertising presentations on NBC
facilities. Prior to joining the Petry organ-

ization, Jahncke was v.p. and assistant to the president of ABC, and

earlier, v.p. in charge of ABC Radio. He is on the board of RTES.

Roland H. Cramer, account supervisor at

BBDO since May, 1957, joins Lennen &

Newell as a v.p. on the Colgate account.

Prior to his association with BBDO, Cramer

had been a v.p. with account responsibil-

ities at Ted Bates & Co. and at Ruthrauff

& Ryan. Before that, he spent 17 years

with McCann-Erickson, serving as a v.p.

and account supervisor in the New York

office, and a v.p. and member of the plans board at the agency's

Chicago office. Cramer was graduated from Bowdoin College.
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The WDAF fleet of rolling stock is

never lined up behind the station, as you

see it above, except by appointment and
under protest. The newsmen, the

farm department, the sportscasters and
the remote crews who pilot the Signal

Hill fleet can't spare much time for pos-

ing. The events they cover are spread all

over the map . . . and they don't wait to

happen. Shortly before this picture

was taken, here was the deployment:

Unit#l (News) at the Truman Library,

where Harry S. Truman was receiving

official documents from former Interior

Secretary Oscar Chapman; Unit #2
(News) checking a reported robbery in

a downtown fur shop; Unit #3 (Farm
Dept.) with Farm Director Jack Kreck
at state REA meeting in Jefferson City,

covering activities of 350 delegates from

every county in Missouri ; Unit #4
(Sports Dept.) with Merle Harmon cov-

ering basketball double-header— Kan-
sas State vs. San Francisco, Kansas Uni-
versity vs. Brigham Young— in Man-
hattan, Kansas; Unit #5 (News) at Mu-
nicipal Air Terminal filming arrival of

globe-girdling Max Conrad, the flying

grandfather; Unit #6 (Mobile TV
Truck) videotaping a 2i/

2 hour presen-

tation of "The Messiah""by the RLDS
choir from the church's world headquar-
ters in Independence, Missouri. Our
mobile fleet (the largest in the Heart-
land) moves with the news. When you
look at the geography we cover from
Signal Hill, that's a heap of moving.

TV Representative : Harrington, Righter & Parsons, Inc.

Radio Representative: Henry I. Christal Company, Inc.

RADIO Ac TV
NBC ^^^^^k KANSAS CITY, MO.

A SUBSIDIARY OF NATIONAL THEATRES AND TELEVISION, INC.



frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Are your program buys based completely on rating points and, if so, why?

L. E. Cooney, sales manager, KSL-TV, Salt Lake City, finds this characteristic

an ail-too-frequent trade-mark of timebuyers. Cooney asks, "How significant

are total rating points without information as to audience composition?" He

points out that the "work burden" on many agency buyers does not allow

them to consider available information which would help their clients get more

for their ad dollars. Do you agree with his suggestion that perhaps agency

executives and media directors are guilty of serious organization errors?

Timebuyers—look beyond the ratings

In a recent article in sponsor, timebuyers were asked to

give their opinions on the quality of performance of the

national reps who called on them. I noted with interest

that many of them in summarizing their opinions asked

that the reps give them more detailed information. They
also said that they liked visits from station personnel be-

cause it gave them an opportunity to get more information

about the station.

I am sure that many station people joined with me in

wishing that this represented the majority opinion of time-

buyers throughout the industry. One of the discourage-

ments of the sales manager's job (at least those sales man-
agers who want to compete on a professional rather than

personal basis) is the fact that too many timebuyers are

not interested in receiving, evaluating, and using all perti-

nent station information before making a time buy for their

clients. Whether this is because of work burden, disinterest

or pure laziness, the over-all result remains the same—the

sponsor does not always get the best value for his advertis-

ing dollar unless the timebuyer makes use of all informa-

tion available which might affect the placement of the

schedule. If the primary reason is the work burden on
the timebuyer, I feel that it is the responsibility of the

agencies' research departments to develop profiles of each
station in each market from the huge amount of material

the stations and audience measurement surveys make avail-

able to them.

How many would disagree that many, if not most, time

buys are made almost purely on the basis of total rating

points (even when it might take sub-standard bonus spots

to get that total) ? Of course, at the other extreme is the

time buy which is made after considering total rating

points, ratings per individual spot, product compatability

with adjacent programing, audience composition, station's

72

commercial policy and over-all image, distribution of spots,

net audience, and so forth. Probably the majority of time

buys fall somewhere between these two extremes—and it is

not unlikely that the results of the schedule might be in

direct relation to which extreme is the closer. For instance,

how significant are total rating points, without informa-

tion, as to audience composition? I recognize that there

are those who say that with plenty of rating points you're

sure to get exposure to all audience types. This is ridicu-

lous, unless you can believe that twenty spots in Romper
Room, a children's show, will sell more adult products than

five spots in this same program. Every timebuyer seems to

realize that to sell kiddies you've got to be in children'?

shows—but how many timebuyers use the same degree of

reason in other factors of audience composition? Likewise,

how many timebuyers make their buy on rating points for

a metro area when total home figures are available—but

probably require more effort to fit into the agency's buyin

formula, or the media director's instructions. Also, in spit«^

of the furor created by many agencies against triple spot

ting, how many timebuyers are concerned as much with the

station's commercial policies as they are with those sacred

total points? (Could it be that agency executives can be

concerned with industry ethics and policies, while time-

buyers have to think of cost-per-1,000?)

There is no doubt that the best place to look for detailed

information is to the rep or station contact. And, obviously,

once the rep and stations are aware that the timebuyer

desires full information and will conscientiously use it.

the exchange of this information will be almost automatic.

Certainly the station has the information available, and will

welcome every opportunity to tell, write, picture and draw

diagrams of it for anyone interested enough to listen. ^
(See also "Is Numbers Research On the Run?" page 29.)
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ASA ,<*ONSOB-s
5-C/TV TV/ff/lOfO

OlIiECTOlty

If

SUBSCRIBER

Our apologies to

Atlanta, St. Louis, Boston,

Dallas and some other cities!

The new 5-City Directory, just off the press,

contains more than 1900 listings, and 36 pages.

It's the recognized tv/radio guide to 5 cities

where 93% of all national spot business is

bought.

The 1960 directory is substantially bigger than

any of its predecessors. You will find it more

useful, and we hope you will forgive us if your

city is not included.

If you're a SPONSOR subscriber drop us a note

and we'll send you a 5-City Directory with our

compliments.

If not, the price is 50C each . . . 40<: in quanti-

ties of 5 to 10 . . . 30C for 10 or more.

If you're not a subscriber, enter your subscrip-

tion now by using the form shown on this page.

We'll send you, as a bonus, not only the 5-City

Directory but also the 220 page 1959-60 Air

Media Basics including Radio Basics, Tv

Basics, Timebuying Basics, and much more.

Sponsor Publications Inc.

40 East 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me copies of Sponsor's 5-city directory.

Enter my subscription to Sponsor

for one year at $8.00 and send me FREE

the 5-CITY DIRECTORY & AIR MEDIA BASICS.

NAME.

TITLE_

COMPANY.

ADDRESS-

CITY .ZONE _STATE_
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Why not tv men in agency management
Everyone aware of the realities of the modern agency busi-

ness knows that radio and tv have become the dominant

factors in agency billings today.

Lasl week, for instance, sponsor published its annual li-t

of the top 50 air media agencies. Heading the list, with a

whopping $135.5 million total, and 49 r
, of its billings in

radio tv was J. Walter Thompson.

Others in the leading 10 included Bates with 80%, Benton

& Bowles with 60', , Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample with 65 r
r of

its business in the broadcast media.

Radio tv, and particularly tv, are in nearly every case the

most important phase of agency activity, and we believe they

are destined to become even more dominant.

But why, since this is the case, are the air media so poorly

represented in top level agency management?

Recently we were challenged to name 10 tv men in top

agencies who serve on either the board of directors or the

executive committees of their firms.

The fact that we couldn't name more than three is evidence

of the serious management imbalance that now exists in most

agencies today. There is just no question—radio/tv men

deserve more of a place in agency councils.

Copycats and the magazine concept

Sometimes our industry's vogue for fancy names and

labels makes us want to snicker a little bit.

Most recent cause: the large amount of talk about the so-

called "magazine" concept for net tv.

Maybe the concept is all right, but why give it a "maga-

zine" tag? Which magazine is net tv trying to imitate? Play-

boy? Esquire? True Confessions? Look?

Balanced programing is a worthy objective, of course. But

why should the world's greatest medium try to copy the for-

mat of one that is declining fast?

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Greater simplifica-

tion of the paperwork involved in the buying

and selling of radio/tv spot. Needlessly com-

plicated forms are costing the media millions.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Sleepola: Bill Schwarz, prograii

manager of KDKA, PittsburgH

checked time sheet of announcer Joh<

Stewart, found eight hours overtimj

charged to "sleeping." Stewart haJ|

been testing a "sleep-learning" gadgo
that came into Program PM

,

Specialization: Heard about th<

agency timebuyer who had two door

to his office? The sign on one dooB
read, "Standard." The other wafl

marked, "Daylight Saving."—FranlB

Hughes.

Adjacency: Press release from Wash
ington, D. C. station WWDC— "Cun

rently. Manager Ben Strouse is cor

ducting a hard-hitting editorial can

paign on the deplorable condition,

in many mental hospitals. On hi

morning show, Fred Fiske suddenl

realized one of these editorials wai

scheduled immediately following th

record he was playing—the tune

"Coocoo-U'—the Kingston Trio's lal

est and zaniest release. A 'Makegooc

for the editorial will be schedule*

later." Better make it much later; w\

don't forget easily.

Ultimate: Gene Kilham, of Boston',

WCRB-AM-FM, reports he heard

a station "so hungry for business the 1

would take a P. I. Recip.—make

them sound commercial."

Definition: "Payola," according ti

Dan Tyler, morning man for CKGN
Montreal, "is special money paid b;

newspaper editors for distorting M
minor story against radio or telel

vision into a national headline."

Summing up: From the original New
Year's greeting of Jay Gould, far

service director of WOWO, Ft. Waynfl

Increased population . . .

Fall-out and mutation . . .

Conservation, inflation. You see,

Nits and gnats; grubs and rats;

Scabb and lice; ticks and mice

Are making a mess out of me.

I've got leptospirosis,

Perhaps brucellosis

And hilmenthesporium blight.

Cranberries, payola,

Mack The Knife or old Nola . . .

What wonder 1 cant sleep at nigh.
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WFATT TVW JlJJlTlU " X Y sells to one of the richest farm areas

in the country . . . where more than 2 million cows

create a constant demand for drugs, machinery,

equipment, buildings and farmers to keep

Wisconsin's largest industry growing.

»,

M
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(X) CHECK
your cost

per 1,000
NASHVILLE'S

WSlXSELLS
(X) CHECK THESE

FACTS:

(X) TV Homes—370,700

(X) Population— 1,965,500

(X) Effective Buying Income

—

$2,155,868,000

(X) Retail Sales

—

$1,585,308,000

The Nashville Market is

Tennessee's RICHEST market !]

Phone or wire today for

choice availabilities

WSIX
TV

NASHVILLE

• WSlXSELLS

WITH TOWER HEIGHT

2049 ft. above sea level

. . . None taller permitted

in this area by CAA.

• WSlXSELLS WITH POWER

316,000 powerful watts . . .

maximum—permitted by FCC.

• WSlXSELLS WITH EFFICIENCY

Maximum coverage and low
cost per thousand make WSIX-TV
your most efficient buy in the

rich Tennessee, Kentucky,

Alabama TVA area.

* Source Television Magazine

TV A* LAND OF THE

CENTRAL SOUTH
Represented by Petes, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.

© Vol. 14, No. 3 • 16 JANUARY I960SPONSOR
TNE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Watch these young men!

33 SPONSOR polls industry leaders, asks "Who are rising young stars of tv'

radio advertising?" They cite 70 "comers" in agency, client, media

Why JWT and Esty stay strong in radio

36 This pair of top, veteran agencies invest over $18 million annually in

radio. One big reason: They know from experience what medium can do

What we worried about in 1950
38 SPONSOR turns back clock, reminisces about the problems that plagued

us a decade ago. Remember how we worried about Faye's bosom?

How Page & Shaw tv test paid off

40 Candy manufacturer uses I.D. to broaden distribution in Ohio-Michigan

area during 9-week holiday push; gets 13 new wholesalers, hike in sale*

How an automated tv station works

42 Media v. p. of Cincinnati agency visits new automation system at WKRC-
TV, says that this installation will save agency supervisory headaches

\

16% increase in apple turnover

Here's how Western New York apple growers turned 25% crop fall-off

into 16% sales increase via 15-market spot drive, merchandising tie-in- I

They're not axin' 'em like they used to

45 Network tv's first 13-week lap has emerged as one of the most stable in

recent seasons; only nine casualties (five new shows). Also Comparagraph

FEATURES
14 Commercial Commentary

60 Film-Scope

30 49th and Madison

64 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

64 Picture Wrap-Up

26 Reps at Work

76 Seller's Viewpoint

52 Sponsor Asks

62 Sponsor Hears

19 Sponsor-Scope

78 Sponsor Speaks

78 Ten-Second Spots

74 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

59 Washington Week
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MERRY MID-DAY!

oontime's a merry time for wives and mothers (nap-

le for kiddies) . . . time when thousands of Central

jwa housewives relax and raise the curtain on

7HO-TV's popular Family Theatre.

Family Theatre's playbill is always full of hits from

ie immense WHO-TV film library*. . . offering the

lvertiser (at amazingly low costs) a large, loyal audi-

ice of Iowa's biggest spenders. NSI puts Family Theatre

d-and-shoulders above competition

—

No. 1 in 30 of 40

tarter hours surveyed, Monday-Friday (Noon-2 p.m.)!

Ask your PGW Colonel for availabilities in Family

eatre— one of many "station time" success shows on

O-TV!

AGM Package • WARNER BROTHERS "Vanguard" * "Showcase
'ackage" + NTA "Dream," "Champagne," "Lion" •*• SCREEN
7EMS "Sweet 65" • HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE "Con-
iellation" -k M and A ALEXANDER "Imperial Prestige" * PAR-
iMOUNT LIBRARY and others.

NSI SURVEY
DES MOINES-AMES METROPOLITAN AREA

(November, 1959)

FAMILY THEATRE — FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS

WHO-TV

STATION B

STATION C

Number Reported

30

10

Percent of Total

75%
25%

WHO-TV is part of

Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates

WHO Radio, Des Moines
WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO-
WHO
WHO
WHO

WHO-TV
Channel 13 • Des Moines

NBC Affiliate

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager
Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives
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Far - Reaching

!

They're advertising

for bear skins?

Run for your life!

Even WCSH-TV
can't reach us here.

Seriously, advertising on SIX
does have a "far-reaching ef-

fect."' Quality of operation and
superiority of coverage are be-
hind our success. Your Weed TV
man now has SIX straight years
of surveys that prove it.

WCSH-TV
*9

6 NBC for

PORTLAND

MAINE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
WCSH TV 6. Porllond WIBZ-TV 2, Bangor

WCSH Rodio. Portlond

WLB2 Rodio. Bangor WRDO Rodio, Augusta

NEWSMAKER
of the week

(hi 1 March, the Taft Broadcasting Co. gets a rice president

in charge of operations ir/io icill supervise all fire Taft tc

stations as icell as the group's four am-fm radio outlets. The

neic r.p. is Latcrence "Bud" Rogers, of Huntington. W. Va.

The newsmaker: Lawrence H. Rogers. II. still on the

ward side of 40 but already a tv veteran, will soon carry into five

states the broadcast savvy he acquired in one—West Virginia.

In 1948. Rogers was responsible for building that states first ;v

station—W SA\ -T\ in Huntington, and has managed it ever since

He is president of the Corporation that operates it and is also presi-

dent of Kanawha \ alley Broadcasting Co.. which owns WKAZ Radio

in nearby Charleston. Now he

moves on to supervise the five sta-

tions of the Taft Broadcasting Co.:

WKRC -AM - FBI - TV. Cincinnati.

0.: WTVN-AM-FM-TV, Colum-

bus. 0.: WBRC-AM-FM-TV. Bir-

mingham. Ala.: WBIR-AM-FM-
T \ . Knoxville. Tenn. : and W KA T-

TV. Lexington. Ky. He will report

directly to Hulbert Taft. Jr.. Presi-

dent of the Taft Stations who had

this to say about the appointment:

AV e have an extremely efficient

but somewhat too small central of-

fice. I believe Rogers will add considerable strength to the organi-

zation."

The belief is well-founded. Rogers is a whiz on all fronts—pro-*

graming and technical. In tv"s early days, he directed construction!

of the first successful, privately owned, long distance microwavel

relav svstem for local station-network service that formed a patternj

for similar systems still in use in some parts of the I . S. Also on|

the technical side. Rogers played a pioneer role in delayed network!

service to non-Daylight Saving Time areas.

\ staunch believer in tv's responsibility in such areas as news a: <b

public affairs. Rogers worked hard at W SA\ to build up the ne\vd

reputation it now enjovs. He personally became well-known in thej

area for his Sunday evening editorials.

Rogers is one of the founders and a former board chairman :»f|

TvB. currently serves on committee on editorializing of NAB. is a>

member of Television Information Committee. NBC TV Affiliates

Board. Assoc, of Maximum Service Telecasters and charter member

"f Society of Television Pioneers. An Ivy Leaguer i he was gradu-

ated from Princeton i and a yachtsman i each summer finds him off

the New England coast*. Rogers is married to the former Suzanre

Hamilton Long of Huntington. They have six children. Between

now and 1 March, they will vacation in Europe

vrence h. Rogers
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CALLING ALL MATHEMATICIANS
Suppose you have three TV-media-buying plans for Washington, D. C. One
plan involves WMAL-TV and Station B. Plan 2 involves Station B only

(horrors!). Plan 3 involves WMAL-TV only (now you're planning).

Suppose you prepare schedules for WMAL-TV and Station B. placing them

in a file folder tabbed "Plan One.'" In another folder, tabbed "Plan Two," you

place two schedules, both for Station B. In a third folder, tabbed "Plan Three,"

you place two schedules, both for WMAL-TV.

Then a gremlin sneaks in and mixes the tabs, leaving all folders incorrectly

tabbed. Along comes a sterling-type fellow from H-R Television, Inc. You
explain the tab mix-up. telling him what each folder contained originally.

He makes you a sporting proposition. "Let me look at one folder tab and one

schedule from its folder and 1*11 tell you what's in all the folders. If I'm right,

put Plan 3 into effect."

You think a moment about the odds — and accept. He selects the folder

erroneously marked Plan 1. From it you show him one schedule. It's for

WMAL-TV. Our H-R hero says "The other schedule in this folder is also

for WMAL-TV. And the folder wrongly marked Plan 2 must now contain

schedules for WMAL-TV and Station B. The remaining folder must contain

the two Station B schedules."

He's correct. You put Plan 3 in effect, a smart move anyway. How did the.

H-R man do it?

(For every correct explanation of the logical .steps involved in this solution we'll

supply a copy of Dudeney's delightful "Amusements in Mathematics," published

by Dover Publications, Inc., New York)

wmel-tv
Channel 7 Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D.C.; WSVA-TV and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
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we
take you

now tow.
The most exciting wonts in radio—

and they earn/ a special meaning

on the XBC Radio Nettcork

where microphones range far and near

to capture the Souiul of the Sixties.

The roar of a rocket . .

.

the din of a political con rention . .

.

the familiar cokes of headline

personalities and favorite

entertainers— these sounds are part

of the Listening Watch

which will be kept by XBC Radit

in the critical gears aheu



M»

ese sounds— and many more:

'ic immediate sounds of news events—

reported and interpreted . .

.

and the lighter sounds

of music, comedy, drama.

They're brought to you,

moment-by-moment, day-after-day

on such programs as

News of the Hour, Emphasis

and weekend Monitor .

.

.

the kind of programs

only Network radio can provide.

For listeners the new
1960 NBC Radio Schedule represents

what they want to hear: the important,

exciting, entertaining sounds

which reflect our changing times.

And for advertisers,

an unparalleled opportunity

to capitalize on the

greatest listener-interest in history.

the sound of the sixties on
THE NBC RADIO NETWORK
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WRAL-TV
proves its

dominance in the

Raleigh-Durham market

Day Part Station Shares

And Total Homes Reached

Durham-Raleigh—November, 1959
(Based on '/j hr. homes reached by all stations)

Table 1. Metro Area

STATIONS

v.ONDAr' THRU FRIDAY SUNDAY THRU SATURDAY

Morning Afternoon Night

6 am-9 am ) am-Noon Noon-3 pm 3 pm-6 pm 6 pm-9 pm 9 pm-Mid.

WRAL-TV

STATION B

OTHERS

°o

53

33

14

46

47

7

°o

53

29

18

%

52

36

12

%

51

35

14

%

45

42

13

A. C. Nielsen Co. report

WRAL-TV
Raleigh, N. C.

CHANNEL 5 TOP POWER

NBC plus top programs from ABC

Represented by H-R Television, Inc.

10

SPONSOF
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Editor and Pu
Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

Bernard Piatt

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor
Alfred J. Jaffa

Senior Editors
Jane Pinkerton

W. F. Miksch

Midwest Editor (Chicago)
G"en Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Pete Rankin

Jack Lindrup

Gloria F. Pilot

Ben Seff

Contributing Editor
Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor
Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Lloyd Kaplan

Editorial Research
Barbara Wiggins
Elaine Mann

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Eastern Office
Bernard Piatt

Willard Dougherty
Robert Brokaw

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Midwest Manager
Roy Meachum

Production Manager
Jane E. Perry

CIRCULATION DEPARTMEN
Allen M. Greenberg, Manager
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HOW TO TELL THE GOOD-IES FROM THE BAD-IES

Everyone knows the answer: the hero wears a

white hat, the heavy wears a black hat. And

when the commercial comes on, you don't have

to guess long: if the audience remains seated,

it's a Good-ie Keeping the family rooted to

their chairs during the product sell is one of the

toughest jobs in television. There's no hero in

horse opera to match the advertising agency

that can wring major sales and profit from that

crucial minute. N. W. AYER &, SON, INC.

The commercial is the payoff



Thish
culturaldemocracy

in action:
(OR HOW THE PUBLIC EXPRESSED ITS VIEWING PREFERENCES IN THE '50s)

NET Y

NETZ

;\:|i;.|7

Average

Share of

Audience
'53'59

SOURCE: 'SUNDAY-SATURDAY 810:30 P.M. NIELSEN MULTI-NETWORK MARKETS. DEC. 1953-1958. -NIELSEN 24 MARKETS, DEC. I 1959.

30.9

AHO-iV
NETY
30.5

NETZ
28.4



In the '50s television came of age. Its growing pains were necessarily marked

by occasional dislocations and disenchantments as well as by many brilliant

cultural achievements.

And in the '50s, as television emerged as the world's largest mass medium,

it became clear that the television audience is actually many audiences, with

widely diverse tastes.

The programming obligations of the broadcasters must therefore be based

on a democratic concept of cultural freedom—that is, the rights of the people

to want what they want when they want it.

Obviously no one is told what to watch in this country. Instead of arm-twisting,

we go in for dial-twisting. It is this broad freedom of choice, as it naturally

evolved in the '50s, which makes the graph on the left worth noting. This

graph shows at a glance how consistent has been ABC's gain in average share

of audience t over the peak viewing periods of seven Decembers.

Today, in a medium where cultural democracy supplies the most definitive of

measurements, ABC has now gained the largest share of audience* This is an

expression of popularity achieved, it would seem, by giving more people what

they want when they want it. This will continue to be our goal for the sixties.

JBCTELMMIW
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Sunny" Says:

"IT'S WHO'S

UP FRONT

THAT

COUNTS!"

-f$'i$

When you put your money on
WSUN you've got a real win-
ner. A pair- a-mutual payoff
factors are the Nation's 26th
Retail Sales Market, TAMPA-
ST. PETERSBURG, and
WSUN. Serving a 29 county
population of 1,203,400,
"Sunny" delivers more radio
homes, at the lowest cost per
home, of any station in the
heart of Florida. Pssssssst! If

you want to wind up in the
winners circle . . . get on
"SUNNY!"

*Sales Management
**NCS2

TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS

14
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by John E. McMilU

Commercial

commentary
I "~

The Pipes of Ban
At least they are not using the Venus de Milo.

That I think is the nicest thing you can say

about the current "statues with body odor" com-

mercials which Ogilvy, Benson & Mather are

running as tv spots for Ban, the Bristol-M\ers

stick deodorant.

Brilliant. British-born David Ogilvy. himself

a director of the New York Philharmonic and an

ardent worker with John D. Rockefeller III for the Lincoln Squar

culture center, has shown a sensitive respect for art

He has not ransacked the Louvre. He has not desecrated the Elgi

Marbles. He has resisted the temptation to poke his cameras into th

armpits of the Laocoon.

Those glistening Ban-type statues are obviously plaster of Pari

copies of Hollywood copies of Roman copies of Hellenistic copies i

legendary Greek originals, long lost in the mists of civilization

rosy-fingered dawn.

But all the same, the Ban commercials are pretty frightening.

Oh, the wonder of it all

Not since Henry Luce hired Westbrook Van Voorhis to express th

Time-Life wonder of it all on radio's March of Time have I hean

anything to match the sepulchral organ tones of the Ban announce] * :

In a rich brown chocolate diapason he proclaims, "In the maturi •

male and in the mature female, powerful glands in the curve of th

arm secrete perspiration."

And then, as your astonished eye travels along the marble muscle

of a somewhat spurious Apollo, his voice hardens, "When bacterii

attack these glands they give off an offensive odor.

Pretty classy, don't you think? And such a decent, well-bred wa;

of expressing it.

In my ragamuffin Yankee boyhood we never talked like that. In

stead we used to smirk and snigger about B.O. And when we fel

particularly vulgar we chanted an old refrain which I slightly bowd

lerized) went like this:

"Shucks Ma, I can't dance. Cause when I dance I sweat. Ar

when I sweat I stink. And when I stink the boys don't like me. A
shucks Ma, I can't dance."

But then, of course, we didn't have David Ogilvy with us in thos< ^
days. We were just rough, tough, crude Americans

And culture had not yet crept into advertising.

Where will it all end?

I wonder, though, if this Ogilvy-inspired peep into the Parthenon I

this scrambling of Phidias, Praxiteles, and patent medicines, is alto

gether a healthy trend.
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Should Oxford and Harvard-educated admen use their trade to

enrich the lowly masses with an appreciation of the classic arts?

Should Daphne, Amaryllis, Iphigenia. and Agamemnon loom larg-

er on America's 21-inch screens?

Should we mix detergents and Dionysus, corn flakes and Clytem-

nestra, and play the pipes of Ban and the Lestoil lute in every spot

campaign?

If you believe that Madison Avenue has a mandated mission of

noblesse oblige you will probably say yes.

But before you start rapturizing about the possibilities of adver-

tising as a great culture medium, consider the poor admen who must

perform these Herculean labors.

Are you being quite fair to us?

Don't forget, most of us have never had David Ogilvy's advantages.

It's all very well for him—with his Continental background, his 10

jenturies of British aristocracy, his memories of Crecy and Agincourt

-to come charging over the wine-dark sea with these dazzling dis-

plays of taste, breeding, delicacy and refinement.

But most of us in the ad business are from places like Bad Axe,

^Newark, Bellows Falls and South Chicago.

We went to schools like B.U., Oklahoma Aggies, Yale, Slippery

3 Rock Teachers and Arizona State.

We're just folks, ordinary under-privileged folks who don't think

"or talk good, like a gentleman should.

And if you expect us to sling this Ban-type literary language, to

cram our commercials with classic Athenian beauty, to make every

consumer a Hector and every housewife an Andromache, you're ask-

ing an awful lot.

I don't think we're up to it.

The isles of Greece, the isles of Greece

!

What do you suppose would happen if us dead-end kids tried to

... .employ the neo-cultural Ban-Ogilvy approach?

You'd probably see a tight closeup of a bust of Homer's grizzled

head, while a cathedral-voiced announcer reverently intoned Lord

Byron's lines, "The isles of Greece, the isles of Greece!"—and then

,,; went into a pitch for greaseless hair tonic.

Or we might pan slowly over the gleaming statue of the Discus

,K |, Thrower, while solemnly proclaiming that, "From the first syllable

of recorded time, the physically active male has suffered from lesions

and fungus growths between his pedal phalanges."

\v;s Or think what we might do for the Maidenform bras. A smoky-

tes <

unci

lata

[iter

ill

itho

;at

1

voiced Cassandra, muttering through an echo-chamber, "In the ma-

ture female, and in the immature female, uplift spells success," as

red 'our camera rose exultingly to the Winged Victory of Samothrace.

It might be advertising. But it wouldn't be art. And frankly, fel-

lows, it would lack that indefinable cultural touch, that precise je ne

sais quoi of aristocratic breeding that marks the Ban commercials.

No, this Ogilvy is a genius. Like Shakespeare, he has proved that

he can "people the sea coasts of Bohemia with timeless Englishmen"

—Commander Whitehead, the Tetley Tea Taster, the man in the

Hathaway shirt.

And when it comes to wedding Demosthenes, Diana and deodor-

ants, he is just in a class by himself. We'd better not try to imitate

lis sensitive artistry.

We have, perhaps, the simple faith. We lack, alas, the Norman
blood. ^

wmca 570k.

wmca 570k,

wmca 570k.

wmca 570^

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570k

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kc

wmca 570k

wmca 570kc

wmca 570kC

FIRST

ON
YOUR
DIAL

wmca
THE VOICE OF NEW YORK
Call us collect at MUrray Hill 8-1500

Or contact AM Radio Sales.
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... in 1959 . . . these 20 top local and national spot advertisers

AMERICAN AIRLINES
Programs and Announcements

ANHEUSER-BUSCH
Announcements

BELL SAVINGS
Programs and Announcements

BURTON-DIXIE CORP.
ams and Announcements

CHRYSLER CORP.
Programs and Announcements

CLARK OIL and REFINING CORP.
Announcements

REUBEN H. DONNELLEY COFf
Announcements

FORD MOTOR CO.
Programs and Anno

GENERAL MOTORS CORP.
Programs and Announce'

PETER HAND BREWERY CO
Programs

P. LORILLARD CO.
Announce^

MANOR HOUSE COFFEE
Announcer

METROPOLITAN LIFE INS. C!
Programs

$
spent

2,409
Again, the finest local and national spot advertisers recognize the sales

effectiveness and high standards of entertainment and public service delive

by h'''HUM-RADIO. Once again, LIFE Showmanship programming

and LIFE Salesmanship performance have made WBBM-RADIO the »

honored and most sponsored radio station in the nation's second marie/.
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1958 . . . 20 top local and national spot advertisers on wbbm-radio spent

2,397,906.51

RRIS B. SACHS
..ncements

RTHWEST ORIENT AIRLINES

i : and Announcements

*NDARD BRANDS
gra-

1 s and Announcements

ANOARD OIL CO. (Indiana)

j ... and Announcements

<ACO
gra .ncements

ITED AIR LINES
; ncements

vLGREEN CO.

on

WBBM
Chicago's Showmanship Station

Call Bill Connelly-WHitehall 4-6000 or CBS Radio Spot Sales
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LOS ANGELES

SPOT-DATA CENTER for the

NED SMITH, manager of our San Fran-
cisco office, one of ten offices providing
fast, efficient service to Advertising
throughout the U.S. -service that helps
advertising dollars deliver extra value.

A NATIONWIDE ORGANIZATION

Manufacturing is California's major

industry — a fact often surprising to

those who think of the state mainly

in terms of fruit or film. In just six

years following World War II, Cali-

fornia's industrial production more
than doubled.

In helping west coast industries

get a greater share of America's con-

sumer dollars, Spot Television has

played a big part. And in 25 key mar-

kets, the stations that consistently

deliver top selling-power per dollar

are represented by Blair-TV.

Efficient time-buying demands ac-

curate down-to-the-minute data on
these markets and stations — data

instantly available to the Bay Area

through our San Francisco office.

BLAIR-TV

Blair-TV operates on this basic

principle: that alert informed repre-

sentation is a service vital not only

to stations but also to all Advertis-

ing, and to the businesses dependent

on it for volume and profit. From the

first, our list has been made up of

stations and markets we felt in posi-

tion to serve effectively. Today these

stations cover 56 percent of Amer-

ica's population — virtually 60 per-

cent of its effective buying power.

In its area, each of these stations

stands as a power-house of selling

force. To help advertisers and their

agencies make most profitable use of

that force, is the constant objective

of our entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

WABC-TV- New York

W-TEN-
Albany-Schenectady-Troy

WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston

WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati

WEWS- Cleveland

WBNS-TV-Columbus
KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft.Worth

WXYZ-TV- Detroit

KFRE-TV- Fresno

WNHC-TV-
Harrford-New Haven

WJIM-TV-Lansing
KTTV— Los Angeles

WMCT- Memphis

WDSU-TV-New Orleans KGO-TV-San Francisco

WOW-TV- Omaha
WFIL-TV- Philadelphia

WIIC- Pittsburgh

KGW-TV- Portland

WPRO-TV- Providence

KING-TV-
Seattle-Tacoma

KTVI- St. Louis

WFLA-TV-
Tampa-St. Petersburg
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
16 JANUARY I960

Cwrliht IBM

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

For the second week in a row new business for national spot radio was moving
along at a gratifying pace for the medium.

One of the big ones of the week was the Lucky Strike (BBDO) campaign, involving

about 75 markets in five flights of five weeks each at the rate of 10-15 spots a week.

Another American Tobacco brand, Pall Mall (SSCB) is gearing itself for an extra

flight in February.

Other buying activities included Chesterfield (McCann-Erickson), DuPont's Men's
Wear division (BBDO) and Bristol-Myers' Trig (BBDO).

A not so happy note: Sinclair (Geyer, MM&B) has cancelled out all radio, as of 13

February, pending, as the agency put it, a general reexamination and decision of the

company's media plans for 1960. Maybe this is significant: Richard Ferricker, who was

on Esso at McCann. recently joined Geyer as executive v. p., with Sinclair a special charge

of his.

Don't think it's all skittles and beer in the relations between the tv networks
and their affiliates when it comes to clearing time for sponsored public service and
informational shows.

There are still stations that refuse to accept such programs on the grounds that

their controversial nature would tend to antagonize local viewers.

It happened most recently in the case of the Population Explosion chapter of CBS
News Reports.

To assure maximum clearance for these specials CBS takes the precautions of giving the

stations, in advance, as complete a rundown as possible via closed circuit or tele-

type of each of them.

In light of what's transpiring in Washington at the moment and CBS' plans for balanced

programing next fall, the network is of the optimistic belief that the clearance prob-

lem in matters of public service will shrink to the vanishing point by next fall.

With the steel strike out of the way, Detroit again has become the special mecca
of sales effort on the part of both the networks and the reps.

The main focus of pitching at the moment is Chevrolet, and that involving the three tv

networks and the company's plans for the 1960-61 season.

Indications are that not only has Pat Boone had it with Chevrolet but that the division

is contemplating a much lessened role for Dinah Shore. The new top management team

at Chevrolet may go so far as to wipe the tv sheet clean.

Judging from a quick check of automotive agencies, spot will benefit handsomely

from the big sales push, especially among the compacts, slated for the spring.

At the rate that new business was perking this week national spot tv should

likewise register a whopping January.

The buys out of New York included Gaines' Gravy Train dogfood (Benton &
Bowles), average of six spots a week; Puffs, P&G's competitor to Kleenex, five to eight

spots a week: limited markets for Tenderleaf Tea, Scott Paper and Stripe toothpaste fall

JWTK Lever's Dove (OBM) extended its schedule for 1960.

Chicago spot tv activity included Tea Council (Burnett), 20s this time: Wrigley

Doublemint (Myerhoff), 52 weeks in 50-odd markets: Helene Curtis (Weiss) six weeks.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

National spot lv also started off the new year with a couple surprising schedule
pull-hacks.

The accounts were Maypo (Fletcher Richards), hailed as one of tv's standout success

stories, and Pillsbury's cake mixes (Burnett). Maypo's tv investment has been at the

rate of ahout $1 million a year, while the cake mixes have meant ahout $1.5 million
for the medium.

The explanation SPONSOR-SCOPE got from Maypo's ad manager, Frank C.

Marshall, was to this effect: schedule reductions had been made necessary by both under-
estimating costs and overspending in some markets. In some markets this resulted from

upped rates when certain economy packages became no longer available.

Burnett declined to discuss the Pillsbury move out of the spot picture, but

here's one speculation : it's got a new product or package coming out and hence is sav-

ing its ammunition for the big boom.

Spot radio likewise suffered a bit of chagrin the past week: this coming from
American Bakeries (Y&R, Chicago).

After an admittedly successful 12-week run with its 2 ^-minute pop-tune com-
mercials, the chain swung the entire budget to newspapers for the coming spring and

summer, with the plan of coming back to radio in the fall.

The client's story for exchanging media: a change of pace stimulates interest.

It doesn't look now as though the so-called magazine concept will play any sig-

nificant part in CBS TV's future.

Agencies that lately have been inquiring about the prospects of the network
experimenting with the concept one night a week come the fall have been told this: just

forget about the whole thing.

CBS TV had indicated that its plans included carving off one night for a trial in bal-

anced programing exclusively controlled by the network and selling it on a par-

ticipation basis.

A suspicion stemming from the assurance: that the idea of having to contend with

the segment participation plan on a broad scale didn't sit well with CBS' affiliates.

After passing up the offer for over a year, NBC Radio chief Joe Culligan de-

cided this week to move over to McCann-Erickson as a general corporate executive.

Culligan, regarded as one of the most colorful and dynamic personalities in the business,

will operate closely with Marion Harper, Jr., making them, to put it mildly, a team of well-

dovetailed attributes and background. Joining date: 1 March.

Harper's plan for Culligan will in due time move him into practically all areas of the

company's business, including advanced projects, clients' problems, McCann-Erickson affiliate

company relations, and as the chief sparkplug for the agency's current grand strategy,

namely, Operation Thrust.

In addition to being a corporate officer Culligan will be on the directorate.

If you accept P&G as a pretty good forecaster, as well as bellwether, on media mat-

ters, look for tv rates generally to go up at least 5% in 1960.

Anyway, that's what the media planners out in Cincinnati are banking on.

Judging from random comment picked up by SPONSOR-SCOPE on Madison
4.venue the past week the prospect for summer business in tv this year looks un-

usually sharp.

\ number of seasonal accounts new to tv appear to be in the offing, and what agency-

men say would be welcome: updated data anent summer and recent success stories.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Elgin (JWT) would like to latch onto a couple Jack Paar specials as its main
spearhead for gift-season promotions next fall.

It's been using participations on Paar regular shows and is interested in buying, if it can

get them.

Look for the real slugfest in competitive network tv selling during 1960 to take
place within the daytime arena.

With the transfer this week of Robert McFadyen from sales development to manager
of daytime sales at NBC TV, all three networks are now primed with executive manpower
to sparkplug the specialty of day selling.

What advertisers and agencies can likewise expect: far more presentations about day-

time, in volume and frequency.

The pressure on the dayside has been augmented by the fact that lots of small advertis-

er money is being siphoned off from this area by nighttime network spot carriers.

For NBC the daytime billings problem has been further aggravated by the loss of two

heavily-sold and high-rating strips, Tic Tac Dough and Treasure Hunt.

Inadvertently, as NBC TV girds itself for a bigger share of the daytime billings, the em-
phasis in its sell is undergoing a change.

The philosophy as it now shapes up : with the number of advertisers who can afford day-

time network only limited, daytime should be approached as basically a supplemen-
tary to nighttime for the bigger spenders.

And as a secondary purchase it offers:

• 85% of all U.S. homes as compared to 96% of all homes after 6 p.m.

• A cost efficiency, if bought extensively enough, is a fourth or a fifth per commer-
cial minute of the nighttime figure.

• An added dimension in viewing: daytime showed 18% more homes in 1959, where-

as nighttime had an increase of less than 7%.

CBS TV affiliates are being given the privilege of selling the first 20 minutes
locally of Be Our Guest, which is replacing The Lineup.

Only complication to this that might develop : if a network sale poses product conflict the

local sponsor will have to depart—on two weeks' notice.

Helene Curtis keeps adding to its tv investment: this time with a spot pattern on

ABC TV at night.

The buy involves at least four shows and comes out of Chicago.

Don't be surprised if General Foods continues to keep all its nighttime net-

work tv eggs in the CBS basket next season.

At a session in White Plains last week CBS is reported to have submitted a pro-

posed innovation in its discount structure that makes it worthwhile for the food giant

to remain on that network.

GF showed restlessness after it found that CBS' rate regrouping for specific eve-

ning periods, come April, would up its annual time bill by about $600,000.

At least two of the General Foods agencies had suggested that this nighttime business

be moved to ABC TV.
Program note: GF is taking a look this week at the Andy Griffith pilot.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

According to topnotch agency researchers, Congressional probers may f

lliemselves out on a frustrating limb when they get around to the rating services

Sax these specialists: When the rating services are analyzed correctly and tl

data put into the proper context, the results come out closely alike. In other w(

if the seven-city Arbitron is matched against the same Nielsen markets there's scarcely

difference in the correlation.

The basic fault for all the rating controversy : the ways the figures are being ug

The tv rating services keep pushing up the ante on what they'll deliver : Trem
is adding five markets on the West Coast, making a total 30 markets polled.

The markets—it's the first time any service has included that area—are: Los Ange

San Francisco, Seattle. Portland and Spokane.

Making this practical: All tv networks now have a same feed pattern for the Coi

Trendex's competitors are expected to follow suit.

Several station reps have been quietly taking a look at the prospects of

this year with the view of perhaps investing some money in the medium's behalf.

Such as financing some studies on fm and veering more of their sales and pror

tion effort toward the medium.

One of the reps has been feeling out media planners and account men on their thi

ing and disposition toward the medium.

TvB is aiming to make it easier for potential tv advertisers and stations to

a loan out of bankers.

The helping hand: A presentation in book form addressed to banks acquaint

them with what tv is about and what it's done to build various businesses. A case in pa
cited : Lestoil which borrowed 820,000 to make its initial investment in tv.

There's quite a diversity in the prices being asked by NBC TV per tah

quarter-hour for the realigned programing between 2 and 4:30 p.m.

The quotations: Queen for a Day, S200; Dr. Malone. S200; From These Rod

S200; Comedy Theatre, S1,000; Adventure Theatre. S1,000: Loretta Young, S3.CH

Note: The Loretta Young repeats are not included with the others in the

bonus plan whereby a daytime advertiser who buys three quarter-hours gets the fourth gi

Another example of how far CBS TV is ready to go to make it economical

attractive for advertisers to sponsor its quality programing.

The production cost on Playhouse 90 (as an intermittent program) is being increasl

by at least a third—the weekly average had been S110,000—but present sponsors ^1

be billed at the old price, namely, $37,000 per half hour.

Witness this latest twist in the trend of media people toward tv program

partment authority: Bert Mulligan, who had been Compton's chief timebuyer. is

No. 2 man in the agency's program bailiwick.

The spot had been previously occupied by a programing specialist.

Mulligan's transfer sprouted these two designations: Bob Liddell to head timebu

and Graham Hay to assistant head timebuyer.

in

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page ij

News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 64: Washington Week, page 59: sponsor Hears, page 62 : Trd
Radio Newsmakers, page 74; and Film-Scope, page 60.
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dedicated to

better programming
and outstanding service

to our clients

WBEN-TV . every modern facility for complete programming
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This month,WBEN-TV goes on the air from its ultra-

modern studios, control room and offices. These new
buildings house important technological advance-
ments for production of television, AM and FM
programs.

In combination with the outstanding shows of the
CBS Network, WBEN-TV will be able to provide
the more than 2,000,000 people of our coverage
area that something "extra" which adds up to sales,

success and prestige for the client.

To our advertisers this means more effective means
than ever before through this proven facility to reach
most of the people most of the time, and to make
TV dollars count for more on Channel 4.

WBEN-TV
The Buffalo Evening News Sfation

...

CH.
CBS in Buffalo
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Diamond Thieves

Forged Currencies

Firebug Extortion

Protection Rackets

Insurance Frauds

Crime Lords

Securities Swindle

Raging Epidemics

SUSPENSE
ACTION STORIES

ABOUT INTERPOL-
THE JET-AGE POLICE AGENCY-
THE SCOURGE OF THE
INTERNATIONAL UNDERWORLD

CALLING"
starring

CHARLES KORVIN
as Chief Inspector Duval

Only

The Rank Organisation Limited

(of J. ARTHUR RANK fame)

with established world-wide facilities

could produce this absorbing television series

in association with

The Jack Wrather Organization

for I T C.

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 Madison Avenue • New York 22 • PLaza 5-2100

ITC OF CANADA, LTD.
100 University Avenue • Toronto 1, Ontario • EMpire 2-1166



A Top NBC
Award Winner

"The Giant

of

Southern

Skies"

Miss Edna Seaman
WFBC-TV's Promotion Manager

For Audience
Promotion in

QREENVILLE-
SPARTANBURQ-
ASHEVILLE
Using the theme "Total Television in

DIXIE AFTER DARK", Miss Seaman was
one of the top 5 winners in NBC's nation-

wide audience promotion contest from
August II through October I Ith. She
thus wins for herself an all-expense paid
trip to Hollywood ... and for WFBC-TV
and its clients she maintains dominance
in the Sreenville-Spartanburg-Asheville
market.

CHANNEL 4

WFBC-TV
GREENVILLE, S. C.

NBC NETWORK

Repreiented Nationally by

WEED TELEVISION CORP.

Reps at work

Russell Walker, John E. Pearson Co.. Inc., New York, has note

a willingness by advertisers to try new techniques in broadcast media

last year. "Some of the techniques are really adaptations of estalJ

lished ideas, but it does appear that there are now more varied wa\

of getting response and impact. Television has given us the pra<

tice of alternate week sponsorship.

In the last few years, however,

some radio advertisers have used

this technique with spot packages,

running heavier schedules on al-

ternate weeks by using 20 spots a

week for 13 alternate weeks in-

stead of 10 spots per week for 26

weeks. The "mixing" technique has

been used more than ever before,

where minutes. 20- or 30-second

spots and even I.D.s are combined

in one campaign. Another prac-

tice that is more in evidence these days is advertiser use of prograr

time and announcements in a combined effort." Russ wonders if thi

might lead any stations to change the standard practice and alio.*]

combining of programs and spots for discounts. "The use of pr<

gram time with spots is a healthv sign and we look for it to grow.

Robert Aissa, Yenard. Rintoul ^ McConnell. Inc.. New \ ork. fee,

that direct contact between representative and advertiser shou.

usuallv be arranged for at the agency level. "Contacts made in th

manner are mutually advantageous and contribute to a better worli

ing climate for everyone concerned. Certainly no one knows moi

about an advertisers philosophy •

advertising than an agency's bu

jg^Bi^B|^^ er. media director and accou-

group. I think that only und-

^8k ** very special circumstances is it d-

m sirable for the rep to contact tl

^kj client without the knowledge, a

^^^^^ vice and consent of the agenc\

frw ^k Bob feels that reps and agencie

/«£ A can have a workable understand

a I M ing on this matter. "For the mo-

mh 3. part, agencies prefer to have re:

^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^
call on advertisers onl) when

large or unusual t\ pe of appropriation is involved. Of course, in tl

case of baseball sponsorship, which is definitely a specialty, a csl

Oil the client would lend impetus to the agency's proposal. In the-

special instances closer cooperation between agencvmen and reps w

have positive results for the client and for the industry as a whole.
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No mountains. No deserts.

No great bodies of water.

No wastelands. No distractions (to speak of).

| No dearth of TV sets (more than half of lowats m

734,600 TV homes in our TV area).

No doubt: WMT-TV. CBS Television for Eastern Iowa.

Cedar Rapids—Waterloo.

National reps : The Katz Agency
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Odalisque
INGRES (1780-1867)— French School

Put your advertising dollars on the No. 1 radio

station in Houston . . . I\ IXUIh

. . . lowest cost per thousand!

''See Latest Surveys for Houston

24 HOUR MUSIC and NEWS

National Reps..

THE KATZ AGENCY,
INC.

• New York

• Chicago

s
• Detroit

• Atlanta

• St. Louis

r • San Francisco

• Los Angeles

IN HOUSTON,

CALL DAVE MORRIS

JAckson 3-2581

•

49th a

Madisc

30

Kudos from kustomers

Words cannot express my enthusias-

for the stand sponsor magazine

taking with regard to "More Inf

mation for the General Public on t|

Workings of Air Media." The e

torial in the 19 December issu

"Life Attacks the Ratings," is tr}

mendous.

I herewith request permission fro]

sponsor to use this as an editor

on WPTR. We will naturally gii

sponsor magazine the credit. We w!

introduce this editorial in any maj

ner you wish.

Every radio station and every tel

vision station should air such maf
rial as you have printed regularly.

\

heartily urge them to do so.

Again, my congratulations
sponsor for furnishing its subscri)

ers with such intelligent and we)

written material, but it behooves M
stations in the industry to get suj

material and such information to tj

general public. We can't just sell oJ

ideas to one another and benefit by

Duncan Mounsey

exec. v.p. & gen. m(

WPTR
Albany

Ad big in caricature

I understand that you have repri

suitable for framing of a series of ci

toons about the advertising busine

I would appreciate it if you won

send me a set of these and bill tl

company.

Joseph R. F :

general mg
KYOK, Inc

Houston

• SPONSOR has a limited supply of thes.

prints available to its readers at S 4- per

Drawings were done by Jaro Hess.

A thank you to you and your st^

for printing our item on the bus set

ice by way of radio in your 5 Deed

ber issue of SPONSOR ("Wrap-Up]

We will be sending you news

SPONSOR 16 JANUARY Dl



lue of our facility as we progress

d groi

ia

ISf-

Bill Wippel

Co-owner

KOFE
Pullman, Wash.

werful results

| 32 capsule

ion ft
|

editoi I

case history cam-

igns covering Appliances to House-

Id Franchises to Travel (sponsor,

959 Radio Results," 26 Dec.) make
r one of the most valuable report-

lbia|g jobs in the broadcast media field.

It's difficult to create "something

iir everyone," but these Radio Re-

jits are a source of ideas and infor-

mation that can be put to good use

th every type of client.

Harry Novik

pres.-gen. mgr.

WL1B
N.Y.C.

ilf n-type

nv in fe been a sponsor reader for many
ars now and the thought occurred

,j me that I'd like to tell you, quite

nply, that sponsor is a handy size,

y to read, useful.

iFor instance, using the yellow

ges for the news section. Always

isy to find. And the information and

inds reported in the Sponsor-scope

d Film-scope columns are well

j>rth turning to. Like the man says,

st "look for it in the yellow pages."

Sam Brownstein

Broadcast Time Sales

N.Y.C.

en

r

Liri;

ce summing-up

tanks for the year-end report in the

December sponsor. It's a difficult

;b to summarize the events of a year

d give them meaning and direction

the small space of a magazine

dele. But you capped the year with

intelligent in-focus recapitulation.

Sam Vitt

DCSS
N.Y.C.

es pitch

•vish to state that I enjoy reading

3NSOR for it keeps me up on adver-

ing ideas from all sections of the

imtry.

I feel that it keeps me well-informed

what other people are doing in the

siness world and enable me to put
>re power-force into my sales talks.

Mary G. Sanger

Oakland, Cal.

Know the
secret of
stretching
your sales

secon
on ra

Small budget or big one... fresh air gives you more for your money. More

impact, more coverage with each broadcast second! This distinctive, new kbig

programming adds greater prominence to your sales message . . . gets the

attention and respect of a convincible, higher-income audience in 234 Southern

California markets. Yet, you can buy 17 "minutes" of fresh air for less

than the average cost of 10 on the other big-signal regional stations.

Your kbig or Weed Rep has proof

!

Different programming, different audience .. .KBIQ (FM) is a valuable

combination buy with KBIG— at a special combination rate.

Radio Catalina . . . 740kc/10,000 watts

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC.,

6540 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 28, Calif. • Hollywood 3-3205

National Representative: Weed Radio Corporation

'ONSOR 16 JANUARY 1960 31



rten Roanoke ffTOger LOVES WROV!
HYour personalities came through for us beyond our expectaiim

. . . Over the three-day weekend period our usual sales

volume doubled.JJ
excerpt from a letter written by Charles W. Conner manager, Advertising and Sales ProrrxB

THE KROGER COMPlj

Use these WROV personalities and ROANOKE will love you! WYNN ALBY BARBARA FElI

KEN TANNER JERRY JOYNES GARY E. COOPER JESS DuBOY DON McGRAV/'

WR®V ROANOKE, Va.
ffiliated with WEET, Richmonc ,!i

Burt Levine, Presic^

hi \j i. r*:i
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YOUNG MEN
WHO ARE WELL
WORTH WATCHING

SPONSOR polled industry observers, asked, 'Who

•e young rising stars of radio and tv advertising?'

Most frequently mentioned were these 73 ad pros

om ad agencies, clients, networks, stations and reps

ven the man on the street in Poca-

|lo, Idaho, knows that advertising

very special lures for bright

!

ung men.

But this detached observer — im-

pssed as he is with such star-studded

istellations as Advertising. Radio

i Television—has more in common
h his Madison or Michigan Ave-

counterpart than you might

nk: neither can put into specific

rds just what a bright young man
... or why and how he becomes

But they can easily spot one

en they see one!

(5PONSOR, in asking top people in

broadcast industry for their nomi-

ions of young professionals worth

tching, suggested that these radio,

agency, representative and adver-

:s
Prof

R
COD

IcGtf

hmofl

pre

tiser executives use their own person-

al, workable definitions of a "com-

er." In response, 73 names were

heard most frequently.

The majority of the 73 are "com-

ers" in only one sense of the word.

They've "arrived," in that they are

performing responsible jobs: but they

have farther to go—in the opinion

of sponsor's informal panel—because

of the merit and potential they've

shown. Thus an agency vice presi-

dent is hardly an advertising novice,

but he may have such impressive

management and cranial capacity that

he seems marked for an even bigger

assignment.

Advertising, covering as it does a

considerable scope of activities, has

long been directed by people on the

imiiimiiiiimiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiii i mm i! n niiiiiiiiiiii'-

TWO OF THE MANY CLIENT

STAFFERS MOVING UPWARD

HOWARD EATON, JR., is media

dir. of giant soap, Lever Bros., N. Y.

XNSOR 16 JANUARY 1960

| ROBERT LLEWELLYN works as

1 adv. mgr., American Bakeries, Cgo.

iiiiiiiiiiiniiiiimiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii mm iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiimii in I.
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l< >• >k-« >ut for new ideas, new ap-

proaches and techniques, \'>ung and

staffers who have management

.1- well as creative potential. When
such a prospect for future growth

comes along, the tendency is to hang

<m tightly, not tout him to the com-

petition, always talent hungry!

That's why all of sponsor's infor-

mal panelists asked to remain anony-

mous. Agencies, of course, are par-

ticularly close-mouthed ahout the tal-

ent in the confines of their offices. To

avoid any direct selection by an ex-

ecutive of his own personnel, SPONSOR

in all cases asked for nominations of

unusualh bright ><>ung people in oth-

er companies and throughout differ-

ent activities within the industr\.

None of the nominees was told the

list was being compiled or that his

name was on it. And no employer

was told any of the names. Thus an

effort was made to keep the selection

as objective as possible, and the se-

lectors completely anonymous from

each other as they are from sponsor

readers.

The names suggested, of course, are

only a small reflection of the vast

number of "comers" or young-men-

on-the-vvay-up employed in television,

radio and advertising. These 73 a

their work, however, are typical

the youth and vigor which advert

ing requires for its continued eff

tiveness and growth.

The leadership of tomorrow at t

top levels of clients, agencies and i

dia will be drawn inevitably from t

second-level executive rank. In tl

particular listing, sponsor's anah

indicates that most of the men cil

are in their 30's—a few are in th

late 20's; a few, early 40's. But t

emerging pattern of executives m
ing into the top stratum of the h

archv seems to peak in the mid-3 1

AGENCIES HAVE RESERVOIR OF YOUNG TALENT

AD\ ERT.ISING AGENCIES WORK diligently both inside and outside the shop to scout out executive and

creative talent and to promote young men to additional responsibility as soon as possible. These eight, among

the 45 agencymen commended to sponsor in its survey, reflect the great reservoir of talent in advertising

HERBERT ZELTNER, v.p.-

director of media at Len-

nen & Newell, New York

KENNETH C. T. SNY-
DER, v.p.-tv rad. dir., Need-

ham, Louis & Brorby, Cgo.

LANSING B.LINDQUIST,
v.p., bdcst. media, Ketch-

um, MacLeod & Grove, N.Y.

R. DAVID KIMBLE is an

account supervisor at Grey

Advertising in New York

^>
BILL REGA is a tv and

radio copywriter at J. Walt-

er Thompson's Chicago shop

BILL OBERHOLTZER
works as associate media

dir. at Leo Burnett, Chicago

DIXON HARPER is radio

farm dir., Aubrey, Finlay,

Marley & Hodgson, Cgo.

GERALD T. ARTHUR is

new v.p. in charge of media,

Donahue & Coe N. Y.

- w*a
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"^ The inter-action of agencies, clients

id media groups (stations, networks

m id station representatives) demands

high level of performance within all

ese divisions of effort. Thus, ability

ust be evident both in creative and

""anagerial assignments. Client per-

ruml
'mnel who were cited as having these

' 'jalities included Howard Eaton, me-

a director of Lever Bros. ; Robert F.

ahoney, production supervisor in

dio and tv at Colgate-Palmolive,

id Robert Llewellyn, advertising

anager of American Bakeries in

icago.

On the agency side of the business,

rsons interviewed by SPONSOR

imed 45 persons whose job func-

ns break down as follows: buyers,

5; media, 11; radio/tv, six; ac-

mnt executives, four; administra-

/e and copy, three each; research,

'O, with three others in miscellane-

is niches.

The young men in administrative

anches of major ad agencies are

^forming unusually demanding
sks in their high executive posi-

bns. Yet their future, panelists prog-

isticated, should be even more bril-

mt either within the advertising

ency itself or the broader frame-

Ijrk
of advertising generally.

;
They are Ted Grunewald, executive

|ce president of Hicks & Greist; and

'hn Peace and Mark Byrne, both

ecutive vice presidents at William

*ty. Account group staffers nomi-

ited, included David Wham of

jncer-Fitzgerald-Sample ; William

Adler and R. David Kimble of

ey Adv.; Ed Tashjian of Mogul,

illiams & Saylor, all New York, and

chard L. Rogers, vice president at

hn W. Shaw agency in Chicago.

Media people were the most fre-

tently cited in the poll because they

e the individuals dealt with most

jquently and most personally by

ople on the business side of the

oadcast media.

Eleven media executives included

yeral men who have risen to emi-

nt positions as media vice presi-

nts at a young age. Among them:

«i

SOME RISING STARS IN MEDIA

FOR THE CLASSIC advertising trio—advertisers, agencies and

media—to work together effectively, they all need "comers." These

shoivn are among the many working at stations, networks, repre-

sentative firms, but by no means comprise a comprehensive list

DON COYLE, v.p. for

ABC TV's new Interna-

tional Div., New York

CLARK GEORGE is

new general mgr. of

CBS' WBBM-TV, Chicago

CARL LINDEMANN is

v.p. of daytime pro-

graming at NBC TV net

JAMES E. ALLEN is

new general manager of

WBZ-TV(WBC), Boston

JOHN BODEN covers

Chicago agencies as ra-

dio salesman for Blair

BOB TETER, v.p.-dir.

of radio, Peters, Grif-

fin, Woodward in N. Y.

Jerry Arthur, vice president for

media at Donahue & Coe; Herb Zelt-

ner, who has the equivalent rank at

Lennen & Newell, and Frank Gromer

at Foote, Cone & Belding.

Other media pros cited: Warren

Bahr, associate media director, Young

& Rubicam; Mike Donavan and Herb

Maneloveg, associate media directors,

BBDO; Ed Fieri, BBDO's media co-

ordinator for spot radio and tv;

Marv Richfield, media director of

Erwin, Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan;

Hal Miller, v.p. and associate media

director, Benton & Bowles; James

Ducey, group media director, Cun-

ONSOR 16 JANUARY 1960

ningham & Walsh; Bill Oberholtzer,

associate media supervisor at Leo

Burnett Co. in Chicago.

Thirteen buyers were ranked as

typical of the kind of combination

thinker and doer who comes up with

the most solid — yet imaginative—
buys: Norman Chester, Nat Gayster,

John Catanese and Jack Rothenberg-

er, all of Ted Bates; Graham Hay
and Bob Liddell, timebuying super-

visors at Compton, and Len Ziegel,

buyer in the same shop; Richard

Pickett and Peter Bardach, Foote,

Cone & Belding; Robert Palmer, Cun-

( please turn to page 54)
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noBERT TAHOR

LONG EXPERIENCE in radio has given both JWT and Esty a mastery of the technique of the medium in selling products. Here are two pre-

pictures from CBS of shows that proved Esty's and JWT's prowess. Left: the JWT-controlled Lux Radio Theatre. Right: Esty's The Camel Carat-

WHY J. WALTER THOMPSON AND
ESTY STAY STRONG IN RADIO

^ Frequency and economy are obvious reasons why two

top, veteran agencies spend $18.5 million in radio

^ But deeper reasons are their long experiences with

medium and their mastery of all its copy techniques

I here are many reasons why many
advertising agencies are heavy in-

vestors in radio. But none are more

deeply rooted in the past than those

that have impelled those giant bell-

wethers— J. Walter Thompson and

W illiam Esty Co.—to boost the medi-

um for well over a quarter century.

Last year, Est\ iinested about

5 million in spot radio, over $2

million in network. JWT spent some

million in spot radio and about

nillion in network. The JWT
figures appear to be on the low

- llr'\ were the asrem \ 's

36

own estimate (see "Top 50 Air Agen-

cies in 1959," sponsor, 26 Decem-

ber). Ford alone, according to one

industry estimate, spent more in spot

radio last year than the agencv

claims for all its clients.

Esty, however, is by far the greater

air supporter of the two, for it invests

between half and two-thirds of its

total air billings in radio. JWT's

radio investment in radio admittedlv

is ;i much smaller share of its giant

total air expenditures. Yet it is sig-

nificant that both agencies, in a

period when some younger agencies

are almost completely over-awed q

the glamour of tv, continue to uj

radio heavily and intelligently.

Last fall, when Radio Advertisiri

Bureau tallied its estimates of spj

radio spending by companies for tfl

first six months of 1959, the clients- \

both Esty and JWT showed up

excellent positions among the top

radio advertisers.

No. 1 spot radio investor for th.

period was Ford, a JWT client, wi

an estimated expenditure of S3

million. Since this was for the fi

half of the year only, the Ford i

vestment for the whole year m
have been about double that wi

new 1960 models and its new compa

car Falcon introduced during the

ond half.

No. 3 spot radio spender in tl

RAB six-month estimate was an Esl

client—R. J. Reynolds Tobacco G

for its Camel. Winston and Sa'ei

SPONSOR 16 JANUARY T'6
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IN SPOT AND NET RADIO, THESE JWT-ESTY CLI ENTS SHINE
\

garettes. Revnolds' estimated in-

itment was $2.4 million.

Besides taking "win"' and "show"

|)sitions, JWT and Esty clients were

lotted all through the field of the

\\B top 100 spot radio spenders.

|hlitz Brewing (JWT), for example.

is No. 9 with a half-year investment

$1,275 million, while Thos. Leem-

Ig & Co.'s Ben-Gay I Esty) was in

10 spot with an estimated SI.250

illion. Sun Oil and Ballantine Beer

d Ale I both Esty accounts l in-

sted around $400,000. Shell Oil

d Champion Spark Plugs I JW T

ents) were heavy users to the tune

$825,000 and more than $200,000

pectively.

Network radio also has fared well

m some accounts of this pair of

encies. Chief among them is R. J.

;ynolds Tobacco (Esty) which is a

nsistent and heavy user of air time.

d which spreads its business around

. the networks. Another sizable

twork investor appears to be The

T. French Co. (JWT) which has

gun its first flight on all networks

,d may well invest between $1 mil-

»n and $1.5 million during 1960.

Whv do these two agencies which

were pioneers in radio advertising

still continue as boosters of the medi-

um despite changes that tv has made

on the media scene?

The reasons lie both in the present

and the past.

Ask admen from either agency whv

they use radio so heavily and their

reply will be that they need its fre-

quency and its memorability. They

appreciate its abilitv to give them

the most recent contact with the con-

sumer: the housewife who listens to

radio up to the minute she goes shop-

ping and even hears it in the super-

market; the motorist who hears a

gasoline or anti-freeze commercial on

his car radio an instant before he

pulls in at a service station.

The memorability of a good radio

jingle, the repetition of a sales mes-

sage that can be had economically,

the flexibility of radio that permits

a campaign to be launched fast or

copy changed in mid-flight—these are

some of the practical reasons for

using radio, say Esty and JWT admen.

There also is the fact that a good,

healthy budget (and most of these

two agencies' accounts have that) can

easily dominate the air waves through

their use of radio saturation.

These are the spoken-of, down-to-

earth, and somewhat obvious reasons

why JWT and Esty continue strong

in radio. But they are only part of

the story.

The deeper reasons are rooted in

the past and in the character of the

agencies themselves. If they could

be lumped into a single package, the

reasons might boil down to this : Both

Esty and JWT are heavily in radio

because they know radio.

In 1878, an early ad agency called

Carlton & Smith was taken over by

Commodore J. Walter Thompson; at

the turn of the century, Thompson's

agency controlled ads in some 30

publications, practically sewed up

the women's market.

In 1917, a Cincinnatian who had

gotten his briefing in ground rules for

advertising with a local soap manu-

facturer (P&G, naturally is never

mentioned in an agency which han-

dles Lever Bros.) came to work for

Thompson. His name was Stanley

Resor, and it will probably last in

fact and legend so long as advertising

influences the economy of the coun-

(Please turn to page 56)

In the last RAB estimate of spot radio spending (for first half of 1959) JWT's Ford and Esty's

Reynolds Tobacco took first and third places. Below are clients of each in net and spot radio

BALLANTINE BEER AND
ALE

FORD MOTORS

REYNOLDS TOBACCO

MENTHOLATUM CO.

THOS. LEEMING & CO.

NATIONAL CARBON
(Prestone, Eveready)

CHAMPION SPARK PLUGS

NESCAFE

CHESEBOROUGH-POND'S

NORTHEAST AIRLINES

PACQUIN INC.

STOUFFER FROZEN FOODS

PAN AMERICAN WORLD
AIRWAYS

SUN OIL

SCOTT PAPER

SCHLITZ BREWING

R. T. FRENCH CO.

QUAKER OATS

CHURCH & DWIGHT
BAKING SODA

READER'S DIGEST

PUROLATOR

LEVER BROS.

BRILLO MANUFACTURING

CHASE & SANBORN
COFFEE

>NSOR 16 JANUARY 1960 37
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WHAT WE
WORRIED ABOUT

i

IN J50
^ If you think we've got problems today, just take

look at the earth-shattering issues of 10 years ag
[

.

^ From color freeze to cleavage frenzy, we had a 1<

of headaches in those days, but we managed to surviv

X ^/I3\J will have its problems,

but so did 1950. To get a sense of

perspective, sponsor suggests taking

a backward glance instead of an

aspirin (even without buffering).

In 1950, while the FCC was hold-

ing to its freeze on tv stations and

slapping another on color, Faye Em-

erson was a decidedly warming influ-

ence on tv outlets.

The scrap for first call on micro-

wave relay circuits (and the budding

coaxial cable) was a major sport

among the big kids on the block

(CBS and NBC) and the baby-car-

riage set (ABC and Dumont). RCA
and CBS were squared off on the

tint issue, network and spot battles

were shaping up in both tv and ra-

dio, and sponsors— to everyone's

amazement—found themselves fight-

ing for sold-out time slots for the first

time in tv history.

Far above the battle, movie com-

panies were unwittingly shaping tv's

lushest trend by a lofty freeze on t

bulk of their oldies except for larj

packets of westerns. Even these coi

manded higher rates on their seco

and third runs in view of audien*

that were obviously larger than tj

first time 'round.

Early in 1950, SPONSOR report!

that "television broadcasters ha

been losing money since tv's coi

mercial debut in 1947. Now, appros
'"

mately a score of the 107 stations I

the air have begun to show a profit

The reason for the breakthrough

in doubled and tripled ad rates ai

in the fact that upwards of 10 mi

lion tv sets would be sold by the er

of the year, compared with the i>>\

million with which 1949 started ou

What's more, more than 2,000 ad\e

tisers were using tv (as opposed

less than 500 in mid-1948). Telev

sion's gross volume was on its w
to a whopping $45 million as con

pared to $12 million the year befcr

SPONSOR • 16 JANUARY 196



The fact that 150 of these 2,000

ivertisers were sponsoring network

lows was a matter of grave concern

i radio circles. When Burns & Allen

.st Amm-i-dent to a tv crime show

id Fibber McGee & Molly lost S. C.

)hnson, they became bellwethers of

npending network radio disasters.

>ONSOR issued a warning that one

lay to stave off disaster was to

rengthen summer programing. The

etworks took heed and, that summer,

irned out a rash of "package shows"

>r sale to sponsors. (Until then, ra-

io networks had been happy to let

gencies do the creating.)

Participations were brought into

^ le breach. NBC's "Operation Tan-

I iem" was introduced in 1950 to

M nake it easy for advertisers to buy

etwork time (Monitor was still four

ears away). Actual rate-cutting did

ot occur till mid-1951.

i
Several things enabled radio to

lake its spectacular 1950 rally: The

ggressive selling of spot to advertis-

es entering tv; the tv station freeze;

he Korean War (the year's biggest

ataclysm) ; and one development still

l the experimental stages as the year

egan—tape recording, pros and cons

f which had a ring we were to hear

gain in discussions of tv tape.

j
SPONSOR reported these advantages

f magnetic tape in 1950: "ease of ed-

ing, elimination of line charges, 'on

jot" recording, easy portability."

hese disadvantages: "cueing, tape

reakage, difficulty of using on short

aterial like commercials, variation

f speeds between different recorders,

takl

i\

la

um

OaJ

I"''

i

r»

rep<

.me needed to rewind."

But these difficulties too, were to

ass, bringing the era of radio syn-

ication into full flower.

Television, meanwhile, was caught

etween two freezes:

Since the end of 1948, the num-

er of tv outlets had been frozen at

07 stations covering 67 markets

even such cities as Denver and Port-

uid were without tv in 19501. The

tation shortage led to inter-network

ows over allocation of AT&T facili-

ies. An FCC investigation was shap-

ng up over just how these lines were

I

being doled out, was avoided by an

agreement among the four networks

on how the coaxial cable and relay

time circuits could be shared.

The station freeze was to be lifted

in April of 1951, but another freeze

—

this time on color tv—was to last for

a full three years. By summer of

1950, it looked as though the CBS
mechanical screening color system

would be running by year's end.

SOME OF THE

BIG ISSUES OF A

DECADE AGO

COVERING FAYE'S BOSOM was problem.

Brooch was sometimes satisfactory solution

It was an over-optimistic forecast.

First came a hue and cry from set

manufacturers who claimed that it

would cost SI.5 billion to convert ex-

isting sets to receive the CBS system,

and that conversion to "bracket

standards" for the reception of such

a color system was far too impractical.

RCA—fighting for time to perfect

its compatible all-electronic system

—

brought a suit against the FCC on the

eve of the 20 November date, when

commercial operations of the CBS
system were to begin. As a result, the

U. S. District Court of Appeals is-

sued a temporary restraining order

till April, 1960. I Shortage of mate-

rials due to Korean War did the rest,

and color was put off till 17 Decem-

ber 1953. when the FCC approved the

compatible standards of the RCA
color tv system, and Zoo Parade be-

came the first program to be telecast

FIRST BENNY SHOW 29 Oct. 1950 ended

clown era, gave Dinah some tv practice

m

PONSOR 16 JANUARY 1960

BIRTH OF A TREND: Gene Autry, in

old movies, unknowingly made tv history

commercially, 31 January 1951.1

Another lawsuit wrote finis to a

1950 experiment now all but forgot-

ten. Transit, or bus radio, got a big

start in 1950, was going great guns in

some 20 cities when a citizens' suit

against Washington Transit Radio,

initiated late in 1950, resulted in a

U. S. Court of Appeals decision that

it was unconstitutional.

(Please turn to page 72 i
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RETAILER PROMOTION was vital link in expanding market via tv. Here, promotional material describing campaign gets going-over by

(I to r) Page & Shaw asst. sales mgr. Dick Thompson; v. p. sales mgr. Lan * W. Fuller; Horton, Church & Goff v. p. marketing dir. Kingsley Meyer

How Page & Shaw tv test paid off

^ Candy manufacturer used I.D.'s as distribution

wedge in Ohio-Michigan for 9-week holiday campaign

** Strategy bagged 13 new wholesalers, got up to 75%
sales increases, provided strategy for pre-Valentine push

WW Hat can four-to-five I.D.'s per

week do for a product in just over

two months' time?

Page & Shaw is now well into the

planning on a pre-Valentine candv

promotion that draws heavily on the

Btrateg) of a nine-week crash pro-

gram it undertook in the Ohio-Michi-

gan area prior to Christmas. Details

of this holiday promotion hold some

valuahle clues for other advertisers

on the scheduling and trade imple-

mentation of a minimum tv buy.

Page & Shaw is a division of the

Daggett Chocolate Co., Cambridge.

Mass. And, its agency, Horton,

Church & Goff in Providence, R. I.

had never taken any of the Daggett

divisions into air media before. But.

the objectives of the Ohio-Michigan

campaign according to Kingsley

Meyer, agency v. p. and marketing di-

rector, made tv imperative. Specifi-

cally. Page & Shaw needed the follow-

ing in its midwest trading area:

• Stepped-up wholesale distribu-

tion with the increased sales outlets

this would bring.

• A broadening of the line at the

retail level.

• Greater package identification

among consumers.

"Obviously," says Meyer, "all of

this had to happen simultaneously

and fast. Trade and consumer en-

thusiasm had to be whipped to a

fever pitch in a hurry."

The biggest stumbling block, Mey-

er reported, was a budget allocation

of less than $50,000 for time and

production. "Since males are the

biggest purchasers of packaged can-

dv I with women playing a strong

role in influencing brand), P&S

wanted to reach the largest viewing

audience possible and, at the same

time, establish a strong competitive

position with the trade.

"Quite franklv." Mever admits,

"the impression had to be one of lots

of advertising exposure. \^ e decided,

on the budget available, the only buy

that would accomplish this was an

I.D. schedule between 7:30 and 10

p.m. aimed at a four-week average

rating figure over 20."

Six markets were selected to cover

the crucial marketing area. Then

Meyer and Bill Cook, the agency's

radio/tv director, set out on a swing

of the key cities to nail down exactly

what they needed. Top-rated adja-

cencies to network shows was one re-

quirement; some good merchandising

support was another. Comprehensive

talks with station managers enabled

Mever and Cook to project the fol-

lowing schedule for the nine-week

campaign due to begin 10 October:
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(1) Detroit (WJBK-TV, CBS), to-

il of 36 I.D.'s reaching 1,742,000 tv

omes

(2) Toledo (WTOL-TV, CBS), 40

|.D.'s, 465,800 tv homes

(3) Cleveland (KYW-TV, NBC),

^5 I.D.'s, 1,271,000 homes

(4) Columbus (WLW-C, NBC), 40

[.D.'s, 639,000 homes

(5) Dayton (WLW-D, NBC-ABC),

10 I.D.'s, 564,600 homes

(6) Cincinnati (WLW-T, NBC),

I.D.'s, 1,010,400 homes.

'In drawing up the tentative sched-

Hjules on these stations," says Cook,

ff'we faced two decisions in terms of

whe audience we were after. First, we

recognized the fact that adjacencies

jijto sports programs would give us a

^higher percentage of male viewers.

r
Ms{ But we had to balance this against the

over-all circulation we were after.

Therefore, where we aimed at sports

^ adjacencies, we had to be sure we

had enough total coverage adjacen-

cies to make up the rating losses."

*'Then to create that 'big adver-

: u> n User' impression, we aimed initially

j at schedules concentrated on Tuesday

tron. !(
and Thursday one week, Wednesday

Pi
i

i and Friday the next. This wasn't en-

OTK i jjrely feasible as it turned out. In the

;au i
first place, availabilities aren't that

jtjp > easy to come by. And we realized

that our schedules, even though

if. placed three months in advance,

-! would be subject to pre-emptions."

(The maximum 30-day confirmation

period required by the FCC would

i make the period of 1-10 September

open season on Page & Shaw sched-

ules by national advertisers buying

saturation I.D.'s in blocks. Even so,

Cook reports only eight to 10 pre-

emptions. And these were adjusted to

maintain the average rating needed.)

Working with Transfilm-Wylde, the

agency developed three I.D.'s to alter-

nate in the schedules. Each had an

approach designed to reach a speci-

fic audience. One was a man talking

to men: voice I against tom-tom back-

ground) asked, "Wife on Warpath-
.Give Page & Shaw chocolates, the

candy that says you care the most

—

at candy counters everywhere." An-

other, angled to women, emphasized

general candy giving. A woman's

voice said: "Birthday, holiday, any-

day. Give Page & Shaw, etc." A third

(see box) had both voices. Woman:
"Girls go for men who give Page &

Shaw chocolates." The man gave the

standard closing phrase. Mad Comics

illustrator Bill Elder made as many as

12 separate drawings to give full-art,

rather than pop-on, feel to the "visual

squeeze' technique employed.

Once the schedules were set and

commercials in production, the big

job of trade implementation began.

Client and agency outlined the Ohio-

Michigan campaign to company sales-

men at sales meeting in September

followed by meetings with wholesale

distributors in key cities.

Direct mail promotion to the trade

was next. This began in September

with a mailing to all drug retailers in

Ohio and Michigan of an illustrated

catalogue of the product line and fall

promotion literature.

Ten days prior to kickoff of the tv

(Please turn to page 72)

I.D.'S PITCHED BOTH SEXES

MALE is biggest candy purchaser, but woman influences

brand choice. Three I.D.'s alternated for copy balance.

One pitched men, one women, third (above) aimed at both

r
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CINCINNATI ADMAN VISITS

^ Media head of Stockton, West, Burkhart follows

path of Hudepohl spot in WKRC-TV automation system

^ McDowell says new RCA automated equipment will

relieve many supervisory headaches for ad agencies

ABOVE, Robert A. McDowell, media v. p. Stockton, West, Burkhart, Inc., watches traffic director

type station schedule on Flexowriter. Machine punches out operations tape containing all vital

facts for switching cues. BELOW, MacDowell at master control panel. At left is the tape reader

into which operations tape is fed. The tape reader interprets the facts, feeds them to a "Univac"

type of control which first stores them, then actuates switching of audio and video sources

Or

F

I here are some things that ma- I

chines can do better than people!* :

says Robert A. McDowell, v.p. in U

charge of media at Stockton. West^ Tv

Burkhart. Inc. and apparently one o{ k
them is operating production at a tv :

station."

The Cincinnati adman had jus^

finished a tour of inspection of tha

new automation facilities at ^ KRC-i

TV and he was quick to note the adl

vantages of the special equipment ta|

agencymen.

According to McDowell. "Thi^

should relieve us of one of the bigl

gest headaches in the agencv busn

ness. So much of our supervisory)

time must be spent in double-check-jl

ing to see that our commercials arei

properly handled at the station level.'

And the old element of human falli-j

bility is the usual cause of mistakes."

At WKRC-TV McDowell watched

the progress of one of his agency's

Hudepohl Beer commercials, as in-

structions and switching cues forf

broadcast were punched bv the Flexo-\

writer I see pictures at left) on an

operations tape which was then fed to

a tape reader in the master control

room. At the proper time, the auto-

mated equipment actuated and per-

formed the correct switching opera

tions.

McDowell's enthusiasm for the

smooth handling of his client's spot

was typical of reactions which have

been flowing into Taft station head-

quarters since the automated systen

became operational at \^ KRC-TN .

Automation of tv stations is. of

course, not whollv new in the indus-

try. KRON-TV San Francisco l Har-

old Lee. general manager), has for

some time emploved an automate!

system developed bv its own engi-

neering staff. WBRE-TV. WilteJ

Barre I Dave Baltimore, general man-

ager), pioneered in the use of RCA
automated equipment, and \^ RC-T

1

.

Washington (Carleton Smith, general

manager) , has come to be regarded bv

industry men as a kind of test statio 1
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EW AUTOMATED TV STATION
>r the RCA automation division.

However, according to Hulbert

Ifaft, pres. of Taft Broadcasting, the

" U»VKRC-TV installation represents a

considerably more comprehensive use

J)f the automation principle than has

,et been employed elsewhere.

One of the chief reasons for auto-

'
! mated equipment in tv stations is the

HR feo called "panic period" which comes

at the time of stationbreaks.

Within a period lasting from 30

seconds to several minutes, a station

L'operator must perform a multitude of

.complex duties. He must select and

?operate the proper pushbuttons on a

^video switcher, start and stop film

and slide projectors, turntables and

tape recorders, and change the posi-

tion of the film room multiplexer

mirrors—all in proper sequence, and

at the precise instant required by the

station's program schedule.

Most advertising men who have

ever seen these operations marvel that

> i so many spots ever get on the air

j
correctly, without fluffs, errors, and

; lost commercials.

Every station manager, however.

knows all too well the appearance of

such items on the "trouble log" as,

10:30:00 a.m. XXX SHOE COM-
PANY. Live announcement ran 10

seconds long. Joined net program

late. Lost part of opening commer-
cial.

9:00:00 a.m. XXX CEREAL. No
audio for 1st eight seconds of spot.

Engineer punched wrong button.

11:14:30 p.m. XXX BEER. Spot

upcut five seconds. I.D. slide ap-

peared before film. Director called

for wrong projector.

To eliminate such expensive and

exasperating headaches, as well as to

cash in on the other advantages of

automation. WKRC-TV executives de-

termined on a wholly new system of

station operation for their new $2,-

000.000 headquarters.

Taft Broadcasting's v.p. for engi-

neering. William Hamsher, put to-

gether a general plan for the automa-

WHO OPERATES THE CAMERAS?

H"-'
«s*i ii i

w

Before automation two cameramen and a director were needed to

produce Skipper Ryle show. After automation, at WKRC-TV, cam-

eras are operated by stick in master control. No director necessary

tion station facilities, then called in

RCA for help in developing equip-

ment and systems for carrying it out.

An awesome amount of planning

and detail work went into the instal-

lation. The system called for 1,653

pieces of equipment and more than

32 miles of wiring. Paper work for

the wiring alone would cover the

walls of the average home.

Though automation at WKRC-TV
involves a number of highly technical

features, the two most spectacular,

from a layman's standpoint, are the

Flexowriter and the remote control

cameras.

Basically, automated television fol-

lows the same principal as the popu-

larly known "Univac" machines. The

Flexowriter is the kevstone of the

system. Operated like an electric

typewriter, it punches a one-inch-wide

tape on which are recorded all details

of a full day's programing.

This tape is then fed into a tape

reader in the master control room

which feeds information into the data

processing and storage sections of the

automation equipment, which in turn

performs all switching functions. The
tape reader is controlled by a master

clock mechanism, correctable at any
time to Washington official time by

means of automatic adjustment twice

every 60 seconds by signal from

Washington.

The remote control camera feature

of the WKRC-TV automation system

has probably been exciting more
comment than any other phase of the

operation (see pictures above). It

permits actors in studios to perform

without cameramen or floor directors.

At WKRC-TV the camera control unit

is on the second floor of the building

while the studios are on the first floor.

Control levers on a live camera

control unit in the master control

room are operated much like an air-

plane joystick governing up and

down and left and right movements.

Placement of cameras is done by

hand in advance of the program.

But depth of focus, close shots, pan

shots and up and down scanning are

operated by master control. ^
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16% INCREASE
IN APPLE TURNOVER
^ Western N. Y. Growers faced with 25% crop decline

used 15-market spot radio campaign to hike sales

^ Merchandising tie-ins and station cooperation over-

came retailer resistance, insured campaign success

I his week, the Western New York

Apple Growers Assn., Rochester, and

its agency, Charles W. Hoyt Co.,

launch the third phase of a spot ra-

dio campaign designed to get the

1959 apple harvest into the hands of

the consumer.

The new two-week push is expected

to complete the job done so well by

phases one and two. (Latest figures

show that despite a 25% production

falloff this year, sales are up 16%
through November, compared to the

same period last year.)

This time the 15 markets, most of

which are in New York State, will be

exposed to 10-second spots running

Wednesday through Friday, at a fre-

quency of 40 the first week, 30 the

second. Area listeners will be asked.

BIG BOOST to Western New York Apple Growers' spot radio campaign came from in-store

contest put over with help of stations. Shown here: winning display in Rochester Hart's Store
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"Have you enjoyed an apple today?"

They'll get suggestions on various

ways to use apples—pie, sauce, on

gingerbread, baked, in salads, juice.

As has been the over-all strategy

right along, there is a merchandising

tie-in. This time it'll be window

streamers and clerk's buttons advising

customers to "Enjoy an apple today!"

It all began back in September

when, for the first time, the Growers

Assn. was able to come up with a

sizable and definite ad budget. Pre-

viously, contributions for advertising

had been voluntary. This year, thanks

to a newly agreed-on assessment plan,

the Growers were armed with over

$80,000 to advertise their '59 crop, the

bulk to go to spot radio.

The apple harvest usually begins in

early September, but was delayed last

fall by unseasonably warm weather.

The inside of the apple, sweetened by

the warm weather, needs a touch of

frost to turn the skin from green to

red. The Growers' initial campaign

was therefore held off until the last

week in September, to give the mer-

cury a chance to dip. The apples

finally turned red; the green light

went on for spot radio.

The campaign's first flight ran for

three weeks into mid-October, end-

ing just as National Apple Week pro-

motion began. In November, the

Growers moved into a new two-week

flight which carried the selling sea-

son up to Thanksgiving and the on-

coming holidays.

Minutes were used in both flights,

aired by most stations at the rate of

approximately 20 per week. Frequen-

cy on the rest of the stations ranged

from 12 to 30. The spots were spread

over the week, aimed at housewives,

usually as part of morning or after-

noon personality shows. When a par-

ticular market's spot allotment didn't

allow for exactly even distribution

over the week, the extras were applied

to the Wednesday-Friday heavy shop-

ping period.

Over-all format consisted of open-

ing jingle, live drop-in and jingle

tag. "The live drop-in allowed us to

{Please turn to page 73)

i
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/•TV BASICS/JAN. - FEB

m. fhey're not axirT 'em like they did

Network tv's first 13-week lap emerged as one of

he stablest, with only nine shows on the casualty list

Of these, five were newcomers. Last season at this

time, 10 new shows were dropped ; the year before, seven

espite the recent tv hearings in

Washington, the first lap of the 1959-

network tv season, just completed,

as gone the way of the country's gen-

eral mood: of "peace and prosperity.

On the peaceful side of the picture,

e industry has seen one of the most

stable first laps in recent years: of

the 44 new nighttime shows hitting

the screens, only five sponsored ones

fell by the wayside.

This compares with 10 new shows

that were dropped last year at this

time, and seven the year before.

Of the 119 shows (new and hold-

overs) starting out this season, the

end of 13 weeks found nine casualties.

On the prosperous side of the pic-

|
ture, TvB's October figures (which

reflect what the first cvcle of the

I season will be), show a 12.4% gain

in the billings level over last year's

comparable month, or a three-net-

work total of $59,030,752 in gross

time billings.

Here are the nighttime highlights,

by network, of the first 13-week lap:

• ABC TV had only one casualty.

Dick Clark's World of Talent, which

was replaced by 21 Beacon Street.

• CBS TV saw the Kate Smith

Show replacing Masquerade Party

and Be Our Guest taking over Line-

up's one-hour slot. Playhouse 90, and

its alternate. Revlon's Big Party are

out, with Schlitz's Markham sched-

uled for the first half-hour, and a

weekly Revlon musical-variety showr

set for the Thursday 10-11 p.m. time

period.

• NBC TV moved Riverboat to

Monday. 7:30-8:30 p.m., dropping

Richard Diamond and Love and Mar-

riage. Noxzema, the latter's sponsor,

will take over half of the new slot.

In Riverboat 's original Sunday night

spot is a new one-hour western,

Overland Trail. Five Fingers, the

Saturday one-hour mystery fare, has

been replaced by a news documentary

dubbed World Wide 60.

Changes in the weekly, Monday

through Friday daytime lineup in-

clude :

A reshuffling of shows on CBS TV
after the network dropped Top Dollar

and The Big Payoff. Newcomers

during this cycle are The Red Roue

Show and repeats of The Millionaire.

NBC TV replaced Treasure Hunt

with Play 1 our Hunch and Tic Tac

Dough with Truth or Consequences.

Afternoon schedule changes show up

as repeats of nighttime films, with

Loretta } oung replacing The Thin

Man: Comedy Theatre i repeats of

Thin Man and others) in for The

House on High Street; and Adven-

ture Theatre (reruns of i ancy Der-

ringer and others) for Split Person-

ality.

Taking a look at the next 13-week

lap. talk along Madison Avenue has

it that these shows look weak: On
ABC TV, The Alaskans, Man With A
Camera, Take A Good Look, and

Charley Weaver; on CBS TV, Betty

Hutton and Johnny Ringo; on NBC
TV, Fibber McGee & Molly. Wichita

Toicn and Trouble Shooters. ^

1. THIS MONTH IN NETWORK TV
Specials scheduled during four weeks ending 12 February

PROGRAM (NETWORK)* COSTS SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE PROGRAM (NETWORK)* COSTS SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE

After Hours (N) $230,000 Breck, Reach-McC. 2 7. Fabulous Fifties (C) 525.000 Gen. Electric. Y&R. 1 31.

AT&T Telephone Hr. (N) 275,000 AT&T, Ayer, 1 '29, 2/12. 1 31.

L. Bernstein (C) 175,000 Ford, K&E, 1/31. Hall of Fame (N) 250.000 Hallmark. FC&B, 2 3.

Buick Electric Playhouse Jerry Lewis (N) 260.000 Timex. Doner & Peck,

1 16.

Lincoln Ins. Co.. Maxon.
(C) 265,000 Buick, Mc-E, 1 29.

Meet Mr. Lincoln (N) 50,000
Art Carney (N) 225,000 AC UMS. Camp-E, 2 5. 2 22.
Art Carney (N) 225,000 Purex, FC&B, 1/16. Our American Heritage (N) 230.000 Equitable. FC&B. 1 24.
Bing Crosby Golf Mort Sahl (N) 225 000 Pontiac, Mac. J&A, 1/22.

Tournament (A) 100,000 Oldsmobile, Brother Show of Month (C) 275.000 DuPont. BBDO. 1 17.

•Networks: (A) ABC TV; (C) CBS TT; (N) NBO TT.
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2. NIGHTTIME C O P A
SUNDAY

ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

NE

Small World
Olln-Mathleson

(D'Arcy)
D-F $30,000

Meet The Press
Manhattan ShlrU

(Daniel &
Charles)

[-L $6,500

Twentieth
Century

Prudential

(R-McC)
D-F $35,000

Saber of London
Sterling (DFS)
My-F $28,000

No net service

D Edwards
Amer Home

(Bates)

^i $fl.fj(lfltt

News
Teiaco (C&W)
N-L $6,500tt

D. Edwards
Am, Home
(Bates)

News
Texaco (C&W)
N-L $6,500tt

Colt .45
Whitehall
(Bates)

|W-F $13,800

Lassie
Campbell Soup

(BBDO)
A-F $37,000

Riverboat
(7-8)

Corn Prod
(L&N)

alt hr. open
i-F $72,000

(last, 1/24)

No net service No net service

|ohn Daly News
sust

D Edwards
Amer Home
(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

John Daly News
suit

D Edwards
Am. Home

(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

|ohn

:

Maverick
(7:30-8:30)

iKalser Co (T&R)
iDrackett (T&R)
|W-F $78,000

Dennis The
Menace
Kellogg
(Burnett)

Sc-F $36,000

Overland Trail
(7-8)

(starts 1/31)

Cheyenne
(7:30-8:30)

Ralston (G-ard.)

Am. Chicle

(Bates)

Ritchie (K&E)

Masquerade
Party (L 1/18)

Am Home (Bates)

Q-L $18,000

Kate Smith
Show (1/25 S)

Am. Home
V-L $27,000

Richard
Diamond

Pharma- Craft
(JWT)

alt

Block (SSCB)
My-F $30,000

(Last 1/25)

Bronco
(alt u-ks

7:30-8:30)

Am. Chicle

Brn & Wmsn
(Bates), Mattel,

Ritchie, Anahlst,

W-F $82,000

No net service

Laramie
(7:30-8:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
Sunshine Biscuits

(C&W)
W-F $65,000

Con
Last

f

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Colgate (Bates)

alt Kodak (JWT)
V-L $85,800

Sunday
Showcase

(8-9)

various sponsors

•

Cheyenne
Johnson & J

(T&R)
Armour (FCB)
P&G (B&B)

The Texan
Brown & Wmsn

(Bates)

alt

Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)

W-F $37,000

Love & Marriage
Noxzema
(SSC&B)

Sc-F $38,000

(Last 1/25)

Riverboat
(7:30-8:30)

Noxema alt sust

(OtaiU 0/1)

Sugarfoot
(7:30-8:30)

Am. Chicle.

Carnation. Gen
Mills, Ludens,

W-F $88,00»

Dennis O'Keefe
Oldsmobile
(Brother)

3c-F $38,000

Laramie
Warner-Lambert
(Lam & Feasley)

Miles (Wade)

Charley

SI
Mogen
(B.

IQ-L

Law Man
. J. Reynolds

(Bsty)

Whitehall
(Bates)

|W-F $41,000

Ed Sullivan

Fabulous Fifties
(7:30-9:30)

Sunday
Showcase

Bourbon St.

Beat
(8:30-9:30)

Lorlllard (L&N)
L-O-F (FSR)
P&G (B&B)

A-F $80,500

Father Knows
Best

Lever (JWT) alt

Scott (JWT)
Sc-F $39,000

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco
(SSC&B)

alt P&G (B&B)
W-F $47,000

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills (DFS)

alt P&G
(Compton)

W-F $40,000

Dobie Cillis

Pillsbury

(Burnett)

alt

Philip Morris
(Burnett)

3c-F $37,000

Fibber McCee
& Molly

Singer (T&R)
alt

Stan Brands
(JWT)

Sc-F $38,000

Ozzie S{

Kodak I

Quake]

Sc-F

The Rebel
L&M(DFS)

lit

P&G (T&R)
|W-F $42,500

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

(BBDO)
Dr-F $51,000

The Chevy
Show

Dinah Shore
(9-10)

Chevrolet

(Camp-E)
V-L $165,000

Bourbon St.

Beat
Isodine (R-Mc)
Reynolds Metal

(L&N)

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods
(B&B)

Sc-F $47,500

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers
(DCS&S) alt

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

My-F $38,000

The Rifleman
Miles Lab
(Wade)

P&G (B&B)
Ralston

(Gardner)
W-F $38,00«

Tightrope
Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)

alt

Am Tob (SSCB)
My-F $39,000

Arthur Murray
Lorlllard (L&N)

alt

Sterling (DFS)
V-L $30,000

Hawaiia
(9:30-:

Carter

WhiUl
(Biti

My-F

The Alaskans
(9:30-10:30)

L&M, Armour
|A-F $77,500

Hitchcock
Presents

Bristol-Myers
(T&R)

My-F $39,000

The Chevy
Show

Adv. In Paradise
(9:30-10:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
Armour (FCB)
i-F $80,000

Ann Southern
Gen Foods
(B&B)

Sc-F $40,000

Alcoa-Coodyear
Theater

Alcoa (FSR) alt

Goodyear (T&R)
Dr-F $39,000

Philip Marlowe
Whitehall
(Bates)

Brown & Wmsn
(Bates)

My-F $39,000

Red Skelton
Pet Milk
(Gsrdner)

alt

S. C. Johnson
(NL&B)

CV-L $52,000

Ford Startime
(9:30-10:30)

Ford (JWT)
V-L $230,000

(average)

Hawaii!
Am.

(Bat

Har 3
(K4

The Alaskans
Johnson & J,

DuPont,
Anahlst,

Luden's, 7-TJp

Benny alt

Cobel
Lever (JWT)

VC-L $47,000

Loretta Young
Tonl (North)

alt Philip Mor-
ris (Burnett)

Dr-F $42,500

Adv. In Paradise
Reynolds Metals

(L&N)
Luden's (Mathes)

Hennessey
Lorlllard (L&N)

alt

Gen Foods
(T&R)

Sc-F $39,000

Steve Allen
(10-11)

Plymouth
(Ayer)

CV-L $125,000

Alcoa Presents
Alcoa (FSR)

Dr-F $35,000

Carry Moore
(10-11)

Kellogg
(Burnett)

-P-G (Maxon)
CV-L $109,000

Ford Startime

Wed
Fig

Brown &
(Bs

Miles
(10-c

Sp-L

21 Beacon
Street

P. Lorlllard

(L&N)

A-F $11,50(

What's My Line
Kellogg
(Burnett)

alt Sunbeam
(Perrin-Paus)

Q-L $32,000

Show of Month
(9:30-11) a*

No net service

Man With
A Camera
G.E. (Grey)

A-F $34,000

|une Allyson
DuPont (BBDO)
Dr-F $44,000

Steve Allen

Keep Talking
Mutual of Omaha

(Bozell & J)

Q-L $18,000

Carry Moore
Polaroid (DDB)
S. C. Johnson

(NL&B)

Wed.
Fighi

•Oelor ahow, ttOoat is per segment. Prices do not include sustaining, par-
ticipating or co-op programs. Costs refer to average show cost* including
talent and production. They are gross (include 15% agency commission).

They do not include commercials or time charges. This chart covers period
16 Jan. -12 Feb. Program types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure,
(Au) Audience Participation. (C) Comedy, (D) Documentary, (Dr)
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*k G R A P 16 JAN. - 12 FEB,

NESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

srds

Sates)

Foods
V)

9.500tt

Newt
Teiaco (C&W)
-L $6,500tt

D Edwards
Whitehall
(Batei)

*-L $9.500tt

News
reiaco (C&W)
L $6,5O0tt

D Edwards
Parliamxnt
(B&B)

N-L $9.500tt

News
Texaco (C&W)
N-L $6.500tt

No net service No net service No net service

A -ards
er

oods

feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

ohr, Daly News
•uit

D Edwards
Whitehall

(repeat feed)

"News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

John Daly News
uit

D Edwards
Parliament
(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

F
'I $8

Up
30)

$80,000

<l/20)
' Cuest
18:30)

/27S)

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:3j0)

Ford (JWT)
V"-F $78,000

Cale Storm
Warner-Lambert

(Lam & F)
3c-F $30,000

To Tell The
Truth

Carter (Bates)

alt

Toni (North)
3-L $22,000 V

Law of The
Plainsman

Sunshine Bis.

(C&W)
alt open

-F $30,000

Walt Disney
Presents

(7:30-8:30)

Mars (Knox-B)
Hill (Ayer)

A-L $94,000

Rawhide
(7:30-8:30)

LeTer (JWT)
Parliament
(B&B)

Tick (Morse)
W-F $80,000

People Are
Funny

Greyhound
(Grey)

Bulova (Me-B)
J-F $24,000

Dick Clark
Show

Beech-Nut
Life Saren
(T&B)

Mu-L $14,500

Perry Mason
(7:30-8:30)

Colgate (Bates)

Parliament
(B&B)

My-F $80,000

Bonanza
(7:30-8:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
RCA (JWT)
Miles (Wade)
W-F $78,000

ne-Up
CM i Wmson

H

tes)

1H ((Wesley)

Paul

OB&M)

Wagon Train
R. J. Reynolds

(Esty)

Nat'l Blsc.

(Mc-E)
Hall of Fame
(7:30-9) #

Donna Reed
Campbell
(BBDO)

alt

Johnson & J
(T&R)

Sc-F $38,000

Betty Hutton
Gen Foods
(B&B)

3c-F $45,000

Bat Masterson
Sealtest (Ayer)

Hill Bros.

(West Coast)
V-F $38,000

Walt Disney
Presents

Canada Dry
(Mathes)

Derby (Mc-E)
Ward Baking

Rawhide
Colgate (Bates)

Peter Paul
(DFS)

Pream (B&B)
Nabisco (Mc-E)

Trouble
Shooters

Philip Morris
(Burnett)

5-A Co. (Scott)

A.-F $39,500

Art Carney
(8-9:30) #

John Cunther's
High Road

Ralston (GB&B)
Dr-F $31,000

Perry Mason
Sterling (DFS)
Gulf (T&B)
Hamm (C-M)

Bonanza
segs open

Din

m «fo Space
robacco

:DO)

$38,000

Jfrl

Price Is Right
Lever (OBM)
alt Speldel

(NC&K)
-L $21,500

The Real
McCoys

P&Q (Comptoa)
Sc-F $39,000

Johnny Ringo
S. C. Johnson

(NLB) alt

P. Lorillard

(L&N)
iV-F $36,000

ohnny Staccato
Bris. -Myers
(T&B)

alt

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

F $37,000

Man From
Blackhawk

Miles (Wade)
alt

R. J. Reynolds
(Esty)

W-F $38,000

Hotel D'Paree
Kellogg
(Burnett)

alt

L&M (Mc-E)
W-F $43,000

Specials
(8:30-9:30)

various sponsors

Leave It To
Beaver

Ralston (GB&B)
Vick Chemical

(OBM)
Sc-F $30,000

Wanted Dead
or Alive

Bm & Wmson
(Bates)

Kimberly-Clark
(FC&B)

W-F $39,000

Man & Challenge
R. J. Reynolds

(Esty) alt

Chemstrand
(DDB)

A-F $36,000

lachelor Father
Whitehall
(Bates)

alt Am Tob
(Gumbinner)

Sc-F $42,000

Meet Mr.
Lincoln

(9-9:30) ts>

Hi

M illionaire

(Bates)

$42,000

Perry Como
(9-10)

Kraft
(JWT)

luV-L $125,000

Pat Boone
Chevrolet

(Camp-E)
MuV-L $61,000

Zane Crey
S. C. Jormson
(NL&B) alt

General Food*
(B&B)

V-F $45,000

Playhouse 90

77 Sunset Strip
(9-10)

Am. Chicle

(Bates)

Whitehall

(Bates)

My-F $85,000

Desilu

Playhouse
(9-10)

Westinghouse
(Mc-E)

Dr-L $90,000

Specials

Lawrence Welk
(9-10)

Dodge (Grant)
Mu-L $45,000

Mr. Lucky
Lever (JWT)

alt Bm & Wmsn
(Bates)

A-F $43,000

(0 ;g - ll)

imer Gas (L&N)
)r-L&F $110,000

(90 m In.)

(L 1/21)

Markham
Schlitz (JWT)

(1/28 S)

The Deputy
Kellogg(Burnett)

alt

Gen Cigar
(T&B)

W-F $39,000

Jerry Lewis
(8:30-9:30) %

Cot a
icret

ds (Esty)

alt

il-Myeri

CSS)
$27,000

Perry Como

Untouchables
(9:30-10:30)

L&M (Mc-E)
Armour (FCB)
7-Up (JWT)

l.uden's (Mathes)
My-F $80,000

irnie Ford Show
Ford (JWT)

3T-L $42,000

77 Sunset Strip
H. Ritchie

(K&E)
R. J. Reynolds

(Esty)

P&G (B&B)

Desilu

Playhouse

Buick Electric

Playhouse
(8:30-10) M

M Squad
4m Tob (SSCB)

alt

Sterling (DFS)
4.-F $31,000

Lawrence Welk

Have Cun. Will
Travel

Whitehall
(Bates)

alt Lever (JWT)
W-F $40,000

World Wide 6C
(9:30-10:30)

sust

(l/23~ Start)

Art Carney
(9:30-10:30) %

Steel Hr
ka 10-11)

Steel

BDO)
$80,000

This Is Your
Life

P&G (Burnett)
L $52,000

Untouchables
Lewis Howe

(Mc-E)
Carnation

(EWRR)
Warner-Lambert

(Lam & F)

P iaynolise w
Allstate

(Burnett)
leynolds (Eaty)

Revlon Variety
Show (10-11)

Revlon (W&L)
(1/28 S)

UJ $m,nnn

You Bet Your
Life

Pharmaceuticals
(Park-son) alt

Lever (BBDO)
L $53,000

Robert Taylor's
Cap't of
Detectives
P&G
(B&B)

My-F $45,000

Twilight Zone
Gen Food (T&R)

alt

Kimberly-Clark
(FCB)

A-F $36,000

Cavalcade of
Sports

Gillette (Maxon)
(10-eoncl)

Jp-L $55,000

Jubilee, U.S.A.
(10-11)

Massey-Ferguson
(NL&B)

Mu-L $20,000

Cunsmoke
L&M (DFS) alt

Sperry-Rand
(T&R)

W-F $42,000

World Wide 6(

Theatre
vks 10-11)

mstrong
3BDO)

$80,000

Vichita Town
P&G (B&B)
-F $38,000

Take Good Look
Dutch Masters
Cigars (EWRR)

alt open
-L $36,000

Revlon Variety
Show

Lawless Years
Alberto Culver

(Wade)
7-T $28,000

Black Saddle
L&M (Mc-E)

alt

Alberto Culver

(Wade)
W-F $38,000

Person to Person
Pharmaceu ticalt

(Parkson)

alt

Warner-Lambert
(L & Feasley)

I-L $40,000

ackpot Bowling
Bayuk (Werman

& Schorr)

>P-L $3,000

Jubilee, U.S.A.
Wmson -Dickie

(FSR)
Nat'l Carbon

(Esty)

Markham
Schlitz (JWT)

alt L&M
(McCann)

My-F $39,000
(Last 1/23)

No net service
(1/30 Start)

It Could Be
You

Pharmaoeutlcali

(Parkson)
Q-L $32.00

?™aina,w^ Fllm
-

(I) Interview, (J) Juvenile, (L) Live, (M) Misc.(Mu) Music
. (My) Mystery, (N) News, (Q) Quiz-Panel, (Sc) Situation

Comedy, (8p) Sports. (V) Variety, (W) Western. TNo charge for repeats.

SPONSOR 16 JANUARY 1960

L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting
date for new show or sponsor in time slot.
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WHEN SPONSOR

WAS ONE YEAR OLD . .

.

SPONSOR began life as a monthly

in November, 1946. It operated

(and still does) on a simple editorial

premise: Every word must help the

radio/tv buyer in his appreciation

and use of air advertising.

When SPONSOR was one year old

we took our readers behind-the-

scenes with "One year in the life of

SPONSOR," a factual report on our

objectives, methods and progress.

This was followed by "Two years in

the life of SPONSOR," then "The

first 8,000 pages."

These intimate glimpses of a trade

publication were well received. But

somehow the idea was lost in the

hustle and bustle of the air age.

We've been asked to revive these

reports and we're glad to oblige.

THE FIRST TIM

be i:

T :

|N its first 13 years SPONSOR grew from monthly to

weekly to weekly; its staff from seven to 40; its press-

from 8,000 to 15,000 copies per issue; its annual adv|

tising revenue from $50,000 to well over $1,000,000;

agency/advertiser popularity from "also-ran" in the ea|SE!

broadcast magazine readership surveys to a dominant fiij L
in all surveys made independently since 1958.

These are some barometers of progress. But what maki p
SPONSOR click? I k e

Here are some of the answers:

WE SERVE THE MAN WHO FOOTS THE BILLS

We always have. The temptations to branch out editorials

(and thus enlarge our advertising opportunities) have beejL

constant. But we've resisted these temptations. We knot

we can't be all things to all people. So we continue to cor

centrate on helping the timebuyer, account executive, a

manager, and the others involved in radio/tv buying, to dc
;

:

a better job.

WE'RE A CRUSADING MAGAZINE

Ever since our birth we've fought hard for worthwhile in)

dustry improvements. We antagonize some with our stands

we don't allow expediency to direct our policies. We'vi

fought for an RAB, TvB, sane use of ratings, establishmen

of a federated NAB (several years back), a new name fo

spot, spot radio and spot tv billing figures. When many wer<

sounding the death-knell of radio as tv zoomed into sigh

SPONSOR released its memorable and factual series, "Radio

is Getting Bigger." Right now we're underwriting one of thej

toughest projects of our career: how to lick the paper worH

hurting spot at ad agencies. A hard-working committee of]

industry leaders is wrestling with this one.

WE START THE TRENDS

There are a million ways to turn out a trade magazine.

SPONSOR pioneered the kind that is as easy to digest as

a consumer magazine. When we began we introduced to

the advertising field the highly graphic, readable, inter-

pretive, and factual periodical. When we went weekly w>;

introduced the fast-reading, eight-page newsletter. We spe-



n
i:nth!y

its

N YEARS IN THE LIFE OF SPONSOR
I ize in home readership (and how wives love it!). None

ese concepts are copyrightable, and our innovations

i now discernible throughout the trade field.

press -th

navel)

We

R EDITORS ARE AGENCY-EDUCATED

'ne in the advertising magazine field, SPONSOR is edited

men who have held executive posts at top advertising

'tot ma|bncies. John McMillin, executive editor, and Ben Bodec,

ws editor (our two key editors), spent a total of 26 years

Compton, J. Walter Thompson, Kenyon & Eckhardt, and

<er large agencies. These men are exceptional analysts

d writers. But more than that, they bring their readers

advertising understanding and know-how far beyond
r

Native and mechanical skills. SPONSOR'S strength always
3
s been in its product. Some 20 editors, the top nine of

tarn average nearly seven years each at SPONSOR, are
uetoc 'the job.

cutive,

i SPECIALIZE IN BEING USEFUL

nen SPONSOR was beginning, extracting facts-and-figures

)m agency and advertiser sources was no mean feat. But

e industry gradually has learned to share its secrets; and

while i?'ve had a hand in this education. In the past year two

rr start b;encies (Leo Burnett and N. W. Ayer) broke hush-hush

s We jlicies by inviting us to analyze their operations and report

^r findings with no holds barred. They must have liked

\e results; both ordered thousands of reprints.

se information is the heart of SPONSOR'S editorial con-

nt. Case histories, cost studies, research analyses, charts,

"a id surveys of all kinds dot our pages. Standard for the

' idustry are such tools as Tv Basics, Radio Basics, All

jledia Evaluation Study, Network Comparagraph, Five-City

irectory, Tv Dictionary, Timebuying Basics, Marketing Ba

ics, Annual Farm Issue, Annual Negro Issue, Timebuyers

f the U. S. In November, 1959 our Readers' Service an-

wered 225 agency/advertiser questions.

ito sij

esp

/E INFLUENCE THE INFLUENTIAL 7,500

iPONSOR's target, editorial and circulation, is some 7,500

igency and advertiser executives whom we consider worth

eaching because they participate to some degree in air-

ouying decisions. Of these, perhaps 2,000—largely time-

buyers—are of major importance. Our task is not only to

reach but to truly influence the 7,500. This is a tall order

These are busy people who must pick their reading matter

with care. It takes a penetrating use book which covers th*

weekly essentials (and avoids the non-essentials) to reg-

ister. SPONSOR registers so well that in 1959 we averaged
close to 100 paid subscribers at such prominent spot-buying

agencies as Young & Rubicam, BBDO, McCann-Erickson
and J. Walter Thompson.

These are signs of out progress as we enter our fourteenth

year. There are others. For example, in 1959 our renewal

percentage climbed 14% over the previous year; newspaper
and magazine publicity mentions tripled; advertising income

reached an all-time high; new surveys appeared which at-

tested to our continuing leadership among agencies and

advertisers. And in June, 1959 we began publication of

CANADIAN SPONSOR, a biweekly edited in Toronto.

OLD RATES IN 1960 FOR OLD ADVERTISERS

1960 brings an advertising rate increase, the first since

1957. But it's our wish that we give old advertisers a break.

So we have decided to guarantee current contract adver-

tisers our old rates until 1 January, 1961.

We have many plans afoot for 1960. Not the least of these

is the further professionalizing of our sales and sales pro-

motion departments, two operations which have taken a

back seat as we've gone all-out on improving our editorial

product. So you can expect to hear more about our adver-

tising values* and see us more often during 1960.

I hope that this report tells you what you want to know

about SPONSOR. If we've omitted anything, please drop

me a line and I'll do my best to furnish the fill-in

SINCERELY,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

•A presentation explaining trade paper values (1960 vintage) has

just been completed by our promotion department We'd like to

show it to you. May we?



r~\
3. ; DAYTIME C O P A

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:15

12:30

12:45

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Lamp Unto My
F**t

Red Rowe
i.r.

Dough Rt Mi
i . •

:

Red Rowe
Dough Re Mi

Look Up & Live On The Co
i.r.

Play Your
Hunch

On The Co
i.r.

Play Your
Hunch

• _?:

FYI
I Love Lucy
':---. ».-.

i -i'.

Lever

Price It Right
Lever

lit Pr ii

BUriln*
-

ilt WhltaeaU

I Lore Lucy Price Is Right
Larar alt

v.:.;-:

Camera Three
nut

December Bride
nut

Concentration
Culver alt

Lever

December Bride
Coitf.t

". - f i
'

Concentration
FUrldiire

Lawei all

'at Ccrrer

lohns Hopkins
File 7
ii.

Restless Cun

.: •• of Life
-

A_er TTryag Prod
i '. : N i -

: ??

Truth or

Consequences
Ponds alt y...tt

pao

Restless Cun

QradDB

Lore of Life

Truth or

Consequences

.-. - r: :-.-! _ - PM
It Cuu l J Dl

Yob
AL Cu!ver al:

MlleS

z-~ m T~i :

t a

Bishop Pike
•Uit

Love That Bob

Ex-Lax. Johnson

Search for

Tomorrow
PAG

Cuiding Light
PAG

It Could Be You
wv ;•-*= all

- Gay

Peods a> PAG

Love That Bob
C-e- 7 o;s

Beech-N.:

Htak

Search For
Tomorrow
PAG

Cuiding Light
PAO

Lore HAbn

I
:

<

Colhsga Newt
Conference

i -i

About Faces
•ust

No net service

News
(l:JS-l:3t>)

i.r.

No net service About Fac=s
au»t

No net service

News
HJ») rest

No net service -::"

Frontiers of

Faith

World Turns
PAO

all

. l—-i. :-

No net service

Work) Turns
PAG

Sterlli* alt
No net service

NBA Pro

Basketball
Anheuser-Buscn

hi regional

Day In Court
-••.

For Better Or
For Worse

rust

Queen for a

Day

PAG

Day In Court

."::-;:-. A
J 5 : :.--;:-

For Ber-er C-
For Worse

T;:r i : ,r.

». = = - ':• 2

Day
i.i:

A '.

: t—. .- ; . . ' ?r

-.:: 7.-:c

Day

NBA
Cale Storm

.v :..- Bead

Art Linklerter
Lev e

•

S C aauauaafi

Tan Camp

The Thin Man

. I

Loretta Young

Cale Storm

L:::ff:: JtrT.-f
Beetf-.-N.:.

Art Linklerter

alt Tool

EellTCf

The Thin Ma :.=

v :

Open Hearing
rast

I
Cerebral Palsey

Show
(1/17; 3-3:30)

Sunday Sports
Spectacular

(3-430)
Schlltx alt rust

NBA

leat The Clock
Ex-Lax. Lever,

•is. Cofrr

in Mi.
Dn ; Baal

SI

Millionaire
Oo".fi-.«

Young
Dr. Malone

Beat The Clock

9

Millionaire

-

Young
Dr. Malone

i.r.

Seat
."

:

'
- >

:-.---

5.?f :.-

Championship
Bridge

No. Amer. Tan
Lines

Sports
Spectacular

NBC Opera
Vho You Trust?

-

Johnson A
2y - • : r.

Verdict Is Yours
Bern Band alt

5 ".' I '.

From These
Roots

Axe? Hy^e

Who Do You
Trust?

Bloc*. Lever.

Ex -Lax

'erdict Is Ya*r»
laaafl i i..-

dl D MUM
From These

Roots

5o:: »'.: TcrU

Wne
Tr4

Gen
x-Lax

Paul Winched
Harta Mountain

Sports
Spectacular

American
Bandstand
Lerer

Brighter Day
PAG

Secret Storm
Lmer Hoaei Prod

The House on
High Street

Comedy Theatre

American
Bandstand

Brighter Day
PAG

Secret Storm
Oen Mills

The House en
- ;- Street

I -
!

'.

Zomedv Theatre

At--
Ban

Broken Arrow
Man Candy

Face the
Nation

World Series
of Coif

BtTuk alt

ta c i'c.i Razor
Bp-r J50.000

American
Bandstand

arlord. Armour
'..'. if-, i

Edge of Night
PAG

Menthol
Quaker Otts

Split Personality

Adrenture Thea.

American
Bandstand

laUsvood. Candy

Edge •' Night
PAG

SterUsx
-

Split Personality A-. -

Ba- r

Adrenture Thea.

Hatty's Funday
Mi

Conquest
Mansacto
alt suit

L Bernstein
(430-530) <J

World Series
of Coif

America*
Bandstand

America*
Bandstand

Loot RIHKir
0*o Mills

Sweeu
B Crosby Coif
Tournament

College Bowl
Gen. Electric

Time-Present
Kemper Inc.

My Friend
Flicka
Sweets

Gen I

Rin Tin Tin
Jen Mills

Sweets

Ataenl

Baadl

My Fn

FBJ
Gsa 1

Crajk!

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

The network schedule on this and preceding pages i 4*5. 47)

includes regularly scheduled programing 16 Januarv to

15 Fehruary. inclusive "'with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after pressrime'i. Irregularly sched-



I G RAP 16 JAN. - 12 FEB

(IC

b Hi

MESDAY
NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Dough Re Mi
lUlt

Red Rowe
sust

Dough Re Mi
sust

Nabisco

Red Rowe
lust

Dough Re Mi
tutt

Sweets alt

Bin & Wmsn

Heckle & (eckle
Gen. Mill* alt

sust

Gen. Mills alt

sust

Howdy Doody
Nabisco

alt sust

Continental
Baking

Play Your
Hunch
sust

On The Co
LanTy's alt

ust
Play Your
Hunch

On The Co
sust

sust

Play Your
Hunch
sust

Sterling

Mighty Mouse
Owi Foods
alt suit

Collate alt

Gen Foods

Ruff & Reddy
Borden

Gen Foods

icy

t

Price Is Right
Frigidaire
alt Sterling

Heinz alt

Sweets Co.

I Love Lucy
sust

Scott alt

TJ. S. Steel

Price Is Right
Culver

alt Lever

Miles alt"

Lever

I Love Lucy
Lever alt

Gen Mills

Gerber alt

H. Eastman

Price Is Right
Lever alt

Corn Prod

Stand Brands
Gen Mills

I Love Lucy
sust

Fury
Borden

Gen Foods

Bride

Concentration
Heinz alt Miles

Nabisco alt

BrlUo

December Bride

Colgate

Concentration
Nestle

alt Lever

Heinz alt

Whitehall

December Bride
Colgate

Concentration
Miles alt sust

Lone Ranger
Gen Mills

alt sust

Gen Mills

hi mi

Circus Boy
Miles alt sust

Life

fProd

Truth or

Consequences
Heinz

P&G

Restless Cun
Draekett

Gen. Foods
Sweets

Love of Life
Quaker alt Level

Amer Home

Truth or

Consequences
Heinz

alt Stan Brands

P&G

Restless Cun
Sweets
Draekett

Love of Life
Lever alt sust

Gen Mills
alt sust

Truth or

Consequences
Frigidaire

Congoleum

Lunch With
Soupy Sales
Gen Foods

Sky King
Nabisco

True Story
sust

Sterling Drug

fw

ight

Could Be You
Whitehall alt

Nestle

Congol
»»t Brlllo

Love That Bob
Armour, Sterling

Draekett, Block
Drug, Dusharme

fifn Fundi

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

Cuiding Light

It Could Be
You

Miles alt

Nabisco

Love That Bob
Beech-Nut

Beech-Nut, J&J
Draekett, Armoui

Gen. Foods

Search for

Tomorrow
P&O

Cuiding Light

EAQ

Could Be You
Stand Brands
alt Frigidaire

P&G alt

lirll 'iiii

Restless Cun
Sweets Co.

Detective Diary

Sterling Drug

sust

t mat

No net service
About Faces

Block
Shulton

No net service

News
(1:25-1:30) suit

No net service About Faces
sust

No net service No net service
Mr. Wizard

sust

urns

"ait
No net service

As the World
Turns
P&G

Pillsbury

No net service

World Turns
P&Q

Quaker
alt Gen Mills

No net service

D„|ar Or
irse

sust

Queen for a
Day

Ben-Gay

P&G

Day In Court
Draekett,

Johnson & J.,

Lever

Gen Foods

For Better Or
For Worse

Simonize alt sust

Lever alt

Dumas Milner

Queen-Day
Congoleum
alt Nestle

P&G alt Heinz

Day In Court
Armour

Draekett. Ton!
Ex-Lax

For Better Or
For Worse

Lever alt sust

sust

Queen for a

Day
Ponds alt Nabisco

P&G alt sust

Pro Hockey
partic

(2-concl.)

NCAA Football
Arrow Shirts

Shlck. Esso,

Humble Oil

Stand. Oil Ind.

;letter

)ver

The Thin Man
sust

Loretta Young
(2/10 S)

Cale Storm
Beech-Nut, Gen.
Foods. Draekett

Lever
Johnson & J.

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

Pillsbury

The Thin Man
sust

Loretta Young
(2/11 S)

Cale Storm
Block Drug. Gen

Foods, Coty
Johnson & J.

Art Linkletter
Lever Bros

Armstrong alt

Staley

The Thin viar

Loretta Young
(2/12 S)

Bayuk. Gen
Petrol.

3p-L $98,000

(% hr. time
& talent)

aire

>te

Young
Dr. Malone

Seat The Clock
Johnson & J
Coty, Gen. Foods

Draekett

Millionaire
sust

Quaker Oats

sust alt

Young
Dr. Malone

Supp Hose, Miles

Bordon

Beat The Clock
Beech-Nut. Ar
mour, Toni,

Draekett,

Gen. Foods

Millionaire
Colgate

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

-Lever, war-i.am

Who Do You
Trust?

Staley, Draekett

Gen Foods
T"'"""n "- T

1$ Yours
alt

•It

From These
Roots
sust

H. Curtis

Who Do You
Trust?

Block, Lever,

Beech-Nut, Ar-
ninur War-T.am

Verdict Is Youn
Sterling alt Level

Van Camp
alt sust

From These
Roots
sust

Standard Brands

Verdict Is Yours
sust

Lever alt sust

From These
Roots
sust

suit

f

-"-

i
Day

Storm
• Prod

The House on
High Street

sust

omedy Theatre
(2/10 S)

American
Bandstand
Gen Foods
Welch

Brighter Day
P&G

The House on
High Street

Night

ilk alt

lseo

iplit Personality
Frig., sust

Heinz alt

Sterling
Uvonfnro Tl,a .

Secret Storm
Amer Home

nit Pntar Ptin

American
Bandstand

Toni
Old London

Edge of Night
P&G

Pillsbury

Culver

C-xJyTMVITi

Split- Personality
Heinz alt

Gen Mills

Lever alt Miles

flrUnntnrn Thm

American
Bandstand
Gen Mills

Ludens

Brighter Day
P&Q

Secret Storm
Amer Home Prod

The House on
High Street

sust

Comedy Theatre

American
Bandstand

Alberto Culver.

Eastco

Edge of Night
P&Q

Amer Home
alt

Sterling

Split Personality
sust

Lever alt

Sweets Co.

flrUantnm Thm

MBA Basketball
(various times)

Anheuser-Busch

(tt Keg.)
Bayuk (% Net)

(2/10 S)

jU

III

American
Bandstand

co-op

(2/11 S)

American
Bandstand

co-op

(2/12 S)

All Star Coif
Miller Brewing
Reynolds Metal

Rocky and
His Friends
Gen Mills

Sweets

Rin Tin Tin
Gen Mills

Crackerjack
All Star Coif

uled programs appearing during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.,

Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday News

Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m.; Today, NBC, 7-9

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating; News CBS, 7:45-8 a.m.

and 8:45-9 a.m., Monday-Friday. All time periods are

Eastern Standard.



With Washington eyeing ratings, SPONSOR ASKS:

What do you think of the sampling

techniques of rating*

Accuracy of audience measure-

ments are expected to come un-

der close government scrutiny.

Here, top researchers discuss the

scope of the most used methods

Avery Gibson, >-P- of sales development,

H-R Television, Inc., New York

Sampling is the only way we can

get the answers to: "Who watches

television? How frequently? When
and where?" Calculated guesses on

the popularity of various shows, the

Industry

should support

a single

research bureau

reach of stations or the dimensions of

the audience to television, could be

very costly. Ask any producer who
gambled big money only to have his

property collapse after four weeks on

the air.

Sampling gives us an idea as to the

scope of radio or television. Suppose

we did not rely on sampling, but in-

sisted on a complete enumeration, a

study of every tv home in the United

States. Can you imagine anything

more cumbersome, slow, or costly?

Of course, we can get only indica-

tive answers about the audience to

radio and television, and they will not

be as accurate as a complete census,

but they cost much less, and we get

them faster, often overnight. These

answers, used with judgment, help us

to make better decisions.

However, there is one question

which should concern the industry:

Ts all the duplication of effort by all

the research services giving us the

most for our research dollar?

For example, Nielsen and ARB
both measure New York with instan-

taneous mechanical methods. ARB is

currently doing a multi-city mechani-

cal network report. Nielsen has an-

nounced plans to do the same. Both

measure as their local service the

metropolitan audience and the total

homes audience to stations. Both plan

a county-by-county coverage study

within the year.

The difference is that one service

measures telephone-only homes, who
agree to keep diaries: the other meas-

ures all homes who agree to keep dia-

ries and a counter on their set.

Nielsen and ARB both report local

ratings on a four-week basis. This

four-week data is deceiving when y^ou

are trying to decide on the strength

of a program, because of frequent

program changes, specials, and varia-

tions in tune in.

ARB and Nielsen are only two of

the rating services. Research money
is also spent by Telepulse, Conlan,

Verifax. Trendex ,Videodex and many
more firms.

Perhaps it is time for us to con-

sider again an industry supported

survey, paid for by networks and

stations. Would we not get more sig-

nificant data if all of the money spent

for research were pooled to create a

Television Measurement Bureau un-

der the auspices of the National As-

sociation of Broadcasters?

Paul Keller, r.p. & research dir., Reach,

McClinton & Co., Inc., New York

Let's call a spade a spade. None of

the samples used by the rating serv-

ices will stand up to a rigorous in-

Samples can't

stand up

from statistical

standpoint

spection from a purely statistical

standpoint.

A perfect sample is, of course,

one that mirrors the "universe"

under study. If we define as t

the universe studied by the rating f

services all homes owning tv sets.
c

then it is obvious that the telephone!
'

sample must omit those homes which f

do not own a telephone or whose! '"

number is not listed, that the diarv

sample cannot measure those who
cannot read or write or whose ad-

dress is not shown in any listing, that

the personal interview sample cannot

reach those who are not at home or

those who live in remote areas. Only

the meter technique has the oppor-

tunity to design a perfect sample.

But, when it comes to putting the

sample design into actual practice,

the meter technique runs into a high

rate of refusal caused by the fact that

many people are not enthusiastic

about having someone look over their

shoulder continuouslv. Refusals make

substitutions necessary and substitu-

tions, as well as mechanical failures

of the meters themselves, destroy the

randomness of the original selection.

So much for the insurmountable

problems faced by the rating services

in designing a truly representative

sample, problems incidentally not ex-

clusive to the rating services alone

but encountered by the government

agencies, by social scientists, by any-

one attempting to measure attitudes,

opinions and behavior of human be-

ings.

Rating services are often criticized

for what appears to be a very small

sample size. As any statistician will

verify, small samples are completely

acceptable to the trained technicians

in the field of statistical measurement

and a randomlv selected sample of a

thousand respondents can accurately

measure the characteristics of mil-

lions. The lavman often overlooks the

fact that ratings are not a one-time

affair but that ratings are taken con-

tinuously and that over a period of a

year, thousands upon thousands of

people are being questioned.

The major rating services use

the same sampling principles that

are being used by the U. S. Gov-
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inj;

Nil

rl»C. -n'.nment, the medical profession, and

le rati t
e social scientists. All of these

;. impling plans break down to vary-

eJephoi re degrees in their execution and,

es whit
ferefore, a certain amount of bias

r 4 a
ill appear in the final results. I be-

v Jjj,
«ve that the sample sizes currently

;, v sed are adequate and that any mean-

!f
. lgful increase in their size will make

Dj
J,, jie rating services so expensive that

(m ftey will not be supported by the in-

«i
i

ustr >-

Qo] ij

Personally, I believe that the rat-

r. ng services are performing a vital

\t
unction. The trouble with them is

p t
[,
Jhat they are a part of an industry

3( t R
ibout which everything is suspect at

he moment, that their end-product is

grossly misused and mishandled by a

iood number of the industry's deci-

sion makers (and I might add by

Jnany of the industry's researchers)

>t and that their true nature and impor-

tance is constantly misrepresented by

the press in an attempt to bring dis-

credit to a competing medium.

rttii p

sjastj

ml

Melvin A. Goldberg, director of re-

search, Westinghouse Broadcasting Co.,

New York

We take samples of blood to check

on white and red cell counts. We
check on samples of food for radio-

Ratings

must be

studied on
continuing basis

activity or chemical content. We take

samples of the electorate to select our

jury panels. Samples and surveys are

conducted continuously by the De-

partment of Agriculture, Census

Bureau, Department of Commerce,
and the State Department.

So it would seem that sampling as

a technique is here to stay. Each

i Please turn to page 71)

You Can't

Score

From there,

HANDSHOE
You have to Buy Broadcast IN
Lexington to reach the 149,500
homes in the prospering 30-

county Lexington retail trading
area. The five Lexington Broad-
casters consistently and domin-
antly influence 559,200 people in
making $445,793,000 in retail

purchases and $104,334,000 in
food purchases. Buying Cincin-
nati or Louisville won't get the
job done in Central Kentucky.
Get your share of $657,165,000
c. s. i. by buying Broadcast IN
Lexington . . . the only way to
reach this rich, growing 30-
county trading area.

You Have to Buy LEXINGTO
to Cover the Rich, Growing
30-County

N

CINCINNATI

FROM THE FABULOUS FIVE IN LEXINGTON

WHIG • WlAP • WVIK • WKYT-TV •WIEX-TV
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RADIO TV MEN
I Continued from page 35 I

gingham \ Walsh; Bill Abrams.

5S( 15: Nate Rind. Do\le. Dane. Bern-

bach: Lionel Schoen. C. J. LaRoche.

Because of the demands of televi-

sion, particularly, positions of en-

hanced responsibility have been cre-

ated in most ad agencies, filled many
times by persons described as un-

usually adept. Among these: Mark

Lawrence, vice president for radio

and tv production at MacManus. John

& Adams: George Polk, vice president

of radio tv programing. BBDO:
Lansing Lindquist. vice president for

broadcast and media departments.

Ketchum, MacLeod ic Grove: John

Calley. director of new programing,

and Mitchell Lipman. manager of net-

work relations, both at Ted Bates:

Bert Mulligan, new —2 man in pro-

graming at Compton.

In the creative area, the young

stand-outs cited were David MacColl.

vice president for copy at Ogilvy.

Benson & Mather: Kenneth C. T. Sny-

der, vice president and tv radio crea-

E FINER*

\

MINNEAPOLIS ST PAUL

# award winning

personalities

ADVENTURES IN.

m usic

news
ideas

thought

sound

n
ADULT
RADIO

u

HIGH RATINGS

See Latest Nielsen

William V Stewart. President AOar en F McGavren Corp Representatives

the director at Needham. Louis

Brorby. Chicago: Bill Rega. tv radi

writer. J. Walter Thompson. Chicago]

Research experts, too. came in foi

special mention. They are Marti

Herbst. director of media research a

Donahue & Coe. and Kent D'AIt-

dro. director of media research at

BBDO. Two other men round ou

the agency nominees: Lee Curran

premium buyer. BBDO. and Harr
Treleaven. vice president in charge

of the creative departments. JWT
The third part of the advertising,

triangle, media, came in for severa

nominations—25 in all representing

eight at representative firms. 12 a:

networks and five at stations.

\ >ung and progressive station man-

agers are taking over prime respon-

sibilities in many areas. Among
them: Joe Doughertv. WPRO-TV
Providence: James E. Allen. WBZ-
TA . Boston: Ralph Beaudin. also a

vice president at KQ\ . Pittsburgh:

Dan Hydrick. Jr.. WGH. Norfolk.

Another nominee was Donald L.

Keaney. director of sales for Corin-

thian Broadcasting Co.

At the networks, several young

executives with varving functions

came in for mention from the panel.

At ABC TV. the group included Don-

ald Coyle. vice president of the new-

international division: Julius Bar-

nathan. vice president for affiliated tv

stations: Giraud Chester, vice presi-

dent for the daytime programing:

Fred Pierce, manager of network tv

research: Bert Briller. director of

sales development.

The CBS TV contingent included

tiro managers of CBS o&o stations.

Clark George at WBBM-TV. Chicago.

and Jack Schneider. WCAL -TA .

Philadelphia: and Bruce Brvant. vice

president of CBS TV Spot Sales.

The NBC T\ group was comprised

of Alan Courtney, night programing

vice president: Carl Lindeman. day

programing vice president: Robert

Casmire. special projects coordina-

tor, and J. Harvey La Terre. coordi-

nator of sales development in partici-

pating programs.

Still another media group, station

representatives, was commended with

the citation of eight young men. They

included Jack Denninger. vice presi-
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\ u

nen of action

ASSOCIATED WITH RADIO AND TELEVISION

realise the dynamic potential of the Canadian

market, the fastest growing in the world at the heart

of which lies Toronto. When in Toronto they choose to

stay at the PARK PLAZA
where a central location with luxurious modern surroundings,

efficient yet dignified service and an excellent cuisine, have,

for the past twenty years established the tradition

IN TORONTO -"THE PARK PLAZA OF COURSE"

The Park Plaza Hotel Bloor Street West and Avenue Road Toronto
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YOU
KCAN'T

KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

A.M. or P.M.
more people in Central
Texas watch us day and
night over an area 73%
greater than the sta-
tion nearby. .

.

H9 m
CHANNEL ^ J

ELEVISION ASSOCIATES
Natiotial Representative*

dent and eastern sales manager, and

John Boden, radio salesman, at Blair-

Tv in .New York and John Blair & Co.

in Chicago, respectively; Frank

Boehm, vice president and director of

research, advertising and promotion

at Adam Young, Inc.: George Kup-

per, tv salesman, and Bob Teter. vice

president and director of radio at

Peters, Griffin, Woodward: Ralph

Guild, vice president of McGavren-

Quinn: Charles W. Kline, head of his

own FM Unlimited companv in Chi-

cago, and Joe Hogan. tv salesman at

The Katz Agency, Chicago.

In summary, this group of 73 per-

sons cited is typical of advertising

patterns but in no way attempts to

be definitive. These men aren't nec-

essarily the best: They are primarily

representative of the best Avhich ad-

vertising and the broadcast media

have to offer. Competent people in

these professions are numberless. ^

JWT & ESTY IN RADIO
(Continued from page 37)

try. Indeed, it was the thinking of

Resor that molded the present day

concepts of JWT and indirectlv the

concepts of Wm. Esty Co.

In 1932. Bill Esty of JWT. left to

form his own advertising agency. The

staff that came as the nucleus of his

agency came out of JWT also. Thus

both JWT and Esty might be said to

have common roots. (This is not un-

common on Madison Avenue: Ted

Bates Co. for example, came out of

Benton & Bowles, and in manv cases

inherited characteristics stick. I What-

ever their surface differences. Estv is

a chip off the old JWT.
Each plays their hand close to the

vest. (Does Macy tell Gimbel?)

Each is reluctant to turn the spot-

light on any single individual.

Each has given to its personnel a

stature that commands loyalty.

Each has given its personnel ma-

terial benefits (profit sharing, salarv

increases, etc.) that keep them sta\-

ing on and on in an industry where

job-switching has become virtually a

trade practice. Even people who
leave these agencies keep coming

back like homing pigeons. One of

the classic examples of homing was

Bob Colwell, who left JWT to start

own successful agency, Sullivan Stau

fer, Colwell & Bayles, only to reta

after 10 years to JWT with this e

planation which was reported in Ma
tin Mayer's Madison Avenue, U.S.

A

"I was in the hospital four times,

said Colwell. "I had a heart attacl

they took out my stomach, I almo

lost my eyesight. My doctor said t

me, 'Bob, I don't think this plat

(SSC&Bl agrees with you."

Each agency learned to use radi

almost from the medium's inventioi

have been improving on technique!

ever since.

The solidity of both JWT an-

Esty (which might conceivably b

compared with banking and invest

ment houses; indeed JWTs earlv ac

counts were out of the J. P. Morgai

holdings) have kept employees loya

over many years. In this way. kev

media and creative people at boil

agencies have spanned the entin

broadcast era. cut their teeth on radio

and were not overwhelmed by thej

glamour of television when it came

along. Their first consideration is to

the agency and its clients.

If marketing strategy at either

agency calls for a high-impact tv

push w ith radio as the back-stop, each

can make commercials or jingles that

could stand alone even if tv hadn't

been invented. After all. the people

who grew up with radio in these

agencies are running the show today.

Thus have the precepts that Resor

laid down for JWT continued to in-

fluence that agencv. and carried over

into the philosophv of its offspring

—

Estv. Since the precepts were sound,

they will never be outdated since ad-

vertising is, despite any offbeat frills

or fancies, a very elemental thing.

And thus have the Esty and JWT
agencies mastered the technique of

buying radio, of policing their buys

(for bad spotting or triple-spotting),

of creating memorable jingles (they

keep winning annual commercials

awards from RAB. John Blair Co.,

etc.), unique copy approaches. Both

agencies, on behalf of their clients,

are interested in radio. And interest

and understanding of the medium is

all it takes to sell successfully with

radio. ^
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CONSOLE CONVENIENCE

10-SECOND SPOTS

-

PRACTICAL AND PROFITABLE WITH AN AMPEX
Spot commercials pay off. And even 10-second spots become practical with an Ampex Videotape*

Television Recorder. Here's how these Ampex exclusive features make it possible . .

.

• TAPE TIMER Locates the 10-second spot on a reel ... measures in hours, minutes and seconds

... lets you set up 2, 3, 5 or 7 second cue-in for programming the 10-second spot.

• 2-SECOND START Recorder is in full, stable speed fast ... permits even a 2-second cue with

a safety margin.

• WAIST HIGH TAPE DECK Permits loading ofnext commercial in seconds . . . reels lie secure-

ly without locks. Table top provides extra work space.

• AUTOMATIC BRAKE RELEASE Makes reels free wheeling

.

. . tape pulls easily for fast

threading— without tape stretch or crease.

Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated

brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advan-

tages and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.

934 CHARTER ST. • REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. VIDEOTAPE
Ampex
CORPORATION

professional

products division

TM AMPEX CORP. 1458 KIPLING AVENUE, NORTH • REXDALE, ONTARIO
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Want to Build O
a Bigger FM Audience
You can with this beautifully-styled,

high quality SARKES TARZIAN
FM RADIO *

$1995
SUGGESTED

RETAIL PRICE

(Limited Time Offer)

Here's how we're doing it. We are now installing

two FM stations in Indiana.

Like you, we are interested in increasing the

number ofFM equipped homes. One of the easiest

ways—it seemed to us—was to make available to

the public a high quality, low-priced receiver. We
had the engineering and production facilities for

turning out just such a set—in quantities, and, at

the RIGHT price. You can't beat this one at $19.95.

We are making arrangements with drug and

grocery chains, department stores and other similar

outlets in our areas—giving them FREE plugs

telling the listening audience where they can buy

the sets. Everyone benefits. You can make a little

profit by being the source for the FM receivers . . .

the outlets get the plugs . . . and the audience in

your area is increased.

Receivers are now available—for a limited time

only—to all FM stations. Orders must be on FM
station letterheads.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Model 501 : Champagne White Cabinet, Champagne White Front

Model 502: Moonmist Grey Cabinet, Charcoal Front

Model 503: Moonmist Grey Cabinet, Champagne White Front

Model 504: Champagne White Cabinet, Charcoal Front

(Specify model Number)

YOUR COST
Qty. 1-49 $18.00 ea.

Qty. 50-99 17.80 ea.

Qty. 100-4999 16.50 ea.

Qty. 5000-over 16.40 ea.

TERMS
Net 30 days, all prices FOB Bloomington,

Indiana, Federal Excise Tax included.

W
Broadcast Equipment Division

Consumer Products Section

SARKES TARZIAN INC
east hillside drive • bloomington, indiana
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
16 JANUARY I960

Cwrlibt 1900

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Shadows continue to fall toward the broadcast industry in Washington.

Like these developments of the week: (ll The House Commerce Legislative Oversight

subcommittee wants another S250.000 for its probes; (2) Rep. Emanuel Celler is on a kick

against letting newspapers own tv stations and vice versa; I 3) broadcasters themselves are

nudging the FCC into assuming more power over station regulation.

The FCC programing hearings could have become thoroughly monotonous and
repetitious by now, except for two developments.

The most unexpected was that testimony by broadcasters thus far has been weighted

more to the side of FCC intervention in programing than against it. The second is that

Commissioner Cross, the newest member, has revealed in his cross-examination that

he has definitely joined the camp of those who feel the FCC must do something

about minimum standards for broadcasters.

As of this moment, it appears that the FCC would vote 5-2 in favor of stronger in-

tervention in programing, but just how strong will become clearer only with the passing

of more time and perhaps more witnesses.

The Cross argument was with Tom Chauncey, Arizona Broadcasters Associa-

tion president and president of KOOL-AM-TV, Phoenix and KOLD AM-TV, Tucson.

Chauncey argued for a complete FCC hands-off policy, but Cross eventually got him to

say that "a jukebox shouldn't be licensed." and that if the FCC doesn't have the power to re-

voke the license of such a station, it should have.

Cecil Woodland, \^ EJL, Scranton. president of the Pennsylvania Association, made a di-

rect appeal for FCC registration of disk jockeys, though he opposed further government inter-

vention. Howard Hayes, general manager of WPIK, Alexandria, and WOKO, Albany, hit

Madison Avenue and ratings, and called on the FCC for action. Philip Cortney of Coty, Inc.,

also asked that advertisers keep hands off as did tv writer-producer Rod Serling.

Pending the broadcasting industry's chief testimony in the week of Jan. 25, the picture

was certainlv of a divided industry and was not calculated to convince a government agency

it should keep its hands off.

Peter W. Allport. a vice-president of the Association of National Advertisers,

took a swipe at Hayes" statements when it came his turn before the FCC.

Airport's remarks were along these lines: lal sponsor participation in programing can

be beneficial to tv; (b I what with high tv costs, advertisers would go into competitive

media unless they could have the benefits of sponsor identification; (c) all program-

ing would suffer if advertiser monev were withdrawn from tv.

As for the Oversight subcommittee's quest for another quarter-million, it seems that there

are only "pennies" left from that $200,000 appropriated for the group last year.

The fact that the subcommittee is asking for even more than it got the vear before adds

up to this: if in 1959 it only shook the very structure, the industry can cross its

fingers on what the devastation could be in 1960.
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Significant newt, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
16 JANUARY I960 Filmways has apparently hitched on to what is expected to be the next big

cpyrifht i960 program vogne; namely, comedies.
sponsor The reference, of course, is to Filmways' maiden entry into tv film programing, unde

publications inc. Al Simon, who has plans for five shows—three of them comedies. The comedy show titles

Barney Benedict, Double Take. Mr. Cellini.

Only recently CBS Films let it he known that the first two productions by its new prflf

gram chief, Robert F. Lewine, will both be comedies. Also producing comedies for CBS' sy

dication arm will be Ralph Levy (Jack Benny) Jess Oppenheim (I Love Lucy).

Trade speculation poses a curious motive for Filmways' advent in entertainment films. J

some see it, the move offers a route for reaching buyers other than ABC TV, whick

has exclusivity on Warner's tv production services. Filmways, it should be noted, is relate*

to Warners as an investment affiliate onlv.

Don't be surprised if Schlitz (JWT) ends up as a syndication sponsor in som
markets of the Saturday night network time period it's vacating on CBS.

Although Schlitz has just pulled out of syndication, it's reportedly looking into chancel

of picking up alternate weeks of syndicated shows in around eight markets.

If they do, it'll be another case of an advertiser revamping its budget when the un

pected opportunity came along.

idThree new shows coming out of Screen Gems for syndication in the immediate

future represent separate attacks on programing concepts.

The shows are:

• Two Faces West: This will use one actor in two roles (the Corsican brothers gimmick)

which has not yet been attempted in a tv series.

• Ivanhoe: A ratings success in England and other countries, this series is coming off

the shelf in response to a new interest in literary properties this season.

• Wild Bill Hiekok: A 113-episode re-run. It was originally both network and national

spot at various times for Kelloggs. Already sold to WOR-TV, New York, and WGN-TV,

Chicago.

What may be a precursor to a Ziv-United Artist deal : the wholesale naming by

Ziv this week of three executive v.p.'s and six v.p.'s.

The move, arnway, represents the sudden creation of a highly stratified hierarchy

within the Ziv organization.

Three v.p.'s given executive v.p. rank are M. J. Rifkin, sales; Maurice Unger, production,

and Robert W. Friedheim, administration.

The six newly elected v.p.'s are Joseph Bailey, Eastern production; Edward J. Broman.

regional sales; Len Firestone, syndication sales; Frank Reel, legal affairs; James Shaw, na-

tional-regional sales; and Pierre Weis, Economee.

MCA reports its Paramount feature films are drawing audience shares of 50%
or better in many major markets.

Cities are New York, Detroit. Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Washington. Pittsburgh, Boston, St.

Louis, Cleveland and Harrisburg.

For latest Paramount features sales, see FILM WRAP-UP. Page 66.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

The traditional inaccessibility of CBS o&o's as film customers for CBS Films

has been shattered by a move indirectly involving CBS TV.
Among syndication deals for re-runs between CBS Films and CBS o&o's for the late Sat-

urday night period just vacated by CBS TV: KMOX-TV, St. Louis, which is taking San

Francisco Beat.

This trend doesn't necessarily apply to all CBS affiliates or even other o&o's: For

example, WCBS-TV, New York, will return Ziv's Sea Hunt; WCAU-TV, Philadelphia, will

put in MCA's Mike Hammer, and KNXT, Los Angeles, will start earlier with its feature film

series, Fabulous Fifty-Two.

ERCIALS

The effect of the Screen Gems-Elliot, Unger & Elliot merger was to boost EUE
into the $4 million category in 1959.

This was an increase in gross business of 80% over the previous year.

The main part of EUE's 1959 increased business came from new access to Co-

lumbia's West Coast facilities; these accounted for $1 million.

But there was a real upbeat in EUE's fiscal status apart from the merger, since its New
York studios also enjoyed a 20% business increase.

Last year EUE was the only film commercials producer to be operating in tape as well,

but its tape grosses were not substantial.

In other words, it was strictly a film boom as far as EUE was concerned.

Congressional probes of commercials may lead advertisers to reconsider their

present attitudes toward animation.

But commercials men in animation differ among themselves on what to expect, as you

can see here:

• Howard Henkin of HFH Productions, New York, doesn't expect any wholesale

switch-over to animation, but anticipates increased mixtures of live-action and animation

commercials.

• Earl Klein of Animation, Inc., Hollywood, looks for a sharp gain of animation in

1960, and expects a 20% increase in his firm's business this year.

However, there was agreement among commercials men that imaginative or humor-
ous approaches using animation might be the solution for advertisers concerned lest

their commercials be taken as misleading in Washington.

Cooperation between tape producers and stations with tape facilities is luring

important national brand business in commercials.

In Los Angeles, for example, National Videotape Service, which uses the KCOP facilities,

has just signed six major products or brands.

They are: Johnson's Glo-Coat, Pride and Stride (N,L & B), Laura Scudder Potato Chips

( Campbell-Mithun ) , Protonail (Caples) and Schick Safety Razor.

Early experience with the new AFM contract indicates that it's simple and work-

able in practice.

Insofar as simplified paperwork can make any object more usable, music producers are

expecting an accent on music in commercials this year.

Another factor behind a music boom is this: Advertisers with possible FTC troubles may
find that the emotional appeal of music can make up for lost effectiveness caused

by new modesty in copy claims.
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A round-up of trade talk

trends and tips for admt

SPONSOR HEARS
A gag making the rounds of Madison Avenue the past week: a top-rung agenl

has been so exhaustive in compiling prospects for an open media director spot that itj

have to use Univac to make a choice.

That is, feed the aptitudes and personality characteristics of each candidate into an eld

tronic brain and have it decide which one comes closest to the ideal requirements 4

a 1960s media chief.

This is about the time of the year when ad managers call up agency tv direj

tors with the query: how soon are we taking the trip to Hollywood.

And with this corollary question : Should I take my golf clubs with me, or will I \

able to rent some out there.

It all comes under the head of scouting the field for fall shows.

The major drugstore chains can expect one of the giant drug companies to c

out the practice of letting them buy air media locally on the grounds they can buy it J

much lower rates.

The reason is compounded of disillusionment and a mounting fear of what the FT|

might do about these favored coop plums one of these days.

The disillusionment stems from way the company's brands are handled by the chain J
part of its advertising bundle.

Something that tv sales development people say they can't help but notice ii

their travels around the country:

The difference in enthusiasm about tv between an agency's New York am

branch offices.

This enthusiasm, the sales developers add, diminishes more and more as you trav

west, with the approximately lowest point a toss up between the branches in San Francis

and Los Angeles.

Their wry addendum: Perhaps the climate itself has much to do with the degree o:

tv consciousness.

There aren't as many firm-founder second generations plying the station rep

field as you'd think.

SPONSOR HEARS flushed out only these three names in looking over the strictly

station-selling field for twigs of the pioneers: Stephan R. Rintoul, George W. Boiling,

the third, and Monte Everett, who's in the midwest office of Everett-McKinney.

The Boiling firm's sales also includes a nephew of the founder. Robert Boiling.

Talk about the irony that often derives from an account switch, you should

have a hard time topping this recent episode.

The itchy ad manager asked the successor agency for a new media plan.

The response: "You've been buying your spot tv so cheap that it would be in-

advisable and uneconomic to make any change."
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MOX Radio outweighs

II other St. Louis media

n community impact!

His voice spoke of baseball, but his presence spoke of peace. Syngman Rhee, President of

the Republic of Korea, granted his first broadcast interview in history to KMOX Radio.

He told the KMOX audience how the St. Louis Cardinals' good will tour of the Orient

formed a bridge of understanding, a bridge spanning miles, cultures and ancient suspicions.

The occasion was the broadcasts by KMOX of the Red Birds' Far East exhibition games,

the first play-by-play baseball to be broadcast to the U.S. from overseas. Another memor-

able example of the "wide horizon" programming of "The Voice of St. Louis".*

*A voice that speaks to the largest audience ever reported by Pulse for a St. Louis radio station. (Annual

Cumulative Pulse study of Metropolitan St. Louis, December, 1954 thru January, 1959)

® © ©
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50.000 WATTS. REPRESENTED BY CBS RADIO SPOT SALES



NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
ACCENT ON HAWAII. "Maggi" Inouye (c) prepares for WDAF-TV (Kansas City) Accent

show with help of station's Bette Hayes, and Rogers & Smith p.r. dir. Ed Denham, while her hus-

band, Congressman Daniel K. Inouye, Hawaii, attends opening of Home Savings Assoc, hdqtrs.

AIRBORNE MARKET COVERAGE is what Minneapolis gives buyers. Here, Art Swift (r),

manager, WTCN, Radio and Tv, and pilot (I) prepare to take Frank Shaw (c) of Kati Agency,

Inc., on helicopter tour of Minneapolis- St. Paul for bird's-eye-view of station's coverage area

ADVERTISERS

Old Dutch Coffee (out of Ketch, l

um. MacLeod & Grove) hal

launched what it believes to be

.

the biggest and most complete

coffee campaign in the New \ork
market in many years.

The promotion include? a 52-wOel

schedule of prime evening tv tin -

WCBS-TV and WABC-TV, plus peri

odic waves of saturation tv spot ovej

these stations and ^ RCA-TA .

Borden's joined the ABC TV day.

time roster this week.

The buv: three-quarter hours pe^

week, for 13 weeks, in the Davhrea^

show.

Campaigns:

• The Greater Detroit Chevrolet

Dealers Association is launchinm

a year-long campaign to "gain the

confidence of the car buyer in the in]

tegritv and dependability of its mem]

ON TOP OF THE HEAP stands d.j. Did

Buckley, WKDA, Nashville. His fans an-

swered station request, sent in one-third o"

total trading stamps received to be exchangee

for toys for hundreds of needy youngsters
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I^Hcent on people rather than the prod-

t, will be supported by radio spots.

ffMi jency: W. B. Doner & Co.

; • Julian Freirich Co., meat
s »o Icker (out of Ben B. Bliss Co., New
°"ipii brk) and the R. T. French Co.,
pw i« nporters of Colman's English Mus-

rd ( out of JWT I are working to-

- fther on a month-long joint promo-

>n dubbed "Corned Beef and Mus-
^ - ffd Sauce." The campaign calls for

urticipations in New York on WOR"s
ilen Drake and Martha Deane
iiows, and on WCBS' Housewife's

rotective League.

' • Diamond Crystal Salt Co. will

se local radio and tv in 36 markets
( promote its new Springtime theme:
b
t's Sparkle Time." Agency : Duffy.

fcClure & Wilder.

• The Automatic Foam Cleaner,

ic. will introduce its new Atomic
'leaner this week on The World of

fashion. WMCA, New York. The op-

ing schedule calls for 20 programs

r week. Also, a market-by-market

oduct acceptance program has been

rvd

em

planned starting from the Eastern

Seaboard.

• The Rek-O-Kut Co., manufac-

turer of high fidelity components,

purchased a full year of fm radio

time starting this week on WABC.
New York. The program to be called

the Rek-O-Kut Hour, will be aired

every Monday. \K ednesday. and Fri-

day, from 10-11 p.m.

In search of talent : The Coca-Cola

Co. is about to unveil "Talentsville.

U.S.A."—a national teen-age talent

contest, via the Hi-Fi Club which the

company sponsors through its local

bottlers. The contest, to run through

June, offers as the grand prize $5,000

in cash or a college scholarship.

Thisa 4n' data: The Jell-O division

of General Foods is readying a Spring

campaign to introduce its new prod-

uct

—

Minute Spanish Rice Mix
. . . Earl Kinter, chairman of the

FTC. will address the special one-

day meeting of the ANA at the

Hotel Plaza in New York 2 February

. . . National sales volume for Dr.

Pepper Co. in 1959 shows a new

all-time high with an increase of

nearly 9 f
/< over sales in 1958. The

company has plans, this year, for its

largest national advertising campaign.

Strictly personnel: Stanley
Frame, to director of marketing re-

search for National Biscuit Co.'s re-

cently-created New Products division

. . . Stuart Peabody joins Robert

Durham Associates as a senior man-

agement consultant in advertising and

marketing . . . Michael Caparon,

promoted to manager of the adver-

tising department of The Dobeckmun

Co., a division of The Dow Chemical

Co. . . . Robert Kahl, v.p. in charge

of marketing at Borden Foods Co..

named chairman of ANA's advertis-

ing research committee.

AGENCIES

McCann-Erickson merged three

of its services this week to form

JUTY'S REWARDS go to employees Irene Kerrigan, Frank Kelly (I)

lorn Rolland W. Taylor, pres. Foote, Cone & Belding, -for loyal service.

Jt point of retiring, Miss Kerrigan boasts 29 years with FC&B, Mr.

si ly 29. Both received presentations at N.Y.'s Sheraton East hotel

PUTTING ON THE DOG for commercial of Bristol-Myers Trig, men's

deodorant, can be very time-consuming operation. Waiting for Dan, a

N. Y. State Police bloodhound, to speak are (I to r): BBDO's

sound engineer and Rocco Dellarso, with State Trooper Paul Paquet
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Communications Affiliates, Inc.

The components of the company

are the Marplan Division l formerly

Market Planning Corp.), SCI Di\ i-

sion i formerly Sales Communication,

Inc.) and CCI Division (formerly

Communications Counselors, Inc. i.

Agency appointments: Sealtest

Foods, Great Lakes Division serving

Ohio, Michigan. Western Pa. and W.
Va., to N. W. Aver & Sons, which

now serves six National Dairv Prod-

ucts accounts . . . Rainbow Crafts,

manufacturers of Plav-Doh and

Wood-Doh, to EWR&R,' Chicago . . .

American Brewing Co., New Or-

leans, for its Regal Beer, to North
Advertising, Chicago . . . The Ram-
bler Dealers Association of Greater

Boston, with a planned radio /tv cam-

paign, to Harold Cabot & Co.,

Boston . . . The Ohio Independent

Telephone Association, to Hameroff
Advertising, Columbus . . . WKNB,
West Hartford, a division of the

Beacon Broadcasting Co., to Reach,
McClinton & Co. . . . The Universal

Match Co., to D'Arcy Advertising.

+
"

New and expanded offices: The
Victor A. Bennett Co. will open a

San Francisco office, to be headed bv

M. M. Craig Spitz . . . Venet Ad-
vertising, now located at 1525 Mor-
ris Avenue, Union, N. J. . . . Clinton

E. Frank is taking over the entire

22nd floor of the Merchandise Mart
in Chicago.

A novel idea for Christmas gifts :

Clients of Litman-Stevens & Sher,

Kansas City, received for the holidays

a silver dollar in a cellophane bag.

and a gift certificate good for two

days and nights at the Flamingo Ho-

tel in Las Vegas. The silver dollar

was to be used in whatever way
seemed appropriate during the stav

in Las Vegas, and was tagged by a

greeting card bearing the slogan, "L-

S&S takes the gamble out of your ad-

vertising dollar."

Thisa 'n' data: The R. T. O'Con-
nel Co., New York, has signed a

"working agreement" with The
Gardner Co., of the same citv, and

will move to the latter's building at

50 East 42nd Street, maintaining a

separate suits of offices . . . Harry
Chesley Jr., D'Arcy president, is the

first agency head in St. Louis to serve

as general chairman of the Lnited using Life's own language on tv r

Fund campaign.

.

They were elected v.p.'e: Richard

Mercer, Harold Longman, and

E. E. Norris, at BBDO . . . Michael

Barnett, at DCS&S . . . William

Ballard, Brantz Bryan and James
Kavanagh, at Ted Bates . . . Henry
Caldera, at Lennen & Newell . . .

Ralph Selden and D. Edward Ric-

chiuto, at Hicks & Greist, New York

. . . Clair Gross, at Bozell & Jacobs,

Omaha . . . Henry Soskin, at Wil-

liams & London Advertising. New-

ark . . . James Jackson, William
Mathews, Joseph Neall and Ed-

ward Simon, at Ross Roy. Detroit

. . . James Rahders and Thomas
Kilbride, at Knox Reeves, Minne-

apolis . . . Richard Simpson, to

v.p. and merchandising department

director at Y&R's Chicago office . . .

Len Carey, to executive v.p. of C. J.

LaRoche & Co. . . . Joseph Stodola,

to senior v.p. and member of the ex-

ecutive committee of Klau-Van Pieter-

som-Dunlap, Milwaukee.

Add to admen on the move:
Robert Stafford, elected president

of Knox Reeves, Minneapolis . . .

John Egan joins Doyle Dane Bern-

bach as director of tv and radio pro-

graming . . . Ann Smith, to media

director of Farson. Huff & Northlich,

Cincinnati . . . C. Bruse Hardy, to

associate media director of Meldrum

& Fewsmith, Cleveland . . . Moe
Ranney, to director of marketing at

Carr Liggett Advertising, Cleveland

. . . Richard Lane, to mid-West

agencv sales manager for the Ameri-

can Research Bureau . . . Godfrey

Cobliner, to the research depart-

ment of K&E . . . Vincent Daraio.

to account executive at Hicks &

Greist, New York . . . Henry Koz-

lowski, to account executive at

Baker/Johnson & Dickinson, Milwau-

kee.

ASSOCIATIONS

One of advertising's most re-

spected marketing researchers

has taken a hard swipe at Life's

recent article on tv ratings.

Dr. Darrell B. Lucas, BBDO con-

sultant and marketing department

chairman at New York University,

turned the tables on magazines by

ings.

He said magazines also 1 1 i male

nationwide ratings with a sampl

(2) frequently disagree on audienc

figures, (3) do not measure the au'l

ence's quality of enjoyment, <4i ar

hurt by misuse of audience figure

and (5 1 benefit from Buyers wl

consider numbers the be-all and en

all of performances.

Lucas addressed an AMA meeti

in New York this week. The meeti

was concerned with magazine ad e

posure figures and was also address

by Joel Harnett, assistant to the pu

lisher of Look.

They've applied for membership!/
in the Association of MaximunJ
Service Telecasters :

KSTP-TV. Minneapolis -St. Pau

KHQ-TV, Spokane: KXLY-TY. Spot

kane; KERO-TV, Bakersfield. Ca

KXTV, Sacramento: KTVU. Sa

Francisco-Oakland; WWTV, Cadillac

Mich. ; WTOM-TV. Cheboygan, Mich.)

and WVAR. Phoenix-Mesa. Ariz

;,

FILM

The large potentials of licensing

merchandising for tv film serie^

have been demonstrated again by|

Ziv's Bat Masterson.

Retail merchandise bearing the Bak

Masterson imprint had reportedly toJ

taled $4 million in value by the enq

of 1959.

Licensed items include a Dell com

ics series, a Columbia Features comi<

strip, Arlington hats. Carnell cane^

Colorforms, Atlas dungarees, Fabil

ties and belts, John Henry handcuff

clothing by Kaynee and Pilgrim T-

shirts.

Franchise for the series is held bl

NBC Merchandising division.

Trade Note: The question of how

many commercials should go into a

station break was debated at a RTE")

luncheon in New York this week.

H. P. Lasker, Crosley Broadcas -

ing sales v.p., argued that there migl t

be room for more spots within ne -<

work and local breaks; William E.|

"Pete" Matthews, media v.p. rfi

Y&R, took the position that the pul -

lie interests prohibit loosening cf]

codes on multiple spotting.
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market on the move TAIVIPA-

in

Tampa-located, the Electric Steel Mill Division

of Florida Steel Corporation typifies the mush-

rooming industries in a dynamic market.

This rich, booming market is dominated by

WTVT, the station on the move— your most

profitable buy in the entire Southeast!

TOTAL SHARE OF AUDIENCE
4-8.6%... Late st ARB

Check the Top 50 Shows!
ARB

|
NIELSEN

WTVT 37 WTVT 38
Station B 9 Station B 10
Station C 4 Station C 2

Station on the moveWTVT® Channel 13

TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC. WKY-TV/WKY-RADIO Oklahoma City Represented by the Katz Agency
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Sales: Crosby Brown"? } on Asked

For It to \WBQ. Chicago: KTVU,
Oakland: K.I OP, Los Angeles . . .

MCA's Paramount features sold to

W Ml T\ . Cedar Rapids: KHOL -TV.

Houston: KTLL-TY. Tulsa: WHO
TV. Des Moines: and KDAL-TY. Du-

luth . . . Javark Films feature pack-

age to WCBS-TY. New York: KMOX-
TV. St. Louis: KXXT. Los Angeles:

WBBM-TV. Chicago: WCAl -TV.

Philadelphia: CKLW-TV, Windsor:

KLIX-TV. Twin Falls: KXLY-TV.
Spokane: WDAF-TY. Kansas Citv:

KX DO-TV. Yakima: KCRA-TY. Sac-

ramento: KBTV. Denver: KFMB-TV.
San Diego: KIRO-TV. Seattle:

WAGA-TV. Atlanta: WDSU-TV. New
Orleans: WFAA-TY. Dallas: WFGA-
TV. Jacksonville: WHBQ-TV. Mem-
phis: WHDH-TV. Boston: WBRC-
TV. Birmingham; WITI-TV. Milwau-

kee: WJW-TV. Cleveland, and WTAE.
Pittsbursh.

Renewals: Third vear renewals for

Ziv's Sea Hunt have reportedlv reached

121 markets, including following ad-

vertisers and stations: Standard Oil

of California on K\ AL-T\ . Eugene:

KSBW-TV. Salinas: Standard Oil of

Indiana on \X KZO-T\ . Kalamazoo:

Haroer Plumbing and Schlitz Brew-

ing on WDBO-TV. Orlando: L&M on

WKZO-TV, Kalamazoo and WHAS-
T\ . Louisville: Sterling Brewerv on
^HAS-TV. Louisville: Armour on

WKY-TV. Oklahoma Citv: Howard-
Griffin on KXOE-TV. Monroe, and

stations WXEM-TV. Bav Citv:
WRAL-TV. Raleigh: WSPD-TV. To-

ledo: WIBR-TV. Knoxville: KT-M-
TV. El Paso: WTRF-TV. Wheeling
and WALA-TV. Mobile . . . Ziv's

Bold I'enture sold to WPIX. New
York.

Other sales: CBS Newsfilm sold to

ZBM-TV, Hamilton. Bermuda:
WFLA-TY. Tampa, and KNOETV,
Monroe.

Commercials: Bob Me Call on
named a staff director of Robert Law-
rence Productions . . . Radio Record-

era promoted Harry L. Bryant to

executive vice president, Felix D.
\dain- as executive sales v. p.. Ernest
F. Dummel to studio v. p.. Richard
Sext} to sales \.p. and Arthur Par-
tridge to engineering v. p. . . . Frank
R. Stephan elected Detroit ^ .p. for

\ an Praas Productions.
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Strictly personnel: Stanley Dud-
leson named syndication sales man-

ager of Screen Gems . . . Sidney
Kramer elected foreign sales v. p. of

XTA.

NETWORKS
Frank Stanton went on another

gambit this week: he asked tv

critics to aid him in determining
what's best for tv.

The project is Stanton's own. His

w ire to the reviewers was mainly this

:

\^ hat do vou think were the best 10

telecasts in 1959?

Asked for what he had in mind:

The views of people who watch tv

with a critical eye might give him

some tips for inside discussion on

programing.

NBC TV has a new plan for en-

abling its affiliates to preview all

new program series planned for

NBC presentation.

It calls for previews to be carried

to all interconnected XBC TV Affili-

ates bv closed circuit on regular net-

work lines. Special screening for

filmed shows will also be held for

affiliate managers when thev are in

New \ ork.

CBS TV has been doing this

for some time.

Network sales: Renault will be-

come co-sponsor of CBS TV's Mark-

ham, which will be shifted. 28 Janu-

ary, to the 9:30-10 p.m. spot on

Thursdays . . . Peter Pan Founda-
tions i Ben Sackheim i is entering

the network tv field via a 13-week

purchase calling for co-sponsorship

three times a week of Who Do ] on

Trust, on ABC TV . . . Phillies

Cigars i \^ ermen & Schorr i
. as part

of its vear-round sports package, will

sponsor half of each of the seven

Pacing From Hiahah telecasts on

XBC TV Saturdays . . . Pharma-
ceuticals Parkson. is sponsoring

Person-to-Person on CBS T\ every-

week until the end of March.

Network affiliation and disaffilia-

tion: KSUB. Cedar City. Utah, re-

ioins CBS Radio this week . . .

WOGA, Chattanooga, will not re-

new the Mutual contract, held bv

the former licensee? Y5 AGC. which

expires 28 February. Station will g.

independent with a music and new

format.

Thisa 'n* data : CBS, for the fourtl

consecutive year, is entering its fel

lowship program, awarding eig

"CBS Foundation News and Publii

Affairs Fellowships to applicants U

attend Columbia L niversitv for thl

academic vear beginning September

1960 . . ABC TV and CBS T
have signed for ARB's 1960 Co*
erage Study which analyzes all cou

ties" reception station-by-station . .

The Hockey Game of the Week ret

turned to CBS TV last week for if

fourth season, to run through

March on Saturdav afternoons.

Network personnel news: Lesteij

Bernstein, elected v. p.. corporate af-j

fairs, for XBC . . . W. Thomas Daw-

son, to v.p. in charge of advertising

and promotion for CBS Radio .

Alfred Schneider, to v.p. in charge)

of administration for ABC TV . . I

Alfred Beekman. to v.p. in charge!

of ABC s X^ ashington. D. C. office . . J

Robert Coe, appointed director ol

station relations for ABC T\ . . .

John Cimperman, named director,

practices. XBC . . . Charles Hender-

son, to manager, press relations, and!

Cornelius Sullivan, to manager.}

administration and services, in the

XBC press and publicity department

. . . Van Patrick, to sports director

of Mutual . . . King Horton. to ac-

count executive at ABC TV . . I

B. P. Timothy, to account execu-

tive at Mutual.

Ideas at work:

• On the public service front :

J

WMCA, New York, presented this!

week the first in a two-part program I

dubbed We Accuse — an original

script dramatizing the Mack Charle-

Parker lynching. The second "ex-

plosive" documentary will be aired

20 January. Incidentally. WMCA is
j

distributing daily, to restaurant-
|

along the Madison Avenue area, a

'Xoon Time News sheet, placed or

each table for busy luncheon guest- I

to glance at.

• How they're helping the

March of Dimes campaign:
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WJAR-TV

feature film audience

in Providence

with the

hottest exclusives in filmdom!

Shirley Temple, Danny Kaye,
Martin & Lewis, Tarzan — exclu-

sives with WJAR-TV in Provi-

dence! 460 top-drawer features

from Hollywood's 9 biggest studios

just added to the largest film library

fxs

in the market! Station personality,

Jay Kroll— "Mister Movie" to 'his

New England viewers! Not 2, but 7

great nighttime features per week!

All on the station that pioneered

movie programming!
R.p,

SPONSOR

( Edward I Petry & I Co., Inc.)

CHANNEL 10 • COCK-OF-THE-WALK IN THE PROVIDENCE MARKET
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WBl I). Trenton, Y J., kicked-ofl

the promotion with a six-day, 108

hours broadcast from a downtown

Btore window . . . WWDC, Washing-

ton. D. C, is putting its dollar game
lo work for the campaign. For each

winner during this month I with

amounts in the "identify the bill

numbers" game ranging from 825 to

81.000 I. station will present a dupli-

cate cash award to the local March
of Dimes' chapter.

Station acquisition: KPAM &

KPFM. Portland. Ore., to Kern-Air,

Inc.. a William E. Boeing, Jr., enter-

prise, for 8200,000. Boeing also owns
KIDO. Boise; KEDO, Longview.

Wash.: and KETO-FM, Seattle. Sale

brokered by Edwin Tornberg & Co.

Call letter change: KOWH. Oma-
ha, to KMEO. Effective with the

change is a switch to a "good music"

format.

Out-of-home listening continues
on the upgrade: During the sum-

mer of '59, out-of-home listening add-

ed 30.5% to in-home listening, ac-

cording to a 29-market survey bv

Pulse. This compares with 28.3 °7c

in the previous summer and 25.7%
in 1957.

Station staffers: H. Shelton Earp,
appointed general manager ofWWIN,

Baltimore . . . Walter Patterson,
elected executive v.p. and Walter
Briggs, Jr., John Carroll and
Charles Sitta, to v.p.'s of the Knorr
Broadcasting Corp. . . . Shel Singer,
to station manager of KRDO. Colora-

do Springs . . . Stanley Edwards,
to station manager of WTRY, Albany-

Schenectad\-Troy . . . Hillis Bell,

named sales manager of KIOA, Des
Moines . . . Henry Franz, to sales

manager of WFBM. Indianapolis . . .

Dan Danford. to regional sales

manager and Bill McRevnolds, re-

tail sales manager of KCMO. Kansas
Cit) . . . Martin Rose, to assistant

station manager of WPTR. Albanv-

Schenectady-Troy.

Add to station staffers:

Dale Woods, to regional manager
in RAB's member service department

. . . Bentley Steelier, to regional

sales manager of WEBB. Baltimore

. . . Charles Crawford, to director

of the sales development and promo-

tion department at \\ TOP, Washing-

ton, D. C. . . . John Murray, Jr., to

national promotion director for the

Trigg-Vaughn radio stations . . .

Robert Scott, to account executive

at WCOL, Columbus, Ohio . . . Lou
Silverstein, chosen as general sales

manager for KRLA, Los Angeles . . .

Warren Maus, to account executive

at KRIZ, Phoenix . . . Five appoint-

ments at WBBM, Chicago: Gerald

Popper, to radio sales promotion

manager; Ben Larson, news direc-

tor; Hugh Hill, special events direc-

tor; Len Schlosser, public affairs

director; and Henry Roepken,
press information director.

TV STATIONS

WPRO-TV, Providence, R. I., is

now airing a campaign designed
to offset criticisms leveled at tv's

programs.
The station, via its promotion spot

availabilities, is reminding viewers of

the benefits they enjoy from tv in gen-

eral, and from WPRO-TV in particu-

lar.

Another phase of this "prestige

campaign' was in the form of a half-

hour program, telecast six times over

the New Year's weekend. Written and

produced by the station's public serv-

ice director, and dubbed 18 Hours A
Day, the program described the ac-

tivities which make up a typical tele-

casting day.

WXYZ-TV, Detroit, launched this

week a regular dailv schedule of

"Dual Tv."
This is a new form of videocasting

which beams two programs on the

same screen at the same time—
in this case a show dubbed Funeivs,

which is slated to appeal to children

via cartoons and comedies, with au-

dio, and adults via headline news

along with the correct time and

weather reports.

Scheduled for Mondays through

Fridavs. 7-7:30 a.m., Funeivs has as a

full sponsor for 39-weeks Awrey
Bakeries of Detroit, out of Zim-

mer, Keller & Calvert.

Ideas at work:
• Brave new world: Viewers of

the Big Movie on WBZ-TV, Boston,

are being asked to write, in 50-words

or less, the answer to this questio' I

"If you were a volunteer passenger
(

the first rocket to the moon wh
three books would you take with yc

as aids in starting a new civilization

This "Operation Moon" competiti

will award 12 prizes valued at 85,0

to the best entries.

• What is 'Slap-Stilt': Two d

en toys and 10 one-minute announc

ments created one of the most su

cessful promotions on WKTV, Fti<

Rome. The idea: station secured 1

"Slap-Stiks" from a toy company U
a minor promotional gimmick on i|

weekday morning Cartoon Time pr<

gram, inviting youngsters to ent^

their name in a drawing for then

More than 1,000 cards were receives

refore the 10 announcements wer

scheduled, plus the same amount c

phone calls asking where the toi

could be purchased. The end resu

was the signing up of one of Utica
1

leading toy stores as sponsor of
j

special children's show for severl

weeks.

Thisa n' data: WSLS-AM-t*
Roanoke. \ a., took a full-page ad i:

the Roanoke Times last week to re

affirm the station's "honest belief thg

broadcasters in the area are holdinj

on to these basic values—honesty, in

tesritv and truths." . . . WFAA-AM
TV, Dallas, has signed contracts f»|

the construction of S2 million fa)

cilities, completion of which is schei

uled by February. 1961 . . . TvB wil

feature two film presentations at tl

43rd annual Automobile Dealen

Association convention in Washin

ton. D. C, 1-3 Februarv. The first ii

"Oldsothon" telling the storv of i

Lubbock. Tex., dealers successful

marathon sponsorship, and the sec

ond is a composite of outstandirg

auto tv commercials.

On the personnel front : Roben
Schultis, to sales manager of WDSl

j

TV, New Orleans . . . Norman Gray,

ppDointed local sales manaser oj

KXTV. Sacramento . . . Waltci

Branson, to v.p. of TV Stations

Inc. . . . Joseph Sinclair, electee

v.p. of The Outlet Co. . . . Henri

Schaefer, to business manager an;

William Garry, to director of tb<

public affairs department at 'u BB1\

TV, Chicago . . . Karen Rohwej

to promotion manager of KMSP-TN
Minneapolis -St. Pau' . . . Jud
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Poster

jler, to director of sales promo-

activities and Thomas Stanton

James McGraw to account ex-

tives at KMOX-TV, St. Louis.

ivilkatic

compeii

le

-
si

EPRESENTATIVES

rling B. Beeson, after 19
jrs with the firm, has resigned

president of Headley-Reed.

The personnel moves resulting

m this development: John Wrath,

cutive v.p. in Chicago, comes to

w York as president; Bill Shaw
\s from St. Louis to manager of

Chicago office and Earl Gallagher

I

r ,
es over Shaw's previous post.

flick o

i Time

to a

re receii

lie

1

.OH

p appointments: WJIM, Lans-

i to Jack Masla & Co WALB-
(t-TV, Albany, Ga., to Venard,
ntoul & McConnell . . . WNHC,
W Haven and WPTR, Albany-

henectady-Troy, for New England

presentation, to Foster & Creed,

!

*
m branch office : The Branham
!>. next month opens its Minneaoo-

.: office in the Northwestern Bank
lilding. Robert Brockman will

.anage the radio and tv operation
' yi

ere.

of*.
:j

111'u* ep appointments— personnel

:

iobert Hutton to v.p. of Edward
ptry & Co. . . . Max Friedman, to

1.stern sales manager of H-R Reps,
I'ic.

. . . John Wade, named director

research for radio and tv and
arold Altura, to the sales promo-
bn department at Averv-Knodel . . .

obert Stuart, to manager of the

larke Brown Co.'s New Orleans office

• . Tom Buchanan, from N. Y.
Bee of Everett-McKinev. to manager
f the Chicaao office. ^

cl

!

SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 53)

rating service uses a different method

of sample selection, but the principle

involved is essentially the same for

all—selection of a sample of popula-

tion that will effectively and within

defined statistical limits represent the

entire population under study.

How large should the sample be

and how should it be selected, is the

problem. It must be recognized that

sampling at best has inherent errors,

but the errors are statistically defined

and the qualified researcher does

know the limits and reliability of

figures so obtained. Obviously, the

larger the sample, the greater the reli-

ability. But it takes a fourfold in-

crease in sample size to double the

accuracy.

As a compromise on costs, service,

and somewhat lessened accuracy, the

rating services have, with industry

agreement, modified the size of

sample and the techniques to come up

with an effective statistical accuracy,

a much faster service and at much
more moderate costs.

Rating information is available on

a continuing basis and it must be

studied, to make the most sense, on

a trend basis. Considered that way,

we have in effect a larger sample

while maintaining the moderate cost.

Certain misuses cloud the accuracy,

of course, but by and large, rating

services are using the most modern,

efficient techniques of sampling under

the constant supervision not only of

their own competitors but all their

clients.

While we continue to find fault

with one service or another on minor

points, I do believe with fewer excep-

tions we are getting what we pay

for. #>

Gr»

AGGRESSIVE HARDWORKING
SALESMAN AVAILABLE

Advertising time salesman desirous of permanent connection

in Metropolitan area with station or representative firm.

Twelve years selling experience complemented with promotion

and research background. Address Box 21 SPONSOR

to whom
this may

After 19 Years

I am no longer

connected with

Headley-Reed as

President or in

any other

capacity. I leave

with full respect

and well wishes

for this fine

company.

I am now

available for

another post.

Sterling Beeson

1 Abington Ave.

Ardsley, N. Y.

Owens 3-4475
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PROBLEMS OF '50

(( ontinued from j>age 39)

The >ear 1950 saw sonw A tv

network programing devoted to crime

slio\\>. But SPONSOR noted these

straws in the wind: Rumblings by

some stations that the\ would refuse

the gorier examples: exposure of tv

viewers to a spate of western movies

was leading such stars as Gene Autry.

Ko\ Rogi re, Bill Boyd to film a series

for tv in order to cash in financially

on the current craze. And. in the

classic cliff hanger of the year, spon-

SOR said in December 1950: "Tele-

vision sponsors are discovering that

quiz shows go big visually. Tvpes

that get best viewer reaction still not

fully known, but manv stations now
experimenting. . .

Other programing trends: NBC TV
went into the comedy-variety field

with both feet in the fall of 1950. A
two-and-a-half hour block on Satur-

day night called for 60 minutes of

stand-up comedy by Jack Carter, fol-

lowed by a slick revue format with

Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca. The

same year NBC applied a similar idea

to radio with The Big Show. Tallulah

Bankheads 90-minute marathon.

March 1950 saw the birth of na-

tional tv ratings when the first nation-

al Nielsen television report came out.

Here's the coverage, registered by

shows in that report, compared with

their counterparts today:

Milton Berle. who virtually owned

Tuesday night, with his Texaco Star

Theater was the No. 1. The show

reached 3.277.000 homes, according

to the first NTI. On 2 March. 1959.

his 9 p.m. Kraft Music Hall reached

8.932.000 homes.

Ed Sullivan's Toast of the Town

registered 1.985.000 tv homes, com-

pared to 10.369.000 recorded for the

same Sunday 8 p.m. time slot 1 De-

cember 1959.

General Mills" Lone Ranger. No. 7

show and granddaddv of todays

western crop, reached 1.828.000

homes in March 1950. Gunsmoke.

registered 17.133.000 homes 1 De-

cember 1959. ^

DETROIT? PITTSBURGH?
NEWARK?

-^"

^5*.***&&&

#»-

— •—-*yvjK ->*>»> \_iH^»*£i.

NO, THIS IS "KNOB-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,

West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520,100 Drug Sales $ 40,355,000

Households 423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000

Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise $ 148,789,000

$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000

Food Sales $ 300.486.000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5°o SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5°o share of audience from Sign On
to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80°o to

100°o, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92° to 100V

KNOE-TV CBS • A B C

A James A. Noe Station

Channel 8 Represented by

Monroe, Louisiana H-R Television, Inc.

illf Mill. Division of Mohatco Industries, Inc.", Greenville, Mississippi,
Manufacturers of the finest carpets and rugs.

ii

PAGE & SHAW
i Continued from page 41 I

campaign, retailers received a

flier
—"Page i Shaw puts a "cr

hither' look in the Ohio-Michigar

market"—outlining details of the
]

Christmas tv push.

Right on the heels of these fle

came promotional mailings from

stations to retail drugstores.

Trade advertising in sectional

tail trade journals in Ohio and Mi.

gan during October and Xovem

also highlighted the tv promot

This was the way Page i Shaw \m

the groundwork for the 10 Octcbi)

kickoff of their nine-week, six- i<

schedule of 241 I.D.s. And here, ai

cording to v.p.-sales manager La^

W. Fuller, are the results:

• Thirteen additional wholesaled

many in key markets where distriai

tion was previously weak

• Increased sales to existing wh' >1|

salers ' from 30-75 rf over the sanj

period in 1958 i

• Broadened distribution of

full line of assorted box chocolatd

i Both wholesalers and retailers adclej

items not previously stocked '

• Increased retail sales. Ra
checks of control retail stores t:im

week showed this picture: Columl iff

reported an average increase in salqj

of '2~ r"(
: Cincinnati. 3'2 cc : Cleveland

47%; Dayton. 29^c : Toledo. 37 '"el

Detroit. 42*7.

Even more important. Fuller savJ

is the fact that wholesale sales hr.ri

continued to climb since the close ofl

the tv campaign a week prior tl

Christmas.

While the tv test was underway

the midwest, two week-long radi

campaigns were conducted on \5 PE.

in Philadelphia, again illustrating th

dual male-female approach to selli:i|

candv. For a week prior to Than.-.s

giving, afternoon minutes pitch:

after-dinner and hostess uses of can

dv. For a week prior to Christm.

earlv morning 30s were aimed at men

Page & Shaw's pre-Valentine pusl

will incorporate elements of 1" a

campaigns, that is a minimum seta 1

ule of prime time I.D."s on tv. eail?

a.m. spots on radio—backed by pie i

tv of promotion to the trade.
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PLE TURNOVER
nlinued from page 44)

some broken field running when

d copy changes were needed,"

s Hoyt a.e. Gus Bruggemann.

so, we found that the combination

ecorded jingle and live copy de-

red by a local personality known

the housewives was particularly

ctive."

he live copy boosted one or more

le varieties—e.g. Mcintosh and

Hand—or processed apples, i.e.,

ce. juice or cider. Conditions in

m n market determined which copy

8 used. Once "Mac's" were mov-

I well, the copy support could be
"len Ited to Cortland, or processed, etc.

l
°-t!

l jjome minutes were devoted entirely

live copy, and promoted all vari-

iofe; fcs of apples, including processed.

fe jese were used in conjunction with

vspaper ads which ran simultane-

ity and also covered the entire field.

(The Growers Assn. and Hoyt place

'isiderable emphasis on merchan-

jing tie-ins with the radio advertis-

k. Special efforts along these lines

jnt into the November phase be-

jse of the perennial apple sales

imp that sets in at that time. Since

s situation is blamed primarily on

erchant disinterest after handling a

jluge of apples in October, Hoyt ar-

mjed an in-store display contest to

jiip up enthusiasm among these all-

iportant retailers.

iiThe stations cooperated by inform-

g storekeepers of how the display

ntest was to be run and encourag-

g them to enter. Some provided on-

r interviews for officials of the prize-

g stores. That the contest was

hit despite its slump season timing

as evidenced by the flood of display

lotographs submitted to judges.

These are stations which carried

e Growers' spot campaign: WSYR
id WHEN, Syracuse; WBEN and

'GR, Buffalo; WHAM and WHEC,
ochester; WNBF, Binghamton;
7HLD, Niagara Falls; WRUN,
tica-Rome; WJTN. Jamestown;

'ENY, Elmira; WHCU, Ithaca;

'WNY, Watertown; WUSJ Lock-

jrt; WHDL. Olean; KDKA, Pitts-

urgh; WBRE. Wilkes-Barre, and

YW, Cleveland. ^
POINSOR • 16 JANUARY 1960
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TODAY... THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A RADIO STATION IS MEASURED ^Y
THE AMOUNT OF GOODS IT SELLS. And in Sacramento, KXOA sells more of every-

thing, including tobacco, because it reaches, influences and appeals to more people. The

unique KXOA "Sound" coupled with extensive news coverage and promotional activities

has made KXOA the station in the prosperous Sacramento Valley. Rated first by Pulse* and

Hooper*, KXOA sells more because it reaches and influences more people.

KXOA— First in Sacramento, California's Capital

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: DAREN F. McGAVREN CO., INC. /SOUTH: CLARKE BROWN CO.
Affiliated with KAGO (formerly KFJI) Klamath Falls, Oregon. Rep. Paul H. Raymer Co.

*Pulse—Oct. '59. Hooper—Sept.-Oct. '59.
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WHBF
RADIO and TELEVISION

While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full ]/2 hours of local

public service program-

ing each week.

CHANNEL 10 CBS • ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA

•icmaliy by Boiling Co.

:i

Tv and radio

WST^Ut#CtmiA MTETRPICi¥w9lwl#%r\Eill

Art Breider joins sponsor magazin

New York sales manager. Previously v

MGM-TV as sales manager of the ceni

division, he has also been associated \

Ziv Television Program as account exd

tive west of the New York area, Can

Dry Bottling Co., as sales manager

Pepsi-Cola as a field representative. Brei

attended Syracuse U., was navigator b

hardier in the Air Corps. Willard Dougherty, formerly with W,

TV, will be territorial sales manager, headquartering in Clevela

Edward Kenef ick has been appointed gen-

eral sales manager of WBBM-TV, Chicago.

He comes to the station from WCBS-TV,
New York, where he served on the account

executive staff. Prior to that, he was with

NBC Spot Sales as acct. exec, George P.

Hollingberv. station representatives and,

for three years, with the F.B.I, as a special

agent. Kenefick's sales career began with

the Alexander Hamilton Institute. He is a U. of Notre Dame
ate and has been head football coach at two high schools

gra<

in

n
Joseph M. Seiferth, 30-year radio/tv \j

eran, has been named director of promoti

and publicity for WDSU-TV, New Orleai

Immediately following his graduation f r<

Tulane U„ Seiferth joined NBC's exp:-i

mental station in N. Y., W2XBS. Later,

served as audience promotion manager i

ABC, director-producer for WABD. \.
'

v.p.. Liberty Broadcasting System, exec

rector, Chicago I nlimited and advertising director for Emil Mog
Seiferth is a former N.Y.U. instructor of Tv Programing-Promoti<

1

Richard C. Arbuckle, has been elected

vice president of Robert Eastman & Co..

Inc., national radio representatives in New
York. Arbuckle has been with Eastman as

v.p. and midwest sales manager as well as

manager of the Chicago office, since the

company's establishment in June, 1958.

Earlier he was with NBC Spot Sales as

manager of the central division in Chicago

and account executive in New York, and with McGraw Hill Pu

lishin£ Co.. as assistant district manager of electrical merchandising

SPONSOR 16 JANUARY 19
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KCMO has the "knows" for news
There's this about news: you have to

get it in before you get it out. KCMO
is long on what it takes for both.

Getting it in: KCMO's staff of ten-

career journalists has the "knows" of

experience. KCMO cruiser units give

on-the-spot coverage of local and near-

by events. "Operation Skywatch" re-

ports from our aircraft on happenings

below. News in the making around the

world comes in through A. P., Photo-

fax, and CBS Newsreel.

Getting it out: from Broadcasting

House and the tall, tall tower, KCMO-
TV blankets Mid-America. KCMO-
Radio keeps a four-state area up to the

minute on doings everywhere.

.// SEAL
I OF GOOD
l\ PRACTICE

Among the top news awards we have won: National Association of

Radio News Directors' Distinguished Achievement Award; the Sigma
Delta Chi Award: Medill School of Journalism Award — plus the

award of a loyal following that makes a great audience for the

advertiser.

fe3l KCMO • Television . Radio / Kansas City, Mo.
The Tall Tower at

Broadcasting House

CBS Radio and TVf
Represented nationally by Katz Agency

Meredith stations are affiliated with BETTER
HOMES AND GARDENS and SUCCESSFUL

E. K. Hartenbower, Vice President and General Manager

R. W . Evans. Station Manager — Radio

Sid Tremble. Station Manager — TV



jrank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Is your agency as familiar as it should be with the details of film commercial

productions Wade Barnes, general sales manager. Bonded 77 Film Service,

notes that too many agencymen hurt themselves and their clients because they

just don't understand the production intricacies of the film commercial busi-

ness. Here. Barnes presents a fascinating rundown which, we feel, will prove a

valuable guide to the film commercial process and offer your clients more

service. Have you any comments? Send them to "The Seller's J iewpoint."

SOME HINTS ON PRINTS

Whenever an ad agency buys commercial films for tele-

vision for the first time, there is a tendency to underesti-

mate the details of production and the details of after-

production. As one client said recently. "^ e'll shoot the

film commercial on Tuesday and play it on Wednesday.

Or as another said. "While you're editing the film, have

the laboratory print another copy.

There seems to be a lack of understanding in some areas

as to what is needed to make film commercials. There are

some people who think it is far more simple than it is. and

others who are completely mystified. It is for these people

that this little piece is being written, with apologies to those

who are experts in the field.

Brieflv. once the producer is set on the script, sets, actors

and sounds, the commercial is shot, preferably on 35 mm
film. The original negative material is developed and

prints are made of each shot. From these prints i or takes

or rushes I the film editor puts the basic spot together. He

does the same with the sound track which is originally re-

corded on magnetic tape. If special effects (sometimes

called opticals as well i are to be used, these are shot on

other negatives. Then from the edited work prints, the

negatives are edited. This means, too. that when using spe-

cial effects there are several negatives with effects on them

for the same spot

From the edited negatives, master fine grain pictures are

made. These are called Fine Grains for opticals and from

them the finished optical negative is made. It is this nega-

tive that is used for all subsequent release printing. From

a master mixed magnetic track a negative optical track is

also made.

\fter the optical negative and optical sound track

negative are made, a 35 mm composite fine grain positi

picture i called the master fine grain i is made for prote

tion purposes.

From the 35 mm optical negative and track. 35 mm :

lease prints and 16 mm reduction release prints can

made. Sixteen millimeter contact prints have to be ma:

from a 16 mm reduction negative which is made from t

master fine grain positive, and the 16 mm negative track-

made either by re-recording the magnetic track on to <

mm negative track or by reducing the track from a 35 ml

positive print of the track.

\^ hen more than a hundred 16 mm prints are ne -

it is faster and less expensive to have them printed .

contact method than by reduction. To do this, two or mo
reduction 16 mm negatives are made from the master fin

grain and they are spliced together to form a loop on tli

lab's printing machine. In reduction printing, each frani

ha? to be printed separately. In contact printing the negj

the and film stock are placed next to each other and *

through the printing machine in a continuous movement.

The question of whether reduction or contact printirj

fur 16 mm is better i all 35 mm printing is contact t I leavl

to the agency and the producer. When printing small quar

tities of 16 mm prints, reduction printing is cheaper, be

cause additional negatives are not necessary. However

contact printing is cheaper for large quantities N nega

the. 35 mm or 16 mm. should be used to make more tha:

1 print- to maintain quality.

The care that goes into the printing of release print

should he just as great as that which went into the

inal production, if you want quality prints for tv. ^
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I ...
IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

I BEELINE- RAO,°

tvuyueif

KBEE
MODESTO

NOW
CBS

Here's news about a development that gives

added strength to KBEE, the McClatchy Bee-
line radio station in Modesto. KBEE is now a
CBS affiliate.

This means that the variety and style of CBS
radio shows, including the renowned CBS news
facilities, will be added to the diversified and
successful McClatchy programs. This will pro-
vide a balanced format that will

attract an even wider circle of list-

eners. Make sure they hear your
story.

KFBK ° 5ACRAMENTO

KBEE ° MODESTO

KM J O FRESNO

KERN ° BAKEBSFlElD

SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA

PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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How advertisers look attv programing
So many witnesses have been appearing before the FCC

hearings in Washington lately that it has been difficult to keep

up with all the testimony.

One important witness whose statements have not been

fully reported in the public press was Peter W. Allport,

spokesman for the ANA, who took the stand last week.

Because the ANA represents 93 of the nation's top 100

advertisers and nearly all of the top tv users, Allport's testi-

mony has particular significance.

He said in part, ".
. . the ANA recognizes clearly that the

fundamental responsibility on what is transmitted to the pub-

lic rests with the licensee . . . However, it is also the conviction

of the board of directors of the ANA that the advertiser who

so wishes should not be barred—through legislation or regula-

tion—from participating in the selsction and production of tv

programs he wishes to sponsor."

'"To remain and grow as an effective communications and

entertainment medium, the tv industry must remain finan-

cially sound. At present all of the revenue supporting tv

comes from advertisers. But in return for their financial in-

vestment in tv, advertiszrs must be reasonably sure of com-

mensurate value.

"In this connection, if many advertisers were denied the

right to participate in the selection of program material and

if, furthermore, they could not be identified with the particu-

lar program of their choice, they could not justify, for simple

economic reasons, their present investment in tv.

"We in ANA believe strongly that the public's best interest

can be served only if advertisers are free to compete for bet-

ter programing. Continuing improvement in programing is de-

pendent primarily on the democratic process of competition

between stations and their networks and between advertisers."

The Allport statement should serve as a sober warning to

certain station and network men who, in the present crisis,

have tended to neglect or overlook the advertisers' viewpoint.

this we fight FOR: Constant creative-

ness, by stations, networks, agencies, advertisers

a nil producers, to improve the quality of pro-

grams and program schedules in tv and rad ;o.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Realist: Dick Dudley, general ma
ager of WSAU-TV, Wausau, Wi
and an alumnus of Wisconsin, w
watching the Rose Bowl game on I

As Washington kept running over hi
t

alma mater, Dudley's groans of d

tress filled the living room. Final

his six-year-old daughter piped

"Daddy, why don't you phone the s

tion? Maybe they got on the wro
film."

Timely: Hy Gardner, in his sync

cated newspaper column, suggests til

title for a book—"I Was a Di:

Jockey for The FBI."

Dumbo: An agency tv produci

needed for a tv commercial an el

phant who would shake its head sid<

ways on cue, went up to the Bron

Zoo and talked to the elephant keepe

"Yes," said the keeper, "I can trai

this fellow here to shake his head.

He indicated a huge, stolid-lookin

bull elephant standing nearby.

"Okay," said the agencyman. "I

have a location crew up tomorrow

"Not tomorrow," said the keepel

"To teach this elephant to shake hi

head will take at least eight weeks,

know. I've handled elephants all m
life—both here and in India."

"I can't wait eight weeks," said th

adman. "We're in a hurry for thi

commercial."

A park attendant who had ovei

heard the conversation spoke up.

can make this elephant shake his heal

on cue," he said.

"Impossible," said the keeper

"Let him try," said the adman

"We've got to shoot this commercial'

The park attendant walked aroun

behind the elephant and, with hi

spear-like paper-picker, jabbed tin

e'ephant in a more sensitive part oi

the posterior. Then he walked aroun

to the front end of the elephant an

whispered in his ear.

The elephant shook his head.

"That's exactly it," cried the adj

man.

"How did you do it?" asked tl a

keeper.

"Well, you saw what I did," tie

park attendant said.

"Sure, sure," the keeper said. "Bu8

what did you say to the elephant? 1

Said the park attendant, "I ju-t

asked him should I do it again?"
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STEINMAN STATION • Clair McCollough, Pres.

WGAL-TV
Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

Representative: The MEEKER Company. Inc. New York • Chicago . Los Angeles • San Francisco
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MEAN
MORE PEOPLE

. . . WITH MORE

PURCHASING POWER

LISTEN TO

\nn c=) c<=£) ccz
5,000 3J(time Wath IN THE

Rwffittd by BTS

CIVIC BROADCASTERS, INC. II

1100 1220

Cleveland l^aciio

1260 1300 1420

-

What factors determine a time-buying decision? Programming, power, ratings, eost-per-thous<

—all are important. But . . . equally important is a station's stature in the eyes of I

community.

We can show you all the facts and figures. And we wish we could show you the reman I

community acceptance as represented by the hundreds of letters received weekly sa. M
.

simply "thank you."

^T* No 2 in Cleveland (NUmI
LID AVENUE, CLEVELAND 15, OHIO +*

Frederick Wolf, General Manager

i



40* a copy • $8 a year
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THE MAGAZINE RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE

E STORZ STATIONS

et more mileage
for your money . . .

FILL 'ER UP AT THE STORZ STATIONS
(each preferred in its market)

%

Y
>LiS- WHB

KANSAS
City

rj

X
=ANS

ere there's

torz Station
there's audience

The

STORZ

Stations

today's Radio

for today's selling

Todd Storz, President

Home Office: Omaha

WDGY, WHB, KOMA, WQAM
represented by John Blair & Co.
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Convention coverage
headaches have already

begun for the networks

and their advertisers
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is showing
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BHHP

The birth of a skyscraper. . . a vision

soon to become reality. Here in the

hands of one who possesses a quality touch

every minute detail must be perfect

before the first steel is formed - the

first spade of earth turned. The
same important attention to details,

no matter how small, is also what
provides that quality atmosphere in

today's better television and radio

station operations.

lit i>rt «t /./ . </ h >/

TELEVISION

RADIO abc/nbc • DALLAS I

Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

Edward Petry A Co.. Inc

The Original Station Representative



. . . when you buy the Shreveport market.

Like every other business, television stations must build

their own reputations to gain the respect and loyalty

of their customers and the industry. Six years ago KSLA-TV

started operations as Shreveport's first and only

television station. Today it is still the No. 1 preference

of viewers and advertisers alike.

We like to feel that this is possible because of

our strict adherence to good station practices . . . consistent,

yet imaginative, programming .

.

. and loyalty

to national and local advertisers who can depend on KSLA-TV

to fulfill its obligations to both advertisers and viewers.

This consistency PLUS dynamic ratings (and we have 'em)

add up to KSLA-TV. Your Harrington, Righter 6- Parsons man

has the complete story. Why not give him a call?

shreveport, la.

i
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Mark this market
on your list!

CENTRAL and

SOUTH ALABAMA
... one of

Alabama's

'BIG THREE'

WSFA-*

WHY
WSFA-TV

IS DOMINANT
IN CENTRAL
AND SOUTH
ALABAMA!

WSFA-TV has the TOP SHOWS in

an area of over one million population.

The April '59 AEB survey proves the
dominance of WSFA-TV . . .

Top 10 Shows
WSFA-TV 9 90%
Station "C" I 10%

Top 15 Shows
WSFA-TV 1

3

86%
Station "C" 2 14%

WSFA-TV placed five syndicated shows
in the Top 30 while Station "C" placed
none in the Top 50. A further indica-

tion of WSFA-TV 's acceptance.

OVER A MILLION VIEWERS IN

35 ALABAMA COUNTIES*

Population 1,106,000

Effective Buying Income $1,201,510,000

Retail Sales 799,440,000

Food Store Sales .... 217,402,000

Drug Store Sales 23,964,000

Automotive Sales 157,280,000

Gasoline Service Station Sales 74,867,000

Mark Central and South Alabama on

your list . . . buy it with WSFA-TV!

* Market area defined by Television Magazine, plus 6
counties consistently proving regular reception. Does
not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties.

{Data from Salrt Managtmtnt Survry e/ Buying Powtr)

WSFA-TV
MONTGOMERY
Channel 12 NBC/ABC

The IROADCASTINC COMPANY of the SOUTH
WIS-TV anj WIS-COLUMBIA. S. C.

WIST-CHARLOTTE, N. C.

^'presented hy the Knlz Agency

© Vol. 14, No. 4 • 23 JANUARY 196C ISPONSOI
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS ||

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Here we go again boys

3 X What networks are doing in the scramble to make political pacli

tempting to sponsors; $6 million CBS-Westinghouse deal is only on<|

Don't overlook nighttime radio

34 There's a lot more activity in network, spot and local nighttime I

than many people realize. Low costs, broad reach are spurring intfl

Who's who in media at top 10 agencies

36 Listing of media department execs in the 10 leading radio/tv agei

which in '59 accounted for combined total of $841 million in air ni

Farm radio gives boost to boots

39 U.S. Rubber asks station farm directors to implement 23-market 1

radio campaign for farm footwear; sets off spurt of new dealer accul

Cold day in Canton as judge picks odd winner

40 Here's an account of how radio station WAND, in Canton, 0., took ••JJ

precautions to keep contest "unrigged": ended up getting shock of it-B

World's best supermarket sell?

40 Bert Maher, manager of Eavey's in Ft. Wayne, runs the biggest M

supermarket in the world, grosses $13 million with tough tv selfl

SPONSOR—The last half of 1959
43 Issued semi-annually, this is the latest index of articles, case I

tories and features published in sponsor during the past six m<>B

FEATURES
52 Film-Scope

26 49th and Madison

60 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

60 Picture Wrap-Up

68 Seller's Viewpoint

56 Sponsor Asks

20 Sponsor Backstage

54 Sponsor Hears

15 Sponsor-Scope

70 Sponsor Speaks

58 Spot Buys

70 Ten-Second Spots

25 Timebuyers at Work

66 Tv and Radio Newsmaker-;

51 Washington Week

Member of Business Publications l-l-f. 1
Audit of Circulations Inc. I "IMi 1

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive, Editorial, Circulation i

Advertising Offices: 40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison) New York 17, N. Y. Telephone: Ml i*

Hill 8-2772. Chicago Office: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: Superior 7-9863. Birming'i

Office: Town House, Birmingham. Phone: FAirfax 4-6529. Los Angeles Office: 6087 Sunt

Boulevard. Phone: Hollywood 4-8089. Printing Office: 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore I
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Any way you look at it Ben

in Detroit you know

where you re going

with WJBK-TV.

They lead the

market consistently.

J

m •

PONSOR

WJBK-TV gives you:

• The CBS address for 1,900,000 homes.

• 9 billion dollars of purchasing power.

• The nation's fifth largest market.

V\AJBK-TV call Katz

DETROIT—CHANNEL 2

a STORER station

National Sales Offices:

625 Madison Ave.,N.Y. 22 • 230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 1

23 JANUARY 1960



IT'S POWERful

!

Here's another

Channel 2 special!

It's the freezer buy
of th< year!

Bring the kayak paddle, we're
headed for Channel 2 land.

Actually, our signal is pretty
spotty in the 49th state, but power-
ful Channel 2 sure does an impressive
job in Eastern Maine.

And remember, a matching national
spot buy on 6 in Portland gives you
Maine's two major markets at a

ng.

e your Weed TV man.

WLBZ-TV

2
NBC FOR
BANGOR

MAINE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
WIBZ-TV, Bangor WCSH-TV, Portland

WRDO Rodio, Augusta
WLBZ Rodio. Bangor WCSH Rodio, Portland

NEWSMAKE
of the week

The latest addition to Marion Harper's collection of "bet

brains" that form the upper echelon of McCann-Erickst

trill be Mattheir "Joe" Culligan. uho becomes a director aj

the agency on 1 March in charge of its advanced projectt

The newsmaker: Matthew J. Culligan. better known

Joe Culligan. one of the most colorful, most dvnamic and most e

perienced figures in broadcasting.

Even though his decision to join McCann-Erickson as a direct':

of the company is in response to an offer first made one vear ago b|

Marion Harper. Jr.. Culligan's move promises to open fresh homo::

for both broadcasting and advertising.

As a general corporate execu-

tive in charge of the agency's ad-

vanced projects division. Culligan

will have three areas of responsi-

bility, with several others follow-

ing shortly.

He will be in charge of percep-

tion laboratories doing basic pure

research on how we perceive, he

will explore how tv commercials

can be made more effective, and

he will also take over the agenc\ 's

marketing communication labs.

Culligan credited Marion Har-

per with "bringing the concept of an open society into the agencw

structure.

"American society has been most successful when it has been mostl

adaptive." said Culligan. "and we have had most of our troubles

when we tried to reduce the thing to formulas."

He called Harpers collection of broadcasting advertisings bestj

talents McCanns attempt to prepare for the unpredictable. He cite!

Robert E. Healy. formerlv Colgate's ad manager, and Pat \\eave:,l

ex-NBC chieftain, as examples of trade veterans who are now!

McCann executives.

Culligan was expected to get into at least three additional arc -

McCann-Erickson activity in the near future: affiliate company re-

lations, client problems and Operation Thrust—the agency's current

grand strategy.

NBC Radio executive v.p. since 1956. and an NBC executive com

cil member. Culligan said he was leaving the radio network at NB<

in the "best possible hands, and under a new format that should be

good for another 10 year-.

Prior to joining NBC. he was executive v.p. of John Sutherland

Productions, a motion picture production company.

Culligan. who is 41. resides now in Rye. New "\ ork. with his wife

and four children. ^

Mattheu J. Culligan

- iNSOE • 23 JANUARY I960



NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK

5000 Watts 950 KC INDIANAPOLIS, INDIANA

fbe PIONEER of ADULT PROGRAMMING
is pleased to announce

the appointment of

robert e. eastman & co., inc.
AS EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK:

robert e. eastman & co., inc.

representing major radio stations

CHICAGO: SAN FRANCISCO:

]
527 Madison Avenue 333 N. Michigan Ave. Russ Bldg.

i New York 22, N.Y. Chicago, Illinois San Francisco, Cal.

PLaza 9-7760 Financial 6-7640 YUkon 2-9760

DALLAS: ST. LOUIS: LOS ANGELES:
211 North Ervay Bldg. Syndicate Trust Bldg. Taft Building

Dallas, Texas 915 Olive St. 1680 N. Vine St.

Riverside 7-2417 St. Louis, Missouri Hollywood, Cal.

CEntral 1-6055 Hollywood 4-7276

DETROIT:

Book Building

Detroit, Mich.

WOodward 5-5457
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How
magnetic

is your
videotape?

You may never want to televise a flying carpet trip to the Tail

Mahal. But whether you are producing a simple 20-second taped!

commercial or a complex 90-minute drama, you can rely on!

the facilities, engineers and technicians of CBS Television Pro-I

duction Sales to do the job with imagination and economy.

Back in 1956 we were the first to put video tape on the air

and ever since we have been striving to add to its inherent ver-J

satility and value. So far this effort has produced devices like
j

VideoScene. which created the illusion you see above, and the
|

Tape Transfer Process, which reproduces tape images on filrr

with exacting fidelity. And indeed our video tape installations
j



->.

; in New York and Television City, Hollywood, are notable for

; having solved a wide variety of production problems.

Among the facilities embraced by CBS Television Production

|
Sales are mobile tape units that have met the most demanding

assignments—from on-the-spot news events to automobile road-

i

test commercials; ample television studio space on both coasts,

and two Production Centers housing a complete range of pro-

duction departments. Here you will find accomplished art and

lighting directors, costume designers, set decorators and make-

up artists; a vast assortment of stock scenery; two storehouses

filled with props of every description; fully equipped carpentry.

electrical and paint shops; a plastic vacuum machine to mold

featherweight sets and props; a sorcerers collection of snow,

rain. fire, explosive special effects: along with a stock of Zoom

Keyers. Super Wipes, special lenses and projected effects that

will add scope and excitement to your productions.

Anyone with a video tape recorder can put pictures on tape.

The trick is to do it skillfully all the way down the line. In es-

sence, this is why some of the nation's leading advertisers now

use our facilities to produce their programs and commercials.

CBS TELEVISION PRODUCTION SALES®



Sure Is A

For CHANNEL 10 Rochester, New York

According to The Latest Nielsen Report:

CHANNEL 10
Carries

11
t-

of Rochester's

TOP 12
Programs!

1. THE TEXAN 53.0

2. GUNSMOKE 50.5

3. HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL ... 50.0

4. FATHER KNOWS BEST 47.3

5. SEA HUNT 46.5

6. DENNIS THE MENACE 46.1

7. ED SULLIVAN SHOW 45.4

9. PERRY MASON 43.2

10. TIGHTROPE 42.5

11. MR. LUCKY 41.3

12. WANTED, DEAD OR ALIVE 40.8

Afternoons and Evenings, when TV Audiences are

Largest, CHANNEL 10's Share is

56% Noon to 6:00 P.M.
54% 6:00 P.M. to Midnight

"10" Has The LARGEST Share-of-Audience
Over-all, Sign-On To Sign-OFF!
'Nielson 4-week Survey, Oct. 12 to Nov. 8. 19S9

CHANNEL lO
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

:WVET-TY • WHEC-TV) CBS BASIC

THE BOILING CO. INC. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

ABC AFFILIATE

EVERETT McKINNEY. INC.

Bernard Piatt

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor
Alfred J. JatTe

Senior Editors
Jane Pinlcerton

W. F. Miksch

Midwest Editor (Chicago l

Swen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Pete Rankin

Jack Lindrup

Gloria F. Pilot

Ben Seff

Contributing Editor

Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor
Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Lloyd Kaplan

Editorial Research
Barbara Wiggins
Elaine Mann

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Sales Manager
Arthur E. Breider

Eastern Office
Bernard Piatt

Willard Dougherty
Robert Brokaw

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Midwest Manager
Roy Meachum

Jane E. Perry

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Allen M. Greenberg, Manager
Bill Oefelein

ADMINISTRATIVE DEPT.
S. T. Massimino, Assistant to Publisher

Laura Oken, Accounting Manager
George Becker; Rita Browning;

Charles Eckert; Wilke Rich; Irene Sulzbach:

Flora Tomadelli; Betty Tyler
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your be

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
HTT1

9 A. M. to SIGN- OFF

KFDM-TV 54.4%

Station B 44.0%

TOP 20 SHOWS

KFDM-TV 15

Station B 5

KFDM
TV

CBS
ABC

Neilsen Sta. Index
Nov. 2-29, 1959

BEAUMONT
ORANGE
PORT ARTHUR

KFDM-TV DELIVERS THE

4TH TV MARKET IN TEXAS

152,600 TV Homes

20 Prosperous

Counties and Parishes
LIAAA,

BUY THE
HOT SPOT STATION
KFDM-TV
CHANNEL 6

Beaumont- Port Arthur- Orange

D. A. CANNAN,
President

C. B. LOCKE, Executive Vice President
& General Manager

MOTT JOHNSON,
Sales & Operations Manager

V^ ^y Peters-Griffin-Woodward, Inc.

4fe*
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YORK «

JANUARY '59

ALBANY-TROY

SCHENECTADY

ARB

Rating32.6

55.9
3-station market

FEBRUARY '59

NEW YORK CF

ARB
(Arbitron)

Rating

%
Share

Outrates :

Naked City

Lawman
Zane Grey
Rifleman
Rescue 8

14.3

21.3
2nd in 7-station man

Outrates :

MacKenzie's Raiders

Jefferson Drum
Dial 999
Harbor Command
Lawman

CURRENT SMASH RATIN&

ARB

Rating

MAY '59

ORLANDO

20.6

35.4
3-station market

Outrates

:

Lawless Years

MacKenzie's Raiders

M-Squad

D.A.'s Man
Walter Winchell File

%
Share

AUGUST '59

GREENSBORO
WINSTON-SALEM

Rating31.5

77.0
2-station market
No. 1 syndicated show
Outrates:

Sea Hunt
Restless Gun
Rifleman
MacKenzie's Raiders
Wyatt Earp

%
Share

SEPTEMBER '59

SEATTLE

OCTOBER '59

CHARLOTTE

ARB

Rating23.0

43.1
4-station market

Outrates:

Naked City

M-Squad

Father Knows Best

U.S. Marshal

Meet McGraw

%
Share

Pulse

Ratint25.5

53.1
2-station market

Outrates

:

Highway Patrol

Sea Hunt

Peter Gunn
The Vikings

Manhunt

FIRST RU
in some markets, NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL

:ANNONBALL are now available through Arrow Product o>

-realistically priced to meet your needs. Wire or phone to fc



RCH '59

;ksonville

0.7 Rating

%
Share

APRIL '59 JUNE '59 JULY '59 1

DETROIT TULSA NEW ORLEANS

lOaO Rating •£Oil Rating
IC Q 1Iviv Rating

ini% iR 1!* Mn%
UbI Share UU.U Share uu.Ut,

4-station market 3-station market 3-station market

Outrates

:

Highway Patrol

Rawhide

Union Pacific

The Texan

Rough Riders

Outrates:

Restless Gun
Highway Patrol

Mike Hammer
Tombstone Territory

Whiriybirds

Outrates:

Naked City

77 Sunset Strip

Wyatt Earp

Tombstone Territory

Whiriybirds

4.0
l-.ation market

h rates:

k Hunt

ii iway Patrol

h cue 8

HVIen

lard Diamond

HIGHBALLING INTO 2n*YEAR!
VEMBER '59

HILADELPHIA

!2.4 Rating

57.4
station market

%
Share

(

ttrates:

;.lt .45

ckup

lilip Marlowe
Jath Valley Days
chard Diamond

GANNONBALL

MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22 • PLAZA 5-2IOO



New York audiences have learned to expect

network quality entertainment every night on

wpix-11. Advt rtisers know that of all seven New
York stations only wpix offers so many oppor-

tunities to place minute commercials

in prinu < r< ning time in such net-

work quality programming. This

"quality compatibility" obviously

best complements and supports your

commercial messages. It's one of

many reasons why wpix carries more minute
j

commercials from the top 25 national spot adver-
|

tisers than ay\y other New York TV station*.

Where are your 60-second commercials tonight?

D
c £

new
york

j

The only New York independent qualified and I

permitted to display the S'ational Association I

of Broadcasters Seal of Good Practice

'Broadcast Advertiser Report?

14 SPONSOR 23 JANUARY 19
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
23 JANUARY I960

C*pyrl|M IM«

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

The eyebrow-lifter of the week, as far as reps were concerned : the bundle of

free merchandising that the Watchmakers of Switzerland (C&W) wants from ra-

dio stations in return for a 13-week schedule of 20 thirty-second announcements
per week.

Among the things the stations would be expected to furnish gratis: (1) a weekly con-

test plus gift certificates for Swiss watches: (2) newspaper ads; (3) billboards; (4)

streamers, countercards and entry blanks at jewelers and department stores; (5) grand

prizes for the campaign's fadeout week.

Reps were advised in a meeting at C&W last week that stations would have to stipu-

late how much of this ballyhoo they were prepared to give before the agency went to work

on compiling the station list. Schedule's intended starting date: 14 March.

American Motors (Geyer, MM&B) will hit about 70 markets with a spot tv

campaign of saturation dimensions in March.

This will be in addition to the spot radio schedule it got moving in 85 markets this

week.

Air media might be wise to ponder a trend in food marketing that may have a

lot to do with the advertiser's determining where to spend his money during the

broadcast clock.

The trend, as uncovered by various marketing studies: as a product gets closer to

the meal stage it is the man of the household who controls the brand selection.

In other words, he has a lot more to say about the choice of ready-to-serve or instant

products than he did when ingredient-type foods easily dominated the shelves.

Other factors of moment in this connection: (1) two-person households are increas-

ing at a rapid pace; (2) the man now does as much shopping as the wife.

The rush to buy spot tv was maintained at an even heavy pace through the

third week of January.

What with starting off the year with an unusually high rate of renewals, the medium

—at least in the top markets—seems headed for another record quarter.

Here's a partial rackup by cities of the past week's activities:

NEW YORK: Ipana new product (DCSS) ; Consolidated Cigar (L&N) ; Decaf and

Nestea (McCann) ; Socony (Compton) ; Beech-Nut Coffee (Hoyt).

CHICAGO: Franco-American (Burnett): Revere Camera (KM&J) : Johnson's Klear

(FCB); Simoniz (Y&R) ; P&G's Joy (Burnett i : Helene Curtis' Tender Touch (Weiss).

MINNEAPOLIS: Minnesota M&M's Scotch Tape and Scotch Brite Scouring Pad I BB-

DO) ; Wheaties (Knox Reeves) : Northrup Flower Seeds (BBDO) ; Mishawaka Rubber Shoes

(Campbell-Mithun).

(For more details see SPOT BUYS, page 58.)

Spot tv can look forward to a third year's campaign from the National Associ-

ation of Insurance Agents (Doremus), effective in March.

The dimensions of the next round : S800.000 in billings, which is 80% of the co-op

•roup's budget; 185 stations, 20 more than the previous fiscal year.

A poll among the participating agents d : sclosed that they prefer their tv be allied to

news and sports and hence the new buys will be exclusively within those areas.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

\S hat might he interpreted as a case of fighting fire with fire: the marked dis-j

position among tv stations to clear for the Mennen (Warwick & Legler) campaign, del

le its several hiatuses.

As one rep executive put it: "The network? aren't adamant ahont letting an ad-

vertiser, both on nighttime spot carriers and daytime, move in and out. and. anv

w a\ . if spot is truly flexible it must conform to the advertiser's requirements.

The Mennen schedule, whose start was put oS from 18 January to 1 February.

run in about 100 markets in -ix flisht-. with three hiatuses la week each i up to J

layoff until October and then a hiatus between the October-November flights.

Adjacency preferences: sports, news, weather.

A delegation of ABC TV sales brass journeyed to Battle Creek this week to put

in the finishing licks for that General Foods Post Division business now on CB* TV,

Dissenting from the other GF agencies. Benton & Bowles has recommended that

keep its nighttime fare and settle for the added discount CBS is proffering.

Daytime spot tv seems to be holding its own quite well, judging from a crosscheck

made by SPONSOR-SCOPE among reps this week.

That's quite a different picture from the one given about daytime network tv

in the chart on the next page.

Also learned from the reps: among the new business that's been flowing in this

with February starting dates the ratio of daytime has been at least equal to what it wa

the year before.

Shulton (Wesley) will spend between £5-600.000 on its Father's Day-spring

promotion this year—an appreciable jump n budget over last year.

The plans call for using part of a tv special as the promotional spearhead, divers

tv network participations and about a third of the money for spot tv and radio.

Chalk up Chicago as one advertising center where the distaff side snag the gold

rings: Witness, for instance, the appointment of Jane Daly, as assistant to Wade presi-

dent. Albert G. Wade II, on special radio and tv projects.

What makes the ascent even more notable: she came up from the rank- of time-

buyer-.

Miss Dal] was formerh v.p. in charge of the radio tv department at Earle Ludgin.

Rankling as it may be to tv critics, westerns still delher by far the best batting average]

when it comes to the top 40 in the Nielsen ratings.

Following is a breakdown of top 40 occupants vs. total show t\ pes as culled out of the

ember Nielsen bv a major agencv

:

CATEGORY TOTAL NIGHT NETWORK SHOW?

Westerns 27

>ituation comedv 16

Variety 10

ight comedv 6

Panel & audi, partic. 10

S -;>ense-crime 18

rral drama 10

Specials 10

\' tion adventure 8

Prizefights 2

Total-average 117
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

There's quite a difference, in terms of sponsored time, between what's happened
to tv network daytime and nighttime this January as compared to a year ago.

The nub of this contrast: total sponsored hours for all nighttime went up 16%, while

total sponsored hours for daytime dropped 22%.
Here's the distribution of sponsored time for the week of 4-11 January this year and

the parallel week of 1959:

NIGHTTIME NETWORK 1960 1959
ABC TV 22 hrs.; 45 mins. 17 hrs.; 15 mins.

CBS TV 25 hrs.; 30 mins. 24 hrs.; 15 mins.

NBC TV 23 hrs.; 40 mins. 19 hrs.; 40 mins.

Total 71 hrs.; 55 mins. 61 hrs.; 10 mins.

DAYTIME NETWORK 1960 1959
ABC TV 14 hrs.; 40 mins. 19 hrs.; 45 mins.

CBS TV 20 hrs.; 35 mins. 25 hrs.; 15 mins.

NBC TV 13 hrs.; 50 mins. 18 hrs.; 20 mins.

Total 49 hrs. ; 5 mins. 63 hrs. ; 20 mins.

Note: the total for the parallel week in '58: nighttime, 67 hrs.; daytime, 50 hrs.

Chevrolet has decided to keep a show going in the NBC TV Sunday 9-10 p.m.

niche through the summer and call it quits with Pat Boone this spring.

The upshot as far as NBC is concerned: it doesn't want to talk—as of now—about the

availability of that Sunday spot in the fall.

Incidentally, Plymouth's interested in continuing with Steve Allen as tv ambas-

sador and it'll probably be via the situation comedy Allen is putting together with his wife,

Jayne Meadows.

If a pitch made this week by Bates to Standard Brands finds fertile soil, NBC
TV may find itself on the losing end of another weekly three daytime quarter-hours.

The tack to SB involves discounts. Figured Bates: If CBS TV's new summer dis-

counts were added to the normal discounts for the second quarter and amortized

over two quarters, Standard Brands would save a goodly chunk of money by switching its

daytime business to CBS.

Note: NBC has yet to reveal how it is going to match the new discount structure which

CBS is putting into effect as of 1 April.

Don't be surprised if a plan that ABC TV is mulling results in a revolution for

the basic concepts of network discounts.

ABC TV is reported ready to adopt a discount structure solely taking one thing into ac-

count: the amount of money spent annually by an advertiser.

The credo here is that the other designs now in network use are either too complicated

or outmoded—that they're jerrybuilt on traditions carried over from radio.

Under the proposed ABC TV system, an advertiser could spread his use over any-

period of the year he wants to and still be entitled to an annual discount—provided, of

course, his annual expenditure falls within the minimum discount bracket.

Among the anticipated advantages: (1) attracting more daytime business; (2) giving

seasonal advertisers a discount break; (3) encouraging the big leaners toward specials

to throw their lot with ABC.

ABC TV is warming up an added argument for advertisers on some of the new shows

who are wavering about staying on for the summer.

The "some" refers to those film series that were budgeted on a basis of no cost for

repeats.

Sales angle: Since the price of the negatives for those shows will have been written, stav-

ing on for the summer assures an uncommonly low cost per thousand.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

If you as an advertiser or agencv are trying to figure how much more you'll have

pay for regularly scheduled film fare on the networks next fall, a safe estim

would be 5%.
That s the consensus that emerged from a cross-check made of film producers

SPONSOR-SCOPE this week.

The common annotation was that the increase would go solely for added union a

other production costs

In other words, the average half-hour show, including repeats, will run a little oj

$40,000.

Look for Rod Erickson to go off on series of business enterprises of his owi

He resigned this week as Warner Bros. v.p. in charge of tv sales, though he'll rema

an employee of the film company until July 1961

His plans include consolidating some of the smaller tv film companies for ope

tions not only here but in Canada and England, getting into foreign film production a]

setting up a tv station investment combination with its own sales rep link.

Something that should be gratifying to radio stations in the medium and snu

markets : the number of recently placed cigarette schedules that w ere not limited to s

many top markets.

The buys, obviously, were made on the basis of pinpointed distribution and sal

problems or needed support, instead of staking out the markets bv rote.

With Ollie Treyz back from Hollywood this week. ABC TV should soon reveal i

nighttime program lineup for the fall.

Meanwhile these moves are under consideration : (1) Sugarfoot even w eek in the Fi

day 7:30-8:30 slot and (2) moving Bourbon Street to a more "sophisticated'* peric

of the night.

The L&M brand (DFS) is going after the campus trade with a 13-week can

paign in spot radio, starting 1 February.

It will use 36 regular stations in college areas in addition to the inside-campus st

tions offered bv the College Radio Corp., the College Network and the Ivy Leagi

Network.

About half of the monev is coming from what had been newspaper budgets.

An interesting slant that banks around the country might contemplate: tl

Bankers Trust Co. (N.Y.) has come around to the view that radio has what it tak«

to establish a franchise.

The bank, the sixth largest commercial institution in the country, is appropriating S250
000 via Ross-Martin, Inc., to make its point.

Bristol-Myers' new products division denied the report current in the trade la

week that a preliminary studv of the media testing of two brands showed that tv had com
out 1 to 1 over Sunday supps in impressions registered and sales.

The version from B-M was this: it was using a mixture of tv and supps in some ma
krl~ and only supps in a couple markets for Fortisun, a cold remedy, and Excedrin.

analgesic, but no attempt has been made to measure response by medium.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page

Spot Buys, page 58; News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 60: Washington Week, page 51 : spoxsoi

Hears, page 5 1 ; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 66: and Film-Scope, page 52.
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While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full y2 hours of local

public service program-

ming each week.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 CBS • ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.

Ray Ellingsen

H0T0GRAPHY

can give

your

photographic needs

the kind of

attention

you like

. . . backed by

experience

and artistry!

Simply call

DEIaware 7-7249

or write to

12 E. Grand Ayb.

Chicago
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by Joe Csidi]

Sponsor

in

Bandstandland revisited

Herb Martin of sponsor's Birmingham, Ala-

bama office informed me last week that Mrs. Pat

Wilson of the Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsay ad-

vertising agency in Birmingham had commented

favorably to him on the several pieces I had done

on the television bandstand-type shows, and had

asked him to pass on to me the word that she had

just bought 35 such dance party programs for

client H. W. Lay & Co., makers of Lay's Potato Chips. In the nes

mail came this letter from Barbara Paton of the Allmayer, Fox anj

Reshkin Agency, Inc., in Kansas City, Mo.:

Dear Mr. Csida:

I have been very interested in following your articles regarding t

"television bandstand" or "pop music-record dance shows." Th

have proved both interesting and informative to us, as the advertisi

agency and producer of a local one-hour tv show, Tv Teen Hoj

broadcast on WDAF-TV every Saturday at 4 p.m.

In your most recent article (sponsor, 26 December, 1959 1 \o

stated you were conducting a study in depth concerning these sho

and encompassing all facets including the general information

data, the advertising aspects, ratings, and the record and recordii

artists information.

Our show has been on the air now for six years and has mair\

tained ratings of an average of 12.0, surpassing competition in th

same time segment. I certainly believe in and have faith in a sholM

of this type as a service to the teenagers and a means of spreadinM

good will and understanding.

We have found that information on similar shows in other ma

kets, their activities and approach, is certainly beneficial and <

interest to us in maintaining and improving our ratings [Novemht

ARB—10.9 1 ; however, there seems to be no accessible informatio

or method in obtaining same without actual communication with tn^

market. I am wondering if your study is to be released soon, or

I may request a copy of the results as soon as they are available.

Thanking you in advance, I remain

Sincerely,

Allmayer, Fox & Reshkin Agency, 1

(Miss) Barbara Paton

Producer, Tv Teen Hop

As I've stated previously I'm delighted at the strong interest on tli

part of agencies and sponsors in shows of this kind. I also like ths
|

portion of Miss Paton's approach to the shows, indicated by tn

phrase in her letter, which states: "... I certainly believe in anj

have faith in a show of this type as a service to teenagers anc

means of spreading good will and understanding."
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Ratings buck heaviest competition

The truth is, these shows do just that, in addition to serving as

ighly effective advertising vehicles. Miss Paton's and Mrs. Wilson's

jmments spurred me to go back to work on the vast number of

uestionnaires I have on hand for the big majority of these shows.

The 12.0 rating which Miss Paton's Tv Teen Hop on WDAF-TV
icks up is a healthy one, but the ratings on bandstand or dance

arty shows generally are very good. And very good, I might add.

gainst all manner of competition in all kinds of time slots. Here are

>me typical ratings as supplied to my bandstand survey

:

Against sports shows: Columbus Bandstand on WTVM in Colum-

us, Georgia, runs from 10.5 to 12.0 against competitive Hockey with

1.5 and 9.5 respectively. This is for Saturdays, 3 to 5 p.m. Record

op on WBKB in Chicago, gets a 4.1 against wrestling's 7.0 in its

:30 p.m. period, but tops football with 3.2 in same period. The same

low fares as follows through its 15-minute segments against football

1-3:30 p.m. Hop, 4.1; football, 3.2; 3:45, Hop, 4.7; football, 2.1;

I p.m. Hop, 6.4; football, 6.4; 4:15, Hop, 6.6; football, 6.9, etc.

ISame show's ratings against movies later in this column.) The

eventeen show in Ames-Des Moines, Iowa, gets a 17.4 on Saturdavs

t 4:30 against 8.7 for a competitive basketball game, and a 22.0

gainst a 9.6 for a pro golf show. In Rochester on WHEC-TV, the

v Dancing Party on Saturdays from 5 to 6 p.m. gets a 26.1 against

n 8 for a competitive wrestling show.

Many of the dance party-bandstands are, of course, on against

ovies. The previously mentioned Record Hop on WBKB, Chicago,

one of these. Against the Early Show on a competitive station at

b:30 p.m. the Hop gets a 7.1 against the movie's 5.8. At 4:45 the

fop comes in with a 6.9 and the movie moves up to 6.3. These

gures hold for the 5 p.m. 15-minute segment, and the two shows

un neck and neck rating-wise from that point on. In Fort Wayne,

-ndiana, on WPTA-TV, the Club 21 bandstand-type show again

'plits the audience with a competitive movie, racking up a 9.0 against

ae movie's 11.0 in one slot, but a 9.0 against another movie's 6.0 in

nother. This again is a Saturday show. Bob Brauns Bandstand on

vTW-T in Cincinnati, tops the opposition movie shows substan-

ially with a 13.9 against one movie rating of 3.2 and another of 4.9.

ika

',' W

r

i
rain
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in/on*

KKffl,

ted b

•imilarly in Philadelphia, the Grady and Hurst Bandwagon racks up

7.5 on Saturday against the opposition's 3.3 for Favorite Films.

Can be good community-servers

Naturally, these are the ratings submitted by the bandstand shows

hemselves, who I suppose offered those ratings which would make

he shows seem strongest. This is only as it should be. The fact

emains that against almost all types of opposition these shows, when

ntelligently and carefully produced, earn substantial ratings at ex-

remely low cost, and equally important, become great factors for

cood with the young people in a given community. A prime example

Vhich bucks the toughest shows in net tv very successfully and at the

ame time is a model of community service, is Bob Clayton's Boston

ballroom on WHDH-TV in Boston. Bob gets a 17.1 against Perry

Mason's 19.0 and Bonanza's 20.0 in the 8 to 8:30 segment, Saturday

flight, and a 12.2 against a 23.2 and a 19.7 for Wanted Dead or Alive

ind Man and the Challenge respectively, in the 8:30-9 period.

Two weeks from now, in Clayton's own words I'd like to tell you

ust how this show racks up these ratings and serves its community

n the fullest sense of the word. ^
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Tall TV towers are fine when located
to serve people instead of pines, 'pos-

sums and porcupines. The WSPA-TV
tower located on Paris Mountain, 3
miles from Greenville, is at the very
heart of the industrial Piedmont. With
its 12 bay RCA antenna 1182 feet

above average terrain (2209 feet above
sea level) WSPA-TV serves 1,500,000
with a saturation signal.

SERVING THE SPARTANBURG-
GREENVILLE SUPERMARKET

WSPA-TV
AM-FM-TV

channel
CBS in Spartanburg, S.

7
C.

National Representatives

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.
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YOUKMOW WHERE YOUR
STORER STATIONS

TELEVISION

Detroit

WJBK-TV

Cleveland
WJW-TV

Toledo
WSPD-TV

Atlanta
WAGA-TV

Milwaukee
WITI-TV

RADIO

Philadelphia
WIBG

•

Detroit

WJBK

Cleveland
WJW

•

Z.os Angeles
KPOP

ATO
A 114 J
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T he fastest route between your product and

the cash register is the non-stop service between

a Storer station and its buying audience. Storer

pilots you to increased sales and bigger profits

through maximum audiences.

Storer strength and acceptance in the nation's

markets are the results of many years of com-

munity leadership, dedication to continuing

public service, fine programming, and ethical

practices. This is why — always — you know

where you're going with Storer.

Storer Broadcasting Company
National Sales Offices: 625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22, PLaza 1-3940

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, FRanklin 2-6498
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h film

i s .. r*

that's right ! If you were pro-

ig just for this country's mar-

g areas, it wouldn't matter too

1! But you never are . . . the

omies of production and dis-

rion demand a show that can

nywhere—be welcome every-

e.' A show that can be pre-

d in Johnstown . . . shown in

ersville without straining the

ties of any group or station. A
i that can extract residuals in

'on or Rio, or Rome or Paris ! In

r words, a show that's made
ilm! For further information,

: us a call:

tion Picture Film Department

TMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N. Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Ave.

New York 1 7, N. Y.

I

Midwest Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive

Chicago 1,111.

West Coast Division

6706»Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood, Calif.

W. J. German, Inc.

Agents for the sale

and distribution of

Eastman Professional

Motion Picture Films

Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, III

Hollywood, Calif.

Don De Carlo, Needham, Louis & Brorby, Inc., Chicago, gets little

argument when he avows that station rate cards are too complex.

"In order to make the most efficient buy, the buyer must be able to

calculate the exact cost of all the stations in the market. Often, the

amount of time spent trying to figure out the cost of schedules ex-

ceeds the time it takes to make the

buy. It is agreed that there are

good reasons for package plans.

But why so many of them? What,

for instance, is the actual differ-

ence between a five and six plan

and a 9, 10 and 12 plan? Couldn't

all stations agree to have a five

plan, 10 plan, 15 plan, etc.? Why
are some discounts earned from

the base rate and others after fre-

quency discounts? Why are some

participations combinable for plan

rates and others not? Why are only some stations on a multiple

product account, single product stations? Don points out that these

are but a few of the rate card variables. "We realize that discounts

are for the good of the advertiser. However, once the structure is

standardized the buyer will have more time for creative buying."

Len Soglio, Hicks & Greist, Inc., Advertising, New York, feels that

too much importance has been given to the "cost-per- 1,000" theory

of buying. "When buyers and sellers constantly refer to cost-per-

1,000 rather than the effective program adaptation to products, we

are reduced merely to bookkeepers who easily note the play of avail-

able numbers and fail to do the

kind of job desired by the client.

In such an atmosphere, the busi-

ness of buying and selling becomes

stagnant. Many high-quality shows

have been removed from program-

ing formats—unfortunate victims

of the so-called 'high cost-per-

1,000.' A well-known example,

current in New York, is the at-

tempt of an independent station to

pull tv broadcasting out of the

doldrums by presenting a series

which acknowledges the intelligence of the viewing audience. How-

ever, because of high cost-per- 1,000, this program has been shunned

by many advertisers who could derive great benefit from it." Len

thinks that more important programs would be broadcast if "less

concentration were placed upon ratings and cost-per-1,000 figures."
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$46,559,724
DRUG SALES

MOVE ON AIR . .

in the DOLLAR-RICH

CHANNEL 5 Viewing

AIR-ea!

Eastern Michigan's
most powerful air

salesman, WNEM-
TV, really moves
drugs. A healthy
1 2.7 per cent of

Michigan's total

drug expenditures
was spent in the 376
drug stores operat-

ing in the rich and
abundant 25-county

air-ea served exclu-

sively by Channel 5.

EASTERN MICHIGAN'S FIRST

VHF TELEVISION STATION

1?..:|PK>1{!> k.

49th and

Madison

NEM-TV

Harassed timebuyer

Pity the plight of the harassed and

over-worked timebuyer as reported

bj SPONSOR, 9 January 1960 ("Five

Diaries of Five Timebuyers •

.

In the face of a work load that

would have made Hercules quail, four

of the five cases were still able to

squeeze into the work-day a lunch

period that consumed an average of

one hour and 39 minutes each. And
thev didn't have to pick up the check

either. The fifth case reported was

on a diet so lunch was only incident-

al here.

To one who under similar condi-

tions of work pressure too often has

to settle for a sandwich at the desk

< total elapsed time 15 minutes ' . it

would be extremely helpful to learn

the formula of these more efficientlv

organized brethren.

"\ ou too can make a success of

each day. if you'll spend but 2 hours

at Danny's Hideawav."

Harassed and overworked

timebuver

Good project coverage

V.iur coverage of our Advertiser

Area project i "Is Confusion About
Areas Fouling Tp Radio Buying?"
SPONSOR, 9 Jan. i was certainly well-

done. I am sure that this will have

a very powerful effect on encourag-

ing other stations and agencies to par-

ticipate in this endeavor.

Frank G. Boehm
Adam Young. Inc.

y.y.c.

We miss her, too

I just finished reading your testi-

monial to Gert Scanlan i sponsor. 19

Dec) I have never written a letter

to a magazine before in my life, but

I felt that I would like to on this oc-

casion to let yon know that I thought

it was one of the nicest testimonials

ever given by a magazine to an

son. living or dead. I know that C

would have appreciated it and 1

1

sure that she does from her tKrl

on high.

James D. Bowden. r*

James D. Bouden &
j

Minneapolis

* * »

Your "Farewell to a Wonderful G

said about Gert Scanlan that *I

so many of us had wanted to I

Thank vou verv much.

J. C. FO-II

KTBC
Austin. 1

Thank you for the lovely tribute

Gert in SPONSOR.

I'll miss her very much, but il

a consoling thought knowing

helped make our world a little brig

er and happier, and had so ml

friends.

Elenore Scanlt

Street & Fin&

y.y.c.

Communications Act needs overhaul

I enjoyed your editorial in the 1^

uarv 2nd issue on the FCC vs.

FTC.

\ our original point of view

through a lot of public buzz-:

Congress must be shown that the

torical philosophies of FCC and

are inadequate for the problems

new. voung. and different indu>l

The time has come for a revisio:

the Communications Act.

I wish vou would go rii'ht al e

and "presume" to rewrite it. The

suit would be not only good sen

but also a piece of the most 1 c

prose in the statute books.

Allen F. F"M
senior v.p.

Compton Adi

y.y.c.
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ISTENING HABITS HAVE CH

...in Cleveland, particularly

Deep—even superficial—analysis of Cleveland radio reveals a marked transference of

affection to WHK. Listeners used to offer WHK great resistance. But that was before

etropolitan Broadcasting Corporation installed its unique Gestalt of service, news

and showmanship. The New WHK delivers Cleveland's second largest audience,

and advertisers are re-orienting. For more insight into the change, consult with Blair,

General Manager Jack Thayer (EXpress 1-5000). Tlor rmleveland
Division of

Metropolitan Broadcasting

Corporation

t
. 19.9X — 6A.M. -•

. . F9I., OCT., 1959
.: b%-7A.H. -6 P.M.,M0N..fRI., OCT. . NO\



THE FIRST T

WHEN SPONSOR

WAS ONE YEAR OLD. ..

SPONSOR began life as a monthly

in November, 1946. It operated

(and still does) on a simple editorial

premise: Every word must help the

radio/tv buyer in his appreciation

and use of air advertising.

When SPONSOR was one year old

we took our readers behind-the-

scenes with "One year in the life of

SPONSOR," a factual report on our

objectives, methods and progress.

This was followed by "Two years in

the life of SPONSOR," then "The

first 8,000 pages."

These intimate glimpses of a trade

publication were well received. But

somehow the idea was lost in the

hustle and bustle of the air age.

We've been asked to revive these

reports and we're glad to oblige.

|n its first 13 years SPONSOR grew from monthly to

weekly to weekly; its staff from seven to 40; its press r

from 8,000 to 15,000 copies per issue; its annual ad.

tising revenue from $50,000 to well over $1,000,000;

agency/advertiser popularity from "also-ran" in the eaJ

broadcast magazine readership surveys to a dominant fii

in all surveys made independently since 1958.

These are some barometers of progress. But what mak^

SPONSOR click?

Here are some of the answers:

WE SERVE THE MAN WHO FOOTS THE BILLS

We always have. The temptations to branch out editorial*]

(and thus enlarge our advertising opportunities) have bee

constant. But we've resisted these temptations. We kne

we can't be all things to all people. So we continue to coi

centrate on helping the timebuyer, account executive,

manager, and the others involved in radio/tv buying, to ci

a better job.

WE'RE A CRUSADING MAGAZINE

Ever since our birth we've fought hard for worthwhile ir

dustry improvements. We antagonize some with our standi

we don't allow expediency to direct our policies. We'v<

fought for an RAB, TvB, sane use of ratings, establishmer

of a federated NAB (several years back), a new name fc

spot, spot radio and spot tv billing figures. When many we'

sounding the death-knell of radio as tv zoomed into sigh

SPONSOR released its memorable and factual series, "Rad

is Getting Bigger." Right now we're underwriting one of tr

toughest projects of our career: how to lick the paper worl

hurting spot at ad agencies. A hard-working committee o

industry leaders is wrestling with this one.

WE START THE TRENDS

There are a million ways to turn out a trade magazine.

SPONSOR pioneered the kind that is as easy to digest a:

a consumer magazine. When we began we introduced t:

the advertising field the highly graphic, readable, inter-

pretive, and factual periodical. When we went weekly w«

introduced the fast-reading, eight-page newsletter. We spt

•



[ EN YEARS IN THE LIFE OF SPONSOR
ialize in home readership (and how wives love it!). None

'f these concepts are copyrightable, and our innovations
1

'ta now discernible throughout the trade field.

)UR EDITORS ARE AGENCY-EDUCATED
i

ilone in the advertising magazine field, SPONSOR is edited

>y men who have held executive posts at top advertising

Agencies. John McMillin, executive editor, and Ben Bodec,

lews editor (our two key editors), spent a total of 26 years

it Compton, J. Walter Thompson, Kenyon & Eckhardt, and

)ther large agencies. These men are exceptional analysts

jnd writers. But more than that, they bring their readers

sn advertising understanding and know-how far beyond

Creative and mechanical skills. SPONSOR'S strength always

las been in its product. Some 20 editors, the top nine of

whom average nearly seven years each at SPONSOR, are

pn the job.

WE SPECIALIZE IN BEING USEFUL

When SPONSOR was beginning, extracting facts-and-figures

from agency and advertiser sources was no mean feat. But

the industry gradually has learned to share its secrets; and

we've had a hand in this education. In the past year two

"agencies (Leo Burnett and N. W. Ayer) broke hush-hush
'( ^policies by inviting us to analyze their operations and report

*our findings with no holds barred. They must have liked

the results; both ordered thousands of reprints.

Use information is the heart of SPONSOR'S editorial con

tent. Case histories, cost studies, research analyses, charts,

and surveys of all kinds dot our pages. Standard for the

industry are such tools as Tv Basics, Radio Basics, All

i

Media Evaluation Study, Network Comparagraph, Five-City

Directory, Tv Dictionary, Timebuying Basics, Marketing Ba

jsics, Annual Farm Issue, Annual Negro Issue, Timebuyers

of the U.S. In November, 1959 our Readers' Service an

swered 225 agency/advertiser questions.

WE INFLUENCE THE INFLUENTIAL 7,500

SPONSOR'S target, editorial and circulation, is some 7,500

agency and advertiser executives whom we consider worth

reaching because they participate to some degree in air

buying decisions. Of these, perhaps 2,000—largely time

buyers—are of major importance. Our task is not only to

reach but to truly influence the 7,500. This is a tall order.

These are busy people who must pick their reading matter
with care. It takes a penetrating use book which covers th<=

weekly essentials (and avoids the non-essentials) to reg-

ister. SPONSOR registers so well that in 1959 we averaged
close to 100 paid subscribers at such prominent spot-buying,

agencies as Young & Rubicam. BBDO. McCann-Erickson.
and J. Walter Thompson.

These are signs of our progress as we enter our fourteentr

year. There are others. For example, in 1959 our renewal

percentage climbed 14% over the previous year; newspaper
and magazine publicity mentions tripled; advertising income
reached an all-time high; new surveys appeared which at-

tested to our continuing leadership among agencies and
advertisers. And in June, 1959 we began publication of

CANADIAN SPONSOR, a biweekly edited in Toronto.

OLD RATES IN 1960 FOR OLD ADVERTISERS

1960 brings an advertising rate increase, the first since

1957. But it's our wish that we give old advertisers a break.

So we have decided to guarantee current contract adver-

tisers our old rates until 1 January, 1961.

We have many plans afoot for 1960. Not the least of these

is the further professionalizing of our sales and sales pro-

motion departments, two operations which have taken a

back seat as we've gone all-out on improving our editorial

product. So you can expect to hear more about our adver-

tising values* and see us more often during 1960.

I hope that this report tells you what you want to know

about SPONSOR. If we've omitted anything, please drop

me a line and I'll do my best to furnish the fill-in.

SINCERELY,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

•A presentation explaining trade paper values (1960 vintage) nas

just been completed by our promotion department We'd like tr

show it to you May we'

SPONSOR
The magazine radio/tv advertisers use
40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison) New York 17, N. Y. Telephone: MUrray Hill 8-2772



...OLD NEW ORLEANS FAVORITE

&K
V i t

mam, w

*&,;

:?S!%$t$?:

As served at Broussard's by Felix Savoy. Napoleon approves!

WWL-TV. . . New
New Orleans Favorite

Among New Orleans' favorite shows are the ones they

see live on WWL-TV. Ranging in interest from NEW
ORLEANS JAZZ to MORGUS BOARD (featured in

TV Guide, Nov. 21) to authentic jungle adventures on

WILD CARGO, WWL-TV's schedule of 49 live shows

per week provides the perfect vehicle for commercials

that require a personal touch.

Ask Katz about the local popularity

oj WWL-TV's live programs

WWL-TV
NEW ORLEANS

Here's how
to make it!

There are three steps in

the Crepes ritual at Brous-

sard's—a sassy sauce, a light

egg batter and a determined

meringue.

Make sauce and store until

needed. Cream 14 cup sweet

butter with 1 cup sifted con-

fectioner's sugar. Flavor with

rum or a few drops pure rum

extract. Grate rinds of 1

medium orange and 1 lemon;

extract juice & pulp. Com-

bine with sauce and heat just

a little to blend it. Add 2-3

whole cloves. Makes 1 cup.

Make 4 paper-thin French

pancakes about 8 inches in

diameter. Follow your own

favorite recipe, but use a

light egg batter.

Fill the centers with 4-5

heaping tbsp. very firm vanil-

la-flavored meringue. Fold in

half, then again, making a

triangle. Dust with confec-

tioner's sugar.

Pour sauce into baking

dish, arrange folded Crepes

in it. Set in pre-heated 325-

degree oven 10-12 minutes,

until Crepes puff up and

meringue browns lightly.

Carry to table at once.

Pour VA oz. good brandy

and Vi oz. Grand Marnier

over each. Touch match to

the dish and flame-baste

Crepes a minute or so. Serve

at once on heated plates cov-

ered with brandy sauce.

Makes 4 gourmets happy.
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CONVENTION SLUG FESTS will be covered from L.A. Memorial Sports Arena, Chicago's Int'l Amphitheater

HERE WE GO AGAIN, BOYS
^ The pressure is on as year's convention, campaign

coverage problems put networks, advertisers in an uproar

million CBS-Westinghouse tie-up is only deal set

;

steel strikes, 25% cost hikes have held back other sales

#%s presidential contenders got set

to slug it out in the local primaries,

one of the biggest and toughest pre-

convention bouts began to take shape

this week in the television industry.

Two of the knottiest problems:

How to cover the year's biggest ex-

travaganzas (Democrats convene in

Los Angeles 11 July: Republicans in

Chicago 25 July I and who would
pick up the multi-million dollar tabs.

The steel strike kept both ABC and

NBC from making much headway

with their sales pitches to likely ad-

vertisers. Now7

, even with this threat

removed, just who is to sponsor their

coverage remains up in the air.

With a rueful smile, one network

executive told sponsor he had just

about concluded that "there just

aren't any more \^V estinghouses

around these days." He's referring,

of course, to the over $6 million dol-

lar contract CBS has wrapped up
with the mammoth appliance manu-
facturer for a tv/radio package that

is the envy and wonder of other

broadcasters and advertisers. This is

the third time around for the Westing-

house and CBS partnership, in spite

of the spiraling price tag (it was S2.5

million in 1952)

.

NBC is charging S6.1 million dol-

lars for full sponsorship, splitting

that down the middle for half spon-

sorship. Roughly S500.000 of the

total goes for the radio coverage,

which at this point NBC will not

separate from the package. Nor will

it sell election-night coverage sepa-

rately, reasoning that the low cost-

per-1,000 of election night (Westing-
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THERE ARE HEADACHES FOR EVERYONE

ALL DOWN THE LINE, planners face

problems. $3 million rebate to advertisers

is biggest cost worry of network execu-

tives like CBS president Frank Stanton.

Technicians face new problems with pro-

duction costs (at right above with news-

man Bob Trout during '56 convention),

estimated at record $1.7 million, while

directors and newsmen hope to kesp

activity at frenzied peak (like typical

scene below) in spite of fears over "dull"

Republican showing. Tv tape will give

them big advantage in recording simul-

taneous happenings during conventions

house hit SI.55 on CBS TV in '56)

adds to the attractiveness of the

package.

ABC. charging $5.5 million for the

full package, will simulcast its tv and

radio coverage. The network, of

course, is placing emphasis on its

growth in the last four years to a

stronger competitive position, boast-

ing 100 live affiliates by spring, in

contrast to the 70 primary affiliates

it had in 1956 when Philco spon-

sored. I \BC sponsors were Olds-

mobile. Sunbeam and RCA
|

.

CBS. with the Westinghouse con-

tract in its pocket, must nevertheless

weigh the fact that the monev was
largely shifted from Desilu Playhouse

when \^ estinghouse cut its sponsor-

ship of that show to alternate weeks
effective 8 Januar\

.

In any event, the cost is a full mil-

lion over the $5 million tab to West-

inghouse in 1956. reflecting the 25 r
r

increase in program and time costs

generally since 1956. a major stumb-
ling block to the networks still out

selling.

Production and talent estimates

are up. too. running $1,725,000 (in-

cluding cable costs i . according to

CBS. Biggest bite, of course, comes
in rebates to advertisers whose shows
must be pre-empted. CBS estimates

pre-emption costs and loss of net

time income at S3 million. To this

must be added time charges of

S4.900,000 lvalue of facilities for

minimum guaranteed coverage i . Add
up these figures and you get a total

cost to a network for a full political

package in the neighborhood of S9
million, or roughly $3 million more
than they can hope to recoup from a

sponsor i or sponsors i

.

Another headache for the men who
have to sell these political extrava-

ganzas came with the withdrawal of

Rockefeller. However, sponsor's dis-

cussions with network news heads

show that they have no intention of

approaching the Republican conven-

tion in the spirit of covering a shoe-

in nomination. They all point to tv

tape as their biggest allv in getting

the full record of events happening

simultaneously. Immediate replav ad-

vantages will heighten the whole air

of excitement. All three networks are

also counting on the increased pres-

:

!
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ige of their newsmen and news teams

o enhance interest.

Against the total cost headache, all

:hree networks are emphasizing some
pretty attractive costs-per-1,000 fig-

ares. NBC, for example, puts its esti-

mate as low as $2.25 for planned

coverage as against roughly $3.40

for guaranteed coverage.

All networks are guaranteeing 20

hours for each convention. But

where the advertiser gets his break is

in the planned coverage—that is, the

added hours convention (and elec-

tion night) coverage is expected to

run into. CBS estimates the Repub-
lican convention at 23 hours tops,

the Democratic at 30. NBC even sees

a possibility of the Republicans run-

ning under the guarantee, but this

will be more than made up for by the

heat the Democrats are expected to

generate the week before. Convention

coverage in '56 by all networks ran

to about 58 hours.

The networks differ on their elec-

tion-night guarantees. CBS and ABC
are guaranteeing four hours; NBC
guarantees three. All agree it will

probably run closer to seven with

that many more commercial minutes

riding the gravy train.

The complete packages vary, too.

ABC will provide four pre-convention

programs of 30 minutes each (two

before each convention). Its $5.5

million asking price for full sponsor-

ship of the package breaks down to

$2,731,250 for half, $1,820,833 for a

third sponsorship.

NBC is offering several lures. Full-

sponsorship money will buy an addi-

tional 22 commercial minutes tied to

political news in the Today show be-

tween conventions and election night.

NBC is also throwing in a one-hour

pre-convention show 8-9 p.m., 10

July. The $6,130,000 tab works out

to $3,065,000 for half sponsorship,

$2,040,000 for a third.

(At presstime, both ABC and NBC
executives gave SPONSOR ample rea-

son to believe these packages would

be subdivided still further, though

actual plans were not set.)

For the third time out. CBS will

produce a political "bridge" series

for Westinghouse—weekly half hour

programs on consecutive Fridays be-

{ Please turn to page 48)

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiM

WHAT WESTINGHOUSE LEARNED
FROM 1956 POLITICAL COVERAGE |

Special A. C. Nielsen analysis prepared for Westinghouse and never before released shed

important light for other advertisers on convention and election audiences, c-p-m, etc.

1 REACH. Westinghouse convention coverage on CBS TV
reached 78.2% of all tv homes (or 28,543,000). Democratic:

26,098,000 (74.4% of homes able to receive program), 5:45

hrs. average. Republican: 24,163,000 (68.9%), 4.38 hrs.

2. VIEWING TIMES. 51.2$ of all U.S. tv homes ivere

both day and night viewers. 24.2% were nighttime only,

2.8% daytime only. Total nighttime: 27,521,000 homes

(75.4% of total tv homes). Total daytime: 19,710,000

3. COST-PER-1,000. Westinghouse s 184 commercial

minutes were delivered for $2.77 c-p-m, 5c higher than aver-

age daytime program c-p-m in summer, '56, far under aver-

age evening c-p-m of $4.40. Election-night c-p-m was $1.51

4- AGE DIFFERENCES. Election-night audience had

twice as many older families as younger. 16-34 age group

averaged 1 :51 hours; 35-49, 2:46 hours; 50 plus, 4:08 hours.

No significant variations by territory, family or county size

5- CONVENTIONS vs. ELECTION. Total convention

audience for the three netivorks was 33.836,000 tv homes (or

93% of homes in their coverage area). Election-night audi-

ence was nearly as large: 33,214,000 homes ( 88.8% of total)

lii[!!!!illlll[|[|!!iil Illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllilllllllllllllllll
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43 NATIONAL ADVERTISERS BUY NIGHT NET RADIO

RADIO CENTRAL at NBC is focal point for Monitor programing, typical of networks' shorter show segments, "magazine" selling

AFL-CIO CHEVROLET GUARDIAN MAINT. RAMBLER

AMER. MACH. & FDY. COLONAID HASTINGS MFG. R. J. REYNOLDS (Camel, Winston)

AMERICA'S FUTURE D-CON HIGHL'D CH. OF CHRIST SINCLAIR REF.

ARGOSY DENVER CHEM. HUDSON VITAMINS SPORTS ILLUS.

ASSEMB. OF GOD DICTOGRAPH KELLOGG STERLING DRUG

AUTOLITE DRISTAN LONGINE TIME

BELTONE H'NG AID EX-LAX MAICO H'NG AID 20TH CENTURY FOX

BRISTOL-MYERS F & F LABS. MAREMONT MFLRS. VICKS

CADIE CHEMICAL FRITOS OLDSMOBILE WiNEGARD CO.

CADILLAC GILLETTE PEPSI-COLA WINGS OF HEALING

CAMEL GROVE LABS. PHARMACO WRIGLEY

Night radio shows comeback signs

There's much more activity and potential in night

radio than many advertisers, agencies seem to think

^ Sales results at the local level, and low costs with

extended reach at national are hypoing new interest

#%t this point, several signs point to

a reawakened interest in nighttime ra-

dio, too long regarded as an adjunct

of daytime.

Industry ohservers seem convinced

that I960 will mark a significant up-

9urge in the appeal of the post 6 p.m.

hours for advertisers and their agen-

and have told SPONSOR that this

trend is evident at all levels—national

network and spot as well as local.

Here's win things look brighter:

Network—An impressive total of

43 national advertisers are investing

considerable sums of moneys in the

hours after 6 p.m. (see picture and
listing above). They've been unde-

terred by the slimming down of net-

work hours for affiliates, and are re-

sponding with budget allocations to

the new program lures of shorter seg-

ments and an emphasis on news in

this current-events-minded world.

Spot—The trend among station

representatives is to sell saturation

packages as well as round-the-clock

schedules, and these popular offer-

ings are pulling many new advertis-

ers into the nighttime realm. Real

saturation and a run-of-schedule slot-

ting demands proportionate concen-

tration for announcements in the

nighttime hours to gain maximum
and total radio audiences.

Local—The biggest potential for

nighttime, say industry men, is in the

local area. The big-money advertis-

ers and their agencies are interested

primarily in mass audiences and ma-

jor markets. But the local and re-

gional advertisers continue to get

startling sales results from their com-

munity-level use of some 4,000 sta-

tions.

Local advertisers are more person-
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'ally involved with a community and,

therefore, more interested in reaching

its specialized audiences with person-

al impact. They look upon armed

forces personnel stationed nearby, or

collegians enrolled during the school

year, or workers employed on night

shifts as vital to their economic suc-

cess while the national advertiser

tends to consider these special audi-

ences as peripheral.

The biggest growth prospects for

the nighttime hours, therefore, seem

to be at the local stations, which in

many cases have gone to late- or all-

night programing to accommodate
both listeners and advertisers.

There's a lot more billing in pros-

pect for both network and spot, how-
ever, as clients and agencies peruse

new statistics and depth surveys

which give them an even more favor-

able cost, broader reach, deeper pene-

tration into a market and needed fre-

quency.

Nighttime, in the opinion of most
buyers, extends the daytime audience

significantly because a lot of listen-

ers are not available until after 6 p.m.

This group is comprised, for the most
part, by working women, men and
teenagers, plus the housewife—who
is a steady listener through the day.

At every level of buying, advertis-

ers like to buy into or around news

and music programing. But there's as

much variety in these two program
types as there used to be in radio

drama.

Network sponsors, particularly,

seem most attracted to the shorter

time segments featuring news, inter-

pretation and analyses by respected

and authoritative "name" newscast-

ers. And they're buying frequency to

get the changeover audience as well

as repetition.

At latest count (based on Decem-
ber rundowns), ABC had 71 weekly

nighttime news shows; CBS, 18;

MBS, 99, and NBC, 25 in addition to

the Monitor weekend programing,

which includes many news bulletins.

CBS tends to have longer news peri-

ods than the other networks, but it

also services its affiliates with fewer

hours than ABC or MBS. Its current

limitation is 30 hours weekly of

nighttime shows. NBC has slimmed
down its nighttime offerings to some

{Please turn to page 55)

GROWTH PROSPECTS locally are better

than those nationally because of

varied opportunities for station pro-

motions, such as summer night radio

kickoff by Charles Stone, manager of

WAMS, Wilmington, Del., and his sales

crew (left). They sold six advertisers

rotating half hours from 6 to 9 p.m.

nightly with outstanding sales results

for each. Several examples of night-

time audience pull are listed below.

LOCAL CLIENTS ARE BIGGEST
POTENTIAL FOR NIGHT RADIO

SteefeVs clothing chain, Troy, N. Y., aired 3 a.m. test on

WTRY. Name, address were aired, with winner getting free

trip by calling in 15 minutes. Result: 10 trips in 10 days.

Thalheimer department store, Richmond, Va., advertised a

$4 RCA album once in 30-minute show segment on WRVA.
Store buyer credits half-hour with selling 1,500 albums in

area: 602 in store, 74 through station from people in 14

states, Canada—$6,000 worth. Same album, advertised by

Higbee department store on WERE, Cleveland, racked up

$5,000 in phone sales after single three-hour d.j. broadcast

J. C. Penney Co., using WFST, Caribou, Me., reports that

within 90 minutes after one commercial it sold more than

5,000 yards of percale fabric. Store is steady radio user.

In Detroit, d.j. Tom Clay offered five watches to the first

listeners who timed correctly a record played on WJBK. One

offer on one night brought in 2,170 guesses in mail entries.

Farm & Home Equipment Co., Cincinnati, buying an 8:30

p.m. music show on WCKY, offered $64 power lawn mower,

asked listeners to send station $1 down payment. In two

months, 2,580 persons had written in—more than $165,000

worth of business on this one item alone from the program.
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WHO'S WHO IN MEDIA AT THE

^ Here are media executives in agencies with more

than $50 million annual billings in radio and television

^ Titles and responsibilities vary by individual shops

but organization charts show similar echelon structure

I he executives whose names appear

on these pages form almost a Blue

Book of air media buying.

Last year the 10 agencies they work

for spent a combined total of over

$841 million in radio tv — nearh

50% of all the national advertising

1

J. Walter Thompson

MEDIA DIRECTOR

Arthur Porter

MEDIA MANAGER

B. P. Jones

ASSOC, MEDIA DIRS.

I'll Hip Birch

Jack Greene

B. P. Jours

Ruth Jones

Thomas Glynn

Bobert Lililen

Daniel E. Char*

Ann Wright

(Mrs. II. Y. Anderson)

RADIO/TV BUYERS

(35 or more)

2

McCann-Erickson

DIRECTOR OF MEDIA

William C. Dekker

ASSOC, MEDIA DIRS.

John CrandaU

William Fricke

Alfred San no

Thomas Swick

MEDIA ACCOUNT SUPVRS,

Thomas Corey

John Horvath

Ted Kelly

Murray Boffis

BROADCAST SUPVRS,

William Frami

Seymour Gol<H.<

John Morena

William PeUens

Jay Schoenfeld

BROADCAST BUYERS

(10)

3

Young & Rubicam

V.P. & DIRECTOR

William E. Matthews

ASSOC. MEDIA DIRS.

Warren A. Bahr

Frank Coulter

(t. Kirk Greiner

George Leithner

Joseph St. Georges

Charles Thomas Skelton

Henry L. Sparks

MEDIA ACCT. SUPVRS.

Richard Anderson

Kay Broun
Charles F. Buccieri

William P. Bollard

Seymour D rant eh

Bobert Gleckler

Frank Grady

Bodney Holbrook

Bobert Koicalski

Thomas Lynch

James Seala

Bussell A. Young

ALL-MEDIA BUYERS

(38)

SPOT RADIO/TV COORDINATOR

Raymond E. Jones
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E1-OP 10 RADIO/TV AGENCIES

dollars that went into the air media.

Each of these agencies had more

than 850 million billings in radio/tv

alone. Together they averaged 53%
of their total billings in the electronic

media (from 42% for BBDO and \.

\\ . \yer to 80%- for Ted Bates! and

Ted Bates

SENIOR V,P. OF MEDIA

Edward A. Grey

V.P. & ASSOC. MEDIA DIRS.

WiUiam J. Kenrn

William T. Kammerer
Wi>tsto>i W. Kirch ert

Martin J. Murphy

ASST. V.P. & MEDIA SUPVRS.

Norman A. Cht sU e

Albert Skolnik

Christopher P. Lynch

Bruce Small

Edwin A. Kirschner

MEDIA SUPVR.

Robert P. Engelke

ASST. MEDIA SUPVRS.

Henry Peterson

Nathaniel Gayster

Francis: K. Thompson

ALL MEDIA BUYERS

(23)

the planning and buying responsibili-

ties that rested on their media depart-

ment executives would stagger the

top echelon personnel in almost any

type of corporation.

Shown on these pages are the execu-

tive levels of the media department

5

BBDO Inc.

V.P, & MEDIA DIRECTOR

[At sponsor presst i »> e

.

this post, formerly held

by Fred Barrett, had not

been filled.)

ASSOC. MEDIA DIRS.

William Beste

Joe Harria

Ted Meredith

Herbert Maneloveg

Richard Wright

Mike Donovan

MEDIA COORDINATORS

Dick McKeever

Ed Fieri

RADIO/TV BUYERS

(W

organizations for the top agencies.

Not mentioned by name are the

men on the firing line—the more than

200 timebuyers in these blue-chip

shops, whose intimate, personal

knowledge of radio/tv markets and

facilities give their agency recommen-

Benton & Bowles

V.P. OF MEDIA

Lee M. Rich

ASSOC. MEDIA DIRS.

Hal Miller

Bern Kanner

Lee Currlin

Milt Kiebler

Don Harris

ASST. MEDIA DIRS.

Roger Clapp

Tmn Mahon

Rudy Maffei

Hein: Lindt n

John Collins

Dave Wedeck

ALL MEDIA BUYERS

(21)
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dations meat, -utotance and purpose.

In drawing up this list of media

executives, SPONSOR had the complete

cooperation of all agencies involved

with tlic notable exception of Dancer-

I it/gerald-Sample, who reported that

it was "against policy"' to give out

the names of media personnel. The

D-F-S listing represents, therefore, an

educated industry guess, rather than

the official listing assembled by the

agency itself.

As to the extent of each agency's

involvement in air media, JWT leads

the parade w ith a 1959 total of $135.8

million (49%) in radio/tv billing.

McCann is second with S108 mil-

lion (49% of total); Y&R third

with $105 million (47.7%); Bates

fourth with $85 million (80%) and

BBDO fifth with $88 million (42%).
Benton & Bowles, in 6th place had

75.1 million in radio/tv (69%),
Compton 864 million I 56% ) , Burnett

58.6 million (51.8%), Dancer-Fitz-

gerald-Sample $57 million (65%).
N. W. Ayer $55 million (42%).

Three of the top 10 agencies, Y&R.
Bates and B&B, employ an all media

buying system. The balance have

either specialized buyers or a modi-

fied "group buying"' structure.

As of the time SPONSOR went to

press, the top media spot at BBDO.
formerly held by Fred Barrett, had

not been filled. ^

Compton

Y,P. & MEDIA DIRECTOR

Frank B. Kemp

V. P, & ASSOC. MEDIA DIRS,

Walter Barber

Julia Brown
Henry Clochessy

ASSOC. MEDIA DIRS.

Maurice Sculfort

Thomas Carson

HEAD TIMEBUYER

Bob Liddel

ASSOC. HEAD TIMEBUYER

Graham Hay

BROADCAST BUYERS

(10 full buyers

7 asst. buyers)

Leo Burnett

V.P. & MANAGER MEDIA

Thomas A. Wright, Jr

ASST. MANAGER

John W. Setear

Y.P., MGR. MEDIA &
PGM. ANALYSIS

Dr. Saymour Banks

MEDIA SUPVRS.

D. Arnold

D. Coons

G. Pfleger

G. Stanton

H. Tillson

ASSOC. MEDIA SUPVRS.

B. French

B. Harmon
G. Miller

B. Oberholtzer

D. Seidel

G. Wilcox

TIMEBUYERS

(21)

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample

V.P., MEDIA DIRECTOR

Louis T. Fischer

ASSOC. MEDIA DIRS.

Shelton Pogue

Kenneth P. Torgerson

Peter Triolo

Robert A. Wulfhorst

10

N. W. Ayer

V.P. OF MEDIA

L. D. Farnath

MEDIA DIRECTOR

G. Burrows

MEDIA SUPVRS.

F. Car veil

C. Gates

W. Kane

//. Badford

B. Bourn

I. Ziegler

TIMEBUYERS

(12)
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FARM RADIO

GIVES BOOST

l TO BOOTS
RADIO FARM DIRECTORS were key to U. S. Rubber farm footwear spot

push. Testing product: WLW, Cincinnati's Bob Miller (r); farmer J. Conner

^ U. S. Rubber stirs up farm footwear circulation with

24-market radio push built around station farm directors

^ Agency briefs salesmen, maps out merchandising

tie-ins combining efforts of salesmen, dealers, stations

^ast fall U. S. Rubber called spot

radio in on special assignment. Ob-

ject: wider distribution and stepped-

up sales for its U. S. Royal farm foot-

wear in general, the higher-priced,

"tempered" rubber four-buckle "arc-

tic" boot in particular.

Why radio? U. S. Rubber's agency,

Fletcher Richards, Calkins & Holden,

explained it this way to company
salesmen

:

"Today, radio is the hour-by-hour

bulletin board for 98% of the farm

radio market. Radio gives the in-

formation vital to running a farm-
weather, crop news, commodity

prices. Radio has timeliness, imme-
diacy, local focus. Radio reaches the

kitchen, porch, barn, car, farm truck.

Truly, radio is the one essential 'im-

plement" in selling today's farms!"

Focal point of the 24-market, pri-

marily mid-western push was the sta-

tion farm director. "He is a man
with outstanding local acceptance,

and Ave wanted him on our side,"

says FRC&H account executive Dick

Richards, discussing the radio cam-

paign.

"YA ith farm director participation,

we were in a good position to fire up

the interest of our own salesmen and

local dealers," continues Richards.

"Retailers were taking the easier,

low-price sale on staple arctics

(tempered rubber models retail as

high as SlOl and few if any were

displaying this type of merchandise

unless the snow was two feet high. We
had to get those boots up from deal-

ers' basements.

The kit which FRC&H developed to

orient U. S. Rubber salesmen on the

farm footwear spot radio campaign

contained merchandising and promo-

tional tie-in ideas to be passed on to

dealers and stations. Included were

mats for farm newspaper advertise-

ments, with space set aside for a pic-

ture of the participating local sta-

tion's farm director and his product

recommendation; model in-store

streamers and cards with farm direc-

tor's picture and recommendation,

and details for various contests, some
involving both station and dealer,

with a pair of boots as prize.

In assembling the station lineup,

FRC&H timebuyer Jim Kelley con-

tacted the farm directors of all sta-

tions slated for inclusion, described

the plans and sounded them out on
their willingness to deliver the farm

footwear commercials personally.

There was agreement from all but

one on the initial list, and a substitute

station was found for that market.

The spot buy, which consisted of

minutes, ran for approximately eight

weeks, beginning 1 October in most

markets, 15 October at the more
southern points where winter arrives

a little later. Announcements were
aired in the vicinity of 6 a.m. or

noon—farmer mealtimes—as part of

farm information programs. Fre-

quency averaged four per week.

"Farm directors were more or less

given carte blanche," points out Dick

Richards. "We sent 10-second tran-

scribed spot openers with rooster

sound effects and introductory copy

to be used as they wished. We also

supplied them with several suggested

copy approaches to serve as a pat-

tern, plus detailed information about

the product."

The transcribed material consisted

of a rooster's "Cock-A-Doodle-Doo,"

i Please turn to page 55)
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BIG MOMENT as Judge Van Nostran (c) draws WAND winner from cement mixer. Awaiting

result (I to r): station's anncr. Ken Speck, woman's dir. Ann Baker, p.r. dir. W. L. Humphries

COLD DAY IN CANTON AS
JUDGE PICKS ODD WINNER
^^ometimes, no matter how you

play it, you just can't win!

At least that's how it looked for

station WAND, Canton, 0., at the cli-

max of their "Giant Christmas Stock-

ing" promotion last month—an event

so carefully planned and timed, it

turned out to be one of the station's

most successful, if surprising, pro-

motion ventures.

In cooperation with 26 local IGA
Stores who sponsored the event,

WAND built a giant Christmas stock-

ing made of glass and wood, stuffed

it with $1,200 worth of groceries, a

variety of prizes and up to $100 a

month for a year from the IGA store

of the winner's choice. All this would

go to the lucky person whose name
would be drawn first.

There were over a hundred other

prizes in store ranging from water

^kii^ to $25 <iift certificates to theater

pas^

Contest entry was made simple and

inviting. Interested parties had only-

op in at one of sponsor's stores,

fill out an entry blank and drop it

into ing placed nearby. As an

added incentive, the station set no
limit on the number of entries one

40

person could cram into the stocking.

The day of drawing neared. Excite-

ment mounted. Unlike most contests,

each contestant in this case stood

more than a one in 50,000 (total

number of entries) chance of win-

ning. He stood maybe two in 50,000:

or 10; or 50.

Held in a local square on Decem-

ber 21, 1959, the drawing was picked

up by WAND for remote broadcast.

In the midst of today's payola palav-

er, WAND station management took

extra precaution against charges of

a "fix" by hiring a cement Readi-Mix

Truck to "mix" the entries. Suspense

grew as Judge Paul D. Van Nostran,

selected to draw the winners, stepped

up to the mixer and proceded to call

minor prize winners first.

There was a five-minute break to

allow for the tabulation of winners'

names and addresses, after which all

remaining entries got a final tossing

around bv the mixer. Then came the

big moment. Judge Van Nostran

called out the winner of first prize.

Who was it?

Nick Barry, manager of WTIG,

Massillon, 0.—WAND's biggest com-

petitor. ^

WORLD'S
^ Bert Maher, manager of

Eavey's in Fort Wayne, runs

world's biggest food mart

^ He believes in tv, tough

competitive sell, grosses

about S13 million annua IK

tvery week, some 60,000 food

shoppers pass through the check-outs

at Eavey's supermarket in Fort

Wayne, Indiana, drawn by a store

manager who is something of a

genius in marketing foodstuffs and

by the appeal of a medium which,

as he puts it, "shows a housewife not

only how fresh the celery is, but how
crisp it sounds when it's snapped."

Nearly one-third of these 60,000

food shoppers are suburbanites and

"exurbanites" living as far as 50

miles away. What brings them to

this single supermarket are 18 one-

minute tv commercials a week, many
delivered by the supermarket man-

ager himself.

The manager is Bert Maher, who
believes that television has it all over

newspapers in making foods attrac-

tive through demonstration and in

reaching the exploding suburban

population. What's more, he is

enough of a veteran of the rough-

and-tumble supermarket business to

have gained the savvy and confidence

to make tv his prime medium. Maher

has been in the food business all his

life, was named assistant sales man-

ager of the 150 stores of the Kroeger

Cincinnati area at the age of 26, has

run Eavey's in Fort Wayne since it

opened in 1956.

"We like to tell people about our

delicious food products," says Maher.

"They compare in quality with those

of our competitors and we have them

at lower prices. You can tell people

this in the newspapers, but so does

every competitor. So it doesn't

register for any depth. In other

words, I don't feel that you can
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s TOP SUPERMARKET SALESMAN?
ol

111.

ar

get "heard' in the newspapers.

"Newspapers," Maher continued

"are like billboards. You can get

across one or two big ideas. But in

television you can tell, demonstrate

and appeal. People, in most cases,

don't read the fine print in the news-

paper ads."

As a matter of fact the only time

shoppers get a chance to read an

Eaveys ad is once a week, when

Maher runs a single page in the two

(single-ownership) Ft. Wayne papers.

But every Wednesday. Thursday and

Friday night, television viewers can

watch an Eaveys-sponsored quarter-

hour newscast at 6:30 p.m. on

WANE-TV and another on WKJG-
TV at 11 p.m. This tv campaign

(sponsor estimates its cost at more

than $3,000 monthly) is the main-

spring of Eavey Supermarkets adver-

tising and merchandising strategy.

Significant is the fact that this

strategy developed by Maher and his

Ft. Wayne ad agency, Willis S. Mar-

tin Co., Inc., has proved that tv can

draw heavy customer traffic from a

great distance to a single food market

in a single location. Also significant

is the amount of money these cus-

tomers leave behind. Average week-

ly food sales at Eavey 's are estimated

at SV2 million or a gross of about

$12 million a year.

Considered the largest food super-

market in the world, almost all of

Eavev's 80,000 square feet (about two

acres I of floor space devoted to

foods and household products. On
the premises is its own bakery, ice

cream manufacturing plant, butcher

shop, delicatessen and a three-story

coffee roaster. It is not uncommon on

any shopping day to find Eave\ s 15

check-out aisles jammed and its 1,000-

car parking lot overflowing.

Behind this gigantic operation is

the tough, competitive thinking of

Maher. "In tv, there's a tremendous

visual appeal," he says. "I don't

know of a better way to show fresh

meats, luscious grapes."

How tv can demonstrate a food

better than any other medium can

was pointed up by Maher some
time ago. The food product was

frozen boysenberries, a sluggard in

sales in the Ft. Wayne area. The
boysenberries were bought along

with volume purchases of corn, peas,

raspberries and French Fried pota-

toes. They were packaged and frozen

in two-pound sacks, a process that is

termed "free-flowing" and permits

the housewife to use as much or as

little as she needs for a meal, the re-

mainder being resealed and shoved

back into the freezer. Everything

TOUGH TO COMPETE WITH: In the food supermarket business all his life, Bert Maher, manager of Eavey's in Ft. Wayne, brings to his role all

the savvy that permits him to be a non-conformist. So he makes tv his prime medium instead of newspapers, and does his own commercials

"ANE TV
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s
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TV SPOTS STRESS COFFEE, PARKING

Eavey commercials on

W tNE-TV and It K JC-

ll stress such talking

points as giant coffee

roaster (at right). 1.000-

cY7r parking lot (below).

") on get 'heard' on tv"

says Maker. Which is the

reason newspapers plav

only a minor part in

Eavey*s advertising, while

hulk goes to television

sold well except the boysenberries.

\t this point. Maher decided the

only reason boysenberries weren't

selling was because nobod\ know

what to do with them. So he took the

case to his tv audience through the

tv commercials on the newscasts.

Maher personally demonstrated how-

to use boysenberries in pancakes and

pies, on cereals, salads and ice

creams. By now. boysenberries have

become one of the most popular froz-

en food items at Eavey's.

'"Before we told the people about

boysenberries on tv." sa\s Maher.

"there weren't enough sold in Ft.

Wayne to fill your hat We appealed

to the famih shopper and sold the

idea by demonstration."

Maher brings to his t\ commer-

cials much more than demonstration.

"Only thing I've got to watch out

for." he says, "is never to use high

pressure."" But he does use sugar-

coated "hard-sell." In the competi-

tive field of food sales, the salesman

can never lose track of his function.

In every Eavey "s newscast there are

three commercials, each a minute in

length. \^ hether by pure design or

partial accident, they have tied up in

a single package the whole super-

market marketing concept.

In every newscast, each of the three

commercials covers a single front.

Here is how they break down by t\ pe,

and the Martin agency writes them

just this waj :

i 1 i Institutional commercial.

i 2 i Specials and coupons.

i 3 i A comparison commercial.

In the case of the institutional com-

mercial I which might talk about the

market's complete delicatessen, park-

ing facilities or that three-story coffee

roaster i the object is to create what

supermarkets across the country are

beginning to look for—an image.

"I\ i:i\es us a chance." >a\s Maher,

"to develop the personality of the

store. This is a big store, and with

myself and the Eavey girl I latter is a

carbon copj of the store's check-out

clerks, dressed in a blue pinafore and

Dutch-maid cap) doing the tv com-

mercial*, it enables me to meet more
of our customers than I could hope

to otherwise. Throughout a regular

shopping day. main customers stop

me in the store and greet me as a

friend because they've seen me on tv.

\ ou just can't get that friendlv in a

newspaper ad." he says. "But the t\

appearances help us create an image

for our slogan
—

'Friendlv in a big

way."
""

W hen one mentions "image" in

supermarket circles, the first thing

that comes to mind is the private

label. Here's what Maher feels about

the private label vs. national brands:

"In the case of the private label, price

is not the big issue. The private label

is more for identification. \ou want

to tie the people to the label and in-

sure their return to your store. \»

for the national brand. Maher's views

are very realistic. "We want an item

in public demand." he says. Bv imp-

lication, if the national manufacturer

hasn't advertised it to this point, the

supermarket has no need for it.

Here's a typical excerpt from an

Eavey's institutional commercial:

"Have you heard the latest? Eavey's

are now bringing you controlled

quality in beef, packaged under the

exclusive Swift Premium label. . .

Eavey's now have a brand new Swifts

beef program that offers vou the

finest beef vou can buy at am price.

Beef you can truly believe in. . . . Just

10 cattle out of a hundred qualify to

meet the rigid specifications . . . only

the top three cattle qualifv for sale at

Eavev's under the Swifts Premium
label.' .

."

The "specials and coupons" com-

mercial is a specific sell for a specific

item or items. Here's a quote from

one that ran in the Hallowe'en sea-

son: "Saturday is October 31st and

you know what that means. . . . All

the young spooks and goblins will be

rapping at \ our door. . . . These

i Please turn to }>age 65 »
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Issued every 6 months

WM 2ND HALF, VOLUME 13

JULY THROUGH DECEMBER 1959

ADVERTISERS
General

SPONSOR
INDEX
§\nother six months and another semi-annual

Index covering the articles that hare appeared on

sponsor's pages during the final six months of

1959. In it you'll find all the familiar classifica-

tions and sub-classifications that have helped you

to use our previous Indexes. And a few changes—
neu case history categories, the appearance of

tape in conjunction with film, to name a couple.

The Index starts on this page, runs consecu-

tively to page 48, with headings arranged in al-

phabetical order, sub-headings in chronological

order, for readers' quick and easy reference.

^ here there's smoke there's sure to be radio

Candy Lnited Nations is sweet on U. S. tv

Bristol-Myers hurls challenge at radio's d.j.'s

Spot tv wins new $300,000 camera sponsor (Revere)

Was it just an accident? I Liebman, of Rheingold)

Wall Street looks at air media's top 25

Here's net lineup of sports shows, advertisers for

'59-"60 (chart)

P&G revisited I McMillin) _

Current daytime tv clients ( chart i

Food boom turns chains to radio

Autos at the crossroads: part I

Autos at the crossroads: part II (Chevy)

Here comes the big tv toy parade

Corning I Glass Co.) test-markets a tv push

Clark Oil takes top radio award

Retail advertising: part I (Macy's)

A hell of a burden on the advertiser (Al Brown.

ANA )

4 July p. 30

11 July p. 43

18 July

18 July

1 Aug
8 Aug

p. 35

p. 40

p. 40

p. 31

15 Aug. p. 32

12 Sept. p. 14

12 Sept. p. 33

19 Sept. p. 31

26 Sept. p. 31

3 Oct.

10 Oct.

10 Oct.

17 Oct.

31 Oct.

p. 29

p. 31

p. 37

p. 36

p. 32

Sponsor Asks: How can advertisers best use spe-

cialized radio?

Are sponsors stinkers? (McMillin)

For clients: year of spending

How to pre-sell radio 'tv: part I

How to pre-sell radio tv: part II

How to pre-sell radio tv: part III

How to pre-sell radio tv: part IV

Personalities

7 Nov. p. 34

12 Dec.

19 Dec.

26 Dec.

17 Oct.

24 Oct.

31 Oct.

14 Nov.

p. 50

p. 14

p. 32

p. 37

p. 34

p. 37

p. 42

Newsmaker: John H. Childs, gen. mgr., sis. prom.,

Texaco 15 Aug. p. 4

Newsmaker: Ralston H. Coffin, v. p. for advertising,

RCA 29 Aug. p. 4

Newsmaker: William A. Blount, pres., Liggett &
Myers 31 Oct. p. 6

Newsmaker: Henry M. Schachte, retiring pres.,

ANA 7 Nov. p. 4

Philip Liebman: Rheingold's ad-savvy chief 14 Nov. p. 36

Xeusmaker: Donald S. Frost, new chrmn., ANA 21 Nov. p. 6

ADVERTISING AGENCIES
General

Sponsor Asks: How can agencies capitalize on local

program promotion?

Radio research—are admen wrong about it?

BBDO's big media shakeup

Look here you agency guys

Ruckus over tv hour shows

Spot radio's time is now. say station, agency men„_
Sponsor Asks: How can agencies make inter-media

4 July

11 July

25 July

25 July

1 Aug.

1 Aug.

p. 48

p. 29

p. 31

p. 38

p. 33

p. 38

comparisons? 29 Aug. p. 52

Sponsor Asks: Should wTiters specialize or work in

all media? 12 Sept. p. 54

Chicago agencies up air budgets _ 19 Sept. p. 35
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Burnett simplifies t\ tape buying 26 Sept. p. 35

Birth pains of a new tv campaign (OHM) 26 Sept. p. 38

NL&B's new 3-way radio tv set-up 3 Oct. p. 41

Seller's Viewpoint: Norman Boggs, KHJ ..... 3 Oct. p. 80

\ in exurbia: the Henderson operation 10 Oct. p. 34

How agencj people rate the reps 17 Oct. p. 41

Seller's I iewpoint: Bob Me Andrews, KBIG _ 17 Oct. p. 86

Media men. they're -till underpaid 31 Oct. p. 30

Sponsor Asks: What should stations know ahout

youi agency? part I 7 Nov. p. 46

Report to a client on videotape (Compton) _ 14 Nov. p. 33

Adman dreams dreams of 1979 (Geo. Ketchum:
Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove) 14 Nov. p. 45

Sponsor Asks: What should stations know about

your agency? part II 14 Nov. p. 48

Musical -ell heads for high "C" 5 Dec. p. 30
Seller's Viewpoint: Ed Mullinax, WLAG 5 Dec. p. 68

Big stew on Madison Ave. (C&W) 12 Dec. p. 38

Seller's Viewpoint: Robt. Rounsaville, Rounsaville

Stations 19 Dec. p. 68

For agencies: year of mergers 26 Dec. p. 32

Personalities

Newsmaker: Norman B. Norman, pres., NC&K 11 July p. 6

BBDO's six new media heads _ 25 July p. 32
Man behind the mergers (Robt. C. Durham) _ 1 Aug. p. 34
Newsmaker: Alfred L. Hollender, exec, v.p., Grey

Advertising 8 Aug. p. 6

Newsmaker: Donald E. West, pres., Donahue & Coe 5 Sept. p. 6

Ben Duffy comes back (BBDO) 12 Sept. p. 36

Newsmaker: Leo Burnett, bd. chmn., Leo Burnett

Agency _ 12 Dec. p. 10

Leo was misquoted: here is what he said about
magazines 12 Dec. p. 36

Farewell to a wonderful gal (Gert Scanlan, BBDO) 19 Dec. p. 36

TiiTiel>uyin«t

Marketing's a 'must' for savvy timebuyers 11 July p. 36
Yes, Virginia, timebuyers listen to radio ._ 18 July p. 41
Sponsor Asks: What should timebuyers know about

your market? _ _ 17 Oct. p. 50

Tv spot buyers tell why 24 Oct. p. 27

Buyer Sweeney goes to Chicago 21 Nov. p. 34

BROADCASTING INDUSTRY
General

Let's grOM cold together: a poem by Ted Smith
(Adam Young, Inc.) 4 July

The FCC: father, doctor, or foe? (Csida) 25 July
Flurry at Foley Square (McMillin) 1 Aug.
Ruckus over tv hour shows 1 Aug.
They'll be pouring it on in sports this fall: part I 15 Aug.
Easy way to strain air media's alphabet soup 15 Aug.
Net tv shakes spot _ 22 Aug.
Local sports on tv/radio challenges net audiences:

part II 22 Aug.
Sponsor Asks: How can broadcast attract more

co-op money? 22 Aug.
Hitcb your wagon to a pop star( Csida) 5 Sept.
VI \'~ hii-li-hust supermarket test 5 Sept.

Hot questions media men want answered 5 Sept.
TIO. a statesmanlike start (Csida) 19 Sept.

The Sarnoff reply to Harper's 26 Sept.

\utos at the crossroads: part I 26 Sept.
In and Out on Madison Ave. (Eugene F. Trivell,

Donahue & Coe) 26 Sept.

Seller's Viewpoint: Cecil Woodward, WEJL ... 26 Sept.

Vutos at the crossroads: part II 3 Oct.

'We mu^t rediscover the individual man' 3 Oct.

t looks at radio/tv potential (A. MacLeish) 10 Oct.

dnt: Ervin F. Lyke, WVETAM&TV 10 Oct.
Bombshell for tv rates (CBS TV) ...... 17 Oct.
That quiz show mess (McMillin) 24 Oct.

p. 38

p. 20

20

33

31

43

33

p. 36

52

13

32

39

10

12

31

p. 40

p. 88

p. 29

p. 36

p. 42

p. 76

p. 33

P- 9

A new, cleaner face for tv? (Csida)

Sponsor Asks: How can stations streamline their

rate cards?

Setter's Viewpoint: R. C. Embry, WITH
Spot (tv/radio) tops a billion in '59

Sellers Viewpoint: Alvin D. Schrott, WJAC-TV
Mail call (Csida)

Not bastards or charity boys (McMillin)

How the ANA feels about tv responsibility

Sponsor Asks: What was your reaction to the BPA
Convention?

Seller's Vieivpoint: C. L. Thomas, KXOK
When is a tv commercial phony? _
Self-regulation—yes, but how? (McMillin)

Local radio: shadow over newspapers

How to get big ideas in radio/tv (Samm S. Baker)

NAB's tv code for commercials

Leo was misquoted; here is what he said about

magazines

Along Ad Row with pack and sleigh

Are you sure you need visuals?

Sponsor Asks: How will you program under the

new NBC network radio format?

Amid the tumult—some facts (Csida)

Farewell to 1959: Report on an explosive year..

Newsmakers of the Year
Seller's Viewpoint: Tom Jones, WJIM

Personalities

Newsmaker: Edward J. DeGray, pres., ABC Radio

Newsmaker: Mike Rosenberg, originator of Hemi-

sphere TV Corp

Newsmaker: Julius Barnathan, v.p. for affil. sta.,

ABC TV
Whither Joe Culligan?

Newsmaker: Oscar Katz, v.p. of net progr., CBS
TV

Newsmaker: William S. Paley, chmn. bd., CBS
Newsmaker: Fred Rabell, mgr. & owner, KITT
Newsmaker: Louis Hausman, dir., TIO
Como—crooner with portfolio (Csida)

Newsmaker: William S. Hylan, v.p. sis. admin.,

CBS TV
Newsmaker: Donald W. Coyle, v.p. intern'l div.,

ABC TV
Newsmaker: Harold E. Fellows, pres. & chmn., NAB
Newsmaker: C. Wrede Petersmeyer, pres., Corin-

thian Bdcstg. Corp.

Newsmaker: Joseph H. Ream, v.p. program prac-

tices, CBS TV
Hugh Beville: v.p. for crystal-gazing (NBC)
Newsmaker: James T. Aubrey, Jr., pres., CBS TV
NAB names McCollough its 'Man of the Year'

Newsmaker: John Karol, v.p., dir. special projects,

net tv sis., CBS TV ....

Ra<lio/Tv Case Histories

31 Oct. p. 10

31 Oct.

31 Oct.

7 Nov.

7 Nov.

14 Nov.

21 Nov.

21 Nov.

21 Nov.

21 Nov.

28 Nov.

5 Dec.

5 Dec.

5 Dec.

5 Dec.

12 Dec.

19 Dec.

19 Dec.

19 Dec.

26 Dec.

26 Dec.

26 Dec.

26 Dec.

p. 51

p. 70

p. 31

p. 78

p. 13

p. 23

p. 31

p. 50

p. 87

p. 29

p. 12

p. 27

p. 38

p. 40

p. 36

p. 32

p. 37

p. 48

p. 14

p. 27

p. 29

p. 68

4 July p. 10

18 July p. 6

25 July

25 July

22 Aug.

19 Sept.

26 Sept.

3 Oct.

3 Oct.

p. 4

p. 34

4

4

6

4

12

10 Oct. p. 4

17 Oct. p. 8

24 Oct. p. 4

14 Nov. p. 4

28 Nov.

28 Nov.

19 Dec.

19 Dec.

4

36

8

31

26 Dec. p. 6

Local radio/tv sells prefabricated houses (Home
Installation Co.) 4 July p. 35

How Cal Fame grapples with giants (frozen juice) 12 Sept. p. 46

How to make a radio/tv marriage (Okla. Tire &
Supply) 14 Nov. p. 40

Bank branches out with tv/radio (Nat'l Bank of

Detroit) 21 Nov. p. 42

How an old-line firm battles the big boys (Dumas
Milner) 19 Dec.

COSTS
Where there is smoke there's sure to be radio 4 July

Here are air media's top 25, their finances & ad

budgets (chart) 8 Aug.

Estimated expenditures: top 25 advertisers: 2nd

quarter, 1959 - 29 Aug.

Gross time billings by time of day 29 Aug.

p. 34

p. 30

p. 32

p. 42

p. 42
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Tv income: multi-station markets 5 Sept.

Detroit moves into heavier ad budget (chart) 26 Sept.

Tv billings climb 17.3% in first half 1959 over 1958 26 Sept.

Spot tv's top 100 26 Sept.

Spot tops a billion in '59 _ 7 Nov.

How much do you know about spot radio costs? 14 Nov.

Toiletries spending in tv (chart) 21 Nov.

Over 25% in spot tv 20 leading advertisers: 3rd 28 Nov.

quarter 1959 19 Dec.

Top 50 air agencies in 1959, their radio/tv billings 26 Dec.

41

32

37

p. 60

p. 31

p. 38

p. 82

p. 40

p. 64

p. 34

I

COMMERCIALS
Should you pre-score your tv commercials? 11 July p. 40

Philosophers yet (McMillin on Chock full o' Nuts) 18 July p. 8

The world's a stage for Oasis (cigarettes) 18 July p. 32

The institutional sell (McMillin) 15 Aug. p. 22

"When to use humor in tv commercials (Arthur

Bellaire) 5 Sept. p. 34

Is video tape best for tv commercials? 12 Sept. p. 40

Tests show 8 reasons why commercials fail 19 Sept. p. 40

Laxatives, deodorants, bras and girdles (McMillin) 10 Oct. p. 14

Clark Oil takes top radio award 17 Oct. p. 36

Top 10 radio campaigns in Blair poll of commer-
cials _ 17 Oct. p. 36

Tv spot buyers tell why '_ 24 Oct. p. 27

Seller's Viewpoint: Donald P. Campbell, WMAR-TV 14 Nov. p. 92

When is a tv commercial phony? 28 Nov. p. 29

Musical sell heads for high "C" 5 Dec. p. 30

189 big spenders use magic of 8 sec. I.D.'s 12 Dec. p. 45

FILM & TAPE
Selling time with tv tape 18 July p. 38
Sponsor Asks: Is there a real film-tape conflict? 25 July p. 46
Newsmaker: Ampex Videotape, Ampex Corp 1 Aug. p. 4
Meet Mr. Ziv (Fred Ziv, bd. chmn., Ziv Television

Programs, Inc.) 29 Aug. p. 31

Newsmaker.: Jerome Hyams, gen. mgr., bd. mem-
ber, Screen Gems-Columbia Pictures 12 Sept. p. 6

Is video tape best for tv commercials?... 12 Sept. p. 40
Sponsor Asks.: Is tv tape effecting long-term sav-

ings? 19 Sept. p. 46

Burnett simplifies tv tape buying 23 Sept. p. 35

Sponsor Asks: What's new in film commercial tech-

niques _. _ 24 Oct. p. 62
Syndication's big fringe benefits 7 Nov. p. 42
Report to a client on video tape 14 Nov. p. 33
Why big utility men turn to syndicated tv film

shows 28 Nov. p. 38

If you're new in video tape (John Sallay, F&S&R) 12 Dec. p. 46
Film and tape: no answer yet _. 26 Dec. p. 36

Telepulse ratings: top spot film shows 1 Aug. p. 48

Telepulse ratings: top spot film shows 29 Aug. p. 50

Telepulse ratings: top spot film shows _ 26 Sept. p. 62

Telepulse ratings: top spot film shows 10 Oct. p. 50

Telepulse ratings: top spot film shows 7 Nov. p. 62

Telepulse ratings: top spot film shows 12 Dec. p. 54

MARKETING
Spot tv for the era of vanishing salesmen 11 July p. 33

Marketing's a 'must' for savvy timebuyers 11 July p. 36

$100,000 re-run for a 1936 jingle (Chateau Martin) 11 July p. 42

A dollar-and-sense approach to radio/tv merchan-

dising (Carl H. Vogt) 18 July p. 42

Sponsor Asks: What makes a good test market

campaign? 8 Aug. p. 54

How three other auto products use radio (chart).... 22 Aug. p. 42

Corning (Glass Co.) test-markets a tv push 10 Oct. p. 37

Megatown: market of today 7 Nov. p. 39

Big boom brews up toiletries battle _ 21 Nov. p. 38

Blue Ribbon Radio Series: Chevy sells a big pack-

age: part I 1 Aug. p. 29

—Jet-speed radio for Nat'l Airlines: part II 8 Aug. p. 36

—Mogen David puts 50% into radio: part III 15 Aug. p. 35

—Alemite puts all in radio: part IV 22 Aug. p. 39
—Why Gillette is expanding radio: part V 29 Aug. p. 35
—Iced tea heats up 29 markets (Tea Council) :

part VI 5 Sept. p. 36

MERCHANDISING, PROMOTION, PUBLICITY
Sponsor Asks.: How can agencies capitalize on local

program promotion? _ 4 July p. 48

$100,000 re-run for a 1936 jingle (Chateau Martin) 11 July p. 42

A dollar-and-sense approach to radio/tv merchan-

dising (Carl H. Vogt) 18 July p. 42

U. S. Marines capture Florida radio station

(WPDQ) 25 July p. 45

Community Club gets grins (WITH) __ 22 Aug. p. 39

Radio, and radio only, fills up Florida theatres

(WCKR) 22 Aug. p. 45

Sponsor Asks: Is public service programing salable? 5 Sept. p. 44

Does promotion need more real advertising savvy?

(Herman Land, Corinthian Bdcstg. Corp.) 31 Oct. p. 37

Why retailers are using new tv ad patterns: part II 7 Nov. p. 36

Food chain serves tv menu to employees first

(Royal Castle) 28 Nov. p. 42

How to pre-sell radio/tv: part I 17 Oct. p. 38

How to pre-sell radio/tv: part II .. 24 Oct. p. 34

How to pre-sell radio/tv: part III 31 Oct. p. 37

How to pre-sell radio/tv: part IV 14 Nov. p. 42

PRODUCT CASE HISTORIES

Appliances

Get your salesmen into home this way (Renaire

Food Corp.) 29 Aug.

How Presto put pressure on 12 Dec.

Automotives

New price laws bring change in auto pitch (Ladd

Ford) ..._ - 4 July

Armstrong (Rubber Co.) tightens its grip with

spot tv 5 Sept.

Plymouth dealers love radio on wheels 7 Nov.

How to make a radio/tv marriage (Okla. Tire &

Supply) 14 Nov.

Clothing & Accessories

How Reis tailors tv underwear (Robt. Reiss & Co.) 29 Aug.

Tv supports Supp-Hose better (support hosiery) 17 Oct.

So I went on the air myself (Austin Burke,

clothier) - - 24 Oct.

Snowstorm plus radio = shoe sales (Schiff Shoe

Store) 5 Dec.

Drugs and Cosmetics

p. 41

p. 43

p. 32

p. 40

p. 44

p. 40

p. 40

p. 46

p. 30

p. 36

p. 36

p. 44

p. 33

p. 41

3,000 wedge for shelf space (Cheramy, Inc.) 25 July

Why Mennen picked radio for men 17 Oct.

Mennen gets surprise dividends from radio 31 Oct.

Financial and Insurance

Glamour switch ups loans (Thorpe Finance) 15 Aug.

$210,000 for tv's 7 a.m. audience (Inc. Co. of North

America) — 22 Aug.

How radio gives zip to stocks (Boettcher & Co.).... 3 Oct.

Bank branches out with tv/radio (Nat'l Bank of

Detroit) 21 Nov.

Radio play-by-play rockets loans (Gen. Finance

Corp.) — 12 Dec.

Food and Beverages

Franks with an image, thanks to radio (Peet Pack-

ing Co.) _ - 4 July p. 34

p. 44

p. 43

p. 42

p. 44
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Spol i\ glamorizes good old Ball (Leslie Salt Co.) ... 11 July p. 38
Hometown Com wins space battle (John Cope Co.) 25 July p. 44
llou Wilson packs three punches per day (Wilson
* Co.) 8 Aug. p. 38

What? Sponsor a fire'.'' I Calif. Frozen Juice) 15 Aug. p. 40
Wh> Lite Diet (bread) pre-sells its tv on the road 19 Sept. p. 39
Merkel finds new quality markets (meat packer).... 26 Sept. p. 42
Taystee Breads new Tin Pan Alley sell 3 Oct. p. 40
II..H radio got more elbow room for chickens

I Yil"l Broiler Council) 10 Oct. p. 42
Tetley's tastes best with spot radio (tea) 21 Nov. p. 40
Dinner-Redy gets off the ground (Lever Bros.) 28 Nov. p. 34

Housing

Local radio tv sells prefabricated houses (Home
Installation Co.) _____ _ 4 ju]y p 35

Fewer inquiries sell more Iowa pre-fabs (Perfec-
tion Homes) . 19 Sept p 44

Hadco Homes go up faster with tv (Hadley & Son
Lumber Co.) 5 Dec p 5

Retailers

Retailers cash in with tv tape 15 Aug. p. 44
What Macy isn't telling Gimbel: part I 31 Oct. p. 32
Why retailers are using new tv ad patterns: part II 7 Nov. p. 36
Hess draws battle lines with radio (Hess Bros.

Dept. Store) . 14 Nov _ p 46

Soaps and Cleansers

How radio won more shelf space for Wipe Away
(cleanser)

19 gept p u
How an old-line firm battles the big boys (Dumas

Milner)
19 Dec. p. 34

Miscellaneous

Spot tv wins new $300,000 camera sponsor (Revere) 18 July p. 40
Yellow Pages, Chicago style (Reuben H. Don-

nelly Corp.) .. 25 July p. 40
W hat it takes to sell convertible sofa beds (Riviera) 1 Aug. p. 36
What? Sponsor a fire? (White Front Stores) 15 Aug. p. 40
Grosset (& Dunlap) sells books like drugs 12 Sep^t. p. 42
Why advertisers climb aboard Knickerbocker's tv
schedules .... 3 0ct . p. 38

10 years with radio, a $4 million business (Music

_
Ci
^

) - 17 Oct. p. 47
Gas Co. runs radio marathons (Laclade Gas Co.).... 31 Oct. p. 36

PROGRAMING
Why the 'quiz panel' shows are tv staples 4 July
Tv is rocking with specials _ 18 July
What'll you have, baseball or politics (Csida) .... 8 Aug.
They'll be pouring it on in sports this fall: part I.... 15 Aug.
Local sports on tv/radio challenges net audiences:

part II 22 Aug.
Tv news: here's what makes a hot local show 19 Sept.
Sponsor Asks,: Which is better S.I., specials or

regulars? _ 3 Qct
Sponsor Asks: What are recent trends in kid show

programing?
_ _ 10 Qct

Why big utility men turn to syndicated tv film
shows

_._.. 28 Nov.
sponsor Asks: How much should station sales af-

fect programing?
5 Dec _

Quality programing"—myth or must? (Csida) ...... 12 Dec.
What's behind the boom in tv kid shows? 12 Dec!

Bristol-Myers hurls challenge at radio's d.j.'s

Sponsor Asks: Is the personality d.j. craze on the

p. 3b

p. 29

p. 12

p. 31

p. 36

p- 36

p. 50

p- 46

p. 38

p- 44

p- 14

p. 33

Sponsor Asks: What's in store for fall radio?

Indies rate high in top markets (Adam Young)
Sponsor Asks: Are ratings helping or hurting

radio?

Who said radio's dead? (Csida)

Four out of 10 look like this (RAB study) _

How radio gets big audiences

What radio says to me (Robt. Q. Lewis)

Food boom turns chains to radio

Clark Oil takes top radio award
Radio '59: a Tulsa report

Station rep challenges Tulsa radio comments
How much audience duplication is there among

radio outlets ?

New data on adult radio preferences ........

Local radio: Shadow over newspapers
Sponsor Asks: How can advertisers best use spe-

cialized radio ?

Radio: new record for spot

Blue Ribbon Radio Series: Chevy sells a big pack-

age : part I

—Jet-speed radio for Nat'l Airlines: part II

—Mogen David puts 50% in radio: part III

—Alemite puts all in radio: part IV
—Why Gillette is expanding radio: part V
—Iced tea heats up 29 markets (Tea Council) :

part VI
—Blue Ribbon Radio users prove radio's range

and power (summary)

Radio Case Histories

Look! Franks with an image, thanks to radio

(Peet Packing Co.)

Local radio/tv sells prefabricated houses (Home
Installation Co. )

Yellow Pages, Chicago style (Reuben H. Don-

nelly Corp. )

Hometown Corn wins space battle (John Cope Co.)

Get your salesmen into home this way (Renaire

Food Corp. ) _.

Grosset (& Dunlap) sells books like drugs

Fewer inquiries sell more Iowa pre-fabs (Perfec-

tion Homes)
How radio won shelf space for Wipe Away (clean-

ser)

Merkel (meat packer) finds new quality markets

Taystee Bread's new Tin Pan Alley sell

How radio gives zip to stocks (Boettcher & Co.) .

.

How radio got more broiler room for chickens

(Nat'l Broiler Council)

Why Mennen picked radio for men
10 years with radio, a $4 million business (Music

City)

Mennen gets surprise dividends from radio

Gas Co. runs radio marathons (Laclade Gas Co.)

Plymouth dealers love radio on wheels

Hess draws battle lines with radio (Hess Bros.

Dept. Store)

Tetley's tastes best with spot radio (Tetley tea)

Dinner-Redy gets off the ground (Lever Bros.)

Snowstorm plus radio = shoe sales (Schiff Shoes)

18 July p. 35

18 July p. 46

1 Aug. p. 50

8 Aug. p. 42

15 Aug.

22 Aug.

22 Aug.

22 Aug.

5 Sept.

19 Sept.

17 Oct.

7 Nov.

14 Nov.

p. 46

p. 22

p. 35

p. 46

p. 33

p. 31

p. 36

p. 43

p. 41

F01

Sew

K9

21 Nov. p. 36

28 Nov. p. 41

5 Dec. p. 27

12 Dec.

26 Dec.

50

30

1 Aug. p. 29

8 Aug. p. 36

15 Aug. p. 35

22 Aug. p. 39

29 Aug. p. 35

5 Sept. p. 36

12 Sept. p. 38

4 July p. 34

4 July p. 35

25 July

25 July

p. 40

p. 44

29 Aug.

12 Sept.

p. 41

p. 42

19 Sept. p. 44

19 Sept.

26 Sept.

3 Oct.

3 Oct.

p. 44

p. 42

p. 40

p. 43

10 Oct.

17 Oct.

p. 42

p. 44

17 Oct.

31 Oct.

31 Oct.

7 Nov.

p. 47

p. 33

p. 36

p. 44

14 Nov.

21 Nov.

28 Nov.

5 Dec.

p. 46

p. 40

p. 34

p. 36

Radio Networks

Who's Who at the radio nets 12 Sept. p. 44

RADIO
General

e there is smoke there's sure to be radio... 4 July p 30
Kadio research, are admen wrong about it? 11 July p. 29

46

Radio Basics

Percent out-of-home listening adds to in-home in

28 markets ..... 18 July p. 48
Prime-time accounts for only 22% of weekly in-

home listening 15 Aug. p. 50
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Spot Radio

.n-home radio listening during summer hours.. _ 12 Sept. p. 49

\verage hours radio usage per home per day 10 Oct. p. 52

jght tv viewers are heavy radio listeners 7 Nov. p. 54

low the in-home audience accumulates 5 Dec. p. 56

Radio Results

General merchandise, furniture, finance . . 25 July p. 48

Appliances, travel, restaurant, printing 22 Aug. p. 68

"oreign cars, furniture, auto repair, appliances 19 Sept. p. 50

Houses, bank, furniture, household franchises 17 Oct. p. 49

\ppliances, sewing machines, sports wear, mobile

homes 14 Nov. p. 80

New cars, department store, supermarket 12 Dec. p. 52

1959 Radio Results: Annual Section 26 Dec. p. 37

Let's grow cold together: a poem by Ted Smith
(Adam Young, Inc.) 4 July

1 Aug.Spot radio's time is now, say station, agency men....

Spot radio's big twelve 5 Sept.

How seven food majors use radio spot (chart) 19 Sept.

How much do you know about spot radio costs? 14 Nov.

RATINGS
Sponsor Asks: Are ratings helping or hurting radio? 15 Aug.
ARB's set to catch all tv viewing 19 Sept.

Sponsor Asks: With what would you replace the

rating system? 26 Sept.

Seller's viewpoint: Ben Hoberman, WABC 24 Oct.

New research tools for radio/tv (Nielsen) 31 Oct.

What's new in nose counting 19 Dec.

p. 38

38

29

34

38

p. 46

p. 42

p. 56

p- 78

p- 27

p. 39

REPRESENTATIVES

'Selling time with tv tape (TvAR) 18 July

(Indies rate high in top markets (Adam Young) 8 Aug.

How agency people rate the reps 17 Oct.

Station rep challenges Tulsa radio comments 14 Nov.

A eusmuker: Adam Young, pres., Adam Young, Inc. 5 Dec.

Seller's Viewpoint: Bob Lobdell, Adam Young, Inc. 12 Dec.

38

42

41

41

5

84

RESEARCH AND SURVEYS
CBS TV research brews up a storm 4 July p. 27

Where there is smoke there's sure to be radio

(RAB) 4 July p. 30

Radio research—are admen wrong about it? 11 July p. 29

Spot tv for the era of vanishing salesmen (Katz)_... 11 July p. 33

300 ways to up tv billing (TvB) 25 July p. 43

Wall Street looks at air media's top 25 8 Aug. p. 31

Indies rate high in top markets (Adam Young) 8 Aug. p. 42

Four out of ten look like this (RAB) 22 Aug. p. 35

How radio gets big audiences (from Air Media
Basics) 22 Aug. p. 46

Day vs. night tv audiences (from Air Media Basics) 5 Sept. p. 42

Survey points when to run auto messages 12 Sept. p. 47

Tests show 8 reasons why commercials fail 19 Sept. p. 40

ARB's set to catch all tv viewing _ 19 Sept. p. 42

Tv billings climb 17.3% in first half of '59 over '58 26 Sept. p. 37

New storehouse of tv information (TvB) 3 Oct. p. 39

Tv spot buyers tell why 24 Oct. p. 27

Look who likes what music 24 Oct. p. 32

New research tools for radio/tv 31 Oct. p. 27

Megatown: market of today (WBC) 7 Nov. p. 39

How much audience duplication is there among
radio outlets? 21 Nov. p. 36

New data on adult radio preferences 28 Nov. p. 41

Musical sell heads for high "C" 5 Dec. p. 30

189 big spenders use magic of 8-sec. I.D.'s (TvB) 12 Dec. p. 45

What's new in nose counting 19 Dec. p. 39

SPECIAL ISSUES, SECTIONS
sponsor's new Air Media Basics (preview) 11 July p. 35

sponsor's semi-annual Index: Jan.-June 1959 . 8 Aug. p. 43
8th Annual Negro radio supplement 26 Sept. pt. II N.I.

—Negro radio's clients 26 Sept. p. 5 N.I.

—The advertisers: Negro radio is p.r. ad 26 Sept. p. 6 N.I.

medium
—How DCSS looks at Negro-Appeal radio

for BM, Pharmaco
—The stations: they're getting the business 26 Sept
—The market: research has begun to flow.... 26 Sept—Negro radio basics 26 Sept—Negro marketing basics __ 26 Sept—Negro station profiles 26 Sept—Negro station programing 26 Sept

8th Annual Farm radio and tv .. 24

26 Sept. p. 9 N.I.

—Revolution coming in farm radio? 24—Now in the works: biggest U.S. Farm market
survey 24

—No waste audience for this client 24
—Farm audience basics 24
—Farm market basics _ 24

p. 10 N.I.

p. 12 N.I.

p. 17 N.I.

p. 21 N.I.

p. 26 N.I.

p. 36 N.I.

Oct. p. 36

Oct. p. 38

Oct. p. 40

Oct. p. 42

Oct. p. 43

Oct. p. 48

TELEVISION

General

More teeth for the tv code (McMillin) 4 July

CBS TV research brews up a storm _ 4 July

A Swede and the Russ upset pay-tv cart (Csida) ... 11 July

Should you pre-score your tv commercials? 11 July

Candy United Nations is sweet on U.S. tv _ 11 July

Sponsor Asks: Is your market ready for color tv?.... 11 July

Look here, you agency guys 25 July

300 ways to up tv billings 25 July

These nationals have tv co-op plans or aids 25 July

What'll you have, baseball or politics? (Csida) 8 Aug.

Tv copy: is long better than short? 8 Aug.

How to produce tv specials (Geo. Schaefer) 15 Aug.

Must tv be lousey in the summer? (McMillin) 29 Aug.

NTA's hush-hush supermarket test 5 Sept.

Tv income: multi-station markets 5 Sept.

Day vs. night tv audiences 5 Sept.

Daytime tv: $440 million problem child 12 Sept.

TIO, a statesmanlike start (Csida) 19 Sept.

Tv news: here's what makes a hot local show 19 Sept.

Tv billings climb 17.3% in 1st half '59 over '58 ..... 26 Sept.

Birth pains of a new tv campaign ( Maxwell House) 26 Sept.

Here comes the big tv toy parade 10 Oct.

Seller's Viewpoint: Ervin F. Lyke, WVET AM and

TV ___ 10 Oct.

Baseball and brickbats (Csida) 17 Oct.

How the ANA feels about tv responsibility 21 Nov.

You push that tv bar down (Csida) 28 Nov.

When is a tv commercial phony? 28 Nov.

TvB unveils 'Exponential' _ _ _. 28 Nov.

Sponsor Asks: How can tv improve its image? 28 Nov.

Must tv be spanked and spanked and spanked? 5 Dec.

What's behind the boom in tv kid shows? 12 Dec.

Its British-type tv right for U.S.? 12 Dec.

Color tv faces a bright '60 19 Dec.

Tv: bloody but unbowed . . 26 Dec.

Sponsor Asks: What effect has tv had on farm areas? 26 Dec.

Tv Case Histories

New price laws bring change in auto pitch (Ladd

Ford) - - 4 July

Spot tv glamorizes good old salt (Leslie Salt Co.) 11 July

$100,000 wedge for shelf space (Cheramy, Inc.) _ 25 July

What it takes to sell convertible sofa beds (Riviera) 1 Aug.

How Wilson packs three punches per day < Wilson

& Co.) 8 Aug.

What? Sponsor a fire? (Calif. Frozen Juice; White

Front Stores) - 15 Aug.

Retailers cash in with tv tape 15 Aug.

p. 22

p. 27

p. 12

40

43

51

38

43

43

12

p. 40

p. 38

p. 14

p. 32

p. 41

p. 42

p. 33

p. 10

p. 36

p. 37

p. 38

p. 31

p. 76

p. 18

p. 31

p. 10

p. 29

p. 33

p. 48

32

33

41

29

28

52
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p. 38

p. 36

p. 36

p. 38

p. 40

p. 44

47



$210,000 foi tv's 7 a.m. audience ilns. Co. of North

America i 22 Aug.

How Reis tailors h underwear (Robt. Reis & Co.) 29 Aug.

Armstrong (Rubber d>. » tightens its grip with spot

t\ 5 Sept.

\\ li\ I iic Diet (bread) pre-sells its tv on the road 19 Sept.

Wh) advertisers climb aboard Knickerbocker's tv

-i hedulea

T\ supports Supp-Hose better (support hose)

So I wenl on the air myself (Austin Burke, clothier)

What Mary isn't telling Gimbel: part I _

Hadco Homes go up faster with tv (Hadley & Son

Lumber Co.) 5 Dec.

How Presto put pressure on (Presto appliances) ... 12 Dec.

p. 44

p. 40

40

39

Spot tv's top 100 (advertisers) 26 Sept. p. (J)

How many, how much? CBS TV Spot answers 10 Oct. p. 44

Over 25% in spot tv 28 Nov. p. 40

Seller's Viewpoint,: Art Elliot, CBS TV Spot Sis. .... 28 Nov. p. 74

0t

:

3 Oct. p. 38

17 Oct. p. 46

24 Oct. p. 30

31 Oct. p. 32

35

43

Tv Nets

Why the "quiz panel" shows are tv staples 4 July

Tv is rocking with specials ~ 18 July

Ruckus over tv hour shows _ 1 Aug.
Net tv shakes spot 22 Aug.

Who's who at the tv nets 29 Aug.

Bombshell for tv rates (CBS TV) 17 Oct.

That quiz show mess (McMillin) _ 24 Oct.

Network giants clash on Santa Claus Lane 5 Dec.

p. 36

p. 29

p. 33

33

38

33

9

p. 34

Spot Tv

Spot tv for the era of vanishing salesmen

Spot tv wins new $300,000 camera sponsor (Revere)

11 July

18 July

33

40

Tv Basics/Comparagraph

Do web shows really mirror tastes? 4 July p. 39

Comparagraph: 4 July-31 July 4 July p. 40

Tv viewing level retains its peak 1 Aug. p. 41

Comparagraph: 1 Aug. -28 Aug .... 1 Aug. p. 42

A preview of net tv's fall lineup 29 Aug. p. 43

Comparagraph: 29 Aug.-25 Sept 29 Aug. p. 44

No rise in half-hour tv show costs 26 Sept. p. 43

Comparagraph: 26 Sept.-23 Oct. _. 26 Sept. p. 44

New tv shows at a glance: below par 31 Oct. p. 39

Comparagraph: 24 Oct.-20 Nov. 31 Oct. p. 40

Daytime viewing up 20%—Nielsen 21 Nov. p. 43

Comparagraph: 21 Nov.-18 Dec 21 Nov. p. 41

What's happening to net tv ratings? 19 Dec. p. 41
;

Comparagraph: 19 Dec-15 Jan. ._ 19 Dec. p. 42

Tv Results

Personnel, toys, sports, meat packer 18 July p. 44

Transportation, auto accessories, autos, magazine

circulation 8 Aug. p. 56

Autos, donuts, real estate, finance 5 Sept. p. 50

Furniture, fuel, lingerie, sports 3 Oct. p. 48

Paints, toys, new homes, public utilities 7 Nov. p. 50

Toys, new cars, mobile homes, banking __ 5 Dec. p. 42
j

POLITICAL COVERAGE
(Continued from page 33)

tween 11 September and 6 November.

Format is not set. A half hour pre-

view on the Sunday preceding each

convention is also included.

What keeps Westinghouse in the

political coverage arena, in spite of

more than doubled costs? After two

profitable excursions in 1952 and '56,

company executives told sponsor,

they feel Westinghouse would be

missing a bet to relinquish a proven

sales and image builder with which

it is so strongly identified, using each

political year to dig in more solidly

with the same unchanging elements:

(1) Image building. Leadership

in research is a key feature of adver-

tising by both Westinghouse and its

arch rival, General Electric. In 1956,

Westinghouse devoted 37V^% of its

convention and election commercials

to corporate image building, tied to

it- General Industrial and Defense

Products Division. To make sure it

wasn'l shooting in the dark, the com-

pany conducted a corporate image

Btudy among 18,000 people in 1955

and again after the 1956 convention.

The question: "What company do

you consider outstanding in re-

h?" The number of Westing-

house mentions in answer to this

question in the 1956 study increased

69.2% over the 1955 mentions.

(2) Consumer products. Westing-

house is able to parade a whole ar-

ray of consumer products to increase

the company's identification with a

variety of lines and provide plenty of

opportunities for dealer tie-ins.

There's also Betty Furness, who
provides a continuity for the West-

inghouse commercials that has be-

come a big consumer and dealer plus

for the company.

The timing for the political hoopla

is particularly fortuitous for an ap-

pliance manufacturer, and Westing-

house makes the most of it. It will

use the two weeks of the conventions

in July to wrap up its major appli-

ance push which begins in the spring,

at the same time selling hard such

warm weather products as room air

conditioners, fans, refrigerators and

freezers.

Then comes election night, just at

the right time to introduce new

models of major appliances and to

hypo the big fall portable appliance

selling season, which peaks in De-

cember.

Giving continuity to the two pro-

motions is a nine-week September-

October campaign tied to its Friday

night political coverage show on

CBS TV, as described here earlier.

Of vital importance in political

sponsorship is tying it to dealer and

distributor efforts. In 1956, Westing-

house did this with a closed circuit

telecast to distributors in 55 cities.

Chris Witting, v.p. of Consumer

Products Divisions, outlined the basic
j

strategy, managers of key divisions

showed the new lines, and Walter i

Cronkite wound up the telecast by ex-

1

plaining the mechanics of the actual i

convention coverage.

This year, Westinghouse will trv
\

something different. To heighten di-
\

rect contact, the closed circuit will
;

consist only of CBS telling the story

of how the convention will be cov-

ered, followed by local presentations
j

on the spot of how Westinghouse will

conduct the sales drive. Salesmen

from the company's 35 company-

owned distributor houses as well as I

its 20 independent distributors will
|

get a first-hand feel of the merchan I

dise and the sales tools they'll have

to work with.

Another purpose of the distributor

meetings will be to outline plans for
I

Dealer Rallv Week, which takes place
j

about four to five weeks before the
|

conventions begin. During this week,

some 155 top brass from Westing-

house go on the road, calling per-
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onally on more than 4,000 dealers

n one week.

Territory managers will help the

>arnstorming execs make their calls,

icquainting dealers with advertising,

lisplay material, and stock to be fea-

ured. Timing is being emphasized

<o that dealers can have the same

products demonstrated on the floor

•hat Westinghouse is featuring on

tv. There'll also be a strong pitch for

local advertising tie-ins.

In 1956, Westinghouse reports,

dealers bought more than 8,000 tie-in

spots on local CBS TV affiliates and

about as many more on radio to

identify themselves with the cam-

paign. Print tie-ins were used in

about 155 newspapers. On election

night alone, Westinghouse estimates

that dealers used 60 to 70% of all

available adjacencies on CBS affiliates.

This year, the company has some

impressive audience figures to back

up its pitch for air media tie-ins. In

1956, Westinghouse-CBS coverage

reached 78% of all television homes,

according to an A. C. Nielsen anal-

ysis for Westinghouse (see page 33).

This means it was seen by more

than twice as many homes as in 1952

(28.500.000 vs. 13,000,000) and by

more than twice as many people

(85,600,000 vs. 39,000,000). It can

also point to a total of 187 com-

mercial minutes (and a total of 127

commercials) in the convention cov-

erage in '56.

Ketchum, MacLeod & Grove, agency

for Westinghouse industrial products,

has the job of coordinating all ele-

ments of the political coverage broad-

casts for the client. The agency re-

ports that in 1956 cost-per-1,000 tv

homes per commercial minute was

$2.77. While this is 8% more than

the $2.57 cost achieved in 1952 con-

vention coverage, Westinghouse con-

siders it a good buy and hopes to

keep the c-p-m under S3 this year.

Surprisingly, Westinghouse does

not intend to make as full use of

tape for its commercials as might be

expected. "The spontaneous, live

quality is too important to lose in

these commercials," advertising di-

rector Roger Bolin told sponsor.

"Our commercial studio is always

right in the convention hall, so we
emphasize the fact that we are prac-

tically on the floor with the activity

by leading into the comercials with a

reference to the convention action.

Because of our pioneering associa-

tion with political coverage, the audi-

ence expects this sense of immediacy

and would, we feel, be able to tell the

difference."

One naturally wonders how Miss

Furness feels about this back-of-the-

hand to labor-saving devices, and
sponsor asked this. Bolin pointed

out that she's all for it and that in

past years "she's refused to go back

to her hotel when we felt the late

hour called for the throwing in of

filmed standbys."

These and other problems are now
being worked out by Bolin, Gil (J.

G.) Baird, consumer products sales

promotion manager, Chris Witting,

v.p. in charge of consumer products,

Bob Lynch, major appliance adver-

tising manager, Russ Johnson, tv/

radio advertising manager, and oth-

ers at Westinghouse. They are work-

ing with their three agencies: Ketch-

um, MacLeod & Grove for industrial

products, McCann-Erickson for the

appliance divisions, Grey Advertising

for the television/radio division.

Network news head—Sig Nickelson

(CBS), Bill McAndrew (NBC), John

Daly (ABC)—all indicate the same
thing: that "people and reporting"

will be the prime emphasis, rather

than the gadgets of former years. ^

WOC -TV
FOR BEST COVERAGE IN THE
NATION'S 47th TV MARKET
(Davenport, Iowa — Rock Island — Moline, Illinois)

A comparison of coverage of TV stations in or overlap-

ping the Davenport — Rock Island market area as

reported in the Nielson Coverage Service No. 3 —
Spring, 1958.

Station TV Homes

WOC-TV
Station A
Station B

Station C
Station D

PRESIDENT

438,480
398,600
340,240
274,990
229,260

Monthly
Coverage

308,150
278,900
275,160
208,300
156,340

Weekly Ci

Daytime

263,430
226,020
229,710
153,540
127,240

rculation

Nightime

288,750
258,860
260,190
191,010
146,620

Col. 8. J. Palmer

VICE PRES. & TREASURER
D. D. Palmer

DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF

ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE »

EAST MOLINE

PETERS. CRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC. I\R
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WOC-TV is No. 1 in the

nation's 47th TV matket—lead-

ing in TV homes (438,480),
monthly coverage and weekly

circulation — day and night —
as reported in the Nielson

Coverage Service No. 3, Spring,

1958. For further facts and lat-

est availabilities, call your PGW
Colonel . . . NOW!

WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa is port of Central
Broadcasting Co., which also owns and operates
WHO TV and WHO Radio, Des Moines, Iowa
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ANOTHER WAY
RCA SERVES

BROADCASTERS ;

THROUGH
ELECTRONICS

new RCA
automatic
turntable

BQ-103
Assures Efficient, Simplified

Handling of Recorded

Program Material

This new automatic turntable offers

easy-to-operate semi-automated

programming for 45 RPM records. Record

selection, cue, and playback have been

automated. "Fluffs" are minimized and

program flow is smoother for the

listening audience.

Records may be played in either random or

sequential order. Sequential play can be

fully automatic. For random play, a manual

control unit permits programming of any
of 200 selections.

When used in combination with a

Transistorized Turntable Preamplifier

(Type BA-26A), the Type BQ-103
Turntable produces an output signal

capable of being fed into a console at mixer

level. The preamplifier easily mounts in

the BQ-103 cabinet.

The BQ-103 Turntable offers semi-automated
operation now, and becomes an integral part of
the automation system later. The BQ-103 is

a basic building block in preparing for

automation. For complete information, call

your RCA Broadcast Representative or write to

RCA,Dcpt. CD-264, Building 15-1, Camdi n,N.J.
In Canada.- UCA VICTOR Company

'ted, Montreal.

Type BQ-103
Automatic Turntable

Manual
Control Unit

Full automatic or

manual operation is

possible with this

single control unit,

which provides

push-button control

of every turntable

operation.

© ©
© ©
© ©

@ © ©
- ©

© ©
© © ©
o o o
© © G

Q © Sl ©

TmkUJ IS

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

CAMDEN, N. J.
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II Imi s happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
23 JANUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC

The administration is putting very little money where its mouth is, at least with

respect to its announced intention of stepping up the monitoring of radio/tv com-
mercials.

FTC chairman Kintner had been talking about an extra million dollars in the context of

stepping up these efforts, while acknowledging that the Commission couldn't do very much if it

doubled and then redoubled its staff.

The President's budget this week asked an increase of only $760,000 in its entire

budget, up to $7,600,000, an even 10 percent. Of this, only $1,942,600 is earmarked for

hoth investigation and litigation of all deceptive practices, including false and mis-

leading ad claims. In this category the increase from last year is just $351,000.

Not only is this a far cry from the earlier threats and the budget statement that "the com-

mission has already increased its efforts in the field of radio and television advertising as a

result of disclosures during recent investigations by the Congress. Funds are specifically

provided in 1961 to support more effectively the Commission's efforts in this field." It is also

true that a large part of even this increase would have to go to litigation.

Even more to the point is the FTC's own budget estimate of its activity in the fiscal

year which starts on 1 July 1960. It expects to receive 6,000 applications for all types of

complaints, up 500. to institute 1.500 investigations, up 400, to have 1,500 investigations pend-

ing, unchanged.

The administration asks $13,500,000 to run the FCC, an increase of almost $3
million from the current fiscal year: of this raise, $2,250,000 is slated to go into

a two-year study of uhf for "the resolution of the television channel allocation

problem."

This after the so-called McConnaughey crash program during which the industry, itself,

spent considerable cash studying the capabilities of uhf, and after a long waiting period fol-

lowing the TASO report that uhf is an inferior service.

The administration asks $2,351,005 for its activities with respect to broadcast-

ing, an increase of $158,000.

An interesting note is the FCC's estimate that it will be regulating 5,800 radio and

tv stations by 30 June 1961, up from an estimated 5,558 expected on 30 June 1960. and

compared to an actual 5.160 on 30 June 1959 and 4.862 on that date in 1958.

The FCC expects to act on 846 applications for new AM radio stations, 425 for fm

and 242 for tv—the last the same as this year.

All quiet on the FCC programing front, with activity due to break out again

during the week of 25 January, when N \B and the networks will testify.

Individual broadcasters were surprisinglv split over whether the FCC should assume greater

programing control.

The Harris House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee payola hearings set to

start on or about 8 Februarv, and Harris indi cates he expects to shake the broadcasting and

ad industries even harder than he did with th e quiz show scandal.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
23 JANUARY i960 Look for a strategic reorientation at CNP to follow in the wake of NBC's in

opnioM iwo creased control of its film syndication subsidiary.

•P0N80R Latest NBC move is the appointment of Herbert S. Schlosser, formerly an NBC lega

publications inc. stafT member, as v.p. and general manager of CNP.
H. Weller (Jake) Keever will relinquish his title as general manager to become sales

j

v.p.; Mr. Keever originally joined CNP as a salesman and came up through the ranks.

Schlosser's appointment was made by Earl Rettig, CNP president, an NBC veteran and

former network treasurer and v.p. himself.

Pvationale for the move is apparently to keep control of CNP within NBC insofar as

top administrative posts are concerned, with NBC getting highest priority in CNP's fiscal

and legal decisions.

Background for NBC's move into the driver's seat at CNP is today's increased competi

lion in syndication sales and production, putting the captains in these areas up on the

firing line to bring full pressure to bear through freeing them of corporate and ad

ministrative chores.

Furthermore, there's an apparent parallel to NBC's treatment of CNP as a subsidiary in

AB-PT's handling of its syndication arm, ABC Films.

What may well be the most important boost given to station syndication of tape

programs since the birth of the concept came this week.

Here's what happened: Standard Oil of New Jersey (Ogilvy, Benson & Mather) picked]

up full sponsorship of all of the multi-weekly broadcasts of WNTA-TV's Plav of the Week in
j

New York.

The two-hour series, produced on tape by David Susskind, is shown on a strip schedule

comparable to the pattern previously devised by other stations for their feature films in Mil-

lion Dollar Movie. WNTA absorbs part of show's cost.

There's more to Standard Oil's move than simply a sale of a tape strip to a blue-chip

advertiser.

It's this: Esso's commercials pattern calls for limited breaks.

This means a drastic shift in motive in favor of enhancing a corporate image, and the aban-

donment of the hard-sell cost-per-thousand approach.

Esso's decision appears to have been influenced by hea\ \ mail for the shows, and the en-

couraging reception to them of the New York press.

Screen Gems' maiden entry into tape syndication \s\\\ be Medicine I960, a se-

ries of 12 I ull-lioiir medical documentaries.

The show will consist of actual operations taped by KRON-TV, San Francisco, in (nop-

(•ration with the San Francisco Medical Society.

In San Francisco the show has already been fwlh sponsored in its first two telecasts bj

Jenkel-Davidson Optical Co.

In a 13 December special Trendex the show outpointed Maverick in that city and scored

an 18.3 rating.

Special questions asked at that time revealed that 79% of viewers said they would watch

such a show monthly, 92' ', found medical operations on tv interesting, and 98% wanted

more public affairs shows of this type.

Medicine I960 will also be offered on kinescope for non-tape stations.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Syndication men are breathing easier now that the first quarter has arrived

with its customary flood of film buying.

The last months of 1959 were reported to be unusually quiet in terms of sales activity

for several syndicators, which led to wide soul-searching lest this prove an omen for 1960.

The lull proved to be more of a suspension of decision-making into the new year,

rather than any basic alteration in syndication's role.

MCA's bid to come back into first-run syndication as a major force this season

has depended on the classic formula of snaring the beer regionals.

Here's a sales status profile of MCA's three new shows:

• Shotgun Slade, in 160 markets, is sold to Ballantine (Esty), Jax Beer and Blue Plate

foods (both Fitzgerald) in major regionals.

• Coronado 9, reaching 110 markets, rests on a deal for 70 cities with Falstaff (D-F-S).

• Johnny Midnight, MCA's latest entry, is in 100 markets, which include Ballantine

alternate weeks.

CNP is taking a ride on the post office and treasury department celebrations of

the Pony Express centennial for sales promotion of its own tv series in syndication

under that title.

Series has been sold in 56 markets, including these regional deals:

• American Petrofina for Fina Gas (Taylor & Norsworthy, Dallas) for 20 midwest and

southwest markets.

• Valley Forge Beer (Gray & Rogers) for markets in Pennsylvania, Maryland and in

Washington, D. C.

• O'Keefe's Brewing for six northern border markets, including Buffalo.

For details on individual markets and station sales, see WRAP-UP, page 63.

UAA is linking its home 8mm movie sales to its tv film efforts.

Dealer agreements have already been made with a third of the 6,000 dealers who sell

home movies, and UAA expects both its library and sales to shoot up this year.

Two new techniques were cited by UAA in 8mm home movie sales, and they both appear

to derive from tv practices: subtitles instead of title cards, and more luminous prints

for lighted room viewing.

Humorous commercials are your best bet for reaching teenage viewers, accord-

ing to a nationwide survey of 1,500 teenagers made by a consumer magazine.

This studv by 'Teen magazine found the following first choices as buying influences

among tv commercials in its teenage reading audience:

TYPE PREFERENCE

Humorous commercials 30.9%

Star commercials 22.4%

Cartoon commercials 20.3%

Musical commercials 17.2%

Among tvpes especially cited by teenagers as annoying were the categories of announc-

er commercials and commercials using diagrams and charts.
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C«pyrl»bt IN*

•POMSOR

publication* ma

A round-up of trade tai *"

trends and tips for adn

SPONSOR HEARS
Two accounts that were bending an ear to agency presentations this wee

Bromo-Seltzer (Warner-Lambert) and Chunky Chocolate Corp.

The Bromo budget runs around S3 million and the Chunky segment, $1.8 million.

For an example of what tv stations are up against in the wide divergence

numbering systems for commercials among agencies observe this:

One film received recently had the identifying code on the leaders as follows: 59-1

JKT-SB-492-R1.

Commented the station's commercial manager: There are at least 14 (count 'ei)

possibilities for error, if you can get all these notations on the log in the first pla»

The rumor that got the spotlight during luncheon chatter on Madison Avenue and arouf

Rockefeller Plaza this week:

Bob Kintner is moving to RCA and Hubbell Robinson, Jr., becomes Nl

president.

Some Madison Avenue top managements see McCann-Erickson's latest rash

corporate spin-offs as basically a tax maneuver, despite the fancy explanations.

They note that under the excess profits provision it's 30% on the first $25,000 pr

its and 52% on everything above that. The more corporations the bigger the net.

(For details of McCann's splinterization see AGENCIES under WRAP-UP, page 61.)

The post-holidays' descent of stationmen on New York reps and timebuyflf

became quite a flurry the past week.

Not a few of the visiting firemen timed their trip with the release of the latest lo<JI

rating reports.

However, they ran into this situation: the important buyers were hamstrung fl

time to see them because of the heavy flurry of new spot business.

Madison Avenue is more bemused and bepuzzled than alarmed by the actio!

of the FTC snoopers and gendarmes in the issuance of complaints against co!
mercials.

The rush to make a record of some sort was expected but the policy of shoot-and-thfv

ask-questions—particularly with regard to "poetic license" taken because of camera studj

problems—could in the long run boomerang in favor of the real miscreants.

There's an interesting bit of comparison between tv and radio in the fact that Bro^r

iK Williamson lias assigned Sir Walter Raleigh to the Wednesday Night Fights.

Sir Walter is the only tobacco with its own nationwide weekly network show.

Contrast this with the early epoch of radio when the air was loaded with tobacco branm

with network occupants including U. S. Tobacco's Dill's Best and Model, AmericanT

Half 'n' Half and Bond Street, Philip Morris' Revelation, R. J. Reynolds' Prin<!

Albert, Lorillard's Velvet and Granger and Larus' Edgeworth.

Obvious reason for the difference: Smoking tobacco ad budgets find network tv soTrl'

what too rich for them.
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ontinued from page 35)

hours, with ABC feeding 39 and

itual about 125 per week.

Spot advertisers, in the main, still

lg to the prime-time habit of slot-

g announcements at periods when
:h in-home and out-of-home audi-

oes peak—roughly, 7 to 9 a.m. and

o 7 p.m. But the statistics and the

esmanship of representatives are
; WfWbining to lure many of these

me-time die-hards away to other

|riods.

The new trend, buying around the

jck, enables the buyer to get (1)

tnce yorable discount advantages, lower-

5 cost-per-l,000's appreciably; (2)

59.] '|
extended audience so the advertis-

g message reaches a station's total

. < l.dience at every hour of the day;

') repetition of commercials.

As one rep told sponsor, "Even an

erage station in a week reaches

1% of all the radio homes in the

ea, and a good station goes into

)% to 90% within a seven-day pe-

od, day and night." This broad au-

ence reach is the reason many reps

ese days are selling the concept of

jl-hour radio with the use of a single

ation in a major market. But buy-

s continue to be most interested in

sing radio in top 25 or 50 markets.

The standout client in nighttime

)ot buying is still American Airlines,

ith its Music 'til Dawn on five CBS
&o stations. The midnight show con-

nues for five hours, six nights week-

, with musical selections interspersed

ith AA commercials, and has just

een renewed (through Young &

iubicam, New York) for a year.

Late night listenership, of course,

oes not deliver a mass audience. But

adio's proponents say that nighttime

ffers many pluses in pinpointed

mliences who are reached "in depth"

nd who respond in kind at the cash

egister. But significant proportions

>f audience groups tune to radio

hroughout the post 6 p.m. period.

A Pulse survey of last June, for ex-

ample, shows that 15,8% of middle-

mass wage earners surveyed tune at

5:30, with the highest listening dur-

ing the week between 6:30 and 7. 8
jind 9:30, and on weekends between

Patterns for other groups

study: single working
women: 19.8% tuned in at 7:30;
midweek peaks, 6-8:30; weekend, 6-7,

p:30-10. Teen-age boys: 20.5% tuned
jat 10:30 midweek; midweek peaks, 8-

pr
1

Id''

Jn this same

9:30, 10-11; weekend, 8-10. Working
men: 12.8% tuned in at 10 p.m. mid.

weeks; midweek peaks, 6-7, 8-9, 10-

10:30; weekend, 8-9, 10-11. Young
homemakers: 11.8% tuned in at 9:30

midweek; midweek peaks, 6-7:30;

weekend, 7:30-10.

An A. C. Nielsen analysis last

March indicates only 22% of in-home

listening takes place during the so-

called prime time periods from 7 to 9

a.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. Yet 24% of the

weekly listening occurs during the

evening and late-night times: 19% in

the evening, 5% from midnight to

6 a.m.

Thus an advertiser misses 78% of

his audience potential by omitting all

but prime times. The average home
tuned in the evening listens 4.82

hours per week; those from midnight

on, 4.58 hours weekly. Evening tune-

in weekly reaches 53.1% of all radio

homes, some 26,258,000 homes in all

;

late-night, with a tune-in by 15.6% of

radio homes, is listened to by 7,714,-

000 families.

A Katz Agency summary shows re-

lationships between daytime and

nighttime costs which are representa-

tive today even though they're a year

old. With daytime costs in 1958 in-

dexed at 100, prime time charges

showed an index of 116.2 and eve-

ning, 86.3, reflecting the savings in

dollar investments possible.

Peters, Griffin, Woodward station

representatives think their 1957 fig-

ures indicate some relationships which

are valid today. Then, in a night-

time radio presentation, PGW said

"The cost of reaching 1,000 radio

homes or cars from 6:30 to 9 aver-

ages 80^; from 6 to 10 p.m., 73^.

A dollar invested in nightime usually

can deliver 9.6% more radio impres-

sions than $1 in morning radio."

A current PGW Spot Radio Pocket

Guide, based on the most recent NCS
No. 2, indicates that in the nation's

168 top markets nighttime radio

reaches 96% of all homes; daytime,

97.1%.

At the local level stations are mak-

ing the most of tie-in possibilities and

many show the bulk of their night-

time schedules near the sell-out point.

WIBC, Indianapolis, has tied in late

evening broadcasting with a drive-in

eatery, and broadcasts from a circu-

lar glass studio atop the building.

And as of next week, WSLS, Roan-

oke, will have its 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. time

slots sold entirely. ^

FARM RADIO
(Continued from page 39)

followed by, "Stop and shop at the

sign of the U. S. Royal weathervane!

There's one-third more wear in every

pair of U. S. Royal tempered rubber

farm boots. And here's your farm

director to tell you the story." At

this point the farm director took

over, having at his disposal sample

copy written in rural vernacular by
Bill Vance at FRC&H.

Suggested closing for the spot was

a repeat of the rooster sound effects.

( Cut-outs of the rooster, perched on

the U. S. Rubber weathervane symbol,

had been sent to all U. S. Rubber

dealers for point-of-sale display.)

Reports from Chicago show that 22

new dealer accounts have been signed

in the area as a result of the cam-

paign. Six dealers have been added

to the U. S. Rubber farm footwear

roster in the St. Louis district.

Out of Syracuse comes word that

during the campaign WSYR farm

director Deacon Doubleday received

three or four telephone inquiries a

day from farmers in the vicinity

—

some right from the milking barns

—

on where to buy the arctics. At least

five new area dealerships came out of

this effort, two in Syracuse proper,

because many said they'd prefer to

come "to the big city" to shop.

WSAU, Wausau, Wis., following

the agency's suggestion, ran a "win a

pair of arctics" contest. In response,

neighboring farmers inundated the

station with a pile of nearly 500 entry

cards. Farm director Chuck Summers
made the awards and in every case

mentioned the dealer involved.

When U. S. Rubber district sales

managers got together in December,

thev greeted FRC&H representatives

with glowing accounts of wider use

of U. S. farm footwear in-store dis-

plays—in fair weather as well as

stormy. And. indications are that the

success of this campaign is likely to

lead to an expanded version next fall.

Among the stations in the 1959

campaign: KFYR, Bismarck. N. D.:

WMT, Cedar Rapids. Iowa: WLS,
Chicago; WLW. Cincinnati: WGAR,
Cleveland; KOA. Denver; KIOA, Des

Moines; WJR. Detroit: \\ DAY, Far-

go, N. D.: WOWO. Ft. Wayne, In<l.:

WCCO. Minneapolis: KCJB. Minor,

N. D.: WOW. Omaha; KMOX, St.

Louis: WGY, Schenectady: KFH.
Wichita. ^
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As buying scope continues to expand, SPONSOR ASKS:

What makes a

The complexity of buying today

requires astute, informed media
specialists. These three admen
discuss what makes a buyer good.

Joseph Braun, v.p. & director of media,

Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., New York

The obvious attributes a good time-

buyer must have are

:

1) A thorough knowledge of

broadcast media. He must know the

various trends in modern radio, the

Good media

contacts, from
reps to station

personnel

present and future television pro-

grams and basic costs.

2) A thorough understanding of

the clients' problems. If he doesn't
know his clients' products, sales prob-
lems, and all he can learn about them,
he's not doing a job.

3) Good media contacts. Not only
time salesmen, but personnel from as
many television and radio stations as
possible.

4) A basic knowledge of proce-
dure. For example, the making and
forwarding of radio transcriptions
and tv commercials. By the same
token, he should have a thorough
knowledge of the workings of the en-
tire agency — account work, copy,
traffic, billing.

5) A good basic background in

broadcast estimating. With this

knowledge, a timebuyer is equipped
to recognize, recommend and pur-

chase for the client the maximum and
appropriate advertising for a mini-

mum expenditure.

Those are five basic points and if

he fills the bill on those, he's on his

way to being a good timebuyer. But
he needs more. To put it simply: in

our shop a timebuyer is a profession-

timebuyer click?

al media specialist. He's not just a

fellow who gets availabilities and

places orders. Rather, he's a fellow

who contributes to the basic strategies

of a plan and then lives with its actu-

al execution. He offers continuing

suggestions for refinements and im-

provements.

He's got to have intelligence, ex-

perience, job-knowledge and judg-

ment. In addition, we want those

indefinable extras that make an ex-

ecutive timebuyer. Such things as

genuine interest, intimate knowledge

of the client's problems, alertness to

opportunities, concern with the sales

curve, and finally, creative thinking

and the ability to sell ideas with con-

viction.

At K&E, we look for these extra

qualities. If a man has them, they

are always recognized quickly.

Leslie L. Dunier, v.p. of radio & tv,

Mogul Williams & Saylor, Inc., New York

Trying to come up with an accept-

able definition of a good timebuyer

is a lot like trying to define a good
American. But if I were cornered and

asked to present at least a reasonably

objective analysis of the so-called

"good timebuyer," I would offer these

four fundamental principles:

1) The good timebuyer gets com-

pletely immersed in the client's prod-

uct. Moreover, he thoroughly probes

and absorbs the product's marketing

Knowledge of

client's

marketing

strategy

strategy and history for direct appli-

cation in his day-to-day relationship

with the account. He has a good

working knowledge of the client's dis-

tribution patterns, prices, competitive

situations, merchandising practices,

etc.

2) Our man (or woman, of cours« .

never sits back smugly on his raj \
cards and dabbles in the timebuyinj

version of the numbers game. Tim<

buying is not, certainly, an exact sc

ence. But it is a craft that requir^

considerable skill, patience, imaging

tion and, in a very real sense, ere*

tivity. A good timebuyer is we|

aware that techniques are the too|

of his trade, and new technique'

are more than merely helpful in kee

ing his work at peak effectivenes

And he is particularly aware of ne

and successful testing technique

With the flood of research projec

conducted over the years, a timebu^

er should know how to estimate, wit||

a fair degree of accuracy, the require

impact of a campaign via frequenc

and coverage in order to maintain ai

efficient advertising/sales ratio.

3) The good timebuyer goes to thj

source whenever possible. I believ

that an essential requisite for a buyej

is a genuine interest in air media. Hi

must be an avid viewer and listener!

More knowledge of a station operai

tion can be gained by tuning in t

the station than by reading promol

tional material or sitting througB

elaborate presentations.

4) In my own list of basics for th^

good timebuyer, a sense of responsi

bility is absolutely vital. The awe]

some responsibility of determining

the expenditures of the client's budgj

et cannot be accepted frivolously

When a client places his confident

and trust in the agency of his choice,

he has the right to expect unalloyec

diligence and dedication in the timei

buying function. Every last dollaa

spent in air media must be made tcj

work for the client in the most effec-j

tive manner possible. It's not enough

just to obtain a satisfactory cost-per

1,000 buy. Hiring a timebuyer who||

lacks a sharply honed sense of re-J

sponsibility with respect to the client.!

is like handing a loaded revolver to a

10-year-old boy with the hope he'll

stay out of mischief.

(Please turn to page 66)
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Despite the evident good spirits,

there is a passing chance that this

is not a typical KMPC listener.

With more than 165,000 Pulse-people

tuned to the station in the

average quarter hour, the typical

KMPC enthusiast would be difficult

to single out. KMPC's flair for

reaching some 30,000 more adults in

a quarter hour than the second-place

Los Angeles station only adds

' to the profusion. For KMPC advertisers,

it is a pretty piece of multiplicity indeed.

KMPC, 50,000 watts, Los Angeles, A Golden West Broadcasters station caa/3

KMPC Los Angeles • KSFO San Francisco • KVI Seattle

Represented by AM Radio Sales Company
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EVERY MINUTE

OF THE DAY

MORE PEOPLE

fmore me a, more women, \
(jnore teeners / more children y

IN SAN ANTONIO

ARE LISTEMlNGTO

KOlMO RADIO
THAN TO ANY
OTHER STATION

*as computed by PULS6

and by HOOPER

!

Represented by

KATZ AGENCY
5000 Watts • 860 KC

E3|3
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

RADIO BUYS
Fels & Co., Philadelphia: New activity on Fels soaps in most of

the top markets begins this month. Dav minutes and chainbreaks

are being scheduled for 10 alternate weeks. Buyer. Allen Bobbe.

Agency: Aitkin-Kynett Co.. Philadelphia.

American Tobacco Co., New York: Buying three-week schedules

for an early February start in the top markets. Traffic minutes are

being set, frequencies depending on market. Buyer: Fred Sprm ten-

burg. Agency: SSCB, New York.

American Home Foods, Div. of American Home Products Corp..

New York: Buying various markets in the South and Southwest to

supplement its current tv schedules for Chef Boy-Ar-Dee. Traffic, day

and night minutes and chainbreaks start 1 February. Buyers: Jim

Stack and Tom Viscardi. Agency : Young & Rubicam, Inc.. New York.

TV BUYS
General Foods Corp., Post Div.. Battle Creek: Schedules start this

month for its new dog food. Gravv Train, in about 20 eastern mar-

kets where it has distribution. A national campaign is expected in

the spring when expansion reaches full swing. Placements are for

night minutes and chainbreaks for eight weeks, about six per week

per market. Buyers: Jordan Schreiber and Tad Distler. Agency:

Benton & Bowles, Inc., New York.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Going into about 20 markets

this month with schedules for Duncan Hines cake mixes. Run is for

the P&G contract year using day and night minutes and chainbreaks.

Buyer: Doug McMullen. Agency: Compton Advertising, Inc.. N. Y.

Anderson Foods, Div. of Heublein, Inc., Menlo Park, Calif.: Seven-

week campaign begins this month in roughly 12 \S est Coast markets

for its soups. Day minutes are being scheduled primarily, with some

fringe night. Frequencies range from about six to 25 spots per week

per market. Buyer: Elizabeth Griffiths. Agency: Fletcher, Richards,

Calkins & Holden, Inc., New York.

Thomas J. Lipton Inc., Div. of Lever Bros., Hoboken: Kicking

off a campaign in the top markets this month for its soups. Sched-

ules are for five to eight weeks: day and night minutes. Buyer:

Lorraine Ruggiero. Agency: Young & Rubicam, Inc.. New York.

RADIO & TV BUYS
Penick & Ford Ltd., Inc., New York: Radio schedules for several

P&F products start at different times from early to mid-February for

eight to 13 weeks. Being bought are package plans, minutes Monday

through Friday and some Saturdays. Ted Wallower buys at BBDO.

New York, which has M\ -T-Fine desserts, and Vermont Maid syrup.

In tv, through Samuel Croot, Inc., New York, agency for its Swel

Frosting, schedules of day minutes kick off this month for eight to

13 weeks. Delores LaFalce is the buver.
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THE NEW Peanuts Will Buy Pearls
So maybe the natives on WCOL island

don't savvy money . . . you should worry?
You pays your peanuts and you gets your
pearls . . . gems like these! Cultivated
ratings, built up to 1st place in Columbus
(Hooper, Pulse, Nielsen). Natural results,

created through "showcasing" your sales

messages in single spotting. Genuine sales

from the New WCOL's family audience
. . . adults and teenagers, all with grown-
up buying power. So, grab your goobers
and head forWCOL island! Contact Chief
Collie Young for fast service, and GET
YOUR PEARLS FOR PEANUTS!

1230 AM— 92.3 FM 24 Hour-a-day Broadcasting

represented nationally by: TObert e. eastman & CO.,

THE CAPITAL STATION

ICOLUMBUS 15, OHIO

Station WING, Dayton; WEZE, Boston; WKLO, Louisville and WIZE,

Springfield, 0., are other AIR TRAILS stations.
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ADVERTISERS

NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
TWO UP! at Robert Eastman & Co. Here firm's president, Robert Eastman (I), maps out

future plans with two newly promoted members of his N. Y. sales staff: James H. Fuller (c),

appointed director of creative sales and Joseph P. Cuff, named eastern sales manager

HOW TO JUDGE BEAUTY is appropriately demonstrated by former Miss America entrant

Lynn Freyse for Bill Wood, Bill Best—judges-to-be in contest by joint Pima County Fair-

Southern International Livestock Show, Tucson. Scott Henderson Adv. handles show's publicity

Philip Morris (Burnett) last weei

showed its annoyance at the fat

that NBC TV put the Lorett,

repeats on a daytime strip basil

by cancelling out of her night

time show.

The network quickly found a sub

stitute: the toiletries division

Warner-Lambert and at the

price per show of $49,500.

The FTC last week filed formal

charges against the manufacture

ers of four nationally advertise*)

products, and their agencies

claiming that the commercials in

volved do not prove what the)

purport to prove.

Those cited: Standard Brands, fo)

its Blue Bonnet margarine (Te

Bates) ; Colgate for its Palmolive Raj

id Shave (Ted Bates) ; Aluminum Co

of America, for Alcoa Wrap l Ketch

um, MacLeod & Grove) ; and Leve

EXTRA-SPATIAL . . . and, of course, it's

woman. Undergoing strenuous astronaut testj

for possible flight into space, is Betty Skeltonl

one of Chevrolet test-drivers employed by

Campbell-Ewald (Det.) for its tv commercial

^ 2?]
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1r its Pepsodent toothpaste (Foote,

ne & Belding )

.

»'«
I

i>

the

Lord

form k

amm's Beer, in November,
arked its eighth successive

on i h as leader in ARB's Best-

'iked Tv Commercials report.
1 The runners-up, in order of prefer-

ice: Maypo, Kaiser Foil, Piels Beer,

u lord, Mr. Clean, Kelloggs, Dodge,

)hnsons Baby Powder, and Wrigleys

mm.

ampaigns:
• Breakstone Foods, for its

'emp-Tee Whipped Cream
lartiii (heese, is continuing with an in-

frtise insive mid-winter promotional drive

the Metropolitan New York mar-fnoif i(,

lalsn^ fne product will be pushed for

"TO weeks with an accelerated tv cam-

aign totalling 64 one-minute spots

jer week, via WNEW-TV, WOR-TV.
Tf^PIX and WNTA-TV. Agency: Mo-

eRai [lul Williams & Saylor.

• Northam Warren Corp., man-

ufacturers of Cutex nail polish, hand

jare preparations and lipstick, has

appropriated a larger 1960 ad budget

to be used primarily in network and
spot tv. The cosmetic company will

sponsor American Bandstand on the

full ABC TV line-up and will supple-

ment this schedule with tv spots in

key markets.

• The Carnation Co.'s Friskies

division will support its pet foods this

year via a coast-to-coast campaign
of local tv spots covering markets ac-

counting for 80% of all retail food

sales.

• Hamilton Beach will promote
its complete line of electric house-

wares via participation in the Jack

Paar Show over the entire NBC TV
network. The schedule will run

through the Spring and Fall. Agency

:

Clinton E. Frank, Chicago.

Strictly personnel: Maurice Bos-

quet, elected president of Renault,

Inc. . . . Charles Corcoran, to head

the newly-combined advertising, pub-

lications and press relations depart-

ment at Equitable Life Assurance So-

ciety . . . Ralph Pansek, to director

of advertising and sales promotion

for Calusa Chemical Co., Los Angeles

. . . Stanley Hutkin, to director of

advertising for Stardust, Inc., New
York . . . Duane Manning, to man-
ager of engineering sales in the Pa-

cific area for International Resistance

Co. . . . Genevieve Cowan, to the re-

tail group of Du Pont's Textile Fibers

department . . . Gordon Swaney, to

director of sales and marketing for

LaChoy Food Products, Archbold,

Ohio.

AGENCIES

McCann-Erickson last week an-

nounced the reorganization of its

operation.

The set-up:

1) McCann-Erickson Advertis-

ing (U.S.A.), with estimated annual

billings at $170 million, formed to

concentrate solely on creative adver-

tising functions. Heading this new
division are Robert Healy, chairman;

NEW STRIPE FOR COLOR! Interchange-

ability of color tv tape recordings is here at

last. Feather in cap of RCA, it was one of most

eagerly awaited developments in the industry

ANOTHER MATE for Capt. Kangaroo is

Binney & Smith, whose adv. dir. Alan Holt is

shown here with star Bob Keeshan. Veteran

toy mfr. will make tv debut on CBS show

LADY GREYHOUND, living symbol of The Greyhound Corp. and participant in NBC TV's

People Are Funny, plays mother to two pups for Mothers' I960 New March of Dimes, 28 January

ELEGANT ENTERTAINMENT for new dec-

ade is what WBAL (Baltimore) has in store

for listeners. Personifying top hat music en-

tertainment are some of the station's "big

band era" early-evening, easy-listening shows
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C. Terence Clyne. vice chairman: and

Emerson Foote. president.

McCann-Marschalk Co. i for-

merly Marschalk & Pratt i . with bill-

ings at S30 million a year, organized

on a traditional basis with self-con-

tained departments. Officers: Stuart

Watson, board chairman: S. L. Meul-

endvke. vice chairman: \\ illiam Mc-

Keachie. president: and Harry Mar-

schalk. honorarv chairman.

3) M-E Productions. Inc.,

formed to supplv the above two di-

visions with radio and tv services.

C. Terence Clyne will be president,

and Thomas Losee. executive v.p.

MeCann-Erickson. Inc.. will thus

be divided into four line divisions

— MeCann-Erickson Advertising

(UJ5.A.), McCann- Marschalk. Me-

Cann-Erickson International, and

Communications Affiliates—and four

operating divisions—M-E Produc-

tions. Advance Projects. Business-

Management, and Finance.

To come: John Tinker & Partners,

an autonomous creative operation.

(See Newsmaker of the Week, page

6. for details on Advance Proj

Ti

YOUR JACKSONVILLE
ADVERTISING PICTURE
ISN'T COMPLETE
With the help of mighty tools like this new 55,00O-car-a-day Expressway,
the city of Jacksonville thrives . . . and grows: By giving its city the most
of what it wants first. Radio Station WPDQ has become a tool with equal
might. With irreproachable editorial and advertising policies, prime-time
public service programming, just the right combination of music, news,
and sports. WPDQ has earned the unwavering faith of its listeners. As
you make your Ad plans . . . plan to deal with the leader of them all.

Your Jacksonville advertising picture isn't complete . . .

...WITHOUT
Represented by

Vernard, Rintoul and McConnell. Inc.

James S. Ayers. Southeast

5000 Watts 600 KC
Jacksonville. Florida

The Number One Buy in '60 . . . 60 on your Dial"

uvision.

Agency appointments : WebeorJ
Inc.. manufacturer of tape recorder

stereophonic phonographs, radios ar

accessory equipment, billing S300.J

000. from John W. Shaw Advertis-I

ing. to North Advertising . . . EnJ

cyclopaedia Britannica. billing $L3
million, from Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sani'j

pie. to MeCann-Erickson, Chicagc

. . . WPIX. New York, to The Zal

Co. . . . WBTW-TY. Florence. S. C.

to Henry J. Kaufman & Associ-

ates, Washington. D. C.

Merger: The Amundson-Bolstein

agency of Sioux City, with Bozell &

Jacobs. Omaha.

Thisa *n* data: The New York of-|

fice of N. H Aver moved, this week,

to new quarters at 1271 Avenue of

the Americas, in Rockefeller Center.

New York . . . The Public Rela-

tions Board examines this year's

consumer in its PRB Newsletter,

which topped 5.000 circulation this

month to advertisers and agencies . . .

About 150 clients and media people

attended open house last week at the

Milwaukee Press Club given by

Grabin-Shaw Advertiisng, newly-

formed affiliate of John W. Shaw,

Chicago.

Admen on the move: Edmund
Johnstone, to vice chairman of the

executive committee and a member of

the board of directors at Kastor,

H.C.C.&A . . . Arthur Kemp, to

Compton as a v.p. and assistant to

the president . . . Jane Daly, to as-

sistant to the president, on special

radio and tv projects, at Wade Ad-

vertising. Chicago . . . Charles Feld-

man. to senior v.p. and creative di-

rector of Y&R . . . Franklin Bruck,

to become associated with Maxwell

Sackheim-Franklin Bruck. Inc.. New
York . . . William Groome and Ed-

ward Heath, elected v.p.'s of Ted

Bates & Co. . . . Don Cole, to K&E
as an executive in the sales develop-

ment division . . . Gene Ruggiero,

to head radio and tv production at

Ted Bates & Co. . . . Jackie West,

elected a v.p.. and F. Stanley New-

bery. Jr.. to v.p. and account super-

visor Cunningham & Walsh.

A-
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FILM

jyndicators turned their eyes on
nternational business prospects

ast week, as two leading distribu-

ors made major personnel ap-

3ointments in other English-

speaking countries.

They are: ITC moved up John E.

Pearson to the post of general man-

ager of ITC of Canada. He was for-

nerly sales manager. CBS Films ap-

7i; jointed Kirk Torney as managing

director of CBS Ltd. in London. Tor-

iej was manager of group sales for

rfc.

Sales: KSBW-TV, Salinas, reports

Falstaff renewed MCA's Coronado 9,

and Standard Chevron has signed for

Ziv's Sea Hunt . . . MCA's Paramount

features to WCIA. Decatur; KTMV.
Little Rock; KSHO-TY. Las Vegas:

(WANE-TV, Ft. Wavne, and KERO-
TV, Bakersfield . . . CXPs Pony Ex-

press to American Petrofina in Dallas-

jFort Worth, Amarillo. Tulsa, Kansas

City. St. Louis, Wichita, Shreveport.

Wichita Falls, Lubbock, Springfield

(Mo. I. Temple-Waco, Odessa-Mid-

land. Tyler, Abilene and in six addi-

tional markets: alternate sponsors are

National Bank in Amarillo, Mercan-

tile Bank in Dallas-Ft. Worth, and

tun-

eld

; ,
Lee Optical in Lubbock and Odessa-

Midland; other sales include Albu-

querque Lumber Co., General Petro-

leum in Phoenix. General Electric for

Joplin-Pittsburgh (Missouri-Kansas)

,

and Schaeffer Mercury-Lincoln in

[tl -Mobile; station sales include WLWA.
I Atlanta; WCKT. Miami; KTTV, Los

Angeles; KBAK-TV. Bakersfield;

KXTV, Sacramento; WSJV. Elkhart:

WMBD-TV, Peoria: KKTV. Colorado

Springs; WTAR-TV. Norfolk; WJAC-
TV. Johnstown: WLUK-TV, Green

Bav: WLUC-TV. Marquette; KTSM-
TV. El Paso. WBRZ-TV. Baton Rouge,

and WWL-TV. New Orleans.

More sales: UAA's Big Mac car-

toons sold to WAST-TV. Albanv

:

WBEN-TV. Buffalo: KMJ-TV. Fres-

no: WJAC-TV. Johnstown: WWLP-
TY. Sprin-field: WHCT-TV. Hart-

ford: KOSA-TV. Odessa: KRGC-TV.
Jefferson Citv: KTVR. Denver:
KCSJ-TV. Pueblo: WLVK. Marin-

ette: WEAU-TV. Eau Claire, and

WMTV. Madison . . . MCA's Johnny

Midnight sold to alternate week ad-

vertisers with Ballantine as follows:

Dial Soap in Jacksonville, Richard

Hudnut in Boston and Philadelphia,

R. G. Dunn cigars in Dayton and

Buffalo, and Marlboro in New York.

Other recent buyers are Camels in

Denver and Evansville. Chesterfield

and P. & C. Foods in Syracuse, and

WGN-TV, Chicago.

Promotion: Winners of UAA's
sales contest are George Mitchell

and Lloyd Crouse.

Commercials: Jamieson Film Co.

of Dallas has elected there new v.p.'s:

Jerry Dickinson in production. Bill

Stokes in sales, and Robert Redd
in charge of producer's services . . .

Fred Niles Productions of Chica-

go has named William E. Harder
production v. p.. Edward E. Katz

controller and v. p.. and Frederick

B. Foster sales v.p. . . . Music Mak-
ers of New York has elevated Bill

Schwartau to production v. p. and

Lee Higgens to creative services

manager; recent spots completed three

for Sinclair through Geyer. Morev,

Madden & Ballard . . . Joseph E.

Spery appointed staff director of

Robert Lawrence Productions.

Strictly personnel : Sam Cook
Digges and Ralph Baruch of CBS
Films off to Europe on business . . .

Lee Francis, former advertising and

promotion manager of ABC Films,

has left to take on free-lance assign-

ments . . . Buddv Faber promoted

to eastern division account executive

for UAA.

NETWORKS
NBC Radio has a new manage-

ment team, all representing pro-

motions from within the rank.

The men: William McDaniel,

named v. p. in charge of the radio net-

work replacing Joe Culligan who'd

gone to McCann-Erickson; George

Graham, to v.p. and general man-

ager; and William Fairbanks to

v.p. in charge of sales.

CBS Radio is adding taped pro-

graming with Bing Crosby and
Rosemary Clooney in the 10:40-

11 a.m. strip, starting 29 Febru-

ary.

It's being sold in 10-minute seg-

ments—$4,300 gross each, time and

talent—with a l^-minute commer-
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cial one day and a 30-second commer-
cial as a cross-plug the next day.

The three tv networks were
asked, by FCC chairman John
Doerfer, to set aside one-half
hour of prime time, weekday
nights, for public service pro-
graming on a rotating basis.

Doerfer, speaking at a gathering of

the RTES in New York, proposed that

7:30-8 p.m. be used by a different net-

work each week for cultural and edu-

cational shows. He saw the networks

programing three or four of the week-

ly half-hours, with the local affiliates

filling in for the rest of the time.

Nighttime network tv gross time
billings for October, '59, upped
16.8% over the like month in

1958, according to TvB.
The figures: $40,116,447 in Octo-

ber, 1959, compared with $34,343,-

147 for the same month in '58. Day-

time billings for October increased

4% over last year - - $18,914,305

against $18,183,000.

Network tv sale: Gulf (Y&R) has

bought alternate weeks of Men Into

Space, CBS TV, Wednesday. Ameri-

can Tobacco has the other week.

Network radio sales: CBS Radio
reports sales of more than S2 mil-

lion worth of programs for 1960
during a sales drive extending through

the first week in Januarv. The buyers

include Pepsi-Cola. Bristol-Myers, Tet-

lev Tea. Curtiss Publishing. American

Molasses. Northam Warren. White-

hall, and Glenbrook Labs.

New network affiliates: To ABC
Radio, WWIZ, Lorain, 0.; KDXE,
North Little Rock; W1C0. Salisbury.

Md.: WALB, Albanv. Ga.: and

WRLD. West Point, Ga. . . . Also to

ABC Radio, WLS, the Mutual out-

let in Chicago.

Re network personnel moves:
Richard Golden, CBS TV director

of sales presentations and market

planning . . . Norman Felton, di-

rector of programs, administration,

CBS TV Hollywood . . . William

Lynn. Jr.. appointed director of pro-

gram development and supervision

for the Western division of ABC TV
. . . Edward Smith, to Pacific divi-

sion administrator of the NBC depart-

ment of standards and practices . . .
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Carmine Patti. named regional man-

ager in the station relations depart-

ment of ABC TV . . . Karl Peck-

manii. Jr. and William Keeling,

to account executives for the Eastern

region of ABC Radio.

RADIO STATIONS

National spot radio rates showed
little change in 1959 as com-
pared with *58. according to the

Katz Agency's latest "Spot Radio

Budget Estimator."

The figures tabulated in the Esti-

mator: 1959 rates for 150 markets

were 0.8 c
~c higher than 1958 for early

morning-late afternoon periods. 1.5%

up for daytime, and decreased 1.3%

for evening time.

Victor Diehm. owner and opera-

tor of four radio stations, charged

the FCC for contributing to the

present scandal situation in

broadcasting by permitting single

ownership of both radio and tv

facilities in the same community.
Speaking last week at a meeting of

the Citv Business Club. Philadelphia.

Diehm, who is also chairman of the

Mutual Affiliates Advisory Commit-

tee . claimed that another basic

cause for the scandals stems from
a laxity by the FCC.

"This laxity lies in permissions

granted in recent years whereby men
with non-broadcasting experience

are now licensed owners and op-

erators of radio and tv stations.

"T recall vividly," Diehm contin-

ued, ""in the late
:

20"s it was necessary

for an applicant for a radio license to

testifv that actual day-to-day opera-

tions would be in the hands of some-

one with sufficient broadcast experi-

ence.

"Experienced broadcasters would

never have dreamed of doing the kind

of things that originally caused the

scandals." he concluded.

Ideas at work

:

• A million dollars in sound:

W \ AF. Chicago, to promote its new

theme of "Vour Million Dollar Music

Station" is distributing, this week at

the Auto Show, a total of one million

S3 million bills (printed bv the sta-

tion) calling attention to the station's

new music idea. Certificates on the

bills are being deposited at the \^ A \F

booth, with lucky numbers worth

prizes of radios, tv and hi-fi sets, plus

an all-expense-paid trip to Las \ egas.

• The "Mystery Santa Claus'*

contests this past holiday: KISN.
Portland. 0.. awarded more than

$5,000 in merchandise prizes to 18

listeners identifying the sheriff as the

"mystery santa" . . . KBKC. Kansas

City, aired clues hourly as to the lo-

cation of its mystery man. The prize

for the nine-vear-old winner was a

1960 Lark.

Thisa "n" data: WFLM. Ft. Lauder-

dale. Broward County's first fulltime

fm station, will begin broadcasting on

30 January . . . RAB awarded a gold

plaque to the New I ork Times for its

"outstanding regional radio commer-

cials" . . . Sports business: The Den-
ver Studebaker-Packard Deal-

ers Association i D'Arcv ) will spon-

sor This Week In Sports in 15 Moun-
tain States markets . . . Kudo: To
KSTP. Minneapolis-St. Paul, a cita-

tion from the American Civil Liber-

ties L nion commending the station

for its Behind the Parade news show.

Station staffers: C. L. Doty, ap-

pointed national sales manager of

WSAL Cincinnati . . . James Bailey.

to managing director of \^ JT\ . Cleve-

land . . . T. E. Paisley, to station

manager of Y\ RCV. Philadelphia . . .

\5 illiam Venell. to director of sales

development at \^ PBC. Minneapolis

. . . Jerry Chapman, to promotion

manager of \^ FBM. Indianapolis . . .

J. H. Corbitt. to director of sales

promotion and Herb Berg, to ac-

count executive at Y\ 1ST. Charlotte.

N. C. . . . Mel Ewing. to account ex-

ecutive in the KNX-CBS Radio Pa-

cific Network sales department . . .

Sterling Barlow, to the sales staff of

KYW, Cleveland . . . Bob Silverman

and Roser Coleman, to the sales

staff of WABC-FM, New York.

TV STATIONS

The Chicago chapter of the Acad-

emv of Tv Arts & Sciences is em-
harking on a project with educa-

tional WTTW in that city to put

a more favorable focus on the

medium.
The avenue: a series of programs

that will explore the problems and

progress of tv. First of the behind-

the-scenes pieces: A Show Is Born.

demonstrating the steps in putting to

gether a tv musical.

WRCA-TV, the NBC flagship sta

tion in New York, marked 1959
as its most successful year, with
total billings up 16.7^ over the
previous record year in 1958

"?o great was advertiser demand
for time." said station manaeer Max
Buck, that WRCA-TV expanded it.

broadcast hours with an additional

daily half-hour, from 1:15-1:45 a.m..

Monday through Friday. This de-

mand was spurred by the SRO status

of the Jack-Paar-Dr. Joyce Brothers

late-night combination.

Tv has one of the finest censors,
noted Thomas Chisman. presi-

dent and general manager of
WVEC-TV. Norfolk, and that is

"the on-off button on the tv set.'"

"If you don't like what vou see on
tv turn it off" was his answer to a

"government regulation for tv" ques-

tion put to him during a speech be-

fore the Norfolk Kiwanis Club last

week.

Chisman. whose station recentlv

switched from uhf to vhf. predicted

that in 10 years "all tv will be on

ultra high frequency band."

He said that one of the biggest er-

rors the FCC ever made was in con-

fining tv to just 12 vhf channels in-

stead of changing over to uhf. "Uhf
would enable more cities to have tv

of their own.

"

Ideas at work

:

• "The cleanest wrestling
match in the world": That's how
KSL-TV. Salt Lake Citv. billed a

live wrestling hour show it televised

from the Sale Lake Coliseum. The

idea : Colgate donated some 360 cans

of shaving cream which filled the

wrestling ring from corner to corner

with an 18-inch treatment. The show
then saw seven wrestling stars collid-

ing in the ring in an attempt to re-

main the longest. Winner received

$1,000.

• On the public service front:

KLFY-TV. Lafayette. La., launched

its "Project Peace" program New
dear's Dav. The idea: Station in-

vited area children to address greet-

ings of peace and friendship to chil-

dren of Russia. Th° promotion snow-

balled into an all-day observance fea-

turing packing of letters bv children.
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Mayors' proclamations, a motorcade,

remote pickups and a 40-minute stu-

dio telecast.

• On the community education

ront: KMOX-TV, St. Louis, will

iegin telecasting PS 4 next week. The

series, one of the first on a commer-

cail station to encompass the high

school level, will include instruction

in language arts, literature, letter

writing, composition, grammar, read-

ing, civics, and the like.
I-

'iona

5i

,i.
The plight of New York's much-

;.
3
...publicized The Play of the Week,

rotb felevised two-hours daily via WNTA-
TV, is for the time at rest with the

acquisition of a new sponsor.

Standard Oil Co. of New Jersey,

3arent of the Esso-Humble organiza-

tion, out of Ogilvy, Benson & Mather,

will begin sponsoring the show 8 Feb-

ruary for 13 weeks.

nson

presi

:er of

Ihatii

rset

Station acquisition : Prairie Tv Co.,

jwner of WTVP, Decatur, 111., to the

f? Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.

Thisa 'n' data: KTTV, Los AnII!
1

Ili

in COB

-[k
Ifc

zeles, last week signed a contract

granting it exclusive, world-wide tv

f Hghts to the 10-day, 60 nation Inter-

lational Beauty Congress to be held

in Long Beach beginning 4 August

. Sports note: KETV, Omaha,

has added the Sports Network to its

affiliation to bring the Big 8 Confer-

ence Games to the area . . . Finan-

?ial note: Wometeo Enterprises

will hold its first annual stockholders

meeting 11 April at the company's

main office in Miami . . . Anniver-

sary: WFIL-TV, Philadelphia, pub-

lished a historical treatise to com-

•nemorate The University of the Air

series' 10th year on that and the oth-

ar Triangle Stations . . . Business

note: the International Parts Corp.,

a division of Midas, for its Midas

Mufflers (Edward H. Weiss & Co.)

to co-sponsor the Monday-Friday p.m.

telecast of Channel 7's Report to

New York, via WABC-TV, New
York, for 13 weeks.

On the personnel front: Larry

Carino, to general manager and

Maurice Guillerman. to general

sales manager of WWL-TV, New Or-

leans . . . D. T. Knight- to general

manager of KODE-AM-TV, Joplin.

Mo. . . . Dean McCarthy, to the

newly-created post of director of qual-

w

ity control for Storer Broadcasting.

Glenn Boundy, Jr., succeeds him as

operations manager of WITI-TV, Mil-

waukee . . . Dan Bellus, to Trans-

continent Tv Corp.'s New York office

. . . Russ Severin, appointed station

and sales manager for WLOS-TV's
new South Carolina studios.

REPRESENTATIVES

Peters, Griffin, Woodward this

week announced a new service to

stations, agencies, and advertis-

ers: the Audio-Video Center.

Located in the rep firm's New York
office, the Center is equipped with

complete facilities for showing video-

tape recordings, 16mm sound motion

picture film, 35mm slides, audio tapes

and disks.

The Center's tv equipment features

a 24" Conrac viewing monitor yvhich

is connected through special hookups

with WPIX, New York, where the

video-tape transmission originates.

Facilities for radio presentation in-

clude an Ampex 601 tape recorder, a

Mackintosh amplifier and a Bogen

all-speed turntable.

Rep appointments: To Daren F.

McGavren, KJR, Seattle; KXL, Port-

land, and KNEW, Spokane ... To

Gill-Perna, WKAT, Miami ... To

The Branham Co., WKJG-AM-TV,
Ft. Wayne; WSJV-TV, South Bend-

Elkhart, and WTRC. South Bend-Elk-

hart ... To The John E. Pearson

Co., KXEN, St. Louis; XERB, San

Diego; KALI, Los Angeles; The To-

bacco Network of N. C; KGGF. Cof-

feyville, Kans.; and WACL, Way-

cross, Ga. . . . To Grant Webb &
Co., KUDY, Littleton (Denver) . . .

To Headley-Reed, the Donrey Me-

dia Group Stations in Arkansas, Ne-

vada. Oklahoma and Texas ... To

Good Music Broadcasters, WNOB.
Cleveland.

New rep firm : Hal Walton Asso-

ciates, with offices at 18 East 50th

Street, New York.

Rep appointments— personnel:

Ed Filion, to v. p. in charge of West

Coast operations for The Meeker Co.

. . . Robert Hutton. Jr. and Louis

Smith, to v.p.'s and Martin Perci-

val, to Eastern radio sales manager

for Edward Petry & Co. (See Radio/

Tv Newsmakers, page 66)

.

^
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EAVEY'S
{Continued from page 42)

youngsters will be glad to throw away
their bag of tricks if you invite them

in for a delicious Hallowe'en treat

like this one. Just pour a big glass

of ice cold apple cider. . . . Eavey's

has cider that's made from the finest

apples in any crop. This week, you

can buy a full gallon for just 39 cents.

But please, just one gallon per cus-

tomer. . .
."

Reaction to such commercials,

Maher says, are felt almost immedi-

ately. The effect of a Wednesday
night commercial is felt on Thursday;

the accumulative effects of the three

nights running is overwhelming on

Saturday. Indeed Maher was led into

his WANE-TV and WKJG-TV cam-

paigns about a year ago with an ice

cream offer on tv only that sold out

his ice cream plant output overnight.

When it comes to the third com-

mercial in a show—the "compassion"

commercial, Maher and the Martin

agency pull out all the stops. Here is

where Maher, the rugged, competi-

tive salesman, goes to town and ac-

complishes what is known in sales

circles as "clinching it" or "closing

the sale." Although he may deliver

it in a low-key fashion, what he has

to say is anything but. "Couldn't you

use an extra $300?" he asks the tv

audience. "Here's how you can do

it, and there's no work involved. . . .

This is a $9.39 grocery order shopped

at Eavey's and also at two of Ft.

Wayne's leading chain stores. At

"Store A" the cost was $11.10 and

at "Store B" it was $11.56. By shop-

ping at Eavey's you can save as much
as $2.17 or 23%." He goes on to

work out the saving on a $25 weekly

food bill over a year, arrives at a

saving of $299. It is one of the rea-

sons customers drive past many other

food markets on the way to Eavey's.

Maher's marketing technique which

ranges from the soft-sell institutional

to the hard-sell competitive pitch

makes his tv campaign (running now

for a year) a real block-buster. But

it is interesting to note that this

veteran food salesman credits the ad

medium with so much influence. "The

sales at Eavey's, the distances from

which customers come because of our

live commercials," he sa\s. "'point up

one thing: shows that in rural areas

there is a tremendous craving for

live television." ^
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ntinued from page 56)

Bern Kanner, associate media director,

Hen ton & Bowles, Inc., New York

I don't think there are any two

agencies that would describe the

"ideal" or prototype timebuyer in

exactly the same way. I can only de-

scribe those attributes we feel are

necessary for a person to be a "good

timebuyer" at Benton & Bowles.

\ timebuyer is only as good as the

material at his command. Therefore,

Given native

abilities time

and experience

do the rest

the quantity and quality of these fa-

cilities plus the caliber of supervision,

and both the agency's and client s

degree of interest in and reliance

on the media role, are important in

the development of a good timebuyer.

At the outset, I believe an indi-

\ [dual must have certain natural

abilities that are vital for the proper

performance of an assignment. Since

he will ultimately be entrusted with

the expenditure of a client's funds, a

buyer must display a logical, concise,

precise and intelligent mind. The

proper use of these natural abilities

will enable him to exercise judgment

in reaching the right decision to in-

spire confidence.

These native abilities are broad-

ened to reach their proper potential

only by the constant development of

sound media knowledge and skills.

This necessary phase is both self-

taught and taught by the pressures of

high agency standards designed to

develop a respected media department

and, in turn, good personnel.

An agency's dependence on the

services provided by a particular me-

dium necessitates a sound approach

to the human equation. A media de-

partment buyer must be able to deal

effectively with whomever he con-

tai ts. I can think of no other busi-

ness where this is so true.

\bove all, a "good timebuyer" is

the result of six month's or a

year's experience. Like any good spe-

cialist, he develops with time and

experience. ^
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Tv and radio

NEWSMAKER!

Robert L. Hutton, Jr., promotion dire

tor for tv at Edward Petry & Co., has bee

named a v.p. He joined Petry in 1950 ai

manager of tv promotion and research

Prior to that, he was promotion directo

of the Woman's Home Companion. Hut-

ton's earlier broadcasting experience in

eluded a stint as promotion director o:

WCCO, Minneapolis, and the same position

with WRCA, N. Y. He formerly was a copywriter at BBDO. Also

promoted to v.p. of Petry : Louis A. Smith, midwest sales mgr. for t\j

Maurice J. "Bud" Rifkin, v.p. in charge

of sales for Ziv TV Programs, Inc., has

been promoted to executive v.p. heading

sales. He began his broadcasting career

with WKBN, Youngstown, 0., as an acct.

exec. He then moved to Cincinnati where

he joined the Frederic W. Ziv Co. In

1949, Rifkin was named sales manager

for Ziv in N. Y., and in 1952 v.p. in charge

of sales. Other v.p.'s recently promoted to executive v.p. rank at Zh :

Maurice Unger, production and Robert Friedheim, administration

Art Breider joined sponsor in New Yori

on 10 January as sales manager with oven

all responsibilities. Previously employed i

executive capacities by Ziv and MGM-T
he has wide acquaintance with station,

agency and advertising men. Breider haJ

a variety of hobbies including oil painting,

and riding. In his new post he will be as|

sisted in the East by Willard Dougherty

and Bob Brokaw, in the South by Herbert Martin, in the Midwestjf

by Roy Meachum. He will select a western manager late in January!

W. Thomas Dawson has been appointed

v.p. in charge of advertising and promotion

for CBS Radio, replacing Louis Dorfsman

who joined CBS TV as creative director

of sales promotion and advertising. Previ-

ous to this appointment, Dawson was di-

rector of sales promotion and research for

CBS TV Spot Sales. Prior to that, he was

sales promotion manager, for three years,

at WBBM-TV, the CBS TV station in Chicago. Before joining the

network; Dawson was asst. promotion mgr. for KHJ-TV, L. Aj
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7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT

tALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA—MARCH-APRIL 1959

SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY

6 A.M.- 12 NOON
12 NOON -6 P.M.

6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT

WKZO Station "B' Station "C

^' TV ~'*
9ifi€ 9*&tv&i tMcdumb
WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV — CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

WMBD-TV— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

ONSOR • 23 JANUARY 1960

BUT... WKZO Radio Will Make Your

Product A Giant In Kalamazoo- Battle Creek

And Greater Western Michigan!

WKZO Radio's tremendous day-in, day-out audience

—

32% larger than that of any other station—can help

make Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western

Michigan one of your "big ticket" markets.

The latest Pulse survey gives WKZO the highest rating

morning, afternoon and evening in 345 of 360 quarter

hours surveyed!

Feed your sales with WKZO Radio! Ask Avery-Knodel

for the details.

^Robert Wadlow, Alton, III., is said to be the tallest man of all times at

8 feet, 9]/2 inches (491 pounds).

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Does your agency deny station men vital information in planning a campaign?

John C. Cohan, president, KSBW, Salinas, Calif., feels' that many agencymen

spite themselves when they dont, or wont, define the specific purposes of a

campaign. Cohan states quite frankly that the majority of broadcasters are

ready and willing to offer better service, but are stymied by the lack of agency

cooperation. He notes that a station mans knowledge of his market can be the

key to a successful campaign, provided he knows an advertiser's objectives.

HOW ABOUT TELLING US WHAT WE ARE TRYING TO DO?
ww e are naive enough to feel strongly that the purpose

of advertising is to sell the client's product or service—and

that we Avould like to perform that desirable function to

the utmost of our ability when schedules are placed on

i ur tv stations.

Like "Home," "Mother," and "The American Flag," this

is a concept with which few would quarrel in principle

—

but the problem of putting this philosophy into practice is

both frustrating and surprising.

Coverage—ratings—cost-per-1,000—these and other fac-

tors are, and should be, important considerations in mak-

ing a tv buy. But why the startled look when the time-

bmer is asked specifically, "What is the account trying to

accomplish with this campaign?" Many times there is a

sort of "What the hell has that got to do with it" attitude,

as though the advertising were an end in itself rather than

a means to an end.

'Increase sales?"—sure, but in spot advertising there

are generally some important sub-headings to that basic

desire. The advertiser may be trying to obtain increased

distribution, get acceptance of a new package, broaden his

ba-»- of sales by appealing to a different income group, give

extra support to a premium offer, or any of a hundred
other things.

Knowledge of these goals can help the broadcaster help

the client in terms of the type of merchandising support
offered as most useful in accomplishing the specific aims
of the campaign. Furthermore, such knowledge can sug-

gest to the tv salesman an availability perfect for the pur-

po» based '>n his knowledge of the local situation—and he

knows his local market better than the most astute time-

buyer can hope to.

The timebuyer who can "pick the brains" of the station

salesman can make the best buy—he can do this best by
knowing why he is buying and imparting this knowledge
to the station salesman. Of course, many times this is done

and a skillful timebuyer can invoke the intangible partner!

ship feeling in the salesman which can bring benefits of thj:

most tangible kind to the sponsor. Only then is full adl]

vantage taken of the flexibility of tv spot which is ad

knowledged to be one of its greatest attributes.

Like many operations with similar philosophies, w(j|

maintain continuing contact with local and regional com

pany representatives. Here we find no such illusions as tcj

the purpose of the advertising on our stations, and no such;

reticence about letting us in on the "secret." Through!

working with these people, we had buys changed (not

necessarily increased) after they were already placed oil

our stations. In one such instance, we received a schedule

for a firm selling heating equipment with the spots to run

from September through November. These months can be)

plenty cold elsewhere but on the beautiful Monterey Penin-i

sula they are among the warmest and most pleasant of the|

entire year. By working through the local man up through

the company echelons, and then eventually the agency, we

had the buy delayed to December through February in our

area. Sure, we could just have accepted the advertising

land the client's money) but we know from the results of

this particular campaign that we did the account a service

by delaying the schedule. Too bad we had to do it the hard

way. Granted, this is an extreme example, but it is one

among many which illustrates the point.

As an ex-agencyman myself, I would like to suggest that

account people explain fully to the media buyers the pur

pose of every campaign and insist that this information b(

an integral part of every meeting between buyer and

salesman.

The client is footing the bill for both of us. As profes-

sional advertising people, we should work together for his

benefit. We can do this best if we know what play is

being called. ^
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WeeReBeL, Columbus, Ga., and Jackie Moore, time buyer, BBD&O, Inc., New York, reveal a few secrets.

Huue you heard what the WeeReBeL

said to BBD&O?
ieOver a million people can Match WRBL-TV"

Over a million people can watch us in the 47-county area served by WRBL-TV; and

the only way you can reach them all on TV is with WRBL-TV. Metropolitan Colum-

bus has the highest family income in Georgia and 25th highest in the nation. Columbus

belongs on every Southern schedule. WRBL Radio programs to the adult audience

with top buying power in Columbus. Call HOLLINGBERY for choice availabilities

in Georgia's second market.

WRBL
TV-CHANNEL 4 • RADIO-5000 WATTS

aioiuniBus, GB.<D
Represented by George P. Hollingbery Co.
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The Doerfer Proposal for 7:30 p.m.

Lasl week, in a speech before the Radio & Television Exec-

Utives Society in New York, Chairman John C. Doerfer pro-

posed a novel plan for the presentation of public service tv

programs in prime evening time on the three networks.

Doerfer suggested that ABC. CBS and NBC should devote

the 7:30-8 p.m. period to sponsored or unsponsored public

sen ice shows on a rotating basis, (one week for one network,

one week for the next, etc.) with all stations on the chains

being obliged to carry.

I [e further suggested that the networks themselves program

three or four of the half hour periods with their station affili-

ates responsible for programing the balance.

And. in a press conference at the Roosevelt Hotel immedi-

ately following his speech. Doerfer said that if the networks

did not follow his "suggestion" they had better have a "pretty

good reason" for not doing so.

First reaction from the networks was a polite promise to

consider the idea. And perhaps, between sponsor's press-

time and when you read this editorial, they will have acted.

But. regardless of the decision which ABC. CBS and NBC
may make on the Doerfer proposal, we feel that it was a silly,

hasty, ill-considered notion which the FCC chairman should

have known better than to advance.

It is utterly absurd for Doerfer, or anybody else, to begin

carving out specific time periods for public service program-

in- before there has been any clear thinking on exactly what

a station I or network
) owes in the matter of public "interest,

convenience and necessity" under the Communications Act.

I oless tin- responsibility is more clearly and precisely

defined than it has been up to now, any attempt to bludgeon

stations into giving up prime hours is mere political expedi-

encj and opportunism.

W e don't say Doerfer is wrong. We do say he should

define, explain and defend his principles before staking out

specific proposals for taking over valuable time.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Clearer thinking on

the part of responsible government officials in

all matters pertaining to the regulation and

conduct of the country's radio tc industry.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Thoughtful: A New York City worn

an watching The Real McCoys or

television, phoned ABC TV the other

evening. "Did vou know," she asked,

"that McCoy went out of the kitchen

and left the kitchen sink faucet run-

Media analysis: In Albuquerque,]

N. M., a local merchant walked int

KMGM, signed a sizable advertisic

contract and paid cash in advance.

Ronny Kahn. the station's general

manager, asked how he had come tol

select KMGM. "Well," said the ad-

vertiser, "it was a toss-up between I

vou and one other station. It happens

you're onlv three blocks from myl

store, but the other station is clear
|

across town."

Creative: An account exec stumbled

home three hours late for dinner, was

met by his irate frau. "Now don"t get

excited, honey," he said. "I just

,

stopped off to buy something for the

house."

His wife melted. "Something for

the house?" she echoed, "\5hat?"

"Ten roundsh of drinksh," he said.

Sans Payola: Here's a plug for a new

disk release
—

"Music From a Surplus

Store" by Ken Snyder and Ja~k Fas-

cinato. Snvder is vice president in

charge of tv radio creative dept. at

Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

Some of the bands: "Sweepy-time,"

"Latin Hardware.'
7

"Chinatown Brick-

layer," "Spring, Sprang, Sprung."

Lincolniana: With Lincoln's birthday

coming up soon, we reprint from the

newsletter of Harris-Tuchman tv stu-

dios in Hollywood this briefest of

book reviews bv Lincoln
—"For those

who like this kind of a book, this is

the kind of a book they will like." //

"Honest Abe" lived today, you could

just substitute "program" for "book"

and out-Crosby Crosby in the critic

business.

If: WBZ-TV. Boston, is running a

$5,000 contest on what three books

vou would take if you were on the

first spaceship to the moon. Just one,

and somebody better write it—"How
to Get Doun to Earth.
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Interview: ^l^^*^^^^
Clinton E. Frank Agency Radio TV Supervisor tells why she selects

the WLW TV Stations and WLW RADIO for Wilson's Evaporated Milk.

"The Crosley Broadcasting

Corporation with its WLW
TV Stations and WLW
Radio has been a leader

in its field for 37 years."

"This outstanding

background and experience

in technical skills, in

showmanship, and in sales

cannot be topped in the

whole broadcasting

industry."

'&&&

"So the WLW call letters

speak for themselves to

make any advertiser or

agency sit up and listen."

JAlliA

Call your WLW stations representative . . . you'll be glad you did! The dynamic WLW stations

WLW-A
Television

Atlanta

WLW-I
Television

Indianapolis

WLW-D
Television

Dayton

WLW-C
Television

Columbus

WLW-
Television

Cincinnati

Crosley Broadcasting Corporation a division of Avco



Combining the best of

Northern Indiana Broadcasting

WKJG-TV and WKJG Radio
FORT WAYNE

and

WSJV-TV ,n« WTRC Radio
SOUTH BEND-ELKHART

Announce the appointment of

THE BRANHAM COMPANY
as National Sales Representative

John F. Dille, Jr.—President

WKJG-TV

Edward C. Thorns—Vice Pres. b
Cen'l Mgr.

Carleton B. Evans—Sales Manager

WSJV-TV

Paul C. Brines—Vice Pres. &
Cen'l Mgr.

Vincent Doyle—Sales Manager
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FRANCISCO'S AMAZING GOOD MUSIC STATION

first in Hoo

W FIRST IN PULSE TOO!

DOES TV

CRITICISM

MAKE SENSE?

sponsor analyzes the

more than 20 types of

charges hurled at the

tv industry— Part I

Page 31

Pet food industry

fights for $Vi

billion bone

Page 34

od-music station in the history of radio

n first place in a metropolitan market.

THE McLENDON STATION REPRESENTED
NATIONALLY BY DAREN McGAVREN
N»w York * Chicago • Los Angala*
San Francisco Detroit St. Louis

Brand "X"

strikes back

A SPONSOR spoofer

Page 36

Industry picks the

top buyers in

radio advertising



WHEN KSTP-TV SAYS

"GO OUT AND BUY IT" . .

.

PEOPLE GO OUT AND BUY IT!

RriirrKenlrd by

Edward Pelry A Co.. Inc.

go®
MINNEAPOLIS- ST. PAUL

100,000 WATTS -NBC
A GOLD SEAL STATION



buy St Louis
a la card*

*KTVI rate card

your lowest

cost per thousand

TV buy

in St. Louis

ST. I-jOTJIS
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(X) CHECK

your cost

per 1,000
NASHVILLE'S

WSlXSELLS
(X) CHECK THESE

FACTS:

(X) TV Homes—370,700

(X) Population— 1,965,500

(X) Effective Buying Income

—

$2,155,868,000

(X) Retail Sales

—

$1,585,308,000

The Nashville Market is

Tennessee's RICHEST market !j

Phone or wire today for

choice availabilities

• WSlXSELLS

WITH TOWER HEIGHT

2049 ft. above sea level

. . . None taller permitted

in this area by CAA.

• WSlXSELLS WITH POWER

316,000 powerful watts . . .

maximum—permitted by FCC

• WSlXSELLS WITH EFFICIENCY

Maximum coverage and low
cost per thousand make WSIX-TV
your most efficient buy in the

rich Tennessee, Kentucky,

Alabama TVA area.

8
'Source Television Magazine
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CONSOLE CONVENIENCE

''

10-SECOND SPOTS

-

PRACTICAL AND PROFITABLE WITH AN AMPEX
Spot commercials pay off. And even 10-second spots become practical with an Ampex Videotape*

Television Recorder. Here's how these Ampex exclusive features make it possible...

• TAPE TIMER Locates the 10-second spot on a reel... measures in hours, minutes and seconds

... lets you set up 2, 3, 5 or 7 second cue -in for programming the 10-second spot.

• 2-SECOND START Recorder is in full, stable speed fast ... permits even a 2-second cue with

a safety margin.

• WAIST HIGH TAPE DECK Permits loading ofnext commercial in seconds... reels lie secure-

ly without locks. Table top provides extra work space.

• AUTOMATIC BRAKE RELEASE Makes reels free wheeling . . . tape pulls easily for fast

threading — without tape stretch or crease.

Write, wire or phone today for an Ampex representative — or ask for the new, fully illustrated

brochure describing the new Ampex VR-1000B. Whatever you want to know about the advan-

tages and profits in TV tape, get the facts from Ampex. AMPEX HAS THE EXPERIENCE.

934 CHARTER ST. • REDWOOD CITY. CALIF.
"ft ftVIDEOTAPE
vy

Ampex
CORPORATION

professional

products division

TM AMPEX CORP. 1458 KIPLING AVENUE, NORTH • REXDALE, ONTARIO
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LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

THE GREATER

LONG ISLAND MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

<s°^

MORE CARS

ARE SOLD ON
LONG ISLAND

THAN IN SEATTLE,

SAN ANTONIO AND
SALT LAKE CITY..

PUT TOGETHER!

AUTO STORE SALES

'408,969,000
(Sales Mgt.)

xj^-CXT^C

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)

. . . Delivers MORE Audience than any other
Network or Independent Station!

(Pulse)

10,000 WATTS

WHLII
HEMPSTEAD VJm
IOHC HAND. N Y.

AM 1100

IM 993

\m iiUm

°epr*»ented by Gill Perno

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Last week, William Esty Co. got a new president—only l

third in its nearly 30-year history. Of special significance

the fact that with naming of 37-year-old John Peace, a maji

agency now has at its helm a man who came out of media.

The newsmaker: John Peace, whose career at Willia

Esty Co. has been as heady a rise as the foam on a glass of Balla

tine's became president of the agency on 22 January in an electio:

that also saw James J. Houlahan, president for 13 years, move

to chairman of the board.

As 1st vice president, Peace worked closely with Houlahan an

that's the way it will continue in the new board chairman-preside

relationship.

Peace, a native of New York City and a product of its schools, h

spent all his working years at Esty.

He came to the agency a little over

15 years ago after World War
II service with the Army Signal

Corps in the Pacific.

He began in the media depart-

ment, learned every phase of it.

He was a timebuyer and a space-

buyer, later was media coordina-

tor on several accounts. Then in

1952, after about seven years with

the agency, Peace was named vice

president and media director, the

post he held until 1958 when he

became a member of the board of directors and 1st vice president

of the agency.

William Esty, the agency's founder and first president, had been

an account man; Houlahan, the second president, came from the

client side of the fence. Now the third president has come up through

the media department—a distinct rarity among presidents of any of

the leading advertising agencies.

That media was the Peace route is not too surprising, however, for

it would be hard to find an agency stronger in this department. It

is unusual in that it represents some of the largest companies and

best management in the country, and their products, all of which have

mass appeal. It is not a long client list but it is an impressive one,

and the agency wants it that way. "We feel," Peace told sponsor,

"that concentrating on a few top clients is the best way to do a job.

Eight clients account for the estimated total billings of $68 million,

70% of which is in air media. Esty employs more than 420 people,

most of them in its New York headquarters. Its only branch office

is in Los Angeles.

Peace commutes to the agency from Scarsdale, N. Y., where he

lives with his wife and five children. ^

John Peace
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AREA PULSE
PROVES

KFMB RADIO

THE BIGGEST AUDIENCES* IN
FOUR i i SOUTHERN CALI-
FORNIA COUNTIES, BURSTING
WITH NEARLY 2,000,000
PROSPEROUS PEOPLE***!
"Pulse Area Survey, Nov.. '59 San Diego, Riverside, Orange, Imperial Sales Management Survey, May, '59

KFMBRADIO o SAN DIEGO
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

fitprtienttd fry

I Edward I P«lry 4 I Co , Inc.)
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ALL
NTGAVREN

EMI

HAVE
v-A'^vsa :::.<??;. .::- y---^

EXPERIENCE
TOO



Charles E. Wilson, WCFL — Chicago Local Sales and
1 Ralph Guild of Daren F. McGavren, New York make sales

calls on local Chicago advertisers selling the unique effec-

;

tiveness of WCFL in moving products out of retailers stores— another example of how McGavren salesmen regularly

(work as local salesmen.

. . . ask the man who knows!

Cy Ostrup, San Fran-

cisco Manager of

Daren F. McGavren
Company after his

sales work in Chicago
stated that

—
"I came

away from Chicago
with a new concept for

presenting the market
and the sales power of WCFL." This per-

sonal knowledge and familiarity with the

market results in greater service for agen-

cies and substantial schedules for stations.

Marty Hogan, WCFL
Chicago General Man-
ager is enthusiastic

over the McGavren
plan for regularly
scheduling all nation-

al salesmen to work as

local salesmen, and
states that . . . "on the

local level you can see station policies and
programming in action, and better under-

stand the station's objectives in serving

its audience and the community."

Tom Haviland,
WCFL Commercial
Manager believes that

every time the Daren
F. McGavren Com-
pany sends one of its

salesmen to work with
local people it is an-

other boost for na-
tional selling . . . "in selling local adver-

tisers we live with the realities of the
market every day. National advertisers

need such information to properly plan

their broadcast schedules. Talking with

someone who has worked in the market is

the direct way to get the facts."

WCFL
CHICAGO

represented nationally by

DAREN F. MCGAVREN CO., INC.

Kymti ana LyeJewwn (Qwifon d^aa^ienMm

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT • SAN FRANCISCO

• LOS ANGELES • SEATTLE • ST. LOUIS
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When temperatures soar

in the middle of winter,

you can credit it to

Miss January of KOCO-TV.

If you wish your sales to

soar with the temperature,

buy Oklahoma's largest

coverage . . . buy the station

with an imagination!

KOCO-TV
Q 5
OKLAHOMA CITY

CHARLIE KEYS, GEN. MGR.

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES.

10
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Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

VP—Assistant Publisher
Bernard Piatt

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor
Alfred J. Jaffe

Senior Editors
Jane Pinlcerton

W. F. Miksch

Midwest Editor (Chicago)
Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Pete Rankin

Jack Lindrup

Gloria F. Pilot

Ben Seff

Contributing Editor
Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor
Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Lloyd Kaplan

Editorial Research
Barbara Wiggins
Elaine Mann

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Sales Manager
Arthur E. Breider

Eastern Office
Bernard Piatt

Willard Dougherty
Robert Brokaw

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Midwest Manager
Roy Meachum

Production Manager
Jane E. Perry
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- WREX-TV -
POWER-PACKED
PROGRAMMING

Combining the best of ABC and CBS
assures you of top coverage in this

rich industrial and agricultural heart-

land of Mid-America.

- WREX-TV -

POSITIVE COVERAGE
of Northern Illinois and Southern

Wisconsin. You'll have VHF "Ex-

clusivity" in a billion dollar plus

market . . . Beyond the influence of

Chicago and Milwaukee TV (90 air

miles away)

.

- WREX-TV -

SALES POWER
The viewers' choice, serving 399,000

sets in a combined rural and indus-

trial area . . . Ideal for test cam-

paigns.

J. M. BAISCH Represented By

H-R
General Manager TELEVISION INC.
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Syracuse China Candlelight pattern.

WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL SYRACUSEWHEN -TV
CBS IN CENTRAL N. Y.

A MEREDITH TELEVISION STATION AFFILIATED WITH BETTER

HOMES & GARDENS AND SUCCESSFUL FARMING MAGAZINES

KCMO KCMO-TV/KPHO KPHO-TV
Kansas City / Phoenix /

V f KRMG

/

/ Tulsa/
'WOW WOW-TV,

Omaha /
WHEN

Syracuse
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kicked off its lead story of the new decade on January 11

with a full month's 4-part series devoted to international crime and

Interpol!

. . . READER'S DIGEST bigias already run two separate

features on the international police organization of 63 nations -

Interpol!

...NEWSPAPERS all over the world are picking up the top

stories fed to them by the wire services on Interpol!



AND NOW for the brings the complete an*

fascinating story of the inner workings of Interpol tc E VISION!

Only the established world-wide facilities of The Rank Organisation Limited

(of J. ARTHUR RANK fame) in association with The Jack Wrather Organization

make possible the production of this absorbing television series for ITC.

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 Madison Avenue • New York 22 • N.Y. • PLaza 5-2100

ITC OF CANADA, LTD. 100 University Avenue • Toronto 1, Ontario • EMpire 2-1166



PENNSYLVANIA STATE MEMORIAL AT GETTYSBURG

The WGAL-TV market is richly steeped in

tradition. This broad area has always been— and is

— prosperous and stable . . . has $6% billion

in annual income, spends $3% billion in

retail sales. WGAL-TV delivers depth

coverage in its many cities, is first with

viewers in Lancaster, Harrisburg, York

and numerous other cities.

WIlUftMSPOIT

WGAL-TV
CkouutdZ

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco

14



Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
30 JANUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

The bustle of the past week contributed its ample share toward making this

one of the biggest new business Januaries of recent years for both national spot tv

and spot radio.

Included in the past week's haul for tv: Lever's Dinner Ready (K&E) ; Maxwell
House's Western Blend (Ogilvy) ; Antell's Tv Hair Product (Brown & Butcher) ; Fiz-

zies (Lamhert & Feasley) ; Northwest Orient Airlines ( Campbell-Mithun, Minneapolis).

Action in spot radio included: Sara Lee (C&W) ; Oscar Mayer (JWT, Chicago) ; Gen-

eral Mills Protein Plus (Knox Reeves) ; White Cross Insurance Plan (Phillips & Cher-

bo, Chicago) ; Antell (Brown & B) ; Hills Bros. (Ayer) ; Folger Coffee (C&W).

Comes another watchmaker into spot radio for a spring campaign, but this one,

Hamilton (Ayer) isn't like Swiss Watchmakers (C&W) which is insisting that the

stations subsidize prize contests and other merchandising.

Hamilton's plan: minutes preferably adjacent to night news in 50 markets be-

tween 25 April-5 June. As for merchandising: Hamilton merely states that if a selected

station does elect to hold a contest it will contribute a watch retailing for $100 as the

prize. (For Swiss Watchmakers' proposition to stations see 23 January SPONSOR-SCOPE.)

You can expect NBC TV to disclose its new discount plan by next week.

The pattern is basically like the one that CBS TV is putting into effect 4 April.

The key points: (1) special discounts for summer; (2) mid-evening periods

will have a higher rate than early and late evening periods; (3) an added discount

will be tailored according to the size of the advertiser's lineup, both night and day.

Comment from a media director of a top-rank tv agency: "CBS and NBC are making the

discounts so complicated that only an IBM machine will give us the answer."

Certain interesting variations and trends in buying philosophy have emerged
from the renewed momentum that the boom in national spot tv has taken on since

the first of the year.

Particularly perceptible are these:

• While the demand for minutes shows no signs of diminishing, there's a disposi-

tion toward mixing them up with 20s and IDs.

• The budgets for individual markets are being split more: the buyer is choosier

about his spots, preferring to spread the money among two stations in the market, accord-

ing to ratings, and sacrifice the added discounts accruable from a single station buy.

• The cost-per-thousand on late shows are getting a much closer look and such

spots aren't being bought willy-nilly just because they house minute announcements.

• There's a lot more sprinkling of the schedule between night and day.

Sellers of tv spot will be especially interested in this: ABC TV is having serious

qualms about introducing for the fall the concept of letting an advertiser rotate his

minute participations in different times and programs, as well as nights of the week.

The idea, the network has found, poses too many problems and risks of its own.

Like these, for instance:

1) Making it impossible for a heavy advertiser to shift his investment from a

property that hasn't turned out so well to a newcomer that's really clicking.

2) Rotation may be a strong lure in terms of frequency and reach, but some advertis-

ers may object after a while about being linked with certain program types.

PONSOR 30 JANUARY 1960 15
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Indications are that Burlington Mills will take a flier into spot tv, in behalf of

its support stockings, out of Donahue & Coe.

The spur: the intensive 13-week ride that Mojud (Daniel & Charles) is giving its

Supp-Hose: in network, the Jack Paar Show and On the Go: in spot tv, 19 markets at

the rate of 15-18 spots a week, both day and night.

Spot tv buyers needn't expect to find any appreciable sentiment among CBS TV
affiliates toward following the network's policy of granting a special discount for

summer business.

SPONSOR-SCOPE's crosscheck of reps this week on whether the thought had come up

from CBS stations disclosed there had been random discussions but that they lacked seri-

ous disposition to do something about it.

The consensus: the stations had more to lose than to gain billings-wise. The added

business wouldn't make up for the discounts given advertisers who would stay on

for the summer anyway.

For a piquant insight into the degree of liking people have for certain tv per-

sonalities (not shows), note this comparison compiled for SPONSOR-SCOPE by TvQ:

TOP NAME OCTOBEP ! 1958 JANUARY 1959

IN PROGRAM Familiarity Q Rating* Familiarity Q Rating*

Alfred Hitchcock 83% 27% 84% 26%
Ann Sothern 68% 24% 78% 23%
Dinah Shore 87% 24% 85% 20%
Danny Thomas 83% 33% 86% 35%
Ed Sullivan 94% 17% 92% 17%
Jack Benny 85% 23% 83% 21%
Garry Moore 74% 27% 80% 31%
George Gobel 81% 17% 74% 15%
Lawrence Welk 79% 43% 81% 35%
Loretta Young 74% 30% 80% 34%
Ozzie & Harriet 82% 41% 77% 32%
Pat Boone 74% 28% 72% 22%
Perry Como 87% 40% 77% 31%
Red Skelton 84% 42% 87% 47%
Steve Allen 85% 19% 63% 12%

Note: These ratings do not concern the ratings of the programs, but only the popularity

of the performer or m.c. *signifies how much liked.

Bromo-Seltzer (Warner-Hudnut), which spends $2.1 million in spot tv, is toy-

ing with the idea of putting great stress on woman appeal in its copy platform.

Seems that Bromo sales have stayed pretty level the past five years, even though the popu-

lation and the market in headache remedies and antacids have been advancing side

by side.

The Motion Picture Association of America will again soon be around to NBC

TV affiliates via Donahue & Coe to pick up those chainbreaks during the Acad-

emy Awards telecast (4 April).

Last year the MPAA spent over $30,000 on these breaks so that there wouldn't be any

interruptions from regular advertisers to the Academy's hoopla.

This time there'll be no open end to the show—running from 10:30 to midnight.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

ABC TV this week cited Nielsen's November-December 1959 reports as further

confirming its contention that ABC has the largest percentage of younger and larg-

er families among its daytime viewers.

In other words, the image that ABC has built up about these factors of audience compo-

sition regarding nighttime carries over into daytime.

The November-December breakdown on daytime age groups:

Network Under 40 40-54 55 & Over

ABC TV 47% 33% 20%
CBS TV 45% 26% 29%
NBC TV 25% 37% 34%
The relationship per network to family size:

Network 1-2 Families 3-4 Families 5 & Over Families

ABC TV 27% 38% 35%
CBS TV 37% 35% 29%
NBC TV 39% 36% 25%

Edison Electric Institute (F&S&R) will meet the gas people on their own
institutional grounds—nighttime network tv—this fall.

The buy will be an alternate weekly half-hour and the budget at least $3 million.

Edison has heretofore been associated with daytime network tv.

Obviously CBS TV doesn't need any nudging from the FCC about dipping into

more public service, informational or cultural programing.

Aside from the sale of the four Leonard Bernstein-N.Y. Philharmonic broadcasts to

Shell (K&E) at $90,000 per program plus time, it's got these things going for it: (1) Fire-

stone's extension of the Eyewitness to History programs covering the President's South

American and Far East tours; (2) next season's renewal of the 20th Century films from

Prudential; (3) Bell & Howell and Goodrich's continued sponsorship of parts of CBS
Reports; (4) six M.I.T. documentaries for AM&F; (5) an additional $2.5 million from

Monsanto for the Conquest series; (6) good prospects of Metropolitan Life's participa-

tion in a public service series. Something like $30 million is involved here.

NBC TV's ambitions for studding daytime schedules with informational and

cultural programing don't look too promising—at least for the immediate future.

The network's got quite an interest from agencies and advertisers in the roster of spe-

cials it recently announced for '60, but this has centered on the items that are basically

entertainment-oriented.

Daytime advertisers are apparently skeptical, as yet, about finding enough housewives in-

terested in enlightenment to make their investments worthwhile.

NBC TV is telling agencies that it won't be able to complete its "dream" sched-

ule for the fall any sooner than 1 March.

The implication: the network can't start confirming time bids for the next season until

well into the interior of March.

As it looks now NBC TV will probably rip the whole schedule apart, giving the

coming season an entirely new face. CBS TV is expected to make five or six changes

and ABC TV, the least.

Indicated advantage for ABC: lots more time to concentrate on daytime.

Because of the schedule uncertainty, NBC last week declined to consider a piece of

business worth $3 million that was offered to it on a platter.
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* SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The SKA will disclose its estimate of national-regional spot radio billings for

1959 in a couple of weeks.

Indicated increase over 1958: 5%, which would make the 1959 gross $182 million.

Take it from Nielsen, tv viewers spent 596 million home hours on network spe-

cials alone during October, November and December of bast year.

The factors involved in this calculation based on 44,500,000 U.S. tv homes:

1) 61 evening specials on all three tv networks.

2) An average home tune-in of 13.26 minutes for all these specials.

The expected has happened this season on tv network costs-per-thousand : the

leveling out of the audience and the fact that the networks are programing the

whole evening spectrum for the first time has upped the nighttime average by a

record 20%.
The average cost-per-l,000-homes-per-commercial-minute according to the 1959 Novem-

ber-December Nielsen was $3.72, whereas the CPMPCM was $3.11 for the same period

the year before. Here's the comparison by network:

NETWORK 1958 NOVEMBER-DECEMBER 1959 NOVEMBER-DECEMBER

ABC TV S2.78 $3.27

CBS TV 3.13 3.59

NBC TV 3.43 4.30

Some of the bigger air media agencies in Chicago appear to have run into a

manpower snag: top jobs at the account and media levels are available but there aren't

enough people with required experience available to fill them.

What's happening is this: these agencies are either scouring other parts of the

country or putting on the proselytizing act among the Chicago clan.

The fault, say Chicago ad veterans, can be ascribed to the agencies' lack of foresight in

training people the past 10 years. Budgets soared, services increased and the balance in

media dominance changed, but interest in building manpower to meet the new needs lagged

much behind.

According to Trendex's count, the tv sets-in-use between 6-11 p.m. this Janu-

ary was 11% under what it had been for the like month of 1959.

The comparison: January 1959, 60.5%; January 1960, 53.3%.

The GE Lamp Division (BBDO) is investing about $250,000 in a couple of

weekly segments of the Bing Crosby-Rosemary Clooney tapes on CBS Radio.

The order is for 28 weeks (29 February-30 June).

Fells also contracted for a couple segments.

The rapid growth of ready-to-serve and frozen foods, observe agency marketers,

has given impulse buying more and more of an overwhelming edge.

It has also made it imperative for the advertiser to get maximum effectiveness

out of his advertising. Hence the ready-to-serve processor will depend more and more on

broadcast media to help trigger that impulse as close as possible to action at the point-

of-purchase.

For other news coverage In this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 60; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 62; Washington Week, page 53; SPONSOR

Hears, page 56; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70; and Film-Scope, page 54
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Intellectually alert, vitally associated with man's creative efforts and

with the many treasured moments of those who stop to look and listen-

like each of our stations. ..a "Metropolitan "personality.

METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
205 East 67th Street, New York 21, New York

New Yorh New York

WHK
AM-FM

Cleveland

G-TV
Washington, DC.



JLL

KYWis way up
in Cleveland!
KYW reaches more adults in mere
homes throughout the day than any

other radio station in Cleveland.* It's

your Ho. 1 radio buy in Ohio's Ho. 1

market . *MON.-FRI., PULSE, hOOPER & NIELSEN

Represented by AM Radio Sales Co.

Westinghouse Broadcasting Co., Inc.

QqO
20

Reps at work

George Beavers, Broadcast Time Sales. New York, would like to see

the theories and concepts of radio timebuying expounded bv media

directors and agency vice presidents become a reality at the actual

operating level. "At industry luncheons and in the trade pi

policy-making media directors propose the soundest methods of

making radio buys. 'Let the num-

bers be used as a guide onlv." thev

sa\ . "Let s take into consideration

such important factors as the sta-

tion's prestige in its market, the

amount of public service it pro-

grams, its audience composition in

terms of age level, sex. buying

power, and most significant of all,

sales results.' Lnfortunately. this

philosophy is often limited to po-

lite discussions of industrv matters

at dining tables and business fo-

rums while back at the agency radio is still being bought by the

numbers." George feels that media executives would undoubtedly

prefer their buyers to use various depth criteria in selecting stations.

"but the pressures imposed bv deadlines often make this impossible.

Sales efficiency can be lost due to hurried buying practices

Neil Pugh, Branham Company, Inc.. New York, forecasts that tv's

full magnitude and potential as a selling medium will come to be

realized in the next decade. ''Predictions are for increased rates of

growth in our economy and population—that is. more eyes will be

And considering that the '60s are

being ushered in by an election

vear in which tv will be utilized to

the hilt. I get the feeling that the

medium can reach full maturity in

the early "60 r

s. Clients and agen-

da «Jws?^
•J
<r*'* cies will, hopefully, follow a basic

tenet of the politicians. That is.

to be seen and heard wherever

there are voters » buyers ' . Too

j^^^^^^V" often national spot tv campaigns

^L ^^^^
^^. have a 'market cut-off point. So

^k * fck called secondary or smaller mar-

^^^^^^^ ^^Aaaaaaaam kets are nol utilized for spot or

even supplementary network spot, though both the client and his

competitors may have distribution in these markets." Neil points

i nit that the present rapid rate of economic growth "has raised the

sales potential of these markets advertisers have not fully grasped.

\\ here there is distribution, tv should follow. The advertiser who

jumps into the smaller markets first will have the advantage.

focused on tv than ever before.

~~WaaaaW~^l
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HOW TO IDENTIFY
THE REAL THING IN

WASHINGTON, D.C.
you in counterfeit money.

Suppose you have eleven clients who
pay you ten silver dollars apiece for

an agency service. (This gets too

complicated if we have them pay you

what you're really worth.) One client

is a disgruntled character who pays

You have the money in eleven neat

piles. You know that one pile is ersatz. You know that each

ersatz buck is overweight by exactly one gram. You know what

a real silver dollar weighs.

You have a precise pointer scale handy. (No self-respecting

agency man would be caught without a precise scale.)

What's the smallest number of weighing operations required to

identify the pile of counterfeit money?

(Sure, we'll send you the solution, along with the TV solution to your

marketing problems in Washington, D.C. Or ask the H-R Television

man next time he calls to tell you about WMAL-TV. If you send us

the correct solution, we're liable to send you a copy of Dudeney's

delightful "Amusements in Mathematics," published by Dover Pub-
lications, Inc., New York.)

wmal-tv
Channel 7 Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Affiliated with wmal and wmal-fm, Washington, D.C.
wsva-tv and wsva, Harrisonburg, Va.
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The Market-Media

(This gets deep later on) m?k

T
there's a new reality in marketing. Corin-

thian's name for it is Tele-Urbia. The
Einstein-like phrase above describes it

beautifully. Now all we have to do is define the

description. Hold onto your hats.

America's flowing, exploding population is

changing conventional marketing ideas. Data for

traditional "metro markets" fail to reflect the

change. New residential, industrial and trans-

portation patterns alter marketing and media

patterns. Industry disperses. City department

stores and supermarket chains become retail

networks serving scattered focal points for shop-

pers. In customs, spending power, and consump-

tion, farm families look like suburban families.

New transportation networks tie clusters of

miniature metropoli together around larger

metropolitan centers.

What medium ties the clusters together?

Television. In communication between seller and

consumer the clusters— and areas between— are

made cohesive by the television signal.

That's the new dimension of marketing. The

medium employed as the major sales instrument

delineates the market covered, transcends city,

county and state boundaries, forms a market-

media continuum. Corinthian's name—
Tele-Urbia— suggests the urban origin of a tele-

vision signal whose contour determines the size

of a market. The name is new. The concept isn't.

Anheuser-Busch recognized the concept in

marketing Busch Bavarian beer. They discarded

conventional metro market definitions, marked

out "media coverage areas," built a distribution

pattern based on television signals, fashioned

sales territories, wholesalers' coverage areas, and

retail effort after television's superior market

coverage, achieved signal success in a remarkably

short period.

The Busch Bavarian experience points the

way to a profound change in marketing theory

and practice. Key to the change is television.

In purely physical terms— ignoring posi-

tive values of impact, sight, sound and motion

—television best meets modern marketing

requirements.

22
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KOTV
Tulsa (Petry)

KHOU-TV
Houston ^cbs-tv Spot Sales)

KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)

WANE-TV
Fort Wayne (Petry)

WISH-TV
Indianapolis (Boiling)

WANE-AM
Fort Wayne (Petry)

WISH-AM
Indianapolis (Petry)

vf5j

J
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49th and

Madison
Radio in solid!

Anyone doubting the selling power
of radio need only cast his eyes on

this picture (below). That's me on

the left with Mrs. Opal Bessey of the

Yankton Chamber of Commerce and

Ralph Olson of Pan-O-Gold Co. wrap-

ping up two loaves of St. John's

bread for one of our listeners in Ne-

braska (almost 100 miles away), who
wrote the Yankton Chamber for the

bread "as advertised on your radio

station."

How's that for proof radio's still

in solid?

Bill Johnson

mgr., KYNT
Yankton, S. D.

Tv's mess its own fault!

Some months ago you were kind

enough to print a few observations

of mine along "caveat advertiser"

lines which seem almost prophetic in

view of recent devlopments. . .

May I point out something that

tv's defenders may be overlooking:

Sure, the top advertisers could in-

sist on enforcing an NAB Code. But

what does one leading cigarette com-

pany called on the carpet by FTC do

but make capital of it.

Maybe the newspapers have been

over-gleeful at tv's troubles. And
they have participated in stuff just as

bad. That doesn't make tv's position

any less reprehensible.

The point of my original article

was that business was inviting gov-

ernment regulation if it wouldn't

regulate itself, in actual practice in-

stead of in pious statements at Rotary

luncheons. . .

Who else can "clean up the mess?"
Government must if business won't.

We have the historical precedents for

that under both Roosevelts.

Conscientious and influential busi-

ness publications like sponsor and

Advertising Age have already done

great good, in my opinion, in chastis-

ing the industry for its sins. So have

Harper's and The Reporter.

Don't relax now, for Heaven's sake.

Let's not get alarmed at the wave of

criticism . . . keep after the things

that inspired it. . .

Alfred H. Edelson, pres.

The Rytex Co.

Indianapolis

Contradictory policies

One of those embarrassing incidents

that make advertising selling so in-

teresting just happened in my office.

In fairness, I think you should know
about it.

Your very able and personable

salesman was visiting me a few min-

utes ago to show me the 9 Jan. issue

of sponsor, and my ad. We also

looked at the ad we ran on the inside

back cover of the 19 December issue.

Then I turned to the editorial in

the current issue, and was chagrined

to learn that sponsor thinks maga-

zines "are a medium that is declining

fast."

Our first quarter revenue this year

is substantially ahead of last year,

and 1959 was ahead of all previous

years in our 75-year history. We are

entering our 38th year of advertising

leadership in our field, and we've

done it by being honest, and refusing

the kind of advertising we sometimes

see in other media.

No need for argument, but it does

seem odd that your advertising and

editorial policies seem to contradict

each other so violently.

Wesley L. Bailey

creative dir.

Good Housekeeping

N.Y.C.
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Traffic Director, on electric

Flexowriter, types pertinent in-

formation onto operations tape.

Completely automated telecasting operations—the first in the in-

dustry—were inaugurated in Cincinnati by WKRC-TV at the start

of the New Year. The system combines the most advanced knowl-

edge of modern science and engineering, and the skills of men and

machinery, to mark a giant step forward in mass communication.

The new operations promise great strides forward in telecasting

. . . elimination of visual and audio error by controlled operations,

elimination of "lost" air by precision timing, greater use of skilled

craftsmen's abilities, relegating routine operation to electronically

controlled machinery and equipment, and superior fidelity in re-

production of sound and picture.

Automation ... the latest milestone in Taft achievements, dem-

onstrates again the enormous growth and vitality of the Taft enter-

prises, their broadcasting leadership in five important markets,

and constant progress in the still growing industry.

WKRC-TV WORLD'S FIRST COMPLETELY AUTOMATE

WKRC-TV operations, as well as the completely modernized fa-

cilities of WKRC-Radio and WKRC-FM, are housed in a 45,000

square foot, two-floor building, sitting beneath its 523 foot tower

atop one of Cincinnati's famous hills . . . overlooking a spectacular

view of the busy downtown metropolis, the Ohio River and ad-

jacent industrial towns nestled in Kentucky hills. It is the new

home of the Taft Broadcasting Company, a $2,000,000 structure

housing the Home Office of Taft properties and the Cincinnati-

owned facilities, WKRC-TV, FM, and WKRC-Radio, the pioneer

station of the 13 Taft outlets.

Engineer at master cor

trol remote camera, cor

trols movements of came
in studio on another flooi

ANOTHER

WKR&TV
i 1mHmmt0k O.

K WTVN-TV T WBIR-TV B

Radio and Television Stations Sales Representatives: The Katz Agency, Inc., *The Young Television ( or



iLEVISION STATION

On-the-air operation shows announcer facing manless

cameras in studio. Before automation, operation re-

quired at least three persons in studio with announcer.

CINCINNATI



Concentrate in

JACKSON,

WJTV
CHANNEL 12

KATZ

WLBT
CHANNEL 3
HOLLINGBERY

by John E. McMiUin I

Commercial

commentary

Marion Harper's pure' agency

That super-duper executive press conference

which McCann-Erickson threw last week at the

Starlight Roof of the Waldorf-Astoria was, to

me at least, more interesting for what it implied

than for anything it actually said about McCann.

Marion Harper. Jr.. had called together 50 of

his top people for a two-day management meet-

ing and about 25 of us from newspapers and

magazines were invited to sit in on one of the sessions.

\^e got an elegant Waldorf lunch (breast of chicken and ham), aJ

chance to quiz Harper in a 45-minute question period, and a batch,!

of McCann-Erickson announcements which, I am afraid, most of ufl

did not regard as particularly earthshaking or newsworthy.

Essentially, Harper was explaining McCann's new corporate setup;!

a wondrous structure that includes a parent company, McCann-J

Erickson Inc., and four "line" divisions. McCann-Erickson Adver-

tising I'L.S.A. i The McCann-Marschalk Company, McCann-Ericksor

Corporation I International I and Communications Affiliates Inc.

If you are a dedicated systems-and-procedures man who dotes oi

organization charts and loves to label the names and numbers of al

the players, you would probably have been entranced.

But to me the only meaty significance of the McCann planning lay

in three delayed-action bombs that nestled nearlv unnoticed amid the

welter of facts about billings, offices and titles.

Not in the 4A tradition

Bomb No. 1 was the almost shy announcement that, along wT
itt

establishing two separate and independent agencies, McCann-Erick

son Advertising (U.S.A.) and the McCann-Marschalk Company, the

corporation is setting up a new division headed by C. Terence Clyne

This division, M-E Productions Inc., will handle all time and talenl

for network radio/tv shows used by the two agencies.

It will be, as far as I know, the first completely independent arc

incorporated radio tv operation in the agency field.

Bomb No. 2 was the way in which Harper praised McCann-Erick

son (U.S.A.) as the onlv "pure" agency of any consequence in tin

business.

In saying this he contrasted it with such "traditional 4A agencie-'

as Y&R. Thompson, and others and, I suspected, tipped off the new

McCann business-getting party line.

McCann-Erickson Adv. (U.S.A.) comprises the bulk ($170 mil

lion) of the corporation's billing, has 1,200 people in seven offices

and is headed bv Robert Healy, chairman and Emerson Footei

president.

Its claim as a "pure" agency rests on the fact that (unlike Mel

Cann-Marshalk) its research, merchandising and public relations art!
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handled separately by Communications Affiliates Inc., and its net-

work radio/tv (like McC-M) by M-E Productions Inc.

Said Harper, "It will concern itself solely with creative advertising

functions. No other sizeable agency can make that statement."

Bomb No. 3 was the news which came out almost accidentally that

this trend toward agency "purification" is destined, in McCann plan-

ning, to extend even further.

An eagle-eyed reporter caught, on one of the organization charts,

an unexplained area labeled "John Tinker and Partners."

Tinker is McCann's creative boss, and Harper, in response to ques-

tions, said that at some future time the creative departments might be

set up as a separate unit. He also hinted at other possible fractiona-

tions, a data processing center, for instance.

Yes, but what does it mean?

Now what (if anything) does all this dither of planning mean to

[McCann's clients, competitors and advertising prospects?

I

The members of the press were confused and some of them said

so. The Wall Street Journal, for instance, wanted to know if the

talk about "line" and "staff" operations meant that McCann was

reorganizing "like an army."

His question brought laughter and a rather qualified denial.

Later, Madison Avenue scuttlebutt advanced two theories: one that

McCann's corporate proliferation was primarily a scheme to save on

taxes, the other that the setting up of two separate agencies was done

to allow McCann to handle both Standard Oil of Ohio, and the

expanding Esso operations.

Both theories, I suspect, fall into the class of semi-educated guesses.

out neither fully explains what Harper is up to.

I
My own hunch is that all these McCann machinations (both

U.S.A. and International) can only be understood if you look upon

diem as part of a deliberate job of agency "image building."

McCann-Erickson, it seems to me, is fiercely determined to look,

jet, seem and sound like a great, big complex, grown-up industrial

empire, rather than just another ad agency.

And this somewhat emotional drive for high-level corporate status

s far more important than any practical considerations.

Take the matter of a separate radio/tv corporation. It is true, as

rlarper says, that in network tv an agency must deal on a high level

j«vith "three networks and about 12 program suppliers."

But other agencies have solved this problem without splitting off

jheir radio/tv departments. In McCann's case the main reason

^eems to be to build a bigger, better "big business image."

,
Such an image, of course, has great appeal for certain top-echelon

executives in advertiser organizations.

It comforts many corporation presidents to deal with anyone whose

egal, financial and operational affairs are as tangled and complex

is their own.

And, being used to thinking of most admen as hucksters, frauds

ind Madison Avenue barflies, they are soothed by a Harvard Busi-

less School approach.

But—and this is what seems to me still unresolved in the McCann-

^rickson image thinking—advertising is, and is widely known as,

'creative" business.

It's all very well for an agency to build an image of corporate

mmensity and complexity. But it must also have a reputation for

deas and creativeness.

That is why, I suspect, Marion Harper is talking the "pure" agency

ine, while busily complicating the McCann-Erickson empire. ^

if

THE HAPPIEST

TIME-BUYERS

HAVE SCHEMES ON

toufr*£

ABC Television in San Antonio .

.

the Greatest Unduplicated Live

Coverage in South Texas!

Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY
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According to all signs, 1960 will be the hottest year in business

history. About twelve billion dollars will be invested in adver-

tising . . . OVER ONE BILLION IN NATIONAL SPOT TV/

RADIO ALONE!
You'll get your full share of new business if you use the maga-

zine that's pin-pointed to spot.

SPONSOR'S editorial climate is 100% in tune with the men

and women who make the spot-buying decisions at all top na-

tional agencies.
CTION • SF

Since 1958, every independent survey of agency/advertiser

trade paper reading preferences PROVES THAT SPONSOR
LEADS THE TV/RADIO FIELD!

ION
We have just completed a factual

and colorful presentation which tells

how and why trade paper advertis-

ing can help you increase national

spot dollars. May we show it to you?
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During a year of rising advertising costs . .

.

YOU DON'T PAY ONE PENNY MORE
FOR SPONSOR SPACE IN 1960!

SPONSOR OFFERS

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

FOR ALL OF 1960!

OLD RATES IN 1960 FOR OLD ADVERTISERS!

1960 brings a SPONSOR advertising rate increase

—

the first since 1957. But it's SPONSOR'S wish to give

old advertisers a break. To all contract advertisers of

record as of 1 April 1960, SPONSOR guarantees 1957
rates throughout all of 1960.

Signed .

(Hfo*v**ss

Editor and Publisher

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE RADIO TV ADVERTISERS
40 E. 49th Street, New York 17 * MU 8-2772
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HOW IS IT POSSIBLE
FOR ONE STATION TO EARN
79% OF LOCAL BUSINESS?
It's true in Des Moines, Iowa, where KRNT-TV
has had over 79% of the local business in

this major 3-station market for 3 years!

There is nothing so satisfying as doing busi-

ness with people who know what they're

doing and where they're going. Leading local

and national advertisers have known for

years that the "know-how, go-now" stations

in Des Moines are KRNT Radio and KRNT-TV.

They have confidence in the ability of our

peopie to make their radio and television

investments profitable. It seems clear that

for these astute advertisers, there is nothing

so satisfying as radio and television fare

presented by good, honest, experienced air

personalities who know what they're doing.

From surveys made several times a year for

the last several years, it seems evident that

the people of Central Iowa like to listen to

and view our stations.

Latest F.C.C. figures show KRNT-TV handled

over 80% of ALL the local television adver-

tising placed in this three-station market.

The year before, over 79% . . . and the year

before that, over 80%. Our local RADIO

business in a six-station market has always

exceeded that of our nearest competitors by

a country mile.

We know for a fact that these figures are

merely a reflection of our public acceptance

. . . our long-standing excellence in public

service . . . reliability that is vital in all selling!

We believe this to be true: the ones that

serve are the ones that sell in Des Moines.

People believe in and depend upon these

stations. Check the ratings, check The Katz

Agency, check the cash registers.

KRNT
RADIO and TV

COWLES STATIONS REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INCJ
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TV CRITICISM

HOW MUCH OF IT MAKES SENSE?

RECENTLY MORE THAN 20 DIFFERENT TYPES OF CRITICISM —
SOME SERIOUS AND SOME SILLY — HAVE BEEN HURLED AT TV

T his week, as the networks began their testimony sense, the true from the screwy, the serious from the

before the FCC, and the ANA and the AFA nailed self-seeking, and to try to see where tv really stands

down final plans for special tv meetings to be held in relation to charges made against it.

in New York and Washington on 2 February and

5 February respectively, sponsor's editors com-

leted a comprehensive study of the types and kinds

of criticism that have been hurled against the tv in-

dustry in the past four supercharged months.

The Van Doren revelations before the Harris

Committee last fall were, as everyone now realizes,

merely a trigger that set off a chain reaction of

anti-tv blasts.

Within a few weeks public clamor about tv (raised

Our purpose: to sort out the sense from the non- to a roar by gleeful magazines and newspapers) had
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-\M-|il t iii beyond the moral lapses of

a \ oung Columbia professoi

.

Since last October, In actual count.

more than 20 different and largely

unrelated charges have been voiced

againsl t\

.

The) range from accusations of

program fraud to complaints that tv

is ruining children's eyesight, from

gripes about shaving sandpaper to the

perils of canned laughter and payola.

Even more serious thev have all

been tangled up together in a con-

fused (lotted mass of loud statements

and fu/z\ thinking.

And nearl) everyone has been get-

ting into the act. The yelps and

squeals of certain newspaper tv col-

umnists have been augmented by

statements from such notables as

Y\ alter Lippman, Mrs. Roosevelt.

President Eisenhower.

The thick, blue-bound tomes of

FCC testimony disclose such oddh as-

sorted names as Rod Serling. the

writer. Reinhold Niebuhr, the theo-

logian. Robert Montgomery, the ac-

tor, as well as priests, rabbis, Har-

vard professors, legal experts, grange

officials, and women's club matrons.

Out of this whole sticky confusion

of people and viewpoints, charges and

countercharges, proposals and pana-

ceas, SPONSOR has attempted to ex-

tract some semblance of sense.

How much of this criticism is justi-

fied? How much is irrational? Hon
much is unfair? How much merelv

trivial and irresponsible?

To get sensible answers to these

questions, sponsor believes it is nec-

essary to sort the criticism into un-

derstandable categories, and examine

each in turn.

Program fraud. Admitted!)

fraudulent practices existed in the

case of a number of tv quiz shows.

However, despite the headlines

about Twenty-One and Tic Tiu

Dough, these shows never represented

more than a fraction of total tv pro-

graming. Attempts to damn all tv on

the basis of a handful of offerings

were alwavs somewhat ridiculous.

HERE IS A STATUS REPORT ON SOME MAJOR CHARGES

1

CRITICISM

FRAUD AND DECEPTION

HOW MADE
Networks and stations charged with wholesale fraud and

deception as a result of disclosures to Harris Committee

on a handful of big money quizzes like Twent\-0ne

2 PAYOLA
hi tv, uproar over payola centered on free or hidden

plugs slipped into scripts to promote products, prizes,

books and stores for other than the sponsor of program

3 NEGLIGENCE
Network officials accused of negligence in not knowing

about quiz rigging: station with failing to live up to

promises they made at time they secured their licenses

4 PROGRAM IMBALANCE
Widespread criticism, especially by intellectuals, that tv

ivas not devoting enough time to serious programs in

the "public interest," particularly in prime evening hours

5 CRIME AND VIOLENCE

Complaints from educators, religious groups, and print

media that It's westerns and crime shows were degrading

the public and contributing to delinquency of juveniles

6 SPONSOR INTERFERENCE
Tv directors, writers, and even some advertisers like Court-

ney of Coty, cried for complete divorcement of sponsors,

from programs. Suggestions made for "British' system

7 TV COMMERCIALS
/ iolent attacks on tv commercials included charges oj

false claims, deceptive techniques, bad taste. Networks,

and stations, as well as agencies, advertisers castigated
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Since the scandals broke, both CBS
nd NBC have taken strong steps to

revent further quiz rigging. CBS
as barred all giveaway programs.

JBC has set up a policing system un-

er an ex-FBI agent.

With the present system of con-

"ols (strengthened by more specific

mguage in the Tv Code), there

eems little likelihood of a recurrence

f quiz rigging.

Conclusion: the fraud charge, once

prious, is a dead issue.

Program deception. Coupled
vith fraud (and confused with it)

iave been criticisms of certain decep-

ive program practices.

Oddly enough, most of these criti-

cisms have come from tv men them-

selves notably Dr. Frank Stanton of

CBS.

CBS has set up safeguards against

such practices as unlabelled canned

laughter, unidentified film or tape

sequences, and announcements that

The Big Party was being held at the

Waldorf when it wasn't.

Many industry people believe CBS
has gone to ridiculous extremes.

"Stanton confuses delusions and illu-

sions" says one tv producer. And per-

formers like Garry Moore poke fun

at CBS "The truthful network."

Conclusion : Deceptive program
practices were never a serious issue.

and are even less of an issue now.

Payola. The uproar over payola

scrambled tv and radio together, but

actually there is little similarity be-

tween payola methods in the two

me'dia.

In tv payola is largely limited to

free and hidden plugs, slipped into a

program to promote a product, pic-

ture, cause, prize, or company, other

than the actual sponsor of the show.

From a practical standpoint, the

person most hurt by the practice is

the advertiser who is paying the bills.

The industry is agreed that tv pay-

ola is evil and networks and stations

have stepped up efforts to stamp it

out. It can probably never be com-

MADE AGAINST TV, AND THE ACTION TAKEN ON THEM
ACTION TAKEN

"BS barred all giveaway shows, laid down new rules on

anned laughter, pre-taping etc. NBC set up tough, com-

prehensive system for policing all of its quiz programs

HOW SERIOUS
Under present controls wide-scale program frauds

of the past are virtually impossible. Fraud charges

against tv practices just won't stand up. Not serious

Crackdown by networks on every type of unpaid plug, and Despite hullabaloo, tv payolas were never a major
leiv, tighter controls established. At station level all and- industry evil. Though impossible to stop com-
yayola measures thoroughly reviewed and strengthened pletely, new rules will reduce them. Not serious

>'iigh level executives appointed by networks to maintain Chief worries in negligence charge are black eyes

lose watch on program standards. Sharp rise in number suffered by some tv men, and chance for some
if stations accepting the provisions of NAB's Tv Code revision in licensing procedures. Medium serious

dramatic increase in public service programs planned and No industry-planned fare of public service pro-

icheduled by both networks and stations. Strong trend grams will ever satisfy certain intellectuals, but

o information and documentaries in prime evening times new schedules will ease pressures. Medium serious

ndications that next program year will see proportion- Medium serious, but complaints against tv's crime

itely more serious, situation comedy, public service shows. and violence are usually too emotional, and unsup-
3ut no marked anti-crime, anti-western trend in sight ported by authoritative facts to carry much weight

Warning by ANA to FCC that attempts to remove spon- Most gripes about sponsor interference in tv scripts

iorship program controls might weaken medium econom- are trivial, unimportant. Much more serious though,

•cally. Nevertheless even some agencymen are urging it are attacks on cost per M standards of advertisers

VAB code tightened. 4A's Code gets special "tv interpre- The most dangerous area of tv criticism. Potential

tation." Many advertisers reviewing commercials, as FTC dynamite. Broadcasters on spot unless they get

charges some major companies with visual chicanery more help from agencies, advertisers. \ ery serious
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pletely eliminated but is being cut

down.

Conclusion: Charges of tv pavola

are relatively trivial and unimpor-

tant, even though the problem is an
annoying one.

Executive negligence. Network
executives received a critical lambast-

ing for negligence in acting on quiz

show practices.

I ndoubtedly. the charges resulted

in some personal black eyes for the

officials involved. And critics like

Robert Montgomery have attempted

to keep the matter alive by recent

statements.

However, the quiz scandals obvi-

ously taught the networks a lesson.

Both CBS and NBC have appointed

vice presidents to watch program
practices and there seems little rea-

son to believe that, with new con-

trols, they will again be open to the

same criticism.

Conclusion: Further charges ofnet-

ivork negli-gence {on these scores, at

least) seem uholly unjustified.

License promises. A sizable

number of critics have expressed the

belief that all of tv's problems could

be eliminated "if tv station men lived

up to promises made when thev se-

cured their licenses."

SPONSOR has examined these criti-

cisms and has failed to find a single

one which contained factual evidence

to support and document this odd
theory.

On the contrary, a review of more
than two dozen reports from tv sta-

tions indicates that many station own-
ers are exceeding the license obliga-

tions, particularly in the matter of

public service and communitv interest

programs, by a wide margin.

Proponents of the "live up to prom-
ises" theory, and they include such

thoughtful industry figures as Quincv
Howe, seem to expect that this gambit
would achieve the millenium.

But they tend to disregard the

realities of network, station and ad-

vertiser relations, i It is hard to see

how a tv station owner by '"living up
to his promises" could have pre-

vented the quiz fiasco.)

And the larger question remains.

why has the government never set up
any reasonable standards to guide tv

men in making "License promises."

1 Please turn to page 57
I
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PET FOOD INDUSTRY
^ Air media becomes an increasingly important battle-

ground for hotly competitive dog and cat food brands

^ Tv alone gets about $14 million billings as manu-

facturers appeal to owners of some 50 million pets

I hey re fighting like cats and dogs

over the I .S. pet food business nowa-

days, and with good reason. The in-

dustry is currently crow ding the S 1
2

billion mark in annual sales. Compet-

ing for this meaty bone at national,

regional and local levels are an esti-

mated 3.000 brands.

But the bulk of the business goes to

a handful of big national and region-

al companies that are heavily in air

media. Last year, for example, tele-

vision alone received a TvB-estimated

$14 million in pet food billings.

The reason for such an invest-

ment of ad monies could scarcelv be

summed up better than it was by I.

M. Gan whose supermarket in Apopo-

naug. R. I., was featured in a pet

food article in the August 1959 Food
Topics. The Gan supermarket carries

40 to 50 different kinds of do2 food.

'et

15 kinds of cat food, runs its own
heavy promotions on various of the

brands weekly. "For these," Gan tolc

Food Topics, "we select items that are

being nationally advertised, with pref-

erence given to those items being ac

vertised on television. Television-ad

vertised products are big sellers be-

cause the customer is pre-sold." Pe

goods account for about 39c of the

Gan markets total dollar volume.

Although dog food products can be

traced back to 1879 I Spratt's intro-

duced a dog biscuit then), the com-

mercial industrv we know todav grew

up along with air media. The firs

canned dog food was marketed ir

1926. just about the time radio got

under way. 1 During 1959, Radio Ad-

vertising Bureau reports 20 pet fooc

manufacturers used radio, mostly

spot.) In 1928. Clarence Gaines pio-

"•:: r
111

!

:::. ; J

1959 NINE-MONTH SPENDING IN

NET TV BY PET FOOD SPONSORS

Ralston Purina Dog Choic $1 ,288,056

General Foods Gaines Dog Food 1 ,205,197

Quaker Oats Ken-L Dog Food 671,943

General Mills Sureehamp 612,706

Polk Miller Sergeant's Pet Care 517,526

Armour Dash Dog Food 435,467

Quaker Oats—Puss 'n Boots 265,388

Source: Tv Bureau of Advertising

w..
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FIGHTS FOR $y2 BILLION BONE

is

neered in the dry dog food industry.

This year, Gaines (now a product of

{General Foods) and Ralston Purina

Dog Chows are set to battle it out for

leadership in the dry dos food mar-

ket. In the first nine months, these

two companies were the largest spend-

ers in network tv I see box on opposite

page). Each will be heavy spenders

again during 1960 in both net and
spot since Gaines begins advertising

(through B&Bl its new Gravy Train,

and Purina (through Gardner) is out

to buck it with a coupon offer.

The Gaines introduction of Gravy
Train ( dry food that makes its own
gravy when warm water is added),

which gets off this month with the

North-East-Central area bounded on
the west by Detroit and the south by
Raleigh, is a good example of pet

food marketing strategv and adver-

tising. Gaines research showed that

pet owners have a deep desire to serve

their dogs human-oriented foods (de-

spite the fact that almost any dog
food product on the market today

supplies the dog with a more com-
plete diet than most humans get)

.

So thev came up with Gravv Train

which looks like beef stew and there-

by satisfies the owner's desire along

with the pet's needs.

The dog may be the final judge of

his food, but it is his owner who is

the initial judge, and unless the own-
er buys it and serves it. the dog will

have nothing to judge. So the com-
mercials (B&B and Gaines shot more
than 34.000 feet of tv film; for tv

and print ads, over 100 dogs were
photographed) have a real emotional

pull for the dog owners—one of the

things that Schwerin Research Corp.
has found is a boost to dog food
commercials (see adjacent box).
Gaines media objectives are: (1)
wide national coverage of dog-

owning families: (2) an all-family

audience: (3) visualization of prod-

uct and package in a quality environ-

ment: (4) use of full-color mass me-
dia to provide maximum demonstra-
tion. In addition to the air and print

campaigns. Gaines will distribute sev-

(Please turn to page 57)
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6 TIPS FOR

BETTER

DOG FOOD

COMMERCIALS

Emotional approaches do well (little dog lost, etc.).

Pet ownership is emotional, feeling can be exploited

"Red meat" and ingredient copy platforms have not done

well, do not translate brand superiority into "payoff"

When color tv becomes more practical the product

ingredient story may pack more punch in pet ads

Feeding scenes are sure-fire sell. Sight of a pet happily

chomping on his food registers with dog or cat owners

Less effective are animated pet food commercials. Noth-

ing says "dog" to an owner like a live-action picture

Fantasy situations [dogs acting human, at cafe tables,

etc.) do well. Maybe owners think of them that way

= Source: Schwerin Research Corp.

Hunt
Club
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BRAND
STRIKES

BACK

Brand X beer

has no head but

it goes to yours

A SPONSOR SPOOFER

#%lthough historians are in-

clined to mark the last week of

April 1960 as the time Brand X
struck back, the movement had its

actual beginnings some months

before. The incident was not pub-

licized and, ironically, had noth-

ing to do with television commer-

cials which, back in those days,

were blamed for everything.

On a November afternoon of

1959, deep in the Ozarks, a Fed-

eral revenuer stumbled upon the

rather sizeable sour mash still of

Stacey Beaufort Purdie, known

along the Bourbon belt as "Big

Apple."

"Oho!" exclaimed the revenu-

er, "and what beverage have we

here?"

"Brand X," said Big Apple,

tapping the revenuer on the head

with his squirrel gun and drop-

ping him into the mash.

Actually, that batch of Brand

X was the best white lightning

Big Apple ever ran off because,

in a way, it was the product of a

Federal body.

This first riposte on behalf of

Brand X might have remained an

isolated incident except for one

thing. One of Big Apple's cus-

tomers was Owney Grits, mana-

ger of a local tv station. The next

time Owney traveled up to Madi-

son Avenue to pitch the agencies,

he carried with him a two-gallon

flask of Big Apple's Brand X ju.-t

in case the bars in Manhattan

burned down or closed for an

election.

Neither emergency occurred,

but while entertaining several

timebuyers in his Plaza suite,

Owney broke out the jug and they

sampled it.

"Tastes good, like Brand X

shouldn't," said one timebuyer.

"You know," said another, "I

don't think our copywriters and

tv producers give Brand X prod-

ucts a fair shake. Whether it's

orange juice or filter tips, if it's

Brand X it's shown to be ineffec-

tive and inferior."

But Brand X is inferior," in-

sisted a young timebuyer. "Our

whole economy is founded on

Brand X being inferior."

"Let's phone some girls," said

Owney, and the Brand X debate

was, as they say in parliamentary

circles, tabled.

But one of the timebuyers was

a thinking man named Tubman

Spockett, and when he gathered

his thoughts again several days

later, it occurred to him that if

the economy was based on Brand

X being inferior, then perhaps

something was wrong with the
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"X" girdles

lose their shape

—not yours

step up

stomach distress

with Brand X

.

i

i

economy. He decided to take up

the cause of that underdog—X.

Spockett began by writing his

Congressman early in February,

demanding that the FCC do some-

thing about granting "equal time"

to Brand X products. "It's just

good politics," Spockett wrote,

"and 1960 is a big political year.

And what if candidates on elec-

tioneering telecasts begin slinging

mud at "Opponent X" instead of

naming names? Don't let tv com-

mercials lead us into a whole

sneaky way of life."

Although the Congressman was

confused by Spockett's letter, he

did recognize that since it had to

do with tv, Capitol Hill would

have a field day. So he passed it

to the FCC which passed it to the

FTC which passed it to the Jus-

tice Dept. which passed it to the

House Committee on Legislative

Oversight which passed it to the

newspapers. At this point, Spock-

ett's crusade to remove the stigma

of inferiority from Brand X be-

came a cause celebre and his me-

dia director composed a fine let-

ter of resignation which Spockett

cheerfully signed at the point of a

letter-opener. Out of a job. but

undaunted, Spockett set oif for

upstate New York where, in those

days, was the secreted factory

that turned out all the Brand X
products for advertising use.

Here were produced headless

beers, filters that let through tars

but screened out taste, shampoos

that dulled hair, dentifrices that

encouraged cavities and bras that

didn't hold up—anything. Spock-

ett changed all that. Working

with lab technicians, Spockett

produced a superior Brand X in

every category. What happened

to tv commercials then, in April,

is history.

Brand X never lost a compara-

tive test. Name brands took back

seats as products X relieved

headaches faster, washed clothes

whiter, soothed stomach linings,

spread easier, tasted crunchier,

burned more evenly, cushioned

rides, were kinder to hands,

climbed hills faster, deodorized

longer, held their shape. It might

have been the end of everything

if, in July 1960, a benevolent

FTC had not attached a rider to

the Robinson-Patman Act to the

effect that "in the interests of fair

trade, Brand X will no longer be

permitted to test-compare in tv

commercials with inferior name

brand products." As for Tubman

Spockett, he heads up the vast

Brand X empire which today out-

sells all others. ^
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MEDIA DIRECTOR Dick Bean, Warwick &

Legler, is typical of many with radio savvy

ASSOCIATE media directors, like Gene

Accas of Grey, were cited for knowhow

TIMEBUYERS, largest category, is repre-

sented by BBDO's Betty Share, San Francisco

INDUSTRY TAGS TOP
^ SPONSOR polled networks, stations, reps for names

of some of the real "specialists" in radio advertising

L

I

^ Impartial, comprehensive, coast-to-coast survey turns

up 241 names in all ranks of agencies and advertisers

low many modern advertising

men really know how to use radio?

Three months ago, SPONSOR pointed

out editorially, that many of the

younger men in agency and advertiser

ranks have never had any practical

experience in selling through the

older broadcast medium.

The question immediately arose

—

are there any real radio specialists,

any real radio experts left in the ad

business? If so, who are they, and

where are they?

To get the answers to these queries,

sponsor made a coast-to-coast survey

of stations, station representatives

and network executives, and asked for

their nominations.

First results of the poll indicate one

startling fact. Despite the attention

which tv has had in recent years,

there are an astonishing number of

radio-savvy admen.

You won't find them in every

agency (including some of the larg-

est) . And you'll find a higher pro-

portion of them outside New York

than you'd expect.

But people in the know cite the

following names as typical. Here, in

broad categories, are some of the

names that turned up most often.

If you're in New York and looking

for the tops in media directors, ac-

cording to sponsor's opinion poll

you'll hear such names as "Pete"

Matthews at Y&R, Larry Deckinger at

Grey, Joe Braun at K&E, Dick Bean

at Warwick & Legler, Bill Dekker at

McCann-Erickson, Roger Bumstead

at MacManus, John & Adams, Joe

Knap at Wesley, Mark Byrne at

Esty, Ed Grey at Bates, Gerry Arthur

at Donahue & Coe, Dan Kane at El-

lington, Marvin Richfield at Erwin

Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, John En-

nis at Fletcher Richards, Calkins &

Holden, Jerry Bess at Arkwright.

In Boston, Bill Monahan at Dowd
& Co., Alice Liddell at K&E, Tom
Covey at Sutherland-Abbott, Frank

Browning at Badger & Browning &

Parcher, "Bo" Bernstein at Bernstein,

Betty Parsons at Bresnick, Henry Hart

at Noyes, Marie Kachinsky at Silton

Bros., Callaway, Louise Doherty at

Reach McClinton & Humphrey, Rose-

mary Rohmer at Hoag & Provandie,

Ruth Simonds at Bennett & Northrup,

Helen Horrigan at Hutchinson.

In the Midwest, votes went to the

following Chicago people at this level:

Dave Williams at Wade, Evelyn Van-

derploeg at Arthur Meyerhoff, Frank

Morr at Gordon Best, Dixon Harper

(farm director) at Aubrey, Finlay,

Marley & Hodgson.

In Detroit: Kelso Taeger at Mc-
C a n n-Erickson, Charles Campbell

(consumer products) at MacManus,
John & Adams, Albin Yagley at

Grant, Neal Nyland (dealer associa-

tion advertising) at Geyer, Morey,

Madden & Ballard.

On the West Coast, first choices in

Los Angeles were: Kay Ostrander at

Heintz, Mary Ellen Wheeling at

Anderson-McConnell, Jane Leider at

Atherton Mogge Privett, Joel Stearns

at Milton Weinberg, Kent Goodman
at Advertising Agencies, Jess Johns

at Eisaman-Johns.

In San Francisco: Jack Davis at

Honig-Cooper & Harrington.

In the Northwest, Seattle: Bob
Wesson at Miller, Mackay, Hoeck &

Hartung, Colleen Mattice at Guild,

Bascom & Bonfigli, Gertrude Nyman
at Pacific National. In Portland:

Ralph Rogers at Cole & Weber.

Pollsters in the South list these

names at the top level of know-how:

In Atlanta: Warren Stewart at Mc-

SI

vi

i

11
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RADIO AD EXPERTS
* ^ann-Marschalk, Pamela Tabberer at

Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey, Ledie

glWalters at D'Arcy, Anne Benton at

Tucker Wayne.

In Miami: Andrew Purcell at Mc-

Cann-Marschalk, Ray Lipe at Grant.

5; In Nashville: Jane Dowden at Noble-

Dury. Elsewhere in the South: Betty

McCowan at Henderson in Green-

. ville, S. C; Manning Rubin at Car-

gill, Wilson & Acree in Richmond.

J In the broadcast supervisors

and radio/tv directors category,

here are the names heard most often

in New York:

Paul Gumbinner at Gumbinner,

'Seymour Goldis and Jay Schoenfeld

at McCann-Erickson, Vera Brennan

at SSC&B, Helen Thomas at Street &
'Finney, George Perkins at Schwab,

;Beatty & Porter, Bob Day at Albert

Frank-Guenther Law.

In St. Louis: Harry Renfro at

D'Arcy. In Kansas City: Gene Den-

nis at Potts-Woodbury. In Los Ange-

les: Hilly Sanders at Honig-Cooper

& Harrington. In Seattle: Tom Blosl

at Botsford, Constantine & Gardner.

In many cases, agency presidents

were cited as possessing specialized

knowledge about radio. Tom Adams
of Campbell-Ewald in Detroit was
nominated, along with Harry Ches-

< ley at D'Arcy in St. Louis, Lee Friend

'at Friend-Reiss in New York, Frank
White at Kirkland, White & Schell in

'Atlanta, Forbes McKay at Keegan
1 and Bob Luckie in Birmingham, C.

'Knox Massey in Durham.
Among associate media directors,

! sometimes termed media supervisors

(and sometimes including v.p.'s),

these were most frequently men-
tioned

:

New York: Hal Miller at Benton &
Bowles, John Crandall, Dick Jones,

Tom Swick at McCann-Erickson,

Warren Bahr, Frank Coulter at Y&R,
Gene Accas at Grey, Bob Lilien at

J. Walter Thompson, Herb Maneloveg

at BBDO, Tom Carson and Julia

Brown at Compton, Herb Gandel at

Warwick & Legler, Ed Fieri (spot co-

ordinator) at BBDO.
Chicago: Elaine Kortas at Mar-

! steller, Rickard, Gebhardt & Reed,

Jack Ragel at Tatham-Laird, Bob

Jolly at Wade, Helen Davis at Clinton

E. Frank.

Los Angeles: Muriel Bullis at Er-

win Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ryan, Julie

Herrell at Young & Rubicam, Gene

Vaslett at Foote, Cone & Belding,

Eileen Henriquez at J. Walter Thomp-

son, Helene Sellery at Stromberger,

LaVene & McKenzie, Mary Kay Cain

at McCann-Erickson, Lydia Reeves at

Foote, Cone & Belding.

Atlanta: Dorothy Nelns at Liller,

Neal, Battle & Lindsay.

In media's biggest legion— the

timebuyers—here are names spon-

sor turned up as savviest in radio:

New York: Dick Grahl, Hal Simp-

son, Jack Finnell, Dick Olsen and

Jack Nugent at Esty, Tom Viscardi,

Bob Gleckler and Ann Purtill at Y&R,
Hope Martinez and Jim Clinton at

BBDO, Jane Podester, Ginny Conway
and Phil Stumbo at McCann-Erick-

son, Jonnie Murphy and Anita Was-
serman at Gumbinner, Fred Spruy-

tenburg at SSC&B, Bob Kelly at Len-

nen & Newell, Jerry Sprague at Cun-

ningham & Walsh, Bob Boulware and

Jim Kelly at Fletcher Richards, Cal-

kins & Holden, Lionel Schane at La-

Roche, Catherine Noble at McCann-
Marschalk, Jack Giebel at Grey,

Frank Marshall and Margot Teleki

at J. Walter Thompson, Joe Hudack
at Warwick & Legler, Jay Walters at

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Beth Black

and Bob Turner at Cohen, Dowd &
Aleshire, Gregg Sullivan at Bates,

Evelyn Lee Jones at Donahue & Coe,

Bob Liddel at Compton, Vince De
Luca, Erwin Wasey, Ruthrauff & Ry-

an, Kay Shanahan at Geyer, Morey,
Madden & Ballard, John Eckstein at

Wexton.

Philadelphia: Alan Bobbe at Ait-

kin-Kynett, Paul Kizenberger and
Frank Carvell at N. Y. Ayer.

Boston: Marianne Meoli and Mary
Pengilly at Reach, McClinton &
Humphrey, Virginia Fairweather at

Harry M. Frost, Ruth Gaeta at James
Thomas Chirurg.

Chicago: Ed Fitzgerald, Sylvia

Rut, John Rohrbach at J. Walter

Thompson, Eloise Beatty at Leo Bur-

nett, June Nelson at John W. Shaw,

{Please turn to page 69)

RESEARCH specialists need wider range of

skills today. Here: Y&R's Chuck Benesch

ACCOUNT MEN skilled in radio are typi-

fied by Dick Halpin (Marlboro) at Burnett
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ADVERTISERS with radio sense are men

like Eastern Air Lines' Eddie Rickenbacker
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MOUNTAIN OF TAPES, bound for 60-odd radio stations carrying PR's book-selling shows. Here, PR ad mgr. Terry Marks, gets in touch with rep

RADIO MARKETS 400,000
^ Profit Research puts $10,000 per week in spot radio,

tests results station by station, hits book bonanza

^ Mail orders for PR's financial know-how books

spurred by owner Walton's self-delivered radio talks

I hey never stop testing radio at

Profit Research, New York. And,

thanks to their scientific use of the

medium, this 18-month-old publisher

of financial know-how, paperback

books has watched its mail order

sales pass the 400,000 mark.

Profit Research, which sells a

seven-volume series for $4.95 in-

augurated its spot radio venture with

an outlay of $1,000 a week. Cur-

rently the weekly spot expenditure is

up to an average of $10,000—with

no increase in cost-per-order, which

has been favorable from the begin-

ning.

Behind this burgeoning year-round

radio drive lies a policy of constant

testing. Station, time slot and mate-

rial, all must prove themselves prior

to full-time inclusion in Profit Re-

search's campaign. Thereafter, they

must prove themselves on a week-to-

week basis.

PR's testing tool: the orders. They

furnish this mail-order seller with

rapid, incontrovertible evidence of

how a particular radio spot is doing.

If, after a week or two on trial, a

station is able to provide an encour-

aging flow of orders, PR makes a

long-term buy. But it nearly always

insists on a short-notice cancellation

clause, in case orders through a sta-

tion subsequently show too much of

a decline. Rather than automaticallly

abandon a station when this hap-

pens, however, PR experiments with

other time periods and commercial

content first.

Appropriately enough, this radio-

oriented publishing house is headed

by a veteran broadcaster, Sidnej
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BOOKS
Walton, who personally delivers the

15-minute financial information talks

and accompanying commercials that

constitute PR's radio format. Mr.

Walton began his broadcasting career

in 1932 as an announcer at WBAL,
Baltimore, and after several years as

motion picture newsreel commenta-

tor returned to radio. In the mid-50's

he conducted an on-air circulation

campaign for Kiplinger's Changing

Times newsletter.

"We're mainly interested in reach-

ing mature, intelligent, well-to-do

professional and business men," ex-

plains Mr. W^alton. "Most of them
are over 40, and retain listening

habits developed during radio's hey-

day. They are in the radio audience

evenings, weekends and at times dur-

ing the weekday.

"They aren't necessarily listening

to the top-rated stations, however,"

continues Mr. Walton. "They're in-

terested in adult programing, which

is often most prevalent on the third

or fourth station in a market. That's

the type of station we buy, selecting

time slots adjacent to the higher-

level programs.

One of the first indications PR gets

as to whether or not a station meets

the requirements comes from what

appears in its "Standard Rate and

Data" listing. If program rates are

prominantly displayed, the station is

a candidate. If program rates are

listed below announcement rates, PR
is dubious. If announcement rates

are followed by "For Program rates

contact station," that station is as

good as eliminated, since it obviouslv

doesn't emphasize programing.

PR currently is in some 45 mar-

kets throughout the country, with

dosage based on population concen-

tration, using as many as four sta-

tions per market. The main thrust

of its approximately 60-station push

is in week-night radio. Time slots for

the programs vary widely from sta

tion to station, however, as they are

determined by adult programing

schedules and week-to-week results.

PR advertising manager-timebuyer

Terry Marks elaborates on the time

fluctuation this way: "A frequent

cause of decline in orders is a change

in program schedules by the station.

We'll find, for instance, that the pub-

lic affairs program which had pre-

ceded us was replaced by a young

people's d.j. show. When this hap-

pens we try other adult programing

adjacencies on the station, until one

of them clicks."

In addition to its nighttime sched-

ules PR maintains a sprinkling of

daytime and weekend spots. The
noon hour, for example, has been

found productive in several markets.

Weekend frequency, however, has

been held down by a shortage of

availabilities.

Experimentally-minded PR. which

tries something new on about 10 sta-

tions a week, is currently consider-

ing a go-round with traffic time.

(Please turn to page 68)
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VETERAN broadcaster Sidney Walton tapes

a batch of new 15-minute talks -for his com-

pany's 45-marltet book-selling radio cam-

paign. He teaches listeners to handle money

PLAYBACK of latest Walton tapes gets

critical ear of (I to r) Walton, engr. Fred

Catero and PR timebuyer Terry Marks. Team

turns out as many as 10 shows per week
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CRASH PROGRAM for distribution in South Bend called -for tv sports coverage. Here,

last-minute commercial change is worked out by ( I to r) WNDU-TV gen. mgr. Tom Ham-
ilton, station a.e. Bill Hessian, Chesty ad mgr. John Dugan, sportscaster Bill Etherton

^ Here's how Chesty Foods cracked South Bend mar-

ket in six months with distribution push tied to tv sports

^ Pattern for push came from 7-year, 100% tv strat-

egy which has tripled volume, doubled distribution area

I his time last year, Chesty Potato

Chips were virtually unheard of in

South Bend. Now, supermarkets who
neglect to stock them risk the dis-

satisfaction of tv sports fans who
know, in two brief seasons, that

Chesty and sports are virtually syn-

onymous.

Chesty has tied its distribution

strategy in South Bend to the tv

sports seasons. Bulk of its indepen-

dent outlets (this week topping 200)

was sewed up with the football sea-

son. Basketball copped the Kroger

chain, important scoring point for

any newcomer in the area.

Chesty Foods sales and ad mana-

ger John Dugan expects this en-

viable position to be even better by

the time the Notre Dame cagers have

sunk their last tv basket on 29 Feb-

ruary. With a month to go, Chesty

salesmen are wringing every ounce of

benefit from the WNDU-TV schedule.

The sports flier was no shot in the

dark. For seven years, the Terre

Haute, Ind. company has found sports

on tv a good way to stimulate fast

consumer and trade reaction in a

market. Basically, Chesty was con-

tinuing a policy of marketing distri-

bution initiated in the Evansville-

Bloomington-Indianapolis area. With
no previous tv experience, but need-

ing a fast sales builder, it bid for,

and was awarded, tv rights to the

University of Illinois basketball

games.

As sports coverage expanded its

market, Chesty expanded its sports

coverage throughout Indiana and Illi-

nois, now spending (by sponsor esti-

mate) about $300,000 a year in tv.

When Dugan first applied for tv

rights to the Notre Dame football

games, he frankly never anticipated

he'd land them. When he did, it was

the opening gun for expansion into

the South Bend market.

By July, Dugan had completed ne-

CHESTY

PILE UP
CHIPS

gotiations with Notre Dame and had
a strong wedge for salesmen to use

throughout the summer. By 16 Sep-

tember, they had contacted virtually

every grocery outlet in South Bend.

By the 26 September kickoff on

WNDU-TV, 75 outlets had been lined

up.

This was the base that Chesty

worked from, doubling the number
of outlets during the course of the

seven-game schedule. Commercials

were predominantly live, delivered

from fact sheets by sportscaster Bill

Etherton amid the confusion of the

stadium. To heighten the all-family

pitch, which Chesty also considers im-

portant, filmed commercials were oc-

casionally inserted. This served to

give Chesty identification with "Ches-

ty Boy ," a cartoon character designed

to sell youngsters primarily.

The boy, appearing on all football

schedule display pieces, was immedi-

ately recognized by kids who couldn't

read the schedule but could recognize

a friend. (In other markets, Chesty

has re-inforced this angle with its

own tv kid shows.)

By the end of football season,

Chesty had doubled the number of

outlets it had obtained in South Bend

prior to tv and was ready to begin its

Notre Dame basketball schedule on
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WNDU-TY first week in December.

Again, commercials were done live,

capitalizing on the confusion of the

sports arena to add color. Product

shots are superimposed over the

court. Seventy-five per cent of the

product emphasis goes to Potato

Chips and Ruffles, with the rest of the

commercials devoted to popcorn,

pretzels and other items.

Ruffles are a waffle-like chip which

Chesty promotes to the hilt. In pur-

suit of the kid market, Chesty main-

tains 30-minute kid shows in three

markets presided over by "Ruffles," a

clown which takes his name right

from the trademark.

"Ruffles" came into being five

years ago, when Chestv took over

sponsorship of the Little Rascals strip

on \^ TT\ . Indianapolis, to reinforce

its sports schedule on that station

with a direct pitch to kids. Now there

are live ""Ruffles" in two other mar-

kets—on WTVW, Evansville, Indiana

and WSIL-TV, Harrisburg, Illinois.

Chesty also maintains kid shows on
\K OC-TV. Davenport. Iowa, and
KF\ S-T\ . Cape Girardeau, Missouri.

Ruffles distribution booms in these

markets, according to Dugan. For ex-

ample, A&P with its own brand of

potato chips, nevertheless, is well

stocked with Ruffles.

With "Ruffles" and Chesty Boy ac-

tivating the kids, Chesty is currently

knee-deep in this tv basketball sched-

ule, aimed at the whole familv:

A twenty-four game schedule on

\^ TT\ , Indianapolis, gives Chestv

coverage of Indiana -Purdue- Butler

games with important high school

tournaments thrown in. These games
are picked up bv WFAM-TV, Lafav-

ette and WLBC-TV, Muncie.

University of Illinois games on

\^ CIA, Champaign, are picked up bv

WSIL-TV, Harrisburg and WEEK-
TV, Peoria. Coverage of Big Ten
games is aired on WTVW, Evansville.

Indiana.

Latest addition to the schedule is

Notre Dame basketball on WNDU-
TV, which has given the company a

solid wedge in the South Bend mar-

ket area.

According to Dugan, Chestv has

more than doubled its distribution

area and more than tripled its volume
since its first tv basketball shot seven

years ago. ^

TV PRESENTATION SPURS
BIG ARTICHOKE AIRLIFT
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D\ uow, the artichoke habit nun

well have taken hold among some 350

New York ad agencv media and re-

search people.

First rumblings of the -artichoke

movement occurred last May at a

presentation made by Graham Moore,

sales director of the Gold Coast sta-

tions (KSBW-TV, Salinas-Monterey,

and KSBY-TV, San Luis Obispo). It

was the first of several presentations

made to agency people in the Gold

Suite of New York's Sheraton-East.

Included in the presentation was a

color slide of an artichoke field.

While it was on-screen, Moore casu-

ally remarked that if anvone present

were interested in having some arti-

chokes, he'd make arrangements to

send them when he got back home.

That was all it took. Post-presenta-

tion cocktail conversation centered

around one subject, artichokes—how
they should be cooked, how they

should be eaten. Everyone, it seemed,

wanted his name on the artichoke list.

Moore, of course, wanted to be fair,

so repeated his original spontaneous

offer at the subsequent presentations

—and got the same result.

When he arrived back in Califor-

nia, however, Moore learned that

there'd be a short wait for artichokes

while they ripened. Lack of rain ex-

tended the waiting period to such a

length that he finally sent a letter of

apology to the entire artichoke roster.

It was seven months after the orig-

inal offer was made before the arti-

chokes were ready, and the timing

was perfect—it was Christmas. Some
350 cartons of a dozen artichokes

each reached New York via American

Airlines 707, arriving "jet fresh" the

same day they were picked in the

field. Accompanying the delicatelv

flavored cargo was Gold Coast pro-

gram director Gary Ferlisi.

H-R Television offices were con-

verted into a temporarv warehouse

for the piles of artichoke cartons and
from there deliveries went out to the

21 agencies involved.

Inserted in every carton was a four-

page booklet of artichoke recipes, ac-

companied by several "ad row addi-

tions" such as this one from JWT's
Mario Kircher:

"I don't know measurements, but

you take an artichoke, vou cut off the

top, you cut off the bottom, you put

it in a little water, you put in a little

garlic, you put in a little bread-

crumbs, and you put in a little ore-

gano and you let it cook until it

starts screaming and then serve hot."

Harold Veltman of the same agencv

had this to say: "After running the

gamut from Sauce Raviogotte in

France to tiny young fruits eaten

raw in southern Italy or boiled

slightly with lots of garlic, I prefer

artichokes just boiled in salted water

with almost black burnt butter."

P.S. Also included for perusal

over these delectable dishes—some
coverage figures on the Gold Coast

stations. ^

ON THEIR WAY are 350 artichoke cartons

headed for N. Y. agencies. Supervising send-

off is Gold Coast p.r. dir. Clarke Bradley (r)



How buyers can get better jobs

^ SPONSOR survey shows that good timebuyers can

move upward either inside or outside the agency setup

^ But it takes special talents for a buyer to get more

responsibility or to shift into sales, contact or copy

I he buyers who get ahead in agen-

cies and the ex-buyers who move up

elsewhere have one thing in common:
thev're marketing-minded.

Marketing is a magic word in me-

dia departments just as in account

sections, because a knowledge of mar-

keting is likely to be the most impor-

tant single factor in the timebuyer's

future. That was the consensus of ad

pros when they were asked by spon-

sor last week how a buyer can im-

prove his position and/or get ahead.

Without exception, those inter-

viewed said a buyer will get ahead

only if he or she has a broad-based

marketing knowledge of the why's

and how's of buying—as well as of

the more easily assimilated what's.

This general backgrounding toward

the market orientation of the client

makes a superior timebuyer—an ex-

traordinary one far and above the

average buyer of time.

What, then, is the prospect of ad-

vancement for the superior buyer?

Those queried by sponsor agreed

promotion prospects are unlimited

for the well-rounded, thoroughly sea-

soned, imaginative professional time-

buyer. But, they contend, too few

buyers have, or develop, this margin

of superiority.

The timebuyer who wants to move
up in the advertising profession

should study the 14 steps outlined on

the opposite page by Frank Kemp,
vice president in charge of media at

Compton Advertising. They lead to a

rounded buyer who is hep to modern
marketing, who follows production

and distribution of goods advertised

by his setup clients in this competi

tive era.

This calibre of buyer can range

far afield into more responsible jobs.

He can take four major directions:

ill up witbin the media department

of the agency; (2) to other agency

departments, usually the research or

account sections; (3) to client com-

panies, again in research or market-

ing; (4) to media concerns, which in

elude station representatives, stations

and networks, research organizations,

trade groups.

Inside the agency, the timebuyer

can progress through the ranks of the

media department or move to another

division and gain promotions there.

Timebuyers, sponsor learned, range

in salaries from $6,000 to $15,000,

with the average nearer the $8,500

mark.

The chief buyer can command any-

where from $12,000 to $18,000, with

the most usual somewhere around

$12,000. Assistant media directors

earn an average of $15,000, and the

immediate superior — the associate

media director—is paid about

000. The media director not bearing

JOB OPPORTUNITIES ABOUND IN AND OUT OF AGENCIES

SALES JOBS are future of many buyers, like these at H-R Reps., N. Y.

L. to r., Frank Pellegrin, H-R exec. v. p.; former buyers Art Berla, BBDO;

Ed Sherinian, R&R; (with Don Kearney, Corinthian Bdcstg.); ex-buyers

Al Ritter (rear), Compton; Tom Comerford, Y&R; Ray Simm, EW.

UPGRADED ASSIGNMENTS within the agency are given buyers who

better themselves professionally by adding to their knowledge, apply-

ing it. Leslie L. Dunier, v.p. for tv/radio, Mogul, Williams & Say-

lor, N. Y., reviews market info with Lynn Diamond (I), Joyce Peters
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WHAT A BUYER CAN DO TO GET A BETTER JOB
THESE 14 STEPS can lead a timebuyer toward increased recognition in the agency as well as outside with clients and with media.

They'll help a buyer become a prime prospect for promotion, and were compiled by Frank Kemp, v.p. for media, Compton Adv., N. Y.

1. Give sales representatives and felloiv agency

members maximum consideration and courtesy.

Build up a circle of advertising contacts.

2. Take advantage of every opportunity to be

present at meetings with clients and the account

section.

3. Think and speak of your job as the essential

part of agency work which it represents.

4 Make your reports as thorough as possible, yet

brief and readable.

<

5. Always try to learn the over-all media picture

on an account, not merely the objectives of your

own purchases.

© Learn to evaluate research relating to your

medium and remember it.

7. When sure of your facts, have the courage of

your convictions, but don't fail to admit lack of

knowledge when it exists.

8. Admit your mistakes, but demonstrate how

you have profited from them.

9. Shoiv initiative by presenting unsolicited ideas

and time availabilities that could make sense to the

clients served.

10. Demand clear-cut instructions from the ac-

count group before initiating any major projects.

11. Follow through. Don't be content to put a

campaign to bed after a campaign starting date;

police it with stations and reps periodically.

12. Report development of new trends in buy-

ing, and keep abreast of broadcast media research.

Read trade papers.

13a Learn to talk on your feet.

14. Don't accept "no" if a superior stands a

chance of obtaining a "yes."

a vice president's title may earn as

much as $28,000, but $25,000 is more
likely. The department director who
is also a v.p. averages $35,000, al-

though the top range hits a high of

$60,000.

The media department structure

gives the top-grade buyer a lot to

shoot at—in responsibilitv as well as

in money, though few jobs over the

rank of chief buyer are ever allocated

to a woman. The trend among the

larger agencies over the past five

years has been to replace women buy-

ers with men, although there is still a

large proportion of women handling

timebuying functions in medium and
smaller agencies.

Still inside the agency—but outside

the media department— there are

many positions to which buyers can

shift laterally. The most common are

in the areas of media and market re-

search and in account sections, the

latter involving contact and over-all

account planning which encompasses

media strategv. Women seem to have

more of an opportunity to switch

to research than to contact or crea-

tive.

On a day-to-day basis, most buyers

are engrossed with upgrading their

present jobs and their knowledge of

the profession, in terms of status as

well as salary. But Warren Bahr, as-

sociate media director of Young &

Rubicam, thinks efforts to enhance

stature are fallacious if they're made
by buying specialists rather than all-

media buyers.

He feels that only an all-media

buver—who knows the ramifications
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of print as well as broadcast—can

even begin to gain the rounded mar-

keting concepts and approaches which

are basic to promotion into a broad-

er job.

The all-media buyer, he says, "is

the scarcest commodity in the world.

The way to get dollars is to gel

close to dollars, and the all-media

buyer is closer to the client, his plans

and his budget than the specialized

buyer." That's why the all-media

buyer may earn $11,000, in contrast

to the $8,500 for a broadcast or a

print buyer. (Y&R pioneered the all-

media system.)

A media v.p. of another large agen-

cv said: "If a guy's got it, he'll get

ahead wherever he is and whatever

he's doing. But as a buyer he should

{Please turn to page 71)
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As government investigations continue, SPONSOR ASKS:

Does government know enough
about broadcasting?

Government action without com-
plete information might seriously

affect information. These dis-

tinguished broadcast men give

underlying factors to consider

Donald H. McCannon, pres., Westing.

house Broadcasting Co., Inc., A. Y.

An overly simplified answer would

be "no."

This must be viewed in light of the

reasons. Radio is only 40 vears old

and has developed rapidK .

If you measure television from the

date of its release from the "incuba-

tion chamber." upon the issuance of

the Sixth Report and Order in 1952.

it has vet to realize its eighth birth-

day. I mention this latter date be-

cause of the phenomenal growth that

was triggered by the lifting of the

"freeze/" There were then 108 sta-

tions on the air. now there are 517

commercial television stations and 44

educational stations. Television sets

have increased from 15 million to

over 45 million and advertising ex-

penditures in television have risen

from about 450 million to a billion,

500 million.

Such growth obviously spells many-

problems for the industry and it is

superfluous to point out that the last

Important

that local

broadcasters

tell their

story to

Congress

seven odd years have been busy ones

for those engaged in broadcasting.

What is the result.'

Television and radio have had a

dramatic and constantly burgeoning

and transforming story to relate but

the paucity of time has denied us the

opportunity. Governmental people

who have devoted all their time to

these media have been hard put to

keep up to date. Other industries with

far less national importance and few-

er problems have had national in-

formational services and even lobbies

in Washington for many decades.

Broadcasting has still to get the

"word" across.

It is not something that can be

done by the networks or by the NAB
alone. These organizations have

worked diligently in this area. But

now the situation has changed. The
local station broadcaster now has the

ball and must tell his storv to the

members of the Senate. Congress,

and to the membership and staff of

those important governmental agen-

cies with which we have continuing

contact. \^ e are not there to peddle

influence or to lobby. Fundamentally

the task is to inform. If every broad-

caster would simply contact his own
Congressional representative when
Congress is out of session and they

are at home, and then if possible,

visit them in Washington once dur-

ing the session, the forward informa-

tional movement would be monumen-
tal. In addition, such obvious things

as including these important public

officials on the station's public infor-

mation mailing lists would indeed be

a big step forward.

I believe the broadcaster has a phe-

nomenally good story to tell. It has

vet to be told, however. The atmos-

phere of no information and mis-

information must be cleared up in

order that our future mav be one that

will achieve the full potential of these

media— firstly, in service to the pub-

lic, and secondarily, to the advertiser.

R. Peter Straus, president of Straus

Stations, New York

The government quite obviously

has at its disposal a large body of

information on broadcasting. But,

unfortunately, much of it—with re-

gard to programing—is irrelevant,

unenlightening and almost always in-

complete. It fails to take into account

the reallv significant facts about ra-

dio 1960—that today's radio stations.

for example, have developed numer-

ous techniques for increasing the ef-

fectiveness of their service to their

listeners, to the communities they

serve, and, of course, to the advertis-

ing economy.

For a good part of the govern-

ment's information on broadcasting

comes from license applications and

renewals. Yet the forms used to ob-

tain this information are based on

programing concepts and indeed a

kind of radio broadcasting which

Much
government

information

on programing

is incomplete,

irrelevant

scarcely exists any more. It goes

without saying that this fact does not

simplify the current reassessment of

the government's role in broadcast-

ing.

That a quiet revolution in radio

programing has taken place over the

last 10 years or so would not be ap-

parent to readers of FCC forms, were

it not for the widely recognized facts

of life. Radio today is bigger, more

prosperous, more competitive, and

more vital as a force in American life

than it ever was in what were con-

sidered "the good old days.'' The

general public—which last year

bought upwards of 15 million new

radio sets—certainly has a different

view of radio and its service than

would any student of FCC forms,

which are based on programing pat-

terns no longer in wide use.

The increased use of minute-to-

minute news and public service in a

setting of popular music is but one

example of the kind of new program

technique which is not reflected in

government questionnaires. Under

some old concepts, the ideal "public

service" program was 15 minutes or

a half hour of sustaining time, and it
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somehow followed, therefore, that

most sustaining programs were

"good" and commercial programs

"bad." It is doubtful, however, if a

half-hour of music "brought to you

by the Red Cross" is necessarily a

greater "public service" than a fully

sponsored half-hour discussion pro-

gram on juvenile delinquency. It is

not the sponsorship which matters,

but the program content. Moreover,

such things as the vast number of

daily program featurettes and brief

spots on traffic safety, health infor-

mation, charity solicitations, etc.,

spaced for maximum exposure
throughout the broadcast week, go

largely unnoticed in the restriction of

essential information available to the

FCC through outdated forms. Yet,

operating a station "in the public in-

terest" suggests the presentation of

material in such a way that it will in-

terest the public. This requires mod-

ern techniques which fit radio listen-

ing habits and which recognize that a

station's over-all public service value

is closely related to the size of its

listening audience.

It is none too soon for broadcast-

ers and advertisers as w ell as govern-

ment to worry about the widening

gulf between the public's oft-demon-

strated liking for radio's services and

the rather synthetic and severely lim-

ited view of radio based on present

FCC forms.

Harold E. Fellows, president of the

National Association of Broadcasters,

Washington, D. C.

Government is merely a sum of in-

J

dividuals, and it is obvious that no
f' one individual on the elective level

r
1 can become completely expert on this

subject because broadcasting is a

Its

complexity

requires

full-time

studies of

broadcasting

complex, widespread function in this

country. Only those who devote their

entire energies to radio and television

can become wholly cognizant of the

problems which constantly arise and

the solutions which are found.

(Please turn to page 71)
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What You Can Get

in an RCA Customized "Package"

• Advanced TV Tape Recorder

• Choice of Camera*

• Complete Video and Audio Equipment

• Variety of Microphones

• Amplifiers

• Mixing and Special Effects

• Editing Facilities

• Film Facilities



ANOTHER WAY
RCA SERVES

THROUGH
ELECTRONICS

Why not let an "old hand"

assemble your TV Tape

Production Package?
studio or mobile monochrome or color

From the early days of film recording RCA has extended a helping hand

to film producers. Now this same experience is available to help you

with the production of TV tapes. The years of know-how in film

recording and television have been combined to give you a professional

package. You get equipment of RCA manufacture that is designed for

integration into one complete system.

A typical "Customized" TV Tape Production Package consists of

such equipment as cameras for pickup (monochrome, color, or both)

video and audio mixing, special effects, chroma key, TV tape and

editing equipment.

You deal with one reliable source of supply to help you plan the

entire system. You obtain quality equipment that's been proved in use

to provide the very finest pictures—both color and black-and-white.

You'll eliminate costly mistakes, save valuable time and money.

Get the complete brochure on RCA Customized TV Tape

Packages for Tape Producers. See your RCA Representative.

Or write to RCA,Dept. CE -264, Building 15-1, Camden, N.J.

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT • CAMDEN, N. J.



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

I

TV RESULTS

MOTION PICTURE THEATERS
SPONSOR: Rivoli Theatre AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: In the past year a number of mo-

tion picture producer* have scored with big box office hits

that have not been, and could not be, Academy Award win-

ners, by spending giant amounts for tv advertising. Medium-

market motion picture theaters are now making many of

their attractions sell-outs through tv. even though their budg-

ets are limited. An example is the Rivoli Theatre in La

Crosse, Wisconsin. The Rivoli booked "Five Gates to Hell" to

run two days. Friday and Saturday, in December. Manager

George J. Andrews bought a schedule on WKBT at a total

cost of $250. "Results were overwhelming." he reported.

"The gross was one of the biggest I have ever seen for this

type film. By the 8:30 performance we had to turn away 350

to 400 people." The reach and impact of the advertising

was such that people arrived from as far as Austin, Minn.,

approximately 90 air miles from La Crosse and more than

two hours bv car. "Don't tell me tv can't sell." he said.

DEPARTMENT STORES
SPONSOR: Capwell's AGENCY: Leo Burnett

Capsule case history: Capwell's Department Store, one of

the largest in Oakland, Calif., in connection with KT\ IT*

I San Francisco I Huckleberry Hound, promoted a personal

appearance at Capwell's of Huck and Yogi, stars of the kid's

show. Huckleberry Hound is seen Wednesdays from 6:30

to 7 p.m. Pete Watt, special events manager of Capwell's.

reported that "350 children and parents were waiting for

Huck and Yogi when they made their grand entrance onto

the street level floor of the department store. And other peo-

ple kept arriving as the half-hour event went on." Both

during and after the appearance, Capwell's reported a multi-

increase in general merchandise categorv. Another crowd

was gathered in the store's basement toy department to greet

the celebrities which also reflected in sales. "I feel that tv

was responsible for the promotion's success, by getting the

word out to the kids themselves—something a newspaper ad

cannot do. because kids don't read such ads." said Watt.

WKBT, La Crosse Announcements KTVL. San Francisco

FLORISTS
SPONSOR: Bradley Florist AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Bradley Florist, an established

Omaha florist, purchased a television campaign on KETV,

also of Omaha. Bradley's objective: to attract new business.

This was the first television advertising the store had ever

undertaken. The schedule consisted of eight 10-second Class

C spots and two 10-second Class A spots during the first

flight. Immediately after the campaign was underwav, Brad-

ley experienced a5rc increase over the same week in 1958.

and an 8 r
t_ monthly rise over the corresponding month in

1958. As a result, Bradley continued his campaign on KETY
and purchased a similar campaign one month later. Again

results were immediate, and the florist felt a ~°c jump in

sales the first week and an over-all 8 c
c jump over the same

month in 1958. "Our use of KETY to advertise Bradlev's

has been successful, and we plan to use KETY in the near fu-

ture," commented Mrs. Ed Bradley, co-owner of the shop.

KETV, Omaha Announcements

50

Program

SPONSOR, Rochester Shoe Store AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Rochester Sample Shoe Store, one

of WHEX-TY's oldest advertisers, has had direct evidence

time and again, as a local dealer, of tv's impact. As just one

instance, Jack Rubenstein. the store's owner, offered one

style of mens shoes and one of women's at a specially re-

duced price in its "TV Anniversary" sale. To qualify for

the discount viewers had to mention the "TV Anniversary.'

The offer was made on the store's one-minute commercial

in the Thursday and Friday late night movie segment. Re-

sult: By Saturday closing, the store had sold 71 pairs of

anniversary shoes, all traceable to the store's \^ HE\-T\ -

advertising. Additional sales resulted from persons unable

to find their size in the popular sizes offered. Of particular

interest here is the ability of the medium to effectively sell

for small business, since it is a neighborhood operation,

located away from the downtown Syracuse shopping area.

WHEN-TV, Syracuse Announcements

ft

1\
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How to keep your head
when all about you • • •

"As recently as 1927, drivers

who exceeded the speed limit

in Peiping, China, were exe-

cuted and their heads exhibited

as a warning to others."

This fact was reported in Borg-

Warner's well known advertis-

ing series—to ask Americans,

( who knew less stringent laws,

to keep their heads— and drive

carefully.

It is one of hundreds of facts

Borg-Warner has run in support

of Advertising Council cam-
paigns in the public interest.

Not confused by facts.

A recent independent depth
survey, conducted to determine

what "meaningful thoughts"

readers derived from these

spreads, showed 86% of all per-

sons interviewed considered

Borg-Warner "sincerely con-

cerned with the public welfare."

The climate's good.
The survey elicited many vol-

untary comments to confirm

the belief that public-service

advertising helps maintain a

favorable climate for business.

Some of the comments were:

"Borg-Warner has done a lot

for our country"; "they are

serving mankind"; and, "Borg-

Warner is tied in with the fam-

ily and the community."

A billion readers.

Each advertisement since 1952

has carried an Advertising
Council message. This is the

longest, continuous magazine
support given Council projects

by any national advertiser.

Totals: 216 messages and an
estimated billion and a quarter

readers.

SPEED LIMIT iSMPH

You, too, can benefit.

You can better your business

climate as Borg-Warner has. Use
Ad Council campaign slogans

on your point-of-sale materials,

on your direct mail or business

letters, in house magazines or

annual reports . . . and in radio,

television and print advertising.

Here are current campaigns:

Aid to Higher Education

Better Mental Health

Better Schools

Crusade for Freedom*

Forest Fire Prevention

Red Cross*

Register, Contribute, Vote*

Religion in American Life

Religious Overseas Aid

Stop Accidents

United Nations*

United Fund Campaigns*

U. S. Savings Bonds
•No' year-round campaigns

Free information, posters, repro-

duction proofs, electros for

magazines and other advertis-

ing materials—yours for the

asking. Send the coupon today,

or call the Advertising Council

branch office nearest you.

Branches in Chicago, Los An-
geles, and Washington, D. C.

THE ADVERTISING COUNCIL, INC.

25 West 45th Street

New York 36, New York

Please tell me how I can 5

tie in with the Council . . . ^/

and "keep ahead".

-\S1N0

•<*n«^
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WHY IS VIDEO TAPE
MADE ONLY BY 3M?

When the first video recorders were introduced in 1956,

there was a big "if." Video recording would revolutionize

the television industry IF someone could make a magnetic

tape that would meet its fantastic demands for quality

and durability.

This meant a tape with an essentially perfect oxide

coating that would hold up under tremendous operating

pressures, heat and tension under repeated use. This, then,

would result in cutting production costs for TV commercials

in half, provide perfect rehearsal conditions, eliminate

fluffs and insure a "live-looking" finished product. In short,

it meant doing the nearly-impossible.

3M did it . . . and when the daylight saving time deadline

of April 27, 1957, brought demands for video tape in

quantity, 3M did it again.

What made the difference? Experience and research.

3M had 50 years of experience in precision coating proc-

esses. 3M pioneered in magnetic tape manufacture.

Alter three years, 3M remains the only commercial

manufacturer of video tape. While others try to make a

workable video tape, 3M can concentrate on further

advances in "Scotch" brand, the tape that is already

time-tested.

^/flNNESOTA ^/JlNING AND ^/Ja N U F A C T U R I N G COMPANY l''jjfm ^^^^-t
...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KET TO TOMORROW ^^QgggJ^/,

1'

"Scotch" and the Plaid Design are Registered Trademarks of 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Park Ave., New York. Canada: London, Ontario. © 1960 3M Co.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
30 JANUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUHLICAIIONS INC.

The Washington drumfire at advertising in general and broadcasting in par-

ticular continues to take on scope and acceleration.

Competition to snag the play away from the other fellow also heightens. A spirit of con-

ciliation alternates with thunder about holding everybody responsible.

To put these observations in focus: FTC chairman Earl Kintner this week moved in on

Rep. Oren Harris' posture of "vigilance" over advertising and broadcasting and asserted he

is considering acting against the networks, as well as advertisers and their agencies,

on false ad charges.

Sen. Warren Magnuson, commerce committee chairman, who has been issuing hot blasts

against sponsors and networks since last fall, has set up a "round table' 'to which the FCC,

FTC and industry spokesmen, have been invited.

Their actuating philosophies:

Kintner said that he had always looked on networks as mere carriers of ad messages,

but now he wants to prosecute the networks if they participate (sic) in preparation of sus-

pect commercials. (Here's one that newsprint might do well to ponder deeply also.)

Magnuson questions whether industry self-regulation or the NAB codes can con-

trol such activities without a firmer hand from regulatory agencies and infers that he

is most unhappy with those who ascribe what has happened to "growing pains" or who other-

wise play down the seriousness of the charges. He also proposes to demand tangible evidence

of tangible reform on the part of advertisers and air media, and of regulatory zeal

on the part of the government agencies.

And the calendar keeps loading up with such significant dates as these

:

1 February : the termination of the FCC's hearing on programing.

2 February: the Senate Committee starts hearings on tv allocations.

8 February: the House Legislative Oversight Committee gets back on the payola prob-

ing trail.

19 February: the Senate Commerce communications subcommittee holds a "round table"

on advertising and programing problems in broadcast media.

The NARBA and U.S. Mexican broadcasting pacts, which year after year have

gone unratified by the Senate, looks like they will make it this year.

A special Senate subcommittee under the chairmanship of Sen. Wayne Morse heard the

same pro and con arguments as before, but managed to secure a compromise of a sort.

Once again, FCC commissioner Rosel Hyde and clear channel and regional broadcasters

united in appealing for quick ratification, though the big clear channel stations still held to

reservations about NARBA treaty outlawing of superpower.

Daytime stations opposed neither treaty, but wanted a reservation in the Mexican pact

permitting U.S. daytimers to operate longer hours on Mexican clear channels.

As in the past, subcommittee members despaired of bringing any treaties to the floor of

the Senate for approval with reservations about key clauses.

But the daytimers and clear channels conceded that the Senate could approve the treaties

without reservation, while instructing the State Department to start negotiations to-

ward a better break for our stations.

All of this despite the fact that, in any case, the FCC has rejected both superpowers for

the clear channels and extended hours for daytime.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
30 JANUARY I960 Look for a hot sales reaction for some of the comedies which are starting a new

OMyrifM iw programing bandwagon at the present moment.
sponsor Producers are straining to get their pilots on Madison Avenue early so as to try for

publications inc rapid closings on network deals.

Two of the syndicators leading this comedy trend are CBS and CNP—and it's possible

both are utilizing the predictions of their parent networks as to what may be ahead in 1960-61.

The trend toward comedy buying is exemplified by the case of CNP's Jim Backus

show, which had the extra advantage of appearing early: One of the bidders for the show is

understood to be an advertiser that has used nothing but westerns for three consecu-

tive seasons.

If you're wondering why Ziv's name isn't among the charter members of the newly

formed film export association (see next page), here's the probable reason:

Since Ziv is up for sale it can't make commitments of this sort until the inter-

ested buyer decides on its option.

But this Ziv impasse makes little difference, because the prospective buyer, United Ar-

tists, is already a charter member of the export association.

Fears that wide-screen movies couldn't be shown on tv have evaporated.

NTA's acquisition of 30 Regalscope pictures for tv distribution will use several solutions

to the wide-screen problem, this one among them : stations will employ a special lens when
projecting the pictures for telecast.

Yet another alternative to the wide-screen problem is the UA solution, whereby the entire

picture is re-edited from the negatives, choosing the best parts frame-by-frame.

The NTA Regalscope package, incidentally, is significant for another reason : It is among

the first large-scale breakthroughs of recent pictures for tv; all were made since 1956, 28 of

them in 1957 and 1958.

The 1960-61 programing sweepstakes started their course last week as more
major producers began to order films into production.

Among the activities of preparing or producing shows for network and syndication, by

company, are these:

• ABC Films will start on Simon Lash, a detective series that marks Allied Artists' entry

into tv film production.

• CBS Films set Marshall Thompson and Annie Farge for leading roles in Angel, a com-

edy which Jess Oppenheimer will produce, and signed Herb Meadow to produce Call Me First,

an adventure series.

• MGM-TV will make a pilot of The Paradise Kid; Richard Maibaum is executive producer.

The costume, or historical, adventure series are making their bid to take attention away

from some of the contemporary modern dress adventure shows.

Typifying this trend is UA's The Vikings, which has registered $1.2 million in

sales in 110 markets, with good rating results reported in Los Angeles, Miami, St. Louis

and Seattle.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Station-produced film documentaries are attracting new tv money in full spon-

sorship of hour-long local specials.

WPIX, New York, for example, has sold its Secret Life of Adolph Hitler to Rootes Mo-

tors (EWR&R) for full sponsorship on both WPIX and on KTTV, Los Angeles.

The Rootes campaign will be for its Hillman and other English-made cars.

Some observers see the buy as taking advantage of the Nazi trouble in Germany—or a

way to use the Nazi image in the competition between Hillman and German-made cars.

Westinghouse has responded to the new demand for public affairs shows by

bringing out Reading Out Loud for its own stations and for general syndication.

Stars to appear on the series will include Harry Belafonte, Jose Ferrer, Mrs. Roosevelt,

Vice President Nixon, Sen. Kennedy, and possibly Sir Laurence Olivier.

What's unusual is the modest price scale of the show for commercial telecasters,

and the fact it's free for public service schedulers.

Shot in tape and also available in kinescope, it goes on sale 1 March.

The close connection between the concept of the show and current demands is pointed

out by the fact that credit for the show goes to Mike Santangelo, Westinghouse's press chief,

rather than usual programing sources.

Ampex Videotape's new Inter-Sync unit promises to be one of the major tape

developments in making tape recorders compatible with other electronic program
sources, including live tv.

Hitherto a switch between tape and live has usually created roll-over because of the

change from one set of pulses to another.

The Inter-Sync unit, which replaces existing drum servo (master control) units, can do

dissolves and other electronic optical effects without difficulty.

ABC TV will get the first units, and deliveries are scheduled for Electronic Videotape

Editing Service in New York for March, and CBS TV for May.

Merle S. Jones, CBS Films president, was also elected president of the newly

formed Television Program Export Association this week.

The TPEA will serve to fill "a vital need to properly represent U. S. tv film producers in

foreign markets on problems that are better dealt with collectively than individually," Jones

said.

The tv group will tackle the same difficulties that once faced the Motion Picture Export

Association, namely, restrictions, embargoes, and dollar problems.

The TPEA won't concern itself with investment questions or program content, but it will

try to find positive solutions to the international film trade in order to nip restrictions

and counter-restrictions in the bud.

William H. Fineshriber, TPEA consultant, indicated that provisions have been made to hire

special agents and to issue bulletins and factbooks to members. There'll also be a salaried

president eventually.

Members, who retain autonomous authority through the unanimity rule, pay $7,500 an-

nually if their receipts are under $1 million, and $15,000 in dues if their annual

receipts from exports are over $1 million.

Charter members (and their representing directors) are: ABC Films (Harold J. Klein),

CBS Films (Merle S. Jones), Desilu (Martin S. Leeds), Four Star TV (Tom J. McDermott),

MCA-TV (Morris M. Schrier), Marterto (Danny Thomas), NBC (Alfred R. Stern), NTA
(Sidney Kramer), Screen Gems (Lloyd Burns) and UA (Herbert L. Golden).
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PUBLICATIONS INC

A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
30 JANUARY I960 Looks like White Rock is on the loose again: it's bending an ear to presenta-

c*nrriiht im4 tion9 from other agencies.

The account is now with MacManus, John & Adams.

Also reported restive is Ex-Lax, currently at Warwick & Legler.

ABC TV just found out that there's no noblesse oblige between competitive ad-

vertisers: the network was reproved by Reynolds Metals for accepting the Alcoa Wrap
commercial which the FTC later complained about as gimmicked.

Apparently Chrysler established the precedent a year and a half ago when it told CBS
TV about a commercial Libbey-Owens-Ford used on the Perry Mason show.

IVote rating research firms bidding for a piece of the tv loot : it's mighty tough

getting a foothold unless the three soap giants are with you.

Their observation: an agency affiliated with a soap is loath, as a rule, to subscribe to a

service unless it's accepted by that client.

Incidentally, the 24 agencies associated with P&G, Lever & Colgate last year billed

around $970 million in tv. which is 65-70% of the estimated total for the medium.

You'll find it hard to believe this but it actually happened between a Chicago tv

station and a New York agency.

Because of a traffic slip-up, a minute announcement was omitted one night. The station

duly advised the agency of what happened and offered a make-good.

Retorted the chief timebuyer: it's too late for the campaign to use the credit but

the agency was entitled to the commission it lost as a result of the omission.

The station sent a check for the requested 15%.

In appraising the values received by Ford from the Startime series, don't over-

look—aside from the image created—the avalanche of continuing newsprint pub-

licity.

The show can count on 45-50 reviews a week and reference of some sort—announce-

ments of shows coming up, star interviews, program highlight and whatnot—practically even-

day of the week. And linked with it all is the Ford name : a record publicity bonanza

that has no parallel in tv.

One way for a giant agency to run into working-capital, capital gains and stock-

book-value problems:

Too manv of the oldtimers pulling out within a short period of one another and cashing

in their agency holdings at the same time.

One way for an agency to gamble its money: acquire a West Coast shop that's

got a small piece of a national account and hope that with this as a foot in the

door the whole shebang can be snagged eventually.

A long shot of such description is currently in the making. The target-account's nation-

wide ad budget is $10 million.

c
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PET FOODS
(Continued from page 35)

i

eral million free samples, hoping to

reach 50% of the nation's dog owners.

In the canned dog food arena, the

struggle for leadership this year ap-

pears to be between nationally dis-

tributed Ken-L-Ration, which con-

trols about 18% of the wet dog food

market, and runner-up Rival, distrib-

uted only east of the Mississippi,

'which claims about 16% share. Rival

is presently introducing a new food,

Wagtail, in several test markets
;
plans

to bring out a new cat food. Since

its distribution is not national, it is

a heavy investor in spot radio and

spot tv; uses no network.

Among the 20 pet food companies

that were in spot radio during the

j|past year are such popular brands

as Strongheart, Calo, Alpo, Bonnie,

Ken-L-Ration, Red Heart, Thrivo,

Lassie, Cadet, and some with such

(ingenious brand names as Dog-E-Stu

and His Master's Choice. Only one

was in net radio exclusively—Armour
& Co.'s Dash, which was also a heavy

-investor in network tv.

In tv, dollar expenditures in 1959

or the industry were running well

ihead of 1958 spending at the nine

months mark. In 1958, total tv in-

vestment was $11,665,699 (spot $4,-

111,000 and net $7,254,699). For
he first nine months of last year,

Television Bureau of Advertising re-

ported pet food spending at $10,786,-

)28 ($5,108,000 for spot and $5,-

578,928 for net), estimated that by
/ear's end spending would total more
haiL$14 million.

i Target of all these efforts is a mar-

ket that actually is booming faster

han the grocery business itself. Dur-

ing the past eight years, the commer-
cial dog food market, through grocery

stores, has increased 72% while to-

al grocery store dollar sales during

he same period increased 67%. Pet

ood sales actually are larger than

>aby foods.

This is not too surprising when one

considers the pet population of the

J.S., for there are today about 26
nillion dogs and 27 million cats. Ac-

cording to Food Topics, total pet food

, ales in food stores during 1958

jimounted to $485,260,000. Canned
log foods accounted for $220,200,-

W0; dry pet foods reached the $192,-

100,000 mark; canned cat foods to-

aled $41,770,000. (Anyone who has

',

;

just added these up and found them

$31,450,000 short of the total pet

sales may be surprised to learn that

this went for bird food!).

The growth of the dog food mar-

ket can be attributed in large measure

to the population flight to the sub-

urbs. Dogs have become practically

a necessity to suburban living, con-

tributing to protection, companion-

ship and even status-building. Ac-

tually, the dog population is increas-

ing at a faster rate than the human
population in this country.

Significant to the dog food adver-

tisers is the fact that the sales chal-

lenge goes far beyond the mere in-

crease of canine population. For to-

day, only about 23% of those 26

million dogs' total food intake is

commercial (what they consume now
is about 2% billion pounds of com-

mercial foods) . So the growth op-

portunities are tremendous, both in

the ever-growing dog population itself

and in the feeding a greater portion

of commercial food to the dogs that

now exist.

Gaines research, ahead of introduc.

ing its new Gravy Train, indicated

that by 1963, the commercial dog

food market will increase to about 3

billion pounds annually; yet this will

represent only about one-third of the

total consumption of the dogs. It

also led to the estimate that the

growth factor alone in the year 1963

will be larger than the total commer-

cial dog food market was back as

few years ago as in 1952.

The fight for any fast-expanding

market is always a fierce one. The

pet food slug-fest has the added fillip

of being not only a brand vs. brand

brawl but a type vs. type, with dry

dog foods out to try and wrest leader-

ship from the wet (or canned) food

industry. It is further complicated by

the fact that some manufacturers

produce both wet and dry foods.

Either way, retailers stand to gain

through the fight. For them it means

more profit opportunities through

promotional deals, in-store displays,

better co-op plans.

As the market increases, this battle

for sales leadership can only grow

hoter. And as new pet foods join the

battle, dealer shelf space will be a

more important factor than ever. Air

media stands to gain since few food

outlets will be likely to stock many
brands not heavily pre-sold through

advertising. ^
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TV CRITICISM
(Continued from page 34)

If promises are overstated, whose

fault is it?

Conclusion: The "live up to prom-

ises" criticism represents confused

thinking, unsupported by facts, but is

nevertheless an issue which the in-

dustry may ultimately have to face.

Program imbalance. One of the

two most serious charges against tv

(the other concerns advertising) re-

lates to lack of "program balance."

Long before October 1959, the in-

dustry had been under fire on this

score. But critics of tv's program

schedules have had a field day since

the quiz scandal broke.

Not only have they filled columns

of newspapers and magazine space

with diatribes against the tv's enter-

tainment fare, but they have ad-

vanced all sorts of unusual (and

weird) schemes designed to intro-

duce more informational, cultural

and "minority" interest programs

into the tv spectrum.

Among the proposals: a special

Citizens Committee (advanced by

Sig Larmon of Y&R) to govern over-

all program content; a system of

license fees (John Fischer of Harper's

magazine) to finance a public service

schedule; a rotation plan for using

the 7:30-8 p.m. period for public

affairs programs (Chairman Doerfer

of the FCC) : the setting up of a spe-

cial educational channel (John Cun-

ningham of C&W) ; the establishment

of a "British" system of both govern-

ment and commercial tv (John

Crosby and others) and all manner
and types of schemes involving pay

tv, quasi-official commissions, new
legislation, and crackdowns on tv

license holders.

For its part the industry has re-

sponded energetically to the criticisms

of program imbalance. Both net-

works and individual stations are now
scheduling, and planning, a consider-

ably greater number of special in-

formational and public service shows.

Indications reaching sponsor are

that the beginning of the new pro-

gram season (in the fall of 1960)

will see at least 50% and probably

closer to 100% more serious programs

on the air than in the fall of 1959.

It seems doubtful, however, whether

such schedule rearrangements will

fully satisfy tv's more vocal critics

(Please turn to page 68)
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RADIO BASICS/FEBRUARY

Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS

Radio homes index Radio station index

1960 1959

50.1

homes

49.5
radio

homes

52.0 51.4
U.S. homes U.S. homes

Source: 1 Jan. 1960. SPONSOR; 1 Mar.
1959. A. C. Nielsen; homes figures in millions.

End of December 1959

Stations
on air

CPs not
on air

New station

requests
New station*
bids in hearing

Am
Fm

1 3,456 1

1 678 |

71 1

160 I

525
71

1 234

I
27

End of December 1958

Am
Fm

1 3,326 1

1 578
114 1

117

470
44

1 119

I
30

Source

:

FCC monthly reports, commercial stations. •November each year.

Radio set index

Set
location

Home
Auto

Public
places

To to I

1959 1958

98,300,000

37,900,000

93,000,000

36,000,000

10,000,000* 10,000,000'

146,200,000 139,000,000

Source: RAB, 1 Jan. 1959. 1 Jan. 1958.

seta in working order. *No new information.

Radio set sales index

Type

Home

Auto

Total

Nov. 1959 Nov. 1958

1,016,634

290,815

931,355

476,977

1,307,449 1,408,332

1 1 months 1 1 months
1959 1958

7,142,424

4,973,777

6,172,984

3,156,595

12.116,201 9,329,579

Source: Electronic Industries Assn. Home figures are estimated retail sales, auto

gures are factory production. These figures are of U.S. production only.

2. CURRENT RATE PATTERNS
How spot announcement rates have changed, 1959 vs. 1958
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1959 1958 Markets 1959Markets 1958

1st 10 $ 717.31 $ 697.56 1st 90 $2,544.35 $2,520.28

1st 20 1,112.26 1,093.01 1st 100 2,649.91 2,626.24

1st 30 1,480.07 1,468.19 1st 110 2,746.19 2,719.94

1st 40 1,725.70 1.713.76 1st 120 2,839.30 2,809.29

1st 50 1,970.40 1,962.94 1st 130 2,926.33 2,900.32

1st 60 2,151.70 2,146.87 1st 140 3,009.58 2.980.02

1st 70 2,295.83 2,287.20 1st 150 3,084.63 3,060.67

1st 80 2,443.33 2,421.06
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Based on third edition of The Katz Agency's "Spot Radio Estimator." data comes from SRDS, November each year. Figures cover one station

in each market (the one with the largest daytime weekly circulation according to NCS No. 2), show average of early morning-late afternoon
rates based on weekly schedule of 12 one-minute announcements per week for 13 weeks. Markets are ranked in order of stations with largest

daytime weekly circulation, and tend to reflect, in most cases, the highest cost station.
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FAMOUS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS: A-

The standard

by which others

are judged

iim« am mm mm ABBITB mm AUITIUIII
^ I S9R .

" § a ^ -ft

his is ARBITRON, the unique

jT \ new electronic measuring

I / instrument which records

instantly on a central board

the number of television sets turned on at

any given moment, and the channels to

which they are tuned. This revolutionary

new research tool has answered the demand
of the television industry for instantaneous

audience measurement around the clock. It

was developed, in ARB's typical pioneer

fashion, for multi-network, multi-million

population areas, to furnish immediate audi-

ence data.

This research brain, a logical devel-

opment ofARB research which perfected the

Diary (still a backbone of ARB service in

most markets) lets television and sales exec-

utives actually watch minute-by-minute

changes in viewing in a metropolitan market

—such as New York, where it was intro-

duced. It embodies the tomorrow of tele-

vision research today, offering instant ratings

on any show within a 90-second period.

ARBITRON is currently provid-

ing round-the-clock audience information

for the Nation's largest TV market in

weekly and monthly summary reports.

ARBITRON also provides a network rating

index from a multi-market area made up of

7 cities where each network is represented.

Clients receive daily reports of network

audience activity as well as a monthly

summary booklet. Immediate ratings may
be had by telephone or any other fast

means. On special order, printed break-

downs by 90-second segments can also be

furnished ... all for the ultimate in . . .

PONSOR • 30 JANUARY 1960

Accuracy . . . Reliability . .

.

Believability

AMERICAN
RESEARCH
BUREAU, INC.

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO
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wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca
wmca

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc

570kc
FIRST

ON
YOUR
DIAL

wmca
THE VOICE OF NEW YORK
Call us collect at MUrray Hill 8-1500

Or contact AM Radio Sales.

National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

RADIO BUYS
Q-Tips Inc., Long Island City. N. Y. : Campaign for Q-Tips cotton

swabs is being firmed up in 20-25 top markets. Schedules begin 15

February for 13 weeks, with daytime minutes and 20's and some

traffic spots. Frequency ranges from 25 to 40 per week per market.

Buyer : Anita Wasserman. Agency : Lawrence C. Gumbinner Adv.

Xew York.

Kelvinator Div., American Motors Corp., Detroit: Kicking off

two-week schedules 7 February in the top markets to promote their

electric ranges. Day minute schedules are being used, varying fi

quencies. Buyer: Ed Richardson. Agency: Geyer, Morey, Madden

& Ballard, Inc., New York.

E. I. Du Pont De Nemours & Co., Fabrics Div., Wilmington: One

week schedules start at different times in March, April and May. to

promote the sale of men's slacks and suits made from Du Pont)

tailored Dacron. Night packages and traffic minutes are being

bought in roughly the top 25 markets, with runs ranging from 12 to

20 announcements per week per market. Buyers: Trow Elliman and

Bob Svers. Agency: BBDO. New York.

TV BUYS
Scott Paper Co., Chester, Pa.: New activity in eastern and south

eastern markets on Scott Tissue begins in February. 12-week sched

ules are for minutes, 20's and 10's, frequencies varying. Buyers:

Maria Barbato and Gloria Mahanev. Agency: J. Walter Thompsor

Co., New York.

Nestle Co., Inc., White Plains, N. Y.: Schedules kick off in roughl\l

the top 50 markets for Decaf coffee in February- Day and nigh

minutes and chainbreaks, five to 10 per week per market frequency

are being used for 10 weeks. Buver: Jane Podester. Agencv

McCann-Erickson, New York.

Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago: Starting a 52-week campaign i

February for Doublemint. The buy is for about 50 markets, aime

at a young adult audience. Buyers: Fran Goldstein and Bruce Hou

ton. Agency : Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.

Campbell Soup Co., Camden, N. J.: Franco-American products g

a 13-week whirl in top markets starting in February. Schedules ar<

for minutes. Buyer: Marge Flotron. Agency: Leo Burnett Co

Chicago.

Bristol-Myers Co., New York: Placements for Ipana begin in Fe

ruary in 45-50 markets for 14 weeks. Schedules are primarily mi

utes, five to 10 per week per market. Buyer: Lou Bullock. Agency

DCSS. New York.

Columbia River Packers Assn., Inc., Astoria, Ore.: About 20 ra.

kets are picking up Bumble Bee Tuna. February through mid-Ma

schedule is being placed using mostly day minutes and 20's. Buyi r

Stan Newman. Agencv: Richard K. Manoff. Inc.. New York.
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MONTANA

MINNESOTA

OWA

BIG AGGIE RIDES HIGH IN PERSIA (SOUTH DAKOTA)

Persia is just one of thousands of cities and towns in Big
[Aggie Land — the vast, 175-county coverage area defined
and delivered by WNAX-570. Whichever town you choose
you'll find Big Aggie an old and trusted friend.

There were 609,590 radio homes in Big Aggie Land. And
WNAX-570 delivers a 66.4% share of audience that's gk>w-

H WNAX-S70 CBS
\SJ PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES^ PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION

Yankton, South Dakota Sioux City, Iowa

ing every day—example, 1959 mail count is up 33%. It's

a well-to-do market, too. The 1\\ plus million people
who live in Big Aggie Land have a spendable income of
over $3 billion.

Profitable promotion in Persia — or anywhere in Big Aggie
Land — begins with WNAX-570. See your Katz man.

RADIO PEOPLES

IROADCASTIKS CORPORATION

Yankton. S. D.
Cleveland, 0.
Worthington. 0.
Trenton. N. J.

Fairmont. W.Va.
Sioux City. Iowa
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
NEW ADDITION at Peters, Griffin, Wood-
ward (N. Y.) is Audio-Video Center being

inspected by (l-r) PGW's Lloyd Griffin, v.p.-

dir. of tv; BBDO's D. Trowbridge Ellimann,

Ed Fieri; and PGW pres. H. Preston Peters

SOME SAUCER—this microwave "job" be-

ing unloaded by WFBM-TV (Indianapolis)

personnel from station's mobile tv studio. Ve-

hicle participated in 65 remote telecasts last

year, houses complete studio control room

ADVERTISERS

Peter G. Peterson, Bell & Howell
executive v.p., this week put on a

strong pitch in behalf of more
sponsored public service pro-

graming on the tv networks.

Peterson said that the networks like

any other business were operating for

a profit and that it was up to ad-

vertisers to show their interest in the

enlightenment of the American people

by supporting public service, informa-

tional and cultural programing.

Bell & Howell has been co-sponsor-

ing the CBS Reports special with

Goodrich. ^
Dumas Milner Corp. (out of Gor-

don Best, Chicago) has budgeted
some $2.9 million this year to

push its Pine-Sol, Mystic Foam.

Yarn Glo, Undi Glo, and Perma

Starch.

The major portion of this budget

will go to network tv and radio via

CBS. Another $400,000 will be spent

on local tv and radio spots.

A HOT CUP OF TEA! She's Lee Smith, Miss WAVY (Norfolk) as well as "Miss Cold Prevention" with Viclt's for WAVY-TV, and she's gen

erating plenty of cold-cure during interview with station's Fred Knight. You can catch her on WAVY remotes, special merchandising program'
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Campaigns

:

• Northam Warren Corp. will

go national for its Odo-ro-no deoder-

ants and anti-perspirants this year, for

the first time, via participations on

these CBS Radio shows: Young

Dr. Malone, House Party, Helen

Trent, Couple Next Door, Whispering

Streets, Second Mrs. Burton, and

Right to Happiness. Commercials

start in March.

• Silver-Kay Corp., a subsidiary

of the Cott Bottling Co., for its new
product Old Holland Beer Shampoo,

will launch an intensive ad campaign

beginning this coming week. Media

to be used includes radio and tv spot

throughout New England. Agency:

Jerome O'Leary Advertising, Boston.

• Perfect Plus Hosiery, Inc., to

"triple" its sales in the Cleveland

area for its nylons, has placed a heavy

schedule of announcements with

WERE, to be supplemented by spots

on WEWS-TV, and participations on

NBC TV's Jack Pour Show.

• Wyler & Co., Chicago, manu-

facturers of Wyler's soup mixes,

bouillon cubes, and drink mixes is

launching the biggest campaign in its

history for 1960. Beginning this week

and continuing through the summer,

the company will sponsor weekly seg-

ments of Captain Kangaroo over the

entire CBS TV network line-up.

• Lone Star Airlines, Inc., a

new intra-state carrier starting opera-

tion in February between Dallas and

Houston, will use radio as its prime

promotion media via participations

on KLIF and KBOX in Dallas and

KNUZ and KILT in Houston. Other

stations on the schedule are KOBY,
San Francisco; KOSI, Denver, KUDL,
Kansas City; and KONO, San An-

tonio.

This 'n' data: Geleria, Inc., Chica-

go (out of Powell, Schoenbrod & Hall

Advertising, Chicago) is formulating

plans for a network tv promotion next

Fall . . . Ideal Toy Corp. has com-

bined its advertising, publicity and

sales promotion division under one

banner to be known as the public re-

lations department.

Strictly personnel: Alfred Vie-

branz, to the newly-created post of

v.p.-marketing services of Sylvania

Electric Products, Inc. . . . Edwin
Withington, to advertising manager
of A. C. Gilbert Co., toy manufacturer

. . . Sherry Stone, to public relations

director and fashion coordinator of

Lanolin Plus, Inc., Newark.

AGENCIES
McCann-Erickson has established

an awards program to give recog-

nition for outstanding contribu-

tions in behalf of clients by the

staff at large and by individuals.

As the first step in this program,

next week employees in the non-man-

agement group will receive one week's

extra salary. From then on, during

the next two years, like payments will

be made, with frequency depending

on the company's progress in achiev-

ing its goals. ^
Agency appointments: Butter-Nut

Food Co., for its newly-acquired

TWOSOME TIE FOR TRAC! Bob Elliott,

Ray Goulding (standing) of CBS' Bob and

Ray Show, cop citation from Phila's Tv &

Radio Adv. Club. At left: Thos. J. Swafford,

v.p.-gen. mgr. WCAU, which aired event

THREE HEP ON FOUR. Dan Dailey

(c), star of ITC's Four Just Men, shows

presentation to John Wallace (I), N. Y.

zone mgr., Studebalcer-Packard, pur-

chaser of program for New York, Syra-

cuse, Albany, Binghamton, Watertown,

Plattsburg, and Jack Kelly, ITC a.e.

ABOVE THE MASSES, but keeping

contact with them is Francis Bruce, man-

ager of Conaire copter service which

frequently flies publicity for WLOS-
TV (Asheville, N. C, Greenville-Spar-

tanburg, S. C.) promotion campaigns

TRUE GOULD-DIGGERS! With Dick Tracy

I (by Chester Gould) dropped from Atlanta

newspapers, WAKE Hit Parader Bob McKee
campaigns for it each morning by keeping

Atlantans up on strip's latest developments
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Thomas J. Webb coffee, from Lilien-

fekl & Co. to Butter-Nut's present

acy, Tatham-Laird. Chicago . . .

Jewel lea Co.. 227-store midwest sup-

ermarket chain, to Earle Ludgin &
Co., Chicago . . . The White Shield

Corp.. marketers of vitamins and
proprietary drugs, to The Joseph
Katz Co.. New York . . . Sterling

Motors of Dallas, to Nahas-Blum-
berg, Houston . . . H. Fendrich, Inc.,

Evansville. Ind. cigar manufacturer,

to Noble-Dury, Nashville and Mem-
phis . . . American Sheep Producers
Council, for its American made wool
products, to Grey Advertising.

Admen on the move: Stanley Bo-
gan and Charles Hirth Jr., to v.p.'s

of Ted Bates & Co. . . . Gene Taylor,
to v.p. and creative director in charge
of creative operations: William
Free, to v.p. and executive art direc-

tor; and Richard Fry, to associate

creative director of McCann-Mars-
chalk . . . T. Newton Weatherby,
to treasurer of SSC&B . . . Alvin
Achenbaum. Robert Zimmern,
and Aldon Sulger, to v.p.'s of Grev
. . . Richard Farricker, elected to

the board of directors of GMM&B . . .

Wilson Kierstead, to director of the

merchandising department; Hadley
Atlass, to manager; and Eugene
Skinner, to v.p. of Y&R . . . Jack
Marson, to marketing executive at

Lambert & Feasley . . . Raymond
Gomber, to v.p. and account super-

visor of Klau-Van Pietersom-Dunlap

. . . Ralph Duke, to v.p. of Barnes
Advertising. Milwaukee . . . John
Atherton, to v.p. of KHCC&A . . .

Robert Eck, to a v.p. of FC&B. Chi-

cago . . . Kendall Foster, to v.p.

of Swan & Mason Advertising, New-
York . . . Henry Newell, Ray Mane-
val and Donald McCollum, to

senior v.p.'s of Schwerin Research
Corp. . . . Elinor Bouillerie, to

visual coordinator of the tv commer-
cial production department at Comp-
ton . . . Ruth Simons, to media di-

rector of Bennett & Northrop, Boston

. . . Harry Straw, to v.p. and crea-

tive director of Applegate Advertis-

ing, Muncie, Ind. . . . Alien Mem-
hard, to marketing supervisor of Leo
Burnett . . . Thomas Newell, to di-

rector of research at D'Arcy . . . W.
Lee Abbott, to account supervisor of

K&E . . . Ed Carey, to business man-
ager-broadcasting, at Wade Advertis-

ing. Chicago . . . Rfebert Wright.

former manager of WTYP-TV, De-

catur, 111., to the creative staff of

Keller-Crescent Advertising, Evans-

ville . . . William Buckman, to

account executive at Lilienfeld & Co.

. . . Nathan March, to the research

staff of the Center for Research in

Marketing . . . Douglas Cornwall,
to account executive and Bob Mar-
tineau, to the merchandising depart-

ment at DCSS . . . Mary Bailey, to

the Los Angeles office of BBDO as an

account executive.

Add to agency personnel news:
David Elliot, to account executive at

Kudner . . . John O'Keefe, to Mc-

Cann-Erickson's Communications Af-

filiates . . . Christopher Seibel, to

account executive at Philip M. Bott-

feld, Inc., New York . . . Lewis Har-
ris, to research director of Victor A.

Bennett Co., New York . . . Robert
Eisele, to EWR&R, Philadelphia, as

public relations account exectuive . . .

Les Collins, to an executive produc-

er in the tv/radio department of

DCS&S . . . Blanche Haesloop, to

media coordinator at Gaynor & Du-

cas, New York . . . John Rimberg,
to associate research director at Van-

Sant, Dugdale & Co., Baltimore . . .

George Verschoor, to the sales staff

of Videotape Productions of New
York.

FILM

The question of post-1948 mo-
tion pictures for tv has come to

a head again with a new dispute

between Regal Films and the

Screen Actors Guild.

Regal recently made a group of 30

post-1948 pictures available to tv

through NTA.
SAG's position is that the actors

are entitled to 15% of their theater

earnings for tv exposure: In this case

that is S95.000.

Regal recently asked that SAG
waive tv payments on films that did

not recover their production costs,

but SAG rejected the offer.

Sales: Sea Hunt renewals and ex-

pansions to Standard Oil of California

i BBDO) , adding KBES-TV, Medford,

and KIMA-TV, Yakima; Heileman

Brewery (McCann-Erickson) , adding

\T KBT, La Crosse; Austin Savings

and Loan iWvatt Agencv) on KTBC-
TV, Austin; WAST, Albany; KPRC-

TV, Houston: WKBW-TV, Buffalo;

WLW-I-TY. Indianapolis; WJW-TV,
Cleveland, and WFBC, Asheville . . .

NTA's Hotv to Marry a Millionaire

sold to Hudson Paper (Grey Adver-

tising l and Clairol I Foote, Cone &
Beldingl on WABC-TV, New York

. . . WBAP-TV, Fort Worth, reports

the purchase of a foreign film package

. . . MCA's Shotgun Slade passed 160

market count with sales to Brown &
Williamson (Keyes, Madden & Jones)

on WRCA-TV, New York, alternating

with P. Ballantine; Stag Berr in Mis-

souri; Summerfield Chevrolet in

Michigan; Pioneer Savings and Loan
in Texas; Knadjiam Rugs and Judd

Jewelry in Albuquerque; Ballantine

Motors in Augusta; Downey Bros.

Homes in Texas; People's Furniture

in Davenport, and Gustman Chevrolet

in Wisconsin; also MCA's Coronado

9 to three additional Falstaff markets,

two additional Molson cities, and

Kroger Supermarkets in Cleveland;

additional details on markets and sta-

tions were not disclosed.

Trade note : Reminiscent of the one-

time syndication press agent organi-

zation, the 156 Club, was a Ziv claim

this week that its Tombstone Territory

series, in reaching the mythical 156-

city market, had also become the first

show in tv historv to be seen in more
markets through first-run syndication

than while on a network.

More sales: LA's The Vikings sold

to Norge Distributors on KMBC-TV,
I

Kansas City, and KVIP. Chicago; i

Ford dealers. KFYR-TV, Bismarck;

Dollar Federal Savings and Loan.

WTVN, Columbus; Western Dairv,

KFEQ-TV, St. Joseph; River States

Oil, WDSM-TV. Duluth; Viking Con-

struction, KTRK-TV. Houston; Stagg

Bilt Homes. KPHO-TV, Phoenix;

Grab-It-Here Supermarkets, WCIA-
TV, Champaign; Bon Marche Depart-

ment Stores, KIMA-TV, Yakima:

WABC-TV, New York; WGN-TV,
Chicago; WXYZ-TV. Detroit:

WAGA-TV, Atlanta; KUTV, Salt

Lake Citv: WJAX-TV, Johnstown;

KERO-TV, Bakersfield, and KFRE-
TV, Fresno . . . Ziv's Tombstone

Territory to Great Falls Beer (Wendt

Advertising) on KOOK-TV, Billings;

Northwest Mortgage and Loan Corp.

and Mason & Smith Realtors on

KFBB-TV. Great Falls; Courtesy

Chevrolet and General Insurance I Al-
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exander & Brow ) on KBES-TV, Med-

ford; Layfield Motors on WRVA-TV,
Richmond; Pepsi-Cola I Taliaferro &

Assoc. I on WFLA-TV, Tampa ; Brown

& Williamson (Keyes, Madden &

Jones) on WTON-TV, Minneapolis,

and Duquesne Brewing (Vic Maip-

.land & Assoc.) in Johnstown, Pa.

.Programs: M. & A. Alexander

Productions of Hollywood and New
York are introducing a 3^ minute

cartoon series, Q. T. Hush, Private

Eye, with 10 episodes comprising a

complete story; 20 episodes have al-

ready been completed.

Commercials: Lyn Babcock has

resigned as producer-director at J.

Walter Thompson to join TV Com-
mercial Services, a new production

'company at 45 East 55th Street in

-New York.

NETWORKS
The three tv networks are going
along with FCC chairman Doer-
fer's public service programing
^proposal presented before the

RTES in New York last week.
The proposal, scheduling weekly

iprime evening hours devoted to in-

iformational, educational or cultural

sprograming, on a rotation basis.

The agreement reached by the

three networks: ABC, to present

half-hour series on Tuesday and
Sunday evenings; CBS for either

a full-hour program on Thurs-
day or a half-hour each on Mon-
day and Friday; and NBC will of-

fer a full-hour series on Satur-

day night.

Once every third week, on a rotat-

ing basis, each network will make
available to its affiliates, a half-hour

period for local public service presen-

tations.

The plan goes into operation this

fall, to take effect after Election Day
lin November.

Sterling Drug this week placed
more of its network tv business
with NBC TV.

Its latest buy : Man From Interpole,

a new series replacing It Could Be
You on Saturdays, 10:30-11 p.m.

Sterling also bought participations

in Riverboat, The Plainsman, Play

Your Hunch, and Young Dr. Malone,

bringing to 11 the drug company "s

show sponsorsrip on NBC TV.

Other network tv sales: Renault

(Kudner), for one-quarter of the ex-

clusive 11-day coverage of the 1960

Olympic Winter Games in Squaw
Valley, Cal, on CBS TV, 18-28 Feb-

ruary ... The Shell Oil Co. (K&E),

for the series of Sunday afternoon

hour-long Young People's Concerts,

conducted by Leonard Bernstein, on

CBS TV . . . Lenox, Inc., manu-

facturer of dinnerware, for participa-

tions on the Jack Paar Show and To-

day, via NBC TV . . . Haggar Co.

(Tracy-Locke, Dallas), manufacturer

of men's slacks, to make its initial en-

try into network tv via participations

on Sugarfoot and Bronco, on ABC
TV . . . Hazel Bishop, for a seg-

ment of the newly-created CBS TV
variety show Be Our Guest . . .

Standard Brands, a third of Over-

land Trail, Riverboat, Plainsman on

NBC TV; Lorillard, a third of Trail.

NBC Radio reports net sales total-

ing $3 million, including $1.7
million in new business, during
the past month.
The new billings include buys by

Purolator Products (JWT), Electric

Auto-Lite Co. (Grant), Ex-Lax (War-

wick & Legler), and American Mo-

tors (Geyer).

Other network radio business:

The Frito Co. (DFS) to launch a

campaign with ABC Radio begin-

ning 21 February, on the network's

newscasts . . . Walker Marketing
Corp., Racine, Wis., to sponsor daily

sportscasts dubbed Hall of Fame, via

more than 340 Mutual Broadcast-

ing System stations.

Kudos: NBC TV's 90-minute The
Moon and Sixpence special won
four 1959 Sylvania Tv Awards, pre-

sented last week at the Plaza Hotel in

New York.

Network personnel notes: James
Hergen, to director of daytime sales,

and Robert McFayden, manager of

daytime sales, NBC TV . . . Richard
Golden, to director of sales presenta-

tions and market planning, CBS TV
. . . Alexander MacCallum, to as-

sistant national program director of

ABC Radio . . . Joseph Schindel-

man, to director of art for CBS Ra-

$100
WEEKLY
BUDGET?

On WJAR, you'll get 147,777

home impressions on a 6 to 9

a.m. schedule, 158,730 on a

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. schedule, or

164,190 on a 4 to 7 p.m. sched-

ule, with a higher proportion

of adulf buyers, and the lowesf

cost per thousand impressions

on any Providence station.*

$200
WEEKLY
BUDGET?

On WJAR, you'll get 394,072

home impressions on a 6 a.m.

to 9 a.m. schedule, 423,280 on

a 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. schedule, or

437,840 on a 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

schedule. WANT RESULTS? BUY

ADULTS at the lowest cost per

thousand in the market.*

"QUALITY IS

WELCOME EVERYWHERE'

*Pulse Oct. '59

and NCS

Sitter station of WJAR TV

Represented by

( Edward I Petry A I Co.. Inc.)

The Original Station Representative
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dio . . . Rowland Varley, to the

sales staff of Mutual Broadcasting

>\>tem.

RADIO STATIONS

The Balaban Stations have put

into effeet a new method for

achieving proper control of pro-

graming and commercial con-

tent.

PACC (Program and Commer-

cial Control) , the "active monitoring"

of all three stations—WIL, St. Louis;

WRIT, Milwaukee; and KBOX, Dal-

las—will be handled by a researcher

employed by each station, and, via

reports made directly to the director

of operations, will enable manage-

ment to detect any deviations from

prescribed practices, or extraneous

comments from air personnel.

WGN, Chicago, has also come up
with a method for controlling

phonograph disk programing :

the station has established a Music
Center charged with handling all

record releases.

This office, to be headed by Charles

Allan, will function as a record re-

ceiving room. All records will receive

a preliminary audition there. If ac-

cepted, and used, they will be pur-

chased by the station and listed in a

dailv release sent to all d.j.'s. If re-

jected, records will be returned to the

company. ^
Defending the right of equal

news-gathering privileges: Paul
O'Friel, general manager of WBZ
& WBZA, Westinghouse's Boston

and Springfield outlet, urged for the

approval of a Bill which would grant

radio and tv newsmen the same privi-

leges in the State House as is accord,

ed newspaper and wire service news-

men.

Speaking at a hearing of the House
Rules Committee of the Massachu-

setts Legislature, O'Friel said that the

State House Press Association, which

controls desk space, telephones and

the press gallery, is restricted to news-

paper reporters. The objective of the

broadcasting industry, he noted, "is

to have access to all sources of in-

formation on equal footing with any

other medium."

On the fm front: According to a

report by the University of Southern

66

California's Department of Telecom-

munications, fm radio broadcasts
can be heard in one-fourth of the

homes in Los Angeles.

Based on 440 personal interviews

there, the 25% of the homes that have

fm sets in working order are richer

than average in education, income,

and "material wealth of all kinds."

Ideas at work

:

• Cooperative advertising ven-

ture: WJER, Canton, 0., this week
signed as clients three of the Chevro-

let dealers in the area. The idea:

Station presented the plan to the deal-

ers as not just an advertising means
for the car alone, but as one where

each dealer gets his name attached to

a spot in rotation.

• How they're aiding the March
of Dimes: D.j. Vinnie Vincent, of

WAYS, Charlotte, moved a piano to

a square in the heart of the city to

entertain passersby, and to raise

funds. When police arrested him for

disturbing the peace, he was given

permission to air appeals for the

$1,000 bail needed to get him out of

jail. Vincent made hourly remotes

from the jail, raised the money, and

turned it over to the March of Dimes
. . . D.j.'s of WLOS, Asheville, con-

verged on the town square to give

away more than 4,000 records for

donations to the March of Dimes.

• Radio lends a hand to the

press: Eight Detroit area radio sta-

tions devoted a total of 35 announce,

ments for the Detroit Free Press, in-

forming people that the newspaper's

"Learn To Ski School" had been can-

celled due to persistent rain.

Station acquisitions : KFBB, Great

Falls, Mont., to the newly-formed

KFBB Corp., headed by David Bright,

Ernest Scanlon and Daniel O'Shea,

for $1 million. Joseph Wilkens, presi-

dent of the selling company, will

serve in the same capacity for the

new corporation . . . WGRD, Grand

Rapids, Mich., to Alstair Martin and

William Rich, for $500,000, brokered

by Hamilton-Landis & Associates . . .

KWG, Stockton, Cal., to Carl Hay-

mond, owner of KIT, Yakima, for

1189,000. brokered by Edwin Torn-

berg & Co.

Thisa 'n' data: WBEN-AM-FM-
TV, Buffalo, now broadcasting from

their new studios at 2077 Elmwood

Avenue . . . WMCA, New York, ef-

fective 15 February, has an SRO sign

around all newscasts from 6 a.m.

through midnight—amounting to a

total of 252 sponsored weekly news-

casts . . . Radio sales for KNX, Los
Angeles, in 1959 reached an all-time

high — showing an 11.7% increase

over 1958 . . . Another all-time high

:

this one for the amount of mail han-

died during 1959 at WLW & WLW-
T, Cincinnati, which totaled 1,471,-

937 pieces, not counting official mail

. . . Kudos: Gov. David Lawrence, of

Pa., presented a special plaque to

Cecil Woodland, general manager
of WEJL, Scranton, in recognition of

the station's farm safety promotion.
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Station staffers : John McSweeney.
to v.p. of Radio Press International,

and to continue as sales manager for

WMCA, New York . . . Leslie Peard,

Jr., to general manager of KFRE.
Fresno . . . Ed Routt, to general

manager of KIXZ, Amarillo . . . Rob-
ert Acker, Jr., to general manager i

of WWOK, Charlotte, N. C Ray
Colonari, manager, WICC, Fair-

field, Conn. . . . Jack Prince, to lo-

cal sales manager, and Harry Moore.

national sales manager of WTAR.
Norfolk . . . Virgil Clemons, to

general sales manager of KFMB, San

Diego . . . T. E. Paisley, to station

manager of WRCV, Philadelphia . . .

Frank Costello, to commercial man-

ager of WPTR, Albany . . . Donald
Jones, to commercial manager of

WLCY, St. Petersburg . . . Bernard
Brode, to commercial

WNAR, Norristown, Pa

Macchia, to national account execu-

tive of WGBI, Scranton . . . Harry

Harrison and Ed Brown, to the

staff at WMCA, New York . . . Bob
Kiley, to account executive at WISH.

Indianapolis . . . Maurice Fidler, to

prim

:iJll'

manager of

. . . Joseph

use

nat

is
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a division manager in the member

service department of RAB . . . Rob-

ert Dolan, to the sales staff of KSD,

St. Louis.

Resignation: Owen Uridge, as gen-

eral manager of WCKR, Miami.

TV STATIONS

Sitil

WABC-TV, the flagship ABC TV
station in New York, marked
1959 as the most profitable yea *

in its 12-year history.
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The figures: Net profits upped

11% over 1958 which was a 50%
hike over '57; station sales increased

14%; and fourth quarter net profit

increased 15% with a 27% increase

in station sales over the like quarter

in '58.

:l

m

Ideas at work, re new series:

• Westinghouse Broadcasting

If. Co. is producing a new half-hour tv

j;i
series dubbed Reading Out Loud. The

idea, created by WBC p.r. man Mi-

chael Santangelo: Each week a top-

name celebrity, like Garry Moore,

Vice President Richard Nixon, Jose

Ferrer and like, will read to children

in front of a simple set their favorite

literary works. The show will begin

in prime time next week on all WBC
tv stations, plus WNTA, New York.

It will also be distributed nationally

to stations provided they air it non-

commercially.

• KTRK-TV, Houston, is produc-

er H

esj

y ,ing a series of five two-hour programs

originating from Mexico City. Sta-

ll.
;tion is sending The Howard Finch

Show staffers across the border to

show viewers bull fights and the fa-

vinous landmarks in Mexico, via video

ape. ^
usiness notes: Coverage of spe-

cial events and news bulletins through.

out the year on KOMO-TV, Seattle,

will be sponsored by the Seattle-First

National Bank (out of F. G. Mullins

'Co. I . . . The Independent Grocers'

Association has contracted to sponsor

!"* P6-weeks of the Home Cooking pro-

gram on WROC-TV, Rochester.

f
Thisa 'n' data: TvB is mailing to

Han latencies and advertisers a new book-

to - ^let dubbed Here's What The Experts

'Say About Tv, presenting in capsule

form the opinions of leaders of many
phases of business and advertising

WSOC-TV, Charlotte, will award

two scholarships to the 10th annual

North Carolina High School Radio-Tv

Institute . . . WINK-TV, Ft. Myers.

Fla., is now programing with its new
RCA-11AH transmitter^ERP ... Liz

Martin has been dubbed "Official

Hostess" of KOCO-TV, Oklahoma
City . . . Financial note: Gross Tele-

asting, Inc., declared a regular

quarterly dividend of 40<* a share on

jjClfllcommon stock.

markflL ,

Kudos: Mrs. A. Scott Bullitt,

president of KING Broadcasting Co.

ifler.

and the Crown Stations, named '"Seat-

tle's First Citizen" by the Seattle Real

Estate Board . . . Bill Michaels, v.p.

and managing director of WJBK-TV,
Detroit, appointed tv chairman of

Michigan Week for 1960 . . . KERO-
TV, Bakersfield, recipient of the John

Swett award from the California

Teachers' Association . . . KMTV,
Omaha, honored three business lead-

ers at the station's second annual "Tv
Awards Dinner" last week.

On the personnel front: Robert
Draughon, to sales promotion man-

ager for KTUL-AM-TV, Tulsa, and

KATV, Little Rock . . . Walt Kay,
to account executive, WTTG-TV,
Washington, D. C. . . . John
Burpee, to promotion manager of

WJAR-AM-TV, Providence, R. I. . .

James McKnight, to account execu

tive for WFGA-TV, Jacksonville, Fla

. . . Bob Villar, to commercial man
ager of WSFA-TV, Montgomery . .

Ernie Schoenback, to account ex

ecutive for WJZ-TV, Baltimore . .

Michael Artist, to promotion man
ager of WAST, Albany ... Art El

liot, to the production department

at KXTV, Sacramento . . . Keith

Strange, to promotion manager for

WFBM-TV. Indianapolis.

REPRESENTATIVES

Peters, Griffin, Woodward pre-

sented, last week, its 11th annual

awards for 'Colonel of the Year.'

The winners: William J. Tynan,

v.p. and midwest tv sales manager,

named "Tv Colonel for 1959": and

Alan J. Bell, a member of PGWs
promotion and research department

in New York, dubbed "Radio Colonel

of the Year."

Three "Colonelette of the It ear"

awards went to these secretaries: Ann
La Bruzzo, Dolores Marter, and Mar-

garet Heeg.

Rep appointments: KASE, Austin,

Tex., to Gill-Perna, and on the West

Coast to Robert R. Allen Co. . . .

WACK. Newark, N. J., to Hal Wal-
ton & Associates, New York.

New offices: The Boiling Co.

opened its eleventh and twelfth offices

in Detroit and Atlanta last week.

Larry Gentile will head the former

at 1761 First National Building:, and

Don Naylor will manager the Atlanta

office located at 2121 Trailmark

Drive . . . The Regional Represen-

tatives Co., serving Baltimore and

Washington, this week opened its of-

fices at 1018 North Charles Street, in

Baltimore.

Rep appointments— personnel:

Morton Barrett, to a v.p. and Chi-

cago office manager of The Boiling

Co. . . . John Thackaberry, to Los

Angeles manager of Robert E. East-

man & Co. . . . William Mathews,

Jr., to the New York sales staff of

Edward Petry & Co. as account execu-

tive . . . William Hohmann, named
director of sales promotion and re-

search for CBS TV Spot Sales.

INTERNATIONAL

Australia is watching, with alarm,

the swing in the U.S. toward the

development of private brands
by retail chains, and away from
heavily advertised consumer
products, according to the .4ms-

tralitin Business Bulletin.

"Marketing trends in America are

often repeated here a few years later,"

reports the Bulletin. "With super-

markets now handling 67% of the

volume sales and acquisitions of in-

dependent stores by the chains in-

creasing, the potential danger is even

greater than might appear.

One reason for the swing to private

labels, says Norman Rabb, v.p. of

Stop & Shop chain : "When the distrib-

utor cannot get the necessary mark-

up on advertised brands he turns to

private labels and to those advertised

brands that show him an adequate

margin."

Agency acquisition: United Serv-

ice Publicity, Melbourne. Australia,

has acquired a financial interest in

Bartlett, Murphy & Mackenzie, Syd-

ney, and Vinnicombe Advertising,

Brisbane.

New organization: Regie Interna-

tional, Inc., formed in New \ ork to

represent European advertising media.

Affiliated with Regie Presse and Regie

No. 1 of Paris, the firm now repre-

sents Europe No. 1 commercial radio

station, and Tele-Monte Carlo com-

mercial tv station. ^
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TV CRITICISM
ntinued from page 57 '

i or whether in fact they will ever be

-atished bj any industry solution for

the problem i

.

sponsor's study of recent tv criti-

cism reveals clearly that most at-

tacks on tv's program structure are

made in a vacuum, by critics who
choose to disregard two fundamental

considerations—the lack of anv clear

definition of public "interest, con-

venience and necessity" in the Com-
munications Act. and the economics

of commercial tv.

For instance, nominations for tv

'"citizens committees" almost always

fail to include experienced business

men—though keeping tv financially

sound is a prerequisite of all public

service program effort. sponsor

doubts whether any committee of edu-

cators, artists, and social scientists

would be qualified for such a task.

Similarly, tv's program critics, have

shown a marked tendency in recent

months to oversimplify the problem.

Dozens of newspaper clippings reflect

the comment "The air and tv chan-

nels belong to the people—and the

people should get what thev want."

While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full y2 hours of local

public service program-

ming each week.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 CBS • ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA

But such arguments almost invari-

ably neglect to mention the costs in-

volved in tv programing, or where
the money will come from.

Finally, the genuine confusion

which many honorable tv men feel

about what constitutes "public in-

terest'" operations is caused in no
small part by the lack of an intelli-

gible philosophy in either the Com-
munications Act or the FCC adminis-

tration.

Conclusion: Criticism of tv's pro-

gram structure is serious, strongly

felt, and highly vocal. There are few
indications that industry efforts to

upgrade programing will satisfy all

tv critics. But tv can strengthen its

own position by demanding a more
reasonable and realistic approach to

its problems.

These, then, are some of the prin-

cipal "industry areas" affected bv
current tv criticism. They constitute

most but not all of the charges

levelled at tv stations and networks.

Next week, in the second and last

part of this series, SPONSOR will dis-

cuss what it believes is a far more
serious side of the anti-rv question

—

the criticisms leveled against tv spon-

sors and tv advertising. ^
RADIO MARKETS BOOKS
[Continued from page 41)

Station insistence on long-term con-

tracts without cancellation privileges

for traffic time has been a stumbling

block to date. PR is beginning to

sign some 13-week firm contracts for

other time periods, however, and ex-

pects eventually to do the same for

traffic time.

Virtually all of PR's buys are 15-

minute programs. "We never give up

on 60-second announcements,' says

Miss Marks, "but thus far haven't

found a way to make them pay. Ac

many as six 60-second spots won't

pull as well as a 15-minute program.

We keep trying a few of them a

week, however, since their use would

eliminate the large production ex-

pense for 15-minute programs.

For the week of 18 January, the

publisher bought the entire ABC
Radio network for one program per

station per weekday evening and

three weekend programs. If this in-

vestment—which could be as high as

$20,000 depending on clearances

—

has encouraging results, PR will in-

crease its network expenditures,

i Network accounted for about $50.-

000 of PR's initial year's $300,000

advertising outlay.)

Sidney Walton tapes from five to

10 new programs a week, to maintain

current, fresh material for his year-

round audience. In his deep, clear,

authoritative, professional announc-

er's voice he advises listeners on how
to make, save and invest monev. This

also is the subject matter of his

books [sample titles: "How to Start

Getting Rich," "How to Legally

Avoid Paying Taxes"]. He uses

"plain" language in the talks, and

tells listeners they'll find the same

non-technical, "down-to-earth" dis-

cussion in his books.

He has also developed a series of

plain talk catch phrases which are

something of a trademark bv now.

For instance he warns listeners

"Make the wrong investment and

you can lose your wash-and-wear

shirt." Or he instructs them. "A dol-

lar saved is worth more than a dollar

earned because the tax has already

been paid on it."

The programs close with directions

on how to order the books whicl

pick up where the talks leave off. ^

R

Nationally o/ Boiling Co.
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RADIO EXPERTS
(Continued from page 39

"l

Phil Morrow and Marianne Monahan

at Needham, Louis & Brorby. Gene-

vieve Lemper at Foote, Cone & Beld-

ing, Dick Stevens at Young & Rubi-

cam, Carl Gylfe at Cunningham &

Walsh. Len Kay at McCann-Erickson.

Detroit: Bob Crooker and Dick

Fischer at Campbell-Ewald, Woody
Crouse at BBDO, Dick Hoffman and

'Jack Walsh at D. P. Brother.

Minneapolis: Betty Hitch at BBDO,
Marian Clark Manzer at Campbell-

Mithun.

Los Angeles: Bernice Levitas at

Foote. Cone & Belding, Joy Chaplin

at J. Walter Thompson.

San Francisco: Peg Harris at Guild,

Bascom & Bonfigli, Gene McCarthy

and Nancy Cummings at Y&R. Bettv

Share and Frances Lindh at BBDO,
Frank Regalado at McCann-Erickson,

Helen Stensen at Foote. Cone & Beld-

*ing. Eleanor Nelson at J. Walter

Thompson, Jeanne Malstrom at Len-

nen & Newell, Richard Geary at Ho-

'nig-Cooper & Harrington.

Seattle: Marilee White at Cole &

^Weber. Pat Olson at Fred Baker.

Portland: Shirley Taitt at Pacific

'National.

Atlanta: Martin Hollinger at Burke

Dowling Adams, Bobbie Kemp at

Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey, Ann
Hutcheson and Ruth Trager at Tuck-

er Wayne.

Though names of radio-oriented

'media directors came in strong in the

'research category, here are some re-

search people themselves picked for

'SPONSOR

:

Max Ule at K&E. Bill Weilbacher

and Babette Jackson at D-F-S, Marian
Jackson at FC&B, Seymour Banks at

Burnett, Charles Benesch at Y&R.
Robert Coen and Ben Gedalecia at

Mc-E, Irene Dunne at JWT, Theo-

dora (Teddy) Anderson at BBDO.
Marvin Antonowskv at K&E, Joan
Geiger at Bates, Ed Papazian at

BBDO, Henry Halpern at Norman,
Craig & Kummel, Bob Britton at

MacManus, John & Adams.

In the ranks of account execu-
tives and supervisors with particu-

lar knowledge in the field of radio

buying, sponsor turned up these

1

1

>

names

:

N. Y
\ Newell

Winston Butz at Lennen &

(McCormick Tea), Curt

Peterson at McCann-Erickson (Esso),

John Phillips at J. Walter Thompson
(Northeast Air Lines).

Boston: Bob Sullivan at Daniel F.

Sullivan, Hartley Baxter at Simonds,

Payson.

Midwest: John Naylor at Gardner

(Busch-Bavarian), Ben Leighton at

Campbell-Mithun (Northwest Orient)

,

Dick Halpin at Leo Burnett (Philip

Morris).

West Coast : Jim McManus at Y&R
(Langendorf Bread), Byron Mayo at

FC&B (Calo Dog Food), Burton

Granicher at McCann-Erickson
(Lucky Lager), Ernest "Buzz"

Hodges at Guild, Bascom & Bonfigli

(Ralston), Dick Tyler at Guild, Bas-

com & Bonfigli (Tidy Products), Lou
Holzer at Cole Fischer Rogow I San-

ta Fe Wine), Merritt Willey at

D'Arcy (Budweiser).

South: Calvin Voorhis at D'Arcy

(J.F.G. Coffee).

Here are some of the advertisers

who use radio shrewdly and force-

fully, according to sponsor's survey.

Thev range all the way from board

chairmen to ad managers:

East: Alan Garratt (American To-

bacco), Ralph Robertson (B. T. Bab-

bitt), Alan Brown (Pharmaco),

Frank Carpenter and Maxine Row-
land (Shulton), Ed Slater (Sylvania),

Howard Eaton (Lever). Perry Leary

(Philip Morris), Dick Rettig I White-

hall), Max Brown (Fels & Co.),

George Burroughs (Air France I , Ed-

die Rickenbacker (Eastern Airlines),

Ed Kletter (Pharmaceuticals).

Midwest: Jack Minor and Bill

Hammond (Plymouth), J. C. Cowhey
(Chrysler), W. D. Moore (Dodge),

Gerald Millar (Buick), Reg Testa-

ment (Grove Labs) , Dick Trenkmann

(General Finance), Nick Takton

(Clark Oil), Ray Krings (Anheuser-

Busch), Floyd Torrence (John Mor-

rell), Russ Kruse (Northwest Orient).

West Coast: Dick Sawdon (Robert

Hall). West Coast men of many na-

tional firms were cited, among them:

Tom Graham (Shell), Doug Findley

iFalstaff), Buster Rogers (Coca-

Cola), Jim Smith (7-Up), Pete Aller-

up (Eastside Beer) , Fred Williams

(Pennzoil)

.

South: George Bounds (Delta Air-

lines), Harry Varner (Armour Agri-

cultural & Chemical).

These are the people considered by

their contemporaries to be the best in

the field of radio buying. They are

not necessarily sponsor's selection,

but they are representative of the

wealth of radio buying know-how

available in today's market. ^

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520,100 Drug Sales $ 40,355,000

Households 423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000

Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise S 148,789,000

$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000

Food Sales $ 300,486,000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On
to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to

100%, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.

CBS • A B C

A James A. Noe Station

Channel 8 Represented by

Monroe, Louisiana H-R Television, Inc.

Photo: The Union Oil MiU, Inc., West Monroe, Louisiana, processors of cottonseed, and

KNOE-TV
soybeans.
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YOU
KCAN'T
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

POWERHOUSE!
we're the only FULL
POWER station
for miles around
Central Texas!

LAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
National Representatives

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKER!

Included in his back-

page for NBC; sales

William K. McDaniel, v.p. of NBC Radio

Network sales, succeeds Matthew "Joe"

Culligan as v.p. in charge of the NBC
Radio Network,

ground: a stint as

executive for Scripps-Howard Radio Corp.;

account executive for KMPC. Hollywood:

sales manager of KECA-TV, Hollywood;

manager of ABC's Western Division net-

work sales department; Western Division manager of NBC Radio

Spot Sales; and sales and general manager of KNBC, San Francisco.

C. Terence Clyne has been named vice-

chairman of McCann-Erickson Advertising

(U.S.A.) and president of M-E Produc-

tion, Inc., two newly-formed divisions ol

McCann-Erickson, Inc. (See Wrap-Up, 23

January sponsor, page 61, for details.)

Clyne joined the agency in 1954 as v.p. in

charge of tv/radio programing. He was

subsequently a senior v.p. and chairman of

the Plans Review Board, while retaining his tv/radio programing

responsibilities. Clyne continues as a management service director.

Johnston F. Northrop has been named

administrative v.p. and treasurer of the

Corinthian Broadcasting Corp. He has also

been appointed treasurer of KOTV, Inc.,

Gulf Tv Corp., Great Western Broadcasting

Corp. and Indiana Broadcasting Corp.,

licensees of the Corinthian Stations. Noi

throp has been assistant to the president ol

Corinthian since 1957. For two years

prior to this, he was assistant to John Hav Whitney. Earlier he

served with the Central Intelligence Agency in Washington and abroad

Herbert S. Schlosser has been appointed

v.p. and general manager of California

National Productions, Inc. A native of

Atlantic City, Schlosser was graduated

from Princeton summa cum laude and Phi

Beta Kappa. He then received his Law

degree at Yale Law School. After several

years with the law firm of Phillips, Nizer,

Benjamin, Krim & Ballon, Schlosser joined

the legal department of NBC, acting there as the attorney for CNP.

Also appointed at CNP: H. W. Keever, to v.p in charge of sales
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BUYERS' JOBS
{Continued from page 45)

line up certain factors on his side to

get the odds in his favor. Too many
buyers, however, don't look to the fu-

ture or prepare for it. They expect

automatic raises and promotions—but

to what and for what? Salaries are

closely cost-accounted at every level,

and if a buyer doesn't bring more to

the account planning and marketing

approach he doesn't get more in the

way of work or money."

Many doors leading to advance-

f
I

ment seem to be closed to gal buyers,

however. One agencyman said, "A
woman has to be 10 times as good as

a man to last, much less to get a pro-

motion. She almost never can go

into contact work within the agency,

'or to sales outside it. And if you

think agencies are hard-headed about

hiring women, you should know our

clients
!

"

But, he added, women performing

creative and imaginative buying jobs

have a growing future right where

jthey are. In contributing more to the

work they do, they'll become more
valuable to the media department and
to the agency. Women also fare well

in research, programing and pro-

llmotion.

One lure which seems to shine very
I I brightly for men buyers it that of

„ sales—particularly with a station rep-

resentative firm. One big reason: a

good salesman has job security and
an assured high income. One media
executive estimates the salesman for

"any major rep firm, on the average,

earns from two to three times the sal-

;ary of the buyers he sells. But being

a representative requires some knowl-

edge and some proficiency in selling.

One station representative who has

hired a considerable number of buy-

ers for sales jobs in H-R Reps

—

Frank Pellegrin, executive vice presi-

dent of H-R Tv (see picture, page 44)
—explains that he—no more than

anyone else—really knows what
makes a good buyer. "But because

we're more exposed to media people,

and they to us, we talk with a lot of

them from time to time about sales

jobs."

Media buyers often have the begin-

inings
of the qualifications reps are

jjlooking for. Adds Mr. Pellegrin:

"We're interested in people with ex-

perience in the business, competence,
a good general background, personal-

ity and appearance." Despite the

edge that buyers have on non-adver-

tising applicants, he thinks the per-

centage of good salesmen is the same,

regardless of professional experience.

"Whether the men have sold insur-

ance or bought time, the same small

share of them turn out to be top sales-

men
Client companies which maintain

advertising staffs often have jobs

available to persons with backgrounds

similar to those of buyers in the mar-

keting or merchandising sections and
in research.

How do buyers find jobs outside

their own shops? There are many
ways, but the most usual is by word-

of-mouth. The buying fraternity is a

small one, and buyers quickly hear

the scuttlebutt of a new job being

created or an old one being filled.

They also register at employment
agencies, though there's some risk of

being unable to get out of the time-

buyer classification.

Station reps and station men are

also good funnels through which job

leads flow. Unlike the buyers, they

move around wide circles at a fast

clip and are in a position to know
what's happening in every agency and

almost every client company, as well

as at stations and networks.

In almost every instance, however,

the good job lead or the promotion

or the raise in salary goes to the

buyer who knows his marketing and

who has demonstrated that he has

more ability and is more of a self-

starter than his contemporaries.

Not all buyers are able to take the

14 steps toward success. Some are

limited by their own abilities; others,

by the company they work for. Many
still seem to be under-paid, under-

trained and under-developed crea-

tively.

For these reasons—and many more
—timebuyers are sometimes guilty of

lassitude, indifference and a convic-

tion that their hope of advancement

will never be fulfilled. Agency man-
agement today is increasingly aware

of the key role played by the media

department in the successful broad-

cast campaign. As a result, more of

them are making radical revisions in

media department structure and in

agency policy in a move to encour-

age more creative and independent

thinking at every level.

For the buyer who's got what it

takes, the path ahead can definitely

be up. ^
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SPONSOR ASKS
{Continued from page 47)

A complete understanding of

broadcasting requires expert knowl-

edge of programing, including enter-

tainment, news and information; ad-

vertising; self-reglatory problems;

technical developments and national

defense activities, such as CONEL-
RAD.

This expert knowledge must be

coupled with the ability to weigh the

continuing development of radio and

television in the light of sociological

and economic development of our

country as a whole. These latter

changes have played an important

part in the direction which broadcast-

ing has taken. For example, the de-

cline in the number of daily news-

papers has placed a heavier responsi-

bility on stations to serve their com-

munities with local news. Many simi-

lar factors have motivated and guided

broadcasters.

Here in Washington we are con-

stantly in touch with the Congression-

al Committees and governmental

agencies which concern themselves

with broadcasting. As the Associa-

tion representing a majority of the

nation's broadcasters, NAB is diligent

in acquainting government officials

with broadcasting's problems as well

as with the industry's magnificent

contributions to the American life

and its economy. Our job is one of

continuous education, but this educa-

tion can be put to best use only if the

recipient takes the trouble to relate

what he learns to specific instances

back home.

After all, broadcasting is not one

big organism. It is the combination

of more than 4,000 stations through-

out this great country of ours. And
these individual stations are doing

their utmost to serve their communi-

ties. The Communications Act clear-

ly recognizes that the station licensee

is best qualified to solve these indi-

vidual problems because he is best

equipped to know the needs of his

community.

The conscientious government of-

ficial—and fortunately for our coun-

try there are many—studies the

broadcasting industry from the local

level as well as the Washington level.

He knows that only in this way can

he fully appreciate broadcasting's op-

eration in the public interest, conveni-

ence and necessity. ^
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Straight talk to newspapers
F. M. (Fax) Cone, of Foote, Cone and Belding pulled no

punches in his Chicago talk to the Newspaper Advertising

Executives Association last week.

Citing recent newspaper handling of tv stories, he called

on the press to stop the "headline chasing" that hurts all

advertising.

Said this veteran agency executive, "Too many of your

papers have all of us classified as charlatans and pushers of

a deadly kind of business immorality."

"My respect for the press is well known to everyone who

knows me. I only wish that the press would return my re-

spect for our business."

Cone's remarks serve to highlight a situation which many

radio/tv men, in their justified indignation over the treatment

given the broadcast media in magazines and newspapers, have

tended to forget.

Attacks on advertising can easily boomerang against the

print. There are many signs that newspapers and magazines

have been building up deep resentments among important

agencies and advertisers.

4A's calls tv advertising different

The new "Interpretation of the Copy Code with Respect to

Television Commercials," just released by the 4A's, contains

somerespecialLy.sigmficant points.

Among other things, it clearly indicates that agencymen

believe that tv advertising is different from all other forms

and that it imposes "additional disciplines on advertising

agencies and broadcasters."

As a general principle covering these disciplines, the 4A's

offers this statement, "In return for the great rewards of tele-

vision advertising, sponsors of commercials (and we in agen-

cies who prepare them) have a severe obligation to act with

good manners as guests in the viewer's home."

SPONSOR wholly agrees with this. As we have frequently

said, "Tv's greater power involves greater responsibilities."

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: A continuing im-

provement in tv commercials, particularly in

the areas of good taste and good manners. Of

fenses against these can weaken the medium.

lO-SECOND SPOTS

Public service: At KYW, Cleveland,

news director Sanford Markey inau-

gurated a new service feature—broad-

casting the license numbers and de-

scriptions of stolen cars. A few days-

later, the program reported theft of

a red and white 1957 Ford converti-

ble, license number S-7-M, is still

reporting it since it hasn't been re-

covered yet. It's Markey's own car.

stolen from a parking lot.

New day coming: Suggested sequel

to "The Man in The Grey Flannel

Suit" since payola
—"The Man in

The Grey Striped Suit."

Robin Hood: An adman who lives in

South Salem, met the New York State
j

deer-with-bow-and-arrow season head-

on. Selecting a good deer run, hel

drafted his wife and five kids as
i

beaters and climbed a tree to see

what thev would shoo into range of

his bow. It would be nice to report
|

a multi-prong buck for his efforts,

but the stillness of the winter woods I

and the party the night before caught

up with him. He fell asleep and out

of the tree.

Slenderellas: CBS Radio star Patl

Buttram says: "Some people don't

I

have much talent for counting calo-l

ries, and they've got the figures t<> |

prove it."

Kind to reps: The Biddle Co..

I

Bloomington, 111., ad agency sup-l

plies its reception room with pads of I

"Call Report" forms for the conven-J

ience of visiting media reps. Nothing

like writing up that turndown whih'',

the "No" still rings in your ears.

Pony tale: A tv western star notice!

a couple with a small boy visiting th--

set. The actor went up to the bo\

.

put his arm around him, and said,!

"Well, son, I guess you'd like to have]

my autograph?"

"No," said the boy, "but what dol

you do with the horses after thej

riders are shot?"—Charles V. Mathisj

Quote: By comedian Mort Sahl ii

TV Guide—"And to think, once I was}

sure I was finished in tv because

wouldn't accept a quiz show."
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NO -

MORE :

MARTINIS
FOR LUNCH!

Ad

Tomorrow I start the cure. But today . . . today I celebrate . . . just bought

venture Radio, WERE, Cleveland . . . the station all the big Cleveland shuper . . .

scuse me . . . supermarkets buy . . . like Fisher Foods . . . Kroger's, Pick-N-Pay, and

\ & P. Heard that local boys make good on WERE, Cleveland. Speaking of locals . . . just

?ut me on the 5:20 boys, I'll make it from there. WERE Adventure Radio in Cleveland.

/

a/WERE
REPRESENTED BY VENARD, RINTOUL, AND McCONNELL. INC.



ED SULLIVAN

JACK BENNY

.S

and Rockford, too! I

The wise buyer knows that such shows as Ed
Sullivan. Jack Benny George Gohel, Perr\ Mason, Zane

Gray Theater, and I've Got a Secret— are among the

38 CHS nighttime programs on Channel 3, of which 25

are carried exclusively h~y W [SC-T\ in Rockford, Illinois,

and Madison, Wisconsin, area.

WISC-T
CHANNEL

MAD I SON. Wl SC.

V Represented Nationally by

Q
K
V Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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ER CARRY MORE CASH THAN YOU CAN AFFORD TO SPEND

66
1 never carry

more than

20 in cash
Says HARRY TURNER
Houston Pharmacist

pIC-TV is too powerful for me. Whenever I see
m Jliing advertised on that station, I want to run
5' out and buy it . . . So, to prevent that from
tp ning, I just don't carry more than $20 in

CRITICS

BLAST TV'S

ADVERTISERS

Five charges leveled at

the tv industry; what's

being done; how seri-

ous they are. Part Two

Page 33

Are high costs

behind day tv

sales slump?

Page 38

Chicago picks

its top 25

in radio/tv

Page 40

I

COURTESY OF THE
AMERICAN EXPRESS COMPANY-

PRC-TV • CHANNEL 2
HOUSTON, TEXAS

!= D W A R D PETRY & CO. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

Northeast jets

take off

with radio

Page 46



THE TOUCH

>••*

& %

Blue white and perfect . . .

prized possession among those

who cherish QUALITY.

Sought after and valued, too,

are radio and television

stations which possess a "quality

touch" so important

to any successful campaign.

/.'< ;.n s< nti d by

Edward Pelry A Co.. Inc.

The Original Station Representative

TELEVISION

RADIO abe/nbe • DALLAS
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS



ridin' high
th Pony

1ERICAN PETROFINA < 1
1 OH TEXAS • KTTV, LOS ANGELES • VALLEY FORGE BEER • WLW-A, ATLANTA

ENERAL ELECTRIC DEALERS • TAYLOR-NORSWORTHY, INC. • KTVU, SAN FRANCISCO . MERCANTILE BANE,

LAS • O'KEEFE'S BREWING CO., LTD. • GENERAL PETROLEUM CORP. - WWL-TV, NEW ORLEANS

AY & ROGERS • ALBUQUERQUE LUMBER CO. • WTOP-TV, WASHINGTON. D. C. . LONE STAR BEER

TV, SACRAMENTO • THE NATIONAL BANK, AMARILLO • WCKT, MIAMI • WTAR-TV. NORFOLK

>r advertisers, agencies and broadcasters like

ese, pony express is really carrying the mail,
n less than six weeks, cnp's new series of 39 half-

Lour adventures has moved faster than the heroic
ouriers on whose deeds it is based! Climb on!

TELEVISION FILMS, A DIVISION OF CNP CALIFORNIA NATIONAL PRODUCTIONS, I
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WSPA
LEADERSHIP IN THE PIEDMONT

February 17, 1930. WSPA went on the air in

Spartanburg, and South Carolina enjoyed its

first radio station, (there are now 69 radio

stations in South Carolina).

On Feb. 17, 1947, WSPA-FM went on the air

as the first frequency modulation station in

South Carolina.

WSPA grew from an independent 250 watt
facility to a 5.000 watt day and night CBS
station. During its 30 years of growth WSPA
has been recognized as having more listeners

and more family audiences than any other
station in the Piedmont.

WSPA has attained its leadership and listen-

ing audience by being built on foundations of

service to the public through radio with
maturity. To promote the religious, education-
al, civic and economic life of Spartanburg
and the Piedmont area has always been
paramount in the operation of WSPA.
The philosophy of the station is . . . to «°rve
the listener first is to serve the advertiser
best.

AM-FM-TV

SPARTANBURG, S. C.

CBS in the Piedmont

National Representatives

GEORGE P. HOLLINGBERY CO.

© Vol. 14, No. 6 • 6 FEBRUARY I960SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Critics blast tv's advertisers

33 Part II of a series on "Tv criticism—how much of it makes sense?"

An analysis of five different charges recently leveled at tv adven -

What you can get out of a grass-roots trip

36 If your boss says, "Field trips are a waste of time." show him this anal-

ysis of an important midwest market—Omaha—from a rep who went there

Are daytime tv costs too high?

38 Client interest in daytime seems to be on the sluggish side at year's

start, though some sponsors think the cost efficiency is the best yet

25 top names in Chicago radio/tv advertising

40 sponsor introduces 25 broadcast advertising executives in Chicago, a

few of the many professionals there who work creatively in tv radio

Kid books sell 'em just like food

43 How new children's magazine got strong supermarket support with mar-

keting strategy that calls for selling like food product on tv kid shows

Who said radio couldn't sell a S450,000 item?

45 Behrens Realty believes radio can sell anything. Here's what happened

when they launched a spot campaign to sell commercial prop-

Radio catapults airline sales

46 Northeast captures hefty share of New York-Miami traffic with "Jet

Away" jingle over 14 radio ""nons in two cities: campaign also on tv

FEATURES
56 Film-Scope

28 49th and Madison

62 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

62 Picture Wrap-Up

60 Radio Results

76 Seller's Viewpoint

48 Sponsor Asks

12 Sponsor Backstage

58 Sponsor Hears

19 Sponsor-Scope
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52 Spot Buys
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55 Washington Week
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NUTS

LLARS
HERE'S THE HIT SHOW THAT

GETS RESULTS FOR ALL

PRODUCTS... ALL SPONSORS!

"DONUT SALES INCREASED
BETTER THAN 50% IN 24
HOURS! UA KNOWS WHAT THEY ARE DOING!"

—William Izzard, Adv. Mgr., Royal Castle System, Inc., (77
Coffee Shops), Miami, Florida

ii

A WINNER!
— J. T. Loehnert, Vice President,

Dollar Federal Savings And Loan

Bank, Columbus, Ohio

n

A BOOMING
23.1 RATING
".

. . and we expect the rating

to go even higher!"
— Jack Atwood, Station Mgr.,
WCHS-TV, Portland, Maine

TREMENDOUSLY
PLEASED!"
—Walter E. Sickles, Program Director for

Television-WDBO. Orlando, Florida

Already sold in 110

markets, "Tales of the

Vikings" is ringing up

phenomenal sales for

sponsors coast to coast!

There are some good

markets left-snap it up now!

AMONG

TOP TEN
in Los Angeles! Miami!

St. Louis! Seattle!

"FIRST PLACE AND CLOSE

SECOND PLACE RATINGS!

ALL AUDIENCE APPEAL!"
—Dave Crockett, Manager of Programming

-KOMO-TV Seattle, Washington

The Biggest, Most Spectacular "All-Family"Sea Adventure Series Ever Brought To Television!

WRITE, WIRE OR PHONE: UNITED ARTISTS TELEVISION
729 Seventh Avenue
New York. N. Y.. Circle 5-6000

SPONSOR • 6 FEBRUARY 1960



to the

willi WPTA
FORT WAYNE

Covering over

200,000 Homes

in Northeast

Indiana and

Western Ohio

with these TOP

rated local

programs

Popeye and Rascals

Club

Evening and Morning

News

Promenade 21

Club 21 Dance Show

Sports Desk

Shock with Ainsworth

Chumberly

Movies— featuring Fort

Wayne's largest film

library: 20th Century-

Fox, David Selznick,

RKO, Republic,

J. Arthur Rank,

and Screen Gems

WITH THE TOP

ABC NETWORK

|
_s4ih the man from

YOUNG TV CORP.

JJJ
WPTA CLnnJ 21

NEWSMAKER
of the week

As the new president of Headley-Reed takes up his duties

in Mew York this week, this significant appointment sheds

light on where presidents of station representative firms

come from today and what the big problems are they face.

The newsmaker: John H. Wrath, who takes over the presi-

dency of Headley-Reed after 20 years with the 27-year-old station

representative firm.

An executive v.p. of Headley-Reed since 1953 (and manager of its

Chicago office), Wrath, in his move up the ranks, shows that agency

presidents today need plenty of experience on the firing line.

That the big guns at Headley-Reed will be trained on the area of

market research was indicated by Wrath when SPONSOR interviewed

him in his Oak Park, Illinois home

where he was surrounded by pack-

ing boxes (he became a resident

of Rye, N. Y., this week).

"Top research in sales promo-

tion material," he said, "is the only

way a representative organization

can do a more effective sales job

today. More market information

must be provided advertisers, and

it must be information based on

specific knowledge about the ac-

counts you're trying to sell."

Wrath himself laid the seeds of
}ohn H

-
Wrath

this kind of selling at Headlev-Reed in a pioneer project he headed

up with Geno Cioe, promotion and research head. This resulted in

brochures containing market information as well as station facts.

Along with increasing services, Wrath listed effective use of man-

power and reducing operative costs as other important considera-

tions among representative firms today. He pointed out that Headley-

Reed's owners, Frank Miller Jr. and Sr., recognize these facts but

feel that tightening an operation cannot be done at the expense

of service. Hence, the increased emphasis on market research.

Wrath joined Headley-Reed in 1939 upon graduation from

Northwestern University, became a vice president in 1950, executivt

v.p. three years later. He served in the China-Burma theatre during

the war and rose to the rank of captain in the Army's chemical

warfare division. He and his wife, the former Jean Carson, have

three sons.

The Wrath appointment brought other personnel moves in the

Headley-Reed organization. William Shaw, former manager of the

St. Louis office, moved to the Chicago branch as v.p. and manager

oiling W rath ~ post. Shaw's St. Louis job will be filled by Ear

Gallagher, formerly Headley-Reed Chicago salesman. ^
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK

Ask your East/man for documented proof

of outstanding sales results thru

Adult Type

Programming

on KTOK. robert e. eastman & co.,
representing major radio stations

inc.

NEW YORK: CHICAGO: SAN FRANCISCO:
527 Madison Avenue 333 N. Michigan Ave. Russ Bldg.

New York 22, N. Y. Chicago, Illinois San Francisco, Cal.

PLaza 9-7760 Financial 6-7640 YUkon 2-9760

DALLAS: ST. LOUIS: LOS ANGELES: DETROIT:

211 North Ervay Bldg. Syndicate Trust Bldg. Taft Building Book Building

Dallas, Texas 915 Olive St. 1680 N. Vine St. Detroit, Mich.

Riverside 7-2417 St. Louis, Missouri Hollywood, Cal. WOodward 5-5457

CEntral 1-6055 Hollywood 4-7276
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D&lSuOu

Copy Chief
: '

' Gang ! Here's a real opportunity! The 35th

Birthday of NL&B! On this momentous occasion we
should bust out in print with a real blockbuster house
ad about ourselves, our history, our traditions, our
clients and all that kind of jazz . .

."

Copy Chief: "What a Challenge! I can see it now!
Fresh! Exciting! Brilliant! Just the way we are! A
'fountain' (to quote a compliment) of creativity!"

Copy Writer: "Phooey on this awards stuff. Our real

story is that these ads sell goods! Now here's an all-

type ad that talks about the successful products
we've helped launch . . . like Pride furniture polish and
Parkay Margarine. And about the big sales gains t

helped chalk up for clients like Renault . . . Lever . . .

Campbell's . . . Massey-Ferguson . . . etc. The title is:

'To Market! To Market! For 35 years!'
"

Art Director: "Get this—it's a gasser! Everybody's

worked up right now about trickery and deceit. And
we make a big point of honesty and integrity. No shady
claims. Won't even handle an objectionable product!

Let's have an ad with a picture of Diogenes. And the

heading says: 'Diogenes—you'll find him here!'
"

NI?B NEEDHAM, LOUIS and BRORBY (35 years young) DOES ADVERTISING FOR THE FOLLOWING: U. S. COMPANIES
S. C. Johnson 4 Son, Inc. Kraft Foods, Division of National Dairy Products Corporation Wieboldt Stores, Inc. State Farm Insurance Companies

The Peoples Gas Light and Coke Company Morton Salt Company Cummins Engine Company, Inc. Household Finance Corporation Monsantc

Chemical Company Campbell Soup Company Scovill Manufacturing Company Worthington Corporation Lever Brothers Company Massey-

Ferguson Inc. International Minerals & Chemical Corporation American Smelting and Refining Company Renault. Inc. Peugeot, Inc. Oklahoma

3 SPONSOR • 6 FEBRUARY I960
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Art Director: "This is a brain—see? A picture of our

brain! It's divided into little compartments like

'Creative Ingenuity' . . . 'Research Mindedness' . . .

'Marketing Savvy" . . . 'Plane Catching' . . . etc. . . . etc.

It proves we believe in complete, well-rounded service.

Everything a client needs!"

TV-Radio Writer: "The big news is the prize-winning

ads and commercials we've been turning out for

clients like Morton, Renault, Kraft, Oklahoma, Massey-

Ferguson, HFC, State Farm, Hertz, Johnson's Wax
. . . etc. More awards last year than we could count!

Let's show a big picture of Maurice Needham in a

general's uniform (he'll eat it up). With ribbons all

over his chest. And the heading says— get this:

'WHAT'LL YOU HAVE . . . BLUE RIBBONS?'"

•

Copy Writer: "I hear we're going over 40 million in

billing this year. So let's brag a little! My idea is, let's

stage the steady climb we've had. We'll have a big

picture of MHN dressed in mountain-climbing gear.

The copy says, 'When you get this far up . . . and look

down, you know two things for sure: You couldn't have
made too many missteps on the way . . . and this is no
time to start!'

"

Mailroom boy: "How about this?"

HAPPy B'^THDAy to us

!

Oil Co. The Hertz Corporation Mars, Incorporated CANADIAN COMPANIES S. C. Johnson and Son, Limited State Farm Insurance

Companies Kraft Foods Limited Household Finance Corporation of Canada Lever Brothers Limited Canadian Industries Limited Thomas J. Lipton,

Limited Philips Electronics Industries Limited Massey-Ferguson Limited NL&B OFFICE ADDRESSES ARE: Prudential Plaza, Chicago, Illinois

730 Fifth Avenue, New York, New York . 9130 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood, California • 121 Richmond Street West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
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ONLY

-COVERED
NEBRASKA

USE KOLN-TV!

Jggliill

NO OMAHA STATION COVERS LINCOLN!

ARB 19S5

£TAe3e/2ei9)6i6cM
WIOTV— GtAND KAPOS-KAlAMUkZOO
W120 UOO— CMAma200**ttl{ Offi"
WJET tAIMO— G**fO UPlDS
WJf*-f*»— GftANO lAPDS KALAMUOO
WWTV—CAWRAC MICMGAN
COIN-TV— IMCOtN. KOtASCA

To do a TV job in Nebraska, you've got

to consider two major markets— the

extreme East and Lincoln-Land.

The Eastern market "pie" is sliced

three ways, with three stations battling

for your dollar and the viewers'

attention.

In well-heeled Lincoln-Land (contains
more than HALF the state's buying
power), there's no such problem. Just

one station— KOLN-TV— really covers
the area.

Avery-Knodel will give you all the

facts on KOLN-TV— the Official Basic

CBS Outlet for South Central Nebraska
and Northern Kansas.

KOLNTV
CHANNEL 10 • 316,000 WATTS • 1000-FT. TOWH

COVERS LINCOLN-LAND — NEBRASKA'S OTHER BIG MARKET
Artry Kt\od*l, Inc., Exduiiy National l«pref«nfafir*l

TV NEWS from M&A *UXM9i*t

Watch for TV's most exciting New Star!

"Q. I HUSH,
PRIVATE EYE"

The "Whodunit" Cartoon of the Era:
100 Color Cartoons! 10 complete stories!

10 episodes to a story! 3>/2 minutes long!

Call, Write or wire . .

.

M & A ALEXANDER PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Hollywood:

6040 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 4-3414

New York City:

Larry Stern. 141 East 55th Street. PLaia 5-5266

10
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night. ..

Gale Storm as "My Little Margie

beats everything in her time spot!
Pick a time-any time-morning, noon or night! Ratings prove Gale Storm
as "Margie" an established success against any competition, even in
major markets! Now in 6th, 7th and even 8th run-"Margie" is receiving
renewals every day. 126 programs available for strip-programming.

No. 1 rating "first thing In the morning'
Philadelphia-WCAU. Monday through
Friday, 7:30 am—4.3 against Ding Dong
School—3.7 and Today—1.8.

No. 1 rating
Des Moines-WHO. Sunday, 11:00 am—
8.0 against Let's Go To Church—3.1.

No. 1 rating "tops for two years"
New York-WCBS. Monday through
Friday, 9:30 am—7.7 against Sandy
Becker Show—3.4, Hi Mom—3.1 and
Romance of Life—0.5.

No. 1 rating

Boston-WNAC. Monday through Friday,
10:00 am—6.3 against Dough-Re-Mi—5.1

and We Believe—1.0 Has topped all

competition in time spot from January
through November, 1959.

No. 1 rating

Nashville-WSIX. Monday through
Friday, 2:30 p.m.—8.3 against Verdict Is

Yours—6.5 and From These Roots—5.7.

No. 1 rating

Erie-WICU. Monday through Friday,
1:00 pm— 18.2 against News:
Hy Yaple Show—4.5.

No. 1 rating

Chicago-WGN. Monday through Friday,

3:30 pm—7.5 against Edge of Night—7.3,

Who Do You Trust—3.5 and
County Fair—2.0.

No. 1 rating
Minneapolis-KSTP. Monday through
Friday, 4:30 pm—7.3 against Cappy/Axel
and His Dog—6.3 American Bandstand
—2.9 and I Married Joan—2.4.

I SPONSOR 6 FEBRUARY 1960

No. 1 rating

Charlotte, N. C.-WBTV. Monday,
Wednesday, Friday, 5:00 pm

—

20.0
against Popeye—5.6.

No. 1 rating

Washington-WTOP. Saturday, 3:30 pm
—4.6 against Adventure & Comedy—3.0

and Saturday Matinee—2.3.

No. 1 rating

Big Spring-Midland, Texas-KBST.
Sunday, 9:30 pm

—

35.9 against Stories of
the Century—23.4.

Source: Nielsen and ARB.

A Roland Reed Production

F OFFICIAL FILMS, INC.
25 WEST 45th STREET
NEW YORK 36, N.Y.
©Copyright 1960. Official Films. Inc.
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A Message of

Importance to Radio

Station Owners

Top-flight manager in major mar-

ket is now available for new, chal-

lenging situation.

Proven record of successful per-

formance with big and medium
market stations. Unique knowl-

edge of sales, programming, mer-

chandising, sales-promotion, in-

cluding solid contacts in National

Sales.

You can depend on me to make
a station take-off; to make ratings

rise dramatically; to keep them up
through sound understanding of

all phases of programming and
promotion. Let's talk about your

particular problem and how I may
fit into your picture.

Send all replies to

James A. Miller

Box No. 23

342 N. Charles St.

Baltimore, Md.

by Joe Csida

While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full % hours of local

public service program-
ming each week.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 CBS • ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.

Sponsor
backstage

'
• ^

Mud-stained but economically sound

If no one objects too strenuously I would like

to hold off on that column on Bob Clayton's Bos-

ton Ballroom, tv teen-age bandstand-style show

which I promised, to run through the always

fascinating year-end report of the National

Broadcasting Co. To me it is significant of far

more than the current health and philosophies of

NBC. It points up rather dramatically the gen-

eral health of television as a whole, and of the nation. And perhaps

as important as anything else it gives heartening, although almost

imperceptible evidence that television continues to move in the direc-

tion of delivering more and more meaningful public affairs and cul-

tural shows. The air has been so completely filled of late with

screams about the sad state of television programing that it's nice to

have this kind of a report to reveal some facts.

The outlook's mighty healthy

Indicative of the intense interest of advertisers and agencies in

news and public affairs shows is the fact that the regular schedule of

the NBC News Dept. is completely sold out, and that in 1959 the net-

work presented a record number—more than 50—special programs

in the public affairs category. It also doubled to an hour every week-

day, its Continental Classroom, which of course is the first nationally

televised course to offer college credit. In its third successful year,

the web's Educational TV Project produced two special series, one

called Briefing Session, which dealt with such themes as juvenile de-

linquency and desegregation, and the other called Tactic, which was

a showmanly effort to spread vital information about cancer.

I'm sure that a CBS report, and possibly an ABC report would

indicate the same kind of slow but sure trend toward what the critics

like to call better or quality programing. I am deliberately omitting

reference to the vast increase in the specials, many of which may

easily be considered in the quality class. Suffice it to say that all the

webs have tended to produce more and better specials, and at NBC

TV more than 200 of them were presented in 1959.

To me the most heartening aspect of this steady growth is the fact

that it is being accomplished in the healthiest possible way, i.e., it is

being developed by economically sound broadcasters. I am a very

firm believer in the notion that only if networks and other broad-

casters make money will they effectively be able to pour enough of

same back into public affairs and cultural shows to make meaningful

advances in these areas. It is for this reason more than any other

that it is a joy to see the glow of economic health which shines from

the NBC report. In the participating programs division alone, for

example, there was an increase in sales of over 79.6% over 1958.

The Dave Garroway Today show, had 65 sponsors who bought 1,224

commercial participations for a gross of $7,877,000. And the Jack
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STRENGTH: $176,000-in just 18 hours. That's the amount
Northeastern Ohioans donated to the New March of Dimes in

response to WJW-TV's recent special Telethon . . . the second
largest amount ever collected in any market throughout the

U.S.A. • More than 4,000,000 viewers look to WJW-TV for

the best of everything . . . highest rated news, the greatest

array of feature movies, and creative, valid public service.

YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING WITH
TOijW-W

CBS CLEVELAND

A STORER STATION • REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
PONSOR • 6 FEBRUARY 1960 13



FIRST RATING!

THE
FOUR
JUST
MEN*
51.6%
SHARE OF AUDIENCE

£9m*J RATING

Tops combined competition in

this 4-station market. Wallops:

Sea Hunt, Highway Patrol, The
Vikings, Rescue 8, Whirlybirds.

Pulse/October, 1959

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

MADISON AVE. • N.Y. 22 • PL 5-2100

Sponsor backstage (continued)

Paar show was used by 51 sponsors who spent a gross of $12,998,000

for 1,512 commercial participations. That's a total gross of $21,-

875,000, which is not bad for very early morning and very late night

network television.

The health of NBC and tv in general is demonstrated by a few

other items in the report: For the 12th straight year advertisers as a

whole spent more on NBC TV than they ever had in the past. Gross

time billings for the sports schedule alone was up 39% over 1958.

More stations on the web are carrying the average evening program

this year than last, 144 stations for October 1959 to 137 for the pre-

vious year. Two of the smartest advertisers in American industry,

Gillette and Kraft used the network for the 13th straight year. And
a substantial number of advertisers made their network television

debuts on NBC in 1959. These included Lincoln National Life Insur-

ance Co., United Airlines, Puritron and Lanvin.

In two other major areas NBC (and I'm sure television, as a

whole) continues to make substantial advances. One is color, and

the other is the continuing spread of television internationally. In

1959 NBC programed a record number of color hours, 735 to be

exact. And by year's end they were running an average of 20 hours

per week of color shows. The web is getting a little more help from

its owned stations, and other affiliates in the color area, too. The

five owned stations, for example, increased color programing on

their local levels by a total of 123.4%.

Kon-niehiwa, Perry!

The rep^/t contained little detail on the new Enterprises Division,

but the little it contained is intriguing to say the least. The Division

consists of four units: International, Domestic, Theatrical and New
Enterprises Development. The International unit has been extremely

active in program sales. The Perry Como show, for example, has

just been sold to Japan, where it will be shown via color video tape.

But the fascinating phase to me of the International unit's report was

that it is active in what the report calls "management services." The

unit has provided "management assistance" to stations in the Phil-

ippines, Peru, Germany, Yugoslavia, England and Argentina. The

International unit also speaks of "international investments," but

details none of these.

The Domestic unit of the new Enterprises Division has taken over

the merchandising, book publishing and educational film sales ac-

tivities for the network, while the Division's theatrical unit runs the

company's theaters and theatrical investments. It was interesting to

note that one of the effects of the widespread use of video tape has

been to increase efficiency in studio scheduling so that the Hudson

Theater, which NBC bought to house some of its television shows,

has now once again been made available to Broadway shows.

The report also reveals some interesting little tidbits in other

areas, which infrequently command attention. 2,800,000 tickets to

NBC telecasts were distributed by the guest relations department, and

360,000 tour admissions were logged by the same department. The

web's information department handled more than 157,000 letter?

from viewers; the Speaker's Bureau booked 98 speaking engagements.

All in all, as I said in the beginning, a fascinating report, shed-

ding light on the health of the Sarnoff-Kintner helmed network and

on the television business at large. ^
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WHAT MAKES WXYZ RADIO
AND WXYZ-TV DETROIT'S

MOST POPULAR STATIONS ?*

I
-

- ' Meat and potatoes programming for our meat and potatoes
audience . . . that's what! _«

Our hard working young audience likes down-to-earth information

and entertainment with lots of zing ... a specialty of the young-at^

heart stations.

How many do we reach? More than there are in Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont, Rhode Island and Connecticut put together.**

They work hard, play hard and will spend more money this year than
ever before. Industry leaders say they'll sell more than 7 million cars

in 1960. This means our listeners and viewers will earn over 13 billion

dollars.*** Better put WXYZing in your advertising plans.

*Check your rating books and see.

**Population of WXYZ signal area: 6,505,500.

***Effective Buying Income: $12,921,160,000.

Source: Sales Management, 1958.

THE STATIONS WITH WXY^
WXYZ RADIO 1270 • WXYZ-TV CHANNEL 7 • ABC DETROIT

Represented nationally by John Blair & Co. & Blair-TV



IN SOUTH FLORIDA-Palm Bead

RESIDENTS AND TOURISTS

WTVJ South Florida Set Count

January 1, 1960

Permanent Residents 462,100

Tourist Only 66,500

Total 528,600

Only WTVJ-
with unduplicated network signal-

delivers TOTAL COVERAGE
of South Florida!
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o The Keys-PERMANENT

00 . . . WATCH WTVJ MOST!

PERMANENT RESIDENTS month after

month select WTVJ as their overwhelming

favorite. The Nov. - Dec. 8-week NSI shows

WTVJ with a 48.9% share of audience,

sign-on to sign-off. (This preference is shown by

Palm Beach viewers also. The November

NSI gives WTVJ a 40% share of audience,

6:00 p.m. to midnight.) Only WTVJ delivers

the entire South Florida area!

TOURISTS, LIKE SOUTH FL0RIDIANS,
watch WTVJ most. Special studies by ARB
Surveys, Inc. show that WTVJ obtains a

48.5% share of tourist viewing as measured

against the 66,500* TV sets available for

tourists only. 23% of all tourists watch

WTVJ during the average evening, 6 to

11 p.m., 40% more than watch station "b".

AMONG PERMANENT RESIDENTS,

AMONG TOURISTS— no other medium

in south Florida delivers as many prospects

for your product as WTVJ. Read the latest

facts about WTVJ and the South Florida

market in the new brochure "SUN,

SURF and SALES." Ask your PGW
Colonel for a copy.

SOUTH FLORIDA'S
LARGEST DAILY
CIRCULATION
MEDIUM

*Bureau of Economic & Business Research, Univ. of Miami
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the prestige independent

with network programming!

New York audiences have learned to expect

network quality entertainment every night on

WPIX-1 1. Advertisers know that of all seven New
York stations only wpix offers so many oppor-

tunities to place minute commercials

in prime evening time in such net-

work quality programming. This

"quality .compatibility" obviously

best complements and supports your

commercial messages. It's one of

MEET McGRAW

SAN FRANCISCO BEAT

NAVY LOG

SHOTGUN SLADE

TRACKDOWN

THIS MAN DAWSON

THE CALIFORNIANS

THE HONEYMOONERS

MR. ADAMS AND EVE

26 MEN

AIR POWER

DEADLINE

STATE TROOPER

COLONEL FLACK

SILENT SERVICE

FLIGHT

PANIC

POLICEWOMAN DECOY

IT'S A GREAT LIFE

SPECIAL AGENT 7

YOU ARE THERE

HIRAM HOLLIDAY

BOLD VENTURE

AND 46 OTHER
TOP SHOWS

many reasons why wpix carries more minute

commercials from the top 25 national spot adver-

tisers than any other New York TV station*.

Where are your 60-second commercials tonight?

D
2

new
york

The only New York independent qualified and
permitted to display the National Association

of Broadcasters Seal of Good Practice

'Broadcast Advertiser Report
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
6 FEBRUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Automotive agencies are keeping their fingers crossed as a result of Detroit's

latest revision of the sales outlook for current models.

The question these agencies are asking themselves: how much of an attenuating impact

will the manufacturers' lessened optimism have on ad budgets for the remainder of

the model year?

Automobile sales are actually good but, it now appears, the Detroit gentry got themselves

into a ringer by going off in the wild blue yonder and gearing themselves for a 7-

million-car year.

Particularly vulnerable to the situation among the tv networks is NBC, which

has 70% of the automotive business.

If this happens the implications to advertising and sales could be vast: the

agreement among cigarette manufacturers, whose announcement was imminent this

week, not to make any reference to nicotine or tar content.

The report further has it: the FTC was to refrain from announcing the industrv

stipulation for a while so as to give the filter brands opportunity to come up with new

copy approaches.

What this will mean to the filters' share of the market (now estimated to be over

55%) is the No. 1 speculation. How much more advertising push in budget terms will be

required for the remodeling of platforms, is another. FTC's Earl Kintner feels this repre-

sents a perfect voluntary working-together of the Government and industry.

Judging from sales so far this year, there's one big healthy sign about national

spot radio: diversification of advertisers.

The variety of clients investing their money in spot radio means this to stations: thev

don't have to worry about their dependence on heavy cigarette billings and what would

happen if a goodly share of this group went AWOL.
Even more than the dollars involved was the sharp pickup the past month in

the diversity of product types, like watches, men's wear, synthetics, coffees, drugs,

toiletries, foods and games.

J. Walter Thompson's booming strides as a tv agency has already begun to re-

flect itself in the LNA tabulations of gross network time billings.

And this doesn't include the hefty 1959-60 budget increases from Ford and other accounts

in the shop.

Here are the top 10 in such billings from 31 October 1958 through 30 September 1959:

Agency-Rank Daytime Billings Nighttime Billings Total Billings

J. Walter Thompson (1) SI 8.383.000 s.i3.362.000 S51. 745.000

Young & Rubicam (2) 11.613.000 31,354,000 1"..%7.000

Ted Bates (3) 12,589,000 24.907,000 37.496,000

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample (4) 22.925.000 12.864,000 35.789.000

Benton & Bowles (5) 11.933,000 23,753,000 35,686,000

Lennen & Newell (6) 7.866.000 22.263,000 50.129.000

BBDO (7) 6,260.000 23.584,000 29.844.000

Leo Burnett (8) 10 024.000 18,602.000 28.626,000

McCann (9) 6.807,000 20,647.000 27.454.000

Foote-Cone-Belding (10) 8,502,000 13,586,000 22,088.000
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10 p.m. 49

10:30 p.m. 50

11 p.m. 52

11:30 p.m. 54

SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Mercury (K&E) was asking radio station availabilities for a campaign which
will run in 41 markets between 3 March-9 April.

Meantime D'Arcy is handing out contract? for the three-week Studebaker schedule,

starting 18 February.

The list: 1305 stations. It's all factory money, with the station roster pretty much
the one established the year hefore. Whatever changes were made have been due to dealer

preferences. In other words, stations got pitching on the local level.

Also buying out of New York: Pharmacol's Regitol via Aver.

Sears Roebuck (C&W) is taking a close look at nighttime spot tv.

The penchant at the moment is toward participating in programs, so as to become eligi-

ble for both minutes and identification.

Women are still staying up late for tv in as great a number as ever.

According to Nielsen data for November 1959, Monday through Friday, the average

women viewers at 11 p.m. was 13.5 million and at 11:30 p.m., 9 million.

Following is a percentage breakdown of audience composition of the late night tv audi-

ence across the country for that month per 100 viewers:

TIME % WOMEN % MEN ' ', TEENS % CHILDREN

37 8 6

39 7 4

40 5 3

38 5 3

GMAC (Campbell-Ewald) has budgeted the money for the annual spot radio

campaign which runs from May until after Labor Day, but the agencv is a long way

from read) to talk about markets or availabilities.

Meanwhile GMAC has linked its safety thesis to the Winter Olympics. It's bought

news periods on radio stations in areas around Squaw Valley to reach autoists headed for the

Olympics.

Tv spot as well as network can anticipate a lot of activity from the electric shav-

er field aimed at the Fathers' Day and graduate trade.

In terms of hoopla Remington (Y&R) will probablv take the lead with the unveiling

of its new battery-fed resister model.

Incidentally, Norelco (LaRoche), which will be in there also pitching with plenty of

closely clustered commercial impressions, is believed in the shaver trade to have caught up with

Remington, the leader, in men's sales. However, if women's models are included, Rem-

ington ranks No. 1 by quite a margin.

Marketing note: It's the women's field that has given shavers their real growth in the

U.S. Sales to men have just about kept even with the ratio of population growth.

In other words, the electrics will start one of these days to sell against the wet shavers.

There's no question but that FTC's Earl Kintner made a strong impression at a

special meeting this week called by the ANA to plan strategy for countering the at-

tacks on the advertising industry touched off by the tv quiz scandals.

The gathering of 600 ANA members and their agency guests agreed that advertising's

No. 1 problem was the irritation caused by certain tv commercial abuses.

This thought from Kintner made a deep dent on the admen: they must bear in mind that

tv is the picture window of advertising and unless they look good in tv the whole image of

advertising could be badly distorted in the public's mind.

(See WRAP-UP, page 62, for more details of this meeting.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Even with the expansion of film repeats of evening shows, the soap opera re-

mains daytime network tv's best audience puller, and by no small margin.

An analysis of daytime program types based on the second November 1959 NTI shows

these comparisons:

CATEGORY SPONSORED SEGMENTS AVERAGE AUDIENCE

Film repeats* 86 6.6

Soap operas 108 8.5

Quiz-audience partic. 137 7.0

*The averages here are pulled up considerably by the fact that the film repeats include

Rin Tin Tin and My Friend Flicka, primarily designed for kid audiences.

AVERAGE HOMES

2,677,000

3,554,000

2,982,000

Believe it or not but an advertiser in the top billings brackets will be earning

enough discounts on NBC TV daytime this summer to bring the cost of a commer-
cial minute down to around $2,000-2,200.

Contrast this with what the per commercial minute tab will come to for nighttime

(for maximum advertisers) during the summer period, even with all the new daytime discounts

that NBC's inaugurating, namely $19-21,000.

Involved in that slashing of the daytime per-minute cost: the 30% summer discount,

contiguity and bonus discounts, and an added overall-discount.

(See article, Are daytime rates too high?, page 38.)

The inclusion of the Loretta Young Theatre in the daytime schedule has had
at least one beneficial effect for NBC TV: affiliates in leading markets are showing a dis-

position to make clearance for 2:30-4:30 network programing.

These markets include Cleveland, Pittsburgh, St. Louis, San Francisco, New Or-

leans.

Many of the stations have preferred to do their own programing and thereby cash in on

the continuing strong demand for daytime minute announcements.

You can get odds from a goodly number of agency researchers that CBS TV
and NBC TV will renew their contracts with Nielsen for the rating services.

Why they can't see it being otherwise: tv as a medium is not in the position to take the

risk of throwing away 10 years of trends.

Liggett & Myers, via McCann, has taken an option on the Debbie Reynolds spe-

cial which ABC TV recently announced for next fall.

The account's last flier in the entertainment special area was in 1957 with the Pied Piper

(Van Johnson)

.

ABC TV emerged from the two December Nielsen reports with the most of the

new film series in the top 20 ratings.

They are broken down by network thusly:

NETWORK TOTAL NEW FILMS 1959-60 SEASON IN TOP 20

ABC TV 11 9

CBS TV 12 8

NBC TV 12 3

Total 35 20

Though it's talked to about 15 agencies, the indications are that Wilson & Co.

will narrow down its choice to these two: Compton and Campbell-Ewald.

Wilson's delay in picking a successor agency to K&E has been largely due to the slow-

down in product planning because of the plant strike still in progress.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

This week's dip in availability calls gave reps a chance to tidy up the paper-

work of January's heavy rush of spot tv baying.

The week's activity in that medium included: Parker Pen (Tatham-Laird), various

segments: American Machine & Foundry (C&W) nighttime minutes for its Pin-spotter

campaign: Lever's Praise • k&E i

: Helene Curtis* Soft & Curly i McCann '

.

BBDO's Tom Dillon, executive v.p. on marketing, media and research, has sold

top management on the idea of aligning—for the first time—tv media research with

the media department.

Tv research, now headed by Ed Papazian, had been an adjunct of the tv department.

A rep salesman can still snag a juicy slice of radio business by pulling a little

programing out of a hat.

It just happened that way with an Adam \oung salesman in connection with Shulton's

(Fathers* Day) Old Spice schedule out of Wesley Associates.

The programing twist that garnered S60,000-odd in business for Young was this: the sta-

tions would precede each Shulton commercial with a bit of philosophy that starts off, •'Here's

a thought for the day to add spice to your life."

Now that Kellogg's annual sales meeting is out of the way, Burnett can expect

to be on the receiving end of pitches for the account's kid-appeal tv business come
the 1960-61 season.

Reps feel pretty confident that the recommendation will be to continue with spot, what

with the success it has had with that medium since last fall.

Agencies better not expect reps—especially SRA members—to furnish them re-

quested information about the air media activities of competitive brands in certain

markets.

The SRA has adopted a policy to stop furnishing such information, pending a decision

among its members as to (1) whether the dissemination of this type of data in com-

piled form would be in spot's interest and '2' whether, if so. the tabulation of such

information be assigned by the SRA to a reliable statistical firm.

The data would become available in quarterly reports, with the interested agency or

advertiser paying a nominal fee to cover costs of gathering and processing.

Triggering SRA's move: the problem created by mounting demands of reps for this

information plus Bates' recent 16-page question on the subject involving that number
of products.

Colgate is shoeing some interest in an anti-static agent—controlled by Chemi-

cal Affiliates. Inc.—which would when incorporated with detergents revolutionize the soap

business.

The agent by eliminating static electricity has the effect of reducing re-oil to a huge

decree. [| mildew-proofs and germicides fabrics, walls, etc.

Newspapers needn't expect the TvB to let up on battering away at them as a

competitive medium on the local level.

Some time in the spring the TvB will unleash a study showing that because newspa-

pers ha\eu't kept up with suburban growth an advertiser needs three newspapers

to equal the reach of one tv station.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6:

Spot Buvs. page 52: News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 62: Washington Week, page 55; SPONSOR

Hear-, page 58: Tv and Radio Newsmakers, paj<- 74: and Film-Scope, page 56.
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BUYING POWER

IS UP

IN THE LAND

OF

P/totifcutffa

The WFLA-TV sal

area— the big third

of the Florida market.

%

Business is good in the land of Profitunity! In die big eight years, 1950-1958,

Effective Buying Income in this busy 26- county market soared upward 112%! Everyone

is selling more of everything!

So, if you've a product or service to sell— spot it on WFLA-TV! Channel 8

delivers the Tampa- St. Petersburg Metropolitan Market—PLUS 26 rich industrial-

agricultural counties in busy west coast and central Florida!

Want more details? Write us today.

PONSOR • C FEBRUARY 1960

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY BLAIR-TV
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HALF A BILLION $
FOOD MARKET?
POPULATION 3,179,000

FOOD SALES $541,043,000. Ex-

ceeds the twelfth metro market.

DISTRIBUTION Most food sold in

the WPTF market is distributed from

Raleigh warehouses (A & P, Colonial

Stores, Winn Dixie and Piggly Wiggly

serve 215 supermarkets from Raleigh).

Twelve major wholesalers and jobbers,

17 food brokers, representatives of

most major food manufacturers, plus

offices and warehouses or processing

plants for Swift & Co., Armour, Wil-

son Co., Kraft Foods, Jesse Jones,

Continental Baking, Ward Baking,

American Bakeries, and many others

are in Raleigh.

AD COVERAGE WPTF Radio is

the only single mass medium that

reaches all of this major food market.

Over 507c of the homes in the area

listening to WPTF (NCS#2).

Clifford Botway, media supervisor. Ogilvy. Benson & Mather. Inc.

New 1 ork, says that the top buyers in the business these days are

acutely aware "of those undefined character elements which give

stations their personality. The audience figures are there for every-

one to see. A few stations in the country have begun to research

their 'social standing.' The object

is to establish that, radio and tv

stations, like individuals, have an

identity in the community. A skill-

ful buyer uses his knowledge of the

station's management and market-

ing characteristics and the sta-

tion's standing to implement his

buy. This is not to say that sta-

tion A is better than station B and

B better than C, but rather that

they are unique in themselves.

There are modern stations and old-

fashioned stations; authoritative stations and casual ones. The moti-

1

vational research bovs would have quite a holiday evaluating the

various viewer listener impressions of broadcast stations." The ex-

pert buyer, Cliff notes, is cognizant of all the physical measure-

1

ments. and "sizes up the station's personality in relation to his needs.
'

Joe Cans, Joe Gans & Co., Inc., New York points out that there areB

certain optimum times for a timebuyer to reach his intended audi-H

ence. "Of course these periods vary from market to market, and

according to the product, the commercial content, etc. But in manv

instances there is an unmistakable audience being sought, and a time

best suited to reach it. Once this

time has been determined, the buy-

er should not be swayed into pur

chasing anv other kind of a sched-

ule. If he finds that the best hours

are from 7:30-8:30 a.m. and from

5-7 p.m. in radio and during or

adjacent to network option time in

television, then these are the hours

in which he ought to place his

schedule. Though these may be

the most sought-after and choke

times, the buyer who is interested

in getting the best sales results will not slide off schedule and settle

for second-best." If the buyer is to follow through with this phi-

losophy, he may, Joe points out, especially in highly competitive

markets, have to work a little harder than usual. "But diluting the

buy with off-beat hours results in audience duplication and waste
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Hotter'n a pestle

/

,50 Druggists make W-I-T-H's Spotlight Drug Plan

:te fastest-drawing Merchandising in Baltimore

!

V-I-T-H is first in Baltimore with more drug-store product advertisers than any other station . . .

nd no wonder ! W-I-T-H's drug advertisers get their products featured in 450 top-volume drug

tores in Metropolitan Baltimore by shelf talkers, window streamers, price tags and cash-register

:rips ! These 450 druggists are set to push your product ... so buy time where you get space.

WITH
radio Baltimore: Tom Tinsley, President, R. C. Embry, Vice President

ational representatives: select station representatives in New York, Baltimore, Washington

ind Philadelphia; adam young in Boston, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles,

linneapolis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Seattle; clarke brown company
1 the South and Southwest.
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The South's highest antenna car-

ries the WLOS-TV signal into

446,650 TV homes * in the Carolina

Triad. Located atop 6,089 -foot

Mt. Pisgah, only WLOS-TV deliv-

ers total coverage of the market.

*NCS #3 updated

WLO
WLOS-TV's new Greenville studio now in operation

(in addition to Asheville facilities)
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SIGHT
To see five of the ten highest-

rated shows in the area, viewers

must watch WLOS-TV. The high-

est-rated movie is on WLOS-TV.
So are the highest-rated daytime
strip and the largest children's

audience participation strip. The
Carolina Triad watchesWLOS-TV
and loves it!

*&>

Peters. Griffin.
Woodward, inc.

Exclusive National Rtpratiitatiits

LIGHT
Let your PGW Colonel throw

even more light on this subject.

He'll be glad to show you how
you can capture this big, bus-

tling market with just one sta-

tion buy. Talk to him now about

selling your products to the

Carolina Triad!

TV TOWERING NEW FORCE IN THE CAROLINA TRIAD
Unduplicated ABC in Greenville • Asheville • Spartanburg

Represented by: Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Southeastern Rep: James S. Avers Co.

fobcl
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*flLMS&8£* at work

This Phillies Cigar spot is one of a series featuring

the ability of a good cigar to ease the tensions of ev-

eryday life. Filmack's "film -sense" combined the

rootin', tootin' tempo in animation followed by

smooth, easy, live action to emphasize a situation in

which the relaxation of a cigar would be welcome.

^Film-sense at work— the happy blending of creative

ability, mechanical know-how and a staff ready to

tackle your needs and your budget. To learn more about

"film-sense," send for your copy of our new booklet ex-

plaining Filmack's many approaches to film problems.

TV COMMERCIALS
INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES

THEATRE FILMS

SOUND SLIDEFILMS SLIDES

1325 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO 5, HA 7-3395

630 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK 36, PL 7-0900

(Complete Production Facilities at Both Locations)

49th an

Madison

28

Good start

I hope you are prophetic in your re-

cent lead story, 2 January, when you
make the statement, "I960—a good
year to remember." It sure is start-

ing out well.

Best wishes to you and your or-

ganization and a vote of thanks for

the wonderful contributions SPONSOR

magazine is making to the broadcast-

ing industry.

Robert H. Teter

v.p., radio

Peters, Griffin. Woodward, Inc.

N. Y. C.

Agencies overdo paperwork, too!

Your weekly sign-off "This we fight

for" should never be missed, and

your crusade in the 9 Januarv issue

is particularly poignant.

It is true that needless paperwork

is costing our media millions—but it

is costing the advertising agencv fra-

ternity millions too. and this is one

of the greatest deterrents to spot

broadcasting.

At least five years ago, in collabo-

ration with the AAAA's Committee

on Systems and Procedures and SRA.
our company convinced a feu large

AAAA agencies that a station repre-

sentative's "Confirmation of Broad-

cast Order" could well serve in lieu

of an agency contract. These pro-

gressive agencies have learned the

easy way. that they can save million-

by eliminating needless duplication.

It is difficult to understand why all

advertising agencies do not take ad-

vantage of this possibility and there-

by drastically reduce their cost of

buying and servicing spot broadcast-

ing. Perhaps you can help them see

the light.

Russell \^ oodward
exec v.p.

Peters. Griffin. Woodward. In'

.

N.Y.C

Directory—a valuable reference

We think your 5-City Tv/Radio

Directory is absolutely magnificent

(Please turn to page 30)
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:GOOD GRIEF!
j
Our Farm Director's in his Cups!

I

Seriously, we're proud of our assorted Farm Service Awards,

State and National - - for both Radio and Television. Ours

is truly the Land of Milk and Money. And staffed by three

full-time Farm Specialists - - plus Channel 2 and CBS - -

we're fully qualified to give maximum Service in Wisconsin.

v A\

GREEN BAY, WISCONSIN
HAYDN R. EVANS, General Manager • Represented by THE KATZ AGENCY
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Largest and most complete Resort
Mo4elin

PalmSprings,caiif.
5 Acres of Fun !n the Sun. Your choice of new picture-window rooms,
or a Bungalow for the whole family—each commanding a breathtaking

view of desert and mountains. Enjoy swimming in our Olympic Pool,

playing Badminton, Ping Pong. Horseshoes, Lawn Croquet, Shuffleboard,

and many other activities. Arrangements made for desert wagon rides,

hay rides, horseback riding, or a campfire barbecue, Many eicellent

golf courses nearby. Whatever your desires we have it. The Pueblo is

only a few blocks from the world's most fabulous shopping center—yet

secluded in a garden of flowers to give you every privacy you wish.

REFRIGERATED COOLING

from $ X single $ 111 double

CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS CALL
COLLECT FOR RESERVATIONS
Telephone FAirview 5-2273
1983 North Palm Canyon

OPEN ALL YEAR

PALM SPRINGS

YOUR POSTMASTER,
ROBERT K. CHRISTENBERRY,

SUGGESTS:

FOR FASTER AND MORE EFFICIENT POSTAL

SERVICE—LEARN THE "ABC's" OF

GOOD MAILING HABITS!

A
B
C

POSTAL DELIVERY ZONE
NUMBER HELPS SPEED YOUR
MAIL!

CERTAIN TO INCLUDE YOUR
RETURN ADDRESS ON ALL
LETTERS AND PACKAGES!

THAT THE DELIVERY ADDRESS
IS CORRECT AND COMPLETE!

_AND—

MAIL EARLY IN THE DAY-
IT'S THE BETTER WAY!

49TH & MADISON
(Continued from page 28 i

We use it all the time on our trip?

about the countr\.

However, we are extremely disap-

pointed to find that you have pub-

lished the thing twice now without

putting TvB-San Francisco on \<>ur

listing.

We hope that in 1960 >ou will be

able to reset this and include <>ur

office.

Walter McNifl

TvB
San Francisco

* * *

I always look forward to spo>-

5-City Tv Radio Directory. It is a

wonderfully informative booklet, and

it gets good use on my part.

Louis S. Simoi

gen. mgr.

KPIX
San Francisco

* * *

Thank you again for sending us th^

Tv Radio Directory.

It is a valuable reference piece for

us and you may be sure we keep i'

right at hand for easy reference and

easy use.

Ma\ we wish vou even succes-

I960.'

Lee P. Bishop

ores.-gen. mgr.

Lane Broadcasting Company
Eugene. Oregon

* * *

Just received the sponsor 5-City Tv

Radio Directory.

This is a great service for which I

am sure everyone in the industr

extremely appreciative.

This would be perhaps a good time

to tell you how much sponsor has

grown in our humble estimation.

Every" week, the several copies <

SPONSOR magazine which come int

KFMB Radio are more and mor

dog-eared from real serious reading.

sponsor has come a Ions, long way

from its first issue. Undoubted!

there's a lot of your blood, sweat ai

tears in those several hundred ba< k

issues and there's no reason to b

lieve that there won't be a lot more

blood, sweat and tears in tho-e

coming up.

Congratulations on great stride

and a sincere, meaningful contril J

tion to the industry.

Dan Bellus

gen. sales m~r

KFMB
San Diego
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CANADA -

"ASTEST

GROWING

/[ARRET

N THE

VORLD

!

'

banning—

nperative in

our next

ampaign, requires

3rtain necessary

•lgredients.

Above all a

centrally located

organizational

headquarters

)upled with luxurious

lodern surroundings—

Ancient yet dignified

srvice and an

•ccellent cuisine.

SPONSOR • 6 FEBRUARY I960

Men of action stay at

THE PARK PLAZA HOTEL
Bloor Street West and Avenue Road / Toronto

31



CHARLOTTE-WBTV RULES ABSOLUTE
AS FIRST TELEVISION MARKET
IN ENTIRE SOUTHEAST
AS MEASURED BY N.C.S. #3

The Charlotte-WBTV television market totals 632,070 homes.

Its nearest competitor in the Southeast, Atlanta, has 579,090.

WBTV's set count exceeds that of the second Charlotte station by

43%—delivering 189,380 more television homes!

Buy WBTV as your first, biggest step to television coverage

of the Southeast. Contact CBS Television Spot Sales or WBTV
for the full fabulous coverage and dominance story.

DMPARE THESE SOUTHEAST MARKETS.

WBTV-Charlotte 632,070

Atlanta 579,090

Louisville 509,480

Birmingham 587,800

Memphis 453,240

Charlotte Station "B" 442,690

Miami 434,800

New Orleans 380,020

Nashville 366,560

Norfolk-Portsmouth 337,580

Richmond 311,680

FIRST, BIGGEST STEP

TO TV COVERAGE

IN THE

SOUTHEAST

\CHANNEL

WBTV

ICHARLOTTEl

JEFFERSON STANCE
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PART TWO OF TWO PARTS

!l!!!lllll!l!llllli!!i;il!!iill|[!!!!lllll!lllllll!!lllli:ill!llllllllllliy

BATES REPLY TO FTC STIRS DOUBTS, FEARS

In the Interest of All the Great Companies

Who Serve the American Puhttc

WeWfehtoAsk

MR. EARL W. KINTNER
These Questions:

When Rosser Reeves (1), chairman of Ted Bates and Co. look full-page ads in seven big city news-

papers to challenge action of FCC chairman Earl W. Kinlner (r) in citing Palmolive "Sand-

paper" commercials, many in broadcasting and agency circles feared reprisals from government

^ililllllllllllllllllllllllllUlllllllllllllil'lllllllllilll^

CRITICS BLAST TV'S ADVERTISERS

OF ALL CHARGES AGAINST TV INDUSTRY, COMPLAINTS ON

COMMERCIALS. PROGRAM INTERFERENCE ARE MOST SERIOUS

ast week, in the first of a two-part series on "Tv

Criticism—How Much of It Makes Sense?" sponsor

editors analyzed in detail a few of the more than 20

different charges hurled at the industry in recent

months.

sponsor's objective review of this critical hodge-

podge showed clearly that some of these anti-tv

attacks are serious, some trivial, some unfair, and

some outdated.

SPONSOR 6 FEBRUARY I960

For instance, charges of wholesale program frauds

(such as precipitated the quiz scandals) no longer

hold water in view of energetic actions by networks

and stations in setting up stronger program controls.

Outcries against tv payola are generally exag-

gerated, confused and generally unsupported by

facts. Protests against the use of canned laughter are

more often advanced by troubled network men like

Frank Stanton of CBS than by an aroused public.
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Bui SPONSOR'S study of tv criticism

did uncover one area of potential

dynamite—the attacks on tv's adver-

tisers which have been growing rather

than diminishing in violence.

Last week Ted Bates & Co. had
Madison Avenue buzzing with a full-

page ad challenging Chairman Earl

W. Kintner of the FTC for his action

against Palmolive's "sandpaper" com-

mercials. I See preceding page, i

Many broadcasting and advertising

executives doubted the wisdom of the

agency's tactics in publicly question-

ing a government commission.

Comments received by Bates, how-
ever, were "19 to 1 favorable" ac-

cording to an agency spokesman.

And, regardless of the propriety or

lack of it in the Bates ad, there can

be no question that it reflected a

growing concern in the ad business

over attacks on those who pay tv's

bills.

As with the criticisms of tv net-

works and stations, these attacks are

many-sided and confused. And SPON-

SOR believes that a first step in under-

standing them is to separate them
into their principal parts. ,

Essentially five wholly different

charges are advanced against tv's ad-,

vertisers, though they are often hope-

lessly scrambled up in the minds of

more emotional critics.

Two of these charges—artistic in-

terference, and cost-per- 1,000 stand-

ards—concern programs. Three

—

false claims, deceptive production

techniques and bad taste—deal with

commercials.

Here is a brief rundown of each
type of criticism.

1) Artistic interference. Tv
writers, directors and producers like

Rod Sterling and David Susskind

have for years complained about

what they have termed, "silly, capri-

cious, arbitrary" interference of

sponsors in tv scripts.

Their charges have been gleefullv

re-echoed in Broadway columns, and

in the pages of intellectual-type
j

magazines.

An examination of these com-
plaints, however I Serling's testimom
before the FCC is a good example),
fail to reveal much that is more seri-

ous than an insistence by a lighter

sponsor that his hero not use matches,

or a ban on showing the Chrysler

building in programs for another

automotive advertiser.

That agency and client representa-

tives have sometimes been idiotic in

their script changes, few in the indus-

try doubt. Such practices, however,

are not common to all advertisers or

all types of shows.

In his report to the FCC last week.

Dr. Frank Stanton noted that pub-

licity and criticism of advertiser in-

terference has largely centered in the

area of serious dramatic programs
(Playhouse 90 reportedly has had
more than its share of troubles).

CBS has put in new rules governing

advertisers' "creative participation"

CRITICS OF TV ADVERTISERS SCRAMBLE UP FIVE j|

1

CRITICISM

INTERFERENCE

HOW MADE
Complaints by Rod Serling, David Susskind, other writers,

producers that censorship of tv scripts by advertisers, agen-

cies, interferes with artistic integrity of the entire medium

2 CPM STANDARDS
Charge that major sponsors are interested only in cost-

per- 1,000, and that insistence on ran numbers alone pro-

duces program mediocrity, downgrades all tv standards

3
COPY CLAIMS

FTC and other critics (including some agencymen) sav

tv commercials rife with claims which are palpably false.

Regimen, cigarettes, gasolines are cited as chief offenders

4 DECEPTION
Colgate, Alcoa, Lever and others, charged with using de-

ceptive techniques in filming and presentation of com-

mercials, even when actual claims are not open to question

5 BAD TASTE
Many products, especially in "sensitive areas'' like d

odorants, laxatives, cold remedies, accused of bad tasle

in tv presentations, regardless of claims or techniqm j

.11 SPONSOR 6 FEBRUARY 19(0



in such programing and new pro-

cedures for handling client objections

to script elements which "seem detri-

mental to product or company good

will." Such rules may help.

The real problem, however, about

criticism of "sponsor involvement"

in tv scripts is that so much of it

comes from highly vocal performers,

writers, and intellectuals who, in the

name of "art" refuse to concede any

rights whatsoever to the man paying

the bills.

Such critics cheered recently when
Standard Oil ( N. J.) in buying

WNTA's Play of the Week series,

declared it would keep hands off all

matters of program selection and

script detail.

That the Standard attitude is not

held by many substantial advertisers

was made clear when Peter W. All-

port of the ANA testified to the FCC
that denying sponsors that right to a

voice in programing might easily

"affect the economics of the medium."

Summary : the criticism of "artistic

interference" is the least serious of

the charges raised against tv adver-

tisers, and the one for which critics

have the least documentation. It is

difficult to prove that America's cul-

tural standards have been lowered by

an agency supervisors blue pencil.

But the criticism is dangerous be-

cause of its emotional appeal, and the

passion of its advocates.

2) Cost-per-1,000 standards.

Totally different from the "artistic

interference" criticism, and far more
serious is the charge that advertisers,

by their insistence on high rated

shows and low costs-per-1,000, de-

grade the level of tv programing.

Agency tv executives like C. Ter-

rence Clyne of McCann-Erickson, and

Don Seymour of JWT, testifying in

New York last summer, made it clear

that many clients want shows that

draw big audiences and "don't offend

anyone."

Critics of this viewpoint contend

that such a policy inevitably leads to

a diet of program pap, and that "in

the public interest" advertisers should

be entirely divorced from program-

ing controls.

Philip Cortney, president of Coty

Inc., following widespread criticism

of his competitor Revlon's participa-

tion in quiz programs, called for con-

gressional action to take sponsors out

of show business.

Other critics have advanced pro-

posals of a "British system" of com-

mercial tv with advertisers buying

spots rather than programs, as well

as for pay tv, "educational channels"

and other devices to combat adver-

tiser influence.

Even some agencymen apparently

have doubts about the present tv

structure. In a recent speech before

the Cleveland Ad Club, John P. Cun-

ningham, chairman of C&W called

for the setting up of a special tv com-

mission to decide among other things

(Please turn to page 72)

1 DIFFERENT CHARGES INVOLVING PROGRAMS, COPY
ACTION SUGGESTED HOW SERIOUS

Complete divorcement of advertisers from programs. Cen- Violations of artistic integrity least serious of all

tering of control in network, stations. Program buys like complaints against tv advertisers. Many charges

\ Standard Oil (N.J.) purchase of WNTA Play of the Week trifling, unimportant. But critics are highly vocal

British system of spots but no sponsor identification with

programs. Pay tv. Educational channel. Government net-

works. Investigation and crackdown on rating systems

Very serious though solutions proposed lack real-

ism in most cases. Not all of tv's advertisers can be
accused of "rating madness" but some are guilty

Additional funds for bigger, more efficient FTC. New law

i| to make networks, stations liable for participating in prep-

aration of fraudulent advertising. Tougher industry policing

Careful review of actual claims made in tv ads

discloses few cases of outright fraud. But public

confuses claims, techniques, taste in attacks on tv

Prosecution by FCC, FTC. Extension of present cases to

cover wide variety of dubious practices. Tightening of

NAB Tv Code. Stronger codes by both the lA's and ANA

Uproar over deceit in tv methods has been greatly

exaggerated. Technical demands of medium mean
some poetic license. Not as serious as it sounds

Various types of citizen s committees or censorship boards Very serious, since bad manners and poor taste

to pass on questions of advertising taste. More vigorous of some tv spots provides constant irritant to anti-tv

action by nets, stations in enforcing Tv Code. Legislation attacks. More self-regulation by advertisers needed
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WHAT YOU CAN GET
^ If your boss says, "Field trips are a waste of time,"

show him this study of an important midwest market

^ Here are valuable facts on Omaha, its subtle dif-

ferences discovered by a station rep who went there

SAC HQ: Omaha is the base for U. S. Stra-

tegic Air Command, a permanent Air Force

installation of 10,000; many are civilians

NO. 1 COWTOWN: In handling and processing cattle, Omaha ranks first. Here Monte

Lang, on visit for Daren F. McGavren, N.Y., inspects a yard with Stan Merchant, sales man-

ager of KMEO (formerly KOWH), Omaha. Cowboys come to town every day with their herds

R.R. CENTER: Omaha is the heart of the big Union Pacific system, has been since the U.S.

first was spanned from coast-to-coast by the "iron horse." More than 5,000 persons from

the Omaha-Council Bluffs area are employed by the U.P. Another big industry in this mar-

ket is insurance; three giant national companies base here, employ over 3,000 persons

l™very day the cowboys come to

town—not tall in the saddle but in

the cars of the Union Pacific Rail-

road. Omaha, Neb., handles and

processes more cattle than Chicago.

In this area of the livestock industry,

Omaha is No. 1 in the nation; St.

Paul is second, and Chicago is third.

So Omaha is a cowtown. It also

is many other things such as head-

quarters of the U. S. Strategic Air

Command, an insurance center, hub

of one of the country's greatest rail-

roads, and cultural mecca for a huge

agricultural area.

All of these make for subtle differ-

ences that distinguish the Omaha
market from all other markets in the

U. S. But you'll never know it until

you've been to Omaha.
Monte Lang, salesman for Daren F.

McGavren Co., station representa-

tives based in New York, recently

went to Omaha and studied the mar-

ket first-hand. His field trip was part

of a program that finds McGavren

salesmen traveling to each market in

which the firm represents tv or radio

stations and spending enough time to

learn the area's characteristics.

In the advertising industry, a stock

controversy for years has been, "Are

field trips a waste of time and

money?'' Arguments have piled up

on both sides. But the trip Lang

took pretty much loads the dice in

favor of traveling agency buyers or

salesmen and, at the same time, em-

phasizes the fact that there are field

trips—and field trips.

The difference is a subtle one.

When an agency timebuyer is "trav-

eled," his trip frequently is a fast

swing through those markets that will

make up his campaign. He usually
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OUT OF A GRASS-ROOTS TRIP

'trr

goes with a specific product in mind,

a specific group of broadcast outlets

under consideration.

He may spend as little as a day in

a market, investigate nothing beyond

what applies to the product that is to

be the core of his immediate cam-

paign. If that product is toothpaste,

he will leave the town with a good

idea of toothpaste marketing; he will

have called on some of the stations

and heard their rating stories. But

the chances are verv slim that he

leaves town with a clear, over-all pic-

ture of what makes this market tick.

The things that distinguish it from

every other market, things that often

can make or break a spot advertising

push in that area are likely to have

been passed over.

This is why the McGavren travel-

studv program for its salesmen has

considerable significance to the ad-

vertising industry. The rep who has

spent a week or more in a market

talking to merchants, manufacturers,

distributors, civic leaders comes away
with a storehouse of information that

lis valuable to the advertiser awav
and beyond the ratings statistics

found in printed reports.

\^ hat Lang found out in Omaha is

indicative of what others in the firm

are finding out in other markets

(and, incidentally, featuring in their

trade paper advertising).

The area: You drive across miles of

prairie, flat and rich farm lands;

then suddenly, there is Omaha, a

bustling metropolis of 314,000 pop-

ulation on the Missouri River. Just

across the river, in Iowa, is the sister

metropolis of Council Bluffs. Between
the two. they make up a metro mar-
ket of 440.000 persons. Drive through

these towns and all of a sudden vou
are suddenly in the countrv again.

There is no raggedy fringe of metro
area.

Influence of the metro center. Be-

ause Omaha-Council Bluffs rise like

in oasis in the middle of an incredi-

)le mileage of farm land, thev have

jecome the cultural and merchandis-

: ng hub of much of their states,

^very weekend finds Omaha over-

I

1:

flowing with the influx of shoppers

and visitors from miles around. Auto

traffic is heavy, stores are bustling.

A top-flight motion picture probably

will enjoy as long a run in Omaha
as it will in New York City; "South

Pacific," for example has run there

for a solid year, is now being re-

placed by "Ben Hur" which is figured

to show for another vear. National

advertisers might well consider that

Omaha swings just as much cultural

weight in its area as does a New
^ ork or San Francisco.

Tastes of the town : Omaha is a town

of casual dress: slacks, jackets, sweat-

ers and not too many neckties—cer-

tainly not the best climate for a

Brooks Brothers but a great place for

i Please turn to page 71 i

DRUG SALES: 50% of drug sales

in Omaha are in food stores giving

rise to distribution system of "rack

brokers." Lang (I) and KMEO's

v.p. and general mgr. Herb Golom-

beck inspect a brokerage house

OMAHA AGENCY: Home of

Bozell & Jacobs (it has branches in

other cities) is this city of 314,000

01 the Missouri River. Golombeck

(I) and Lang (r) talk with B & J's

media director Claire Gross (ctr)

MANUFACTURING: This mod-

ern potato chip plant is just one of

many Omaha industries which in-

clude Western Electric, Store Brew-

ing, Continental Can, and Cudahy
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Are daytime tv's costs too high?

^ At this early-^O point, daytime sales are sluggish

despite last year's peak $416 million net-spot revenue

^ Net seems more stalemated than spot, but buyers

say cost efficiency is best ever and not cause of cuts

^^espite last year's record high for

daytime network and spot tv billing,

the earl\-"60 buying omens indicate

a depressed market. Most of this buy-

ing depression seems to be in the

network area, where the three majors

are still fighting desperately for a

larger share of the available daytime

audience.

What's happening to cause this

seeming deflation of client interest in

daytime? Is it. as some observers

allege, the fact that daytime costs

are too high? A partial answer to

the cutback in sponsorship, which

most of the people queried by SPON-

SOR think is temporary and seasonal,

is that program ratings continue to

be depressed because of the three-net-

work competition.

The daytime audience is pretty

much the same size as it was two

years ago. when CBS and NBC were

the only two nets with daytime pro-

graming for their affiliates. But ABC
has entered the arena in the mean-

time and is splitting up the daytime

pie three ways. The audience pie.

however, isn't that much bigger. Re-

sult: ratings are down and shares are

shifting around.

Daytime advertisers have long

known their reach will never be as

broad as during the nighttime hours.

They start with a large base of house-

wives, a few men. more teens and

children—and hope to add more au-

dience as the months go by. But the

potential will never be anywhere near

as big as nighttime. And. davtime

< "-ts therefore, can never approxi-

mate the nighttime rates.

The networks know these facts of

life all too well. As a result. the\\e

spinned complicated sales and dis-

count patterns, evolved smaller time

segments, allowed shorter contract

periods. They've submitted to pros-

pects' additional "bonus"' and mer-

chandising lures and. in the final

analysis, have come up with favor-

able costs which match an adver-

tiser s needs.

As of today, the cost-per-l
r000

commercial minutes delivered during

the daytime hours is about SI.90:

that for nighttime periods. S4.10

—

more than double the daytime cost

efficiency.

Its this cost efficiency—along with

several other primary advertising fac-

tors—which seems to be the biggest

force keeping national as well as local

advertisers within the davtime frame-

COSMETICS AND SOAPS: 2 OF TOP 3 DAYTIME BUYERS

NAME PERFORMERS sell for many daytime sponsors, most of whom tures Marvin Miller selling variety of products. At right, Willia-i

want strong sales identification across the board with housewife audi- McCartney, marketing mgr. for Helene Curtis Industries' Enden dar-

ence. Left Colgate-Palmolive's long-popular Millionaire (CBS TV) fea- druff shampoo, chats with On the Go emcee Jack Linkletter (CBS TV I
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work—and which daytime proponents

think will attract new business.

The cost ratio pattern of day vs.

night is explained by one of day-

time's top investors, Jack K. Lipson,

director of advertising for Helene

Curtis Industries. Chicago, this way:

"Daytime television is a good value

today providing it can be purchased

at a cost efficiency of 50 9r or less of

nighttime network. For example, if

the average network commercial min-

ute comes in at $3.50 per 1,000

homes, the daytime network minute

must come in for SI.75 or less."

Daytime is slowly gaining momen-
tum with viewers, and therefore with

advertisers, at all three levels of

broadcast advertising: national, spot

and local. The three networks report

a total of 87 national advertisers on

their sponsor logs (see adjacent

box ) . Daytime spot and local ad-

vertisers, of course, are so numerous
they can't be counted. At this point

1960 doesn't hold the dollar promise

of last year.

sponsor's estimates of 1959 busi-

ness are based on Television Bureau
of Advertising figures for spot ( TvB-

Rorabaugh, covering the first nine

months of '59) and network (LNA-
BAR, covering the 11 months of '59)

projected at the same billing rate to

the remainder of the year.

The projected totals looks like this

for daytime: network, $201,478,603:

spot, $214,929,331: total, $416,407.-

934—a gain of 17% from 1958. The
projected estimate indicates an $81
million increase from 1958, when the

total net and spot daytime investment

was $355 million. And 1958 repre-

sented a total billings gain for day-

time hours of $53 million, up to $355
million from $302 million in 1957.

One of network's proponents, Jack

Lipson of Helene Curtis, thinks "net-

work is a better buy for us than

spot." But he sees this advantage of

daytime spot: "flexibility, since you
can go into a market for a short pe-

riod with the number of rating points

you want to use." He has supervised

purchase of two quarter hours on

CBS TV starting in April, with As
the World Turns and Edge of Night,

"bringing our commercials into a

lot of new homes. The buy," he says,

(Please turn to page 70)

87 NATIONAL ADVERTISERS •«
SPONSOR DAYTIME NET TV %

FOOD STORE ITEMS 21 SOAPS, CLEANSERS 8 *
ARMOUR & CO. BRILLO MFG. CO.

BORDEN CO. COLGATE-PALMOLIVE
CARNATION CO. DRACKETT CO.

CONTINENTAL BAKING DUMAS MILNER CORP.

CORN PRODUCTS REF. S. C. JOHNSON & SON

GENERAL FOODS LEVER BROS.

GENERAL MILLS PROCTER & GAMBLE
SIMONIZEGERBER PRODUCTS

H. J. HEINZ CO.

KELLOGG CO. CANDY, CONFECTIONS 6

KING KONE CORP. BEECH-NUT LIFE SAVERS
MINUTE MAID CORP. CRACKER JACK CO.

NABISCO HOLLYWOOD CANDY
NESTLE CO. LUDEN'S INC.

PET MILK MARS, INC.

PILLSBURY MILLS SWEETS CO.

QUAKER OATS
STALEY MFG. OIL PRODUCTS 4

STANDARD BRANDS GENERAL PETROLEUM
VAN CAMP SEA FOOD HUMBLE OIL & REFINING
WELCH GRAPE JUICE STANDARD OIL (IND.)

STANDARD OIL (N.J.)

DRUGS 13 BEER 3
AMERICAN HOME PROD. ANHEUSER BUSCH

BLOCK DRUG MILLER BREWING CO.
CARTER PRODUCTS SCHLITZ

EASTCO
EX-LAX INC. APPLIANCES 3

THOMAS LEEMING
FRIGIDAIREMENTHOLATUM CO. GENERAL ELECTRIC

MILES LABS. HOOVER CO.
STERLING DRUG
VICK CHEMICAL

VITAMIN SALES CO.
TOBACCO PRODUCTS 2

WARNER-LAMBERT BAYUK CIGARS

WHITEHALL PHARM. BROWN & WILLIAMSON

MISCELLANEOUS 14
COSMETICS, TOILETRIES 13 ARMSTRONG CORK

ALBERTO CULVER CLUETT, PEABODY
AMERICAN SAF. RAZ. CONGOLEUM-NAIRN

COTY EASTMAN KODAK
DUSHARME PRODUCTS HARTZ MOUNTAIN PROD.
GAYLORD PRODUCTS KEMPER INSURANCE
HAROLD RITCHIE MATTEL, INC.

HELENE CURTIS IND. MONSANTO CHEMICAL
JOHNSON & JOHNSON NORTH AMER. VAN LINES

MENNEN REMINGTON RAND
POND'S CO. REYNOLDS METALS
SCHICK, INC. CHESTER H. ROTH
SHULTON, INC. SCOTT PAPER

TONI CO. U. S. STEEL
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25 TOP NAMES IN CHICAGO
^ Chicago is distinguished for its many

top-echelon broadcast advertising people

^ Among them are these 25 executives

cited to SPONSOR by industry leaders

I any of the most noteworthy chapters in the his-

tory of radio/tv advertising have been written in

Chicago, and the 25 Chicagoans pictured here are

just a few of a large and highly respected group of

advertising professionals who are making daily con-

JACK BAXTER is head of his

own consulting firm, Creative

House, creating tv and print

campaigns for agencies. He
started in advertising 20 years

ago as a copywriter; later

worked as creative director,

BBDO; exec. v. p., Robert W.

Orr; creative chief, Leo Burnett

JAMES W. BEACH, v.p. and

director of ABC TV network's

Central Div., joined its flagship

station (WBKB) in '49. He be-

came division director in 1955

after working as sales manager.

He has a background in news-

papers, radio and construction;

was schooled at Northwestern

GEORGE A. BOLAS combines

experience with a client (Swift),

network (NBC) and agencies

(Blackett-Sa mple-Hummert,
Foote, Cone & Belding) in his

post as v.p., director of all me-

dia activities at Tatham-Laird.

His tv/radio work includes

facilities, talent, programing

JANE DALY has just started

a new position as assistant to

the president of Wade Adv.,

using her specialized knowledge

of network negotiations at one

of the city's most tv-oriented

agencies. She is former v.p. for

tv and radio at Earle Ludgin;

pioneered What's My Line?

ROBERT A. DAVIS has been

general ad manager of Kraft

Foods since 1957, and also is

administrative assistant to the

marketing director. He's been

with Kraft since graduation

from Annapolis except for a

two-year Navy stint. He works

with three Chicago agencies

JUNIUS ROLSTON FISH-

BURN, well known in the sta-

tion representation field, is mid-

west tv sales manager for Met-

ropolitan Broadcasting Corp.

He worked previously with Sim-

mons Assoc, Edward Petry, the

Walker Co. and William S.

Rambeau station reps, Chicago

KENNETH B. FLEMING, JR.,

is media director at McCann-

Erickson, where he has also

been an account executive. He's

worked at George Hollingbery

reps, in account and media at

Leo Burnett. Current broad-

cast accounts include Helene

Curtis, Bell & Howell, Derby

STUART K. HENSLEY has

been president and chief execu-

tive officer of Toni since '57,

rising through the ranks after

starting as a salesman in '46.

He was Toni ad manager, works

with three Chicago agencies:

North, Tatham-Laird, Clinton E.

Frank. He's an ex-Navy man
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RADIO AND TV ADVERTISING
tributions to the chapter that is being written today.

It is a Who's Who compiled with the advice and

counsel of many in every phase of Chicago adver-

tising. But is it a partial Who's Who, limited of

necessity by space. It is not complete, but it is a

representative list of men and women considered by

Chicago advertising circles to be typical of the

calibre of hundreds of others who are currently per-

forming a variety of broadcast advertising functions

for clients, agencies and media firms. Some of the

in 1951, the unique WFMT
(fm) which he operates. Sta-

tion gives audiences 100% cul-

tural schedule of selected

poetry, music, drama. It serves

number of blue-chip advertis-

ers, has won national awards,

attracts big, loyal audience

LEONARD MATTHEWS holds

jin important post with Leo

Burnett as v. p. of marketing

•ervices, which includes market-

ng, media and research. He's

ilso a director. He's worked at

iiurnett as researcher, buyer, ac-

count man; previously for A. C.

Nielsen in presentation analysis

LEONARD H. LAVIN, presi-

dent of Alberto-Culver, is a

veteran in cosmetic tv advertis-

ing. He is former merchandis-

ing director of Jules Montenier

(Stopette) ; bought obscure Al-

berto-Culver in '55 and quickly

gained national distribution for

VO-5 with tv, added products

JIM MORAN, president of

Courtesy Motors, is one of the

biggest local tv accounts and

operates world's largest dealer-

ship. He's used fi rst-run tv mov-

ies since '49, has consistently

given commercials himself. His

current feature film series gets

90% of the total budget

GEORGE G. LINDSAY has

worked as Central Div. director

of the TvB since October '59.

He has wide experience in sev-

eral broadcast activities: at

KSTP-TV, Minneapolis; Edward

Petry; Erwin-Wasey agency;

most recently at Weed-TV as

v.p., sales manager in Chicago

FRED NILES is president of

Fred A. Niles Productions, Inc.,

considered the largest film stu-

dio outside Hollywood. He

started the company in 1955

after working for Kling Studios

10 years. He is known for his

combined work as administra-

tor, creator, sales executive

FRANCIS S. MANGAN is

manager of NBC TV Spot Sales'

Central Div. He worked at NBC
Spot Sales four years; at the

Katz Agency and Chicago Trib-

une. He attended Loyola and

Detroit Universities, served with

the Navy Air Corps during W.
W. II He's a native Chicagoan

WARD L. QUAAL is vice

president, general manager and

board member of WGN, Inc.,

which operates am and tv fa-

cilities. Active in all-industry

affairs, he's former director of

the Clear Channel stations, co-

operates on NAB projects, is

president of Quality stations



familiar faces have been omitted

—

those of Fairfax Cone, and Leo Bur-

nett, for example, or Art Tatham.

ken Laird. Jeff Wade. Maurice \eed-

ham. Vi ill Grant—so that those newer

t« i the scene and therefore less known
might he included.

The gallery is also restricted in that

most of the people on these pages

have shaped their entire careers in

or around Chicago. Admen and ad-

uomen working in Chicago-based

offices of New York agencies were

not given as much consideration as

Chicago-based agencies inasmuch as

marn of them relv heavilv on guid-

ance and direction from their New
York headquarters.

Here they are—most of them na-

tive midwesterners and lon°: identi-

fied with Chicago and with the

broadcast industry in the city which

developed radio's peak period of

"soap operas" dominated by Dancer-

Fitzgerald-Sample, clients, television's

early innovations I Remember Garro-

ivay at Large and Kukla, Fran &
Olhe? I and saw the pioneering copv

success of such agencies as the un-

forgettable Lord & Thomas. ^

CHICAGO

LEADERS

REPRESENT ALL

PHASES OF

BROADCAST

ADVERTISING-

AGENCIES,

CLIENTS,

MEDIA AND

RELATED FIRMS

STERLING C. QUIN-
LAN is v.p. for ABC TV

and its WBKB. Experienced

in radio announcing and

continuity, he joined WBKB
in '47 and worked succes-

sively in staging, direc-

tion, promotion. He be-

came v.p. in 1954, one year

after ABC-UPT acquired

the pioneer tv property,

third oldest in the U.S.

WALTER SCHWIM-
MER, president of Walter

Schwimmer Productions, is

the only program produc-

er in major city. A spe-

cialist in filmed sports

shows, he's a former agen-

cy partner (Schwimmer &

Scott) and originated the

first radio quii giveaways,

still on the air and known

as Tune Test, Tello Test.

E. H. SHOMO is vice

president and general man-

ager of WBBM, the CBS

o&o which last year had

the best sales in its long

history. He's been with the

station since '37 except for

a stint at KMOX, St. Louis,

and in New York as the

station's Eastern reps. He's

worked as a newspaper

space salesman in Chicago

HARRY SMART, v.p. and

midwest sales manager of

Blair-Tv, is recognized as

the city's first exclusive

salesman of spot televi-

sion. With Blair since '49

—shortly after the tv com-

pany was formed — he

worked previously at Danc-

er- Fitigerald - Sample in

the media, merchandising

and broadcast departments

DOUGLAS L. SMITH,
advertising- merchandising

director, S. C. Johnson &

Son, has been in the field

since the mid-30's. He's

had his present post since

'55, and worked previously

at Melamed-Hobbs agen-

cy, Swift, BBDO. He's ac-

tive in the Assn. of Nat'l

Advertisers, and Advertis-

ing Research Foundation

WILLIAM J. TYNAN,
v.p. and midwest sales

manager of Peters, Griffin,

Woodward station repre-

sentatives, has been with

this company six years.

He's been ad and promo-

tion manager for a small

manufacturer; handled

copy, layout and contact

for agencies; sold tv time

for (then) Free & Peters

EDWARD E. VOYNOW,
as president of Edward

Petry & Co., is the only

national rep president

headquartered in Chicago.

He started his career in

newspaper work on the

old Herald Examiner, en-

tered radio in 1927 with

National Radio Advertis-

ing, Inc. and co-founded

the Petry company in 1932

ALFRED G. WAACK,
v.p. and director of ad-

vertising for Household Fi-

nance Corp., is respected

for his receptivity to new

broadcast concepts and

techniques. He's worked

only for HFC, starting in

'32 as a field representa-

tive; assumed present ex-

ecutive post in 1953 after

working through the ranks

LLOYD E. YODER is v.p.

and general manager of

NBC's stations, WMAQ
and WNBQ(tv). He's been

in broadcasting for more

than 30 years, 20 as chief

executive officer of vari-

ous NBC stations. He's ao

five in several social and

professional clubs and

local and national broad

casting, community wck
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KID BOOKS
SELL 'EM

JUST LIKE

FOOD
TV CREATES DEMAND for coloring-and-story books. Ample display

space points up importance of kid as supermarket consumer in tv era

^ New kids' magazine, spearheaded by kid tv shows,

gets supermarket support in New England, upper N. Y.

^ Merchandising, like food, in national expansion calls

for in-store support, product tie-ins, plenty of tv

^Supermarket aisles in key cities are

fatter these days by about half a

million children's magazines, all

equipped with four crayons and a

Schrafft lollipop.

In spite of their greater bulk, these

storv-coloring books don't take up

shelf space very long—particularly

in New England and upper New
York, where the strategy for getting

an eventual 12 million on newsstands

and in supermarkets across the coun-

try is being worked out.

Why supermarkets? Because mar-

keting the books calls for getting

them on that most infallible of shop-

ping lists—a kids memory—via tan-

talizing exposure on kid tv shows.

That being the case, the tv merchan-

dising of these magazines—called

Lollipop Kids—is very likelv to fol-

low the same pattern as a new food

product introduction. For example:

l 1 I Joint promotions with other

products, both private and regular

brands in grocerv stores. 1 2 1 super-

market emphasis in all copy. (3) a

double-barreled pitch: to the small

frv. fun: to the parent, educational

benefits matching am thing a food

manufacturer might claim in terms of

nutrition.

From the earliest tests last spring

in Springfield. Mass.. creator Jim

Donovan and partner Ed Hughes
i then sales manager of a tv station l

made the link between tv and super-

markets fundamental to the distribu-

tion and sales plan.

The first three issues of Lollipop

Kids were placed in Springfield su-

permarkets in Ma\. June and July

of last year. Each issue had tv sup-

port during the first two weeks of
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its supermarket appearance in the

form of participations of two kid

shows: Romper Room, 9 a.m. daily,

aimed at the parent. Wicky Wacky
Club. 8:30-10 a.m. Saturday, designed

to reach the specific target—five-to-

eight-\ ear-olds—on an important

shopping dav. i \^ ^ LP-T\ . where

Hughes worked, was used for this

three-month test.)

Meanwhile. Donovan and Hughes

were busv ironing out the kinks. The

right presentation of the book on tv

was of extreme importance. First of

all. an effective way to demonstrate

the magazine's blister-pack cover

containing the crayons and lollipop

had to be found. Next the kids them-

selves had to recognize the Lollipop

Kids i running characters in the maga-

zine I . And. third, audience identifica-

tion with the "Kids"" had to be

created.

To arouse parent interest, there

also had to be a proper balance be-

tween the educational value and sheer

fun of the book. To test this point.

the book's creators checked reactions

of parents with supermarket man-

agers. Display problems required a

good deal of experimentation, as did

43
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joint in-store promotions with other

products.

Distribution was purposely limited

during the Springfield test, so that

all these elements could he controlled

and checked. In spite of this. how-

ever, 14,500 copies per month were

sold during the three-month period.

The Springfield test was a success,

hut before Lollipop Kids could go

national, additional financing had to

be found and a national distributor

lined up. The money was found, and

so was the distributor. Bv November
an issue run of 100.000 copies went

out via Kable News to key cities

—

but without tv support. Results, ac-

cording to Jack Pfeiffer. the com-

pany's general manager then han-

dling marketing and advertising,

were far from spectacular. "In fact.
"

he says, "the only place the magazine

got real acceptance was in the

Springfield area where we had previ-

HOW KID BOOKS ARE SOLD ON TV

DOUBLE-BARRELED PITCH calls for educational emphasis to lure parents (Ed Hughes, one

of the originators, extracts these points with Winifred Haslam, Romper Room's Miss Penny on

WWLP-TV, Springfield, Mass.) and sheer fun (below, Salty Brine of WPRO-TV, Providence,

and Lollipop gen. mgr. Jack Pfeiffer tackle this aspect). Supermarket racks are displayed

ously had exposure on television."

The outlook was a little dim. and

the sudden death in an auto accident

of its creator. Jim Donovan, didn't

help matters. In spite of this, the

firm went ahead with plans for a De-

cember issue—this time with tv. Con-

centration was to be primarily in

New England, with distribution out-

side that area limited to cities where

there was already a slight toehold.

Participations on WBZ-TY. Boston;

WTIC-TV, Hartford: WRGB, Sche-

nectady: WNHC-TV, New Haven;

\^ PRO-T\ . Providence: and again,

^ ^ LP-T\ . Springfield, were used

the first two weeks of December to

cover the areas of prime concentra-

tion. In all markets, emphasis in

buying and copy was split between

parent and child.

Before the start of the tv sched-

ules. Pfeiffer made the rounds of

food chain headquarters in New Eng-

land. "This time, he says, "we were

able to line up support not onlv in

Springfield, but among large food

chains once they learned of our plans

to promote the books on tv. What's

more, these chains offered support in

terms of the product tie-ins. displays

and other things we were after/'

Prior to the tv kickoff. Stop and

Shop i 100 stores t . First National

1 400 i signed up. along with A&P in

a 100-store test. One week after the

kid show commercials hit the air, a

flock of independents began asking

Kable for the magazine.

By this time, a special shipper-dis-

play carton, containing 50 copies

the magazine, had been developed !

specifically with food stores in mind
|

and all commercials were tagged witl

the line. "Lollipop Kids magazine is

available at better supermarkets.'"

Pfeiffer ?U<> visited the tv statioi

talking with the personalities, giving

them an insight into the magazine-

operation and its aims which woul<

make the commercials more effective

Vgain, as during the test period.

distribution was held down. In addi
|

tion. Kable put the largest part o I

the press run into key cities in othe
|

areas of the country as a foothol

toward national distribution. De-

1

cember sales totaled 500.000.

these. 'J0.000 were in New England!

and upper New ^ ork alone where th

campaign had run.
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In mid-December, Lollipop Kids

hired itself a New York agency

—

Hicks & Greist—and began plans for

consolidating its gains. By now, an

effective tv pattern had been worked

out: kid show participations the first

two weeks of the month. For the

January issue two stations were add-

ed to the previous lineup: W-TEN
( Albany-S c h e n e c t a d y-T r o y ) and

WHDH-TV (Boston). The scope of

the buys was extended to include

afternoon and evening shows plus

Romper Room in all markets. January

sales in the tv areas point to a sell-out,

according to Pfeiffer.

Each issue is pegged to a theme

: (Washington and Lincoln in Febru-

arv. for example). Personalities are

reminded that each commercial can

open on a different picture, and copy

is provided for this. When possible,

pages are colored by the personality

or a child. In all commercials, the

supermarket display rack is promi-

nently shown, and a plug (general or

'specific) is made: "Look for it at

'magazine stands in better stores every-

where—such as your friendly Stop &

'Shop ... It costs only 25^!"

Currently, the magazine is in the

;
thick of promoting its February issue

with the same station lineup as last

month. In the works are a number
of refinements in product and mar-

keting. Among them:

Permanent Avire racks, requested

by a number of supermarkets, are

now in the works. Also in prepara-

tion are cut-outs (puzzles and even a

,mobile) for the spring issues which

will lend themselves to more elabo-

rate tv demonstration. To swing the

ipendulum even further to the educa-

tional side. Lollipop plans to use

. some of its educational figures con-

nected with the magazine ( Dr. Helen

R. Rees of Smith College and Dr.

Barbara C. Corridan of Westfield

State Teachers College) in tv and

, personal appearances. Pfeiffer says

lie intends to continue aiming at

grocery stores and newsstands. "Mar-

keting the product like a loaf of

bread," he says, "I think we can

achieve the largest newsstand sale

of any magazine in the country. This

means food chain selling primarily

backed by television. Thus, we ex-

pect to continue buying as much
children's tv as we can." ^

I
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LEADS pour in from realtor's WDOK, Cleveland, push 'for business property sales. Surveying

results: realty exec Bill Thomas (c); WDOK commentators Barbara Reinlter, Tom Fletcher

WHO SAID RADIO CAN'T
SELL A $450,000 ITEM?

W illiam L. Thomas is a man with

strong ideas.

As an ex-Ford dealer he knows
radio moves goods. Now he's using

the same medium in a way others

have feared to try—to promote the

sale of commercial real estate. Here,

it's not unusual to seek buyers with,

say, $150,000 for downpayment on a

$450,000 investment.

Thomas is now manager of the

Business Opportunities and Business

Investment Div. of Behrens Realty

Co., Cleveland. It is on his advice

that Behrens has bought a daily five-

minute newscast (6 p.m.) on WDOK,
Cleveland. And, Thomas reports, the

broadcast is outpulling print — the

conventional medium for commercial

real estate. The resulting flow of leads

to him is reminiscent of the days

when, thanks to radio, he was Ohio's

leading Ford dealer.

Since "the ladies" control a good

share of the country's wealth. Beh-

rens feels it's just good sense to aim

its WDOK newscast at women as well

as men. To do it. it uses a male-

female commentator team consisting

of Tom Fletcher and Barbara Rein-

ker, prominent local personalities,

who alternate on the delivery of

headlines and news items.

The pitch made to the upper brack-

ets urges the listener to "call in Beh-

rens' specialists and let them help put

lazy dollars to work through the pur-

chase, or sale, of the right business

opportunity at the right time." It

goes on to describe the various cate-

gories of property available in Beh-

rens' "exclusive listing," such as mo-

tels, business buildings, taverns,

drive-ins, bowling alleys and carpet

companies.

The realty outfit ends its radio

commercials with good hard sell, such

as: "A call, right now, to William

Thomas (phone number) may be

your first step toward a better in-

come."

WDOK regards its audience com-

position as a prime factor in the

healthy flow of leads the Behrens'

campaign is bringing in. A postal

zone check on the more than 5,000

subscribers to this "good music" sta-

tion's monthly program guide re-

vealed that a large proportion of lis-

teners are in the higher income

brackets.

Realtors who thus far have thought

of radio only for dwelling unit sales,

take note. A program, with appeal

for adults of both sexes via stations

with, well-to-do audiences, might be

just what you're looking for. ^
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Spot radio catapults airline sales

^ Northeast win* identity in airline-heavy New ^ork

with *pot radio barrage, ha- best winter in history

6
Jel away from it all" jingle launche? N. \.-Miami

jet service via 14 radio. 9 television -tation? in two titles

Joe ireeks in ad-

\ance to book 3 Christmas flig:

Miami on Northeast airli: -- N thing

doing.

It was partl> the J. Walter Thorap-

•m fault. If he and hi*

colleague? at the - hadn't con-

ducted such an effective air media

campaign for Northeast, reservations

ght've been available.

\ rtheast. long prominent in N

England, is a relative newcomer to

the " :k market where about

es vie for recognition. After

a two-season novitiate on the N. Y.-

Miami run. Northeast made a mi-
bid for that traffic with the "bi^-

faster" Intercontinental 707 jet

—

an
astronomical investment that called

-

""^ e had the seemingly insur-

mountable job of focusing

- attention on Northeast amid

a sky-full of competitors." says JWT
account representative Bill Smith.

To get sufficient impact and fre-

quency we needed the air media,

especially radio."

Northeast took to the air in N. ^

.

and Miami 1 November, gettins a

long headstart on its 17 December

jet service innauguration. Results

were immediate and sustained. "Three

davs after we were on the air. phon

calls to Northeast were up 4-

and have been there ever since.

Smith points out enthusiastically.

"We"\e expanded our Miami service

as have our two rivals on this rur

and still our flights are filled. This i

by far our best winter."

Adds Stone. "The campaign ha

also produced important side ben

fits. Though we only advertised jt

flights to Miami, were selling ou

prop plane flights to Miami and othe

Florida points. Reaching beyond tfc

guy to whom you specifically spea

is a great bonus of the broadca

media."

For the November through Jan

ary phase of its radio campaig

Northeast used eight stations in N. 1

six in Miami. Averaae numb
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of spots per week came to about 100

in each market. They were nearly all

minutes, but 20"s were employed

where availabilites so dictated.

Crux of the spots was the "Let's

Jet away from it all" jingle (see

box i . Based on the 1941 standard

"Let's Get Away From It All," the

jingle was given its Northeast lyrics

bv Joe Stone and JWT copywriter

Bev Corvin and transcribed by Paris

Productions.

"Our budget for the jingle had to

be relatively low with only two mar-

kets involved, but we got maximum
quality for the money through exten-

sive pre-recording preparation." ex-

plains Stone. "When the time came,

we were able to tell the artists and

technicians just what we wanted, thus

minimizing the recording time."

The "big sound" jingle is per-

formed by four voices and a 14-piece

band, with intermittent copy de-

livered bv an anouncer. JWT now is

working on a newr version of the "jet

away" jingle with the help of

arranger Mitch Miller (see picture).

The New York buv (WABC,
WCBS. WMCA. WNEW. WOR.
WPAT. WQXR and WRCA i was

traffic time-oriented. Though aimed

primarily at the men. it was expected

to reach a sizeable number of women
also in the traffic-time audience.

Along with the heavy early morning
and early evening schedules, there was

some nighttime exposure—on better

music stations—plus Saturdav morn-
ing during "shopping time."

The Miami buv I'WCKR. WGBS.
WINZ, WQAM, WSKP and WVCG)
was another story. With tourists as

the target, it ran the time gamut.

There was earlv morning for fish-

ermen, golfers and families rising

early for a day's trip. There was
9-10:30 a.m. for more leisurelv risers.

Portable radios on the beach were
fed an ample supply of Northeast

spots throughout the day. Late after-

noon was used to reach the tourists

back in their rooms. Better music sta-

tions aired the message into the night.

This heavy reliance on radio in

Miami continues into Phase Two of

the campaign, to run Februarv
through April. In the New York
market, however, spots are down to

about 80 per week, to give news-

papers a larger play. The theory is

that newspapers can be especially

helpful in New York now that the

air media have put over Northeasts

name. In Miami, on the other hand,

it's assumed the tourists aren't heavy

readers of the local papers.

The tv push, which used the same
script as for radio, occupied six New

York outlets and all three in Miami.

It consisted of 35-40 spots per week

in the former city, about 25 in the

latter. The goal: as many adult im-

pressions as possible. It ran seven

days a week, with prime evening time

20-second spots and late night minute

announcements. &

i:i!iiiiiiiiiiiii!!!iii!iiiiii!iiii!ii! iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiioiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimii! miiiiiiiiiii minimi i iiiiiiiiiii milium;

SOARING sales on its new jet service between New York and Miami were the outcome

of a massive air media campaign by Northest Airlines utilizing "Jet Away" jingle

THIS E.T. FILLED AIR SEATS

ANNUUNLlH I Reserve your Northeast Jet to Miami now!
(echo I

SINGERS ! Jet to Miami on Northeast

Jet there in no time at all

Yes, let's have a fun feast

Jet there on Northeast

Let's jet away from it all.

ANNOUNCER ! Enjoy a new kind of fun with Northeast—on the

Boeing Intercontinental 707—newest, fastest jet to

Miami! Food by Lindy's! Premiere Coach accom-

modations to $54.55 plus surcharge and tax.

oINulHoi Now, Northeast Airlines lets you jet

Down to Miami's sun.

A low fare gets you there by jet

Jet there and join the fun.

So let's jet above all the weather

Jet there we'll all have a ball!

Jet there on Northeast.

ANNOUNCER

SINGERS

ANNOUNCER

Reserve now on Northeast!

Let's jet aivay from it all!

Call a travel agent or Northeast OLympia 6-7200

Copy above is used for both radio and tv in New York, and. with

minor changes, in Miami. Tune is from "Let's Get Away From It All"

pnilllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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With music concepts changing, SPONSOR ASKS:

What factors did you consider

in switching from
While Top 40 still dominates ra-

dio, some stations have swung to

modified pop music format. Here,

station men discuss audience
factors affecting music policies

Irwin S. Adams, general manager,

KGON, Port/and, Ore.

KGON was formerly a "formula"

station in that we played the Top 100

tunes as listed by the published

Room for a

"better music"

station in any

si:eable market

charts. While this type of format is

undoubtedly very successful in manv
areas, and for many stations, there is

room for a "better music" station in

any sizeable market.

Lpon analyzing the radio formats

in the Portland. Ore., market, one

fact was blatantly obvious: not one

station was serving the communitv
with "better" music. This meant that

an important and high-buying pow-

ered segment of the population was

disenfranchised: they had no way of

getting the kind of music thev pre-

ferred or even craved for.

In our case, a series of studies

gave us a good indication of the

type of programing needed and de-

sired by important population seg-

ments in Portland. We decided to re-

tain the time-news-temperature pro-

cedure, but adapt it in a form com-

patible with an all-album music pol-

icy, commonly known as "better

music" programing. In order to

minimize talk in a heavy commercial

schedule, we make no announce-

ments of selections: music is uninter-

rupted except for public service and

commercial announcements.

It is our policy to run a some-

what brighter musical course in the

morning than later in the day. Dur-

ing the night (KGON is a full-timer i

.

U\

the same general character of music

is played, except on weekday nights,

from midnight to 2:00 p.m.. listeners

call in to discuss topics of interest on

a beeper-phone hookup.

In Portland. Ore., as elsewhere in

the country. KGOX is not now the

sole proponent of an "adult" music

policy, but has followed this musical

emphasis for many months because

this format attracts and serves a large

proportion of the area's population.

Sherwood R. Cordon, president,

KSDO, San Diego, CaJ.; general manager,

KBl Z, Phoenix, Ariz.

In the firm belief that "The only

thing that is really permanent is

change itself." particularly in the

field of entertainment, the Gordon
Broadcasting Co. has always sought

to be sensitive to public taste and

moods.

Two vears ago we became alarmed

at the sameness of sound in most

markets and the lack of qualitative

information regarding our audiences.

Audience com-

position, sales

effectiveness

factors

This prompted us to start program
experimentation on our fm facility in

Phoenix coincidental with a special

survey to learn something about our

potential audience.

We learned many things from this

study, significantiv : desire on the

part of an important segment of the

public for a fine music format, and

the particularly excellent composi-

tion of this audience. Excited by our

evolving "shakedown sound." and

armed with facts from our study, we
leaped from formula to "concept" ra-

dio with hesitance. Two years and

two stations later we consider our-

selves the pioneer group in this pro-

graming concept.

Both KBUZ, Phoenix, and KSDO,
San Diego, program shades of every-

thing fine in music—from the classic

pops to the classic classical. Our

format has amazed even us in its ef-

fectiveness for advertisers. Our lis-

teners are responsive and our adver-

tisers are fast to recognize it. Inci-

dentally, traditionally "print only"

advertisers are attracted to the "fine

music" format. These, then: public

response, audience composition, sales

effectiveness and advertiser accept-

ance were the deciding considerations

for our change from formula to "con-

cept."

Radio's future and its continued

effectiveness depend on broadcasters

who care about their programing,

their audiences, their advertisers and

their communitv responsibilities. It

is our hope that thev care enough so

that the sameness of sound that

marked the 1950s will be avoided.

Certainly there is room for many
different kinds of radio. Each sta-

tion in a market must develop its own
distinctive personality. It's good for

the listening public and it's good

business. Being all things to all peo-

ple is an impossible task, but being

something special to a segment of the

public is both sales effective and

gratifying.

Maury Farrell, general manager, WATV
Radio, Birmingham, Alabama

There are several reasons as far as

\^ AT\ Radio is concerned.

First, the so-called Top 40. in ou

opinion did not represent the Top 4

tunes preferred by the audience, onl

the top 40 as calculated by seven

services in distant parts of the coun

try-

Second: The majority of the Ted

40 tunes were in many cases sugges-

tive in lyrics, and not what we con-

sidered good radio fare for a fami y

audience.

Third: We felt the Top 40 tamed

were appealing to a limited group.

WATV. effective 1 Septemba

1959. inaugurated a format of "plea

:
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Top 40?
ant" music. Big bands, top vocalists

out of the "current fad corner/' We
set our sights to have the adult audi-

ence "set their dials on 900." It was

WATV's contention that Ave wanted

to appeal to the segment of the radio

Didn't feel Top
40 reflected

tastes of

audience

audience that had more than 2r>6 to

spend, and concentrate on the listen-

, ers who were potential big dollar

, spenders.

The entire theory behind the pro-

graming structure has been to bring

tback
the radio we knew a few years

ago . . . radio that entertained, in-

formed, and amused, instead of loud.

,
raucous, almost insulting forms of en-

tertainment. The reaction in Bir-

mingham has justified this move, as

every day more and more sponsors

and more and more listeners are

openly applauding "The Most Pleas-

.ant Sound in Town."'

W
Herb Colombeck, general manager oj

KMEO, Omaha. Xebraska

Making the change from Top 40 to

/'Good Music" is not something vou
can do on the spur of the moment
nor on a whim. You first must ex-

amine the change objectively to see if

Time to offer

music un-

duplicated in

market

it makes good business sense. This,

in turn, brings out the obvious ques-

tion: "W^ ill the listeners support such

a move?"
With every other station in the

(Please turn to page 71)

in

\\

o

DETROIT
you
know
where
you're

going

with

WJBK
radio

Sell 'em coming and going • Dominate

Detroit, the "market on wheels" • Cap-

ture the home audience, too • Go BIG
on the "Station on the Go" • Go Sat-

uration on special low cost multi-spot

plan • Call KATZ for details

WJBK- Radio is DETROIT.

STORER
station

//

//.

o,

^
$
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According to all signs, 1960 will be the hottest year in business
M

history. About twelve billion dollars will be invested in adver-

tising . . . OVER ONE BILLION IN NATIONAL SPOT TV/

RADIO ALONE!
You'll get your full share of new business if you use the maga-

zine that's pin-pointed to spot.

SPONSOR'S editorial climate is 100% in tune with the men

and women who make the spot-buying decisions at all top na-

tional agencies.

Since 1958, every independent survey of agency/advertiser

trade paper reading preferences PROVES THAT SPONSOR
LEADS THE TV/RADIO FIELD!

#*9

We have just completed a factual

and colorful presentation which tells

how and why trade paper advertis-

ing can help you increase national

spot dollars. May we show it to you?

Wi

. .. _



During a year of rising advertising costs . .

.

YOU DON'T PAY ONE PENNY MORE
FOR SPONSOR SPACE IN 1960!

SPONSOR OFFERS

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

FOR ALL OF 1960!

OLD RATES IN 1960 FOR OLD ADVERTISERS!

1960 brings a SPONSOR advertising rate increase

—

the first since 1957. But it's SPONSOR'S wish to give

old advertisers a break. To all contract advertisers of

record as of 1 April 1960, SPONSOR guarantees 1957
rates throughout all of 1960.

Signed 0l^H^4^
Editor and Publisher

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE
40 E. 49th Street, New York 17 * MU 8-2772
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EVERY MINUTE

OF THE DAY

MORE PEOPLE

more men, more women, \
more teeners, more children y

IN SAN ANTONIO

ARE LISTENlNGTO

KONO RADIO
THAN TO ANY
OTHER STATION

*os computed by PULSE

ond by HOOPER

!

Represented by

KATZ AGENCY
5000 Wafts • 860 KC

JACK ROTH, Mgr.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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National and regional buys

in uork nou or recently completed

I SPOT BUYS
RADIO BUYS

Hudson Pulp & Paper Corp., New York: Campaign on Hudson

Tissues begins this month in a number of top markets. Schedules of

minutes. 6 to 10 a.m.. run for four weeks. Buyer: Betty Nasse.

Agency : Grey Adv.. New York.

Duffy-Mott Co., Inc., New York: Schedules start this month for

13 alternate weeks for Clapps Baby Food. Live announcements are

being used 7 to 12 a.m. to reach the young mother. Buyer: Steve

Suren. Agency: SSCB. New York.

National Biscuit Co., New "lork: Three-week runs in various mar-

kets begin second week of this month for a new Nabisco sweet goods

product. Schedules are for minutes, frequencies depending on mar-

ket. Buyers: Larry Bershon and Ethel Melcher. Agencv : McCann-

Erickson. New York.

TV BUYS
General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis: About 20 markets get schedules

this month for Bettv Crocker mixes. Run is for three weeks usin^

day and night minutes and 20"s. about 10 per week per market.

Buyer: Mickey McMichael. Agency: BBDO. New York.

Muriel Cigars, Div. of Consolidated Cigar Corp.. New York: Place-

ment* of 20"s in about 20 markets for Muriels begin this month, with
j

a six to eight per week per market frequency. Schedules are for -

to eight weeks, depending on market. Buver: Bob Kutsche. Agency:!

Lennen & Newell. New \ ork.

Schick Inc., Lancaster. Pa.: Campaign on its electric shavers kick-j

off this month for an undetermined period. Minutes are being schec-l

uled in about 20 markets, frequencies varying. Buyer: Sam Haver.

I

Agencv: Benton & Bowles. New York.

Beech-Nut Life Savers, Inc., Food Div.. Canajoharie. N. Y. : NV.vl

schedules in about 15 northeastern markets for its coffee begins sec-

ond week in February. Night minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.'s. an:

some day. are being set for 13 weeks, ranging from six to 18 pei

week per market. Doug Humm buys at Charles W. Hoyt Co.. Ne »

York. Other activitv has been on its baby foods, through Young 3

Rubicam. New York, with renewals and some adding in about 1C

markets to support its network advertising. Marie Fitzpatrick :«

the buyer.

Tea Council of the U.S.A., Inc., New Yoik: Going back into in

original 18 tv spot markets which it had cancelled in December. Thii

time. 20"s are being used instead of I.D.s. on the thinking that 20":

will give the message better impact. Agency: Leo Burnett Cc

Chicago.

RADIO-TV BUYS
Monarch Wine Co., Inc., New York: Manischewitz schedules

1 .. >th radio and tv start 15 February for eight weeks. In tv. minutes

20'fi and I.D.s are being bought: in radio, minutes. 7 a.m. to 7 p.n

Frequencies vary from market to market. Buvers: Gale Sessions arc

Harrv Bargamian. Agency: Lawrence C. Gumbinner A.A.. New \oji.
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:

MORE ADEQUATE station audience facts . . . needed by-

buyers and sellers of radio and tv time . . . and
pioneered by Nielsen Station Index:

• Station Totals as well as Central-Area ratings

• Listeners per home in terms of men, women,
teens and children

• Season-to-season measurements of each
market from two to 12 times a year

• Cumulative audience and frequency

• Compatibility between local and National

Nielsens

MORE ACCURATE station audience facts . . . needed by
buyers and sellers of radio and tv time . . . and
again pioneered by Nielsen Station Index:

• High-quality sampling

• Nielsen-designed meter-based techniques

• Checks and controls at every step of data

processing and report production

• Putting "product quality" first

UNEQUALED EXPERIENCE AND FACILITIES. The men re-

sponsible for NSI service are seasoned radio and tv

executives with years of experience in agencies, net-

works, stations and with advertisers. These men are

supported by the unequaled technical and human
resources of the A. C. Nielsen Company. The result

is NSI ... a local audience research service of

unique value to subscribers.

Write for the whole story. Ask for the NSI
Kit. You will receive sample NSI Re-

ports for radio and tv, a map detailing

NSI coverage, and other helpful local

audience information. You will then

see why leading agencies, advertisers,

and stations consider NSI a "must"
for efficient time buying and selling.

ex

Nielsen Station Index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company

2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-4400

CAUL . . .WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS

CHICAGO"!, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810

NEW YORK 22. NEW YORK
S"75 Lexington Ave., Murray Hill 8-1020

MENLO PARK, CALIFORNIA
TO Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021
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watching ^tJ-TY in FRESNO
(California)

FIRST TV STATION IN FRESNO

The November, 1959, Fresno ARB
survey again proves KMJ-TV is the

most popular station in Fresno.

KMJ-TV was a dominant FIRST in

the daytime hours with 125 quarter

hour WINS Mondays through Sat-

urdays . . . about as many as the

total of the other two Fresno sta-

tions combined (Station A 94 . . .

Station B 32).

KMJ-TV has by far the highest per-

centage of women viewers in the

daytime hours.

KMJ-TV was FIRST in Share of

Audience seven nights a week.

WAGON TRAIN was Fresno's most

popular show.

KMJ-TV was FIRST in Share of

Audience from 9 AM to midnight

Sunday through Saturday for the

four weeks surveyed.

kmj-tv .

.

first TV station I

the Billion-Dc I

Valley

of the Bee<

THE KATZ AGENCY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
6 FEBRUARY I960

^e big voices of the broadcasting industry spoke out for a limited FCC review

copyruht 1S60
°f programing as the Commission's hearings on that subject came to a close.

sponsor Westinghouse, NAB, NBC and ABC led a modest industry retreat toward a prepared po-

PUBLICA1I0N8 inc. sition. Frank Stanton, for CBS, at some stages of his testimony and cross-examination ap-

peared to adopt part of their position, and at other stages revert to the old industry position

to the effect that the FCC has no right intervening at all in programing.

FCC chairman John C. Doerfer expressed the hope that no further public hearings would

be necessary and that the Commission could get a definite answer to Congress by mid-March.

Meetings were scheduled to begin this week, aimed at finding where the commissioners
agree and where they disagree.

The ghost at the meetings of the commissioners was almost certain to be "pay-

ola" revelations before the Harris House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcom-
mittee.

The programing hearings appeared to cast some doubt on the need or advisability of FCC
extension of its regulation to new fields. The Harris hearings might put further strong pressure

on the commissioners.

Harris predicted at least a week of hearings. Rumors out of the subcommittee were hint-

ing at "big stuff." however, and this in turn might lead to extended proceedings. It has been

the practice of this group to weave a web around the accused, and to lead up slowly to

a kleiglighted "confession." And thereafter to lead onward and upward to bigger and more

newsworthy names.

It appears that this same procedure will again be followed, and much steam could con-

ceivably be generated for FCC "action."

The FCC was also to be forced to look over its shoulder at 19 February: that

is the date when Sen. Magnuson's Senate Commerce Committee is to ask the FCC,

FTC and industry leaders what has been done to clean up the mess.

It is presumed that the critical probing will extend to FCC activity as to programing.

But note this:

Aside from the Congressional pressures, the FCC's own hearings had seemed to alter the

balance toward less stringent programing controls than had been anticipated earlier. It had

appeared that Commissioner Hyde could count a 5-2 vote in favor of his plan to hold stations

to their programing promises. At the end of the hearings, the count looked more like 4-3 and

it even appeared possible that the verdict might slip away from him by a single vote.

With the exception of CBS, the testimony by industry leaders held that the FCC does have

the right to look at over-all programing promises vs. performances. This was qualified to the

extent that the Commission should not require promises in percentages of broadcast

time to be devoted to different types of programs.

It was felt that those who favor strong, or even stronger, FCC regulation of programing

had failed to make out a very good case. For instance, many went too far in their recom-

mendations and few agreed on any one point. Whether or not this was true, it is certainly

true that certain commissioners were swayed toward the side of lesser regulation.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
6 FEBRUARY I960

Syndicators this week saw their opportunity for public service programing

c«»yright i960 broadened by Frank Stanton's announcement that CBS TV would in the fall turn

sponsor back a Friday night half-hour a month for locally scheduled informational-educa-

publications iNc tional programs.

Even before Stanton made his statement LA, among others, was exploring the idea of

producing one or more series of a public enlightenment nature.

And even preceding this Avas Screen Gems' marketing of its Medicine 1960 (which

already fully sponsored on KRON-TV, San Francisco, can boast of a 20.4 ARB).

Also making strides in public affairs distribution are Westinghouse, with such series as

the Civil War, Reading Out Loud, Youth Wants to Know and American Forum of the Air. and

NTA with Mike Wallace (interviews). Open End (forum) and Bishop Sheen.

(See Film Wrap-Up, page 64, for more syndicated public service sources.)

Sweeping organizational changes are expected to drastically alter the structure

of several major syndicators in the immediate future.

Here are the leading developments reportedly in the offing:

• The UA-Ziv purchase will be made final this week.

• Major personnel changes are likely at ITC.

• CNP will undergo a rehauling as it moves closer to parent NBC.

Incidentally. Official Films has already undergone a series of definite changes:

Seymour Reed became the new president, Louis C. Lerner obtained a controlling invest-

ment interest and Leonard I. Schreiber became v. p. and legal counsel.

Foods, drugs, and household goods are still the biggest users of participations

in syndication strips during daytime.

According to an ABC Films study of People's Choice in 15 markets, participation users

rank by type as follows: food products, 47%; drugs and toiletries, 21 % ; household goods.

16%, and apparel, 6%.
Here are Nielsen five-day averages for People's Choice strips in ten markets as reported

in November or December. 1959:

MARKET STATION & TIME RATING

New York WCBS-TV, 9 a.m. 4.7

Columbia. S. C. WIS-TV, 9:30 a.m. 10.9

St. Louis KMOX-TV, 12 noon 8.2

Atlanta WSB-TV. 2:30 p.m. 8.9

Sacramento KXTV. 3 p.m. 5.4

Kansas Cit\ WDAF-TV, 4 p.m. 8.9

Minneapolis KSTP-TV, 4 p.m. 10.9

New Orleans WDSU-TV, 4 p.m. 12.1

Green Bav \VBAY-TV, 4:30 p.m. 9.9

San Antonio KENS-TV, 4:30 p.m. 9.1

National tobacco and automotive coin is mushrooming in syndication in region-

al buys such as those of Studebaker and Brown & Williamson in Ziv's Tombstone

Territory.

Studebaker (D'Arcj I look eight markets in New England and Pennsylvania while Brown
j

& Williamson took nine cities (Ted Bates and Keyes. Madden and Jones) : also, B & W is

going into five This Man Dawson markets.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

If there's a new angle to he found in making money out of tv films, undoubt-

edly MCA will he the one to find it.

MCA's latest is a music coordinating department under Revue Productions to be headed

by Harry Garfield.

Its three-way use of music will be for dramatic and entertainment values in MCA-
Revue shows, and for income in licensed records, plus exploitation in disc jockey

exposure.

COMMERCIALS

Split commercials can be effective where the products they present are related

in nature and are marketed under the same trade name.

(A series of Schwerin studies on this subject previously showed that results are poorer

when the brands and products are dissimilar.)

Here are several rules of thumb to follow on the "split" type of commercial, based on

Schwerin's testing experience:

• Let major products lead off and run interference for lesser known ones.

• Proportion time according to the importance of the products, such as 40-20 or 35-25 in

a minute commercial. But when both products are equally important, give them equal

time.

• Do something different in each of the two segments, whether in tone, pacing, or

technique, and when combining mood and straight sell, start off with mood.

Elliot, Unger & Elliot demonstrated the time-saving aspects of tape commer-
cials production by completing 35 Purex spots within eight days.

The commercials are intended for use on NBC TV specials ; agencies are Foote, Cone and

Belding in Los Angeles and Edward Weiss in Chicago.

Commercials directors and producers with specialized experience in specific

products and services will be available on a free-lance basis through a new firm in

New York, Tv Commercials Services.

The idea behind this production talent pool is to make commercials know-how more

widely accessible, and so that even occasional commercials makers can tap a stable of

specialists.

Videotape Productions has been trying to get across the idea that tape commer-
cials have their own technique which is quite different from either live or film tv.

They've coined a new word and are registering it as a patent: Tapeography, meaning

tape production techniques.

Products with international distribution require idiomatic adaptation of com-
mercials when they are telecast in other countries.

Round Hill International Productions, a new firm headed bv John Gres, will offer these

commercials and programs language services and will also deal with production services

abroad.
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional radio campaigm

RADIO RESULTS

HOME PRODUCTS
SPONSOR: Culligan Water Conditioning Co. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Radio has proven it can sell for any

product, and for the Culligan Water Conditioning Co. of

Chinchille. Pa., radio has really paid off. The water con-

ditioning company is currently running a spot announce-

ment campaign on WGBI, Scranton-Wilkes Barre, Pa., to

promote the Culligan automatic water softener. In view of

the fact that the product has a limited market, since it is

only useful to residents of hard water areas, Culligan was

skeptical as to radio's effectiveness. Shortly after the sched-

ule got underway, Ed Smallacombe, owner of Culligan

Water Softener Co., told WGBI, "I have sold a large num-

ber of water conditioning units and am convinced of

WGBI's pulling power. I did not anticipate such results,

but now intend to stay with my radio campaign." As a di-

rect result of the campaign he has renewed his present sched-

ule on WGBI and is now a regular radio user. "Radio

today can effectively market a great range of products."

WGBI, Scranton-Wilkes Barre Announcements

FARM MACHINERY
SPONSOR: Whitesel Bros., Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Whitesel Brothers, Inc., of Harrison-

burg. Va., one of the Shenandoah Valley's largest farm ma-

chinery suppliers, has been sponsoring Trading Post with

Wij) Robinson on WSVA, Harrisonburg, for the past three

years. At approximately the same time Whitesel began its

radio campaign it opened a branch outlet in Staunton, one

of the three major cities which comprise the market area.

"Wip Robinson deserves a lot of credit for making this new

branch a success," said J. Wilson Lee, secretary and treas-

urer of Whitesel. '"Often strangers come to our stores and

request to see equipment Wip advertises, and in most cases

a sale is easily made." In one year Whitesel sold 191 hay

elevators. As proof of the continuing response to Robin-

son's Trading Post a listener from nearby Charlottesville

heard Robinson mention used balers for sale on the com-

pany's program and without even examining the equipment,

placed an order. Whitesel Bros, has been sold on WSVA radio.

\\ S\ A. Harrisonburg, \a. Program

DISCOUNT CENTERS
SPONSOR: Davega AGENCY: Weiss & Geller, In.

Capsule case history: Davega, an old line appliance retal

chain whose operations for the past few years have been rati

er static, was recently purchased by new management. Mel

chandising was revamped somewhat to transform the store

into general discount centers. Radio was added with W.MC

carrying the frrerjor effort, using 37 five-minute newscast

weekly on the station, along with two other major New ^or

stations. Sales within a matter of weeks jumped many ti

over the previous period last year, and officials attribute

this increase primarily to radio. The chain's most reca

event was its annual salesathon, when d.j.'s Herb Oscar A

derson and Bob Callab made personal appearances to

out records and sign autographs. Fans jammed the aisl

and cash receipts for a single day hit one of the store'? a

time highs, in spite of almost continuous rain througho

the day. The original 13-week test campaign has been !

newed, and Davega is planning continued use of the static

WMCA, New York News!

BAKERIES
SPONSOR: Charles Haas & Sons Bakery AGENCY: Dirj

Capsule case history: "There is more money to be made

you use radio," Charles Haas, owner of Charles Haas & So

Bakery, hotel and restaurant supplier, discovered when

purchased a spot campaign on WEBR, Buffalo, some th:

years ago. Haas wrote his first letter congratulating ^ E

on the excellent job it had done for the bakery almost

year after his spot schedule got under way. In that peri

Haas reported gross sales had increased approximately R

and he was highly pleased. However, he was skeptical

to how long the situation would last. Haas continued

schedule and in his next letter wrote, "Not only has our s

cess continued, but it has gained momentum. A check

our books for the past two years discloses current montj

sales to be almost double those of comparable months

the period preceding our entry into radio. Radio has d

an outstanding job, and we plan to continue using it.

know now that the medium can sell a special audicni

WEBR, Buffalo Announc-rai

I
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Audience Profile #4

The heads of 231,052

WWDC homes—52.8% of

our audience—are in the

professions or in business.

Far more "white collars"

than the total sample

Washington, D. C. average.*

*PULSE Audience Image Study—July, 1959

WWDC
. . . the station that keeps people in mind

WASHINGTON, D.C.—REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

And in growing Jacksonville, Fla.— ifs WWDC-owned Radio WMBR
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
CONSTITUTIONAL CUTOUT. During recent visit to Phoenix, former President Harry S.

Truman took time out from his morning walk to tape radio/tv interviews at KPHO, KPHO-TV.

Here he's greeted by station mgr. Howard Stalnaker (I), tv broadcast supvsr. Chuck Glance

'READING OUT LOUD,' new Westinghouse Bdcstg. tv series, will star names like Garry

Moore (second from left) reading favorite works to children. WHh him (l-r): e::ec. prod. Chet

Collier, prod.-dir. Lewis Freedman, assoc.-prod. and creator of series, Michael Santangelo
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ADVERTISERS

The FTC's Earl Kintner speaking
before an ANA speeial meeting
this week, rapped Ted Bates' po-

sition that the advertising indus-

try eould not logically regulate

itself hut must look for such
guidance to the FTC.

Contended Kintner. in part:

• Self-regulation can work and it

is something that the whole advertis-

ing industry owes the public.

• If advertising depends on the

FTC to do the whole regulating job

the police state would not be far away.

• The advertiser has an obligation

to "guide the genius of the ad agen-

cies to create advertising that does

not falsely disparage the competitors

of their clients or mislead buyers."

NBC's Robert Kintner also

spoke and the high points of his

remarks included these:

• Broadcasters have an obligation

to review and evaluate claims, good

TEENS VIE FOR OLDEST! Recent New

Orleans elections prompted WWL-TV to of-

fer prizes on its Saturday Hop teen-age show

for oldest political posters. Shown here: just

a sample of I 1.000 posters sent in by viewers

|l

fit

BURRO-ING PENNIES for its annual "Pen-

ny Pitch Fund," WOWO, Ft. Wayne, sentl

pub. service dir. Jim Luck (I) and auditor I

Jack Smith (c) to bank teller Paul Lauer.l

Listener contributions: $11,221 in pennies!



taste and suitability of commercial

messages.

• The industry shouldn't push the

-panic button in its desire to remove

criticism.

• Broadcasters have a definite ob-

ligation to inform the country

"through comprehensive news and pub-

lic affairs coverage.

(For commentary on meeting see

SPONSOR-SCOPE,' page 20.)

Colgate answered the FTC's false

advertising charge last week by
declaring that its claims for Col-

gate Dental Cream with Gardol
were not deceptive, while compet-
itors' claims for their dentifrices

are.

(The FTC's complaint alleged that

the "protective shield" used in Col-

gate's tv commercials does not give

users "complete protection against

':ooth decay.)

Replied Colgate: none of its ad-

vertising, "when viewed in its entire-

:y," makes the alleged representa-

tions "directly or by implication."

Colgate added that the tv commer-

cials in question were submitted to

the FTC in October, 1958. "From
then to November 1959 the Com-
mission made no objection to the use

of the illustrative protective shield."

Campaigns

:

• The Jacob Ruppert Brewery
Co. will launch a $4 million cam-

paign this week aimed to shift con-

sumer emphasis to "Ruppert" over

"knickerbocker." The new theme,

"Thirst for Living," will be heralded

primarily in tv via Sea Hunt, on

WCBS-TV, New York, and other lo-

cal programs the brewery firm is

planning to purchase. Radio will al-

so be used heavily, particularly dur-

ing the summer months. Agency:

Norman, Craig & Kummel.
• Ideal Toy Corp. has started

1960 with a concentrated tv spot

schedule, to run four times daily in

New York, Chicago, Los Angeles and

Philadelphia on top children's pro-

grams. Plans are to include other

cities in the schedule shortly.

• Taylor Provision Co., for its

Tavlor Pork Roll, kicks off a satura-

tion radio/tv spot campaign this week

with more than 250 spots weekly in

New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore

and Washington. Agency: S. E. Zu-

brow Co., Philadelphia.

• The Clorox Co. this month will

introduce nationally its new no-drip

bottle—the first in the household

bleach field. Initial announcements

will be made in Clorox' day and night

tv spots. Agency: Honig-Cooper &
Harrington, San Francisco.

• National Home Study School,

a New York correspondence course,

will be promoted via spot schedules

on WMGM, WADO, and WINS, in

New York; WCFL, Chicago; WFIL-
TV, Philadelphia; WCOP, Boston;

and KLIF, Dallas. Agency: William

Warren, Jackson & Delaney.

• Lawry's Foods, Inc., has in-

cluded network tv in its expanded na-

tional advertising program. The Los

Angeles specialty food manufacturer

has purchased a weekly participation

on On The Go, a daytime feature on

MORE LARNIN' ahead

for WCET (Cincinnati)

viewers. Tafr Bdcstg. Co.'s

pres. Hulbert Taft, Jr. (r)

donates over $50,000 worth

of WKRC-TV tv equip-

ment to station's gen. mgr.

Uberto T. Neely for edu-

cational program expansion

HONORED BY FCC. Lawrence Webb (c), managing director Sta-

tion Representatives Assn. and recently appointed to FCC Na-

tional Defense Executive Reserve Unit, accepts citation from Commis-

sioner Robert E. Lee (I). Looking on: SRA president H. P. Peters

VIEWERS get their wish and WNTA-TV's (N.Y.) Play of the Week
joes on. Completing final details of Standard Oil Co. (N. J.)

purchase (l-r): NTA bd. chm. and pres., WNTA-TV Ely A. Landau; Jer-

ey Standard pres. M. J. Rathbone; David Ogilvy, pres. OBM, oil agency
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the full L36 -tation CBS TV lineup.

I \ : Doyle Dane Bernbacb.

• Lincoln Foods, Lawrence,

Mass., is building a spring campaign

fur it- Fruit Juice drink half-gallon

decanters around saturation radio and

t\ spots in the Middle Atlantic states.

Ageiu \ : S. E. Zubrow Co.. Philadel-

phia.

Merchandising: To increase the

sale of soup during the Lenten Sea-

son, Campbell Soup Co. is offer-

ing a ''Donna Reed Flower Garden"

for one label from each of five differ-

ent meatless soups. Special commer-

cials supporting the promotion will

appear on Lassie (CBS TV I and

Donna Reed Show (ABC TV).

Additions: Schick is introducing

three new products to its line of elec-

tric shaving products. Thev are: a

three-way adjustable replacement

shaving head: a formula shaving

powder. Pre-Shave Powder Stick: and

an electric shaving head cleaner and

lubricant.

Strictly personnel : Richard Sol-

on, to advertising manager of Mars.

Inc. . . . Edmund Jackson, to brand

advertising manager forShulton, Inc.,

to handle advertising for Desert Dri,

3-\^ ay Curl Spray. Tecnique Color-

Tone, and another new product.

AGENCIES

There's a marked trend among
leading Chicago agencies toward
putting lots of tv muscle into the

media managerial spots.

The call's for well-rounded media

people, with emphasis on broadcast-

ing backgrounds.

Retooling and adding of weight in

the media setups appears to have been

activated by this: a growing helief

that major account shifts will be
determined to a great extent by
an agency's strength in tv.

To cite some cases in point:

• Jane Daly's appointment as v.p.

and assistant to the president at

Wade, with tv projects her special

area, plus the importation of a broad-

cast business manager.

• K&E i~ looking around for me-

dia heav\ weights whose air media de-

' i-ion^ will stand up under the clos-

est scrutiny by clients.

• FC&B and Y&R are leaning to-

ward all-media specialists at the bu\-

er level, who are as conversant with

tv as with other media, so that at

planning session- it won't be n»

sarj to call on people whose knowl-

edge is limited to a single medium.

Needham, Louis & Brorby. Chi-

cago, reports billings in 1959 hit the

highest peak in the agency s 35-year-

old history.

The figures: total billings last year

were S38.430.044 — an increase of

$615,277 over 1953. Net profit

amounted to $243,533, a 22' > gain

over the previous year.

Agency appointments : Hazel

Bishop, Inc., billing 82 million,

from Ravmond Spector Co., to Dona-

hue & Coe . . . The Jackson Brewing

Co., New Orleans, for its Jax Beer,

to Doherty, Clifford, Steers &
Shenfield . . . Chemical Bank New-

York Trust Co., for the development

of an institutional advertising pro-

gram, to Benton & Bowles . . .

Taylor Provision Co., Trenton, N. J.,

manufacturers of Taylor Pork Roll,

to S. E. Zubrow Co., Philadelphia

. . . Cushman & Denison Manufactur-

ing Co., to Fuller & Smith & Ross

. . . White Frost Chemicals, Green-

wich, Conn., to Doremus & Co. . . .

Music Corp. of America, billing $300,-

000, from Gardner, to Sudler &
Hennessey . . . Dawson's Brewery.

Inc., New Bedford. Mass.. to Hoag &
Provandie, Boston . . . Reddi-Wip.

billing $1 million, to Kenyon &
Eckhardt.

Name change: Stromberger, La-

Vene, McKenzie, Los Angeles, now-

known as Fuller & Smith & Ross.

Thisa 'n' data: Norman. Craig &
Kummel has formed a new Interna-

tional Service Division, headed by ex-

ecutive v.p. and treasurer B. David

Kaplan, to handle its rapidly expand-

ing international advertising opera-

tion . . . Kudos: Russell Eller. ad-

vertising manager for Sunkist Grow-

ers, named "Advertising Citizen for

1959" by the Western States Adver-

tising Agencies Association . . .

Fuller & Smith & Ross. Cleveland,

presented with a plaque for its public

service aid in apprising voters of

judicial candidates, from the Cleve-

land Bar Association . . . Gene See-

hafer, of NL&B, Chicago, and Jack
Laemmar, of JWT. Chicago, are

hosting tours of Chicago agencies for

advertising seniors at Michigan State

Lniversitv

.

Admen on the move: David
Crane, elected a senior v.p. of Ogil-

v\. Benson & Mather . . . Samuel
Vitt. and Jack Carver, to v.p.'s of

DCSS . . . Allen Patterson, to v.p.

of Ted Bates i Co. . . . William
Pullman. William Ries, and Joyce
Turovlin, to v.p.'s of John W. Shaw-

Advertising. Chicago . . . Charles

McCann. to v.p. of MacFarland.

Aveyard & Co., Chicago . . . Albert

.Morrison, to J. M. Mathes as asso-

ciate director of radio and tv . . .

Joel Davis, to media manager of

the New \ ork office of Ketchum, Mac-
Leod & Grove . . . Dr. J. Robert
Miller, to director of research and

media at Aubrey, Finlay, Marley &

Hodgson, Chicago.

FILM

A premonition of tape as an in-

ternational program exchange
medium for news and sports for

television is Ampex's special stu-

dio to cover the Olympic Games
this month.

Reporters from 35 countries will

contribute tape commentary, to be

delivered by jet airlines and via in-

ternational lines and cables.

Although this years activitv at |

Squaw A alley w ill be limited to radio

service, some observers see it as a

model of organization for future

world tv servicing.

Public affairs: New sources for

public affairs programs for station

use are NET i National Educationa

Television • , Don Sandberg. 232 1

\^ ashtenaw Avenue. Ann Arbor.

Mich.; see also television department-

of state universities and state educa

tion departments. Station productioi

units can also obtain assistance am
cooperation from local branches o:

the Foreign Policy Association, th-

Junior League, and the Associatio:

for Adult Education.

Sales: World-Wide Television Sale-

reports \ational Football League Pre-
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brand spankin' new studios .

WING in

-

(

New studios, new furniture, new equipment for

the always new sound of WING. Tangible proof of our

faith in Dayton, in radio, and in the 1960's.

Collins ATC equipment for superior sound and

production of your advertising message. One thing

isn't new, though, and that's our dominant position in

the Dayton radio market. Get the facts TODAY
from your East/Man or General Manager Dale Moudy.

'

stations

WCOL, Columbus

WIZE, Springfield, Ohio

WEZE, Boston and

WKLO, Louisville

are also

AIR TRAILS

stations

robert e. eastman & co., national representative
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Don't bury your head

TTI

NEGRO
RADIO

An Ostrich with a buried head misses

many things that are most obvious. If you
haven't discovered Rounsaville Radio's six

Negro Markets you are overlooking an
824 million dollar consumer group. That's

what Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio
area have ready to spend AFTER taxes!

80^ of their money is spent on consumer
items alone. Incomes are up 192% since

World War II! To make sure you're get-

ting your share of nearly one billion dol-

lars, use Rounsaville Radio ! All six

Rounsaville Radio stations are Number-
One Rated by BOTH Pulse and Hooper.

Call Rounsaville Radio in Atlanta, John
E. Pearson, or Dora-Clayton in the South-

east today!

Personal Letter

An Advertiser's dream is a
captive audience pre-condi-
tioned to buy his product.
The nearest thing to this is

Rounsaville Radio— 1 00
r

i

programmed to the Negro
audience. Negro performers tell your sales
story to their Negro listeners, and believe me,
they buy! A proper part of your budget must
go to Rounsaville Radio or you missthis market!
We are one of the oldest and largest broad-
casters in Negro Radio.

HAROLD F. WALKER
V.P. 1 Nat'l Sales Mgr.

FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN

FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS

WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)—Cin-
cinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!

WLOU 5,000 Watts — Louisville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WMBM 5.000 Warts—Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!

WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WYLD 1,000 Watts—New Orleans' only full

time Negro-Programmed Station!

WTMP 5,000 Watts—Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!

BUY ONE OR ALL WITH GROUP DISCOUNTS!

FttD
ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO STATIONS
PEACHTREE AT MATHIESON. ATLANTA 5. GEORGIA

ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER
Owner-President V.P. & Nail Sales Mgr.

JOHN E PEARSON CO. DORA-CLAYTON
Nat'l Rep. Southeastern Rep.

senls, produced by Peter De Met, is

sold in 50 market? with latest sales to

following stations: WMAR-TV, Bal-

timore: KOOL-TV. Phoenix; KOA-
TV, Denver; WSUN-TV, Tampa:
WWL-TV, New Orleans: WBZ-TV,
Boston; WTVN, Columbus: WJAR-
TV, Providence; KVII-TV. Amarillo:

KSYD-TV, Wichita Falls; KXLY-
TV, Spokane; KVOS-TV, Billingham,

and WEHT. Evansville.

More sales: CBS Films sales on

over a dozen of its shows include

these: Phil Silvers to KGO-TV, San

Francisco; KTTV, Los Angeles: Dial

Soap on five stations, WROC-TV,
Rochester; WHIO-TV, Davton;

WKTV, Utica; WTRP-TY. Wheeling,

and KGHL-T\ , Billings; another sale

was to WKYT-TV, Lexington; San

Francisco Beat to KMOX-TY. St.

Louis; WCSH-TY. Charleston;
WJRT-TV, Flint; WRGP-TV, Chat-

tanooga; KGBM-TV, Honolulu, and

WHBQ-TY. Memphis; Trackdoun to

KGO-TV, San Francisco; WBBM-TV,
Chicago; Echols Furniture on WEAR-
TV, Pensacola; WJXT-TV, Jackson-

ville, and KXLY-TV, Spokane; U. S.

Border Patrol to Brown & \^ illiamson

on WWj-TV, Detroit; Reese Packing

and Purina Mills on KTEN-TV. Ada;

Our Miss Brooks to KABC-TV. Los

Angeles: WOW-TV, Omaha: WDAU-
TV, Scranton; WWL-TV, New Or-

leans; KONO-TV, San Antonio;

KTVU, Oakland; WFBC-TV, Green-

ville; Amos 'n Andy to KNXT, Los

Angeles; WANE-TV, Ft. Wayne;
WBRC-TV, Birmingham; WKYT-TV,
Lexington; WAVY-TV. Portsmouth:

WNCT, Greenville; KRDO-TV, Colo-

rado Springs, and WAST, Albany.

Production and programs : WPIX.
New \ ork. has moved Ziv s Bold J en-

ture into its Wednesday night Impact

schedule . . . CBS Films signed Frank

Gifford to star in Turnpike and Eli

Wallach and Bert Wheeler to appear

in Robert Herridge Theater.

Commercials: Music Makers has

completed assignments for Liquid

Chiffon l F. C & Bl and has appoint-

ed Robert Pell as New l ork office

account executive.

Trade notes: Over 500 films •will

appear in the American Film Festi-

val slated for April under the spon- identified

sorship of the Educational Film Li-

bran Association . . . Ziv has opened

dubbing studios in Brazil.

Strictly personnel: ABC Films

named Irving Paley advertising and

promotion director.

NETWORKS

Tv viewers spent 595 million

home hours on network specials

alone during the last three

months of 1959, according to

Nielsen.

Based on the factor of 44.5 million

total L .S. tv homes, this works out to

an average home tune-in to the spe-

cials of 13 hours and 26 minutes.

Involved in the average were 61

specials.

On the thesis that tv can play a

potent part in the sale of De-

troit's compact cars, NBC has is-

sued another research analysis of

the media's effectiveness in auto-

motive sales.

This one is called Road Signs to

Sales and is chockful of data show-

ing not only that tv's prime Detroit

but that tv has the biggest influence

among shoppers, buyers and dealers

of cars.

Made available by the network at I

the same time is another booklet. |
Auto Motives, tracing this influence

over the past four years.

Network tv gross time billings fori

November, '59. according to TvB. I

increased 11.8% over the like "58

month—S58.138.086 compared with

$52,008,793.

During this month, ABC TV
showed a 25.1% increase over the

same period a year ago: CBS TV, a

7.3% increase; and NBC TV, a

9.8% increase.

For the 11 month period. Janu

ar\ through December, billings for

the three networks were up
10.9% — S568.274.278. compared

with $512,651,580 during the 11

month period of 1958.

NBC this week issued a directive

stating that all recorded pro-

grams—whether pre-recorded in

whole or in part—must be sofl
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The directive also codified the poli-

cies and operating standards of the

network's news department.

- Mutual Broadcasting president

Robert Hurleigh, stated last week

that Suburbanites actually con-

trol today's broadcasting.

I

Speaking before the Adcraft Club

meeting in New York, Hurleigh called

i
these suburbanites the "sternest

,
judges of all." They are people most

. keenly interested in local affairs, he

I added, and, because they are family

j,
builders, buy the bulk of the nation's

retail goods.

"The so-called big-city approach to

marketing is a thing of the past," he

noted.

Network tv sales: Hazel Bishop

(Donahue & Coe) returns to night-

time tv with Be Our Guest, on CBS
TV, and Masquerade Party, on NBC
TV . . . Beech-Nut Life Savers

(Y&R) has renewed the Dick Clark

Show, on ABC TV Saturdays, 7:30-8

p.m. . . . John H. Breck (Reach, Mc-

Clintonl, to participate in Overland

Trail, on NBC TV Sundays, 7-8 p.m.

1

. . . Allstate (Burnett I for alternate

weeks of Person to Person, CBS TV.

On the specials front: Elgin Na-

tional Watch Co. (JWT), to spon-

sor a Jack Paar special on NBC TV
Tuesday, 26 April, 10-11 p.m. . . .

American Machine & Foundry
I C&W), to sponsor Tomorrow, a new

M.I.T. series of prime-time specials

showing developments in science and

technology, on CBS TV.

New network affiliations: KFBI,

Wichita, Kans., to NBC Radio . . .

WYZE, Atlanta, to CBS Radio . . .

WGUN, Atlanta; KPOL, Los Angeles;

KGLC, Miami; WMLT, Dublin, Ga.;

and KLOU, Lake Charles, La., to Mu-
tual Broadcasting System.

RADIO STATIONS

WCRB, Boston, full-time good
music station, reports that dur-

ing '59, 42% of its total net reve-

nue came from program spon-

sorship, with the remaining 58% at-

tributed to spot announcements.

Predicted sales manager Leonard

Corwin: this year's newly-created pro-

grams should boost program revenue

up to "an impressive 50% of total

WCRB income in 1960."

Ideas at work:
• What's in a glove compart-

ment: Most unusual things, discov-

ered Bill Edwardsen, of WGY, Sche-

nectady. He offered flashlights to the

30 listeners sending in the unusual

items they found in their car glove

compartment. The reason: to pro-

mote highway safety by encouraging

drivers to keep a flashlight in their

autos. Among the items he received

from various glove compartments:

dental plates, fur-covered bottle open-

er, dead baby horseshoe crabs, wis-

dom tooth, snake bite kit, and pheas-

ant tail feathers.

• Helping to fill the treasury:

Last week, for three days, WWSR,
St. Albans, Vt., turned over all an-

nouncing duties to the Junior Cham-

ber of Commerce. The idea: JayCee

salesmen sold radio time, with 50%
of their contracts going to enrich the

treasury group.

(H

UPPER
STRATA

STRATEGY!

Friend of ours who always at-

tends the sessions in the lec-

ture halls, starts on the

Fourth Floor with Production

Items . . . and works his way
down to Components on the

First Floor. Says his feet tell

him it's easier to come down
than to go up! And he never

misses a trick this way.

Sounds like good engineering

logic. Why don't you join

him this year . . . and see if

it doesn't work for you!

Show Manager

ON DISPLAY FOR YOU
NEW IDEAS

in RADIO-ELECTRONICS
• • •

Year after year, the IRE NATIONAL CONVEN-
TION AND RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW
gets bigger! That's because you and your gigantic

radio-electronics industry are surging ahead with

NEW IDEAS and remarkable speed to make the

Space Age the most exciting time in which to live.

That's why it takes all 4 floors of New York's

great Coliseum to show what your industry is doing.

Takes 950 exhibitors... takes over 200 papers...

takes over 60,000 of your co-workers to view the

impressive sight. HmJ?
If you're not at the IRE CONVENTION AND Pr=LJ

SHOW this year you'll miss a once-a-year oppor- ^l y{\

q tunity unequalled in your industry to see progress

y) in action. Plan to be at the Coliseum to see... to

$ hear about. ..the NEW IDEAS IN RADIO-
ELECTRONICS, 1960!

The IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

and The RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW
Coliseum, New York City

MARCH 21, 22, 23, 24
'The Institute of Radio Engineers
1 East 79th St., New York 21, N. Y.
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• Lending u hand: Last week,

.illti the home and possessions of a

Denver fainiK were completely wiped

out by fire, seven d.j.s of KTLN
swung into action with a 24-hour cam-

paign to collect clothing, furniture

;ind appliances for the family. Re-

Bult: Two moving vans filled with all

thej needed, including everything

from a rag doll to a gas stove.

• Radio moves in fast: After The

Cleveland News suddenly folded last

weekend, KYW immediately issued

an "Obituary" brochure soliciting the

newspaper's advertisers and stating

that one reason for the papers demise

was the competition from radio.

New fmer: WPTH-FM, Ft. Wayne,

will sign-on this week as the area's

only commercial fm radio facility.

Radio station - acquisitions :

WORL, Boston, to Richard D. Buck-

ley and John B. Jaeger, for $300,000

. . . KENT, Shreveport, La., to Ed-

win Charles, former general manager

of KCKN, Kansas City, Gervase Staf-

ford and Arthur Rykken, for $138,-

000, brokered by Blackburn & Co. . . .

KNDY, Marysville, Kans., to W. N.

Schnepp, manager of KAKE, Wichita,

for $45,000, brokered by Blackburn

& Co.

The 1959 Thomas Edison media
awards, presented at a dinner last

week, ineluded:

WBZ, Boston, as "the radio station

that best served youth."

KQED, San Francisco, as "the

most outstanding educational tv sta-

tion."

KDKA-TV, Pittsburgh, as "the tv

station that best served youth."

Tbisa'n' data: WRCA, New York,

has written orders for $1 million in

net revenue during a seven-week peri-

od, setting a new all-time record
high for combined local and national

spot sales for any previous compara-

ble period in the station's history . . .

KHQ, Spokane, is handing out to

the trade membership cards to the

'Sidewalk Superintendents' Club'

for all those interested in watching

construction on station's new building

and tower . . . The Intermountain
Network has completed negotiations

for the exclusive national broadcast

rights on all Air Force Academy foot-

ball games . . . Some 600 people in

68

the trade attended the recent formal

open house-cocktail party thrown by

KISN, Portland, Ore.

Anniversary notes : The Keystone
Broadcasting System celebrates its

20th birthday this week . . . WEAV,
Plattsburgh, begins simultaneous am-

fm broadcasting next week as the sta-

tion commemorates its 25th anniver-

sary.

Kudos: F. William Houghtaling,

program director of KMUR, Salt

Lake City, has departed for a two-

week vacation in Switzerland, cour-

tesy of the Watchmakers of Switzer-

land. He won this as first place prize

in the NARAS D.J. Grammy contest

. . . WRCV, Philadelphia, cited by
the U.S. Marine Corps for its partici-

pation in the Marines' annual "Toys

for Tots" campaign.

Station staffers: Richard Chal-

mers, to general manager of WNHC,
New Haven . . . Morton Cantor, to

director of sales for WIRL, Peoria

. . . Robert Bowman, to national

sales account executive for Hawaiian

Broadcasting's KGMB-AM-TV . . .

Joseph Winkler, to national adver-

tisers' representative for WCAU, Phil-

adelphia . . . Joe Thompson, to sta-

tion manager of KHAT, Phoenix . . .

Joe Dembo, named director of spe-

cial features for WCBS, New York
. . . Bob Van Driel, returns to

KGGM-AM-TV, Albuquerque, as pro-

gram director . . . Don Hinson, to

the staff at KENO, Las Vegas . . .

Dave Gifford, to the sales staff of

WERC, Erie . . . Walter Martell, to

account executive at WNAX, Yank-

ton-Sioux City . . . Dale Eyman, to

the sales staff at KFMB, San Diego

. . . Donald Macfarlane, to account

executive at WDRC, Hartford.

TV STATIONS

Storer Broadcasting Co., in a sur-

vey of the Cleveland area, found
40% of the tv sets six years old

or older, with 15% of the homes
using sets 10 years old or older.

The survey was conducted early last

December in some 200 homes by

Storer engineers. The purpose: to

permit qualified engineers to check

the reception quality as tuned by the

average viewer in his home in the

various sections of the city.

Golf on the premises: WXYZ-TV,
Detroit, is planning a spring start for

its weekly half-hour golf show—the

first regular show of its type in local

tv—to feature two pros and two mem-
bers from area clubs. Station is build-

ing a regulation golf green for it on
the premises.

Thisa 'n' data: KYW-TV, Cleve-

land, last week televised an hour-long

video tape program of the city coun-

cil's first meeting of the year—mark-

ing the first time a Cleveland council

meeting has ever been televised . . .

Business note: The Northwestern Na-
tional Banks of Minneapolis (Camp-
bell-Mithun ) has purchased a spot

schedule on WCCO-TV, Minneapo-

lis, involving a single time slot across

the board—8 p.m., Sunday through

Saturday . . . Kudos: Bruce McGor-
rill, national sales manager for

WCSH-TV, Portland, Me., elected

"Man of the Year" by the Portland

Junior Chamber of Commerce.

On the personnel front: Robert
Breckner, to v.p. of Times-Mirror

Broadcasting Co. and general man-
ager of KTTV, Los Angeles . . .

Harry Burke, to v.p. and general

manager of WSTV, Wheeling-Steuben-

ville . . . D. T. Knight, to general

manager of KODE-AM-TV, Joplin . .

.

James McNamara, to general sales

manager of Atlantic Tv, Inc., New
York . . . Norman Cissna, to man-

ager of local sales for WNBQ, Chi-

cago . . . John Dixon, to national

sales manager of WALA-AM-TV, Mo.

bile . . . Robert Beusse, to advertis-

ing and promotion manager for

WOR-AM-TV, New York . . . Doug
Duperrault, to promotion manager

of WFLA-AM-FM-TV, Tampa -St.

Petersburg . . . Chester Zaneski, to

the sales staff of WBZ-TV, Boston . .

.

Virgil Mitchell, to director of sales

promotion for WBBM-TV, Chicago.

REPRESENTATIVES

Ben Holmes, v.p. in charge of ra-

dio for Edward Petry & Co., pre-

dicted that within the next 10

years radio will reach more peo-

ple in more places than any other

means of communication.
Speaking last week before the Oma-

ha Advertising Club, Holmes further

predicted that fm will emerge as a
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Betty,
It's Cold
Outside!

This is one of the most poignant ap-

peals for more adequate housing we've
seen in a long time. To nobody's sur-

prise, our own delightful Miss Betty-

Hayes is behind the whole thing. Betty
learned from her friend William T.

Cully, Swope Park zoo director, that

these little fellows might be victims

of a housing shortage (gorilla sub-

division) unless funds could be found
for building additional quarters. Betty
immediately scheduled a "guest shot"

to put the problem before her loyal

audience . . . and you can bet your pith

helmets the response will be great.* Five

days a week on her "Accent" show,

Betty Hayes talks over an amazing vari-

ety of things with thousands of listening

ladies. She does it with intelligence,

charm and finesse, whether the sub-

ject is fashion, cooking, beauty hints,

decorating, gardening — or displaced

gorillas. Maybe that's why "Accent"
is currently sold out across the board.

D'you 'spose?

Represented by

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER

AND PARSONS, INC.

wkWDAF-TV
KANSAS CITY, MO

A SUBSIDIARY OF NATIONAL THEATRES & TELEVISION INC.



separate, new medium "offering im-

mense \ alue for advertisers.

K«'l» appointments i To Adam
Young, WTRX, Flint, Mich. . . . To

Forjoe «K < «>.. The Nebraska Gate-

ua\ Group (KBON, Omaha and

KIAIS. Lincoln) . . . To Venard,

Kinioul & McConneU, kl SN, St.

Joseph, M<>. . . . To Gene Bolles

Co., \\(i\T. Gate City, Va. . . . To

Hal Walton Associates, WRSA,
Saratoga Springs, N. Y.; WACK,
Newark, N. J.: WTTL, Madisonville,

K\.: WISP, Kinston, \. C; WSl /.

Paktka, I- la. : WTYS, Marianna,

Fla.; WCGO, Chicago; and KDBS,

Uexandria, La.

New office: H-R Tv, Inc. and I IK

Representatives, open a St. Louis of-

fice this week at 915 Olive Street. Art

Kelley, of the Chicago division, will

move there as manager.

On the literary wide: Albert Mer-

lin, a meml er of the research-promo-

tion department at The Katz Agency,

has written the first play to he pre-

sented on Manhattan, the new CBS

TV series starting 12 February. ^
DAYTIME TV
{Continued from page 39)

"indicates that we think daWime net-

work is important to us."

Gardner Adv. in St. Louis super-

vises selection of many spot and net-

work daytime huys for its clients. Its

I'd Milk account participates in spon-

sorship of Edge of Night on CBS TV,

and \nheuser-Busch for Busch

Bavarian leer picks up part of NBC
TV's baseball and basketball game
of the week regionally.

H. H. Riemenschneider, media di-

rector of the agency, told sponsor:

"Because daytime television costs

have remained comparatively stable

in relation with rising costs ol other

media, daytime t\ is becoming com-

paratively more cost efficient. This

favorable situation is causing more

advertisers to consider daytime tv,

creating more competition for the

choicest b\ ailabilities.

Mr. Riemenschneider thus pin-

points a major problem in both net-

work and spot: selection of the best

daytime period- for the marketing

need- of the advertiser.

Here are some recent TvB sum-

maries which indicate some of day-

time's broadened dimensions:

• Of all the people in the I . S.,

2-1.1 '< watch television by noon;

49.7' i h\ (> p.m. For men. the re-

spective noon and u p.m. figures are

10.0', and 28.0%; for women.

28.295 and 19.9', : for teens. 1 1.9' ,

and 51.89! : for children, 49.19? and

90.2%. Tims almost half of every-

one in the U. S. tunes to tv before 6

p.m.; more than one in four men do.

• Of all the people in the country,

50.595 view daytime tv; 7.8% see

onl) daytime; 12.7' < see both day-

time and nighttime. The 50.59? fig-

ure for daytime contrasts with 75.09?

for nighttime. 1 Nighttime offers 50%
more audience than daytime—but

often costs twice as much.)

• Of all viewing time, daytime

gets H(>..
r
)', of all people's hours of

tune-in; 24.19? °f men's; 36.6% of

women's; 33.09? of teens'; 51.5% of

children's.

• Men are an important segment

in the daytime audience. On week-

days, 2!!.0', of all men watch tv for

an average of 7.1 quarter hours;

33.6% on Saturdays, an average of

cS.7 quarter hours; 19.39? on Sun-

days, an average of 9.5 quarter hours.

• The same number of men can

be reached at various times of day

and night. From 5 to 5:30 p.m. an\

weekday, there are 5.3 million in the

audience, compared with 5.6 million

looking at a late evening situation

comedy. From 3:30-4 p.m. on a Sat-

urday, 5.6 million men are tuned in.

contrasted with 5.2 million tuned to

an early adventure show. Sunday,

12:30-1 p.m., 5.8 million men watch,

compared with the same number

tuned 11 :30-midnight any day.

Daytime won't deliver the number

of different people that nighttime

does, but A. C. Nielsen shows what

the same amount of money will give.

Three programs running a total ol

12 quarter hours a month during the

daytime hours will reach 31.0', of

all l\ homes, some 14,960,000, with

9.7 commercial minutes delivered per

home reached. The equivalent ex-

penditure during the evening, used

for a half hour on alternate weeks

with hitchhike, will in a month reach

14.695 ol all i\ home-, a total of

19,624,000, with 3.2 commercial min-

utes delivered per home reached.

Another pattern traced by Nielsen

is the continuing habit ol a small

number of viewers to carry on most

of the da) time \ iew ing. If the total

audience were divided into quintiles

(five groups representing 20', each

for a total of 10095 1. the lowest tune-

in quintile accounts for onl) 3', of

all viewing whereas the highest con-

trihutes 469? • The lowest quintile

tunes in an average of 1.67 hours per

week; the highest, 29.46 hours week-

ly. And the most dedicated viewers

are in large families. The quintile

doing the most viewing—almost .'>o

hours every week—shows this size-

of-family analysis: IV , of these

families are large, with five or more

members; 35%, medium (three or

four) ; 20%, small (one and two).

One ad manager, discussing his

agency's buying approach to day-

time, admits, "We've figured print

was the hest way to reach the house-

wife, and nighttime for the whole

family. But in checking costs and

audience, I've switched a couple of

clients from magazines to day tv. We
gel the same kind of limited but spe-

cial audience of housewives. We
reach them cheaper and more effec-

tively with demonstration."

The networks and the station rep-

resentatives hope this will be the

emerging pattern after this mid-win-

ter slump, which they—perhaps op-

timistically—see only as a doldrum

before spring contract blooming. ^

n

does your

meeting lack C. a:

13PIM
IW^-JH

Mold your Meeting where there is C.A.

('controlled attractions). Your delegates will

attend and enthuse over a sojourn to the

Bnesl year around Convention Center fea-

turing the best in golf (two 18-holc courses),

indoor and outdoor swimming, tennis, Skeet

8c Trap Shooting, line food and entertain-

ment, plus renowned mineral waters fc

baths. All these attractions arc part of the

hotel .mil thereby at your control.

COMI'I I II I V AIR CONDITIONED
GUEST ROOMS, MEETING FACILITIES

FOR 1000 TO 10

FRENCH LICK-

FRENCH LICK, INDIANA

For Reservations or Literature write to

hotel or Phone Wellington 5-9381
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GRASS-ROOTS TRIP
' (Continued from page 37)

the sports or work clothes outlet. In

eating habits, it is pretty much a

"meat-and-potatoes" town. Most of

the downtown restaurants bear the

name "Steak House." On the potables

side, favorite drinks are beer and

bourbon. Many of its taverns sell

beer only, are neighborhood meet-

ing places in sharp contrast to a

Manhattan cocktail lounge. In short,

Omaha-Council Bluffs still reflect the

frontier town; probably nothing

points this up better than its Castle

Hotel, long the headquarters for the

ranchers and cattlemen.

Industries: Although it ranks first in

cattle handling and processing ( Cuda-

hy alone employs about 3,000
)

,

Omaha is far from a one-industry

town. Indeed its balance of industry-

is one of its strong points. The

Union Pacific R. R. is based in Oma-
ha, employs more than 5,000. Three

big insurance companies (Mutual,

United and Woodmen of The World
hire more than 3,000. Manufactur-

ing concerns (including Western

Electric) employ some 36,000, retail

business, another 24,000. Per-house-

hold income averages $6,337.

Work patterns: "Just about every-

one out there drives to work," said

Frank Woodruff, head of McGavren
research and promotion. Driving time

varies from 10 to 30 minutes, so

many workers go home to lunch.

The radio advertiser interested in

I traffic times would do well to check,

ahead of an Omaha campaign on

I

how industry is working at the time.

Stockyards work two or three shifts,

depending on the time of year. Con-

tinental Can operates three shifts in

summer, two in winter. In general,

most larger plants run on two-shift

basis, 5% work three shifts.

SAC: Omaha is the heart of U.S.

Strategic Air Command, an Air Force

installation which differs from most

military bases in that its personnel

are permanent (many of the 10,000

are civilian employees I . A big portion

of SAC people own their own homes

in the area. This is a young home-

maker's market.

Best selling foods: In the Omaha
grocery stores, here are regional

brands that fare well in sales: Dun-

can Hines (it started in this area),

Butternut Coffee and bread, Ocoma
Frozen Pies, Swanson's Tv Dinners,

Cudahy products, Otoe Foods, Mer-

chant Biscuits, Storz Beer (brewed in

Omaha) and Metz Beer.

Best selling drug products: Col-

gate, Prell, Alka Seltzer, Jergen's,

Dristan, Bufferin are high on Omaha
sales parade. Of especial interest to

the drug industry and therefore the

drug advertiser is the fact that there

are no national drug chains in the

metropolis. About 50% of all drugs

are purchased in food stores. From
this has developed an unusual dis-

tributing system of "drug rack brok-

ers" and these brokers account for

about 33% of those grocery store

drug sales. The stores they service

are largely of the "Mom-and-Pop" or

corner independent types.

Racial characteristics: Always an

important guide to the marketer is the

stock of a population. Omaha's breaks

percentagewise: German 11.5% Czech

12.4%, Polish 8.2%, Swede 7.8%,

Austrian 2.7%, Italian 13.3%, Irish

2.6%, English 3.4% non-white 7%.
Home ownership stands at 63%.

This is part of the Omaha story

gathered on the spot for Daren Mc-

Gavren in the interests of Omaha sta-

tion KMEO (formerly KOWH) as an

aid to advertisers. It also is part of

an over-all picture of U. S. markets

being collected by the firm. ^
SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 49)

market playing some form of Top 40

it made sense to offer a listening

product unduplicated in the market.

In making the big switch, not only

the format was changed, but the call

letters as well. Thus, KOWH, the

father of today's Top-40, became

KMEO, programing beautiful "Cam-

eo Music." A full scale promotional

campaign was launched ^ith the aid

of a Top-Flite Omaha Advertising

Agency. This campaign included

spot saturation on two of Omaha's

three television stations, a 100%
showing on billboards, a direct mail

campaign, as well as taxi signs and

sound trucks cruising the city.

We expected response, but the re-

sponse we did get was, to say the

least overwhelming. Our advertisers

are equally thankful for the change.

The "Good Music" sound on

"Cameo" stays in the middle-range.

Not too light, but not too heavy.

Everything blends: music, commer-

cials, announcers. Everything done

has meaning and continuity. ^

6,000,000 eyes/ears—listen/watch Green Bay's Channel 5

And over 160,000 little eyes/ears — listen/watch and wrote in for Channel "5's" Santa Claus

Coloring Book. Letters came from 36 Wisconsin and 17 Michigan counties and was so heavy that the

Green Bay Post office set up a special mailing slot. As Soren Munkhof, G.M. said, "The original

printing of 5,000 was done over my protest . . . now 40,000 books and several thousand dollars

later I'm still protesting. Our remarkable INCREASE in mail response is 'TOO MUCH.' But, we like

it and it dramatically proves the effectiveness of Green Bay's quality station."

TOO
MUCH

Another sure proof of

,

wfrv
highest tower . . . maximum power
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TV CRITICISM
\Continued from page 35 i

whether "divorcing sponsor? from

program control—the so-called maga-

zine concept—is in the best public

inten -t.

Said Cunningham. "It iwould) end

blind devotion to ratings . . . end

monopolies of good prime time by

large-spending advertisers . . . cut

down on a lot of imitation and medi-

ocrity in programing."

Such statements ( and Cunning-

ham's is typical of much comment

from both inside and outside the in-

dustry i point clearly to the fact that

in mari\ circles the advertiser is be-

ginning to be considered the prime

scapegoat for tv's program fare.

Summary: The criticism thai adver-

tisers' big audience, and lou cost-per-

1,000 goals doungrade tv is a deeply-

serious one and one that has not ret

been resolved. Most industry observ-

ers believe there is enough factual

basis for the charge to make the me-

dium < and its sponsors i vulnerable.

Solution seems to be tighter network

control of schedules, and increased

[FINER*

\

n
ADULT
RADIO

u
MINNEAPOLIS ST PAUL

# award winning

personalities

ADVENTURES IN...

m usic

news
ideas

thought

sound

HIGH RATINGS

See Latest Nielsen

William V Stewart President iDa r en F McGavren Corp Representatives

buying of public service and infor-

mational shows by enlightened adver-

tisers. Fortunately, there are notice-

able trends in both directions.

3) Copy claims. The first of the

three specific criticisms leveled

against tv commercials concerns out-

right product claims.

In recent months, cigarettes, reduc-

ing tablets and other drug products

have been under fire for factual state-

ments contained in tv spots.

Regimen has been barred by net-

works and stations after FTC action.

Late reports reaching sponsor this

week indicate the tobacco companies

have been enjoined from further men-

tion of "nicotine" in tv commercials

and all principal cigarette advertisers

are revising copy platforms to elimi-

nate nicotine references.

Anyone who knows the ad busi-

ness and who reviews tv commercials

now on the air knows that the mat-

ter of specific claims is the least im-

portant of tv commercial criticisms.

Nearly all large companies I and

most agencies • employ legal and sci-

entific staffs to check the wording of

product statements. Network con-

tinuity acceptance departments de-

mand documented proof of claims in

tv commercials. And. as one agency

account man told SPONSOR. "1*11 bet

that not one-half of 1% of the copy

now on the air contains statements

which are technicallv false. What c in-

fuses and irritates the critics. -

this adman, is what the claims seem

to imply without actually sayir._ -

A case in point is the controversial

commercials for Life Cigarettes which

claim to have lowest nicotine-tar con-

tent "on file with the L . S. Govern-

ment." Technically, such a statemen:

is correct.
I
Life statistics are on fib

with the FTC.
I

Summary: Criticisms of tv com-

mercials for containing false claim

are difficult to prove, and in i

cases greatly exaggerated. 1 igorou-

action by the FTC. FCC. networks, T

Code Board, etc. will probably keep

them to a minimum. At present. the>

are not the chief or even a sensible

reason for attacks on tv commercial.

4) Deceptive technique?.
Whollv different from the charge-

false claims are the criticisms of de-

ceptive techniques used.

Recentlv the FTC cited four majc r

advertisers. Standard Brands. Col-

gate, Lever, and Alcoa for suj -
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u

posedly misleading camera and film-

ing techniques in tv commercials.

Reaction from these advertisers

(and their agencies) was prompt and

almost unanimously outraged.

In addition to the Bates full-page

ad (see page 33) which demanded of

FTC Kintner "What are your rules?"

Fairfax M. Cone of FC&B, whose Blue

Bonnet margarine spots were under

attack, delivered a stinging address

before the Newspaper Advertising

Executives meeting in Chicago.

Said Cone, "These things that

- sound like cheating are nothing more

than matters of photographic tech-

nique ... or the battle against studio

heat and time."

Said Bates: "We used an artifice

no more deceptive or misleading than

the makeup you, yourself, Mr. Kint-

ner, will be asked to wear the next

time you step before a tv lens."

Pending settlement of charges (the

) cases come up before the FTC on

22 March) most ad leaders feel that

the attacks have been unfair, un-

founded, and part of a "witch hunt"

against advertising.

Summary: Widespread criticism of

1 deceptive techniques in tv commer-
1 cials seems unjustified by the facts.

The technical problems of the medi-

um make certain types of "poetic li-

cense" necessary, just as nearly every

print ad needs retouching. The criti-

cism is dangerous, however, because

it is associated in the public mind
with fraud, lies and other chicanery.

5) Bad taste. The third, and in

; sponsor's opinion, the most serious

of all the charges hurled at tv com-

mercials is the charge of bad taste.

It is serious because, in the case of

certain advertisers it is justified, and

j
almost impossible to control.

False claims and deceptive tech-

niques can be regulated by specific

rules and practical regulations.

But bad taste in advertising can be

flagrant—even when the agency and

advertiser are living "within the

law"—and violations serve as a stim-

ulant to tv's critics.

Among the tv spots of recent

months which have attracted most

comments for bad taste are the Ban
commercials (See sponsor's Commer-
cial Commentary, 16 January) and
the Anacin, Bufferin, Bayer Aspirin

three-way commercial fight.

In general, offensive commercials
on tv are most common in the so-

called "sensitive areas of drug and

toiletries products. But they are not

limited to these classifications.

Recently the 4A's in an "Interpre-

tation of The Copy Code in Respect

to Television" set up this standard:

"In return for the great rewards of

television advertising, sponsors of

commercials (and we in agencies who
prepare them) have a severe obliga-

tion to act with good manners as

guests in the viewer's home."

An objective review of current tv

commercial fare, however, shows all

too clearly that many large advertis-

ers are not following this precept.

Summary: The charge of bad taste,

leveled against tv commercials, is

potentially the most dangerous of all

advertiser-directed tv criticisms. As

one prominent broadcaster told spon-

sor recently, "No matter how much
we clean up other tv areas, those com-

mercials will always be an albatross

around our neck." Without wholly

subscribing to this gloomy view,

sponsor suggests that vigorous action

is needed by responsible persons in

tv (including agencies and advertis-

ers) to stamp out an evil that may, if

unchecked, destroy the industry. ^P

<=££^
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FOR BEST COVERAGE IN THE
NATION'S 47th TV MARKET
(Davenport, Iowa — Rock Island — Moline, Illinois)

Here is a 42-county market with a fine balance of rich

farming communities and booming industrial centers

. . . the largest market between Chicago and Omaha . . .

Minneapolis and St. Louis ... the 47th TV market in

the nation.

POPULATION
FARM POPULATION
EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME
GROSS FARM INCOME
RETAIL SALES

1,632,100*

322,300

$2,879,387,000*

$1,213,506,000

2,042,037,000*

"Sales Management's "Survey of Buying Power — 1959"

PRESIDENT
Col. B. J. Palm

VICE PRES. * TREASURER
D. D. Palmer

EXEC. VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph Evan;

SECRETARY
Wm D. Wagner

RESIDENT MANAGER
C. Sanders

DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF

ROCK ISLAND
MOLINE
EAST MOLINE

PETERS. GRIFFIN. WOODWARD. INC
EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

WOC-TV is No. 1 in the

nation's 47th TV market—lead-

ing in TV homes (438,480),
monthly coverage and weekly

circulation — day and night —
as reported in the Nielson

Coverage Service No. 3, Spring,

1958. For further facts and lat-

est availabilities, call your PGW
Colonel . . . NOW!

WOC-TV Davenport, Iowa is part of Central
Broadcasting Co., which also owns and operates
WHO-TV and WHO Radio, Des Moines, Iowa
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There are 95,000 Spanish-

speaking American citizens in

Central Arizona — working, buy-

ing homes, cars, raising children.

They're in the market for anything

you've got to sell, and they'll

spend good American dollars for

it. But you won't reach them

through your English advertising.

They speak and think SPANISH.

That's why KIFN is their favor-

ite radio station — the only Cen-

tral Arizona station that programs

ALL SPANISH.

If you want to get your share

of this Mexican-American market,

talk to them in Spanish over Sta-

tion KIFN.

HARLAN G. OAKES

San Francisco

Los Angeles

San Antonio

NATIONAL
'\ TIME SALES

V" New York City

*°«oc>* and Chicago

Tv and radio

NEWSIVIAKERS

Mort Bassett joins Forjoe Radio & Tv

this week as executive v.p. and partner.

He was formerly a v.p. of Robert E. East-

man & Co. Prior to that. Bassett was presi-

dent and owner of WROD. Daytona Beach.

Fla. Before purchasing the station, he

spent 10 years with John Blair & Co. as

an account executive and then sales man-

ager of the Blair Group. From 1940-47,

Bassett was timebuyer and assistant radio director of Morse Inter-

national, with a three-year hiatus during that period for service

in the Air Corps where he did public relations and radio work. Bas-

sett began his career with NBC as assistant circulation manager.

Robert W. Breckner has been named v.p.

of Times-Mirror Broadcasting (formerly

KTTV, Inc. I and general manager of

KTTV, Los Angeles. He was one of a small

group who put the station on the air in

1949. Since then, Breckner's responsibili-

ties have included director of news, sports

and public events, program director, and a

v.p. In recent years, he has supervised

KTTV's entry into video tape production and syndication. Other

appointments include: Charles Thornton and Otis Chandler, to direc

tors of T-M; Dick Woolen, to v.p. of T-M and program director of

KTTV; Jack O'Mara, to v.p.-merchandising and promotion: John

Vrba, to v.p. of Times-Mirror in charge of sales for station KTT\

and the company's newly formed commercial tape production division.

Robert D. Doubleday, general manager of

KATV, Little Rock, has been promoted to

v.p. Prior to joining this station, he was

local-regional sales manager for KTLL-TV,

Tulsa. Doubleday's other experiences in

broadcasting includes sales, announcing

and management positions at KENS-TV,

San Antonio; KTUL-TV. Tulsa; and

KATV, Little Rock. He was graduated

from the University of Southern California in Los Angeles. KAT\

is a member station in the Griffin Broadcast Group, which also in-

cludes KTUL-AM-TV, and is affiliated with KWTV. Oklahoma City.
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James V. McNamara has been appointed

general sales manager of Atlantic Tv, Inc.,

New York. For the past seven years, he

was assistant general manager, national

sales manager, and film buyer at WALA-
TV, Mobile, Ala. His appointment is in

step with the reorganization at Atlantic Tv

resulting from its recent purchase by

Franklin Bruder. President of the new At-

lantic Television is Alfred H. Morton. The new firm has more than

150 feature films and several syndicated series which it distributes.

Kenneth M. Johnson, sales manager at

WNBQ-TV, the NBC o&o in Chicago, has

joined McGavren TV in New York as ex-

ecutive v.p. He began his broadcasting ca-

Ireer six years ago as a salesman with NBC
TV Spot Sales in San Francisco, and was

then transferred to the Los Angeles office

in the same capacity. Johnson was an All-

JTime Guard at the College of the Pacific

'and also played pro football with the San Francisco 49'ers. On the

iradio side, Ed Argow leaves for Chicago as sales manager of Daren F.

McGavren Co. there. Before joining McGavren, Argow was an

account exec and manager of Forjoe Co.'s Canadian Division.

I

Earl B. Burnam has been appointed sta-

tion manager for KBOX, the Balaban Sta-

tion in Dallas, it has been announced by

John Box, Jr., managing director of the

Balaban Group. Burnam has been, since

1957, general manager of KSYD, Wichita

Falls, Tex. He joined KSYD-AM-TV in

1953 as a salesman. He started his broad-

casting career in Lubbock, Tex., with

KSEL, after serving in the Infantry for three years during World

War II. A native of Texas, Burnam attended Austin College there.

t

I

lampbell Arnoux (top) and Robert M.

ambe, Jr., have been named chairman of

he board and president-general manager,

espectively, of WTAR Radio-Tv Corp.,

Norfolk, Va. Lambe, who succeeds Arnoux,

vill serve as chief executive of WTAR-AM-
TV. His background includes jobs with

VJSJ, Winston-Salem; WNCA, Asheville;

ind WFMY-TV, Greensboro. He became

leneral sales manager of WTAR in 1951;

.p. in charge of sales in 1958. Arnoux as-

umed the direction of WTAR in 1934; be-

ame president in 1946. He served for six

ears as District 4 director of NAB board;

erved five years on the tv board; and was

lected chairman of the board in 1956-57.

Arnoux also was a member of TvB's board.

PONSOR 6 FEBRUARY 1960

KJEO-TV
Central California's

# 1 Prime Time Station

with proof from the

viewers themselves:*

Channel

Fresno

*ALL f DAYS
A WEEK

DELIVERS MORE
VIEWER HOMES

FROM 6 to 10 P.M.!

(Source: Current ARE with 34.8 Rating)

Yet KJEO-TV rates are

right with the lowest in

the area. See your H-R
Representative early for

your best prime time buys.

J
Fr

©
e s n o

channel

C a I i f c

J.E. O'Neill — President

Joe Drilling — Vice President

and General Manager

W.O. Edholm—Commercial Manager

See your H-R representative H'n40$\
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Do your advertising campaigns only reach half of a market'.'' Sterling

Zimmerman, v.p. and general manager, KUNO Radio, Inc., Corpus Christi,

Texas, says that many agencymen are losing money for their clients, be-

cause they don't understand the bi-lingual nature of certain markets. Zim-

merman points out that in some parts of the southwest, less than half of

the population understands an English commercial, adding that there are

many such areas, with a similar characteristic, throughout the United States.

WATCH YOUR LANGUAGE!

| n the planning of an advertising campaign, many factors

must enter into the consideration of the client, and the

media and timebuying divisions of the agency involved.

The type of product, its distribution, its price, its useful-

ness and its competition, are all matters for careful study

before it can be decided where and how to place the adver-

tising, and to what part, or parts of the general buying

public the message is to be directed.

An oversight or a miscalculation on any single point can

mean waste to the tune of possibly many thousands of dol-

lars of a client's advertising budget.

I am particularly speaking of the matter of foreign lan-

guage broadcasts as a part of a regular campaign for an

advertiser, and specifically, Spanish.

As manager of a Spanish-language radio station, located

in Corpus Christi, Texas, an area whose population is more

than half composed of citizens of Mexican origin, I am con-

stantly wondering why account and media heads will plan

a campaign, formulate it with utmost care and thought,

and then buy schedules for such a campaign which will

reach only a portion of the total buying public of an area.

When an area population is bi-lingual, and a campaign

is launched only in English, then a substantial percentage

of the budget allotted to that area is in a way wasted. The

full potential market has not been exposed, or even if ex-

posed, cannot fully comprehend the advertiser's message.

Don't be fooled! There are many areas of the nation

where large segments of the population do not understand

English well enough to assimilate the English advertising

message as it is presented, presuming that they hear it

at all.

In the case of the average Spanish-speaking citizen,

Spanish is the language of the household, and the language

spoken at church, when visiting friends, and in business

wherever possible.

Among local retail businesses, the establishment that il

not well staffed with Spanish-speaking personnel ju»t

doesn't get the business of the Spanish-speaking popula-

tion, while those who do have bi-lingual staffs are the ones

whose largest percentage of gross income is derived from

the Spanish-speaking element.

In many areas of the southwest, this percentage runsj

well over one-half of the total.

I believe that it is time for agencies and their adverti

ing clients to sit down and review the volumes of da!

available on Spanish markets. It will not take a greii

deal of study to convince them that any campaign whi

disregards the use of Spanish radio in markets where il

may be indicated, will result in a loss of money and i

effort both for the client and agency. f*
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Take TAE and See
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SPONSOR

Why tv criticism is serious

On page 33 of this is-ue sponsor publishes the second in-

stallment of its two-part analysis of recent criticism directed

again-t tv.

\- you will see. our study of the confused charges leveled

against the medium has lead us to one. highly-significant con-

clusion: the most serious of all the recent anti-tv attacks are

those directed at tv advertisers.

In saying this we do not mean to minimize the dangers

which loud, irresponsible charges of fraud, negligence and

lack of public spirit may hold for station and network

executives.

But we honestly believe that broadcasters have made and

will continue to make vigorous efforts to stamp out the evil

practices of the pa?t.

We are firmly convinced that we can expect great and

progressive improvements in all tv operations at both the

network and station level-.

W e are less sure, however, of the improvements we can

expect from the advertisers and agencies using the medium.

The ANA. the 4A's, the AFA have all taken commendable

action to upgrade the quality of tv advertising.

A heartening number of advertisers are sponsoring new

public service and informational tv programs.

But there is still disturbing evidence, among some of tv's

largest accounts, of a continuing infatuation with numbers

at the expense of quality or any other consideration.

There are still far too many admen who refuse to recog-

nize their obligations for good taste and good manners in

tv commercials.

The danger to tv is. a- Fairfax Cone of FC&B pointed out

recently, that a few rotten apples can spoil a whole barrel of

good ones.

The excesses i a handful of powerful agencies and adver-

tiser- can bring down public wrath on every one connected

with the tv medium.

THIS WE fight FOR: An increasing aware-

ness among advertisers and agencies that tv is

different: that in exchange of its great benefits,

they must use the medium uith special care.

10-SECOND SPOTS
Do-it-yourself: As a gag Christina-

gift, a couple of adman pals gave

Howard Henken. partner in the tv

commercials firm of HFH Produc-

tions, a doctors blood-pressure test-

ing device. Since they didn't include

a stethoscope and since Henken hasn";

the foggiest idea how it works • al-

though he does squeeze the bulb now
and then • . the device sits on hb
desk as an ornament. The other dav.

the firm s insurance doctor had oc-

casion to call, noticed the gadget on

Henken s desk. "W hat're vou doing

with that thing?" asked the doctor.

"Oh. I keep checking myself out

all the time. Doc." Henken said dead-

pan.

On the way out. the doctor ran ml
Ronald Fritz, another HFH partner.

'Tve met a lot of hypochrondriacs."

he told Fritz, "but your friend

Henken takes the cake."

Fan flare: WAAF, Chicago, got a

note from listener Oscar Garner

saying he was convinced d.j. Marty

Faye was "the hottest thing in local

radio." Garner, who hadn't listened

to Faye in two years, tuned him in I

the other morning. Five minutes
I

later his radio burst into flame.

Bread and fishes: A Madison Aye.

adman who lives in Westchester

bought a \ olkswagen. While waiting

for delivery, he sickened his neigh-

bors with his plans for checking the
j

miles-per-gallon of this "economy
car. When it arrived, it was the

J

second car in the familv and was|

parked in the driveway. The neigh-

bors decided to give him the be-t

m-p-g record ever. While the adman
slept, one of them would sneak down|

and fill the tank from a drum of gas",

lir.e they had all chipped in to buv.

So the adman drove and drove, bull

his gas gauge never went below tie

three-quarter full mark. It wasn't!

until his speedometer registered

nearly 1,000 miles that he realized 1 e|

was the victim of a hoax.

Aromarama: From WISX-TV, M
waukee. came a perfume-scented pro-

motion piece that read. "Sweet smells!

come from manv things . . . and t! e

sweet smell of success comes fro nj

advertising dollars spent on WISN-J
T^ ." Let's hope they don't get a\

Liederkranz cheese account.
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W J-JxjL LJ "XV sells to one of the richest farm area*

in the country . . . where more than 2 million cows

create a constant demand for drugs, machinery,

equipment, buildings and farmers to keep ^^m

~ Wisconsin's largest industry growing.

Sell the rich Wisconsin farm market on

m>
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As an Advertiser-

As a TV St$thn Manager-

What ate you programming for mature women?
(home-makers, business women, grandmothers)

WOMMM interested in

their own personal development and

in social and cultural advancement...

BEA JOHNSON, Director of Women's Activities

KMBC-KFRM, KMBC-TV,
winner of the 1953 McCall's Magazine Golden Mike
Award for Outstanding Community Service. World tra-

veler, lecturer and home-maker, who conducts the daily

"Happy Home" telecast on KMBC-TV ... a whirlwind

of energy with a world of talent, Bea has served listeners,

viewers and advertisers for almost two decades on KMBC
stations.

An Announcement tending

"INTERNATIONAL ASSEMBLY:'
Heralding the formation of a new international or-

ganization for women—a concept that offers possi-

bilities somewhat akin to those of Rotary, Kiwanis
and the Lions Clubs—but planned for uomen, to

include television participation. . . .

Here is another television "first" to come out of Kansas City and
KMBC-TV during I960, in the form of syndicated program
material (on Ampex tape, or by script for live production.)

It was created for television by the station that is "home base"

for Bea Johnson, internationally known traveler and lecturer, winner
of the McCall's Magazine "Golden Mike" Award for Community
Service, and for many years Director of Women's Activities for

KMBCrKFRM and KMBC-TV.
It is offered by the station that pioneered with a widely-acclaimed

non-denominational religious featurette for television: Rosemary
Grace and the "Daily Word"—now appearing on 56 stations in

America, including Alaska and Hawaii.
Program tests conducted in recent months prove the need for, and

the spirited response to, "International Assembly."
Alert advertisers who seek a mature, responsive, feminine audi-

ence—women far above average in mental capacity and purchasing

power—will be intrigued by this concept.

Television station managers (and their directors of women's activi-

ties) who seek a fresh approach and appealing new material for

women's programs will welcome this format (copyrighted and regis-

tered)—program material and featurenes which will be licensed to

only one station in a community.
Will yours be the one? As an advertiser will you cultivate this

fine audience?

For details, write or 'phone Don Davis, president of KMBC
Broadcasting Company . . . HArrison 1-2650 . . . Kansas City,

Missouri.

ROSEMARY GRACE
is featured on the "Daily Word' I

program seen ( on film ) over c
6

television stations. Mrs. Grace.

.

granddaughter of the founders
jj

of Unity School of Christian::).

Charles and Myrtle Fillmore, was

»

trained at the Pasadena Plaj

house and in Hollywood rac »

She brings a fresh, sparkling.)

vivid new personality to TV
religious programming with her

5-minute daily featurette. The'
"Daily Word" telecast orm-
with a passage from the B ik
applied to that day's dated mes-

sage in the "Daily Word
azine . . . (circulation 850
. . . includes a meditation for

that day and date and cU ;es

with an inspirational thought for

the day. One station manner
writes: "The program is met .

j-

lously produced, simple, straight-

forward and in the best of

caste." Because of these qualities,

the program answers televisii n s

need for a daily non-denom;ti-
Tional religious featurette »h 31

can be programmed at any t me
of day or night, and attract audi-

ence on merit.

f" Kansas cm the Swing * &KMgQ -"["
\^ Q

Kansas City's Most Popular and Most Powerful TV Station

and in Radio the Swing Is to

KMBC °t Kansas City- KFRM i** the State of Kansas

with 10.000 Watts Power from Twin Transmitters

DON DAVIS, President

JOHN SCHILLING, Executive Vid_
GEORGE HIGGINS, Vice Pre< & «
ED DENNIS, Vice President

MORI GREINER, Television A'onMJ

DICK SMITH, Radio Manage

A& Peters. Gbsfii

WOODWaBI
xtlutitt Sali«\

\
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4C>tf a copy • $8 a y«

OR
tond and Central Virginia . . .

£

Put your money
where your

merchandising is!

...the most potent merchandising is on

WXEX-TV
t extra sales with WXEX-TV's 12 performance-proven merchandising plans: • Promo-

nal Spots • Newspaper Ads • Food Merchandising Plan • Community Club Awards

n-Store Food Displays • In-Store Drug Displays • In-Store Food Demonstrations, sam-

ng, couponing • Store Window Displays • Food Merchandising Bar • Mailings to

•tailers • Personal calls on Jobbers, Wholesalers. Retailers • Reports to Advertisers

i<EX-TV • NBC-TV Basic • Tom Tinsley, President; Irvin Abeloff, Vice President •

itional Representatives: Select Station Representatives in New York. Baltimore,

ashington and Philadelphia; Adam Young in Boston, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San

ncisco, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and

•attle; Clarke Brown Company in the South and Southwest.

THESE ARE

TOPS IN

MEDIA SET-UPS

Station representativ

inie the agencies with

best media depart-
ments, tell reasons why

Page 31

WI1V

summer tv: new

deals on the way

for advertisers

Page 35

Good radio cai

sell anything—

C-E's Ken Jones

Page 38

Net tv buying

on upswing

says Nielsen

Page 43

ST ON PAGE
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GREENVILLE SPARTANBURG-AS

ANNOUNCES THE APPOINTMEN

AS EXCLUSIVE NATIONAL SALE!

EFFECTIVE FEBRUARY 1, 1960

AVERY-KNODEL,

PRESENTATIVE

•GREENVILLE. S. C.



Admiral Nelson made things happen at Trafalgar and

WPEN
am fmSS Mm *^

AK
Till

HA* ^ '"'
™™k 88^B WR WRr iWHIB 9H£->

PHILADELPHIA
Only WPEN in Philadelphia broadcasts

traffic reports directly from its own
helicopter. The impact of these official

police SKYWAY TRAFFIC REPORTS is

reflected in sky-high ratings. A few are

still available. In Public Interest ... In

Sales . . . And In Exciting Listening, WPEN
Makes Things Happen In Philadelphia.

Represented nationally by GILL-PERNA
New York • San Francisco • Los Angeles
Chicago • Boston • Detroit • Atlanta

CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS
WPEN, Philadelphia . . . WSAI, Cincinnati . . . WALT, Tampa



WSIX-TV
Tops Them All In

The Nashville Area

LEADING IN . . .

7 out of TOP 10

3 out of TOP 5

SHOWS*
•Source—Nielson Station Index

• WSlXsELLS

WITH TOWER HEIGHT

2049 ft. above sea level

. . . None taller permitted

in this area by CAA.

• WSlXsELLS WITH POWER

316,000 powerful watts . . .

maximum—permitted by FCC.

• WSlXsELLS WITH EFFICIENCY

Maximum coverage and low

cost per thousand make WSIX-TV
your most efficient buy in the

rich Tennessee, Kentucky,

Alabama TVA area.

(X) CHECK THESE

FACTS:

(X) TV Homes—370,700

|X| Population— 1,965,500

(X) Effective Buying Income-

$2,155,868,000

(X) Retail Sales

—

$1,585,308,000

'Source "e'evision Mogozme

8
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ANA acts on ad criticism

34 Special X. \ . meeting of Assn. maps three-part plan of action to comb;

"Crisis in Confidence"; will set up advisory council of elder statesme

Summer net tv: new deals ahead

35 There's hope that the hot weather hiatus may go '"out of style" as tli

three nets offer new discount plans designed to keep sponsors on ai

Toledo tv sparks big turnover turnover

37 Pepperidge Farm tied up with tv station to introduce its new frozi

turnovers in Toledo market, sold 160.452 packages in one mont

Smart radio— Detroit style

38 Kensinger Jones, Campbell-Ewald creative v. p.. outlines some of bi

rules for successful radio selling copy—the same for all producl

Why they moved to net tv

40 Entering network tv for the first time, this van line succeeded i

huilding national image, hypoing sales for itself and local ageni

Radio—a Wanamaker salesmaker

42 Here's how the Westchester department store identifies with communiJ

projects—and sells goods—with heavy schedule on two Tribune statin J
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43 Nielsen comparison shows total agencies purchasing programs and J
segments in 1959 at 103: was 93 in '57. Also, the latest Tv BasiJ
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PEOPLE
work— play

—

LIVE
by RADIO!

REQUEST fa,

WHO Radio Holds a Big Lead in Total Radio Audience

in America's 14th Largest Radio Market, Sign-On to Sign-Off!

#'

COOKING or cleaning—she listens to

radio. There's no time to stop for maga-

zines, newspapers or other media. Radio, and

only radio, entertains her, sells her all day long!

She knows responsible, big-audience stations

—like WHO Radio—give her the kind of

programming she prefers. WHO Radio is

aggressive, alert, alive—and it takes special

measures to see that each segment of its vast

audience is served with the finest in enter-

tainment, news and special features.

The 93-county area Pulse Report (Feb.-

March, 1959) gives WHO Radio from 18%
to 35 r r of the total radio listening audience

—first place in every quarter hour surveyed

—the balance being divided among 88 other

stations!

See your PGW Colonel for all the details

on WHO Radio—the believable, big audience

station for "Iowa Plus!"

WHO
(or Iowa PLUS

!

Des Moines . . . 50,000 Watts

NBC Affiliate

I

WHO Radio is part of Central Broadcasting Company, I

which also owns and operates

WHO-TV, Des Moines; WOC-TV, Davenport

Col. B. J. Palmer, President
P. A. Loyet, Resident Manager

gT\ Robert H. Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., Representatiies

iPONSOR 13 FEBRUARY I960



Between Atlanta

and the Qidf . .

the only primary

outlet is .

WALB-TV
CH. 10—ALBANY, CA.

• New 1,000 foot tower, 316,-

000 watts power . . . with

Grade "B" coverage includ-

ing Albany, Thomasville,

Valdosta, Moultrie, Ga.,

and Tallahassee, Fla.

• Serving over 750,000 people

... in an area with over

$739,000,000 spendable in-

come.

WALB-TV
NIBIC

ALBANY, GA.

CHANNEL 10

Raymond E. Carow, Ccneral Manager

Represented nationally by

Venard, Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

In the South by Jabes S. Ayers Co.

One Rate Card

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Earl W. Kintner, chairman of the Federal Trade Commis-
sion, has been making advertising trade as well as consumer
press headlines for many weeks. This past week, speaking

before the midwinter meeting of the Advertising Federation

of America in Washington, he pinpointed even more specifi

cally some of his advertising thinking in this year of crisis.

The newsmaker: Earl Kintner is a capable, dedicate

government executive who takes his responsibilities seriously but no

pedantically. He expects the advertising industry—advertisers, agen

cies and media—to be similarly serious in their avoidance of cop

and commercials which might be construed as false and deceptive,

At the AFA meeting 5 February, he posed this question: "Sel

discipline or stricter government controls—Which will advertiser

choose?" He charged that media share

with agencies and clients a "public and

moral responsibility," but that the pos-

sibility of media sharing "legal respon-

sibility is another matter." His hope:

that FTC "never finds it necessary" to

bring such action. "This step need not

be taken if FTC does its job vigorously

under existing law, within staff limi-

tations, and if the advertising industry

(with active co-operation of all media)

does a proper job of self-regulation."

How encourage self-discipline?

"It may well be that rigged quiz shows and illegal payment oj

'payola' will prove to be the harsh medicine necessary to cure su

servience of some in the broadcast business to predatory advertiser|

and agencies. These, when confronted with a chastened and cautiouj

broadcast industry, would be far less inclined to (have) commercia

that cut corners of the law." He calls this device a "chain reaction,

ending in effective self-policing. FTC, equipped with only 734 pe

sons to police (theoretically) "a $475 billion economy, cannot co

centrate effectively in all industries in all places at the same time."

Mr. Kintner has gained enormous stature with the advertising pr

fession for what many believe to be a fair and sympathetic undc

standing of their problems. He's a noted attorney (Indiana U.),

hard-won accolade as he has been self-supporting since the age

eight (he's 47). Since '38 he's worked as a city and state lawyer

Indiana, with the U.N. War Crimes Commission, as a Navy lieutenai,

(from ensign) during W. W. II. He joined FTC as a trial attorn

in 1948, progressing to legal adviser, general counsel, commissi'

member and chairman (named last June).

He is a member of many legal and fraternal groups, the Masoi

Order, American Legion. He, his wife and two sons live in t

District of Columbia.

Earl W . Kintner

SPONSOR 13 FEBRUARY I9t



But does the commercial have a happy ending?f

"And they lived happily ever after " But for the

sponsor the story isn't ended. Does Prince Charming

(played by the product) vanquish the Villain (played

by the competition) and win the beautiful Princess

(played by the balance sheet)? If not, why not? Good

questions, these, and ones for which we have found

some interesting answers in our years of experi-

ence in profit television. J[ p \^ AVfiT & SOfl, IllC.

The commercial is the payoff

SPONSOR 13 FEBRUARY 1960
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TRACKDOWN
Hoby Oilman aims to please.

Just ask Brown&Williamson,

Anheuser-Busch or Schlitz

Brewing...only three of the

sharpshooting TRACKDOWN
sponsors currently hitting

the sales mark with a series

based on the true adventures

of the Texas Rangers.

Or ask audiences in more

than fifty U. S. markets who

have made TRACKDOWN,
with Robert Culp as Hoby,

one of first-run syndication's

most popular Westerns . .

.

duplicating its two-season

success on the CBS Television

Network, where it averaged

a 23.0 total Nielsen rating

(October 1957-April 1959).

Better yet, round up all the

facts on TRACKDOWN-71
half-hours produced by crack

Four Star Films-from the

nearest office of CBS Films.

.THE BEST FILM PROGRAMS FOR ALL STATIONS"

OFFICES IN NEW YORK. CHICAGO. LOS ANGELES.

DETROIT. ATLANTA. SAN FRANCISCO. ST. LOUIS.

DALLAS. BOSTON. CANADA: S. W. CALDWELL. LTD.



'We're a conservative, close-mouthed

agency, but let me tell you". .

.

Mono Lisa
LEONARDO DA VINCI (1452-1519) — Florentine School

K-NUZ is the No. 1 BUY

in HOUSTON . .

.

AT THE LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND!

'See Latest Surveys for Houston

10
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Rating services A, B, and C decide to settle this thing once and for all. Their

v.p.'s in charge of duels agree to have a three-way pistol duel, each to get one

shot at each other. They agree to draw lots to determine who will shoot first, who
second, who third. There's a rub: The v. p. of service A is a crack shot—he never

misses. B's veep hits his target two out of three times. C's veep is on-target only

50% of the time. Having good intelligence services, each veep knows the

shooting calibre of the other two.

Before the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to V.P.'s gets word of the

social, the event takes place one sunrise in a wooded glen along the Potomac.

Who had the best chance of surviving?

(Don't shoot—just send your solution to WMAL-TV. Win a new look at ratings in

Washington, D. C.—and a copy of Dudeney's "Amusements in Matheniatics," published

by Dover Publications, Inc., New York.)

wmel-tv
Channel 7 Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D. C; WSVA-TV and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.

PONSOR • 13 FEBRUARY 1960 11



1 1Sunny" Says:

"IT'S WHO'S

UP FRONT

THAT

COUNTS!"

When you put your money on
WSUN you've got a real win-
ner. A pair- a- mutual payoff
factors are the Nation's 26th
Retail Sales Market, TAMPA-
ST. PETERSBURG, and
WSUN. Serving a 29 county
population of 1,203,400,
"Sunny" delivers more radio
homes, at the lowest cost per
home, of any station in the
heart of Florida. Pssssssst! If

you want to wind up in the
winners circle . . . get on
"SUNNY!"

*Sales Management
**NCS2

TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG

Notl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS

12

by John E. McMilt

Commercial
commentary

Ted Bates and time immemorial
The first round of that ferocious fracas be-

tween the Ted Bates agency and FTC Chairman

Earl \S . Kintner ended last week in New York

with a decided edge for the Commissioner.

Bates, you will remember, recently published

a full-page advertisement in seven big-city news-

papers which blasted the FTC action against the

Palmolive Rapid-Shave "Sandpaper" commer-

cials and truculently demanded. "\^ hat are your rules. Mr. Kintner.'

Kintner. appearing last week at the Plaza before a special one-d

session of the ANA. did not mention the Bates ad.

But. in a vigorous speech which brought a standing ovation fr-

nearly 400 blue-chip advertisers, he made mincemeat out of certai

other Bates statements and. I thought, cast considerable doubt c

the wisdom and profundity of this highly controversial agency.

Kintner's references were to a booklet which Bates put out a i<

weeks ago (in cloth for the carriage trade, paperbacked for t

peasants! under the tub-thumping title "An Advertising A gen

Speaks Out!" (Note that Batesian exclamation point! I

The booklet contains a series of questions put to Rosser Ree\

Bates board chairman, and Reeves' answers had my hair standing

end even before Kintner began taking them apart.

Discipline us, Daddy

Kintner's attack centered around the implications contained in :
following:

Question: Do you think that advertising can regulate itself?

Reeves: Xo . . . in building the fifth largest agency in the uc

ue have come to the conclusion that self-regulation uill not wo

. . . that is the province of the FTC.

Kintner took strong exception to this "grim conclusion" and to

further suggestion by Reeves for greatly enlarging the FTC.

Reeves: The FTC is badly understaffed, badly undermanned

We believe that Congress should at its next session grant the F

enough millions of dollars to staff and maintain adequate, exp'

and impartial personnel . . . able to judge the truth or falsity of

icrtising claims.

Kintner said that the FTC did need more personnel, and worn

ask for a modest
I $760,000) increase in its budget. But he r M

culed the idea that "millions of dollars" are necessan

.

Said he. "If the FTC gets that many policemen for advertising.!

has too many. The police state is not far away. And competit %

free enterprise in the advertising industry would have been st

^lt«l—along with a considerable portion of both the busines-m r

and the individual citizens libert\

.

Kintner proposed as an alternative to massive government regi

lion "A reasonable amount of government enforcement of exist

SPONSOR • 13 FEBRUARY 1
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TOWE
draws Katz,|Atj&H|c|

WTCN RA

GROWTH
in Cities . . . advertisers to

ND TELEVISION

Katz goes where the market grows . . .

straight to the Twin Cities. As of March

1, Katz opens for business — bigger busi-

ness — with quarters in a boom area they

have long serviced, now — a brand new

office in Minneapolis' skyscraping, new

First National Bank Building.

WTCN Radio and Television welcomes

Katz to Minneapolis-St. Paul, a radio-TV

market where over 3 million people will

spend close to 4 billion dollars this year.

If there's a special way you'd like to see

this consumer money spent, call your

Katz man. Advertisers find WTCN Radio

and TV a powerful way to get to the top

of this towering market.

WTCN
SPONSOR 13 FEBRUARY 1960

AFFILIATES OF ABN AND ABC-TV REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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FIRST
RATINGS!

THE
FOUR
JUST
MEN'

TOPS
ACROSS U.S.A.!

LOS ANGELES

15.3 ARB/Nov. 1959

7- station market

SEATTLE

25.5
MIAMI

Pulse/ Oct. 1959

4-station market

19.3
BOSTON

17.4

ARB/Oct. 1959

3 -station market

ARB/Oct. 1959

3 -station market

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

MADISON AVE. • N.Y. 22 • PL5-2I00

14

:

men\

)dud

Commercial commentary (continued)

laws, coupled with good faith on the part of American business t

discharge its citizen's responsibility ... in other words, businesi

self-regulation, self-policing, and self-discipline."

All of which made a great deal of sense to me and to the ANi
members I talked with in the Plaza corridors.

It also made the Bates agency sound a little like a fractious chili

who pleads "punish me, Daddy, I just can't control myself."

The non-Emersonian mousetrap

Kintner did not go into some of the other Reeves answers in "Ac

Advertising Agency Speaks Out!" but I wish he had.

They throw such a fascinating light on the rather schizophrenic

reputation which Bates enjoys.

No agency in the business is more genuinely respected for its 2

year growth record, the sales successes of its clients and the efficie

and profitable way it conducts its business. (See page 31.1

But. on the other hand, no other big agency is so frequently criti-

cized for bad taste, bad manners and unpleasantness in its tv com-

mercials—Anacin, Life Cigarettes, Carter, Preparation H, etc

On this matter, Rosser Reeves speaks out! as follows:

Only occasionally are great salesmen "things of beauty." They df.

not carry paintings by Picasso in their hands, speak in rhyme,

sing, dance and play the flute. They are usually very earnest

who speak convincingly and with knowledge about why their produ

is better."

There is, perhaps, a kind of stern, stoic logic in this viewpoint, and

Reeves, an international chess player, is a proudly logical man.

"What this agency has done which is different from any other,"

he has been quoted as saying, "is to apply reason to advertising."

But I wonder whether this very reasonableness doesn't sometimes

lead the Bates boys to pompous and humorless extremes, as in this

gem from "An Advertising Agency Speaks Out!"

—

From time immemorial our country has operated on the belief that

if a man can make a better mousetrap, he can and should make a

fortune selling it with honest claims, at an honest price.

Can you prove this, Mr. Reeves? Can you document it with facts?

I always thought that the mousetrap bit dated back to Emerson

who supposedly said it (in a very different way) around 1855.

Surely this is not "time immemorial." Nor can you measure "time

immemorial" by the all too finite 184-year old history of the U. S.

Have you examined the folkways and customs of the Iroquois?

The Sioux? The Arapahos? Can you defend your "time immera-

morial" claim with evidence from the Aztecs? The Mayans?

Come to think of it, Mr. Reeves, I don't believe I shall allow the

statement (and I doubt if the FTC will i unless you can clearly prove

that the Mongolian ancestors of the American Indians came trudging

across the frozen Bering Straits, clutching their stone age weapons,

their stone age wives and a banner with a strange device, "Better

Mousetraps—Honest Claims—Honest Price!"

Can you do this Mr. Reeves?

Your "time immemorial" phrase is a dandy. It should quicken the

pulse of any client who is a dues-paying member of the NAM, the

I nion League and the Old Old Guard.

But, don't you think you should check it with your "costly scien-

tific department" before you, an earnest man, speak out? W

SPONSOR 13 FEBRUARY I960



(NO THIRDS)
THAT'S THE NIGHTTIME SCORE FOR ABC-TV

ABC NET Y NET

Z

*
MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

SUNDAY
'Source: Nielsen 24 Market TV Report-Average Audience A DP TCI Cl/ldflM
from 8:00 to 10:30pm. the week ending January 24, 1960. MDU iLLLflolUPl
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only fitting . .

.

Sportsman Chick Hearn and schola

Dr. Frank Baxter exemplify the subs

of KRCA's local television schedule.

Chick (NBC's choice for netu

coverage of West Coast spoi

events) knows his field fronw

locker room to the Hall of Fi

The Dodgers, Rams, UCU
USC, coaches, managers,
players and record books,

form his daily diet and itinerary.

\ He fits together a fascinal

sports picture for an

appreciative KRCA
audience.

Dr. Baxter, M.A., fl

D.F.A., Litt.D., ha

paralleled his scholarl;

achievements in literature

with equally masterful

works in television. His

KRCA series of 84

programs, entitled

"Harvest," present*

episodes from
man's achievements

in the world of art,

literature, public affairs an(

science. It attracted an

audience of thousands—and
grateful thanks from prominent

educators. "Harvest of American

Literature," an extension of this series, I

is Dr. Baxter's current contribution to

KRCA's viewers.

Mr. Hearn and Dr. Baxter: opposite

ends of the programming spectrum?

Possibly, but each a fitting example of

KRCA's extension of the NBC Television

Network concept . . . rewarding television foi

every program taste.

J\llL/Ji NBC Owned • Channel 4 in Los Angeles

Sold by NBC Spot Sales





SEATTLE
ICEOFFK

2
SAN FRANCISCO

OFFir -

LOS ANGELES
OFFICE

HELPING to guard west-coast lealwship

DAVID LUNDY, manager of our Los An-
geles office, one of ten offices providing
fast, efficient service to Advertising
throughout the U. S.—service that helps
advertising dollars deliver extra value.

A NATIONWIDE ORGANIZATION

In the fields of food, or fashion, or

health and beauty—many west coast

firms have won national leadership.

To retain and solidify their leader-

ship they invest heavily—and wisely

—in spot television. And in 25 major

markets, the stations giving consist-

ent returns on that investment are

represented by Blair-TV.

At a phone-ring's notice, how do

agencies in the Los Angeles area get

down-to-the-minute data on each of

these stations—data so vital to adver-

tising decisions? Through our Los

Angeles office, one of ten offices,

coast-to-coast, that make spot televi-

sion easier to buy.

Blair-TV operates on this basic

BLAIR-TV

principle: that alert, informed rep re

sentation is a service vital not onl

to stations but also to all Advertisin

and to the businesses dependent o

it for volume and profit. From th

first our list has been made up c

stations and markets we felt in posi

tion to serve most effectively. Toda.

these stations cover 56 percent c

America's population — virtually 61

percent of its buying power.

In its area each of these station

stands as a power-house of sellin

force. To help advertisers and the;

agencies make most profitable use c

that force, is the constant objective

of our entire organization.

WABC-TV- New York

W-TEN-
Albany-Schenectady-Troy

WFBG-TV-Altoona-Johnstown
WNBF-TV-Binghamton
WHDH-TV- Boston

18

WBKB-Chicago
WCPO-TV- Cincinnati

WEWS -Cleveland

WBNS-TV- Columbus

KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth

WXYZ-TV- Detroit

KFRE-TV- Fresno

WNHC-TV-
Hartford-New Haven

WJIM-TV-Lansing
KTTV- Los Angeles

WMCT- Memphis

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISIN

WDSU-TV-New Orleans KGO-TV-San Francisct

WOW-TV- Omaha

WFIL-TV- Philadelphia

WIIC- Pittsburgh

KGW-TV- Portland

WPRO-TV- Providence

SPONSOR

KING-TV-
Seattle-Tacoma

KTVI- St. Louis

WFLA-TV-
Tampa-St. Petersburg
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
13 FEBRUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

It was another robust week for national spot in both tv and radio.

The harvest, by medium, included these campaigns:

TV: Bissell (C. E. Frank), 40 markets, 13 weeks; Kraft Parkay (NL&B), 21 mar-

kets, eight weeks; General Electric (BBDO Detroit), 60 markets; Noxzema Shaving

Cream (DCSS), 15 weeks; Pharmacol Chooz-Feen-A-Mint (Ayer) ; Skippy Peanut

Butter (GB&B New York), half-hours; Binney & Smith's Crayola (Chirurg) ; Cham-
pion Spark Plug (JWT).

RADIO: Kraft Miracle Whip (JWT); General Mills' Shurechamp Dog Food

(Tathum-Laird), flights of 30-40 spots a week; State Farm Insurance (NL&B); Ford

Institutional and Mercury (K&E) ; Champion Spark Plug (JWT) ; Red Man's Chew-

ing Tobacco (DFS).

Latest turn in the cold war between General Foods and CBS TV on discounts

:

the network rejected the counter proposition offered by the White Plains camp.

Despite all the arithmetic jousting, GF is expected to keep all its nighttime eggs—three

half-hours Monday and another half Thursday

—

in the CBS basket next season.

A couple of late dispatches relating to beer accounts:

1) Schaefer (BBDO) has reduced its newspaper list from 118 in '59 to 2 for 1960.

2) Sterling (Compton) has allocated 75 rA of its budget to tv and the expenditure in

that medium will be twice what it was last year.

Take it from disturbed stations and reps, radio's reaching the danger point in its

swing out on the local-rate limb with regard to beer accounts.

Their definition of the danger point: being in a position to maintain the national spot

rate, even with those brewers who have national and widely regional distribution.

The latest distressing development: Schlitz sending people into Florida markets to

buy radio time at the local rate and the prospect that this brand, handled out of JWT, Chi-

cago, will be doing the same thing in the New York market shortly.

Also said to be bent on the same policy—but this case in tv—is Miller. The caper:

Have a sales representative from the brewery and somebody from the Mathisson &
Associates agency (Milwaukee) sit in with distributors while they induce the local

rate from stations.

Incidentally. Ballantine (Esty) is now buying its radio, at least, at both national and

local rates.

It might not be so smart to equate the dominant type of a network's programing with

viewing-home income levels.

Scan this breakdown of U.S. income levels by network (November-December nighttime

Nielsen) and you'll probably lean to the observation that tv viewing cuts right through all

earning brackets:

NETWORK UNDER $5,000 $5,000-8,000 $8,000 & OVER

ABC TV 39% 41% 20%
CBS TV 39% 40% 21%
NBC TV 41% 39% 20 r

;

U.S. Brackets 41.3% 38.4% 20.3%
Note how closely each of the networks match the normal distribution pattern.
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Look for Sears Roebuck to give Remington something to ponder about a? the

latter prepares to market its new battery-housed shaver.

The mail order and chain operator is bringing out a foreign-made, battery.modified

sharer that will retail for under $20.

Sear?, however, will go on selling the other shavers.

Chicago reps seem to be optimistic about the summer outlook for spot tr.

They say they've been so busy at processing the frequent but spurty new business of re-

cent weeks that they haven't had time to work up any specific promotions for the

summer.

Most of them are inclined to the belief that summer business won't be as doldrum-

ish as it was in the midwest precincts last year. They base this on hints from Chicagc

asencies on things to come.-

The editor faction within the New-paper Comics Council. Inc.. la-t week Noiced

its displeasure at tv's getting too much mileage out of popular strip characters.

It came out in the course of a debate that the editors thought the cartoonists who let then-

brainchildren be used as pitchmen in commercials were debasing the Fearless Fosdicks and

the Li'l Abners and. anyway, hardly any of this exploitation was filtering back into

the advertising coffers of the newspapers.

The situation was referred to as another case of Madison Avenue debasing higher

things and it was urged that the Council adopt ways and means of protecting the comic

strips" characters from commercial "degeneration."

Steve Cam on's Milt Caniff and Li'l Abner's Al Capp - if in a defensive word, with the

latter noting that it was up to the good taste of the individual artist to make sure that

this sort of exploitation didn't get out of hand.

It probably isn't anything ominous but Campbell hasn't as yet pa«sed on word t"

BBDO about its coming plans for spot radio.

The canner's current schedule in radio runs until the end of Februarv.

The one brand that's got lots to worry about as a result of the voluntary stipu-

lation of cigarette companies with the FTC to refrain from nicotine and tar-content

is L . S. Tobacco's 20-year-old Sano.

Those concerned with Sano's advertising have this problem: Where do \ou go if 5

can't talk about the process of removing nicotine and the fact that it takes a third more tm

bacco to produce this non-nicotine cigarette?

Rep salesmen have a readv retort for agency speechmakers who -^ that media

reps should attempt to learn what are the objectives of a campaign and the market-

ing strategy behind it.

The salesmen pose this question: Outside of the big agencies, which make briefing ro

how many timebuyers are there who are versed in the product's consumer profile

and have an explicit picture of the audience they're after?

New York admen concerned with tv can jot this one down on their calendar for 24

February: breakfast at the Waldorf with ABC
The network will not only put on its annual preview anent next season's program fare

but unveil it's new discount structure.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

S. C. Johnson has been cajoled back into the ABC TV daytime roster, with CBS
TV's House Party the loser.

The Racine firm will spend around $300,000 for a total of 41 quarter-hours over

an 11-week period during the spring and summer.

ABC's price per quarter-hour conies out to $7,300. With discounts Johnson has

been paying CBS TV about $24,000 per quarter-hour, time and talent.

Despite the fact that the show has a sponsor waiting list, agencies are complain-

ing to NBC TV about the overcommercialized condition of the Jack Paar program.

The core of the trouble, they sav, is not what happens on the network end, but rather in

the affiliate area: stations are tagging on so many local commercials that the viewers

get some short takes of the show itself.

If what CBS TV salesmen are telling inquiring agencies is a clue, the network

is embarking on a new policy for the 1960-61 season as regards specials.

Its plans, so agencies are being told, to limit the "spectacular" kind to 20 for the

entire season, as compared to about 60 for the current span.

The premise: specials cease to be specials when the air is loaded with them.

The casualty rate on nighttime tv network fare continues to drop: at the half-

way point of the 1959-60 season it looks like a record low in both infant and over-all

show mortality.

Here's how SPONSOR-SCOPE sees the nighttime casualty statistics (for regularly sched-

uled series) shaping up as compared to previous seasons:

Total number of entries

Total shows dropped

Casualty rate for all sponsored shows
Total shows started since fall

Total newcomers dropped

Casualty rate for new showg

Two shows that P&G appears to have tagged for divorcement come next season :

ABC TV's The Rebel (a newcomer) and Wells Fargo.

The renewal of This Is Your Life (NBC TV) will, 'tis said, depend on the future tab

on the show. It's been getting $52,000 gross on a five-year agreement.

NBC TV is off the hookup for at least half of the next Journey to Understanding

series: Norelco (LaRoche) will co-sponsor the 16 such programs that will be tele-

cast between 27 February and 1 July.

The coverage will not only involve President Eisenhower's trips but Khrushchev's

visit with DeGaulle.

Norelro's deal is similar to the one that Life cigarette got: time cost only.

P.S.: Norelco. whose ad accent is on prestige, is also contemplating doing five Gene
Kelly-Louis Jourdan specials during the 1960-61 season.

The oldtimers are apparently taking over command within NBC TV sales.

Heading the offensive line now: Tom McFadden. Ed Hitz and Max Buck. Hitz's

hitch with NBC dates all the way back to 1928—one of the original sales crew.

(For details of the sales department reshuffle see NETWORKS in WRAP-UP, page 64.)
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119 114 120

15 30 34

12.6% 26% 28%
43 36 45

9 17 26
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

With Duncan Hines (Compton) now the leader of its field, P&G is testing ai

other cake mix—Early American in the Albany market via Gardner.

The new one is single layer and square.

You won't get ABC TV to agree with the daytime costs-per-thousands mad <

available by the rating services.

ABC contends that the data upon which these CPM's are based are unrealistic costs

since they do not take into account all the ratecard factors, such as four-brand am
contiguous rates and various other discounts.

In other words, the end rate can differ so vastly among the bulk of daytime users IJbl

it's impractical to gauge the efficiency of each network unless the actual quartci

hour rate billed the kingpin accounts were available.

Colgate's The Millionaire (CBS TV) will be available for alternate sponsorship

for the balance of its network run—that is the third quarter of this year.

The probability is that Gulf (Y&R) will again be in there for the summer.

A type of study you hear more and more about as being pursued by agenciei

relating actual sales to a respondent's recall of a tv commercial.

The projects often have more than the objective of proving to the participating clj

ent that the agency's commercials are getting sales results.

The tabulations—if they tell a good storv

—

can be used as added ammunition whej|

pitching for a package account.

Trendex has decided that for the time being it will add but four new ratin|

coverage markets, instead of the five previously planned.

The new markets, which give the Trendex roster a total of 29: San Francisco, L(

Angeles, Seattle and Milwaukee.

Is there any visible evidence that the recent critical ruckus over tv prograniin

affected the attitude of marketingmen, sales organizations or distributors in tl

medium?
SPONSOR-SCOPE this week did a cross-check on this question among high-plac

management people in agencies particularly loaded with durable goods accounfl

and the response was not only consistently but emphatically negative.

As played back to top client levels, the men who call the marketing shots, salesmen arA

distributors deem, as strongly as ever, tv to be their No. 1 promotional prop an!

sales tool and if there has been any untoward public reaction it certainly hasn't rubbed njl

on them.

The pressure is on at CBS TV sales to find some sponsors for the three rfl

maining Woman ! daytime specials—list-priced at $130,000 per hour program.

Network salesmen are "hinting" to agencies that a buy of three half sponsorship

(during March and April) might be had at a very attractive figure.

New York agencies will get a peek this week at NBC TV's "dream" nighttinl

schedule for the 1960-61 season.

The preview of the schedule—the details were wrapped up last weekend—is being giv*

agency bv agency via a visiting NBC sales delegation.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page (\

Spot Buys, page 52: News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 60: Washington Week, page 55: sponsJ

Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70: and Film-Scope, page 56.

u el
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PROOF:

In North Carolina's biggest Metropolitan market, total

retail sales within WSJS-Television's Grade A Coverage

area come to $1,396,079,000. Only WSJS-Television

offers this strong signal strength in its industrially

rich Piedmont market.

television

Winston-Salem / Greensboro CHANNEL 12

Headley-Reed, Reps.
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IN MASON CITY,

MARION,

THE PLACE TO BE IS

• FIRST IN COVERAGE!*

• TOPS IN PROGRAMMING,

AND RATINGS!**

(mj (Of course)

LOWEST COST PER

THOUSAND!

*NCS #3 **Pulse

KGLO-TV
MASON CITY, IOWA

one of the 4^

FORWARD
GROUP

See Branham Co.

National Representatives

21

Reps at work

Robert M. Richmond, Paul H. Raymer Co.. Inc., New York. sa>

that buying and selling spot radio is more complex these days th

in former years. "You used to be able to work out a plan for

established station that you could count on to bring in the busin*

time after time. Not any more. Today, timebuyers, faced wil

rapidly changing audience patterns,

scrutinize markets as they never

did before. This means that the

rep has to keep on his toes. He

may have put together a strong

plan based on thorough research.

Granted that it's excellent, and

has possibly established a market

buying pattern, he still must re-

view it constantly. The station

that ran last a few months ago

may suddenly pop up in No. 1

place, and the rep who hasn't kept

up with the times and revised his story accordingly will find him-e

in real trouble." Bob feels that the increased amount of researc

involved in purchasing radio will, "in the final analysis, be all f(

the good. The more research in station selection, the better the ave

age buy and the better the results for advertisers and spot radio

Dudley D. Brewer, The Branham Co., Inc., Chicago, thinks that tl

buyers and sellers of air media ought to relax tensions, since "they'

really both on the same team. As the backfield on a football tea

cannot function well without a good line, so should the buyers aq

reps realize their mutual dependence. Station reps should provio

the buvers with all the facts coi

cerning stations and markets th

they require in the simplest pos

ble form. This can be of inval

able aid to the buyer who oft

has to locate data quickly. Tl

buyer, in turn, should provide tli

representative with as much car

paign information as he can

enable him to present the mo

effective selections of availabilitie

Once the buy is made, the bo<

ought not to be closed. E\e:

effort still can be made to improve the schedule." Dudley points

that this is a particularly significant area where maximum efficienc

can only be obtained through mutual cooperation. "In the constai

change of avails, what might be the best buy today could work 01

as third best tomorrow. Thus a working agreement between rep ar

buyer always works out to be in the best interests of the advertiser
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Of 3.7, 39.7 and Us

Whether there are 172 ways of making a Martini,

as an article in a recent consumer magazine indicates, or only one

(yours) , the fact remains that most men will agree on one way

a Martini shouldn't be made: by a woman. With this small area

of agreement, one of the few in a contentious area, let's look into

this manifestation, regarded by some as the true flowering of West-

ern civilization.

The Martini's origins are shrouded in mists of

euphoria. It seems natural to assume that a man named Martini

must have had a hand in the first history-making marriage of ver-

mouth and gin. Yet no biographical dictionary, no encyclopedia

we have readily available, no Who's Who, marks this milestone.

There is, to be sure, an editor's delightful, per-

ceptive commentary: Neither Martinis nor kisses can be stored

in refrigerators. The same gentleman is also responsible for the

reduction of a Martini's proportions to a precise, didactic 3.7 to

1, which brings us to the heart of a controversy. The English-

speaking world, to paraphrase Fowler on split infinitives, may be

divided into five groups: (1) those who don't know a Martini from

a visitor from Mars; (2) those who don't know and don't care

("Gimme a bourbon and branch water")
; (3) those who know and

disapprove; (4) those who figure that a Martini has enough ver-

mouth in it when the gin comes from a bottle that has shared shelf

space with a bottle of vermouth; (5) those who know and distin-

guish (you and us)

.

The fifth group unquestionably includes perspi-

cacious people who savor the finer things in life, like WMT-TV,
whose top ten programs average 39.7, which is roughly 33 (

c better

than the national average, and whose share of audience includes

lemon-peel twisters, olive fanciers, no-delicatessen-at-all drinkers,

and others in numbers sufficient to make the station first in all time

periods from 9:00 a.m. until sign-off, Sunday through Saturday.

WMT-TV CEDAR RAPIDS—WATERLOO
CBS Television for Eastern Iowa

Affiliated with WMT Radio; KWMT Fort Dodge • National Representatives: The Katz Agency
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TODAY. ..THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A RADIO STATION IS MEASURED BY

THE AMOUNT OF GOODS IT SELLS. And in Sacramento, KXOA sells more cars and

related products because it reaches, influences and appeals to more people. Rated first

by both Pulse* and Hooper*, the right combination of personalities, programming, promo-

tions and po.-.er keep KXOA on top throughout the prosperous Sacramento Valley, now 20th

in Retail Sales per Household (SRDS). KXOA sells more of everything because it reaches

and influences more people.

KXOA— First in Sacramento, California's Capital

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: DAREN F. McGAVREN CO.. INC.. SOUTH: CLARKE BROWN CO.

Affiliated with KAGO (formerly KFJI) Klamath Falls. Oregon. Rep. Paul H. Raymer Co.

59. Hooper—Nov.-Dec. "59
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49th a i

Madiso

Knocking yourself?

In your 9 Januarv editorial.

comment that "Sometime* our indu<

trj s vogue for fancy name? an

labels makes us want to snicker

little hit." i And your suggestion

well-taken that something more oriz

nal than "the magazine concept*" t

used to tag the talk about run-o

schedule sponsorship. But va

make me -nicker a little bit when \o

close your remarks with "But wh
should the worlds greatest mediui

try to copy the format of one that

declining fast'
"

I supervise accounts with billir,

in virtually all media—much of it i

television—so please do not think

knock broadcast by this slight d>

fense of print. My point is simpl

that most advertising people trv 1

come up with the best media solutio

to help solve a clients individual 3«

vertising problem. I should thi

that sponsor, "the magazine radi

and tv advertisers use"—and I

which you undoubtedly hope nej

works also pay some attention-l

would be much more useful if

didn t bother to knock magazines ail

came up with constructive suggq

tions for re-naming "the magazir

concept"" for the television networ

To help you get started, how abo

Sponsor Balance Plan. Audienc

Scheduling. Viewer-Purchase Pla

Impression Insurance.

\^ illiam B. Everson

account supervisor

MacManus. John & Adams, Ii

Bloom field Hilts, Mich.
• Reader Eier>un'. point is well-taken. O
struclMe TXTfltiann are needed for re-narw
the "masuine concept." We'll work on it 1

welcome ideas front other SPONSOR reader*.

Sponsor-Scope addendum

I've always enjoyed the concise vn

sponsor-scope has managed to a

important things of interest to

broadcasting industry, but I tl ii

your two paragraphs of 9 Jantai

on radio usage, based on Nielsen i

home data, carry conciseness to tl

i Please turn to page 28)

11
1
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t0£S.

advert^71?
mediam

t B S FOR TULSA AND ALL OKLAHOMA
i

X&MG- SO,000 tVATrS
TULSA. OKLAHOMA
OSMY/M COA/rOU/j 740/C.C.

rtAIMS.

N/tO.

ARK.

Latest Pulse study shows KRMG ahead of 83

other stations in 61 counties morning and after-

noon with 17% share; 20% share evenings. Re-
gional KRMG's 50,000 watts on 740 kc (best

frequency in Tulsa) covers an area that accounts

for about $2,740,000,000 in retail sales. For big

coverage and big results, use KRMG. Ask Gen-
eral Manager Frank Lane or John Blair for

more facts.

KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA

TULSA

KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW

KRMG

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

The Katz Agency
The Kati Agency
The Katz Agency
John Blair & Co.

—Blair-TV

John Blair & Co.

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With

BETTER HOMES & GARDENS • SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazines
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in ROANOKE

Kroger

LOVES WROV!
i i Fo?/ r personalities

came through for us beyond

our expectations. . . Ore?' the

three-day weekend period
our usual sales volume
doubled. P 3 excerpt from a letter

written by Charles W. Conner manager,
Advertising and Sales Promotion.

THE KROGER COMPANY

Use these WROV personalities and

ROANOKE will love you! WYNN ALBY
BARBARA FELTON KEN TANNER
JERRY JOYNES GARY E. COOPER
JESS DuBOY DON McGRAW

WR
ROANOKE, VA.
affiliated with WEET, Richmond, Va.
Burt Levine, President

National Rep: Jack Masla Co., Inc.

40 East 49th Street New York City

28

49TH A MADISON
i Continued from page 2

point of leaving something out.

The apparent similarity in radio

usage in-home during July and

October, as reported by Nielsen, over-

looks the importance of out-of-home

radio. For example, you do not take

into account summer auto-radio

usage—which data is available from

Nielsen, among others. Indeed, no

national survey directly rates listen-

ing in various out-of-home environ-

ments—on the job. for example, or

in-transit listening via portables.

Some reputable surveys have placed

the out-of-home radio factor as high

as 40%. We may be sure that the

fair-weather months get a larger

share of out-of-home listening despite

your editor's "in other words, they're

listening about the same number of

hours regardless of the time of year."

Morris W attenberg

dir. of sis. develop. & research

American Broadcasting Co.

y.y.c.

Good show!

Page & Shaw has expressed to us

its pleasure with the coverage which

your magazine gave their Ohio-Michi-

gan promotion, and I know reprints

of the article in the hands of their

salesmen will work exceedinglv well

as a follow-up. They have planned to

order reprints from your production

department and should have the order

on its way by this writing.

Kingslev N. Mever
vice president

Horton, Church & Goff Inc.

Providence

Miss in v.p.

In connection with the article "Who's
Who In Media At The Top 10

Radio Tv Agencies" appearing on

page 36 of your 23 January. 1960

issue. I should like to point out that

Maurice Sculfort has been a vice

president of our organization since

August. 1959. I wouldn't want his

friends to get the impression he had

been demoted, as implied in the box

on page 38.

Frank B. Kemp
media dir.

Compton Adv.. Inc.

\.r.c.

• Wilh the exception of D-F - STORMM*!
information came direetH from the coaapanier
and *• a* printed rxartl* a*. reeeKed.

BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS

HAS JUST HOPPED ON THE

with NABISCO CEREALS SPONSORS
y2 HR A WEEK FOR 26 SOLID WEEKS]

GET COMPLETE DETAILS FROM

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC

I

The Original Station RtprtK

NBC
:

'•-•:-
•'•

:

:
•

: : I
'.--- '
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le moon is within reach of WMAQ's Sound of the Sixties. ..the new concept in sound that brings the Chicago area OXJTER
audience the programming it wants. Timely, knowing local news... the latest word on international affairs. .. up-to- TjR.T if H*

,ute traffic, transportation, and weather information . ..the newest beeps from outer space ...tunes and rhythms J. {J UU I Fi ry

n-up music. Here's programming an adult, buying audience prefers. Chicago is tuned to the Sound of the Sixties! Oirxxv/Hj

3 • NBC OWNED • 670 IN CHICAGO • SOLD BY NBC SPOT SALES MILES
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COLUMBUS, GA Georgia Form Bureau Federation Award for Outstanding Service

to Agriculture is received for WSB Radio by Farm Director Jimmy Dunaway R from

J. P. Duncan, Jr , Federation president. Elmo Ellis (L) is WSB program manager.

^

Wf> Jr i

^Kl.
1

m
1 J

1

CHICAGO WSB s Jimmy Dunaway 1} receives for the station, the National Safety

Councils 1958 59 Public Interest Award for Exceptional Service to Farm Safety

The Councils Maynard N. Coe makes the presentation.

this time!
Farm Service Award

and national

Farm Safety A ward . . .

both go to

Atlanta's WSB

For the fourth time in the past

five years WSB Radio was awarded th

Georgia Farm Bureau Federation

trophy, state agriculture's highest.

Frosting was added to the cake

when the National Safety Council

tapped WSB as the Georgia broadcasts

to merit its Farm Safety Award.

This is meaningful to advertisers

who like to get a bigger buck's

.vorth out of every dollar they send

.o market. WSB Radio's «ood job

with farm folk is spawned by the sanj

spirit of public service with which

this station also serves its millions of

urbanites. Certainly your advertising

in Atlanta belongs on WSB Radio.

WSB Radio
The Voice of the South/ATLANTA

Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WSOC WSOCTV, Charlotte; WHIO WHIO-TV, Davto
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WHICH AGENCIES HAVE

THE BEST MEDIA DEPARTMENTS?

TATION REPS NAME TOP MEDIA SHOPS, GIVE REASONS WHY
\

(which ad agencies have the best media depart- troit: Erwin Wasey, RuthraufT & Ryan. Los All-

ot? And what makes a good one? geles; for the South, Liller, Neal. Battle & Lindsey

Radio and tv station representatives, sampled in in Atlanta.

lation-wide poll by sponsor, nominated five agen- These selections of the station representatives might

s as having the best media departments in five well be different from other groups, such a- agency

ijor areas—and gave their reasons why. people or advertisers, had they been sampled. But

The No. 1 choice in each area (all 25 are listed sponsor chose reps for the survey because they | 1 i

the next page) are Ted Bates in New York, Leo have the most continued exposure to the largest

rnett in Chicago; MacManus, John & Adams. De- number of agencies, (2) see the inner-workings of
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REPS CHOOSE THESE MEDIA

DEPARTMENTS IN 5 MAJOR AREAS

Station representatives from all parts of the U. S. responded to SPONSOR'S poll

asking their nominations for the agencies with the best media departments . . .

and why they chose them. The five listed for each market area represent those

getting the most nominations. Most important media components appear on next page

NEW YORK
1

.

TED BATES

2. YOUNG & RUBICAM

3. WILLIAM ESTY

4. J. WALTER THOMPSON

5. SSCB

CHICAGO
1

.

LEO BURNETT

2. TATHAM-LAIRD

3. McCANN-ERICKSON

4. KENYON & ECKHARDT
5. NORTH ADVERTISING

DETROIT
1

.

MacMANUS, JOHN & ADAMS

2. McCANN-ERICKSON

3. CAMPBELL-EWALD

4. BBDO
5. D.P. BROTHER

LOS ANGELES
1. EWRR
2. FOOTE, CONE & BELDING

3. /. WALTER THOMPSON
4. MILTON CARLSON

5. R. H. ALBER

SOUTH
1

.

LILLER, NEAL, BATTLE & LINDSEY (Atlanta)

2. HENDERSON ADV. (Greenville, S. C.)

3. FITZGERALD ADV. (New Orleans)

4. TUCKER WAYNE (Atlanta)

5. NOBLE DURY (Nashville)

the entire media department and (3)
*

associate with media people on ar

hour-to-hour, day-to-day basis ii

quasi-business and business contacts

More than two in three of the rep

resentatives responding are in upper

echelon management jobs and there

fore are in a broad view, detachec

position to see agencies objecti

The largest number of return

came also from executives in the hi?

gest representative firms—those opcr

ating with the most branch offices

Two out of three reps answering an

employed by companies with eight o

more branches, enabling them t«

work with a broader range of agen »•

cies and in a larger number of cities ,

There was significant agreeme

among these representatives as to t

top five nominations for each an

But there was almost unanimo

agreement as to what constitutes

successful media department.

Most stressed these as the th

vital measures of a successful m
department:

1. The department director, h

staff and their work inspires con

dence of other agency people—pai

ticularly those in account sections

and of clients.

2. There's a broad media concep

which encourages staffers to tran

cend the limitations of tv and radk

to approach media buving creativ

in terms of new and better usage.

3. There's a high order of intelr

gence and adaptability, with monej

to match.

These are the over-all criteria i!

the appraisal of a media departmen

But representatives listed many moi

reasons for their particular selection

They have been synthesized for ea*i<

reading, and appear in the chart o

the facing page listed under thre

major classifications: administratio

of the media department (and tr.

agency), the buying function an

media relations.

Agencies in markets other thi

those mentioned were cited also, i

though nominated by reps headqua

tering in another buying and sellii

center. For example. X. ^ . Ave

and Aitken-Kynett of Philadelphi

came in for kudos, as did Camphel

Mithun, Minneapolis. The San Frai

cisco sample returned was too snia

{Please turn to page 68)
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WHAT MAKES A TOP-GRADE MEDIA DEPARTMENT?
These are some of the factors station representatives noted in reply to SPONSOR'S questionnaire in citing reasons for their selection

of those agencies with the best media units. Their answers are classified in three main areas: administration of the department

and/or the agency, buying procedures and media relations. All three foster the concept of client, agency and media cooperation

ADMINISTRATION
*Their media department has the confidence

of clients and contact people on almost an

absolute basis; there's total reliance on me-

dia's judgment.

*They have a broad concept of media.

Staffers face limitations, of tv and radio and

still break through them.

*This department has a sense of creativity

that approaches media in terms of new and

better use.

*Administrators take the time to see where

media dollars can pay back for the client,

rather than merely adding up Pulse points.

*The media head is empowered to influence

decisions of agency policy.

*The director at this agency sets a policy

of never compromising quality for price and

of not sitting on good ideas.

*There's a high order of intelligence and

adaptability at all levels, with commensurate

salaries.

*Their best media people seem to like media
and want to build a future in it rather than to

use it as a stepping stone.

*Media executives guide but don't direct,

lead but don't order in delegating responsi-

bility and authority.

*It's an active, results-getting shop and
works neither on theory nor shelved notions.

*Final dispersion of large funds does not

rest on the lowest paid people.

*Well-organized buying groups get detailed

strategy reports before buying starts.

*There are good inter-department relation-

ships founded on respect, cooperation.

*Department executives are aggressive, will-

ing to use all forms of media research to de-

termine the best buy.

*Media staffers have direct client contact.

*There's a stable organizational structure,

in media and in the agency.

BUYING
Buyers at the agency are informed of all

phases of account activity.

*They are encouraged to make fast deci-

sions, enabling them to take advantage of

"hot" availabilities.

*Media people are available at any time for

business meetings with reps.

Buyers are specialists, not all things to all

people.

*Their buyers have excellent knowledge of

individual stations and markets.

*They give fast answers after availabilities

have been submitted.

*This agency's buyers remain on an ac-

count long enough to know its needs, and

aren't shifted haphazardly from one to an-

other.

*The buyer here avoids impulsive or sub-

jective bias, works systematically and thor-

oughly.

*Schedules are reviewed and improved con-

tinuously and regularly.

^Buyers are relaxed and orderly in their

placement of schedules.

*They're not overloaded with clerical de-

tail.

MEDIA RELATIONS

*The department director at this agency en-

courages close-knit, friendly and mutually co-

operative and respectful relationships.

*This agency brings the representative into

the thinking and planning behind a buy.

*Media people explain a purchase to the

salesman, whether he gets or loses the order.

*They encourage unsolicited recommenda-

tions and ideas from time salesmen.

*Buyers travel to the field occasionally to

keep in touch with markets and audiences.
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ANA ACTS ON AD CRITICISM

^ Association adopts three-point program to stem

the 'Crisis in Confidence' that worries the ad leaders

^ Special New York meeting maps plans to work with

FTC, support NAB Code, set up new advisory council

ANA Chairman Donald S. Frost of Bristol-Myers

NEW ANA PROGRAM PLAN HAS THESE THREE PARTS

1- Better relations with the Federal Trade Commission

2. Closer liaison with NAB, 4A's, other code authorities

3. In advertising advisory council of elder statesmen

JIII!III!IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIII!IIIIIIIIIIII!I!!IIIIIIIIIIIIII!IIIIII

La-! week in New York, the Assoti

ation of National Advertisers, in wha

its veteran president Paul B. West de

scribed as the "first special AN/
meeting ever called" took significan

action to deal with the "Crisis in Con

fidence" that is currently worryin

the industry. (See sponsor's two

part series on Tv Criticism in

January and 6 February issues.)

Nearly 400 representatives

America's top budget advertiser;

heard FTC Chairman Earl W. Kinti

ner, NBC president Robert Kintnerj

CBS TV president James Aubrey

NAB Tv Code Board chairman Doi

McGannon and representatives fron

agencies and other media, outline th«

seriousness of the crisis.

Then, in a closed session, AN/
members voted unanimously on a new

three-point program of action to re

build public confidence in advertis

ing.

Project No. 1. Involves setting uj.

ANA machinery to enable advertise

to work more closely with the Fed

eral Trade Commission "in the inter:

est of developing governmental rul

which serve the public interest, am
allow for the free and effective use

advertising." (See Newsmaker o

Week, page 6 and Commercial Cora

mentary, page 12.)

Project No. 2 calls for the estab]

lishment of "counterpart committees'

of the ANA to work closely with me

dia code authorities like the NAB'

Tv Code Board, and with the 4A's, ii

setting up "clear, objective and soum

criteria for the determination of wha

constitutes good taste, propriety an<

inoffensiveness."

Project No. 3 will create a specia

advertising advisory council, com

posed as chairman Frost and presi

dent West explained it to SPONSOR

of "industrv elder statesmen"—mei

with broad business and advertising

experience—to serve as advisers, con

sultants and "moral persuaders" il

the drive to assure the credibility am

acceptability of advertising.

Composition of the council has nol

yet been determined. See SPONS0I

suggestions for the council in Sponsoi

Hears, page 58.

)l

I
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WHAT NETS ARE DOING TO STIR UP SUMMER TV

ARCDO
BEFORE MONTH'S END this network will join its two competitors in drafting some

changes in discounts and pricing that should make summer tv a more attractive buy for

advertisers. This new plan is expected to be unwrapped at a meeting on 24 February

CBS
OVER-ALL DISCOUNTS UP TO 60% (depending on time periods, etc) can be

earned by advertisers starting in April. Base rate for discount eligibility has been raised

30% over rate established in 1954, but time costs have risen 43 9c , audiences increased 47' r

AT PRESSTIME, this network was breaking out its own barrel of summer sponsorship

incentives (along with others) in a plan that would see special summer discounts, a new

re-evaluation of both prime and fringe time period discounts, and over-all discounts

Summer net tv: new deals ahead

The hot weather hiatus may 4go out of style' as

IBS and NBC offer discounts; ABC will follow soon

* Here's a look at the new ground rules and incen-

ses designed to keep sponsors on air this summer

f summer tv programing matches

e networks' summer tv time sales

fort, 1960 could see a significant

eak with the traditional warm
'eather tv doldrums. Because the

ree tv nets are now embarked on a

ash program designed to keep spon-

>rs on the air this summer.

The program involves new dis-

>unts and pricing that are expected

make summer tv buys so attractive

at many advertisers will not be able

pass them up. CBS TV announced

j new plan some time ago to take

feet 1 April. NBC TV was taking

e wraps off its plan at SPONSOR

esstime. The ABC TV rates will be

lveiled on 24 February when that

twork holds its presentation at New
ork's Waldorf Astoria.

What is taking place right now at

e three networks has been described

as a "discount razzle-dazzle." Discus-

sions are presently going on between

networks and advertisers and what

comes out of them may have consid-

erable effect on many areas of tv: on

prime time, fringe time and daytime

along with summertime.

Here's what the new plans will

mean to advertisers:

• Special discounts for summer.
• Realignment of pricing and dis-

counts in various time periods to

make for more equitable cost struc-

tures. Mid-evening periods will have

higher rates, early and late evening

will cost less.

• Additional over-all discounts tai-

lored to the size of sponsors' lineups

in both night and dav periods.

Coincident with the new net dis-

count plans, was a plea yesterday by

Norman E. Cash, president of Tele-
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vision Bureau of Advertising, for

year-round advertising in an address

before the Southeast Council of

American Federation of Advertising

Agencies in Atlanta, Ga.

"Why have you permitted your

clients to take an advertising vacation

at a time when they shouldn't?" Cash
asked. "What is this long-standing

axiom of marketing that says sum-

mer is different and deserves less? It

seems to me that big differences are

hard to find, that summer does not

deserve less. Certainly the people are

there, disposable income is there, and

the media usage is there.

"Newspaper circulation," Cash con-

tinued, "remains relatively steady

during the summer. Magazine circu-

lation doesn't change that much. And
in radio, although unmeasured, is

outdoors in sizeable numbers. In tv,

it is perfectly clear that the same

number of people view during the

summer day as in any other time of

the year. But we know that they

don't spend as much time with our

medium in summer. So if you want

to reach them, if you want to sell

them, you should advertise more, not

less.
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NEW DISCOUNT STRUCTURE OF CBS TV NETWORK

WINTER DISCOUNT
Maximum

Station-Hour Time Period Total

6:00- 8:00 PM 15 10 25

8:00- 8:30 PM IS 15

8:30- 9:00 PM 15 15

9:00-10:30 PM 9 9

10:30-11:00 PM 15 15

All Other time 15 15

Maximum
Station-Hour

SUMMER DISCOUNT

Time Period Total

15 45 60

15 45 60

15 40 55

15 35 50

50

15 40 DD

MAXIMUM
Year-Round
Average I

33.75

26.25

25

19.2.
:

23.75

25

CBS TV over-all discount structure points up dollar advantages of keeping on air through the summer months

especially since .Melsen study shotted tv homes reached in a summer ueek are only 4 '
< less than in uinter

(*) Also the Orer-ill Discount equivalent.

"Would you consider it good busi-

ness for account executives to take off

everv Wednesday? ^ et advertisings

\^ ednesday is summer.

"No longer can we cling to out-

moded ways of doing business, he

said. "No longer can you afford to

coast through summer . . . No longer

can you afford to give the competi-

tion a break during the summer. No
longer can you afford not to extend

product habit into new selling seasons.

"Perhaps we haven't eliminated the

cart-before-the-horse approach in mar-

keting. Advertising must lead sales.

Sales must keep pace with produc-

tion. This is another must: American
industry must maintain maximum
production throughout the year.

There can be no summer slump when
high labor costs and built-in capital

commitments must be amortized. And
certainl) there can be no summer
slump when we face the growing
competition of foreign economic
-\ stems."

W hile each network has been work-

ing out its own plan, it is reasonable

to expect—since the CBS TV and

NBC TV plans follow a fairly similar

pattern—that when ABC TVs draft-

ing is revealed, it will cover the same

general points.

Naturally, the biggest point of all

is th'' discount. For the advertiser

there is no greater incentive: here are

real dollars that come back to him in

a sizeable quantity and which he can

reinvest in tv. A $ :
2 million dis-

count on a nighttime buv. for exam-

ple, might make it possible for him to

buv an additional string of 50 or

more quarter-hours in daytime tv.

With ABC still to be heard from,

what is the picture to date? Here is

a wrap-up of the CBS plan that goes

into effect this April.

The CBS plan, in brief, offers new
discounts in three areas: 1 li a time

period discount for advertisers using

the net for 13 or more consecutive

weeks: (2) a station-hour discount

for advertisers on for 26 or more
consecutive weeks: i3l an over-all

discount to advertisers using a week-

ly minimum of $130,000 gross billing

for station time or who average such

weekly minimum in consecutive two-

week periods during 52 consecutive

weeks of a discount year. The latter

is in lieu of the two former discounts.

1 See chart above. 1

In addition, and here is a big sum-

mer incentive, an advertiser eligible

for an over-all discount will be en-

titled to 1 in lieu of any other dis-

counts! a discount applicable to gross

billings for programs broadcast dur-

ing the summer season that exceed

the advertiser's average weekly g

billings for regularly scheduled pro

grams during the preceding wint<^

season of from 50% to 61

1

The time periods and discounts f

this are:

6 to 8:30 p.m 60 '<

0:30 to 9 p.m... 55';

9 to 11 p.m. . 5<V,

All other times

At the same time that CBS TV an-l

nounced the new discounts, it also a 1-1

nounced an increase in dollar volun.tl

requirement for the over-all discour J
the first in five vears. The weefeiw

base of $100,000 established in 19" jl

has now been advanced to $130.0001

an increase of 309? • However, il

pointed out by William S. Hvlan. vi tl

president of sales administration, thaJ

the move was consistent with oth ji|

measures of tv's rapid and continuii J
expansion. \\ hile the base rate chan.J

amounts to a 305? increase, netwokl

time charges have increased bv 43 rl

and the national tv audience has goriJ

up by 4795 during the same pencil

At NBC TV. the new plan tak-J

the following form:

Special summer discounts ha J
been introduced—not especially f >r|

current advertisers who already a"ei

deriving considerable over-all d s-l

counts for staying on the air for
r
>2l

weeks—but to attract new busine-sJ

New business, after 1 April when t iel

I
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j,ian goes into effect, will get these

Ihiticing summer discounts.

In prime periods, the discount has

Iot
been raised, but in fringe time,

ie net has readjusted to meet com-

etition.

"With the new discount plan," says

Dseph J. Iaricci. NBC TV director of

des administration, "discount com-

utations will be influenced greatly

y the season and by the clock."

Basically, NBC has broken its

roadcast day into five periods:

(1) Daytime.

(21 6 to 8 p.m. Mon. through Fri.

and 1 to 6 p.m. on Sat. and

Sun.

(3 I The half-hour time period be-

tween 8 and 8:30 p.m.

(4i 8:30 to 9 p.m. and 10:30 to

11 p.m.

(5) Prime evening time— 9 to

10:30.

The highest discounts offered are in

ie No. 2 category while the lowest

iscounts apply in category No. 5.

NBC's over-all discounts coupled

ith the special summer ones are de-

gned to keep tv advertising stable

^trough the year.

Thus, with pricing being made
tore attractive, it is possible that

immer hiatuses may be fewer this

ar. The only question is: Will the

me be put to best advantage, or will

^peats and re-runs once more mar

ie summer tv scene?

Here's what A. C. Nielsen Co. has

named about summer tv audiences:

i • While there is about 30% less

Ime spent viewing in summer than

|: the peak of the winter tv season, in

lie course of a summer week there is

|j more than a 4% dip between the

iivo seasons.

• A summer network tv show that

>ntinues its winter format with new
aterial does best of all.

• A summer replacement usually

)es not fare well with viewers.

A summer re-run series holds

) moderately, but nothing like the

ow with new material in the same
rmat.

So it is possible that eventually

ionsors may be able to plough back

to their summer programing some
the discount money they save by

aying on the air. If this happens, it

'iild well mean an increase in tv

ewing during the summer. ^

HITCHED to wagon of Pepperidge Farm turnovers, WTOL-TV's Kitty Jackson calls on buyers

TOLEDO TV SPARKS BIG
TURNOVER TURNOVER
I he girl above with the sunshine

smile is not carting home a little red

wagon to her son; she's making the

rounds of grocery buyers and execu-

tives with a new product that ended

up moving faster than lightning.

It all started last November when
Pepperidge Farm, to introduce and

promote its new packaged frozen

turnovers in the Toledo market, ran

a local tv spot campaign. Beginning

9 November through 19 December,

10 spots were scheduled weekly

spread throughout the telecast day.

About a week after the spot

schedule started, Pepperidge Farm
launched a special promotion in co-

operation with WTOL-TV, sent out

the station's merchandising gal Kitty

Jackson with 18 little red wagons

stuffed with Pepperidge Farm Turn-

overs.

Her job: to visit area grocery buy-

ers and executives, let them know
about the frozen pastries and the in-

troductory saturation tv spots.

Piling pastries and wagons into her

Fiat 500, Kitty two-cylindered her

•ONSOR 13 FEBRUARY 1960

way around Toledo, reaching A&P,
Kroger chains, distributors and Lee

W. Hilewick Co., area dealer for Pep-

peridge. Buyers were impressed and

willing to take her advice "to stock

and display Pepperidge Farm Turn-

overs, then sit back and wait for the

big turnover and big profits."

The waiting wasn't long, the ad-

vice well-taken. Viewers flocked to

the stores for their first sampling of

the Pepperidge Turnovers, they'd seen

advertised on tv. ( Distribution of the

spots had consisted of two in the Big

Show, one in Hollywood Spectacular,

three in Jack Paar breaks and one in

evening time, three in daytime net-

work breaks. I

As a result of the spot campaign

and Kitty Jackson's efforts. Pep-

peridge Farm, reports area dealer

Lee W. Hilewick. turned over "160,-

452 frozen packages of turnovers."

From Kitty Jackson came this ex-

ultant comment: "I had a field day in

every sense of the word . . . And if

I'm lucky, maybe next year I can be

Miss Whole Wheat

!

^
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5 SMART RADIO—DETROIT STYLE
** Ken Jones of Campbell-Ewald gives his reasons why

the sounds of radio can sell cars—or anything else

^ First step toward successful radio commercials : good

writing by experts who take the creative time needed

BY KENSINGER JONES
('./>.. tv radio creative din dor

Canipbi tt-Ewald Agency, Detroit

ww hether you're selling automo-

biles or zebras or anything in-be-

tween, the essentials are the same for

all good radio commercials.

A solid message, entertainment or

interest value, skillful writing and

proper production are common req-

uisites. While there are problems pe-

culiar to the preparation of auto com-

mercials— some circumstances not

found in other fields—the basic in-

gredients for good selling by sound

are the same for cars or cannec

goods.

One of the challenges to the autc

ad writer is that of translating the

technical and mechanical terms, the!

trade names of the industry, into ac-

ceptable and understandable lan-

guage. How, for instance, do you ex-

plain Turbothrust engines and Turbo-

glide transmissions and the relation-

ship between them in a radio com
mercial? (We did this, once, in a

commercial called "Tweedledum and

Tweedledee.")

Then, too, in auto radio commer-

cials the agency must be geared for

rapid changes in strategy to keep

-»-- CAREFUL PLANNING and creativity produce best radio commercials, says Ken Jones, v. p. at Campbell-Ewald, Detroit. Shown (I to r):

Glenn Wilson, asst. group copy supvsr.; Don Franlcman, writer; Bruce Lofgren, production; Bob Murphy, writer; Bob McTyre, coup supvsr,

«f
r
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'pace with the client's problems. The

•commercial that is working today

might not work tomorrow. Some-

times, an entire radio campaign has

to be switched within a few days.

This means new scripts, all-night pro-

duction sessions and new pressings

for hundreds of radio stations. You
have to be geared to do this.

It is true that in the automotive ad-

\ei rising field the product is the

<ame for a model year. The selling

strategy is not. however. It has to be

fluid, depending on the market, the

|

competition and changing economic

|

patterns. Your radio work must be

sensitive to these changes.

There is another factor peculiar to

automobile commercials which works

hoth ways. Some admen consider it

i problem, although in our own ex-

perience it frequentlv serves as an

lid.

I refer to the pressures from the

lealer organization. In the automo-

bile industry, dealers take a keen,

personal interest in the advertising

presented for their products. And
hey transmit their reactions and

deas to the client immediately. The

igency must be prepared to evaluate

>roperly these dealer impressions and

ecommendations.

Dealer observation can prove a

lelp to the agency for they provide a

lew look, a different view of our com-
ercials. We make a practice of

hecking through the dealer reactions

r that very purpose. While a deal-

r in Utah may not be an advertising

xpert, he does sell cars and his

oughts on what is appropriate for

es in Utah (or anywhere else)

ould get careful consideration.

These are some areas in which ra-

io commercials for cars differ from
e norm. Basically, however, that

hich makes for a successful com-
ercial in the automotive field ap-

lies to any product.

The validity of these "guideposts"

Jemed to be borne out when we re-

ntly studied 10 radio commercials

;lected by the Radio Advertising Bu-

-au as "best of the year." Certain

aracteristics are common to all. All

re beautifully produced. All are fun

) listen to. Not one is dull. All of

em contain good ideas which are

iterestingly delivered to the listener

although some make a greater sell-

Kensinger Jones, v.p. and creative

director of the tv/radio department

at Campbell-Ewald, Detroit, lists

below four guideposts to the prepa-

ration of strong radio selling copy.

Points apply to dll products despite

his heavy experience in automotive

{the giant Chevrolet account).

He's produced more than 400 radio programs; has ivr it-

ten net tv and radio shows, feature stories, music revues.

He's a former copy group supervisor at Leo Burnett, Chicago

GUIDEPOSTS TO GOOD RADIO COPY

1. THE COMMERCIAL must give the listener an interest or

entertainment bonus. It must give people a really good reason to

keep their ears on what is being said. In fact, if the commercial

is good enough it will actually heighten interest in listening.

2. THE MESSAGE IS ALL-IMPORTANT, must never be

overshadowed by technique. If a bon vivant type of salesman with

the greatest collection of jokes in the world forgot to say anything

about his product, he would soon find his expense account cut off. If

our radio commercials don't sell, we should lose our radio budget.

3. EVERY SINGLE WORD must be the best possible word for

a particular commercial. Mundane, uninteresting, uninspired sounds

and syllables have no place in any radio commercial. Each spot must

be given its own individual touch.

4. TOP-FLIGHT PRODUCTION is an absolute must. There

has to be real cooperation between writer and producer to bring out

the full potential of the words.

Is

media department has given us "crea-

tive" tvpes an opportunity to reach

a good, big audience. \^ e can't plead

infrequency. if radio isn't working

ing impression than others).

These are some objectives we seek

in commercials for our client. Chev-

rolet. We reach a lot of listeners

through a heavy schedule of radio

news supplemented by spots. Our

ll'ONSOR 13 FEBRUARY 1960

or us. In order to keep faith with

I Please turn to page 71)
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North American Van Lines,

found new network tv shoiv

could haul their international

moving business over seasonal

slumps into year-round profits,

build a strong national image

for the company name, and tie

in, as well as promote, the

activities of their local agents

throughout the country.

i'^llillllilllillllllillllllliNi^ilh'^illil'inilllilllllN

WHY THEY MOVED TO NET TV
^ North American hauls with net tv for first time to

build image nationally and stimulate year-round sales

^ Local agents also participate via offering a 25 $

booklet, and picking up share of tab, to boost stature

rise to a third consideration: how to

build a national image and at the

same time tie in with local agents in

each territory.

Tie-in was solved with "Bridge

Tips," a 25^ booklet by Charles Gor-

en, which North American offers to

viewers. To obtain the booklet, the

viewer is asked to send a 25^ coin to

his local North American agent, list-

ed in the Yellow Pages. "This boosts

the identity of the local agent and

gives us definite leads on prospects,"

said NA ad manager Louis Hoff-

man. The leads come from a coupon

insert in each booklet which readers

are invited to fill in with their ap-

proximate moving date and mail to

their local agent.

"Although our North American

commercials are purely institutional,"

explained Hoffman, "the tie-in at the

local level has made our agents very

happy."

As for ironing out the long-line

!GE

lorth American Van Lines, world's

largest long-distance movers, is on

the move again—but this time with

a new haul: net tv. Taking its first,

but by no means timid, plunge into

the medium, the Ft. Wayne, Ind. com-

pany has invested 95% of the con-

sumer budget in a new ABC TV
series, Championship Bridge with

Charles Goren.

A major venture for North Ameri-

can, it required a good deal of fore-

thought and study before the project

could be undertaken. For one thing,

neither the client nor its agency, the

Biddle Co. of Bloomington, 111. had

had any previous experience with tv.

(North American's only other use of

air media had been a two-year stint

sponsoring five minutes of news on

NBC's Monitor.)

Another problem was cost. Alter-

nate sponsorship for 26 weeks of the

Bridge series, came to $800,000. In

addition the "mass" aspect of tv gave

hauler's other problems—chief among
them, seasonal marketing— North

American's president James Edgett

told sponsor recently at the com-

pany's Ft. Wayne headquarters, "The

moving season is generally limited to

the four months of June through Sep-

tember. During the other eight

months business is so slow that the

truckers can literally retire.

"We at North American feel, how-

ever, that sales can be stimulated and

the eight ordinarily dull moving

months used to good advantage by

telling prospects about the ease of a

North American move."

Tv seemed to be the way to do

this, but first a way had to be found

to reach people on the move—or

about to. In November, 1958, NAY
agency, the Biddle Co., began exten-H

sive market research to determine

the specific types of individuals and

families who comprise most of the

interstate household goods moving

market. Out of this quantitative field

study, conducted on a national scale,

emerged a profile of the modern mo-

bile American and his family, who,

briefly, look like this: married couple

between the ages of 25 to 35, wilh

or without children, averaging anj

annual income of $7,500 or better.

Working from this sample group,!
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Biddle researchers estimated that

595.000 families would move inter-

state between 1 April 1959 and 31

March 1960.

Further audience profile analyses

of many network shows to see how

they matched the client's sample

group, resulted in choice of the

Championship Bridge show. Both

NA and Biddle felt its audience was

tailor-made for the modern mobile

American, for the following reason:

When Walter Schwimmer, produc-

er of sports shows Championship Golf

and Championship Bowling, con-

ceived the idea of producing another

such show around bridge, he had his

company check out the findings of a

J. Walter Thompson study of bridge

avers made for the Association of

American Playing Card Mfrs.

The study revealed that the great-

est percentage of contract bridge

players are 21 to 31 years old. sec-

ond largest group between 31 and 41.

These figures sold North American

on the series and provided Biddle re-

searchers with sufficient evidence for

some significant predictions:

ll Program (carried over 181

stations) would attract loyal view-

ers, many to the point of fanaticism

with the game. Thus the Class C
time slot I Sundays. 3:30-4 p.m.)

would not affect ratings.

2 1 Strongest appeal of the pro-

gram was to the age group of the

North American mobile family, mean-

ing a greater return per dollar, more
action per viewer.

3 1 Show would draw great local

agent interest, as well as audience re-

action, thereby creating favorable

public relations for North American.

"Our choice of time slot," noted

Erling Anderson. Biddle v.p. and ac-

count executive for NA, "is based

on the low competitive factor during

the mid-afternoon hours on Sundays.

There are few kid shows scheduled

then, and no other network shows for

family viewing. As a result, we have

come up with a larger viewership

than we could get from our particu-

lar age group at any other time."

On the local level, while agents

shared enthusiasm for network ad-

vertising from the outset, they were

not particularly impressed by the

choice of the Bridge show. Partici-

pation in the venture, however, had

certain advantages. North American

franchised agents derive their in-

comes from three sources: packing,

hauling and storage. And while

North American itself is concerned

only with their long-line haul activity,

participation in the Bridge commer-

cials gave the agents an opportu-

nity to get bonus plugs for their other

activities as well. This, and a chance

I Please turn to page 73 I

BRIDGE TACTICS are discussed by Walter Schwimmer (I), exec, producer of Championship Bridge, and Charles Goren, star, during production

of the series, as Helen Sobel and Lee Hazen, championship American team, listen. North American has alternate-week sponsorship of the series



THRUST for Wanamaker's "Satellite Sale" came from Tribune station- innovated space age exhibit set up at Westchester store with Army's help

Radio—a Wanamaker salesmaker

^ Chain promotes Yonkers outlet with heavy spot

lineup; combines direct sell with community identity

^ Keeps in daily touch with suburbia via two Tribune

stations; uses 'Gabby' Hayes to sharpen tradition image

when the Titanic sank in 1912,

David SarnofT broadcast the news

from the rooftop station at John Wan-
amaker's New York department store.

Sarnoff and Wanamaker's have been

in radio ever since.

For its present-day New York area

store, located in Yonkers. Wanamak-

er's makes extensive, varied use of

Herald Tribune network stations

WVIP, Mt. Kisco, and WVOX, New
Rochclle. The formula consists of di-

rect sell institutional advertising, and

public service programing.

Wanamaker's was founded in Phil-

adelphia in 1861 by a man who was

William Henry Harrison's Postmas-

ter General, who formed the first

American Red Cross organization and

sold the first Ford automobile—a be-

ginning that was to give the depart-

ment store a firm place in American

history. And it is this century-old

tradition that has become a prominent

copy theme in the Westchester Wana-
maker radio campaign created by

WVIP manager Tom Paris.

Main vehicle for the heavilv insti-

tutional promotion is "Grandpa" and

his "family," focal point of numerous

John Wanamaker e.t.'s. Played bjj

bearded western screen star "Gabby'i

Hayes, Grandpa represents the "good

old days," which he extrols in hi;

folksy, frontier manner. In chattin<

about the past, Gabby brings in refer

ences to Wanamaker's, which also wa

around at the time. Members of lii

"family," meant to typify moder

suburbia, appear with him on tli

e.t.'s and talk about the store's cu

rent importance.

Here's how a typical commerci

sounds:

Grandpa: What in tarnation have yo

been doing up here in the atii

Jane?

Jane: Just getting rid of old clothe:

Grandpa! You never throw awaj

anything.

Grandpa: Say, that suit you gi

there looks like my John Wanam ik

er all-wool three-dollar-suit! You r

( Please turn to page 60 I

;
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TV BASICS>/feb.-MAR.

More agencies, clients buy net tv

* Nielsen comparison shows total agencies purchasing

programs and/or segments in '59 at 103; was 93 in '57

I he list of agencies and advertisers

buying network tv has been growing.

A Nielsen analysis for SPONSOR,

covering four-week periods during

November-December, disclosed that

103 agencies bought one or more

programs or segments in 1959, com-

pared with 93 in 1957 (see chart).

A tally of advertisers during the

same general period revealed that

207 bought web tv in 1959, com-

pared with 168 in 1958, 178 in 1957.

The agency analysis is not a meas-

ure of time bought. It covers the

number of different segments and/or

programs bought during a week's

time and includes, as well, alternate

week buys and specials. Programs

and segments are weighted equally.

So far as time purchased goes,

Nielsen data show 159 sponsored

half hours at night in 1959 and 141

during the same 1958 period. Spon-

sored daytime quater hours totaled

887 in 1959 and 1,075 in 1958.

While more agencies are involved

in network tv, the top ad houses are

still grabbing the lion's share. A
comparison, based on sponsor fig-

ures, shows that among the top 50

radio/tv agencies, the top 10 share of

web tv billings was 57.6% in 1957,

the same in 1958 and 58.8% in 1959.

Shares for the top 20 are, respec-

tively 79.4, 78.2 and 79.5%. ^

RANGE OF AGENCY NETWORK TV ACTIVITY
(daytime and nighttime)

No. Programs
or Segments 1959

N umber of Agencies
1958 1957

1-10 79 76 81

11-20 8 11 5

21-30 8 4 3

30+ 8 6 4

Total agencies 103 97
Source: A. C. Nielsen, November-December each year.

93

AGENCIES BUYING 21 OR MORE
PROGRAMS AND/OR SEGMENTS*

N. W. AYER FC&B

TED BATES GREY

BBDO LENNEN & NEWELL

BENTON & BOWLES McCANN-ERICKSON

LEO BURNETT SSCB

D-F-S JWT

EWR&R WADE

WM. ESTY

*1959 only

Y&R

1. THIS MONTH IN NETWORK TV
Specials scheduled during four weeks ending 11 March

PROGRAM (NETWORK)* COSTS SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE

iT&T Telephone Hr. (N)

trt Carney (N)
iBS Reports (C)

:itadel (A)

ing Crosby Show (A)

•evil and Daniel Webster (N)
:ob Hope Show (N)

lagic and the Real (N)

'ur American Heritage (N)

$275,000

225,000

57,500

275,000

300,000

230.000

320,000

230.000

230,000

AT&T, N. W. Ayer
;
2/12,

2/26, 3/11.

AC UMS, Camp-E., 3/4
Bell & Howell, McCann-

E., 2/15
General Mills, BBDO;

Westclox, BBDO; 2/19

Oldsmobile, Brother, 2/29

Rexall, BBDO, 2/14

Buick, McCann-E., 3/7

Breck, Reach-McC, 3/6

Equitable, FC&B, 2/21

PROGRAM (NETWORK)
1

COSTS SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE

Paris A La Mode (N)

Playhouse 90 (C)

Pontiac Show (N)

Project 20 (N)
Show of the Month (C)
Frank Sinatra Show (A)

Young People's Concert (C)
Winter Olympics (C)

Chesebrough-Ponds, JWT,

2/29
American Gas, L&N; All-

state, Burnett; Rey-

nolds, Esty
; 2/24, 3/7

Pontiac, MacManus, J&A,

2 24

Purex, FC&B, 2/19
DuPont, BBDO; 2/18, 3/5
Timex, Doner & Peck,

2/15
Shell Oil, K&E, 3/6
Renault. Kudner; 2/18,

2 20. 2 23. 2 26

fctworks: (A) ABC TV; (C) CBS TV; (N) NBC TV.
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2. NIGHTTIME C O P A
SUNDAY

ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Small World
Olln-Mithleeon

(DArey)
D-F $30,001.

Meet The Pre<

Manhattan Shin
(Daniel A
Charles)

I-L »-:.£:

Twentieth
Century
Prudential

(B-McC)
D-F $35,000

Saber of Londo
Sterlln* (DF8)
Mj-F $28.00

No net service

D Edwards
Amer Home

(Bates)

«-b H !>**"

News
Texaco (CAW)
N-L $6,500+

D. Edwards
Am. Home

M L aa .C IM '

News
Texaco (CAW)
N-L $C.500f

Colt .45
Whitehall

(Batet)

alt

Block Dnig
S8CS)

W-F $13.8

Lassie
Campbell Soup

(BBDO)
A-F $37,001!

Overland Trai
(7-8)

Standard Brand;
(Bi-

P. Lorlllard

L&N
W-W J3J.5

No net service No net service

John Daly News
tutt

D Edwards
Amer Home
(repeat feed)

—

_

News
Teiaco

(repeal feed)

John Daly News
lull

D Edwards
Am Heme

(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

Maverick
(7:30-8:30)

Kaiser Co (TAB
Driekett (TAB!
W-F $78,

Dennis The
Menace
KelloEt
(Burnett)

Se-F $36,000

Overland Trai
John Breik

(Beach
McClinton '

Cheyenne
(7:30-8:30)

Bali ton (Gird.)

Am. Chicle
(Bates)

Ritchie (KAE)
W-F JS2.50C

Kate Smith
Show

Am. Home
[Bat

T-L $27,000

CBS Reports

Riverboat

Sterling DFS
KoTxma
Stand. Brands

(Bi
Sunshine Bisc.

CAW]
A«£ -

Bronco
(alt wtu

7.30-830)

Am. Chicle

Bra A Wmsn
Nit

HeleM
Ritchie

£-E IS? frfrfi

No net service

Winter
Olympics

Laramie
(730-8:30)
LAM (Me-E)

Sunshine BUenlU
(CAW)

Colgate

W-F $65.<KK

Last I

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-9)

Colgate (Bate*)

alt Kodak (JWD
T-L $85,800

Sunday
Showcase

8-»)

rarloui sponsors

•I

Cheyenne
Johnson A J

(TAB)
Armour (FCB)
PAG (BAB)

The Texan
Brown A Wmm

(Bate*)

W-F $37,000

Riverboat

Sugarfoot
(7 30-8:30)

PAG
Am. Chicle.

" " " Boa
Kills. Ludens.
W-F $82,000

Dennis O'Keefe

fear)

Se-F $38.00«

Laramie

(Lam A Feaileyl

Miles (Wade)

Cfca im
lilt

z
Q-L

' I

P.

Law Man
J. Reynold!
(Bsty)

Whitehall
(Bate*)

W-F $41.0W

Ed Sullivan Sunday
Showcase

Bourbon St. Beat
(8 30-9:30)

Bra &
(Bi-

L-O-F (FSR)
PAG (BAB)

A-F $80,500

Father Knows
8 est

LeTer (JWT) alt

Scott (JWT)
Sc-F $39,000

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco
(SSCAB)

alt PAG (BAB
W-F $47.00(

Bob Hope
i

Wyatt Earp
Gen Mills (DFS)

alt PAG
( Com p ton

)

W-F $40,000

Dobie Oi His
Pillsbury

-ett)

alt

Philip Morris

Se-F $37,000

Ford Startime

Ford
T-L $230,00

( avenge

Ozzv
Ko&

Quka

Se-F

The Rebel
LAM (DFS)

alt

PAG (TAB)
W-F $42.50d

C. E. Theatre
Geo Electric

(BBDO)
Dr-F $51,000

The Chevy
Show

Dinah Shore
(9-10)

Cherrolet

(Camp-E)
T-L $165,000

Bourbon St. Beat
lsodine (R-Mc)
Reynold! Metal

(LAM
Warner -Lara

Tan Heusen

B Cn io y Shiw.
C

Adv. In Paradise
(9:30-10:30)

LAM (Me-EI
Armour iPCB)

it ion

. EWRR
Ai£ BUM

Danny Thomas
Gen Foodi
(BAB)

Sc-F $47,500

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers
<DCSAS> lit

B. J. Beynoidi
(Etty)

My-F J3S.0C!

The Rifleman
Miles Lab
'Wade I

PAG (BAB)
W-F $38,000

Tightrope
Pharmaceutical

'PirkMO)
alt

Am Tot
My-F $39,000

Ford Startime
Carter

My-r

The Alaskans
(9:30 10:30)

LAM. Armour
A-F $77.5(K

Hitchcock
Presents

Bristol-Myers
(TAB)

My-F $39,000

The Chevy
Show

Ann Southern
Gen Foods
(BAB)

Sc-F $40,000

Playhouse 90
: •

Alcoa-Coodyear
Theater

Aleoi (FSB) ill

Goodyear (TARI
Dr-F $39.0(K

Philip Marlowe
Whitehall
(Bites)

Brown A Wmsn
(Bites)

My-F $39,000

Red Skelton
Pet Milk
(Gardner)

S. C. Johnson
(NLAB)

CT-L $52,000

Arthur Murray
Lorillard LAN

alt

. r-
v-l $34 m

Ha* a

The Alaskans
Johnaon A J.

DuPont.
Anahlat,

7-rp

Benny alt

Cobel
Lexer (JWT)

TC-L $47,000

Loretta Young
Tool (North)

alt Philip Mor-
ris (Bomett)

Dr-F

Adv. In Paradise
Reynolds Metals

LAN)
Luden's (Mathes)

Frank Sinatra
SB

Hennessey
Lorillard (LAN)

alt

Gen Foods
'TAR)

Sc-F $39,000

Steve Allen
(10-11)

Plymouth
(Ayer)

CT-L $125.00(

Alcoa Presents
Alcoa (FSB)

Dr-F $35,000

Japan. Anchor
of the East

: '-11)

Carry Moore
0-11)

KeUogc
(Burnett)

PPG (Maxon)
CT-L $109,000

M Squad

alt
-

A-F $31,001

Brum i

MI *
C0h

=::

21 Beacon
Street

P. Lorillard

(LAN)
A-F $11,501 Q-L

What's My Line
Kelloeg
(Burnett)

Florida Citru?

(BAB)

No net service

y-i

Man With
A Camera
G.E. (Grey)

lit

Helene Curti
W

A-F $34,000

June Allyson
DuPont (BBDO>
Dr-F $44,000

Steve Allen

Paris A La Mode
I %

Keep Talking
' Omihi

Bozell A Ji

Q-L $18,000

Carry Moore
Polaroid <DDB)

C. Johnson

'NLAB'

No net service W=4

a Specials, see page 43.

•Color ahow, TtCoat is per segment. Prices do not include sustaining, par-

ticipating or co-op programs. Costs refer to average show cost* including

talent and prodnction. Tber are gross (include 15% agency commission)

They do not include commercials or time charges. This chart covers

13 Feb.-11 Mar. Program types are indicated as follows: A) Adventure
i An) Audience Participation. (C) Comedy. (D) Documentary. (D7 '
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G R A P 13 FEB.- 11 MAR.

EINESDAY
( i NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

t irdi

I sates)

i Foods

- )i»»8 tt

News
Textco (CAW)
(f-L $8.500tt

D Edwards
Amer. Home

(Bitei)

lit Philip Morris
(Burnett)

N'.T, tt.Sflirtt

News
Texaco (CAW)
S'-L $6.50O+t

D Edwards
Parliami nt

(BAB)
alt Amer. Home

(Bates)

n.l sa.saott

News
Texaco (CAW)
S'-L $6.5O0tt

No net service No net service No net service

irds

edi

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

John Daly News
uit

D Edwards
Amer. Home alt

Philip Morris
(reneat te*A\

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

John Daly News
nut

D Edwards
Parliament

alt Amer. Home

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

jiiest

30)
'

tsbon

open)

$000
wks.)

Wagon Train
(7:30- 8:30)

Ford (JWT)
W-F $78,000

Cale Storm
Warner-Lambert
(Lam A F)

Sc-F $30,000

To Tell The
Truth

Carter (Bates)

alt

Ttml (North)
Q-L $22,000

Winter
Olympics

,7 iiirM m

Law of The
Plainsman

Sunshine Bis.

(CAW)
alt open

rV-F $30,000

Walt Disney
Presents

(7:30-8:30)

Mars (Knox-B)
Hill (Ayer)

A-L $94,000

Rawhide
(7:30- 8:$»)

Lever (JWT)
Parliament
(B&B)

Vide (Morse)

W-F $80,000

People Are
Funny

Greyhound
(Grey)

Bulova (Me-B)
3-F $24,000

Dick Clark
Show

Ufa Sevan
(T4B)

Mu-L $14,500

Perry Mason
(7 JO-8:S»)

Colgate (Bate*)

Parliament
(BAB)

My-F $80,000

Bonanza
(7:30-8:30)

LAM (Mc-B)
BCA (JWT)
Miles (Wade)
W-F $78,000

Suest

e 90

Wagon Train
R. J. Remolds

(Eaty)

Nafl Bise.

(Mc-E)

Donna Reed
Campbell
(BBDO)

alt

Johnson A J
(TAR)

Sc-F $38,000

Betty Hutton
Gen Fooda
(BAB)

Sc-F $45,000

Bat Masterson
Sealtest (Ayer)

Hill Bros.

(West Coast)
iV-F $33,000

Walt Disney
Presents

Canada Dry
(Matheat

Derby (Me-B)
Ward Baking

Rawhide
Colgate (Bates)

Peter Paul
(DFS)

Pream (BAB)
Nabisco (Me-B)

Trouble
Shooters

Philip Morrtj
(Burnett)

B-A Co. (Scott)

A-F $39,500

John Cunther's
High Road

Ralston (GBAB)
Dr-F $31,000

Perry Mason
Sterling (DFS)
Gulf (TAR)
Hamm (C-M)
DuPont Show

of Month
(7:30-91 fja

Bonanza
•egi open

Ir Space
. -acco

B »

fcR)

1.000

Price Is Right
Lever (OBM)
alt Speldel

(NCAK)
Q-L $21,500

The Real
McCoys

PAO (Coapua)
Sc-F $39,000

Johnny Ringo
S. C. Johnson

(NLB) alt

P. Lorillard

(LAN)
W-F $38,000

lohnny Staccato
Bris. -Myers
(TAB)

alt

B. J. Reynolda
(Eaty)

•V-F $37,000

Man From
Blackhawk

Miles (Wade)
tit

R. J. Reynolda
(Esty)

W-F $38,000

The Citadel

Hotel D'Paree
Kellogg

(Burnett)

alt

LAM (Mc-E)
W-F $43,000

Specials
(8:30-9:30)

Tarloui sponsor!

Leave It To
Beaver

Ralston (GBAB)
Tick Chemical

(OBM)
Sc-F $30,000

Wanted Dead
or Alive

Bm A Wmeon
(Bates)

Kimberly-Clark
(FCAB)

W-F $39,000

Man&Challengt
R J. Reynolda

(Esty) alt

Chemetrand
(DDB)

A-F $36,000

kV onaire

11
steal

42,000

Si t

• Baty)

P yen

27,000

Perry Como
(0-10)

Kraft
(JWT)

MuT-L $125,000

Pat Boone
Chevrolet

(Camp-El
MuT-L $61,000

Zane Crey
S. C. Johnson
(NLAB) alt

General Fooda
(BAB)

W-F S45.0XM

Bachelor Father
Whitehall
(Batea)

alt Am Tob
(Gumblnner)

Sc-F $42,000

(8:30-10) a]

77 Sunset Strip
(9-10)

Am. Chicle

(Batea)

Whitehall

(Bates)

My-F $85,000

Desilu
Playhouse

(9-10)

Westinghouse
(Mc-E)

Dt-L $90,000

Specials

Lawrence Welk
(9-10)

Dodge (Grant)
Mu-L $45,000

Mr. Lucky
Larer (JWT)

alt Bm A Wmsn
(Bates)

A-F $43,000

The Deputy
Kellogg(Burnett)

alt

Gen Cigar
(TAB)

W-F $39,000

Perry Como

Untouchables
(9:30-10:30)

Anahist (Bates)

Armour (FOB)
7-Up (JWT)

Luden's (Mathes)
My-F $80,000

Markham
Schlitz (JWT)

My-F $39,000

DuPont Show
of Month

(9:30-11) ft

rnie Ford Show
Ford (JWT)

CT-L $42,000

77 Sunset Strip

H. Ritchie

(KAE)
B. J. Reynolds

(Esty)

Desilu
Playhouse
Winter
Olympics
(9-10) #

i

Masquerade
Party

Hazel Bishop
(Donahue A Coe)

alt

Block Drug
(Grey)

3-L $18,000

Lawrence Welk

Have Cun. Will
Travel

Whitehall
(Batea)

alt Lever (JWT)
W-F $40,000

World Wide 60
(9:30vl0:30)

sust

I Hr
1-11)

eel

)

iO.OOO

'--

I >arre

* Ml)
ig

Br )

This Is Your
Life

PAG (Burnett)

l-L $52,000

Pontiac Show
(10-11)

Untouchables
Lew-is Howe

(Mc-E)
Carnation

(EWRR)

Revlon Revue
Revlon (WAD
f-L $175,000

You Bet Your
Life

Pharmaceuticals
(Parkson) alt

Lever (BBDO)
J-L $53,000

Robert Taylor's

Cap't of
Detectives
P&G
(BAB)

My-F $45,000

Twilight Zone
Gen Food (TAB)

alt

Kimberly-Clark
(FCB)

A-F $36,000

Cavalcade of
Sports

Jlllette (Maxon)
(10-concl)

3p-L $55,000

Jubilee, U.S.A.
(10-11)

Massey-Ferguson
(NLAB)

Mu-L $20,000

Cunsmoke
LAM (DFS) alt

Sperry-Rand
(TAB)

W-F $42000

World Wide 60

a.ooo

Wichita Town
PAG (BAB)

tV-F $38,000

Take Cood Look
Dutch Masters

Cigars (EWRR)
alt open

Q-L $36,000

Revlon Revue

Lawless Years
Alberto Culver

(Wade)
v"-F $28,000

Black Saddle
LAM (Mc-E)

alt

Alberto Culver

(Wade)
W-F $38,000

Person to Person
Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)

alt

All State

(Burnett)

I-L $40,000

ackpot Bowling
Bayuk (Werman

A Schorr)

Sp-L $3,000

Jubilee, U.S.A.
Wmson-Dickie

(FSB)
No net service

Man From
Interpole

Sterling (DFS)
A-F $25,000

una, (F) Film, (I) Interview, (J) Juvenile, (L) Live. (M) Mlsc,
In) Mnsic, (My) Mystery. (N) News, (Q) Quiz-Panel. (Se) Situation
aedy, (Sp) Sporta. (V) Variety. (W) Western. tNo charge for repeats.

L preceding date means last date on air. S following date means starting
date for new show or sponsor in time slot.
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WHEN SPONSOR

WAS ONE YEAR OLD . .

.

SPONSOR began life as a monthly

in November, 1946. It operated

(and still does) on a simple editorial

premise: Every word must help the

radio/tv buyer in his appreciation

and use of air advertising.

When SPONSOR was one year old

we took our readers behind-the-

scenes with "One year in the life of

SPONSOR," a factual report on our

objectives, methods and progress.

This was followed by "Two years in

the life of SPONSOR," then "The

first 8,000 pages."

These intimate glimpses of a trade

publication were well received. But

somehow the idea was lost in the

hustle and bustle of the air age.

We've been asked to revive these

reports and we're glad to oblige.

THE FIRST TH

|n its first 13 years SPONSOR grew from monthly to

weekly to weekly; its staff from seven to 40; its press-i

from 8,000 to 15,000 copies per issue; its annual adve

tising revenue from $50,000 to well over $1,000,000;

agency/advertiser popularity from "also-ran" in the ear

broadcast magazine readership surveys to a dominant fin

in all surveys made independently since 1958.

These are some barometers of progress. But what make

SPONSOR click?

Here are some of the answers:

WE SERVE THE MAN WHO FOOTS THE BILLS

We always have. The temptations to branch out editoriall

(and thus enlarge our advertising opportunities) have beej

constant. But we've resisted these temptations. We knoi

we can't be all things to all people. So we continue to coi

centrate on helping the timebuyer, account executive, a

manager, and the others involved in radio/tv buying, to

a better job.

WE'RE A CRUSADING MAGAZINE

Ever since our birth we've fought hard for worthwhile ii

dustry improvements. We antagonize some with our standi

we don't allow expediency to direct our policies. We'v

fought for an RAB, TvB, sane use of ratings, establishmer

of a federated NAB (several years back), a new name fcj|

spot, spot radio and spot tv billing figures. When many werl

sounding the death-knell of radio as tv zoomed into sigfjl

SPONSOR released its memorable and factual series, "Radii

is Getting Bigger." Right now we're underwriting one of thil

toughest projects of our career: how to lick the paper wol
hurting spot at ad agencies. A hard-working committee c

industry leaders is wrestling with this one.

WE START THE TRENDS

There are a million ways to turn out a trade magazin

SPONSOR pioneered the kind that is as easy to digest

a consumer magazine. When we began we introduced tj

the advertising field the highly graphic, readable, intej

pretive, and factual periodical. When we went weekly w
introduced the fast-reading, eight-page newsletter. We spj

:



EN YEARS IN THE LIFE OF SPONSOR
:ialize in home readership (and how wives love it!). None

)f these concepts are copyrightable, and our innovations

ore now discernible throughout the trade field.

sRJR EDITORS ARE AGENCY-EDUCATED

''done in the advertising magazine field, SPONSOR is edited

•y men who have held executive posts at top advertising

kgencies. John McMillin, executive editor, and Ben Bodec,

ews editor (our two key editors), spent a total of 26 years

t Compton, J. Walter Thompson, Kenyon & Eckhardt, and

ther large agencies. These men are exceptional analysts

nd writers. But more than that, they bring their readers

n advertising understanding and know-how far beyond

Creative and mechanical skills. SPONSOR'S strength always

'as been in its product. Some 20 editors, the top nine of

'•'horn average nearly seven years each at SPONSOR, are

n the job.

'E SPECIALIZE IN BEING USEFUL

'hen SPONSOR was beginning, extracting facts-and-figures

fom agency and advertiser sources was no mean feat. But

le industry gradually has learned to share its secrets; and

le've had a hand in this education. In the past year two

agencies (Leo Burnett and N. W. Ayer) broke hush-hush

»licies by inviting us to analyze their operations and report

ur findings with no holds barred. They must have liked

»e results; both ordered thousands of reprints.

'se information is the heart of SPONSOR'S editorial con-

mt Case histories, cost studies, research analyses, charts,

'hd surveys of all kinds dot our pages. Standard for the

'idustry are such tools as Tv Basics, Radio Basics, All

"edia Evaluation Study, Network Comparagraph, Five-City

'irectory, Tv Dictionary, Timebuying Basics, Marketing Ba

cs, Annual Farm Issue, Annual Negro Issue, Timebuyers

f the U. S. In November, 1959 our Readers' Service an-

vered 225 agency/advertiser questions.

"E INFLUENCE THE INFLUENTIAL 7,500

fPONSOR's target, editorial and circulation, is some 7,500

gency and advertiser executives whom we consider worth

iaching because they participate to some degree in air

•uying decisions. Of these, perhaps 2,000—largely time-

buyers—are of major importance. Our task is not only to

reach but to truly influence the 7,500. This is a tall order.

These are busy people who must pick their reading matter
with care. It takes a penetrating use book which covers the
weekly essentials (and avoids the non-essentials) to reg-

ister. SPONSOR registers so well that in 1959 we averaged
close to 100 paid subscribers at such prominent spot-buying
agencies as Young & Rubicam. BBDO, McCann-Erickson,
and J. Walter Thompson.

These are signs of our progress as we enter our fourteenth

year. There are others. For example, in 1959 our renewal

percentage climbed 14% over the previous year; newspaper
and magazine publicity mentions tripled; advertising income
reached an all-time high; new surveys appeared which at-

tested to our continuing leadership among agencies and
advertisers. And in June, 1959 we began publication of

CANADIAN SPONSOR, a biweekly edited in Toronto.

OLD RATES IN 1960 FOR OLD ADVERTISERS

1960 brings an advertising rate increase, the first since

1957. But it's our wish that we give old advertisers a break.

So we have decided to guarantee current contract adver-

tisers our old rates until 1 January, 1961.

We have many plans afoot for 1960. Not the least of these

is the further professionalizing of our sales and sales pro-

motion departments, two operations which have taken a

back seat as we've gone all-out on improving our editorial

product. So you can expect to hear more about our adver-

tising values* and see us more often during 1960.

I hope that this report tells you what you want to know

about SPONSOR. If we've omitted anything, please drop

me a line and I'll do my best to furnish the fill-in.

SINCERELY,

Up^*^ \(^/JJjUi^
EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

•A presentation explaining trade paper values (1960 vintage) has

just been completed by our promotion department. We'd like to

show it to you. May we?

SPONSOR
The magazine radio/tv advertisers use
40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison) New York 17, N. Y. Telephone: Murray Hill 8-2772
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DAYTIME C O PAN
SUNDAY

ABC CBS NBC

lohns Hopkini
File 7
•uit

Bishop Pike
•Uit

Collet* Newt
Conference

Ntt

Open Hearing
rait

Championship
Bridge

No. Amer. Tin
Lines

Paul Winchell
Gen. Mills

Ump Unto M >

Feet

Look Up & Liv i

•uit

FYI
suit

Camera Threi
•ait

Young People's

Concert
(1-2) #

Young People's
Concert

Sunday Sports
Spectacular

(3-4:30)

Schlltz alt sust

(Renault
Uj'OI o/ao )

Sports
Spectacular

Sports
Spectacular

Broken Arrow
Mart Candy

Matty's Funda)
Mattel

Lone Ranger
Q«o Mill*
8weeu

Face the
Nation
sust

Conquest
Monsanto
It tust

College Bowl
Gen. Electric

Frontiers of
Faith

NBA Pro
Basketball

Anheuser-Busch

NBA

NBA

World Series

of Coif
Bayuk alt

Am. Safety Razoi
Bp-F $50,00(

World Series
of Coif

Time-Present
Kemper Ins.

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Restless Cun
Cracker Jack
Best Foods
Beech-Nut
ITvrir) Mfg

Love That Bob
Ex-Lax, Johnsor

& J., Staley

About Faces
Beech-Nut

Day In Court
Best Foods

Block. Glenbrook

HAM, UHIK II J l l

Cale Storm
Armour
War-Lam
Beech-Nut

Beat The Clock
Gen. Foods

Mln Maid, Block
Drug, Tonl

Who You Trust?
Lever. Armour
Beech-Nut
Johnson A
Tnhninn

American
Bandstand
Lever, Pond
Best V Is

lii \ lrrenin

American
Bandstand

Wlsk
Gaylord. Armour

T urtaii

American
Bandstand

00-op

My Friend

Flicka
Sweets

Gen. Mills

Red Rowe
•ust

On The Co
sust

I Love Lucy
Menthol alt

suit

Lever

December Brid
suit

Love of Life
Dumas Milner

alt sust

Amer Home Pro I

alt Nabisco

Search for

Tomorrow
PAO

Cuiding Light
PAO

No net service

News
U:JS-1:I»)

•uit

World Turns
PAO

Nabisco alt

Cametten

For Better Or
For Worse

•oit

Art Linktetter
Lever

9. C. Johnson

Ten Csrnp

Millionaire
Collate

Verdict Is Your!
Rem Rand alt

sust

Amer FT»me

Brighter Day
PAG

Secret Storm
.Amer Hole Vni

Edge of Night
PAQ

Menthol
Quaker OaU
q yrn

Dough Re Mi
sust

Play Your
Hunch

Price Is Right
Congol (2 15 S)

alt Ponda

SUrilnf
.it wrhifa^.n

Concentration
Culver sit

Lever

Ponds alt Lever

Truth or

Consequences
Ponds sit Miles

PAO

It Could Be You
Whitehall

alt Ben Gsy

Panda sit PAQ

No net service

No net service

Queen for a

Day
Sterling, sust

PAG

Loretta Young
sust

Young
Dr. Malone

tust

Lever

From These
Roots
sust

rait

Comedy Theatre
Chesebrough-
Ponds alt sust

sust

Adventure Thea
sust

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Restless Cun
Dusharme
Beech-Nut

Cracker Jack

Love That Bob
Borden Foods
Beech -Nut
Minute Maid

Block

About Faces
Beech-Nut

Day In Court
War-Lam, Tonl
Johnson & J.

Borden Foods
Beech -Nut

Cale Storm
Drackett, Sterling

Borden Foods
Durkee
T iinr

Beat The Clock
Lever Johnson A
J.. Gen. Foods

Beech-Nut
Sterling Drug

'1M11

Who Do You
Trust'
Block
Ex -Lav

Wh ll.ll.lt

American
Bandstand

Carter, Vick
Borden Foods

American
Bandstand

Toni. Hollywood
Candy. Gen.
ruuil i

. I TJ|i

American
Bandstand

eo-op

Rin Tin Tin
".en Mills

Sweeti

lii-i I'M'ili

Red Rowe
•ust

On The Co
•ust

I Love Lucy
Scott alt sust

Gen. Mills alt

suit

December Bride
Collate

Vick (L 2/23)

alt sust

Love of Life

Gen. Mills

al t Gold Se al

Amer Home

Search For
Tomorrow
PAO

Guiding Light
vin

No net service

News
(1:15-1 30) suit

World Turns
PAO

Sterllnf alt

Menthol

For Better Or
For Worse

ust

Tick alt

tidlnl niiiil

Art Linkletter
Scott

sit Tonl

Kellot-I

Millionaire
Gen. Mills

(L 2/23)

alt su>t

S. C. Johnson

alt sust

Verdict Is Yours
Mentholatum

alt D. Milner

Scott alt Tonl

Brighter Day
PAO

Secret Storm
Gen Mills

oi l Beset

Edge of Night
PAQ

Sterllns

alt Vick

Woman
(3/1: 3-4)

Dow Chemical

Dough Re Mi
uit

Play Your
Hunch
sust

Price Is Right
Lover ait

Nabisco

Stan Brands

Concentration
Frtgidalre

Lever sit

Alberto Culver

Truth or

Consequences
Whitehall alt

Nabisco

Culver alt P&G
it cnu ia Be

You
Al. Culver sit

Mllei

Gen. Mills alt

£&&

No net service

No net service

Queen for a

Day
sust

Alberto Culver

alt Block

Loretta Young
sust

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

rait

From These
Roots
suit

•uit

Comedy Theatre
sust

Adventure Thea.
bus!

A

Rest'

Love
Albei

Di

1

Sj

Aboi
Du

Day
E^

V.

Call
Dra -1

1

Mill

Ex-Lai

Beat

Who!
Ill

U~4H

Ba«H

AriBJ
Bafl

rvy'

HOW TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (44. 4">1

includes regularly scheduled programing 13 February td

11 March, inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly schedj



IGRAP 13 FEB.- 11 MAR

INESDAY
S NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Dough Re Mi
lUit

Red Rowe
IU3t

On The Co
Lawry's alt

Ult

Supp-Hose alt

S. C. Johnson

Dough Re Mi
sust

Nabisco

Red Rowe
u>t

Dough Re Mi
•Ult

Sweets alt

Brn & Wmsn

Heckle & |eckl<

Gen. .Mills alt

auat

Gen Ml 111 alt

sust

Mighty Mouse
sust

Colgate alt

suit

Howdy Doody
Nabisco
alt sust

Continental
Baking

caith

,
su-t

Play Your
Hunch
sust

Play Your
Hunch

On The Co
sust

H. Tunis alt

S. C. Johnson

Play Your
Hunch
sust

Starling

Ruff & Reddy
Borden

Q«o Feods

Lucy
all

lit

Price Is Righ
Frlgldalre
alt Sterling

Heinz alt

Sweets Co.

I Love Lucy
sust

U. S. Steel all

Simonize

Price Is Right
Culver

alt Lever

I Love Lucy
Lever alt

Gen Mills

Price Is Right
Lever alt

Ponds

MUM alt

Lever
Gerber alt

Kodak
Stand Brands
Geo Mills

Love Lucy
sust

Fury
Borden

Gen Foods

Brid i

Concentration
Heinz alt Mile

Nabisco alt

Brillo

December Brii

Colgate

Tiftf-
alt

ong

i* Pro I

Concentration
Nestle

alt Lever

Helm alt

Whitehall

December Brid
Colgate

Simonize alt

sust

Concentration
Miles alt sust

Lone Ranger
Gen Ml 11a

alt sust

Gen Mills

alt sust

Circus Boy
Miles alt sust

Truth or

Consequences
Heinz

P&G

Restless Cun
Drackett

Gen. Foods
Sweets

Love of Life
Quaker alt Lev

Amar Home

Truth or
Consequences

Heinz
alt Stan Brands

PAG

Restless Cun
Sweets
Drackett

Best Foods

Love of Life
Lever alt sust

Geo Mills

alt sust

>uth or

Consequences
Frig, alt Conge

P&G alt

Whitehall

Lunch With
Soupy Sales
Gen Foods

Sky King
Nabisco

True Story
•uit

Sterling Drug

craw
a

JL
Light

Could Be You
Whitehall alt

Nettle

Congol
alt Block

Love That Bol
Armour, Ster

Drackett. Blocl

Drug, Dusharmf
Gen. Foods

Search for

Tomorrow
P&G

Cuiding Light
PAG

It Could Be
You

Mllea alt

Nabisco

PAO

Love That Bob
Beech-Nut. J&.

Drackett, Armoujr
Gen. Foods

Search for

Tomorrow
PAG

Cuiding Light

EAfi

Could Be You
Stand Brands
alt Frigidalre

PAG alt

Tf i II In

Restless Cun
Sweets Co.

Detective Diary
Sterling Drug

ervice

l

l) sust

No net service

About Faces
Block

Beniizit

No net servi

News
(1:25-1:30) iui

No net service About Faces
Best Foods

No net service No net service
Winter
Olympics
(1-2) •

Mr. Wizard
suit

Turns
J_
alt

No net service

As the World
Turns
P&G

PllUbury

No net service

World Turns
PAO

Quaker
alt Gen Mills

No net service

,er Or
jrse

_.u.t

letter

Jros

urn

iver

Queen for a

Day
Ben-Gay

P&G

Day In Court
Drackett.

Johnson A J.,

Lever

Gen Foods

For Better Oi
For Worse

Simonize alt su

Lever alt

Dumas Milner

Queen-Day
Cnneoleum
alt Nestle

P&G alt Heinz

Day In Court
Armour

Drackett, Tonl
Beech-Nut

For Better Or
For Worse

Lever alt sust

Queen for a

Day
Ponds alt Nabisc

sust P&G alt sust

Pro Hockey
panic

(2-concl.)

NCAA Football
Arrow Shirts

Shlck, Esso,

Humble Oil

Stand. OH Ind.

Loretta Young
sust

Cale Storm
Beech-Nut
Drackett

Lever
Johnson A J.

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

PUlibury

Loretta Young
Frigidaire

alt sust

Heinz alt

sust

Cale Storm
Gen. Mills

Gen. Foods, Cot

Johnson & J.

Art Linkletter
Lever Bros

Bauer & Black
alt Armstrong

Loretta Young
sust

Bayuk. Gen
Petrol.

Sp-L $98,000

(H hr. time

A talent)

aire

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

Beat The Clock
Johnson A J.

Coty. Gen. Foodi
Drackett

Your:
>lt

att

-UK.

Ill

Day

torm
• Proc

Night

fait

From These
Roots
sust

H. Curtis

Who Do You
Trust?
Lever,

Beech-Nut, Ar-

mour, War-Lan

Comedy Theatr
sust

Adventure Thea
sust

American
Bandstand

G. Foods, Welc
Beech-Nut
Armour

H ii l l niD iii l Cxw

American
Bandstand

Ton!
Old London

Millionaire
sust

Quaker Oats

sust alt

Young
Dr. Malone

Miles

sust

Beat The Cloc

;

Beech-Nut, Ar-

mour, Tonl,

Drackett,

Lever, War-Lan

Millionaire
Colgate

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

Verdict Is Youri
Sterling alt Leve -

Van Camp
alt Amer. Home

From These
Roots
sust

Standard Brand

alt, NrM'e^.

Who Do Y.u
Trust?

Staley, Drackel|t

Johnson A J
Vita Sales

Whitehall

Verdict Is Your
sust

alt Simoniz

Lever

From These
Roots
sust

suit

Brighter Day
PAO

Secret Storm
Amer Home

alt Peter Pan

Comedy Theatr
Helene Curtis

alt sust

Edge of Night
PAG

Plllsbury
Adventure Thea

sust

American
Bandstand

Gen Mills, Leve •

Toni, Best Food i

Ludens, 7-TJp

Brighter Day
PAG

Secret Storm
Amer Home Pro I

nlt vat

Comedy Theatr'
sust

American
Bandstand

Alberto Culver,

Eastco, Armoui
Carter, Keepsak

:

Edge of Night
PAG

Amer Home
alt

Sterling

Adventure Thea
sust

NBA Basketball
(various times) I

Anheuser-Busch I

(% Keg.)
Bayuk (54 Net) J

American
Bandstand

co-op

American
Bandstand

eo op

All Star Coif
Miller Brewing
Reynolds Metal

Rocky and
His Friends
Gen Mills

Sweets
Best Foods

Rin Tin Tin
Gen Mills

Crackerjack

Best Foods

All Star Coif

uled programs appearing during this period are listed

as well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.,

Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday News

Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m.; Today, NBC, 7-9

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating; News CBS, 7:45-8 a.m.

and 8:45-9 a.m., Monday-Friday. All time periods are

Eastern Standard.



With the increase in number off reps, SPONSOR ASKS:

What are your tips on selecting

a station representative?
Three station men discuss the im-

portance of proper national rep-

resentation, and appraise the rep's

sales and service functions today

Ken Church, senior v.p. & dir. of sales

for Taft Broadcasting Co., Cincinnati

Primarily, a representative func-

tions as an extension of a station's

own sales department. But beyond

this we look for staff services which,

as in the case of The Katz Agency,

Rep and

station

services should

complement

each other

complement the various departments

at the Taft stations. Here are the

services I consider paramount (not

necessarily in their order of impor-

tance). A representative should . . .

1) Have enough offices to cover

all major sources of national adver-

tising.

2) Be ready and eager to increase

the sales staff commensurate with an

increase in business and in the num-

ber of stations represented. For in-

stance, I understand The Katz Agen-

cy, in the past few years, has in-

creased its Radio Sales staff by 40%

;

its Television Sales staff by 80%.
Katz also separated its Television

Sales staff into two divisions, to serve,

respectively, the stations represented

in the East, and the West. As a re-

sult, any one Katz salesman is now
devoting more man-sales-hours-per-

station than was possible before the

separation. Therefore, in my opin-

ion, and based on the experience with

Katz, the number of stations repre-

sented should not be a deterrent, so

long as ample sales effort is assured.

In fact, a representative with a large

list of good stations in important

markets is automatically requested by

various agencies to submit availabili-

ties for practically every campaign,

thereby affording the representative

an opportunity to follow through and

check out all their other markets that

might not have been included in the

initial schedule.

3 ) Maintain a Research & Promo-

tion Dept. which will not only pre-

pare coverage data and maps, pro-

gram description sheets, market bro-

chures and other sales data, but also

provide consultation on station poli-

cies, rates, rating services, and other

research areas.

4) Offer a Programing Counseling

Service. The one at Katz has proven

to be extremely helpful.

5) The representative should be

willing to invest in sales development,

to help create new advertisers, and to

increase the share of the advertising

appropriation for radio and tv.

6) Maintain a Sales Service Dept.,

to cull and pass along to all salesmen

those highlights from the trade press

and from current reports which may
indicate sources of new business.

7) Handle the issuance of con-

tracts, billing, and all the bookkeep-

ing involved therein.

8) Guarantee payment, remitting

all amounts due by a specified date

each month whether or not the rep-

resentative has effected his collec-

tions.

9) Assist station promotion man-

agers with special projects.

10) Notify the station of upcom-

ing business in the market, and of

business going into nearby markets

which might be obtained by contact-

ing brokers.

11) A progressive representative

has a plan in operation for the re-

cruiting, training and development of

personnel—not only in sales, but in

the secretarial and clerical functions

as well.

Lester Kamin, president, Public Radio

Corp., Houston, Texas

Selecting a representative, to me,

has always been a highly personal-

ized matter. Too often radio man-

agement will select an organization

on the basis of personal friendships

Too often such a selection without

weighing other factors will prove to

be disastrous to both parties. Hav-

ing operated radio stations now foi

several years, I am convinced thai

there is a yardstick that can be ap-

plied in selecting a representative foi

a particular station. I also believe

that the type of firm selected does nol

have to be the largest nor, by the

same token, the smallest.

The yardstick I would use at this

point, after a number of both pleas-

ant and unpleasant experiences,

would be more or less as follows:

How does the representative actu-

ally feel about the type of program-

ing that my station uses?

Is his list of stations compatible

with mine?

What is his image with national

agencies?

Is he flexible?

Does he have a research organiza-

tion that can benefit me on the local

level as well as nationally?

How many salesmen does his or-|

ganization have for the number oil

stations they represent in the twoa

key national markets, New York ancU

Chicago?

I would like to add as an aside thajl

the station operator who expects tlidj

representative to do the entire jobj

Your station

should be

compatible

ivith rep's

other stations

nationally is doomed to bitter disaf

pointment. The operator must reco:

nize the fact that a representativ

must be furnished the tools wit

which to do a job. I also place a hif.

premium on enthusiasm on the pai

of a representative organization

Every radio station is "worth it

salt." It is up to the representative

help generate the enthusiasm an
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I

creativeness that will help sell a sta-

tion to its advertisers.

Richard McKee, pres. & gen. mgr.

W'KCB&Q, Berlin, Xeiv Hampshire

Selection of a station representa-

Kti\e for a small market is becoming

more and more difficult as Madison

Avenue's infatuation with major

markets grows. WKCB, like numer-

(ous other small stations is in a great

Rep for small

station must

be hungry,

hard-working,

creative

battle, not so much to develop a story,

but to get agencies to listen. Lnfor-

tunately, unrecognized is the fact that

-mall market radio is "a new medi-

um' completelv different from major

market radio or any other advertis-

ing business. Many Madison Avenue

Experts refuse to even acknowledge

our ability to sell, no less consider us

for dollars.

As a consequence our representa-

tive has a tremendous job to do. He
must be a hungry, hard-working, crea-

tive salesman, not a plush research-

ing order taker who would not push

'us because of his knowledgeable

big" reputation. We are forced to

look for a rep with not only sales

ability and agency respect, but with

Jguts. This rep must have a genuine

interest in. and knowledge of, our

problems, must be willing, unselfishly,

dto help us gain business, account by

tccount, not dollar by dollar.

It is true that small stations today

liave more national product adver-

ting than ever before, but this is

zenerally purchased with co-op dol-

lars after agency approval. This ap-

proval is often the result of many
jnsuccessful pitches by the rep for

national dollars. These agency calls

ire unrewarding for the rep, but nec-

essary to the station.

Selection of a small market rep can

)e made only by trial and error

—

sually through personal recommen-
lations and friendly timebuyer ap-

praisals. Presentations, promotions
md martinis are meaningless. The
setter small market reps believe in

heir stations and can sell themselves

o owners. Personal meetings filled

(Please turn to page 71)

you've Cot by Heoi Jot the Rwaft Line

to- h in the Money j

Your campaign will finish in the money if vou start

by buying broadcast I N Lexington. In all the world,
only Lexington broadcasters effectively influence
the $445,793,000 retail purchases made by 559,200
people in the growing 30-county Lexington trading
area. Get your share of $657,165,000 consumer spend-
able income by buying broadcast I N Lexington . . .

Don't head the wrong direction in planning your
next campaign.

You Have to Buy LEXINGTO
to Cover the Rich, Growing
30-County

N

CINCINNATI

FROM THE FABULOUS FIVE IN LEXINGTON

WBLG • WLAP • WVIK • WKYT-TV *WIEX-TV
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Sow* t

"Sound

Buy/

Sacramento

MUSIC PROGRAMMED FOR MELODY
Music with the big, rich sound that

neither lulls nor annoys, selected

for solid entertainment.

NEWS BY QUALIFIED NEWSMEN
Twelve full-time newsmen . . . the
largest news staff in the Valley . . .

plus NBC worldwide news on the
hour.

LIVE SPORTS COVERAGE
From the Worlds Series to the Rose
Bowl, the Indianapolis 500 Miler to

the Sacramento So Ions, KCRA
broadcasts it live.

Sound Programming-Sound Buy!
. . . and probably the best merchan-
dising service in the West.

Represented by

Edward I Pet ry a I Co., Inc.)

52

National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

OT BUYS
RADIO BUYS

Duffy-Motr Co., Inc., New York: Clapps Baby Food plans reported

here 6 February were canceled, but activity begins again on AM and

PM fruit juices around the middle of the month in about 20 markets

Following last years successful strategy, an e.t. with copy and jingle

built around an early morning wake-up theme is being featured,

using 6:30 to 8:30 a.m. slots, Monday-Saturday. Frequencies range

from 10 to 40 per week per market. Steve Suren buys; SSCB.

Studebaker-Packard Corp., South Bend: Factory campaign on the

Lark starts late this month for three weeks on some 1.300 stations

Traffic and day minutes are being scheduled, tending toward Thur*--

day-Friday-Saturday. around 10 per week per market. Buyer: Frances

Velthuys. Agency: D'Arcy Adv. Co., New York.

V. La Rosa & Sons, Inc., Brooklyn: Concurrent with its tv sched- I

ules. runs get off about mid-month in major northeastern markets I

for its macaroni products. Buy is for daytime minutes. 13 weeks. I

Buyer: Len Soglio. Agency: Hicks & Greist, New York.

Shulron, Inc., New York: Most of its schedules on its toiletry line*

begin early March. The men's products are going into about 43

1

markets, with morning minutes on weekdays, five to 10 per market.
|

and 30's on weekends. 10 to 20 per market. On Desert Flower cream I

deodorant for women, 15 markets pick up weekday and weekend I

schedules of 20's 30s and 60
:

s. averaging 30 per week per market,
j

Buyer: Joe Knap. Agency: Wesley Associated. New York.

TV BUYS
Lever Bros. Co., Foods Div., New York: Campaign for Dinner -

Redy, a new product, starts third week in February in 10-12 markets.

Schedule is 39 weeks using dav and night minutes. Buyer: George

Simko. Agency: Kenyon & Eckhardt. New \ork.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Test campaign for Puff facial

tissues begins in several markets this month. Day and late night

minutes are being set for the P&G contract year. Buyers: Jim Hunter

and Steve Everett. Agency : Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, New ^ ork.

Reader's Digest Association, Inc., Pleasantville. N. Y. : One-week

schedules kick off in 83 markets the latter half of February, in a new

RD circulation drive. I.D.'s are being placed in all times, about 12

per week per market frequency. Buyers: Mario Kircher and Joan

Ashley. Agency: J. Walter Thompson Co., New York.

National Association of Insurance Agents, New York: Buying

five- and 10-minute news, weather, and sports shows, with emphasis

on sports. Bulk of schedule starts in March and April in 150-185

markets for 13 to 52 weeks, depending on market. Hugh Sweet.

media director, and Loraine Keirstead buy at Doremus & Co., N. I.

General Mills, Inc., Minneapolis: Two-week placements in West

Coast markets begin 3 March on Betty Crocker Frosting Mixes.

Schedule is for day and fringe night minutes, minimum of five per

week per market. Buyer: Micke) McMichael. Agency: BBDO. N. Y

1

:

II
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WPRO-TV LEADS

!

UNION
lJO\ \ Ct-l*

ESS*^C0
'
W

"

, lme »» Gvn "^nt*-

B£GUL*B
PBOfa

l0U S. . •
pB0

V\DENCE

ONE RESULT »" SH0«»
1H

, H£NEWEB *£»«
0N MO SUT10H

iPT0-'TV
»S FIRST

: Nov. J959

MONTHLY
TV REPORT

for four weeks
October 26-November 22

Providence Area

1 "MPIETE TV R

• CumulalW. «utf«mce«

• *»ai.„c!. composlllon

• Mark*t dm, etc

Nielsen Station I dex

"

MARKET DATA-

total HOMES

ore than 1100 first run

^amount, MGM,
^public, Warner Brothers!

2H.8Q

IOVIE LEADERSHIP, YES! AND IN EVERY
THER AREA OF PROGRAMMING, TOO.

WPRO-TV Providence
capital cities broadcasting corporation • Represented by Blair TV
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How to end miscues and

other costly errors

. . . use the RCA TP-6

Professional Film Projectol

tp 6 oV"erS

To»r BC^l Broadcast
R( prt s< ntativt has the

wholt story. Or write

for literature,

RCA, Dept. DB-264,
Bldg. 15-1, Camden, N. J.

Now, in addition to the regular quality points that have made the
|

famous, three new features are offered. They include Automatic
Rapid Start, Magnetic Stripe Playback!

AUTOMATIC CUE
Now you can stop projectors at any predetermined film frame sc

your next film sequence is cued and ready for show immediately.

RAPID START
Rapid start feature provides sound stabilization in less than one se

You can activate projector start and video switch buttons a
simultaneously, thus eliminating roll cues and reducing the cl

for errors.

MAGNETIC STRIPE PLAYBACK
Superior reproduction of sound from 16mm. films is made possib

adding a magnetic sound system. Speed preparation of news fi'rM
reducing process time required between coverage and actual afl

Make your own film programs and commercials, and apply commenj
music and sound effects this easy way!

You can do all this and gain the business protection and efficient ol

tion that comes from the TP-6's well-known built-in features . . . ink
ing automatic projector lamp change, gentle film handling, qj
change exciter lamp, superior picture and sound quality.

RADIO CORPORATION ofAMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT



What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
13 FEBRUARY I960

Copyright I960

8P0NS0R

PUBLICATIONS INC.

The Advertising Federation of America held its midwinter meeting in Washing-

ton on a day on which the entire Washington front exploded for broadcasters and

advertisers.

The Federation, itself, heard FTC chairman Earl Kintner warn of a big government stick

over ad claims. It heard FCC chairman John Doerfer, flushed with the apparent victory of his

network public service idea, give strong backing to combined broadcasting industry-ad in-

dustry monitoring of all programs and commercials in advance of showing.

In addition, Kintner pridefully revealed that the cigarette companies have agreed to give

up tar and nicotine claims, and HEW secretary Flemming issued an "amen" on that one.

On this same day, however, the FCC was issuing new regulations about "pay-

ola" and quiz shows. The Senate Commerce Communications subcommittee was hearing

chairman John Pastore (D., R.I.) indicate he hasn't given up on shifting all television to the

uhf bands.

Characteristically, the loudest blast of all on this very busy afternoon came from the

House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee, under the chairmanship of Oren Harris

(D., Ark.). On the eve of the start of his "payola" hearings Harris unveiled a number of

sweeping recommendations for new laws. Look for these hearings to pile headline on head-

line.

Significantly. Democrats and Republicans of all political shades were unanimous
on almost all phases of the report. Three Republicans dissented only on whether the Fed-

eral Trade Commission has always had the legal power to stop deceptive programing as well

as deceptive advertising. This was a minor point, since they merely want a law passed to give

the FTC that power. One Democrat cast the only dissenting vote against the proposal to license

and regulate networks.

Every other point was unanimous, which would be a powerful persuader, if and when
the recommendations come to a vote on the floor of the House.

Aside from regulation of networks, the subcommittee asked that on-the-air program de-

ception be banned, that the FCC have the power to suspend as well as to revoke station

licenses so that punishment would be sure for minor "crimes."

Networks and stations would be required to operate "in the public interest," which, to the

subcommittee would mean balanced programing, and they would be barred from permitting

sponsors to control programs. Networks would be barred from entering into contracts with

stations which would interfere with public interest operation. "Payoffs" for ad plugs

would be illegal, as well as disk jockey "payola." Regulations would be ordered to make
it tougher to buy and sell stations.

The FTC would get the power to seek court injunctions to stop challenged advertising

immediately, rather than waiting out the long legal process necessary when the advertiser

fights a complaint. Stations, networks and ad agencies would be subject to criminal

penalties under FTC false ad actions.

In addition to these recommendations for new laws, the subcommittee urged the FCC to

get to work monitoring programs to see if stations are providing a public interest

balance.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
Associated Television, Ltd. has acquired 100% ownership of ITC and becomes

the only British company to have such a holding in U.S. tv films.

Jack Wrather and John L. Loeb have sold their combined 50% interest in ITC to A TV:

their investment in October, 1958, was originally almost S6 million.

The ITC board of directors will be headed by Michael Nidorf. Walter Kingsley v, il

join the board, and Jack Wrather retains his place there. Other board members include 1 -

Harris and Morris Wright of Kuhn Loeb.

In recent weeks trade talk had centered on the question of the Wrather-Loeb tie to ITC

now that this is settled, some observers are speculating on whether ITC's operations may no

require some other kind of domestic partner.

Reports circulated last week that both Noxzema and Skippy were looking int<

syndication very seriously.

Over the past few days Noxzema (DCS&S) has been looking at syndicated shows for mal

kets in the East Coast and a few in other parts of the country for Noxzema shave cream, hi

had not yet positively decided to enter the medium.

The Noxzema campaign, should it materialize, would probably utilize different syndj

rated shows in varying cities and areas.

On the other hand, a GB&B representative denied that there was am truth in the notio

that Skippy was entering syndication at this time.

The Amoco-U. S. Border Patrol regional deal through CBS Films and Josep

Katz agency definitely won't go into a second year.

CBS Films won't put the show into a second year of production and Amoco is siftin

through other possibilities.

However, there's no pressure on Amoco to come to an immediate decision since the coi

tracts don't expire until around April.

The best friend a syndicated show can have is a good station time period.

This rule-of-thumb was demonstrated again last week in New York City, when Ziv's S<

Hunt moved from one network flagship to another at the same hour of 10:30 p.m. at Saturda

Compare the Arbitron rating below on 23 January with the score in its new time schedu

starting 30 January

:

Station

WABC-TV
WCBS-TV

Show & Rating

(23 January)

Sea Hunt 6.9

Markham 24.8

Show & Rating

(30 January)

Jubilee, USA 4.9

Sea Hunt 30.2

The significance of these ratings is two-sided:

1

)

Sea Hunt's 30.2 score indicated that a syndicated show can outpoint a netwoi

predecessor (Markham) in the same local time slot, here by 25%.
2) The same evidence also showed that a four-fold increase in ratings (6.9 to 30.!

is possible when a syndicated show changes its station time period under sufficiei

ly contrasting conditions.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

The tobacco advertisers, which dominated spending on CNP's Not For Hire,

are beginning to take a back seat to increased brewery spending in the show.

Two regional deals with beer sponsors spelled the difference:

• Ruppert (Knickerbocker beer) coming into syndication for five New England mar-

kets including Boston and Providence through Norman, Craig & Kummel.

• Carling's via F. H. Hayhurst for four cities, including Buffalo and Watertown.

Studebaker, an unexpected entrant into syndication this season, has been fol-

lowing a policy of dividing its spending among various shows.

So far at least three syndicators have gotten Studebaker dealers' coin.

They are:

• ITC was first with a six-market sale of Four Just Men in New York, Albany, Syracuse,

Binghamton, Watertown and Plattsburgh.

• Ziv made a nine-market deal for Tombstone Territory in Boston, Providence, Mt.

Washington, Bangor, Presque Isle, Burlington, Lancaster and Wilkes-Barre.

• NTA's signings with Studebaker are for two different shows: How to Marry a Mil-

lionaire in Philadelphia and Hartford, and Grand Jury in Springfield, Mass.

Agency for Studebaker dealers is D'Arcy.

ITC's Interpol Calling has grossed over half a million abroad and has been sold

in 38 U. S. markets.

Domestic beer and wine buyers include Blitz Weinhard Beer in Oregon & Washington,

Labatt's beer in Buffalo, Watertown & Carthage, Miller's in Miami, and Sante Fe Wines

in Los Angeles (alternating with Competion Motors).

Other sponsors include Renault in San Francisco, and Sealy Mattress in Pittsburgh.

COMMERCIALS

Cigarette commercials have undergone a quiet revolution from filtration claims

to appealing to tobacco flavor and enjoyment.

Behind the transition is the FTC's citation of Brown & Williamson's Life cigarettes on the

charge of false and misleading advertising.

What resulted is a compromise in which all tobacco manufacturers agreed to drop their

claims approach, a decision that reportedly will cost Brown & Williamson a tidy sum already

put into Life cigarettes advertising.

Commercials producers expected these results from the new situation.

• A revival of imaginative approaches to replace hard-sell techniques.

• Special budgets earmarked to produce extra commercials.

• Use of both video tape and film in combination to take care of both immediate and long-

range commercials needs.©"

The New York Film Producers Association has elected Lee Blair of Film-TV

Graphics as its president, succeeding Nathan Zucker of Dynamic Films, who served

in the post for two years.

William Van Praag was named executive v.p. and head of the video tape committee; other

v.p.'s are Robert Lawrence. Robert Crane of Color Service: Albert Hecht of Bill Sturm is sec-

retary and Edward Lamm of Pathescope is treasurer.

Directors elected were Steve Elliot, Sandy Greenberg of MPO. David Home of Titra Serv-

ice, Martin Ransohoff, Henry Strauss, and F. C. Wood. Jr.. of Sound Masters.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
P&G's A. N. Halverstadt has passed on word to his company's agencies that it

would prefer not to have the media and tv departments get cross-tangled on P&G
brands.

In other words, to each his own specialty, with media tending to media onlv and tv

programing minding its own section of the P&G store.

Standard Brands is reported to be disturbed at Bates' outburst via newspaper
ads at the FTC. (See Commercial Commentary, page 12.)

The poop: the ultra conservative SB would prefer the inference didn't get around
that Bates, as one of its agencies, was speaking for it when Bates struck hack at the public

reproof given some of its copy claims.

ABC TV may be disposed toward making the least changes in its 1960-61 night

time program lineup, but it has encumbered itself with plenty of insurance.

The network is estimated to have on commitment in Hollywood between $1.5-2-million

worth of new pilots.

That two-hour General Electric special two weekends ago is said to have had quite

a playback at Westinghouse's Pittsburgh sanctorum.

Summed up, the comment that came out of field: "why couldn't we have come up

with as big a promotional spearhead as that'"

Here are some names that come to mind for inclusion in that Advisory Council I Seel

page 34) on advertising "ethics" which the ANA proposes to set up:

Harry Batten, Franklin Bell, D'Arcy Brophy, J. D. Danforth, Clarence Eld-I

ridge, Stuart Peabody, Barry Ryan, Robert Swezey, Fred Manchee, Stuart ShermanJl

The elder statesmen sought for the Council must (1) have ad business stature, (2) no

connection with agencies, advertisers or media and (3) swing enough weight notjl

only with ad managers but with top level management.

Not that thev can do anything about it but the Lestoil people are upset by the fat

that Handy Andy (K&E) makes the point in its commercials that it contains m
kerosene.

It will be recalled that Lestoil had to defend a claim citation that evaporated whcr

it proved that the product's pine oil only smelled like kerosene and hence was safe

when in the vicinity of heat or fire.

For those interested in anniversaries: the first rating service, the Co-operative Anal

ysis of Broadcasting, or better known as the CAB, came into being just 30 years a^o

this month.

For the first few years it was subsidized exclusively by the ANA's radio committee.

In time the CAB's expenses were jointly defrayed by radio advertisers, agencies and net-

works.

The date of the CAB's demise: September 1946.
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ASA ***pNSOR'S

5-CmrTV/fiADIO
DIRECTORY

SUBSCRIBER
ommmm

Our apologies to

Atlanta, St. Louis, Boston,

Dallas and some other cities!

The new 5-City Directory, just off the press,

contains more than 1900 listings, and 36 pages.

It's the recognized tv/radio guide to 5 cities

where 93% of all national spot business is

bought.

The 1960 directory is substantially bigger than

any of its predecessors. You will find it more

useful, and we hope you will forgive us if your

city is not included.

If you're a SPONSOR subscriber drop us a note

and we'll send you a 5-City Directory with our

compliments.

If not, the price is 50£ each . . . 40<; in quanti-

ties of 5 to 10 . . . 30C for 10 or more.

If you're not a subscriber, enter your subscrip-

tion now by using the form shown on this page.

We'll send you, as a bonus, not only the 5-City

Directory but also the 220 page 1959-60 Air

Media Basics including Radio Basics, Tv

Basics, Timebuying Basics, and much more.

Sponsor Publications Inc.

40 East 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me copies of Sponsor's 5-city directory.

Enter my subscription to Sponsor

for one year at $8.00 and send me FREE

the 5-CITY DIRECTORY & AIR MEDIA BASICS.

NAME.

TITLE.

COMPANY.

ADDRESS-

CITY _ZONE _STATE_
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
TAXITHON brought KENO, Las Vegas, lis-

teners earful of Joe Lewis chatter during

record-setting live broadcast from operating

taxi. Station's Don Hinson (I) interviewed

fares for 74 hrs. 49 min. without let-up

MUSIC MAN, Arthur Fiedler (r), Boston

Pops Orchestra conductor accepts Better

Music Broadcasters "Man of the Year" cita-

tion from Theodore Jones, pres. WCRB, Bos-

ton, for excellent presentation of good music

ADVERTISERS

P. Lorillard is making an entn
into the king-size, non-filter cigiM

rette market.

Old Gold Straights, in a soft pack-

age, will be introduced (out of Len

nen & Newell) during the last week

of February via a heavy spot tv can

paign in major urban areas coast-to-

coast.

This introductory tv promotio

will be followed up with radio and

print advertising.

Pepsi-Cola will be sociable to th

tune of $1.5 million for a five-

month campaign on the foun

radio networks — marking thd

biggest soft-drink radio cam
paign in recent years.

The promotion will cover morfl

than 218 announcements a week dur-

ing this period, on both daytime and

nighttime radio, seven days a week

with the heaviest concentration or

BLUEPLATE SPECIAL., with a side order of suntan and scenery is the favorite luncheon menu of these WPST-TV, Miami employees, showiB

taking their lunch-breaks on the studio's roomy rooftop. Heaven, take note: How about some protection for the weary working girls up Nortrij



ftK^ednesdays through the end of the

week.
Most of the commercials are sched-

uled as participations within news-

casts, but adjacencies and participa-

ions in other type programs are also

seing used.

The campaign will be suported by

;pot radio money spent by Pepsi bot-

lers on their local stations. Agency

:

S&E.

Other campaigns:
• The Studebaker Lark Deal-

er Associations for Los Angeles and

surrounding areas, has budgeted

>S.")(t.OOO for its advertising promo-

ion* this year. Bulk of the money will

>e spent in radio via a saturation of

J50-second spots on KMPC. KBIG.
J(FWB, and KWIZ, Los Angeles.

*CCKC, San Bernardino, KACE, River-

side. KPAS, Banning. KWOW. Po-

nona, KTMS. Santa Barbara, KUDU,
iVentura. KATY. San Louis Obispo,

and KBIS. Bakersfield. Agency: Cole-

nan-Parr, Los Angeles.

• Red-L Food Products kicks-

off, this week, what the company
terms "the biggest tv spot campaign

ever run by a frozen seafood packer."

The promotion, using one-minute and

20-second spots, will be aired on

WCBS-TV and WRCA-TV, New York.

WNAC-TV, Boston, WTIC-TV. Hart-

ford-Springfield, and WTEN-TV, Al-

bany - Schenectady - Troy. Agency :

Smith/Greenland Co.

• The Lindsay Co., St. Paul,

Minn, manufacturer of automatic wa-

ter softening equipment for the home,

will use the broadcast media for the

first time via sponsorship of the Paul

Havery News over 140 stations in the

ABC Radio lineup. Agency: The Bid-

die Co.. Bloomington, 111.

• Mister Softee is planning a na-

tional tv campaign to expand distri-

bution of its mobile ice cream units

firm. Commercials will be placed in

420 cities and towns in the 32 states

where Mister Softee units now oper-

ate. Agency: Gray & Rogers. Phila-

delphia.

• Morpul Nylons, for its "Tops

for Comfort" nvlon stockings, will

test-market tv for the first time with

25 or more one-minute commercials

per week on stations in Winston-

Salem, Greensboro, and Charlotte,

N. C. Similar campaigns are sched-

uled for Cleveland, Boston, Detroit,

San Francisco, and other major mar-

kets. Agency: Bennett Advertising,

High Point, N. C.

• Grandma's Molasses, product

of the American Molasses Co. of New
York, will sponsor the Art Linkletter

Houseparty on 193 stations in the

CBS Radio lineup. The participations,

which begin this week, will continue

for four months. Agency: KHCC&A.

Johnson & Johnson's Personal

Products Corp. has finally

cracked radio for Modess:

It's bought 33 Negro stations for

13 weeks via Nationwide Network.

The vehicle: a 15-minute transcrip-

tion with Alma John at Home.

Answering the FTC: Libbey-

Owens-Ford Glass Co. has denied

FTC charges of using camera trick-

OUTSTANDING SERVICE to Omaha through KMTV is theme

of station's second annual Television Award Dinner. This year, award

joes to V. J. Skutt (c), pres. of Mutual of Omaha. Congratulating

iim on his company's effective use of public service time and outstand-

quality of material are (I to r) Edward L. May, president of the

lay Broadcasting Co. and Owen Saddler, general manager of KMTV

ANNUAL MEETING of ABC o&o station mgrs. and network officials

brought together the following (seated l-r): S. B. Siegel, financial

v.p. ABC-Para., v.p.-treas. ABC; Martin Brown, v.p.-asst. treas. ABC;

S. C. um l an .
V -P- WBKB, Chi.; S. C. Middleberger, v.p. o&o's; Jas.

Riddell, v.p. ABC West. Div.; John Pival, v.p., WXYZ-TV, Det.; (stand-

ing l-r): S. J. Seligman, v.p., ABC; gen. mgr. KABC-TV, Hwyd.;

Chas. DeBare, gen. counsel o&o's, ABC Radio Net.; Matthew Vier-

acker, gen. mgr. WBKB, Chi.; Jos. Stamler, v.p.-gen. mgr. WABC-TV,

N. Y.; Julius Barnathan, v.p. aff. tv stations; Leonard Goldenson, pres.

ABC-Para.; Oliver Treyz, pres. ABC TV; T. W. Moore, prog. v.p.

ABC TV, George Rice, program director KGO-TV, San Francisco

;
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WHAT, NO BANANAS? Still, there's plenty of cake and ice cream

for Miss Anna Banana, KXTV, Sacramento (tv partner of station's

Ranger Roy) who recently celebrated her fourth birthday on Cartoon

Circus show. Both human and simian party guests all had a good time
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After
Statistics*

THEN
WHAT?

We have no quarrel with statistics.

After all, they've been pretty good to

us. But sales are made by audience

response, and a responsive audience

is earned.

KOIN-TV's high standards of pro-

gram service have earned the type of

confidence that causes people to re-

spond and act. "Let's Face It," for

example, is a weekly no-holds-barred

panel discussion on matters of critical

public interest, moderated by an ex-

Governor of Oregon. Such bold pro-

gramming in the service of its audi-

ence has brought rich reward in public

confidence to KOIN-TV. . . and to its

advertisers. This is why KOIN-TV is

one of the nation's outstanding adver-

tising media.

"Such as: (a) Highest Nielsen ratings

in the area, and (b) widest coverage

in the region ... 7 of every 1() homes
in Portland and 32 surrounding
Oregon and Washington counties

(Nielsen NCS #3).

KOIN-TV

erj in t\ ads to exaggerate the quali-

ties of its auto safety plate glass. The
company asserted that "its advertise-

ments were in all respects true and ac-

curate demonstrations of the facts."

Thisa 4n' data: The tv rights to The

Race For Space, two one-hour docu-

mentaries depicting the contest be-

tween the U. S. and Russia to put the

first man into space, have been pur-

chased by Shulton, Inc. . . . Vita

Food Products, via leading radio

personalities in major markets, will

promote its new theme: "Lenten Days

are Herring Days" The Aerosol

Corp. of America will start a six-

month tv campaign in Boston as the

test market for their newest product,

Spot-Off . . . Coats & Clark sewing

and needlework promotions (FSR)

will be aired by Arthur Godfrey each

week throughout the year on the CBS
Radio lineup . . . Anheuser-Busch

will stage a special month-long pro-

motion during March, via radio and

tv, to help grocers sell the large size

package of all items in their stores.

Strictly peronnel: Raymond Sul-

livan, elected chairman of the board

of Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore

. . . John Coady, to general sales

manager for Mars, Inc. . . . John
Beck, to advertising manager of

Rainbow Crafts. Inc. . . . James Lav-

enson, to the board of directors of

Bayshore Industries . . . William

Kingston, to director of marketing

research for the 20 Mule Team Prod-

ucts of U.S. Borax . . . George Sivy,

to sales promotion manager of Shul-

ton, Inc.

One of the Nation's Great

Influence Stations

Represented Nationally by CBS-TV

Spot Sales

AGENCIES

What constitutes a station image

for the timebuyer?

Two associate media directors—
Robert Wulfhorst (D-F-S) and

Ray Stone (Maxon) wrestled with

this question before a RTES seminar

in New York this week and came to

this agreement:

While the station image (a men-

tal representation ) plays a significant

role in timebuying, the end product is

of pretty much a subjective, or indi-

vidual, nature. The image that one

timebuyer has of the station could be

quite different from the image held

b\ another timebuyer.

Said Wulfhorst: the basic ingredi-

ent that goes into an image is pro

graining and the most fertile area fori

its development is at the local level.]

Agency appointments: The Pur

tron Corp., with plans for a greatly!

expanded media program, from Max-

well Sackheim, to Doyle Dane Bern-

bach . . . The Dow Chemical Co., for

a new packaged product in the gr<i.

eery field, to Norman, Craig &\

Kummel . . . San Giorgio Macaro

Lebanon. Pa., with radio and h

planned as principal media, to thej

Philadelphia office of W. B. Doner
& Co. . . . Bireley's, Inc., to Irving

J. Rosenbloom & Associates. Chi-

cago . . . John E. McDonald & Son I

Insurance Agency, Boston, to Jerome;

O'Leary Advertising, Boston.

Merger: Baker, Tilden, Bolgart

& Barger, Chicago, with Compton I

Advertising, adding $5 million

Compton's 1959 $78 million billing-

figure.

In the merger. Dean Landi-

Compton v.p., will continue as genera

manager of the Chicago operation

and will serve as a member of the

executive committee of the Chicagi

office; Bruce Baker, president o:

BTB&B, becomes a senior v.p., direc

tor, and member of the Chicago exec

utive committee; Louis Tilden

chairman of BTB&B, becomes a v.pi

of Compton and chairman of the Chi

Among the BTB&B clients that wil

now be served by the merged organi

zation is a large portion of the Quake

Oats Co. account.

New agency: Charles Shields

copy director for Liller, Neal, Battli

& Lindsey, Atlanta, has formed ai

agency bearing his name at 204 Bona

Allen Building. Atlanta.

They were elected v.p.'s: Robe
Howell, also manager of tv/rad

programing and production in tl

Los Angeles division of Compton .

Merrill Martin, at Friend-Reiss A

vertising, New York . . . Robert Pi I

at Campbell-Mithun . . . Chris

Walsh, at Ogilvy, Benson & Math

. . . Eve Kiely, at Wade Advertisin

Chicago . . . Hal Rumble, Robe
Wilds, and Richard Gaul.

Brooke, Smith, French & Dorran

. . . George Filipetti, also creative c

rector and a member of the piai
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helluva

merchandiser!

who me?
ii

!.. ifs KEL-0-LAND

that gives me that pull!

JL here's no trick in selling

ne brand over another when you

ave the undivided attention of

46,000 families in 103 counties.

joe Floyd's KEL-O-LAND hookup

pves you that massive audience

'2'
(
unduplicated coverage). All

yes are on your product when
mie on KEL-O-LAXD.

st one single-station rate card 1KELO-TV1 buys
u the entire hookup. KEL-O-LAND is 5-stafe
verage: South Dakota. Minnesota, Iowa,
;braska. North Dakota. CBS • ABC • NBC

WiWAberdeen

ond booste
"o'ertovvn

Pierre

Valentine
Chamberloin

I

E FLOYD, Pres.; Evans Nord, Cen. Mgr.; Larry
ntson, Vice-Pres. • REPRESENTED BY H-R
Minneapolis by Wayne Evans & Assoc.

board at John W. Shaw Advertising,

Chicago . . . William James, Fred-
erick Rowe, and Larry DuPont,
at Tracy-Locke Co.. Dallas . . . Lester

Friedman, at the Wyman Co., San
Francisco . . . Dan Gerber, at Cole

& Weber, Seattle . . . Benjamin
Green, at Arthur Meyerhoff Associ-

ates, Chicago . . . Nathan Tufts, at

Johnson & Lewis, San Francisco.

Admen on the move: Robert
Blegen. Winglow Case, and
Charles Strotz, to the board of di-

rectors of Campbell-Mithun . . . John
Pingel, to executive v. p. and Blount
Slade, to senior v.p. of Brooke.

Smith, French & Donance . . . Rob-
ert Welsh, to manager of K&E. San

Francisco . . . John Singleton, to

manager of the media department of

Tatham-Laird . . . David Mathews,
to director of network programing-

West Coast, Fuller & Smith & Ross

. . . Alton Copeland, to media

supervisor at Donahue & Coe . . .

Helen Lydon, to radio tv depart-

ment at John W. Shaw. Chicago . . .

Add to personnel moves : William
White, to director of merchandising

in the Los Angeles office of Y&R . . .

Bill Dixon, to local media represen-

tative, and Peter Wilkinson, ac-

count executive, at DCSS . . . Ruth
Simons, to media director of Ben-

nett & Northrop, Boston . . . George
King, to creative director at Hilton

& Gray Advertising. Tampa . . . John
Latham, to account supervisor, at

Lambert & Feasley . . . Eric Lund, to

the account management group at

French Advertising. St. Louis . . .

Carl Behr, to account executive at

Foote, Cone & Belding ... J. Gordon
Hamilton, to Grev Advertising as

merchandising account executive . . .

Jack Rensel, to account executive at

W. B. Doner & Co.. Philadelphia.

FILM

Syndication programers demon-
strated their flexibility and versa-

tility by drawing shows from two

totally different sources last week.

Here s w hat happened

:

• NTA made available its Play of

the Week series, a two-hour dramatic

series on tape produced by WNTA-
TV, New York.

• Ziv brouaht out Home Run Der-

ON
TARGET

1st in Pulse— December 1959
* 6:00 A.M. -8:00 P.M. Monday thru Friday

1st in as many quarter hours as the

next two stations combined

1st in out of home audience in the
important drive time hours in both

the morning and afternoon.

EVERY WRIT air personality is listed in

Pulse Top Ten multi-weekly shows.

sold nationally by

ROBERT E. EASTMAN

WRIT
Bernie Strachota, General Manager
Parker Daggett, Sales Manager

BUY Radio when you buy media

BUY Balaban when you buy radio

BUY WRIT when you buy Milwaukee

and you BUY the people who BUY

WIL St. Louis

Dallas

\mt Rfl Milwaukee

In tempo with the times

THE BALABAN STATIONS
John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
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VARIETY
IN

PROGRAMMING

DELIVERS THE

GREATEST

CIRCULATION!

WMBD RADIO
Reaches

<>pcy METRO

ft jL PEORIAU^/0 HOMES
Every Week!

MORE Than Any
Other Station!

(Source: Pulse July, 1959 CPA Ratings)

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY
PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

by, a nian-to-inan competition of fa-

mous baseball hitters. who will com-

pete for prize money.

The first sale for NTA's Play of the

Week was to KCOP, Los Angeles.

The Ziv baseball series will be ready

for station telecast by April.

Sales: Ziv's Tombstone Territory to

Studebaker dealers (D'Arcy) on

WHDH-TV, Boston; WMTW, Mt.

Washington; WLBZ-TV. Bangor;
WAGM-TV, Presque Isle; WJAR-TV,
Providence; WCAX-TV, Burlington;

WGAL-TV, Lancaster, and WNEP-
TV, Wilkes-Barre; also to Brown &

Williamson on WJAR-TV. Provi-

dence; WJW-TV, Cleveland; WHDH-
TV, Boston; WDAF-TV, Kansas

City; WTCN-TV, Minneapolis; WIIC,

Pittsburgh; WNEW-TV, New York;

WXYZ-TV, Detroit, and KABC-TV,
Los Angeles; other buyers include

Harvest Motors and Wise Homes in

Roanoke; Wise Homes in Raleigh,

Florence, Wilmington and Greens-

boro, Central Power and Light on

KGNS-TV, Laredo; Joe Morris Mo-

tors on WDAM-TV, Hattiesburg; As-

sociated Wholesale Grocers in Little

Rock; Davis Motors in Montgomery;

and stations KCRA-TV. Sacramento:

WJHL-TV, Johnson City; KOAM-
TV, Pittsburg, Kansas; KFSD-TV,
San Diego, and KRGV-TV, Weslaco

. . . Brown & Williamson is also buy-

ing Ziv's This Man Dawson on

WBAL-TV. Baltimore; WIIC, Pitts-

burgh; WHAS-TV, Louisville; KABC-
TV, Los Angeles, and WPIX, New
York City.

International sales: Procter &

Gamble will use strip programing of

Ziv's Highway Patrol in Puerto Rico

and Mexico.

Commercials: . Sweetheart Bread

has ordered commercials for North

Dakota, South Dakota and Montana

from Animation, Inc., through John

W. Forney, Minneapolis . . . Harry
Lange has joined Fred Niles Produc-

tions as executive producer . . . Don

Elliott completed music tracks for

Savarin (F, C & B) commercials
filmed by Pintoff Productions.

Strictly personnel : Mildred Gusse

named Screen Gems talent and cast-

ing head . . . William C. Durham
has appointed David A. Badar as

president and managing director of

newly-formed Durham Telefilms .

John F. Meyers named prog rat

manager in Hollywood for CBS Filn

. . . MCA Canada has opened offic<

at 180 University Avenue in Toronrj

for Peter McDonald and Gunn;
Rugheimer.

NETWORKS

ABC-TV's latest communique
where it stands compared with th

other networks on average rating

8-10:30 p.m. Monday throu

Friday: ABC TV, 19.9; CBS T^
19.7; NBC TV, 14.4. Source: Trei

dex 29 markets, 1-7 February 1%(
I

NBC chairman Robert Sarnof

speaking to the Michigan Council

the 4 A's, had this to say about pi

posals for a "magazine concept"

commercial tv:

The idea has been working, in or

sense, for many years on NBC a

such participating programs as Todd

and the Jack Paar Shoic.

However, commenting on a diffc?

ent version of the magazine concef

requiring rotation of commercial

Sarnoff said:

"I strongly oppose any requir

ment of this sort. It seems to ri

that an advertiser has as muC
right to select the program 1

wiU sponsor as he does to cho

the magazine in which his adverti-

ment will appear."

I

ABC v.p. Alfred Beckman urgel

that a limited number of shoifl

space tv stations be assigned

major two-station populatio
centers.

Speaking before the Senate Inte

state and Foreign Commerce Comm
tee, the head of ABC's Washingt

office also proposed that once tv st

tions are assigned to such marki-i

authority be granted to place them

air under trusteeship arran

ments in order to bring imme
ate service to the public.

Some markets Beckman cited

areas of more than four million

homes where viewers "are deprived

a full choice of three network str

ice": Louisville, Syracuse, Roches'*

Birmingham, Charlotte, Provider

and Jacksonville.

Network tv sales and renewal
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(look Drug (Grey) and Hazel

lishop (Donahue & Coe), for the

iasquerade Party on NBC TV Fri-

ays, 9:30-10 p.m. . . . ReaLemon-
'uritan Co. (Lilienfeld & Co.. Chi-

igo) renewed with the Jack Paar

how on NBC TV for more than one

>mmercial a week during the year

I.

. The Electric Auto Lite Co.

rant), for 91 participations on

oday from April through 9 Novem-

r on NBC TV.

iere are the estimated expendi-

ares of the top 15 network
rand advertisers, followed by
>mpany advertisers, during No-

jmber, 1959, as compiled by LNA-
\R and released by TvB:

OlNK BRAND GROSS TIME COSTS

Anacin $888,280

Dristan 785,872

Winston 627.332

Plymouth 598,118

Oldsmobile 577,020

Phillies 506.330

Buick 492.345

Chevrolet 483.722

Bufferin 459.350

Ford 452,302

Tide _ 446,083

Colgate 435.769

Gleem 426,431

L&M Filter 420,542

Kent 399.509

INK COMPANY GROSS TIME COSTS

P&G $3,574,968

American Home 2.597.485

Lever 2.435.495

General Motors 2,001,576

General Foods 1.773.898

Colgate 1.673.734

R. J. Reynolds 1,331.136

Chrysler 1.292.605

Sterling Drug 1.146.932

Philip Morris 1,116.269

Ford 1.088.952

General Mills 985.994

Pharmaceuticals 978,761

Liggett & Myers 936.252

Texaco 933.624

e five top winners for the best.

st complete and imaginative cam-
Igns on behalf of the 1959-60 NBC
\ seasonal schedule are:

Caley Augustine. WIIC-TV. Pitts-

gh: Jim Knight. WTRF-TV.
reeling : Charles Cash. WSM-TV,
hville; Henrv Hines. WBAL-TV.
jimore: and Edna Seaman. WFBC-

, \ Greenville. S. C.

New network affiliations: WRGA,
Rome. Ga. : WGGA. Gainseville. Ga.

:

and WAAX. Gadsden, Ala., to CBS
Radio . . . KGEE. Bakersfield. Cal..

to NBC Radio.

Reshuffling of NBC TV's sales

executives includes: Max Buck,
to v.p., Eastern sales manager; Wil-

liam Fairbanks, v.p., radio network

sales: Edward Hit/, v.p., general

sales executive: Angus Robinson,
director, network tv sales, central di-

vision : and Cyril Wagner, manager,

network tv sales. Central division.

i For Thomas McFadden appoint-

ment, see page 73.)

Other network personnel notes:

Richard Heffner, to director of spe-

cial projects, information services.

CBS TV . . . Jerry Madden, to di-

rector of NBC TeleSales . . . Frank
Jordan, named manager of NBC
News. Chicago . . . Corey Allen,

Carl Tillmanns and Robert Wil-

liams, to account executives in the

CBS TV network sales department.

REPRESENTATIVES

Rep appointments: KBKC, Kan-

sas City, to Venard, Rintoul & Mc-
Connell . . . KAVL. Lancaster, Cal..

to John E. Pearson Co KSBW-
TV, Salinas, and KSBY-TV, San Luis

Obispo, to Elisabeth M. Beckjor-

den, New York . . . KNCO, Garden

City. Kans.. to George T. Hopewell,

Inc.

Kudos: Peters, Griffin, Wood-
ward, awarded for '"excellence as an

advertising representative in the Chi-

cago area"' by the Chicago Agency

Media Group.

Rep appointments— personnel:

Maurice Raslibaum, Jr., appointed

v.p. in charge of research and promo-

tion for Harrington, Righter & Par-

sons . . . Edward O'Berst, to opera-

tions head of tv research for Blair-TV

. . . Vincent DeLuca, to the New
1 ork sales staff of The Katz Agency
. . . Vernon Heeren, to the Chicago

tv sales staff of H-R Tv . . . George
Pious, to account executive of CBS
TV Spot Sales. Chicago . . . Robert
Brokaw, to the sales staff at Robert

E. Eastman & Co. . . . William Hea-
ton, to New York as assistant sales

ON
TARGET

1st in Pulse- December 1959

6:00 A.M.— Midnight Monday thru Sunday

1st in more quarter hours than all

other stations combined

1st also in

Hooper — December 1959

Neilsen — Nov. -Dec. 1959

Trendex — December 1959

sold nationally by

ROBERT E. EASTMAN

WIL
BUY Radio when you buy media
BUY Balaban when you buy radio

BUY WIL when you buy St. Louis

andyou BUY the people who BUY

WfIL St. Louis

KBOX Da/las

W ^% I Milwaukee

in tempo with the times

THE BALABAN STATIONS
John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
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YOU
KCANT
KCOVER

TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

M. P.!

also stands for military

pay roll ... the buying
power of 6 Central
Texas bases zero-ed
in on our call signal.

HI
CHANNEL ^^

.AIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
S'ational Representative!

manager of Daren F. McGavren Co.

. . . Lee Smith, to account executive

in the New ^ ork office of Bernard

Howard S Co. . . . Albert Oberhof-

cr. to the radio sale? staff in Chi-

cago and William Schrank, to ra-

dio research specialist in New ^ ork,

for A\ci \ -Knodel.

RADIO STATIONS

From state's rights to station's

rights:

In a letter to the FCC last week,
the Illinois Broadcasters Associa-

tion urged that broadcasting be
kept in the hands of the commu-
nities of America.

The letter, sent by IBA president

Bruce Dennis, program manager of

WGN, Chicago, opposed government

control over radio or tv programing.

'"The broadcasting industry is a local

community industry,'' it stated. "As

to regulation, there is already in ex-

istence a regulatory factor more pow-

erful than any which can be applied

by a governmental agency—an ec-

nomic factor which says that the ra-

dio or tv station which serves its

community shall succeed and the sta-

tion which ignores this basic concept

shall fail.

Ideas at work :

• Sponsor buys commercial
silence: KLH Research & Develop-

ment Corp.. Cambridge. Mass.. maker

of loudspeaker systems for home mu-

sic reproduction, sponsors » out of

Irving Lande Vssoi iates. Boston I the

Boston Symphony via WBCVFM by

limiting commercials on this one and

three-quarter hour broadcast to a

"few polite statements." \^ hen KLH
heard commercials immediately fol-

lowing the program, the loud-speaker

maker purchased an additional quar-

ter-hour, following the symphony, in

which no commercials will be aired.

• Every dog has his dav : \S VIP.

Mt. Kisco, is launching a "Dog

the Dav at SPCA" campaign to help

place the hundreds of stray pets at

the shelter. Station, along with pre-

senting a dog for adoption each day.

aired dailv spots two weeks ago to

raise funds for the SPCA. Result:

the drive netted the shelter $5,000.

• For the talented scholars:

Balaban Stations will award a

><K) scholarship and a recording

contract to high school students

St. Louis (WIL), Milwaukee tWRI
and Dalla- (KBOX). The talent huntj

part of a nation-wide Coca-Cola "Ta

entsxiile I .S.A. talent search, is b>j

ing conducted thru Hi-Fi Clul

broadcast 1>\ the group. Emphasis i

the search is on "sound" acts, i.*

singers and musicians, and not "sight

acts, such as dancers, baton t wirier

and like.

• New public service show
Dialogue on the Arts, to debut b

\S TOP. Y\ ashington, D. C. tomorrou

' 14 i at 10:35 p.m. A regular Sundaj

show, the format will consist of di

logues between experts in the field •

art. literature, music and like—diffe

ent people each week to discuss cu

rent art topics in the Washingti

area.

Radio station acquisitions: Ba

tells WAKE, Atlanta, and WYDE
Birmingham, to a group headed li

Ira Herbert i former sales manage

of WNEW, New York i . Emil Mogu
and Milton Biow . . . WGTC, Greet

ville. N. C. to A. W. Lewin, forme

chairman of Mogul, Lewin. William

& Savior, for 8140,000. brokered b

Edwin Tornberg & Co. . . . Cliff Gil

president and general manager dj

KEZY, Anaheim. Cal., to acquire I

20' ( stock ownership in KCErl
Tucson.

Thisa 'n' data: WWDC, WashinJ
ton, D. C, has expanded its covera

J

of foreign news via an arrangemeJ

with Westinghouse Broadcastitil

to carry the analysis and commentarl

of \^ BC s European corresponded

. . . RAB's executives annually

more than one-million miles in citi^

throughout the U.S. . . . WHO0
New ^ ork. has established an ofiiJ

in Rome in order to meet increa-ej

requests for programs produced

Italy . . . KBIQ-FM, Los Angel

will act as \BC s outlet for Med

Radio System . . . WANS. Vat

son, S. C. has applied to the FCC
increased power.

Station staffers: Joseph Dough
ty. to \.p. of Capital Cities Br<

casting Corp. . . . Norman Bagw
manager of WKY-AM-TV, electee

the board of directors of the

homa Publishing Co. . . . Cary Br'

ner, to general manager of \^ B^

Baltimore . . . George Williams.
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ational sales manager for WWJ, De-

oit . . . Warren Johnson, to gen-

iral manager for KQTY, Everett,

v'ash. . . . Ed Trent, to local sales

lanager of WGBS, Miami . . . Al

taeco, to local sales manager of

XAC, Los Angeles . . . Dick Brown,

) director of sales promotion and

till Victor, to program director at

t^HYE. Roanoke . . . David Custis,

rogram director, WQAL-FM, Phila-

delphia . . . Charles Williams, to

ssistant promotion manager, WBZ.
lost on . . . Jack Sweeney, to sales

oordinator of KMPC. Los Angeles

TV STATIONS
TVB, in a new presentation, has

ummarized the important fea-

ures of the regular tv research

ervices.

The booklet it's sending to mem-
er stations describes what each serv-

;e does, how it goes about it and the

^formation it makes available for

iRB, Nielsen, Pulse. Trendex, and

Ideodex.

Incidentally, the Bureau made the

lloneressional Record this week via a

While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full yz hours of local

public service program-
ming each week.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 CBS • ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.
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commendation from Sen. Jackson of

Washington for its 'The Exponential'

presentation.

According to an announcement
by WGN, Inc., Chicago is 40%
ahead of other cities in color set

sales on a per capita basis.

This conclusion is based on surveys

showing that more color receivers

were sold in Chicago during 1949

than in any other market.

TelePrompter Corp. has ac-

quired community antenna tv

systems at Farmington, N. M. and

Rawlins, Wyo.
The cost: $1 million in cash and

TelePrompter stock.

Ideas at work:
• For children interested in

catching the 5:15: KTNT-TV,
Seattle-Tacoma, is awarding, daily, a

Brakeman Bill Lucky Train to a

youngster whose post card is pulled

from a giant drum, and who correctly

identifies a cartoon character flashed

on the screen. Mail pull averaging

some 1,650 entries daily—16,522 in

the first 10 days of the contest.

• A new landmark in lights:

Pepsi-Cola Bottlers, and NBC's
WMAQ and WNBQ in Chicago, are

sponsoring an electrical display

towering 19 stories above South Mich-

igan Avenue. It will be officially

placed in operation 16 February,

flashing up-to-the-second world news

bulletins.

• New public affairs series:

Spearhead, produced by WBTV,
Charlotte, will depict the progress of

the Carolinas via a series of one to 15

hour programs scheduled in prime

evening time.

On the personnel front: C. Tom
Garten, to v.p. and general manager

and a member of the board of WSAZ,
Inc., Huntington . . . Malcolm Klein,

elected executive v.p. and general

manager of NTA Tv Broadcasting

Corp. (WNTA-TV, New York) . . .

James Goldsmith, to v.p. and di-

rector of sales for KPLR-TV, St.

Louis . . . Louis Shapiro, to v.p. of

WSTV, Inc., Steubenville . . . Leslie

Peard, Jr., to serve as general man-

ager of KFRE-TV, Fresno . . . Rob-
ert Bray, to general manager for

WNBC-TV, and assistant secretary

for Connecticut Tv, Inc. ^

ON
TARGET

WRIT
FIRE
FOR

EFFECT

fsf in Pulse- December 1959
' 6:00 A.M. -8:00 P.M. Monday thru Friday

1st in as many auarier hours as the

' next two stations combined

1st in out of home audience in the

important drive time hours in both

the morning and afternoon.

EVERY WRIT air personality is listed in

Pulse Top Ten multi-weekly shows.

sold nationally by

ROBERT E. EASTMAN

WRIT
Bernie Strachota, General Manager
Parker Daggett, Sales Manager

BUY Radio when you buy media

BUY Balaban when you buy radio

BUY WRIT when you buy Milwaukee

and you BUY the people who BUY

WIL St. Louis

Da/fas

WRIT Milwaukee

in tempo with the times

THE BALABAN STATIONS
John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
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MEDIA DEPTS.
ntinued from page 32 i

for detailed analysis, l»ut there

seemed to be agreement that the top

two agencies were BBDO and Guild.

Bascom & Bonfigli.

Here is an analysis of the nation-

wide response: Thirty-three percent

came from New York; from Chicago.

2 (
): the South and the West Coast.

14 each; Detroit. 10. Sixty-five per

cent of those answering are affiliated

with companies having eight or more
branch offices. And 66?r of these

men hold responsible management
positions. Their jobs: 34'/f, sales;

23%, sales manager; 17%, manager;

15%, vice president and manager;

8%, vice president; 3%, executive

vice president.

The number of all-media agencies

mentioned among the top five nomi-

nees is out of proportion to the ac-

tual ratio of media departments

which have adopted this system.

Although some of the largest agen-

cies have pace-set this trend I notably

Young & Rubicam), the incidence of

all-media buying is more frequent

among medium and small shops. In

a small agency, it's economical to

have buyers who know both time and

space. But most major agencies still

separate their buying groups into

time specialists with space counter-

parts.

Two of the agencies in the New
York and the Chicago list have all-

media systems. No. 1 and 2 in New:

N < >rk are Ted Bates and Y&R: and

No. 4 and 5 in Chicago. Kenyon &

Eckhardt and North Advertising.

(Other all-media shops in the two

cities include: New York—Benton

& Bowles, Grey Advertising. Cunning-

ham & Walsh, Maxon. Charles W.
Hovt; Chicago—Earle Ludgin, Foote,

Cone & Belding, Y&R, John W.
Shaw .

i

Reps, in giving their reasons for

nominating the all-media shops, think

they have these advantages:

• Buyers are usuallv better paid,

more professional.

• They're thoroughly informed

about the client's marketing needs.

• They're relied on more by their

superiors and the account sections for

quick decisions unsnarled by red

tape.

• They're more imaginative in

their application of new material and

ideas.

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520,100 Drug Sales $ 40,355,000

Households 423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299339,000
Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise $ 148,789,000

$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000

Food Sales $ 300,486,000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign On
to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80% to

100%, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.

KNOE-TV CBS • A B C

A James A. Noe Station

Channel 8 Represented by

Monroe, Louisiana H-R Television, Inc.

Photo: Northeast Louisiana Slate College, Monroe. One of nini 4-year colleges within

our coverage area.

n

Although the sub-division "Medi
Relations'" is listed last on the ful

page chart (page 33), this is an an:

of vital importance to evervone id

\ <ilved in the selection and use

broadcast time. The traditional id

terplay of the three advertising font.

—agency, client, media—comes int

focus in the specific day-to-dav dea<

ings of agency media people and tin

sellers, particularly those employe)

by station representatives.

Several representatives surveys

made this point: The timebuyer wfo

has made allies rather than natura

enemies of reps is offered the be

availabilities the soonest, and is th

one who gets the most servicing.

This—thev explain—is why medi

directors tend to encourage mor

than ever before a close cooperatio

between buyer and seller, an open

door policy for new ideas and plans

a maximum of courtesy and respect.

"The buver who thinks he's doin

me a big favor by listening to me, o

bv scheduling a campaign on one ot

my stations ' is on the way out. ii

the opinion of one rep v. p. "Th

smart ones let us help them—not cot

them—and they know that in th

placement of time it takes two t«

tanso!"

This is why several of the men art

swering the questionnaire noted tha

the elements which made a go*^

media department are more impor

tant than the names of the agenH

nominations. One concluded: "Agenl

cies and people change, but smarl

management and buving principle!

don't!" ^

WANAMAKER
I Continued from page 42)

not going to throw that out?

Jane: Three dollars? For an a

wool suit?

GRANDPA: Yep! Fine English woo

imported special. That John War.

maker all-wool suit was the bes

buy of the day. Bought this one

long time ago. Used to be my SoM
day suit. Look at it! Brand ne*

almost ! Yes sir, every smart yound

man of my dav outfitted himself a)(

John Wanamaker.

Jane: They still do today, Grandpa!

You should see the stunning mei

shop in John Wanamaker We-tj

chester! Walter shops there every

time. Hmmm . . . what stvles! .

SPONSOR • 13 FEBRUARY 1
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John Wanamaker is a charter ad-

>rtiser on WVIP. In fact the first

'aid commercial announcement de-

vered on the station's opening day

i October, 1957, was a JW public

yvice spot. Initially the store bought

ist a few spots per day, but was so

icouraged by the results that it

>on built this into an all-encompass-

ig schedule of spots and programs.

he refurbished JW lineup began last

ovember on the Herald Tribune net-

ork's newly opened WVOX, as well

i WVIP.

Here's how it runs:

• Spot schedule — Ranging from

ve to 15 per day. JW's 60-second

>ots are at their heaviest frequency

hursday through Saturday, the big

lopping days. Monday comes in for

I large share also, as follow-up to

unday newspaper spreads. The spots

e distributed over the stations' sun-

. se-to-sunset broadcast day and near-

all are adjacent to news on the

our and local news on the half hour.

Primarily these are direct-sell spots,

jjared to specific sales. E.t.'s, includ-

g Gabby's, are used for long-term

iles events. For those sales lasting a

ay or two, JW usually turns to the

ore economical live delivery. Even

ey are semi-institutional, however.

ith much emphasis on the store's

ng-proven reliability.

J» The 8 a.m. news — Monday
^.rough Saturday, 15-minute program

world, national and local reports.

N has an opening and closing, each

i
> seconds, and two 60-second com-

mercials. In peak seasons the store

;es its more direct-sell spots on this

iogram. The entirely institutional

»py goes into play during slower pe-

ods and whenever special commu-
ty events or holidays occur.

• • Memo Pad—Five minutes of or-

inization activity announcements,

'red 6:23, 7:23. 8:23, 9:30 (all

m.) and 1:30 p.m. The store op-

i ates this program on a public serv-

e basis, limiting the "commercial"
John Wanamaker presents Memo

id." The effect achieved: close

entity for Wanamaker's with corn-

unity activities.

Listenership is considered high,

en for the 6:23 and 7:23 a.m. in-
: illments. "You'd be surprised how
rly they get up in Westchester."

ys WVIP's Tom Paris. "Many com-
uters to New York need a very early

art. Also, some of the schools open

at 8 a.m., which means children and

their parents have to be early risers.

And, if there's a snowstorm, every-

one's tuned in early to find out about

road conditions and whether or not

schools are open."

• Excursion—Three-hour concert,

Sunday afternoons. Advertising strict-

ly institutional, and kept to a mini-

mum. "Wanamaker's feels that Sun-

days are for rest, not business," ex-

plains Mr. Paris.

The Herald Tribune net prides it-

self on its efforts to go "one step

further on every contract," as H-T

sales manager Gus Nathan puts it.

This policy came to the fore when, for

its third anniversary, the Yonkers

store planned a "Satellite Sale" with

in-store decorations on the space age

theme. When he first heard the idea

Paris immediately got in touch with

Public Information at First Army and

persuaded them to get up an exhibit

of missiles, rockets and other space

objects outside the store. Not only

did this help put over the "Satellite

Sale," but it gave the Army a chance

to educate the public on its space

program.

Another significant extra was pro-

vided by the H-T stations: Tom Paris

developed a one-hour documentary

on the founder's life, for which he

pulled together the mans numerous

political and cultural contributions.

After the broadcast, JW's personnel

department took over the tape, por-

tions of which it continues to run as

orientation for new employees.

Wanamaker's Westchester Room is

still another important facet in the

Yonkers store's public service pro-

gram. This is a large room right in

the store, which the management
throws open for community projects.

It is constantly in use for art exhibits,

safety instruction, voting machine

demonstration, garden club contests,

fashion shows, etc. The H-T stations

in the JW campaign promote the

Westchester Room events on the air

and give them news coverage, taping

interviews, awards and speeches for

broadcast.

Results of the regular radio sched-

ule, plus such extras as the "Satellite

Sale" promotion, have convinced JW
officials of the medium's potential

selling power. As one store official

put it: "We stay in radio because it

does an important part of our selling

job." ^

ON
TARGET

ONSOR 13 FEBRUARY 1960

1st in Pulse- December 1959

6:00 A.M. — Midnight Monday thru Sunday

1st in more quarter hours than all

other stations combined

1st also in

Hooper — December 1959

Neilsen — Nov. -Dec. 1959

Trendex — December 1959

sold nationally by

ROBERT E. EASTMAN

WIL
BUY Radio when you buy media

BUYBalaban when you buy radio

BUY WIL when you buy St. Louis

andyou BUY the people who BUY

WIL St. Louis

KBOX Dallas

^nf ^C I Milwaukee

In tempo with the times

THE BALABAN STATIONS
John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
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LOS MWHMHDS

MOHtf

There are 95,000 Spanish-

speaking American citizens in

Central Arizona — working, buy-

ing homes, cars, raising children.

They're in the market for anything

you've got to sell, and they'll

spend good American dollars for

it. But you won't reach them

through your English advertising.

They speak and think SPANISH.

That's why KIFN is their favor-

ite radio station — the only Cen-

tral Arizona station that programs

ALL SPANISH.

If you want to get your share

of this Mexican-American market,

talk to them in Spanish over Sta-

tion KIFN.

HARLAN G. OAKES

San Francisco

Los Angeles

San Antonio

NATIONAL

| TIME SALES

'," New York City

and Chicago

and radio

wsmakerI

C. Tom Garten has been appointed \|

and general manager and a member of t|

board of directors of WSAZ. Inc.. Huntiil

ton, W. Va. A native of Charleston an<|

graduate of Washington and Lee Univi

sity, Garten joined \^ SAZ in 1946 as]

member of the radio sales departme^

His duties with the station since then

eluded: manager of WSAZ Radio: assist

j

general manager, and v.p. and commercial manager of WSAZ. Ii

Garten succeeds Lawrence Rogers. II. who joined Taft Broadcastiii

Thomas B. McFadden, v.p. and general

sales executive, has been promoted to v. p..

national sales manager. NBC TV. A vet-

eran of more than 25 vears service with

NBC. McFadden became the first general

manager of WRCA-TV (then WNBTi.
N. Y., in 1948. Two years later he was

transferred to KRCA I then KNBHl, Holly-

wood; in 1952. was brought back to N. Y.

to reorganize and head NBC Spot Sales. Also appointed: Max BuJ

station manager. WRCA-TV. to v.p. and Eastern sales managJ

Hathaway Watson has been appoinlj

v.p. in charge of broadcast operations

RKO General, Inc. He has been a v.D. I

the firm since February. 1959. Pric

that. Watson was partner in the manal
ment consulting firm of Booz, Allen

Hamilton. With his new appointment J

the expansion of his responsibilities,

entire RKO General broadcasting chc

becomes consolidated within his area. Also promoted: John Pe

to v.p. finance and investment. He's been with RKO since 19^

Carl Schuele, president and general man-

ager of Broadcast Time Sales, was elected

to the board of directors of Station Rep-

resentatives Association, Inc.. in a special

mid-season balloting. At 31 years of age.

Schuele is the youngest head of a national

rep firm. He founded BTS as regional

West Coast rep in California seven years

ago. The firm went national in 1956. Pre-

\i<>usly Schuele was associated with V\ ICL . Erie. KPOL. L. A.,

sales capacities, and with the W. S. Grant Co. on the West Co
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PONSOR ASKS
Continued from page 51)

opefully with sincerity, not personal

ats on the back, are the best means

f judgment. Selection must be made

n belief, mutual belief, not on past

jlowing success stories.

| Once the rep has been selected he

lust immediately show a willingness

t be cooperative, to make a sale lo-

illy or nationally.

The proof comes the day an order

rrives from an account who has

ever previously purchased the sta-

on or the market. Then, and only

hen, does the station owner realize

is selection was correct. &
•ETROIT RADIO
Continued from page 39)

lis medium, we must do the kind of

)ntinuous creative job radio de-

an ds. We can't rely on straight an-

Diincer copy. In our broadcast set-

p, we can't give all our creative at-

ntion to television.

In some agencies ( and it used to be

ue of us), the best writers put most

[ their attention on television. So

idio goes to junior writers. Or when

le good writers attack radio, they

y to get it out of the way quickly

> they can get back to tv. As a re-

lit, a lot of radio commercials look

1 right on paper and are acceptable

1 1 clients, but air exposure proves

lem to be definitely lackluster.

4^ Listen analytically and you'll hear

J

lat good radio commercials start

{frith good writing, the skillful use of

;
{ ords. They can't be written in a

jrry, nor can they be written by

ir-to-middling writers. In recent

;ars we've put as much thought, dis-

lssion. argument, shouting, desk

mnding and love into radio com-

ercials as we have into our tv.

]
I use the word "love" advisedly,

icause despite the glamour and pres-

fires of television that tend to lure

)u away you must develop a state of

ind that says: "These radio spots

e great little guys. They are hard-

Iorking,
productive, profitable, and

i love working with them."

|

If you don't start with that attitude

I )u're just not going to have those

J

;reat little guys" grow up good.

j

Fred Lounsberry, one of Campbell-

I vald s top broadcast writers, has

[ ese thoughts about writing the ra-

T,o commercial:

"In radio, which is chiefly words,

is possible to write a nice piece of

sensible copy—perhaps even well

thought out—which will not register

at all on the air. It will seem good

on paper, because it is mostly words,

and words are usually judged by

reading them.

"Indeed, if such a straightforward

spot were given attention by the lis-

tener, it might score well with him.

The trouble is that attention is in-

creasingly hard to get on radio. Yet

it is increasingly important.

"It is essential to keep attention

throughout a commercial and to leave

a pleasant memory of the message.

Thus, the simplest ways of getting at-

tention—shouting, loud music, off-

beat sounds — defeat themselves.

Though they get attention, so does

the person who sneaks up behind you

and shouts, 'BOO!' But after this, the

annoying continuation of the attract-

ing effect or the letdown as the com-

mercial moves into plain language

works no good at all.

"Chevrolet radio has sought—and

fairly often found—other ways of

gaining attention; tasteful ways

which keep and increase attention as

the commercials play out on the air."

There are numerous approaches to

the challenge of creating tasteful, ef-

fective commercials—through the use

of well-established stars, humor, spok-

en verse, music, jingles. Any one of

them is acceptable as long as the com-

mercial puts over the message, is en-

tertaining or interesting, is skillfully

written and produced.

Radio continues to be unparalleled

as a medium that can stimulate the

listener's imagination. The people

out beyond the loudspeakers can put

cars in locales more beautiful than

anything we could picture. They can

enjoy the comedians whom they see

in their mind's eye; they can feel the

pleasure of a ride that wheels along

on the right words.

Well-done radio has always been

pure magic for the listener. It's put

43 beans in every cup of coffee, made

Wally Ballew a famous man, and

given us Miss Monitor.

So, whether it employs music, hu-

mor, spoken verse or straight an-

nouncement, a good

cial can make ideas

come to life.

Television is a

am, We love it.

place, too.

For, who needs pictures,

ideas have vitality in sound?

radio commer-

and characters

great selling medi-

But radio has its

if the

ON
TARGET

WRIT
FIRE
FOR

EFFECT

1st in Pulse— December 1959

6:00 A.M. -8:00 P.M. Monday thru Friday

1st in as many quarter hours as tJia

next two stations combined

1st in out of home audience in the
important drive time hours in both

the morning and afternoon.

EVERY WRIT air personality is listed in

Pulse Top Ten multi-weekly shows.

sold nationally by

ROBERT E. EASTMAN

WRIT
Bernie Strachota, General Manager
Parker Daggett, Sales Manager

BUY Radio when you buy media

BUY Balaban when you buy radio

BUY WRIT when you buy Milwaukee

and you BUY the people who BUY

WIL St. Louis

KBOX Dallas

ImF Rt I Milwaukee

in tempo with the times

THE BALABAN STATIONS
John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Are you, as agency and advertising men, shackled by traditional, and often-

times outmoded, buying formulas? Robert Hyland, v.p. and general mana-

ger. KMOX, St. Louis, blames the buyer, prejudiced by old-fashioned buying

ideas, for the failure of an advertising campaign. He states quite frankly

that a formula restricts "one of the major strengths of the radio medium"':

flexibility. The smart advertiser, Hyland contends, is the one who

matches the flexibility of the medium with flexibility in his own campaign.

THROW OUT 'BUYING FORMULAS'

If it were possible for the sellers of radio advertising to

give a single sentence of advice to prospective advertisers.

I'm sure most of us would agree on this one: "Throw out

buying formulas."

It all too often seems to us, on the station side, that both

agencies and clients considering radio are as habit-ridden

and tradition-bound as the guards at Buckingham Palace.

Too often, advertisers are blocked from realizing the full

potential of a station's effectiveness because of certain pre-

conceived buying "rules": drive-time only; no radio with-

out a concurrent tv buy; only X number of spots on Y
number of stations in a Z-sized market can move our mer-

chandise; Wednesday, Thursday and Friday spots only for

women's products; no spots after 7 p.m. for adult audi-

ence, farm products only at noon and 6 a.m.

As if these prejudices were not restrictive enough, too

many radio buyers seem literally to have a blind spot to

any approach other than a spot approach, ignoring the

proven benefits of consistent program advertising where a

local-air-salesman has a wide and loyal following.

We re all agreed that one of the major strengths of the

radio medium is its flexibility—its capacity to adapt pro-

graming, format and content, at virtually a moment's no-

tice, to the needs of the hour.

This kind of flexibility in program schedule is what we
strive for at KMOX. For example, when St. Louis was hit

by a crippling ice storm, we instituted "Operation Snow-

Watch," in which our morning personality and sizeable

portions of our newscasts were devoted to announcing

which local schools and industries were closed. News
• vents of major consequence always get on-the-scene cov-

erage by The Voice of St. Louis. It's this kind of planning

for emergencies, either local or national, which will sus-

tain audience listenership not only

throughout the day. night and week.

Similarly, it seems to me that the advertiser who ta

the entire potential of full-range radio is the adverti*

who does these things: keeps an open mind on the au

ence composition and audience appeal of various day-pa

and program features, and gives the station and the repr

sentative as much information as feasible about his mark
ing problem and then lets the station's knowledge of d

market and the property go to work for him.

I think the knowledgeable radio advertiser is the one v hi

provides for flexibility in his campaign to match the fle

bility of the medium. The tire manufacturer who has

"bank" of announcements ... in addition to his co

sistent schedule . . . for saturation use when snow tires a

in demand in the local market, is going to sell more tir

than his less far-sighted competitor.

The retailer who sets aside a portion of his broac

budget for use in sponsoring special events of prime lt>c|

interest will reap sales benefits far beyond those of tl

advertiser who confines his thinking to three days a we

You might say that this is easy for the local advert'

to do, but much more difficult for a national buyer wlo

multi-market. 52-week plans are made more than a yea'

advance. Not really. The national advertiser whose ml
is truly open to the information available to him fiq

every good station representative will find many ways

tailor his big national buy to those special local requiil

ments that can mean success or failure of a campaign.

So let's throw out the buying formulas in 1960. Form

las are all too often merely crutches that keep you f;d

putting all the market-by-market muscle in your camp; is

that radio can provide.

!
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SAN ANTONIO

ABC Television in Son Antonio .

.

the Greatest Unduplicated Live

Coverage in South Texas!

Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY

NORTH AMERICAN
(Continued from page 41

1

to up their own individual status were

offered at a nominal cost leach agent

had only to pick up his share of the

total tab, an amount averaging some

$30 per month, or 1% of his line haul

revenue from October through May).

Investment by local agents is al-

ready- paying off, just four months

after their entry into tv. And with

intra-state moving up one-third over

last year, needless to say, agent reac-

tion to the Bridge series has taken a

favorable turn. Said Allen Louder-

back, NA agent in Philadelphia, about

the results in his area since the 18

October network sponsorship began

:

"We have had a very good response

to the booklet offer, and from them

have received good leads on pros-

pects. The show is getting our name
in the home of prospective movers by

reaching the audience we want. My
original order of 300 booklets was
gone the first weekend after the

show's debut, and now we get be-

tween 15 and 20 requests per week

for them."

Summing up North American's

over-all philosophv in sponsoring the

show, president Edgett told sponsor:

''Our total investment in Champion-
ship Bridge for 13 of the 26 weeks

is close to $1 million. In the past our

policy has been to put 3% of our

gross income into consumer adver-

tising. Now we are expecting a rec-

ord line haul of $37 million for the

coming fiscal year, which will main-

tain our No. 1 position in the annual

$600 million van line field."

Last year. NA's revenue was

about $34 million: some 15 years

ago, in 1945. its total income came
to $1.3 million. Since then, total

income has climbed steadilv because

of greater scope of services (N. A.

has extended its domestic franchised

agents from 400 to more than 1,000

in the past six years) : and operation

on an international level (the only

American company with van lines in

other countries, it currently operates

m 39).

Although the firm has not yet con-

tracted for additional tv buys. Edg-

ett indicated that should sponsorship

of the Championship Bridge series

continue to stimulate sales, North

American may soon emerge as a major

tv client. ^

ON
TARGET

1st in Pulse— December 1959

6:00 A.M.— Midnight Monday thru Sunday

1st in more quarter hours than all

other stations combined

1st also in

Hooper — December 1959

Neilsen — Nov. -Dec. 1959

Trendex — December 1959

sold nationally by

ROBERT E. EASTMAN

WIL
BUY Radio when you buy media

BUY Balaban when you buy radio

BUY WIL when you buy St Louis

andyou BUY the people who BUY

WIL St. Louis

KBOX Dallas

lnr R I Milwaukee

in tempo with the times

THE BALABAN STATIONS
John F. Box, Jr., Managing Director
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Wise words about admen
Some of the maturest comments we have ever heard about

the advertising business came last week from the highly

respected Wall Street Journal.

Commenting on what many advertising men feel is a

"Crisis in Confidence'' (see page 34) the Journal said this:

"Here is a thing not widely known about admen: They

are advertising's harshest critics. Like the best men in the

medical and legal profession, advertising professionals de-

vote much of their time to stern self-examination. Public

and governmental reaction to recent exposes was mild com-

pared with the reaction among admen themselves. It was a

personal blow."

sponsor heartily agrees with this estimate of the average

advertising man, and with the Journal's statement, "He is

both a good business man, and a good man. He knows that

it pays to be on the level . . . and personally he wouldn't

wish to be otherwise anyway."

sponsor is also understandably proud of the Journal's

estimate of the advertising trade press:

"He (the adman) gives full support to the only trade

journals we know of, which week after week raise the em-

harassing issues of morality, ethics and straight-shooting

among their own readers. This compares favorably with

other professions we hold in the highest esteem. Just as the

Bar Association takes action against misguided lawyers . . .

just as the AMA unsmocks a doctor when necessary . . . in

almost every issue, the professional advertising journal-

wallop the daylights out of admen who step out of line."

This is high praise and we'll try to continue to deserve it.

Today when so many phases of air media advertising are

under bitter, critical attacks, it would be understandable if

a trade paper pulled its punches.

sponsor believes, however, that in the long run. both

broadcasting and advertising will benefit most from free,

open, vigorous discussion of all industry problems.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Better understand-

ing, on the part of the public, of the workings

of the broadcast and advertising industries, and

the contributions they make to Imerican life.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Screening: In ancient Egypt, thj

Pharaoh's daughter, while walkinj

along the Nile, found a bahv in tli|

bulrushes. She took the baby bad

to the temple.

"Look what I found. Father." sh|

said.

The Pharaoh studied the chile

"Take him back where you founj

him," he said. "He's the ugliest lool

ing baby I ever saw."

The Pharaohs daughter studir-J

the baby. "I guess you're right. Fat!

er," she agreed. "He is ugly. Onll

I can't understand it. He looked

good in the rushes."

New leaf: On location in Phoen

for shooting of a Toro Power Mov
tv commercial, Rya Carpenter

Ryan-Carpenter Studios in Minn

apolis. needed a pile of leaves for or

sequence, found Arizona leaves n<>

photogenic and imported via ai

express several cartons of Minn

apolis leaves. Attention. FTC! Tho,

tv boys are fooling the public aga

Puttin' on the dog: On the he

of sponsor's recent story on the d

food industry came this bit of a

denda: an executive of a New ^

East Side hotel that is popular wi

admen owns a French poodle. T

poodle's wardrobe, in addition t<> I

raincoat, includes a tuxedo, a Chei

terfield coat complete with velvet

lar and—a raccoon coat. That s s

ing too fur!

Gratitude: To get new \^ alia W
Washington, station KNBS-TV on t

air, it was necessary for chief en,

neer Bill Barclay to climb to the t

of its ice-covered transmitter tow

and spend an hour and a quarter

its cold and dizzy heights. In

warm downtown studio, general ma|

ager Warren Gray commented. "1

1

guy Barclay—he'll do anything t<

out of work.''

Product intro: A new red-stri r .

shaving cream hides the fact that >•
have just cut vourself.—Cha

\ . Mathis.

Personal: Ad in Y. Y. Times-

ARE YOl" DIFFERENT?
Have you a life, hobby or theory v<

want to discuss on television'.'' Z( 1<

Times. Better not be too differ'

remember the \AB Code.

,
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WGAL-TV

Elverson. Pa National Bank

held up at gun point by bandit

WGAL-TV newsman arrives at rob-

bery scene same time as police

Detectives check bank for evi-

dence, dust (or fingerprints

Eye-witness points out direc -

tion taken by fleeing bandit

Abandoned get-away car quickly

located at edge of nearby woods
Woods are searched in effort to

apprehend and capture bandit

In woods, posse finds part of

money stolen from Elverson bank
Just two hours and bandit is ap-

prehended and taken into custody

AMERICA'S 1 Oth TV MARKET News events as exciting as the one shown above do

not happen every day. However, an everyday

occurrence is the prompt reporting of news

whether in Elverson, Pa., or in any other city

throughout the wide WGAL-TV coverage area.

WGAL-TV provides broad news coverage as

a public service to the hundreds of communities

in its great market area.

WGAL-TV
Ckasuud £

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

I

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York • Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco



Home of the

world famous
Cleveland Orchestra,

SEVERANCE HALL

—

like WDOK—is

synonymous with

good music in

Cleveland.

, w

lore

it lomentd of

dm
onteni

Mc
MEAN

MORE PEOPLE

. . . WITH MORE

PURCHASING POWER

LISTEN TO

-i

,-, lI,„JjwiiL

5,000 *Ui Wutti IN THE HEART OF L^leveland fcadio

1100 1220 1260 1300 1420

S»pr*»**f«d by 8T$

D AVENUE, CLEVELAND 15, OHIO

Frederick Wolf General Manager<HHa^ ^1
"

What factors determine a time-buying decision? Programming, power, ratings, cost-per-thous

—all are important. But . . . equally important is a station's stature in the eyes of

community.

We can show you all the facts and figures. And we wish we could show you the remarks

community acceptance as represented by the hundreds of letters received weekly sa>

simply "thank you."

^jj* No. 2 in Cleveland (Nieh
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HE MAGAZINE RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE

To get your just desserts . .

.

pick any one
one national brand

five different

flavors

(each preferred

in its market)

Where there's a

Storz Station

there's

audience

The

STORZ

Stations

today's Radio

for today's selling

Todd Storz, President

Home Office: Omaha

WDGY, WHB, KOMA, WQAM
represented by John Blair & Co.

WTIX represented by Adam Young Inc.

LOCAL TV

WINS NEW

FRIENDS

Play ofthe Week buy by

Jersey Standard points

up interest in local pro-

graming, syndication

Page 29

Will the new

filter-tip pact

set a trend?

Page 33

It ain't worth a

a shrug if it ain't

got that plug

Page 38

Brewing: the

battle of the

ratings

Page 41

DIGEST ON P



QUALITY
j

touch

\

A

wfaaS
TELEVISION obc

RADIO abc/nbc • DALLAS
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The mighty Wurlitzer .... so vibrant, forcefJ

brilliant! It does indeed take one with a I

quality touch to capture the full range of thJ

magnificent instrument. Likewise, it takes '^\

quality touch of many hands and hearts I

capture the admiration and respect that go
J

with the quality atmosphere surrounding tcd^

better radio and television station operatiors.

Edward Petry A Co.. Inc.

The ' fire

J
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lansl"9 Area

Which book do you prefer?
(WE LIKE THEM BOTH!)

*WJIM-TV wins every quarter hour

every day of the week!*
(Monday through Friday, 7:00 a.m.-

6:00 p.m.)

•WJIM-TV has 55 out of the top 60
shows

!

*WJIM-TV reaches more than double

the total homes of any other

station during the average quar-

ter hour!

*WJIM-TV wins every quarter hour

every night of the week

!

(Sunday through Saturday, 6:00 p.m.-

12:00 m.)

•WJIM-TV has all 66 of the top 66
shows

!

*WJIM-TV reaches more than three

times the number of homes 6:00
p.m. to midnight than all other

stations combined !

[* Be sure to check total area homes which include Lansing—Flint—Jackson]

In Michigan's number twc
WJIM-TV is first by f

WJIM-TV
Strategically located to exclusively serve

LANSING.... FLINT...

Represented by BLAIR TV

arke.
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Mark this market
on your list!

CENTRAL and

SOUTH ALABAMA
... one of

Alabama's

'BIG THREE'

WSFA-'

MOMll I

WHY
WSFA-TV

IS DOMINANT
IN CENTRAL
AND SOUTH
ALABAMA!

WSFA-TV has the TOP SHOWS in

an area of over one million population.

The April '59 ARB survey proves the

dominance of WSFA-TV . . .

Top 10 Shows
WSFA-TV 9 90%
Station "C" I 10%

Top 15 Shows
WSFA-TV 13 86%
Station "C" 2 14%

WSFA-TV placed five syndicated shows
in the Top 30 while Station "C" placed

none in the Top 50. A further indica-

tion of WSFA-TV 's acceptance.

OVER A MILLION VIEWERS IN

35 ALABAMA COUNTIES*

Population 1,106,000

Effective Buying Income $1,201,510,000

Retail Sales 799,440,000

Food Store Sales 217,402,000

Drug Store Sales 23,964,000

Automotive Sales 157,280,000

Gasoline Service Station Sales 74,867,000

Mark Central and South Alabama on

your list ... buy it with WSFA-TV!

* Market area defined by Television Magazine, plus 6
counties consistently proving regular reception. Does
not include 3 Georgia and 3 Florida bonus counties.

(Dola from Sulci Manapmtnt Sumy o/ Buyinf Power)

WSFA-TV
MONTGOMERY
Channel 12 NBC/ABC

The BROADCASTINC COMPANY of the SOUTH
WIS-TV and WIS-COLUMBIA, S. C.

WIST-CHARLOTTE, N. C.

Reprenented by the Kntz Agency

I

© Vol. 14, No. 8 • 20 FEBRUARY I960SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES

Local tv wins powerful friends

29 Jersey Standard's Play of the Week buy has opened new horizons

in local tv programing. Here's what stations and syndicators are doing

Will smoke pact set a trend?

33 Working with FTC, the tobacco industry has agreed to tone down filt'-r

claims. Will it set pattern for advertising accord in other industrie??

How tv nets fared in '59

35 Final 1959 figures from TvB show an increase of 10.7% in gros- time

sales for tv networks. CBS TV is still the leader with $266,359,2691

Dig that upside-down beat

36 Idea-a-minute Hartford jeweler, about to expand for fifth time, goes

after "domination, saturation, repetition" in massive radio campaign

Ain't worth a shrug if it ain't got a plug

38 sponsor spoofer, in the form of a one-act play, casting minimum of light

on product or organizational plugs that keep slipping into tv shows

Should you marry your co-sponsor?

40 To get more out of alternate-week sponsorship, a baker and meat packepj

teamed up with joint commercials which brought joint stocking, displays

Brewing: the battle of the ratings

41 Competition stiffens as Nielsen and ARB compete for dominance: SPON-I

sor survey shows current subscriber pattern among top 20 air agencies

FEATURES

58 Film-Scope

IS 49th and Madison

62 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

62 Picture Wrap-Up

74 Seller's Viewpoint

13 Sponsor Backstage

44 Sponsor Asks

60 Sponsor Hears

2 1 Sponsor-Scope

76 Sponsor Speaks

46 Spot Buys

76 Ten-Second Spots

18 Timebuyers at Work

72 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

57 Washinston Week

Member of Business Publications

Audit of Circulations Inc.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive. Editorial, Circulation and I

Advertising Offices: 40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison) New York 17. N. Y. Telephone: MUrr y

Hill 8-2772. Chicago Office: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: SUperior 7-9863. Birmmghm
Office: Town House, Birmingham. Phone: FAirfax 4-6529. Los Angeles Office: 6087 Sum t

Boulevard. Phone: Hollywood 4-8089. Printing Office: 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore 11,

Md. Subscriptions: U. S. S8 a year. Canada & other Western Hemisphere Countries $9 •

year. Other Foreign countries $11 per year. Single copies 40c. Printed in U.S.A. Address

all correspondence to 40 E. 49th St., N. Y. 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2772. Published weekly

by SPONSOR Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore, Md.

©1960 Sponsor Publications Inc.
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Say you're a man with an idea. You are in love with it. You are able to

go way out on a limb for that idea without being afraid that anybody's

going to saw it off or even snicker. When that is company policy it's good

company policy. It frees people's minds to experiment. This kind of ex-

perimentation produces fresh new thinking . . . new ideas. And ideas are

what people want. After all, it's not just the product itself that people

buy. It's ideas about the product. People buy ideas.

YOUNG & RUBICAM, Advertising
New York • Chicago • Detroit • San Francisco • Los Angeles • Hollywood • Montreal • Toronto • London • Mexico City • Frankfurt • San Juan • Caracas • Geneva
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SOME REASONS

WHY

nui
is your

best radiobuy
in CHARLOTTE

TWO CONSECUTIVE
N.S.I. REPORTS*

show

In the 6 to 9 A.M.

block WIST Average Rat-

ings are 32% HIGHER
than the next station

WIST is FIRST in 3-

Hour Weekly Cumulative

Ratings throughout the

entire day— from 6 A.M.

to 9 P.M.

!t| In many time periods

WIST is FIRST in

TOTAL HOMES reached
. . . both inside and out-

side the Metro Area

4j3j| Between 3 and 6 P.M.

. . . WIST delivers MORE
DAILY HOMES than any

other Charlotte station . . .

more than all others com-

bined in some V^-hrs.!

Nov.-DeC, '58 — Apr. May, '59

NIELSEN also shows that the average

number 0/ listeners per home is greater

on WIST during most time periods, and

that most WIST listeners are adults!

'PULSE agrees

Your P-G-W Colonel has the facts 1

.

niki
best radio buy

in Charlotte

A Broadcasting Company ot the South Station

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The presence of Bernard Gould, new president of Boyle'

Midway, is expected to immediately create new emphasis on

network and spot television multi-brand promotions such as

its "Work is for the birds" theme, tying the spring house-

cleaning season to various groups of convenience products.

The newsmaker: Bernard Gould, who moves up from

assistant to Walter Silbersack, president of American Home Prod-

ucts, to become president of one of AHP's four main divisions,

Boyle-Midway, Inc., as successor to Strieder Strassenberger, who

retired about a year ago.

The move is seen in trade circles as a new emphasis on television

in an already strong advertising strategy which links together con-

venience features in household

products and timely seasonal cam-

paigns using both air and print.

Mr. Gould brings to his new

presidency a heavy experience in

advertising and market research,

and Boyle-Midway's commitments

to convenience products is shown

by its role as the largest manu-

facturer and marketer in the coun-

try of aerosol products.

This spring, Boyle-Midway will

use a multi-brand promotion

linked to spring housecleaning.

Under the theme "Work is for the birds," groups of convenience

products will get special attention in network and spot television

plus magazines.

Boyle-Midway's advertising budget is about 25% of the $50 mil-

lion spent by the combined American Home Products units, and the

majority of it is spent in television and radio.

Mr. Gould pointed out the place of Boyle-Midway strategy within

AHP's over-all plan: joint buying along with the Whitehall Division

for greater effectiveness in both network and spot, and a seasonal

rotation of products according to climate.

New products will be added to Boyle-Midway's roster shorth

.

Some of these will be convenience products featuring aerosol pack-

ages. Boyle-Midway currently uses three agencies: J. Walter Thomp-

son, John F. Murray and Tatham-Laird.

Mr. Gould was formerly advertising v.p. of Associated Products

for eight years, and was director of Toni Division and market n -

search director of Gillette during his 16 years with the Gillette Con •

pany. He joined AHP in 1958. #"

SPONSOR • 20 FEBRUARY 196)
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WAVE-TV Brings You

28.8% MORE INDIGESTION!
(or any other ailment your product can help!)

m. At least 28.8% more families watch WAVE-TV than

^^r any other TV station in Kentucky, from sign-on to

sign-off in an average week. And practically every one of

all these extra families has its proportion of acid indigestion

(or the wish to eat and drink the things that get the blame,

later, for bringing on the indigestion!).

WAVE-TV gives you much lower cost per 1,000. We
can prove it. So can NBC Spot Sales. Interested in the facts?

CHANNEL 3 • MAXIMUM POWER
NBC

LOUISVILLE
NBC SPOT SALES, National Representatives

•ONSOR 20 FEBRUARY 1960
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WHEN SPONSOR

WAS ONE YEAR OLD . . .

SPONSOR began life as a monthly

in November, 1946. It operated

(and still does) on a simple editorial

premise: Every word must help the

radio/tv buyer in his appreciation

and use of air advertising.

When SPONSOR was one year old

we took our readers behind-the-

scenes with "One year in the life of

SPONSOR," a factual report on our

objectives, methods and progress.

This was followed by "Two years in

the life of SPONSOR," then "The

first 8,000 pages."

These intimate glimpses of a trade

publication were well received. But

somehow the idea was lost in the

hustle and bustle of the air age.

We've been asked to revive these

reports and we're glad to oblige.

THE FIRST Tr

|N its first 13 years SPONSOR grew from monthly to b

weekly to weekly; its staff from seven to 40; its press-ru

from 8,000 to 15,000 copies per issue; its annual adve

tising revenue from $50,000 to well over $1,000,000; il

agency/advertiser popularity from "also-ran" in the ear

broadcast magazine readership surveys to a dominant fir

in all surveys made independently since 1958.

These are some barometers of progress. But what mak(

SPONSOR click?

Here are some of the answers:

WE SERVE THE MAN WHO FOOTS THE BILLS

We always have. The temptations to branch out editoriall

(and thus enlarge our advertising opportunities) have be

constant. But we've resisted these temptations. We kn

we can't be all things to all people. So we continue to coi

centrate on helping the timebuyer, account executive, a

manager, and the others involved in radio/tv buying, to (

a better job.

WE'RE A CRUSADING MAGAZINE

Ever since our birth we've fought hard for worthwhile I

dustry improvements. We antagonize some with our standi

we don't allow expediency to direct our policies. We'v

fought for an RAB, TvB, sane use of ratings, establishmei

of a federated NAB (several years back), a new name f«

spot, spot radio and spot tv billing figures. When many wei

sounding the death-knell of radio as tv zoomed into sigi

SPONSOR released its memorable and factual series, "Radl

is Getting Bigger." Right now we're underwriting one of trJ

toughest projects of our career: how to lick the paper woj

hurting spot at ad agencies. A hard-working committee

industry leaders is wrestling with this one.

WE START THE TRENDS

There are a million ways to turn out a trade magazin

SPONSOR pioneered the kind that is as easy to digest i

a consumer magazine. When we began we introduced

the advertising field the highly graphic, readable, int

pretive, and factual periodical. When we went weekly \

introduced the fast-reading, eight-page newsletter. We s|



EN YEARS IN THE LIFE OF SPONSORE

c ialize in home readership (and how wives love it!). None

f these concepts are copyrightable, and our innovations

life now discernible throughout the trade field.

I

UR EDITORS ARE AGENCY-EDUCATED

one in the advertising magazine field, SPONSOR is edited

f men who have held executive posts at top advertising

jjencies. John McMillin, executive editor, and Ben Bodec,

jws editor (our two key editors), spent a total of 26 years

Compton, J. Walter Thompson, Kenyon & Eckhardt, and

tier large agencies. These men are exceptional analysts

id writers. But more than that, they bring their readers

1 advertising understanding and know-how far beyond

'eative and mechanical skills. SPONSOR'S strength always

is been in its product. Some 20 editors, the top nine of

jihom average nearly seven years each at SPONSOR, are

|si the job.

E SPECIALIZE IN BEING USEFUL

hen SPONSOR was beginning, extracting facts-and-figures

am agency and advertiser sources was no mean feat. But

e industry gradually has learned to share its secrets; and

j've had a hand in this education. In the past year two

[encies (Leo Burnett and N. W. Ayer) broke hush-hush

ilicies by inviting us to analyze their operations and report

rr findings with no holds barred. They must have liked

e results; both ordered thousands of reprints.

iHe information is the heart of SPONSOR'S editorial con-

tort. Case histories, cost studies, research analyses, charts,

Sid surveys of all kinds dot our pages. Standard for the

dustry are such tools as Tv Basics, Radio Basics, All

»jdia Evaluation Study, Network Comparagraph, Five-City

rectory, Tv Dictionary, Timebuying Basics, Marketing Ba

s, Annual Farm Issue, Annual Negro Issue, Timebuyers

the U. S. In November, 1959 our Readers' Service an

fered 225 agency/advertiser questions.

:,

E INFLUENCE THE INFLUENTIAL 7,500

t^DNSOR's target, editorial and circulation, is some 7,500

tj;ency and advertiser executives whom we consider worth

f, aching because they participate to some degree in air-

lying decisions. Of these, perhaps 2,000—largely time

buyers—are of major importance. Our task is not only to

reach but to truly influence the 7,500. This is a tall order.

These are busy people who must pick their reading matter

with care. It takes a penetrating use book which covers the

weekly essentials (and avoids the non-essentials) to reg-

ister. SPONSOR registers so well that in 1959 we averaged
close to 100 paid subscribers at such prominent spot-buying

agencies as Young & Rubicam. BBDO. McCann-Erickson.

and J. Walter Thompson.

These are signs of our progress as we enter our fourteenth

year. There are others. For example, in 1959 our renewal

percentage climbed 14% over the previous year; newspaper

and magazine publicity mentions tripled; advertising income
reached an all-time high; new surveys appeared which at-

tested to our continuing leadership among agencies and

idvertisers. And in June, 1959 we began publication of

CANADIAN SPONSOR, a biweekly edited in Toronto.

JLD RATES IN 1960 FOR OLD ADVERTISERS

1960 brings an advertising rate increase, the first since

1957. But it's our wish that we give old advertisers a break.

So we have decided to guarantee current contract adver-

tisers our old rates until 1 January, 1961.

We have many plans afoot for 1960. Not the least of these

is the further professionalizing of our sales and sales pro

motion departments, two operations which have taken a

back seat as we've gone all-out on improving our editorial

product. So you can expect to hear more about our adver-

tising values* and see us more often during 1960.

I hope that this report tells you what you want to know

about SPONSOR. If we've omitted anything, please drop

me a line and I'll do my best to furnish the fill-in

SINCERELY,

EDITOR AND PUBLISHER

•A presentation explaining trade paper values (1960 vintage) has

just been completed by our promotion department We'd like to

show it to you. May we'

SPONSOR
The magazine radio/tv advertisers use
40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison) New York 17, N. Y. Telephone: MUrray Hill 8-2772
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Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Slenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

VP-Assistant Publisher
Bernard Piatt

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor
Alfred J. Jaffe

Senior Editors
Jane Pinlterton

W. F. Miksch

Midwest Editor (Chicago)
Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich
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Ben Seff

Contributing Editor
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Art Editor
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WHEELING: fHfjJOfi TV MARKET

)ne Station Reaching The Booming Upper Ohio Valley

No. 17

WTRF-TV Image Series

FASHIONS

\jM^\j\wm>
Fashions for smart women, by smart

women in a market where the buying

habits of allwomen are constantly in-

fluenced by advertising on WTRF-TV.
With new expansion near completion,

the Bobbie Brooks 300 employee pay-

roll will soar above the million dollar

mark. BB—another growing industry

comprising the rich, busy and boom-

ing WTRF-TV Wheeling Market.

Here, in a 36-county area, two million

people with an annual spendable in-

come over 2Vi billion dollars, spend

at 7,500 retail outlets and ring up

nearly two billion dollars yearly in

retail sales. People who work, people

who spend, people who find WTRF-
TV worth looking into!

for availabilities, call Bob

Ferguson, VP and Gen. Mgr.,

or Needham Smith, Sales Manager,
of Cfdor 2-7777.

National Rep., George P. V
Hollingbery Company.

316,000 waHs JN|BlCl network color

WHEELING 7, WEST VIRGINIA

BELLAIRE GARMENT COMPANY, Bellaire, Ohio {Just3 miles

from Wheeling on the Ohio side) One of the 1 1 plants producing

smart, nationally famous Bobbie Brooks Fashions for Women.

wtrf tv
reaching a market that's reaching new importance!

PONSOR 20 FEBRUARY 19C0 11



H-R Television, Inc.

now represents these

Corinthian television stations

H-R Representatives

now represent these

Corinthian radio stations:

KOTV Tulsa

KXTV Sacramento

WANE-TV Fort Wayne

WISH-TV Indianapolis

WANE Fort Wayne

WISH Indianapolis

H-R will assume representation of KHOU-TV Houston on September 15.

Responsibility in Broadcasting

12 SPONSOR • 26 FEBRUARY 1%0
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KOTV
Tulsa (H-R)

KHOU-TV
Houston (cBS-ivSpot Sales)

KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)

WANE-TV
Fort Wayne (H-R)

/g\ WISH-TV
N5/ Indianapolis (H-R)

WANE-AM
Fort Wayne (H-R)

WISH-AM
Indianapolis (H-R)

S3^A\#IC6

h\ Joe C.sitin

;

~~r:t^^:i —\

Radio—the plight thickens

I have not seen Mr. and Mrs. Ira Herbert since

1954 when they sold out. their 20% interest in

WNEW, New York to a group led by Richard

D. Bucklev and went into retirement in Palm

Beach. Florida. Radio, then. I thought, was

about to lose forever two of its brightest, warm-

est people. But Ira was not feeling too well in

those days, and his able and ever-loving wife.

Bernice Judis would hear of nothing but to get him off the treadmill

and down to the sunny climes for a rest.

Anybody who's been around broadcasting for the past 15 or 20

years knows what a remarkable contribution Ira and Bernice Herbert

made to radio, particularly on the programing level. To a great

degree they were responsible for the music-news format, which in

time, was to prove the life-saver of radio, the approach which en-

abled independent radio stations to withstand the formidable com-

petition of television, and to go on to bigger profits than the most

optimistic of broadcasters themselves believed possible.

Those who've been around the business this last decade or two

know that Ira and Bernice gave to broadcasting some of its shrewdest

practitioners. Westinghouse's national program director Dick Pack

and Bill Kaland learned large hunks of their trade at the Herbert's

WNEW. Ted Cott of NTA, David Yarnell of WMGM, Steve White

of WRCA, Bob Smith of WOR. and Alan (Bud) Brandt, one of

today's more successful public relations specialists, were WNEWers.

No program technique as suceessful

When the news broke this week that the Herberts were coming

back into the business, I'm sure there were loud cheers in many

quarters. Their purchase of WAKE, Atlanta, Ga. and WYDE. Bir-

mingham, Ala. from the Bartell Family Group for $1,025,000 (with

Milton Biow of the agency of that name, which he folded in '56. and

Emil Mogul of the Mogul, Williams & Saylor advertising agency as

partners I came as one of the most welcome bits of news I've encount-

ered on the broadcasting front in a long, long day.

Their timing could not be better. Radio, as is painfully apparent,

is living through a bad time. For a multiplicity of reasons, not the

least of which is the current Oren Harris Subcommittee on Legis-

lative Oversight hearings into payola, the so-called Top 40 format

is being dumped by station after station. This, in itself, is not

necessarily a calamity.

What does seem to me a near calamity is the incredible amount of

blind groping which passes for radio station program policy these

days. Many formats are being tried, and in various situations, of

course, various program structures are working out quite well. In
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EASTERN MICHIGAN'S FIRST

VHF TELEVISION STATION

t^.. a **-,» r.

EM-TV
14

Sponsor backstage 'continued)

some markets so-called "good music" stations are coming into their

own. In others, exclusively long-playing album music is success-

fully featured.

But nowhere has a broadcaster yet developed a program technique,

an over-all approach that will revolutionize the industry in the

sense that the basic music-news format did when the Herberts were

running WNEW as the most successful independent station opera-

tion, not only in New York, but in the entire nation.

I don't really know, of course, that Ira and Bernice are once again

going to set the broadcasting business aflame. Six vears of basking

in the southern breezes is a long time. But I'm betting that before

1960 is through the Herberts will have made a number of exciting

contributions to the broadcasting business. And I and a few hun-

dred other people of my acquaintance are rooting loudlv for them to

do so. \^ hether they do or not, however, I welcome them back.

FCC should spell it out

This particular piece is being written on Monday, 8 Februar

which day. of course, the aforementioned Harris Subcommittee pav-

ola hearings are to start.

The New 1 ork Daily News this morning, before the first witness

had vet made his appearance before the Committee, carried this pa;e

one headline: CHARGE PAYOLA BY PARTY GIRLS. DISK

JOCKEY PROBE ON TODAY. The three-column story on pa-e

two revealed the news carried in the trade press a month ago, that

the Committee had subpoenaed the books of the Americana Hotel in

Miami Beach, where the disk jockey convention was held last Ma v.

One paragraph in the story is quite a tip-off as to how the jockeys,

broadcasters and record people involved may expect certain segments

of the press to treat the Harris hearings stories. The paragraph read:

"'.
. . Lnconfirmed reports say that two plane loads of party girls

were flown from Chicago to Miami Beach to help make the con-

vention one of the greatest orgies of all time."

There surely is nothing very much anybodv can do about this

type of coverage, and to a certain degree it's even possible that a

small handful of operators on both sides of the fence have been

asking for it.

I do hope that when the hearings are over, the Federal Commuri-

cations Commission will spell out precisely what it requires a broad-

caster to do when a record is played, in which said broadcaster haj

anv kind of interest. For example, there is nothing now wrong, n rl

to mv knowledge has there ever been anything wrong with the Radiol

Corporation of America owning both the NBC. a group of televisi- n I

and radio stations and RCA \ ictor Records; nor with CBS owninJ^

Columbia Records; nor with American Broadcasting-Paramount

Theatres owning both the ABC networks and the ABC-Paramount

record companv. Nor with any local broadcaster around the count'?

owning a label of his own. or a music firm, or a distributing com-

pany or what have you.

This tvpe of diversification is most common throughout American

industrv. The Smathers Bill hearings before Senator John Pastore

a while ago went into this very thoroughly, and found nothing wrong

with it. The present situation, however, has cast new shadows orei

diversified ownerships of this kind. I think a clarification is sorely

needed, and I hope it will come soon. ^
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The Greeks

had a

letter /<or it, *

•K
The Ancient Greek letter ALPHA has

become synonymous with the word

FIRST. Similarity of the ALPHA
character to WCCO Television's channel

number goes even deeper . . . Channel

4 being synonymous with leadership in the

competitive four channel Twin City market.

The difference between GOOD and

GREAT in Minneapolis-St. Paul Television is the

46% average share of total homes

(7 AM-12 Midnight) garnered by WCCO
Television . . . Dec, 1959 Nielsen.

WCCO TELEVISION • CHANNEL 4
CBS IN THE \ORTHW EST
Represented by

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.



WAST
ALBANY, NEW YORK
HAS JUST HOPPED ON THE

BIG MAC
GRAVY TRAIN!

with NABISCO CEREALS SPONSORING

'/a HR A WEEK FOR 26 SOLID WEEKS

!

GET COMPLETE DETAILS FROM:
IIIIIIHlllil

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.

Morning coffee

and WWL-TV . . .

new New Orleans favorite!

CofTeebreak is the time for New
Orleans housewives to take an

"entertainment break" with

WWL-TV . . . where they can

watch LIFE OF RILEY, MEDIC,
HIGHWAY PATROL and other

favorite weekday shows. Ask

Katz about the popularity of

WWL-TV's morning shows.

WWL-TV
^^ N E W ORLEANS

16

49th and

Madison

Supermarket superman

We thought the Eavey Supermarket

story on page 40 of the 23 January

issue of SPONSOR was tremendous!

After Bert Maher finishes reading

this story he should feel like the

"world's top supermarket salesman."

Everybody at WANE-TV has read it

and is very impressed.

Doug Shull

prom. mgr.

WANE & WANE-TV
Fort Wayne, Ind.

Radio print sheet

I was very interested in the item in

your 16 Jan. issue, about WMCA's
Noon Time News, since KGEE has

a similar sheet.

We distribute the Lunch News to

restaurants throughout Bakersfield

daily, and any doubts we might have

had about its effectiveness were

dispelled last week when we were late

in getting it out. Thirteen phone calls

came in in 15 minutes, wondering
where the Lunch Neivs was.

We provide advertising space on

the sheet, which is sold in combina-

tion with a spot schedule and use the

slug lines—a form of subliminal ad-

vertising—as a bonus for our regular

sponsors.

I'd be interested in hearing from
other stations which are using similar

ideas. Incidentally, my thanks to you
for the many features and sales ideas

I've culled from sponsor over the

years.

Richard Kellev

prom, consultant

KGEE
Bakersfield, Calif.

• SPONSOR, loo. Is always interested in hear-
ing about effective station promotions, partic-
ularly those which heln to build a strong, force-
ful image for air media.

Right people, wrong slots

I am writing in regard to two
errors which appeared in the Janu-

ary 30, 1960 issue.

1. Marian Manzer is in our Chi-

cago office, not Minneapolis, i

shown.

2. Ben Leighton is in our Med
Department here, not the Accoui

Group.

Charles E. Anderson

media research

Campbell-Mithun, In

Chicago

Sold on 'Seller's Viewpoint'

I think that every once in a whl

everybody needs a pat on the bac;

and I have been meaning for son

time to tell you what I think aboi

the feature you run called "Tl

Seller's Viewpoint." The two rece

examples that I have seen, which r

main in mv mind, are those writj

by Ed Mullinax, of WLAG, L
Grange, Georgia, and Bob Rouns

ville, of Atlanta, both gentlenifj

making a lot of sense.

For some time now I personal

have felt that there is another pha

of broadcasting which the nation

buyer overlooks. That is the fact th

the successful radio station today,

dealing with local merchants ai

businessmen, must ring the cafl

register or it doesn't get renewj

from the local merchants and bud

nessmen. I am sure that you vi|

a"ree that if a national campaif

fails in any given area or in

nation as a whole, there is no oil

to blame but the advertiser, becauj

no one radio station could cause

widespread failure. The reverse

completely true, as far as local adv<

tisers are concerned. The station h|

to produce, or he has lost a clier

So, it has occurred to me that maij

a buyer should look at the success

local radio, and let it be a guide tj

ward determining the ootential'tv

any given radio station.

Jack Weldon

sales mgr., WSl

St. Petersburg

• SPONSOR welcomes comments from
readers. If vou'd like to sound off in tl

column or give us your "Seller's Viewpoint!

we'd be glad to hear from you.
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uYou think you got problems?
55

"Last night I get stuck for the check at Tom's.

I miss the 5:22. This morning I break a shoe-

string on my cordovans. My substitute secretary

puts cream in my coffee. The maitre d at the

Sixes gives me a glassy stare when I show up

with a client for lunch. The waiter brings me
a Martini with an olive. My manicurist can't

take me at 4 as usual. My speaker phone's got

feedback. My contour chair is out of whack.

The vest to this suit was misplaced at the cleaners.

"Now I hear a tv set is on the blink in WSLS-
TV's 58-county market, changing the total tv

homes from 448,001 to 448,000."

WSLS-TV
Channel 10 • NBC Television

Mail Address: Roanoke, Va.

A broadcast service (with WSLS Radio)

of Shenandoah Life Insurance Company
National Representatives: Blair Television Associates
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TOPEKA AREA &

Central Kansas

Gathers Bumper

Wheat Harvest

3rd Year of Excellent Crops

Boosts Bank Deposits to

New Record Heights

TOPEKA — (Special) —
Prosperity extends through-

out all Central Kansas and

the Topeka area as l^^^U
aear-record wheat croj 1—

TOPEKA
Has 1 TV Station

WIBW-TV
Is It!

All Day- Every Day
Survey- Proved

WIBW-TV
Tops Competition
. . . serving a total of
38 Kansas Counties

As A Bonus
Wl BW-TV
Is The ONLY

TV Station Available
to 100,000

WHEAT-RICH
TV HOMES

in Central Kansas

WIBW-TV
CBS • NBC • ABC

Channel 13
TOPEKA, KANSAS

(Divijion Stouffer-Copper Publicofions)

R»prts«n»»d by A very-Knodtl. Int.

Timebuyers

Dan Kane, Ellington & Company. Inc.. New York, illustrates how
his agency established an effective radio buying campaign for Cities

Service. "We use minutes during prime traffic periods weekdays and

reach the motorist when he's most likely to be receptive to our meg.

sage. Beyond that, though, many Cities Service dealers have radios

at their places of business, and

that's where this kind of schedul-

ing pays off in extra dividends.

We reach the motorist and the

dealer with the same commercial.

It's not too extraordinary an oc-

currence for the dealer to hear the

company's message on the car ra-

dio of the automobile that he's

servicing. Since Saturday and Sun-

day driving habits are less explicit

than weekday patterns, we run a

schedule of LD.'s. The increased

frequency extends our range and adds to the total impact of the cam-

paign." Dan notes that the Cities Service story shows that a buying

pattern based on sound research doesn't automatically become datnl

"We've been making this kind of buv for several years without any

loss of efficiency: in fact all signs point to continued sales success

Pauline Mann, Zlowe Company. Inc.. New York, points out thatl

while her reasons for selecting or rejecting a station may at timesj

appear contradictory, "they are quite valid in terms of the needs of

the specific advertiser. My regrets to the station reps who male

pitches and didn't get an order. While the cost-per- 1,000 makes yourl

station a terrific buy. unfortunate-!

ly your audience is not selective

enough for product A. but it's t'

selective for product B. Your cov-

erage area is too limited for prod-j

uct C's wide distribution, but too

broad for product D's limited dis-i

tribution. Your sponsor list carrie

too many low-priced retail outlets!

that don't distribute quality prod-

uct E. Your station, on the other!

hand, carries too few of the retaiH

chains where mass product F is!

distributed. Your morning traffic time is sold in rotating positions!

only, and the product G message must have a fixed position for repeti- If

tion. But your morning time is sold only as a strip and the product

H message is to be aired only twice weekly. The product J budget is

too limited to saturate the market, and product K is committed for I

the next 26 weeks, but mavbe. fellas, mavbe next time around, i
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the Price ©jy cofotvTV

isRlGHT

FIRST IN COLOR

FIRST IN PROGRAMS

FIRST IN TEXAS

In Gorgeous Color . . .

Watch Bill Cullen in

"THE PRICE IS RIGHT"

Wednesday nights over NBC-TV

For Lever Brothers.

Yes, The Price Is Right when

homemakers get the whole color-

full picture via compatible color

television. The magic of the

modern super-market is set down

light in the living room with

every product displayed with the

exact colorful persuasion planned

by its manufacturer.

New packages and products are

appearing in increasing numbers

at WBAP-TV, where complete

color facilities include the new

RCA television color tape

recorder.

FORT WORTH 3900 BARNETT ST.

DALLAS 1900 NORTH AKARD

PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC.

Exclusive National Representatives



The "content" of a rating point on wpix-11 and the top

network- station in New York is the same! Nielsen

proved that incomes, home ownership, ages, jobs,

etc. follow identical patterns.* The reason is

logical and understandable, wpix-11 is pro

grammed like a Network station with net-

work-proven and network-quality shows

every half-hour, every night. This wpix-11

'Special Nielsi » Qualitative Study for WPlX-tl . . . 1

"network look" brings increased sales impact to your

commercial messages — makes them more receptive,

more effective, more productive.

Hxere are your 60-second commercials tonight!

WFI ^y3
new

£S york

. Details upon request. P)1960, WPIX

20

J
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

+> SPONSOR-SCOPE
20 FEBRUARY I960

tepyrliht I860

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Station reps have already begun to show concern over the competitive prospects

facing them this fall from the mounting number of tv network spot carriers.

As things look right now there will be at least 20 hours of them on the nighttime

schedules of the three networks.

ABC TV can be figured on for 11 hours, NBC TV, seven and CBS TV, two.

NBC TV, which the trade sees as bent on giving ABC TV a hard run on the action

front, has already disclosed it will have an hour spot carrier of western, adventure or

suspense description in tee-off time every night of the week.

Observed one rep to SPONSOR-SCOPE : "Something drastic better be done to meet

this expanding penetration into spot—like the immediate organization of a project ex-

clusively to selling selective spot as a medium."

Don't be surprised if the Lincoln-Mercury division of Ford (K&E) takes over the

Alfred Hitchcock series in behalf of the forthcoming Comet compact.

NBC's got it under contract for two years and the asking price is $65,000, which would

make it the most expensive dramatic half-hour in tv.

The parleying's been between NBC's Bob Kintner and L-M's Charles Moore.

Buying activity in national spot tv and radio simmered down somewhat the

past week.

Tv buys included Campbell's Beef and Chicken Gravies, P&G's Joy, Brown Shoe,

Kellogg's Gold Medal Macaroni & Spaghetti, all out of Burnett; Chun King (BBDO
Minneapolis), flights in 50 markets; Lipton Tea (SSCB).

Lincoln Mercury (K&E) bought its first batch of radio spots in behalf of its com-

pact car, Comet.

Here's an agency that wants to show the client that it can buy spot radio as

cheaply nationally as the account has been doing through local coop.

The sponsor is Ward Baking and the agency, Grey. And to prove the point Grey is ask-

ing stations to cooperate by establishing—on their rate cards

—

discounts covering the use

of anywhere from 1,500 to 2,000 spots a year.

Grey's basic recommendation to Ward: 40 to 50 spots a week for 52 weeks.

Incidentally, this year-around plan is just the opposite of the strategy that a com-

petitor, Continental Baking, is putting into effect for its Wonder and Profile

brands' spot tv operations. Continental has gone from a 52-week to a flight policy.

What makes the Continental switch of major significance: (1) the two breads use

over 100 markets; (2) the account had built up one of the most valuable spot fran-

chises in spot tv (shows like Gunsmoke) ; it billed as bigh as $100,000 in a single

market.

For some agency showmen the deluge of newsprint garnered by Jack Paar's walk-

out from NBC TV poses two inferences worthy of pondering by the business:

1 ) That more than ever what happens in or to tv is of top-bracket news importance

—underscoring the fact that as a medium tv is without parallel in intimate impact on

the emotions, minds and habits of the vast majority of American homes.

2) That individual ratings can be of minor import when stacked against the accu-

mulative effect produced by frequent exposure of a provocative attraction with low

20 FEBRUARY 1960 21



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Standard Oil of Indiana apparently doesn't go along with Esso on the latter'

policy away from radio news.

Indiana, in Chicago for instance, has swung from a morning newscast on YVBBM
20 \ears standing) to News Headlines Around the Clock on WGN, adding up to about

100 broadcasts a week.

rhough the mechanics of renewing won't get started until June. Kellogg (Burnett) ha»

pretty well decided to stick with its spot for its moppet-oriented programs.

Open to decision : changes in show lineup, markets and stations.

CBS TV with its soap operas and NBC TV with its daytime game shows seem

to draw larger quotients of the lower income groups.

Here's how the networks break down by income levels in the daytime, as based on

Nielsen data for November-December 1959:

NETWORK UNDER $5,000 $5,000-8,000 - ,000 & OVER

\BCTV 36 r; 52 r
; 12";

CBS TV 41% 44% 15%
\BCTV 41% 39$ 20";

U.S. Brackets 41.3% 38.4% 20.3%
i For similar breakdown re nighttime programing see 13 February SPONSOR-SCOPE.'

Adam Young, Inc., has plans for deep penetration of the whole South, and it's

set up a separate arm. Southern Advertising Sales. Inc., for the purpose.

The subsidiary will take over the Atlanta and St. Louis offices and eventually it wil

have offices in New Orleans. Nashville, Dallas. Miami and Richmond.
It's V oung's first dip into regional operations on a broad scale. The premise

though the rest of the country has been given blanket coverage by the rep field, the Soutb

hasn't, with one exception, got the regional concentration it merits.

Hal Parks will head up SAS out of Atlanta.

Watch for a broadening attempt among top stations in key tv markets tc

shorten the margin of product protection for spot to five minutes: it's now gen.

erally 15 minutes for daytime and a half hour at night.

One of their main arguments: the expansion of network spot carriers and the

checkerboarding of daytime network advertising is making it pretty tough for them tc

take care of a lot of their spot business without running into product conflicts.

Thev also contend: (11 some network advertisers often cowcatcher competitive

brands of the same product: (2) research has yet to prove that proximity weakens l

commercial message and (3) anyway, the protection thing is a tradition carried o>er

from radio and without rhvme or reason.

If you want to know why there's a lot of spurt buying in air media, harken to this

More and more top managements in the manufacturing business are putting their ad<

vertising and sales budgets on a quarterly-basis, with even this subject to review at am

lime.

There are even some major clients who are being urged by their financial v.pi

to set up their total allowable expenses on a monthly basis, as against a percentage <A

the year's total.

Of course, it's all anathema to their agencies, since it puts a restriction on the use

and full growth of advertising effectiveness and values. In the long run. say the

< ies. the end cost of advertising and loss of potential sales well outbalances what

mav have been saved from cautious budget dribbling.•-
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The chances of a nighttime show in the top 30 to achieve a 40 or better share

of audience continues to ebb: in fact, you might consider your program practically a click

if it carves out at least a 35% share.

Here's how the top 30 shows over the past three seasons have stacked up in terms of

shares of audience:

share 1957-58 1958-59 1959-60

55% & higher 112
50-55 4 1 1

45-50 14 7 11

40-45 7 15 6

35-40 4 6 10

Total 30 30 30

If the initial 7-city Arbitron is an indicator, the Art Linkletter strip on CBS TV
appears to be in for a jostling from NBC TV's Loretta Young repeats.

The ratings for the first three days of the rerun series broadcasts (5.6, 7.6 and 9.8)

put the show in first place, with Linkletter, for the first time, a runner-up.

The L. Young participants to date: H. J. Heinz, Frigidaire and Nestle.

NBC TV's new schedule of discounts, which becomes effective 1 April, seems to

have made a better impression with agencymen than its CBS TV predecessor.

The consensus, as deduced by SPONSOR-SCOPE, was along these lines:

• NBC's structure was far more realistic for the year-around advertiser and that it

didn't penalize him in favor of the strictly summer user.

• For the big customer the discount range on NBC—35% to 25%—adds up to

more savings than CBS' range of 33 to 19%.
• Nobody, including those with 9-10:30 time, gets hurt on NBC.

Proctor Electric (Weiss & Geller) has left the ranks of spot tv, at least tempo-

rarily, for a flier in network tv via a Jerry Lewis special and daytime quarter-hours.

There'll be 20 of them over a period of six weeks, and the buy makes a rare case of a

traffic appliance tying its nighttime personality into a daytime campaign.

Obviously a clincher in the NBC TV deal: Lewis will tape commercials for the day-

lime participations.

There's also a possibility of GE going daytime.

But in the meantime two of its agencies, BBDO & Y&R, are driving hard to come
up with lists of nighttime program prospects, of varied segments, for the coming season.

GE seems to be still reveling in the excitement and talk engendered by its recent

two-hours special delivered by Y&R.

The distress prices at which the tv networks are selling some of their leftover

wares has alreadv evoked this sort of talk from agencies with vear-around commitments: the

insertion of favored nations clauses guaranteeing them the same rates.

Without pointing the finger at specific networks or deals, it is suffice to say the bargain

counters are heaped high and the price tags inordinately below list.

Among the latest transactions: (1) Nighttime spot carriers going for $12-16,000

per commercial minute as compared to $24-28,000 for the fall-winter season: (2) waiving

of talent cost and letting the time go for affiliate compensation only; (3) providing the

agency's commission on a deal like (2) from the shares that would normally go to the

network's o&o's.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Esquire Magazine is the latest publisher bent on diversifying its investment

interests in the direction of radio and tv stations.

It's set up a broadcasting division for that person, with Barry Sherman in charge. He

was formerly with WITH, Hallo.. WSCK, Scranton and the Dave Baltimore stations.

WSAI, Cincinnati, is showing that radio can give the newspapers tit for tat in

the area of criticism and in a dignified way.

The station reviews the local two dailies six times a day, praising as well as pan-

ning their coverage and treatment of the news and so forth.

One big difference between the media: the station offers equal time to the news-

papers for rebuttal to a rap, but so far the opportunities have been bypassed.

According to NBC TV's calculations, it's had the smallest margin of increase

for a daytime hour (gross) over the full network during the past year.

The comparison:

NETWORK JANUARY I960 JANUARY 1959 INCREASE

ABC TV $42,732 $40,033 6.9%

CBS TV 67,615* 62,890 7.5%

NBC TV 65,765 63,568 3.5%

*This makes the first time that a full lineup on CBS cost more than on NBC.

NBC TV is turning to its affiliates for a share of the added discounts that will

be available to the network's bigger advertisers after 1 April.

The plan: to put the pre-freeze stations on a clock-hour basis instead of a unit-

hour basis as their contracts come up for renewal. In other words, they—like the post-

freeze stations—will get 50% of the hour rate on each nighttime half cleared.

The pre-freeze stations are now entitled to 60%.

Where spot radio may be lax, judging from what media analysts say: coming up

with specific figures on potential accumulative audiences.

Like how many listeners an advertiser could expect if he used say 10 spots a

week in the top 50 markets.

Note these media researchers: what spot radio needs most at the moment is more spe-

cific calculations and less generalities. Also, that sources for such mathematics are avail-

able to the medium but it's not taking maximum advantage of them.

Bulova, via McCann, is again making as though it will be doing something

about returning to radio one of these days, after an absence of 11 years.

The agency's timebuying department has on and off for months talked to reps about differ-

ent plans and use techniques, but as yet nobody has called for availabilities.

The other half of Journey to Understanding has been disposed to American

Motors by NBC TV for somewhere in the neighborhood of $500,000.

With Norelco as co-sponsor, this renewed series will take in at least six one-hour

and 10 half-hour programs.

The joint proceeds ($1 million) just about covers station compensation and costs of

coverage, but the network figures that it's still ahead thuswise: (1) it's carrying out a

public service obligation to the hilt; (2) keeping its affiliates happy by compensat-

ing the affiliates they'd carry sustaining anyway.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Bins, page 46; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 62: Washington Week, page 57; SPONSOR

Hears, page 60; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 72; and Film-Scope, page 58.
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wo kinds of husbands ... one kind of television!

,.lsbands come in all shapes and sizes. So does KPRC television. Leave

j to the program-wise wife to select the right KPRC television for her

i sband. One glance at the bias-cut says KPRC-TV will sell when he

i itches, never bind when he turns away. Always comfortable. Assorted

res, in programs, spot announcements, participations.

Edward Petry & Co., National Representatives

KPRC-TV
HOUSTON

MAXIMUM SERVICE

TELECASTED ©
television for big and little

COURTESY OF
P. H. Hanes
Knitting Co.
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STORER
STATIONS

TELEVISION

DETROIT

WJBK-TV

•

CLEVELAND

WJW-TV

I

TOLEDO

WSPD-TV
•

ATLANTA

WAGA-TY
•

MILWAUKEE

WITI-TY

MOUT THE NATION

-THE STATIONS THAT ACCENT THE SELL

• Steer your sales to steady
increases with a name that is

known for results. Storer stations

give you maximum audience
sales impact in the nation's im-
portant markets. For example, in

Miami, Storer Radio WGBS cov-

ers all South Florida with 50,000
watts,CBS programming,and top

local personalities.In Milwaukee,
Storer Television WITI-TV pro-

vides one of America's most pros-

perous markets with CBS pro-

grams and the largest library of

film features of any station in the
area. With Storer stations, you
know where your sales are going.
With Storer . . . they're going up

!

STORER BROADCASTING COMPANY©

RADIO

PHILADELPHIA

WIBG
•

DETROIT

WJBK
•

CLEVELAND

WJW
•

WHEELING

WWVA
•

TOLEDO

WSPD
•

MIAMI

WGBS
•

LOS ANGELES

KPOP

NATIONAL SALES OFFICES:

625 Madison Ave., N.Y. 22
PLaza 1-3940

230 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago
FRanklin 2-6498



3,000

FEATURE

TITLES

5P

EXPERIENCED HANDS to help build your sales

in one of America's most prosperous markets.

Call BLAIR today for top rated minutes.

STORER
station

National Representatives

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES
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TOP LEVEL corporate decisions mean

increased programing and sales opportunities

for stations. Here David Ogilvy,

M. J. Rathbone and Ely Landau confer

on Jersey Standard's Play of the V/eek

LOCAL TV WINS POWERFUL FRIENDS

IERSEY STANDARD'S PLAY OF

I

JEW SALES TREND IN STATIO

:
Station managers are discovering that some of

fcir hottest items these days are programs which

ly a few months ago they dismissed as unsalable.

Reports reaching sponsor last week indicate that

;ger advertisers are spending more money with

?ater frequency and in a greater number of mar-

ts for precisely the show that once displayed the "it

n't be sold" label.

This complete turnabout has taken place only in

t last few weeks, cutting across the lines that often

mpartmentalize local programing sales and syn-

:ation from advertiser board decisions and agency

ogram scouting.

The new trend is summed up in the word image

HISOR 20 FEBRUARY 1960

THE WEEK BUY HIGHLIGHTS
N-SYNDICATION PROGRAMING

—a new consciousness by both corporations and

stations on the general impression they leave on the

public. A whole new world of programing and

sponsorship is coming into being that comes out of

public relations strategy, supplementing rather than

replacing advertising which comes out of sales

thinking.

The most electrifying example of this tendency

involves what is probably the largest local tv buy

ever made—Jersey Standard's order through Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather, for 13 weeks of WNTA-TV's

Play of the Week, with options running up to three

years. This single, one-market, one-program order

amounts to over $500,000 worth of local tv business.
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PROGRAMING breakthrough in two-hour dramatic category at station level and using video

tape for later syndication was scored by Ely Landau (r), NTA board chairman and WNTA-TV

president, Mai Klein (I), exec. v.p. of station, and Don Quinn, now v. p. of NTA spot sales

GOOD business and a public relations opportunity are what M. J. Rathbone (c), Jersey Stand-

ard president, called his sponsorship of Ploy of the Week. David Ogilvy and a.e. Did Casper

of OB&M, left, discuss contracts with Mai Klein and Ely Landau of NTA and WNTA-TV, right

While Jersey Standard's mov<

unusual in its size and in the

of program it bought from NTA.
certainly not unique. The CBS
tions division, for example, has i

sales of a similar nature. The C^

munitv Savings & Loan Associat

sponsored Time and St. Louii\

special show, recently on KMQX-
and the Southern California B:

sellers Assn. is backing the Caial

of Boohs series on KNXT. Los

geles.

There's the same drastic change

attitude at manv other stations.

the NBC o&o's, KRCA-TV, Los

geles. is now co-developing a pul

affairs series with a utilities ac\

tiser. (Though there's no unif:

policy among the other owned
tions: WRC-TV. Washington, for

ample, hasnl programed public

fairs in the past for sponsorship.

is WRCY-TY. Philadelphia, currer

developing anvthing just for sal

WNBQ. Chicago, however, has

institutional advertisers interested
I

the "third" week the network

release, and WRCA-TY. New Y
is now developing sales approac

for its existing heavy public affa

schedule, among which the 0\
Mind series is reportedlv sold

ready to an undisclosed bank. WRC
T\ also expects to announce a i

cosmetics advertiser for a news p
gram shortly. Despite city-to-c

variations, the commercial chances

public affairs shows have sud(Li

come alive at the NBC-owned stati >

Independent stations have

been exhibiting leadership in finci

sponsors for public affairs shoj

WPIX. New York, has produced a

syndicated a series of three hour-1

3

documentaries on the Russian Rr\

lution. the Berlin Crisis and the *

cret Life of Adolph Hitler. Loj

sponsors for this series are foo

beers, retailers, gasolines, auto d?

ers and newspapers, in additior.

banks, utilities, insurance compan
and construction firms.

Sponsors using these ^PIX-:

tributed documentaries include Ro"

Motors. Savarin Coffee. Great W?
ern Savings Bank of Los Angei

Milwaukee Gas Co.. Hartford Nat

al Bank. Twin Cities Federal Savin

of Minneapolis. Oldsmobile

Volkswagen dealers of Tampa. Fi
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donal Bank of Dallas, Pilot Life

urance in North and South Caro-

i, Calso gasoline, the Boston Globe,

lelity Federal Savings of Nashville,

lerican Beer in Baltimore, LaClede

i in St. Louis, Indianapolis Water

, House of Carpet and Ghivala

lk in San Diego, General Tire of

ffalo, Central Trust Co. of Roches-

DeSoto dealers of Houston, the

tions such as WSPD-TV, Toledo;

WJIM-TV, Lansing; KARD-TV,
Wichita; WNEM-TV, Flint; WTVW,
Evansville ; KHQ-TV, Spokane;
KMOX-TV, St. Louis; KGW-TV,
Portland; WISH-TV, Indianapolis;

KETV, Omaha; KNXT, Los Angeles;

WRVA-TV, Richmond; KVAR-TV,
Phoenix ; WTTV, Bloomington

;

WALA-TV, Mobile; WMAR-TV, Bal-

which produce children's cereals.

The established syndication com-

panies are now carefully investigating

the public affairs programing market.

Screen Gems is handling KRON-TV's
video tape Medicine 1960 for which

some interest in a block purchase has

been shown by one group of o&o

stations. Westinghouse stations, which

have a long-established position of

i LOOK WHO'S BUYING LOCAL TV
A few of the sponsors
SPONSOR

who buy local public affairs or public relations television

PROCRAM STATION

JERSEY STANDARD Play of the Week WNTA-TV, New York

COMMUNITY SAVINGS & LOAN Time and St. Louis KMOX-TV, St. Louis

PENNSYLVANIA BELL TELEPHONE H. S. Musical WRCV-TV, Philadelphia

BOSTON GLOBE Cold War-Berlin Crisis WBZ-TV, Boston

JENKEL-DAVIDSON OPTICAL Medicine 1960 KRON-TV, San Francisco

ROOTES MOTORS Secret Life of Adolph Hitler KTTV, Los Angeles; WPIX, New York

GENERAL TIRE Russian Revolution WGR-TV, Buffalo

ATLANTA TRANSIT Two Bells—Tv Edition WAGA-TV, Atlanta

CATERPILLAR TRACTOR Weekend World WMBD-TV, Peoria

STAR MARKETS Starring the Editors WBZ-TV, Boston

RCA VICTOR Chicago Symphony WGN-TV, Chicago

OHIO BLUE CROSS Let There Be Life
WKRC-TV, WLW-T, Cincinnati;
WHIO-TV. WLW-D. Davton

SO. CALIF. BOOKSELLERS Cavalcade of Books KNXT, Los Angeles

SAVARIN COFFEE Russian Revolution WPIX, New York

MIAMI DAILY NEWS Secret Life of Adolph Hitler WCKT, Miami

PILOT LIFE INSURANCE Cold War-Berlin Crisis
WBTV, Charlotte; WBTW, Florence;
and WFMY-TV. Greenshnm

iami Daily News, Brundage Phar-

acy in Bakersfield, and the Plaster-

's Institute and First Federal Build-

Is in Chicago.

Many stations are turning to un-

ual sources to obtain good public

fairs and educational programing,

ational Educational Television, for

ample, makes programs available to

>mmercial stations in non-competi-

Ve areas for $20 to S100 a week,

'pending on market size. During
)59, there were 1,073 telecasts of

ET half-hours by commercial sta-

"ONSOR 20 FEBRUARY 1960

timore; WRCA-TV, New York;

WCNY-TV, Carthage; WKTV, Utica;

WJHL-TV, Johnson City; WCAX-TV,
Burlington; WBIR-TV, Knoxville,

and WPIX, New York, to name a few.

NET is also now approaching ma-

jor advertisers for public relations

grants to support programs on its

own network. Grants in the range of

$100,000 to $750,000 are currently

being sought from companies such as

medical, oil, financial, insurance,

automotive and industrial, as well as

labor unions and food companies

public affairs leadership, are now
syndicating Civil War, Reading Out
Loud and other shows. (See FILM
scope for 23 January, 30 January,

and 6 February. I

Despite all this other local activity,

Jersey Standard's move still stands

out as one of the most talked-about

television buys of the current season.

It has received more attention in the

trade than many network buvs, and
has started more than one network

advertiser on the road to a critical

re-examination of its television strate-
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gy. In syndication, it has possibly

touched off more excitement than any

other happening of the past year or

two. It has given station programers

and salesmen an emphatic positive

example of a bright new target to

shoot at.

For Jersey Standard, the mam-
moth local investment was an un-

usual "opportunity" for its public

relations program. Terming the audi-

ence of Play of the Week "mature

and thoughtful people in the world's

largest metropolitan area." M. J.

Rathbone. president of Jersey Stand-

ard, stated: "This is an audience

which Jersey Standard wishes to

reach with institutional messages

about its policies and activities. Thus,

we feel our sponsorship represents

sound business."

Play of the Week had gone on the

air in October 1959 with two-hour

dramatic programs prepared on video

tape, featuring leading broadwav and

off-Broadwav actors. Manv plavs

were chosen for their artistic success

in recent theatrical presentations, but

for which no other television outlet

> \i-t.<). \. tors and writers coopera-

ted to make production budgets as

low as §40.000 possible and before

8 February, when the sponsorship

began, the program was sold on a

participation basis. Now NTA. par-

ent company of WJNTA-TV, New
^ ork. is syndicating the series to

other stations.

For program, time, and facilities

in only one market. Jersey Standard

pays slightly under §4-0.000 a

week—an amount approximately five

times the full cost of a syndicated

half hour. However, the cumulative

rating the program has enjoyed has

been roughly twice as high as the

score usuallv expected in a syndica-

tion success, and more than five times

as high as many new syndicated pro-

grams in New \ork. These estimates

show only that the sponsor is paying

more to get more. Cost-per- 1,000

labels which do not take into account

the nature of the audience cannot

REGIONAL CAMPAIGN for Rootes Motors' Hillman uses Secret Life of Adolph Hitler on

WPIX, New York and KTTV, Los Angeles. Below (I to r) are Harry Way, EWRR v.p., John

Panks, Rootes director, and John Patterson, WPIX sales v.p. Show is made and sold by WPIX

therefore be used for an anahsi-

Although many people have

pressed surprise by the purchas

does not reflect a break from

traditions of Standard Oil Co. '

Jersey I, parent company of

Esso and Humble oil. Jersey St

ard has been a consistent user

broadcast news, in cooperation -.<

brand advertising by Esso. its

sidiary. Jersey Standard has

commissioned or purchased art. i

subsidized the production of a

tion picture film, Robert Flaher

celebrated Louisiana Story. Its s;

sorship of Play of the Week for
j

lie relations purposes is compl
in keeping with past buying patte

Vi hile it is too early to see h

Jersey Standard will utilize its ca

mercial time, some trends were

parent from the beginning. It turr

back a large portion of its comr-i

cial minutes to the station, kj

breaks down to a minimum, and
voted its remaining time to ins'r

tional messages and commentary
the play. Many viewers expre-s

keen satisfaction at the identifica:i<

of Jersey Standard with the

and several urged the sponsor to

more about its activities and prod

but. for the time being, no prodJ

commercials are being used.

Vt hile there is nothing else in 1

television today to compare M
Jersey Standard's buy in size,

is nothing new about institutio

spending by manv local institutio

companies. Local and regional bai

insurance companies, utilities

unions and other groups have u

local television for this purpose sii

its inception, as TvB success sto

have shown.

What is new about public af}<

and public relations buying is not t

it is being done at all—for spo

stations and syndicators have b
doing it for years—but that it is be

done at an increased tempo, by m
people, and uith additional ob

fives. This new situation has c

new programing and sales opport

ties, apparently overnight, and it

also created a number of probl

for which preparations are not a

quate in every case.

What. then, is this new buyer's <

mand for local public affairs a

public relations programing? Ji

(Please turn to page 50)
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\CK TO PLEASURE: Now that FTC has effected truce in cigarette "tar and filter" war, will tv commercials play up "smoking fun" again?

rVill new smoke pact set a trend?

The pattern of the FTC-tobacco industry accord on

ter-tip advertising could spread, say some admen

But not all industries might submit as gracefully

did cigarettes to changing tv/radio commercials

Encouraged by the quick accord

?hed within the cigarette industry

one down filter claims in advertis-

, Earl W. Kintner, chairman of the

eral Trade Commission, told

nsor that he hoped this might set

pattern for similar moves in other

istries.

Thile he didn't mention which

||:r industries he had in mind, it's

|ife guess he was thinking of pa-

t medicines, dentifrices, deodor-

and other products much of

se advertising relies on claims

comparison tests,

i advertising circles feeling is

jd, however, on whether other in-

ries will be as cooperative with

FTC as the tobacco industry.

"Getting the cigarette companies to

go along with the plan," said one ad-

man, "was like shooting fish in a bar-

rel. With the public health angle

uppermost in their minds, they'll do

just about anything to keep from get-

ting a bad press."

"If the FTC had tried it with any

other industry," another adman told

sponsor, "it might have been a far

different story."

But there are other admen who be-

lieve that the climate for reform

(since quiz show scandals and pay-

ola) has never been more favorable,

and that if the FTC chooses to follow

through on the heels of its "Tobacco

Tar Treaty" success, it might be

pleasantly surprised at the results.

The fact is that most everyone in ad-

vertising—not to mention the U. S.

public—has become more than a lit-

tle fed up with exaggerated product

claims, inane comparison demonstra-

tions, and Rube Goldberg testing de-

vices.

"This pact between the tobacco

companies which the FTC effected,"

an attorney prominent in the adver-

tising industry told sponsor, "could

set a precedent for this kind of ap-

proach to other problems in other

fields. Whatever it will cost the cigar-

ette companies in remaking commer-

cials or print ads, it's a lot cheaper

than litigation. It also is the fair

way to tackle such a problem because

they've all agreed to go in together

on a deadline. If you don't get an

industry on a deadline, then some-

body always gets a great competitive

break."

Unfortunately, the tobacco dead-

line specified "as soon as mechanical-

ly possible," so it was a rather elastic

deadline with the result that there

have been some cries of, "Foul!" If
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the FTC feels confident enough to

pursue its advantage in other manu-

facturing fields, then it may have

to be a bit more definitive in setting

deadlines.

Whether FTC takes off from here

into other areas at all may well de-

pend on several factors: (1) Whether

it is prepared to play from "weak-

ness into strength" and gamble on

losing a hand; (2) Whether the cig-

arette industry pact was as far as it

originally planned to go; (3) How
well the tobacco pact works out after

the first blast of publicity abates.

To even attempt a guess at the out-

come needs an analysis of what took

place in the tobacco industry, what

are its implications, and how far the

pattern could spread into other fields.

• What happened: Late in Decem-

ber 1959, the FTC began visiting the

cigarette manufacturers, invited them

to repay the call in Washington, D. C.

There, behind closed doors, the FTC
Bureau of Consultation met with offi-

cials, attorneys and advertising rep-

resentatives of the various tobacco

companies. They suggested and lis-

tened to suggestions. After they met

with each individual company, they

revised and amended the over-all plan

EVOLUTION OF THE 'TOBACCO TAR

TREATY' AND WHERE IT STANDS

1
BEGINNING in late December 1959, the FTC visited and was

in turn visited by the cigarette companies. They met behind

closed doors with tobacco company officials, admen, attorneys

2
AT THESE sessions, they suggested and listened to suggestions

on how a code could be formulated that would tone down some

of the exaggerated and often misleading claims for filter-tips

3
IT WAS NOT the first time that the FTC had effected an in-

dustry "Guide" for advertising practices. In 1955, it brought

out of the first of its industry guides—that also for cigarettes

4
AFTER THAT, it produced one more guide. In May 1958, it

published one for tire industry. Main points were deceptive

designations, guarantees. Only about two companies defected

5
THIS MONTH, FTC chairman Kintner confirmed rumors that

cigarettes had agreed to tone down filter claims. But not all

brands have been in a rush to keep "soon-as-possible" deadline

6
NOW some tobacco men claim FTC bludgeoned them into ac-

cord because of health angle. But on whole, industry seems re-

lieved to get out of "claims rat race" and sell "good smoking"

r
K

IE

'a

•J

they began with. Early in Februa

of this year, word leaked to the pressjj

of what was going on. By then, how-

ever, the pact had become fact. Or'

5 February, FTC's Kintner corrobo

rated the rumors that had been going
;

around.

"I want to take this opportunity to

confirm this rumor," Kintner said

"We are assured that as soon as it

becomes mechanically possible there

will be no more tar and nicotine]

claims in cigarette advertising. We]

are particularly happy that these

claims are being eliminated simul-i

taneously and on an industry-wideil

basis because the individual claimsj

were confusing to the public and pos

sibly misleading in view of the ab-

sence of a satisfactory uniform test-

ing method and proof of advantage

to the smoker." (The U. S. Public

Health Service had only a short time

before handed out the opinion that

there was no final proof that filters

were the answer to the "health

scare.") "Rather than continue the

apparent conflict in claims the tobac

co industry . . . decided to halt the

'tar derby.'. . . Cigarette advertisers

are reported to spend in the neigh

borhood of $190 million per year fur

advertising. It is no small feat for

them to change emphasis of a num-

ber of brands. We have it on good

authority that more than one adver

tising agency is working nights to ef-

fect this change. ..."

SPONSOR checked some tv commer-

cial producers, heard of "no great

rush" for new commercials. Of

course, it must be remembered that

the non-filter brands were not in trou-

ble to begin with, and that not all <>f

the filter brands have been making

wild claims. But of those filter brands

that are affected by the new "Guide.'

SPONSOR estimates they will have to

spend anywhere from $50,000 to

$200,000 to replace offending tv com-

mercials. (The average cigarette

manufacturer has on hand 10 to 20

tv commercials. Cheap ones may run

around $4,000, more involved may

run $9,000. Some brands do most of

theirs on tape.)

Upshot of the accord announce-

ment was a rhubarb which saw sev-

eral tobacco companies complaining

that B&W's Viceroy and Life brands

were still blithely claiming "best'
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Iters in commercials, and the B&W
*ency, Ted Bates, countering with

le answer that the changeover was

t yet "mechanically possible."

Some tobacco men have been say-

ig, "The FTC bludgeoned us into

lis." But on the whole, and if every-

ne plays according to the new rules,

ie move should have good effects.

The "United States Tobacco Jour-

al," reporting on the move, said:

Tobacco industry observers for sev-

ral years have expressed the belief

lat the abandonment of so-called

iealth' claims in advertising for fil-

W-tip cigarettes would prove of con-

derable benefit to sales of tobacco •

oducts in general, by abating con-

mer consciousness of the periodic

scares' stirred up by anti-tobacco in-

vests." There are many tobacco men
ho will be delighted to throw medi-

al tests out the window and get back

d "selling good taste again."

Actually, the cigarette industry has

one well in the face of the health

cares. According to the same "U. S.

'obacco Journal," U. S. cigarette con-

umption soared to a new all-time

ligh in 1959. Cigarettes smoked last

ear total 456 billion, a gain of 20

dllion over 1958. The percentage

ain in cigarette smoking is, in fact,

;reater than the gain in population.

Implications: the new tobacco pact

s significant on several levels. It is

ot the first "Guide to Advertising"

leveloped through the efforts of FTC.

n 1955, that agency brought about

mother cigarette advertising guide,

n May 1958, it published a second

'Guide"—this one for the tire in-

lustry. Acquiescence to those guides

vas gained through mailings and

paestionnaires, solicitations of sug-

gestions from the various manufac-

urers. This time, however, the guide

vas drawn up through personal con-

sultation and brought to a speedy ful-

filment. The tire guide of over a

t'ear ago had to do largely with de-

ceptive designations, guarantees, safe-

y claims; has been pretty well ad-

lered to since. FTC told sponsor
hat only about two tire manufac-
urers had defected from the rules.

Defection from an FTC guide

—

3ven though the rules were subscribed

:o voluntarily—opens the renegade to

legal action. However, it doesn't al-

(Please turn to page 50)
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GROSS TIME SALES ROSE 10.7%
1958 1959

ABC TV $103,016,938 $125,665,324

CBS TV 247,782,734 266,355,269

NBC TV 215,790,729 235,290,937

TOTAL 566,590,401 627,311,530

FINAL ROUNDUP OF HOW
TV NETS FARED IN 1959

^%11 three tv networks showed

healthy increases in gross time sales

for 1959 over 1958 according to final

figures just released by TvB. Com-
bined total of $627,311,530 for ABC
TV, CBS TV and NBC TV was up

from $566,590,401 the previous year,

a gain of 10.7%. December 1959

figures were 8.8% above December

1958. Month-by-month totals below

show sharp October pickup after

moderately soft early-season sales.

Among the nets, ABC TV had biggest

yearly percentage gain (21.9%).^

OCTOBER LEAD
ABC

MONTHLY
CBS

PICKUP
NBC

January- $10,647,078 $22,129,248 $19,299,853

February 10,024,460 20,806,220 18,053,828

March 11,565,031 23,265,395 20,728,315

April 10,309,263 22,077,285 19,739,816

May- 9,946,570 22,298,271 19,674,494

June 8,930,114 21,171,128 17,984,845

July 8,391,470 21,269,782 17,883,111

August 8,205,520 21,137,261 17,298,527

September* 8,724,938 21,196,220 18,525,685

October 12,537,020 23,610,441 22,883,291

November* 13,103,250 23,458,970 21,765,361

December

'Figures revised i

LNA-BAR: Gross

13,280,610

s of 2/10/60.

Time Costs Only.

23,935,048 21,453,811
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DIG THAT UPSIDE-DOWN BEAT
^ Bill Savitt, 'Idea-a-minute' Hartford jeweler, says

he'll gladly stand on his head to satisfy the customers

^ His more than 300 radio spots a week, replete with

catchy slogans, spearhead public service-oriented drive

SAVITT means it when he

says he'll do headstands

for customer, worthy causes

KSill Savitl is expanding again.

This makes five times in 25 year!

the voluble jeweler has had to er|

large his Hartford, Conn., store,

has moved from a one-man "hole iJ

the wall" operation back in 1919 t-j

a thriving enterprise now employing

more than 50 people.

Cunningham & Walsh v.p. E. WaJ
lace Lawrence recently made whs

was to have been a brief visit t|

Savitt's store, but it turned into

four-hour session. "There's a lot t

learn from that master merchandi

er," Lawrence told SPONSOR. "He|

an idea-a-minute man, and what]

more, puts the ideas to work."

For 30 consecutive years, Sav itj

has been making massive use of radii

to put over those ever-flowing promc

tional ideas of his. The Savitt radii

philosophy is "domination, repeti]

tion, saturation." In practice, thi

currently adds up to more than 30||

spots a week over four Hartford sta

tions (WCCC, WHAY, WP0P,WTICj
round the clock, throughout the yeaJ

Savitt feels any time of the day oi

night is ripe for radio spots. As h

puts it, "The radio audience is a

ways there. Only difference betwee

one time and another is you reac

different groups, and I want to reac

them all." He uses minutes for th

most part, all e.t.'s, and delivers quit

a few himself.

Slogans play a large part in Sav

itt's radio advertising. He has

backlog of them, which in their al

breviated form resemble the alpha

bet of New Deal agencies. Ther

was B.A.B.B. (Buy America's Bes

Brands); G.W.W.W. (Good Wil

Works Wonders), and S.S.I.S. (Savit

Sells International Sterling), to nam

a few.

The present-day favorite is P.O.

M.G. (Peace of Mind Guaranteed)

rarely absent from a Savitt radio spot

There's an e.t. with the message tha

customers can charge purchases

Savitt's with P.O.M.G.—i.e. payment

are arranged at customer's conveni

ence; no payments are necessary dur

ing illness or unemployment and,

the purchase is not satisfactory

36
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rere's "prompt exchange or cheerful

fund."

Another e.t. states that women who
;ar a Savitt "5-D" diamond setting

ralk on air with P.O.M.G." That's

icause "their diamonds are safe in

eir 5-D settings. Their diamonds

ok the way a diamond should

—

uly beautiful and brilliant. And if

eir diamonds ever need attention,

ey can come in to Savitt's for any

rvice required, without paying one

nt for it."

Last Christmas Savitt spots greeted

artford listeners with, "May it be a

lerry Christmas and a P.O.M.G.

oliday for all." The store's e.t.'s

Iso included a holiday warning:

Make it a P.O.M.G. weekend in

onnecticut. Don't drive your car

you suspect some mechanical trou-

le, and don't push your car's speed

I'eyond safe and sane speed limits."

Bill Savitt claims that people in

lartford who don't know what P.O.-

I.G. means are few* and far between,

fio, Foote, Cone & Belding senior v.p.

Ilwood Whitney decided to put this

p a little test. On a recent field trip

o Hartford he picked up the tele-

>hone, dialed Operator and asked

ler what P.O.M.G. means. Her im-

nediate replv : "Peace of Mind Guar-

anteed."

Another slogan that finds its way
nto the spots is "See Savitt and

.ou'll have it." SPONSOR got some in-

of how this one is doing

vhen it contacted Fred Newell of the

Brand Names Foundation, New York.

To the query, "Do you know Bill

he replied, "Oh, sure, 'See

^avitt and you'll have it.'

"

Savitt also frequently uses the

motto "I stand on my head and bend

over backwards to give the custom-

ers what thev want." In fact, head-

standing has become such a Savitt

symbol that from time to time he

awards trophies with head-standing

figurines to outstanding members of

the community.

Savitt is the founder and president

of WCCC, Hartford. Though many
of his jewelry store spots are aired

over this station, he says that as a

matter of ethics he uses the other sta-

tions more than his own. He doesn't

think it would be fair to WCCC's

SAVITT: ALL-OUT FOR THE COMMUNITY

I b

I

I

t

1
f

ICCj

licatior

(Please turn to page 52)
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**

VICTIM of bicycle theft is presented with new English model by Bill Savitt (I), Hartford

jeweler and pres. of WCCC. Savitt builds good will for store and station with such deeds

RED CROSS is one of causes that can always count on Savitt for unstinting support,

learned that during the 1955 floods when he devoted a barrage of radio spots to its appeal
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IT AIN'T WORTH A SHRU
A SPONSOR SPOOFER

One case concerns the mysterious appearance in a

given week of parakeets on tv—either the birds

themselves, discussions about them, or set designs

that utilized parakeet cages. Investigation revealed

it -was "Parakeet Week." and an industrious "plug"

man with an ample payola budget had managed to

persuade writers, set designers and performers to

inject "something about parakeets" into their respec-

tive shows, one of which was "Playhouse 90."

—

Marie Torre in the N. Y. Herald Tribune.

scene: The office of Cadmium Rubble, creative v.p. of

Caber, Tossing & Haggis Agency. Cadmium is seated in

his overstuffed olive chair before a mammoth desk of ver-

mouth-finished teak. Gingerly perched upon a lesser seal

across the desk from him is Kapok Peavey, tv/radio pro-

ducer. Cadmium's face uears the same look of enraged

bewilderment that might cross the countenance of El Toro

at "the moment of truth." Peavey is a study in sheer alarm.

i LDMIUM: Would it interest you to hear, Peavey, that I

have watched tv every night this week? That is to say, l\

been monitoring every blessed one of our accounts' show

kapok: [Nervously) Er, really, sir? But you always ga\

me to understand you were too busy creating ahead to vie

the fruits of past labors.

cadmium : Let's say that I've been remiss. Let's also sa

I seem to have been delegating too much authority to a

incompetent.

kapok: i Rigid uith fright) Oh, sir, I hope nothing wj

wrong

!

cadmium: (Slowly, uith venom) Lets start with h

night's Pepperpot Playhouse production of "Macbeth."

got the distinct impression that right in the middle of tl

banquet scene, a water buffalo walked across the set.

KAPOK: i Feigning surprise* A water buffalo. Mr. Rubbk
cadmium: Didn't you notice it, Peavey? Or am I seein

imaginary water buffaloes?

KAPOK: I'd be the last to suggest such a thing.

cadmium : Lucky for you. Because I know damn well th

was a water buffalo I saw ! ( Picks up a book and pitches i

at Peavey i. There's a copy of "Macbeth." I defy you t

find one place in it where Shakespeare wrote. "Enter wata
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«!F IT AIN'T GOT THAT PLUG
iffalo." Anyhow, what the blazes would a water buffalo

: doing in ancient Scotland?

VPOK: You can't tell about Scotland, sir. Remember the

)ch Ness monster.

iDMIUM: Rubbish! The water buffalo is a wild ox of

idia now domesticated in most of the warm parts of Asia.

nd that's a helluva long way from Scotland.

jlPOK: Gosh, Mr. Rubble, you're a real fount of knowl-

ige.

^dmium: Oh, I know all about the water buffalo. For
cample, its scientific name is Bubalus bubalus. Care to

>k where I learned all this, Peavey?
APOK: {Fidgeting) Er, I wasn't about to, sir, but

—

vdmium: Well, I'll tell you anyway. Tuesday, I watched
ur Forum For Eggheads. Since you're producing that one
»o, I presume you remember the subject for the panel

iscussion?

apok: Yes, indeed. "Geriatrics and Juvenile Delin-

uency."

admium: Then how come that Harvard professor and the

Jnator from Indiana almost came to blows over the gesta-

on period of the water buffalo?

.-

PONSOR 20 FEBRUARY 1960

kapok: I'm afraid I didn't ca-ca-catch that part, sir.

CADMIUM: Well, I did. And the sponsor did. He phoned
the Old Man about it, said they might be dropping CT&H.
It's also very possible we'll be losing Aunt Euphalia's Phil-

adelphia Pepperpot account because of that blasted buffalo

in "Macbeth." Need I remind you, Peavey, that winter is

far from over and it gets mighty cold standing in line wait-

ing for your unemployment compensation?

KAPOK: (Teeth a-chatter) N-N-No, sir. That is, you needn't

remind me, sir.

cadmium : Then perhaps you'll stop squirming long enough

to explain why there was a water buffalo or some mention

of water buffaloes on every one of our shows this week.

kapok: {Weakly) Oh, my! Really? Every one?

cadmium: That's what I said. Right in the middle of

Sibelius' "Rakastava Opus 14" on Format Philharmonic,

one of those beasts charged into the orchestra and upended

the tympani. And on the Tally-ho Tractor Hour, I all but

flipped when a water buffalo turned up in the live commer-

cial. Good heavens, Peavey, don't you realize that in the

Orient, the buffalo and the tractor are in direct competi-

(Please turn to page 54)
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Should you marry your co-sponsor4

^ Here's what happened when baker and meat packer

used 'togetherness' to stretch alternate-week budgets

^ Sponsors tied knot with joint commercials, creating

demand which brought combined stocking and displays

I wo can live cheaper than one on

tv if your product is compatible with

another. So \^ eimar Packing Co.

< \^ heeling. \^ est \ a. i and Nickles

Baking Co. < Navarre. Ohio I are hard

at work on the mechanic* of co-spon-

soring a syndicated film show.

Both sponsors— a regional meat

packer and a regional bakery—had

certain requirements that called for

a Thursday night tv showcasing: a

strong reminder for weekend shop-

ping lists, demonstrations of weekend

snacks, and new ideas for family

meals. Four Just Men on WRFT-TV
seemed to fill the bill for both of

them.

Thev talked over the usual alter-

nate sponsorship arrangements, then

decided to discard that strategy in

favor of a joint advertising strategy.

"A hot dog bun isn't very appealing

without the hot dog.
v

said Bill Foose,

\^ eimer sales manager. ""By the same

token a mouth-watering hamburger

making nice noises in a skillet is

twice as appetizing when it s placed

on a fresh-from-the-oven bun.'

\^ orking around the clock, the two

companies began to fuse their two

campaigns in time for the show's 7

January kickoff. Agencies for both

sponsors spent the dav reviewing

each other's commercials: sales man-

agers huddled over distribution and

marketing maps and swapped plans

for the merchandising of the show to

supermarkets.

A new series of commercials was

mapped out and a new merchandising

"PERFECT MARRIAGE" calls for compatible products, say Nicltles Bakery mgr. Emil Snyder

(I) and Weimer Meat's sales mgr. Bill Foose, whose tv campaign is jointly merchandised

plan set up. Gutman Advertising

Wheeling i for Weimer I and C
wold Eshleman in Cleveland

Nickles i agreed that the new co

mercials should not be overloa

with copy points for either produ

but should emphasize copv appeals

one product and the "indispensi

ity" of the other.

Demonstration was considered

important in establishing the re

tionship between the two produ

c

Close-ups were emphasized in t

filmed commercials after the see

was set with a variety of familv si

ations. each leading to the prepa

tion of the meal or snack. A bre

commercial, for example, built arou

the preparation of toast is finish

off with a shot of the toast on a ph

with two fried eggs and some Weim
Little Pig Sausage. The filmed col

mercials were alternated with li<

ones, again showing Weimer ai

Nickles products being used togethe

Supermarket displavs were creat

combining the two products,

meat counter compliments the bre^

rack, the bread rack compliments t

meat counter.'" says Weimer's B
Foose.

""Of course the new displays yx

didn't come about overnight."

explains. '"Their larger size mea:

that room had to be made for the

It became easier after the show h

been on the air for a couple of wee

and shoppers began to ask for t

two products together. It was simpli

for supermarket managers to put t

products side by side than kea
giving directions all day."

The tie-in of the two products I

being emphasized in other media thJ

each uses and in station promotkrl

for the show. Now in its sever a

week, the joint campaign has prn

duced measurable results for ben

products. Savs Foose. "This thi.il

has worked like a charm. Alrea II

we are feeling results from it, pa^

ticularlv in our southern territori

where WTRF-TV is very strong."

""The combined budgets are givi i

both companies the strength of a

every-week sponsorship."' says Nickl

Bakery manager. Emil Snyder, "b

we only pay alternate week bills."
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RATINGS IN USE IN TOP 20 RADIO/TV AGENCIES
Here's a summary of sponsor survey—detailed breakdown on following pages

c/>

TYPE OF REPORT

NATIONAL NETWORK

"S MULTI-CITY NETWORK

LOCAL RATINGS

NETWORK

LOCAL

RATING SERVICE

NUMBER OF

AGENCIES
USING

American Research Bureau 6
A. C. Nielsen (NTI) 20

ARB (1 -city Arbitron) 6
Nielsen (24 markets) 17
Pulse (22 markets) 1

Trendex (25 markets) 6

ARB 18
Nielsen 12
Pulse

Nielsen (NRI) 12

Hooper
Nielsen

8
10

Pulse 9

iiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^

Brewing: the battle of the ratings

^ Competition stiffens as Nielsen expands service, ARB

goes ahead with plans for instantaneous national ratings

^ Here's scorecard of services now in use, based on

SPONSOR'S survey of 20 top agencies in air media

I he competitive climate of the rat-

ings business has always been a hot

one, but it's boiling nowadays.

As ARB and Nielsen battle it out

for dominance in tv ratings, the ques-

tion of what rating service to use

may become critical. This is especial-

ly apparent in view of the feeling

among some agency researchers that

an either-or decision as between using

Nielsen and ARB must inevitably be

made by the ad houses.

To shed light on the current stand-

ing of the rating services, sponsor

talked to the top 20 air media agen-

cies. Purpose of the interviews was to

find what services each subscribes to

currently and, importantly, to what

parts of each service.

The chart at the top of this page

summarizes the findings, while the

following two pages present the pic-

ture agency by agency. Nielsen makes

a virtual grand slam among the top

20 air agencies with its national re-

ports, while the American Research

Bureau holds nearly the same posi-

tion with its local ratings. Even as

ARB goes ahead with plans for in-

stantaneous national ratings, the cur-

rent subscription list for its national

diary reports stands at six out of 20,

and its seven-city Arbitron is in use

by six out of the same 20.

With the rating, as well as cover-

age situation in a state of flux, here's

a timebuyer's-eye view of what's at;

stake on the tv side:

Network ratings: Nielsen's top dog

position in national network ratings

is being challenged by ARB on two

fronts. First, ARB's semi-annual

sweeps will shovel up gobs of com-

prehensive data on network viewing,

including detailed breakdowns of pro-

grams by stations, regions and farm

vs. non-farm, etc., plus "qualitative"

audience data of various sorts. More

important is ARB's determination to

push aside the Nielsen network Audi-

meter service (NTI) with its own na-

tional service that would not only be

metered but instantaneous. Though
ABC has broken the solid front
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among the networks in their appar-

ent desire not to renew NTI, ARB is

going ahead with its plans. It is not

clear at this point just when ARB
will deliver its national instantaneous

-ample, and particularly, whether the

firm will meet its fall 1960 deadline.

In the field of multi-city popularity

ratings for network shows, four

services now supply data: (1) Niel-

sen with its 24-city Audimeter sam-

ple, (2) ARB with its seven-city in-

stantaneous meter sample, (3) Tren-

dex with its 25-city telephone coinci-

dental and (4) Pulse with its 22-city

personal interview data. ARB's seven-

city Arbitron has made a dent in the

competition and Nielsen has speeded

HERE IS RATING SERVICE SUBSCRIBER PATTERN AMONG
TELEVISION

AGENCY
NATIONAL

(Diary)

ARB

LOCAL
(Diary)t

7-CITY

ARBITRON
(Meter)

JWT • • •

McCANN •

Y&R •

BATES • •

BBDO •** • •

B&B

COMPTOJS •

BURNETT • • •**

D-F-S •

AYER •

K&E • •

ESTY •

L&N

FC&B • • •

C&W • •

SSCB • •

CAMPBELL-EWALD • •

GREY •

D'ARCY • •

WADE

NATIONAL
(Meter)

NIELSEN

LOCAL
(Meter & diary)

24-CITY

(Meter)

Chart ll«t« full-time subscribers unless otherwise indicated. 'Uses partial market list. "Fall only. tEicept in New York City area where Arbitron is used
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up its multi-city reports (MNA) as

a consequence.

Local ratings: Two massive devel-

opments are taking place on the local

level. ARB's first national sweep in

November brought to fruition its

promise to measure all local viewing

in the U. S. at one time (at least,

among telephone homes). Delays in

delivering information marred the

debut of the first semi-annual sweep

—delays which ARB ascribed mainly

to its computer's inability to digest

and print all the information fast

enough. At presstime, it appeared

that practically all local reports were

delivered or ready for delivery. But

(Please turn to page 54)

TOP 20 AIR MEDIA AGENCIES SURVEYED BY SPONSOR
TELEV

PULSE
LOCAL 22-CITY

(Personal (Personal

interview) interview)

ISION
TRENDEX

25-CITY

POPULARITY RPT. ADVERTISERS RPT.

(Phone) (Phone)

HOOPER

LOCAL
(Phone)

RADIO
NIELSEN

NATIONAL LOCAL
(Meter) (Meter & diary)

PULSE
LOCAL

(Personal

interview)

1 • • • •

i • • • •* •

• • • • •

- • •

j •

l

|

1

!

• • • • •

1 • •

• • •

j

• •

i

•
.

• •

i • •

J • i

• • •

• • • • •

•

• •

-

• •

' JPlus 22-city net radio report position.

j
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As film men firm up their sales plans, SPONSOR ASKS:

What's ahead for

syndicated film programing
Film syndicators discuss how
sponsors, stations and networks

will be affected by new program-

ing trends in first-runs and reruns

Robert Seidelman, dir. of syndication,

Screen Gems, Inc., New York

Three things: (1) fewer but, I ex-

pect, better first-run programs, (2)

fewer off-network reruns and (3)

more and better public service shows.

Better first-

runs, fewer

off-netivork

reruns

That's my best guess. I'll explain

my reasons for each point:

(1) There will be fewer first-run

series because there are fewer active

producer-distributor organi z a t i o n s

.

The syndication business has been

tough the past year or so. Stations

have had a scarcity of good time and

an abundance of shows to fill it with.

As a result small operators, and even

some of the bigger ones, have been

pulling out of first-run distribution.

(2) Reruns will be fewer because

producers have been committing

greater residual payments to top

talent, in the face of a generalized

tightening of the syndication market.

Unless the show was a hit on net-

work, which engenders a huge de-

mand for it in syndication, they may
never make their residual talent costs

back on the rerun trail. A hit net-

work show is, of course, another

story. A Father Knows Best, if

you'll excuse the plug, stands to make
as much in rerun as it did in first

run. But a series with a long and

high track record like that can often

find a very nice network rerun sale.

Hence, the syndication market stands

to gain neither the very weak nor the

very strong network shows.

(3) Admittedly, it's the networks,

not the stations, that have drawn the

direct fire of the investigations and

scandals. The stations seem to have

found safety in their numbers. But

the stations can't expect to escape

forever. For the sake of good faith,

they'll have to strengthen their public

service schedules. If they do register

increased interest in informational

programs, the syndicators will have

to come up with them. Until now, the

public service shows that have gone

into syndication have mostly been

low-priced, low-rating products. If

the demand increases, the quality' of

showmanship can too. Medicine

1960, a videotape program showing

pioneering medical work as it actu-

ally happens in hospitals, outdrew

Maverick in a preliminary run in

San Francisco. As an incidental

effect, an uptrend in public service

can spur the use of tape in syndica-

tion, since there will be many formats

in this category that will lend them-

selves to tape production, more than

traditional drama-adventures.

Robert F. Lewine, v.p., programs,

CBS Films Inc., New York

A continued quest for quality, the

steady use of established names, con-

Quality must

meet net

programing

competition

tinued concentration on action-adven-

ture and, in the case of CBS Films,

more emphasis on location shooting

will, it seems to me, be the main in-

gredients of any successful syndicated

program in 1960.

From the average viewer's point of

view, there is no difference today be-

tween a syndicated show and a net-

work show. He cares little whether

the show he is watching is seen out-

side his own city. He cares only that

the show entertains him. As a result,

the syndicator's shows must compete,

in terms of quality, with the best the

networks can produce.

The chasm that once existed be-

tween network and syndicated pro-

graming has been narrowed year by

year. No longer are syndicated pro-

grams walled in a programing ghetto

reflecting low-rent district thinking.

Syndication competes with network

programing in the same arena now
and it will be a challenge in 1960 for

the syndicated programer to meet net-

work competition head on.

The syndicator, however, must

move into this battle for quality with

a smaller budget and therefore can-

not afford the same production values.

Because of these factors, his job re-

quires greater ingenuity and resource-

fulness. This is why we at CBS Films

are turning to producers rich in net-

work and feature film experience.

This, too, is why we will be attempt-

ing more shows made on location.

We know there is no set or backdrop

as effective as the real thing.

Of the four tv programs CBS Films

is preparing for syndication in 1960,

three will be made on location. Turn-

pike will use the New Jersey Turn-

pike and adjacent areas as its main

background. 36 Maiden Lane will

be filmed in Manhattan's insurance

district as well as on the docks, in

the markets and along the streets

that make up the Manhattan pano-

rama. The Brothers Brannagan is

using Phoenix and Scottsdale, Ariz.,

and surrounding mountains and

desert land as its center of operation.

Because action-adventure shows

have, in the recent past, been the

most successful syndicated properties,

I can see no substantial change in

that formula for the coming year.

This type of show gets the ratings

(many of them better than their net-

work competition) and sells the ad-

vertiser's product. But action-adven-

ture is not enough by itself—there

must be an original approach to each

new series to insure its success.
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in 1960?
Each new series will put its best

foot forward if it can supply an

established name. Aside from the

obvious values of such a procedure,

there is the added advantage of the

promotion, merchandising and over-

all marketability of a prominent per-

sonality at distributor, dealer and

customer levels. He becomes a spokes-

man for the product and a worthy

by-product of the advertiser's pro-

gram.

Richard B. Morros, Richard B. Morros

Productions, New York

The recent investigations begun by
the Government into the broadcast

media have brought forth an "Era of

Truth," particularly on the network

level. This feeling will definitely be

Investigations

will result in

public service

trend

reflected in the syndicated picture

although possibly not as fast as it will

in the network situation. Syndicators

will naturally attempt to jump on the

bandwagon and follow suit as quickly

as production will allow. Unfortu-

nately, this type of "following the

trend" production has never produced

a high percentage of successes. I be-

lieve that this is most comparable to

the trends and fads which have existed

in the motion picture industry from

the days of the first sound pictures,

musicals, westerns, gangsters, color,

wide-screen, 3-D and scented films.

In motion pictures they added color

or 3-D for no reason. But now we
have to find a new item completely.

The current trend is for less private

eyes, westerns, and more programing
of a "do-good" nature (public serv-

ice, public information).

For example, it has been an estab-

(Please turn to page 71)

For CHANNEL 10 Rochester, New York

According to The Latest Nielsen Report:

CHANNEL 10
Carries

of Rochester's

TOP 12
Programs!

1. THE TEXAN ... 53.0

2. 6UNSM0KE 50.5

3. HAVE GUN, WILL TRAVEL... 50.0

4. FATHER KNOWS BEST 47.3

5. SEA HUNT 46:5

6. DENNIS THE MENACE ...... 46.1

7. ED SULLIVAN SHOW 45.4

9. PERRY MASON 43.2

10. TI6HTR0PE 42.5

U. MR. LUCKY 41.3

12. WANTED, DEAD OR ALIVE 40.8

Afternoons and Evenings, when TV Audiences are

Largest, CHANNEL lO's Share is

56% Noon to 6:00 P.M.

54% 6:00 P.M. to Midnight

"10" Has The LARGEST Share-of-Audience

Over-all, Sign-On Tq Sign-OFF!
*Nielson 4-week Survey, Oct. 12 to Nov. 8. 19S9

CHANNEL lO
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

(WVET-TV • WHEC-TV) CBS BASIC ABC AFFILIATE

THE BOLLING CO. INC. • NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES • EVERETT McKINNEY. INC.
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EVERY MINUTE

OF THE DAY

MORE PEOPLE

/more men, more women, \
^more teeners / more childreny

IN SAN ANTONIO

ARE LISTENlNGTO

KONO RADIO
THAN TO ANY
OTHER STATION

*os computed by PULSE
and by HOOPER

!

Represented by

KATZ AGENCY
5000 Watts • 860 KC

JACK ROTH, Mgr.

SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
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National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

RADIO BUYS
Ford Motor Corp., M-E-L Div., Dearborn: Mercury schedules

start 14 March in markets throughout the country. Placements are

for traffic and day minutes, 20-30 per week per market frequencies.

Buyers: Lou Kennedy and Bob Morton. Agency: Kenyon & Eck-

hardt, New York.

Bristol-Myers Co., New York: Going into 30-40 markets for Trig

men's deodorant. Schedules begin 22 February for six weeks, with

announcements of all lengths being used. Buyer: Ed Koehler. Agency:

BBDO, New York.

Bristol-Myers Co., New York: Schedules start 29 February for

Mum cream in roughly the top 50 markets: Daytime minutes. 10 to

15 per week per market, are being set for 25 weeks. Buyer: Don

Miller. Agency: DCSS, New York.

TV BUYS
American Motors Corp., Detroit: Campaign kicks off 2 March for

the Rambler. Night minutes are being placed for four weeks. Buyer

:

Betty Powell. Agency: Geyer, Morey, Madden & Ballard, Inc., N. Y.

Nestle Co., Inc., White Plains: New activity on Nestea begins 1

March in about 40 markets. Six-week buy is for daytime minutes

and 20's, ranging from five to 20 spots per week per market. Buyer:

Jane Podester. Agency: McCann-Erickson, New York

American Oil Co., New York: Placing five-minute news, weather

and sports shows in East Coast markets where Amoco dealers are

heavily concentrated. Schedules start 1 March for 52 weeks. Associ-

ate media director: Bob Rowell. Agency: Joseph Katz Co., N. Y.

Corn Products Co., New York: Schedule of day and fringe night

minutes for NuSoft, six to 12 per week per market, starts 6 March.

Run is for six weeks in about 25 markets. Buyer: Judy Bender.

Agency: McCann Erickson, New York.

RADIO-TV BUYS
Kraft Foods, Div. of National Dairy Products Corp., Chicago:

Planning its 1960 radio campaign for Miracle Whip. Schedules of

daytime announcements will run in a series of flights, 29 February

through 10 September in the top markets. Ron Stack buys at J.

Walter Thompson Co., Chicago. In tv, 21 markets pick up Kraft

Parkay. Daytime campaign is four to eight weeks, depending on

market. Phil Morrow buys at Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.

State Farm Insurance Cos., Bloomington, 111.: Buying supple-

mentary spot radio/tv to fill in markets not carrying its CBS net-

work show, Game Of The Week. On tv, State is looking for news-

weather slots. Both radio and tv lists are short, and schedule length

varies with market and budget. Buyer: Don DeCarlo. Agency: Need-

ham, Louis & Brorby, Chicago.
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...in Cleveland, particularly The monthly game of

musical chairs-to see who's first-has taken a dramatic new

turn. A year ago WHK couldn't even get into the game, as

listeners virtually turned a tone-deaf ear. But that was be-

fore Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation began present-

ing its new orchestration of service, news and showmanship.

Today, WHK is firmly established among the virtuosos, ac-

companying your selling message with Cleveland's second

largest audience.* The score is available from Blair, or Gen-

eral Manager Jack Thayer (EXpress 1-5000).

Division of Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation UIGV6I3I1QWHK



Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

BAKERIES
SPONSOR: West Baking Co. AGENCY: Luke Walton

Capsule case history: For 35 years, the West Baking Co.

has been highly respected by Indianapolis consumers. The

firm stood fourth in the market and was determined to be

first. West set up a budget of 890,000, 65% for spot tv.

The bakery used WISH-TV. Indianapolis, and two other sta-

tions. Approximately 300 spots kicked off the campaign.

62% I.D.'s. Filmed commercials were used comprising three

steps: a jingle, on-the-spot photography and production art.

West's "soft twist" bread superiority is sung in the jingle

"the secret's in the twisting." Viewers then see bakery work-

ers twisting the dough to eliminate bad texture and air

bubbles. Results: West Baking marked up an 80% increase

in total sales of baked goods. The success is even more

amazing considering that the firm's distribution is almost

entirely outside of chain stores, where heavy volume is

normally done. Approximately 86% of West's distribution

is in independent stores, whose sales are comparatively small.

WISH-TV, Indianapolis Announcements

MOVIE HOUSES
SPONSOR: Paramount Theatre AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: To promote a recent film at the

Paramount Theatre in Monroe, La., its manager, Ted Hat-

field, purchased a spot campaign on KNOE-TV. In order to

accommodate the tv schedule, Hatfield cut back his news-

paper campaign and ran I.D.'s between Six 0'Clock News and

Sports Whirl, I.D.'s in nighttime and minute participations

in Showboat. Total cost: $150. The promotion ran one

week prior to opening night and three days during the show-

ing. As a direct result, Hatfield reported, every one of the

2,200 seats was filled for six consecutive nights. So success-

ful was the campaign that Paramount Gulf, the parent com-

pany now contributes from $150 to $200 to advertise Para-

mount's bill on KNOE-TV. "It was more than I had expected

when the house was filled every night," said Hatfield. KNOE-

TV, I find, is not really a competitor at all. but a verv strong

ally." Hatfield has now revamped his advertising, and the

budget is split: 90% to television and 10% to the newspapers.

KNOE-TV, Monroe Announcements

4;;

RECORD COMPANIES
SPONSOR: Gilmar Record Co. AGENCY: Gilbert & Benton

Capsule case history: Gilmar Record Co.'s first spot cam-

paign on WTOL-TY, Toledo, paid off handsomely and in

immediate sales. The record company offered 18 popular

tunes recorded on three 45 rpm disks, and although the

schedule was for only three weeks, 9,888 orders were placed

by viewers. Gilmar's contract with the station was for seven-

teen 60-second announcements per week in B and C time.

Looking for a diversified family audience, the bulk of the

schedule was placed in Romper Room. The Three Stooges and

the early evening Paramount feature film segment, and was

augmented with adjacencies to CBS network presentations.

This well-balanced schedule reached the audience it wanted,

and an effective commercial was delivered using station an-

nouncers over slides with an e.t. background. The impressive

sales resulted in Gilmar considering WTOL-TV as part of it?

regular station list, and a second three-week campaign has

now been bought with basically the same schedule lineup.

WTOL-TV, Toledo Announcements

AUTOMOBILES
SPONSOR: Bob Tipps Motor Co. AGENCY: Direc

Capsule case history: Bob Tipps Motor Co., a Lincoln

Mercury dealer of Tyler, Texas, decided to purchase a spot tv

schedule on KLTV, also Tyler, in order to promote a special

sale of Mercury cars. Tipps used a saturation campaign of

eight live spots on a Monday night between 4:45 p.m. and

11 p.m. During each announcement a Mercury car was

displayed and Tipps announced that his downtown show-

room would be open until midnight that evening. Viewers

were asked to call or come in and make a "real deal at

unheard of low prices." Total cost to Tipps after earnec

discounts was $330. Before the evening had ended the motor

companv had sold six Mercury cars, and the following da}

several additional units were sold. Tipps reported tha:

customers had responded from as far as 100 miles away ir

Paris, Texas. "Only television with its ability to reach all o:

the Tyler-Longview -Greggton area and outlying cities coulc

produce such immediate results for our agency." said Tipps

KLTV, Tyler Announcement
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NSI SURVEY—KALAMAZOO-GRAND RAPIDS AREA

(November, 1959)

STATION TOTALS FOR AVERAGE WEEK

HOMES DELIVERED PERCENT OF TOTAL

WKZO-TV STATION B WKZO-TV STATION B

Mon. thru Fri.

9 a.m.-Noon 57,000 29,300 66% 34%
Noon-3 p.m. 72,100 38,900 65% 35%
3 p.m.-6 p.m. 62,100 43,600 58% 42%

Sun. thru Sat.

6 p.m.-9 p.m. 141,600 81,300 63% 37%
9 p.m.-Midnight 117,800 62,400 65% 35%

BUT... On WKZO-TV You'll Meet The

Smiths, Joneses And Everyone Else

In Kalamazoo -Grand Rapids!

Whatever their names, more people in Kalamazoo-
Grand Rapids listen to WKZO-TV than to any other

station.

WKZO-TV delivers more homes than Station 'B' in

398 of 450 competitive quarter hours surveyed, Sunday
through Saturday (see NSI Survey, at left). And ARB
(April 17-May 14, 1959) also gives'WKZO-TV an over-

whelming lead in popularity—No. 1 spot in 74.6% of

all quarter hours surveyed.

That's the story on WKZO-TV. If you want all the rest

of outstate Michigan worth having, add WWTV, Cadillac,

to vour WKZO-TV schedule.

%Smith is the most common name in the U.S., borne by approximately 1,504,000 persons.

She 9*efeek yUcvtionb

WKZO-TV — GRAND RAPIDS KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KAIAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV— CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOLN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

WMBD-TV— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

"WKZO-TV
100,000 WATTS • CHANNEL 3 • TOOO' TOWER

Studios in Both Kalamazoo and Grand Rapids

For Greater Western Michigan

Aver/Knode/, Inc., Exclusive National Representative*
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SMOKE PACT
{Continued from page 3"

Dow that action will be

ased—unless the defection is obvi-

flagrant. Thus it might be hard

to read the "1955 Tobacco Guide" to-

day and believe that it has been fol-

lowed to the letter. What will hap-

pen eventually to the new "Guide" is

anybody's guess. But since the volun-

tary agreement of game rules has

worked in such areas as the major

leagues in baseball or in the nation-

al Collegiate Athletic Association.

there is little reason why they cannot

be followed on Madison Avenue. This

is the hope of the FTC and the adver-

tising industry.

• The pattern: If. as Kintner h

the technique of bringing together

the tobacco companies can be applied

to other industries, then it can be

expected that drug and food indus-

tries may be called upon to reduce

their claims shortly. Gasolines, al-

ready under suspicion because of oc-

tane claims, may get the invitation

too. Tires, since they once complied,

might be asked to comply again: it

would at least serve a p.r. purpose.

WOC-T
FOR BEST COVERAGE IN THE
NATION'S 47th TV MARKET
(Davenport, Iowa — Rock Island — Moline, Illinois)

Here is a 42-county market with a fine balance of rich

farming communities and booming industrial centers

the largest market between Chicago and Omaha . . .

Minneapolis and St. Louis ... the 4"th TV market in

the nation.

POPULATION
FARM POPULATION

EFFECTIVE BUYING INCOME

GROSS FARM INCOME
RETAIL SALES

1,632,100*

322,300

$2,879,387,000*

$1,213,506,000

2,042,037,000*

Col B \ P>b

VJCI PRES A TRJ
D D Pilmer

SLAM)

•10UNE

r.Rjrnv voodvard. inc
• TlONAl REPRESENTATTVES

'Soles Monogement » Survey of Buying Power — 195?

WOC-TV is No. 1 in the

nation's 474 TV market—lead-

ing in TV homes [438.480 ).

monthly coverage and weekly

circulation — day and night —
as reported in the Nielson

Coverage Service No. 3. Spring.

1958. For further facts and lat-

est availabilities, call your PG^'
Colonel . . . NOW!

WOC-TV Dovenport. lowo is pon of Centrol

Broodcosting Co , which olso owns ond operotes
WHO-TV ond WHO Rodio. Des Moines, lowo

Soap?, detergent? and household

cleansers could be in line for some

housecleaning of their own advertis-

ing. Happily, the brewing industry

has gone off its "dry" and "non-

fermented sugar" kicks.

The FTC told sponsor it had be-

gun no similar moves into other in-

dustries to date. If it does, it may
find a harder row to hoe than it had

with tobacco. But the hoeing is not

impossible. FTC still swin.-

cluh over such fields as drugs, foods,

health devices, cosmetics, as well as

other products which may be misrep-

resented by an advertiser. Its teeth

have been showing of late and the

U. 5. public—since its recent disillu-

sionment with many advertising prac-

tices—has learned there is such a

thing as FTC. where it headqua-

and has become considerably less shy

about writing in complaints. If it

receives a bigger budget from the

government, it will be in a still more

favorable position to institute legal

proceedings against offenders.

The cigarette treaty could lead to

similar accords in other industries.

It could also serve as a deterrent to

other industries to pull up their reins

on unsubstantiated claims before the

boom is lowered. ^
LOCAL TV
[Continued from pa-ge _

how are stations and syndica:

meeting the problem? Lastly, how

can broadcasters and sponsors learn

from each other's experiences in this

increasingly important a:~

One crux of local programing is,

of course, the availability of choice

time periods. A new plan accepted

bv all three networks will devote one

half hour weekly to public affairs in

prime time, with stations controling

this time every third week. Network

policies on this local week vary

slightly: at one extreme. CBS will

urge its owned stations and affiliates

to produce their own shows on mat-

ters of local importance, while at the

opposite extreme ABC will allow sta-

tions to do -whatever they choose to

do: NBC's policy appears to fall half-

way between those of the other two

networks. In any case, station; will

have to either produce their own pro-

grams, or else they will turn to dis-

tributors who specialize in programs

of this kind.

Other time will be available as well,

depending partly on station p
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PULSE again confirms WWVA leadership

in the Heart of Industrial America

Area survey rates WWVA first in

average audience seven days a week

• More audience than next three stations com-
bined from 6 AM to noon.

• More audience than next two stations from

noon to 6 PM.

• More than twice audience of nearest com-
petition at night.

• Qualitative study shows WWVA station most
people depend on.

• Qualitative figures show WWVA believability

300% more than all other Wheeling stations

combined.

In the Wheeling-Pittsburgh area

you know where you're going with

Only fulltime CBS network station

in the area • 50,000 watts • Call BLAIR

station
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Local schedules vary considerably

from network schedules wherever

time zone factors come into play and

in markets which are not part of

network lineups. Exactly how many
of these local time periods will join

the new trends depends ultimately on

the extent of economic support for

them by local and regional sponsors,

and on station-sponsor teamplav.

Just as important as the availability

of new time for public affairs shows

is the rise of money ear-marked for

public relations purposes.

Some of the most eager enthusiasts

for public affairs programs are broad-

casters and sponsors who have recent-

ly been embarrassed in Washington.

Other enthusiasts are the equivalent

of political lobbyists, companies

whose policies are affected by public

legislation and public opinion. Some
of these firms are not simply carrying

out a traditional and long-range mat-

ter of policy as is Jersey Standard.

They are involved in all the sudden

twists of a serious game and thev

are playing for keeps.

But they have spelled in large part

the coming-of-age of local tv's public

affairs and public relations on a com-

mercial basis. ^

'THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND'WHLI
Pulse proves that WHLI delivers the largest

daytime audience in the Adult, Quality-Buying

Major Long Island Market (Nassau County).

WHLI reaches The Fabulous Long Island Market,

the 6th Largest Market in the U. S.—a market

separate and distinct from New York City.

PULSE AUDIENCE SURVEY

MORNING AFTERNOON

WHLI 12 12
Network "A" 11 9

N.Y. Ind. Sta. 1 9 11

N.Y. Ind. Sta. 2 9 9

N.Y. Ind. Sta. 3 9 8

Network "B" 9 7

Network "C" 9 7

WHLI's BIG BONUS COVERAGE:

• POPULATION 5,449,400

• NET INCOME $12,693,318,000

• RETAIL SALES $6,473,726,000

Data:

Pulse Report

Nassau County, long Island. N Y
,

October 19-23, 1959

10,000 WATTS

WHLI
Imj luiMA

AM 1100

FM 9t3

HEMPSTEAD
LONG ISLAND. N Y

Represented by Gill Peroo

UPSIDE-DOWN BEAT
[Continued from page 37)

other advertisers if he monopolized

the station's time with his jewelry

store spots.

He has so many promotions going

for store and station, or both at the

same time, that it's difficult to keep

track. Often his store promotions are

closely associated with community af-

fairs, in which case they come in for

news coverage from air and print

media.

Here is a rundown of some Savitt

projects which have been building

good will, and business, for the man,

his store and station over the years:

• Sports—Savitt, formerly owner

of a local semi-pro ball club, still does

everything possible to further sports

in Hartford. He goes all-out for the

Insurance City open golf tournament

every year in his radio spots, once

ran a letter-writing contest on whv
the tournament is good for Hartford,

with 200 tickets to the matches for

winners. Letters had to be 35 words

or less—a boost for the store's ad-

dress, 35 Asylum St. Savitt particu-

larly encourages athletics for the

youngsters, awarding rings, trophies,

etc., to winning teams.

• Volunteer firemen—Savitt keeps

up on their achievements throughout

some 25 towns in the area, and peri-

odically salutes the outstanding
among them. WCCC sets up a ban-

quet for them, at which trophies from

the store are awarded.

• Mother's Day, Fathers Day.

Graduation Day— Bill Savitt never

lets these occasions go by without a

tie-in. Often his radio spots will in-

clude a gift offer for those mothers,

fathers and new graduates who write

in and explain what P.O.M.G. stands

for. Savitt figures he distributes

about 10,000 gifts each time. The

gifts are spoons, tie-clasps, charms,

etc., and Bill encourages recipients to

bring them in for free engraving of

initials or school seals—a friendly de-

vice for familiarizing them with the

store.

Whatever comes up in Hartford,

from a Red Cross drive to a visit by

Scandinavian Air Cadets, Savitt, his

jewelry store and his radio station

can usually be counted on to help

out. He's found that none of this

hurts his business. ^
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The WeeReBeL discusses "sales campaign ribbons" with Bert Mulligan, Broadcast Supervisor,

Compton Advertising. New York.

Hnue you heard what the UleeReBel

said to Comptoa dduertising?

'''We're rich in Columbus'.'

Average family income in the metropolitan trading area of Columbus, Georgia, is

higher than that of New York, Chicago or Detroit. In fact, only 24 other cities in

the U. S. beat it!

Over 85% of these better-than-average families own TV sets and WRBL-TV is

the only VHF in the market. WRBL Radio is Columbus' CBS Affiliate with imagi-

native adult programming . . . high fidelity sound, plus stereo! Call HOLLINGBERY
and let WeeReBeL in Columbus start building business for you.

WRBL
TV-CHANNEL 4 • RADIO-5000 WATTS

a toiumBus, GB.®
Represented by George P. Hollingbery Co
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AIN'T WORTH A SHRUG
[Continued from page 39 i

lion? That's product conflict, blast

it ! \^ hy even that lousy daytime

quarter-hour. Katie's Kitchen Kuli-

naries. featured a recipe for stuffed

water buffalo. {Phone rings; Cad-

mium answers it) Send him in. Miss

Murgafoos. ( Turns to Kapok) In

about two minutes, a guv will walk

in that door. I sent for him because

I"m going to get to the bottom of this

buffalo business. So if you have anv-

thing to confess, do it now. Peavev.

kapok: {Perspiring freely) Confess,

chief? But . . . but

—

cadmium: Oh. you're a sly one,

Peavev. Ever hear of International

Water Buffalo Week? Ever hear of

the Foundation for The Advancement
of Water Buffaloes?

kapok: Er. no, but it sounds like a

real public service.

cadmium: The Foundation is a client

of the public relations firm of Huff

& Sputter. Heard of them?
kapok: Name doesn't quite ring a

bell, sir.

cadmium: {Skeptical) Hmmm. Well,

the guy on his way in is Huff of Huff

& Sputter. Know him?
kapok: (At the last ditch) Er, I

just might have met him around
somewhere, but

—

cadmium: But you still persist you
can't place this guy Huff, this cham-
pion of water buffaloes?

peavey: Er. the name doesn't regis-

ter

—

cadmium: For your sake, I hope he

doesn't recognize you. Because if he
does, then I'll know it was you who
slipped in those buffalo plugs. (Turns
to door i Come in.

' Huff enters. Except for the live

cockatoo perched on his shoulder, he
looks just about like any other bright

young man about Madison Avenue.
He spots Peavey. who has slipped to

the floor in a vain attempt to pull the

rug over his head, rushes to him.)

hlff: Cousin Kapok! Boy, we sure

nailed down Buffalo Week ! Now next

week we're pushing cockatoos. Won-
derful birds, wonderful— I He pauses

as he hears a sharp, metallic click.

Cadmium has just cocked the hammer
of a .38 Banker's Special) Hev, what's

with that thing?

Cadmium: i Chuckling as he takes

aim l Well, you boys did such a great

job of "plugging," I figure I'll try my
hand at it too. ^
54

RATINGS BATTLE
^Continued from page 43 i

ARB was living with the embarrass-

ment of having some of its clients

receive November, December and

January reports about the same time.

Even before its first sweep ARB
was measuring more local markets

than the Nielsen Station Index NSI .

However, two weaknesses limited its

acceptance— (1) the fact that full

station coverage was not measured in

all markets and (2 i not all weeks of

the month were measured, under the

new ARB operation, this full cover-

age is measured via total homes
reached in all markets and is sup-

plemented by one-week four-week rat-

ings in metro areas.

Meanwhile, Nielsen has not been

idle. A determined expansion of NSI
tv services is underway. By some

time this spring. NSI will be measur-

ing tv audiences in 146 market areas

covering 231 cities. These areas, ac-

cording to Nielsen, account for 97 c
c

of all tv viewing in the U. S. Thus

the diary i ARB i will be pitted

against the diary-plus-meter i NSI i in

practicallv every corner of the ILS.

Coverage services: Following the

demise of BMB and its successor.

SAMS, in the early 50's. and with the

inability of the NAB to get an ac-

ceptable coverage service off the

ground. NCS has had the national

coverage service field all to itself.

ARB has been measuring coverage in

minor markets—via its "Abilene to

Zanesville" service, but this was never

intended to be more than supple-

mentary to existing NCS information.

With the November sweep under

its belt. ARB now has half of its first

national coverage service completed.

Next comes its spring sweep, the

averaging of data in both sweeps and

the release of coverage information

in the summer. Since sweeps will be

undertaken regularlv. ARB thus

promises a new coverage report an-

nually. ARB is currently making hay

with its argument that its 1959-60

coverage data will make NCS No. 3

obsolete. Nielsen counters with the

point that its NCS No. 4 will be based

on 1960 Census data while the first

ARB coverage service will not.

The types of information in both

coverage services are similar, which

may make the ratings battle even

more intense. ^

4
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It should
happen
to a dog

!

And yet it does! It happens to tft

best of us, time and time again. W
lavish care and money on or
footage to get them just right

to have prints turn up that are

off broadcast specifications.

The answer is—give your *~

tory time and money to do the

right! Then all your release pri

will be on the beam 1 00%.

For further information write:

Motion Picture Film Depa
'

EASTMAN KODAK COMP.

.

Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 17, N.Y.

Midwest Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive

Chicago 1, BL

West Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hoiywood, Calif.

or

W. J. German, Inc.

Agents for the sale and diriribiHion

Eastman Professional Motion Picture

Fort Lee, N. J.; Chicago, .;
Hollywood, Calif.
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Always shoot if on
You'll be glad you did

!
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New proof

of progress—

7 million worth-

in the

market on the move!

TAMPA -

ST. PETERSBURG

This giant new span of concrete and

steel, dedicated by Florida's Gover-

nor LeRoy Collins on January 15,

is the third bridge linking Florida's

Hillsborough County (Tampa) and

Pinellas County (St. Petersburg and

Clearwater).

Dominating Tampa - St. Petersburg,

"market on the move," is the station

on the move,WTVT—your most prof-

itable buy in the entire Southeast!

TOTAL SHARE OF AUDIENCE
48.6% Latest ARB

Check the Top 50 Shows!

ARB Nielsen

WTVT 37 WTVT 34
Station B 9 Station B 16

Station C 4 Station C O

56

Channel

TAMPA - ST. PETERSBURG

The WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC. • WKY/WKY-RADIO Oklahoma City • Represented by the Katz Agency
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They just won't give the dust a chance to settle on matters broadcasting and

advertising in this town: each week brings its new share of sensational developments.

Headline-making developments continue to emanate from the FTC, the FCC and, certainly

not least, the Harris Legislative Oversight subcommittee. To skim over the highlights:

• The FCC's plan for self-regulation by the industry has now been replaced by proposed

legislation on "payola" and quiz show rigging, which the commission hopes will bring net-

works, sponsors, agencies and station personnel into the legal picture.

• The FCC is also setting itself to conclude that the commission has some authority over

programing—with implications that nobody can foresee.

• The FTC lodges its first complaints about record "payola" against radio stations. The

first one named WNEX. Boston.

• The Harris subcommittee weaves along on its merry way, providing headlines to help

the reforms advocated in its latest report.

There is only one definite vote against the proposition that the FCC has some

power over station programing, reports from the FCC indicate: at the least, when

the votes are all counted, it will be 5-2.

The only question now remaining, apparently, is how far the commission should go in

reviewing radio/tv programing. Here the split will be violent, and a final decision may

take considerable time.

Commissioner Ford may possibly have reflected the final FCC vote in his Philadelphia

speech when he adopted the position taken by most of the big interests in broadcasting. This

would throw out promises to devote percentages of air time to specific types of broadcasting,

and percentage reports on actual programing. It would substitute narrative statements of

community needs and efforts to meet them.

The Doerfer suggestion that the ad industry and broadcasters get together to

review commercials and programs before they are aired has been met with a loud

silence from the two industries.

Nor has it been embraced in any other Washington quarters. Maybe he should have

stopped when he was ahead with his network public service idea.

The FCC has now asked Congress to make it a crime for anybody to rig quiz

shows or to offer to pay or to accept payment for airing of records or plugs for

products when the payments are not acknowledged on the air.

The FCC can now deal only with stations and doesn't think it has any power over de-

ceptive programs, in any case. The new laws would provide prison terms of up to a year

and fines of up to $5,000, and would specifically include advertisers, ad agencies, production

personnel and station personnel.

Oren Harris introduced a new note, when the Arkansas Democrat, who heads

the Oversight group, charged Westinghouse's WBZ, Boston, with misrepresenting

that a charity "block party" drew 35,000 because of 52 spot ads.

He cited a story in sponsor, and said this was unfair competition with other media,

since WBZ had used numerous ads in a Boston newspaper to draw the crowd.
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FILM-SCOPE
20 FEBRUARY I960 -p^g network time period situation a? it affects syndication will probably get

worse before it gets better.

Syndicators Avho wore pained expressions this past season because of network recapture

of some 10:30 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. half hours will not get am relief in the 1960-61 season.

To the contrary, there'll even be less syndication time between 7 and 11 p.m. for

network affiliates this fall.

Don't expect more than these three half hours a week during this entire evening period

even in three-affiliate markets: on CBS stations Tusday at 7:30 p.m. and Saturday at 10:30

p.m.: on NBC affiliates, Tuesday at 10:30 p.m.. and on ABC outlets, nothing.

However, keep in mind that even between 7 and 11 p.m. other half-hours are open. (1 )

because of time zone differences and (2) where network line-ups vary from show

to show on their station lists.

New money from new cigarette brand* is beginning to make its presence felt in

syndication.

Duke ( McCann-Erickson), for example, has bought into Ziv's Sea Hunt in five or six

markets.

This brand is using svndication to fill in gaps in its network coverage.

The latest wrinkle in syndicated sports is an invasion of the basketball and

baseball seasons by film repeats of last year's pro football games.

World-Wide Television Sales, handling National Football League Presents produced bv

Peter Du Met. has sold its 26-week series of full-hour shows to 78 stations since it

went on sale a month ago. (See Film Wrap-Up, page 66. for details.)

Station film buyers are taking a decidedly cool attitude toward post-48 fe;i

tures in some cities.

These station men point out that adaptation of wide-screen frames to tv requirements is

still a moot point, especially since many wide-screen pictures were shot expressly to be as ui.

like tv as possible.

Another argument is that the cost of re-editing these features is an item of expense

stations don't want to have passed on to them.

A hidden factor, furthermore, is that theatrical exhibitors have usually saved moneymak-

ers for re-release, while often those domestic pictures that didn't break even (but that have

impressive stars) are those offered to tv.

Where station men are acting as though indifferent to post-48's there's the additional mo
the of keeping the market a buyer's if and when post-48 features are sold in large quantities

to tv.

Barter operations are still bringing regional and national spot advertisers into

tv where they don't use the medium in other forms.

Screen Gems, for example, has incorporated Telescreen Advertising, its spot time unit,

into its main syndication operation.

E. Barrett Mayer becomes chief account executive of the division.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Stations and syndicatorg are waking up to fresh opportunities in some entire-

ly new areas of programing and sales.

There s a definite increase in spending by institutional and similar types of advertisers

aiming at public relations impressions rather than selling the product.

Esso Standard's $500,000 buy of Play of the Week on WNTA-TV, New York, calls new
attention to syndication and station efforts in this area. (See p. 29, this issue, for details.)

Along with new opportunities come new headaches in program and sales strategy, such as

these

:

• Co-developing public affairs shows in cooperation with interested regional and
local advertisers.

• Finding time for extra sales efforts to make presentations for shows that are only seen

monthly or on an occasional basis.

• Selling ideas rather than cost-per-thousands to the same clients and through

the same agencies that order bread-and-butter programing.

I

Syndication programing men are coming under fire again, this time the charge

being lack of effective or original concepts for two straight seasons.

One critical film buyer noted that last year he saw hardly a new show that was worth

recommending without reservations and that this year he sees a repetition of the same
patterns of imitativeness and apathy in new programs in general.

The power of syndication in merchandising licensing is shown by CNP's expec-

tation that consumers will probably spend more on Pony Express license items

during 1960 than advertisers and stations will spend for the show itself.

The merchandising estimate is $3 million in retail value to be contracted for this

year, a figure much greater than normal syndication sales expectations for any new show in

one year.

COMMERCIALS

Chicago now has its first complete video tape facilities, including mobile units

housed at the Fred A. Niles Center.

The new center represents a pool formed by the experience and equipment of Fred Niles,

Max Cooper and Walter Thompson and has an estimated $225,000 worth of video tape equip-

ment.

Chief engineer of the unit is Lester Hunt, Jr., who is also chief engineer of Max Coop-

er's Winter Baseball series taped in Havana.

Other excitement in Chicago over tape last week was over the demonstration of the

Marconi camera and other Ampex products for which WBBM-TV was host station.

The commercials business appears to be going through a boom month.

At Elliot, Unger and Elliot, for example, a record number of commercials were set for

production in activity encompassing both film and tape, and at both the East and West Coasts

studios.

Advertisers who ordered EUE film commercials included Eastman Kodak, Chase & San-

born, Ivory Soap, Eversharp, Frigidaire, Franco American, Gaines, Alcoa, Lipton, Breck and

Kent; tape commercials were ordered by U. S. Steel, Fleischman's, Chase & Sanborn and

Knickerbocker.

West Coast production included spots for American Airlines, Mercury Comet, Kellogg's,

Prudential and Campbell.
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C. J. LaRoche's unloading of its $2-million stake in the Revlon account last
j

week was anything but an immediate decision.

Chet LaRoche wanted to act after the $64,000 Question expose broke, but his closest!

associates in the agency talked him out of it, pointing out the implications to Revlon

and urging he let an interval go by. The account had never been a money-maker, anyway.

;

Jack Paar's walkout from NBC is not without precedent for that network.

A chronic walker-outer in radio's heydey was the late Al Jolson. Like Paar, Jolson had

a tendency to overlook the fact his material was coming into the home and not a

nightclub and argued his disputed jokes were adult and clean.

One of Jolson's walkouts was preceded by this classic colloquy between himself and

the show's director, Carlos DeAngelo:

JOLSON: Who are you to tell me what's right for radio? I've got $4 million. What
have you got?

DEANGELO: I've got four friends.

Fortune Magazine is around interviewing former employees of MCA in connec-

tion with a corporate study it's doing on the talent and production giant.

And that's completely out of necessity, because the word's come down from President

Lew Wasserman that MCA's people steer clear of the project.

To some on Madison Avenue the AFA's resolution on self-policing of advertising

suggests the birth of the Big-Brother-is-watching-you era.

Subscribers to the resolution are committed to peach directly to the FTC on those they

deem to be miscreants.

An interesting sidelight on the agency business is the practice of retaining the name I

of a founder even though that principal is still active elsewhere in the same field. I

Samples of that category are these:

PRINCIPAL

Robert T. Colwell

Emerson Foote

Roy Durstine

Charles E. J. Clifford

Edward D. Madden

John Orr Young

OLD STAND

Sullivan, Stauffer, Colwell, Bayles

Foote, Cone & Belding

Batten, Barton, Durstine, Osborn

Doherty, Clifford, Steers & S

Keyes, Madden, Jones

Young & Rubicam

PRESENT STAND

J. Walter Thompson

McCann Advertising

Roy Durstine, Inc.

Kastor, H, C, Clifford & A
Geyer, M, Madden & B
John Orr Young, Inc.

Disregard Bob Hope's talking about not being in tv next season: he'll not only

be there but again doing a series of specials for Buick.

The circumstances are these: Hope's contract with NBC is up this year and the busi-
|

ness recognizes Hope and his agent, Jimmy Saphier as about the toughest and

shrewdest team of negotiators anybody would have to deal with.
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*'<&. WCOL
the most POWERFUL

sales medium in Columbus, Ohio

THE NEW

The New WCOL sells every member of Columbus, Ohio's most
powerful buying force, the family ! "Power Programming"
guarantees good listening for everyone— housewife, car-
commuter, teen-ager. Added power factors like special features,

news, sports, light, bright broadcasting, plus the powerful per-
sonalities of WCOL's air-salesmen, bring adult results from
every age bracket of this diversified audience.

There's Power Production, too ! Pre-taped commercials guar-
antee flawless delivery of your most powerful sales message . . .

never a fluff, error or time shortage to rob your message of

its selling power. Your product is always "showcased"', never
"bracketed"

!

Let the New WCOL's perfectly planned "Power Programming"
rocket sales of your product in Columbus, the Nation's No. 1

test market.

1230 AM— 92.3 FM 24 hours-a-day Broadcasting

THE CAPITAL STATION • Columbus 15, Ohio

represented nationally by...robert e. eastman & co., inc.

POWERFUL RATINGS, too!

PULSE says,

Columbus' =1 station

is the NEW WCOL!

HOOPER says,

Columbus' =1 station

is the NEW WCOL!

What more is

there for us to
say?

Stations WING. Dayton,
WEZE, Boston,

WKIO, Louisville and
WIZE, Springfield, Ohio,
are olso

AIR TRAILS stations
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
MOUTH-WATERING is word for new Florida Citrus Queen, Florence ClouJ (I) and predeces-

sor Sandra Freedman. W-GTO, Cypress Gardens, Aquamaid, Florence was sponsored by station

AGENCIES

FC&EFs Fairfax Cone, with a wry

sense of humor, told the L.A. Ad-

vertising Club this week that he's

been wondering what all the criti-

cal shouting is about in connec-

tion with tv.

Cone prefaced with a batch of con-

flicting comments from various N.Y.

critics on a single recent special.

G.E.'s Fabulous '50'5 and noted that

based from what's been coming late

out of the FTC and FCC the dilemma

is not alone the critics'.

The underlying theme of Cone's

remarks: the majority has every

right to its own taste in tv as it has

in books, movies and plays; that tv

programing is closely tailored to the

various categories and themes that

are best sellers in these other media.

Revlon has consolidated all its

cosmetics and toiletry brands at

two agencies—Grey and Warwick
& Legler.

0&*

IN THE CHIPS! Celebrating WCPO, Cin-

cinnati's second "color radio" anniversary

with cake full of redeemable chips (l-r): st.

mgr. J. C. Watters, d.j. Stan Nelson, Mrs.

Richard Schmidt, studio winner of $123 chip
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PRO'S PRO John Mayasich, time salesman,

WFRV, Green Bay, Wis., brushes up on hock-

ey for participation in upcoming Olympics



I

1 These assignments give Grey six

irands and more than S4.5 million in

>illings, and adds five products and

>1 million in billings to Warwick &

.egler's present S5 million Revlon

« business.

In the shift. C. J. LaRoche & Co.

las resigned all of its S2 million

levlon business "reluctantly and after

engthy consideration."' while Mogul,
Villiams & Savior will concentrate

n Revlon's Esquire subsidiary, bill-

ng about 82 million.

The products awarded to Grey:

jOve Pat. Moon Drops, Ultima, and
;un Bath, all previously at La Roche:

md Top Brass and Hi and Dri. both

reviouslv at Mosul.

>
appointments : Bromo

Seltzer, billine S3 million, from War-

jvick & Legler to BBDO . . . Essling-

ar's, Inc.. one of the five largest brew-

•rs in Pennsylvania, billing S400.000,

rom J. Cunningham Cox. to Wer-
nan & Schorr, Philadelphia . . .

Alco Oil & Chemical Corp.. to the

.avenson Bureau of Advertising.

igency

Philadelphia . . . The Wool Bureau,
billing S750.000, from JWT, to Hock-
aday Associates . . . Prince Drive In

Restaurants, with plans for a radio

campaign, to Allenger Advertising,

Brookline, Mass. . . . Stephano Broth-

ers, for its premium cigarette brand,

Jaguar, to the Philadelphia office of

W. B. Doner & Co.

New Services:

Motivation Dynamics, formed by
Albert Shepard. former executive v.p.

in Dr. Ernest Dichter's Institute of

Motivational Research. Located in

Mohegan Lake, N.Y., the firm will

offer research and consultant services

on marketing strategy and product

development.

Marketing Associates,

advertisins-marketing

Inc., a

networknew

for "medium-sized" agencies, will

hold its formal organizational meet-

ing in Philadelphia 19-20 March.

Merger: Radcliffe Advertising.

Jacksonville with Bishopric/Green/

Fielden. Miami.

New offices: Campbell-Mithun
opened Baltimore headquarters last

week at 517 Munsej Building, headed
In Robert Preston . . . Smith &
Dorian, New York, with billings ex-

ceeding the 82 million mark, to new
offices at 25C East 49th Street.

Admen on the move: Dr. Wallace
Wulfeck, elected vice chairman of

the board of Willima Esty . . . An-
thony Pan, promoted to a senior v.p.

of Lennen & Newell . . . Walter Sat-

tier joins Warwick & Legler as v.p.

. . . E. McCord Mulock, Jr., to the

Detroit office of McCann-Erick<nn \d.

vertising (USA) as a v.p. and Buick

account director . . . H. E. Mc-
Donald, to v.p. in charge of media

and research, and Wright Nodine,
to v.p. at Fitzgerald Advertising. New
Orleans.

Add to personnel moves : Leonard
Arnow, to director of public rela-

tions for the New York office of

Fuller & Smith & Ross . . . Nicholas

Ciangio, to head the expanded sales

'ESTWARD HO! Blazing a trail from the east side of Ave. of the

oericas to their new home in the Time & Life Bldg. on the west side,

these Donahue & Coe employees, bearing the tools of their trade

drawing boards, t-squares, layouts, portable typewriters, etc. Agency

ill occupy 15th and 16th floors of the mid-town New York skyscraper

PRESENTATION PARTY recently staged in Chicago by WNEW-TV
(N.Y.), brought together (l-r): Mary McKenna, v.p. Metropolitan Broad-

casting Corp.; Betty Lavaty, timebuyer, North Adv.; John Gillin, time-

buyer, Tatham-Laird; Elaine Pappas and Barbara Sweeden, timebuyers

for North Adv.; Bennett Korn, executive v.p. of Metropolitan Bdcstg.

UT OF OUR WAY! When WCAE's (Pitts.) "All Right, All Right,"

utomatic talk-stopper signal for d.j. to cut chatter, failed to operate,

raffle mgr. Mival Harvey rushed in, pulled anncr. Pete Shore from mike

FLOATING THROUGH TAMPA, these Florida gals highlighted

WTVT's promotion of Gasparilla Parade. Live telecast of colorful spec-

tacle was co-sponsored by Phillips Petroleum and Eckerd Drug Stores

I
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while the others are sleeping

ROVER's awolce - .

and S-E-L-L-l-N-G

in Roanoke! .
'

&?&

I&BL'S**
vincimA

'337
Inc

Slree

T»UNBERBIHB

Januar^o, 196o
Roanoke, ^enueandJ

Vlrgiaia street

Dear Burt:

For d. Harvest

"> arnong „.._ , °nalihes soli-
KeeP our -

rtea dquarters

WT*1 ROVer
WROV Broadcasters, Inc

Afiliated tcilh WEET, Richmond, Va.

. Sal. Rep. Jack .Mania & Co.

Roanoke, Virginia

BURT LEVINE, President

61

promotion department at Anderson
& Cairns. New York . . . Frank Pat-

terson, to the plans-marketing de-

partment of N. W. Aver . . . Norman
\ale, account executive, SSCB . . .

Alexander Corson, to the staff at

Gray & Rogers. Philadelphia . . .

Sam Gill, account executive, KHCC
&A . . . George Moll, to K&E a?

account coordinator . . . Thaine
Youst, merchandising director.

DCSS . . . Lee Randon, to direc-

tor of the audio-video department of

Henri, Hurst & McDonald, Chicago

. . . Richard Reibold, to radio/tv

commercial director of the Beverlv

Hills office of Lennen & Newell . . .

David Siegel, to director of radio/tv

for Ross Roy. Detroit . . . Charles

Manno, Frances von Bernhardi.

and Lori Hanley, to the New York

radio/tv department of N. W. Ayer

. . . Larry Bettis, to the tv depart-

ment at Wade Advertising. Los An-

geles . . . Carl Gylfe, to account

executive at Tatham-Laird . . . Denisc

James and John Leopold, to copy-

writers at DCS&S . . . Wright Fer-

sruson, to account executive with

SSCB . . . Mary Vosberg, timebuvei

at Wermen & Schorr. Philadelphia

. . . Joe Dine, to the press depart-

ment and Robert Higgons, to ac-

count executive, at Ted Bates . . .

Kenneth Bridges, to the account

service department at Smith /Green-

land . . . Al Collins, to assistant crea-

tive director and account executive

for Wentzel & Fluge. Chicago . . .

Timothy O'Learv. to account execu-

tive at Reach. McClinton & Co.

ADVERTISERS

Campaigns:
• The New York District Lin-

coln-Mercury Dealers Association.

out of K&E. last week launched one

of the most intensive radio campaign?

in its history. Built around a "See

Mercurv PDQ" theme, the spots are

featured on 59 radio stations with a

high-saturation schedule in New York.

New Jersey and Connecticut.

• Western Tablet & Stationery

Corp. will make its tv debut this sum-

mer via Dick Clark's American Band-

stand on ABC TV. Sponsorship will

begin at the height of the late sum-

mer back-to-school season for the

paper school supplier on 132 stations.

Agencv: Bozell & Jacobs. Kansas Citv.

• Bohack Stores this week will
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WJAR-TV
up

feature film audience

in Providence

with the

hottest exclusives in filmdom!
Shirley Temple, Danny Kaye,
Martin & Lewis, Tarzan — exclu-

sives with WJAR-TV in Provi-

dence! 460 top-drawer features

from Hollywood's 9 biggest studios

just added to the largest film library

rse

in the market! Station personality,

Jay Kroll— "Mister Movie" to "his

New England viewers! Not 2, but 7

great nighttime features per week!

All on the station that pioneered

movie programming!
Represented by

(Edward I Petry A I Co., Inc.)

CHANNEL 10 • COCK-OF-THE-WALK IN THE PROVIDENCE MARKET
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turn to radio ami t\ for a special

three-month campaign designed to

retell the story of Tenderay beef.

The promotion includes a spot radio

saturation schedule on WCBS, WOR,
and WRCA in New York; WHLI.
Hempstead; WGBB,Freeport;WGSM,
Huntington; WFYI, Garden City;

\\UI\. Uiverhead: \\ PAC and

\\ U.K. Patchogue. and WBAB,
Bahvlon. Tv plans include spots on

\\ RCA-TV and WNTA-TV, New
York.

• The combined Chevrolet Deal-

ers of Southern California, out of

Eisaman, Johns & Laws. Hollywood,

has bought every am and fm station

(for a total of 63) in Southern Cali-

fornia for coverage of the Olympic

Games in Squaw Valley.

Financial report: Parke-Davis &

Co. reported 1959 net sales increased

11% and net earnings rose 10.4' <

over 1958 to give the pharmaceutical

firm the best year in its 93-year his-

tory.

Strictly personnel: David Black.

to executive v.p. of Lanolin Plus . . .

Terry Cunningham, to director of

ADVERTISING DIRECTOR?

NO! Communication

director is more accurate.

In today's tough competition, broad-

casters, equipment manufacturers

—even diaper services—must com-

municate convincingly with every

marketing tool in every medium

—

not just advertising.

At present, I produce and coordinate

the advertising, promotion, public

relations and research for one of the

hottest companies in the electronics

field—and have a healthy relationship

with my agency, my management

and my staff

I am a seasoned pro with an excellent

track record at the major network-

possess an unshakeable belief that

the big idea outdraws the big buck

Unusual executive for the right

company. Please write to:

Box 24 Sponsor

advertising production and Edward
Slater, director of advertising for

Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. . . .

Vnton Bondy, promoted to director

of marketing information, and Owen
Burns, to product manager in the

foods division of Lever . . . William
McDaniels and H. Horace Otway,
to the board of directors of The Wil-

liam Carter Co. . . . Frank Daniels.

to marketing director of Durkee Fam-
ous Foods . . . George Mentzer, to

manager of trade advertising and

sales promotion for B. F. Goodrich

Chemical Co.

FILM
Barter and the wherewithal to

bring time and programing to-

gether are the main factors be-

hind the Guild Films-Vic Tanney
merger, formalized this week.

Formerly, Guild was a leader in

obtaining spot time and Vic Tanney
was a large user of barter.

The merger is a straight fusion of

stock; two separate operations will

continue headed by Vic Tanney and

John J. Cole, Guild president.

Sales: World-Wide's National Foot-

ball League sold to 21 additional

stations, including WOR-TV. New
York; KHJ-TV. Los Angeles; WSM-
TV. Nashville: KXGO-TV. Fargo;

WFBC-TV, Greenville: \S SUN-TV,
St. Petersburg: WEAT-TV. West

Palm Beach; WRC-TV, Washington;

KXMC. Minot: KXJB. Vallev Citv:

KBMB-TY. Bismarck: KXAB. Aber-

deen: KCRA-TY. Sacramento:

KBAK-TV. Bakersfield: KJEO-TV.
Fresno: KOLO-TV. Reno: KVIP-TV.
Redding: \^ KRC-TV. Cincinnati:

WFGA-TY. Jacksonville: WCCO-TV,

Minneapolis, and WXYZ-TV, De-

troit . . . Official Films reports sale of

Almanac in 30 markets, including

stations WHDH-TY, Boston: WJW-
TV. Cleveland: WTAE, Pittsburgh:

\\ TOP-TV, Washington; WCCO-TV,
Minneapolis: WMAR-TV. Baltimore:

\\ BEN-TV, Buffalo: WDAU-TV,
Scranton; W HYN-TV. Springfield:

WJST-TV. Jacksonville: WCIA-T\

.

Champaign: WMAZ-TV. Macon;

WBAP-TV, Ft. Worth: KRCA-TY.
Los Angeles; KRON-T\ . San Fran-

cisco; KXTV. Sacramento: KBAK-
TV. Bakersfield: WFMJ-TV, Youngs-

town; WISN-TV, Milwaukee: KOTV,
Tulsa; KPRC-TV. Houston: WOA1-
TV San Antonio: WFBC-TV. Greer-

ville; KCPX, Salt Lake Citv: WHIO-
TV. Davton: WTVN, Columbus:

KFSD-TV, San Diego: WUSN-TY,
Charlestown: KMJ-T\ . Fresno, and

KYAL-TV, Eugene.

Strictly personnel: Jack Kuney
joins NTA's Play of the Week as staff

producer . . . Ira D. Beck named
Latin American supervisor for LA \

and UA-TV . . . Crosby Brown elects

Henry G. Flynn v.p. and gen. mgr.

and Peter M. Robeck sales v.p.

Production : Michel Productions
has been formed to produce in Europe

for MGM-TV . .. E. G. Marshall

cast for episode of CBS Films" Robert

Herridge Theater.

.More Sales : CBS Films reports sales

of a dozen shows, as follows: JThirlv

birds to KTEN-TV. Ada: WOW-TY
Omaha: WKYT-TV. Lexington:
KCMO. Kansas Citv: KCMC-TV,Tex
arkana: KFBQ-TV. St. Joseph, ar

to Conoco on KS\K S-T\ . Roswel!

Rendezvous to McCormick Co. o

TV H€WS from M&AAL£XAHM*{

20 EPISODES COMPLETED!
20 MORE IN PRODUCTION!

"Q.T. HUSH,
private syr

The "Whodunit" Cartoon of the Era!
100 Color Cartoons! 10 complete stones!

10 episodes to a story! 3>/2 minutes long!

Call, Write or wire . .

.

_

M & A ALEXANDER PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Hollywood:

6040 Sunset Boule»ard, Hollywood 4-3414

New York Citj:

Lirry Stern, 141 Eist 55th Street, PLza 5 5266
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevadai

BEELINE RADIO

i

The fame of the Beeline country
becomes international as the VIII

Olympic Winter Games move into

Squaw Valley, just a few wave
lengths away from KOH, the Beeline

station in Reno.

It's estimated that 40,000 daily

visitors will see the Games — a huge
bonus in potential listeners. How-
ever, all year around, the Beeline

area is rich in listeners for Beeline

advertisers. And these listeners have
more effective buying income than
Maine, Vermont and New Hampshire
together.*

As a group, Beeline stations give

you more radio homes than any com-
bination of competitors ... at by
far the lowest cost per thousand.

(Nielsen & SR&D)

Sales Management's
1959 Survey
of Buying Power

KOH o Rf

KFBK O SaCBAMfNIO

KBEE O WOOESIO

KM J o

KERN °

HAeClodbcJUAi &te>adjooJ5tiAAA Co^usoa^
I SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA I

PAUL H. RAYMER, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE
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kl\<,-l\ : also to stations KSLA-TV,
Shreveport, and KOOL-TY. Phoenix:

You Are There to \\ BNS-TV, Colum-
bus; KROC-TV, Rochester; WTAP-
IT, Parkereburg; KOOL-TV. Phoe-

nix: WYKT-TY. Rochester; WICS-
TV, Springfield, and WXIX-TY. Mil.

waukee: Air Power to Forrest Cox
Home Builders on KPHO: also to sta-

tions WKBT. La Crosse, and KOX \-

TV, Honolulu: The Gray Ghost to

^RC-TY. Washington, sponsored bv
County Fair Bakery: WDAN-TV,
Danville: and Brown & Williamson

on WHAS-TV, Louisville: Honey-
mooners to WXBC-TY. Hartford;

WTOL-TV, Toledo: WDAU-TV,
Scranton: KROX-TY. San Francisco,

and KBLR-TY. Goodland: Annie Oak-
ley to KMBC-TV. Kansas City;

KARK-TY. Little Rock, and KMOX-
TV, St. Louis: Navy Log to WKYT-
TY. Lexington: KLTY. Salt Lake
City: WTIE-TY. Evansville, and
KT\ 0. Ottumwa: Colonel Flack to

KR0X-T\ . San Francisco: The
Cases of Eddie Drake to WATR-TV,
Waterbury. and both Life uith Father

and Mama to WKYT-TV. Lexington.

NETWORKS
Some pertinent note* anent pros-

pective tv network nighttime
schedule* for the fall:

• NBC is thinking about spotting

the Barbara Stanwick show in the

Sunday 10:30-11 p.m. slot, which is

now station time.

• The XBC TY specials niche Avill

be Tuesday 8:30-9:30, and the Fri-

day parallel period—now used for

specials—will be made available to

Bell Telephone i Aver I for an alter-

nate week series.

• XBC would also like to make the

Saturday 9-10 p.m. span available

to alternate week sponsors of variety

shows.

• ABC is talking about moving
Lawrence Welk to 8-9 p.m. Saturdav.

i Apparently the plans for Pat Boone
in that spot have been shelved. I

There'll probably be an action series

in the 9-10 p.m. period as a contender

against CBS' Mr. Lucky and Have
Gun Will Travel.

ABC T\ is giving up the ghost on at

least two of its new one-hour shows.

The two set to go at the end of the

summer: The Alaskans and Bourbon
Street Beat.

68

ABC Radio has introduced a new
"Fixed Interval*' broadcasting

plan for advertisers and for all

affiliated stations.

Lnder this plan, all affiliated sta-

tions will be allowed to broadcast

some network programs within fixed

time intervals—i.e.. stations can fit

network programing into local pro-

graming within an hour or two hour

period during whichever part of the

dav the advertiser desires.

Network tv sales: Allstate Insur-

ance Co. i Burnett i and Carter

Products i Bates i for alternate-week

sponsorship of Person to Person, CBS
T\ . at no program cost . . . Seven

new sponsors for ABC TY 'a day-

time program lineup: Beech-Nut.

Best Foods. Borden Foods. Dinner

Redy. Exec Manufacturing. General

Mills, and Whitehall Labs.

Network radio sales: Fels & Co.

I
Aitkin-Kynett i for two weekly 10-

minute units of the Bing Crosby-

Rosemary Clooney Show on CBS
Radio . . . Pepsi-Cola < K&E i for an-

nouncements on .\ews-on-the-Hour,

Xews of the World. 1 ou Bet 1 our

Lite. People are Funny and Monitor.

on XBC Radio, amounting to a net

total of $775,000.

New network affiliations: \*\ \ LK.

Lexington. Kv.. to CBS Radio . . .

WAIT, Chicago: KIHO. Sioux Falls.

S. D.: WCOW, Sparta. Wis.: WORX.
Madison. Ind.: and KTRI. Bastrop.

La.. to Mutual Broadcasting

System.

Thisa "n* data : ABC TV is develop-

ing, for next season, a new one-hour

drama: Logan. A Lawyer's Story . . .

CBS Radio, for the fourth consecu-

tive year, will air the Florida Inter-

national Twelve Hour Grand Prix of

Endurance from Sebring. Fla.. Satur-

day. 26 March . . . Kudos: Phil

Rizzuto. CBS Radio sportscaster, re-

ceived the Xational Exchange Clubs

1960 Award of Merit for his influence

on youth via his Sports Time broad-

casts.

Network personnel news : Stephen
McCormick. to v.p. in charge of

news and Washington operations:

Joseph Keating, to v.p. for opera-

tions and programs: and Norman
Baer. to director of news and spe-

cial events at Mutual . . . Edwin S.

Friendly. Jr.. to director, specif

program sales. XBC TV . . . Richard]

Linkroum. named director, special!

programs. XBC TV . . . Thomas]
\ elotta. to v.p. for special pro

news and public affairs department,!

and John Secondari. producer for!

special projects at ABC . . . Robert

Fleming, to ABC Xews Washington

Bureau chief and John Madigan.|

manager of ABC News, New 1 ork .

Robert Smith, to account executive,

I

CBS Radio, Chicago . . . Nancv|

Hanschman. to CBS Xews corres-

pondent . . . Dean Craig, to man-

ager. TeleSales and Gino Conte,]

manager, production services, fori

NBC's Pacific Division . . . Stephen
|

Flynn. to director, station sales. sU.

tion clearance, and sales service. anl|

Joseph Iaricci. director, sales ac-

ministration. XBC TY Network Sale?.

RADIO STATIONS

The latest arena where a lance

has been listed against the busi-

ness of program ratings: The
New York State Legislature.

Upstate Assemblyman Bruce Mar

lv this week introduced a bill making

it mandatorv for rating sen ices oper

ating in the state to disclose their

methods and basis for measuring who

listens or views.

The bill provides for the issuance

of an injunction in the event that this

mandate is violated and makes it a

misdemeanor if a station puts out a

"full statement" resulting from sucn

research data.

P.S. A radio station not far from

Manlv's home town has been litigat

ing against Xielsen as a result ol

material used by a competitor.

Perhaps the largest single teen-

age activity was conducted last

weekend by WJBK. Detroit, for

the March of Dimes.

Attendance: 2.520. Place: Gross

Isle Air Station south of Detroit

Event encompassed: 12 cities. Ccl-

lected: $2,950. Mc*d broadcast fro:n

hanger: Jack the Bellboy.

Radio Pulse for the New York

area has a new face.

The format, in pocket-size, elimi-

nates the familiar "window* on tie

cover in favor of pocket-slick keri-

kote printed in gold and black c n

white. It also carries additional in-
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NO MATTER WHAT

Iowa's Covernor Herschel Loveless (right) and
Don Sullivan, General Manager of KVTV, watch
a video tape recording of the Covernor made in

the KVTV studios.

IT IS....

I YOUR SPOTS CAN HAVE THAT "LIVE-LOOK" ON KVTV
In addition to giving advertisers a majority of the viewing audience in Sioux City at any time of the

day or night—KVTV also offers advertisers a new selling tool—a video tape recorder. Another exclu-

sive service of KVTV in the big quad-state area.

No matter what time it is right now, call your Katz man. Ask to see his latest ARB which proves why

KVTV is the best buy in Sioux City.

9KVTV
CHANNEL 9 • SIOUX CITY, IOWA

CBS • ABC

PEOPLES
BROADCASTING CORPORATION

WGAR .

.

. Cleveland, Ohio

WRFD . . Worthington, Ohio

WTTM . . . Trenton, New Jersey

WMMN . . Fairmont, West Virginia

WNAX . . . Yankton, South Dakota

KVTV . . . Sioux City, Iowa
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formation \ia a projection table for

translating ratings from sauries into

families, ami a more detailed 17-

county area map.

This new j)ocket-size piece will be

adopted for other markets on a pro-

gressive schedule.

Ideas at work:
• New twist in station coopera-

tion: With WAPO, Chattanooga,

on the same car radio push button

frequency as WNDB, Daytona Beach,

and with many Chattanoogans visit-

ing Daytona Beach for vacation, sta-

tions have worked out this plan:

WAPO d.j.'s have taped spots to be

run on the Davtona station saying

hello to Chattanoogans down there

and reminding them to listen to

WAPO when thev get back home. In

return. WAPO is running spots for

WNDB d.j.'s inviting people to come

to Daytona and listen to that station

when thev eet there.

• The thinking man's station:

KCBS, San Francisco, out of John-

son & Lewis, is launching a consum-

er campaign using classic statues

—

each one wearing a set of earphones

—to dramatize the theme: "You hear

more on 74." For example: one de-

sign features Rodin's "The Thinker";

another uses the bust of Shakespeare.

As an added touch, the dial position

is expressed in Roman numerals. The
campaign includes outdoor posters,

newspaper ads. tv spots, and musical

jingles on KCBS.
• Furthering the cause of love

and marriage: Last week, WKNB,
Hartford, offered to pay for the mar-

riage license of anv couple wed in

the county during the Valentine's Dav
weekend. After airing the promotion
for two days, the station received five

telephone calls from couples planning

to be married.

• New type of traffic ticket:

Philadelphia motorists, instead of be-

ing charged with a violation, are re-

ceiving tickets that congratulate them
for safe, courteous driving. The cam-

paign is a cooperative venture with

WPEN and the Philadelphia Police

Department. Names of recipients of

these tickets are being aired dailv on

WPFN.
• Attracting the crowds : WLIB,

New York, hosted more than 1,000

persons at its seventh annual Festival

for Negro Music and Drama last week

at Carnegie Recital Hill. Since the

crowd overflowed the hall (which

70

seats only 350) station arranged for

them to fill several large rooms sur-

rounding the area, and then pur-

chased radios for each room so that

everyone could hear the two-hour

Festival program.

Station acquisition: WKAZ,
Charleston. W. Va., operated by the

Kanawha Broadcasting Co., sold to

Hartley Samuels, president of Clark-

wood Broadcasting Co., owners of

WDLB, Marshfield and WWIS, Black

River Falls, Wise. Sale was brokered

by Blackburn & Co.

Change in call letters: WGAY.
Washington, D. C, to WQMR (Wash^

ington's Quality Music Radio) . . .

WBBC, Flint, ' Mich., to WTRX,
along with an increase of power and

a change in format.

Sports sponsorship : Falstaff Brew-

ing (DFS), J. A. Folger (FRC&H)
and American Tobacco (Gumbinner)

renewed for the San Francisco Giants'

'60 season via KSFO, San Francisco.

Thisa 'n' data: Forty radio sta-

tions joined RAB during January . . .

New location: WSOC, Charlotte, has

vacated its old offices for new quar-

ters in the WSOC-TV building . . .

WWDC, Washington, D. C, raised

$1,450 for the March of Dimes . . .

Anniversary notes : WIL, St. Louis,

observing its 38th year . . . WTIC,
Hartford, celebrating its 35th anni-

versary.

Kudos: To WAVZ, New Haven, a

double award from the Greater New
Haven United Fund ... To KVOO,
Tulsa, seven UPI Awards ... To
WBUD, Trenton, N. J., a citation

from the American Automobile Asso-

ciation for editorial broadcasting on

the recent Turnpike Surplus Referen-

dum in New Jersey . . . William
McKibben, assistant to the v.p. of

the Balaban Stations, appointed chair-

man of the broadcasting commission

of the Metropolitan Church Federa-

tion of St. Louis . . . Melvin Green,

president and seneral manager of

WWRI, West Warwick. R. I., reelect-

ed president of the citv's Chamber of

Commerce . . . Carl Haverlin, presi-

dent of Broadcast Music, Inc., cited

by the Council of the American Asso-

ciation for State and Local History

for encouraeing Americans to take a

greater interest in history.

New officers of the Northeast Ra
dia Network: Ellis Erdman, pres-i

dent; James Clynes, Jr., executi\(

v. p.-secretary ; Joel Fleming, v. p. -net

work manager; and Gerald Cushin^

assistant v.p.-engineering.

tan

If

J :

er the

Station staffers: Paul Martin, to
'

national sales manager for KHJ, Loj

Angeles: KFRC, San Francisco; and

WHBQ, Memphis . . . Roger Berk,

to manager of WCKR-AM-FM, Miamj ^}
. . . Norris West, to assistant to the '"rll!

v.p. and general manager of WCAU, ("l! '

Philadelphia . . . James Wychor, to

general manager of WKEE-AM-FM,
Huntington . . . Bill Shaw, to assume

supervision of KVI, Seattle.

ref

Kite

k.

A i

ibi

on I

-ir

Add to station staffers: Arthu
Knott, to general sales manager of

KFML, Denver . . . Palmer Payne.

to the news staff at WPTR, Albanv

Schenectady-Troy . . . Bill Wolff, t*1

the advertising and sales promotion

department at the KNX-CBS Radio

Pacific Network . . . Lawrence
Wynn, to the sales staff of WABC,
New York . . . Donald Droegkamn,
to assistant sales manager of WOK\

,

Milwaukee . . . Lawrence Schlan

ser, to account executive at WSAI,

Cincinnati . . . Art Dawson, to ac

count executive at WMCA, New York

. . . Allan MacDonald, to sales de-

velopment executive at KFWB. Holly

wood . . . Jack Timmons, to assist

ant manager of KWKH, Shreveport

. . . Bob French, account executive,

KOMO, Seattle . . . James Gessner,

account executive in the New York

office of Keystone Broadcasting Sys-

tem.

B|T

4

ill

u
-

nil

TV STATIONS

Gamble-Skomo, midwest retail

and mailorder chain, is celebrat-

ing its 100th anniversary 65 years

ahead of time with a 60-minute

regional special 10 March.

It'll be a 60-minute tape drama-

documentary

—

Way Back in 1960—
fed over 71 stations via three region-

al hookups, with the stations each

getting the national rate.

The special will get 7:30-8:30 p.m.

local time in most cases and repre-

sents the biggest time-buying undei-

taking of its kind. The whole opera-

tion is being handled bv BBDO
Minneapolis.
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i',VB reports gross time billings

jif national advertisers for net-

work and national and regional

pot tv in 1959 exceeded $1.24
trillion.

This represents a 15% increase

ver the $1.07 million spent in net-

work and national and regional spot

v during 1953.

tir.

Br ?vB president Norman Cash
,alled for full-time, year-round
idvertising without a summer

' [liatus.

Speaking at the Southeast Council

f the 4 A's, Cash asked : "Why have

I-, ifou permitted your clients to take an

idvertising vacation at a time when
hey shouldn't? Certainly the sum-

nth
(tier finds people there, disposable in-

come there, and the media usage

here."m

4

deas at work:
A new twist in the education-

al theme for women : KGLO-TV,
eii fMason City, Iowa, is presenting a se-

ijries of tv classes in consumer econom-

jics. The lessons are integrated as part

)f the Super Valu Show, weekdays,

I

From 4-5 p.m. and cover the range

/from buying meats to freezing, stor-

ing and preparing them.

• Attracting readers with

fcheesecake: WMT-TV, Cedar Rap-

ids, has come out with an attractive

two-page brochure showing five (lif-

erent types of women, asking read-

ers to check the ones they prefer and
jthen see what the psychologists say.

jStation is mailing this to three differ-

ent groups of people for three clients.

The added eye-catcher: In the lower

Irighthand corner of this spread is

upside-down copy, listing answers and

then promoting the client and show.

This 'n' data: Hamm's Beer and

^Oklahoma Oil Co. will again sponsor

"the Chicago White Sox and the Chi-

cago Cubs games on WGN-TV . . .

In conjunction with Heart Month, the

,
news staff of WCSH-TV, Portland.

Me., will be showing, on 21 Febru-

ary, a film on open heart surgery . . .

I Business notes: Courtesy Chevrolet

dealers will sponsor the late nisht

news during week nights on KNTV,
San Jose . . . Nsu Prinz Auto Deal-

ers, for a spot campaign on KREM-
TV, Spokane.

Kudos: Turnley Walker, tv au-

thor-producer voted a Sylvania Award
for his First Meeting series on KNXT,
Los Angeles and the CBS owned sta-

tions in New York and Chicago . . .

Cecil Garrier, of KTVH, Wichita,

Kans., awarded the American Meteor-

ological Society's Seal of Approval

. . . John Hayes, president of the

Washington Post Broadcast Division,

named chairman of the national pub-

lic relations advisory council of

United Community Funds and Coun-

cils of America.

On the personnel front: Duane
Holman, appointed sales manager of

KOLN-TV, Lincoln . . . Charles

Cady, to manager of the West Coast

sales office of the Triangle Stations

. . . Jack McGrew, elected to the

board of directors of The Houston

Post Co. . . . Fran Harris, to head

of the tv dramatic department for

People & Productions, Inc. . . .

Gloria Chandler, to Western v.p.

for American Women in Radio & Tv

. . . Bill Spiller, to general manager

of KFDA-TV, Amarillo, Tex. . . .

Nord Whited, to assistant program

director for KTTV, Los Angeles. ^

SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 45)

lished fact in the theater that comedy,

broad or sophisticated, is one of the

most difficult things to do. As the

problem of good comedy such as /

Love Lucy, Burns and Allen, Father

Knows Best, etc., has been solved

a new form of tv program will

evolve that will fill the bill and satis-

fy all. Sponsors on regional and lo-

cal levels will soon be looking for this

type of programing.

Hence, the problem that exists is

programing that must be of top

caliber and not produced or created

in a hurry in order to fill a need, so

that if a little more time were taken

and with proper preparation, shows

could be created which would be

commercially successful and would fit

into our "Era of Truth." Once ad-

vertisers agree to permit a new type

of programing and encourage new

ideas, producers I am sure will satisfy

their needs with the right vehicles.

The recent sponsorship of the Play

of the Week in New York, sponsor-

ship of the Metropolitan Opera, and

other similar programs, are perhaps

extreme examples of advertisers "do-

SPONSOR 20 FEBRUARY 1960

ing good." There is a middle road
whereby the "Era of Truth" will

bring more than just news reports

extended to 30 or 60 minutes.

Len Firestone, v.p. of syndication sis.,

Ziv Television Programing, Inc., New York

From my particular crow's nest

here at Ziv, the weather ahead for

syndication has seldom looked sun-

nier.

With exciting new properties in the

wings and an expansion of the spe-

New program-

ing slants will

create a

healthy market

cialist corps of salesmen to help our

advertisers better utilize the values

inherent in those shows, we appear

here to be set for a future worthy to

take its place in front of our record-

breaking present.

And we are greeting that future

with a major development in pro-

graming, a brand new sports con-

cept in television, Home Run Derby,

highlighting the most powerful bats-

men in both leagues contending in a

World Championship home run com-

petition for awards as high as $10,000

a "game," and reaching a total of

$250,000 for the season.

Home Run Derby will inaugurate

the first man-to-man all star baseball

competition in tv history, accenting

the big men in the "big moment" of

the national pastime. We expect its

impact on the medium to be as for-

midable as the pioneering Sea Hunt.

At the same time we have six other

series already in production for 1960,

with great expectations that the pace

will be accelerated to match last fall's

show-a-month rate of release. Includ-

ed in that quartet was the phenomenal

Tombstone Territory, the first pro-

gram in the records of television to

depart the networks for syndication

with all-new first-run shows. The se-

ries is already reaching suhstantially

more viewers than it ever did as a

top-rated network entry.

In summary, the outlook for syn-

dication programing at Ziv has never

looked more promising.

December was the prelude to '60.

The new season gives every indica-

tion of beins a winner. ^
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Where Can You Make Such An

"Expanding MARKET
BONANZA BUY?"
KMSO-TV, Serving All of

WESTERN MONTANA

ls D I VI in Coverage

ft#l \Ji in Programming

^* I \S in Viewership

9 out of every 10 TV Homes in the Far-
Western Montana Market view only KMSO-TV.
the 191.000 watt station with the best lineup
of programs in Montana.

1.000 x 58 = 58.000 TV HOMES in 13 coun-
ties are delivered by KMSO-TV, at a low cost
thousand of just SI .00.

NOT JUST 1 BUT 6 CITIES enjoy KMSO-TVs
top programs of

18 COMMUNITY BOOSTERS have been in-

stalled in Butte. Anaconda, Deer Lodge.
Kalispell, and many other communities to
rebroadcast KMSO-TV programs.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

FORJOE-TV, Inc.

While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full y2 hours of local

public service program-

ming each week.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 CBS • ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.

I Tv and radio

J NEWSMAKERS

^^Bdj^^ Harvey L. Glascock has been named v.p.

j^^ **. and general manager of \\ IP. Philadelphia.

He joins this station from WHK. Cleve-

land, where he was v.p. and general man-

ager. Glascock's appointment follows the

formal transfer of ownership of \^ IP to

Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. Benedict

Gimble. Jr.. president and general mana-

ger of W IP. moves up to v.p. of MBC. He

will maintain headquarters in Philadelphia as well as in New York.

Ralf Brent, v.p. of \\ IP. becomes assistant to the president of MBC.

Dan Bellus has been promoted to director

of advertising and promotion for all Trans-

continent stations. For the past year, he

was general sales manager of KFMB-AM-
FM. San Diego, and for four years prior

to that, he served as director of sales de-

velopment and promotion for KFMB-AM-
TV. In July. 1959. these stations were ac-

quired by Transcontinent through a merger

with Marietta Broadcasting. Bellus also held posts at KFEQ-TV, St.

Joseph: KRV\. Lexington: and at KNEX. in McPherson. Kansas.

i

For the past seven year:

Joe Csida, contributing editor of sponsor,

joins Capitol Records. Inc. as v.p. for

Eastern operations. His experience in the

music and entertainment industries began

in 1934 when Csida joined The Billboard.]

There he rose to music editor, radio editor,

and later editor-in-chief. In 1949 he joined

RCA and soon thereafter was named direc-

tor of artist and repertoire for RCA \ ictor.

Csida has been the head of his own firms

—Trinity Music. Towne Musiccorp. and Csida. Burton & Associates.

Jack McGrew, \eteran broadcaster, has

been elected to the board of directors of

the Houston Post Co. He began his broad-

casting career at KFDM. Beaumont, in

1930. Later he worked at KNOW. Austin,

while attending law school at the University

of Texas. In 1936, McGrew joined KPRC,

Houston, as announcer. He's been with the

station since as program director, assistant

manager, and at present, as station manager of KPRC-AM-TV.

He's a member of T\B"s sales advisory comm. and Broadcast pioneers.
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ABOVE ALL . . .

WGY
DELIVERS

YOUR SALES MESSAGE

MORE EFFECTIVELY

WGY will deliver your sales message more

effectively in the rich market area it serves:

Albany—Schenectady—Troy, plus Northeast-

ern New York and Western New England.

We can back this up with a file of sales suc-

cess stories— for details, contact your local

Henry I. Christal man or call WGY, Sche-

nectady, New York.

50,000 Watts • NBC Affiliate • 810 Kilocycles

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION



frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

/// the following article. Halsey V . Barrett. Director, Tv Sales Development.

The Katz Agency, presents some well-founded facts, supported by statistics

and illustrations, for using warm-weather advertising, rather than avoiding

it. to overcome a seasonal sales slump, sponsor welcomes all replies to Mr.

Barrett's statement, as it does your own ideas, problems or complaints, for

contributions to this column. Sit down and write a 500-word statement

addressed to radio/tv buyers—one that represents your own ''Seller's View-

point." Our readers will look forward to seeing your article on this page.

LET'S HAVE REALISM ABOUT SUMMER
|L#itl you know that 25.3% of all L.S. retail sales occur

during the three summer months?

This U.S. Department of Commerce statistic for the

months of June, July and August should help your client

I or company i eliminate the strange notion that our fellow-

Americans stop eating, drinking, consuming, spending

—

living—during the summer.

The valley of summer sales for mam companies is a

self-dug valley whereby, out of "habit" or "tradition."

those companies slacken their advertising, merchandising

and selling efforts.

Competition being what it is in 1960. with the battle that

will have to be fought for the consumer dollar, companies

can no longer afford to shrug off the summer months. If

they do, they may allow purchases of their product to be

deferred into limbo, or be intercepted by a competitor. Or,

they may find the public going to an entirely different.

substitute product.

This summer, some alert companies are going to spurt

ahead of competition who. out of "habit" and "tradition,"

are still resting on their oars and blaming the warm
weather for their sales slump.

Realistically, it is probably too much to expect the "let's-

cancel-for-the-summer" boys to see their summer foible for

what it is. all in one season. I believe we media people

mu-l help them see the importance of summer advertising

and be realistic in leading them gradually to a full appre-

ciation of summer advertising.

Since it is unlikely that the summer retrenchers can be

converted overnight, here's a specific proposal for agen-

i ies, and for advertising, marketing and sales managers to

submit to managements who insist the budget must be cut

back in summer: Have them use national spot television

for the most sales impact and the most efficient advertising.

Here are some reasons I'd use in backing up the pro-

posal for the use of national spot tv in summer: First,

the huge size of the television audience—in the warm
months tv is still a media giant, even though it may be a

head shorter than it is in other seasons. And then I woul

stress the enormous efficiency of television coverage. Fo

example, it is possible to cover all but 2 r
r of California'

tv families by using only six television markets! In Indi

ana, one Indianapolis television station covers over 50f
of the entire state's retail sales area. In Minnesota, on

Minneapolis tv station covers 71 '
< of the state of Minne

sota's people and 73% of its total retail sales. This medi

coverage efficiency speaks for itself.

Spot television's selling impact along with frequency

of sales calls keeps a brand name and product values in

the minds of millions of customers, despite a summer

cut-back of budget. Happily, the tv signal reaches the!

vast city, suburban, satellite city and town, as well as rura

in ratio to sales potential for most advertised brands.

Another important reason: Preferred schedules are mor

readily available in summer because of the cut-back philos

ophy, and because some companies, who have truly sea-l

sonal products, feel justified in dropping their valuab a

time periods during the summer months.

I would also make a big point of the flexibility of na-j

tional spot tv, which enables a company to put its summer!

dollars to work where its marketing potentials are grean

est. There is even less reason to cover the Mojave Dese I

in summer than in winter!

Finally, there are these figures to quote: Nielsen

American television homes still average over 4 hours ol

viewing per day in August: the Advertest research orga i|

ization finds that less than 5% of the American people ad
awav from a tv set during the peak vacation week r.

August.

In the 1960s lets not forget the living, spending sui i-

mer market of 180 million people. Steal a march on yoi r

competition! But if you must retrench on your summ< r

advertising, hold the line for your product or service withj

the sales impact, vast audience reach, frequency of sal s

call, flexibility and low-COSt, results-per-dollar-spent >f

national spot tv. ^
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Cheers for the grass roots

Too often overlooked by industry critics are the tre-

mendous cultural contributions made on the local level by

the country's radio/tv stations.

This week we had the pleasure of viewing the tv tape of an

impressive performance of the opera Don Pasquale by the

National Grass Roots Opera Foundation of Ralsigh, N. C.

It was a thoroughly professional job, and reflected great

credit on both the Foundation and WRAL-TV which presented

it. Once again—our hat is off to the grass roots geniuses of

our business.

And, while we are about it, we are delighted to be able to

report (See page 29) that quality local programing is be-

coming increasingly attractive to commercial sponsors.

Not the main issue
On the current payola investigations we feel much the

same as the New York Herald Tribune, which said last week

in an editorial titled "Disk jockeys are not the central ques-

tion": "We have an uneasy feeling that Representative Harris

and his fellow investigators are getting themselves onto a

side track."

We wholly agree. The stories coming out of Washington

have their picturesque, even lurid, side aspsct. But they have

little to do with important industry issues and problems.

Crusade for decency
Ernest A. Jones, of MacManus, John & Adams, speaking

before the Sales Executive Club last week, called for a nation-

wide "Crusade for Advertising Decency," and in his speech

made an important distinction between mere advertising

legality, and the far more significant consideration of good

manners and good taste.

sponsor believes, and has said consistently, that the great-

est danger to the air media lies not in outright violations of

specific advertising codes or laws, but in the rudeness, crude-

ness and unpleasantness of certain advertising copy. We
applaud the Jones crusade.

this we fight FOR: Re-examination by

the FCC and the Congress of the two-station

and three-station tv market picture. Certain

markets are clearly entitled to more tv outlets.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Exodus: At 8:30 a.m. on 8 February.

N.Y. police cut off traffic on Sixth

Ave. for 15 minutes so that the more

than 300 employees of Donahue &

Coe Agency could move across the

street from their old offices to their

quarters in the new Time & Life

Building. Time and Life photogs cov-

ered the procession, as D&C staffers

trooped across the avenue carrying

t-squares. typewriters, rubber plants,

film cans, and other occupational

properties. // anyone dropped any-

thing in the street, let's hope it ivasn't

an account.

Egg-spectant: Release from WFBM-
TV—"Which came first, the chicken,

the egg, or a promotion? WFBM-T\
recently drummed up a lot of interest

in the movie 'Solomon and Sheeba'

with a contest involving two eggs and

a small incubator. Two eggs were

due to hatch on the opening date of

the picture in Indianapolis. One egg

was labeled Solomon, the other Shee-

ba, and the viewers were invited to

guess which egg would hatch first.

. . . Oh yes, Solomon came out first

and Sheeba followed closely. Sheeba

had something to brag about though,

as her birth was recorded on film and

shown to delighted viewers the next

day "

Wheeee, that Sheeba—shee's for mee!

Mrs. Ma la prop: Working late at a

N.Y.C. agency, a couple of media staff-

ers dropped into a Lexington Ave.

restaurant for late dinner while the

CBS Maurice Chevalier Show was

coming through the bar tv set, over-

heard the following conversation be-

tween two young waitresses—
1st waitress: That guy leaves me

cold.

2nd waitress: What guy?

1st waitress: Him on tv.

2nd waitress: Who is he?

1st waitress: Morris Chevrolet.

Headline: From a Du Pont Co. re-

lease—FUTURE OF NEW DUPONT
FIBER STRETCHES FROM GIR

DLES TO GOLF BALLS
Fits to a tee.

Wiggly picture: Tv Guide reports a

Vicksburg, Miss., tv repairman called

in to fix a set, removed a 22-inch rat-

tlesnake from inside it. No doubt left

over from a horror movie.

9i*

'

<i

\
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what is your main interest

or product-purchasing

IrfF 1 Hi P*

We can show you all kinds oi industry-accepted

statistics about the W JAC-TV audience-sets in use,

viewers per set, television homes and coverage

area -and WJAC-TV is consistently the top station

in the Johnstown-Altoona market.

But, alter all, as an advertiser, you're interested

only in selling your products to living, breathing

people and that's where WJAC-TV really excels!

It all adds up to this -people BUY the products they

SEE advertised on WJAC-TV.

get the whole story from

HARRINGTON, RIGHTER

AND PARSONS, INC.
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When sales — not size— is important in your marketing picture, then consider the booming

Jacksonville metropolitan market.

Recent figures released by the Federal Reserve Bank show that Jacksonville led the South in

increased sales during the week ending December 26th. Jacksonville registered a fantastic 44

per cent increase in sales over the same period in 1958. Not the least of this was an im-

pressive 23 per cent increase during the entire four week period ending December 26. This

figure was also tops in the Southland. Jacksonville is a must when considering sales activity

and growth . . .

AND YOU CAN'T COVER GROWING

JACKSONVILLE WITHOUT . . .

JACKSONVILLE, FLORIDA
The Best of NBC and ABC . . . Call Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
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The quality touch plays a vital role here

in the nerve center of a modern tele-

phone exchange as sig^a -seeking impulses

scar open circuits to provide automatic

dialing. !n today's better television

and radio stations there is also a

quality touch... a prime ingredient

- so many facets of their

::e -ation.
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WSIX-TV
Tops Them All In

The Nashville Area

LEADING IN . . .

7 out of TOP 10

3 out of TOP 5

SHOWS*

• WSlXsHLS

WITH TOWER HEIGHT

2049 ft. above sec level

Sc-9 tc er per-rvtte-d

in !h-s area by CAA.

• WSiXsELLS WITH POWER

3 ' 6,000 powerful wefts . . .

-norimum permitted by ?CC,

• WSiXsELLS WITH EFFIBH

Maximum coverage and low

cis' per 'Sousand moke WSIX-
your most efficient bwf m Ifce

:- Te--essee, Kentucky,

Alabama TVA area.

CHECK THESE

FACTS:

-370.700

-1 965 500

(X| TV Homes

' Populo' c-

I :
; 'ec ve Buying Income-

$2 155 868 000

•etoil Soles

—

$• 585 308.000

•

81 (5
OF THE

CENTRAL SOUTH
i

/

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Spot radio looks solid in '60

3 i SPONSOR analysis of spot buys during first two months ot the new year

shows solid base of accounts, more radio awareness, healthy climate

Blair's spoof sells seriously

34 Blair Tv companies hired Bob and Ray to brighten up filmed spot tv

presentation with inside trade jokes, broadcast satires for agency folk

Things to know about jingle making

36 ith music" can cost from $38 to $3,800. Trick is to get best

for your money. Here are some straight-from-tuneshop hints to admen

Volkswagen's new tv commercials gimmick

39 Somjij isappearrs in Volkswagen commercials combining art work and

e action made by F&S&R and Transfilm-Caravel usng Eastman process

Radio turns the tables

40 " ^ a -*' -- radio station hands newspapers dose of their own medicine

-:t. ::;: - WSAI, Cinc_ broadcasts its own reviews of local papers

How Durkee pre-tested its net tv

42 Hrae's how Durkee Famous Foods, with careful buys, high creativity

developed effective 35-week network rr campaign on modest budget

Cot a radio/tv query?

44 - HPOS90B report on the information, reprints and source material

in its No "i ork office which it makes available to all interested readers

Crass-roots radio strategy of a thread maker

44 ' - Clark, sewing notions and art needlework giant, mores half o

1 1.000.000 ad budget into radio: reaches grass roots wth Godfrey
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PRO BASKETBALL
FIRST IN SPORTS

(local)

WORLD SERIES

NCAA FOOTBALL «

ROSE BOWL /
EAST-WEST -BOWL

SUGAR BOWL
BLUE-GREY BOWL
SENIOR BOWL
PRO ALL STAR
FOOTBALL

PRO FOOTBALL
CHAMPIONSHIP

BILL SNYDER SPORTS
(local)

CHAMPIONSHIP
BOWLING

RACING AT HIALEAH

ALL STAR BASEBALL
WORLD
CHAMPIONSHIP GOLF

Take the strongest local sports programming in the

Carolinas; team it up with the stand-outs of

both NBC and ABC. It figures— another winner in the format

that's changing things in Charlotte television.

Here in America's 25th largest television homes market

you can get more for your advertising dollar on WSOC-TV...

One of the great area stations of the nation.
CHARLOTTE 9 -NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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Between Atlanta

and the Qulf . . .

the only primary

outlet is . .

WALB-TV
CH. 10—ALBANY, CA.

«.,»' / . ...-.- ..

• New 1,000 foot tower, 316,-

000 watts power . . . with

Grade "B" coverage includ-

ing Albany, Thomasville,

Valdosta, Moultrie, Ga.,

and Tallahassee, Fla.

• Serving over 750,000 people

... in an area with over

§739,000,000 spendable in-

come.

WALB-TV
NIBIC

ALBANY, GA.

CHANNEL 10

Raymond E. Corow. Ceneral Manager

Represented nationally by

Vcnard. Rintoul & McConnell, Inc.

In the South by (abes S. Ayers Co.

One Rate Card

-

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Television's critics have buffeted the medium ivilh impas-

sioned pleadings, sanctimonious appraisals and more direct

beloiv-the-belt blows in their microscopic inspection of fr">

morality. Too frequently these critics have been answered

ineffectually in kind. But last week, CBS President Frank

Stanton took a tv stance—not a defense—reflective of his

personal reputation: thoughtful, direct, humble and calm.

The newsmaker: Frank Stanton maintains a continuity of

impression in the public image of himself as well as of his network

in almost everything he says or does. Last week, speaking to a dis-

tinguished advertising group in New "\ ork. he called the turn on

television's many disgruntled critics in a compelling manner.

His thesis: '"Television will begin to reach toward its Ltopia only

when it has full confidence that it

is realizing in one way or another

the values and objectives of all the

people . . . not just always 'cater-

ing' to the majority but also tak-

ing into account and respecting in-

tellectual and esthetic minorities."

How to do this? Not bv govern-

ment regulation or guidance, nor

by a citizens' review committee.

Only self-regulation, conducted

with sensitivity, responsibility and

imagination will mature tv. Why?
Here are some of his assertions:

"The road to Ltopia by government regulation looks and is invit-

ingly easy." leading to a "sidetracking of competition altogether so

that every network does exactly what the government prescribes and

not one riskv whit more." But government "prescription leads to

weakness, timidity, uniformity and stagnation." And the "guide-

lines" concept of government direction is misleading and repelling.

"If guidance has no element of force, it has no significance.

As for the oft-proposed "responsible commission of eminent altru-

istic citizens to review and report on tv," Dr. Stanton charged the

press has long since exposed and discussed e\er\ aspect of tv. "There

is nothing left for a commission to review."

He calls "this whole theory of benevolent censorship a mischievous

doctrine." with regulation "the wrong, the precipitous, the penny-

wise, pound-foolish way of seeking improvement."

The broadcaster, he says, must assume the major part of the bur-

den in solving televisions problems. Its most challenging one:

"The achievement of that elusive, arduous, perplexing objectixe of a

democracy—meeting the will of the majority and at the same time

accommodating the rights and interests of minorities/' ^

Frank Stanton
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NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK

Means GROWTH

T__j SALES RESULTS- /
\

\

\,'

HLtd IftdULId- s_ > PULSE-
u ~

Quality Chevrolet:
" ~~? s

"KLEO brings in the traffic" * *- MORE THAN 100% INCREASE

n ^ * . ^ ^^^ /IN 18 MONTHS!
Goodyear Service Stores: ^*>. /
"Our gross sales have been the *T

** /
highest in our store's history" ^ £ ^ —

.

Stockyards National Bank: V
K / p -

"As a result of our advertising with * l^"^v '\ \ \
KLEO we have accomplished our _^ \ / \ \
objective in attracting new f""""" V \S
customers to our bank" |

%v
v 4

u

v \.

I

\ /

\ /

\ /

idy

affiliated with KDEO, San Diego
and KQEO, Albuquerque.

robert e. eastman & co., inc.

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue
New York 22. N. Y.

PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Ave.

Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

representing major radio stations

SAN FRANCISCO: DALLAS:

Russ Bldg. 211 North Ervay Bldg

San Francisco, Cal

YUkon 2-9760

Dallas. Texas

Riverside 7-2417

ST. LOUIS:

Syndicate Trust Bldg.

915 Olive St.

St. Louis. Missouri

CEntral 1-6055

LOS ANGELES:
Taft Building

1680 N. Vine St.

Hollywood. Cal.

HOIIywood 4-7276

DETROIT:

Book Building

Detroit, Mich.

WOodward 5-5457
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IN I960, NATIONAL SPOT

(both tv and radio)

WILL ENJOY ITS BIGGEST YEAR

HOW MUCH
WILL YOU GET?
SPONSOR, tailor-made to reach and influence

spot decision-makers at top ad agencies, will help

you get your share— and more— of this business.

Only a few weeks are left for you

to save hundreds of dollars by

signing up before 1 April—the date

SPONSOR'S new rates go into ef-

fect, You can still earn old (1957)

rates throughout 1960 by entering

your advertising contract now! pqn

Call ART BR EIDER, Sales Manager, in New York, MUrray Hill 8-2772.

O
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During a year of rising advertising costs . .

.

YOU DOYT PAY OXE PENNY MORE
FOR SPOXSOR SPACE IN 1960!

SPONSOR OFFERS

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

FOR ALL OF 1960!

OLD RATES IN 1960 FOR OLD ADVERTISERS!

1960 brings a SPOXSOR advertising rate increase

—

the first since 1957. But it's SPONSOR'S wish to give

old advertisers a break. To all contract advertisers of

record as of 1 April 1960. SPONSOR guarantees 1957
rates throughout all of 1960.

Signed (Hh*ui4~

Editor and Publisher

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE
40 E. 49th Street, New York 17 * MU 8-2772

a
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$100
WEEKLY
BUDGET?

On WJAR, you'll get 147,777

home impressions on a 6 to 9

a.m. schedule, 158,730 on a

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. schedule, or

1 64,1 90 on a 4 to 7 p.m. sched-

ule, with a higher proportion

of adult buyers, and the lowest

cost per thousand impressions

on any Providence station.*

$200
WEEKLY
BUDGET?

On WJAR, you'll get 394,072

home impressions on a 6 a.m.

to 9 a.m. schedule, 423,280 on

a 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. schedule, or

437,840 on a 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

schedule. WANT RESULTS? BUY

ADULTS at the lowest cost per

thousand in the market.*

"QUALITY IS

WELCOME EVERYWHERE'

*Pulse Oct. '59

and NCS

Sitter station of WJAR - TV

Represented by

( Edward I Pelry A I Co., Inc.)

The Original Station Representative

10

-
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Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn
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Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing Editor
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Alfred J. JafTe

Senior Editors
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W. F. Milcsch

Midwest Editor Chicago
Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors
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Ben Seff

Contributing Editor
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Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor
Lee St. John

Readers' Service
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Editorial Research
Barbara Wiggins
Elaine Mann

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Sales Manager
Arthur E. Breider

Eastern Office
Bernard Piatt

Willard Dougherty

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Midwest Manager
Roy Meachum

Western Manager
George Dietrich

Production Manager
lane E. Perry
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rJte^w'torn//

Another example of

viewing pleasure

that attracts such vast

audiences to KOCO-TV.

Miss February says,

"Buy Oklahoma s largest

coverage . . . buy the station

with an imagination!"

KOCO-TVq e
OKLAHOMA CITY

CHARLIE KEYS. GEN. MGR.

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES.
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• • •take four!"

In Television Central, the main control center of the
newWBEN-TV studios, camera directions are delivered

and executed by the most experienced hands in Buffalo

telecasting.

Equally important, these hands work with the finest,

most advanced electronic equipment.

These new facilities are dedicated to quality— quality

that builds audience loyalty and client satisfaction. To
make your TV dollars count for more, we suggest you
"take four" - - - Channel 4, pioneer television station on
the Niagara Frontier and now, in its new home, the
most modern and finest facility in America.

National Representatives:

Harrington, Righter and Parsons

WBEN-TV
The Buffalo Evening News Sfation

CH.
CBS in Buffalo
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THE SMART BUY 1$

WM-TV
DEUVERMG THE HEART

OF THE MADISON
RETAIL MARKET

TOPS IN PROGRAMMING

TNuffsaid)

REACHING THE METRO
AREA AT THE LOWEST

COST PER THOUSAND

WM-TV
MADISON. WISCONSIN

. KGIo.

one o' the

FORWARD
GROUP
**>

. k«o*

2

Reps at work

John Stilli, TeJevisi n Advertising Representatives. Inc., New York

recommends that broadcast ratings be rounded off to the nearest

whole number. "I seriously doubt that decimal point fluctuations

have any real statistical significance or value. There's more in-

volved here than just mathematics. The 'rounded rating' indirecth

encoura- -- ell-rounded* tele-

9 >n buying by emphasizing

those factors other than the raring

which ought to be given considera-

tion, such as the type of audience

desired, the stature of the station,

and so on. The decimal point

tends to give the rating an exalted

and disproportionate value in the

mind of the buyer and the client

In any case, in multi-spot bu -

the law of averages operates to

<e a balance between those

ratings adjusted upwards and those adjusted downwards." Johr.

explains that TvAR introduced 'rounded ratings' experimentally anc

met with an enthusiastic response. "Agency approval was over-

whelming and we now furnish all rating information in this form.

If all those who approve of dropping the decimal expressed thi? :

the rating services, broadcasting would soon be rid of a nuisance."

Don Saraceno, Blair-TY. Chicago, feels that one of the major sales

problems facing the representative today is presented by the time-

buyer who pre-buys a station "before availabilities are submitted.

Of course the great majority of buyers conscientiously compare

avails and make an effort to come up with the best possible schedule

for their clients. However, there

are those buyers who are predis-

posed to a certain station because

it has a reputation for being top-

rated over the years, or because

they have a personal like or dis-

like for certain shows. This kind

of buyer, whether he's purchasing

minutes. 20-seconds or 10-seconds.

always winds up placing his spo:

flights on the same stations. Thb
kind of attitude jeopardizes the

success of the campaign. More-

r. it can result in all spot television, being held responsible for ar

ineffective performance." Don says that reps must constantly poin:

out that television is an ever-changing and rapidlv changing medium

and "that it b possible that the last-place station may come up witt

the best availabilities. So. unless all avails are checked assiduously,

the buyer is taking a considerable risk with the client's money
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I

RED

OFF THE
POTOMAC

An account executive, a time buyer, and a

copy writer were working late. They were

in a luxurious conference room; the hand-

somely upholstered chairs got the better of

them; one yawned; another yawned; the third

yawned. One after another dropped off to

sleep. A supervisor peeked in, looked at a

schedule, noted that WMAL-TV was miss-

ing, dashed back to the art department, re-

turned with a brush and red paint, and painted

their faces red.

He slammed the door as he departed. They

all awoke—and began laughing at each other.

Suddenly the time buyer stopped laughing,

for she realized that her own face was

red, too.

Aside from the fact that she knew her face

ought to be red because of the omission,

what was the reasoning that enabled her to

conclude that her face was really painted?

(How's your logic? Don't be red-faced—send

your solution to WMAL-TV. Win a healthy re-

spect for WMAL-TVs performance—and a copy

of Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics,"

published by Dover Publications, Inc., New
York.)

wmal-tv
Channel 7 Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D.C.; WSVA-TV and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
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UR BANNERS

he flags of 9 great States fly over a

art of America called WLW TV-and-

adio Land.

nd the Crosley WLW Stations have

ied to be good citizens under these

State banners—thru service to their

ommunities.

or it has always been the principle of

le Crosley Broadcasting Corporation

lata Television or Radio Station must

e truly a good neighbor in its

-ommunity — by performance and

;adership in entertainment, religion,

ducation, news, safety, health, civic

nd charitable causes, fine arts, and

pr the fundamental freedoms of

ur Nation.

he WLW Stations pledge continued

ervice— unfurling progress and patri-

otism before them for the 20 million

eople of these communities. This is

ur Pride and our Privilege!

he dynamic WLW Stations

WLW-I
Television

Doyton

:rosley broadcast

WLW-I
Television

Columbus

NG CORPORAT
II «I

ON, a division of Avco



Concentrate in

MISS.

Did you know?

LEADING

THE

SOUTH

in . . .

General Business Gains

Bank Activity Increase

Retail Sales Performance

WJTV
CHANNEL 12

KATZ

WLBT
CHANNEL 3
HOLLINGBERY

by John E. McMillir,

:

!

Commercial
commentary

An industry grows up

J

I don't want to sound like a little Pollvanna-

t\ pe glad girl.

But I d like to offer it as my firm, personal

conviction that the past six months, since Sep-

tember 1959. have been the most important,

most hopeful and most intellectually stimulating

period in the entire history of advertising and

broadcasting.

What Charles Van Doren and the Harris Committee touched off

last fall was far more than a chain reaction of lurid scandals and

hysterical anti-tv and anti-advertising criticism.

Perhaps that is how it has seemed to the public at large.

But for those of us in the business the Washington hearings-

marked the beginning of a series of profound intra-industry debate*-

on the most complex issues, principles and problems.

Not in 30 years have I seen such genuine soul-searching, such

deep, serious and responsible thinking by broadcasting and adver-

tising executives as we have witnessed lately.

Critics like Jack Gould of the New York Times may complain that

the debates have produced few decisions, little real improvement.

Cynics may sneer that some of the suggested solutions—Frank

Stanton's ''canned laughter" rules, the AFA'g "vigilante" proposals,

the NAB's Tv Code seal drive—lack realism, relevancy, point or

police power.

But the fact is that both tv and advertising men have been trying

honestly to come to grips with staggeringly difficult questions which

many of them had never faced before in their lives.

And I am convinced that ultimately, out of all this effect, we'll

get better answers than tv and advertising have ever known.

Reasons for optimism

My optimism is based on the spectacular way in which industry

thinking has matured in the past six months.

Last fall, when the scandals broke, many tv and ad men responded

with little frightened yelps, "Jeeze, we gotta clean up or the govern-

ment will crack down on us."

Such a viewpoint, however "practical," is about as immoral as you

can get. It bases ethics on the fear of being caught.

Mercifully most tv and advertising leaders have grown beyond

such superficial pragmatism.

Another unlamented gambit that has gone by the board is the

"Judge Landis complex." In November and early December there

were brief cries for an industry "czar," a tough guy on a white horse.

But these, too, have faded out along with similar proposals for

czar-like "Citizens Committees" to take charge of tv.

Gone also are the smug assertions that "the whole thing is the

work of a few wicked men (but not me. brother)." And the even
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^ DETROIT. .

.

you know where

you're going with

it's as basic as bread

STORER
station

WJBK-TV • CHANNEL 2 •

It's a fact. WJBK-TV is as basic to your adver-

tising budget as bread is to the nation's tables.

With WJBK-TV you reach right into 1,900,000 TV

homes and help yourself to a slice of the 9 billion

dollar sales potential in the nation's fifth market.
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YOU
KCANT
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

RUNAWAY!
precisely what we do with
ratings. In most time slots
the greatest share of
Central Texas listeners.

JJi /

CHANNEL ^^

ELEVISION ASSOCIATES
Xational Reprtitntativts

Commercial commentary ^continued*

smugger belief that "it will all be forgotten in a couple of months."

A? advertisers and broadcasters have turned and boldly con-

fronted their problems, thev have discovered that there are no easy,

glib answers for such knotty questions as commercial entertainment

vs. public enlightenment, censorship vs. free speech, regulation vs.

free enterprise.

\nd they have grown in stature and maturity as they have founcl

that it is not eas\ to define exactly what it means to operate "in thel

public interest " or to spell out the civic responsibilities of an adver-

tiser in a business democracy.

"Signed with their honor"

I don't believe that the debates and the maturing process are yetj

over. But I think there are two healthv signs on the horizon.

The first is the increasing awareness among advertisers and broad-

casters that ethical standards must take precedence over profits.

In fact, tv has shown more dramatically than any other American

institution that it is possible to make "profits without honor"" in thi-

country. And tv has clearly demonstrated that the program and

commercial excesses which lead to such profits cannot be tolerated,

even in the name of free competitive enterprise.

This, in itself, is a staggering accomplishment.

But beyond that. I have noticed, as the NAB. the ANA. the A\ \ \

the AFA and the networks have struggled to develop their codes.

standards of ethics and taste, and machinery for regulation and en

forcement. that their members seem to be becoming progressively

more conscious of the deeply personal nature of the problem.

The real question is no longer. "How can I stop the other guv
'"

It has become. "\^ hat should I do'.' \\ hat do I believe.''''

This genuine searching for personal, individual answers is. to rm

mind, the best thing that has happened since the scandals broke.

For of course, in the long run. the real improvements in tv and

advertising will come not from codes or vigilante committees bu:

from an increase in the number of enlightened individuals.

The other dav. in thinking about all this. I happened to remember

a fragment of a poem by a very modern poet. Stephen Spender.

The poem has the long and improbable title. "7 Think Continu-

ally of Those Who If ere Truly Great." and in it Spender discuss

lyrically the attributes of greatness.

What I remembered was merely the last line. Great men. -

Spender, are those who "left the vivid air signed uith their honor.

To me that phrase describes, almost too perfectly, the condition

we must all strive for in commercial television.

Onlv when the individual station operator, the individual network

head, the individual advertiser and the individual agency president

accept this challenge to personal greatness, will we get the kind

programs and commercials we all believe in.

As long as any of them refuse to recognize ' and as long as critic-

lack the courage to point out i that cheap, shoddy, vulgar broad -

materials reflect on their own personal taste, decency and integrity.

we shall probably be in trouble.

But commercial t\ will come into its own when broadcaster am

advertiser fully realize their responsibility and opportunity for

individual expression, when they are each determined to leave

—

"the vivid air sisned uith their honor." ^
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GRAPE COVS/tsH?^
FORMOR£ CO#g(/M£fi

than *"y of*er* /̂A ^'rt&SSKfMrG'"&*<
'o^

THIS FACT FACES YOU

!

PROOF:

Within its Grade A telecasting area, WSJS-Television reaches

a consumer population of 1,393,420 with total spendable income
of $1,827,286,000. In North Carolina's biggest Metropolitan

market located in the rich industrial Piedmont, the WSJS-
Television market represents a more powerful buying force

than that offered bv anv other North Carolina station.

television

Winston-Salem/ Greensboro
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MINTERPOL
CALLING"
Starring Charles Korvin
Produced by

THE RANK ORGANISATION, LTD.
(of J.ARTHUR RANK fame)

I

LIFE Magazine's lead series

of the 60's...

the fascinating story

of INTERPOL and international crime

that's capturing headlines

all over America...

now available for your sponsorship!

EVERYBODY'S V BUYING THE SHOW

INDEPENDENT
TELEVISION
CORPORATION

488 MADISON AVENUE • NEW YORK 22 • PLAZA 5-2100

ITC OF CANADA, LTD.
100 UNIVERSITY AVENUE • TORONTO 1, ONTARIO • EMPIRE 2-1166



BREWERY ADVERTISERS
like Miller High Life, Blitz-Weinhard, Labatt's Brewing

AUTOMOTIVE ADVERTISERS
like Renault Cars, Dodge Dealers, Volkswagen Dealers

REGIONAL AND LOCAL ADVERTISERS
like Santa Fe Wine, Restonic Mattress, Sealy Mattress

LARGE MARKETS
like Los Angeles, Pittsburgh, San Francisco

MEDIUM-SIZED MARKETS
like Buffalo, Portland, Ore., Miami, Denver

SMALLER MARKETS
like Odessa, Tex., Bellingham, Wash., Medford, Ore.

ABC-TV STATIONS
like WLW-D-TV (Dayton), WJAC-TV (Johnstown-Altoona)

CBS-TV STATIONS
like KFMB-TV (San Diego), KSL-TV (Salt Lake City)

THAT EVERYBODY'S TALKING ABOUT
NBC-TV STATIONS
like KERO-TV (Bakersfield), WDSM-TV (Duluth)

INDEPENDENTS like KPHO-TV (Phoenix)

NORTH like Carthage-Watertown SOUTH like New Orleans

EASTlike Wheeling-Steubenville WESTlike Honolulu

AND ALL OVER THE WORLD
Australia, Cyprus, Denmark, Eire, England, Japan,

Lebanon, Mexico, Northern Ireland, Philippines,

Puerto Rico, and Venezuela

In these, and many other markets everywhere,

INTERPOL CALLING is the ideal answer to today's

television audience appeal needs.



AMERICA'S 1 Oth TV MARKET WG A L-T V
Depend on a profitable return from your adver-

tising dollar when it is spent on WGAL-TV.
This Channel 8 station delivers an audience

greater than the combined audience of all other

stations in its coverage area. See ARB or

Nielsen surveys.

HI

Representative: The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York

WGAL-TV

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

Chicago • Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
27 FEBRUARY I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

National spot tv continues to maintain a strong buying current.
The activity the past week, by major cities, included:

NEW YORK: Colgate Toothpaste (Bates) ; Bristol-Myers' Vitalis (DCSS) ; Loril-

lard (L&N)
; Lever's Praise (K&E) ; Borden's Starlac (Y&R) ; P&G's Comet (Comp-

ton) ; General Mills' Jet cereal (DFS) ; Brylcreem (K&E) ; Studebaker (D'Arcy), over

50 markets, 7 weeks.

MINNEAPOLIS: Wheaties (Knox Reeves), 25 markets, 24 weeks; Minnesota Mining
(BBDO) for Scotchbrite in the east.

CHICAGO: Quaker Oats' Aunt Jemima and Easy Mix (John W. Shaw), eastern sea-

board from Maine to Virginia, minutes, 20's and ID's.

An observation from Chicago stations that the advertising business might take

note of: most of the tv fan mail is about commercials.

It's a far cry from the things they wrote about prior to rigging exposes, payola and FTC
complaints against the state of tv advertising.

New, it seems, they're disposed to comment on their likes and dislikes about
specific commercials. Example: one viewer wrote WBKB urging that the cough be taken

out of a Thorexin pitch; it activated his throat.

What could develop into a brand new field of prospects for tv—especially in

the area of public information programing—are the burgeoning electronic and engineer-

ing combines that are now largely concerned with non-consumer goods.

These clusters of companies are constantly coming up with discoveries and devices

that will revolutionize modes of transportation, living habits and wrhatnot.

Point out admen: Even though these combines are now concentrating most of their effort

in Government projects, the time may not be far off when they'll be interested in

molding a public image for themselves.

Among such groups: Dynamic Corp. of America, General Dynamics, General

Precision and Curtis-Wright.

Knox Reeves is revving up for a massive radio placement spanning the sum-

mer in behalf of General Mills' Wheaties, with 200 stations likely involved.

The device: 5-minutes e.t.'s of the Rev. Bob Richards, spotted around baseball

games. It was tested last summer in two markets (see comment page 32).

You can talk about the three tv network competition slicing up the audience

evenly, but bear this in mind : almost 40% of the nighttime programs are each still

reaching over 10 million homes.

According to the Nielsen second January report, the ratio of homes reached per minute by

129 nighttime programs broke down this way:

HOMES REACHED PERCENTAGE OF PROGRAMS

Over 10 million 38.8%

5 to 10 million 48.8%

3 to 5 million 10.9%

Under 3 million 1.5%

Note : Average nighttime show reached 8,806,000 homes.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

You can look for the top radio stations in the top markets to raise their nation

rates another 59c before the summer is over.

Stations as a whole may not have felt the weight of the substantial flow of business froi

that source since the first of the year, but reps with stations in the more or less goldei

circle report that the schedules are already so loaded that a tilt is inevitable.

One thing notable of the buys the past two months: the intensity of saturation i

much higher than it was at this time a year ago.

(See article on appraisal of spot radio for '60, page 31.)

BBDO Minneapolis last week showed the business something noteworthy it

buyer-seller relations: its principals on the Cream of Wheat account staged a break

fast for radio reps in Chicago to (1) thank them for past cooperation and (2) sigr

new contracts.

Cream of Wheat, which says radio proved singularly successful for it last year, will spenc

over SI.5 million on radio for 1960. It will comprise flights in the spring, summer
fall and winter up through December.

According to BBDO, the contract form it's using on this campaign will lessen consid

erably the paperwork for itself, reps and stations.

(For Cream of Wheat's unusual success story see article in 5 March sponsor.)

Chicago reps this week were still in a state of amazement from a plan tossed al

them during an SKA meeting by Knox Reeves media director Ralph Klapperich.

The plan: buttress their services to agencies by centralizing or channeling all avail

ability requests through the SRA. In other words, a single TWX to the SRA would

set the whole machinery from gathering the information to transmitting it to the

agency.

Consensus of rep reaction: an electronic brain could never take the place of the various

nuances of service rendered by a rep.

Note how the moving van industry is aiming its advertising more and more at

women: the latest being American Red Ball with its daytime buy on ABC TV.

The assumption is that the man is leaving the details of moving now to the wife.

Without being misty-eyed about it, time was when this was the strict domain of the house

holder.

Radio buyers and stations alike are interested in the listener reaction KMOX.
St. Louis experiences from its new programing policy.

The core of the change: Dropping all weekday d.j. shows, eliminating records

from noon to 7 p.m. and substituting talk fare for both.

This will include interviews with civic personalities and visiting celebrities, comedy

episodes, news and discussions.

Campbell Soup (BBDO) has decided to stay out of spot radio, and that includes

New England—where it's got special marketing problems

—

for the remainder of this

season.

The schedule for the season ending this week was 20-odd weeks.

National spot radio's outstanding buy of the past week was Dodge's twin

order: for the trucks in 104- markets, starting mid-March, and for the cars in about

200 markets, beginning late March, for 60 days.

Activity out of New York the past week included daytime spots for McCormick Tea Bags l

(L&N) and the GE order via Maxon for some 25 thirty-second spots on all NBC Radio sta-

:

tions during the World Series broadcasts this fall. (Maxon is also the Gillette agency.)
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Chevrolet will have more commercial weight running for it on network tv this

summer than Ford as the result of a proposition sold to it by ABC TV.
At the moment it looks like Ford will depend solely on three minutes of Wagon

Train and three minutes from the replacement for Tennessee Ernie, or about 30

million impressions.

In addition to six minutes on the Chevy Show (NBC) Chevrolet will have four
minutes a week from participations in the Alaskans, Bronco and Walt Disney,

totaling some 60 million impressions per week.

The spot package was preferred by ABC TV as a substitute for a summer half-

hour replacement that Chevrolet might have dug up via Campbell-Ewald for the

existing Pat Boone Show.
Note: Chevrolet has a severe marketing problem accruing to the fact that the Falcon

is outselling the Corvair by a huge margin.

This should prove confounding to the critics of tv : the average home in Decem-
ber was still spending five and a half hours a day on the medium.

However, this quotient is about 5% less than it was for the like month of 1958,

and that may have been in part to the change in the Pacific Coast network feed pattern.

The comparison is in actual viewing time for the average home, as reported by Nielsen:

December 1959, 5 hours: 31 minutes; December 1958, 5 hours: 47 minutes.

What may turn out to be the cheapest per-commercial minute nighttime net-

work buy for the current season is the latest batch of Journey to Understanding on

NBC TV.

It works out this way: Half of the package comes to $360,000. The 12 hours of

broadcast will allow for 72 minutes of commercials. Figure on a minimum average

audience of 3 million homes and you get a $1.66 CPMHPCM.
The series is being shared by Norelco (LaRoche) and American Motors (Geyer).

*>

That pitch which ABC TV made for Chesebrough-Pond's daytime business on

NBC TV was spurred, in part, by a budget shortage facing the sponsor in the third

quarter of this year.

The need to cutback stemmed from the fact that the cost of producing, promoting

and merchandising Chesebrough's Fashion special (on NBC, 29 February) ran at

least $50,000 over the original estimate.

ABC TV in its presentation stressed not only the lower-cost factor, but its now deeply-

grooved contention that it reaches more viewers in the lower-age brackets.

It offered five quarter-hours a week at $47,000, which would reach 47.4% of all

U. S. homes, an average of 6.2 times over four weeks, as against the four quarter-hours

Chesebrough has on NBC at $56,000 per week, which reaches 35.4% of all homes an av-

erage of 9.7 times over four weeks.

Here's how ABC set up the comparison in terms of age groups and times reached (in

parentheses)

:

NETWORK UNDER 40 40 TO 54 55 & OVER

ABC TV 54.7% (6.7) 54.3% (6.2) 34.3% (5.8)

NBC TV 33.8% (7.6) 38.4% (9.0) 33.0% (12.1)

NBC TV is showing more and more signs of being particularly sensitive about

those young audiences that are being claimed by ABC TV.

Coming on the heels of NBC's adoption for the fall of an hour of action between 7:30-

8:30 every night of the week is the network's hesitancy about spotting the Bell Tele-

phone Hour Friday 8:30-9:30 p.m.

It's now inclined to block in something of much broader family appeal.
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. SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Eastman Kodak (JWT)—an account that spot has sought to crack these mam
years

—

id mulling a tv presentation submitted by Harrington, Righter & Parsons.

As deviced by this rep, the spot schedule would operate closely in conjunction with

Eastman's network shows.

Local-wise Eastman has been traditionally print-oriented.

Tv has given the toy industry a tremendous boost but all's not happy betwee:

them and their retailers.

The heavy users of tv among the manufacturers appear to be faced with a revolt from
the dealers. The plaint: they're not getting an adequately gross profit on the tv-pro-

noted items.

Retort these manufacturers: (1) the stores are selling more toys than ever before;

l 2) tv has helped them sell more high-priced types; (3) the medium's selling more
toys directly to children instead of having to direct the appeal to their parents.

(See 10 October 1959 sponsor re impact of tv on toy sales.)

Colgate (Bates) has transferred a chunk of its daytime budget from CBS TV
to NBC TV so as to get some merchandising identification with a live personality

show—something it hasn't had since it pulled out of Top Dollar and Dotto.

The new alliance: five quarter-hours a week of Play Your Hunch.
The CBS strips abandoned by Colgate: the Millionaire and December Bride (films).

Something that's likely to happen in the near future: station reps setting up a

branch office in Philadelphia to service agencies and accounts in that area.

The reps estimate that there's enough business coming out of Ayer and other Phila-

delphia agencies to justify the full time of a man on the scene.

Even though they're still tops in viewer fare, westerns this season are falling quite

short of last season as attention-getters in terms of millions of homes and viewers per

average minute of viewing.

The same thing has happened with all the other program types, except hour va-

riety shows. The general decline might be traced to the three networks' programing

the entire evening spectrum and a consequent lower average performance.

This is a complete breakdown of audience composition for all major evening show types,

culled from the November-December Nielsen Audience Composition Report:

PROGRAM SHOW HOMES MEN WOMEN TEENS CHILDREN TOTAL VIEWER!

TYPE LENGTH / Iri millions-

General Drama 30 Mins. 8.8 7.0 9.1 1.6 1.7 19.4

General Drama 60 Mins. 6.6 5.3 6.3 1.0 1.3 13.9

Suspense 30 Mins. 7.2 5.3 6.7 1.4 1.7 15.1

Situation Comedy 30 Mins. 8.7 5.6 8.2 2.0 4.2 20.0

Westerns 30 Mins. 9.9 7.8 9.0 2.1 3.9 22.8

Westerns 60 Mins. 10.9 8.1 9.5 2.6 6.0 26.2

Adventure 30 Mins. 4.8 3.6 4.5 1.0 1.9 11.0

Variety 30 Mins. 7.2 5.4 7.5 1.3 1.6 15.8

Variety 60 Mins. 8.7 6.5 9.4 1.1 2.1 19.1

Quiz-Aud. Partic. 30 Mins. 6.9 4.6 6.8 1.4 1.7 14.5

Other Programs 30 Mins. 5.3 3.7 5.1 1.0 1.9 11.7

ALL SHOWS 30 Mins. 7.7 5.6 7.3 1.5 2.5 16.9

ALL SHOWS 60 Mins. 8.5 6.5 8.4 1.8 2.9 19.6

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 52; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 56; Washington Week, page 61; sponsor

Hears, page 64; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 68; and Film-Scope, page 62.
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There's More Than

One Side to KERO-TV,

Bakersfield.

It's the one and only

advertising medium
that spreads over

the whole of the

Southern San Joaquin

Valley, all five

rich-living counties

of it.

KERO-TV
BAKERSFIELD
CALIFORNIA'S SUPER-market

Represented If

I Edward I Petry A I Co., Inc.)UvaJ
The Original Station Reprttentahr*

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

CHANNEL 10



WBEN-TV
BUFFALO. NEW YORK
HAS JUST HOPPED ON THE

BIG MAC
GRAVY TRAIN!

with NABISCO CEREALS SPONSORING

Vi HR A WEEK FOR 26 SOLID WEEKS!

GET COMPLETE DETAILS FROM:

•1iiiiiiiiiI«1iiiiiiiiiI«

UNITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED, INC.

CBS

WHBF
RADIO and TELEVISION

49th and

Madison

Memo to Mr. Beck

Let me congratulate you on your re-

marks in the 2 January edition of

sponsor magazine I "Reps at Work")
regarding radio promoting radio.

Though we are in the highly com-

petitive southern New Hampshire

area, it has always been my policy,

and the instruction to each of my
salesmen, that he sell WSMN radio

on its merits alone, and the general

benefits to be obtained from advertis-

ing on radio, in particular WSMN.
A person who knocks a competitive

station for its practices, may find

himself in the unfortunate position of

getting the same treatment.

Each of us in radio has a responsi-

bilitv to make our medium the most

respected in advertising.

D. A. Rock
gen. mgr.. WSMN
Nashua. A . H.

Sponsor-scope slip

Somewhere in your 6 February issue

comment is made that Liggett &

Myers will sponsor the Debbie

Reynolds Special in the fall which is

the case. However, reference is also

made that The Pied Piper was the

last special done by Liggett & Meyers.

\S hat was overlooked was Some of

Monies Friends sponsored by this

company which was the highest rated

Special of 1959.

More important, under gross net-

work time billings vou show McCann-

Erickson with S20.647.000. Our ac-

tual figure on the books is slightly

above $27,000,000. You quote as a

source of your figures the LNA tabu-

lations. I don't know where they

went off the beam but this is quite

unfair to us. Our daytime gross is

a bit low too but this is always so

complicated because of switches of

brands between agencies that I am
inclined to let it pass.

Obviously you recognize that time

billings are only one indication of

total night time activity. An agency

such as ourselves that had some 20

special shows in the 1958-59 season

obviously spent quite a few millions

over normal program costs.

You get such wide readership and

such figures may well be quoted that

I would appreciate your mentioning

our true situation.

C. Terence Clyne

senior v.p.

McCann-Erickson

N.Y.C.

Thrill of a lifetime!

I always read sponsor from cover to

cover, but your 30 January issue was

an added thrill.

To appear in such illustrious com-

pany is gratifying, and it was an

added pleasure to see the names of

many friends in the article on '"Radio

Experts. ' This will please even my
mother, who only recently gave up

the notion that an AE is an Alpha

Epsilon. and somehow connected with

fun and games.

I wish it were possible to thank

those who submitted my name, but

in lieu of that may I thank you for

printing it—and correctly spelled too.

(This never happens, even on per-

sonalized matches. >

Marian Clark Manzer

broadcast media department

Campbell-Mithun, Inc.

Chicago. 111.

Where, indeed?

The reference to heads of representa-

tive firms in Chicago, as published in

vour 6 Februarv issue, was certainly

very, verv interesting and even en-

lightening. For the life of me. I can't

figure out what must have happened

to George P. Hollingbery. who heads

up the George P. Hollingbery Com-

panv, also a well-known national rep-

resentative organization. He not only

headquarters but lives in Chicago

—

and has for 24 years.

William C. Brearley

sales mgr.

George P. Hollingbery Co.

N.Y.C.
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Air France jets were flying before Gigi was born!
Gigi is six. Yet it was more than six years ago longest-range jetliner crossing the Atlantic non-stopGigi is six. Yet it was more than six years ago

(February 19, 1953, to be exact) that Ah France

began flying regularly scheduled pure jet aircraft!

Since then. Air France has logged over 4 million

jet passenger miles. First, with the sleek, vibration-

less. 500-mile-an-hour Caravelle. And now, Air

France has added the fabulous new Boeing 707

Intercontinental to its fast-growing pure jet fleet.

longest-range jetliner crossing the Atlantic non-stop

between New York and Paris in only 6% hours.

The Boeing 707 Intercontinental is the most thor-

oughly tested airliner in aviation history. First, with

thousands of hours of testing on the ground; then,

more thousands of hours of actual flights.

Yes, Air France jets were flying before Gigi was

born. A reassuring fact to remember whenever you

^he Intercontinental is the world's fastest, largest. flv overseas on the world's largest airline.

AIR FRANCE 3
WORLD'S FASTEST JETLINER / WORLD'S LARGEST AIRLINE
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HOW IS IT POSSIBLE [

FOR ONE STATION TO EARN
79% OF LOCAL BUSINESS?
It's true in Des Moines, Iowa, where KRNT-TV
has had over 79% of the local business in

this major 3-station market for 3 yearsl

There is nothing so satisfying as doing busi-

ness with people who know what they're

doing and where they're going. Leading local

and national advertisers have known for

years that the "know-how, go-now" stations

in Des Moines are KRNT Radio and KRNT-TV.

They have confidence in the ability of our

people to make their radio and television

investments profitable. It seems clear that

for these astute advertisers, there is nothing

so satisfying as radio and television fare

presented by good, honest, experienced air

personalities who know what they're doing.

From surveys made several times a year for

the last several years, it seems evident that

the people of Central Iowa like to listen to

and view our stations.

Latest F.C.C. figures show KRNT-TV handled

over 80% of ALL the local television adver-

tising placed in this three-station market.

The year before, over 79% . . . and the year

before that, over 80%. Our local RADIO

business in a six-station market has always

exceeded that of our nearest competitors by

a country mile.

We know for a fact that these figures are

merely a reflection of our public acceptance

. . . our long-standing excellence in public

service . . . reliability that is vital in all selling!

We believe this to be true: the ones that

serve are the ones that sell in Des Moines.

People believe in and depend upon these

stations. Check the ratings, check The Katz

Agency, check the cash registers.

KRNT
RADIO and TV

COWLES STATIONS REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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SPOT RADIO:
IT LOOKS SOLID IN '60

I f you are a radio station owner or radio station representative

|the names listed in the column at the right should give you cause

for a lot of quiet optimism about the medium.

They represent some but not all of the important radio spot

buys reported in sponsor's first eight 1960 issues.

This week sponsor editors took time off from the busy pace of

reporting news and industry problems, to make a careful analysis

of what's been happening during January and February in the

older branch of broadcasting.

The net of sponsor's conclusions: spot radio looks solid for

'60— very solid. Its roots are deep; its friends are powerful;

more and more advertisers and agencies are turning to it and

relying on it for an important part of their total marketing plans.

It has its problems of course. More spot dollars are still con-

centrated in the top 25 markets than most radio station men and

reps would like to see.

Few large national accounts now use spot radio as their primary
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NEW MEDIA STUDIES SPARK

AGENCIES' RETURN TO RADIO

national medium. But sponsor has found in talks with

important advertisers and agencies an increasing confi-

dence in the medium—a better radio climate than has

existed for some time.

The reasons? They are complex and not easy to un-

tangle.

The tough competitive picture on tv availabilities has

undoubtedly contributed to a rising awareness of radio.

The promotional activities of stations, representatives,

the RAB, the SRA. and other industry groups have un-

questionably helped.

Cost factors have obviously set many advertisers think-

ing about more economical means of advertising and have

focused attention on radio spot.

But none of these quite explain the reaction SPONSOR has

been getting from many agency advertising managers

—

"Yes, we're going back to radio—but, believe me, I never

lost faith in it."

It is almost as if, after a period of wild tv enthusiasm,

buyers were settling down to a quiet, penetrating analysis

of all advertising media, and were remembering radio's

solid accomplishments.

One indication of this is the increasing radio interest at

agencies which had hitherto been primarily focused on tv.

(See the Bates comment on Siesta Coffee, page 33).

Representatives with whom SPONSOR talked this past

week say the Bates re-evaluation of spot radio is typical of

many similar studies being conducted at other important

agencies.

One, which had been almost out of radio is reported to

be conducting a significant radio spot test "at the request

of a major client."

Another, Y&R, has been told by "top bracket accounts"

to take a harder look at radio" according to the v.p. of a

leading rep firm.

And not only agencies but advertisers themselves seem

to be turning back to radio with real enthusiasm.

In discussing Wheaties radio plans (see box) Phil Arch-

er of Knox Reeves pointed out that the Wheaties image

had been built over the years with radio.

Mennen, whose spot radio plan is one of the most im-

pressive in the business, has returned to radio with a

carefully tested campaign that is buttressed by the knowl-

edge of the job radio had previously done for the Mennen
Company.

Ralph Robertson, director of advertising of B. T. Bab-

bitt, had this to say in discussing with SPONSOR his radio

spot campaign for Charles Antell hair spray:

"We have never had any lack of faith in radio to fit a

particular situation. Radio fits what we want to do with

Antell products—get them into the hands of young women.

We believe in radio to convey messages to young women."
On the other hand not all of spot radio's new buys are

coming from companies with previous radio experience.

Typical of those who are using radio for the first time

in a planned way is Selchow and Righter, whose games

—

Scrabble, Junior Scrabble and Parchesi — compete with

Parker Bros.

According to Miss Marion Stringer who handles the

company's advertising at Lester Harrison, "In the past we
used radio spottily, so we never had a chance to find out

how good it was.

"We are now beginning—basically on recommendation

of local salesmen

—

whose recommendation was very strong

—to use radio. Our strategy—to see if radio can't keep up

the level of business started by tv, and also to help mer-

chants clean up post Christmas stock."

The experience of the Du Pont men's wear division (see

Ditioit

ertob

Wsei

HERE ARE SIGNIFICANT QUOTE:

DODGE

Pete Moore, dir. of advertising,

Dodge Trucks and Cars

"We use radio at special selling seasons because

it reaches people very quickly. We use radio spot

because we can heavy up in markets that have

strong dealer associations. Our spring series

for trucks will cover 104 markets and our new

Dodge car campaign will be in over 200 markets"

WHEATIES

Phil Archer, media supervisor,

Knox-Reeves, Minneapolis

"Wheaties will be back in radio this summer.

The reason: a very successful test last summer

in only two markets. This year their buy will

be in multiple markets—over 150. A five-minute

shoiv we used in test last summer proved the me-

dium could create a wholesome Wheaties image"
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x) is another example of an advertiser moving into ra-

) spot after previous experience with print media.

BBDO's plans for Du Pont apparently contemplate the

e of spot radio for other products and in other markets,

cording to information given SPONSOR.

These new users and uses for radio are backstopped in

60 by the solid line of long-time spot radio users, headed

the cigarette and automotive advertisers.

Detroit enthusiasm for radio spot continues strong, and
tivity by Reynolds, American, Liggett & Myers and the

iher tobacco companies gives the medium a firm base of

vertiser acceptance.

Taken all in all, the evidence seems to point to steadv
1

n

constructive progress—not spectacular, but \ery reassuring
for the spot medium.

This is all the more marked by contrast with the situa-

tion in February 1959 when many radio stations and rep-

resentatives were beginning to fear a major setback.

1960 looks solid for radio spot. And one of the most
interesting aspects of the current situation unearthed by
SPORSOR editors is complete lack of concern among leading

agencies and advertisers with the noisy payola investiga-

tions in Washington.

"So what?" one agency v.p. told sponsor. "We know
radio can do a job. What do we care about what the

politicians have to say" ^

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiftiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii ':iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii:iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiii<^ iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

IN WHY IMPORTANT ACCOUNTS ARE USING RADIO SPOT

CREAM OF WHEAT

George Allerich, acct. supervisor,

BBDO, Minneapolis

"Cream of Wheat is putting $200,000 into its

spring campaign because of the overwhelming

success of our fall and winter campaigns. We're

going back into radio because radio keeps sales

high, and second because of the cooperation we

have received from the reps and the stations''

DU PONT (MEN'S WEAR)

Bob Launey, accr. executive,

BBDO, New York

"The use of radio spot for Du Pont's men's near

division (Dacron) is part of a change in strat-

egy to provide localized promotion and advertis-

ing support in key markets. Radio helps us to

become selective. We use it nith other local

media in markets where business is concentrated

i

SIESTA INSTANT COFFEE

Ted Croome, accr. supervisor,

Ted Bares & Co.

"Siesta Instant Decaffeinated Coffee is not in

national distribution. We're studying our posi-

tion, and are looking at radio in a very inter-

ested way. Bates is a heavy tv shop—but it

is likely tliat radio may figure in a substantial

way in our new broadcast pattern for Siesta"

SUTTON (Q-TIPS)

Robert Lurie, acct. executive,

Lawrence C. Cumbinner

"Almost half our budget is now in spot radio.

Whom are ue trying to reach? '\ en I sers. U <

know radio reaches enormous numbers of peo-

ple at low cost, if bought properly. U ell con-

centrate on spot this year to throw heavy promo-

tion into bis: cities. "Radio is more economical'

SPONSOR
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TRADE PUNS AND SATIRE BRING
LIFE TO FACT-FILLED PITCH

$l3b.000.000 x2b.? 000

^08,000.000
"

PICTURED HUMOR in Blair film presentation was themed to broad-

cast personalities (Godfrey, above) in takeoff on Murrow technique

VOCAL HUMOR in film was provided in Bob and Ray advertisin

ad-libs which entertained admen, company president John Blair (I

BLAIR'S SPOOF SELLS SERIOUSL
^ The Blair tv companies are lightening the buying

load for agency folk with a new spoofer film pitch

^ Satirists Bob and Ray combine inside-advertising

jokes with hard-sell market data to promote spot tv

I he light touch can turn dull mar-

keting statistics into a much tastier

-—and more meaningful—dish for

agency, media and account people.

This i? being proved in a new filmed

presentation developed by the Blair

Television Companies to point up the

increasing importance of spot tv to

advertisers.

The station representative firm is

combining trade-talk humor and fun-

filled photography to sell spot tele-

vision—in concept and in specific

markets. The theory: for too long a

time buyers have been assaulted by a

< "ntinuous, deadly and dull barrage

of raw statistics with little or no hope

of rescue.

But some progressives in showbusi-

and television know the value of

comic relief, as doctors realize the

value of sugar-coating around a pill.

Result: Blair's 22-minute film, though

loaded with what might overwise be

ponderous marketing data, provokes

maximum attention and minimum
suffering from its agency audience

because of its upbeat, humorous slant.

Martin Katz, Blair's sales develop-

ment director, worked with adver-

tising director Paul Blakemore, Carl

Moller, president of informatics, ed-

ward P. Shurick, Blair's executive

vice president, and personalities Bob
and Ray (Elliott and Goulding) to

produce "See it, Hear it, Learn it."

The film show is a takeoff on the Ed-

ward R. Murrow See It Now series,

with Mike Baker handling the narra-

tion and commentary of Edward R.

Sturdley and Bob and Ray doing

their inimitable ad-libs throughou

the continuitv.

Blair used a reverse twist in tlu

production, starting with taped ad-lib;

along the basic presentation theme

and then preparing a final script U
fit the words. The visual device waj

Filmograph, which gives the illusion

of animation, supplemented with ac

tual film footage and a brief appear

ance by John Blair himself.

Typical of some of the laugh lines,

which only tradesters would dig:

"Portions of this recorded program

were pre-recorded." "Reactions to

Bob and Rav were technically aug

mented." "No portion of this pre?

entation may be reproduced without

the permission of Ford Frick."

The humor doesn't obscure the im-

port of the facts, however . . . and the

film is loaded with them. It traces the

development of seven small "revolu-

tions" which combine to make the

large marketing and advertising revo-

lution marking this the new decade.

Here is a summary of the presenta-

tion's marketing and advertising; facts.
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ey encompass the type of factual

terial needed by agencies and ad-

isers in their determination of

) media budgets and (2) alloca-

ns in the over-all advertising and

;rchandising effort.

1) Marketing revolutions: Seven

jor movements are taking place in

as of vital concern to the modern

keter and advertiser. They are

growth of television

und and motion selling

family units; greater family in-

me: family movement: changing

nsumer tastes; speed in shopping

cisions; new products.

2) TVs reach: The 265 television

rkets are fast becoming 14 concen-

pted marketing areas which, al-

jough they occupy less than 4% of

. e L . S. land mass, encompass

ilf of all the people and more than

tlf of the nation's total retail sales.

"sight.

,
growth

There are 45 million tv sets, and

television is in nine in 10 homes with

a new tv home added every 14 sec-

onds. In 1953, viewers watched an

average of four hours and 40 minutes

contrasted with '58 figures of five

hours and five minutes.

Psychological studies report that

sight accounts for 65% of what peo-

ple learn but that sight plus sound

—

as in tv—makes learning 35% more
effective than with sight alone.

3) Population growth: In the last

five years, 159 million people have

changed addresses, indicating greater

frequency in movement. Suburbs are

growing in population seven times

faster than the rest of the countrv.

Some specific examples of the popu-

lation explosion:

Between 1950 and 1956, New York
metro area dropped 1% but the sub-

urbs gained 29% in population; Suf-

folk county, up 82% : Philadelphia

metro area, up 2% with suburbs up

34%; Bucks county (Pa.), up 97%;
Florida, up 60%; California, up
35%.

4) Income: In the 20's, the $2-| I.

000 income group started mass con-

sumer markets, with 40 f '< of all fami-

lies owning a Model T Ford. In 1947,

the middle class incomes—$4-87,500

—dominated, but by
;

50 those with

$7,500 incomes doubled in just three

years to more than 12 million. For
the 60's, experts predict by the end
of the decade production will be more
than $750 billion.

5) Food: Food store shoppers

choose from among 8,000 different

items, making a selection every three

seconds. Spot tv pre-sells more
brands in today's $52.5 billion food

business, which has a total of 5,794

{Please turn to page 54)

HOUSE
WESTERN BLEND

SERIOUS SIDE OF THE SELL:

MAXWELL HOUSE TEST STUDY

MARKETING GOAL: Maxwell House coffee, nation's top seller,

introduced its new Western Blend brand in Seattle with one- and

two-pound sizes. The client and its agency, Ogilvy, Benson &

Mather, New York, worked with Blair-Tv in a test market study

which analyzed the effectiveness of a spot tv campaign in (1)

increasing awareness and (2) making sales. Time: last summer.

MEDIA PATTERN: Spot tv keyed the advertising effort, supple-

mented with billboard postings, introductory newspaper ads,

five one-minute cut-ins on Maxwell House's net show, Zane

Grey. Most of campaign, however, centered on a weekly sched-

ule telecast by KING-TV. Three chainbreaks and five-minute spots

hit prime time, late evening audiences (but two spots were aired

at 1 p.m.) over five days of the week, the bulk on Monday, Tues-

day, Wednesday. This balance typifies Blair's Test Market Plan.

SPOT TV RESULTS: Test market study surveyed 300 persons

(Trendex) in personal interviews before new Western Blend ad-

vertising began as well as two months after schedules were

aired. Conclusions on awareness and sales:

1. In two months, awareness of the Maxwell House televi-

sion new product advertising increased 51%. Before the spot

campaign began, 63.5% of people surveyed were aware of

Maxwell House advertising; two months later, figure rose to

96.2%. Awareness decreased as much as 72% (magazines).

2. During spot tv drive, purchase of new brand increased

98%. Before campaign began, only 11.4% of people reported

M-H as brand most recently purchased; after the two-month spot

campaign, almost twice as many—22.6%—said this was their

most recent coffee buy. Biggest dropoff in brand purchase was

80% for Nob Hill Coffee; the second biggest gain, 50% for

Gold Shield, only about half of that reported for the M-H label.

3. When second study was run, the number of people report-

ing they had bought the new Maxwell House Western Blend

brand that very week had increased 1,154% in the time span

that elapsed before and after the spot television campaign.

minimum

I ;
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$3,000 can buy the creative talents of a musical commercial producer for a national

radio or tv campaign. Commercials tor regional campaigns usually cost around $1,500,

while one for a local flight may scale down to about $750. Here Bob Swanson, head of

Robert Swanson Productions in N. Y., and trombonist compose music for commercial jingle

$38 can buy an "assembly-line" musical commercial, but one which will still go over

well in the home town. As many as 30 such jingles can be recorded in a day to tunes

already on tape. Tunes checked to guarantee exclusivity. Shown here checking tunes

against grid map: George Sweeny and Warren Ainley of The Jingle Mill, N.Y.C.

1THINGS
^ To say it with musj

can cost from $38 to $3,80(

Trick is to get best for mone

^ Here are straight-froir

the-tuneshop hints to hel

keep up with jingle boo|

1 he toughly competitive broaf

cast jingle business is booming
1960. And as it booms, admen sa'

the jingles keep getting better. Re!

son: Advertisers, already well awai

of the memorability a jingle givJ

their sales message, are also becon1

ing increasingly conscious of the ra

of jingles around. So they're becob

ing more finicky, fussier about tlj

quality of the jingles.

Today, practically everyone wit

something to sell would like to do

with a jingle. But in many cases til

factors of cost and speed of produ'

ing become prime considerations.

So the jingle business, althoug

riding a wave of demand, is caug!

in a squeeze between clients who d

mand quality and those who look fc

economy. The answer lies, at all le

els (a jingle producer needs both 1<

cal and national business to survive

in more understanding of the jii

gler's craft. Answers to the followiii

questions should help effect that m
derstanding:

• To what extent do agencies an

jingle shops work together, and ho

successful are such partnerships?

• What is the current status of tl

demonstration record ("competith

demo") ?

• What kind of jingles can the a(

vertiser expect for his money?
• Do the new musician contrad

increase or decrease costs?

• What legal safeguards does

musical commercial have? How ca

jingles be protected?

Here are the answers sponso

found in an industry roundup:

Agencies and jingle shops appal

ently do work well together; in fac
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fO KNOW IN BUYING JINGLES

Dl

'

ere is every indication that admen
iu|. ink highly of the jingle makers and

eir musical products. A recent sur-

•y by Phil Davis Musical Enter-

ises (reported in sponsor 5 De-

mber 1959) showed about four-

ths of agencies responding hire

n limmercial musical producers for de-

1

c

;lopment of musical material. About

% reported they leave jingle devel-

op pment up to the tv film companv or

e recording studio, while 19% cre-

e the jingle ideas and compose all

,:iginal music within the agency.

But even those agencies which cre-

e their own jingles usually rely on

pe jingle producer for scoring, ar-

,inging and production. Agency-con-

'ived jingles take little coin from
le pockets of the jingle factories.

Creative fees among the leading

musical commercial producers for a

idio/tv jingle are pretty well stand-

rdized at $3,000 for a national ac-

count, $1,500 for a regional and $750
or a local campaign (though New
jork, Chicago and Los Angeles are

assed by most as regional). In a

Jirvey of jingle producers, SPONSOR
Jund that these charges are rarely

Raved more than $150-$200 when the

ency supplies completed music and
/rics.

As one musical commercial pro-

ucer put it, "Agencies do not retain

nese men to make money on jingles,

ut for a measure of insurance; with

tie amount of sweat that's been put

ato the tune, they want to own it

sck, stock and barrel."

Thus, after a Joe Hornsbv at

$BDO, a Ben Allen or Hal Taylor at

. Walter Thompson, or a Chet Ger-

ack at McCann-Erickson have toiled

t the music and lyrics, payment for

sound," "style" and other intangi-

bles of the jingle producer still come
iigh. Hornsby, for example, used
'"orell, Thomas & Polack to produce
lis current Campbell Soup radio jin-

:le. Robert Swanson Productions for

he latest Lucky Strike jingle. Even
in agency like Compton with its own
tudio production facilities will call

n a jingle company to produce the

commercial.

A relativelv new business in terms
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of emphasis on originality, the jin-

gle industry is moving toward more
safeguards to offset agency and client

worries about rights and duplication.

Whereas five \ears ago, only 5 cr of

tv film commercials carried original

musical scores, today's figure is closer

to 859c. The importance of safe-

guarding material has become of

prime importance. One companv.
Fallaice Productions, backs its guar-

antee of originality with an insur-

ance policy amounting to $y2 million.

The mushroom growth of the musi-

cal commercial shops raises the ques-

tion: Where do they spring from?
Ad agencies and Tin Pan Alley are

the two primary sources. By industry

estimates, around 85 musicians and
former agency jingle men in New
York City alone work in the creative

end of this field; of these, onlv about

a score have their own shops.

The fiercely competitive nature of

the jingle-making business makes it

almost essential that the head of one

of these firms be a musician himself.

The demise of several good shops in

the past year can be traced to the lack

of enough management talent that

could double on sax or kettle drums.

The reason lies in the "competitive

demo"— the demonstration record

that the jinglesmiths expect to live

with for some time. Roughly $1,000

for four or five demos is part of the

budget for virtually every national

commercial that will involve music.

The fee for a demo—$200-$300—
means the company will scarcely

make money on it. But the less tal-

ent that has to be recruited from out-

side the shop, the more economically

a jingle producer can turn them out.

It steps up his volume, too, an essen-

tial if he is to survive overhead costs.

Of 13 jingles Robert Swanson told

SPONSOR about in an average week,

10 were demos, three were "finals."

He reported turning out five demos

in one five-hour recording session

—

among them a cigarette, a coffee, a

gasoline, a reducing product, a paint

—whereas a finished jingle requires

a four-hour session. A big orchestra

would take a full day.

(Continued on next page)

MIIIIIIIIIHV

1 HERE ARE THE LEADING g

| MUSICAL COMMERCIAL |

PRODUCERS

|
Based on SPONSOR survey of agen-

in three regions of the U. S.)

EAST COAST

Jimmy Carroll

Phil Davis Musical Enterprises

Fallaice Productions

Forell, Thomas & Pollack

Goulding-Elliott-Graham Productions*

Jingle Mill"

Jingle Workshop

( Raymond Scott)

Music Makers

(Mitch Leigh)

Ray Martin-Paul Mamorsky

Scott-Textor Productions

Willis Shaefer

Robert Swanson Productions

Richard Ullman Productions

(Buffalo, N. Y.)

MIDWEST

Harry H. Coon Productions

Jewell Tv & Radio Productions

Fred A. Niles Productions

Bernie Saber, Inc.

Bill Walker Productions

WEST COAST

Ad-Staff

(Don Quinn)

Freberg, Ltd.*

Del Porter

•These shops create coi'y as well as musi-

cal theme.
"Supplying local stations and adrertlseri

only.

1
.: X
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survive the problems of over-

head, a jingle shop must recruit re-

gional and local business. It cannot

it-l\ on New \ ork agencies to supplv

it. \\ ith more advertisers becoming

for competitive demonstration rec-

ords, a lot of waste motion on the

production side is thus eliminated.

The demo is usually made when the

account is in the bag, which means

uoraiMiiii

involved, a sequence rundown of th-±j

first steps in production of a radio orj

tv jingle goes like this, according to!

Tony Fallaice. president of Fallaice;

Productions: "First, our client fur-

am

HOW DO RADIO JINGLE COSTS COMPARE IN 1960?

Based on industry estimates in SPONSOR interviews with musical commercial producer-

NATIONAL ESTIMATE (Big Band) (over 12)

5 / ocali.st* (5 $45 eaeh -\- S/.20 each rehearsal

5% AFTRA Pension & Welfare Fund

21 Musicians, (5 $30 1st hr., S20 2nd hour—leader double

5'» Musicians Pension & Welfare Fund
(>'

> Payroll tax on above talent

Studio—4 hours @ $40 per hour ..

Creation, arranging and copying

15% handling

8 261.00

13.05

1.100.00

55.00

81.66

160.00

3.000.00

228.15

TOTAL $4,898.86

REGIONAL ESTIMATE

5 Vocalists @ 836 each -f- 87.20 each rehearsal

5% AFTRA Pension & Welfare Fund

4 Musicians (8 $33.50 each—leader double— 1 hour

5% Musicians Pension & Welfare Fund

Studio—2 hours @ $40 per hour

6% Payroll tax on talent

Creation, arrangements & copying

15% handling charge

$ 216.00

10.80

167.50

8.38

80.00

23.01

1,250.00

69.53

TOTAL $1,825.22

LOCAL ESTIMATE

5 Vocalists <fi $18 each -f- $7.20 each rehearsal

AFTRA Pension & Welfare Fund

1 Musicians @ $33.50 each—leader double—1 hour

Musicians Pension & Welfare Fund

695 Payroll tax

Studio—2 hours @ $40 per hour

Creation, arrangements & copying

15% Jiandling charge

126.00

6.30

167.50

8.38

17.61

80.00

750.00

56.03

TOTAL $1,211.82

irniiniiiiiiiDiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii!! BMi
jingle-conscious, the business is being

sought at a greater rate than ever be-

fore both through agencies and bv

direct contact.

^ince local and regional budgets

will not normally stand an allocation

38

the pre-sell job is being stepped up

by most shops. Agencies and clients

alike in smaller markets can expect to

feel the effects of the push soon if

they haven't already.

When the competitive demo is not

nishes us with copy requirements bv

phone, letter or personal conference

U hen we have written lyrics that w
feel are in proper shape for experi

mental recording, we contact him fc
i Please turn to page 67)
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Volkswagen's fast new
tv commercial gimmick

^ Scenery is eliminated in dealer commercials using

lemonstrations set against stylized art backgrounds

^ F&S&R and Transfilm use Eastman's new rapid and

nexpensive matte process fusing art to live action

F% couple of insistent and persist-

nt problems long-connected with au-

omotive commercials were recently

olved by Volkswagen. The problems:

listraction of scenery used in stand-

rd location scenes showing vehicles

(riving through the countryside, and

*ad weather, causing production de-

ays with a consequent boost in costs.

Volkswagen dived into the prob-

ems, came up with a novel gimmick
vhich it worked into a dealer cam-

>aign. Using Eastman color negative

ilm and shooting its vehicles inside

i studio, the company created a set

>f automatic mattes which allowed

ive-action demonstrations to be print-

id optically over stylized art back-

grounds on the completed commer-
cial.

The matting process, selected by

Volkswagen's agency Fuller & Smith

a Ross with producer Transfilm-Cara-

el. utilizes one of the characteristics

)f Eastman color negative film—the

ibility to filter out a studio back-

ground if it is specially prepared as

me of the basic colors, such as blue

(red or green can also be used).

When the film loads are taken out

)f the camera, one load shows up as

i perfect set of silhouettes or opaque

nattes covering each of the 1,440

frames in the minute commercial.

Hiis set of self- (or automatic) mattes

s then utilized in an optical printer

^hich perfectly combines live action

with art wrork which is filmed sepa-

rately on an animation camera stand.

This Eastman svstem is one of sev-

eral eliminating much of the tedious,

:ostly work involved when each of the

nattes is done by hand, as in the

jrotoscope process. Another system

(not described here), in which infra-

red light acts on the background to

silhouette the subject, also produces

a set of self-mattes.

Technique of these commercials

was conceived by Peter Cardozo, Ful-

ler & Smith & Ross v.p. and tv crea-

tive director. The execution was
carried out in cooperation with

agency film producer and v.p. Byron
McKinney and Harvey Plactric of

Transfilm-Caravel, who handled the

complicated optical and editorial

film work.

As part of a comprehensive dealer

campaign, kits consisting of four 60-

second, open-end commercials with

complete storyboards, were made for

local dealer placement. While open-

ing shots featured the Volkswagen

car for immediate brand identifica

tion, emphasis was on truck and util

ity vehicle sales. Each of three com
mercials stressed one of these vehi

cles. For example, copy for the pane

truck highlighted such features as

"parks in three feet less space."

"costs only half as much to run as an

ordinary panel truck." "big double

doors" and a capacity of "80% more

load" than other half-ton vehicles.

Wliile economy was similarly

stressed in the pick-up truck commer-

cial, dealers' attention was called to

versatility for operation on bad roads,

with larger loads and at lower ex-

pense. Also pointed out was the

truck's storage department for equip-

ment.

"Split personality" supplied the

theme for the third commercial, in-

volving the Kombi station wagon.

Here copv pointed out how removing

(Please turn to page 54)

HERE'S HOW LIVE ACTION AND

ART BACKGROUNDS ARE MATCHED

1. Vehicles are filmed against all-blue back-

ground on Eastman color negative film which

can filter out any of its three primary colors

2. Silhouettes automatically become a set

of self-mattes which are used to control

art live action blending in optical printers

3. Art backgrounds are printed in except

for silhouette areas reserved for live action

filmed in studio, which is added in last step

SPONSOR 27 FEBRUARY 1960

4. Finally live action is burned into empty

holes left in each frame. An opposite set of

mattes control this in the optical printer
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TABLE-TURNERS: Howard Eicher (I), general manager of WSAI, Cincinnati, and station news director Bill Gill go over each issue of botlv

Cincinnati daily newspapers before they write the critiques on them which are broadcast each day 9 and 10 a.m., noon, 5, 6, and 10 p.i

RADIO TURNS THE TABLES
^ This Cincinnati radio station is handing newspapers

a dose of their own medicine in a critique switcheroo

^ Two local dailies whose tv/radio reviews have judged

broadcast are getting same treatment from WSAI critics

I t finally happened: man bit dog.

Out in Cincinnati, radio station

W SAI has begun airing regular cri-

tiques of the two local newspapers,

handled in the same vein as the press

has been handling reviews of the

broadcast media.

"Every major newspaper has a

critic," Howard Eicher, vice presi-

dent and general manager of WSAI,
told SPONSOR, "and I believe that

WSAI is the first radio station to of-

fer a broadcasting counterpart to this

-> r\

Newspaper critics have showered

both radio and tv programing with

flowery phrases in the past and con-

tinue to do so, but on a much smaller

scale, I believe. They also delight in

ripping us apart—the payola and

quiz show scandals being prime re-

cent examples—and repeatedly poke

fun at effective radio programing

under the guise that it isn't what the

public wants. And they delight in

disparaging many of the effective

commercials on both radio and tv.

As program directors, most radio and

tv critics wouldn't last five minutes.

"Both Bill Gill, our news director.

and I," Eicher went on. "feel that

the papers should be praised when

they do a job well, but that thev

should be criticized for poor efforts

and lack of industry-wide progress.

We simply asked ourselves, ' Vv hat

have the newspapers done to improve

their product over the past centurv

while thev are tearing our product

apart?'"

Six times daily WSAI probes this

question on the air, sitting in judg-

ment on the local press in the same

way that the press has been sittin.r

on air programing. There is one dif-

ference, however: WSAI offers both

newspapers equal time on the air t>

reply to their comments, if they wish.

To date, neither paper has taken ui>

the offer.

Indeed, except for announcement-

of the series when they began <>n 1

January, the newspapers have chose i

to ignore their critics. Word in Cir-
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cinnati advertising circles is that edi-

tors of the papers have ordered no

mention of the WSAI reviews.

But the reviews are attracting con-

siderable notice among listeners (a

lot of them write in either to applaud

or take issue with a critique) and

within the advertising industry. "It's

about time somebody took out after

the newspapers. They have become

pompous, self-satisfied and smug,"

was the comment of a Cincinnati

agency vice president.

"Particularly reprehensible was the

way the papers jumped on the Con-

gressional bandwagon" continued

this agency v.p., "giving the whole

advertising fraternity a black eye,

which they were more than willing

to do in order to knee the radio and

tv industry . . . WSAI's action is

a masterpiece of tongue-in-cheek."

"The fresh concept of newspaper

critiques by a radio station is most

stimulating," says John T. Nolan, Jr.,

president of Keeler & Stites Advertis-

ing Agency. "Those I have heard on

WSAI were fair and constructive as

well as thought-provoking."

Says Robert Grannen, vice presi-

dent of Leonard Sive Associates, an-

other Cincinnati ad agency: "It's the

sort of thing a progressive radio sta-

tion should do."

In the WSAI reviews of the press,

orchids are tossed right along with

brickbats. "The editorials commend
the papers on some articles and make
constructive criticisms of newspaper
weak spots," says Don Kimel, area

sales manager for Northwest Orient

Airlines. For example, here is an

"orchid" excerpt from a recent aired

review: "The Cincinnati Post for this

afternoon carries a column by John
Troan, which has been long overdue.

The subject expounded by this able

writer deals with rates charged by
many hospitals; such habits as charg-

ing a patient for meals he is too ill

to consume, levying a charge of 25<£

for one aspirin. . . . WSAI suggests

you read carefully the column of John
Troan in today's Post."

But WSAI reviewers have learned

what newspaper columnists discovered

long ago—that brickbats are more
memorable and create more stir than

do bouquets. At right are examples
of peppery criticism from this new
press "column-of-the-air." ^

WSAI REVIEWS THE PAPERS:

EXCERPTS FROM CRITIQUES

"I don't think there s a broadcaster in the United States who would
put a whiskey ad (They don't accept them in the first place) adja-

cent to Captain Kangaroo. Yet tonight the Cincinnati Post and
Times Star 1-Star Final has a quarter-page whiskey ad right next

to Captain Easy, one of the favorite comics of the kids. . . . It seems

unnecessary since there are 32 pages in tonight's paper and only

three whiskey ads."

"This morning's Enquirer should give a surge of hope to the lam-

basted television industry. Over the past few months, the Enquirer

has carried several scathing denouncements by its broadcast critics

concerning the manner in which television commercials employ

schemes and devices to illustrate various products. One of the most

severely criticized tv commercials had to do with demonstrating the

speed of a certain pain-killer. Well, fellows, take a look at what the

newspaper has come up with. Yep! Big as life, on page 2-A there

is a giant size photographic demonstration of how a pain reliever

starts to work faster than other pain-relieving tablets. . . . This

single example may well illustrate the lack of sincerity in newspaper

criticism of a competing industry."

"Mary Wood (radio /tv columnist of Post & Times-Star) today

covers . . . the problem tv film editors have in cutting those old

movies to fit segments of the broadcast day. This is no easy prob-

lem for the tv stations where commercials and entertainment must

be timed to fit the clock. I'm sure all broadcasters envy our news-

paper competitors who can keep adding pages and pages with no

worry about the balance of advertising and news. . . . We estimate

that over two-thirds of tonight's paper is . . . advertising, and I

think that's a pretty good place to draw the line. If any more than

two out of three pages are ads, then let's drop the word newspaper,

and call it a shoppers' guide."

"Regarding the flock of writers known as 'advisors to the lovelorn,'

when will newspapers, which enjoy the well-deserved respect ac-

corded to the Post, realize that the sometimes vulgar subjects actu-

ally become disgustingly offensive? Today's tripe in Dear Molly

(the column concerned an unwed mother-to-be—aged 12

—

whose

problem was her boy friend putting off the wedding) certainly

should qualify for jurisdiction under obscene literature ordinances.

It is indeed difficult to conceive of intelligent parents allowing such

trash to be placed at the disposal of teen-age readers. There are still

sufficient clergymen and charitable organizations to deal with such

personal and lurid problems. . . . We seriously question whether or

not such a letter was ever received by the Dear Molly editors. It

remains almost impossible to believe that any person of sound mind

would write to a newspaper for advice on so delicate a problem."

!l!lllli:ililP" lllflllllllll!!
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How Durkee pre-tested its net tv

^ Durkee strategy on minced onion shows importance

of careful buys, high creativeness for limited-budget push

^ Food firm, previously print-oriented, used Detroit

spots to check on tv; followed with 35-week net plunge

I here ve been some changes made

at Durkee Famous Foods.

First, late in 1958. this division

of the Glidden Co., Cleveland, con-

verted its instant minced onion pack-

age from a small spice jar to a large,

"family-size" box. Then, in keeping

with the new look, after an 11-week

television test in Detroit, Durkee

switched the bulk of its advertising

for minced onion (and other national

consumer products) from print to

network tv. The 35-week buy,

launched in mid-October, encom-

passes Today and Jack Paar on NBC,
and ABCs Gale Storm, Day in Court,

Love that Bob and Beat the Clock.

As Durkee director of marketing

Frank Daniels puts it, "We decided

to apportion the major share of

Durkee's budget to tv because of its

ability to deliver mass impressions

with great continuity, while provid-

ing coverage of marketing areas

closely aligned to our distribution

pattern." It is estimated that total

viewer impressions for this network

drive rounds off to 300 million. Tar-

get: the large number of housewives

in daytime and nighttime audience,

plus food brokers and chain store op-

erators who watch tv at night and

who are more inclined to pitch in if

they see evidence of the campaign.

The Detroit test consisted of 20

spots a week (16 Feb.-l. May), over

\^ X l Z-TV and 12 spots a week over

WWJ-TV i 16 Feb.-6 March and 30

March-10 April ' . Pulse interviewed

500 housewives prior to the flight and

another 500 afterward. Whereas

a scant 12.2 c
c had heard of Durkee's

instant minced onion beforehand, the

post-test figure reached 48.4 c
c. Of

those who were instant minced onion

consumers, the number purchasing

Durkee's brand jumped from a pre-

test 40% to 90 r
7 after it ended.

Meticulous care went into the De-

troit-tested trio of 60-second film

commercials developed bv Durkee and

its agency, Meldrum & Fewsmith,

Cleveland. ''Memorability was the

guiding factor, since a modest budg-

et ruled out the luxury of saturation,"

explains agencv radio, tv v.p. Bruce

Stauderman. "Every exposure had to

count that much more."

The first two films serve to intro-

duce the product—demonstrate its

advantage over fresh onion and indi-

cate how it can be used. The third

commercial, made for late stages of

the campaign, includes several sug-

gested uses for the product. It was

designed primarily to increase con-

sumption by housewives alreadv using

Durkee's. There is a tie-in with the

other two spots through inclusion of

some sell against fresh onion.

In the cause of memorability the

films are replete with extreme close-

ups, highly amplified and distorted

sound effects. Number of words is

minimal, for the same reason, and

thev are carefully chosen on the

basis of word-association studies. For

instance, in reference to the "enemy"

—fresh onion—-"work," "waste" and

"tears" are key words.

\^ ith these tools, Stauderman,

working closely with the production

staff at Fred A. Niles communications

center. Chicago, built a vivid con-

trast between fresh onion and Dur-

kee's instant, minced version. On
screen there's evidence of difficulties

with fresh onion: hands engaged in

labors of slicing, waste slices all over

the place and a full-screen shot of a

tearing eye. Accompanying this vis-

ual are highly amplified sounds of

chopping, scraps in motion and a

tearful female sniffle.

For the Durkee brand, there is a

clean, uncluttered close-up of one

DURKEE GETS MEMORABILITY WITH FILMED AND LIVE ACTION

LIMPID POOL is marred when fresh onion

is used, says Durkee commercial. Tears re-

enter eye as symbol of Durkee gentleness

WASTE-FREE, clean operation of pouring

Durkee's [onion] from box to spoon is con-

trasted with messy chopping of fresh onion

LIVE action shot catches ABC's Bud Collyer

about to devour giant sandwich made with

real bread, fixin's and Durkee Famous sauce
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land tilting the box to pour the onion

into a spoon held by the other hand,

| followed by a shot of a hand sprink-

I ling a spoonful of the, same easy-to-

I use seasoning over a tasty-looking

f casserole.

To dramatize further the contrast

between fresh onion and Durkee's,

!a hand is shown vigorously chopping

fresh onion; then, a sudden stop,

.accompanied by the announcer's "no

work."' This is followed by the tear-

ing eye again, but this time the tear

.goes back into the eye while the an-

nouncer says, "no tears."

The commercials end with, "If you

•don't see it in the store, ask your

^grocer." This wTas inserted not only

<to stir up new distribution, but also

as a bid for choice shelf locations

where already carried.

In addition to their Detroit flying

colors victory, which won them a

birth in Durkee's net tv lineup, these

films have been honored by the trade.

iThey were voted the best tv spot

series of 1959 by the Fifth Dist., Ad-

vertising Federation of America; re-

ceived honorable mention from the

Chicago Federated Ad Clubs, and

were honored by the Cleveland Ad
Club, "based upon comparison of re-

sults with objectives."

Some of the success of these com-

mercials is attributed to close collabo-

ration with the film producer. The
Niles outfit, selected on the basis of

its food photography, was brought

into the planning from the start. Be-

fore any ideas were "locked up,"

Niles determined whether thev were

feasible under the Durkee budget.

Agency and producer worked to-

gether on special techniques for the

films.

Only after this extensive prepara-

tion were the commercials submitted

for client approval. "This system, in

most instances, should prove far more
effective than submitting final plans

to the producer with the lowest bid."

observes Stauderman.

The net tv campaign for Durkee's

other nationally distributed products

—Famous sauce, spices and Snow-
flake coconut—is on a smaller scale.

I Memorability for the few Famous
' sauce exposures is achieved with a

)

Dagwood-type sandwich made of real

bread, turkey, lettuce—and the sauce

STRATEGY for Durkee's network tv gets reappraisal by (I to r): Ralph Wright, account exec.

Bill Northrop, v. p.-account sup, Bruce Stauderman, radio/tv v. p., (ail with Meldrum & Fewsmith

agency), and Frank Daniels, dir of marketing and George Greve, ad mgr, both with Durkee

—munched by Bud Collyer on Beat

the Clock.

There were taped commercials for

spices and coconut aired around

Thanksgiving and Christmas. New
films are in work for these products

scheduled for March and April. The

spice film commercial has its institu-

tional side. It includes an antique

spice dispenser and lab shot showing

spices undergoing tests—all to build

the experience and reliability image

for Durkee.

M&F created several print ads and

a brochure to dramatize the cam-

paign to the trade. Color and black-

and-white series on the theme, "Dur-

kee goes network morning, noon

and night," ran in food trade publi-

cations. The announcement ad led

off with "early in the morning" (Gar-

roway) and proceeded chronological-

ly through the day and night. There

was an ad for each show in a con-

tinuous series of five insertions in

each publication.

Other broadcast activities for Dur-

kee include spot tv and radio. The

tv is limited usually to New York and

SPONSOR 27 FEBRUARY 1960

Chicago, where a four-week campaign

recently ended. WCBS-TV, New
York, and WGN-TV, Chicago, each

aired about four 60-second spots a

week. Spot radio is Durkee's main

medium on the West Coast for a few

of its products distributed only in

that region.—margarine, mayonnaise

and salad dressings.

The agency and Durkee's advertis-

ing department put together a color-

ful booklet shaped like a Durkee

minced onion box, consisting of prod-

uct information and merchandising

materials. It included a two-color

"bascart" poster headlined "no more

tears" and featuring an "as adver-

tised on" list of the tv shows. Other

merchandising aids: special display

bins, recipe tear-offs and shelf-talkers

to be hooked on price rails.

All new Durkee commercials will

include a reference to the parent

Glidden Co. The purpose is to estab-

lish a unity behind all of the products

advertised. The usual closing for

each commercial is expected to be

"another famous food by Durkee, a

division of the Glidden Co." ^
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GOT A RADIO/TV QUERY?
This SPONSOR service to subscribers draws

lOO inquiries weekly, mostly from agencies

iJ.irk in 1954 SPONSOR started a

Readers' Service department. The

purpose: to furnish its readers with

detailed and useful information on

every phase of radio/tv advertising.

Today this department handles

more than 100 requests per week

ranging all the way from supplying

source material for an adman's spech

or a Harvard student's graduate the-

sis to advising a gentleman visitor

from Japan on how to set up his trade

show. The department maintains a

complete index of all the articles pub-

lished by the magazine together with

an updated research file of industry

statistics. Both are at the disposal

of sponsor readers. A call to Readers'

Service is all it takes. Next time you

have a question maybe, RS can help

you find the answer. For example.

you may need a sponsor article or

chart for some project you're work-

ing on. Jot down the title and date

and call or write Readers' Service.

Reprints? Back copies? Readers'

Service will do its best to assist you

with layout problems or in meeting

delivery schedules.

Perhaps you'd like to use the spon-

sor library. You'll find a complete

collection of trade publications and
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industry source books and an RS
representative will be happy to show
you around and pick out the material

that you'd like to see.

Or maybe you're planning a trip

out West, or coming East for an im-

portant conference. The sponsor 5-

City Directory lists the admen's fa-

vorite hotels and dining places in

New York, Los Angeles, San Fran-

cisco. Detroit and Chicago. For vour

business convenience the Directory

also includes listings of Agencies,

Representatives, Advertisers, Net-

works and Groups, Research and

Trade Organizations, Program and

Commercials Producers, Trade Pub-

lications and News Services and other

categories. RS can tell you how to

get your copy.

Once RS had no answer. A dis-

traught housewife called and com-

plained that she had been taken for a

ride bv a car dealer. RS offered

sympathy. It didn't do. She thought

RS was the better business bureau.

However, for the answer to any

question that vou may have on radio

and television advertising, dial MUr-
ray Hill 8-2772 in New York. The
RS representative who takes your call

is waiting to help you. ^

Grass- root

Coats & Clark moves hal

::of $1,000,000 ad budget t

net radio, enlists Godfrey
,

W Sewing, art needlework

giant counts on CBS star

salesman to reach grass rootsi

KLver hear of Coats & Clark? If

you're male, chances are you haven't

but this isn't likely to bother the com

pany too much. You see, it manu-

factures threads, yarns, zippers, bind-

ing tapes, crochet cotton and em
broidery floss—of profound interest

to the ladies almost exclusively.

There is a man, however, who not

only has heard of Coats & Clark, but

enjoys talking to the women-folk about

it—coast-to-coast. He very wisely

doesn't set himself up as an expert in.

what is rightfully the ladies' baili

wick. His approach is to pass on in-

formation he has learned from his

friends at C&C.

Arthur Godfrey is the man; he's

spoken for C&C on his CBS radio

network show since 4 January. Over

the coming year roughlv half of

C&C's nearly '$1,000,000 ad budget

will be devoted to this net radio cam-

paign, first major broadcast effort

for a previously all-print advertiser.

The 52-week buy consists of two 10-
j

minute segments one week (Monday

and Thursday), and one the next

l Wednesday), on an alternating

basis. Each segment allows for two

minutes and 10 seconds of commer-

cial time.

The new media set-up follows

C&C's shift from Kenyon & Eckhardt.

its agency for 21 years, to Fuller &

Smith & Ross, on the account since

last July, after a multi-agency com-

petition. Explains F&S&R group head

George Lyon, "Estimates are that

over half of the sewing and art needle-

work in this country is done in

rural and small town areas. Radio's

penetration of these communities and

Godfrey's proven effectiveness at the

grass roots were significant factors

in the media decision. C&C produces
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Xjradio strategy of a thread maker

DI

L ,all types of threads for home use, in

a multitude of colors. For example.

in mercerized sewing thread alone

there are 136 colors. For art needle

work varieties of Redheart yarns, cro-

chet cottons, embroidery floss num-

jber in the hundreds. "Godfrey does

a fabulous job of making this com-

plex group of products interesting by

.providing a light touch," says Lyon.

Godfrey bases his taped commer-

cials on the scripts, but something in

the prepared text usually catches his

fancv and brings out the ad-libs

which are his trademark. Sometimes

he waxes humorous, as when he re-

ferred to the C&C thread's "boilfast"

quality. ''That means the color wont
fade even if it gets boiled," Godfrey

pointed out, adding, "but I don't

know what'd happen if vou fried it."

He also had fun with the brand

name for C&C's thread. O.N.T. (Our

New7 Thread), in use since the 1860s.

though the thread itself has been im-

I

proved many times since. "I think

,
'O.N.T.' came out about the same

I

time as 'P.D.Q.," quipped Gorfrey.

C&C is considered the leading

I thread and yarn manufacturer, and

for these products conducts a primar-

Bily
"service" campaign. The theme

is that C&C is "headquarters for ideas

in the art needlework field." Godfrey

tells listeners about the instruction

books and design leaflets which the

company publishes, and new colors

that are introduced.

From time to time Godfrey spear-

heads special promotions for C&C.

In January he did one for its Red-

heart yarn, as a tie-in with the com-

pany's "design of the month," an

afghan. He suggested that the ladies

pick up C&C's free instruction leaflet

for the afghan, purchase the neces-

sary yarn, which was on special price,

and get to work. F&S&R provided

point-of-purchase posters with God-

frey's picture and the headline,

"Arthur Godfrey announces a special

sale on Coats & Clark's Redheart

yarns."

For zippers the strategy differs be-

cause C&C faces stiffer competition.

Furthermore, zipper displays take up

considerable space and store man-

agers will not cam more than one

line. Godfrey is the key to a two-fold

drive for wider distribution. He
urges the women
men specifically

Meanwhile, C&C

to ask store sales-

for C&C zippers,

has merchandised

Godfrey's persuasive powers to chain

store headquarters and department

store buyers by sending them record-

ings of his initial zipper commercials.

In addition, the company reaches

merchants with trade publication ads

pointing out that Godfrey has been

enlisted in the C&C zipper cause.

Before Godfrey departed on a six-

week trip to India, he pretaped all of

the C&C commercials for the period.

The taping was geared for smooth
transition between Godfrej and Sam
Levenson, who conducts the program
during his absence. Levenson "throws

the ball" to Godfrey, they quip,

Godfrey does the commercial and
then throws the ball hack to Levenson.

The company's consumer print ads

run in pattern books and women's
magazines, some carrying a reference

to the Godfrey sponsorship. One cur-

rent use of the print ads is to explain

C&C's color co-ordination svstem for

{Please turn to page 54)

SALESMAN GODFREY is the main topic in this conference among Fuller & Smith & Ross

executives on the Coats & Clark account. (I to r): George Lyon, v. p. and group head; Catherine

Ames, radio tv producer; Donald Leonard, media dir. Arthur Duram, senior v. p. radio tv
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As Federal agencies review advertising, SPONSOR ASKS:

In what copy areas should

agencies exercise caution?
Network executives discuss offi-

cial attitudes toward copy claims,

their verification and construc-

tion, without hampering creativity

H. A. Carlborg, Or. of program

practices, CBS TJ , New 1 ork

There is no question but that the

area of personal products creates a

substantial challenge to the creators

of television commercials in their en-

deavor to combine selling impact

with good taste. The objection to

personal product advertising stems

from its obtrusive invasion into the

area of taste and is due to two main

factors: the use of scare or negative

copv and the showing of clinical vis-

ual devices.

It is the policy of the CBS Televi-

sion Network and CBS Television

Stations to work with creative people

from the standpoint of examining

every possible copy approach so that

arbitrarv decisions will not be made

to the disadvantage of advertisers in

the personal product field. We cer-

tainlv recognize that the cause and

effect principle is inherent in the sell-

ing process but the overemphasis of

the scare situation, the negative ap-

proach, which creates the "cause"

L se of

scare copy,

showing

clinical visual

devices

very often leads to such commercials

which are offensive to our audience.

In cases like this, we suggest positive

themes so as to remove a source of

justifiable criticism.

In the case of clinical video de-

vices, we are concerned with tech-

niques which often duplicate internal

body organs. Here again we seek to

avoid offensive video handling by the

use of schematic presentations which

present the principles involved with

the function of the product rather

than unpleasant clinical aspects. We
urge agencies to work closelv with us

with storvboards and other prelim-

inary material so as to avoid produc-

tion commitments which will lead to

the preparation of costly material

which might be totally unacceptable.

Two additional areas for special

caution: One is that of product

claims. Here it is very important that

the zeal of the copywriter not exceed

the limits of product performance.

Puffery is one thing but specific

claims are another. We require all

claims to be fully authenticated.

The other area is one of product

demonstration. The CBS Television

Network will permit artificial tech-

niques to be used in product demon-

strations as long as there is no decep-

tion to viewers. Here again the dem-

onstration technique might prove so

intriguing to the creative people in

agencies and film studios that the

idea will exceed the qualities of the

product.

Joseph F. Keating, ».p. in charge of

programing. Mutual Broadcasting System,

Neiv York

We at Mutual use the simplest and

probably most direct guideposts there

possibly could be in determining

good taste, morality, mores, ethnic

values and integritv of the program-

ing we air—whether it be in news,

special features, sports or the com-

mercials themselves.

And these guideposts are: our own

consciences, the consciences of our

advertisers and their agencies plus

two of the toughest controls in the

United States today, the public (who

can twist a dial or flick off a radio

with the twist of a wrist) and our 458

communitv-conscious station owners.

All our material must pass these

tests—or it doesn't get on the air.

We would be most foolhardy if we
didn't follow this simple practice.

Firstly, all of us like to live with our

consciences—as do vour readers, too.

Secondly, anybody worth his weight

in broadcasting likes to feel that the

public is listening to him or her and

that the material he or she are broad-

casting is truly in the public interest.

Since we at Mutual own no sta-

tions we have no en famille situa-

tions cropping up to camouflage our

guideposts. The independently owned
stations affiliated with Mutual main-

tain such liaison with our network

We consider

accuracy first,

then under-

standability,

integrity

because they feel we give them what

they want—plus services they cannot

practicably supplv themselves.

By the same token the philosophy

of the network affiliate is to program

his station so that it can provide the

maximum in service to the listeners

in his communitv. It never necessar-

ily follows that what is considered

good public service in New York

City, Philadelphia, Washington, Chi-

cago or Los Angeles is also good pub-

lic service in Minneapolis, Milwaukee

or San Francisco. Each community

has its ethnic viewpoints.

The resident owner of an MBS af-

filiate, accordingly, since he actually

lives with his listeners, knows what

thev want to hear, how thev want their

material presented and what cultural

and civic enterprises should be either

enhanced or toned down.

Thus, the network affiliate is far

from being the hot-rod operator, the

chaos expert, the creator of phony

news. He is the community-conscious

broadcaster who wants to give his

listeners all the factual information

and communications services in his

power to give.

In determining acceptability of ad-

vertising copv. we first check accu-

racv, then understandability and in-
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tegrity of copy exploiting the particu-

lar product. If there is any doubt,

no matter how slight, copy is amend-

ed—always with the fullest coopera-

tion of the advertiser and his agency.

Percy Smith, commercial copy adminis-

J trator, NBC, New York

The television commercial enters

the home and is seen by the entire

family group, children and adults

alike. For this reason tv advertising

must be handled with special care.

There are few products that can-

not be advertised on television. The
trick, in many cases, is to find a way
to present the product within the

bounds of good taste. It is true that

good taste is riot always easv to de-

fine, but we have learned from ex-

perience through the years that cer-

tain techniques offend the average

viewer. One of these is the pseudo-

scientific diagram of the human an-

atomy and the other is the "hard

sell" that tries so hard it becomes
strident and annoying.

One of the great challenges to the

producer of commercials is to inte-

grate his advertisements into the pro-

gram so smoothly that the viewer will

remain in front of his set and watch

it with pleasure. This integration re-

quires attention to the sound—both

the volume and the tone. If the vol-

ume of the commercial is raised above

that of the program, the effect can

be irritating. If the tone of the com-

mercial differs sharply from that of

the program—the blare of a trumpet,

for example, after the sound of soft

voices—the effect is equally jarring.

Visual effects are as much a part

of the advertiser's message as the

copy itself. They should not be used

in anv wav that might deceive the

l

'Hard sell''

that tries

so hard it

becomes

strident

viewer. It is one thing, for example,

to replace a scoop of ice cream with

some substitute material that will not

melt under the heat of the television

lights. It is quite another thing to

call attention to the fine texture of the

material and compare it with compet-

ing ice creams.

In 10 years of network television

we have learned a good deal about

what offends and what pleases the tv

audience. Drawing on this experi-

ence, client, agency and broadcaster

can cooperate to present tv commer-
cials that enter the home as good
salesmen and welcome guests.

Crace M. Johnsen, dir. of continuity

acceptance, ABC, A'ew York

Agencies should exercise caution

in the same areas in which they have

always exercised caution.

Most advertisers, it has been our

experience, are eager to be able to

validate their claims and to uphold

believability in advertising.

A few, because they are new to a

medium or because thev are carried

awav bv creative fantasv, may side-

step or cloud the basic principles of

integrity. There is no one who delib-

erately wants to lose the audience

—

the broadcaster, client or ad agency.

But sometimes in youthful eager-

ness to beat the competition a person

mav throw caution to the winds in

order to beat the other guy to the

punch, and by stressing competition,

he mav lose sight of the ultimate goal.

Total effect

concerns us,

not so much
particular

uords

Adherence to the broadcasting

companies' standards, the NAB and

AAAA Codes, honesty to themselves,

adherence to the spirit of decisions of

local, state and Federal agencies:

avoidance of indiscriminate use of

words such as new, revolutionary,

miracle, when such is not, in the com-

mon parlance, correct: consideration

of the whole effect rather than empha-

sis on particular words or phrases

which, while accurate by themselves,

when viewed as a whole give a con-

trary impression: less emphasis on

comparison of competitors" products:

and avoidance of flamboyancy—these

are the wavs which advertisers sus-

tain credibility in advertising and the

way in which each one of us upholds

believability in the American way of

life and in the integrity which makes

each of us free as individuals. ^

on all viewing fronts!

WREX-TV continues to

dominate Rockford and
Area Viewing . . .

• AT NIGHT
45 of ffie Top 50 Shows . . .

• IN THE DAYTIME
All 20 of the Top 20 Shows

• TOP WESTERNS
7 of the Top 8 Shows

• TOP FAMILY SHOWS
5 of the Top 5 Shows

• TOP SPORTS,
SYNDICATED FILM,

MOVIES,
PUBLIC SERVICE.

*Source ARB Ocf. 2S - Nov. 21, 1959

IN FACT ... All Day and

All Night! . . . Every Hour

of the Week is "Good
Time" on . . . WREX-TV
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RATINGS: TOP SPO i

TFI rPIILQF1 LLCrULtlL

Top 10 shows in 10 or mor;
markets: 18-25 Nov., 27 Nov.-

15 Dec. 1959
TITLE, SYNDICATOR, SHOW TYPE

National
average

7-STATION
MARKETS

5-STA
MARKET 4-STATION MARKETS

N.Y. L.A. Seattle Chicago Detroit Minpls. St. Louis San Fran. Wash. Atlanta Bait. Boston Buffalo Cifi

Sea Hunt
nv (Adventure)

19.7
9.6 14.9

wabc-tv krca-tv

10:30pm 10:30pm

25.4
king-tv

7:00pm

23.9 31.5 19.2 18.5 24.2 12.5
wnbq-tv wjbk-tv wtcn-tv ktuf-tv kron-tv wmal-tv
9:30pm 10:30pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

17.0 15.0 13.2 22.5 19
wsb-tv wbal-tv whdh-tv wkbw-tv wkrc
7:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 7:3'1|

Mike Hammer
"<=* (Mystery)

19.4
21.7 16.2
wrca-tv krca-tv

10:30pm 10:30pm

19.9 3.5 21.0 16.9
ugn-lv cklw-tv ksd-tv wrc-tv

D :30pm 9:00pm 10:00pm 10:30pm

13.9 23.0 21
wlw-a wkbw-tv wkrc
10:30pm 7:00pm 9:00]

Death Valley Days
u.s. borax (Western)

19.2
12.9 14.4
wrca-tv krca-tv

7:00pm 7:00pm

26.2
king-tv

7:00pm

18.5 14.5 26.4 14.9 18.8 14.0
wgn-tv wwj-tv weco-tv ksd-tv kpix-tv wrc-tv
9:30pm 7:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm

19.5 24.4 16.5 12.
wsb-tv wbz-tv wben-tv wkrc
7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm 7 Mi

Whirlybirds
cbs (Adventure)

17.5
3.7 4.4
wpix khj-tv

7 :00pm 7 :30pm

25.0
komo-tv
7:00pm

13.9 7.4 17.5 20.8 11.5
wgn-tv wxyz-tv wtcn-tv ksd-tv *wtop-tv
9:00pm 11:00pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm

25.4 16.5 15.
wsb-tv wben-tv wcpH
7:00pm 7:30pm 6:3'ir,

Lock Up
*i v (Drama)

16.8 7.6 14.4
wrca-tv kabc-tv

7:00pm 7:00pm

14.0
komo-tv
10:00pm

14.2 10.5 19.5 21.5 21.5
wnbq-tv wjbk-tv kstp-tv ksd-tv kron-tv

10:00pm 7:30pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

14.4 10.8 14.7 17.5 16j
wlw-a wbal-tv whdh-tv wgr-tv wl«
10:30pm 7:00pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30

U. S. Marshal
•- TA (Western)

16.8 5.6 8.7
wabc-tv kttv

7:00pm 0:00pm

5.2
ktnt-tv

6:30pm

15.9 22.0 18.2 12.9
wgn-tv wwj-tv ksd-tv wrc-tv

9:00pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm

23.5 10.3 19.5 17.7 16.
waga-tv wbal-tv wnac-tv wkbw-tv wcpo-

10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30

Manhunt
screen gems (Mystery)

16.7
4.7 11.4

wnew-tv krca-tv

7:30pm 7:00pm

22.2
king-tv

7:00pm

17.2 13.0 10.2 19.2
wjbk-tv kstp-tv ktvi-tv kron-tv
10:30pm 10:30pm 10:00pm 6:30pm

17.2 19.2 14.2 13.
wsb-tv wnac-tv wgr-tv wlw-

7:30pm 6:30pm 7:00pm 10:301

Shotgun Slade
mca (Western 1

16.4
10.7
wrca-tv

7:00pm

3.9
ktnt-tv

8:00pm

11.2 16.2 12.5
wgn-tv wwj-tv wtop-tv

10:00pm 10:30pm 7:00pm

7.5 21.2 17.2
wlw-a wbz-tv wgr-tv
7:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

Border Patrol
cbs (Adventure)

15.9
4.7

wabc-tv
7 :00pm

13.5 21.2 17.0 10.4
wgn-tv kstp-tv- ksd-tv wrc-tv

9:00pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 7:00pm

14.4 20.3 18.2 18.9
wsb-tv wjz-tv wbz-tv wkbw-tv
10:30pm 5:30pm 7:00pm 10:30pm

Bold Venture
«iv (Adventure)

15.4
7.2 10.5
wcbs-tv kttv

7:00pm 9:00pm

23.5
komo-tv
6 :30pm

8.9 11.2 9.9 19.2 12.5
wgn-tv wtcn-tv ktvi-tv kron-tv wrc-tv

S :30pm 9:30pm 10:00pm 6:30pm 10:30pm

16.5 16.3 12.5 18.5 16.
wlw-a wbal-tv wbz-tv wgr-tv wlw-!

7:00pm 7:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm 10:30j

Top 10 shows in 4 to 9 markets

Rendezvous
CBS (Adventure)

17.0
12.5
ktvl-tv

10:00pm

9.4
wlw-a
6:30pm

19.7 25.9
wbz-tv wben-tv

10:30pm 9:30pm

Mackenzie's Raiders
*' v (Adventure)

16.3
14.5 19.0
wxyz-tv kstp-tv

7:00pm 9:30pm

16.5
wsb-tv
7:00pm

3.2
whdh-tv
10:00am

Badge 714
cnf> (Mystery)

15.9
12.5
kstp-tv

10:30pm

8.2
wttg-tv

7:30pm

10.8
wmar-tv
6:30pm

Crand Jury
nta (Drama)

14.3
6.9

wcbs-tv

7:30pm

14.5
wnbq-tv
9:30pm

10.2
wlw-a
10:30pm

25.2
wben-tv
10:30pm

Trackdown
cbs (Western)

14.0
2.9
wpix

10:00pm

10.2
kttv

8 :30pm

19.5
komo-tv
6:30pm

9.5
kmsp-tv
9:00pm

9.6
wmal-tv
6:30pm

10.5
wlw-a
6:30pm

19.5
wkbw-tv
10:30pm

American Civil War
westinghouse ( Documentary

)

13.7
7.9

kpix-tv

7 :30pm

14.8
wjz-tv

7 :30pm

17.9
wbz-tv
7:30pm

Flight
BMP (Adventure)

13.2
3.7
wpix

7:30pm

10.9
wgn-tv
0:00pm

6.9
ktvu-tv

7:30pm

Highway Patrol
*'v (Adventure)

13.0
3.6
wnta

7 :30pm

7.7
kttv

9:00pm

6.0
ktmt

8 :00pm

16.0
wgn-tv

10:00pm

14.2
ktvu-tv

8:30pm

19.5
wbz-tv
7:00pm

1 Search for Adventure
aonall (Adventure)

12.9
4.2
wpix

8:30pm

4.9
kcop

7 :30pm

8.5
kstp-tv

5:30pm

San Francisco Beat
cbs (Mystery)

12.1
3.9
wpix

10:30pm

11.2
kttv

8:30pm

16.5
wgn-tv
St :00pm

9.5
kmsp-tv
9 :00pm

19.9
kpix-tv

7 :00pm

11.9
wtop-tv

7:00pm

11.3
wmar-tv
6:30pm

Tn Washington Copter Patrol was used for Wltirlt/birds. ,_. . _,. . ._
Films listed are syndicated. V4 hr.. % hr. and hr. length, telecast in four or more markets. The average rating Is an unweighted average of individual market ratings listed above. Blank sra

lndhat"- film not broadcast In tills market 18-25 Nov.. 27 Nov. -15 Dec. While net shows are fairly stable from one month to another in markets in which they are shown, this is tru.

much lesser extent with syndicated shows. This should be borne in mind when analyzing rating trends from one month to another in this chart. Classification as to number of stations
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ILM SHOWS

3-STATION MARKETS

Col. Milw. New Or. Phlla.

5 19.5 26.2 25.9 21.5
tv wbns-tv wtsn-tv wdsu-tv wcau-tv
im 7:30pm 9:30pm 9:30pm 7:00pm

9 24.9
-tv wbns-tv

pm 10:30pm

21.2
wwl-tr

9:30pm

25.9 21.2
wbns-tv wtmj-tv

9:30pm 9:30pm

22.5 18.2
wdsu-tv wrcv-tv

9:30pm 7:00pm

18.9 8.7
wtvn-tv wtmj-tv

7:00pm 9:30pm

t"

26.5
wdsu-tv
10:00pm

2
<s-tv

-)pm

.5 11.5 15.9
-tv wlw-c wisn-tv

Iptn 10:30pm 9:30pm

24.9 18.9
wwl-tv wrcv-tv
7 :30pm 7 :00pm

8.2
witi-tv

6:30pm

19.4 18.9
wdsu-tv wfil-tv

10:00pm 10:30pm

9.5 21.9 22.5
wlw-c wtmj-tv wdsu-tv

7:00pm 9:30pm 10:00pm

1.2 16.3
s-tv wbns-tv
0pm 8:00pm

20.5 19.5
wdsu-tv wrcv-tv

10:00pm 7:00pm

.2 7.5
-tT Wlw-C

7:00pm

I

25.9 17.5
wwl-tv wfil-tv

9:30pm 7:00pm

9 8.5 15.5 18.5 21.7
Iv-tv wlw-c wisn-tv wdsu-tv wrcv-tv
JiOpm 6:00pm 9:30pm 10:30pm 10:30pm

2-STATION MARKETS

Birm. Dayton

22.3 19.8
wbrc-tv whv-d
9:30pm 10:30pm

31.8
whio-tv

S :30pm

23.8 20.3 20.8
wbrc-tv wlw-d wjar-tv

10:00pm 7:00pm 7:00pm

33.8 26.8 21.5
wbrc-tv whio-tv wpro-tv

7:30pm 7:30pm 7:00pm

29.5 23.8 17.5
wbrc-tv whio-tv wjar-tv

9:30pm 10:30pm 7:00pm

28.3 29.3 20.3
wbrc-tv whio-tv wpro-tv

7:30pm 7:00pm 10:30pm

23.3 28.3
wapi-tv wlw-d
9:30pm 7:00pm

24.3 23.8 23.0
wbrc-tv whio-tv wjar-tv

9:30pm 7:00pm 10:30pm

25.0
wpro-tv

7:00pm

24.3 20.3
wapi-tv wlw-d
9:30pm 10:30pm

-

17.7
wwl-tr
10:00pm

4.9 18.9
iw-tv wbns-tv

L
30pm 7:30pm

27.3
wlw-d
7:00pm

19.2
wwl-tv

10:00pm

28.8
whio-tv

10:30pm

9.5 9.9
jw-tv wlw-c
"30pm 10:30pm

30.8
wbrc-tv

8:30pm

14.2
yw-tv

30pm

17.4 7.5 8.5
* ,ews-tv wlw-c wdsu-tv
"{:30pm 7:00pm 10:30pra

32.0 19.3
wbrc-tv wpro-tv

7:00pm 7:00pm

6.5 21.2
("jw-tv wbns-tv
30pm 8:30pm

13.8
wbrc-tv

5:00pm

19.9
wbns-tv
8:30pm

27.3
wlw-d
7:00pm

13.5
wtvn-tv
7 :00pm

11.2
wbrc-tv

4:30pm

pt is Pulse's own. Pulse determines number by measuring which sta-
are actually received by homes in the metropolitan area of a given mar-
ven though station itself may be outside metropolitan area of the market
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QUICKEST WAY!
SPONSOR is the quickest ... and best

way to get national spot business!

1960 will be the hottest national spot

year in history. And we mean both

tv and radio!

Your campaign in SPONSOR—
the book targeted at spot buyers—will

make your rep mighty happy. And if

you act this week you can still earn

old 1957 rates.

Just a few days left to sign up

before SPONSOR'S new rates go

into effect.

GUARANTEED
RATE

PROTECTION

for all of 1960 at old (1957) rates

if you enter your advertising

contract before 1 April!

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

RADIO TV ADVERTISERS USE

40 E, 49th Street, New York 17

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND

$ 40,355

$ 299339
$ 148,789

$1,286,255,

(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,

West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1320,100 Drug Sales

Households 423,600 Automotive Sales

Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise

$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales

Food Sales S 300,486.000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 78.5% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to April 1959 ARB we average 78.5% share of audience from Sign

to Sign Off 7 days a week. During 361 weekly quarter hours it runs 80%
100%, and for 278 weekly quarter hours 92% to 100%.

CBS • A B C

James A. Noe Station

Represented by

H-R Television, Inc.

,000

000
,000

000

On
to

KNOE-TV
Channel 8

Monroe, Louisiana

Photo: American Oil Company's El Dorado, Arkansas refinery,

leaded premium gasoline and other quality petroleum products.
Producers of Amoco un-
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RADIO BASICS/MARCH

Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS

Radio homes index

1960 1959

50.1
radio

homes

49.5
radio

homes

52.0 51.4
U.S. homes U.S. homes

Source: 1 Jan. 1960. SPONSOR; 1 Mar.
1959, A. C. Nielsen; homes figures in millions.

Radio station index

End of January 1960

Stations CPs not
on air on air

New station

requests
New station

bids in hearing

Am
Fm

1 3,458 1 78
682 164

End of January

1 558

1 73

1959

1 241

I
36

Am
Fm

1 3,334 1 113

1 581 | 128
1 484

1 45

1 124

I
29

Source: FCC monthly reports, commercial stations.

Radio set index

Set
location

Home
Auto

Public
places

Tore I

1959 1958

98,300,000

37,900,000

93,000,000

36,000,000

10,000,000* 10,000,000*

146,200,000 139,000,000

Source: RAB. 1 Jan. 1959. 1 Jan. 1958,
sets in working order. *No new Information.

Type

Home

Auto

Total

Radio set sales index

Dec. 1959 Dec. 1958

1,755,027

581,378

1,944,838

558,767

8,897,451 8,631,344

5,555,155 3,715,362

14,452,606 12,346,706

Source: Electronic Industries Assn. Home figures are estimated retail sales, auto

gures are factory production. These figures are of U.S. production only.

2,336,405 2,503,605

12 months 12 months
1959 1958

2. CURRENT SET SALES PATTERNS
Radio set production~and>ales/by months, 1959

liiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

MONTH AUTO SET PRODUCTION HOME SET RETAIL SALES TOTAL HOME AND AUTO*

January- 420,052 700.190 1,120,542

February 432,551 474,888 907,439

March 511,219 515,563 1,026,782

April 422,346 388,863 811,209

May 476, 222 400,882 877,104

June 637,806 678,195 1,016,001

July 254,725 526,827 781,552

August 279,424 671,713 951,137

September 717,501 928,457 1,645,958

October 531,116 839,912 1,371,028

November 290.815 1,016,634 1,307,449

December 581,378 1,755,027 2,336,405

1959 TOTALS 5,555,155 8,897,451 14,452,606

Source: EIA. Totals are auto set production and home set sales.
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WHEN
I

LAUGH

Now maybe they'll move that filing cabinet ... I was in such a hurry

to get to the phone. . . It was my big drug account. . . I knew they'd go for my plan

to buy WERE, Adventure Radio in Cleveland ... that's where all the local boys make

good. . . all the leading drug chains. . . like Gray's. . . Marshall's. ..

and Standard. . . Oh, I'll be all right . . .just put me on the 5:20.

m^/WERE
WERE-Cleveland...

WERC-Erie. . .the Adventure
Radio Stations. Represented

by Venard, Rintoul, and McConnell, Inc.
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Industrial Crescent

A Vast
Urban Complex

flew Cttf&xew
WORK, EARN
and SPEND.
and it's dominated by

uifmy-tv
GREENSBORO, N. C.

Represented by New York • Chicago

Harrington. Righter • San Francisco • Atlanta

& Parsons. Inc. Boston • Detroit

While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full y2 hours of local

public service program-

ming each week.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 CBS • ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA
d Nationally by Boiling Co.
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Sational and regional buys

in uork now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

TV BUYS
Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Going into top markets this

month with schedules for Jif peanut butter. Campaign is for three

weeks with day minutes and 20"s. Agency : Leo Burnett Co.. Chicago.

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York: Colgate Dental Cream sched-

ules kick off 10 March in scattered markets throughout the country.

Prime minutes and 2CTs are being set. 10 March through the end of

the year. Buyer: Jack Rothenberger. Agency: Ted Bates & Co..

New York.

Knomark Mfg. Co., Sub. of Revlon. New \ork: New campaign on

Esquire Boot Polish starts second week in March in roughly the top

40 markets. Schedule is for 22 weeks using mostly fringe night min-

utes, 10-15 per week per market frequency. Buyer: Ed Tajhjian.

Agency: Mogul Williams & Savior. New \ ork.

Kelvinator Div., American Motors Corp.. Detroit: One-week sched-

ule starts 7 March for Kelvinator washers in about 50 markets. Day-

time minutes and 20's are being set. frequencies depending on mar-

ket. Buyer: Ed Richardson. Agency: Geyer. Morey. Madden &

Ballard. New York.

C. P. H. Cigar Co., Inc., New York: About 15 markets pick up

schedules this month for El Producto cigars. Night minutes and 20 s

of light frequencies are placed for 13 weeks. Buyer: Jack Brooks.

Agency: Compton Adv.. New \ ork.

Noxzema Chemical Co., Baltimore: New activity on Noxzema

shave cream starts this month for 15 weeks in 20-25 markets. Fringe

nighttime and some prime time minutes are being placed, also some

participations and half-sponsorships in 30-minute adventure film

shows: Buyer: Bob \5 idholm. Agency: DCSS. New York.

RADIO BUYS
Watchmakers of Switzerland, Inc., New York: 13-week cam-

paign is being bought in the top 30 markets to promote Swiss-made

watches. Bulk of schedule is traffic minutes and 30"s. with some eve-

ning and weekend runs. Frequency ranges from 20 to 50 per week

per market. Buvers: Frank Vernon and Dave Zoellner. \gei

Cunningham & Vi alsh. New \ oik.

Mennen Co., Morristown, N. J.: Campaign for Mennen's Dateline

deodorant kicks off mid-March for six weeks in about 75 markets.

Six-week buy is mostly for traffic minutes. Frequencies are light.

Buver: Mel Ochs. Agency: Grey Advertising Agency, New ^ ork.

Hamilton Watch Co., Lancaster. Pa.: Buving good music pro-

graming am and Em in the top 50 markets for its watch line, with

Hamiltoifs Electric Watch getting some extra push. Day and night

minutes, around 20 per week per market, start 25 \nril for six

weeks. Buver: Don Heller. Agency : Y W. W> & Son. Philadelphia.
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No

matter

how you

measure

it...

you get

more for

your

advertising

dollars

on

San

Antonio's

ABC Television in San Antonio .

.

the Greatest Unduplicated Live

Coverage in South Texas!

Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY

BLAIR TV
[Continued from page 35)

brands. Last year more food dol-

lars went into spot tv than into any
other medium: spot tv, 8136 million;

network, $108 million; newspapers,

$126 million; magazines, $76 million.

6) New products: Some 200 new
products are introduced to food store

shelves each year. For example: there

are 117 different domestic package

cigarette brands; 1,043 frozen food

items; 78 soaps and detergents.

Since the end of World War II.

more than 70% of Procter & Gamble's

household sales volume has come
from new products. More than 80%
of General Foods sales, on the other

hand, are attributed to established

products.

7) Media costs, reach: Advertisers

are paying more for the same page of

advertising on a cost-per-1,000 cir-

culation basis. Between 1950 and

1959, for example, the Saturday

Evening Post effective cost went up

48% ; Life 54% ; an average daily

newspaper, 42%. As for coverage, in

the Philadelphia market 47 news-

papers share the audience which can

be covered by any one of three

television stations.

8) Sales results: Blair reports

some sales results for advertisers par-

ticipating in its Test Market Plan

(operative in 23 markets). Suprise

cereal, using 21 daytime announce-

ments for 12 weeks, shows brand
awareness increased 300%. Welch-

ade, using six daytime announce-

ments for 15 weeks, reports product

identity up 87%, purchases up 37%.
Thorexin, using five announcements
in five markets, showed brand identi-

fication rising 53% in four weeks.

And Maxwell House's new Western

Blend brand, using Blair's Test Mar-
ket Plan formula evolved with Ogilvy,

Benson & Mather, showed a gain in

awareness of more than 50% in a

two-month period, purchase increas-

ing almost 100% and sales gains as

high as 1,100% in a single week (see

adjacent box for details).

Part of the Blair tv presentation

hit hard on the test market pattern

and concept of pre-planned schedules

which can then be analyzed for effec-

tiveness in reaching and selling con-

sumers. Seventy advertisers have

worked with the representative firm

in the past two years to conduct such

tests of spot television. ^

VOLKSWAGEN
{Continued from page 39)

the seats allow an increase of carry-

ing loads by 75% and cuts operating

costs in half; but with seats in place,

the vehicle converts into a family sta-

tion wagon for weekends.

The fourth commercial combinec

all three types of Volkswagen vehi-

cles, promoting the exterior sid<^

space provided for advertising th<

owner's business name, and the serv-

ice facilities across the country.

All commercials opened with "What
a wagon . . . Volkswagen!" closed

with the same phrase narrated over a

visual of the company trademark.

During studio production, the vehi-

cles were raised on jacks and the en-

gines set in motion, so wheels wouh
rotate though the vehicles remainec

stationary.

Loading platforms, store fronts,

houses, urban and rural districts and

varying types of weather to empha-

size the sales themes of utility and

versatility—all were subjects of the

art work selected for the commercials

Until fairly recently Volkswagen

has made almost no effort to ad-

vertise its passenger cars, relying

upon its waiting list of orders and

backlog of buyers. This established

policy has placed the main share of

Volkswagen's advertising on stimulat-

ing interest in and demand for it-

trucks and utility vehicles. 1

COATS & CLARK
(Continued from page 45)

its sewing notions, a subject which

also comes up in the radio commer-

cials. C&C assigns a number to each

of its colors to simplify matching

between, say, thread and zipper. (
A>

Godfrey once exclaimed with exagger-

ated melodrama, "Think how terrible

it'd be if you sewed in a #5 zippei

with a #6 thread!")

C&C engages in a wide variety of

promotions, for the most part involv-

ing the younger generation. For

junior high and high school home

economics classes it provides teachers

with detailed sewing and art needle

work instruction books and visual

aids. The company is a sponsor of

the 4-H Clubs' contests in sewing am

art needlework, which last year arc

said to have drawn over a millioi

entries. C&C also encourages these

crafts among the Girl Scouts, Nationa

Grange and through the Physica

Therapists Assn. ^
:.l SPONSOR 27 FEBRUARY 196(



For the most lauded and applauded series

on television... 39 Great Plays...each almost 2

hours long . . . with towering performers, top

directors, brilliant playwrights on "Living

Tape "or Film Recording.

Wire, Phone, Write

Harold Goldman, Executive V. P., NTA,
250 No. Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif., CRestview 4-8781

Walt Plant, Mid-West Div., NTA,
612 No. Michigan Avenue, Chicago, III. Michigan 2-5561

Berne Tabakin, West Coast Div., NTA,

250 No. Canon Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif., CRestview 4-8781

E. Jonny Graff, East Coast Div., NTA,
10 Columbus Circle, New York, N. Y., JUdson 2-7300

A subsidiary of National Theaters and Television, Inc.
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
ARTIST'S CONCEPT of WWVA (Wheeling, W. Va.) Jamboree players, won Society of

illustrators gold medal award for Tom Allen (I). Commissioned by Esquire to do paintings of

country music, Allen found inspiration in station's entertainers, mng. dir. Paul J. Miller (r)

HOT ITEM! Launching new campaign to dramatize radio's importance in summer selling, RAB
sent Coppertone sun-tan lotion to 100 ad agencies, wisely kept secty.-model M^ry Bedell

AGENCIES

It isn't very often that networks
pass out eompliments to agen-

cies, but BBDO New York got

one from CBS Radio the past

week for the meticulous care it's

taken with the commercials for

General Electric's share of the

Bing Crosby-Rosemary Clooney

series.

The nosegay: each of the submit-

ted commercials showed evidences of

having been expressly written for

radio. In other words, the copy was-

n't studded with the word, "video,"

crossed out.

Agency appointments: Old Mil-

waukee Beer, billing SI.5 million,

from Grant to Gordon Best, Chica-

go .. . All advertising of M. Lowen-

stein & Sons and its Wamsutta and

Pacific divisions to be consolidated at

Mogul, Williams & Saylor . . .

Amsko Distributors. New York im-

porter and distributor of Skoda Au-

t

fc

6

-

PART OF GAME—Lovely Carol Smith

equips Leo Lassen's car with Castrol Oil.

Lassen ("Pacific Northwest's Mr. Baseball"),

will do 132 Mail Bag shows for Castrol, pre-

ceding his KOMO, Seattle, game reports

BIRD MOBILE was motif used in recent

"Selling in the Soaring 60's" AWRT (N. Y.}

workshop. Hugh Downs (seated I) moderated

with panelists (l-r): Richard Baxter, v.p.-dir.

of rsch., C&W; Michael Turner, v. p., B&B;

Steve Elliot, Elliot Unger & Elliot; Art Bell-

aire (seated r) BBDO v. p. radio tv copy
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Umobiles, and Arabella Motors. New
lork importer and distributor of Ara-

bia Automobiles, to Friend-Reiss

dvertising . . . Jolly Roger Dairy

roducts. Johnsville, Pa., makers and

>tribtuors of mobile soft ice cream

lit-, to Allen Sommers Associ-

tes. Philadelphia . . . The Billard

igh Protein diet supplement, with a

aimed market by market introduc-

>r\ campaign, to Warwick & Leg-

•r.

hisa 'n* data: Compton has set

|i a profit sharing plan open to all

nployees of two years standing

hose salary is $4,800 or more . . .

.nderson & Cairns president John
iairns this week flies to Europe to

lake personal visits to clients and

jgency contacts there.

\dmen on the move: Carl Post.

amed president of Gordon Best, Chi-

]ago, while Gordon Best moves up

3 chairman . . . Rodger Harrison,

ohn Malone, Jr., and Harvey

/olkmar, elected v.p.'s of DCSS . . .

Richard Lopata, to v. p. of Com-
munications Affiliates . . . William
Munsell, Joseph Hoffman, Rich-

ard Hehman and William Wheel-
er to v.p.'s of Campbell-Mithun . . .

R. P. CToole, to v.p. and general

manager of Robert A. Bories Co.,

New York . . . Bruce Doll, to media

director for BBDO Los Angeles.

Other changes: Claire Crawford,
to v.p. in charge of radio at E. F.

Wheeler & Co., Boston . . . William
Morrissey, to tv director and mem-
ber of the account service group at

Smith. Taylor & Jenkins. Pittsburgh

. . . Ida Berk and Tomas Kuhn, to

v.p.'s and account executives at Edel-

stein-Nelson Advertising. Chicago . . .

Donald Keeslar, to Clinton E.

Frank, Chicago, as tv producer . . .

Charles Dreier, Jr., media director.

Henderson Advertising. Greenville,

S. C. . . . David Siegel, to director

of radio and tv for Ross Roy, Detroit.

Ken Fleming has resigned as v.p.

and media director of McCann-Erick-

son, Chicago, to run Feature Foods,

an outfit that does merchandising and
point of sale promotions for major
stations in the Midwest. Bill Ken-
nedy succeeds him as media direc-

tor at McCann.

ADVERTISERS

The Upjohn Co. this week spot-

ted the latest of its filmed docu-

mentaries— produced by free-

lance reporter Howard Whitman
—on WNBQ, Chicago.

It's a free-wheeling operation be-

tween Whitman and Upjohn: the

subject matter of the hour program

is usually determined by the meeting

of a particular group of specialists.

In Chicago this week there's a

slathering of medics who specialize

in weight control and hence the film

on WNBQ deals with that subject.

It's a new angle for local "specials."

Campaigns:
• Snow7 Crop Frozen Orange

PLUGGING 'EM IN at KPHO (Phoenix) switchboard is Hubert, nine-year-old basset hound

who came with his master v. p.-gen. mgr. Richard B. Rawls, during Mrs. Rawls' absence

JUTTING AND BUDDYING at recent

fceneral Cigar Co. sales meeting in N. Y.,

which honored star of its Deputy series Henry

:onda (c), are (l-r) Geo. Gribbin, pres.

jf&R and Gen. Cigar's Ted Kautmann, exec,

i.'.p.; Julius Strauss, pres.; Philip Bondy, v.p.

JTATIONBREAK for this high-spirited crew

:omes in form of cheer-leading for WHK's

[Cleveland) basketball team. Featuring air

sersonalities, station team will raise money

o be donated to needy Cleveland schools
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Juice will launch a major drive in

the Northeast beginning next week

and running through June to promote

it? "much-improved"" product. The
campaign will get under way in 10

major markets in the Yw York-New
England area. In .New York, Snow
Crop will use some 2.500 spot tv

"hard sell" announcements. Agency:

Kastor, HCC&A.
• The Dodge dealer New York-

Y w Jersey Retail Selling Associa-

tion kicks off. this week, a 20-week,

$200,000 campaign for its Dart. The
tv portion of it will include two

through 10 spots daily during that

period, carrying through the heavy

spring car selling season. Agency:
Cole, Fischer & Rogow.

• Armstrong Cork Co.s Vinyl
Aceolon floor covering this week
will be featured on three davtime

shows in addition to Art Linkletter"s

House Party. They are / Love Lucy,

Edge of Night, and Love of Life—all,

CBS TV— for 13-weeks. Agency:
BBDO.

• Econ-O-Wash coin operated

laundries is being promoted by Art

Linkletter on 201 stations in the CBS
Radio lineup, through March. This

will be supplemented bv spot radio

schedules in 15 additional markets.

Agency: Farson, Huff & Yorthlich,

Cincinnati.

New addition: Campbell Soup Co.

has expanded its Swanson TV
Brand dinner line with a new sugar-

cured ham dinner in raisin sauce

—

bringing to 10 the number available

in the Swanson line.

Strictly personnel : Robert Klein-

feld, to v.p. -marketing. Photolamp

and Special Products, for Svlvania

Lighting Products ... A. C. Barioni,

to assistant general manager of the

Remington Rand Electric Shaver di-

vision of Sperry Rand . . . Dr. Stan-

ley Seeman, to market research

manager of Block Drug . . . Jerome
Post, to marketing research manager

of Latex Fiber Industries . . . John
Meunier, to sales manager for the

Selectronair division of the Shelton

Metal Products Corp. . . . George
Glazer, to public relations and pro-

motion director of Dairv Dan. Inc.

FILM

A landmark in syndication of sta-

tion-produced dramatic pro-

grams on video tape was the

group of contracts signed last

week by ten stations for NTA's
Play of the Week.
In addition to WYTA-TY, Yew York,

initiator of the series. Jersey Stand-

ard I'O.B&M i will be the sponsor on

WTOP-TY. Washington.

Other stations are WIIC, Pitts-

burgh ; WROC-TV, Rochester ; WRGB.
Schenectadv: WBEY-TV. Buffalo:

KOA-TV, Denver: WBAL-TV, Balti-

more: WFBC-TV. Greenville: WGY-
TV, Chicago: and WSB-TV, Atlanta.

The first station to sign for the

show was KCOP, Los Angeles.

International sales: ITCs Fury

sold to both English and French net-

works of the CBC . . . Ziv Interna-

tional, which celebrated its seventh

birthday last week, reports 62 new
program sales in Latin America. Eu-

rope and the Far East . . . ITC re-

ports a SI 10.000 gross in Puerto Rico

for the sale of Interpol Calling. Susie,

and several renewals.

Commercials: Petry Production

Associates of Atlanta have moved to

Suite 217, 710 Peachtree Street, Y.E.

. . . John IS. Harris appointed as-

sistant sales manager of Transfilm-

Caravel . . . Playhouse Pictures

has received two first prize awards

from Hollywood Advertising Club.

Strictly personnel: Thomas E.

Maples named account executive for

CBS Films in Dallas . . . Harold
Schaffel named administrative co-

ordinator of Screen Gems' business

department . . . Noah Jacobs named
Yew \ ork sales manager of YTA.

NETWORKS

Network tv sales and renewals:

American Motors (Geyer. MM&B
to co-sponsor Journey to L nderstand-

ing—Volume III, YBC TV's 16-pro-

gram series on overseas missions of

the President . . . Oldsmobile
• Brother I renewed for an additional

13 weeks, the Dennis O'Keefe Shore

on CBS TV . . . Best Foods i DFS .

Borden Foods (DFS) and Elgin

< JYS T for participations on Dick

Clark's American Bandstand, ABC
TV . . . Renault (Kudner I to spon-

sor its third tv special this year via

Invitation to Paris, on ABC TV 27

April.

Programing notes: CBS TV's Al-

fred Hitchcock Presents, moves to

NBC TV this fall . . . Beginning next

week, the ABC TV weekday, 5:30-

6 p.m. lineup will have this revised

schedule: Monday, Rin Tin Tin

Tuesday. Rocky and His Friends

Wednesdav, My Friend Flicka

Thursdav, Rocky and His Friends:

and Friday, Rin Tin Tin.

Thisa 'n' data: ABC TV is send-

ing agency people a porcelain evapo-

rating dish, a standard item in chemi-

cal labs, to underscore its new pres-

entation this year based on a "For

the chemistry of successful sell-

ing, use ABC TV" theme . . . Jack

Paar will return to his NBC TV late-

night show Monday. 7 March . .

Physicians gathered at 50 locations

in metropolitan areas throughout the

country last week heard a 60-minute

closed-circuit report via NBC-RCA s

Medical Radio Svstem.

(Please turn to page 65)
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Inside more and more doors, people of all ages are better informed

and better entertained because they are visited by a "Metropolitan"

personality ... a personality like each of our widely known stations.

METROPOLITAN BROADCASTING CORPORATION
205 East 67th Street, New York 21, New York

WNEW
RADIO

Yor.

WHK
RADIO

Cleveland

WIP

RADIO
Philadelphia

WTTMV
Washington. 0. C.

WTVH-TV
Peoria. III.

KCVRTV
Stockton- Sac raMfnto

California

WNEW-TV
rYork



WHY IS VIDEO TAPE
MADE ONLY BY 3M?

When the first video recorders were introduced in 1956,

there was a big "if." Video recording would revolutionize

the television industry IF someone could make a magnetic

tape that would meet its fantastic demands for quality

and durability.

This meant a tape with an essentially perfect oxide

coating that would hold up under tremendous operating

pressures, heat and tension under repeated use. This, then,

would result in cutting production costs for TV commercials

in half, provide perfect rehearsal conditions, eliminate

fluffs and insure a "live-looking" finished product. In short,

it meant doing the nearly-impossible.

3M did it . . . and when the daylight saving time deadline

of April 27, 1957, brought demands for video tape in

quantity, 3M did it again.

What made the difference? Experience and research.

3M had 50 years of experience in precision coating proc-

esses. 3M pioneered in magnetic tape manufacture.

After three years, 3M remains the only commercial

manufacturer of video tape. While others try to make a

workable video tape, 3M can concentrate on further

advances in "Scotch" brand, the tape that is already

time-tested.

MINI,i,ou ^Jimimg and ^Manufacturing company

...WHERE RESEARCH IS THE KEY TO TOMORROW

'Scotch" and the Plaid Design are Registered Trademarks of 3M Co., St. Paul 6, Minn. Export: 99 Park Ave., New York. Canada: London, Ontario. © 1960 3M Co.
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Whafs happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
27 FEBRUARY I960

Copyrloht I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

The Harris "payola" hearings hit a sudden and inconclusive adjournment,
but no breathing spell for broadcasting or advertising was intended.

Almost immediately thereafter Rep. Oren Harris, chairman both of the House Commerce
Committee and its probing Legislative Oversight subcommittee, announced that the FCC and
the FTC would be called to account.

The agencies were to be asked what they have done and what they plan to do
about the malpractices uncovered so far. Dates were 3 and 4 of March.

This was two days after the 1 March "round table" set up for the same agencies, plus

broadcasting industry leaders, before the Senate Commerce Committee.

The Harris subcommittee specializes in sudden, unexplainable shifts in schedules
and targets. Payola was derailed at a peculiar time, when a pattern of payoffs appeared to

be set for the proving. Rumors about Dick Clark had been permitted to circulate, along with

hints that the only web d.j. was soon to be called. The Miami d.j. convention was also very

much to the forefront in the rumor department.

Word out of the subcommittee now is to the effect that legislation is the thing, that

renewed payola hearings may be off for some time.

The Harris group issued a report last year and another and more sweeping report just a

few weeks ago. On the other hand, none of its stormy and frequently scandalous hearings

has resulted in legislation as yet. Not even following the devious Richie Mack dealings.

The staff has now, however, been put under urgent instructions to draft bills. Some
could be ready in time for the 3 March appearance of the FCC and the 4 March appearance

of the FTC.

The subcommittee professes to see a groundswell of public opinion in favor of doing

something about broadcasting and broadcast advertising. Members claim thousands of letters

are being received.

It is further claimed, by the subcommittee, that a good percentage speak of having writ-

ten the FCC but of despairing of action by that agency.

Some Harris staff members say that committee members are besieged by Congressmen

who are not members, also citing discontent in their districts and asking Congressional ac-

tion before election time accountings.

In the reports, which would form the basis of any bills to be recommended by

the group, are many sweeping ideas.

Not only has the subcommittee in the past recommended making off-the-record approaches

to commissioners unlawful, plus the banning of rigged quizzers and payment for product

plugs or record playing, it has gone so far as to call for regulation and licensing of networks.

The reports have also called for a law forbidding network contracts with affiliates from

taking program responsibility from the stations. They have asked that any control of pro-

grams by sponsors be banned. Also asked is injunction power for the FTC so that chal-

lenged advertising mav be halted immediately, without waiting even for a consent order.

However, despite the alleged grass-roots pressure for action, it would appear difficult to

get the more controversial ideas through Congress in this short session. Banning of pay-

ola and rigged quiz shows might make it.
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PUBLICATIONS INC.

Jersey Standard's buy of NTA's Play of the Week appears to have more than

cracked the ice on an unusual program format which a few buyers dismissed as

virtually unsaleable when it first appeared a few months ago.

Ten additional stations have signed for the series. (See FILM WRAP-UP, page 58.)

Significance of these buys is that most stations don't seem to be following WNTA-
TV's strip pattern because clearing that much time is clearly impossible.

WTOP-TV, Washington, for example, is clearing two-hour blocks needed for the show on

varying days of the week so as not to disrupt its existing schedules more than necessary.

The laws of supply and demand frequently have much more to do with the

selling price of a syndicated show than the production budget that went into it.

Some film buyers are happy to pay top prices for shows that cost as little as $28,000 a

week or less to make, while other shows made for well over 835,000 occasionally go begging

for buyers.

The incongruities of this situation are explained in several ways: (1) there's always an

element of wasted cost in production that doesn't show up as entertainment value, and (2)

some of the most appealing production aspects of past syndication successes have

been, like the attractions of nature, free.

Strip programing for re-run such as Medic can easily get into advanced sub-

sequent runs since only 59 episodes are available.

The Storer stations of WAGA-TV, Atlanta, WITI-TV, Milwaukee, and WJBK-TV, De-

troit, for example, have just purchased CNP's Medic for sixth, seventh, and eighth runs.

Where re-runs are stripped on a five-times -a-week basis, a normal year's production of 39

episodes is condensed to under eight weeks of re-runs.

In the case of Medic, a station stripping the show can put it through a complete

re-run cycle in less than three months.

Medic, in re-run in 102 markets, is handled by CNP's Victory Program Sales.

Screen Gems' Rescue 8 is among the syndicated shows that have disproved the

myth that a show can't go into a second year without a mammoth regional deal.

The ratings success of the show had a good deal to do with its longevity into a second

year of first-run production, and continued exposure on the same stations, in turn, often led

to increased ratings the second year.

Here, for example, are five markets where second year ratings for Rescue 8 showed in-

creases over first year ratings in 1959 and 1958 November ARB scores.
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CITY STATION SECOND YEAR FIRST YEAR INCREASE

Charlotte WBTV 27.9 19.9 40.2%

Evansville WTVW 27.5 25.8 6.6%

Houston KPRC-TV 27.3 20.3 35.5%

San Francisco KRON-TV 17.0 12.6 34.9%

Seattle KING-TV 21.3 16.0
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FILM-SCOPE continued

ATV's new control of ITC is creating some changes in the complexion of that

company as a U. S. and world-wide distribution arm.
Abroad, a new office in Mexico, a second Canadian bureau and a Brazilian sales and

dubbing operation have been opened.

In New York, William M. Wolfson has been elevated to administrative v.p. and Milton

P. Kayle has been elected v.p. of legal and business affairs.

Complaints about film salesmen who try to usurp the time-clearing duties of

timebuyers and station reps are filtering out of the midwest again.

Reports from one city are that film salesmen are calling on stations to clear time them-

selves, and that media experts resent this as an intrusion.

However, film men often feel that sales are conditional in some cases on clearing

acceptable time and that sometimes professional etiquette is an impossible luxury

when competition becomes too keen.

Oddly enough, the many-sided battle that occasionally seems to rage between film and

media men really involves matters of prestige rather than economics.

COMMERCIALS

The growing activity of Elliot, Unger & Elliot in several areas of television and
on both coasts is emblematic of the growing complexity and diversification of the

commercials business today.

First, there's EUE's report that its West Coast commercials bureau, formerly the Colum-

bia Pictures-Screen Gems commercials office, grossed as much as $1,850,000 in its first

year of operation under the present organization.

Then there's also the important growth producers such as EUE are making in new mar-

kets: In this case video tape studios of EUE in New York will produce a program series of

seven half hours for NET (National Educational Television) on the subject of

presidential campaigns.

Volkswagen is deliberately violating one of the sac-ed rules of the automotive

commercial, namely, that on-the-road location demonstrations must be the heart

of any film commercial.

A series of Volkswagen dealer spots through F&S&R and Transfilm-Caravel use an auto-

matic matting process to fuse live action demonstrations over a stylized art back-

ground.

In this case the process uses Eastman color negative film to produce silhouettes when the

studio backdrop is prepared as a solid primary color.

These silhouettes in negative and positive sets become the self mattes through which live

action and art are matched together in an optical printer.

Like other automatic matting processes such as the infra-red one, this system eliminates

costly hand work in optical assembly. (See article on Volkswagen, page 39.)

MGM-TV's commercial department has announced a change of policy that por-

tends a switch away from immediate economics to matters of more long range

prestige.

The policy of bidding competitively on all submitted productions is reportedly at an end,

and the new attitude will attempt to stir up more business which exhibits the "scope and

importance" of MGM facilities and personnel.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
27 FEBRUARY I960 Don't be surprised if there's a lot of drug account shifting during 1960.

copyright i960 Younger managements now taking over feel that a face-lifting is necessary because

sponsor of Washington hullabaloo—stemming from both the FTC and the Kefauver probe.

PUBLICATIONS INC.

An agency which the past year has had a turnover of better than 50% has just

embarked on a crash program aimed toward pepping up the morale and other

things.

Note the wags in that agency: It looks like the management is shooting to push the

figure up to 75%.

The No. 1 bane for reps are certain agencies—particularly one in Philadelphia

—that make a policy of buying their schedules without asking for availabilities.

What makes the strategem a source of a lot of heartache is this: the first news a rep

gets about such a placement is a wire from his station asking how come he didn't ask

for counter availabilities.

The assumption is that this hush-hush type of agency is operating on old data.

Say the chagrined reps: Tv and radio are too dynamic for any buyer to depend on past

records and performances.

You've got another thought coming, if you think that NBC TV is convinced that

the future of daytime programing lies in repeat films.

To the contrary, it believes there can be no sounder base for daytime than live shows.

Hence, one of its busiest projects is building up an inventory of game and other types of

live fare on pilots.

As if the agricultural economy hasn't had enough to worry about from fabric

synthetics, there now comes this prediction from the cigarette-making trade:

Cigarette company research has reached such proportions in complexity and depth that

the time may not be far off when it will produce a tobacco-less cigarette with the

taste absolutely equivalent to the natural thing.

For time-period prospecting JWTs tv department will again take the cake

this year.

The quest—pointing to the 1960-61 season—is for 10 different slots, and these don't

include network spot carriers.

Among the needs is a half-hour on CBS for Jack Benny all by himself.

An agency seeking the $3.5-million Peter Paul account had Schwerin do a

study which showed you couldn't put two products in a minute commercial with-

out diffusing the impact upon the memory.
Subsequently, a test by LaRoche in connection with Necco disclosed that the twTo prod-

ucts that got the highest recall were Rollo and Sky Bar, which has been linked

together in a 60-second commercial.

Observed a LaRoche official: "Research can help but it won't write your ads."
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WRAP-UP
[Continued from page 58)

New network affiliates: KNBS-TV,

Walla Walla, Wash., to ABC TV . . .

u(AII, Ashland-Huntington, Ky., to

UBS Radio.

Kudos: The National Conference of

Christians and Jews presented these

iwards for outstanding contributions

o the cause of brotherhood: to ABC
TV, for The Splendid American; to

SBC TV, for For White Christmas

Tnly; to CBS TV, for 35 Rue du

Marche, and for The Lost Class of '59.

Network personnel news: Loren
Hollembaek, to CBS Radio Network

Sales department in Chicago as man-

ager of sales presentations . . . Ar-

thur Hamilton, to director and

Vincent Mitchell, manager, traffic,

for NBCs Political Broadcasting Lnit

'
. . Charles Fagan, to account ex-

ecutive for CBS TV Production Sales.

RADIO STATIONS

,Wendell B. Campbell, managing
director of KPOP, Los Angeles,

told Hollywood Ad Club's second

annual Broadcast Advertising

( lime that Storer has as many
formats as radio stations—seven.

'. He went on to explain: '"This is

•he result of a basic philosophy of

Storer—that our radio programing

and service should be community-

oriented, should deliver a service

i

which other broadcasters in the mar-

ket do not deliver.

"It is the prime responsibility of

each station's managing director to

>ee that this is done. Though all sta-

tions draw from the same common
pool of resources—managerial, finan-

ial, engineering, programing, legal

"and sales—we are seven individual

radio stations serving seven individ-

ual communities."

Ideas at work:
• Setting the record straight:

To celebrate its Golden Record Dav
last week. WOWO, Ft. Wayne,
lubbed its four d.j.'s "The Golden

ioys," and, appropriately dressed in

jold suits, had them appear at four

different locations in the citv to spin

only gold records. Station announced
•the event to media and advertisers via

2old record coasters mailed to each

tagged with a "Golden Opportunities

on WOWO" card.

• For opinionated listeners:

K\ I, Seattle, has initiated a new fea-

ture— Voice of Seattle. The idea

:

Each week a controversial local sub-

ject is aired. Listeners are then

asked to write their views on it, pro

or con. The best two entries—for or

against—are read on the air at the

end of the week, with a monetary

prize going to each winner.

• Celebrating the leap year:

KFBB, Great Falls, Mont., is ask-

ing listeners to complete this jingle,

"We have an extra day this year

. . .", via expressing, in rhyme, their

ideas about how to celebrate leap

\ ear day, or about what the extra day

means to them. Winner will receive

a gift and have his jingle aired dur-

ing KFBB's special leap year frolic

broadcast Sunday through 3 a.m.

Monday.

Station acquisitions: WKAZ,
Charleston, W. Va., to Hartley Sam-

uels, owner of WDLB, Marshfield,

Wis., and WWIS, Black River Falls,

Wis., for 8360,000 . . . WKCB and

WKCQ-FM, Berlin. N. H., to John

Boas man, for $157,500. Both sales

brokered bv Blackburn & Co.

The two No. 1 sectional winners

of a KBIG, Catalina, contest

based on making sentences out of

song titles:

Arnold E. Johnson, broadcast

v.p., Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chi-

cago, and Helen Hill, timebuyer.

Gumpertz, Bentley & Dolan, Los An-

geles.

The prize for each: all-expense-

paid two-week vacation to Spain and

Portugal.

The new management at KINT,
El Paso, includes: Hal Ragan, as

general manager: L. B. Jones, sales

manager; and Rex Jones, program

director.

Station staffers : Wallace Hankin,

to president and general manager of

WCUM-AM-FM, Cumberland. Md.

. . . Jim Brown, to local sales man-

ager for KSFO. San Francisco . . .

Robert Dolph, to manager of

KIMA. Yakima . . . Norman Ste-

wart, to commercial manager and

W. C. Woody. Jr.. local sales man-

ager at WFAA. Dallas . . . Larry

Lazarus, to controller, Crowell-Col-

lier Broadcasting Division . . . Rob-
ert Boyne, to director of publicity,

sales promotion and advertising at

KFI, Los Angeles . . . Gerald Ilium,

to regional sales manager for \\ LEE,
Kichmond, Va. . . . Al Nelowet and

Scott McKeown, to account execu-

tives at WAVY, Norfolk-Portsmouth-

Newport News ... Ed McMullen,
to kastern regional sales coordinator

and Gale Blocki, Midwestern re-

gional sales coordinator for WINS,
New York . . . Larry Car-others,

to director of station and sales pro-

motion at KVET, Austin . . . Hal
Davis, to advertising director of

the Crowell-Collier Broadcast Divi-

sion . . . Bob Leonard, program di-

rector, WKNB, West Hartford . . .

Philip O'Brien to assistant man-
ager and Woody Cummings, to

commercial manager in charge of

promotion and sales at KXLW, Clay-

ton, Mo.

REPRESENTATIVES

NBC Spot Sales is questioning

agency timebuyers on the pres-

ent use and the future potenti-

alities of public service pro-

grams.

In the sixth of its Timebuyer Opin-

ion Panel surveys, timebuyers are be-

ing asked: (1) Is more qualitative

audience information on public serv-

ice programs needed? (2) Can a

public service program help promote

a low-cost, high turnover product?

1 3 1 Is public service programing

more or less desirable a surrounding

than the average commercial pro-

graming?

Rep appointments: WALA-AM-
TV, Mobile, Ala., to The Boiling

Co. . . . WOHO. Toledo, to Grant
Webb & Co WGAT. Gate Cit)

.

Va.-Kingsport, Tenn.. to C. K. Beav-

er & Associates. Memphis, as South-

ern representatives . . . ^ CKR. Mi-

ami, from Henrv I. Christal to Daren
F. McGavren . . . WSIL-TV, Harris-

burg-Cape Girardeau-Paducah. to the

Meeker Co. . . . KAMP. El Centro.

Cal.. to B-N-B Time Sales is West

Coast reps and to Grant Webb &
Co. as East and Midwest rep .

KPEN-FM. San Francisco, to KCBH
FM, Beverlv Hills, as its sales repre

sentative in the Los Angeles area . .

The Southeastern Ke\ Market Net

work to Grant Webb & Co.
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\r\N offices: Hal Walton Associ-

ates, new quarters at 299 Madison

Avenue, New ^ork . . . The San

Fran Ece of Adam \oung, to

new offices at the Alexander Build-

55 Montgomery Street.

Rep appointments— personnel

:

Roger Hudson, to New York tv

sales manager: Charles Hedstrom,
to the New \ork sales staff: and Ed
Gardner, to Chicago tv sales man-

ager for McGavren T\ . . . Richard
Phelan, to the Chicago sales office

of Grant Webb & Co. . . . Robert
Cronin. named new business devel-

opment manager. Midwest division of

Broadcast Time Sales . . . Harry
Meline, to account executive at

Everett-McKinnev.

TV STATIONS

x eterans Broadcasting. Inc.. op-

erator of WYET-AM TV. Roches-

ter, filed with the FCC last week
a new method for obtaining a

third tv channel for Rochester.

The proposal, aimed at settling the

controversy of educational tv vs. com-

mercial tv. establishes a channel

which would be operated on a shared-

time basis by WYET-TY and the

Rochester Area Educational Tv Asso-

ciation.

Ready for action: This Aveek,

KTTY . Los Angeles, will formally

launch its new mobile tape truck unit.

It includes a 1000-B Ampex Yideo-

tape recorder, an Eastman 16mm.
projector and a RCA slide system

\ idacon film camera. This truck is

the "parent" of the four units sta-

tion plans to have in action soon.

Financial note: Metropolitan
Broadcasting Corp. reports sales

and profits during 1959 rose to rec-

ord levels. Sales reached S16.5 mil-

lion and net income increased to $1.4

million. In 1958 the figures were

$144 million and $302,035 respec-

tively.

Thisa *n" data: A telephone coinci-

dental survey just completed bv

^ FBM-TN . Indianapolis. shoAvs

more than half of the citv's present-

day ' ,W rv set owners have pur-

chased their receivers within the past

12 months, and 30$ within the last

Biz months . . . The strike of the

\S riters Guild of America has

halted work on scripts for at last 30

feature films for major Hollywood

studios, according to a Guild survey.

The films are budgeted for estimated

•S50 million . . . Business note:

\5 arner-Lambert is the first client

to sign for Captain ll's Shouboat. a

new tv program on KPLR-TY, St.

Louis . . . Anniversary note:
^S\R-T\. Syracuse, celebrates its

10th year this Aveek. Station president

E. R. Yadeboncoeur has lined up

several civic functions for the ob-

servance.

On the personnel front : Patrick
\K inkier, to A.p. in charge of stand-

ards and practices for RKO General,

Inc. . . . Robert Salk, appointed sec-

retary of Corinthian Broadcasting

Corp. . . . Don Colee, to general

manager and Lee Colee, director of

sales, for u TYH. Peoria . . . Don-
ald Quinn. ot v.p. in charge of NTA
Spot Sales . . . Harry Lapham, to

director of sales promotion for

WCAU-TY. Philadelphia . . . Bern-
ard London, to executive producer

of sports at WOR-TY. New York.

INTERNATIONAL

The Central American TY Net-

work (CATYN) was formed this

Aveek — marking the first com-
mercial tv network to be estab-

lished in the Western Hemi-
sphere outside of the L. S.

This netA\ ork involves tv stations in

Costa Rica. El Salvador. Guatemala,

Honduras and Nicaragua Avith ABC
TY acting as an important link.

Discussing the new network at a

formal presentation in New \ ork this

week. AB-PT president Leonard
Goldenson said

:

"These stations and ABC have be-

come partners in a venture Ashich will

work to improve the status of tv in

programing quality and appeal." He
also noted that CATYN could become

"the link that will eventually connect

North American and South American

The filmed presentation also point-

ed out that Central America presents

I . S. advertisers Avith "a unique op-

portunity" — Avhile its population is

currently over 10 million, it is grow-

ing at a faster rate than any place

else on earth, and imports have in *NGI

creased at a larger percentage thar

has population.

According to Dr. Ernest Diehter.

\ enezuelans are new ly awakened
consumers, eager for the pros-

perity that we in the U. S. have ex-

perienced over the past decade.

Referring to a research project on

Venezuela, the president of the Insti-

tute for Motivational Research told

an inter-American advertising con-

ference in Caracas that advertisers in-

terested in reaching this consumer

market must:

• Create the desire for a better life

via constructive discontent.

• Reach the emerging middle class

and help broaden it.

• Create a clear-cut plan for the

future of the neAv consumer.

Another network agreement;
Charles Michelsen Co.. which rep-

resents tv stations in key cities of

Australia, last week signed an agree-

ment with NBC TV which will

gi\e these Australian stations ex-

clusive rights to buy all NBC
news and public affairs programs.

Involved is a minimum of 87 hours

of neA\s and public affairs shows per

year—A\hich is said to be the largest

deal ever negotiated for Australia.

Agency new s : Lambe & Robin-

son-Benton & Bowles Ltd.. Lon-

don, has been appointed to handle

Lnited Kingdom advertising for all

brands of Philip Morris Ltd.. for

Courage and Barclay Ltd., one of

Britain's leading breweries: also for

the Florida Citrus Commission
throughout Western Europe.

Strictly personnel : J. Paul Sticht.

v.p.-International of Campbell Soup

Co. U.S.A. -will also be president of

Campbell's neAvlv-formed Internation-

al diA'ision Avhich includes compa-

nies in Australia, England. Italy and

SAvitzerland . . . Harry Engel. Jr..

chairman of Intercontinental Servicer

and president of KUAM-AM-TV,
Guam, is in New York this A\eek a-

part of his trip around the Avorld

. . . Vincent Tutching. v.p. of Mc-

Cann-Erickson Corp. C International

and president of International Adver-

tising Association, named director of

Hansen Rubensohn-McCann-Ericksor.

Ptv.. Ltd.. Sydney. Australia. ^
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JINGLES
(Continued from page 38)

pertinent comments and/or approval.

"We then cut a demonstration rec-

ord of several ideas. This is not a

,inal production but is designed to

jive a picture of how the commer-

:ials would sound in finished form.

\t this time we furnished an estimate

)f talent and studio costs for final

ecording and broadcast use of one

,)T more spots."

These costs are based on the ex-

sting minimum scale of AFTRA
American Federation of Television

ind Radio Artists), SAG (Screen Ac-

ors Guild I. and A. F. of M. (Ameri-

can Federation of Musicians). They

nclude 5 r
'< payments to the Pension

i Welfare Funds of both A. F. of M.

»nd AFTRA.

Complete cost breakdowns of typi-

al national, regional and local radio

ingles are detailed in the box on

"jage 38. Creative fees vary—but in

ost cases approximate the figures in

ese estimates: $3,000 for a national

'.ccount. about half that for a regional

ccount. and around $750 for a jin-

;le to be played locally. However, all

ading shops classify New York City,

Chicago and Los Angeles as regional,

nd regional fees are charged.

Until 16 November of last year, a

'TOO payment to the A. F. of M.

rust Fund was required. The new

ontract abolishes this, but jingle pro-

ucers sponsor talked to are in agree-

ent that the scale increases "just

bout absorb whatever trust fund re-

ief the client might have gained.
'

That advertisers are willing to go

eyond the added costs of merely

dding music to their commercials is

ttested to by Mitch Leigh, president

f Music Makers. "Two years ago."

e says, "95% of all our assignments

i this field involved post-scoring,

at is, adding music after the com-

lercial was completed. Today there

; almost a 50-50 split between pre-

nd post-scoring. Moreover, live ae-

on itself has in many cases turned

pre-scoring which results in a

iving of shooting and editing time.'"

As an example, he cites the Dun-

an Hines cake mix commercials:

The announcer was actually con-

ucted—his highs and lows—to the

eat to effectively blend with the pre-

:oring that had been written for this

iries of commercials." ( Actually, as

eigh pointed out. no commercial is

ever entirely pre-scored. A pre-

scored commercial is approximately

70% pre-scored, he estimates, the rest

done by the conventional post-scoring

method.)

What of the regional and local ad-

vertisers? What chance have they to

get top-flight jingles? "The regional

and local client is becoming of

increasing importance," Raymond
Scott, president of Jingle Workshop
told sponsor. "Like every other musi-

cal commercial producer, we're doing

everything we can to reach him."

The large jingle shops with their

tremendous talent and production

overheads are keeping a sharp eye on

a fast-growing, assembly-line method
of manufacturing jingles that could

well be a stumbling block to their in-

vasion of local markets.

The mass production-type opera-

tion is typified by The Jingle Mill in

New York City which expects to turn

out in the neighborhood of 10,000

commercials in 1960 (3,000 more
than last year). Principal clients are

radio stations which not only use the

jingles to liven up station, news and

weather breaks, but have found a low-

cost jingle as an attractive way of

luring local advertisers onto the sta-

tion.

The Jingle Mill can turn out 30

jingles a day, charge as little as $38

per jingle. Stations, of course, can re-

sell them to advertisers as a feature

of their contracts. And presto, Joe's

Drug Store has a jingle.

An entire day's session is edited

and put on separate reels at one

whack, the engineer working from a

master sheet which stays with the 30

jingles throughout their entire life

—

recording, editing, shipping and a

year later, re-licensing (usually at a

cost of $25).

Manufacturing jingles—whether on

an assembly-line basis or like a qual-

ity tailor—takes tough competitive

know-how. Yet another threat to the

musical commercial producer is the

shop that turns out a complete pack-

age which includes music, and also a

number of other things. It might be

a voice, an animated character, or an

entire promotional package. Among
the most famous voices in the East

are. of course, Bert and Harry I who

later became animated characters),

and put Goulding-Elliott-Graham Pro-

ductions into business (Ed Graham,

president of the company created the

PONSOR
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characters with Jack Sidebotham
when Graham was at Y&R. Bert ami
Harry have been selling Piel's Beer
ever since. The other two partners,

Ray Goulding and Bob Elliott, are

their voices.) The firm produces tv

commercials for Pie], Tip Top bread,

Soilax, Band-Aids and Isodine.

Some idea of the costs involved in

this type of operation come from Stan

Freberg, whose Freberg, Ltd. in Los
Angeles has just turned out its most
ambitious promotional package to

date for the new Kaiser Aluminum
Foil campaign which broke 24 Janu-

ary. Freberg recalls that "Last spring

\&R approached us with the idea of

'doing some funny commercials for

Kaiser.' After we got to know each

other a bit they confided their biggest

problem was distribution and. most
specifically, getting the regular house-

hold size on more dealer shelves in

more volume."

Freberg created three (one min-

ute) animated spots (with Playhouse

Pictures), and six radio spots entitled

"Kaiser Aluminum Foil Salesman

Faces Life" to explore the saga of

Kaiser's attempts to appeal to the

grocers, "in the name of democracy,

to give them equal space."

In addition, Freberg designed $50,-

000 worth of promotional material

for the campaign—the biggest item

being promotional kits for Kaiser

salesmen which tie in with the radio

and tv spots. One, a cardboard mal-

let, is a "final persuader" to use on

the grocer. Another is a "Grocer's

Survival Kit" complete with band-

aids and other medical provisions to

patch him up after the consumer on-

slaught.

Obviously, there's more involved

here than a jingle. Freberg's fees re-

flect this: $7,500 for radio (including

the creation of three one-minute spots

including a jingle), $5,000 creative

for each tv minute. Production on

radio spots usually averages about

$1,500 per minute. Production in ani-

mation: $100 per foot.

Kaiser savs the budget for the cam-

paign is: $440,000 for radio time.

$480,000 for 16 minutes of Maverick

at the rate of two per week. 875,000

for production. $50,000 for point-of-

sale materials. S 15.000 for trade ads.

Obviously, there's a wide range in

what you can get if you're in the mar-

ket for a jingle. From $38 to several

thousand: only the sky and the budg-

et set the limit. ^
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THIS

MAN

MEANS

BUSINESS!

. . . and you will want to meet him

if your company is interested in a

man who knows the business of

advertising.

• Strong on media. Understands

what good advertising can do to solve

a tough marketing problem. To put

it another way—realizes the need of

translating advertising into sales.

• Knows good copy. Writes it too.

Has feel for the right art (though is

not an artist). Believes in useful but

not usual merchandising. Appreciates

the 'value' of a budget.

• 10 year background in petrole-

um advertising (marketing side).

• Looking for agency contact

work or advertising management.

• Wants an opportunity (not just

another job). Will locate anywhere.

• Salary should equal responsibili-

ties.

• Married, healthy, 35

• Ready to start immediately.

• If you think advertising is im-

portant in your business and need

someone to manage it properly, then

write or call Sponsor for details. Box

25.
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Tv and radio

NEWSMAKER!

Parker Daggett has been named general

sales manager of WRIT, the Balaban Sta-

tion in Milwaukee. He joined the Balabai:

Group in 1959 as local sales manager of

WRIT. For some 10 years prior to that.

Daggett was with Miller Brewing Co. a*

district sales manager, first for the \^ is-

consin, Pennsylvania and Michigan areas,

and later in Washington D. C. Virginia.

West Virginia and Maryland. Daggett attended the University of

Wisconsin and served in the I .S. Navy during World War II.

Jay Hotter has been appointed station

manager of KRAK. Stockton-Sacramento.

For the past five vears, he was in charge of

national advertising for ABC TV. New
York. Previously. Hoffer was promotion

manager of WJAR-AM-TV, Providence.

R. I., and sales promotion director of

WICC-AM-TV, Bridgeport, Conn. Hoffer

received his B.A. degree from New York

University and his M.A. from Columbia. He also received an M.B. \.

from NYU. Hoffer has taught at Brown. Pace and Adelphi colleges.

Barry Sherman, operations manager and

assistant to the president of WITH, Balti-

more, has been named managing director

of the newly created Radio and Tv Divi-

sion of Esquire, Inc. Prior to joining

WITH, Sherman served for nine years as

manager of WSCR, Scranton and WBRE.

Wilkes-Barre. Previously he was affiliated

with Mutual and WRYA and WLEE, Rich-

mond, Va., was a former partner of Lewell-Sherman Assoc, Wash-

ington, D. C. and gen. mgr. of the Richmond Better Home Show.

Frank Howlett has been appointed to the

newly created post of assistant media di-

rector for broadcast buying at Lennen &

Newell, New York. Previously with the

media departments of Cohen, Dowd & Ale-

shire and D-F-S, Howlett joined L&N in

April, 1958 as broadcast buyer for Kent.

Shortly thereafter he was promoted to me-

dia supervisor on the Lorillard account. A
graduate of the U. of Pennsylvania's Wharton School of Business,

li<- will assume direction of timebuying operations and personnel.
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Just as your appetite is whetted by seeing this food, so are your

customer's buying appetites whetted by what you tell them on

Meredith family stations. To sell your product or service to the

influential, big-spending "family board of directors", use your local

Meredith Station — "one of the family" in the vast area it serves.

Metedith ntfv/i

KANSAS CITY
SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA

TULSA

KCMO
WHEN
KPHO
WOW

KRMG

KCMO-TV
WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

Station*

The Kati Agency
The Kati Agency
The Kati Agency
John Blair & Co.

—Blair-TV

John Blair & Co.

Meredith Stations Are Affiliated With

BETTER HOMES & GARDENS • SUCCESSFUL FARMING Magazine!
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Do \<>u think radio is getting a fair share of advertising budgets'." Carl

I.. Schuele, president and general manager. Broadcast Time Sales, Neiv York.

says no, and bases his belief on the fact that "radio markets the count/)

over are being judged by \eu i ork City. 4nd New York isnt America. In

any means!" Would you like to comment on Mr. Schuele's statement? Just

send your letters or, if you prefer, a 500 word "Seller's Viewpoint" to

SPONSOR. We're looking forward to hearing your side of the seller's story.

Radio is short-changed at the Madison Avenue conference tables

^madio is being short-shrifted in the New l ork board

rooms! Money which is rightfully radio's—by virtue of

the medium's unparalleled efficiency and sales impact— is

being allotted to other media.

Radio's effectiveness and ability to keep the tills filled on

Main Street is well-known and well-exploited by merchants

in every town in the land. These boys demand—and get

—

continued, daily sales results from their radio dollar, or

the schedule gets pulled pronto. Local radio is booming,

for these reasons, as never before.

But Madison Avenue still does not harken to the sound

of the distant bells—cash register bells, that is.

Why?
Main reasons have been advanced, and many un-

doubtedly have a good deal of truth in them. But I'd like

to pinpoint a factor which I believe is a major one

—

keeping radio from getting its fair, richly deserved share

of the national advertising budget.

Radio markets the countrv over are being judged by

New York City. And New York isn't America, by any

means!

In fact, as is well known. New York has its unique

aspects. There are seven television channels, countless legiti-

mate theaters, scores upon scores of movie houses, and a

myriad of museums, art galleries, concert halls, special

exhibits, nightclubs and hundreds of other cultural and

entertainment facilities.

70

In opposition, the average medium size city has two 01

three tv channels, a handful of movie houses, and little else]

except for touring and road companies of various shows

and productions.

It is in such cities, which comprise the vast bulk of

buying power in this country, where radio is king. Mosj

people across America live bv radio, and buy by it. It is

one of the dominant cultural and entertainment forces in

their lives. For many important population segment- < I

the country, it is the sole means of reaching and ii -

fluencing them.

It is our belief that all important timebuyers. media

directors, and especiallv higher-echelon agencymen whd

influence selection of media for a campaign should make

personal visits to the important radio markets across the

country. There they will see for themselves the impresshe

role radio plavs in the lives of the people.

In our organization, we are encouraging such a program

in every way we can. In fact, we have inaugurated a sj sj

tern in which a key media executive at each important]

agency is being sent, as our guest, to the radio market on

his choice. We don't even expect the media man to visit

our station there. All we do request is that he (or she 1

assav the significance radio has to the people there, and

circulate a report to his agency colleagues upon his return.

To know radio, is to buv radio! W

SPONSOR 27 FEBRIARY 19(0
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Dr. Stanton and Mrs. Luce
No more dramatic contrast between hysterical anti-tv

criticism and the mature thinking of industry leader- on

troubling and complex problems, can be provided than by

comparing recent statements of Mrs. Clare Booth Luce, wile

of the Time-Lije publisher, and CBS" Dr. Frank Stanton.

This week, in McCall's magazine. Mrs. Luce charged that

network tv is "being systematically and profitably used as an

instrument for the wholesale debasement of the public ta-tc

and moral fiber."

Last week. Dr. Stanton, in accepting the Advertising Gold

Medal Award for 1959. made a thoughtful and statesman-

like plea for a "vigorous, freely competing, unrestricted

television medium."

Stanton clearly defined the dangers in government inter-

ference of tv. and pointed out that there is "no such tiling as

a little government control."* that "the easiest way for us in tv

to duck responsibility for the tough business of planning

balanced programing is to default and say to the government.

'You tell us what to do. and we'll do it.'
" But he pointed out

that this easiest way is the one that leads, not to Ltopia. but

to weakness, timidity, uniformity and stagnation.

Mrs. Luce, speaking like a sizzling Casandra. deplores the

"flood of shoddy, corny, stupid, vulgar, obscene tv pro-

grams'" and calls on the tv audience to decide "who is to be

held accountable?'"

Stanton, in his experience and maturity, knows that "the

road to Utopia is hard and rocky and uncharted. No one is

satisfied in television when he considers the unlimited potenti-

alities of the medium. . . . But the thoughtful man know- also

that improvement will come hard and slow after many a false

-tart, after many years of trial and error, and above all. by

facing realities rather than attempting to evade them.'*

This of course, is unpleasant medicine for tv's critic- to

-wallow. But it is the clear, calm voice of wisdom, and it is

of course, the only jx>--ible solution.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Backing for the TIG

in its program of public education about the

television industry. More knowledge of tr's op-

erations, people, and real accomplishments are

the best defense against unreasonable criticism.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Sixth city heard from: \ requt;

f,,r SPONSOR'S Five-City (N. Y.. L A
S. F.. Chi.. Det. | Tv Radio Director

was received from Horse Cave. K.

United Nations: When high-rankiii:

.['Vcrnment heads visit N. V
\^ aldorf Astoria Hotel, their nati-

flag flies beside the U. S. flag. Ai

adman passing the hotel the oth^

day noticed a navy-blue and whit

flag with a red emblem on the whit

center bar flying over the "Tower-

entrance next to the Stars-and-Stripe;

Not recognizing the flag, he walk-

down 49tfa Street for a closer look

It read "Pepsi-Cola."

Ohio justice: WTIG. Massilki

Ohio, broke this local story on

newscast—A truck driver hauling

load of wet cement to a construed.

project stopped enroute at his homi

found a car parked in front and

strange man parked inside the hous

with his wife. He returned to hi

truck, backed it up to the intruder"

car and filled it full of wet cement

How's that again? A phone intej

viewer at CJKL. Toronto, in cci

ducting a consumer survev for an ac

vertiser on the product preferences

flour and cake mixes, reports thi

exchange:

Q. What brand of flour do you hav

in your home'
A. African ^ iolet.

Q. Is it all-purpose or pastry flour

A. Oh. no. It's pink.

Aromarama: KBIG. which orig

nates programing from Catalina an

beams to Southern California plai

up its target areas smog by pull

cizing its programing as "Fresh Ai

Recently sportscaster Jim H
switching from his commentary t

Santa Anita races, said. "And n

for more of that KBIG Fresh Air.

take you to direct to the stable ar

of Santa Anita racetrack."

Heading: From WOWO, Ft. W»yi

news release

—

B\BY BORN DIRING
BEEP INTERVIEW

Alter feeding, beep the ba'

Our man: Describing a propo-

speaker at a meeting of the Ameri
Women in Radio & Tv. a mem 1

said. "He's a thing of beauty an •!

bov forever."
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STILL NO* 1

IN ST. LOUIS

the HOTTEST radio buy in St. Louis

GENERAL MANAGER:

William L. Jones, Jr.

JAN.-FEB. '60

HOOPER

National Rep:

HEADLEY REED
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with one!
ead holding — when you buy Channel 3

for coverage of the basic Madison-Southern Wisconsin

market — and the Rockford-North Illinois market. Re-

member Channel 3 is primary CBS for both markets.

wise
OHAMMEL

MAD I SON. Wl SC.

4§l
V Represented Notionolly by

Peter*, Griffin, Woodword, Inc.

I
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M
! This Gal

?

$ Loaded. ..in the Land of Milk &J(oney!

Have you met
Miss Tillie Vision,

our trade mark
here at WBAY?

ps stacked with ammunition.

Binel 2 for greatest coverage
for greatest Network . .

.

es of small cities and
10 sands of big dairy farms.

0*000 Tillie Vision homes!

BBDO BUILDS

A PRE-EMPT

TV NETWORK

Agency's clearance ot

prime time on 70 t\

stations for upcoming
show is talk of trade

Page 29

New summer

rate cards

for spot tv

Page 32

A hectic day in

the life of a

station manager

Page 34

Why most research

material goes into

the wastebasket!

Page 38
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Com

ELEVEN MILLION people

did in 1959-and in our

area, more of them tuned

their auto radios to W#GTO
than to the next 7 sta-

tions combined!

Visitors or natives-they

all meet at 'Radio Florida,"

located in America's fastest

growing interurban area.

W-GTO-the most
powerful combination in the nation . . .

50,000 WATTS AT
'December, 1959 Survey, Conducted by William Wahl
Associates, Inc., Orlando, Florida

RADIO
CYPRESS GARDEN

FLORID)
REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY EDWARD PETRY & CO., INC.]



TENSE...TERSE...

TERRIFIC...ANDA

} ALL NEW.. .ALL FIRST-RUN HALF HOURS NOW AVAILABLE TO REGIONAL AND LOCAL SPONSORS

I0HNNY MIDNIGHT
JARRING ACADEMY AWARD WINNER

DMOND O'BRIEN
ko success is written all over this "top-10" contender. Already sold solid

the biggest name advertisers: Ballantine Beer (26 markets), Camel,

esterfield, Duke, Marlboro, Richard Hudnut, R. G. Dun Cigars, Dial Soap,

idebaker Dealers, P&C Food Markets. And sold to the key stations

-

3Z-TV Boston . . .WGN-TV Chicago . . .WDSU-TV New Orleans . . .WRCA-
' New York . . .WJW-TV Cleveland - plus 105 more across America. Its

rid is Broadway at midnight . . . background for the intriguing adventures

actor-turned -detective Johnny Midnight. Produced by Jack Chertok.

598 MADISON AVENUE. NEW YORK 22. N. Y.. PLAZA 9-7500 AND PRINCIPAL CITIES EVERYWHERE
ILM SYNDICATION Call your MCA representative today.



BUYING
DECISIONS
are made by the

MATURE AUDIENCE
saturated by WSPA RADIO
in the Lower Piedmont

A mature, adult audience of over 1,082,500 buy-

ers are blanketed by WSPA RADIO. These people

are directly influenced by confidence in the solid

dependability of what they hear on WSPA.

SERVING THE SPARTANBURG-GREENVILLE

SUPERMARKET WITH CBS.

WSPA
AM 950—FM 98.9—TV 7

National Representatives

GEORGE P HOLLINGBERY CO.

© Vol. 14, No. 10 • 5 MARCH I960SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV/RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
BBDO stuns 'em with a pre-empt tv network

29 The story behind Gamble Stores' buy of 80 tv stations in prime tine

for a one-shot spectacular that has excited the whole ad industry

New summer rate cards for spot tv

32 New dual-season rate cards from WTOP-TY and WBTW, offering rate

structure based on seasonal and time viewing variations, stir trade interest

Hectic day of a station manager
34 Ben Strouse. manager WWDC, Washington. D. C, is spurred to report

his daily diary after seeing sponsor's recent pictorial day of a buy^r

Selling bread in a lunchbox town?

36 This modest-budget advertiser, Taste Master Bread, got a big slice ol

Pittsburgh market using off-beat copy approach in spot radio campaign

75% goes into the wastebasket

38 SPONSOR survey of major agency media people determine list of ways in

which station research and promotion can be made better, more useable

$1,800,000 tv budget

40 Here's how new product moved from test markets to heavy tv campaign

and skyrocketing sales; ad budget, tied to sales, is climbing steadily

Coming: a trade show for tv commercials

42 Wallace Ross and sponsor to present nation's first tv commercials show

18-20 May in New York with professional awards, product competitions^

FEATURES
64 Film-Scope

22 49th & Madison

54 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 New-maker of the Week

54 Picture Wrap-Up

50 Radio Results

72 Seller'< Viewpoint

44 Sponsor Asks

9 Sponsor Backstage

66 Sponsor Hears

1

1

Sponsor-Scope

74 Sponsor Speaks

26 Spot Buys

74 Ten-Second Spots

24 Timebuyers at Work

70 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

63 Washington Week

Member of Business Publications

Audit of Circulations Inc.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive, Editorial, Circulation «n.

Advertising Offices: 40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison) New York 17, N. Y. Telephone: MUrriJ
Hill 8-2772. Chicago Office: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: Superior 7-9863. Birming i'

Office: Town House, Birmingham. Phone: FAirfax 4-6529. Los Angeles Office: 6087 Su se

Boulevard. Phone: Hollywood 4-8089. Printing Office: 3110 Elm Ave., Baltimore 111

Md. Subscriptions: U. S. $8 a year. Canada & other Western Hemisphere Countries S?

year. Other Foreign countries $11 per year. Single copies 40c. Printed in U.S.A. Adoes
all correspondence to 40 E. 49th St., N. Y. 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2772. Published we kl

by SPONSOR Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore, Md.

©1960 Sponsor Publications Inc.
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we're in fine shape

at

DON'T MISS

WING...
DAYTON

MARKET is UP

SALES are UP

RATINGS are UP

RESULTS are UP

Dayton Metro Area population is now
719,900 (Chamber of Commerce figures)

More local business than any other Dayton station.

National volume for January up 76% over last year.

Pulse for January, 6 AM to Midnight, shows WING with

32% of audience, and the only station with consistent

upward trend over the past year and a half. Hooper
Index for December-January, 7 AM to 6 PM, shows
WING with 29.8% of audience. Next closest has 21.3%.

Satisfied customers are our biggest boosters.

Get the facts from your East/Man or

General Manager Dale Moudy.

robert e. eastman & co., national representative

ations WCOL, Columbus; WIZE, Springfield, Ohio; WEZE, Boston; and WKLO, Louisville are also AIR TRAILS stations

•ONSOR • 5 MARCH 1960



TOM ATKINS REPORTING

FORT WAYNE'S No. 1 NEWS SHOTS

NOV. ARB RATING

ujpte
FORT WAVMF luniANA

NEWSMAKER
of the week

ABC TV took the wraps off its fall plans last week at pres-

entations in I\ew York and Chicago. They were elaborate,

all-day affairs geared to the theme, "Chemistry of Success-

ful SeWing." What they showed is that ABC TV has really

mastered this "c/iemis/ry" and that alVs well with fall.

The newsmaker: Oliver Treyz, crew-cut and cyclonic as

ever, had a busy week as usual fulfilling his duties as president of

ABC TV. In mid-week, he was a host at the network's presentation

in New York's Waldorf Astoria, attended by more than 1,000 admen.

Two days later, he held forth at a repeat presentation in Chicago's

Ambassador East, then roared off to Minneapolis to address business

leaders and broadcasters assem-

bled to open the 1960 Greater

Minneapolis and Hennepen Coun-

t\ Red Cross Drive.

SPONSOR caught him enroute by

phone, asked, "How's business?"

"Tv buying is running strong and

well ahead of schedule," he said.

"I believe this is true, not only at

ABC TV, but at the other net-

works. Today (25 February),

ABC TV has booked a bigger vol-

ume of business for the coming

fall than it had booked for last
Oliver Treyz

fall at the end of March 1959. We're a good month ahead, and

this is an important month." This summer, Treyz told SPONSOR,!

would see virtually every ABC TV advertiser staying on the air.

In Minneapolis, Treyz had quite a few things to say about the tv

industry and its speed in putting into effect controls and regulation*

on a voluntary basis. He commended the FCC for "approaching tb •

problem I avoiding any recurrence of the recent scandals) in a demo-

cratic manner reflective of the town hall and operating within the

framework of a free enterprise system." He tossed a public bouquet

to admen when he noted that "the advertiser and ad agencies \\a\Q

actively participated in this reappraisal of broadcasting." He warned

against any controls that might cripple tv's growth.

The ABC TV presentations in New York and Chicago were host* <I

by Leonard H. Goldenson, president of AB-PT and by Treyz. Among

the new shows for this coming season (some of which are already

sold, Treyz told sponsor I are 26 half-hour documentaries based on

the memoirs of Sir Winston Churchill: The Islanders, an hour adven-

ture series; an adult cartoon show called The Flagstones. Also com-

ing up are public affairs specials on such subjects as Japan, Latin

America, Korea. Red China, the Eisenhower tours, the summit mect-i

ing and the national elections.

SPONSOR 5 MARCH 196M
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QUITE A FIGURE

IN DETROIT!
The 50,000 Watt CKLW Story

Since September

ITEM: *Pulse—audience up 69 of 72

quarter-hours.

ITEM: *Hooper— audience up 150%.

ITEM: *Coverage— still a tremendous

"plus" of listeners in 188 counties,

39 markets.

CKLW
50,000 Watts -800 KC

Essex Broadcasters, Inc.

Guardian Building Detroit 26,

Robert E. Eastman & Co., Inc.

National Radio Representative

Tfocv, none t&at even—

t6e "Tttutt" 6ucf U t6e Vetwtit ate*.

*Pulse — Aug. vs. Dec.

* Hooper — Ju/y-Aug. vs. Nov. -Dec.

J. E. Campeau,

President

rj'NSOR • 5 MARCH 1960



Bad Tolz, Germany — Oklahomans
with the Army's 10th Special Forces

Group speak to the folks at home via

Bruce Palmer and KWTV.

little Rock, Arkansas— Segregation violence brings

Army to maintain order— and KWTV's Clyde Davis
and Max Wolf to report details.

Tokyo, Japan— Palmer tours Army, Navy and Air Force Bases

in Japan to report on military preparedness in the Far East.

SPONSOR • 5 MARCH 196|
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Chicago, Illinois—
Coverage of Oklahoma's

delegation to the

Democratic Convention

is complete with film

b\ KWTV News.

by Joe Csida

A history-making Presidential Tour

—

A national political convention

—

A tornados havoc in Oklahoma

—

'here there's MEWS
| . . . there's KWTV!
IDuring the past four years, KWTV News

Director Bruce Palmer travelled 65,000 miles

In four trips to the Middle East, Far East,

purope and South Asia for on-the-scene film

reports to KWTV's 54-County Community

*o round out its newsgathering facilities,

CWTV utilizes:

Statewide network of KWTV newsfilm

correspondents

UPI news and telephoto services

Radio dispatched cars, aircraft

his complete news coverage is an

||<ample of the exceptional services

Irsponsible for viewer loyalty in the

-WTV Community.

LAHOMA CITY

OGAR T. BELL, General Manager
KCK DeLIER, Sales Manager

Represented by

The Original Station Representativi

0NSOR • 5 MARCH 1960
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ackstage

Tv's need: more Standard Oil of N. J.'s

I ve got to go way back to the noontime we
had Sam Goldwyn and Ed Murrow on the lunch-

eon program before I can think of a more amus-
ing talk than that delivered to the Radio & Tele-

vision Executives' Society by Howard Lindsay

last Thursday. Mr. Lindsay, of course, is a no-

tably successful producer, an esteemed and high-

ly capable director and a writer of considerable

talent, as well as a first rate actor. His speech was really a series of

theatrical anecdotes, delivered with gentle albeit authoritative charm
and great good humor, and yet he brought out at least one thought

which free television advocates on every level mav give serious

consideration.

He is an inveterate watcher of drama on television, he said. And
he has seen some of the most magnificent performances of his long,

illustrious career right on that video tube. Yet, as often as not, the

whole mood of a virtuoso performance was destroyed for him bv a

discordant, low-intelligence level commercial between each of the

acts.

"This practice on television's part," said Mr. Lindsay,

day help pay-television come into being."

mav some

Coin-meters sprout in Etobicoke

I don't know what will or will not cause the eventual success of

pay-television, if indeed, it is to become successful eventually. I do

know, as I've said in this space from time to time, that a number of

bright men, and well-financed resourceful organizations are working

hard to bring pay-tv into successful being.

The latest experiment, of course, is currently about to be kicked

off in a suburb of Toronto, Ontario, Canada, called Etobicoke. Here

the Trans Canada Telemeter Corp. begins a pav tv service on 20

February. It is an odd coincidence, I think, that the major pay-

television experiments seem to be made in little towns, of which we

are generally not too aware. The last big experiment, if I recall

correctlv without checking my back columns or the records, was

held in the little Oklahoma oil town of Bartlesville.

And, like the people in Bartlesville, the Trans Canada Telemeter

men are experienced and highly successful motion picture theater

operators. They run close to four hundred Canadian movie houses,

and in addition own large pieces of three television stations in Que-

bec City, Quebec (2) and Kitchener, Ontario. Like the Bartlesville

people, too, the Trans Canada group is betting its chips primarily on

the appeal of movies, interspersed with occasional live entertainment

and sporting event-.

The Trans Canada Telemeter Corp. is a division of Famous Play-

l Please turn to page 16)



the prestige independent

with network audiences

!
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A. C. Nielsen recently stud-

ied his entire New York

sample, both Audimeter and

Recordimeter — Audilog

homes, and found "no sig-

nificant difference" between

the kind of people who

watch WPIX-11—New York's

leading Independent station

— and New York's leading

Network station.

The Nielsen "WPIX AUDI-

ENCE PROFILE" study pro-

vides a direct comparison of

audiences for the prime

qualitative categories of:

FAMILY INCOME

HOME OWNERSHIP

AUTOMOBILE OWNERSHIP

SIZE OF FAMILY

AGE OF HOUSEWIFE

OCCUPATION, HEAD OF
HOUSEHOLD

from 7:00-11:00 PM, seven

nights a week.

Qualitatively they are equal.

As Nielsen states: "NONE

OF THE COMPARISONS
YIELDED A SIGNIFICANT

DIFFERENCE!"

I 1

The "content" of a rating point on wpix-11 and the top
network- station in New York is the same! Nielsen
proved that incomes, home ownership, ages, jobs,

etc. follow identical patterns.* The reason is

logical and understandable, wpix-11 is pro

Timed like a Network station with net-

k-proven and network-quality shows
v half-hour, every night. This WPIX-11

• <,"'> tativt Study inr WPIX-11

"network look" brings increased sales impact to your

commercial messages — makes them more receptive,

more effective, more productive.

Where are your 60-second commercials tonight!

WIPES»
Details upon request. I960, WPIX
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Most significant tv and radio

netvs of the iveek with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
5 MARCH I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

The open war which broke out this week between FCC chairman John Doerfer
and Rep. Oren Harris, chairman of the House Legislative Oversight Subcommit-
tee, is bound to have far-reaching effects on legislation affecting broadcasting.

It was a rare case of gauntlet-throwing between a government bureau head and a law-

making potentate, and the counter-challenges could have wide repercussions not only on
programing control, but the power of Government over media advertising itself.

(For details of this super-significant debate, see WASHINGTON WEEK, page 63. i

About the biggest piece of new business activity in spot the past week came
from Schlitz (JWT Chicago) : lots of radio markets and sizable budgets at na-

tional rates.

Other radio buying included: Kleenex (FCB Chicago); Robin Hood Flour and

Campanas Bantron (Kastor) ; Top Value Stamps (Campbell-Mithun).

Included among the new spot tv buys: American Sugar and M&M candy, in sec-

ondary markets (Bates); Jiff Peanut Butter and Secret deodorant (Burnett).

The FTC would now like the drug and cosmetic manufacturers to get together

on a voluntary covenant regarding advertising claims—a la the cigarette companies.

So far the response hasn't been what j ou might even call warmish.

Spot sellers might do well to keep their eyes on the progress of a couple new

brands getting their tv trials out of Chicago agencies.

One's a line of shoe polish by S. C. Johnson (NL&B) and the other is a Alberto

Culver hair coloring, Treseme (Wade).

A prospective innovation for spot tv: a group of toy manufacturers co-spon-

soring a one-hour Saturday morning show, produced on tape and film, telecast 52

weeks a year.

Sparking the project: Friend-Reiss, which handles the promotion for the Toy Guid-

ance Council, Inc. The goal is 60-70 markets and the preferred time: 11-noon.

Houbigant (Ellington) is making its debut in radio 5 May via the Blair Plan.

The strategem: 60 spots one week and 30 spots the alternate week over 13

weeks in 25-30 markets in behalf of the perfumer's April Showers brand.

The SRA this week estimated that national spot radio in 1959 billed $176,705,-

000, which is up 2.8% over the 1958 tally announced by the FCC.

Percent changes by quarters shows the fourth one down 1.4%. I For dollar breakdown

b) 1959 quarters, see RADIO STATIONS in WRAP-UP, page 59.)

Look for the kingpin users of nighttime tv to do most of their show picking

for the fall on the basis of roughcut pilots, instead of waiting for the finished item.

Most of the Hollywood makes won't be read) for trade showing until April or even

May. but the accounts like General Foods. Lever and P&G are pretty well set on

their new candidates.

,'ONSOR MARCH 1060 11



SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Reps would deem it quite a favor of Ted Bates if the agency would steer Gro-

'

eery Store Products, and Food Manufacturers Corp., as well, in some commercial

direction other than piggy-hacking.

The reps' gripe is not so much the economy gimmick—two products riding within a sin-

gle minute of film—as the fact that their stations keep getting complaints from the

tv code review hoard ahout counting such piggybacks as a single commercial.

Noted the review board: if these piggybackers are preceded or followed by an-

other commercial they add up to triple spotting.

Lots of stations have escaped such censure by scheduling the GSP and FMC films

in island positions between network daytime sustainers or in late films, which has

been okay with these advertisers.

The only fly in the ointment has been this: if one station, say the reps, is disin-

clined to take these piggybacks, there's a competitor, as a rule, ready to accept.

A chunk of tv money that seems at the moment to be without a home is the

monthly $360,000 that Corn Products had been spending on NBC TV's Riverboat.

The only one of CP's multiple products that's in tv at the moment is Bosco, which uses

spot out of Donahue & Coe.

Network tv's time-preempting specials continue to hold up well in terms of

average ratings and average homes.

Compare the five time-preempting specials in Nielsen's latest pocketpiece with the five

like show types telecast during the parellel period of 1959 and you'll find these slight differ-

ences: last year, average AA rating, 27.2, average homes, 9,888,000; this year, average

AA rating, 26.7, average homes, 9,944,000.

Following are the time-preempting specials noted in Nielsen's latest pocketpiece:

SHOW AA RATINGS AA HOMES TIME-TALENT COSTS

Bob Hope (13 Jan.) 33.2 14,554.000 $430,000

Jerry Lewis (16 Jan.) 26.7 11.062,000 375,000

Art Carney (16 Jan.) 13.8 5.921,000 340,000

DuPont (17 Jan.) 22.3 9,899,000 390,000

Pontiac (22 Jan.) 17.5 7,684,000 370,000

Average 26.7 9,944,000 380,000

The new campaign on Mennen's Dateline deodorant (Grey) poses a provoca

tive twist for radio stations: including in a d.j.'s repertoire new pop records fur-j

nished by the advertiser in connection with a merchandising plan.

The records are to be played on the d.j. segments bought by Dateline. There would

be three of them a week in five flights, starting 14 March and ending 18 July.

N. C. (Duke) Rorahaugh, judging from a discussion by SRA directors this week, is

willing to return to the business of compiling information about spot radio

—

that is, if certain conditions are met.

The conditions: (1) the survey will be limited to about 500 stations whose data

would serve as the nucleus of projected studies; (2l the RAB would extend to

Rorahaugh the same financial support he gets from the TvB in connection with]

his tv spot reports ($25,000 annually) ; (3) the RAB and its staff would give him the same

close cooperation in various respects that he gets from TvB.
Rorahaugh is of the opinion that the 500 stations would make an adequate sample to

provide (a) the sort of information advertisers and agencies want about the users;

of spot radio and lb) a cross-section of trends, etc.. that the sellers of spot radio

j

would find helpful in promoting the medium.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Count on Ford to buttress its commanding lead of the compact car market
with the unveding of another quality network tv program series this fall.

Meantime it's committed for Alfred Hitchcock l.NBC Tuesday 9 p.m. i , Tennessee
Ernie and more of Wagon Train, if it can get it.

Agencies are gathering the impression that NBC TV is about to fall in line

with CBS TV and set a much-curtailed quota on the time that will be available for

specials during the 1960-61 season. .

The motivation on NBC's part would be basically two-fold:

1) Some of the network's major clients aren't as agreeable as they used to

be about having their time preempted.

2) The network has a suspicion that one of the reasons ABC TV has been able

to forge ahead the way it has is because the viewer can find the same show in the

same period throughout the season.

Then again, there are such factors as (a) being loaded with a lot of unsold specials

talent and (b) station affiliate disturbance over reduced compensation that comes with

one-hour and 90-minute specials.

This concept of giving more protection to the bread-and-butter account could have

sharp repercussions on the future status of the entertainment special as a big-

time concommitant of network tv.

Chesebrough-Pond (JWT) is expected to decide this week on the future of its

daytime investment: whether to go ABC TV or remain with NBC TV.

Favoring NBC: if the account moved before the end of March, it would be shortrated

$150,000. (Chesebrough's fiscal year on NBC ends in September.)

Meantime it's been a bitter battle of counter offers between the networks.

If you've wondered lately what would happen to your network daytime show

if it went traveling, take note of the results of Queen for a Day's recent one-week

stand in Houston.

The show hit a 16.7 for that market in Nielsen*? January report, whereas that city's

rating in December was 5.6.

On top of this the event garnered 41 separate items in the Houston newspapers.

Of course, such stands are quite expensive. It costs the local underwriter—travel-

ing, hotel bills and auditorium—about $25,000 for the week.

ABC TV won't spring a surprise if it puts through an over-all rate hike after

sales are pretty sewn up for the fall: the agencies are expecting it.

The consensus is that the sweeping increase will be announced around 1 September,

with a four to six-months" leeway for effectiveness.

ABC TV keeps chipping for more gold in the P&G mother lode.

Even though it's got the bulk of the P&G nighttime billings. ABC TV's latest pitch at

the Cincinnati giant is for inclusion in the daytime empire.

The nub of the proposal: by buying three quarter-hours a week on ABC P&G would,

over a four-week period, hike its coverage to 77.7% of all U. S. homes, or approxi-

mately 31,500,000 homes.

Here's an estimate of the P&G daytime reach per four-weeks as it now stands:

NETWORK WKLY^-HRS. '< U.S. HOMES HOMES REACHED

CBS TV 25 47.4 21.093.000

NBC TV 9 40.4 17.078.000

The accumulative homes: 28.059.000. or 65.395 of all U.S. homes.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

W lien an agency these days produces an hour radio show, that's certainly new*

and when an agency Bends a crew ahroad to do the job that's a big headline.

The item: BBDO is putting together a spei ial program of that length in Dublin foi

Schaefer Beer for broadcast St. Patrick's Eve over an ABC regional network.

BBDO also this week joined the parade of American agencies expanding the

interest* into the foreign field via mergers. This one with Dolan, Ducker. Whit
combe & Stewart. Ltd., headquartered in London, also Geneva, Paris am
Frankfurt.

The combine starts off with §8 million in billings, and such accounts a? ( I

brough-Pond's. Chrysler International. Nestle. TWA. Unilever, American Cyanamid.

The company will be known as BBDO International, Ltd.

Charles H. Brower is chairman of the board and Patrick Dolan, president.

Alter all the bickering about discounts and wooing from ABC TV, Genera
Foods is taking the recommendation of Benton & Bowles and remaining with CBS
TV for next season.

In addition to the three Monday night half hours. GF will have the Thursday 9-9 :3(

p.m. slot to itself on CBS come the fall. It's also buying a show from that network.

How can sellers of selective spot tv best combat the mounting competitio

from network spot carriers?

Some of the agencies in Chicago with heavy spot investments suggested, whei

quizzed b\ SPONSOR-SCOPE this week, that spot borrow a leaf out of the network

book and start selling more at the client level or to agency brass at the account level.

They also urged that the Chicago reps reactivate their spot development committee!

Say the Chicago reps: We're too deeply submerged into the day-by-day routine!

of business to devote any time to creative planning or selling.

[

Trendex subscribers will get a lot of newly added information in the repor

due out around 25 March.

The data will disclose (a) how much each member of the family watched a par-

ticular program, lb I what they thought not only of that episode but the series as 4

whole, (c) who selected the show that night, l,d) the type of household by age group:

and i e i sponsor identification by the person who selected the program.

Chalk up Woody Crouse, media buyer at BBDO, Detroit, as having a differen

philosophy when it comes to picking stations for DeSoto-Valiant.

In sum it's this: The quality of a station takes precedence over numbers. Qual

itv reflects management and the only way you can form a base for buying quality i

by meeting station personnel, reviewing station presentations and traveling tin

country to view and to listen.

For at least the tv stations in the top 50 markets the first quarter of this yeai

should post a new record in national spot billings.

That's prettv much the consensus of major rep firms crosschecked this week \M

SPONSOR-SCOPE. What's made the first two months rather unusual: the strong pacij

of new business maintained from week to week. It also looks like a whopping quarj

ter in national spot for the lead radio stations among the secondary as well as prl

mary markets. That's the way they've been buying so far.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6.1

Spot Bin-, page 2d: News and Idea Wrap-Up. page 54; Washington Week, page 63: spons<W

Hears, pa| 66; T\ and Radio Newsmakers, page 70: and Film-Scope, page 64.
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In the big eight years, 1950-1958, Food Sales in this big 26-county market
jumped an amazing 146^! Now. more than a third of Florida's total Food Sales

are made in the area delivered by WFLA-TV

—

the Land of Profitunity!

Use the blanket coverage of WFLA-TV to cash in on the sales opportunity

—

and profit opportunitv— in America's 26th Retail Sales Market plus 26 counties packed
with year 'round buying power from rocketing industrial and agricultural expansion.

Write us, or consult your BLAIR -TV man for top rated availabilities on
WFLA-TV— sales powerhouse in the Land of Profitunitv.

\ures from Sales Management 1959 Survey of Buying Power.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES, BLAIR-TV
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You Miss 1,300,000

Potential Buyers

without

You must aim right or you miss the

buying power of more than 1,300,000

Negroes in the Rounsaville Radio coverage
area . . . consumers with $824,000,000 to

spend—AFTER taxes! This enormous
consumer potential can influence the na-

tional sales picture of any product. And
NEGRO RADIO, and ONLY Negro
Radio, can reach them. Over 95% of all

Negroes listen to radio! Negroes buy the

products they hear about on their radio

—

NEGRO RADIO. A proper part of your
advertising dollar must go to Rounsaville

Radio , or you miss this market! Call

Rounsaville Radio in Atlanta, John E.

Pearson, or Dora-Clayton in the South-

east.

Personal Letter

Everyone in the world ap-
preciates recognition. Cer-
tainly the people to whom
we program, the American
Negro, is no exception to

this rule. That is why we, at

Rounsaville Radio
,
program exclusively for the

Negro with Negro talent. You can make excel-
lent use of our Know-How to sell your products.
We'll be happy to help you. We are one of the
oldest and the largest broadcasters in our
chosen field.

ROBERT W. ROUNSAVILLE
Owner-President

FIRST U. S. NEGRO-PROGRAMMED CHAIN
FIRST IN RATING IN SIX BIG MARKETS

WCIN 1,000 Watts (5,000 Watts soon)—Cin-
cinnati's only all Negro-Programmed Station!

WLOU 5,000 Watts — Louisville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WMBM 5,000 Watts—Miami-Miami Beach's
only full time Negro-Programmed Station!

WVOL 5,000 Watts — Nashville's only all

Negro-Programmed Station!

WYLD 1,000 Watts—New Orleans' only full
time Negro-Programmed Station!

WTMP 5,000 Watts—Tampa-St. Petersburg's
only all Negro-Programmed Station!

BUY ONE OR ALL WITH GROUP DISCOUNTS!

ROUNSAVILLE
RADIO STATIONS

REE AT MATHIESON, ATLANTA S. GEORGIA
N. ROUNSAVILLE HAROLD F. WALKER

Pr" ,den ' V.P. 4 Nat'l Sales Mgr.

N?n R-*
PIARS0N c° DORA-CLAVTON

Southeastern Rep.
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Sponsor backstage {continued from page 9|

BaV

ers Canadian Corp., which actually is the group which runs the th

aters, and FPCC, in turn, is affiliated with International Telemete

Corporation and Paramount Pictures. Consequently the Etobicok

pay-tv experiment will utilize the Telemeter coin-meter. The Tel

meter knob on the set will have three channels, on two of which pa

attractions may be seen upon deposit in the slot of the proper nu

ber of coins. And on the third of which free live shows from th

Trans Canada studios will be shown.

The pay channels will show a movie twice a night, or as on 2

February, a sporting event. This initial sports show has the Toront

Maple Leafs playing the New York Rangers in a National Hocke

League contest. The Trans Canada people have been called less thai

smart for featuring this as one of their kick off shows by a numba

of American sportswriters on the grounds that hockey has been see:

for free on Canadian tv just as it has on American tv, and consej

quently why should the Etobicokians now pay for it? And also o:

the grounds that the Rangers are currently in the League cellar an

do not play a very scintillating brand of ice hockey.

Personally, I think the sportswriters are wrong on both count; ''.

Canadian interest in hockey is only slightly more rabid than Amer:

can interest in baseball, basketball and football combined, and th

Canucks enjoy nothing more than seeing the New Yorkers ge

cuffed around.

Experience, judgment backed up with cash

Free tv advocates, too, are claiming that the Trans Canada crowi

must come a-cropper with the present experiment. Bartlesville didn

work, they say, because the folks of the town could get all the movie

they wanted for free on their free tv channels. Similarly they poin

out that Etobicokians are able to receive not only two Canadia

stations, CBLT (TV) in Toronto and CHCH (TV) in Hamilton

Ontario, but three Buffalo, New York channels as well (WBEN-TV

WGR-TV and WKBW-TV). On these five stations the people of th

Toronto suburb can see more movies than their tired eyes can stan

All this may be true. I don't know enough about either the Tran

Canada group or the market to have an opinion one way or anothei

I do know that the people who run Trans Canada have been in thi

entertainment business a long, long string of years, and that they ar

backing up their judgment and their faith in pay tv with hard an

substantial cash.

For example, I understand they've already paid Bell Telephone o|

Canada more than a quarter million dollars just to lay the coaxial

cable to service the 2,000 subscribers thev claim to have signed it

Etobicoke. These people are paying $5 to have the Telemeter in

stalled, which gives Trans Canada a big $10,000 return so far for thi

$250,000 they've laid out for the cable alone. And they tell me tiiaf

nobody in Trans Canada, Famous Players, International Telemete!

is nervous about the experiment at all.

As I said I don't know if the experiment will work or not. Bill

men like the Bartlesville group and the Toronto people seem deter}

mined to keep trying. And what free tv needs to buck it is fevei

sponsors of the kind Howard Lindsay told the RTES about, and mo

like Standard Oil of New Jersey.

lore
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national
No two markets served by radio or television provide

the same "climate" for your program. Local broad-

cast competition, program preferences, and customs
have strong influences on dialing habits.

Nielsen Station Index Reports show, at a glance,

your position in individual markets across the U.S.

All NSI® data are compatible with NTI® and NRI®
data which measure national audiences. Knowledge
of local audiences quickly locates areas of strength

and weakness in national coverage . . . and pro-

vides basic information for interpretation or correc-

tive measures.

Number of homes reached ... by station. NSI tells you both

total and Metro (or Central) Area audiences for each

station for each 15-minute period during the day.

Composition of the audience. NSI breaks down the tv and

radio audiences to show who are listening or viewing

. . . men, women, teen-agers, children.

For television. NSI reports audience data for every

competitive tv market in the U.S. These 146 market

areas (231 cities) account for over 97 percent of all

U.S. tv viewing.

For radio. NSI reports audience data for the top 34

markets in the U.S. These account for the bulk of

radio listening, thanks to radio's long reach.

Send for sample NSI Report. See for yourself

the wealth of information NSI Reports

put at your fingertips ... it is the only

way you will understand why leading

agencies, advertisers, and stations con-

sider NSI Reports a "must" for effi-

cient operation.

^"VlnTB

Nielsen Station Index
a service of A. C. Nielsen Company

2101 Howard Street, Chicago 4-5, Illinois • HOIIycourt 5-44-00

CALL . . .WIRE . . . OR WRITE TODAY
FOR ALL THE FACTS

CHICAG01, ILLINOIS
360 N. Michigan Ave., FRanklin 2-3810

NEW YORK 22. NEW YORK
575 Lexington Ave., MUrray Hill 8-1020

MENLO PARK. CALIFORNIA
TO Willow Road, DAvenport 5-0021
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*f/lAl$£MS£* at work

FlLMACK solved another film problem by suggesting

cartoon characters "riding" over the baseball telecast.

McCann - Erickson and Standard Oil of Ohio were

pleased with these "supers" that entertained, established

a friendly feeling for the characters ( with voices to

match I. and the absence of interference with the

baseball games.

*J*
Film-sense at work—the happy blending of creative ability,

mechanical know-how and a staff ready to tackle your

needs and your budget. To learn more about "film-sense," send

for your copy of our new booklet explaining Filmack's many
approaches to film problems.

TV COMMERCIALS
INDUSTRIAL MOTION PICTURES

THEATRE FILMS

SOUND SLIDEFILMS SLIDES

1325 S. WABASH AVE., CHICAGO 5, HA 7-3395
630 NINTH AVE., NEW YORK 36, PL 7-0900

(Complete Production Facilities at Both Locations)

SPONSOR
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Cleopatra made things happen

WPEN
RADIO

MAKES
THINGS

HAPPEN
IN

PHILADELPHIA
WPEN is the only station in Philadelphia

broadcasting Signal 95— exciting on-the-

spot tape recordings of traffic violators by

police officers who are wired for sound.

The actual conversations . . . the actual

excuses... the actual arguments!
In Public Interest.. In Sales.. And In

Exciting Listening WPEN Makes Things

Happen In Philadelphia.

Represented nationally by GILL-PERNA
New York • San Francisco • Los Angeles
Chicago • Boston • Detroit • Atlanta

CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS
WPEN, Philadelphia . . . WSAI, Cincinnati . . . WALT, Tampa
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Let's get this straight!

KNXT is first in Los Angeles . A new twist? Not at all. CBS Owned KNXT
has been first, by a wide margin, for 59 consecutive Nielsens.

According to the latest report, KNXT's year-in, year-out leadership is

strong as ever . . . with the largest total audience (6 am to 12 midnight) ; 13%

larger than the second station, 37% ahead of the third . . . and with 17 of the

top 25 nighttime shows, 7 of the top 10 daytime shows.

Bigger audiences on KNXT. Better audiences too! When 600 viewers

were asked (by the Institute for Motivational Research) to name the station

"most likely"' to carry advertising for products that inspire trust and confi-

dence, 45% named KNXT. That's 61% more than voted for the runner-up,

and 10% more than voted for both of the other network stations combined.

In seven-station Los Angeles, get all the facts straight. Now, as always,

the number one station in the nation's number two market is IS VT \f T
Channel 2, Los Angeles

Represented by

CBS Television Spot Sales

L



Far - Reaching

!

AJAX £H0£ Co.

1 u J

* ) *J

\^T\T7_

What's behind this healthy

sales increase in Maine?

It's WCSH-TV, J. B. Their

merchandising boys came up
with another sales booster.

(most bought twice- got 3 pair)

Ridiculous? Sure . . . but
many a serious advertiser has
been tickled by SIX's "Far-
Reaching Effect." Creativeness,
as well as carefulness, always
plays an important part at 6.

Your Weed TV man will tell

you more.

WCSH-TV

6
NBC for

PORTLAND
MAINE

MAINE BROADCASTING SYSTEM
WCSH-TV 6, Portland WLBZ-TV 2, Bangor

WCSH Radio, Portland

WIBZ kadio, Bangor WRDO Radio, Augusta

22

49th and

Madison

Down Under award

We thought your readers would like

to know that Australia's most signifi-

cant tv award for Program of the

Year (1959)—the "Logie"—was won
by your 77 Sunset Strip. The Phil

Silvers Show and Father Knows Best

were cited for the best programs

shown on our channels ABV-2 and

HSV-7 respectively.

The awards, given by Tv Week,

Melbourne television program maga-

zine, are based on its annual poll of

tv viewers. This makes the second

year an American production was

voted top program. The previous

year's favorite was the Perry Como
Show.

Hazel V. McCadden
The News Limited of Australia

N.Y.C.

Fine job!

The Herald Tribune Radio Network

is sponsor's friend for life. Thank
you for the first rate reportorial job

on our operation. ("Radio—A Wana-
maker Salesmaker," 13 Feb.)

Needless to say, we are having the

article photostated for our salesmen.

Richard Doan
network dir.

H-T Radio Network

N.Y.C.

Honored

Thank you. SPONSOR magazine, and

thanks too to the radio and tv station

representatives for naming Liller,

Neal, Battle & Lindsey the advertis-

ing agency having the best media de-

partment in the south. ("Which

Agencies Have the Best Media De-

partments?" SPONSOR, 13 February.)

We appreciate the honor and shall try

to continue to live up to it.

C. K. Liller

Liller, Neal, Battle & Lindsey

Atlanta

Some forgotten bouquets

It's hard to criticize a favorite like

sponsor, but let's face it . . . you
"goofed." In your 30 January arti-

cle, "Industry Tags Top Radio Ad
Experts," you tossed some well-earned

orchids; but you ignored some verv

fine radio specialists. I refer to those

in the Texas, Oklahoma and Louisi-

ana area. I can't believe you polled

stations or reps in this area without

turning-up several southwestern folks

who are real radio experts.

Al Carrell

Robert E. Eastman & Co., Inc.

Dallas

Fame and acclaim

As proof of sponsor's wide reader-

ship and acceptability, you may be

interested to know that I have had

many comments and letters from

friends who, I guess, had read SPON-'

sor's article on "73 Young Men Who
Are Well Worth Watching" (16 Jan-

uary).

Robert H. Teter

v.p. radio

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, ln\

N. Y. C.

Commercial Value

We are sending a check for our re-l

newal of SPONSOR.

We enjoy your magazine veryl

much and feel that it is most valuu-l

able to us in planning our promo-l

tions and sales presentations. It def

nitely aids us in being more cor

mercially successful by keeping

informed of latest trends facts, figure

and results in the industry.

J. S. Young. Jr.

general mgr.

KXGI
Ft. Madison, Wisi
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NOW AVAILABLE FOR LOCAL
AND REGIONAL SPONSORSHIP

A DISTINGUISHED SERIES
OF TELEVISION PROGRAMS

IJ^ffllBIKOMf

produced by the Westinghouse Broadcasting Company
distributed by Trans-Lux Television Corporation

"The American Civil War" is coming to

the television screen. It is a series of

thirteen half-hour programs created by
William J. Kaland and Roy Meredith,

noted historians of the war between the

states, and compiled from the works of

Mathew Brady whose record as a war-
time photographer is unmatched to

this day.

During this centennial commemora-
tion of the American Civil War, Trans-

Lux is proud to have been selected to

distribute this distinguished series that

is alive with heroics, horrors, and occa-

sional humor; the sights and sounds of

battle; the over-powering emotions that

swayed the minds of men; the colossal

minutiae that swung the fate of nations.

"The American Civil War" has been

acclaimed by critics and audiences in

the course of its sponsored presentation

in prime evening time in five major

cities: Boston, Pittsburgh, San Fran-

cisco, Baltimore and Cleveland. It has

now been made available for showing

in all other television markets.

Special 1960

Sylvania Award
for Outstanding
Contribution to

Creative Television
Technique

-• -.

BRADY OF BROADWAY IRONCLAD • SEARCH FOR THE MONITOR • ANTIETAM HOMEFRONT

OF GETTYSBURG • THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER CAMPAIGN • BIOCKADERS • GRANT AND IEE • APPOMATTOX • NIGHT OF THE ASSASSINS

TRANS-LUX TELEVISION CORP.
625 Madison Avenue, N. Y. 22, N. Y., PLaza 1-3110-1-2-3-4

For information, contact RICHARD CARLTON. Vice President In Charge of Sales
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WPTF Delivers

$ 2 BILLION

FOOD Market

SALES Only eleven metropolitan
markets exceed the WPTF area food
sales of S54l,043,000.

POPULATION 3,179,000

DISTRIBUTION A & P, Colonial
Stores, Winn-Dixie, and Piggly
Wiggly serve 215 supermarkets
from their Raleigh warehouses. Also
...12 major wholesalers, 17 food
brokers, reps of most major food
manufacturers, and warehouses or
processing plants for Swift, Armour,
Wilson, Kraft Foods, Jesse Jones,
Continental Baking, Ward Baking,
American Bakeries ... all located in

Raleigh.

AD COVERAGE WPTF is the only
single medium that reaches all of
this food market. Over 50% of the

homes listen to WPTF (NCS#2)

Timebuyers
at work

Tom McCabe, Lennen & Newell. Inc.. New York, senior broadcast

buyer, points out that some representatives are building tremendous

good will for their stations by providing agencies with extenshd

services, from routine maintenance and upgrading of schedules tJ
assisting with network clearance problems and seeing that the ageul

cy's instructions are carried out in I

regard to commercial scheduling.

"All too often, however, reps sub-

mit availabilities, schedules are

placed and nothing further is heard

from the rep until two weeks prior

to expiration. In the case of long-

term business, where many oppor-

tunities to upgrade the schedule or

improve the time period arise, the

salesman who doesn't offer this

service certainly hasn't met his ob-

ligations to either agencv or sta-

tion." Ken notes that while the astute buyer usually secures the bcsl

buy for his client, sometimes media values between two given avail

abilities or schedules are so close that either can be justified. "Nat-

urally those reps or stations who have been cooperative in the past,!

would surely be looked upon by us more favorably in such situations.
11

Marianne Monahan, Needham, Louis & Brorby. Inc., Chicago, re-

ports that "after the broad media objectives for a campaign havei

been determined at NL&B, we pinpoint as closely as possible a local-

ized definition of our target group with a product profile. Although

the profile's questions seem basic, they are answered very carefolla

by the buvers and the results ha\ei

^r ** been

*"" '^"^k Who
^B' V women, young or old. highbrow >i

Wf ^ £*9 lowbrow, etc.? What do I plan to

* tell them—a simple message.

plex story, soft sell or hard
]

Where do they live? Are the

cated in one regional area M
prettv much everywhere? Whi h\

cities require more em ph as ill

than others because of difftr-1

ences in potential, product

When can the advertising d

and what days of week and hour-?

Finally, Hou can I tie these answers all together to produce the beatj

possible combination of elements to solve my clients problems:
j

These simple questions have proven to be a valuable guide.

excellent. Questions cov<

are my prospects—men

abilitv, or competitive activity?

most good—all year, seasonally

2-; SPONSOR 5 MARCH 19691



Louis W. Williams, Merchandising Din-, i..r

.

Sandra Hainley, his associate; R. W. Holi,
food merchandising; Robert D. Culver, in-store

liaison; Phyllis dePew, demonstrator; Virginia
Cardner, CCA director; Bernicc Sravcr, statistician.

Only on WXEX-TV, Richmond's

#/ Merchandising station

litiWXEXpeditionary force: seven fuii-ume
^merchandising specialists who give you more exposure, more
ioush, more selling power per ad dollar because they work with
the stores to move your product. Here's how: Community Club

Awards. In-store food and drug displays. Demonstrations, sam-
oling, couponing. Store window displays. Food merchandising
wr. Calls on jobbers, wholesalers, retailers.
BC-TV Basic. Tom Tinsley, President; Irvin Abeloff, Vice President. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: Select Station

epresentatives in New York, Baltimore, Washington and Philadelphia; Adam Young in Boston, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco,

>s Angeles, Minneapolis, Milwaukee, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Pittsburgh and Seattle; Clarke Brown Company in the South and Southwest.

Richmond and
Central Virginia WXEX-TV

PONSOR 5 MARCH 1960 25



your

first

and bi

TO TELEVISION COVERAGE
IN THE ENTIRE SOUTHEAST
IS CHARLOTTE-WBTV
Make your own comparison

!

7
NCS =3 gives CHARLOTTE-WBTV 632,070 TV homes.

Atlanta has 579,090. Louisville 509.480. Birmingham

587,800. Memphis 453.240. CHARLOTTE STATION "B'

442,690. Miami 434,800. New Orleans 380,020. Nashville

366,560. Norfolk-Portsmouth 337,580. Richmond 31 L680.

Take the biggest step first—enjoy Charlotte's invigorating

sales climate. Contact WBTY or CBS Television

Spot Sales for the complete market story.

BROADCAS_K-3 Z3V;
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PROBLEM: How to build a tv net to fit

Gamble Stores sales area is tackled by (I

to r) Gus Younger, G-S sales manager;

John Lamb, BBDO account supervisor; Jerry

Gamble, G-S assistant sales manager and

Carl Raugust, G-S v. p. of merchandising

BBDO

STUNS 'EM

WITH A PRE-EMPT TV NETWORK

Here's the story behind that one-shot, prime time,

'do-it-yourself network that leaves admen gasping

Daring concept of clearing time on 70 net-affiliated

stations proved by Gamble Stores show next week

he thought alone is enough to

give the hardiest agency media man
nightmares: To clear an hour of

prime evening time on 70 tv stations

—all affiliated with one network or

another—to blanket a regional ad-

vertiser's 20-state sales area with a

one-shot spectacular.

Only a client—and only the most

'•adventuresome kind of client—would
Idare to dream of so ambitious a proj-

ect. So it was Bertin C. Gamble,

chairman of the board and president

of Gamble-Skogmo, Inc. (a man who
has accomplished other ambitious

projects such as raising a $15 million

bank loan on the phone), who came

to his agency, BBDO of Minneapolis,

last fall with the idea.

Gambles idea: a tv show with top

stars to celebrate the 100th anniver-

sary of Gamble Stores 65 vears ahead

of time ('"While we're still here to

enjoy it," he explained) and air it in

prime time in every market through

the 20 midwestern states where Gam-
ble's chain of 2,304 stores is spread.

What could BBDO do about it?

BBDO people now admit they weren't

at all sure at the time what ciuld be

done about such a tall order. But they

countered with the question that if

they could manage to line up the

stations, what could the client do

about merchandising?

What they both did is the talk of

the broadcast advertising industry.

This coming week, about five months

and $250,0^0 later, the Gamble stores

show, Way Back in 1960, starring

Herb Shriner, Jaye P. Morgan, Tom
Poston and Dennis Dav will be seen

ISPONSOR 5 march 1960
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in every one of the prescribed mar-

k< its and in prime evening tv time.

Talent costs vnU come to about

-
1

">< i.OOO.

How was it accomplished? Here

is the timetable reported by BBDO
to SPONSOR:

1 November: Betty Hitch, BBDO
timebuyer on the Gamble-Skogmo ac-

count, made her first soundings. Via

telephone, she explained plans to th«

Chicago station representatives]

through them made initial contact

with major stations in the markets

needed, received from them "honoi

f

LOOK AT THE STATION LINE-UP BBDO CLEARED
State City CALL LETTERS

COLORADO

ILLINOIS

INDIANA

IOWA

KANSAS

MICHIGAN

MINNESOTA

MISSOURI

Colorado Springs

Denver

Grand Junction

Pueblo

Peoria

Champaign

Rockford

Springfield

Quincy

Sterling

Evansville

Fort Wayne

Indianapolis

South Bend

Terre Haute

Cedar Rapids

Des Moines

Davenport

Sioux City

Mason City

Goodland

Great Bend

Hutchinson

Wichita

Topeka

Flint

Pontiac

Lansing

Marquette

Traverse City

Cadillac

Grand Rapids

Alexandria

Duluth

Rochester

Minneapolis

St. Paul

St. Cloud

Austin

Columbia

St. Louis

KKTV-TV
KLZ-TV
WREX-TV
KCSJ-TV

WTVH-TV
KCRG-TV
WREX-TV
KYTV
KHQA-TV
WOC-TV

WTVW-TV
WANE-TV
WISH-TV
WSRT-TV
WTHI-TV

KCRG-TV
KRXT-TV
WOC-TV
KVTV-TV
KGLO-TV

KRLR-TV
KCKT-TV
KTVH-TV
KAKE-TV
W1RW-TV

WJRT-TV
WJRT-TV
WJIM-TV
WLUC-TV
WWTV-TV
WWTV-TV
WOOD-TV

KCMT-TV
KDAL-TV
KROC-TV
WCCO-TV
WCCO-TV
WCCO-TV
KMMT-TV

KOMU-TV
KMOX-TV

State City CALL LETTERS

MISSOURI

(continued)

MONTANA

NEBRASKA

NEW MEXICO

NORTH DAKOTA

OHIO

SOUTH DAKOTA

TENNESSEE

WISCONSIN

WYOMING

Joplin

Jefferson City

Kansas City

St. Joseph

Billings

Butte

Glendive

Great Falls

Missoula

Kalispell

Hastings

Kearney

Hayes Center

Lincoln

Omaha

North Platte

Roswell

Albuquerque

Bismarck

Williston

Minot

Dickinson

Fargo

Grand Forks

Cincinnati

Lima

Toledo

Aberdeen

Rapid City

Sioux Falls

Nashville

Eau Claire

Green Bay

La Crosse

Madison

Milwaukee

Wausaw

Casper

Cheyenne

KODE-TV
KOMU-TV
WDAF-TV
KFEQ-TV

KOOK-TV
KXLF-TV
KXGN-TV
KFBR-TV
KSMO-TV
KSMO-TV

KHAS-TV
KHOL-TV
KHOL-TV
KOLX-TV
WOW-TV
KNOP-TV

KSWS-TV
KOB-TV

KFYR-TV
KFYR-TV
KFYR-TV
KDIX-TV
WDAY-TV
KNOX-TV

WCPO-TV
WIMA-TV
WTOL-TV

KXAB-TV
KOTA-TV
KELO-TV

WLAC-TV

WEAU-TV
WLUK-TV
WKBT-TV
WISC-TV
WITI-TV
WSAU-TV

KTWO-TV
KFBC-TV
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commitments" that they would try to

clear once a target date was set. The
report on this preliminary was then

given to the account group.

1 January: With the decision reached

on the telecast date—Thursday, 10

March from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. as the

most-preferred time — Betty Hitch

went back to the stations who had

offered to cooperate, reminded them

of their agreements, and asked for

confirmations. Again, this was done

via phone and through the station

reps.

15 January: First stations were

being heard from with definite clear-

ances; line-up was beginning to be-

ome firm.

19 February: Line-up was virtually

firm with nearly 70 stations in the

bag and contracts already mailed.

25 February: The last seven sta-

:ions were now in; the timebuying

job completed two weeks ahead of the

ast.

Time cost: about $50,000, not in-

iluding tape transmission via network

ines from three centers—Denver,

Minneapolis and Flint. Nor does it

nclude tape, dubs and kines for

about 14 island areas.

Building this unique one-shot,

Drime time tv "network" was done by

i single buyer—Mrs. Hitch. That it

vas done at all is regarded as amaz-

ng by just about everyone in broad-

est advertising. What is more amaz-

ng is the smoothness with which it

vas accomplished.

"Everything was done by phone,"

tfrs. Hitch told SPONSOR. "Until the

contracts went out, not a piece of

japer changed hands except for a

rare wire of confirmation. When the

idea was mentioned originally, it

ooked like an impossible task. Yet it

11 fell together so easily, that I'd

bve to try it again."

What made it fall together was the

ooperation of the reps, stations and

ven the networks themselves. "From
tie beginning," Mrs. Hitch went on,

the station reps were excited about

he concept. If they hadn't been, they

ould never have sold the stations so

andily. Their enthusiasm was con-

eyed to the stations, and when they

aw the full scope of the thing, they

roved just as enthusiastic. In only a

ew cases was a station hesitant to the

THEY DID IT: Betty Hitch, BBDO timebuyer, is proof you can send a girl to do
a man-sized job; single-handed she cleared those 70 stations. Here she is with

Duane A. Zimmerman (I), asst. radio/tv dir.; Gene L. Kohner, dir. BBDO Minneapolis

point that we had to make a direct

pitch."

One of these latter was KCRG-TV
in Champaign, 111., which wanted to

schedule the show later at night be-

cause it didn't want to put a film in

prime hours. A call from Betty Hitch

assuring them that this was a tape

show did the trick, and it goes off

at 7:30 p.m.

In a number of instances, times and

days were switched, but the reasons

were that BBDO wished it that way.

In a market, for example, where a

station had a local show in the de-

sired hour, the agency and client

refused to pre-empt it. They did not

want to risk ill-will for Gamble Stores

from another local advertiser. In the

case of Montana, BBDO chose

Wednesday instead of Thursday night

on all three stations as the stronger

broadcast night—thus setting up what

they call their "Montana network."

But the vast majority of the stations

will be showing the Gamble show on

Thursday from 7:30 to 8:30 p.m.

"We're amazed it came off," says

Gus Younger, sales manager for Gam-

ble-Skogmo. And so is just about

everyone else. For the 70 stations

cleared in prime hours all have some

network affiliation. One of them

(KMOX-TV in St. Louis) is a CBS
o&o. Gene Wilkey, general manager,

got permission to go along directly

from CBS TV president Merle Jones.

While Betty Hitch was lining up

stations, there was plenty of simul-

taneous activity. Early in November,

PONSOR 5 march 1960

FINISHING TOUCH: Storyboards for com-

mercials are studied by (I to r) Harry Heim,

BBDO tv art director; Erl Grande, tv art

director; Robert N. Harvey, tv copywriter

the client company set out to show
what it could do in merchandising

the anniversary. Carl Raugust, G-S

vice president in charge of merchan-

dizing, Gus Younger, sales manager
and Jerry Gamble, assistant sales

manager, contacted manufacturers

for a month lining up the 100 special

items that would make up the "Gam-
ble's Big 100" to be featured on the

show. These range from plastic pails

to stereo sets, from paints to garden

tillers, from car batteries to refrigera-

tors.

The merchandising support is at

all levels. In March and then again

in the fall, about 100,000 radio an-

nouncements will be used by Gamble

and its franchise stores to celebrate

(Please turn to page 46)
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HOW EVENING TV VIEWING VARIES BY SEASONS
Starting point for nearly all summer rate card revisions (both net and spot) is the seasonal variation in tv viewing. This

chart shows how summer decline also varies by time periods with biggest summer-winter differential in heart of prime time
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Source: A. C. Nielsen, NTI. (U.S. homes using tv—average % per minute during hours—December 1959 vs. July 1959)

New summer rate cards for spot tv

^ Hefty new summer discounts on net tv may lead to

wide-scale revisions of spot's summer rate structure

^ Here's how WTOP-TV and WBTW have adjusted

their rate cards to provide for summer viewing variables

Hlard on the heels of new summer
discount plans offered by all three

networks (see SPONSOR, 13 February)

comes news that individual tv stations

are beginning to tackle the problem
of the traditional summer \iewing dip

with new seasonal rate cards.

This week two new cards, each

containing substantial summer revi-

vere circulated along Madison
renue, and both timebuyers and sta-

i representatives began speculating

about a possible large-scale revision

of spot television rate structures.

First to appear was the new dual-

season, dual-rate plan offered by

WTOP-TV, Washington, D. C, fol-

lowed closely by a similar card from

WBTW, Florence, S. C. The latter 's

sister station WBTV, Charlotte, N. C,
is reportedly readying a new card,

built on the same principles, and

trade interest in summer spot rate

changes seems to be building fast.

The WTOP-TV plan, which appea

in its new trade card No. 11 effectiv

1 March, splits the year into two se

sons. Season No. 1 (summer) run

from the third Sunday in June for 1

consecutive weeks. Season No. 2 coin

prises the 39 fall, winter and sprin

weeks.

Each of the two seasons has its owi

rate structure (see box at right) an

each covers both program and spc

prices.

In general, WTOP-TV has used th

rates previously in effect on the st

tion as the basis for its Season No.

(summer) rate structure. New rata

apply to the 39 weeks of season No. 4

WTOP-TV's new plan was devisd

by John S. Hayes, president of th

Washington Post Broadcast Division

and George Hartford, vice preside™
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and general manager of the station, as

,a method of applying variable rates

to seasonal audience levels, similar to

those which have always applied to

varying periods in the broadcast dav.

A study of Nielsen and other re-

search data shows clearly a dip in

average tv viewing during the j

mer months (see chart on facing

page).

Though weekly cume figures prove

that substantially as many homes
watch tv in the summer (90.9% week-

Iv vs. 94.2% in the winter), the

amount of viewing per home is less,

and the average audience per minute

between 6 a.m. and 12 p.m. drops

from 55.5% to 36.3*7.

The WTOP-TV plan takes cogni-

zance of these seasonal fluctuations,

and also of the fact that the greatest

variations occur in prime time.

As WTOP-TV general sales man-
ager Bob Bordley explained to SPON-

SOR, the new rate card provides hefti-

est rate differentials in prime time

periods, while in late evening fringe

times, where no appreciable seasonal

chages in audience occur, there is

little or no difference between Season
No. 1 and Season No. 2 rates.

Thus no rate differences are shown
' for participations in the Late Show
|
and Late Late Shoiv, while savings on
a 60-second announcement in AAA

|
time are 20% over the fall-winter-

itaummer rate.

The box at right shows other ex-

imples of savings on minute spots, 20-

?econd announcements and I.D.'s.

Except in one-time AAA segments
for 20's and 60's (not subject to

frequency discounts), virtually all

urograms and announcements carry

he usual discounts for 26- and 52-

ime advertisers.

As an example of how the new rate

ard benefits both long-term and
lUmmer season advertisers. Bordlev
ites the purchase of a 60-second spot

n AA time.

A 39-week advertiser in the fall,

vinter and spring (Season No. 2)

>eriods would pay the $405 per spot

ate, or a total of $15,795 for a one

•pot a week schedule. If he continued
or the 13-week summer period he
vould pay the Season No. 1 52-week
ate of $320 per spot, or a total of

54,160 for the summer period. In

iddition, he would receive the $360

rate for Season No. 2, or a retroactive

credit of $45 for each of the 39 weeks
he had been on the air.

Thus his 13 weeks of summer Sea-

son No. 1 spots would cost him only

an additional $2,405 ($4,160 less

the Season No. 2 credit of $1,755).
As for the advertiser who went on

only during the 13-week summer peri-

od, his savings over the fall,-winter-

spring rate would be $50 weekly. He
would pay only $5,200 rather than
the Season No. 2 rate which would
total $5,850.

According to station manager
George Hartford. "We want people to

advertise in the summer. The differ-

ence in total sets in use between sum-
mer and winter certainly indicates a

difference in value to the advertiser.

This is what our new rate plan at-

tempts to equalize."

SPONSOR talked to a number of

media men for reactions to the new
dual-season plans and found nearly

unanimous approval for the WTOP-
TV and WBTW cards. As one time-

buyer put it, "Almost any advertiser

can benefit from upping his tv ex-

posure during the summer months, as

long as he knows he's getting his

monev's worth. ^

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE WTOP-TV

DUAL-SEASON RATE PLAN

TYPE OF SPOT
SEASON^
(summer)

SEASON =2
(fall-winter-

spring)

SAVINGS OF SEASON =1
OVER SEASON #2

AAA 60 sec.

(8:29-10:30 p.m.) $400 $500 20%
1-52 weeks

AA 60 sec,

(7:59-8:29 p.m.)

1-25 weeks $400 $450

26-51 weeks $360 $405 11.1%

52 weeks $320 $360

AAA 20 sec. $400 $400 No saving in this one

prime time category

AA 20 sec,

1-25 weeks $350 $400

26-51 weeks $315 $360 12.5%

52 weeks $280 S320

AAA 1,0,

1-25 weeks $200 $250

26-51 weeks $180 $225 20%
52 weeks $160 $200

Late Show Participations

1-25 weeks

26-51 weeks

52 weeks

$200

$180

$160

$200

$180

$160

No saving here due to

negligible difference

between summer and

winter viewing habits
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Hectic day of a station manager

^ Station manager Ben Strouse read SPONSOR'S story

of a timebuyer's typical day, decided to check his own

^ Result : A minute-by-minute record of how a station

operator spends his typical eight-hour, hurried day

^^ometimes one story leads to

another. When Ben Strouse, presi-

dent and general manager of WWDC
i Washington, D. C.) read sponsor's

article on how a timebuyer spends his

day i 9 January 1960) he decided to

jot down the comings and goings of

a typical day in his own life. The

result was this unsolicited diary of

what he did from 9:15 a.m. until he

headed for home at 5:50 p.m.

9:15—Call back left over from yes-

terday to Hollis Seavey of Regional

Broadcasters in regard to Senate

committee hearing on NARBA and

the Mexican treaty.

9:20—First brief look at mail

—

and a cup of coffee from secretary,

Fran Milford.

9:36—Fran says there's a Federal

Trade Commission investigator talk-

ing to Joe O'Neill, our music libra-

rian. Joined them—investigator ask-

ing a few questions about specific

record distributors. We answered.

9:45—Call from Blair, New York
—Wells Barnett— discussed several

subjects.

9:55—Call from Westinghouse,

New York—Dick Pack—a few final

wrap-up details on deal for WWDC
to carry WBC European news.

10—Unscheduled meeting with Bob
Robinson, WWDC news director:

Ross Beville, vice president for engi-

neering, and Otto Menkes, auditor,

re final arrangements and starting

date, WBC news deal.

10:30—Call from Joe Phipps.

Deadline Washington, Inc. (Wash-

ington news service) re a news de-

velopment of interest to us.

10:35—Brief session with Menkes
re NAB questionnaire just received.

10:40—Signed orders from sales

department—airline (national) and

automotive (local).

10:45—Call to John Boden, Blair,

Chicago, to answer a few questions

thrown at us by Chicago agency.

10:55—Telephone discussion with

Washington restaurant owner re pos-

sibility of moving nightly Steve Alli-

son Show to his restaurant. Ar-

ranged for meeting of all concerned

for a few days later.

11—Brief phone call with attorney

re real estate problems.

'IT WAS AN ORDINARY DAY,' SAYS STROUSE, 'BUT I WAS)

FIRST ROUTINE of a busy eight hours for Ben Strouse, president and

general manager, WWDC, Washington, D. C, is coffee, phone calls,

. ondence with secretary Fran Milford, pouring sponsor's product

ON THE RUN seems to be the theme of the manager's activities.1

Here Ben Strouse (I), with comptroller Otto Menkes, hastily signs impo r
-l

tant checks en route to an outside appointment, then a 15-minute luncil
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11:05—Menkes again, with a ques-

ion on proper billing procedures for

niltilith work done by WWDC for

ister station, WMBR, Jacksonville,

nd other related companies. Pro-

edure established.

11:10—Call from national sales

,ice president, Herman Paris, re set-

p for a remote broadcast tied in to

motion picture operation.

11:15—Get together with Norman
^eed, vice president for public rela-

jons, on various matters, including

andling of publicity on WBC news

jeal. Decided to release publicity

ffter first day's broadcasts.

11:25—Worked on draft of new
te card for discussion with Paris

nd with local sales vice president

ijlax Sherman.
l

t 11:45—Put on hat and coat to

eep appointment with doctor.

11:46—Call from Joe Phipps.

i 11:47—Signed a few checks that

Reeded immediate attention.

E
11:48—Got out of office—drove to

e doctor's.

12:15-1:15—Doctor—mostly spent

^i waiting room.

1:15-1:30—Hamburger and coffee

"

at the Statler Hotel coffee shop.

1:30-2:15—Haircut (a week late),

manicure (ditto), and shoe shine at

Statler barber shop.

2:30—Back at WWDC for sched-

uled meeting on program and pro-

motion plans.

2:30—Two gentlemen from B&O
Railroad waiting to discuss running

rail spur to property behind our

transmitter. Referred them to Ross

Beville for information they needed.

2:35—Phone messages from Harry
Gale of Music, Inc. and an insurance

man. Will call them later. Call from
Sid Beighley of WMBR, Jacksonville.

2:45-4:15—Meeting got underway

—sort of brainstorming session. All

department heads in attendance:

Paris, Sherman, Reed, Robinson,

Beville, plus program director, Ed
Studney, and promotion director, Jo

Wilson. Tossed around final plans

for WWDC Telephone Sweepstakes

contest. Reviewed programing. Got a

few good ideas started for future

development.

4:15-4:50—Sessions with Paris,

Wilson and Millie Schellinger, traffic

manager, on merchandising plan for

three new national accounts—and our

current very tough availability prob-

lem. Interruptions by call back from
Harry Gale and a call from Robinson

that, "We have an engineer available

—when can you cut this week's edi-

torials?" Told him I'd be in the

studio at five o'clock.

4:40—Called back Gale and insur-

ance man. Both out. Checked mail.

5—Discussion with Steve Allison

re several restaurant possibilities for

location of his late night program.

Also, can he run as a delegate from

D. C. to Democratic convention? An-

swer: He can, but he'd be off the air

throughout the campaign. He decides

not to run.

5:12—Beville calls on intercom.

5:15—Menkes calls on intercom.

5:20-5:40—Cut eight editorials in

Studio C for upcoming week.

5:40—Jo Wilson brings in proofs

of our newspaper campaign. They

look good.

5:45—Piled up mail needing an-

swers. Maybe there'll be time to dic-

tate replies tomorrow morning.

5:50—Pooped—heading for home
—and a martini. ^

*TARTLED TO FIND I HAD MADE 36 DIFFERENT ENTRIES

^ THE AIR editorials are fixed part of Strouse's routine. Here he BRAINSTORMERS include (clockwise), Millie Schellinger, traf dir.;

cords eight editorials for upcoming week with engineer Charles Otto Menkes, compt.; Jo Wilson, prom, dir.; Bob Robinson, news dir.;

hrider and producer Bob Robinson, also news director for the indie Ross Beville, v.p., engr.; Norman Reed, v.p., pub. rol.j mgr. Strouse
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Selling bread in a lunchbox town?

^ Pittsburgh's mills and factories make sandwich a

bi«i lunch item. But bread brand competition is tough

^ Taste Master drove wedge into market with off-beat

radio spots, got consumer acceptance, big sales jump

I aste Master likes to hear the noon

whistle blow in Pittsburgh. It means

that hundreds of workers are hungrily

reaching for lunchbox sandwiches

made with Taste Master Bread.

Thi- wasn't always the case. Com-
petition between bread brands is

rough in Pittsburgh, and the battle

for dealer shelf space a constant one.

So Taste Master has had to fight for

its slice of the market.

The company had tried 10-second

tv spots together with newspaper ads.

"But 10 seconds weren't enough time

to create a brand preference," says

S. L. Rothman, of the S. L. Rothman
agency which handles Taste Master

advertising. "We needed to get a

ZANY TOUCH is trademark of all Cordic commercials. Here KDKA's well known d.j. (I) and

assistant Karl Hardman put live sound effects into Taste Master e.t. to underscore copy point

greater audience, but without increa

ing the ad budget."

It was a little over a year ago th

Rothman, and the Vienna Baking C
(makers of Taste Master) got

gether with KDKA's well-known di<

jockey, Rege Cordic to work out

campaign that would get greater col

sumer acceptance.

Cordic, a specialist in creatir

zany commercials, came up with

mythical super-salesman named Pet

Abbott. The bread companv listen*

to the Cordic credo, bought the idei

then bought a schedule of 20 minu
announcements per week to carry

out.

The ad budget was transfers

from tv and newspapers to KDK
Spots run from 10 a.m. to 8 p.ri

with a daily strip on the mornir

Cordic show. Vienna baking, no

with an annual S50.000 radio budg

is so impressed with the job bei

done that they recently bought

billboards which say, "Peter Abbo
loves Taste Master," a slogan whii

only has significance to those who"'

heard the spots. As a result of t

strategy switch Taste Master sal

and distribution have moved steadi

upward.

Simply stated Cordic's effecti

philosophy is this: "You have to 1

entertaining. They'll listen for

jokes and hear the pitch."

Like all Cordic creations, the Tas

Master commercials are full of wi

imaginative notions. The copy the

concerns Peter Abbot, who is to

mented by a child who keeps mista

ing him for Peter Rabbit. The mo;

persistent Abbott gets selling his b

loved bread, the more the child inte

rupts. When Abbott describes Tasj

Master Swedish Rye as mild, t

voungster breaks in to inqui

whether it is imported from Swede

Abbott, exasperated, tries to igni

the little fellow, insists that the bred

is mild, reallv mild. The heckler hj

the last word, asks, "Can you li|]

either end?"

When Abbott proclaims that Tasj

Master bread can't be beat, the bd

I
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ndicates he doesn't think it's much

)f a victory. "Who'd wanna beat

>read, anyhow?"

All Peter Abbot commercials are

i.t.'s, but Cordic incorporates live

ound effects to add to their impact,

"or example: Abbott and the child

;o off to the store accompanied by

i hopping sound. And occasionally

here's a musical flourish beginning

he commercial or a crash at the end

o add a final punch. It's Cordic's

heory that these gimmicks add to

[nessage recall and build up the lis-

ener's expectancy for the next one.

Ul commercials therefore carry built-

n name reminders.

t At one point Abbott tells the kid

hat he isn't a rabbit, but that he is

;

a rabid fan of Taste Master Buns,

he fun bun." This revelation deflates

,he child, who dismisses the commer-

cials as being cuckoo. Cuckoo or not,

ey sell.

To the many-sided Rege Cordic

ach commercial is a variety show

n miniature. The advertiser buys the

jhow in the hope that the entertain-

nent value will attract the listener

dio will then be exposed to the sales

pessage.

This theory has paid off for Taste

faster, and has already given the

>read company the brand identifica-

jion it frequently takes years to de-

elop on full-length shows. Word
f mouth has made Peter Abbott a

opular Pittsburgh personality. The

iothman agency reports that delivery

len now hear people in the stores

ing about Peter Abbott. "This

ives the campaign added field sup-

ort."

The public's greater awareness of

[|aste Master has brought the line

lto new locations and has brought

i more sales from standing accounts.

That may have started out as a

are-brained scheme has paid off in

oncrete sales figures.

Taste Master gets into more lunch-

oxes these days, which pleases presi-

ent of the bakery, Alvin Klein. Cli-

nt reaction was summed up by Roth-

lan. who said, "We've gotten excel-

mt acceptance by showcasting our

:roduct with real entertainment. We
ie\ that radio is doing a spectacular

)b for us." ^

WHAT THE BIG FOUR
TOLD CBS-TV AFFILIATES

/%s far as broadcasters are concerned, the big four in regulatory and
legislative Washington are Senator Warren G. Magnuson, chairman of

the Senate Interstate and Foreign Commerce Committee; Representa-

tive Oren Harris, chairman of the House Interstate and Foreign Com-
merce Committee; John C. Doerfer, chairman of the FCC; and Earl W.
Kintner, chairman of the FTC. These men spearhead the governmental

moves aimed at further regulation of the air media.

In a historic get-together arranged by Dr. Frank Stanton, president

of CBS, these four men sat down with CBS-TV Affiliates in Washington

last week and expressed themselves frankly. They offered advice,

admonitions, and even praise. In the process, they revealed some-

thing of their basic thinking and strengthening convictions at this junc-

ture of the industry improvement ferment. Man by man, here are the

self portraits that they drew for the affiliates.

SENATOR
MAGNUSON

REP
HARRIS

CHAIRMAN
DOERFER

CHAIRMAN
KINTNER
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Calm, pleasant, and powerful, not inclined to show his hand.
He feels that the FCC has ample authority to deal with the

industry. He is concerned about such matters as license

trafficing, rating abuses, poor programing, and misleading
advertising. He doesn't want to assume the role of "public
censor." He believes in strong broadcaster responsibility

and that licensees should support the Tv Code.

Aggressive, tough, tireless, a crusader and headline hunter.

He says that the Communications Act of 1934 is sound but
that some laws and procedures should be overhauled to

make it effective. He feels that the broadcast licensee should
have full responsibility for balanced programing and public

service, that the government shouldn't interfere. But his

long list of proposals, say broadcasters, contradict this.

Quiet, thoughtful, conservative, a man of deep and growing
convictions. He is vigorously opposed to government regula-

tion of programing, believes it unworkable. Broadcasters

have taken a long time to make up their minds about Chair-

man Doerfer, now are forming a healthy respect. Observers

say he has solidified his stand based on deep conviction that

the democratic system calls for minimum intervention.

Eager, alert, ambitious. It seems apparent that after years

of frustration Chairman Kintner intends to make hay while

the sun shines. He confused affalimtes by venturing into

areas, such as programing, beyond his province. Urges ex-

pansion of Tv Code Review Board services. Intends to clean

up advertising abuses in every way at his disposal and is

working overtime with agencies and media to do it.

A dramatic rebuttal to a personal reference by Representative Har-

ris was delivered at the close of the first day by Chairman Doerfer.

Initiated by Dr. Stanton in the interest of fair play, the rebuttal took

exception to Mr. Harris' allegation that Mr. Doerfer was too intent on

defending the broadcast industry and failed to back Committee pro-

posals. Mr. Doerfer cited instances of record to the contrary, vigor-

ously expressed his conviction that the best regulation under a democ-

racy is minimum regulation.
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75% goes into the wastebasket

^ SPONSOR Barvej shows there's a tremendous wa-te

in research material *ent ageneit- by tv/rariio stations

^ Agencj buyers say at lea~t 75^ i* junked. Why?

Because the research isn't new, original or factual

In today's buying climate, agency

timebuvers need good radio and tv

station research more than ever. But

the\"re not getting it.

Most stations, buyers charge, fail

to provide solid facts-and-figures re-

search. Yet this is the only type of

research which can serve as a tool in

simplifying the task of buying and

making more effective buys.

This is the consensus of top
r

York buyers queried by sponsor as

to the value and useability of research

material originating at the station

level. Their collective criticism—both

pro and con—of such information

sets up some guidelines which can

serve to broaden station manage-

ment's understanding of the buyer,

his over-all advertising objectives and

his method of operation.

Most station research comes to the

buyer in the form of direct mail ma-

terial, although direct mail specialists

have known for some time that mails

get minimum readership, motivate

few to action, sponsor's most recent

survey seems to indicate an even low-

er readership of direct mail than the

law of averages would indicate.

Analysis of mail and estimates

from the buyers themselves indicate

that at least 75 c
c—and often 95 c

c

—

of all station promotion matter is

pitched into the wastebasket. Which
material gets maximum attention,

and which is saved for the ad agen-

cy's files?

Buyers agree on the following:

Only truly original. factual, new re-

search information is perused and
kept. And. they contend, most station

research doesn't fall into any of th

categories—original, factual or ne

To trace the flow of incoming statu

data I the wastebasket or (!

the file. - R asked a respec.

an to keep a week-long che

:

Peter M. Bardach. new media
pervisor at Foote. Cone & Beldi

1 after years of broadcast buying s

perience*. replied with this ru

down: In a single week be recerti

110 station mailings
—

"not typical

that it was unusualrv light." Of th^

110 pieces. 25 were from radio

-. the remainder from tv. T

figure does not include research

promotion material sent by networ

--.ation representatives.)

Mr. Bardach was asked by spoxsi

to keep a running accumulation

two piles—that material which

would normally throw out: tb

which he could use and would ke=

At the end of the week, there v
only one pile. Not a single mailii

piece was useful to him althoc

two would have been had he be

interested in buying Negro-appa

radi :

He cited several examples of oi

BUYERS LEARN STATION RESEARCH DATA IN THESE THRE

^

p
1

1. AT A PRESENTATION: This luncheon given fat a CBS S^iwp
•the trend to bring facts to r- : e in major buying car-

2. IN THE FIELD: Many buyers travel to see -_-.d market first hand, as wHh Ma
Bardach (I), Foote, Cone & Belding, and Frank Sweeney, Lambert & Feasley, on Chicacc ••
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anding successful and meaningful

ation surveys of the past, but point-

1 out that they are few and far be-

»een. One of the problems, he says.

av be a lack of understanding as to

hat a buyer is looking for. "By and

rge, it reduces to facts—not fiction

;

atistics which are not available else-

here: analytical material which

ives us new information on audi-

lces or the market."
' Stations may not realize, said an-

ther buver, the odds against their

laterial being kept. "There are 5,000

ations in the country, and sooner or

iter almost all of them send us ma-

Srial. Many have regularly sched-

led mailings once a week or month.

Idd to this newspapers and maga-

ines, and even carcards and outdoor

•jr the all-media buyer, and you have

n astronomical total of material

doming across the desk. I could spend

whole dav just scanning material

.hich comes in unsolicited: and we'd

-eed three full-time file clerks and a

torage area four stories high to keep

lithe stuff!"

So the station research material

hat escapes the trash basket must be

tand-out, in content as well as in

mat, although the latter is far less

mportant than the factual informa-

ion.

What kind of information does

" ;"!in

IISVARIED WAYS

3. BY DIRECT MAIL: Most station re-

search goes to buyers in this form. But buy-

ers say at least 75% of this is tossed out

TIMEBUYERS GIVE STATIONS

| ADVICE FOR BETTER RESEARCH

• Give us original material, not a re-hash of figures already available.

• Put more stress on qualitative information, less on box-car figures.

• Sharpen up your professional buying approach—you're aiming at

professionals who knotc tchat you—and they—are doing.

• Don't compete negatively—and thus downgrade other facilities in

your market as well as your entire industry.

Don't all claim to be first in a market! (And most stations do!)

• Hire more experienced research and promotion people.

Rely on your national station representatives for guidance and direc-

tion if research is aimed at advertising agencies.

Learn more about national buying patterns and what is really needed.

• Don't send out research or mailings just to be sending something.

I'p to 90^ of all promotional direct mail is tossed in the wastebasket.

• Work more diligently to establish a station image or personality.

• Rely on facts instead of icorrfs; cut down on the adjectives.

niMunuiniiiHuiniiiiiJijiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

stand out in this mountain of mail?

Here's the reply sponsor got from

Evelyn Lee Jones, chief timebuyer at

Donahue & Coe: "It's honest, and

doesn't belittle what other stations in

the market are doing. It creates a

station image and personality, and

doesn't merely re-hash ratings figures

and coverage data which we already

have.

"But it's a rare station which

doesn't say it's No. 1. They all claim

to be first. And the material they

send in all looks alike—like one scarf

in 12 colors. It also seems to be done

off the top of the head, without rea-

son. The first rule should be to say

something only when there's some-

thing to be said."

SPONSOR 5 MARCH 1960

A chief buyer at still another top

agency charged stations with sending

in pre-packaged information whicli is

worthless because "it includes a few

figures copied from Sales Manage-

ment or Standard Rate & Data—Do

they really think we don't ?ee these

figures—a picture of the local oil

well, a station log and an extensive

map which shows the station covers

the entire eastern half of the United

States?

"And why do they all think the dif-

ference between a 10.6 and an 11.2 is

astronomical?" she continued. "Any

buver balances all new ratings figures

so that a .6 difference is inconsequen-

tial. Still, the bulk of station research
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:ir~t. first' and then

ard Jashjian, buyer at Mogul,

Savior, would also like to

li more really original and
• -tat it in research.

"Mosl of it i- dune on a quantita-

tive l>asi~ -ratings, coverage, etc. I'm

interested in knowing the audience

- \hich include such things as

a socio-economic breakdown of listen-

ing, tune-in habits, income, family

size—the type of thing which print

- as." A good buyer, he adds, al-

ready knows the "sheer numbers and

weight" of a station.

Peter Bardach also asked for this

kind of qualitative information. In

his opinion the stations which com-

pile and furnish the best research in-

formation seem to be the big ones

with money available. But he feels

that even small-budget stations could

come up with original material on
their own market. He suggests that

they work closely with their national

representatives in learning the type of

data agencies want and then develop-

ing the facts.

Broadcast representatives, in Bar-

dach's opinion, do as fine a job as

print reps in their research. But the

bogdown comes at the station level.

Another buyer suggested two possi-

ble reasons for newspapers and maga-
zines originating more and better

local-level research than stations:
1 1 i Print people are obviously- more
oriented to a print or direct mail me-
dium, knowing better how to put

printed words and statistics together

in a persuasive presentation: (2)
Print people don't have the enormous
expense of buying ratings informa-
tion and money can be funneled into

original market and media surveys.

Buyers were asked to cite broad-
cast station material which thev re-

call as superior in concept and re-

search. Among those mentioned were
a study and presentation done by the
• >k Croup of Negro-appeal stations,

which retained a professional psv-

chologist to analyze consuming and
attitude habit- of Negroes. Another
mentioned a film presentation on New
England documenting the total mar-
ket covered by the Yankee Network.

Still another commended WNEW,
New ^ ork. for a recent detailed stud\

<ise turn to pate
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TRANSFORMATION from "pale" to "tan" gets before-and-after treatment in Man-Tan spors

Man-Tan zooms to

$1,800,000 tv budget

^ New product gives tv major media statu* after te*N

:

advertising budget, tied to soaring sales, continues to rise

^ Males singled out with sports, news, late movie

adjacencies in burgeoning drive now in over 50 market

after shave lotion was first introduce-:

last fall. After the initial all-prir

approach, tv was injected an<

brought about the "noticeable rise ii

sales." which gave it major medi;

status in the ensuing campaign. A]

proximately 40^ of Man-Tans a:

budget, was assigned to print, to pro

vide additional detail on the produc:

Man-Tan addresses its 60-seconc

filmed messages primarily to mer

Though all ages are eligible, specia

attention goes to viewing habits c

:

younger men. who. according t:

latest survevs. comprise the larger

segment of Man-Tan
r

s market. Yi

orite adjacencies are sports, news an

late movies.

Spot frequency, at times as low ad

seven per week in some markets, ca i

run as ell over 50 elsewhere. '"Oua

buvs are geared to market condition a
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lore television for Man-Tan.

That's the story at Kastor Hilton

Chesley Clifford & Atherton this

week, as it has been virtually every

week since results were in from last

Septembers tests.

"Its a continuous cycle."' points

out agencv account man George

Bailey. "Advertising expenditures are

tied to sales volume, which has been

moving steadily upward, taking the

ad budget with it. \^ e re on tv in

over 50 markets now. with new mar-

kets and additional spots to come.

Increased advertising spurs sales to

greater heights, and so on." Man-
Tan's projected ad budget for the

first year is estimated in the neigh-

borhood of S3 r000 r000.

This tv-oriented bonanza had its be-

ginning in test markets when Drug
Research Corp.'s new tan-producing



fid sales effectiveness,"' Bailey ex-

tains. "When large quantities of the

roduct go to wholesalers in a particu-

lar area, we pump in extra spots and,

laybe add a station, to help boost

jtail sales."

The usual pattern calls for over

alf of a market's weekly spot allot-

lent to be aired over the weekend.

7ith a large male audience on deck.

Ian-Tan buys "across the board"'

n weekends, i.e. at any time of the

ay or night when appropriate pro-

Taming is on the air. Buys during

ne week are mostly nighttime, though

few late afternoon slots are used.

»
Man-Tan launched a new tv venture

n 22 February when it assumed

ponsorship of the ABC John Daly

if,
newscast in 10 markets, Monday and

liursdav evenings. Negotiations are

mderway to expand into other net-

vork shows.

For this introductory phase tv drive

Man-Tan is running two film spots,

produced by Gray-O'Reilly, on a ro-

tating basis. They build product ap-

peal by following an actor-demon-

strator through the transition from
"pale and pasty-faced" to "tan and
terrific," as the accompanying audio

describes it—with hints as to the

favorable effect this will have on the

ladies. "With the criticism leveled at

tv commercials these days," Bailey

hastens to add, "we want it known
that the models obtained their tan

appearance from the use of Man-Tan,

no make-up of any kind or special

lighting was used—what the camera

picked up is the result of using Man-
Tan."

The films also have the job of show-

ing that Man-Tan is not a paint, stain

or make-up, but rather acts chemical-

ly on the skin's top layers to produce

a tan with qualities of natural sun-tan.

Demonstration of Man-Tan as a clear

liquid is achieved by showing the ac-

tor'- hand through a bottle of the

product, with the words "crvstal

clear"' superimposed. Shots of an

actor wiping his tanned face with a

handkerchief which he afterwards

holds up to the camera, unsmudged,
point up the relative permanence of

a Man-Tan tan.

Another copy point the tv commer-
cials put across is safety in using the

product. A pair of hands is shown
adding Man-Tan to a test tube of

transparent liquid, with the superim-

posed caption, "amazing discovery

Protosol." Audio goes on to explain

that this tan-inducing formula "has

been carefully tested by a team of

dermatologists and found safe in med-

ical and laboratory tests for all types

of normal skin." The accompanying

video is a split-screen before and after

bearing the caption "Safe—Medically

Tested." ^

fllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

AGENCYMAN GOES IN FOR INTENSIVE ROADWORK

r!

|

1

FIELD FORAYS keep Kastor Hilton's George Bailey on top of accounts. Here

he sounds out druggist on Man-Tan. Bailey got basic training on Man-Tan with

pre-campaign tour of duty as salesman pitching wholesalers and drug chains

SPONSOR
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COMING: THE FIRST U. S. TRADE?

Wallace Ross and SPONSOR to present nation'- first

t\ commercials festival 18-20 May in New York City

^ Veteran admen will judge the tv sales messages by

professional standards in product group competition

W eteran admen will judge tv com-

mercials according to professional

standards in the industry's first na-

tional trade show scheduled to take

place this May.

Wallace A. Ross, festival director,

announces a series of screenings,

competitions and luncheons scheduled

for 18-20 May at the Hotel Roosevelt

in New York Citv.

For the first time tv commercials

will be the subject of a trade show of

national scope in which the best U. S.

advertising will compete for awards

based on professional standards.

SPONSOR is co-sponsoring the event

along with Mr. Ross because of its

importance to the tv advertising in-

dustry as a milestone: a trade show

for admen, judged by admen and

with awards based on the industrv's

actual standards of excellence.

Hitherto, tv commercials had won
laurels only at regional competi-

tions or for technical or artistic ret

sons in shows sponsored by the Ne<

York Art Directors, Chicago Art D
rectors and Hollvwood Advertisin

Club.

Furthermore, admen previously ha

to travel abroad if they wished t

witness major festivals, such as th

one that alternates each year betwee

Cannes and Yenice.

The First American Tv Commt r

cials Festival and Forum differs frop

its predecessors in three ways:

will be a truly nationwide compet

tion, it will deal with U. S. tv corn

mercials. and U. S. tv commercial

onlv, and it will make awards basei

on product groups and profession

advertising accomplishments.

The show will also be the first any

where to devote particular attentic

m un iitiiiiiiiiiiniiiiri 111!

1. TIMETABLE OF COMMERCIALS SCREENINGS, LUNCHEONS AND AWARDS

Screenings are in two sections—with morning, afternoon and evening sessions for convenience

in Grand Ballroom of Hotel Roosevelt, A. }*., 18-20 May

j

WEDNESDAY. 18 MAY THURSDAY, 19 MAY FRIDAY, 20 MAY

10:00 a.m. SCREENING—Group II* SCREENING—Group I Screenings for jury

12:30 p.m. Cocktail reception Cocktail reception Cocktail reception

1:00 p.m. Luncheon & forum Luncheon & forum AWARDS LUNCHEON & SCREENING

2:00 p.m. SCREENING—Group I SCREENING—Group II SCREENING—Commercials Classics

5:30 p.m. Cocktail reception

6:00 p.m. SCREENING—Group I

8:15 p.m. Buffet Dinner

8:45 p.m. SCREENING—Group II

2. HERE'S HOW TO OBTAIN RESERVATIONS AND/OR ENTRY FORMS:

WRITE: THE AMERICAN TV COMMERCIALS FESTIVAL & FORUM
C O SPONSOR
40 EAST 49TH STREET
NEW YORK 17, N. Y.

ATT: WALLACE A. ROSS, FESTIVAL DIRECTOR

COSTS : A complete program ticket is $30, but reservations for individual screenings and luncheons

are available. Basic fee for entering commercials is $6 each.

'Screenings are grouped alphabetically by product category: Group I is from Automotive to

Dentifrices and Group II is from Gasolines to Travel {see page 4-3 '

.
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ISHOW FOR TV COMMERCIALS

a
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I

The most vital ingred

Mn backing the 1st American Tv Commercials

Festival and Forum to be held in New York in mid-

May, SPONSOR is reconfirming its long-held belief

that the sales message is the most vital ingredient

of the entire tv industry.

When tv commercials are planned and executed

with professional skill, polish and imagination, the

entire medium benefits by their sales success.

When they are dull, amateurish and unconvinc-

ing, then no amount of careful programing or tech-

nical coverage can prevent a marketing breakdown.

Yet, despite the fact that nearly all experienced

advertisers and agencymen agree on the importance

of commercials, tv's sales messages have received a

I

lent of the tv industry

good deal less industry attention than they deserve.

The Tv Commercials Trade Show, which sponsor

and Wallace A. Ross will present at the Hotel Roose-

velt in New York, is designed to provide, for the

first time, a genuinely professional forum for re-

viewing the work in this important tv area.

sponsor believes that this Festival and Forum
will focus national attention on outstanding accom-

plishments in commercials, will emphasize the best

side of tv advertising and will provide a market-

place of ideas via product-by-product comparisons.

We urge you to send in your entries for tjiis ex-

citing and valuable project and to make your plans

now to attend one or more of the Festival showings.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIl IE

o video tape and live commercials.

Another innovation is that tv com-
nercials will be screened according to

•roduct groups rather than length

>r technique. Commercials will be

creened in 25 product categories,

anging alphabetically from automo-
ive to travel. For convenience, the

ntire range will be broken down in-

o two groups, screened on alternate

nornings and afternoons. There will

lso be evening screenings of both

;roups.

Commercials in Group I are from
hese categories: automotive, appli-

nces, baked goods, beer and ale,

athroom soap, breakfast cereals, cig-

arettes, coffee and tea, cosmetics and

oiletries, dairy products, dentifrices,

onsumer services (financial and util-

cies)

.

Those in Group II are gasoline and

K hair preparations, household

leansers and waxes, institutionals,

jewelry, laundry soaps and detergents,

>aper products, patent medicines, pre-

pared foods and mixes, retail stores,

hortenings, soft drinks, travel and

ransportation.

Each group will be screened three

times and at varying hours of the

day to facilitate viewing. (See chart on

facing page for screening schedule.)

There will also be forum luncheons

on Wednesday, 18 May and Thurs-

day, 19 May.

Awards will be made at a luncheon

on Friday, 20 May. Afterwards, a

reel of commercials classics of previ-

ous seasons—not part of the compe-

tition—will be shown.

Reservations for the complete pro-

gram are $30, but admissions to indi-

vidual screenings are available. The

basic commercials entry fee is $6.

(For details and applications, write

Wallace A. Ross, c/o SPONSOR.)

The interest in the commercials

show began almost a year ago when

Mr. Ross went abroad on a tour of

European film and advertising festi-

vals. He revealed at that time his

plan for an American commercials

festival on an annual basis starting

in 1960. (See FILM-SCOPE. 28

March 1959.) He then attended the

advertising film festival at Cannes as

American delegate, as well as four

other international festivals held in

1959.

For eleven years Mr. Ross has kept

a close check on the pulse of U. S. tv

commercials and program production.

In 1949, he founded Ross Reports, a

trade journal of production activit\.

and from 1956 to 1959 was counsel

on public relations matters to the

Film Producers Association of New
York, a group which represents a

main share of tv commercials produc-

tion in the nation. Mr. Ross has also

headed his own firm, Wallace A. Ross

Enterprises, which has undertaken ad-

ditional projects in the tv film com-

mercial area.

Admen were enthusiastic to the

proposal of a commercials festival

when the idea first appeared last year.

"A marketplace of ideas is what

the industry wants most of all in a

festival," Mr. Ross stated, "a place

where advertisers and agencies can

see what's being done in several prod-

uct fields. Here's an opportunity

that's much broader than the usual

task many men have of simply keep-

ing tabs on their competition." ^
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As reps request more media information, SPONSOR ASKS:

How much should an agency
tell a representative about a

Media men discuss what data and

strategy should be divulged to

reps in order to get effective

schedules without hurting client

Philip C. Kenney, ». p. & assoc. media

dir.. Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc., N. Y.

A simple answer to this question is:

The more knowledge and the more
intelligence a rep has of a product

and the proposed campaign, the bet-

ter he can service both agency and

Important

that rep know
the budget

for each of

his markets

client. When such confidence is

shown a rep, he is able to produce

more effective and efficient availabili-

ties and ultimate schedules. There

are times, however, when for security

reasons a client is reluctant to spell

out all the details of a planned cam-
paign. This is especially true when a

new product is being launched.

Therefore, we'll direct our answer to

this type of situation when maximum
security is desirable.

Type of product: The rep has to

know the type of product in order to

produce availabilities without com-
petitive conflict. Perhaps the name
of the product can be withheld, but
with a maximum of 60 days between
requests for a\ ailabilities and the

public air date, there is little to be
gained by such secrecy.

Name of manufacturer : This is nec-

essary with a multi-product advertiser

in order to ascertain best rates.

Distribution area: The exact defi-

nition of this area may be withheld;

hut since a rep has to be given the

cities of interest on his list, and since

he can compare notes with other

it is hardly worthwhile to with-

hold this information.

paign dates: Start date must.
of c .

i, se, be revealed, but the dates

44

of the campaign can be withheld un-

less it is of short duration.

Budget: The total budget need not

be revealed, but the rep should know
the budget for each of his markets so

that he may compete for the total

business in each of his cities.

Desired frequency: As an alternate

to releasing the city-by-city budget

figures, the rep can be told the num-

ber of required spots. The former

procedure is more effective.

In addition to the above basics, the

rep should be briefed with a com-

plete profile of the product's best

prospects and type of audience de-

sired as well as the intimate aims of

the campaign. The agency buyer

should talk to the rep just the same

as he would talk to a station sales

manager on a personal visit to his

office. The agency must be careful

about revealing a client's long-term

plans, but the rep armed with all the

immediate details will produce the

best results. When cautioned, most

reps will respect the agency's security

requirements.

Don Harris, assoc. media dir., Benton &
Bowles, Inc., N. Y.

According to Webster's New Col-

legiate Dictionary the definition of a

campaign is "a connected series of

operations to bring about some de-

sired result." Relating this concept

directly to the broadcasting field, it

How much
revealed

depends on

character of

product

becomes immediately apparent that

the broadcast representative is a very

real part of this "connected series of

operations." His knowledge, or lack

of knowledge about a specific adver-

tising effort will, therefore, influence

the outcome of the "desired result."

Let's remember, of course, that as

i

.

agency people our first responsibil

ity is to our client and it is, there

fore, imperative that no confidence;

be breached. We hope that repre-

sentatives will bear this in mind,

when, on occasion, we are unable tq

give them all the facts.

We do, however, recognize that the
1

broadcast representative can providd

us with information and ideas, and

that these contributions can be even

more fruitful and more directly ap

plicable if he is aware of all th

ramifications of a specific problem

A few of the more obvious ques

tions which we would have to answei

before releasing information to thq

broadcast representative are:

Is this a new product introduc

tion or continuation of a sustaining

campaign? Obviously, greater secre

cy must be maintained, for com

petitive reasons, when new product;

are launched. On the other hand, in

formation about sustaining cam

paigns is generally available fron

many sources and, therefore, can b<

released more liberally.

Is the product or service in a high

ly competitive field ? The more com

petitive, the more use will be made o

information by the competition i

thev are aware of the situation.

Is this a test market plan? The de

tails given about this type of activ

ity, for obvious reasons, must gen

erally be quite limited.

There are. of course, many addi

tional factors which enter into tin

picture. Each new situation demand

examination on its own. As a gen]

eral guide, I would encourage tlw

representative to ask any questions

the answers to which might put hid

in a better position to increase tin

effectiveness of the campaign. He wil

have to leave to our discretion, how

ever—and trust us—just how mucl

Ave can tell him.

Douglas Burch, media director, Reach

McClinton & Co., Inc., N. Y.

An agency that doesn't give a rep

resentative full information about <
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campaign?
lienfs plans and problems—without,

f course, violating basic business

ecurity—is cheating itself.

Sometimes it's really surprising
: ow much a good representative

We tell

account's

media strategy-

marketing

considerations

nows and understands about a prod-

uct or a business. The buyer who
kes advantage of this knowledge
nd experience in the planning stages

f a client's campaign will find that a

epresentative can often make an im-

ortant contribution to the campaign.

Even more important is the effect

solid understanding of an advertis-

ng problem has on a rep's reflexes,

is the light dawns, an astonishing

rocess begins deep in the brain of

ie guy across the desk. The mental

uices start to flow, his eyes light up,

nd he starts selling. This. I submit.

an be an exciting, satisfying experi-

ence. And a valuable one from the

uyer's point of view, because crea-

ve buying—the goal we all pursue

-needs the stimulus of creative sell-

tig to become an actual process, not

ust a fine sounding phrase.

\X hat do you tell a rep to make
lis happen? Here at Reach, Mc-
linton we've got a gimmick. We
'ork out a media strategy statement

each account which lavs out>r

ie basic marketing considerations

overning the account and relates

lem to different areas of media
nalysis and selection. In effect, these

atements provide the ground rules

?r media planning. Our gimmick?
7e discuss these strategy statements

ith the representative so he learns

ie basic thinking which influences

ur media planning. Often, this pro-

ides an effective launching pad for

Jme truly stratospheric selling ideas.

(Please turn to page 52)
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I. Q. may be defined as Impact Quotient . . . the percentage of

available acceptability that a product achieves in a given market.

I. Q. also may be defined as Influence Quotient . . . the percentage

of audience acceptability earned by a broadcaster in a multi-TV sta-

tion market. The correlation of these definitions . . . for market im-

pact rely on the station with market influence.

In South Bend, Indiana, WSBT-TV is the station with the highest In-

fluence Quotient. So evidenced by eight years of 45 to 50% audi-

ence shares; proven again in November, 1959, with a 47.8% Niel-

sen (share of sets in use, sign-on to sign-off). Accomplished with a

full schedule of top CBS shows and "red-hot" local programs.

For product impact on the $1,613,896,000 South Bend market, use

an influential WSBT-TV schedule. See Raymers or write this station

for availability lists.

WSBT-TV®
South Bend, Indiana • Channel 22

Ask Paul H. Raymer • National Representative

45
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\ ear. [n-store pro-

it al newspaper ads and

i mailings to some two million

ers arc also tied to the tv show.

I he 1- March Saturday Evening Post

and tin- 2 (
> March Look will earn full-

i olor, three-page gatefolds of the "Big

100" items. On two days last week,

i losed-circuit playbacks of the show

were presented to Gamble personnel

in Minneapolis, the chain's head-

quarters.

Format of Way Back in 1960 de-

rives from the tongue-in-cheek cele-

bration of Gamble-Skogmo's 100th

anniversary 05 years ahead of time.

The company actually was organized

35 vears ago with a single store in

St. Cloud, Minnesota, by B. C. Gam-
hie and the late Phil Skogmo. Gam-
ble, who is now chairman of the

board and president, decided to ob-

serve the anniversary now while

"everybody is still around to enjoy

it." David Susskind is the producer

of the program with Renee Valente

as associate producer and Burt Sheve-

love as director. It was recorded in

does your

meeting lack c. a:

Hold your Meeting where there is C.A.

(•controlled attractions). Your delegates will

attend and enthuse over a sojourn to the

finest year around Convention Center fea-

turing the best in golf (two 18-hole courses),

indoor and outdoor swimming, tennis, Skeet

8c Trap Shooting, fine food and entertain-

ment, plus renowned mineral waters &
baths. All these attractions are part of the

hotel and thereby at your control.

COMPLETELY AIR-CONDITIONED
GUEST ROOMS, MEETING FACILITIES

FOR 1000 TO 10

FRENCH LICK-

FRENCH LICK, INDIANA

For Reservations or Literature write to

hotel or Phone Wellington 5-9381

New York on videotape by Talent

Associates, Ltd.

As soon as the "Gamble's Big 100"

were selected, BBDO's creative team

went to work on the show's commer-

cials. This team included: John

Lamb, account supervisor; Bill Con-

ner, tv account executive; Gele L.

Kohner, radio/tv director; Duane A.

Zimmerman, assistant radio/tv direc-

tor; Harry Heim, senior tv art direc-

tor; Erl Grande, tv art director and

Robert Harvey, copywriter.

They have turned out three two-

minute commercials for the show, all

tied to the "Big 100." The first com-

mercial takes off from a showing of

the SEP and Look ads, then goes into

specific items. The second takes off

from the same "launching pad," fea-

tures the Coronado freezer-refrigera-

tor of which Gamble's has ordered 30

trainloads. The closing commercial

begins with scenes of mailing out the

36-page Gamble catalogue to homes

in its sales area, then once again goes

into special items.

The whole campaign is an example

of agency-client cooperation on a

lavish scale, but the most exciting

part to most admen is "do-it-yourself

network." It violated every pattern

and tradition—and it worked. Now
the industry watches to see what

regional account will try it next. ^

STATION RESEARCH
{Continued from page 40)

on its audience characteristics.

Although these groups have sub-

stantially more promotion and re-

search money than most facilities,

buyers think a research project is

more important than the cost. Evelyn

Jones commented, for example, "I've

seen tons of garbage printed in four-

color! And beauty isn't necessarily

helpful!'

Many stations, of course, rely on

two other main modes of action apart

from direct mail: sponsoring special

luncheon and/or cocktail presenta-

tions of the research story they've

compiled and sending visiting rep-

resentatives to the buying center to

explain the story in person. Still an-

other way is for agencies to send

their buyers into the field—on station

junkets for special presentations of

the station and the market area.

Radio, the buyers agree, has a

much rougher job in gathering and

presenting research statistics and in-

formation than does television. Why?
The biggest reason is because most

tv stations are network affiliates, and

their programing, therefore, is gener-

al knowledge.

But radio stations have tended to

become increasingly independent, and

the network-affiliated facilities have

little in the way of programing that

is truly distinctive. So, says Evelyn

Jones, "A radio station must clarify

its own image, establish its own per-

sonality, appraise its position within

the community." Buyers tend to agree

that the box-car figures of ratings and

coverage are more important in tv

buying, though less so in the more

competitive, sameness of radio pro-

graming and buying.

This is why a station log means

nothing to a buyer—yet this is the

single most frequently used research

device. And this, too, is why buyers

ask for fewer adjectives and more

facts. ^

TV NEWS from M&A AUXMD£R!

Watch For . .

.

THE ANNOUNCEMENT
OF THE LATEST AND FINEST

TOP FEATURE PACKAGE!

Call 'Write or wire ...

M & A ALEXANDER PRODUCTIONS, INC.

>. Hollywood:

6040 Sunset Boulevard, Hollywood 4-3414

New'Vork City:

Larry Stern. 141 East 55th Street, PL«a 5-5266
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During a year of rising advertising costs . .

.

YOU DON'T PAY ONE PENNY MORE
FOR SPONSOR SPACE IN 1960!

SPONSOR OFFERS

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

FOR ALL OF 1960!

OLD RATES IN 1960 FOR OLD ADVERTISERS!

1960 brings a SPONSOR advertising rate increase

—

the first since 1957. But it's SPONSOR'S wish to give

old advertisers a break. To all contract advertisers of

record as of 1 April 1960, SPONSOR guarantees 1957
rates throughout all of 1960.

Signed (Hh*t**~
Editor and Publisher

THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE
40 E. 49th Street, New York 17 * MU 8-2772



HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!

1960 will be the hottest national spot year in

history. And we do mean both tv and radio!

Your campaign in SPONSOR—the book targeted

at spot buyers—will make your rep mighty happy.

And if you act pronto you earn old 1957 rates.

Spin the SPONSOR wheel-of-fortune at the NAB Convention

CONRAD HILTON SUITE 1106



Capsule case histories of success}}

local and regional radio campaia

RADIO RESULTS

TOYS
SPONSOR: A. B. Charles Hobby Shop AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: A. B. Charles Hobby Shop pur-

chased a schedule of 14 one-minute announcements on

\\C\K. To create interest and merchandise the campaign.

WCA I . officers suggested a contest that had never been tried

in Pittsburgh. The idea was to capitalize on the common

complaint of children at Christmastime of "% hy can't I

play with my electric train like my Dad does?" To combat

Junior's problem. WCAE's contest gave away electric trains

at Christmas to five lucky dads. L sing a series of teaser

announcements, d.j. Tommy Shafer invited listeners to "Give

Dad his own electric train for Christmas—nominate your

dad. Response was far greater than both \YCAE and the

hobby shop expected. In only three weeks' time, and in

the midst of busy holiday preparations. 5.304 nominations

were received. Sales-wise, store business increased manv-

fold over the previous year. "I've never spent so little for

such a great return."" owner Ed Charles told the station.

WCAE, Pittsburgh Announcements

CLOTHING
SPONSOR: Mangel's Women's Apparel AGENCY: Diref

Capsule case history: Mangel's Women's Apparel store i

Chattanooga. Tennessee, recently conducted a live remol

broadcast from its downtown location to stimulate teen-ag

traffic. The department store's manager contacted \^ DXI

also of Chattanooga, and arranged for a special remote prt

gram featuring WDXB's d.j. personality. Larry Johns m

Johnson was selected "due to his tremendous teen appd

and proven track record." Mangel's Chattanooga managf

wrote a letter to his district manager commenting. "T woul

sav the \^ DXB remote broadcast here was a success. Johi

son's generated enthusiasm, off-the-cuff interviews and sd

ing ability made the whole show outstanding.'* Not oij

did Johnson's broadcast stimulate business, but it brought j

35 new charge accounts from teenagers in the communit*

Business in general took a 20cc jump. Mangels is now c

sidering a projected schedule which would run over

next three or four months, built around Larrv Johns

WDXB, Chattanooga Remote Proe

OFFICE EQUIPMENT
SPONSOR: Branham's, Inc. AGENCY: Direct

Capsule case history: Last October, Branham's. Inc..

which sells office equipment in Oklahoma City, bought a

schedule of four announcements per day. Monday through

Saturday, on KTOK. Since Branham's sought a special au-

dience, it was decided to use a gimmick to build interest.

Each spot mentioned the names of three sales people who

were old employees and who were well known to customers

over the \ ears. Psychology behind the campaign was to at-

tract the attention of old customers who had not visited the

store in recent years as well as new customers in a busi-

where personalized service is important. The radio

spots would also serve as a good reminder to active cus-

tomers. Results: Don Branham reported that "our October

volume increased 30% over the year before, and fullv two

:>ads of steel files were sold from our store because of

OK schedule. In addition, the campaign served

our salesmen's prestige as well as their morale."

KTOK. Oklahoma Citv

RESTAURANT
SPONSOR: Yonachen's Junction AGENCY

Capsule case history: Yonachen's Junction, a prest

restaurant in Peoria, Illinois, nationally known for its n

road motif, has capitalized for the third consecutive year

the popularity of sports in central Illinois. The restaur;

purchased fifteen 10-minute preview programs of local hi

school football broadcasts over WIRL. Peoria. The bro

casts were spread over a two-month period. Following

first preview program, Vonachen noted a marked numbl

of customers who came to the restaurant and commented

the WIRL programs. At the conclusion of the 15 bro!

casts, the restaurant reported that "never have we receiv

so manv compliments nor had so many people tell us af <

the programs. Although we do not have a heavy adverl

ing schedule during the year, these \^ IRL football previ

shows reallv paid off." Proof of the result and inter

and its good sponsor identification is demonstrated by I

fact that Yonachen's has reserved the show for next veafl

Announcements WIRL, Peoria

SPONSOR

Program
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Audience Profile #5

324,699 WWDC listeners

(3 out of 4) have sheepskins

of high school or beyond—

well above the Washington,

D.C. average.* This brainy

audience awaits education to

your product or service.

*PULSE Audience Image Study—July, 1959

WWDC
. . . the station that keeps people in mind

WASHINGTON, D.C—REPRESENTED NATIONALLY BY JOHN BLAIR & CO.

And in growing Jacksonville, Fla.—it's WWDC-owned Radio WMBR
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KJEO-TV
Central California's

# 1 Prime Time Station

with proof from the

viewers themselves:*

Channel

Fresno

*ALL#
A WEEK

DELIVERS MORE
VIEWER HOMES
FROM 6 to 10 P.M.!

(Source: Current ARB with 34.8 Rating)

Yet KJEO-TV rates are

right with the lowest in

the area. See your H-R
Representative early for

your best prime time buys.

J
Fresno

©channel

California
J.E. O'Neill — President

Joe Drilling — Vice President
and General Manager

W.O. Edholm—Commercial Manager

I representative H'R-40$?

SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 45)

Station representatives are trained,

competent professionals who know

how to analyze and use facts to make

some sense out of this complicated

business. So it makes sense to give

them all the facts in order to benefit

from their knowledge. All the facts,

that is, but the ones Macy's won't tell

Gimbel's.

Frank Howlerr, asst. media dir., bdcst.

buying, Lennen & Newell, Inc., N. Y.

This question has been a trouble-

some one for agencies dealing in

large budget, competitive advertising.

On the one hand, an agency favors

discussing an imminent campaign as

candidly and completely as possible

with the representatives concerned.

This does much to ensure their com-

petent and professional handling of

the actual buying process.

On the other hand, it is both our

clients' and the agency's desire to di-

vulge as little information as possi-

ble (which is not absolutely pertinent

to the buying situation) for security

reasons. These reasons cannot be

minimized, as much of the value and

impact of a new campaign can be

damaged through leaks to competitors.

Another factor that leads to secrecy

concerning the dimensions of a cam-

Keep secret

number of

markets,

budget,

schedule length

paign is the competition which exists

for desirable spot positions in many
product categories. If an advertiser

launches a major effort in spot tele-

vision in the tobacco, soap or food

category, for instance, he could dam-

age the quality of his buys through

"tipping his hand" unnecessarily be-

fore actual buving gets underway.

We believe that the best general

approach runs somewhat as follows:

Discuss with station representatives

every facet of a campaign which is

pertinent to the buying operation so

that the entire purchase—as it re-

lates to the market or station involved

—is completely understood. Infor-

mation such as type of announcement!

to be used (60's, 30's, 20's, I.D.'s)]

day positions desired (day, night

weekday, weekend], type of audience I

desired (men, women, children 'i, I

would definitely be required by the

representative. But there should be a

minimum of discussion of those fac-

tors— number of markets, budgets

available, actual time length, etc-
which are not absolutely pertinent t

the particular buying situation.

In the final analysis, we look to

station representatives as strong pro-

fessional allies who offer us expert

knowledge of their markets, their fa-

cilities and their availabilities.

In their position, they are able to<

keep the agency advised of any new

developments regarding their particu-i

lar markets, such as change in

rates, coverage, programing, companyl

policy, etc., and are able to offer sug-

gestions as to how such developments

can be utilized for the talent's benefit

But we feel strategy considerations,

budget matters and the ultimate

choice of media can best be deter-

mined through analysis within the1

agency-client relationship only. 1

Ray Ellingsen

HOTOGRAPHY

can give

your

photographic needs

the kind of

attention

you like

. . . backed by

experience

and artistry!

Simply call

DEIaware 7-7249

or writ* to

12 E. Grand Ave.

Chicago
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in the PITTSBURGH AREA

Take TAE
and See
how you can buy blindfolded

and reach more homes for your

money during peak viewing

hours. See your Katz man for a

demonstration. Or write WTAE
for free "Blindfold Kit."

; wTae
BIG mFV/5/ON^^B IN PITTSBURGHON^MlN PIT

CHANNEL 4

*mmmmmm*amw

s

ABC TELEVISION



NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
NOTE PAYS OFF IN SCORES . . . When I I -year-old Jo Anne Burton (r) wrote WGMS,
Wash., D. C, of her interest in music, station's music dir. Alan W. Doerr (I) invited her to stu-

dio for lesson in orchestra instruments, gave her "Moonlight Sonata" (her favorite) recording

DO SOMETHING, DR. Looking all tangled up on his recent visit to U. of Oregon Medical

School, Barney Keep (I), KEX (Portland, Ore.) d.j. and chmn. for Oregon Heart Fund campaign

gets help from Dr. Albert Starr (r), plus explanation of how the heart-lung machine works

AGENCIES

K&E brought people from its

various offices into New York
this week for a seminar which
gave them the whole panorama
of the advertising business as it

is today.

Attending were department heads

and supervising personnel of media,

research, tv-radio and merchandising

departments.

Noted Stephen Dietz, marketing

services v.p. : "We believe the agency

business has gone about as far as it

should on the development of special-

ists. It is now high time that we

started developing generalists, men
who can see the whole picture."

The Affiliated Advertising Agen-

cies Network's eastern region

urged the industry this week to

do a better job of policing ad-

vertising.

At a meeting in New York, the

members, in a formal statement,

:.

•.•i

NO, NOT HIPSTERS, but PGW radio sales-

men, demonstrating that radio goes where the

people go. That's right—a radio (transistor-

type) is concealed in each pair of "shades"

FIRST FOR SERVICE. WPTR (Alb.. N. Y.)

exec, editor Jerry Cartledge (I) gets station

award from Earl Feiden, pres. Colonie Chmbr.

of Commerce for public service programing
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reed: "Advertising in bad taste

never be policed by government

'ithout serious harm being done to

*e advertising industry, including

e abridgement of the right of free

eech."

:gency appointments: B. T. Bab-

itt, billing $3 million, from Brown
Butcher, to Geyer, Morey, Mad-
;n & Ballard . . . The Vick Prod-

:ts Division's Vicks Cold Tablets,

SSCB . . . The Asphalt Institute,

liege Park. Md.. billing SI million.

»om Marschalk & Pratt to Compton
Southwestern Life Insurance Co.,

e 35th largest insurance company
the U.S., to Traey-Locke Co..

jallas . . . General Precision, to

ompton . . . Quaker State Oil Re-

ling Co. of California, to Gum-
isrtz, Bentley & Dolan, Los

igeles . . . The "Rhythm Step" and

.ullabies" lines of the Johnson,

ephens & Shinkle Shoe Co., to Kat-

f-George-Wemhoener Advertis-

g, St. Louis . . . Myzon Labs, pro-

ncer of animal health products and

feed additives, to Henri, Hurst &
McDonald . . . Twill, a nutritional

food supplement used in losing

weight, to Wyse Advertising, Cleve-

land, for the four-state area of Ohio,

Indiana. Michigan, and Kentucky.

. . . The Sea Pak Corp., processors

of frozen sea foods to Henderson
Advertising, Greenville, S. C. . . .

Raytheon Corp.. electronics manufac-

turer, to Fuller & Smith & Ross
. . . Interstate Petroleum Corp.'s new
Memphis LP Gas facility, to Ridge-
way-Hirseh Advertising, St. Louis

. . . The eastern division of Luzianne

Coffee, to Gerald F. Selinger Co.,

Bala Cynwyd. Pa. . . . KHJ-TV, Los

Angeles, to D'Arcy.

The Hollywood Ad Club's Broad-
cast Producers Awards included

these winners for radio and tv com-

mercials :

One-minute live, tv: Bell & Howell
(McCann-Erickson) :

Over one-minute live, tv: Dodge
(Grant) :

30-second live, tv: Northwest Air-

lines (Campbell-Mithun)
;

Animated over one-minute, tv: Best
Foods-Nucoa (Guild, B&B)

;

Animated one-minute, tv: Calo Pet
Food (FC&B)

;

30-second animated, tv: Santa Clara
Plumbers Association (David
Olen)

;

I.D.'s, tv: Wesson Oil (Fitzgerald)
;

Program titles, tv: Olin Mathieson
(D'Arcy);

Program promotion, tv: U.S. Borax;
Institutional, tv: AT&T (Ayer)

;

Humorous, radio: Butter-nut
Foods ;

Straight presentation, radio:

Schmidt-Phillips Co.;

Jingles, radio: Sunkist Growers
(FC&B).

Admen on the move: Ralph
Robertson, to Geyer, Morey. Mad-
den & Ballard as senior v.p. and mem-
ber of the board . . . R. Richard
Carens, Kenneth Price, and

Thaine Youst, to v.p.'s at DCSS
. . . G. Newton Odell, to Compton
as v.p. and account executive . . .

ARDED BARD of broadcast beat—Dick Pike, that is—plays host to WJW (Cleveland)

alentine Queen," Bonnie Opera (far right) and her enticing entourage of professional

els. Bonnie was chosen queen by hundreds of viewers, who mailed their votes to station

TAPE TALK, with demonstration of WTCN-
TV's (Mnpls.) new portable tv tape machine

was given by expert Harry McMahan (near

right) at Mnpls. Ad Club meet. Here he chats

with station's (l-r) Phil Hoffman, v. p. -gen.

mgr.; Art Swift; Time-Life exec. Roy Lord

iiniitiiH

".^K

*k
f* - ! fc

SNOW FEAST? Not exactly, but WCAE
(Pitts.) anncr. Pete Shore lunches at Point

State Park—his prize for getting most Valen-

tines in station's contest. Heavy snowfall kept

guests from joining the box lunch party
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toff, 1 i>.
of Strass-

tiladelphia . . . James
: I \\ RR. Phila-

l>a\id Mathews, to

tor of network pro-

it l\\S,v.R. Los Angeles . . .

l\n I «•<—. t.i broadcast director

tsford, Constantine & Gardner.

and . . . Charles Dreier Jr..

to media director at Henderson Ad-

vertising. Greenville . . . Hubert

Sweet, to head the New \ ork media

department of Doremus & Co. . . .

George Haller. to associate media

director. Rose-Martin. Inc. . . .

Richard Courtney, to timebuyer,

Rett hum. MacLeod & Grove . . . Lea-

land Risk. account executive.

D'Arcy. Los Angeles . . . Thomas
Lauer. to media group supervisor.

Tatham-Laird . . . James Graham.
to associate director, tv radio depart-

ment. Reach. McClinton & Co. . . .

Bernard Brennan. to media and re-

search manager in the Los Angeles

office of Honig-Cooper & Harring-

ton . . . Leonard Dunlap. to ac-

count executive at Henderson Adver-

tising. Greenville. 5. C. . . . Sidney

Belanoff and Arthur Kover. to

nothing like it. .

.

"7

!I ANYWHERE
say listeners, agencies, and

advertisers in

Minneapolis and St.Paul

WPBC ADULT RADIO WINS

FAME & HIGH RATINGS!

v^ward winning personalities

ADVENTURES E
IN

music
news
ideas

thought

sound

In Minneapolis - St. Paul

ADULT RADIO
DIAL 10 or 100 WILLIAM V. STEWART, p tE!:£ s:

NATIONALLY: DAREN F. McGAVREN COMPANY, INC.

project supervisors in the resear

department of kiE . . . Donal
Baldwin, to production manager c

Richard N. Meltzer Advertising, IM

troit . . . Robert Allen, to mat
ager of the Chicago office of Gui

Bascom & Bonfigli . . . John Mill-

to Clinton E. Frank. Chicago.

ADVERTISERS
Bell Telephone (Aver) has beei

figuring on upping it* one-hou
mu*ical* to 14 for next seasoi

and it** been chopping aroom
for time.

NBC TVs bid Saturday 9:3(1

10:30. which would put these "Ameri
can Albums of Familiar Music" cp

posite Have Gun Will Travel an<

Gunsmohe.

Bell & Howell's Pete Peterson, i*

a speech before the Chicagt

chapter of AWRT last week
pointed to the growing nee*

among advertiser* of prestis»

product* for more "qualitative*

tv research.

Peterson's philosophv : It makes n^

difference to B&H how manv or ho^

few people actually watch a tv shoi

What the camera firm is interested :

is reaching an audience of potenti

customers for their product

building up a brand image amon,

this audience that will respect th

Bell & Howell name over the years.

Concluded Peterson: "We ha

found the proper vehicle for this

sponsorship of CBS Reports.

Campaign*:
• Howard Clothe*, operators o

more than 90 mens clothing store

throughout the east and mid-weal

returns to radio next week with ai

extensive campaign covering 12 st

tions in eight eastern markets. U
to 33 one-minute spots a week pe

station will be used during

spring drive, which runs through

July. Agency: Mogul Williams fl

Savior.

• The Amalgamated Sugar

White Satin sugar is now under!

way with a campaign throughonl

Oregon. Utah. Idaho and Southern

Washington. This includes a slogan!

writing contest promotion on KPTVj
Portland: a full schedule of primJ

evening and daytime spots on thJ

area's nine tv stations: and radid

S
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•• ituration spots, including more than

iOOO spots on KSL, Salt Lake City

id KVOG, Ogden. Agency: Pacific

'ational Advertising, Portland.

• Calgon, a water conditioner,

id Calgonite, an electric dishwash-

i- detergent, will be promoted via the

ick Paar Show, over the 140-station

BC TV lineup through May, and

I
a Arthur Godfrey over the 193-

ition CBS Radio lineup through

ine. Agency: Ketchum, MacLeod
Grove.

• The Plymouth Dealers Asso-

ation of Southern California is

unching a radio spot campaign at a

idget of $180,000. The campaign:

le-minute spots on four stations in

os Angeles, plus stations in Orange

ounty and Ventura County. Agency:

uller & Smith & Ross.

hisa 'n' data: Vick Chemical
|*o. has acquired Clearasil . . .

piternational Milling Co.'s Robin

Eood Flour this week will be pro-

oted via 110 radio and tv stations

*i Robin Hood's distribution area

Kudos: Lestoil's "Penetrating
kgent," animated tv commercial,

'^on the Merit Award for Tv Adver-

tising for the second year in a row at

the Eighth Annual Merit Awards
Competition of the Advertising Club
of Springfield, Mass.

Strictly personnel: George Greve
Jr., named advertising manager of

The Glidden Co.'s Durkee Famous
Foods Division . . . Goldie Dietel,

to manager of the advertising and
promotion division of Equitable Life

Assurance Society . . . New assign-

ments in the Jell-O division of Gen-

eral Foods include: George Blake,

to product group manager in charge

of coconut and laundry aids, Dream
Whip, syrups and pectins; Charles
Butler, to product manager on

Swans Down Cake Flour and Angel

Food Cake Mixes: Sherman Ellis,

Jr., to handle Walter Baker choco-

late products and New Horizon

Foods; and W. P. Dunham, given

over-all responsibility for Swans

Down products.

FILM

The station market for re-runs

with good ratings track records

continues to remain firm in some

at the

IRE NATIONAL
CONVENTION

and RADIO-ENGINEERING SHOW!

COMPONENTS

doesn't matter how you manage it — by starting at the

jrth floor with Production Items, on to the third floor for

>truments and Systems . then down to Two and One for

>mponents — or the reverse - what does matter is that you
: ALL there is to see at the IRE National Convention and
idio-Engineering Show at the New York Coliseum, March
-24. You could even take in one floor a day! Remember,
:re are 4 BIG FLOORS ... and 4 BIG DAYS ... so. plan
ur trips to the Coliseum so that you don't miss anything.

The IRE NATIONAL CONVENTION
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel

The Institute of Radio Engineers •

PONSOR • 5 MARCH 1960

1 he opportunity to see SO MUCH that's

NEW in the radio-engineering field comes

but once a year with (his giant IRE National

Convention and Radio-Engineering Show.

Be UP on your field with a thorough knowl-

edge of the displays and exhibits that will be

shown as NEW IDEAS in RADIO-ELEC-
TRONICS, from the top fourth floor to the

bottom first floor, at the New York Coliseum'

MARCH 21, 22, 23, 24
The RADIO ENGINEERING SHOW

Coliseum, New York City

1 East 79th St., New York 21, N. Y.

A PLUG FOR

SPONSOR
I960 will be the hottest

national spot year in his-

tory. And we mean both
i\ and radio! ^ our cam-
paign in SPONSOR the

hook targeted at spot buy-
ers—will make your rep
mighty happy.

^5 *"'»^t &*&t £^i £^i ^"J^» ^<J
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Just a

few days left

to sign up before

SPONSOR'S
new rates

go into effect.

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

for all of 1960 at

old (1957) rates

if you enter your

advertising contract

«)mm

mm
$
»)

*)

r>3m

i-

[* jc before 1 April!

Hurry! Call Art Breider

MUrray Hill 8-2772, NYC

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE

40 E. 49th Street. New York 17

Spin the SPONSOR WHEEL-OF-FORTUNE
at the NAB CONVENTION

Suite 1106 • Conrad Hilton Hotel • Chicago
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where first-run sales

are encountering obstacles.

>wn Production's The

imple, the re-run title

\ ,li.\ Days, bas made sales

ai Lets.

. include \\ PIX, Ne* York;

\ I os bigeles; KSD-TV, St.

Louis; WDS1 TV, New Orleans:

WSPD-TV, Toledo;WAFB-TV, Baton

Rouge; KPTV, Portland; WNEM-TV,
Bay City, W \G\-TY. Atlanta, and

KG1 \ l\. Tucson.

Sales: Screen Gems' Manhunt is re-

portedly in 152 markets with latest

sales to KMBC-TV. Kansas City;

KCPX-TV, Salt Lake City; WTVD,
Durham, and WCTV, Tallahassee . . .

ABC Films reports a 42.9'/ increase

in gross billings for 1959 over the

previous year . . . Sales of ABC
Films" People's Choice reaches 98

markets with purchases bv KSTP-TV,

St. Paul; KLZ-TV, Denver; WDBJ-
TV, Roanoke; KCEN-TV. Temple;

WGAL-TV. Lancaster: WIMA-TV.

'**Mm+
T>^*l—™—._«.,

Your Jacksonville

Advertising Picture

Isn't Complete o o

The growing force of the Jacksonville advertising market is

evidenced by such momentous development as this new $9,000,000

Coliseum which will attract events of national importance and
interest. In step with this march of progress, Radio Station WPDQ
serves Jacksonville and community with prime-time public service

programming, editorial comment on important events and issues

and keeps in touch with the community it serves. "Jacksonville
listeners spend more time with WPDQ than with any other station"

Hooper says!

• • • .Without.
REPRESENTED BY

RD, RINTOUL AND MCCONNELL,
JAMES S. AYERS, SOUTHEAST

8000 WATTS 6 00 KC
JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA

INC.

WPDQ
jR A D I O
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the No. 1 Buy In '60 60 On Your Dial

Lima; WBTV, Charlotte; KARD-TV
Wichita; KXMC-TV, Minot; WICL
TV, Erie; KK.TV, Colorado Springs

KENS-TV, San Antonio, and KR0>
TV, San Francisco; Meet McGrau
another ABC Films off-network sho

is now in 45 cities with latest sales t

WPST-TV, Miami; WGUN-TV, Tuc

son; WBRZ-TV, Baton Rouge

KIEM-TV, Eureka: KBES-TV, Med
ford; KVOS-TV.BellinghamjKOOK,
TV, Billings; KTBC-TV, Austin

XETV, San Diego; WLOF-TV, Or

lando; WSUN-TV, St. Petersburg

and WAGA-TV, Atlanta.

More sales: KTVTJ, San Francisco

has sold ITC's Interpol Calling to

Art Bridges Imports via Mitchell

Murray & Horn . . . CNP's Silen

Service second year renewals reach i

reported 90% of 175-market firs

year mark with sales to WBAL-TV
Baltimore: WPSD-TV. Paducah

WICU-TV, Erie; WTVU, San Fran

cisco; WMBD-TV, Peoria; WREC
TV, Memphis; KCOP, Los Angeles

KSWO-TV, Lawton, and WHEN-TV
Syracuse . . . Banner Films' Bold

Journey sold to WPIX. New York;

KUTV, Salt Lake City; KPHO-TV
Phoenix; WWJ-TV. Detroit; KIMA
TV, Yakima; WHIO-TV, Dayton

KOMO-TV, Seattle; KVOS-TV, Bel

lingham; KVKM-TV, Monahans. and

KNEM-TV, Bay City for Dean's Milk.

NETWORKS
In terms of share of the top

nighttime programs ABC TV has

hit its biggest jackpot yet in the

first February Nielsen report.

The top 40 are split up in th

poll as follows:

NETWORK FEB. 1960 FEB. 1959

ABC TV 14 7

CBS TV 19 21

NBC TV 7 12

Apparently a battle looms on the

West Coast over a station trans-

fer.

KRON-TV, San Francisco,

NBC TV affiliate for the past 10

years, has announced that it will op-

pose the transfer of KTVU, SaB

Francisco, to NBC.

Said KRON-TV president Charles

De Young Thieriot: "We are not

going to stand still and let NBC ar-

bitrarily grab for itself a tv audience

SPONSOR 5 MARCH 1960



I at we have built up for them over

• period of years."

illette Safety Razor Co. (Maxon)

las extended its rights, for an-

liner five years, to exclusive radio

I id tv coverage of the World Series

limes on NBC at the rate of $3.75

lillion a year.

f This agreement, which will run

worn 1962-1966, is an extension of

Gillette's current tv-radio contract

levering 1957-61, and represents an

I crease of $500,000 a year.

I Gillette will also have exclusive

Ights to the one All Star game each

bar at the rate of $250,000 per year.

etwork radio sales: Time Maga-

mne, (Y&R) , for the Ivy League Foot-

:dl Game of the Week on CBS Radio
New York . . . Four new partici-

ktors for Don McNeill's Breakfast

Cub via ABC: Ex-Lax (Warwick &
?glert. KVP Co. (Grant), Swanson

bokie (Grant) and Standard Labs

lockmore Co.).

olitics in radio : The Mutual Net-

ork last week began airing a new
Ijies of 20, 30, 60 and 90-second

Itomotional spots aimed at empha-

Iging the particular importance of

Hdio in a presidential election year.

Jditional copy, pinpointing pri-

maries, the conventions and the elec-

m itself, will be added to the on-

-air campaign through election eve.

RADIO STATIONS
"cording to the SRA's estimates,

itional spot radio billings for

)59 came to but 2.8% above
e 1958 figures put out bv the

X.
Following is a breakdown of the

IA estimates for 1959 by quarters:

ARTER BILLINGS % CHANGE
rst $40,655,000 — 6.3%
cond 45.808,000 + 8.7%
iird 43,827,000 +11.1%
•urth 45.415.000 - 1.4%
>tal $176,705,000 + 2.8%

AB this week was firming up
fans for its fifth annual Nation-
: Radio Advertising Clinic.

For the first time, two cities will

"ve as sites for it: New York, at

b Waldorf-Astoria 31 March, and

;iicago, at the Sheraton-Blackstone

'April.

Some 1,000 top-level radio and me-

dia executives are expected to attend

these twin sessions.

Payola when paid for: WNTA,
Newark, IN. J., is making avail-

able to record companies time on
the air to promote its products.

The plan: Station is reserving 4-5

p.m. across the board daily for the

record industry on a commercial ba-

sis. During this time WNTA will air

any record and commercial copy

pushing it if the time is paid for by

the record company or distributor.

All records played will be identified

as to source.

Ideas at work:
• Radio spots cause traffic

jam: The Jones Mobil Gas Station

in Hayti, Mo., purchased 10 one-

minute spots to be aired for two days

last week on KCRV, Caruthersville.

Purpose: a get-acquainted special of-

fering of gas at 10^ per gallon dur-

ing a two-hour period. Result: cars

and trucks were lined up for a mile

on each side of the highway within

an hour of the special. More than

4,500 gallons of gas were sold during

this period. The only form of adver-

tising used to promote this offer was

the spots on KCRV.
• Shoe store becomes trading

post: Thirty-two Thorn McAn Shoe

Stores in Southern California, in co-

operation with KFWB, Hollywood,

are acting as redeeming stations for

the now extinct bus tokens. The idea:

Station, through McAn agency DDB.

is airing redemption-for-cash notices

to bus riders who find it too incon-

venient to exchange tokens at a pre-

designated Transit Authority office.

• Spearheading a traffic cam-

paign: WJTN, Jamestown, N. Y..

is plugging a "You Are Responsible"'

theme. Station has distributed more

than 500 safety posters and is supple-

menting this with a tag at the end of

its lid-day local newscast reading

"You are responsible for — number

of davs without a traffic fatality in

Jamestown."

Unusual sponsorship : Thomas
Gilbert, president of the S. L. Gil-

bert Co., has purchased two hours of

program time on WINS. New York,

to play the kind of music he wants to

near—no t rock V roll but a return

to a golden era in music, the 1930 s.

93?

SPONSOR is thequickesl

. . . and best way to get na-

tional spot business! I960
will be the hottest national

spot year in history. And
we mean both tv and ra-

dio! Your campaign in

SPONSOR—the hook tar-

geted at spot buyers— will

make your rep mighty
happy.
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Just a

few days left

to sign up before

SPONSOR'S
new rates

go into effect.

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

for all of 1960 at

old (1957) rates

if you enter your

advertising contract

before 1 April!
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Hurry! Call Art Breider

MUrray Hill 8-2772, NYC

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

RADIO /TV ADVERTISERS USE

40 E. 49th Street. New York 17

Spin the SPONSOR WHEEL-0F-F0RTUNE

at the NAB CONVENTION

Suite 1106 • Conrad Hilton Hotel • Chicago
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to active politics: Bill

,. \ .p. of l ankton

md manager of

inkton, S. D., has an-

-
i andidacy for the South

State Bouse of Representa-

.1 Johnson: "With legislative

proposals entering into state as well

as federal government, it would ap-

pear a broadcasting executive could

do much to protect broadcasting from

unwise ^o\ernment action."

I hi-a V data: RAB this week re-

leased a new study on radio's night-

time strength containing documented

material on the reach and economy

available to advertisers placing their

commercials then . . . W ISM, Mil-

waukee, has applied for a power in-

crease to 10,000 watts ... Pet Milk's

third annual Grand Ole Opry talent

contest to find new talent in the

Countrv-Western Music field will be

held 23 May through 3 June via 200

Keystone Broadcasting System
stations . . . The winner: KILT,
Houston, copped first place for out-

standing radio advertising and mer-

OH-OH!
Somebody's Face Is Red

..After Seeing Page 3*

of the new Amarillo ARB
'Average Quarter-Hour Homes Reached"
ARB, November 1959

Proves
Coverage

We told you so . . . that KVII-TV's full power, all-live ABC
and 8:00 A.M. to-midnight daily programming combined with

Amarillo's tallest tower was upsetting the old Amarillo TV picture.

K-7 sure reaches the homes. Page 3 of the new ARB proves

that. And. while you're in the ARB, look at the near even split in

the Metropolitan Share of Audience. Look at 6 P.M. to 10 P.M.

—

look at Sunday. Then ask your Boiling man for specific availabilities.

kvii-tv a
CHANNEL 7 AM ARILLO, TEXAS

The L Vj Buy
KRODTV KVII-TV KOSA TV

EL PASO AMARILLO ODESSA-MIDLAND
DELIVERS TEXAS' 3 FASTEST GROWING MARKETS IN EFFECTIVE

BUYING INCOME — 1959-1965**
1. Od><<*a-Midland Up 66.9'',

2. El Paso lp "
" -

3. AMARILLO Up 53.3'',

- Up 5

ptta Christi Up 4

n Up 47.7' ',

Up 46.1'",

Up ;

••Sales Manarement, Nor. 10. 19S9

3rt STATIONS /<! NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

QlUim MARKETS/ I THE B0LLIN6 COMPANY. INC

1 Viuglm. Chairman of the Board
. Pri itdent

'•Igr.

chandising promotion in the Rav-0

Vac Co.'s national contest for ia

flashlights and batteries ... KEEP
Twin Falls, Id., after airing continn

ously for 108 hours, raised $2,493 fcj
\

the Heart Fund . . . New quarter-

KGY, Olympia, Wash., moving to •

new building, to be ready for occu

pancy mid-April, at the North end o.

Washington Street. Move coincide*

with station's 38th anniversarv .

The new "Showcase Studios" <jj

\S ING, Dayton, have been comply
ed and thus consolidate all it? lates

equipment for showrooms, studio^

and offices.

Anniversary notes: Hamad
Bros., Flint, celebrating 25 years :

consecutive advertising on WFDP
Flint . . . E. B. Landon, studio en!

gineering supervisor, marking h|

39th year with KDKA. Pittsburgh.

Kudos: To WPTR, Albany-SdJ

nectady-Troy, the first major award

of the newly-formed Greater Color. i<

Chamber of Commerce "in grateruf

appreciation for its invaluable servf

ice to the town'' ... To KFWBl
Hollywood, an award from the L 9

Air Force in recognition of its putli

service support ... To the news del

partment at WTO". St. Paul-Minne

apolis, a plaque for "outstandiri]

news achievement" from the No
west Radio-Tv News Association

11. 1C

1
Station staffers: Joseph Kirhy

to general manager of WROK, Rock

ford, 111. . . . Del Leeson. to gener

manager of KPAM & KPFM. Po]

land . . . Curt White, named g?

eral manager of WDMV. Pocomok,

City. Md. . . . Murray Grabho
to sales manager heading the syndi

cated sales force for Banner Radi

. . . Conrad Schader. to news dir-^c

tor, KICN, Denver . . . Thoma
Guier, to the sales staff at WIN
Davton.

REPRESENTATIVES

Avery Knodel is distributing t<|

all national advertisers and agei

cies the second edition of A Sp<

light on the Southeast—Newt

Land of 1960 Marketing Opporj

/unify.

This detailed study charts the en eli

gence of that area as one of thi
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st regions for the prospective ad-

ctiser. Concurrent with the growth

j
population, industry and agricul-

fe, is the huge increase in retail

es.

With that increase, A-K's study re-

rts, is the great amount of spot tv

mey being spent in the Southeast.

jp appointments: Southeastern

iy Market Network, consisting of

>re than 300 radio stations in nine

ites, to Grant Webb Co. . . .

CO, El Centro, to W. S. Grant &
;». as national rep, with Hugh Fel-

. & Assoc, appointed station's rep

r Oregon and Washington . . .

,BIC, Bayshore-Islip, L. I., and

£DL, Clarksdale, Miss., to Hal
walton Associates . . . KNDE,

ttsfield, Mass., to Kettell-Carter

New England rep . . . WPKM-FM,
,impa, to Good Music Broadcast-

8.

iw regional rep: The newly-or-

inized Regional Representatives

j>., located at 1018 North Charles

Eeet, Baltimore, this week reports a

of 17 Baltimore-Washington sta-

ins it will represent.

Strictly personnel: Frank Sara-

ceno, to Weed-Tv, Chicago ... Ir-

win Unger and Norman Roscher,
to the Chicago office of Headley-

Reed . . . Charles Rembert, to the

San Francisco office of the Branham
Co. . . . Martin Mills, to director of

research for the Meeker Co. . . . Rob-
ert Kizer, promoted to assistant di-

rector of tv sales in New York for

Avery-Knodel . . . Earl Thomas, to

marketing specialist for the newly-

created Creative & Marketing Serv-

ices Division of John Blair & Co.

TV STATIONS

WBRZ-TV, Baton Rouge, La.,

last week aired two half-hour

programs exposing crooked gam-
bling in the city.

How they did it: Station hired a

gambling detective who checked into

a Baton Rouge hotel and then set

about ferreting evidence from various

night spots along the gold coast.

Working with him was a WBRZ pho-

tographer who managed to photo-

(Please turn to page 68)

VINEYARD «i ^^ 7

THE TWO BILLION DOLLAR SOUTHEASTERN NEW ENGLAND MARKET
No newspaper — no other radio station anywhere — effectively sells 450,000
homes in this contiguous market area. Ask your Blair man for both quantitative

and qualitative Pulse studies, proving WPRO's 8-county dominance.

WPRO PROVIDENCE
CAPITAL CITIES BROADCASTING CORP.

MOVING!
Stations on the go are rolling

with SPONSOR! 1960 will

be the hottest national spot
year in history. And we mean
both tv and radio! Your cam-
paign in SPONSOR—the
book targeted at spot buyers
—will make your rep mighty
happy.

(*
> * * *: * * p « :#v-5i
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few days left

to sign up before

SPONSOR'S
new rates

go into effect.

r «)

&3m
GUARANTEED ||
RATE PROTECTION |?«

for all of 1960 at W{
old (1957) rates

if you enter your t%

$ advertising contract

c before 1 April! h,

i

*)

Hurry! Call Art Breider

MUrray Hill 8-2772. NYC

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE

40 E. 49th Street. New York 17

Spin the SPONSOR WHEEL-0F-F0RTUNE
at the NAB CONVENTION

Suite 1106 • Conrad Hilton Hotel • Chicago
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FAMOUS MEASURING INSTRUMENTS;

The standard

by which others

are judged

^^^ his is a micrometer, one of the moa
I \ precise of measuring instruments

I J Invisible inside it is an elemer|

^ ,^S which makes it so— the so-calle

lead screw which is made to exacting specified

tions set by instruments (and a master screwi

in the United States National Bureau 9

Standards.

This micrometer shows .241-inch distane

between its anvils, the product of two readings,

.016" in the thimble plus .225" on the barrel

The circular movement of this screw, re

lated to its axial movement, is what makes ij

accurate. The amount of axial movement pe

unit of circular movement (revolution), dd

pends on the thread, and is known as the leaa

Hence, lead screw.

5 .1562
7 .218?
9 .2812
11 .3437
13 .4062
15 ,4687

Micrometer readings of length, width an<

thickness describe the size of an object ii

several dimensions. Television audiences alsi

must be measured in several dimensions befor

they are discernible enough for evaluation

ARB Nation-wide all-county simultaneou

measurement provides the only industry too

with the full dimensions of station and pro

gram audience size . . . TOTAL home potential

TOTAL net weekly circulation, quarter-hou

TOTAL homes reached . . . found by actua

survey, not projection or interpolation. Tota

audience composition data and one week fou

week metro area rating breakouts are alsi

available : in complete separate market re

ports or in summary form for all 240 U. S. T\

markets, and offered to ARB clients with .

.

Accuracy . . . Reliability . .

.

Believability

AMERICAN
RESEARCH
BUREAU, INC,

WASHINGTON NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

CHICAGO
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
5 MARCH I960

Copyrljht I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

You couldn't have a more explicit shadow cast before a great policy contro-
versy than this: the unscheduled debate between FCC chairman John C. Doerfer
and chairman Oren Harris at the current week's gathering of CBS affiliates here.

It was a week in which the broadcasting industry attempted to clarify for itself the Wash-
ington mess it faces.

To begin with, the NAB state presidents' meeting served the association as an attempt to

alert broadcasters right down to the grassroots that this is no minor set of problems.
Doerfer had earlier made a speech at the state presidents' conclave in which he issued a

strong defense of broadcasting and called on the industry to resist those recommenda-
tions of the Harris House Legislative Oversight subcommittee which would entail

further Government control.

Harris came back at him at the CBS affiliates meeting with a charge that Doerfer wants

to preserve the status quo, that abuses in the industry have been widespread and
not limited to just a few as Doerfer suggested.

Doerfer, fresh from making his own speech at this second forum, created something of

a sensation when he asked for time to issue a rebuttal.

In his comeback Doerfer pointed to FCC recommendations for strengthening safe-

guards against deception and payola and demanded: "What is there in this to indi-

cate any callousness toward protection of the public?"

Another Doerfer point: he would take free competition in a free democracy to govern-

ment control and he warned we are at the crossroads. You don't, he said, go into

dictatorship in one fell swoop, but rather, in the words of Abraham Lincoln, "you slide back

into it."

Harris called on the broadcasting industry to "face the facts, recognize any shortcom-

ings, if there are any, and overcome them." He called the situation an indictment, not of

the industry, but "of the soporific attitude of too many in the business and in the

regulatory agencies."

FTC chairman Earl W. Kintner, addressing the CBS affiliates, left no doubt

that the trade commission would continue to comb ads carefully.

He also again warned print media not to be too happy about the problems facing broad-

casting, because their ads (print) would be scanned equally.

Other events of the week bearing on the wave of industry probes:

THE SENATE COMMERCE COMMITTEE: chairman Warren Magnuson said his group

would give careful consideration to the Harris report recommendations, but promised full

hearings and an opportunity for the broadcasting industry to present its case. He dis-

closed he was more concerned about false advertising and commercials which are not

in good taste than about programing and suggested that the public has a right to know

how the ratings work—hence the committee will in due time delve into such rating

services.

MORE RE THE HARRIS SUBCOMMITTEE: 15 March has been set as the starting

date for hearings on bills to set up a code of ethics for the regulatory agencies.

(Meantime a House Judiciary subcommittee expressed great displeasure that the FCC ignored

its own 1957 recommendation that the FCC set up a code of its own. I

FCC'S "PAYOLA REACTION: started machinery rolling to question the right to

continue holding licenses of stations which have accepted "payola" directly.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

5 MARCH I960

|ht I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

FILM-SCOPE
CBS Films has broken into the circle of network suppliers via its sale of Angell

to General Foods through Benton & Bowles on CBS TV.
The special importance of the sale is that 1 ) it gets the new programing regime of Rob-i

ert F. Lewine off to an auspicious start, and 2) it may signify a stronger accent on com-

edy programing in the 1960-61 season.

Angel, produced by Jeff Oppenheimer, goes in at 9:30 p.m. Monday.

Right now programing for syndication is dropping its action-adventure for«

mulas in a search for other formats.

Typical of the new complexion of syndication programing are these four shows which

are among those most recently put into syndication:

• The American Civil War, a documentary based on Mathew Brady photographs and|

produced by Westinghouse stations; Trans-Lux Tv is the distributor.

• Home Run Derby, a sports competition for prizes featuring major league sluggers,

produced and sold by Ziv.

• Medicine 1960, a documentary of actual operations in full-hour tape format. Pro-

duced by KRON-TV, San Francisco, and sold by Screen Gems.

• Play of the Week, a two-hour dramatic series produced on tape by WNTA-TV and|

s) ndicated by NTA.

Don't expect too much new syndication programing to be brought out in the

immediate future.

Some syndicators who scheduled new shows to come out in March have in a few cases

postponed them for a while.

Station men have complained about the dearth of new shows-—but at the same time

they've honestly admitted that they often don"1

! have time periods even for some shows

available in their market.

The ratings on Screen Gems' Manhunt seem to indicate that a show doesn't

require violence in order to hold its grip on an audience.

Manhunt's approach minimizes sex and violence and its star, Victor Jory, portrays

frankly middle-aged police lieutenant.

The show got a good consumer press; many critics praised it for not going over-

board with blood and blondes.

Here are November or December 1959 ARB rating scores of the show:

M \BKET

San Francisco

Minneapolis-St. Paul

New Orleans

Milwaukee

Dayton

Denver

Pittsburgh

Buffalo

Cincinnati

San Antonio

RATING

19.0

12.5

17.6

22.7

23.2

23.1

22.3

15.4

19.2

24.6
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FILM-SCOPE continued

Screen Gems has signed contracts with stations for Medicine 1960 in about
20 markets.

Each of the station sales is conditional to allow Screen Gems to bring in, if it can, an

outside advertiser such as an ethical drug, medical or institutional advertiser.

There'll only be 12 of the full-hour tape episodes produced, and consequently

each station will come up with its own programing format; a few will start in March
or April and some will hold the show for fall.

Stations that have bought Medicine 1960 include: KPLR-TV, St. Louis; WWL-TV, De-

troit: KING-TV. Seattle; KGW-TV, Portland; KPHO-TV, Phoenix; KCTX, Salt Lake City,

and KFSD-TV, San Diego; other markets sold include Spokane, Yakima, Las Vegas and

Bakersfield.

There's considerable national money coming into syndication in individual

market buys of shows such as MCA's Johnny Midnight.

Here are national advertisers who bought this show in the past two weeks:

• Warner-Lambert (Lambert and Feasley) in Boston and Philadelphia.

• Armour and Co. (Foote, Cone and Belding") in Greensboro, N. C, alternating with

Liggett and Myers (McCann-Erickson).

• R. J. Reynolds (Esty) in Baltimore.

• Studebaker dealers (D'Arcy) in New Haven.

Other sales for Johnny Midnight: Childs-Big Chain food stores in Texarkana (Bozell

and Jacobs) and stations including WGN-TV, Chicago.

COMMERCIALS

Robert Lawrence Productions' merger with RKO-General is the fourth such

affiliation by important commercial producers in a year.

The move has some of the aspects of the Filmways-Warner Bros, and Screen Gems-

EUE affiliations, where producers joined w ith tv film companies, and also the Trans-

nlm-Buckeve link, where a non-broadcast parent was involved.

RKO-General is in broadcasting but is itself owned by General Tire.

Music Makers has taken a seminar on the road to provide an informational

clinic on music in commercials to Minneapolis agencies and advertisers.

This week a four-man team was invited to appear in Minneapolis at BBDO, General

Mills, Campbell-Mithun and Knox-Reeves.

The group consists of Mitch Leigh, head of Music Makers, executive v.p. Herman Edel,

production v.p. Bill Schwartau and account executive Gabe Longo.

Music Makers previously was invited to present the music seminar in other cities to

Doyle, Dane. Bernbach; Grey; Compton; Cunningham & Walsh: N. W. Aver; Doherty, Clif-

ford, Steers & Shenfield; Warwick & Legler, and Ogilvy, Benson & Mather.

Commercials producers got an unexpected windfall of orders from the drug

and cigarette advertisers who revamped their campaigns.

Many advertisers have quietly made agreements with the FTC to desist in certain com-

mercials practices involving unprovable claims.

While the drug and cigarette companies are unhappy about having to create extra budg-

ets for commercials, they're in every case preferring this alternative to the unfavorable pub-

licity of federal citation.

5 march 1960
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PUBLICATIONS INC.

A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
5 MARCH i960 The proprietary drug field appears to be in quite an unsettled state.

c»»yriaht i960 Likely sequel for the business: shifting of products from one agency to another. Two
sponsor of the big companies are listening intently to pitches.

Watch for the Writers Guild of America to settle its strike against tv at an early

date and to keep battling the major Hollywood studios for a long time.

Meantime somewhat of a bootleg market in tv scripts has sprung up and quite a

number of Guild members have found work as directors and producers in the

medium.

Count on the bigger reps this year to give more cognizance to the need for a

sales development operator in radio.

The latest firm seeking to add such an arm to its operation is Katz. It's been scouting

and interviewing.

Jot down among the account types that once flocked to tv and arc now vir-i

tually among the missing: carpet and rug makers.

Back as far as 1949 the medium could list such leaders of the field as Bigelow San

ford, Masland and Mohawk.

It looks like a New York agency will be inviting a Sl-million sweets account

to take the business elsewhere.

The reason: the agency's president is getting fed up with the conflict in marketing

and advertising viewpoint due to personal feuds in the client company.

Don't be surprised if radio stations someday are completely run by automation.

Latest thingamabob in that direction: a machine that offers jingles for every minute

of the day—singing time signals, station identification vocals and weather jingle*

\11 pre-set on tape or via a push of the button bv the engineer.

This one will be unveiled by Commercial Recording of Dallas at the NAB con-

vention.

CBS TV has apparently put a taboo on outside buys of public service pro-|

grams by its o&o's, a la its recent refusal to accept from Shulton a freelance space show.

An o&o was in process last week of dickering for such a series when it was told th

company policy required that nothing of a public service nature coidd be telecast un^

less produced by the network or station.

1
J

Look for the rep firms to do far more rotating of their people between th

New York and Chicago offices.

The idea: New Yorkers will learn that their city is not an advertising island unto itse

and the Chicagoan may have his viewpoint varied bv a change of contact climate.
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By Any Yardstick

HE BIG ON
Takes the Measure fe

WKRGW
CHANNEL 5 MOBILE, ALA.

Call Avery-Knodel, Representative,

or C. P. Persons, Jr., General Manager
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WRAP-UP
p ('1 >

interiors <>f the game
.. iih a miniature camera,

program's findings: UjouI

..i iln- gambling in the area w as

keA

Ideas at work:
• Promoting public service:

\\J\T. Jacksonville, has published

a report, "Awareness 1959,' cover-

ing the station's activities in public

affairs programing during last year.

\. , ording to tlii- report, station aired

more than 111 hours with cultural,

informatioanl and public affairs pro-

grams.

• On the merchandising front:

WIBW-TY, Topeka, is supporting

the DX Sunray series, Grand Jury.

with this campaign: ill Station held

a studio part) complete with pre-

views of commercials for DX dealers

prior to show's premiere: (2) deal-

ers are displaying station's Grand

Jury window banners; and (3) sta-

tion is mailing to special groups pro-

2-State Sales for Half-State Costs!—

WWTV AREA RETAILERS

OUTSELL THOSE IN

HAWAII AND ALASKA
- COMBINED!

Imagine it! Retail sales are greater in the Cadillac-

Northern Lower Michigan area than those in the

states of Hawaii and Alaska combinedl*

And most important, you need only WWTV,
Cadillac to get complete, effective coverage of this

ana. WW'TY is the only station with daily circu-

lation in all of Northern Lower Michigan's 36

counties (NCS No. 3). NSI (November, 1959) for

Cadillac-Traverse City shows that WWTV delivers

more homes than Station "B" in 344 of 352 com-

petitive quarter hours surveyed, Sunday through

Saturday.

Add WW'TY to your WKZO-TV (Kalamazoo-

Grand Rapids) schedule and get -all the rest of

Michigan worth having. If you want it all, give us

a call.'

*Combined annual retail sales for Hawaii and Alaska are

currently $809,033,000. WWTV area sales are $809,795,000.

NCS No 3 thorr 1 tho t WWTV hoi
do.tr <" uloi.on both do, .me end
nighttime

. in 36 Mich, 9«" <•"" .el.

WKZO IV — GUANO BAPIDS KAIAMAZOO
WK20 IADIO — KALAMAZOO 8ATUE CHEEK
WJEF HADIO _ GUANO RAPIDS
WJEF EM — G«ANO KAPIDS KALAMAZOO
WWIV _ CADIllAC. MICHIGAN
ICCHN TV — UNCOIN. NEBKASKA

Anoc. a. ed w.th

WMiO KADIO— PEOPIA. IUINOIS
WMBO TV — PEOKIA. IUINOIS

WWTV
316.000 WATTS • CHANNEL 13 • 1383' TOWER

CBS and ABC In CADILLAC

Serving Northern Lower Michigan

Avery Knodel, Inc., Enclvtive National Representatives

68

gram episodes dealing with their o<.

cupations.

Kudos: To A. James Ebel. v.i

and general manager of KOLN-TN
Lincoln, the Silver Service Awai

for outstanding community service i

the field of advertising, from th

Lincoln Ad Club ... To VBBM
TV, Chicago, a citation from th

chairman of the Chicago Street Tra

fie Commission for its efforts in bt

half of traffic safety . . . Fran Alii

son, tv and radio star, honored b

the W omen's Advertising Club of Ch
cago for her outstanding contribi

tions in the field of entertainmei

and advertising . . . WBZ-T\ . Bo
ton. awarded the Freedoms Found;

tion George Washington Honor Med
al for its 1959 "Lamp of Knowledge

public service programing project . .

Richard Moore, president of Time-

Mirror Broadcasting Co., appointe

to Mayor Xorris Poulson's advisor

committee on human relations . .

To KMSO-TY, Missoula. Mont., th

"Gold Medal'" award for the best t

musical program in the Wester,

States, from Tv-Radio Mirror \lagi%

zine ... To WNTA-TV, Newark,

N. J., a citation of recognition froi

the Salvation Armv.

On the personnel front : Irvin

Waugh, to v.p. in charge of tv fo

WSM, Inc.. Nashville . . . Gus Van
derhevden, to local sales manage

of WNDU-TV, South Bend-Elkhar

. . . Robert Bovik, account execui

the. WFGA-TY. Jacksonville .

William Mulvey, to assistant geii

eral sales manager of \^ NHC-TVj j

Hartford-New Haven . . . Rober \

Yan Roo, to director of promotioj

and advertising for WCBS-TV, Ne

York . . . Tom Paro, to director ol

sales for WRC-TV. Washington. D. C

. . . Les Norms, to general sale

manager, KFRE-AM-TV. Fresno . .

William Faath, business manager]

WCAU-TV, Philadelphia . . . Bol

Young, to director of news i

WNDU-TV, South Bend . . . Howan
Hunter, operations director. KMT\j

Omaha . . . C. Tom Calhoun, dire

tor of public relations. KOOL-AM
TV. Phoenix ... A. Richard Ro
ertson, to manager of the prom)

tion and merchandising department i

KRON-TV, San Francisco . . . Josepl

Jacobs, named general attorney *

Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.
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WTVJ
.s now programming
the MCA Paramount
movie features!

"ROAD TO MOROCCO" pulls a 39.3

ating for a 67.5 share-of-audience

igainst prime network programming!
A continuing WTVJ promotion campaign
is hypo-ing interest in WTVJ movies like

never before. Contact your PGW Colonel
for participations on THE LATE SHOW,
GOLD COAST THEATRE, THE BIG
SHOW, IMPACT and THE SUNDAY
SHOW — all on WTVJ.

ARB Tues. Feb. 16 7-8:30 p.m.

SETS-/N-USE-58.2 share-of-

WTVJ "Road to Morocco"

Station "B"
Station "C"

*ARB Overnight Tues. Feb. 16.

rating

39.3

11.7

7.2

audience
67.5

20.1

12.4

CHANNEL 4 WTVJ
\MOMETCCT
JNTERWWSt^

SOUTH FLORIDA'S LARGEST DAILY CIRCULATION MEDIUM
Represented nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.



While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full y2 hours of local

public service program-

ming each week.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 CBS • ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA

KTVR
DENVER, COLORADO
HAS JUST HOPPED ON THE

BIG MAC
GRAVY TRAIN!

with NABISCO CEREALS SPONSORING

'/a HR A WEEK FOR 26 SOLID WEEKS!

'^MPLETE DETAILS FROM:

U.CI.CI.
ITED ARTISTS ASSOCIATED. INC.

tak m. ' m

M/

ant mo: t recently, v.

Robert Perry Mountain iuins McCanr-

Erickson Advertising
|
I_ .S.A. I next monti

as a senior v.p. and member of the boar-l

of directors. For the past 22 Years. Moan]

tain had been with YiR. holding the suc-

cessive posts of manager, outdoor advertis-

ing department: v.p. and member of th^

plans board; supervisor of the Genera

iFoods account: director of radio and tv

in charge of new business. He attende

and the father of fourGeorgetown L .. is a resident of Wilton. Conn

Richard Hyland, CBS Radio v.p. and

general manager of KMOX. St. Louis, last

week announced this programing change:

KMOX is dropping all weekday afternoon

record programs in favor of an all-infor-

mation format, dubbed The J oice of St.

Louis. From noon to 7 p.m.. the new for-

mat will include a combination of present

CBS shows, and a new feature. "At \ our

Service." Said Hyland: "The elimination of records during peak audi!

ence time is designed to broaden the scope and function of radio. "1

Alvin C. Bramstedt becomes president of

All-Alaska Broadcasters. Inc.. a new corl

poration formed to purchase the threJ

radio and two tv stations of the Midnigbfl

^un Broadcasting Co. The transaction inl

eludes KFAR-AM-TY. Fairbanks. KEM-
AM-TY. Anchorage, and KTKX. Ketchil

kan. Bramstedt. general manager of trw

Midnight Sun stations, has been

with that organization for the past 20 vears. He moved to Alaska fro:m

Aberdeen. VA ash., in 1940 to serve as announcer at KFAR. Fairbanks!

Robert H. Van Roo has been named di-

rector of promotion and advertising for

WCBS-TY. X. Y. He returns to CBS after

a year as director of promotion for WTCX-
AM-T\ . Minneapolis. Yan Roo first joined

Columbia in 1955 as assistant promotion

manager for ^ XIX. then the CBS-owned

station in Milwaukee. He moved up to head

of the department in 1956. Van Roo's other

experience includes a stint as asst. business

Sentinel and p.r. director for Wisconsin Chamber of Commei

SPONSOR • 5 MARCH 1^
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Cincinnati, Ohio
December 7th, 1959

Sports Director
Radio Station - WDAF,
Kansas City, Mo.

Dear Sir:

My husband and I are planning on moving to the Kansas City
area early this spring to make our home and we are wondering if

you would be kind enough to send us a listing of all the towns
who get the radio broadcast of your Kansas City Athletics ball

games.

We are not planning on locating in Kansas City proper, and that

is the reason for our wanting to know just what towns outside

do get the broadcast.

We are of middle age and "sort of retired" so we can locate

just about any place we like, and knowing what cities do get

the broadcast will have quite a bearing on our final decision.

We are very enthusiastic sports fans, and of course, mostly
interested in base ball.

We have been here for the past several seasons and are getting

a little bored with the Cincinnati Reds and their broadcasts!"

Thanking you so very much for your courtesy, I am,

Respectfully,

Mrs. C. E. Hubert,
3762 Reading Road, Apt. #3,

Cincinnati 29, Ohio

ar Mrs. Hubert: Anywhere in this circle will be fine!"

D Yes, Mrs. Hubert, we're delighted

to report that you can hear the Ath-

letics' broadcasts . . . CLEARLY . .

.

anywhere within the big circle

shown on this map. As you can see,

it leaves you and Mr. Hubert with

a great deal of latitude as to where

you can settle ... an average radius

of about two hundred miles (day

and night), in fact. Thanks a

million for asking. Without your

help, we might have forgotten to

remind folks of WDAF's tremen-

dous area coverage when the base-

ball season opens next month. Q

Represented by

HENRY I. GHRISTAL CO.. INC.

, S C I T V . MO

Mk



frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Ire you, as an advertiser or agency, using co-operative advertising improper-

ly? \\ illiam I.. Jones, general manager, KWK, St. Louis, believes that in a

majority of cases, both products and stations are being hurt by current co-op

practices. Jones calls for doing away with "this unfortunate system of sell-

ing." Do you agree? Here is a frank letter on a highly controversial subject.

This column will be glad to publish other such letters from broadcasters,

agencies, representatives and advertisers. How about writing us your vieivs?

CO-OP-STATION ASSET OR LIABILITY?

Legitimate co-ops in the radio medium, if used

correctly, can be advantageous to all parties con-

cerned—the retailer, the product and the station.

But let's be realistic and admit that, in most in-

stances, the product and the station are being abused

by co-ops as they are used today. Unfortunately, the

medium has become victimized because of the age-

old, and greatly condoned, newspaper practice of

the co-op.

A- we all know, there are some food and drug

chains that make more money reselling their co-op

spots than they do from their actual retail sales.

Station- sometimes feel they are picking up revenue

l»\ -ell ing a package to either a drug or food firm

at a local rate.

This may or may not be true . . . depending

upon the circumstances involved. But who is the

loser when the chain sells the national advertiser on

the co-op and at a national rate? When the books are

balanced, the station discovers it would have gained

<>ne or more firm schedules from the national adver-

.1- an individual.

idvertiser who gleans the full value from ra-

th) one who i> open to the suggestions of the

n representative who will find the most

I

beneficial way to program his schedule to the sin

cessful goal of his campaign. The few announctj

ments he receives for a co operative buy are usuall

paid for at a premium rate and certainly don't serv

his purposes to the fullest extent.

Individual attention, on behalf of our advertiser

is what we strive for. We feel that we can better p

the client's "wrhole story" together in an attentioi

getting way and place it before the prospective cor

sumer audience he desires to reach—if we are pet

mitted to handle the account as a whole rather tha

as a part.

Also, the national co-op advertiser misses out o

the many pluses regarding services rendered by th

station itself when the account can be handled as

unit. As a concrete example, we might take the faj

that about nine out of every 10 national advertise]

don't receive the merchandising that the station wi

do for them. And there's no arguing about this-

plus for the client!

Both the station and the client are losing out wlie:

the co-op is unwisely used. Therefore, let's do awa

with this unfortunate system of selling and work t

ward the end that will better profit both the adve

tiser and the station.

SPONSOR 5 march l'tfl



it's a habit...

walchingr Jj^/lJ-T'V i*. feesno
(California)

TV viewers in Fresno see top shows in

every category on KMJ-TV. For example: *

Top syndicated show Highway Patrol

Top late-night show Jack Paar

Top network show Wagon Train

Top network news show . . . Huntley-Brinkley Report

Top local news show Shell News
*ARB - Nov. '59

THE KATZ AGENCY. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

1NSOR • 5 MARCH 1960

KMJ-TV . . .

first station in

the Billion-Dollar

Valley

of the

73
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Rising interest in fm
\\ itliin the pasl few months there ha- been a significant in-

crease in the number of inquiries received by sponsoi; -

Reader Service department about fm.

Agencies, apparently -purred by interested advertisers,

have been writing and calling us for information on the fm

medium, and for dates of sponsor fm articles.

\\ e believe that this i- a highly interesting development

and one that should be watched carefully by broadcasters.

Progress in fm is understandably not as spectacular as

many in the industry could wish. But it is obviously continu-

ing at a healthy rate. And many new straws in the wind

indicate the vigor of the fm movement.

Just this week, for instance, we received word that Sarkes

Tarzian Inc. is now marketing an fm receiver that sells at the

remarkably low consumer price of $ 19.95.

Recently, a survey by KSFR. San Francisco, among those

who attended the 1960 Stereo High Fidelity show, disclosed

some impresMve facts about fm listener-.

V cording to the WSFR study, fm listener- listen 5.4 hours

a day. 38 hours per week. Ninety-one percent of them listen

between 5 p.m. and midnight, and 50% would like after

midnight fm programing.

Their programing preferences are heavily for the classics

I

and light classics I
17' < I. and they apparently are

teful to fm sponsors. Eighty-two percent said they bought

prod in its or services advertised on fm and 30.4' , took pains

to write in note- about this on the survey questionnaires.

I hi- latter not - specially welcome. Too often in the

past fm ha- been f-on-idered a kind of technical gadget

unrelated to programing or adverti-ing consideration-.

W » believe that fm ha- a tremendous future as a program

and advertising force in its own right. And we are happv to

report that fm broadcasters are planning the medium's de-

velopment with an eye to more than the scientific superioritv

of their -\ -tern.

this we fight FOR: / greater under-

standing on the part of agencies and advertisers

of the many different types of opportunities

which are offered to them in the field of radio.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Cold war: Back in April 1959, Ra
Moscow requested some tapes of \i

grams broadcast by WBT, Charlo

\. C. The bill covering cost of

tapes amounted to S3 1.1 5. WBT
still trying to collect. Could

putting a lien on the next Sput'

Jungle jingle: The Jingle Mill

N.I .C. has received several reque

from African radio stations for si

ing commercials. Savs Mill-ow

Mort Van Brink, "I still find

strange to think in terms of 'Tan<r

yika Motors is the place to go

an elephant that will save you dot

—cha cha cha.' My other concern

that if they don't like the jingle,

they send a letter or the Mau Mau

Cradle of greats: Back from the

cent Georgia Broadcasters Meeti

sponsor's publisher is convinced

knows why Dixie has contributed

many great leaders in broadcast i

and other fields: at his hotel ita

he learned that even the bellbc

have business cards.

Puzzlement: Beginning of a let

received at sponsor from H-R Tele

sion, Inc.

—

"To further your knowledge,

closed is a county-by-county brr

down of the dogdom world in t

WSVA-TV coverage area, and I

total number of licensed canine>

the states of Virginia and V\ est V
ginia . .

."

Down, boy!

Partisanist: Received at sponsor,

letter from radio station WLAG
LaGrange, Ga., with the post a

meter printed legend: "Help Stai

Out Tv."

Cesundheidt: Press release fi

WLOS, Asheville. \. C—
"WLOS Radio . . . reports that the

bug has hit its staff with great fort

Ron Tomberlin. PD. stated that ti

d.j.'s and a copywriter were on -

leave and Dewey Long, general ni

ager, is doubly pounding the pi

ment in the absence of two salesn

Would you believe it? \^ e hav

cold. Bill Stroupe. promotion dr

tor."

And we think we got troubles.

SPONSOR 5 MARCH 1 )q



WEAU-TV sells to one of the richest farm areas

in the country . . . where more than 2 million cows

create a constant demand for drugs, machinery,

equipment, buildings and farmers to keep

Wisconsin's largest industry growing.
*<ar

,*f-

Sells the rich Wisconsin farm market on

. -JS

See your Hollingbery mon-m Minneapolis, see BU.L HURLEY



Order a lit u
for sales strength

in Wichita Falls, Texas
and Lawton, Oklahoma

KSWO -TV
CHANNEL 7-ABC

the only station

providing a

city grade

signal

in both

markets.

Here are the

basic facts—

KSWO-TV

coverage includes

the area of

competing

stations—PLUS

new prosperous areas.

STATION A
Counties Homes

OKLA. 12 55,340
TEXAS 26 72,800

TOTAL 38 128,140

STATION B

Counties Homes

12 55,340
25 67,240

37 122,580

KSWO-TV
Counties Homes

21 105,890
23 79,080

44 1 84,970

KSWO-TV
in Coverage of

other stations

11 54,010

2] 67,430

32 121,440

KSWO-TV
ADDED

10 51,880
_2 11,650

12 63,530

(A. C. Nielsen Co.)

represented

nationally
McGAVREN TV, Inc.

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT ST. LOUIS
60 East 56th St. 35 East Wacker Drive 1216 Dime Bldg. 7603 Forsythtr

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES SEATTLE
110 Sutter St. 1741 Ivor Ave. 101 Jones Bldg.

^ CLARKE BROWN Co.
DALLAS HOUSTON ATLANTA

1 507 Southland Center 3520 Montrose Blvd. 1 1 82 W. Peachfree St

DENVER NEW ORLEANS
233 Guaranty Bank Bldg. 910 Royal St.
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TV ADVERTIS

1

Druggists make W-I-T-H's Spotlight Drug Plan

.fastest-drawing Merchandising in Baltimore!

rl is first in Baltimore with more drug-store product advertisers than any other station . .
.

wonder! W-I-T-H's drug advertisers get their products featured in 450 top-volume drug

I Metropolitan Baltimore by shelf talkers, window streamers, price tags and cash-register

rhese 450 druggists are set to push your product ... so buy time where you get space.

i representatives: select station representatives in New York, Baltimore, Washington and

>hia; adam young in Boston, Detroit, Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Minneapolis.

ncinnati, Cleveland. Pittsburgh and Seattle; clarkf. brown company in the South and South

WITH
personality radio: Tom Tinsley, President, R. C. Embry, Vice President

O

WHA

AHEAD ON

NET TV?

Here's 3Jh| analysis of

network shovMS"*" slated

for primfe tim^period?

in the '60-'6I sseason

Page 35

Timebuyer X asks:

'Why not me among

the bright 73?'

Page 40

Radio rules as

new king of

the newsbeat

Page 42

Viewing trends

at halfway mark:

Tv Basics

Page 47

DIGEST ON P
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THE
QUALITY

TOUCH•-•

TELEVISION *T
RADIO abc/nbc DALLAS

Strving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH marKet

•OADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS

The restoration of an old master . . .

Just imagine the quality touch,

meticulous care and infinite patience

required. These are the same basic

ingredients which comprise the

quality touch atmosphere surround-

ing today's better television and radio

station operations.

Represented by

The Original Station Representative



IN PWSC AND HOOPER

TAMPA -ST. PETERSBURG
ONE OF AMERICA'S 10 FASTEST GROWING MARKETS

10,000 watts... twice the power of

any other station in the market
•.

Delivers the market at the /owe
••••

St

cost per thousand

Total coverage area ^-^A
delivers the big plus market J^A
of 21 rich Florida

( diaTcounties

1110

Represented nationally by

GILL-PERNA
CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS
WPEN, Philadelphia . . . WSAI, Cincinnati . . . WALT, Tampa

SPONSOR • 12 MARCH 1960
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WSIX-TV
Tops Them All In

The Nashville Area

LEADING IN . . .

7 out of TOP 10

3 out of TOP 5

SHOWS*
- Station Index

• WSlXsELLS

WITH TOWER HEIGHT

2049 ft. above sea level

. . . None taller permitted

in this area by CAA.

• WSlXsELLS WITH POWER

316,000 powerful warts . . .

-narimum permitted by FCC.

• WSlXsELLS WITH EFFICIENCY

Maximum coverage and low
cost per -housond make WSIX-TV
your most efficient buy in the

rich Tennessee, Kentucky,

Aloboma TVA area.

(X) CHECK THESE

FACTS:

(X| TV Homes—370.700

(X) Population

—

1,965.500

Effective Buying Income-
$2,155,868,000

IstaH Soles

—

: 85 308,000

TV<? LAND
' THE

CENTRA. SOU1

I
NASHVILLE

7~TT

i
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES

35

38

39

40

42

45

46
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What's ahead on net tv?

Next season's net program lineup heeds government and public counsel^

add- public Bervice, new- shows. But westerns are still riding high!

Noodles hot in tv spot

Harrisburg co. creates authentic Pa. Dutch atmosphere in tv spots;

soft-seU technique wins expanded distribution and 57% sales ri-e

Agencies and stations: partners in ad tango

Hal .Smith. \.p.. Needham. Louis & Brorby, Chicago, reveals results]

of mchdsg. study, explain? why tango partners are stations and agenciesi

Timebuyer X and those '73 Young Men'
A worried timebuyer (whose wife put the bug in his head) asksf

SPONSOR if it deliberately omitted him from its recent article!

Radio: new king of the newsbeat
Lntil a few years ago. radio news was branded wishy-washy, no more

than recitations from the teletype. Now it has found itself, and here's why

Winter's worst storms can't snow out tv

Broadcasters show their ingenuity operating under harsh conditions as

marooned crew keeps tv -tation on air with public service information

New stars in the N.Y. moving sky

Low-pressure radio builds reliability image for local mover and hikes

his tonnage 16% in nine months; promotions tie in with radio campaign

Viewing trends at the halfway mark
^e-tern-. suspense -hows are on top in Nielsen -tudy comparing tuning

habits by program type with net schedule. Also included: Tv Basics

FEATURES
14 Commercial Commentary

72 Film-Scope

31 49th & Madison

76 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 \<w -maker of the Week

76 Picture Wrap-Up

26 Reps At Work

Seller"? Viewpoint

54 Sponsor Asks

74 Sponsor Hears

1

9

Sponsor-Scope

90 Sponsor Speaks

56 Spot Buys

90 Ten-Second Spots

86 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

7 1 Washington Week

Member of Business Publications

Audit of Circulations Inc.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive, Editorial, Circulation and

Advertising Offices: 40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison) New York 17, N. Y. Telephone: MUrrn
Hill 8-2772. Chicago Office: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: Superior 7-9S63. Birmingham
Office: Town House, Birmingham. Phone: FAirfax 4-6529. Los Angeles Office: 6087 Snarl
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by SPONSOR Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore, Md.
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POTPOURRI OF

POPULARITY!

Consistent, predictable popularity month -after-month

. this is the profile of WHO-TV's highly successful

Early Show.

NSI (Nov., 1959) proves that the WHO-TV Early

Show is Central Iowa's most popular early evening

elevision fare. Its variety format— cartoons* for kids,

povies* for mom, news for dad— attracts each and

jevery segment of the audience. And for the record,

he Early Show delivers more homes in 20 of 30 quarter

ours surveyed, Monday-Friday (4:30 p.m.-6:05 p.m.),

ban either Stations "B" or "C." (New time for Early

>how is 4 p.m.-6:05 p.m.)

Ask your PGW Colonel about WHO-TV's spectacular

>argains in spot availabilities, on this and other station-

ime success shows!

\MGM Package * WARNER BROTHERS "Vanguard" it "Showcase
Package" if NTA "Dream," "Champagne," "Lion" if SCREEN
GEMS "Sweet 65" • HOLLYWOOD TELEVISION SERVICE "Con-

tlelialion" if M and A ALEXANDER "Imperial Prestige" if PAR-
'AMOUNT LIBRARY and others.

NSI SURVEY
DES MOINES-AMES METROPOLITAN AREA

(November, 1959)

EARLY SHOW — FIRST PLACE QUARTER HOURS

WHO-TV

STATION B

STATION C

Number Reported

20

10

Percent of Total

662/3%
331/3%

WHO-TV is part of

Central Broadcasting Company,
which also owns and operates

WHO Radio, Des Moines

WOC-TV, Davenport

WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

— WHO-TV9 WHO-TV
WHO-TV
WHO-TV

rWHO-TV
WHO-TVi
WHO-TVi
HO-TVi
HO-TV/
IO-TV
IO-TV

LWMO-TV

WHO-TV

4^

Channel 13 • Des Moines
NBC Affiliate

Col. B. J. Palmer, President

P. A. Lovet, Resident Manager
Robert H.' Harter, Sales Manager

Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc., National Representatives

'ONSOR • 12 MARCH 1960



THE BALL

YOU CET BETTER

COVERAGE ON

WALB-TV
the only primary

NBC outlet

between Atlanta

and the Gulf!

• Serving over 750,000 peo-

ple .. . with 316,000 watts

power and a 1,000 foot

tower!

• Grade "B" area includes

Albany, Thomasville, Val-
dosta, Moultrie, Ga., and
Tallahassee, Fla.

• The only hometown station

serving Albany, South Geor-
gia's only Metropolitan mar-
ket!

WALB-TV
ALBANY, GA.

CHANNEL 10

NIBIC

Represented nationally by

Vemrd, Rintoul & MeConnell, Inc.

In the South by James S. Ayers Co.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Less than a year after Herbert L. Barnet became chief ex-

ecutive officer of Pepsi-Cola, that company appeared to

be changing its affiliation with its agency, Kenyon & Eck-

hardt. Last week twelve agencies, including the company's
present one, were invited to discuss all its advertising

The newsmaker: Herbert L. Barnet, president and chief

officer of Pepsi-Cola, who joined the company in 1949, and became

its president four years ago.

In his chief executive post of Pepsi-Cola, Mr. Barnet succeeded

Alfred N. Steele, who died last year. Preceding this management

transition was Pepsi-Cola's change of advertising strategy from an

economy theme to a quality one.

Although Pepsi-Cola's new ad-

vertising theme, "Be sociable, be

smart, keep up to date with Pepsi,"

was credited to Kenyon & Eck-

hardt, and corresponded to a peri-

od which the company termed

"spectacularly expansive growth,"

it had been reported more than a

year ago there were talks which

might result in an agency change.

Pepsi-Cola's total advertising ex-

penditure has been estimated at

$32 million, but almost half of

this is spent by individual bottlers.

The second largest of these bottlers, The Pepsi-Cola Co. of Los

Angeles, has differed from the main company in going to Young &

Rubicam.

Last week trade observers were making educated guesses on who |i

the new agency might be—and if there was to be a new agency

at all, or if Kenyon & Eckhardt might be retained.

One estimate placed the amount of business at stake at $17 million

from Pepsi-Cola, plus any of the bottlers' expenditures that might

go along.

Mr. Barnet first joined Pepsi-Cola as v.p. in charge of national

accounts. Prior to that, as a member of the law firm of Hays,

Podell and Schulman, he had handled many of the company's legal

affairs.

In 1951 he became executive v.p. and a member of the board

of directors and in 1955 he rose to the presidency.

A native of New York, Mr. Barnet was graduated with high

honors from Syracuse University, and holds an LL.B. degree from

New York University. He has been active with the New York City

Cancer Committee, the Police Athletic League and the Multiple

Sclerosis fund. ^

Herbert L. Barnet
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Playing

the
percentages

(or the art of successful TV sponsorship)

i

ABC -TV

NETY

Score for prime time half-hours 4

1st or 2nd place

29

29

3rd place

6

6

SOURCE: NATIONAL NIELSEN REPORT, 2 WEEKS ENDING FEB. 7, 1960, SUN —SAT., 8-10:30 PM, AVG. AUDIENCE PER MIN.

The smart money in TV rides the winners—shows that show up first or second con-

sistently in share of audience. As the figures show, you've got 5 out of 6 chances

of picking a winner when your money goes on ABC or Net Y—it's a toss-up between

them—but only 2 out of 6 chances on Net Z. And the figures themselves are most

significant . , . being taken from a national Nielsen at the season's peak viewing

period. (What isn't a toss-up is ABC's edge in younger homes, with growing, con-

suming families. And ABC's lead in cost efficiency: $2.88 per M.) ABC TELEVISION
d
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arose... ...is not a rose ..IS]

..is not arose... ...is not arose... ...is il

is not a rose... ...is not a rose... . .. J-O



^t/ •• ...is not arose...

se., ...is not arose.

[

is not arose..

96 of all television homes today fall

within the color coverage area. More than

300 stations in the United States have

all the facilities to carry network color.

At NBC alone, total hours of color pro-

gramming have increased more than ten-

fold in the past six years; ovei

scheduled in the first six montl

Owners of color sets tend to be high

income, better educate intial.

The proof is all aroui "oof that

color -an integral part of living— is an

integral part of living television. Proof

that your is in color.

NBC TELEVISION NETWORK

"
• t< ...is not a rose.., ...unless its in color



To reach the BUYING ADULT AUDIENCE in Houston

It's K-NUZ -the NO. 1* BUY in HOUSTON

• • • at the lowest cost per thousand!

*See Latest Surveys for Houston

24-HOUR MUSIC AND NEWS

National Reps.:

THE KATZ AGENCY,
INC.

• New York

• Chicago

\ • Detroit

• Atlanta

• St. Louis

• San Francisco

• Los Angeles

IN HOUSTON,

CALL DAVE MORRIS

JAckson 3 2581

10
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The ONLY ONE in the WORLD
\

^ A

-

•

«i

Sky-high on 6000-ft. Ranger Peak in the southernmost
reach of the Rockies, KTSM-TV's new transmitting
tower soars high ahove the fabulous Southwest. This
spectacular location is reached by the nation's third

aerial tramway . . . the only one in the world serving

a television transmitter!

KTSM-TV ... El Paso's spectacular station . . . now
serves southern New Mexico and West Texas with

increased power for greater coverage, finest service.

From the observation deck at the base of

KTSM-TV's tower, a two-state, two-nation

panorama unfolds ... a 7,000 square mile

spectacular. The public can view this

panorama by riding to Ranger Peak in a

comfortable, 6-passenger cabin.

For spectacular coverage, peak sales in

the Southwest, it's the Big Nine!

EL PASOTEXAS

National Representative: George P. Hollingbery Company '• Southern Representative: Clarke Brown Company
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600,000 SAN FRANCISCANS WATCHED THESE MEN AT WORK!

m *
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Un December 1 3, 1 959, over 600,000 San Franciscans watched

a team of highly skilled surgeons perform a delicate eye oper-

ation on a 36 year old man. This was the second program of

MEDICINE 1960, a new public service series which, a little over

one month prior, scored an impressive debut.

TELEVISION'S FIRST SYNDICATED SERIES OF PUBLIC SERVICE SPECTACULARS!

MEDICINE 1960 consists of 12 hour-long video-taped programs

devoted to actual operations and demonstrations of advanced

medical procedures. Included are HEART SURGERY, CHILD-

BIRTH BY CAESARIAN SECTION, HYPNOSIS IN MEDICAL PRAC-

TICE and other subjects of vital interest to everyone.

TOPPED MAJOR NETWORK COMPETITION WITH 18.3, 15.9, 20.4 ARB RATINGS!

In its first three telecasts on KRON-TV in San Francisco, each at

different times and days, MEDICINE 1960 was viewed by a con-

tinually growing audience: 480,000 for the first program, 600,-

OOOforthe second and 717,000 forthe latest. All told, MEDICINE
1960 was pitted against nine regularly scheduled network shows,

and topped eight of the nine!

8 OUT OF 10 WOULD WATCH MEDICINE 1960 REGULARLY!

A Trendex Telephone Recall Survey, conducted immediately

after the second telecast, reported that 8 out of 10 viewers stated

they would watch this program regularly on a once-a-month

basis.*

By every standard, MEDICINE 1960 is an outstanding example

of exciting and provocative public service television!

For further details, contact

INC.SCREEN IP GEMS,
TELEVISION SUBSIDIARY OF COLUMBIA PICTURES CORP.

NEW YORK • DETROIT . CHICAGO • DALLAS • HOLLYWOOD • ATLANTA . TORONTO

Copies of the complete Trendex Telephone Recall Survey »re iviilible on request

DNSOR • 12 MARCH 1960
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Sunny" Says:

"IT'S WHO'S

UP FRONT

THAT

COUNTS!"

?**o Jf

WMW^^

When you put your money on
WSUN you've got a real win-
ner. A pair- a- mutual payoff
factors are the Nation's 26th
Retail Sales Market, TAMPA-
ST. PETERSBURG, and
WSUN. Serving a 29 county
population of 1,203,409,
"Sunny" delivers more radio
homes, at the lowest cost per
home, of any station in the
heart of Florida. Pssssssst! If

you want to wind up in the
winners circle . . . get on
"SUNNY!"

•Sales Management
**NCS2

TAMPA- ST. PETERSBURG

Natl. Rep: VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL
S.E. Rep: JAMES S. AYERS

by John E. Mc/Hi

Commercial
commentary

Tv's cowardly critics

Last night, just for kicks, I picked up a copy

of the March issue of McCall's magazine and

read, with mingled feelings of impatience, ad-

miration and disgust, Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce's

arsenic-laden valentine entitled "Tv—An Ameri-

can Scandal."

Mrs. Luce, unlike most of tv's steam-heated

critics, is an accomplished writer. And in plung-

ing her jeweled stiletto into what she calls tv's "thousand nights

terror and violence" she displays a poise, a passion and a perver

artistry worthy of Lucrezia Borgia.

Her attack centers on tv program themes in peak entertainme

times, the "family hours," and she describes in lurid, though impre

sionistic detail, why she believes that the "most miraculous and infl

ential mass medium the world has ever seen" is being "systemal

cally and profitably used as an instrument for the wholesale debas

ment of the public taste and moral fiber."

It is quite a performance and Clare is (and has been for mai

years) quite a girl.

But after finishing her colorful and frequently amusing philippt

against the "flood of shoddy, corny, stupid, vulgar, obscene, ai

just plain silly" programs on tv, I am afraid I came away with i

even lower opinion of tv critics than I had before

Most of them, I am convinced, are a cowardly lot. And this charj

of critical cowardice applies even to the lovely Mrs. Luce.

Breast-beating a la mode

I think she's just too darn scared to name names—to be speci

about the programs, commercials, products and people whose pra

tices she deplores.

In this, of course, she resembles nearly all the other bombast

breast-beaters who have been making the American welkin cla

with anti-tv and anti-advertising outcries during the past six month

When you examine the passionate prose and purple pronounc

ments of these columnists, congressmen, clergymen, educators, eg

heads and ex-lady-ambassadors to Italy, you'll find they have oi

thing in common.

They erupt like roaring volcanos of righteous indignation, bi

hide like frightened chickens behind a smoke screen of exaggerate

generalities.

Why don't they stand and deliver like men?

I can't get very worked up when critics like Jack Gould and Job

Crosby weep into their lager over stupid agency interference in I

scripts.

What agencies are they talking about? Whom do they mean? Wh

don't they mention Norman Strouse, or Leo Burnett, or Mario

Harper? Are they so intimidated by their own advertising depar
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Hi jtents they can only attack writers, directors, performers or network

residents ?

Nor can I get very excited when eminent divines like New York's

ev. Robert J. McCracken inveigh against "grey flannel hucksters."

^hy doesn't he name a few? I'd respect him if he would—especially

a couple happened to be members of his own Riverside Church.

Similarly, when my own classmate, Dr. A. Whitney Griswold,

resident of Yale, starts making waspish academic cracks about the

Ivertising business, I want to say, "Nuts, Whit, stop it. Stop giving

i those large, orotund, sociological generalities and start talking

jout people."

And in the same way I grow impatient and contemptuous when

ie empress of the Time-Life dynasty turns her feminine fury on

ie way tv is "systematically used" to debase public taste and

I

oral fiber.

Who's doing it, Mrs. Luce? Are you talking about Henry Ford

id Henry Kaiser and Howard Morgens of P&G and E. H. Little

Colgate?

Or do you mean Ollie Treyz, and Jim Aubrey and Robert Kintner?

Name your villains, lady. And if you're not willing to put up, I

uink you ought to have the grace to shut up.

The need for healthy criticism

j I feel particularly strong about all this because I am convinced

tat healthy criticism—criticism that is courageous, responsible, in-

armed, specific and personal—could work wonders for tv and for

dvertising.

t None of us in the business think that everything about it is just

lain peachy. We all know that certain commercials and certain

fograms shouldn't be allowed on anybody's air.

! We all know that certain practices of certain individuals—agen-

es, advertisers and broadcasters—should be stepped on and

ijuashed like slimy, obscene bugs.

| But the critics of tv and of advertising, in their hysterical polemics,

lake no effort to separate out specific evils and individuals.

H
They damn all of tv as corrupt, cheap, unprincipled—and we know

isn't. They characterize the bulk of tv programs as "silly, corny,

upid, vulgar"—and we know this isn't true.

They sneer loud, righteous sneers at "Madison Avenue" and pic-

hre it as entirely populated by addle-pated adolescents who rush

found screaming "Let's run it up a flagpole and see if anyone

dutes."

1 Such sweeping condemnation is not only unfair and dishonest. It

< self-defeating and ineffective.

1 It carries no weight in the very quarters where, presumably, these

Critics would like to effect changes. It is resented for its exaggera-

ons, its prejudice and its cowardly anonymity. And it is shrugged

ff for the very same reasons.

I believe that there is a great deal in tv and in advertising which

lould be criticized, and criticized publicly.

I see no reason why advertisers, agencymen, and broadcasters

lould not be subject to the same kind of critical crossfire which

ie press deals out to politicians, playwrights, athletes, novelists and

rtists.

I am sure we would all be healthier if this happened.

But I think that those of us in the industry have a right to demand

lat our critics stop shrieking and howling like Savonarola and the

Zitch of Endor, and begin to adopt the responsible critical stand-

rds of a Scotty Reston, a Red Smith, or a Brooks Atkinson. ^
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Buy/

Sacramento

MUSIC PROGRAMMED FOR MELODY
Music with the big, rich sound that

neither lulls nor annoys, selected

for solid entertainment.

NEWS BY QUALIFIED NEWSMEN
Twelve full-time newsmen . . . the

largest news staff in the Valley . . .

plus NBC worldwide news on the

hour.

LIVE SPORTS COVERAGE
From the Worlds Series to the Rose

Bowl, the Indianapolis 500 Miler to

the Sacramento Solons, KCRA
broadcasts it live.

Sound Programming-Sound Buy!
. . . and probably the best merchan-

dising service in the West.

Represented by

(EdwardlPetry AfCo., »"«•)
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I.
BOSTON
OFFICE

DETROIT
OFFICE NEW YORK

OFFICE
SAN FRANCISCO

OFFICE

ST. LOUIS
OFFICE

LOS ANGELES
OFFICE

MARKETING DATA for Southern industry

HARRY CUMMINGS, manager of our Jack-
sonville office, one of ten offices providing
fast efficient service to Advertising through-
out the U. S.—service that helps advertising
dollars deliver extra value.

A NATIONWIDE ORGANIZATION

Within a generation the South

Atlantic states have made spec-

tacular gains in population. In

Florida, for example (1930 census,

1,468,211) the 1960 census figures

are expected to reach five million.

Gains by South Atlantic indus-

try and commerce have been
equally impressive. The conse-

quent growth in advertising vol-

ume points up the importance of

our Jacksonville office, maintain-

ing close contact by wire and
phone with more than 150 agen-

cies and advertisers.

Blair-TV operates on this basic

principle: that alert informed rep-

resentation is a service vital not

BLAIR-TV

only to stations but also to al

Advertising and to the businesses

dependent on it for volume anc

profit. From the first, our list has

been made up of stations and mar-

kets we felt in position to serve

effectively. Today these stations

are located in 25 of America's

greatest markets. Together they

cover 56 percent of its population

— virtually 60 per cent of its effec-

tive buying power.

In its area, each of these stations

stands as a power-house of selling

force. To help advertisers and their

agencies make most profitable use

of that force, is the constant ob-

jective of our entire organization.

AT THE SERVICE OF ADVERTISING

WABC-TV- New York

W-TEN-
i/Schenectady-Troy

V - Altoona-Johnstown
' - Binghamton

WHDH-TV- Boston

WBKB- Chicago

WCPO-TV- Cincinnati

WEWS- Cleveland

WBNS-TV- Columbus

KFJZ-TV-Dallas-Ft. Worth

WXYZ-TV- Detroit

KFRE-TV- Fresno

WNHC-TV-
Hartford-New Haven

WJ

I

M-TV- Lansing

KTTV- Los Angeles

WMCT- Memphis

WDSU-TV - New Orleans KGO-TV - San Franc sco

WOW-TV- Omaha
WFIL-TV— Philadelphia

WIIC — Pittsburgh

KGW-TV- Portland

WPRO-TV- Providence

KING-TV-
Seattle-Tacoma

KTVI- St. Louis

WFLATV-
Tampa-St. Petersburg
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

_
12 MARCH I960
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PUBLICATIONS INC.

SPONSOR-SCOPE
Agencymen who have dealt so far with CBS TV about next season have formed

what they think is a pretty good image of what Frank Stanton is thinking about in

terms of both programing and commercial complexion.

As they envision it, these are among the primary principles and objectives:

1) The program itself is even more important than the advertiser.

2) In the matter of balanced programing the entertainment area should encompass

all-family appeal, with sharp de-emphasis on programs whose core is violence and

greater emphasis on shows that venture away from motheaten concepts.

3) A readjustment of the number of commercial breaks in a nighttime program

so as to diminish the impression of overcommercialization.

Under the new rules of commercial placement, which CBS TV proposes to put into ef-

fect at night come the fall, an advertiser will have a tough time squeezing four prod-

ucts into a half-hour program.

The network, as usual, will permit three minutes of commercial, but their insertion

will be limited to three spots.

The new plan: Two one-minute commercials and two 30-second commercials

back-to-back.

It will be recalled that Bates some years ago introduced the design of four commer-

cial breaks, with a 30-second billboard and a 30-second cowcatcher.

What impact this new device will have on CBS' o&o's has yet to be made clear.

National spot buying out of New York the past week was a bit off the pace of

January and February.

The tv action included: Du Pont paint division (Ayer), six weeks; Duz (Compton),

15-20 spots a week; Noxzema (DCSS).

The big one in radio was Sunoco's (Estyl seven-week saturation spread over 60-odd

markets, starting 3 April.

The death of Hal Fellows, NAB president, this week was not only a great shock

to the broadcasting industry, but it came at a time when his services were of incal-

culable need to the cause of air media.

As a spokesman for the broadcasters, Fellows has in recent years been under tremendous

physical and nervous pressure, contending with the mounting problems and critical Washing-

ton climate involving the very structure of the industry.

His has been a continuing round of cross-country visits to broadcast stations

and regional meetings, appearances before government agencies, discussions with

numerous lawmakers and regulatory heads, coordinating the many and complex

arms of a burgeoning and aggressive trade association, and sparkplugging Wash-

ington strategy.

Unlike his predecessors, Fellows came to the NAB presidency direct from a sound sea-

soning in station operation (WEEI, Boston, general manager). His native tongue was as much

that of the grassroots broadcaster as that of th? big city operator.

Because of the urgency of the situation and his ideal background, it seems likely at this

writing that Robert D. Swezey, recently retired head of WDSU-AM-TV, will be called

to filllhe NAB vacancy, sponsor's NAB C invention Issue (2 April) will be dedicated to

Hal Fellows.

SPONSOR 12 march 1960
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SPONSOR-SCOPE conuu^d

I lit' network spot carrier- continue to wean "em away from -elective spot: the

latest is DuPont's car m;i\ ^hich this spring will go tv network scatter plan.

The campaign, out of BBDO. will run for 13 weeks.

From present evidence Campbell Soup (BBDO) will go along with the Lassie

and Donna Reed shows for another season.

Pertinent statistics: combined the two shows cover 60^ of all tv homes and the ratio

«.f householder homes below 40 years is 70-75 f
"c.

Spot radio will again be in Campbell's 1960-61 picture. La-t -eason it spent

£1,250,000 in that medium.

Stations in the smaller tv markets, do you want to take a tip from astute me-

dia analysts in several of the biggest spot buying agencies?

Then harken to this suggestion gathered from them by SPONSOR-SCOPE: instead of

putting so much emphasis on the height of your tower and your set count tell more about

the shares of audience delivered by your network programs and spot commercials.

They'd rather know, for instance, that one of your soap operas gets a 45 rating on

your station or that a Doug Edwards gets a 60. or that you deliver so much of a

share or rating as an average for all nighttime or daytime programs.

Another tip: when you come calling on a station with your latest coverage data sho*

that you've analyzed your station as a media planner would.

Add up all the homes reached in your coverage book and figure out the number of

hours the a\erage home viewed your station per week. That demonstrates loyalty.

If tv*s stature needs a vote of confidence. \>hat with all the sniping it's taken from

Washington and print, it's getting one from a bluechip giant: DuPont.

For the third consecutive season DuPont (BBDO i will sponsor, starting in the fall, an-

other nine specials at a cost of not far from $4 million.

\\hat tv has done for DuPont in the area of image-molding constitutes, those on the

inside will tell you. one of the greatest public relations stories of recent times.

Watch for the westerns to cut down on mayhem and gore and take on a -tory

atmosphere that will be much akin to soap operas.

It's already become evident in series like Zane Grey Theatre and Rawhide.

If only for the top tv markets this looks like a record March in billings from

national spot.

They're mostly all short term, but they include such returnees as Studebaker DA:
United Fruit (BBDOi. Universal Appliances

I
Grant ) and Maxwell House Ogilvv

In the smaller markets the plav from national sources is not worthy for shooting fire-

works, but the chances are that the billings deposited with the top market crust will

suffice to give this March a substantial edge over the like month a year ago.

The competition among research firms in the field of measuring brand u- .

among tv audiences is getting stiffer.

Three such outfits bidding for business among agencies: Tv Personal Inter\ie\<-

(TPI). AIM (R. H. Bruskin Associates) and Audits & Surveys.

NBC TV has been using AIM on a continuing basis, while McCann-Erickson re-

cently subscribed to TPI for one of its subsidiaries.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

It's now an odds-on bet that ABC TV will go the way of CBS TV and NBC TV
when it gets around shortly to issuing its new ratecard.

What started out—in theory—to be just an over-all volume discount will provide for

such exigencies as preferred nighttime periods, special summer discounts and all

the abra-ca-dabra that, admen say, has converted the business of trying to figure out
the end rate into a mathematical nightmare.

Strange as it may seem, ABC TV disclosed that in figuring out what direction to go on
discounts it was faced with this spectre: a possible price war by NBC TV.

When CBS TV publishes the new ratecard which goes into effect 1 April, you'll
find that something new has been added.

That something new had much to do with placating General Foods into extending
its nighttime commitments for another year—although the same privilege goes to all

big advertisers.

The added change: Advertisers who have more than an hour and a half on at

night weekly can have the surplus time at 52% of the hour rate in respect to the
volume discount, instead of what had been 60% of the hour rate. (The excess pe-

riods don't have to be contiguous.)- L

When Westinghouse gets around to buying network tv for the fall it will prob-

ably be with a different approach than in previous seasons.

Instead of an omnibus and expensive one hour show weekly, it'll have two weekly half-

hour programs. One (dramatic) will take care of its consumer products and the other

will spotlight the corporate image.

Two drug advertisers, Bristol-Myers and Pharmaceuticals, seem to be having

a difficult time with the tv networks in their planning for the 1960-61 season.

Bristol-Myers' jostling and resultant dilemma: Being (1) deprived of Sunday 9:30-

10 p.m. on CBS TV, a spot it's had since 1919, (2) advised by NBC TV that the net-

work is sequestering the Monday 9-9:30 slot, occupied the past two years by Peter Gunn.

Pharmaceutical's travail: CBS TV has told the account it has other plans for Tues-

day 9-9:30 p.m., even though the present occupant, Tightrope, appears to have

been coming well in the ratings. The reaction here has been bewildering and frustrat-

ing, to say the least.

These two episodes have tended to spread the impression that with the climate being what

it is in Washington the networks need exercise little compunction in dealing with the

will or discretion of the advertiser.

To maintain its discount position with CBS TV Pharmaceuticals will do some buy-

ing for the summer.

It'll be a spate of daytime quarter hours and an additional nighttime half-hour.

Chevrolet will have its NBC TV Sunday night hour and two other half-hour

shows riding for it this fall. One of the 30-minute programs will be Pat Butram on ABC
TV following the Real McCoys.

In a last minute counter bid ABC TV the past week snatched away the Chese-

brough-Pond daytime business from NBC TV, even though JWT had urged the ac-

count remain with NBC and thereby avoid a $150,000 shortrate.

NBC, while licking its wounds and chagrin, admitted it was a tough one to lose: five

quarter-hours a week at $56,000 a week from 1 April to the end of the year.

NBC's post-battle statement: we stuck to our ratecard.

(See 27 February SPONSOR-SCOPE, page 25, for details of ABC pitch.)
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J SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

BBDO is on the verge of putting out another documentation on the state o

spot radio, as it exists today.

The study will deal with sets in use, accumulative audience figures, rating levels

by market size, how much each station penetrates the market, when to use two 01

more stations in a market, etc.

The strategem that appears to have taken hold in negotiating for network film

fare by advertisers: paying the full price for the negative and getting the repeat

free.

It bails out the producer on the initial 26-week run. and if the advertiser wants to re-

run he has an advantage on the average price.

Adam Young, Inc., is exploring the possibility of setting up a separate division

exclusively devoted to the representation of fm stations.

Pertinent sidelight: A timebuyer in a New York agency interested in doing some-

thing with fm in 11 markets disclosed to SPONSOR-SCOPE last week that her

attempts to pull together information on these markets have been made doubly

baffling because of a lack of representation.

(See editorial on Rising Interest in FM, page 74, 5 March sponsor.)

P&G has made its first network program buy for next season: the Law and

Mr. Jones and this one via Compton.
It'll most likely he spotted on ABC TV Sunday night.

CBS TV may finally snag a buyer for the other half of Dennis the Menace:

seriously considering it is the Corn Products-Best Foods management.

It amounts to around $110,000 a week in time and talent.

Vitamin Sales Co., of Pittsburgh (Fairfax) has introduced a new twist in day-

time network tv; determining the effectiveness of a quarter-hour program by the number
of orders it pulls by the end of the week.

In other words, if one show doesn't garner a certain number of orders it switches to

another show for the following week—paying a premium for the privilege.

The order itself is for a catalog, which the recipient is urged to show his doctor

so that the right vitamin pills are sent for. The account's on NBC.

Blizzard conditions last week didn't deter Chicago reps and agencies from

buzzing around the idea of what can be done to stimulate tv business for the

summer.
The event that touched off concern, at least, among the reps was this: Alka Seltzer's

(Wade) announcement that summer cutbacks would take place earlier than usual

this season.

Explained Wade: in fact more money annually would be expected, but Alka Seltzer's

schedule would be reapportioned, with heavier concentrations in the fall and win-

ter and much less in spring and summer.
Commentary: all the tv networks have adopted summer rates, but outside of WTOP-TV,

Washington, WNEW-TV, New York, and WBTW, Florence, little cardrate cognizance

has been given the summer bugaboo by stations. Tis said group ownerships like

Corinthian and Storer are seriously thinking about doing something about it.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 56; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 76; Washington Week, page 71; sponsor

Hears, page 74; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 86; and Film-Scope, page 72.
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STOR^f

HOME OF

AMERICA'S NUMBER ONE*

INDEPENDENT

KPHO-TV
TAKING PART in this "MIRACLE STORY" is the Meredith Station in Phoenix,

Arizona, KPHO TELEVISION, CHANNEL 5, Arizona's First Television Station

Since 1949. KPHO-TV announced a $475,000 improvement program for its

facilities this year including the newest and most up-to-date full power

transmitter. Available NOW, Arizona's first RCA fully compatible television

tape recorder!!

KPHO-TV
A Meredith Station

Represented Nationally by The Katz Agency
Affiliated with Better Homes & Gardens Magazine

*Based on figures supplied by American Research Bureau.

n;
ill

V. P. & General Manager

RICHARD B. RAWLS

Station Manager

HOWARD STALNAKER

The background of this advertisement is

a black-and-white reproduction of News-

week's recent color cover-featuring

Phoenix's busy Central Avenue.

iracle' in



)tors' automotive advertising manager has a particular reason for liking spot

ays E. B. Brogan: "Dealer enthusiasm for Rambler's spot television campaign

be greater. They've seen the showroom traffic our commercials produce and many

have been so impressed they've purchased additional schedules of their own."

Rambler's unique, million-dollar campaign concentrates 10- and 60-second announcements

on Friday nights, carefully aimed at the Saturday upswing in auto sales. Attention-getting

commercials are scheduled on 125 stations, including CBS Television Spot Sales-represented

Representing WCBS-TV New York, WBBM-TV Chicago, KMOX-TV St. Louis, WBTV Charlotte, KHOU-TV Houston, WJXT Jacksonville, WBTW Florence,

"Great..."

. the way

spot television sparks

Rambler

dealer enthusiasm."

7
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WCBS-TV New York, WJXT Jacksonville, WBBM-TV Chicago, KSL-TV Salt Lake City,

KHOU-TV Houston, WTOP-TV Washington, WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WBTV Charlotte,

and KMOX-TV St. Louis. Result : Rambler demand outstrips the supply.

You, too, can speed up sales by backing your dealers with advertising they believe in . .

.

advertising that really works. Our informative booklet, "How Spot Television Builds Dealer

Enthusiasm," is crammed with additional case histories . . . and it's yours for the asking. Write

to 485 Madison Avenue, New York 22, main office of CBS TELEVISION SP®T SALES.

WCAU-TV Philadelphia, WTOP-TV Washington, KNXT Los Angeles, KSL-TV Salt Lake City, KOIN-TV Portland, and the CBS Television Pacific Network
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QUINCY,

BRUCE,

THE ONLY ONE IS

FIRST IN RATINGS!*

FIRST IN REACH!**
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MARKET INDEX
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See Branham Co.

National Representatives
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Reps at work

James P. Alspaugh, vice president of H-R Representatives, Inc.,

New York, feels that the buyer is not taking full advantage of the

sound, honest counsel of station representatives when he decides that

his secretary should be the go-between in buying. "By utilizing the

vast store of knowledge and judgment available from intelligent

discussion with responsible reps,

the buyer can make maximum con-

tributions to the success of his

client's product and acquire major

professional stature in our in-

dustry." Jim points out that the

majority of reps aren't order

takers. They are experienced in

markets, media and stations, and

are eager to tailor their presenta-

tions to fit a particular campaign's

objective. But, to do so intelli-

gently, they must know the various

aspects of a campaign and budget. "We need to know, for example:

Is it a radio-only buy? Are tv and other media being used? What

type of audience is the client seeking? Is CPM a prime factor, or is

reaching the whole market more important? Obviously, buyers and

reps must communicate directly for maximum campaign results."

Bob Williams, Daren F. McGavren Co., New York, thinks that one

of the most valuable services representatives offer buyers during a cam-

paign is the presentation of a competitive pitch to switch business

because of new factors. "While some buyers consider the competitive

pitch a nuisance, many more realize it's important to keep an open

mind to factors that may justify

new schedules. Listening patterns

in markets are continually chang-

ing, and the competitive pitch

helps keep the choice of times and

stations up-to-date. Certainly a

salesman handling 10 or 15 mar-

kets knows more about new fac-

tors in these markets than a buyer

with 200 markets to watch." Bob

notes that while it is not a common

situation, he still finds the obsolete

long-term schedules repeated at re-

newal time. "This doesn't happen when the rep with applicable,

valid material is able to present his case to sharp, receptive media

personnel. Fortunately, I find that more and more top buyers in the

agencies want to work closely with the reps to update their schedules

and eliminate the dead wood that can badly bog down a campaign.'

SPONSOR 12 MARCH 1960



"Now where did

they say all

those timebuyers

are going?"
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"Now where did

they say all

those timebuyers

are going?"

Hurry! Just a few days left to sign

up before SPONSOR'S new rates go into

effect. Guaranteed Rate Protection for

all of 1960 at old (1957) rates if you
enter your advertising contract before

1 April 1960.

Call Art Breider, Ml) 8-2772, NYC



NATURALLY, TO

SPONSOR'S
WHEEL-OF-FORTUNE

AT THE NAB CONVENTION IN CHICAGO!

Conrad Hilton * Suite 1106

Here's why. SPONSOR'S Wheel-Of-Fortune can mean valu-

able prizes for timebuyers who visit SPONSOR'S Suite 1106.
Each registering timebuyer gets a number . . . and each time
SPONSOR'S Wheel-Of-Fortune stops at his number, it's a
"vote" for him! At Convention's end, timebuyers with the
highest scores win the prizes!

ATTENTION: STATION MANAGERS AND OTHERS! Here's

where you come in. Only you are eligible to spin SPONSOR'S
Wheel-Of-Fortune and help timebuyers win. But there are

valuable prizes for you, too.

Remember Suite 1106 for

• SPONSOR'S HANDY- USE
CONVENTION SPECIAL!

• SPONSOR'S UNIQUE
TOMATO JUICE BAR!

• SPONSOR'S WHEEL-
OF-FORTUNE PRIZES!

• SPONSOR'S FRIENDLY

STAFF TO SERVE YOU!

• PRIZES FOR ALL!

SPONSOR'S DOUBLE-ACTION CONVENTION ISSUES

GIVE YOU TWO ADS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!

Here's how. Schedule your ad in the Convention Issue

dated 2 April (15,000 copies) and you get the SPECIAL,

too, (2,500 copies) ... a separate book, hand-delivered

to NAB members at their Chicago hotels.

Double exposure, double impact at only $75 additional

per page over SPONSOR'S regular rates. This covers

production and paper costs. Forms close 24 March.

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

RADIU/1V ADVERTISERS USE



They said

it couldn't

be done

(They may be right.)

Tjeen-age television at seven a.m.? In

Houston ? With news . . . sports . . . music

. . . reports ... of a kind important to

young people? And panel discussions? LIVE?
It's enough to give a program manager

insomnia : Every dawn a new problem, break-

fast practically a midday meal, and Studio A
full of teen-age egos five mornings a week.

That's what the Corinthian station in

Houston has brought about with the new
half-hour Ginny Pace Show. Object : To serve

an important segment of the community-
teen-agers, some 200,000 of whom live with-

in tv sight of K HOU-TV—and many parents,

eager to share in the interests of their off-

spring. Developed with the blessings of the

Superintendent of Schools and the encour-

agement of PTA's, the Ginny Pace wake-up

show may also awaken others in the industry

to the potential of early-morning local tv.

The perils need not be spelled out.

You're aware of them and so are we. We're

also aware that someone has to assume

responsibility for pioneering with new ideas

if television is to maintain vitality and com-

mercial effectiveness. Each station of the

Corinthian group is encouraged to take pro-

gram risks, to try out new ideas, to avoid

always playing safe. Sometimes it's good box

office, sometimes it isn't. It's always healthy.

Responsibility in Broadcasting

mMSMWMSMM
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KOTV
Tulsa (7/-.R;

KHOU-TV
Houston (cns-TvSpot Sales)

KXTV
Sacramento (H-R)

WANE-TV
Fort Wayne (H-R)

®S WISH-TV
SSf Indianapolis (H-R)

WANE-AM
Fort Wayne (H-R)

WISH-AM
Indianapolis (H-R)
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49th and

Madison

Quotable

I plan to publish a monthly idea-letter

to real estate firms. Contents will be

about advertising, promotion, mer-

chandising and publicity, specifically

for the real estate field.

Occasionally your columns on "Ra-

dio Results" and "Tv Results" cite

case histories on builders and real-

tors. I would like permission to quote

your column. Naturally I will give

credit to your book.

The specific groups I have in mind
are:

Creative Homes Corp., March 28,

1959

Vero Lake Estates, May 2, 1959

Mahay Construction, January 9,

1960

Cross States Construction, October

17, 1959

Tegtmeier Realty, Sept. 9, and

Sept. 5, 1959

I'll certainly appreciate your per-

mission, since this is the type of per-

tinent fact that will make my pro-

posed publication a success.

Robert A. Canyock

Creative Marketing

Orange, Conn.

Short—30 agencies!

Your article in the February 20th

issue of sponsor ("Brewing: the Bat-

tle of the Ratings") was a most in-

teresting one in that it tried to de-

fine as best it could within the limi-

tations you had set, the concept and

usage of the various rating services.

However, I found that a restriction

of the findings to the top 20 agen-

cies penalizes ARB to a great degree,

in that had your reporter taken the

time to make an investigation of the

top 50 agencies, which seems to be

the standard you have employed for

many ) ears, the box score would then

have read: ARB, 41, next largest

service 15.

It is also interesting to note that

of more than a billion dollars spent

in television time. ARB reports are

used by agencies who account for

93% of this total. I think your read-

ers will find this most interesting in

view of the fact that it gives the

whole picture, not just a certain se-

lect portion.

Jack L. Gross

American Research Bureau, Inc.

N. Y. C.

Directory like calendar

In glancing through the latest issue

of sponsor, I noticed your ad on

your 5-City Tv/Radio Directory.

Your 1957 edition was such a help

to me, and since then, it has become

as important to me as the daily cal-

endar. Needless to say, I am request-

ing a copy of your latest 5-City Tv/
Radio Directory.

Thank you for making things

easier over the past four years.

Elaine Mohr,

WTVN-TV
Columbus, Ohio

Keep up the courage

Among the things for which my ad-

miration is always unbounded is

courage.

It took large quantities of that for

you to publish the article on how
broadcast representatives evaluate

agency media departments (sponsor,

13 February).

This evidence of editorial fortitude

-—which is where journalistic leader-

ship begins—is not untypical for you.

It's just a good example!

More power to you and your good

colleagues.

E. L. Deckinger

vice-president

Grey Advertising Agency, Inc.

N. Y. C.

WNJR
1st in new york
dec. negro pulse

(BASED ON U.S. CENSUS'
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Program Highlights

San Francisco
"Viewpoint," an idea fo-

rum, broadcasting phone

calls from anyone; "Owen

Spann," comedy, variety;

"The Bay Today," interview

study of the area's big story

of the day; "Radio Moscow,"

airs and analyzes the Soviet

view; special series, such

as the Los Angeles-Honolulu

Yacht Race; full local cover-

age of the Winter Olympics.

If you have something to sell America,

you have something to say in these 7

of the top 10 U. S. markets. The place

to say it is on the CBS Owned Radio

Stations, because C-0 Radio is differ-

ent : different in each city, different

from all other radio today. These sta-

tions are still in show business, and it

shows! Look at some of the listed high-

lights (only a partial listing) of locally

produced programs, and you'll see

what we mean. This is broadcasting

for active listeners-not for the fringe

consciousness of people with their

minds on other matters. And added

to it. is the unique strength of the

CBS Radio Network, with its schedule

of great personalities, drama, comedy,

complete news coverage and analysis,

public affairs and special events. This

is responsible broadcasting. It gets

a responsive audience. And that means
response to vour advertising, too!

CBS OWNED RADIO STATIONS ft
Represented l»y CBS Radio Spot Sales
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Program Highlights

i Y
Los Angeles

"Opinion Please." a modern

town meeting where anyone

can talk on a broadcast open

phone line; "The Bob Crane

Show," a zany comedy turn;

"Point of Law," digests of

actual court cases: "This Is

Los Angeles," provocative

interviews with interesting

Angelenos; specials such as

"Blackboard Dilemma," "The

Changing Face of Hollywood."

and "Image of America."
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Program Highlights

I I I

Chicago
"Music Wagon," "The Con-

nie Mitchell Show," "Sup-

per Club," "The Gold Coast

Show," "Merrily We Go,"

"The Josh Brady Show,"

"The Little Show," all live

music and variety produc-

tions; "The Tony Weitzel

Show," celebrity interviews;

"The Art Mercier Show,"

tips on hunting and fishing;

"Jone & Josh," a lively

woman's page of the air.

i
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Program Highlights
Program Highlights

rrogram nigmignis
, h

WCBS WEEI
New York

"The Jack Sterling Show,"

"The Martha Wright Show,"

"The Lanny Ross Show," all

offer live music and variety;

"Backgrounds of Literature"

and "Backgrounds of Music"

stimulate and educate;

"Three Guesses," an audi-

ence-participation musical

game; "Freeman & Hayes,"

comedy, live music, records.

Boston
"Showcase," Priscilla For-

tescue reports on her globe-

trotting, celebrity-meeting

life; "Lady of the Bookshelf"

dramatizes favorite chil-

dren's books; "Carl Moore

Remembers," live music

from a Boston "landmark";

"Calder and Johnson," off-

beatcomedy &music; Car-

eer Centers, useful, needed

advice for the teenager.
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Program Highlights

KMOX
St. Louis

"Strictly Editorial," "Sci-

ence Editor," "The Spelling

Bee," "State of the Law,"

"Successful Money Man-

agement," all speak for

themselves. "The Laurent

Torno Show," an outstand-

ing musician and conductor

plays, discusses, interprets

good music; "Words and

Music," poetry readings;

the station that originated

Conelrad weather alert.

Program Highlights

'jlft
Philadelphia

"The Ralph Collier Show,"

talks with celebrities and

other interesting people;

"University Round Table,"

stimulating discussion;

"Career Forum," vocational

guidance for High School

students; "The Books of

Man," under the auspices

of the University of Penn-

sylvania; "The Governments

of Man," under the auspices

of Temple University.



1 hrough History & Eastern Iowa

with Gun (electron)

and Camera (tv)

Thales of Miletus rubbed a piece of

amber back in 600 B.C. and small

particles of other substances were at-

tracted to it. This was the start of a long

series of attractions which have culminated

in the recent clean sweep of tv watching in

Eastern Iowa for WMT-TV. But that's an-

other story. One Bill Gilbert, a physician

and Latin buff, got to fiddling around with

amber in 1600 A.D. and published a work

called De magnete. He named the phenome-

non electricity, after the Greek name for am-

ber (elektron). Many centuries later another

work, Forever Elektron, created something of

a stir, electrifying, but far afield.

In the early 1700's Stephen Gray discovered

he could lead electricity around by the nose

through certain substances, and not through

others, a personality trait proved almost daily

by ARB, Nielsen, and Pulse.

The invention of the Leyden Jar in 1745

(not to be confused with the San Francisco

Earthquake of 1906) set things up for a Mr.

Franklin, founder of a competing medium
(space on kites).

We pass lightly over the contributions of

Davy (electrolysis, safety lamps, and laugh-

ing gas, the latter a forerunner of technically

augmented soundtracks), Ohm, Faraday, and

Hertz ("It only, when you laugh") and come

to GugUelmo Marconi, who invented the an-

tenna in 1896 and the submarine sandwich

a few days later. Fleming (1904) and De-

Forest (1906) whipped up the vacuum tube,

Armstrong the regenerative circuit (1912),

the superhet (1918), and frequency modula-

tion (1939).

What happened after that is so familiar to

our readers that a refresher seems pointless.

It's interesting, however, to record one more

fact: The reference work we've been consult-

ing calls the use of a cathode-ray tube—in-

stead of a scanning disk
—

"promising." The

work was published in 1946.

The same could have been said—with ac-

curacy—of WMT (1922) and WMT-TV
(1953), CBS radio and tv for Eastern Iowa,

represented nationally by the Katz Agency.
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NEXT SEASON'S MOST POPULAR SHOW TYPES

SHOW TYPE ABC CBS NBC NO. OF SHOWS

WESTER* 10 4 8 22

MYSTERY 3 8 4 15

SITUATION COMEDY 4 8 1 13

ADVENTURE 7 1 4 12

MUSIC VARIETY 3 3 5 11

•Of 108 programs scheduled among the three networks next season, ABC will have an estimated 35; CBS, 40; NBC, 33.

WHAT'S AHEAD ON NET TV?

^ Here's a SPONSOR analysis of shows the three

nets have slated for next season's prime time periods

^ Even though public affairs gets biggest program

discussion, westerns and adventures still ride high

I he tub-thumping and chest-pound,

ing about more and better balance in

network programing is paying off in

next season's lineup, but there's still

more talk than action in terms of new

public service or information shows.

By and large, the three-network offer-

ing in the '60-'61 season will stick

with the tried and true—western, ad-

venture, mystery and situation com-

edy, and the music-variety format.

SPONSOR 12 march 1960

The intra-industry concern with

more programs which satisfy the

tastes of minority as well as majority

audiences is being reflected in costly

continuing productions of broad

scope. But the actual number of so-

called public affairs, news specials or

documentary showings is estimated to

be only six out of a projected total of

108 network shows.

Of the 108 now proposed—and this

is still early in the planning season

—

35 will be carried by ABC, 40 by

CBS and 33 by NBC. Forty-one will

be hour-long features—15 on ABC,

nine on CBS and 17 on NBC—with

the remainder, 67, thirty minutes

long. Of these, 21 will be telecast by

ABC, 30 by CBS and 16 by NBC.

As for program types, westerns will

account for almost one in five shows

—22 in all, with 10 on ABC, four on

CBS and eight on NBC. Other pro-

gram types, according to frequency of

anticipated scheduling: mystery, 15

in all: ABC, 3; CBS, 8; NBC, 4. Sit-

uation comedy: 13: ABC, 4; CBS, 8;

NBC, 1. Adventure, 12; ABC, 7;

CBS, 1; NBC, 4. Music variety, 11;

ABC, 3; CBS, 3; NBC, 5. Documen-

tary and public service, 6, two for

35



be networks. There are four

kill shows in prospect, two each on

3, and two comedy

shows, both on CBS. Of the five

one will be on ABC,

with two each fur the other networks.

Most of the slots have shows sched-

uled for them on a tentative basis, ac-

cording to sponsor's day-by-day an-

alysis of prime time periods (see

chart below). But some periods ap-

pear to be completely open: five at

CBS, two at ABC and one at NBC
Miscellaneous shows account for the

remaining 10 programs in the pro-

jected total of 108 for next season.

Although public service and news

innovations won't be channel-shatter-

A MARCH FORECAST OF NEXT FALL'S NETWORK

SUNDAY
ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY

ABC CBS NBC

7:30 Maverick

Dennis

The

Menace

Overland

Trail

(7-8 p.m.)

Cheyenne
The

Texan

Riverboat?

or

Renegade?

Bronco

or

Sugarfoot

Dennis

O'Keefe?

or

Action

Show?

Laramie

8:00
Ed

Sullivan

The

Barbarians

Kate

Smith?

Open?

or

2nd Half

of Above

Action?

8:30
Lawman Corrupters Open

Wells Fargo?

or

Winchester?

or

Western

Avenger?

Wyatt

Earp

Dobie

Gillis

Specials?

or

Startime?

or

Hitchcock?

9:00
Rebel G.E.

Theatre

Chevy

Show

Danny

Thomas

(General

Foods)

Peter

Gunn
Rifleman

Open?

or

Tightrope?

9:30
The

Alaskans
Open

Adventures

In

Paradise

Ann

Sothern

General

Foods)

Alcoa-

Goodyear

(Mystery

Anthology)

Stage-

coach

West

Red

Skelton

The

Blue

and The

Gray?

10:00

Jack

Benny

(Lever)

Loretta

Young

Hennessy?

or

June

Allyson?

Steve

Allen?

or

Variety?

Garry

Moore

10:30
Churchill

Memoirs

(Jan. '61)

What's

My

Line?

Barbara

Stanwyck

Original

Amateur

Hour

Face

The

Nation

Public

Service
Open
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ing, there's a definite move in the di-

rection of more balance—in "enter-

tainment"' as well as in public affairs

programing. Government people, the

public and industry leaders all agree

on the need for a broader and more

intense effort to satisfy the program
tastes of small audiences within the

mass audience.

Earl Kintner, chairman of the Fed-

eral Trade Commission, last week
ventured outside the FTC area of ad-

vertising content supervision into a

personal realm. Speaking at the CBS
Affiliates meeting in Washington, he

gave some opinions of programing as

a "citizen." Charging broadcasters

{Please turn to page 66)

TELEVISION SHOW SCHEDULE FOR PRIME TIMES

3NESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY

;S NBC ABC CBS NBC ABC CBS NBC ABC CBS NBC

The

i

ir

St?

Wag

Tra

on

in

Open
Devi

In
'

De

ilin

rhe

ep

Bon< nza Islan Jers Raw!tide

Indictment?

or

Action

Show?

Dick

Clark

Show

Perry

Mason

The

Outlaw

.

r

1

i '

Donna

> r > t i t ' f

Y
Pat

Boone
T , t

|

Reed

The

i The Bat

601

Park? Y Wanted:
Deputy?

or

ie

1 fiders

The

Price Is

Right

The

Real

McCoys

Tom

Ewell

Show

Masters*!?

or

Western?

The

Flag-

stones
Adven ture?

Dead

Or

Alive

Avenger?

or

Klondike?

Hour

" Perry

Como
Down

Home
Andy

Griffith

Bachelor

Father

7

Sun

Sti

7

set

ip

' t Lawrence

Welk
Mr.

Lucky

Variety

or

Two

Half-hour

Comedies

Thriller?

L
t A

cret

> f The

Untouch-

ables

Markham

Tennessee

Ernie

Ford

y

Open

or

Other

Mystery?

or

> f

Have

Gun,

Will
> t

I Adventure?
Travel

1

1 Steel

iur-

A strong

rcle

satre

iit \

This

Is Your

Life

i t

Open

Groucho

Marx

Robert

Taylor

Detectives

Twilight

Zone?

or

Gpen?

^

t

Box

& ot

Spc

ing

her

rts Gunsmoke

World

Wide '60?

or Other

Public

Service

T

The

World

Of...

Open Open

Lawless

Years

Black

Saddle

Public

Service

News

Klondike?

or

Port Of

Entry?

' f
Station

Time
'

f

1 1

.... »

•
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OLD WORLD CHARM comprising costumes and props verified by museum curator, a gen-

tle smile and winning dialect—is brought into play by P. D. Krotz, the noodle man, to sell

Pa. Dutch Egg Noodles; so far wherever Krotz has appeared (via tv) sales have risen

Noodles hot in tv spot

^ Harrisburg, Pa., noodle firm puts over 60% of total

ad budget in spot tv; sales show dramatic 57% rise

^ Warm copy approach, emphasizing Pennsylvania

Dutch heritage, wins friends in major eastern markets

|I»IIIIIIIIIIIIIII!!IIIIIIIIIII!IIIII!!W

I
SALES STORY SINCE START OF
SPOT TV CAMPAIGN IN OCT. '58

MARKET STATION % SALES INCREASE

Scranton,

Wilkes-Barre

WNEP-TV 85.6

Pittsburgh WTAE-TV 44.9

Philadelphia WRCV-TV
WCAU-TV

21.7

New York WRCA-TV 100 plus

Baltimore,

Washington, D. C.

WBAL-TV
WTOP-TV

26.9

Richmond, Va.*

York, Pa.*

Harrisburg*

WTVR
WSBA-TV
WTPA-TV

67.0

Average for all markets
'(Tabulated as one market)

57.7

I hese are bright times for the

Megs Macaroni Co.

Megs, maker of Pennsylvania Dutch

brand Egg Noodles, has seen sales

and distribution soar in the past year

and a half. Market-by-market sales

figures (see chart) show an average

increase of more than 57%. Distri-

bution, practically nil before October

of 1958, stands today at an all-time

high with the noodle brand featured

in leading chains and independents.

How did Megs zoom to its position

of prominence? The word is out.

They used their noodle in spot tv.

Pennsylvania Dutch Egg Noodles

and the Weightman Advertising Agen-

cy have been associated for nearly

seven years. For the first five of

those years the client's primary ad

medium was newspapers, supported

bv radio and some outdoor. The

budget was limited, and the product

enjoyed good local consumer accept-

ance and sales. Then, in the early

part of 1958, the company decided

that it was ready to launch its big

drive. With sights set on making in-

roads into the larger mid-Atlantic

markets, production was upped and

ad strategy was re-evaluated, result-

ing in a new budget totaling about

half a million dollars, $300,000 of

which was earmarked for spot tv.

"Spot tv was the medium ideally

suited to get our product image

across," points out Dave Nazionale,

Weightman v.p. "We wanted impact

to be direct and immediate." The

agency chose to buy schedules of 15-

25 spots per week, generally on one

station, calling for a combination of

I.D.'s, 20's and minute announce-

ments. They sought to reach the little

lady who prepares the meals with

buys on early and late movies, day-

time adjacencies to women's pro-

grams, and local minute tie-ins on

the Jack Paar show. These were

never bought singly though, but in

small packages on a seven-day-a-

week basis.

Megs often bought a specific time

period throughout the week, perhaps

from ten a.m. to noon. Tv director

Len Stevens explains that this may
have resulted in some audience du-

plication, but "we were willing to

accept this because in some markets

spot tv was the only medium we

:.
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ere using for exposure. We couldn't

ach everyone. We had to hit the

ght audience with maximum fre-

uency. That's why we bought in

nail packages, perhaps four a week

n the Paar show, six or seven on

lovies, and another six or seven

djacencies to women's shows."

The biggest drives run for eight

eeks three times a year. There is

fall kick-off, about 1 September,

lere's another which starts a month

efore Lent, and the third runs dur-

lg the summer. These campaigns

ave a double purpose. One is to

npress those with mid-European

unily backgrounds, who are already

sers of noodles, with the quality of

le Pennsylvania Dutch brand, and

le second is to convince those who
on't eat noodles to try them at meal

me as a potato substitute. There is

special I.D. which suggests that the

iewer who is tired of potatoes try

oodles instead.

At the heart of the Pennsylvania

'utch campaign is the commercial,

nd soft-sell pitchman, P. D. Krotz,

le noodle man. Originally created

5 the salesman who appeared on all

Dmpany trade letters he was a natu-

i\ choice to deliver the sales mes-

ige on tv. However, investing this

a. Dutchman with life posed certain

roblems for the agency. It was easy

lough having a character on the

rinted page look and read authentic,

ut the added dimension of television

emanded scrupulous attention to de-

iil, lest the original quality of the

naracter be lost.

At first there was some delibera-

on as to whether a true Pennsyl-

vania Dutchman or a character actor

lould be the choice. Among the as-

'irants for the position was the cura-

>r of the Pennsylvania Dutch mu-

;;um in Lancaster. After several au-

ctions, though, the curator lost out

9 a handsome, blonde New York ac-

>r, named Jim Stephens. The agen-

j
felt that actor Stephen's portrayal

as more convincing, an all-impor-

nt consideration in commercials

hich place so tremendous a stake on

lievability. In one of the 20-second

>ots, for example, there's a telling

age direction which reads, "Krotz

alls' (noodle) flavor with the ex-

ession on his face."

{Please turn to page 64)

AGENCIES AND STATIONS:
PARTNERS IN AD TANGO

low to make points with your

audience: apply a visual demonstra-

tion with the hard-sell in your speech.

That's the formula used last week by

panelists speaking to New York mem-
bers of the Radio-Television Execu-

tives Society in their timebuying

seminar.

A talk on station and agency co-

operation, themed to "It Takes Two
to Tango," started off with a pro-

fessional dancing demonstration of

the tango rhythm— complete with

signs for "Agencies" and "Stations"

donned by the dancing duo. The
agency angle was discussed by Harold

A. Smith, vice president for promo-

tion and merchandising at Needham,
Louis & Brorby, who sparked his com-

ments with results of an independent

survey conducted among 41 national

advertising agencies.

Some of the findings: Thirty of the

41 agencies said that requests from

clients for merchandising assistance

from stations has increased in the

past year; nine reported no change,

one, a decrease. Fifteen agencies said

they had more than 10 program or

spot campaigns involved in these

merchandising requests from stations,

with another 11 shops reporting be-

tween five and 10 such campaigns
and nine, less than five.

What kind of response do stations

give to these requests for merchan-

dising support in behalf of clients'

schedules? Twenty agencies said tv

stations "almost always respond"; 28
said the same for radio. And in

evaluating this merchandising sup-

port, 15 said tv stations "usually do
a good job," 17 said radio does. More
radio stations seem to do a better

job, as compared with newspapers,

than tv stations. Sixteen agency peo-

ple said tv did the same as papers;

12, poorer; 8, better. But with radio

13 said the medium gave better mer-

chandising assistance.

Do stations live up to their mer-

chandising promises? Yes, answered

27 people about tv and radio, each.

And each earned 10 "No's."

The station speaker was John F.

Hurlbut, promotion manager of WF-
BM AM-TV, Indianapolis, and the

moderator was Phil J. Richtscheidt,

account executive at WINS, New
York, and seminar chairman. ^
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DANCERS DEMONSTRATE "It Takes Two to Tango" speech themed to agency-station coop-

eration at RTES in N. Y. From I to r: John Hurlbut, prom, mgr., WFBM AM-TV, Indpls.; Murray

dancers; Phil Richtscheidt, sis., WINS, N. Y.; Harold Smith, v.p., Needham, Louis & Brorby, Chic.



TIMEBUYER
W Here's a letter from

timebuyer who didn't makt

the list in SPONSOR'S recent

article, "73 Young Men Wh<

Are Well Worth Watching"

1A

.\

E^ear sponsor:

That article you guys carried inl

your 16 January issue about 7

bright young men in radio/tv toda\

raised unholy hell in my happy hom
and I finally had to write you about

it.

Don't get me wrong, though.

I'm not a sorehead, and I'm not

jealous. At least I don't think I am.

It's true I didn't get mentioned,

and it's true I'm 30 years old and an

associate media director in what we
call, "The biggest little medium-sized

agency in America," and maybe ]

should feel hurt.

The one who's burned up about it,

though, is Clarice.

Clarice is my wife, and she

glommed onto that 73 Young Men
story about as soon as sponsor ar-

rived at our house.

It was a Saturday, and that night

we were sitting around the living

room in our stocking feet, looking at

Perry Mason and the rest of the CBS
schedule, and when the break came

after Have Gun, I went out to the

kitchen for a coupla cans of Ballen-

tine, and all of a sudden Clarice lets

out with a yell, "They think you're

Chester."

"Chester who?" I say, trying to

keep the foam from sloshing on my
way back.

"That big baboon," says Clarice.

"Who does he think he is, Simon Le-

gree or something?"

At this point Matt Dillon is walk-

ing slowly across the square with

those creases in his pants shifting

left, right, left, and Jack Lescoulie is

about to snarl "Gunnnnnnn—smoke,''

so I wait.

"You'd think he'd have some de-

cency," says Clarice, throwing SPON-

SOR at the wastebasket. "when we
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IAND THOSE '73 YOUNG MEN
couldn't go to Fire Island last sum-

mer."

"Hey!" I say, "I haven't seen that

yet. And what's eating you, any-

way?"
Clarice picks up SPONSOR and

hands it to me. She has a look on

her face like she has those nights I

have to work till 11 o'clock getting

out spot orders for our breakfast

food account. "Read it, Mr. Chester

Goode," she says, dripping acid all

over the place.

She has the magazine open to the

73 Young Men article, and she shoves

it under my nose, and starts to turn

off the tv set. Marshall Dillon is hav-

ing breakfast with Doc and Kitty and

it doesn't look like much is going to

happen fast
—"Turn it down low,"

I say.

"Chester!" says Clarice again.

So then I begin to read about the

73 young men who are supposed to

he hell-on-wheels in our racket, and

I have to admit that when I come to

the part about media men and time-

buvers, I look hopefully to see if my
name is snuggling there with the oth-

ers. And when it isn't, I sort of

swallow, hoping Clarice won't notice

it. and then I finish the article.

"Well," I say, sort of calm-like,

"what about it?"

"He's a stinker," says Clarice.

"You mean you don't see what he's

doing to you?"

I look again at the names of those

73 young men, and I can't figure out

what's got her in such a tizzy. I

know maybe a third of the guys you

mentioned, and most of them, I got

to admit, are darned smart cookies.

Certainly there aren't any stinkers in

the lot, and only one you might pos-

sibly call a jerk because of the way he

plays office politics. But nobody on

Madison avenue would ever deny he's

a brightie.

"Let's take it again from the top,"

I say, "who are you talking about?"

Clarice puts her chin in her hand
and looks at me as if she thinks I'm

a sort of a goon-boy.

"When are you going to wake
up?" she says. "When are you going

to stop having stars in your eyes?

When are you going to realize that

your boss is a—a poop?"
"Joe?" I say, "What has Joe got

to do with it?"

"He's so jealous of you he can taste

it," says Clarice. "That's why he

overworks you and underpays you.

And this is the last straw."

"But Joe — sponsor doesn't talk

about Joe."

"Of course not," says Clarice, like

she's speaking to a two-year old.

"But don't you see how he's plotted

and schemed to keep you out of it?"

Matt Dillon, you'd see it very clearly."

With this, she gets up, and starts

emptying the ashtrays and picking

up the beer glasses. "I'm going to

bed," she says. "I'm disgusted."

I just sit there and look at her, feel-

ing sort of stunned. But knowing

Clarice, I know that this isn't the

end of it, and sure enough, after she

is in bed and the light is out, she

keeps right on talking for about three

hours.

Along about 1 :30 a.m. I began to

get all the bits and pieces of what

she was saying fitted together. If

SPONSOR SAYS "NO" TO CLARICE

AS YOU WILL SEE from the letter on these pages,

a media man's wife raises a burning question about spon-

sor's "73 Young Men" article. The answer to her inquiry-

is "No, he didn't." We are happy to report that no pres-

sure was ever put on us in this way.

However, since "73 Young Men" appeared, many peo-

ple have asked why Bill so-and-so, or Jack such-and-such

was not listed among the rising stars of radio/tv. The rea-

son is that sponsor's poll was merely a sampling of indus-

try people. The names they gave us were simply their

personal nominations. But we know at least 273 other

young men who, in our opinion, also deserved mention.

"What!" I say, choking over my
Ballentines.

"He knows what a bargain he's got

in you. He knows that you're re-

sponsible for $25 million of tv and

radio buying. . .
."

"It isn't anything like $25 million,"

I protest. But Clarice doesn't hear

me.
". . . And you can be darn sure he

wasn't going to let sponsor run your

name, where it could give you and

other people a lot of ideas. He's a

little man. A very frightened little

man. And if you weren't always try-

ing so hard to play Chester to his

you were going to spell it out in a

flip chart presentation to a client, it

would go like this:

1. I am the brightest young man
in the ad business. (Remember, this

is Clarice talking.)

2. I am 73 times brighter than

any other media buyer, and I work

73 times harder.

3. I never get home any night be-

fore 11:30 p.m., and last summer I

didn't get any vacation, and she

needed one.

4. I'm doing the work of three

guvs, and all I'm getting paid for is

(Please turn to page 64)
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THREE links in a newschain: Ed-

ward P. Morgan, ABC newsman, in-

terviews President Eisenhower (I)

at press conference. (Above), Mor-

gan sweats over interpretation of

Ike's remarks, works them into his

commentary. Then, as second hand

of studio clock moves to "on-the-

air," Morgan gets ready to tell his

listeners what the President said

along with the import of his words.

Radio has found its news role.RADIO:

NEW KING OF

THE NEWSBEAT
^ Until a few years ago, radio news was branded wishy-

washy, no more than recitations from the teletypes

^ Now it has gone to the front through technological

advancements and acquisition of experienced newsmen

recalling a radio news presenta-

tion he heard some time ago, an ad-

man told sponsor he was particular-

ly impressed with this summing up
of the three communications media:
"Newspapers tell you what happened;
tv tells you what was happening—but
radio tells you what is happening
while it is happening."

Therein lies radio's greatest ad-

vantage as a news source. But al-

though the potential has always been
there, it is an advantage that radio

42

gained and exploited only in the last

few years.

One of the criticisms that used to

be leveled at radio news was that it

consisted, for the most part, of a sta-

tion announcer tearing a strip of

stories off a news service teletype and
reading them over the air. It's a

charge that would hardly stick today,

except in a few cases. Radio has

moved right to the top of the local,

national and international newsbeats.

Behind this discovery of itself as

a prime news medium are three basi<

developments within the radio indus

try : ( 1 ) technological improvements

(2) strengthening the ranks with ex

perienced newsmen; (3) growin

awareness that the newsmakers arfl

of even greater importance than th<

newscasters.

Here is how Hal Gold, head of Mu
tual Broadcasting's press department

explains these three growth areas:

On the technological side, radic

has perfected its on-the-spot new:

gathering facilities with such refine

ments as lapel mikes, remote units

station feeds; it has become as mobile

as pencil and copy paper. As for its

acquisition of experienced newsmen

this probably has done more to shov<

it into front-running position thar

anything.

"The chief reason that radio news
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was for so long a time little more
than announcements from news ticker

tapes," Gold told SPONSOR, "was be-

cause broadcasters lived in fear of

libel suits—and they didn't under-

stand the laws of libel. Such elemen-

tary safeguards as quoting a law offi-

cer in reporting an arrest, or not

naming a criminal until he has been

booked were mysteries better left un-

plumbed. Rather than risk a goof,

they avoided just about everything.

If anyone stood for a rap, let it be

the wire services who paid big insur-

ance against libel suits.

"Then came experienced, veteran

newsmen who understood well the

laws of libel. Once they joined forces

with radio, the problem became un-

complicated.

"The philosophy of newsmakers
dominating the news scene," Gold
continued, "is the thing that came to

MBS along with Hurley" (himself a

veteran newsman) in 1957. "The
voice of the newsmaker himself, an

eye-witness, or someone other than

the radio correspondent who actually

has contributed to the news event be-

comes, in our new radio philosophy,

the graphic counterpart of the news-

paper photograph. Tv news has suf-

fered because they try to build a story

around a picture; they are so ob-

sessed with their ability to record a

strip of action film, that they fre-

quently lose the point of the story

itself. It is radio that breaks the

news story, presents the graphic in

sound. The newspaper comes out

later with the full details and the

visual presentation of the smile you
heard in a newsmaker's voice in ra-

dio. Anyone who says that radio will

take over the newspaper's role is nuts.

Radio whets the appetite for details;

the newspaper follows with those de-

tails." (The reason that top papers

are giving more and more attention

to reprinting speeches of newsmakers
in full is because radio has pushed
them into the expansion).

The growth of radio to its new
stature has been a slow one. It might

be said to have begun back in the

late '20's when Abe Schechter, veter-

an newsman with INS, went into the

new medium, built his own news-

gathering system suited to broadcast-

ing. At CBS, in those same days,

his counterpart in radio news pio-

neering was Paul White. Politics

pointed the way to radio's impact on
the listening nation. In 1914, FDR's
Fireside Chats on radio swung the

national election in his favor despite

the fact that 80% of the country's

newspapers were against him. Then
in 1948, Truman, with 93% of the

newspapers against him, took to ra-

dio and trounced Dewey in history's

all-time political upset.

But most of the progress in radio

news coverage and import of that

coverage has been made within the

last five years.

With networks feeding first-hand

interviews and eye-witness reports

from correspondents and stringers all

over the world, with network affiliates

here in the U.S. adding their own
hottest newsbreaks to the gigantic

communications web, and with

trained newsmen at the receiving

points dissembling and analyzing the

reports, the news service that radio

has built has become formidable.

Every weekday, from 6 or 7 in the

morning until midnight, the radio

networks feed national newscasts at

m

HOW NETS HAVE ADDED TO RADIO NEWS STATURE

ABC
FROM 8 a.m. until 10:45 p.m., this net feeds affils at rate of about two neivscasts

an hour, including sports, business and commentary. ABC News Call, behind-the-

scenes reports to stations, is big feature. Top names are Daly, Harvey, Vandercook

CBS
SOME 20 news bureaus and nearly 50 correspondents keep feeding CBS news to affili-

ates throughout broadcast day from such far off points as London, Tokyo, Bonn and

Buenos Aires. Names to reckon with here: Lowell, Trout, Sevareid, Ron Cochran

MBS
BEGINS feed to affiliates at 6 a.m., continues through midnight at rate of about

two casts an hour. Concentrates on eye-witness interviews with the newsmakers.

Big names in MBC stable: Van Voorhees, Frank Edwards, Singheiser, expert on finance

NBC
STAFF of about 400 around the world contribute to strength of NBC neus service to

stations. From 7 a.m. to midnight, news goes out across U.S. about twice an hour.

Monitor, on weekends, hits every news angle. Some top names: Brinkley, Huntley
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:! two an hour, and

uitli national and

tews Buch other cover-

rtfl and financial. Week-

find almost the same heavy

luting of newscasts. Evening

net service offers a wide variety of

depth analysis of the news or special

events programing. At the local level,

the Btations augment this worldwide

coverage with local newsbeats via re-

mote crews and beeper phones, traffic

and transportation reports from

stringers about town. (Radio Adver-

tising Bureau reports some stations

utilizing services of operators of ra-

dio-equipped taxis or ambulances.)

For an idea of the scope of radio

news on the national level, here are

activity reports from each of the nets:

ABC: Every weekday between 8 a.m.

and midnight, this net programs a

total of about three-and-one-half hours

of news in segments ranging from five

minutes to 15 minutes. These include

late news, financial news, sports and

commentaries. From 4:30 to 4:55

p.m., ABC broadcasts its closed-circuit

News Call to affiliates. Prepared un-

der supervision of John Daly, vice

president for news, special events and

public affairs, this service gives sta-

tions chance to record a roundup of

on-the-spot pickups from around the

world, speeches, hearings, etc. which

they can then use writhin their own
news programs. Still another facet of

this net's news service is its "Confi-

dential Memo" which emanates from

ABC correspondents, is passed along

as classified material to local station

newsmen to give them the feel of

what's "behind the news."

Top names at ABC include John

Daly, veteran Washington correspond-

ent and winner of many awards; Paul

Harvey, who began in a radio news-

room back in 1933; Bill Shadel, war
correspondent with Gen. Patton; Don
Goddard, who began as a reporter on

the old N. Y. World back in 1926;

Quincy Howe, author and historian;

Edward Morgan, quarter-century

newsman who began on West Coast;

George Sokolsky, syndicated news-

paper columnist; John Vandercook,

actor, photographer, newsman, with

more than half a century of news-

gathering experience.

CBS: 120 news broadcasts are now
presented weekly by CBS news, cover-

ing a span of 14 hours a day. This

begins at 8 a.m. with World News
Roundup, goes on until midnight.

Broadcasts include late news, news

analysis, sports and business.

Among top news names in the net-

work's stable are: Robert Trout, a

veteran Washington correspondent via

Mount Vernon Hills, Va., was the

net's announcer for F. D. Roosevelt in

1933; Eric Sevareid, winner of many
international journalism awards, a

World War II correspondent, author

and political commentator; Walter

Cronkite, who began as a sports an-

nouncer in Texas, spent 11 years with

United Press, covered battles of the

North Atlantic and The Bulge, then

went on to report German surrender

and later the Nuremberg trials, spent

SOME FACTS RAB FOUND OUT ABOUT RADIO NEWS

1
RECENT survey by Radio Advertising Bureau of its member stations (reported here for the first

time) shows that stations are spending more on programing and that most of the increase is in

news. Last year 59.2% stations spent more; year before, 65.3% had upped programing spending

2
SAME survey, on the news side showed, that in small markets, 22.2% of extra programing in-

vestment went into news; in medium markets, 20.4% was devoted to news coverage, and in large

markets 18.2% of increase went to news. This was more than any other programing area received

3
A TOTAL of 64.3% of RAB member stations reported they programed more news in 1959. Some

of the ways they have expanded their service are highly ingenious. Radio-equipped taxi fleets are

put into service as stringers, also ambulance services. 40% of stations have stringers of some kind

4
AVERAGE daily time spent per person with radio is about three times that of time spent with

newspapers according to Sindlinger Media Activity Report for January 1960. Time spent with

radio daily is one hour, 58 minutes, according to report; with newspapers, time spent is 40 minutes

5
OF INTEREST to advertisers bent on reaching the distaff side, especially to reach them via news-

casts just before they leave for shopping or enroute in cars to the supermarket: women spend

about two hours and eight minutes with radio daily; once again only 40 minutes with newspapers

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiH
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several post-war years as correspond-

ent in Moscow: Douglas Edwards,

Peabody Award winner in 1955.

MBS : In the last six months, Mutual

has signed up 65 new U. S. radio

stations that have never before been

net-affiliated. The reason— Mutual

news.

Starting at 6 a.m. every weekday

and continuing through until mid-

night, this net serves up a total of 36

newscasts—hourly and half-hourly.

Weekends find 32 newscasts on

Saturdays, 29 on Sundays. Both week-

days and weekends include late news-

casts (featuring on-the-spot interviews

with eye-witnesses or actual record-

ings of the words of the prime news-

makers), news analyses, sportcasts,

and financial news.

Calibre of Mutual news staff is

shown in some of these names: Steve

McCormick, vice president of Mutual

news and a former White House cor-

respondent; Frank Singheiser, former

editor and journalism professor, who
now does all the net's financial pro-

grams, digging up his own stories, his

own business news sources (he doesn't

rely on the exchanges for his figures

or analyses) and whose radio broad-

casts often become subjects of feature

articles in Wall Street Journal; Rob-

ert F. Hurley, Mutual president who
won his newspaperman's spurs with

AP in Chicago where he was bureau

chief; Gabriel Heatter, onetime Hearst

city editor and political writer; Ful-

ton Lewis, Jr., veteran and top-flight

newsman; Bill Costello, a city editor

in Honolulu and author of the recent

best-selling book on Nixon.

NBC: This net offers widest possible

weekend news coverage—with all the

trimmings—in its magazine-of-the-air

called Monitor. This format includes

on-the-spot statements and interviews

while the news is happening, complete

sports coverage, news commentaries.

Its weekday schedule of news service

to affiliates is another net bulwark.

In addition, any number of special

events programs are presented. Its

staff includes such noted newsmen as

Chet Huntley and David Brinkley, a

pair of the most creative newscasters

ever to come down journalism row;

Morgan Beatty, former AP newsman,

friend of President Truman, one of

the U. S. newsmen who accompanied

Khrushchev on his U.S. tour. ^
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SNOWBOUND STUDIO finds Dave Beggin (upper right), WREX-TV director, cooking with
props of supermarket sponsor as mchdsg. mgr. Jack Lightner (left) draws cup of coffee. First
man to reach the station, Wayne Weber, sports director, (below) skis in after car failed him

WINTER'S WORST STORMS
CAN'T SNOW OUT TV

4 ou'd think winter had a special

grudge against broadcasters.

When the worst storm in 37 years

hit Rockland, 111., it isolated 20 men
in the local tv studios. And in Ashe-

ville, N. C. three engineers on antenna

duty atop lofty Mt. Pisgah, found
that they, too, were trapped by snow.

But broadcasters are a plucky lot.

In the WREX-TV studio at Rock-

land, daylight faded quickly as snow
drifts piled up against doors and

windows. The wind was howling and

the snow still falling. By early eve-

ning, only the night crew was left,

along with a few diehards who had

decided to wait out the storm. It

turned out to be a three day wait.

A few hours later, a stranded

farmer arrived seeking refuge, and

announced that the worst was yet to

come. His prophecy came true. The
winds rose to 60 miles per hour as the

snow piled into 12-foot banks around

the studio. Then Lee Tower, the

microwave relay which feeds network

programing, was knocked out and

net service halted.

With only one AT&T line operat-

ing, the station's general manager, Joe

Baisch, made emergency arrange-

ments with the other station in the

area, to share the existing line and al-

ternate network programing. Staffers

performed double duties and the sta-

tion remained on the air an hour and
a half beyond its normal broadcast

day issuing public service bulletins

until 2:30 a.m. The following morn-
ing at 6 a.m., the station (normally

operated by 63 staffers) signed back

on manned by the same tireless 20.

The station remained isolated for

nearly three days. Engineers manned
the switchboard, the promotion man-
ager assisted behind the cameras and

Joe Baisch acted as news- and sports-

caster. When food began to run low.

tv director Dave Beggin cooked up

a gourmet's fantasy in the demon-

stration kitchen, using canned food

on hand for a local supermarket dis-

play. Late in the third day Wayne
Weber, sports director, skied in to

work after his car got stuck behind

a stalled snow plough. Other staffers

followed by sled and snow shoe, and

so the crisis passed. Meanwhile, back

on Mt. Pisgah Asheville, WLOS-TV
had dispatched two planes to drop

food to their stranded engineers.

Thanks to this and to a warm sun,

the men were in good spirit when

they were reached the next day. ^
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PERSONALITIES, mainspring of mover's radio campaign, also play large part in promotions outside of radio, as illustrated by billboard above

New stars in the N. Y. moving sky

^ Dane & Murphy, N. Y., hikes tonnage 16% with

WRCA's Cullen ; adds WOR's Long John as rise goes on

^ Heavily promotes Cullen relationship with bill-

boards, bus strips, booklets, bridge pads, Yellow Pages

I his week Dane & Murphy is open-

ing a second front for its radio cam-

paign.

The New York mover, a member
of Allied Van Lines, and its agency

Pace Advertising will be carrying

their highly successful, personality-

oriented pitch into the late evening

hours via the Long John show on

WOR.
Dane & Murphy was, like most lo-

cal movers, grossly under-promoted,

when it came to Pace early in 1958.

The agency prescribed an immediate

radio test on d.j. Bill Cullen's daily

i 6-10 a.m.) WRCA show. The easy-

going Cullen delivered three commer.
rials a week on a rotation basis.

After the month-long test, client and

icy took one look at the resulting

influx of listener inquiries, and D&M
was off on a year-round radio push

Its third year.

D&M looks to radio primarily as

an image builder. Says Pace presi-

Elias Schonberger, "Moving
:s an impulse situation. It

usually involves careful, long-range

planning, and through radio we keep

our image before the public all year

round, so that when moving time

comes, they'll have us in mind."

At Pace they've found the best at-

mosphere for this image construction

is the adult-oriented, low-pressure

personality show. As Schonberger

explains, "It's not like trying to get a

mass audience to go right out and

buy something. We want adult, fam-

ily people to hear what we have to

say and get to know us. Over the

months we attempt to build confidence

in our ability to take good care of

their possessions when they move."

Cullen has unquestionably filled the

bill from the start, as witness D&M's
tonnage totals, up an estimated 16%
after the intial nine months, and sub-

stantially increasing ever since. Pace

provides Cullen with fact sheets and

suggested continuity. The d.j. takes

it from there. "When Cullen goes to

work, it doesn't sound like a com-

mercial at all," points out assistant

account executive Sidney Kallner.

"With his friendly, conversational

manner, he brings D&M into the

home with believability. Furthermore,

his program appeals to the adult,

quality audience we're trying to

reach."

The pattern has been to give Cullen

all the leeway he needs to bring his

winning personality into play. In

fact, last Christmas the agency pro-

vided no material at all, suggesting

he merely wish the folks a happy

holiday. Cullen did that, and casually

added that anyone thinking of mov-

ing would do well to contact D&M.
Result: more phone inquiries than

ever before.

This prompted Schonberger to pen

a semi-serious note to Cullen read-

ing, in part, "We're not sending you

another piece of written copy." Cul-

len told his radio audience about this,

and, in reference to the "no more

written copy" compliment, said,

"That puts me in a bit of pickle,

doesn't it? Oh, well, being in a

pickle isn't so bad."

With the Cullen formula consistent-

ly paying off, Pace has channeled

about 20-25% of the growing budget

Cup 90% in '59: headed higher in

'60), into a flood of promotions with

a Cullen tie-in

:

• D&M's four billboards in the

metropolitan area include a picture

of Cullen, the WRCA call letters and

kilocycles.

(Please turn to page 58)
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TV BASICS/MARCH

Viewing trends at halfway mark
^ Westerns, suspense shows tops in Nielsen study com-

paring tuning by program type with net schedules

W ith the current network tv sea-

son well past the halfway mark, these

general viewing trends, forecast at

the beginning of the season, can now
be confirmed:

• Westerns, the most aired show
category on television, are still the

leading contenders for total share of

• Suspense, mystery fare has been

upped in popularity, tying with varie-

ty shows as the next most-viewed

category.

• Situation comedies remain a tv

staple, capturing the fourth place spot

for the second year in a row.

These highlights are culled from

a Nielsen analysis for sponsor which

compares, over a period of two sea-

sons, (1) the percentage of the spon-

sored nighttime schedule devoted to

the various program types with (2)

the share of total viewing time view-

ers devote to these same show types.

Based on the Second January Niel-

sen report each year, the chart below

reads as follows: While 2'.V '< of the

p.m. schedule this season is devoted

to westerns, viewers spend 27% of

their total tuning time viewing them,

this compares with 19% and 24%,
respectively, last season. ^

|iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinm

How network schedules compare with viewing time devoted to show types

Aired by
1960

networks
1959

Viewed by
1960

average home
1959

Westerns 23% 19% 27% 24%

Suspense, mystery 13 10 14 9

Variety 14 22 14 21

Situation comedy 12 11 12 12

General drama 11 11 9 10

Adventure 9 5 7 5

Quiz & Aud part 7 8 6 8

Other 11 14 11 11

100% 100% 100% 100%

Source: A. C. Nielsen, January each year. Percent of network schedules devoted to various program types vs. percent of total viewing time devoted to these types.

1. THIS .MONTH IN NETWORK TV
Specials scheduled during four weeks ending 8 April

PROGRAM (NETWORK)* COSTS SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE PROGRAM (NETWORK)* COSTS SPONSOR, AGENCY, DATE

All Star Circus (A) $285,000 Timex, Doner & Peck, Electra Playhouse (C) $265,000 Buick, McCann-E., 3/25

AT&T Telephone Hr. (N) 275,000

3/31
AT&T, N. W. Ayer, 3/20,

4/1
Greyhound, Grey; Benrus,

Grey; 3/19
Ford, K&E, 3/13
Pontiac, MacManus, J&A,

Ira Hayes Story (N)

Our American Heritage (N)

230,000

230,000

Purex, FC&B, 3/27

Equitable, FC&B, 3 25

Jack Benny (C)

Bernstein Philharmonic (C)
Victor Borge Show (N)

275,000

175,000

275,000

Playhouse 90 (C)

Project 20 (N)

150,000

60,000

American Gas, L&N; All

State, Burnett; Rey-

nolds, Esty
;
3 22

Rexall, BBD0, 3/18

Art Carney (N)

CBS Reports (C)

225,000

57,500

3/18
AC/UMs, Brother/Mc-

Cann-E., 4/8
Bell & Howell, McCann-

E.; Goodrich, McCann-

Show of the Month (C)

Special Tonight (C)

7T Guide Awards (N)

275,000

275,000

$285 000

DuPont. BBD0, 4/7

Gen. Mills. BBD0; West-

clox, BBD0; 3/20

Chrysler, Burnett, 3/25

E.; 3/17 Youns People's Concert (C) 90.000 Shell Oil. K&E. 3 27

•Networks: (A) ABC TV; (C) CBC TV; (N) NBC TV.
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NIGHTTIME C O P A
SUNDAY

ABC CBS NBC

MONDAY
ABC CBS NBC

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC AB

Small World
Olln-Mathleson

(DArey)
UK $30,000

Meet The Pres
Minhitun Shirt

(Daniel A
Charles)

I-L $6.50

AT&T Hour
(6-7) «

Twentieth
Century

Prudential
(B-McC)

D-F »35.000

No net service

Saber of Londoi
Sterling (DPS)
My-r im.ikm D Edwards

Amer Home
Bum i

N-L $9.5«rtt

News
Texaco (CAW)
N-L $6.50»t

D. Edwards
Am. Home

(Bates)

alt

Carter (DFS)
V-T «« «WI^

News
Texaco (CAW)
N-L M.500t1

Colt 45
(L 3/27)

Whitehall
(Batea)

alt Block
Drug (SSCB)

w-» $i8.ooo

Broken Arrow
t s/0 0)

Lassie
Campbell Soup

(BBDOI
A-F 137.000

Overland Trail
(7-8)

Standard Brands
(Bates)

P. Lorillard

(LAN)
W-F J34.50(

(bx.)

No net service No net service

John Daly News
nut

Edwards
Amer Home
(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

John Daly News
lUit

fl ive rbaa l Bronco
(alt wks

7:30-8:30)

Bra A Wmsn
Heleoe Curtli

Quaker Oats
Bltchle

W-F $82,000

D Edwards
Am. Home
alt Carter

(repeat feed)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

John Dal

Maverick
(7:30-8.30)

Kaiser Co (TAB)

J

Drackett (TAB)
W-F $78,000

Dennis The
Menace
Kellogg
(Burnett)

Se-F 136.000

Overland Trail
John Breck

(Beach
McClinton)

Cheyenne
(7:30-8:30)

Balston (Gaxd.)
Am. Chicle

(Bates)

Bltchle (K&E)
W-F $82,500

Kate Smith
Show

Am. Home
(Bates)

V-L $27,000

(7:30-8:30)

Sterling (DFS)
Noxema (SSCB)
Stand. Brands

(Bates)

Sunshine Blsc.

(CAW)
A-F $72,000

No net service

Laramie
(7:30-8:30)

LAM (Mc-E>
Sunshine BUeulta

(CAW)
Colgate (Bates)

W-F $65,000

Music F

Spring N
(St:

C herl ty Vi

Show L
Alogen D
(E. W«

<J-L

Music F

Spring '

(7:30-f

c 30

Maverick

Ed Sullivan
(8-8)

Colgate (Bate*)

alt Kodak (JWT)
V-L $85,800

Sunday
Showcase

(8-9)

various sponsors

•

Cheyenne
Johnson A J

(TAB)
Armour (FCB)
PAG (BAB)

The Texan
Brown A Wmsn

(Batea)

alt

All State (4/4 S)

(Burnett)

W-F $37,000

Riverboat

Sugarfoot
(alt trks

(7:30-8:30)

PAG
Carnation, Gen
Mills. Ludeos.
W-F $82,000

Dennis O'Keefe
Oldsmoblle
(Brotlier)

Sc-F $38,000

Playhouse 90
(8-9:30) #

Laramie
Miles (Wade)

Bourbon St. Beat
(8:30-9:30)

Brn A Wmsn
(Bates)

L-O-F (FSB)
PAG (BAB)

A-F $80,500

Law Man
K. J. Reynolds

(Bsty)

Whitehall
(Batea)

I

W-F $41,000

Ed Sullivan Sunday
Showcase

Father Knows
Best

Lever (JWT) alt

Scott (JWT)
Sc-F $39,000

Wells Fargo
Amer Tobacco
(SSCAB)

alt PAG (BAB)
W-F $47,000

Wyatt Earp
Gen llllls (DFS)

alt PAG
(Compton)

W-F $40,000

Dobie Ci 1 1 is

PUlabury
(Burnett)

alt

Philip Morris
(Burnett)

Sc-F $37,900]

Ford Startime
(8:30-9:30)

Ford (JWT)
V-L $230,000

(average)

Ozzie &
Kodak J

all

Quaker
(JWT

8*-F

The Rebel
LAM(DFS)

alt

PAG (TAB)
I
W-F 141.500

C. E. Theatre
Gen Electric

(BBDO)
Dr-F $51,000

The Chevy
Show

Dinah Shore
(9-10)

Chevrolet

(Camp-E)
V-L $165,000

Bourbon St. Beat
Isodine (B-Mc)
Keynolds Metal

(LAN)
Van Heusen

(Grey)

Danny Thomas
Gen Foods
(BAB)

Sc-F $47,500

Peter Cunn
Bristol-Myers
(DCSAS) alt

B, J. Reynolds
(Esty)

My-F $38,000

The Rifleman
Miles Lab
(Wade)

Balston-Purina
(GBAB)

PAG (BAB)
W-F $38,000

Tightrope
Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)

alt

Am Tob (SSCB)
Mj-F $39,000

Ford Startime

Hawaiian
(9:39-10

Carter (B
Whitei.

(Bates

My-F

The Alaskans
(9:30-10:30)

LAM, Armour
A-F $77.50*

Hitchcock
Presents

Bristol-Myers

(TAB)
My-F $39,000

Special Tonight
(9:30-11) m

The Chevy
Show

Adv. In Paradise
(9:30-10:30)

LAM (Me-E)
Armour (FCB)
A-F $80,000

Ann Southern
Gen Foods
(BAB)

Sc-F $40,000

Alcoa-Coodyear
Theater

Alcoa (FSB) alt

Goodyear (TAB)
Dr-F $39,000

Philip Marlowe
(L 3/29)
Whitehall
(Bate*)

BrnAW (Bates)
My-F $39,000

Colt .45 (4/5 S)

Red Skelton
Pet Milk
(Gardner)

alt

S. C. Johnson
(NLAB)

CV-L $52 000

Arthur Murray
Lorillard (LAN)

alt

Sterling (DFS)
V-L $30,000

Hawaiian
Am. d

(Bate

Har R:

<K*1

The Alaskans
Johnson A 3.

7 -Up

Benny alt

Cobel
Lerer (JWT)

VC-L $47,000

Loretta Young
Tonl (North)

ilt Warner Lam
(Lam A Feasley)

Dr-F $49,50(

Adv. In Paradise
Reynolds Metals

(LAN)

Hennessey
Lorillard (LAN)

alt

Gen Foods
(TAB)

Sc-F $39,000

Steve Allen
(10-11)

Plymouth
(Ayer)

CV-L $125,000

Alcoa Presents
Aleoa (FSB)

Dr-F $35,000

Korea, the
Forgotten Front

sust

(3/29; 10-11)

Carry Moore
(10-11)

Kellorg
(Burnett)

-P-G (Maxon)
fjV-L $109,000

M Squad
Am Tob (SSCB)

alt

Sterling (DFS)
A-F $31

WeTT
Fight

Brown A
(Bates

Mllta
(10-ser

OOOtep-L

21 Beacon
Street

P. Lorillard

(LAN)
-F $11,501

What's My Line
Kellogg
(Burnett)

Florida Citrus
(BAB)

Sunbeam (3/27)
(Perrin Paus)

Q-L $32 000

No net service

Ted Mack &
The Original

Amateur Hour
Pharmaceuticals

(Parkson)

V-L $23,000

June Allyson
DuPont (BBDO)
Dr-F $44,000

Steve Allen Keep Talking
Mutual of Omaha

(Bozell A J)

Q-L $18,100

Carry Moore
Polaroid (DDB)
S. C. Johnson

(NLAB)

No net service Wed. Sol.
Figh-1

6ee page 43.

Oat it per eepnent. Prices do not include sustaining, par-
p profT»m*. Costs refer to average show costs including

-. They are gross (include 15% agency commissioB)

.

They do not include commercials or time charges. This chart covers period
12 Mar. -8 Apr. Program types are indicated as follows: (A) Adventure.
< An) Audience Participation. (C) Comedy. (D) Documentary, (Dr)
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\ G R A P 12 MAR. -8 APR

DNESDAY
BS NBC

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC ABC

FRIDAY
CBS NBC

SATURDAY
ABC CBS NBC

dwards
<ne (Bates)

en Foods

TAR)
$9.S00t1

News
Texsco (C&W)
N-L $6.500fi

D Edwards
Amer. Home

(Bites)

lit Philip Morrii

(Burnett)

ILL SSJflflil

News
Texaco (C&W)
N-L $6.500t

D Edwards
ParMamint
(B&B)

alt Amer. Home
(Bates)

N.L ta.iftnu.

News
Texaco (C&W)
N-L $6.500t

it service No net service No net service No net service

dwards
r Home

.1 Foods

sat letdl

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

John Daly New:
suit

D Edwards
Amer. Home alt

Philip Morris
(repeat reed,)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

John Daly
utt

News D Edwards
Parliament

alt Amer. Home
irrnfat fnrl)

News
Texaco

(repeat feed)

ur Guest
(0-8:30)

1 Bishop
iue & Coe

$0*
S 13 wks.

Wagon Train
(7:30-8:30)

Ford (JWT)
W-F $78,001

Cale Storm
(L 3/24)

Warner-Lambert
(Lam & F)

Sc-F $30.00*

TBA (3/31)
All Star Circu
(7:30-3:30) +

To Tell The
Truth

Carter (Bates)

alt

Tonl (North)
Q-L $22.00<

Law of The
Plainsman

Sunshine Bis
(C&W)
alt open

W-F $30,00

Walt Disney
Presents

(7:30-8:30)

Mars (Knox-B!
Hill (Ayer)

A-L $94,00*

Rawhide
(7:30-8:S0)

Johnson Mtrs.

(JWT)
Parliament
(B&B)

Vick (Morse)
w.f $80 nni

People Are
Funny

Greyhound
(Grey)

Glenbrook
(Mc-E)

Q-F $24,00

Dick Clark
Show

Beech-Nut
Life Siren
(Y&B)

Mu-L $14. loo

Perry Mason
(7:30-8:30)

Coleate (Batea]

Parliament
(B&B)

My-F $80,00p

Bonanza
(7:30-8:30)

L&M (Me-B)
BCA (JWT)
Milei (Wade)
W-F $78.<X

ur Guest
kail (Bates

<ttn Shir

id & C.)

Wagon Train
B. J. Beynolds

(Esty)

Nat'l Bise.

(Mc-E)

Donna Reed
Campbell
(BBDO)

alt

Johnson & 3
(T&B)

Sc-F $38.0O<

Betty Hutton
Gen Foods
(B&B)

Sc-F S45.0OC

Bat Masterson
Sealtest (Ayer)

Hill Bros.

(West Coast)

W-F $38.00

Walt Disney
Presents

Canada Dry
(Mathea)

Derby (Mc-E)
Ward Baking

Rawhide
Colgate (Bates)

Peter Paul
(DFS)

Pream (B&B)
Nabisco (Mc-E)

Wrigley
(Meyerhotf)

Trouble
Shooters

Philip Morris
(Burnett)

H-A Co. (Scott

A-F $39.50

John Gunther'
High Road

Ralston (GB&Bl
Dr-F $31,000

Perry Mason
Sterling (DPS)
Gulf (T&B)
Himm (C-M)

Bonanza
ifgi open

nto Space
Tobacco

1BDO)
alt

(L 3/23)

r&R.
$38,004

Price Is Right
Lever (OBM)
alt Speldel

(NC&K)
Q-L $21,501

The Real
McCoys

PAG (Comptoa
Sc-F $38,004

johnny Ringo
8. C. Johnson

(NLB) alt

P. Lorlllard

(LAN)
W-F $36,00(

Johnny Staccat
Bris. -Myers
(T&B)

alt

B. J. Beynold
(Esty)

A-F $37.00

Man From
Blackhawk

Miles (Wade)
alt

B. J. Beynoldi
(Esty)

W-F $38. '100

1

i

Millionaire

(Bates)

$12.00(

-

'

Got •

et
(Kety)

alt

ol-Myeni

KSS)
$27.0*<

i «i>

Steel Hr
II 10-11)

. Steel

BDO)
$80.W<

Theatre
*a 10-11)

litrenf
BDO)

$S9.0(K

Perry Como
(9-10)

Kraft
(JWT)

MuV-L $125,001

Pat Boone
Chevrolet

(Camp-E)
MuT-L $61,001

Perry Como

This Is Your
Life

P&G (Burnett)

I-L $52.0O(

Wichita Town
PAG (B&B)

W-F $38,00(

Untouchables
(9:30-10:30)

Armour (FCB)
7-Up (JWT)
L&M (Mc-E)

Luden's (Mathes!

My-F $80.0(K

Untouchables
Colgate (Bates)

Bitchie (K&E)
Carnation

(EWBR)

Take Good Look
Dutch Masters

Cigars (EWKB)
alt open

Q-L $36,000

Zane Crey
S. C. Johnson
(NL&B) alt

General Foods
(B&B)

W-F $45. OCX

Show of Montr
(8-9:30) «

Bachelor Fathe
Whitehall
(Bates)

alt Am Tob
(Gumblnner)

Sc-F $42.00

77 Sunset Stri >

(9-10)

Am. Chicle

(Bates)

Whitehall
(Bates)

My-F $S5.000

Markham
Schlitz (JWT)
alt Renault
(Kudner)

My-F $39,00<

Ernie Ford Show
Ford (JWT)

rv-L $42.00

77 Sunset Strip

P&G (B&B)
H. Ritchie

(K&E)
R. J. Reynoldi

(Esty)

Revlon Revui
You Bet Y»ur

Life
Revlon (Warwick Pharmaceuticals

& Legler)

Revlon Revue
CBS Reports
(10-11) #

(Parkson) alt

V-L $175,000] j^Ter (BBDO)
$53.00Q-L

obert Taylor^s

Can't of

De actives
1- to
I-4BI

My-F MS 00)

Lawless Years
Alberto Culver

(Wade)
W-F $28.0(X

Black Saddle
L&M (Mc-E)

alt

Alberto Culver

(Wade)
ro.» S38 10*

M o t e l D'P a ree
Kellogg
(Burnett)

alt

L&M (Mc-E)
W-F $43.0(M

Buick Electra

Playhouse
(3:30-10) #

Specials
(8:30-9:30)

various sponsors

Leave It To
Beaver

Ralston (GB&B
Vick Chemical

(OBM)
Sc-F $30 001

Wanted Dead
or Alive

Brn & Wnv
(Bates)

Kimberly-Clark
(FC&B)

W-F $39 001)

Man OChalleng
B J. Beynoldi

(Esty) alt

Chemstrand
(DDB)

A-F $36.00

Desilu
Playhouse

(9-10)

Westinghouse
(Mc-E)

Dr-L $80,<W

Specials

Lawrence Well
(9-10)

Dodge (Grant)

Mu-L $45,000 A . F

Desilu
Playhouse
Manhattan

(4/8: 9-10)

P&G (B&B)
Dr $45,00(

Twilight Zone
Gen Food (T&K)

alt

Kimberly-Clark
(FCB)

A-F $36,000

Person to Person
Carter (Bates)

alt

All State

(Burnett)

I-L $000
(gratis)

Masquerade
Party

Hazel Bishop
(Donahue & Coe

alt

Block Drug
(Grey)

Q-L $18.00

Lawrence Well

Cavalcade of

Sports
Gillette (Maxon

(10-eonel)

Sp-L $55.00(

Jackpot Bowlin
Bayuk (Werman

& Schorr)

Sp-L $3,001

Jubilee, U.S.A.
(10-11)

Massey-Fergusoi
(NL&B)

Mu-L $20.06*

Jubilee. U.S.A
Carter (Bates)

Mr. Lucky
Lever (JWT)

alt Brn & Wmsn
(Batea)

$43. OOt)

The Deputy
Kellogg (Burnett

alt

Gen Cigar
(T&B)

W-F $39.00

Have Gun. Wi I

Travel
Whitehall
(Batea)

alt Lever (JWT I

W-F $40,00)

Cunsmoke
LAM (DFS) ifc

Sperry-Rand
(TAR)

W-F $<2

Jack Benny
(lo-ii) a)

: oo)

No net servic*

World Wide 6#
(9:30-10:30)

sust

World Wide 6

Man From
Interpole

Sterling (DFS)
A-F $25.00

Drama, (F) Film, (I) Interview, (J) Juvenile, (L) Lire, (M) Misc.

(Mu) Music (My) Mystery, (N) News, (Q) Quia-Panel (8c) Situation

Comedy, (Sp) Sport*. (V) Variety. (W) Western. tNo charfe for repeat*
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Metro Area
People Per
Square Mile

Population*
1-1-60

Square Miles

Tidewtar 891 821,469 922
New Orleans 796 889,977 1,118
Louisville 790 717,462 908
Memphis 780 585,754 751
Birmingham 578 646,354 1,118
Atlanta 552 951,046 1,724
Tarnpa -St. Pete 530 691,308 1,304
Miami 449 921,700 2,054
*As of 1-1-60. projected from Sales Management figures of 1-1-59 according to forecasts
in November 10 issue.



821,469" People ' ^W
in HALF the area ^

of Metro Atlanta or Miami!

Tidewater, Va., is a metropolitan area as rich in retail sales as the Charlotte,

Greensboro-High Point, and Durham metro areas combined . . . yet so compact

that you can sell more through fewer outlets, get better distribution of advertised

merchandise, better coordinated wholesale and retail promotion, more sales per

man-hour of your merchandising effort, and more per advertising dollar

!

TIDEWTAR is a better way to spell it—and sell it. For WTAR-TV has led in

every audience survey ever made here, has no duplication within the metro area,

and virtually no competition from any station outside the market.

WTAR-TV
NORFOLK, VIRGINIA . CHANNEL 3

Surprised? No wonder. Since 1950 Tidewtar has been

growing at 2 '4 times the national rate. Also its true size

is obscured by unrealistic separation of Norfolk and

Newport News as two metro areas. Their downtown

business districts are less than 10 miles apart. These are the only cities in the U. S. of such

size and proximity that are separated, excepting New York, Newark, Jersey City.

Represented by

I Edward I Pelry A I Co., Inc.)www
The Original Station Representative

Always add Norfolk & Newport News, all ways. They are much closer together than

Tampa-St. Pete, for example, with more people, and nearly twice the population density.



DAYTIME C O P A
10:00

10:15

10:30

10:45

11:00

11:15

11:30

11:45

12:15

12:30

12:45

ABC
SUNDAY

CBS NBC

Lamp Unto M
FmI
iu »l

ABC
MONDAY

CBS NBC

Red Rowe
(Uit

Dough Re Mi
llllt

TUESDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Red Rowe
lUlt

Dough Re Mi
rait

Look Up & Liv
uit

On The Co
ttiit

Play Your
Hunch

On The Co
•uit

Play Your
Hunch
•ust

Surlier
lit sust

FYI
•utt

I Love Lucy
Menthol (LS/1-

alt Bust

Lever
~

Price It Right
Congol

lit Pocdt

SUrllng
-

tit Whitehall

I Love Lucy

Geo. Mills lit

Price It Right
L*»er Ut
Nabisco

Stan Brands

Camera Thre«
•oat

December Brid
uit

Concentration
Culver alt

LeTer

Ponds alt LeTer

December Bride

Colgate <L 3. '291

Scott (3/15 S)

alt

Concentration
Frtgldalre

Lever ait

Alberto Culver

lohns Hopkini
File 7
•nit

Restless Cun
Cracker Jack
Best Foods
Beech-Nut

Love of Life
Dumas Mllner

alt lust

Amar Home Pro I

alt Nablieo

Truth or
Consequences
Poods alt Mllaa

PAG

Restless Cun
Dusnarme
Beech-Nut
Cracker Jack

tt*n-i7lt

Love of Life

Geo. Mllla

alt Gold Seal

Amer Home

Truth or

Consequences
Whitehall alt

Nabisco

Culver alt PAG

Bishop Pike
•ust

Love That Bob
Ei-Lai. Johnsor.

& J.. Staler

Melmac, Lexer,

Renuzlt. Borden
ITnrtffitii

Search for

Tomorrow
PAG

Cuiding Light
PAG

College Newi
Conference

•ait

Young People's

Concert
(1-2: 3/27) tj

About Faces
Beech-Nut

No net service

News
(l:J5-l:St)

suit

It Could Be You
Whitehall

alt Ben Gay

Pendi alt FM

Love That Bob
Borden, Beech-
Nut. Minute
Maid. Best
Knomark

Search For

Tomorrow
PAG

Cuiding Light
PAG

It Could Be You
AL Colver alt

Miles

PAG alt

Helm

Love
Alben
Drac-5

Lere-

No net service About Faces
Beech-Nut
Knomark

No net service

News
(1:J5-1:3»> *u«t

No net service Abcii
Dj<
Kb

Frontiers of

Faith

1IIU

World Turns
PtO

Nabisco alt

Carnation

No net service

World Turns
PAG

Sterling alt

Menthol (L3/22)

No net service

NBA Pro
Basketball

Anheuser-Busch
XI. ....H„„.l

Day In Court
Renuzit, Best

Foods, Sterling

Block. Glenbrook
'- 1" t^ltAb.U

For Better Or
For Worse

•uit

Queen for a
Day
sust

P&G

Day In Court
War-Lam. Tonl

Johnson A J.

Borden Foods
Beech-Nut

For Better Or
For Worse

aust

Gold Seal

»u "»t

Queen for a

Day
auit

Alberto CulTer

lit Block

Day

Toni.

Ge-i

NBA

Cale Storm
Armour
War-Lam
Borden.
Sterling

Art Linkletter
Lever

S. C. Johnson

Tan Camp

Loretta Young
sust

Cale Storm
Drackett. Sterling

Borden. Durkee
LeTer. Gen. Mills

West gate

Art Linkletter
Scott

alt Toni

Loretta Young

Kellogg

Ca
Dract<

Min. :

Lax, ."

Nut. 1

Open Hearing
rait

Sunday Sports
Spectacular

(3-4:30)

Schlltz alt sust

Brunswick-
Dalbe OeUuBju

NBA

Beat The Clock
Min Maid. Tonl

Knomark. Coty.

Ei-Lax

Millionaire
Colgate

Young
Dr. Malone

•uit

Lerer

Beat The Clock
Lerer. J&J, Gen.

Foods. Beech-Nut
Toni

Mastic Tile. Mel-

Millionaire
sust

Young
Dr. Malone

su«t

Beat
Johnit

A-~ .

Kl :

Championship
Bridge

No. Amer. Tan

(3/27)

Sports
Spectacular

Who You Trust? Verdict Is Your

LeTer. Armour Bern Band alt

Beech-Nut sust

Johnson & J.

"""* TTnnmark

From These
Roots
sust

Amer Home

mac. Benuzit

Who Do You
Trust?
Ei-Lai

Whitehall
P-it.r a—i Tarnr

Verdict Is Youn
Mentholatum

(L 3/22)

alt D. Mllner

Scott lit Toni

From These
Roots
•uit

Who
Ti

Melmt:
Ex-Lai

Paul Winchell
Geo. Mini

Sports
Spectacular

Broken Arrow
(L 3/27)
Man Candy
TBA (4/3 S>

Face the
Nation
suit

Bernstein
Philharmonic
'4 30-5:30)

American
Bandstand

Best Foods, Gen.

Mills. Clearasil.

l.t-ver. Brylcream

Brighter Day
PAG

Comedy Theatre
Chesebrough-
Ponds alt suit

Secret Storm
Amer Hone Prot

sust

American
Bandstand

Carter. Borden,
Best , LeTer.

Coty. Gen. Mills

Brighter Day
PAG

Secret Storm
Oen Mllli

»" aaa

Comedy Theatre
sust

A-i

Ba

Anaat
North..i

World Champ
Coif

Phillies alt

Gem Razor

^s-£ am

Amer. Band.
DuPont. Luden's

Wlik
Armour. Keepsake

.'.-. :

Edge of Night
PAG

Menthol

S. C. Johnson

Adventure Thea
sust

American
Bandstand

Toni. Hollywood

Candy, Keepsake

Edge ef Night
PAG

Sterling

alt

Armstrong Cork

Adventure Thea
sust

An
Ban

Clears :

Gen > j

Hollyrc

Matty's Funda:

Conquest
sust

World Champ
Coif

American
Bandstand

eo-ep

American
Bandstand

Lone Ranger
Ota> Uliit

Bv/tet*

An4l

AMy
College Bowl
Gen Electric

Time-Present
Kemper Ini.

Rin Tin Tin
Sweeu

Gen. Mllli

Bosco. Kool Aid

Rocky & His
Friends

Gen Mills

Bosco. Sweets

Best Foods

My
Fl

&•
Cra^

Bosco

TO USE SPONSOR'S
NETWORK TELEVISION
COMPARAGRAPH

The network schedule on this and preceding pages (48. 49)

includes regularly scheduled programing 12 March tc

8 April, inclusive (with possible exception of changes

made by the networks after presstime). Irregularly sched-



\ G R A P 12 MAR. - 8 APR.

)NESDAY
S NBC

Dough Re Mi
nit

THURSDAY
ABC CBS NBC

Red Rowe
•Ult

Dough Re Mi
ust

Nabisco

ABC
FRIDAY

CBS

Red Rowe
lUlt

Dough Re Mi
tilt

Sweets alt

Brn & Wmsn

NBC
SATURDAY

ABC CBS NBC

ruckle & |*cklf
•Ult

hn. Mills alt

•Ult

Howdy Doody
Nabisco
altroat

rwi—tai

BUusg

Co

ealth

Tl"nld

Play Your
Hunch
•ust

On The Co
Lawry's alt

•uat

Supp-Bose alt

C. Johnson

Play Your
Hunch

1 Earner Lam alt

•ust

On The Co
autt

U.i

B. Curtis alt

S. C Johnson

Play Your
Hunch
•ust

Starling

rjUghry Mouto
•ust

CalfaU alt

•Ult

luff tV Raddy
Bord«n

Oea IMi

Lucy
alt

ilt

Price It Right
Frlgldalra

alt Burling

Heinz alt

Sweets Co.

I Love Lucy
Armstrong
alt sust

U. S. Steel alt

Simonlze

Price Is Right
Culver

alt Lever

I Love Lucy
Lever (L 3/24)

alt Gen Mills

HUM alt

Lever (L3/24)
Gerber alt

Kodak

rice It Right
Lrrer kit

Ponds

Stand Brand!

I Love Lucy
• Ult

Fury

Gen Fooda

Brid.

Concentration
Betas alt UllM

Nablieo alt

Brillo

I lecember Bride
Colgate (L3/31)

Concentration
Nestle (L4/7)

alt Lever

Helm alt

Whitehall

lecember Bride
OolraU

Simonlze alt

Concentration
titles alt Ponds

Lever alt

Bra & Wmsn

Lone Ranger
Gen Mllla

alt iu.it

lust

Circus Bey
.f Ilea alt luit

Lift
* alt

i< Prod
»ar

Truth or
Consequences

Heinz

P&G

Restless Cun
rackett, Gen.
Foods, Sweets

Westgate
Beechnut, Hill

Love of Life
uaker alt Lever

A mar Home

Truth or
Consequences
Stan Brands

PAO

Restless Cun
Sweets

Drackett
Best Foods

Borden

Love of Life
Lever alt aust

On MUU
alt sust

truth or
Consequences

Frig, alt Congol

P&G alt

Whitrhftll

Lunch With
Soupy Sales
Gen Food*

Sky King
Nabisco

True Story
•uat

Burling Drug

-For
row
a

Light

Could Be You
Whitehall alt

Testle (L 4/6)

Congol

V
'» suit

.ove That Bob
rmour, Sterling

Drackett, Mln.
aid, Durshanne
Gen. Foods

Search for

Tomorrow
PAO

Cuiding Light
PAO

It Could Bo
You

MUas alt

Nablieo

ove That Bob
leech-Nut, JAJ
rackett. Armour
Gen. Foods

lelmac, Benuzlt

Search for

Tomorrow
PAO

Cuiding Light
„ PAO

Could Be You
Stand Branda
al t Frlgldalre

PAO alt

Dtlllu

Restless Cun
Sweets Oo.

Ditectivo Diary
Sterling Drag

to net service

About Faces
Renuzlt

Best Foodi

Ho net service

News
1:15-1:30) luit

^o net service

rums
i

t alt

•J/16)

About Faces
Best Foods
Beechnut

Hills Bros.

nnrlrnn

o net service || net service
Mr. Wizard

•u>t

Jo net service

As the World
Turns
PAO

PUlibury

4o net service

World Turns
PAO

Quaker
lit Oen Mill!

^er Or
orse
: suit

Queen for a

Day
Warner Lam. alt

I en-Gay (L3/16)

ra.u

Day In Court
Cnomark. Ster-

ing. Gen Foods
Lever

Jrackett, J&J

lor Better Or
For Worse

Sjimonize alt suit

Lever (L 3/24)

alt Dumas Milner

'(letter
1*01

I Jin"

I over

.oretta Young
suit

Cale Storm
Beech-Nut
Drackett

Borden, Lever
Johnson A J.

Art Linkletter
Kellogg

Plllabury

1 aire

•t Yours

alT

U Day

Night
l__

ik alt

Young
Dr. Malono

autt

leinz alt sust

itorm
ie Prod

Comedy Theatre
sust

i eat The Clock
Fohnson & J.,

»ty. Gen. Foods
Drackett

From These
Roots
auit

H. CurtU

M\o Do You
Trust?

I eter Pan, Lever
leech-Nut, Ar-
tour, War-Lam

[ a

American
Bandstand
ver. Gen Mills

Beech-Nut
Velch, Armour

Adventure Thea.
sust

qui l l huuj emai l

American
Bandstand

ortham-Warren
eepsake, Tonl

QM tonlna

American
Bandstand

co-op

Rocky and
His Friends
Gen Mills

Bosco, Sweets
Best Foods

Queen-Day
Congoleum
alt Nestle

P&G alt Heinz

Millionaire
sust

Quaker Oats

•uit alt

Loretta Young
Frigldaire

alt sust

Heinz alt

filial.

Young
Dr. Malone

Miles

sust

V erdict Is Yours
Sjterllng alt Lever

Van Camp
(L3/31)

; It Amer. Home

From These
Roots

Lever alt sust

Standard Brands

Brighter Day
PAO

Secret Storm
Rem. Rand
Am.r Hnm.

:dge of Night
PAO

PUlibury

C omedy Theatre
Helene Curtis

alt sust

Adventure Thea.
•ust

Day In Court
Lever, Armour
Drackett. Tonl
Beech-Nut

Wit Tn

ir Better Or
For Worse

Lever alt luit

•uit

Cale Storm
Knomark

Gen. Mills

en. Foods. Coty
Johnson A J.

Art Linkletter
Lever Bros

auer & Black

alt Armstrong

I eat The Clock
Beech-Nut

Armour, Ton!
Drasckett

ever, War-Lam

•Vho Do You
Trust?

Drackett, Gen
I rods, Peter Pan

3. C. Johnson
Whitehall

Verd

Amer. Band.
( learasil, Ludens
en Mills. Lever

'i oni. Best Foods
Bordens

Amer. Band.
Armour

llberto Culver,

oodrich. DuPont
arter. Keepsake

American
Bandstand

eo-op

\\n Tin Tin
Gen Mill!

Crackerjack

Best Foods

Ho net service

Queen for a

Day
s alt Nabisco

P&G alt sust

Pro Hockey
partlc

(2-coocl.)

.oretta Young
sust

Millionaire
Colgate

Young
Dr. Malone

sust

ict Is Yours
•ust

alt Slmoniz

Lever

From These
Roots
•ust

Lever alt sust

Brighter Day
PAO

Secret Storm
mar Home Prod

111 -"

Cjomedy Theatre
sust

Sdge of Night
PAO

Amer Home
alt

Sterling

Adventure Thea.
sust

NBA Basketball
varloui times)

nheuser-Buaoh
(4 Beg.)

Bkyuk (Vi Not)

Ml Star Coif
.filler Brewing
Arnolds Metal

All Star Coif

juled programs appearing during this period are listed

las well, with air dates. The only regularly scheduled pro-

grams not listed are: Tonight, NBC, 11:15 p.m.-l a.m.,

I Monday-Friday, participating sponsorship; Sunday News

Special, CBS, Sunday, 11-11:15 p.m.; Today, NBC, 7-9

a.m., Monday-Friday, participating; News CBS, 7:45-8 a.m.

and 8:45-9 a.m., Monday-Friday. All time periods are

Eastern Standard.



As competition for ad budgets stiffens, SPONSOR ASKS :

What makes a good station

trSOG 30 m PART ONE OF TWO PARTS

Why some station ads are effec-

tive while others are not is dis-

cussed by some top promotion

men who analyze the basic com-
ponents — theme, copy, layout

Paul Blakemore, dir. of adv., The

Blair Companies, New York

From my viewpoint in the station-

representative field, a good station ad

First,

clearly define

what you re

trying

to say

can be described quite simply. It is

an ad which helps in selling time on

the station.

With more than 3,000 stations

competing for advertising dollars, it

is vital for the advertising of any

radio station to brand that station's

call letters in every buyer's mind as

permanently as possible.

For good trade paper advertising,

the requirements are fundamentally

the same as those for good adver-

tising in any print medium. An effec-

tive advertisement presents an idea in

a way that will penetrate the reader's

mind.

A good idea is the basic ingredient

of a good advertisement. Then as-

suming you have a good idea, the

advertisement uses words and/or pic-

tures to put this idea into the minds
of others.

If, as a station manager, I were

considering an advertisement sub-

mitted to me before publication, I

Bhould ask myself these questions:

1) What is the aim of this ad? In

t. what is it trving to say? And
i? 2) Is the over-all appear-

ance likely to arrest the reader's at-

3) Is the basic idea well

nd, if possible, pre-

ically? 4) Can the

ih" idea? Or if

not, will the ad intrigue him enough

so that he will dig for the message?

5) Does the text spell out the idea in

strong, plain terms? 6) Is it an ad

no competing station could sign?

Rather than limit these paragraphs

to discussion of a single advertise-

ment, I would prefer to consider also

what makes good station advertising?

Rarely is a single advertisement

able to establish some basic idea

which the station wants to drive

home. It is usually more effective to

plan advertisements as a group—all

centered on the basic idea.

Even where availability of mate-

rial makes it necessary to complete

advertisements one at a time, it is

essential that an over-all plan be de-

veloped—so each advertisement can

add to the impact of previous mes-

sages.

Boiled down to the net, advertising

is communication. Hence good ad-

vertising is effective communication.

And any advertisement which holds

reader-attention long enough to put

over a valid sales point is, in my book,

a good station advertisement.

J
ill Fromm, manager, new business &
promotion, NBC Spot Sales, New York

There are no "essentials" in the

preparation of outstanding station

trade ads.

Take the oft-repeated exhortation

to keep the copy short. Since the av-

erage reader's time with trade publi-

Consistency

of ad or

theme is

generally

desirable

cations is limited, this advice makes

great sense. But you can ignore it if

you can present your message with a

built-in interest that is sophisticated

and meaningful.

In the matter of attracting atten-

tion to your ad, it is generally desir

able to give prominence to a large

eye-catching illustration. But highl

effective ads have been produce

with no illustration at all and hav

earned enviable "noting" scores o

the strength of an unusually provoca

tive headline or a novel layout tech

nique.

Again, consistency of your statio

ad or theme is generally desirable or]

the prospect will forget. Repetition]

provides a degree of awareness tha

ordinarily comes with cumulative im-

pressions. But despite infrequent in

sertions, some stations have made in

delible impressions with four-color

blockbusters.

Any list of normally desirable ele-

ments can be matched with anothe

list of examples wherein the opposite

tack was successfully employed.

I believe that the one most impor

tant function of station trade paper

advertising is to play a vital part in

the establishment of a unique station

identity.

This unique identity is rarely born

out of a slavish dependence on guides

to good advertising. The station a

that is formed solely from proven

principles and is not "different" in

some respect is only a tree which the

reader cannot see because of the for-

est of mediocrity.

Rather, be on the lookout constant

ly for ways to break the rules. It';

the professional iconoclast who pro

duces stand-out station advertising.

Robert Hoffman, dir. of research &
promotion, Television Advertising

Representatives, Inc., New York

A vital consideration in creating a

trade ad is the development of a style

a look, and identification with thf

station. If a reader can look at one of

your ads and know it is yours, you

will have aided the desirable effort of

building a favorable impression. The

ideal ad, from the viewpoint of style-

is one wherein the reader can identify

the station without seeing the actua 1

call letters.

id

:
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An important copy consideration

is how unique is the station's sales

message? Why is the station different

from any other in its market? Not

just from its rating position, because

that is not enough. The effect of ads

which do nothing more than scream

"first," "dominant," or "No. 1" has

been reduced by the over-reliance on

Limit the

audience

you address

and personalize

ad

this approach. In a recent issue of

one trade publication, I counted 26

such ads which, for the most part,

were a tabulation of rating service

data or statements of the station's au-

dience position in the market.

It is important for a broadcaster

to emphasize his leading status, but

that should never be the sole factor in

his story. Insofar as the use of facts

and figures in an ad is concerned, in-

formation must be presented in a

palatable, provocative manner. Media

buyers are interested in honest, im-

portant facts about station and mar-

ket. But they can only absorb them

if the facts are properly packaged.

A broadcaster should give his trade

ads the same kind of attention that

an advertiser gives to the commer-

cials he places on the station. The

fact that many broadcasters are more

familiar with the spoken word than

the printed word makes the job more
difficult. Finally, you can't talk to

everyone at once effectively, so limit

the audience you address in a given

ad and try for personalization.

Joe Cook, dir. of promotion, H-R Tele-

vision, Inc., New York

First, why advertise in a trade pub-

lication? The most obvious answer

Don't

overcrowd ad

and pitch one

important

theme

service at the level where it is most

! likely to make sales for you. So, an

is to call attention to your station or

{Please turn to page 61)

o hOVISVlUfi

Ym'w Ortfi Vwti Cot*m Lt Jwmt Hoifi

From Lexington, and only from Lexington do you
have a clear shot at the $657,165,000 spendable in-

come in the growing 30-county Lexington trading
area. You have to buy broadcast IN Lexington to

sell the 559,200 people that spend $445,793.00 for
retail purchases, $104,334,000 for food, $80,902,000
for auto, and $16,309,000 for drugs. Be sure your
next campaign shares the prosperity of 149,500
households in Central Kentucky by buying broadcast
I N Lexington, the only effective influence covering
this area.

You Have to Buy LEXINGTON
to Cover the Rich, Growing
30-County CINCINNATI

FROM THE FABULOUS FIVE IN LEXINGTON

WBLG • WLAP • WVLK • WKYT-TV • WtEX-TV

SPONSOR 12 MARCH 1960
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LONG ISLAND IS A MAJOR MARKET!

THE VOICE OF LONG ISLAND

THE GREATER

LONG ISLAND MARKET

(Nassau-Suffolk)

MORE GAS

IS SOLD ON
LONG ISLAND

THAN IN ATLANTA,

AKRON, ALBANY
AND ALLENTOWN...

PUT TOGETHER!

GAS STATION SALES
$174,106,000

(Sales Mgt.)

WHLI
Dominates the Major Long Island Market (Nassau)

. .
.
Delivers MORE Audience than any other
Network or Independent Station!

(Pulse)

> 10,000 WATTS

WHLI
MIMPSTEAO
LONG IUANO. N Y.

AM 1100

FM 98 3

ih met U

Reprt»«nr«d by Gill-P.rna

56

National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

POT BUYS

RADIO BUYS
Sun Oil Co., Philadelphia: Placing schedules to start 3 April for

seven weeks for Sunoco gasolines and oils. Traffic and weekend min-

utes are being bought, frequencies depending on market. Buyer: Jim

Scanlon. Agency: Wm. Esty Co., New York.

Rev Ion, Inc., New York: Getting ready its summer push in the top

markets for Sun Bath. Schedules of day minutes and I.D.'s, Thurs-

day noon through Sunday noon, start 16 June in most markets.

Buyer: Jane Present. Agency: C. J. La Roche & Co., New York.

Continental Oil Co., Houston: Planning spring and summer cam-

paign for Conoco gasolines and oils in 10-12 selective markets with

an April start date in mind. Monday through Friday traffic min-

utes, averaging five to 10 per week per market, some news-weather

shows, will be scheduled for 13 to 32 weeks, depending on market.

Buyers: Alan Yoblon, Tom Focone. Agency: Benton & Bowles, N. Y.

TV BUYS
Bristol-Myers Co., New York: Schedules begin this month in 50

markets for Vitalis hair cream. Schedules are for 21 weeks using

night minutes. Buyer: Stew Eckert. Agency: DCSS, New York.

United Fruit Co., New York: Campaign kicks off this month for

its bananas in about 20 markets. Day minutes are being schedueld

for eight weeks. Buyer: Ted Wallower. Agency: BBDO, New York.

Best Foods, Div. of Corn Products Co., Inc., New York: 13-week

schedules start this month for Nucoa margarine. Some 24 markets

get placements of day and night minutes. Buyer : Lyn Salzberg. Agen-

cy: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample, Inc., New York.

National Lead Co., New York: Buying night minutes and 20's in

about 25 markets for Dutch Boy paints. Frequencies average about

10 spots per week per market. Schedules start 20 April for three

weeks. Buyers: Catherine Nobel and Otis Hutchins. Agency: Mar-

schalk & Pratt, New York.

American Sugar Refining Co., New York: Domino sugar sched-

ules start mid-March in about 15 markets. Run is for 13 weeks with

day and night minutes being used. Buyer: Gerry Van Horson.

Agency: Ted Bates & Co., New York.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Schedules begin this month

for various P&G products. Day and night minutes are being set for

Ivory Snow in 11 markets to run for the P&G contract year. Jim

Courtney and Barrie Alley buy at Benton & Bowles, New York. Jiff

Peanut Butter goes into smaller markets with three-week supplemen-

tary schedules. Secret Deodorant gets schedules of minutes and 20's

in 80 markets. Leo Burnett, Chicago, is agency for Jiff and Secret.
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Successful advertisers know the attention-getting

power of a spot well-placed. Nothing is more flexible than spot advertising,

and no other medium can offer the selectivity, exclusivity, and productivity of spot.

^fjTTT) Television, Inc.

"We always send a man to do a man's job" 4$W*A XxXV Representati



TODAY...THE EFFECTIVENESS OF A RADIO STATION IS MEASURED BY

THE AMOUNT OF GOODS IT SELLS. Whether it comes in a tube, tablet or spray,

KXOA sells more drug products because it reaches, intluences and appeals to more people

in the prosperous Sacramento Valley, now 20th in Retail Sales per Household (SRDS). Rated

first by both Pulse* and Hooper*, the right combination of personalities, programming,

promotions and power make KXOA the buy in California's capital.

KXOA— First in Sacramento, California's Capital

NTATIVES: DAREN F. McGAVREN CO., INC. /SOUTH: CLARKE BROWN CO.

rmerly KFJI) Klamath Falls, Oregon. Rep. Paul H. Raymer Co.

Ct '59. Hooper—Nov.-Dec. '59.

DANE & MURPHY
{Continued from page 46)

• Some 50 area buses carry long,

narrow tri-color back strips on which

the d.j. occupies the limelight along

with D&M.

• D&M estimators carry bridge

score pads with Cullen's picture on

the cover, for distribution among
families they visit.

• In the current New York Yellow

Pages, D&M advertisement includes

Cullen.

• Latest D&M "how to" booklet,

entitled "A Moving Story," will have

Cullen on the cover.

Though moving is basically a

rough-and-tumble business, D&M
president Frank Donnell has gone

to great lengths to improve service,

thereby live up to the image built by

radio. He is stricter than ever about

the qualifications of employees, and

gives them more thorough training.

Additional supervisory personnel has

been added. Equipment is always

kept in top working order. All of this

contributes to D&M's "word of

mouth" status, so important in the

moving business. D&M follows this

up with suggestions that the radio

audience check with those who have

used its services to find out about its

qualifications.

Pace is readying a new copy ap-

proach for D&M's expanding radio

campaign. It revolves around un-

usual incidents experienced by the

company's employees in the course of

doing their job.

For instance there was the time

they found a grand piano in the bath-

room, and during the struggle to

transport this unwieldy item out of

there, one of the movers couldn't

resist asking the housewife why so

unconventional a location.

"That's where the movers put it

when we first came here, and we just

left it there," she offered in explana-

tion. (She lived in one of those large

old fashioned houses with rather large

bathrooms.)

Apparently there's no shortage of

these "stranger than fiction" occur-

rences; the only problem is whether

thev're o.k. for on-air discussion

—

like the time they found the head of

the house stretched out on the floor,

hardlv sober, and proceeded to haul

awav his household goods, leaving

him. undisturbed, to sleep it off. ^
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The mails in her life say

the nicest things
In 1959 Big Aggie received 189,327 tender sentiments

from the land where WNAX Radio is King

Big Aggie carries on quite a love affair with the mails. And
it's been going on for 38 years! Last year she received a

whopping total of 189,327 cards and letters from every

corner of Big Aggie Land—and beyond ... 11 states and

Canada. Such an overwhelming testimonial of affection

brings a blush to Big Aggie's checks. But it proves an im-

portant point. WNAX-570 gives listeners what they want in

radio entertainment and service; gives advertisers what they

want—active listener response.

Most of the mail in Big Aggie's life comes from an area

spread across five of the nation's richest farming states;

Iowa, Minnesota, Nebraska, North & South Dakota. In this

five state. 175 county area there are 21/4 million people,

629.280 radio homes. These people earn $3 billion and spend

$2*4 billion at the retail level.

All of this makes Big Aggie Land America's 41st radio

market. WNAX-570 gives national advertisers a media with

programs people like and listen to—popular shows that sell

to people with money to spend. Your Katz man will get you

a date with Big Aggie.

g WNAX-570 CBS RADIO
PROGRAMMING FOR ADULTS OF ALL AGES
PEOPLES BROADCASTING CORPORATION

SFONSOR

Yankton, South Dakota

12 MARCH 1960

Sioux City, Iowa

PEOPLES

MOtOCftSTINS COIPOIITIOM

WNAX, Yankton. S. D.
VVGAR, Cleveland, 0.
WRFD, Worthinoton, 0.
WTTM, Trenton. N. J.

\VMMN, Fairmont. W.Va.
KVTV, Sioux City, low*.
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FILM does the

impossible
!

"

ALWAYS shoot in color . . . Eastman Color Film . . . You'll be glad you did.



For example, helping LESTOIL seek

out and sell millions of housewives

through brilliant, imaginative,

instantly understood ANIMATION is

possible only with film.

In fact, film—and film alone—
does these 3 things for you: (1)

gives you crisp, vivid animation;

(2) provides high-polish commer-

cials rich with optical effects; (3)

assures penetration and coverage

the world over.

For more information, write

Motion Picture Film Department

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY
Rochester 4, N.Y.

East Coast Division

342 Madison Avenue

New York 17, N.Y.

Midwest Division

1 30 East Randolph Drive

Chicago 1, III.

Wesf Coast Division

6706 Santa Monica Blvd.

Hollywood 38, Calif.

or W. J. German, Inc.

Agents for the sale and distribution

of Eastman Professional Motion

Picture Films, Fort Lee, N.J.,

Chicago, III., Hollywood, Calif. ,

Advertiser: LESTOIL Inc.

Producer:

Robert Lawrence Animation Inc.

Advertising Agency:

Jackson Associates Inc.

i

I

i

•:

SPONSOR ASKS
(Continued from page 55)

advertiser should ask himself whom
am I trying to impress? If you're af-

ter the attention of an agency account

executive, tell a story the account ex-

ecutive is interested in. If your scope

is broader and you want to impress

all levels of subscribers of a publica-

tion, your story should be of fairlv

general interest.

Short copy, or long copy? A moot
point. It depends on what you have

to say. If you can get your message

across in three sentences, don't use

two paragraphs. If you are running

an important "open letter" or discus-

sion ad, you may require a full page

of 10-point type.

Personally, I like to try- to stop a

reader with an attractive illustration

that either tells a story itself or helps

point up the body copy. I like to get

a reader's attention, give him my
story fast, and let him go. The cur-

rent H-R "girl" series is a case in

point. Each ad features a lovely

young lady (in good taste) wearing

some item of apparel bearing polka

dots—or spots. H-R's current cam-

paign is selling the value of spot. \^ e

are after everyone who can in any

way influence spot budgets, so our

approach is fairly general. We're

selling a single idea. A medium. ^ e

know that most of our readers know

about spot . . . but we want to im-

press them with its flexibility and

magnitude. Often we can tell our

storv in a few sentences.

Many trade ads try to take on too

much. We've all seen station ads that

offer too many ideas. They'll contain,

besides a coverage map, a pitch on

the market, a list of past and current

ratings, a picture of the building, an

outline of facilities, a photo of some

of the personnel and maybe even a

few testimonial letters and some

availabilities. Obviously, the "too

busv" ad isn't going to gain the at-

tention the advertiser wants.

Tell vour story in as straightfor-

ward, understanding a manner as pos-

sible. The trick of any ad, as we all

know, is to get the message across.

A four color reprint of the Mona Lisa

won't help a bit if the reader can't

understand what you're saying.

Take time to learn something about

the print medium. Like television, or

radio or anv medium it can work

wonderfullv well for you or against

you. If you don't have an agency,

ask your printer. Read other ads.

Look through good publications and

see what stops you. Analvze it. If

you're going to spend your good hard

cash in a trade publication make it

do the job you want it to.

Some ads get lost because they look

like any other and say virtually the

same thing. Some overworked, tired

expressions in broadcast ads are

"Tops," "First." "First Again," and
"You can't cover Twigville from the

outside."

Of course we can be too cute, too.

A precious ad is often resented.

Say one thing at a time, say it with

vigor, say it cleverly (and if you can't

be clever be sensible), in good taste,

and aim your copy at the person

you want to impress.

Robert L. Hurron, Jr., v.p., television

promotion, Edward Petry & Co., Inc., New
York

No matter what product or service

an advertisement is designed to sell,

the four basic principles of advertis-

ing theory, as propounded by the

deans of advertising copv over the

years, still apply:

1) A clearly defined objective.

Whether it be to sell the market, instill

Important

in all

advertising

to ask for

the order

in readers a quality concept of the

property, drum home a storv of long

range and continuous audience domi-

nance, point up community identitv.

or whatever, having a specific goal

and developing a single theme should

be the starting points. These should

be spelled out in a plan which has the

full endorsement of station owners

and management. Everything else

should stem from this—media selec-

tion, copy, layout, direct mail follow-

through.

2) Frequency and 'or continuity

are also of primary importance in

getting across the facts regarding a

station. Whether your campaign is of

the short flight, saturation type, or of

two-year duration, regular appear-

ances are what pay off. \^ eekly or
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No

matter

how you

measure

it...

you get

more for

your

advertising

dollars

ABC Television in San Antonio .

.

the Greatest Unduplitated Live

Coverage in South Texas!

Represented by

THE KATZ AGENCY

fortnightly insertions over a three-

month period can do a fine job of

spreading the news regarding a new
tower, increased coverage, or shift in

network affiliation. Monthly inser-

tions should be frequent enough for

the effective, gradual etching of a

station's story on the national adver-

tising mind on a long haul basis.

3 1 Make it memorable and keep

it so—through consistency in layout,

-hlizing and copy handling. The
successful station advertisement is the

one that adds momentum to the over-

all campaign by evoking a subcon-

scious or conscious recollection of the

previous advertisements in the series,

and by setting a still stronger base of

memorability for the succeeding ad-

vertisement. In short, try to have

each and every advertisement reflect

the station's character and sock home
the story which stems from the cam-

paign objective.

Co-operative advertising by all the

tv stations in a market can be both

dramatic and effective in selling the

importance of a tv market area to the

national advertising trade. Such a

co-op campaign should include quali-

tative as well as quantitative data on

the market. More and more buying

executives are becoming aware of

their responsibilities as marketing

men. The result is greatlv increased

interest in all data regarding individ-

ual television markets. And when such

data are presented in unison by all

the stations in a market, thev are more
believable, command greater attention

and earn maximum impact.

Phil Dean, Phil Dean Associates, N. Y.

Broadcast is the only industry I

know where everv station in every

market is first. And what's more there

are carloads of figures to prove it,

quarter-hour breakdowns; five-minute

Don't disguise

best selling

points with

numerical

hogwash

segments; from 10 to midnight; from

2:15 to 2:16 a.m., everyone every-

where is first somewhere and the ads

tell you so in big bold type.

Stations "B" and "C" in these ads

are the broadcast media's Brand "X"
—they never got nuttin—except flut-

ter, flip-over and flakv transmission.

In too many ads today, the figure

filbert seems to have the heaviest

hand in the ad copy. In-homes, out-

of-homes, sets-in-use from dawn to

dusk; how many embroidery shops

in the market, and multiply every-

thing by four. Station PUFF says

'Tirst again—according to the Zui-

der Zee Testing Co." Station METU
runs an ad in the same issue, "First

again, in the latest Hongkong Horo-

scope ratings." It's a bit too much
even for the most naive member of

the industry.

Good ads originate from good ba-

sic ideas; ideas that are simple,

sound, true, well-remembered and

honest in their effort to tell the story.

They should be themed along lines

that will first exert interest in the

reader and then should persuade the

reader that what he is reading is just

right for him.

There are a number of basic prin-

ciples that might be well worth re-

viewing before launching an ad cam-

paign:

1) Develop a theme—and stick to

it. Remember, you're trying to sell

an idea and you're competing with

manv other advertisers for the read-

er's interest. Pick out the most im-

portant facet of your operation and

build a continuing campaign around

the basic format. 2) Use simple copy

—don't disguise your best selling

points with a lot of numerical hog-

wash that is confusing and dull to

read. 3) Humanize your copy—don't

be afraid to use people in your ads;

vou're selling air but your audience

is made up of flesh and blood hu-

mans. 4) Don't cram your ads

—

keep the ideas in your ad restricted

to the most important ones. The more

vou cram into an ad the less impact

your main idea will have.

Polish your copyr
! Good copy is

persuasive copy; copy that calls at-

tention to itself. When your story

has to be told in something like 150-

200 words make sure they do what

you want them to do—sell.

When trade magazine advertisers

take as much time preparing their

trade ads as they would for a con-

sumer piece, the general trend of this

type advertising will achieve a much

greater degree of acceptance and

prestige in the over-all advertising

field. ^
SPONSOR 12 MARCH 1960



Can 5°u see a s^
er

YES ... in the

Shreveport market
where the LOWEST
channel station (3)

puts the CLEANEST,
CLEAREST pictures

(RCA) over the

BIGGEST, RICHEST
coverage area

(Nielsen).

Your product deserves

identification with

KTBS-TV

The superlative station in the Shreveport market

SPONSOR • 12 MARCH 1960 63
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PA. DUTCH NOODLES
ntinued from page 39)

However, the museum curator vol-

untered to stay on and check the

commercials for authenticity. When
P. D. Kxotz drives up in his buggy

vou can be sure that every item of

his dress and habit is truly Pennsyl-

vania Dutch. The dialogue is deliv-

ered with the faint suggestion of a

dialect. The flavor of the language

is captured in the sentence structure

itself. Here's a sample:

"Hello people. Again it's me, P.

D. Krotz, the noodle man . . . You
-i yet my Pennsylvania Dutch

Brand Egg Noodles? So wonderful

good."

Agency and client are convinced

that these commercials are ideal,

based on appetite appeal and the ro-

mance of the Pennsylvania Dutch

who are renowned as lovers of good

food and masters of culinary art.

And. happily enough, they are par-

ticularlv famous for their nood. -

if our noodles satisfy the discrimi-

nating palates of these gourmets.

'

- Dare Nazionale. "they'll be sure

to please most everyone else."

The agency has put together a

Pennsylvania Dutch cook book which

features noodle recipes. Barbara

Cook, who hails from Pennsylvania

Dutch territory. ss - arred in the

Broadwav musical about the Amish.

"F'.ain and Fancy."
5

and who haf ;

most appropriate last name, is repre-

sented in the book by her favorite

noodle recipe. The booklet, of>

in Megs" ads. has met with enthusi-

astic consumer response.

Another heartening sign comes

from the field. Dealer and distribu-

tor support has been excellent. Many

of them have expressed pleasure in

seeing the figure they once knew only

through the trade letter come alive

for them via tv.

"Tv is the medium to create char-

acter." affirms Dave Nazionale. P. D.

••pears in almost all print

and outdoor advertising done by the

company. He is used in point-of-

s displays, and is on the package

itself.

Whenever P. D. Kr :/ gets to town

these davs. Pennsvlvania Dutch sales

invariablv rise. Judging by past suc-

--. he'll keep driving his buggy far

and wide, intoning the virtues of the

noodles with "the golden touch of

the Pennsvlvania Dutch." ^

TIMEBUVER X

ntinued from page 41 •

half of one small boy.

5. She wants a new hat.

6. My boss. Joe. knows I'm smart-

er than he is. because the account ex-

ecutives always want me in meetings

to explain things.

7. If I had any gumption, Fd
quit

8. When was the last time I askec

for a ra>

9. Joe b out to get me. You car

tell because his eyes are too dose
together.

10. sponsor is Joe's favorite mag-

azine. He's always quoting it.

11. Joe heard SPONSOR was doing

a story on bright young admen—and

he told them not to mention me.

12. He's no fooL He knows he'c

be lost if I got another offer and left.

13. If I want to play Chester, why

don't I limp around on a stiff leg?

1-4. Its terrible when men like Joe

can tell magazines what not to print

15. I ought to get out of the ad

business—its dirty.

16. If I don't face Joe and call his

bluff for this cheap, disgusting dung
with sponsor she is going home to

her mother.

17. I ought to stop being just a

plain doormat
18. The trouble with me is I am

too easy going.

19. Joe's wife. HazeL is undoubt-

edly behind all this.

20. Hazel is a very common per-

son and much too pushy . . .

There were about 10 other points

but this wiL _ n a rough idea of

the spot your 73 Young Men story

put me on. and why I'm writing to

you.

Even now-, three weeks later, Clar-

ice is still hot as a chainbreak in

Wagon Train and threatening to talk

to Joe herself—if I won't

I don't want this to happen. So

sponsor, j on gotta help me.

Please, please, please—let me know

in writing. Did Joe queer me in that

story? Clarice says he undoubtedly

j some payola to keep my
name out- But I don't care about

that-

All I want to know is—did Joe dc

it? That damned article has al-

ready cost me two new hats. And if

Clarice starts spouting it may cost me
my job.

S zned, A Worried TnuebujOL ^
(A SPONSOR • 12 MARCH 1960



Farm living has changed a lot out here in the Land of Milk and Money. In fact, the only

way we know a farmer from a city-feller is that the farmer pays cash for his new car!

Yes, here's a unique market of small cities and big dairy farms . . . 42% rural and 58%
urban . . . more than 400,000 families enjoying Channel 2-CBS Television.

THE LAND OF MILK AND HONEY
WBAY, CHANNEL 2, GREEN BAY
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FOR ALARM!
...if your 1960 SPONSOR
advertising contract is al-

ready entered. I960 will be

the hottest national spot

year in history. And w«*

mean both tv and radio.

Your campaign in SPON-
SOR—the hook targeted at

spot buyers—will make
your rej) mighty happy.
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Hurry! Call Art Breider

Ml'rray Hill 8-2772, NYC

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

iDIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE

49th Street. New York 17

It SPONSOR WHEEL-OF-FORTUNE
at the NAB CONVENTION

Hj^^^hrad Hilton Hotel • Chicago

NET TV
{Continued from page 37)

with the shared responsibility, with

the network, "for developing perma-

nent solutions" to problems, he said

"many thoughtful citizens" are con-

cerned with tv programing ... as is

he and his family.

All network chiefs agree that

theirs is the final responsibility, in

programing as well as advertising,

for what is originated on their facili-

ties. And all of them are working to

develop new, bright and forward-

thinking public service specials.

All three networks have set aside

specific nighttime, prime time periods

for showcasing these "informational''

programs (see chart, pages 36 and

37). Among the fall season's trends:

• Specials, in the form of continu-

ing and regular programs in the same

kind of time slots, as contrasted with

one-shot, rotating spectaculars.

• A lessening of spectaculars,

which demand high star and maxi-

mum marquee value to pay off in one

exposure for the advertiser.

• More situation comedies, large-

ly because advertisers want the all-

family audience which they attract as

well as the "climate" afforded the

product commercial.

• Continuing fragmentation of

time because of costs, with advertis-

ers sharing programs on alternate

weeks or co-sponsoring.

• Peak levels for the number of

hour shows similar to the number

this season (in the '59 season a year

ago there were 22; today, 32; next

season, an estimated 41).

The total value of network-spon-

sored programs next season may- well

approach S690 million with about

two-thirds of this attributable to

nighttime monies and one-third to

daytime. In the past five years, gross

tv revenues have risen from $406 mil-

lion (in '55) to $627 million in '59.

The growth rate has averaged 11%
in the past four years.

Network program chiefs are final-

izing fall plans, much of which are

still unset, although the schedules

have been roughed in. Here are some

of the major innovations as now in-

cluded in their planning:

ABC: Tom Moore, network pro-

gram chief, is moving animation into

prime time periods for the first time

with Bugs Bunny and the new Flag-

stones series, called a "modern ' adap-

tation with a Stone Age theme. Why?

"Because animation affords the crea-

tive personality more opportunity for

an effective story and fast-moving ac-

tion than other forms." He notes also

a trend away from realism and to-

ward fantasy.

He has scheduled more regular pro-

grams with continuing characters, in

eluding the 20th Century-Fox Down
Home show with Pat Buttram and

three pilots now in preparation,

Guestward Ho!, Harrigan and Son

and Room for One More. (ABC is

partner in these productions, i

CBS: Always strong in the public-

affairs and news specials program

classifications, CBS has scheduled two

new shows during peak tune-in peri-

ods—at 10:30 p.m. on Mondays and

Fridays. Network program people

told network affiliates in Washington

last week that 20 top program proj-

ects are "in the works," although

only four or five of them may actual-

lv end up on the net schedule.

The CBS weekend lineup is expect-

ed to remain about the same as this

season because of its preponderance

of top audience-appeal shows. Jack

Benny, however, is scheduled as a

weeklv rather than an alternate-week

feature w ith George Gobel. Person to

NEGRO
Community

Programming

SPANISH
PUERTO RICAN

Programming

of Whirl-Wind

sales action

WWRL
NEW YORK DE 5-1600
10:00AM-5:30PM **5:30PM-10:00AAr
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columbus since he discovered Adventure Radio, WERE, Cleveland

. . . Who's going to tell him that the local boys conquered Cleveland a long time

ago by using WERE... the automotives like Rambler.. .Dodge. .. Ford and Chevy

...They've been on Adventure Radio since almost 1492!... Now he keeps looking

for the Pinta and the Niha, and wondering what to tell Isabella . . . We know what

to tell her... more local advertisers use WERE than any other Cleveland station!

s&- WERE
WERE-Cleveland...

WERC-Erie. . .the Advent u re

Radio Stations. Represented

by Venard, Rintoul, and McConnell, Inc.



ted to be canceled.

shows Bel : Deiilin in

itei - xies, Andy

I .In lie more new

prospect f<»r NBC than for

thei networks and, therefore.

i!ii -lot- to fill. Other

bave finned their prime-time pat-

tern- more solidly, with NBC pro-

- -till working out special

project and package detail-.

The lineup look? as though many
of the new offerings will be in the

western, adventure or action classifi-

cation-, with a liberal sprinkling of

hour-long episodes. Only one specific

public service or special news/infor-

mation series has been set at this

stage. It's The Blue and the Gray

dramatic series scheduled for an hour

weekl) during the telecast season and

adapted from historian Henry Steele

Commager's book of the same name.

Three other shows have been added

to the NBC lineup for nighttime also:

Alfred Hitchcock Presents, which

sw itches from CBS; Thriller, an hour

filmed series of classic and original

mystery dramas produced by Hubbell

Robinson Productions, Inc. and The

Barbarians starring Jack Palance.

another hour series.

The hour-long show continues to

GET THAT EXTRA

PUSH
You know that it's the extra push that makes the difference

between an average campaign and a "Red-Letter Success."

You get that EXTRA PUSH when you buy WOC-TV
WOC-TV effectively specializes in co-ordinating and mer-

chandising your buy at every level — the broker, whole-

saler, direct salesman, key buyer as well as the retail outlet.

This "togetherness" sells products in the nation's 47th TV
market. More than 2 billion dollars in retail sales ring on

the retailer's cash register Over 438,000 TV homes are

within the 42 counties of WOC-TV's coverage area.

To the National Advertiser,

WOC-TV offers the greatest

amount of local programming

—

over 33 hours each week — and
the finest talent in the area put

these programs across.

Your PGW Colonel has all the

facts, figures and other data as

well as day by day availabilities

See him today.

pjq

PRESIDENT
Col S J P.lmcr

VK.E-PRES & TREASURER
D D Palmrr

EXEC VICE PRESIDENT
Ralph Evin,

s|f RfTARY
Wm D Wifncf

RESIDENT MANAGER
Ernnf C Sanden

sales manager
P.. Sh.flo
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be a network staple. A. C. Nielsen's

analysis for Nov.-Dec. .59 gives som
indications as to why.

One-hour shows attracted an aver-

age audience of 25.6%, contrasted

with 20.5% for the half-hour shows.

Here are average ratings for different

kinds of shows in the 30- and 60-

minute formats: western, 30-minute

25.7%; 60-minute, 31.1%—variety.

30-minute, 19.8% ; 60-minute, 27.0%
—suspense drama, 30-minute, 19.8^
60-minute, 23.8%—general drama.

30-minute, 22.7% ; 60-minute, 20.4%.

Thus only in the last—general drama
—did the average half hour outpull

the hour-long show of the same type

Patterns of ratings indicate a less

ening of tune-in to evening "specials"

even though the actual number wa-

hypoed last season. For example, in

the '59-'60 season from September

through November there were 31 such

programs compared with 19 during

the same three months of the previ-

ous year. Eut both ratings and share-

dropped this past season—in ratings,

from an average of 22.2 to 20.2: in

share, from 38 to 35. Average rat-

ings dropped for comedy, general

drama and miscellaneous; held for

music variety, rose only for genera!

variety in the two seasons.

A reminder, however: the number

of persons viewing is the same or

higher. The rating difference shows

up because this past season covered

a broader time span as networks sold

more time periods and segments

which previously were marginal.

These trends, plus the heightened

interest in public service programing,

partially explain why next season's

specials will be fewer and more con-

centrated on informational and edu-

cational types of programing.

Robert W. Sarnoff, chairman of the

board of NBC, speaking recently to a

group of advertising agency execu-

tives in Detroit, commented on the

"greater attention" being paid to

public affairs programing. "It is an

area that should gain sharply from a

combination of growing editorial skill

and new technical advances."

Leonard H. Goldenson. president

of American Broadcasting-Paramount

Theatres, concurs in this goal for hi-

network. ABC TV, he says, "will

carve its own niche in informational

and public affairs programing just a c

it did in entertainment. We have nc

intention of being carbon copies ot

the old-line networks." ^
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LOWEST cost per thousand
WIBW-TV
PROVES IT

* Lowest cost per

thousand for CBS-TV
nighttime and day-

time programs when

compared with five

other CBS affiliates

in Kansas and Missouri

(November 1959 ARB)

You have to buy

Topeka to

cover the rich,

growing 38-county

Topeka Market. Get

the facts from your

Avery-Knodel man.

LOWEST COST PER THOUSAND

The November Topeka ARB
Report proves WIBW-TV is

an outstanding spot and

network buy, day or night.

YOU GET WHAT YOU PAY
FOR ON WIBW-TV.

WIBW-TV
CHANNEL 13
TOPEKA

CBS NBC ABC
Division of Stauffer-Capper Publications
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SQUAB
FOR

LUNCH
The distance from WMAL-TV, Washington, D. C, and its

affiliated station, WSVA-TV, Harrisonburg, Virginia, is about

120 miles if you ignore the ups and downs of a mountain range

you'd have to drive over en route to the rich Shenandoah

Valley. Assume that Ham Shea sets out by auto from WSVA-
TV for WMAL-TV the same instant that Fred Houwink and

an H-R Television rep. head for WSVA-TV by car. (Their

staff work is really much better than that, but we like to

personalize these things.) Suppose each travels at a constant

40 miles per hour. Just as Fred pulls away from WMAL-TV a

pigeon takes off from his car's radiator, and flies directly at

Ham's car, going 150 miles per hour. (This was a fast pigeon.)

Once the pigeon reaches its destination, it turns around and

heads for Fred's car without loss of speed. It does this re-

peatedly until the two cars meet.

(1) How far did the pigeon travel?

(2) Who picked up the luncheon check?

(Fly right in the Washington, D. C—Harrisonburg, Va. markets at

attractive combination rates: Buy WMAL-TV and WSVA-TV. Send

us your solution to the pigeon problem; win a copy of Dudeney's

"Amusements in Mathematics," published by Dover Publications, Inc.,

New York.)

*Plug.

wmel-tv
Channel 7 Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

1 with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D. C; WSVA-TV and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
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What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
12 MARCH I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

While the dust settled down from th - latest storm within the Boose Legislative
Oversight subcommittee over FCC chairman John C. Doerfer's latest acceptance
of broadcaster hospitality, the FCC and the FTC were mighty busy on their own.

In sum, these were the major activities:

THE FCC: Plodded steady ahead trying to reach a clear-cut and practical policy on
taking a strong hand in reviewing statio 1 programing. Took steps to move against

seven stations it accuses of taking "payola" directly and continued to mull over the answers
to its own industry-wide "payola" questionna're.

THE FTC: Probed diligently in the field of "plugola" and sought to complete in-

vestigations of 95 "payola" incidents still pen ling.

The brush over hospitality concerne 1 a vacation trip by Doerfer to Florida
via George Storer's plane and a stay on Storer's yacht for all or part of six days.

Retorted Doerfer to criticism of these acceptances from the subcommittee: ( 1 1 he had

as much right as a judge to pick his own friends; (2) There were no adjudicatory matters

involving Storer stations before the FCC when he took the trip; (3) he had. in fact,

voted against Storer's interests in the deintermixture proceedings.

FTC chairman Earl Kintner told the Harris subcommittee that the FTC is pre-

paring a long, hard look at the practice of buying product mentions on programs
sponsored by others.

He said the Commission is probing eight firms that advertise that they can place hidden

plugs.

Kintner supplied the subcommittee with a secret list of 255 disc jockeys and seven

radio stations which allegedly accepted payola for playing records. This list arose

from the 60 complaints already filed. In addition. 95 additional investigations are being

prosecuted.

The shock overwhelms us. A man you can't forget. Harold Fellows, is

gone.

Surely no soldier in combat fell moie victim to his duty than did Hal Fellows.

Several years ago he was urgently warned to "take it easy." The day-after-day pressures

of his job were taking their toll.

But after a too-brief convalescence Hal came back. He came back to an

"impossible" task. The still young industry he headed, as president of the

NAB, was under fire.

Since that day the tempo has increased, the pressures have mounted. The Washing-

ton scene is a ferment and Hal was in the middle of it. But like the soldier that he was

Hal would not compromise with his duty.

Today we all mourn him. SPONSOR'S NAB Convention Issue (2 April)

will be dedicated to this valiant leader.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE
12 MARCH I960
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CBS Films might spend as much as $14 million this year just on production of

new programs in syndication and for network.

That's the estimated value of ten programs—mostly beyond the pilot stage— which might

be made into complete series, depending on the market.

There's usually a $32,500-per-episode budget for CBS Films shows in syndication, and

$ 12.500 for shows sold on the networks.

The state of the market will eventually determine which of the following shows will actu-

ally end up as network or syndicated shows, but here's how CBS Films is handling them at

the moment:

• For network: Angel (comedy: already sold to CBS TV); The Hawk (western); Call

Me First (action-adventure), and a fourth untitled comedy.

• For syndication: Turnpike faction-adventure); Brothers Branigan (detective); Rogue
For Hire (action-adventure) ; 36 Maiden Lane (detective) ; Robert Herridge Theater (drama

and variety, on tape and budgeted at $15,000), and Jarrett of K Street (detective).

Screen Gems has added a sixth regional deal to its Manhunt sales.

Pfeiffer beer (Maxon) took the series for Cedar Rapids, Sioux City, Fargo and Bismarck.

Five previous regional buyers of Manhunt are Genesee Brewing in upstate New York,

Drewrys Beer in the midwest, Jax Beer in the south, Coors Beer in the Rocky Mountains area,

and Alka Seltzer on the westcoast.

KTTV, Los Angeles, is now syndicating two of its own tape programs.

Divorce Court and Paul Coates are now being sold by a special syndication unit of the

Times-Mirror Broadcasting companv.

Until recently Divorce Court was distributed by Guild Films, which had been a pioneer

in station syndication of video tape programs.

Screen Gems has made a deal with ABC TV for re-runs of Father Knows Best

that has some unusual stipulations.

Scott paper and Lever Bros, have first option on the show for nighttime, which if exer-

cised would cost $35,000 weekly net for program and would prohibit daytime exposure of

the series for two years.

Under the terms of the proposed deal, some 200 episodes of Father Knows Best

would be sold for around $7 million.

However, the sale might go as low as S6 million or as high as So million depending on

how many episodes and repeats are taken, and also varying with the nature of the time that

is actually cleared.

72

1\TA will produce two action-mystery pilots in April.

The shows are Maritime Lawyer and Th* Man From Washington; the latter will be

based on U. S. Department of the Interior files.
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FILM-SCOPE continued

All the stock in Ziv Television Programs, Inc.. was transferred this week
to United Artists Television Investments. Inc., at a reputed price of §20 million.

The seller to this wholly owned subsidiary of United Artists Corp. were F. Eberstadl.

Lazard Freres & Co., investment houses, Frederick W. Ziv and John L. Sinn.

The organizational details of the transfer:

• Ziv & Sinn remain as board chairman and president, respectively, of Ziv

and the operating officers and management of the company stays unchanged.
• Herbert Golden leaves UATI, Inc., and goes back to U.A.C. as v.p.

• The company's operating name: Ziv-United Artist Television Co., Inc.

A fully operative color Videotape recorder will be installed by Ampex in the

American Pavilion at the International Trade Fair at Osaka, Japan, in April.

Two other tape developments recently were the use of a million feet of magnetic tape in

radio and tv coverage of the Winter Olympics in California, and a Salvador Dali touch at

Videotape Productions in New York.

Dali made an "electronic painting" on video tape to be screened in April at the

visual communications conference sponsored by the New York Art Director's Club.

COMMERCIALS

MPO. unlike other large commercials producers who raised capital through

mergers and pooling arrangements, is now in the process of raising SI.5 million

through the sale of its stock.

A total offering of 150.000 class A shares will be made at $10.

Prior to the Screen Gems-EUE merger, MPO had reportedly been in discussions with the

Columbia pictures subsidiary.

MPO now becomes perhaps the only major commercials producer without heavy affilia-

tions and commitments to an outside company. Known now as MPO Videotronics, Inc., its

stock is being handled by Francis I. duPont & Co.

A Schwerin study has revealed that the standard 60-second commercial is not

necessarily the most effective of all lengths.

An examination of 1.100 commercials tested in 1958-59 shows that commercials between

71 and 100 seconds in length averaged higher in effectiveness than the one-minute commercial.

Here are the scores each group earned in Schwerin Competitive Preference Change, based

on an index of 100 for the minute commercial:

« OMMERCIAL LENGTH IX SECONDS RELATIVE PREFERENCE

10 or less 14

11-29 83

30-45 93

46-70 100

71-100 112

101 or more 89

Schwerin's conclusions based on this study include these:

• Advertisers with new products may find the 60-second spot best.

• Shorter commercials may be adequate for established brands.

• Shorter commercials should be written and produced for their length—not merely

digested from longer ones as a stop-gap.

12 march 1960
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
Don't be surprised if a rcmnanl of the RCA business at K&E—RCA's share of

\\ hirlpool account—moves eventually al-o to JWT.
It's worth between $4-5 million.

As air media analysts see it. what made NBC TV's peace-making with Jack Paar

even more imperative than the S15 million in billings involved:

Those eight hours of Paar programing a week have a tremendous value for NBC affili-

ates in keeping the over-all share of the nighttime audience up there.

For you up north March may be the month of unpredictable weather, but for

P&G's agencies it's the month for wTestling with the next fiscal year's budget pro-

posals.

Benton & Bowles last week got its crack at unrolling its own in Cincinnati.

Fiscal year effectiveness: 1 July.

The tv networks would like to have it otherwise but you'll probably find that

every one of the top 20 tv advertisers, excepting Gillette, will still be bringing in

their own shows this fall.

That's the way it was last season and, despite the trend toward more and more participa-

tion in network controlled programing, when the chips are down, come the heat of 1960-61

commitments, that 19 will still control one or more of their network shows. ,

Have you noticed how much the magazines are taking bows lately for product*

which actually got started on tv?

Like instant potatoes, bug bombs, hair sprays, frozen soups, cartridge pens, liquid deter-

ments and self-defrosting refrigerators.

Some of the agency giants are amused at the way one of their contemporaries

calculates its gross billings for the year.

The inflationary gimmick: if. for instance, the agency in question gets a $450,000 fee for

trch, public relations and other non ad copy services it translates this into S3 million

and add* that figure to the gross billings. And that S3 million is included in the gros?

it publicizes.

Perhaps it's an economy measure or just a trend of the times:

NBC TV has let it be known that it won't put out for newspaper spotlight ade

for specials unless it's specifically promised in the contract.

If Schlitz is to remain on network tv this fall, it'll have to find a replacement

for Markham: Ray Milland says he isn't going to make any more episodes.

Meantime CBS TV has assigned Markham's Thursday spot to Zane Grey Theatre.
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Culture, too,

flourishes in

the market
on the move!

.mm.

** *- W
V %

TAMPA-

ST. PETERSBURG

Although the Tampa Bay area is known as

Florida's industrial hub, the esthetic side of

life is by no means minimized in the "market

on the move."

A typical example — the Tampa Philhar-

monic, established in 1936, which numbers

among its guest artists the British pianist

Moura Lympani, John Sebastian, and famed

tenor Jan Pierce.

Dominating this important cultural and in-

dustrial center is the station on the move,

WTVT — your most profitable buy in the

entire Southeast!

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
45.6% . . . Latest ARB
9:00 A.M. - Midnight

CHECK THE TOP 50 SHOWS!
ARB NIELSEN

WTVT 38 WTVT 34.

Station B 12 Station B 16
Station C O Station C O

Station on the move

WTVT
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG

CHANNEL
THE WKY TELEVISION SYSTEM, INC
WKY-TV/WKY-RADIO • Oklahoma City

Alfredo Antonini,
world famous
Resident Conductor of

Tampa Philharmonic
Orchestra ; formerly
Musical Director of

Columbia Broad-
casting System.
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
SWINGIN' ON A STAR! Marilyn Jarvis, KABC-TV (Hwyd.) personality matches talent with

Jack Carson on station's Let's Dance show. Climax to month-long contest for Heart Fund Drive,

event drew nearly 10,000 entries, was dubbed one of best promotions by L.A. Heart Assn.

ADVERTISERS
Norelco (LaRoche) is negotiat-

ing with Gene Kelly's European
company for five specials (one a

repeat) which would be used this

fall.

The four new ones would consist

of two programs starring Kelly, one

show headed by Rex Harrison, and

the fourth with Louis Jourdan, Rosa-

lind Russell or Maurice Chevalier as

the top personality.

Half of this series is available for

co-sponsorship. Net price for half:

$625,000.

Campaigns:
• King's Wine, Philadelphia, last

week launched a nine-week tv spot

campaign in Pennsylvania and New
Jersey via 20-second prime time spots,

using one or two stations in each

market. The schedule includes from

12 to 15 spots a week on each station,

between 7 and 11 p.m., Monday
through Saturday. Agency: Wermen
& Schorr, Philadelphia.

LEARNING was subject discussed by (l-r)

John Doerfer, chmn. FCC; Ralston Div.'s

Robt. Eskridge, mgr. cereals adv. & prom.;

W. P. Hays, adv.-prom. dir., at Radio & Tv

Correspondents Assn. meet in Wash., D. C.

Ralston Purina provides teachers with

guides for John Gunther's High Road series

BACKTRACKING train gave viewers im-

pression of rushing forward when shot by

KWTV (Okla. City) phtgr. Max Wolf with

upside-down camera for Safe Driving film
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• California & Hawaii Sugar

j
Refining Corp. will use the bulk of

, its 1960 ad budget in spot radio an-

nouncements, scheduled for West

Coast cities. Agency: Honig-Cooper

& Harrington, San Francisco.

• General Motors' Guardian
Maintenance campaign will get

underway next month with a 33%
budget increase—hiking its 1960 ad

dollar to $4 million. Radio spots, for

the second year in a row, continue

as the prime media. Some 100 sta-

tions, have been added, bringing the

total to 292. Agency : D. P. Brother.

• Johns-Manville Sales Corp.

will offer a home-renewal kit to build-

ing products sealers as part of its

nation-wide campaign to help J-M
dealers get a great share of the antici-

pated home-remodeling boom this

year. The J-M home-renewal program

-will be promoted via Dave Garroway's

'Today, on NBC TV, 14 April through

17 June. Agency: Cunningham &

Walsh.

• Real-Kill Insecticides has ad-

ded Art Linkletter's House Party,

CBS, to its 1960 advertising lineup.

Local radio and tv spots will sup-

port this promotion. Agency: All-

mayer, Fox & Reshkin, Kansas City.

• The California Frozen Juice
Co., distributors of Knott's Berry

Farm Fresh Frozen Boysenberry

Juice, having just completed test cam-
paigns, will use radio to kick-off its

1960 promotion in eight major mar-
kets. Agency: Cole Fischer Ragow,
Beverly Hills.

Hamm's Beer, for the ninth con-

secutive month, topped ARB's De-
cember list of Best-Liked Tv
Commercials.

The runners-up, in order of prefer-

ence: Maypo, Kaiser Foil, Piels Beer,

Ford, Falstaff, Mr. Clean, Wrigleys,

Dial Soap, and Burgemeister Beer.

Financial report: The Gillette

Co.'s net earnings in 1959 increased

to $31.1 million, compared with 1958

earnings of $27.5 million. Net sales

last year were at the highest level in

the history of the company, amount-

ing to $209.2 million—an increase

of 8% over 1958.

Strictly personnel: Lester Swartz,
to advertising manager of the Bendix

Products Division, Bendix Aviation

Corp. . . . Owen Carroll and Clark
Glenn, appointed product managers
of the Boyle-Midway Division of

American Home Products.

AGENCIES
Paul A. Louis, one of the real

pioneers of the business in both
agency and programing, is leav-

ing his N.Y. v.p. post at Burnett
this month to do consultant

work.

Louis dates back to production at

NBC, Chicago, in 1930 and D'Arcy

in the latter '30's with the late Al

Steel. Burnett will be a client. Louis

will also package tv musicals when
he settles down in California.

Agency appointments: S&W Fine

Foods, billing $500,000, from Honig-

MASTERING SKILL of WIIC's (Pitts.)

lighting panel, is 15-year-old Arthur Bidrich,

whose desire to learn tv operation found

ready help from pub. affairs dir. Ray Stewart

'O OF A KIND, these cocker spaniels

jpose with WKRC-TV's (Cine.) Glenn Ryle

Iwho recently presented them to boy and

Igirl winners of station's canine contest

«-7<iuam»ii» 'YOU HEAR MORE ON LXXIV
says new KCBS (S. F.) outdoor

poster personality Venus de Milo.

Lady of all ages joins Shakespeare

and Rodin's "Thinker" to promote

station in the S.F.-Oakland area

HOPE FOR ADMEN! Recent

Adv. Council meet in N. Y. exhib-

ited Y&R campaign materials for

"Good Ship Hope"; grouped (l-r)

Ernest Breech, chmm. Ford Motor

Co.; Lee Bristol, chmn. Bristol-

Myers; Sigurd Larmon, chmn. Y&R
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Get in step in Central Arizona!

Don't overlook the big market of

more than 95,000 Spanish-speak-

ing prospects.

Tell them your story in SPAN-

ISH over KIFN, the only radio sta-

tion in Central Arizona that

programs all-Spanish . . . the sta-

tion they listen to almost exclu-

sively.

Get in touch with the represent-

atives below and get your share

of this market!

We translate your sales message free.
Production spots available.

HARLAN G. OAKES

San Francisco

Los Angeles

San Antonio

i»°^ NATIONAL

k| TIME SALES

J? New York City

and Chicago

DVERING PHOENIX AND
ALL OF CENTRAL ARIZONA

Cooper & Harrington, to Doyle Dane
Rernbach, Los Angeles . . . Ever-

aweel Corp., orange juice processor,

from Earle Ludgin & Co. to DDB"s
Chicago office . . . Fawcett Publica-

tion-, hilling $] million, to C. J. La
Roche . . . The Dallas Region Valiant

Vckertising Association, to BBDO,
Dallas . . . The Baltimore Rambler
Dealers, to Geyer, Morey, Madden
& Ballard . . . Fedders Corp.. from

DA icy. to Hicks & Greist, New
York . . . Helena Rubinstein's deoder-

ants and treatment items to L. W.
Frohlich & Co. Ogilvv. Benson &

Mather continues to handle the cos-

metic firm's makeup, hair products

and fragrances . . . Nationwide Trail-

er Rental System. Wichita. Kans.. to

Noble-Drury & Associates. Nash-

ville and Memphis . . . B&B Extermi-

nators, Metairie. La., to Swigart &
Evans, New Orleans.

Dissafiliation : Ronson Corp. and

Grey Advertising last week ended

their two-year relationship by "mu-

tual consent."

Name change: Creamer-Trowbridge

Co., Providence, R. I., to Creamer,
Trowbridge & Case with the addi-

tion, last week, of Harry L. Case to

the agency's management.

New offiee : Kastor Hilton Chesley

Clifford & Atherton will open its

own fully-staffed office in Toronto,

1 May. William McDonald will be

v.p. and general manager there.

Thisa 'n' data : "Tear Sheet," house

organ of Stromberger, LaVene,
McKenzie, Los Angeles, has been

adopted as the national publication

of Fuller & Smith & Ross. S.L.M.

merged with the latter 1 January . . .

Janice Bryant, a secretary in the

media department of Guild. Bascom

& Bonfigli. has been selected as "Miss

Bay Area Advertising"' bv the San

Francisco Advertising Club . . .

Kudos: A series of radio commer-

cials, written bv Lorenz Hansen of

the radio/tv department of Grav &

Rogers, copped first prize as the best

mutual fire radio commercial in 1959

from the National Association of Mu-
tual Companies. HJjf

Increasing its tv manpower:
Guild. Bascom & Bonfipli. San Fran-

cisco, is enlarging its tv department,

placing Alex Anderson, v.p. and di-

rector of the agency, to a newly-

created position heading all broad-

cast production. Other additions:

Dave Fulmer, to tv creative direc-

tor, and Merrit Barnum, to head

tv commercial production.

Admen on the move: Whitman
Hobbs. James Schule and Burton
Yaughan, elected directors of BBDO
. . . Robert Doherty and Rob-
ert Finnie, to v.p.'s of DCSS
. . . Guy Warren joined Cole Fischer

Rogow, Beverly Hills, as v.p. ami

creative director . . . James Shelby.

to director of the radio and tv de-

partment of the Joseph Katz Co..

New \ork . . . Ken Torgerson, to

senior associate media director at

Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample . . . Cyrus
Young, to director of development

at Advertising Research Foundation

. . . Abbott Davis, to broadcast

media director at Fitzgerald Adver-

tising. New Orleans . . . Robert Fitz-

gibbons, to account executive at

K&E . . . Robert Greiner, to radio
'

tv director for Earle Palmer Brown S

Associates. Washington. D. C.

FILM

The international film market,

while small by domestic stand-

ards, continues to be of major in-

terest to U. S. syndicators.

Last week, for example, two UA-TV
executives toured Latin America to

set up Spanish dubbing facilities and

to market UAA and UA properties.

Thev are: Norman Katz, foreign

operations director, and IraD. Beck,

Latin American supervisor. Both men

are executives in L AA and UA-TV.

New sales: Ziv"? Home Run Derby

reportedlv sold in 49 markets, in-

cluding to Consolidated Cigar
i EWR&R) in Chicago, Cincinnati

Green Bav. Milwaukee, Minneapolis

Rockford and Scranton—with clear-

ances being sought in 25 additional

markets—and to Schmidt Beer (Ted

Bates) in Philadelphia, Washingtoi .

Lancaster and Johnstown: John La-

Batts Brewing (Ellis Adv.. Buffalo l

for Buffalo. Rochester, Erie, and

Watertown: and Crosley Broadcast-
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IN THE PEOPLE'S INTEREST
Detroit's most complete Radio-TV news center

Another mark of leadership— additional evidence of the WWJ stations' sense

of responsibility to the public. It's the new 1,272 square-foot WWJ NEWS-

room, headquarters for the busy 12-man staff that provides southeastern

Michigan with complete, reliable, award-winning coverage day and night.

Today, as it has been for nearly 40 years, WWJ NEWS is real news:

comprehensive, balanced, and believable—great news for the audience, great

for advertisers, too.

wwj rad.o 189wwj-TV
Detroit's Basic Radio Station Michigan's First Television Station

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: PETERS, GRIFFIN, WOODWARD, INC. • OWNED AND OPERATED BY THE DETROIT NEWS
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IT'S POWERful

!

Today's the day, Professor

Smithly — our first look

at Sapturnus.

She's centered — now switch

to the super power lens.

Amazing —
It's difficult to exaggerate the

coverage of powerful Channel 2 in

Eastern Maine, or its effect on the
area's $002,000,000 spendable income.
And remember, a matching national

spot buy on Channel <> in Portland
es an extra 59i

See your Weed TV man.

VLBZ-TV
NBC for

0ANGOR
1ADCASTING SYSTEM

r WCSH-TV, Portland
Radio, Portland

-gcr WRDO Radio, Augusta

in. for WLW-T, Cincinnati; WLW-
I). Dayton; WLW-C, Columbus; and

WI.W -I. Indianapolis: stations buy-

in- the Beries include KFSD-TV, San

l>, ...: \\ WY-TV. Norfolk; WALB-
TV, Mbanv; WJAR-TV, Portland;

WDAL-TV, Scranton; WCCO-TV,
Minneapolis; WROC-TV. Rochester;

WBAL-TV, Baltimore; WEEK-TV,
Peoria. WICS-TV. Springfield;

WSJY-TV, South Bend: KPLC-TV,
Lake Charles ; KNOE-TV. Monroe;

WSAZ-TV, Huntington; WSVA-TV,
Harrisonburg, and WLUC-TV, Mar-

quette.

Added sales: Crosby/Brown re-

ports sale of You Asked For It to

KTSM-TV. El Paso, and WGAL-TV,
Lancaster . . . World-Wide TV's
latest sales of National Football

League Presents to WGN-TV, Chi-

cago; KGW-TV, Portland; WIIC,

Pittsburgh; WTVS, Miami; KGO-
TV, San Francisco; KPRC-TV,
Houston: WAPI-TV, Birmingham;

WSLS-TV, Roanoke; KOTV, Tul-

sa; WLLK-TV, Green Bay, and

WLBT-TV, Jackson . . . CBS
Films' sales of nine shows in-

clude Whirlybirds, now in 208 mar-

kets, to KOOK-TV, Billings: WSLS-
TV, Roanoke; KTTS-TV. Amarillo;

KGNC-TV, Topeka; KHQ-TV, Spo-

kane; WIBW-TV, Springfield, Mo.;

KPLC-TV, Lake Charles; KSYD-TV,
Wichita Falls: WDAM-TV, Hatties-

burg; KWTV. Oklahoma City;

WOAI-TV, San Antonio; KCPX-TV,
Salt Lake Citv: KSD-TV, St. Louis,

and KOAM-TV, Pittsburg, Kans.;

Amos 'n Andy to KXLY-TV, Spo-

kane; WDAU-TV, Scranton; WIIC,

Pittsburgh; KXTV. Sacramento;
WCYB-TV, Bristol; KBOD-TV, El

Paso; WBRC-TV, Birmingham, and

WDSU-TV, New Orleans: San Fran-

cisco Beat to WHEN-TV. Syracuse;

KOSA-TV, Odessa; KROD-TV, El

Paso; and KGNS-TV. Laredo: KSL-
TV, Salt Lake City, and WTVY,
Dothan; The Honeymooners to KSL-
TV, Salt Lake City; KROD-TV, El

Paso, and KNOE-TV, Monroe; Phil

SUvers to KMMT, Austin; KXGN-
TV. Glendive; Trackdoun to WGAL-

WN J R
1st in new york
dec. negro pulse

(BASED ON U.S. CENSUS'

TV, Lancaster; KJEO-TV, Fresno,

and KODE-TV, Joplin; Mr. Adams
and Eve to KROD-TV, El Paso, and

WGAL-TV, Lancaster; Air Power to

KROD-TV, Colorado Springs: and

You Are There to WMT-TV, Cedar

Rapids.

Renewals: Ziv's Sea Hunt has been

renewed for a third year in 157 mar-

kets; latest renewals are Austin Sav-

ings & Loan Assoc. (Wyatt Adv. i on

KTBC-TV, Austin; Langie Fuel Serv-

ice and Rochester Savings Bank

(both through Hutchins Adv.) on

WVET-TV, Rochester; Cotton Bak-

ing Co., on KLTV, Tyler; Savannah

Sugar Refining Co. (Wyatt) on WIS-
TV, Columbia; WSB-TV. Atlanta:

WUSN-TV, Charleston; Mother's Best

Flour (Robert Luckie & Co.) and

Adamson's Ford Inc. (White Adv.)

on WBRC-TV, Birmingham; West

End Brewing (Doyle, Dane, Bern-

bach) on WNBF-TV, Binghamton;

Kroker Co. (Campbell-Mithun) on

KOMU-TV, Columbia; Lee Optical

(Mayfair Assoc.) on WFAA-TV,
Dallas; Falls City Beer and Brown &

Williamson on WLW-I, Indianapolis;

R. J. Reynolds and Kirkman & Loury

Real Estate, on WFMY-TV, Greens-

boro; Brown & Williamson on

WKBW-TV, Buffalo, and Stagg Deal-

ers and Krey Packing on KFSV-TV,

Cape Girardeau; latest stations now

carrying Sea Hunt are WJW-TV.
Cleveland; WFBC-TV. Greenville:

KPRC-TV, Houston; WXEX-TV,
Richmond; KAKE-TV. Wichita:

WTOK-TV, Meridian; WAST. Al-

bany; WOC-TV, Davenport; WUSN-
TV, Charleston; WSM-TV. Nashville:

KTUL-TV. Tulsa; WISN-TV. Mil-

waukee; WSPD-TV. Toledo: WSB
TV, Atlanta; KVTV, Springfield;

WBAL-TV, Baltimore, and WIS-TV.

Columbia.

Trade note: Metro-Goldwyn-

Mayer Inc. has been formally adopt- I

ed as the new name for Loew's Inc.
|

Commercials. Miles Middough
joins Motion Pictures, Inc., of Dal-

las as production manager . . . Tom I

R. Curtis named general manager

of MGM-TV commercials division . .

.

Nicholas D. Newton appointed v.p.

and sales director of Bill Sturm Stu-

dios, New York . . . Robert D.

Graff named president of Sextant.

Inc., of New York . . . Music Mak-
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ers reports completing Schaefer Beer

spots (BBDO) . . . Format Films

signed Gold Bond Stamps for ani-

mated spots . . . Jonathan Karas of

Durham, N. H., designed heat-sensi-

tive camera equipment for filming

home heating commercials.

Strictly personnel: Screen Gems
appoints Daniel Goodman as east-

ern syndication regional sales man-

ager and Robert Newgard was mid-

west manager . . . Jack H. Silver-

man has resigned from UPA Pic-

tures, effective April 1.

NETWORKS
Rexall (BBDO) this week will

tie-in a batch of NBC TV daytime

spots with its March 1 cent-sale

special.

It'll be six quarter-hours for three

days following tomorrow's (13

March) special.

Renewal: Ralston will stick with

ABC TV's Leave It To Beaver on

Saturdays next Fall via a two-minutes-

a-week renewal.

Network radio sale : The Frito Co.

(D-F-S) last week kicked-off its larg-

est purchase of network radio time

—

a campaign on NBC Radio to run

through 31 December, amounting

to $325,000 in net revenue. An-

nouncements will be centered around

News of the World, Emphasis, and

Monitor.

Network tv programing notes:

Face The Nation, CBS TV's half-hour

new series, will be added to the net-

work's fall lineup, scheduled for Mon-
days, 10:30-11 p.m. Also scheduled:

a Friday night extended news pro-

gram, to be telecast 10:30-11 p.m. It

will utilize the techniques evolved in

the current Eyewitness to History

series.

New network affiliations: WCMI,
Ashland-Huntington, Ky., to CBS
Radio . . . WGET, Gettysburg, to

Mutual Broadcasting System.

Re network personnel: John
West, to v.p., West Coast, and

Thomas Sarnoff, v.p., administra-

tion, West Coast, NBC . . . Bill Lynn,
in tv program development at Mc-

Cann-Erickson, leaving for ABC's Los
Angeles staff . . . Richard McHugh,
to manager, special program sales,

NBC TV. . . . NBC TV handed out

v.p. stripes to Harold F. Kemp,
Richard L. Linkroum, David W.
Tebet and Felix Jackson.

RADIO STATIONS

Ford, R. J. Reynolds, and Chrys-
ler ranked as radio's top spot

spenders during 1959, according
to RAB's own estimates.

These firms headed the list of 100

leading spot radio customers in '59,

along with their expenditures, re-

leased by RAB. Below, the top 20

:

RAB-ESTIMATED
SPOT RADIO EX-

RANK COMPANY PENDITURES 1959

1. *Ford $7,280,000

2. R. J. Reynolds 4,800,000

3. Chrysler 4,129,000

4. General Motors 4,115,000

5. Anheuser-Busch 3,683,000

6. Liggett & Myers 3.600,000

7. P. Lorillard 3,100,000

8. American Tobacco 3,090,000

9. Schlitz Brewing 2,710,000

10. Sinclair Refining 2,500,000

11. Carling Brewing 2,000,000

12. Thos. Leeming & Co. 2,000,000

13. Bristol-Myers L,900,000

14. Texas 1,840,000

15. Chesebrough-Pond'a 1,670,000

1 6. B. C. Remedy 1 .600,000

17. Fels & Co. 1.600,000

18. Beneficial Finance 1,578.000

19. Eastern Air Lines 1,500,000

20. Northwest Orient

Airlines 1,500,000

*Note: Ford's figure includes spot

radio money spent by Ford's dealer

organizations. Expenditures for oth-

er auto groups exclude dealer dollars.

Ideas at work:
• A new twist on the Lend

Lease exchange: The Herald
Tribune Radio Network this week
launched a "Lend Lease Radio" cam-

paign. The idea: to exchange regu-

larly scheduled programs with sta-

tions throughout the world. Kick-off

for operation lend lease is with the

Cheng Sheng Broadcasting Corp.,

Taiwan. The Trib Network is send-

ing tapes of its music shows plus a

network news feature and is expect-

ing, in return, a half-hour Chinese

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND"
(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,
West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1,520,100 Drug Sales $ 40,355,000

Households 423,600 Automotive Sales $ 299,539,000

Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise $ 148,789,000

$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales $1,286,255,000

Food Sales $ 300,486.000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 75.9% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to November 1959 ARB we average 75.9% share of audience from

Sign On to Sign Off 7 days a week.

KNOE-TV
Channel 8

Monroe, Louisiana

Photo : Prescolite Manufacturing Corporation
descent Lighting Fixtures for Home, Office, and Factory

CBS • A B C

A James A. Noe Station

Represented by

H-R Television, Inc.

El Dorado, Arkansas. "Producers of Incan-
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THE
MAM WHO
UVES
HERE ;

,

A genuine and active interest in

serving its audience, its industry

and its clients has made Portland,

Oregon's KOIN-TV one of the

nation's truly influential advertis-

ing media.

Extra performance in community

service, such as the programming

of hard-hitting station-filmed

documentaries on such contro-

versial local problems as air pol-

lution and sanitation, has helped

to earn the friendly confidence of

its audience . . . confidence which

brings response and results for

KOIN-TV advertisers. Backed by

the combination of widest area

coverage* and highest audience

ratings, this makes KOIN-TV one

of the nations' outstanding ad-

vertising media.

KoiiM-lw
Ik PORTLAND CHANNEL 6

Nation's Cru: Influence \tjliom

Sjllonjlh by CBSTl ' Spot Sales

7 ol every JO hoirt d ond 32 mrround-

N i

NCS

-ical music tape from the For-

mula -tation.

• Pin-up club: WCBS. New
'lurk, has started a new and exclu-

membership club only open to

individuals born 29 February. The

. nidation, dubbed the "29 Club."

- - a giant gold safety pin as its

emblem.

• Around -the - clock - service

:

W SB. Atlanta, this past week during

one of the city's worst sleet storms,

had its entire staff working 24-hours

a day offering emergency service for

messages from the Red Cross, state

highway patrol, police, schools, and

like. Station switched from regular

to emergency programing, with four

mobile units patrolling the streets

helping motorists and relaying traf-

fic information.

• Demand exceeds supplv:
Weatherman P. J. Hoff of WBB}I.
Chicago, is sending out a specially-

prepared 28-page weather brochure

that within three days elicited 2.305

requests on his morning program.

The booklet, being offered bv spon-

St Paul Federal Savings & Loan
- < iation. is promoted onlv on this

morning weathercast. Result: listen-

er response is speedilv exhausting the

original printing.

• Promoting the three R's

:

\5 EEL Boston, is in full swing with

its 1960 audience promotion cam-

paign under the banner "Rediscover

Real Radio." Included in the adver-

tising campaign are subwav posters,

taxi posters, mailing pieces, station

announcements, and a new series of

comic strip ads appearing in the citv's

newspapers.

• The way to an advertiser's

heart is through his stomach:
For the second vear in a row.

k\5 \S L. Cedar Falls. Iowa, used

decorated cakes to show advertisers

how the station ranks in the area. The

idea: Station delivered to more than

100 local and regional clients cakes

decorated with the latest Pulse sta-

tistics.

To the news and special events de-

partment at WNEW. New York, the

Brotherhood Award from the Na-

tional Conference of Christians and

Jews . . . To WALT. Tampa, the

Florida Highway Patrol Certificate of

Meritorious Service ... To WSAI.
Cincinnati, official recognition in the

record of the State Leeislature for its

recentlv-conducted public opinion
poll.

Station acquisitions: KITE. San

Antonio, and \S \ FE. New Orleans.

iwned by Connie Gay of Sashimi-

ton. D. C. to Townsend L . S. Inter-

national Growth Fund for the San

Antonio station and to William F.

Johns. Jr.. for the New Orleans sta-

tion, for a total of $1.1 million . . .

KLOO. Corvallis. Ore., to William C.

Hurlev. of Paul H. Raymer Co.. Chi-

cago, for $70,000. brokered by Ham-
ilton-Landis & Associates.

Thisa "n* data: RAB reports an

all-time high for number of work-
ing-order radio sets in the U. S.

The new total: 156.394.000 as of

1 January . . . K.COH. Houston, re-

cently held, in the City Auditorium,

a gospel talent search contest as part

of the Pet Milk Co.s national talent

contest, attracting 4.000 spectators

. . . New format: KARM. Fre-no.

Cal.. has switched to a "fine music"

schedule, using 15-minutes of unin-

terrupted music, with commercials

aired onlv on the quarter-hour . . .

WTOP. Washington. D. C. this

week showed N. Y. agency people.

via CBS Radio Spot Sales, a new film

presentation dealing with the Wash-

ington market.

Kudos: Cecil Woodland, general

manager of WFJL. Scranton. selected

as a judge for the community devel-

opment contest sponsored by the

State Chamber of Commerce and a

group of cooperating organizations

. . . WPTR. Albany-Schenectady.

Troy, awarded the Muscular Dystro-

phy Associations of America award

for outstanding public service broad-

casting.

Newlv-elected officers of the Tre-

bit Corp/s WFDF. Flint: Harry

Bitner. Jr.. president: Marvin Levey,

v.p. and assistant secretary: Joyce

Mahachek. secretary -treasurer: and

Elmer Knopf, general manager.

Station staffers: Philip Spencer,

to v.p. of the Community Service

Broadcasting Corp. (WCSS, Amster-

dam. N. Y. ... Robert McAuliffe.

promoted to sales manager of S M AQ.

Chicago . . . Richard Brader. to

sales manager of KOOL. Phoenix . . .

Dwight Case, to sales manager of
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This dramatic inside story showed WSB-TV viewers

the personal struggle of paralysis patients on the "road

back" from polio, arthritis and crippling birth defects.

The half-hour film was written and produced by the

WSB-TV staff, and filmed at Georgia's famous Warm
Springs Foundation. It captured the spirit of plucky

laughter and courageous hope so evident among patients.

WSB-TV timed its showing to coincide with the New

March of Dimes. Imaginative, responsible programming

of this character has earned heart-warming rewards

for WSB-TV. . . and for the station's advertisers.

WSB-TV
Channel 2 /ATLANTA

.Affiliated with The Atlanta Journal and Constitution. NBC affiliate. Represented by Petry. Associated with WSOC/WSOC-TV, Charlotte; WHIO/WHIO-TV, Dayton.

t The Story

of Warm Springs
NEWEST DOCUMENTARY

IN THE WSB-TV

"ROAD BACK" SERIES
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While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full Y2 hours of local

public service program-

ming each week.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 CBS • ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA

CBS

I im
md TELEVISION

Kl! \k. Stockton-Sacramento . . .

James .Mullen, t * > assistant sales

promotion manager of \^ CBS. New
^ ork . . . Don O'Malley. to account

utive of KCMO-FM. Kansas Citj

. . . Noyea Srott. to salesman.

KRCA, Loa Vngdea . . . Richard

Krel-tein. to account executive at

KBOX, Dallas . . . Sheldon Press,

to the merchandising department of

WITH. Baltimore.

TV STATIONS

P&G topped the list of company
advertisers on network tv during

the fourth quarter of 1959. ac-

cording to TvB.
Here are the estimated expendi-

tures of the 15 leading company ad-

vertisers, followed by brand adver-

tisers, using network tv during the

last quarter, as compiled bv LNA-
BARforTvB:

RANK COMPANY GROSS TIME COSTS

1. P&G $11,317,641

2. American Home 7.941.944

3. Lever 7.579.782

4. General Motors 5.693.112

5. General Foods 5.416,705

6. Colgate 5,066,507

i

.

Gillert 4.006.008

8. R. J. Reynolds 3.953.156

9. Ford 3.535.120

10. Sterling Drug 3,515.948

11. General Mills 3.439.537

12. Philip Morris 3.160.539

13. Chrysler 3.002.280

14. Texaco 2.846.956

15. Pharmaceuticals 2.839.409

RANK BRAND GROSS TIME COSTS

1. Anacin $2,745,996

2. Dristan 2.398.934

3. \^ inston 1,880.345

4. Ford 1.697.611

5. Gillette 1,464.303

6. Tide 1.405.621

7. Chevrolet 1.396.724

8. Kent 1.362.967

9. Life 1.348.222

10. Colgate 1,334,459

11. Bufferin 1.284.368

12. Bayer Aspirin 1.282.323

13. Plvmouth 1.256.666

11. L & M Filter 1.252.750

15. Gleem 1.216.750

\ >pecial Pulse survey conducted

last September in the Metropolitan

New York area, refutes the wide-

spread belief that the decline in view-

ing during the summer is due k

people being on vacation.

Instead the study reveals that

there was considerable dissatis-

faction with the quality of pro-

graming available during the

summer months.

Ideas at work:
• \Yho was that dancer I saw

you with?: KABC-TV, Los An
geles, recently concluded a month-

long contest for the Heart Fund
Drive. The idea : Appearing each

night, on the Let's Dance show, was

a mystery dancer. Clues were aired,

and viewers were asked to identify

him and complete the line "Everyone

should contribute to the Heart Fund

because ..." W inner received a Ford

Falcon from the program's sponsor.

• Operation dream house:
WALB-TY. Albany, Ga.. launched

a campaign to build a custom house

for a polio victim and his family.

Station telecast a two and one-half

hour telethon to kick-off the two-week

fund-raising campaign.

Kudos: To WNTA-TY. Newark.

N. J., an award for cultural contribu-

tions, imaginative programing and

cooperation with educational institu-

tions from Fairleigh Dickinson L ni-

versitv . . . WFAA-TV. Dallas, to

receive a 1903 Surrey automobile for

use in station promotions for holding

the best promotion in a national con-

test sponsored bv General Electric.

On the personnel front : H. D.

Neuwirth. to assistant to the presi-

dent of Metropolitan Broadcasting

Corp. . . . Donald Cronberg. to the

sales staff of WNBQ. Chicago.

REPRESENTATIVES

Rep appointments: WEZL. Rich-

mond. Ya.. to Bernard Howard &
Co. . . . KBLU. Yuma. Ariz., to

B-N-B. Inc. Time Sales.

Rep appointments— personnel

:

John Brennan. to the radio sales

staff of The Katz Agency . . . Jack

Allen, to the Chicago sales staff of

Young Tv . . . Paul O'Brien, to the

sales staff of Broadcast Time Sales

. . . Rollin Collins. Jr.. to the Chi-

cago sales staff and Joe Raffetto. tc

the New York sales staff of the Ed-

ward Petrv Co. W
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ASA 5-C/TY TV/Moio
OiRECTOftY

SUBSCRIBER

Our apologies to ,

Atlanta, St. Louis, Boston,
I

Dallas and some other cities!

The new 5-City Directory, just off the press,

contains more than 1900 listings, and 36 pages.

It's the recognized tv/radio guide to 5 cities

where 93% of all national spot business is

bought.

The 1960 directory is substantially bigger than

any of its predecessors. You will find it more

useful, and we hope you will forgive us if your

city is not included.

If you're a SPONSOR subscriber drop us a note

and we'll send you a 5-City Directory with our

compliments.

If not, the price is 50£ each . . . 40C in quanti-

ties of 5 to 10 . . . 30£ for 10 or more.

If you're not a subscriber, enter your subscrip-

tion now by using the form shown on this page.

We'll send you, as a bonus, not only the 5-City

Directory but also the 220 page 1959-60 Air

Media Basics including Radio Basics, Tv

Basics, Timebuying Basics, and much more.

'O Editi9n

Plt*»ONAt.

Sponsor Publications Inc.

40 East 49th St., New York 17, N. Y.

Send me copies of Sponsor's 5-city directory.

Enter my subscription to Sponsor

for one year at $8.00 and send me FREE

the 5-CITY DIRECTORY & AIR MEDIA BASICS.

NAME.

TITLE.

COMPANY.

ADDRESS -

CITY _ZONE _STATE_
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YOU
KCANT
KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

WHOLE LOAF!
all 33 Central Texas
counties... the most
nourishing buy in the big
Waco-Temple market.

jig t
CHANNEL <^j

LVISION ASSOCIATES
ml Rtprttrntat\ve$

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

Harold A. Smith has been elected a v.p.

of Needham. Louis & Brorby. Chicago.

He joined the Chicago-based agency in

April. 1958. as head of program promotion

and merchandising for the tv radio pro-

graming department. In six months Smith

also became head of press relations. A vet-

eran of broadcast advertising, Smith was

with NBC. Chicago, for 12 years prior to

joining NL&B first as adv. and promotion mgr. of WNBQ & WMAQ,
then as sis. planning and prom. mgr.. central division net tv sales.

Sidney P. Allen has been appointed gen-

eral sales executive. NBC TV Network. He

had been with Mutual Broadcasting System

for the past 23 years, having joined the

network in 1936 as account executive.

Successive posts held at MBS by Allen

since then include: eastern sales mana-

ger: administrative manager: network

sales; and. most recently, v.p. in charge

of sales. His career in the print field included stints with Dell, Vogue

magazine, the New York Herald-Tribune and the New York Sun.

H. D. "Bud" Neuwirth has been ap-

pointed assistant to John W. Kluge, presi-

dent and chairman of the board of the

Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp. Primari-

ly, he will be concerned with sales direc-

tion, but will assume additional responsi-

bilities delegated by Kluge. Neuwirth

started his career with his own radio time

sales co., Worth Assoc. In 1949 he moved

as account executive. After two years he joined

H-R Representatives, later Katz. and. in 1957, John Blair & Co.

Robert Livingston has been appointed

local sales manager of WMAL-TV, \^ ash-

ington, D. C. He joined the station's local

sales department in 1949 and has been rep-

resenting it in Washington and Baltimore

agencies. Livingston will continue to rep-

resent WMAL-TV in Baltimore in addition

to assuming his new duties. From 1931

until the time he moved to WMAL. Living-

ston was asst. adv. manager of the Washington Gas Light Co. He

maintains his residence in Washington with his wife and children.

SPONSOR • 12 MARCH 1960
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WAVE-TV Viewers Have

28.8% MORE WRECKS!
(therefore need new automobiles today, NOT tomorrow!)

u li From sign-on to sign-off in any average week,

^P^at least 28.8% more families watch WAVE-TV
than any other television station in Kentucky. All this

extra viewing just automatically means extra buying!

WAVE-TV costs less per 1,000 than any other

station around here. Much less! Don't just sit there

and doubt it. Ask us or NBC Spot Sales for the proof!

CHANNEL 3 • MAXIMUM POWER
NBC

LOUISVILLE
NBC SPOT SALES, National Representatives
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frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

Do old fashioned marketing concepts make your advertising campaigns miss

half of (heir real sales potential? Paul J. Miller, managing director, WWVA,

\\ heelings W . Va., believes that advertisers who build ad plans around their

"distribution cities'' and neglect the areas around these cities are weakening

sales impact dangerously. He points out that these "point-of-sale" areas gen-

erally receive merchandise, but no advertising support, and that this coverage

loss can greatly curtail campaign effectiveness. Here is a provocative letter

on a problem which too many agencies and clients still refuse to recognize.

Consider your point-of-sale areas

we are located in a market that, I am sure, must be

similar to hundreds of other radio markets today. We are

one of those so-called tri-state stations that serve goodly

portions of three different states.

This in itself creates a problem because distribution

set-ups are mostly planned on the basis of state lines as

boundaries. This has always seemed so foolish to us be-

cause the retail stores in a state one mile away are served

by, and distribution credited, to cities 135 or more miles

away. The same situation prevails in the second state

which is within eight miles of my office where merchandise
sold is credited, because of distribution, to a city in the

interior of the state. As a matter of fact, in our own state

some of the area covered is served out of distribution

points many miles away.

^ mi may ask why I make such a point of spelling out

our location and this distribution pattern. I do it because
I think it is extremely important not only to radio station

operators but to the advertiser himself. Let's look and see

what actually happens.

The advertiser tells his agency that he wants to start a

campaign on a certain product and gives the agency a list

of cities out of which he has major distribution. The
agency plans a campaign on this basis, giving those cities

of distribution, advertising in proportion to the business

often using not only one, but two, three or four

radio stations. This is fine for the cities in question, but
happens in the areas which I like to feel are point-of-

. such as the area we serve?

rchandise credited to the distribution in the

i iot all used in those cities. A high percent-

•d into the outlying areas for sale at super-

markets and retail stores that are not going to be reached

by distribution city advertising. Consequently, no increase

in sales can be expected in these point-of-sale areas.

We feel that some new determination for the planning

of advertising campaigns is needed which will take into

consideration point-of-sale in its relative importance.

When an advertiser buys three stations in the central

city of a distribution area, but none in the outside point-

of-sale area, he covers only the central part of the distri-

bution. However, his budget is sufficient, with a small re-

adjustment, to materially increase the advertising impact

in the area as a whole by adding a station which covers

the outside area, the neglected point-of-sale.

Because distribution city advertising is pretty much

confined to that city and its home county, some other

means of reaching the point-of-sale customer must be used,

whether it be newspaper, television or radio. Naturally,

we feel that radio can best supply this area coverage sup-

port and, I am sure, commonly available figures amply

prove radio cost-per-1,000 in this case to be much lower

than other advertising media.

We realize that the agency planners are often restricted

by budget and, naturally, must provide advertising in the

distribution cities first. But, I also feel that most adver-

tising campaigns are built for the purpose of selling mer-

chandise and such selling cannot be fully accomplished

unless the consumer in the point-of-sale area is reached.

I rest my case, gentlemen, on the fact that you miss half

of your sales potential if you do not give the point-of-sale

areas due consideration, along with distribution cities, in

your advertising campaigns. ^
SPONSOR 12 MARCH 1960
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There's More Than

One Side to KERO-TV,

Bakersfield.

It's the one and only

advertising medium
that spreads over

the whole of the

Southern San Joaquin

Valley, all five

rich-living counties

of it.

KERO-TV
BAKERSFIELD
CALIFORNIA'S SUPER-market

Rrprt4entt*l by

(EdwerdYpetry aYco., Inc.)

The Original Station fteprettntahv*

A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

CHANNEL 10
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Man in the middle

\- John C. Doerfer. chairman of the FCC, well knows, it's

hard to take a step in official Washington without putting your

fool in it. Right now he's facing a double-whammy as a result

of ( 1 ) his tangle with Representative Oren Harris, head of the

House Special Subcommittee on Legislative Oversight, and

(2) the charges against him of "excessive fraternization."

If we were the man on the street, or even a man in Con-

gress, what's going on according to the newspapers would

>mack of collusion. But what's really going on is, far different.

We've been watching Chairman Doerfer a long time. Many

a time he's given us a mighty uncomfortable feeling. Some-

times his deliberations and hesitations and round-about rea-

soning have left us chewing our nails. Until recently we

haven't really known where he stood with respect to industry

regulation, how staunchly he followed any line of thinking.

But never have we even remotely wondered whether he was

playing footsie with broadcasters—such a suggestion is com-

pletely alien, we are convinced, to the character of this sin-

cere, conscientious public servant.

How much fraternizing is "excessive fraternizing"? The

government regulator is charged first of all with maintaining

healthy controls within limits prescribed by law. As we see

it, some fraternizing is essential or the regulator cannot under-

stand the problems of the regulated. We consider this an es-

sential phase of the job, and we regard the willingness of the

Commission to attend industry meetings and visit broadcasters

to be especially important. Naturally its up to the regulator

to be circumspect in the discharge of this activity.

Men like John Doerfer or Rosel Hyde or Bob Bartley (to

name only some of the Commissioners we know best) are

hard to equal in public office. These are truly dedicated men
whose only gratification must come in a job well done. To
besmirch their reputations with accusations of "excessive frat-

ernization" without carefully evaluating the nature of their

assignment may be a grave injustice.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Continuing improve-

ment in the techniques and taste in both tv and
radio commercials. This is the most serious

area of criticism which the industry is facing.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Worst? Carl deSuze, personality at

WBZ, Boston, has brought out a

booklet titled, "Worst Jokes of 1959/

Sample:

"You must help me, Doctor," said

the patient to the psychiatrist. "1

can't remember anything for more

than a few minutes. It's driving me
crazy."

The psychiatrist asked gently.

"How long has this been going on?'"

"How long has what been going

on?" replied the patient.

Lost little lamb: sponsor's circula-

tion department lost a subscriber re-

cently. Reason given on returned

renewal form was: "No longer in tv/

radio advertising." A rubber stamp

letterhead showed what new business

he had traded broadcast advertising

for: FUNERAL HOME &

AMBULANCE SERVICE."

Gourmet: WWL-TV, New Orleans.

has just issued a recipe book in which

the preparation of crepes begins with:

"Start with a sassy sauce . . . then

prepare a light egg batter and a de-

termined meringue." Next add an

equally determined station promotion

man.

Signs of times: In connection with

net thriller Bourbon Street Beat, N.Y.

station WABC-TV is running contest

for high school students in area that

involves sending in tapes they have

recorded. Came a call from a Long

Island high school principal asking,

"Should the tapes be monaural or

stereo?"

Calling all whitecoats: Pulling into

his driveway late one night. Paul Mil-

ler, program director of WCKY, Cin-

cinnati, decided the crack-up had

finally come. On his front lawn, he

thought he saw a toy Manchester dog

walking about on its front legs. He

took a couple of Miltowns, slipped

into bed and pulled the covers over

his head. Relief came next morning

when he learned his neighbor had

just acquired the dog which hated to

walk on cold ground and had hit

upon this method of keeping at least

two paws warm.

No tv fare: We've heard about a

West Coast stripper who bills herself

as Norma Vincent Peele.
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AMERICA'S 1 Oth TV MARKET WG A L -T V
reaches not just one metropolitan area, but

many cities, towns, and communities which
together form America's 10th TV Market. For

a top score every time, place your advertising

message on this Channel 8 station which
delivers an audience greater than the combined
audience of all other stations in its coverage area.

(See ARB or Nielsen surveys.)

WGAL-TV

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

Representative: The MEEKER Company. Inc. New York Chicago Los Angeles San Francisco



Home of the

world famous
Cleveland Orchestra,

SEVERANCE HALL

—

like WDOK—is

synonymous with

good music in

Cleveland.

lore

1 1 lomentd of

jmG< LlAlC

MEAN

MORE PEOPLE

. . . WITH MORE

PURCHASING POWER

LISTEN TO

5,000 3Jklme Watts Cleveland r\adi
%

10

What factors determine a time-buying decision? Programming, power, ratings, cost-per-thousand

—all are important. But . . . equally important is a station's stature in the eyes of the

community.

We can show you all the facts and figures. And we wish we could show you the remarkable

community acceptance as represented by ihe hundreds of letters received weekly saying

simply "thank you."

^* No. 2 in Cleveland (Nielsen*

:««rW by BTS

JLID AVENUE, CLEVELAND 15, OHIO

J Frederick Wolf, General Manager
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STORZ

Stations

today's Radio

for today's selling

Todd Storz, President

Home Office: Omaha

WDGY, WHB, KOMA, WQAM
represented by John Blair & Co.
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IT'S WHO'S UP FRONT THAT COUNTS
THE NEW In any one town, only one station can be

the leader . . . only one station outrates all

the rest ! In Columbus, Ohio, that one
station is the New WCOL. WCOL is dif-

ferent. WCOL has the new sound of the

'60s, combined with sound programming
— choice, flawless broadcasting specially

selected and specially produced for sound
listening. Single spotting "showcases" your

24-hours-a-day broadcasting 1230 AM 92.3

commercials. These are a few of the rea-

sons why more folks find it fun to listen

to the New WCOL than any other radio

station. (Nielsen, Pulse, Hooper.)

How about you? Next time yoa buy
Columbus radio, ask for the new WCOL.
To paraphrase a popular quotation . . .

WCOL SOUNDS GOOD like radio should.

FM

THE CAPITAL STATION

COLUMBUS 15, OHIO

represented nationally by: robert e. eastman & CO., inc.

Station WING, Dayton; WEZE, Boston; WKLO, Louisville, and

WIZE, Springfield, 0., are other AIR TRAILS stations.



001
WJIM-TV, with
521,300 TV homes, is

MICHIGAN'S
SECOND
MARKET!

WJIM-TV
Strategically located to exclusively serve

LANSING.... FLINT....JACKSON

Basic

Represented by BLAIR TV

SPONSOR • 19 MARCH 1960



SOME REASONS

WHY

is your

best radiobuy
in CHARLOTTE

TWO CONSECUTIVE
N.S.I. REPORTS*

show

In the 6 to 9 A.M.

block WIST Average Rat-

ings are 32% HIGHER
than the next station

WIST is FIRST in 3-

Hour Weekly Cumulative

Ratings throughout the

entire day— from 6 A.M.

to 9 P.M.

|
In many time periods
WIST is FIRST in

TOTAL HOMES reached
. . . both inside and out-

side the Metro Area

Between 3 and 6 P.M.

. . WIST delivers MORE
DAILY HOMES than any

other Charlotte station . . .

more than all others com-

bined in some V4-hrs.!

— Apr. May, '.":<

N/FLSfN a/so snows that the average

number of listeners per home is greater

ST daring mosr time periods, and

~.ost WIST listeners are adults'"

'PULSE '

your P-G-W Colonel has the facts.

best radio buy
in Charlotte

"
? Company of the South Station

I 14. \. 12 • 19 MARCH I960SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE TV RADIO ADVERTISERS USE

DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Soaps: most powerful force on Madison Ave.

31 There's no doubt P&G. Colgate and Lever dominate each agency they em-

ploy because agency must conform to rigid standards. But system works

Cen. Sarnoff keys RTES anniversary

34 New fork's Radio & Television Executives" Society marks its 20th year

with first Gold Medal award. Recipient : David Sarnoff. RCA board chmn.

Inside story: your spot at a tv station

36 Step-by-step coverage of what happens at a tv station when spots are

ordered by important nat'l advertiser, in this case P. Lorillard via L&N

Tv whiz—kids' hobby kits

39 ITC Model Craft puts almost 98% of advertising budget into spot tv for

hobby kit new to medium. Sales hit all-time high, open new market-

CBS TV sets new commercials rules

41 Many industry observers were startled last week at CBS TVs new strin-

gent rules for tv commercials. Here are some of the rules" highlights

Who's who in Motor City's radio/tv?

42 ^ ho are some of the best known and most influential people in Detroit

broadcast advertising? sponsor names 25 people, backgrounds their work

Radio puts herring on U.S. tables

45 ^ ' ta Foods, makers of herring product, find spot radio and familiar

personalities can sell the American housewife on an unfamiliar food

FEATURES
56 Film-Scope

28 49th & Madison

60 News & Idea Wrap-Lp

6 New smaker of the ^ eek

60 Picture Wrap-Up

72 Seller's Viewpoint

48 Sponsor A-k-

12 Sponsor Backstage

58 Sponsor Hears

19 Sponsor-Scope

74 Sponsor Speaks

46 Spot Buys

74 Ten-Second Spots

24 Timebuyers at Work

70 Tv and Radio Newsmakers

52 Tv Results

55 Washington Week

Member of Business Publications

Audit of Circulations Inc.

SPONSOR PUBLICATIONS INC. combined with TV. Executive, Editorial. Circulation and

Advertising OH.ces: 40 E. 49th St. (49 & Madison! New York 17. N. Y. Telephone MUrrei

Hill 8-2772. Chicago OHice: 612 N. Michigan Ave. Phone: SUperior 7-9863. Birmingham

Office: Town House. Birmingham. Phone: FAirfax 4-6529. Los Angeles Office: 6087 Sunstt

Boulevard. Phone: Hollywood 4-8089. Printing Office: 3110 Elm Ave.. Baltimor* 11.

Md. Subscriptions: U. S. $8 a year. Canada & other Western Hemisphere Countries $9 •

year. Other Foreign countries $11 per year. Single copies 40c. Printed in USA. Address

all correspondence to 40 E. 49th St., N. Y. 17, N. Y. MUrray Hill 8-2772. Published weexli

by SPONSOR Publications Inc. 2nd class postage paid at Baltimore, Md.

©I960 Sponsor Publications Inc.
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MINNEAPOLIS

ON

THE

To provide on-the-Spot service for the impressive

list of agencies and accounts in this growing

advertising center, The Katz Agency, Inc., will

open a Minneapolis office in March, 1960.

Address / 2305 First National Bank Building

Phone /FEderal 3-6201

Manager / Dave Abbey

THE

KATZ

NATIONAL ADVERTISING REPRESENTATIVES

NEW YORK ' CHICAGO • DETROIT- ST. LOUIS

LOS ANGELES • SAN FRANCISCO 'ATLANTA • DALLAS MINNEAPOLIS



Rates

/ Ratings

\i C/M

Personalities

Merchandising

WKOW-TV
is the

| Oction
IbUY IN MADISON

I

I
I
I

RALSTON
PURINA

i

I

d nationally by Headley-Recd TV

WKOW

reaches and sells 30.

000 of the richest

farms in the Midwest.

These farmers buy over

$24 million in farm

feed per year.

CONTINENTAL
WAX uses WKOW-TV's mer

chandising service and

merchandisable cover-

age to introduce new

products to nearly half

a million people.

PROCTER
& GAMBLE Sells WKOW-TV's 8

county, $2V2 million

market for soaps and

detergents. All at Madi-

son TVs lowest C/M.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

The appointment of Frederick Wayne Ford, latvyer and 20-

year career veteran in government, as the new cfunrman of

the FCC came as a complete surprise to the industry last

iceek, even though the Commission has been a recurrent sub-

ject of much political controversy and policy debate, and its

former chairman, John Doerfer, had been under fire from bi-

partisan critics of the administration in a major election year.

The newsmaker: Frederick Wayne Ford, who has spent

half of his civil government career in the FCC, now endows the

chairmanship of that Commission with the image of his experience

as a lawyer and regulator.

Mr. Fords elevation does not signify new programs or even new

policies on the part of the FCC. He is still only one of seven voting

commissioners. ( With Mr. Doerf-

er's resignation, the FCC's mem-

bership was momentarily reduced

to six. J

Nor does Mr. Ford's appoint-

ment imply a drastic change of

the FCC's attitude toward regula-

tion. He represents only a con-

tinuation of the FCC's recent tend-

ency towards stronger regulation.

He has been described as a middle-

of-the-roader, neither a crusader

nor a radical.

Perhaps the real significance of

Mr. Ford's appointment is not to the broadcasting field at all.

As a veteran civil servant with heavy commission law experience,

his appointment by President Eisenhower represents largely an at-

tempt to remove the FCC from the arena of national politics as a

possible issue in November.

But Mr. Doerfer's resignation was genuinely unexpected, since

informed insiders had fully expected him to remain.

Then last week an editorial appeared in the Republican New York

Herald Tribune calling for his resignation. It seemed to follow within

a few da\ s.

Representative Oren Harris, who called the move "a wise decision.

'

also stated, "I'm not surprised." Mr. Harris is chairman of the

House Committee on Legislative Oversight.

Chairman Ford joined the FCC in 1947 and rose to become chief

of its hearing division in 1951. He left the FCC in 1953, the same

year that Mr. Doerfer joined the Commission. Mr. Ford then joined

the Justice Department and became first assistant to William P.

Rogers, then Deputy Attorney General. He returned to the FCC as

one of its commissioners in 1957. ^

Frederick W avne Ford

SPONSOR 19 \i\rch 1960



NEWSMAKER STATION of the WEEK
WHLO appoints EASTMAN

SCRANTON
FIRST...WARM -LAND wSarre

THEN...WSBA -LAND

...WHLO -LAND

YORK- LANCASTER
HARRISBURG

AKRON-CANTON and
NORTHEASTERN OHIO

WHLO RADIO the only advertising

medium that sells the northeastern Ohio

strip market area of more than

two million people

For details of the sound

that sells in northeastern Ohio
— call your East/man

or WHLO, Akron, BL 3-71 01

.

robert e. eastman & co., mc.

NEW YORK:
527 Madison Avenue

New York 22, N.Y.

PLaza 9-7760

CHICAGO:
333 N. Michigan Ave,

Chicago, Illinois

Financial 6-7640

representing major radio stations

DALLAS: ST. LOUIS:

211 North Ervay Bldg. Syndicate Trust Bldg.

Dallas, Texas

Riverside 7-2417

SAN FRANCISCO
Russ Bldg.

San Francisco, Cal.

YUkon 2-9760

915 Olive St.

St. Louis, Missouri

CEntral 1-6055

LOS ANGELES:
Taft Building

1680 N. Vine St.

Hollywood, Cal.

HOIIywood 4-7276

DETROIT:

Book Building

Detroit, Mich.

WOodward 5-5457
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The handsome sales results achieved by WNBQ produced a solid 33.3% increase

in total billings for the station in 1959 — an all-time WNBQ high. Dollars-and-

cents proof that WNBQ's wide-ranging programming reaches Chicago's total

audience and that more and more advertisers are sold on WNBQ every day.

WNBQ • NBC Owned • Channel 5 in Ch cago • Sold by NBC Spot !Sales
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from a proud past

comes a . .

.

FUTURE

UNLIMITED!

Everywhere you look in

Montgomery you see progress.

This new futuristic Coliseum,

scene of rodeos, sports events,

and conventions, is only one

example of this area's vast growth.

Expansion means opportunity . .

.

an opportunity to expand your

sales in a million market.

And WSFA-TV covers the area like

no one else can.

NBC / ABC MONTGOMERY - CHANNEL 12

fe Represented by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.
The Broadcasting Co. of the South

WIS-TV Columbia, South Carolina

TV HEWS \rom M&A ALEXANDER!

WELCOME!
WGN-TV, Ch. 9, Chicago

KHJ-TV, Ch. 9, Los Angeles

The latest stations to build audiences with

"Q. T. HUSH, PRIVATE EYE"

Call, Write or aire...

M & A ALEXANDER PRODUCTIONS, INC.
Hollywood:

6040 Sunset Boule»ird, Hollywood 4-3414

New York City:

Sttrn, 141 E«*t 55th Street. PUii 5-5266

SPONSOR
Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

VP-Assistant Publisher
Bernard Piatt

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor
Alfred J. JafFe

Senior Editors
Jane Pinkerton

W. F. Milcsch

Midwest Editor (Chicago)
Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Jack Lindrup

Gloria F. Pilot

Ben Seff

Lloyd Kaplan

Contributing Editor
Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurtz

Production Editor
Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Barbara Wiggins

Editorial Research
Elaine Mann
Helene Etelson

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Sales Manager
Arthur E. Braider

Eastern Office
Bernard Piatt

Willard Dougherty

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Midwest Manager
Roy Meechum

Western Manager
George Dietrich

Production Manager
Jane E. Perry

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Allen M. Greenberg, Manager
Bill Oefelein

ADMINISTRATIVE DEPT.
S. T. Massimino. Assistant to Publisher

Laura Oken, Accounting Manager
George Becker; Rita Browning;

Ann Marie Cooper; Michael Crocco; Wilke

Rich; Irene Sulzbach; Flora Tomadelli
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...in Cleveland, particularly Her heart belongs

to another. Likewise her ears and her Pulse. Cleveland is attuned

to a new radio romance-WHK-the station that

could hardly get any attention just a little over a year ago. Then it

was that Metropolitan Broadcasting Corporation

endowed our hero with an inheritance of new service, news

and showmanship. Mirabile dictu! The new

whk delivers Cleveland's second largest audience* for your product's

proposal."Marriage"licenses available from Blair, or

General Manager Jack Thayer (EXpress 1-5000) . \

WHKCleveland

Division of

Metropolitan Broadcasting

Corporation

LISTENING HABITS

'PULSE 20.3%-6 A.M.-MI0N1CHT, MON-FRI. DEC 1959.



GOING UP!
1960 will be the hottest na-

tional spot year in history.

And we mean both tv and
radio ! Your campaign in

SPONSOR—the book tar-

geted at spot buyers

—

will

make your rep mighty
happy.

Just a

few days left

to sign up before

SPONSOR'S
new rates

go into effect.

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

for all of 1960 at

old (1957) rates

if you enter your

advertising contract

before 1 April!

Hurry! Call Art Breider

MUrray Hill 8-2772, NYC

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE
E. 49th Street, New York 17

the SPONSOR WHEEL-OF-FORTUNE
at the NAB CONVENTION
5 • Conrid Hilton Hotel • Chicago

by Joe Csida

Sponsor
*. '-. •

;

•' •
^

The whole truth, and nothing but . . .

About six years ago or so when I wrote my
first Backstage for sponsor, I made it clear to

whichever readers happened to look in that I

was not exclusively a trade newspaperman doing

the piece for sponsor. The main sources of my
livelihood, I explained then, were two music pub-

lishing companies, Trinity Music, Inc. (BMI)

and Towne Music Corporation (ASCAP), and a

talent management firm, Csida-Burton Associates, Inc. I took great

pains to make this clear to the customers, because I wanted them to

know that on such occasions as I might have legitimate reason to

mention—a tune published by one of my firms, or an artist managed

by CB—there might just possibly be room for a touch of prejudice

on my part. I do believe that anyone in the trade who has been

reading me, lo these many years in SPONSOR and previously in The

Billboard, knows that I prize my integrity, both as a newspaperman

and a businessman highly. And that I would do nothing to jeopard-

ize what I believe to be my reputation for this integrity.

It is in this frame of reference that I want to notify one and all,

as I write this particular piece, that I am now employed as vice

president for eastern operations of Capitol Records, Inc. I sold out

my majority interests in the above-mentioned music publishing and

talent management operations to my partner, Ed Burton, and my

heart now belongs to this 18-year-old Hollywood-based corporation,

whose officers and many of whose other personnel I have known and

admired for a long time.

Please be advised, therefore, that should I make any kind remarks

about Capitol or any of its many fine artists, you may consider that

(hard as I will try to avoid it) I may be a mite less than totally ob-

jective. Or, conversely, should I write anything seemingly critical

of RCA Victor, Columbia or any other record company (this is high-

ly unlikely because they are fine firms) you may suspect me of

being partial.

For and agin me
Truly, I do not believe it's needed, but just in case—I consider a

sign of my ability to continue as an objective and impartial sponsor

columnist, and a totally devoted, 100%-loyal Capitol officer, the

column I did several weeks ago about the NBC year-end report.

NBC is, of course, the sister company of Capitol competitor. RCA,

but the column I did praised the many fine things revealed by their

year-end report. I quote the following very nice letter from NBC
vice president in charge of public information Sydney Eiges to

sponsor publisher Norman Glenn

:

"Dear Norm:

"That column by Joe Csida was one we loved. . . . I'm delighted

I Please turn to page 14)
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Somebody
out

there
must
be

selling

her

t could be Don McNeill's Breakfast

riub ... it could be Eydie Gorme . . .

t could be Dennis Day ... it could be

iny ABC Radio Network program or

>ackage. It could be a renewal sponsor

there are 57 of them). It could be a

ponsor doing his network radio selling

xclusively on ABC (there are 58 of

hem). All 119 advertisers (30 more
han last year) ... are out there selling

ier everything from corn pads to cars.

rC
Radio Network

ABC ADVERTISERS AND PRODUCTS IN 1959 afl-cio . acnecare . aqua-ivy • aero-shave, black flag, wizard deodorizer .

AMERICAN HOME MAGAZINE . AMERICAN TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH . APPIAN WAY PIZZA PIE MIX . APPLE VALLEY BUILDING DEVELOPMENT ASS'N .

ARCHWAY COOKIES • ASSEMBLIES OF GOD • AYDS, ITALIAN BALM . BABY SWEET & S00THENE . BAPTIST BIBLE FELLOWSHIP. INC. . BELTONE HEARING AID

CO. . BENRUS WATCH . BEN MONT PAPER. INC. . BILLY GRAHAM EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION . BR0MO-QUININE COLD TABLETS • BRUCE CLEANING WAX .

BURGESS VIBROCRAFTERS • CADILLAC (DIV. OF GENERAL MOTORS). CALIFORNIA STATE DEMOCRATIC CENTRAL COMMITTEE . CAMEL AND WINSTON CIGARETTES

.

CAPE CORAL REAL ESTATE . CASITE . CHANGING TIMES MAGAZINE , CHEF-BOYAR-DEE . CHICK-CHICK S PRESTO EASTER EGG COLORS • CHOOZ . CLAIROL .

COLGATE DENTAL CREAM . DAB . DAWN BIBLE STUDENTS ASSOCIATION . DODGE (DIVISION OF CHRYSLER CORP.) . DR. CALDWELL LAXATIVE . DR PEPPER CO..

DR. THOMAS WYATT . DRISTAN . EX-LAX . FAB . FOGLER'S COFFEE . FRED STREETER S PLANT GROWTH TABLETS . GENERAL ASS N OF DAVIDIAN 7TH DAY
ADVENTISTS . GENERAL NUTRITION CORP. . GOSPEL BROADCASTING ASSOCIATION . GREY-ROCK . GROSSET 4 DUNLAP INC. • GUARDIAN MAINTENANCE
(DIV. OF GENERAL MOTORS) . HARRISON HOME PRODUCTS . HIGHLAND CHURCH OF CHRIST . HUDSON VITAMIN PRODUCTS . 612 INSECT REPELLENT . JELL-0 .

KVP CORP. . KAPP RECORDS . KOOL AID • KRETSCHMER CORP. . LEVOLOR VENETIAN BLIND . LUCKY LAGER BREWING CO. • LYON VAN AND STORAGE . MAGLA
PRODUCTS . MAXWELL HOUSE COFFEE • MENTHOLATUM CO. . MERIT PLAN INSURANCE CO. . MIDAS MUFFLER CO. • MIRACLOTH & DOTTIE DUSTCLOTH .

MUSSELMAN APPLESAUCE . McCALL'S MAGAZINE . McCULLOCH MOTORS CORP. . NR TABLETS . OLDSMOBit-E (DIV. OF GENERAL MOTORS) . ORAL ROBERTS

EVANGELISTIC ASSOCIATION . PABST BREWING CO. • PALL MALL CIGARETTES . PARKER PEN CO. . PEPSI COLA CO . PETER PAUL. INC. . PLANTABBS .

PLYMOUTH (DIV. OF CHRYSLER CORP.) • PONTIAC MOTORS (DIV. OF GENERAL MOTORS) . PURITRON CORP. • QUAKER STATE OIL REFINING CO. OF CALIFORNIA .

RADIO BIBLE CLASS . RENUZIT HOME PRODUCTS CO. . ROCK OF AGES CORP. • ROYAL GELATIN. CHASE & SANBORN INSTANT COFFEE . SARAN-WRAP .

SAVINGS 4 LOAN FOUNDATION . SCAMPERS . SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES SYSTEM INC. • SCHICK, INC. • SEALY MATTRESS CO. . SHIPSTADS 4 JOHNSON ICE

FOLLIES OF 1960 • SIDNEY WALTON'S 7 LITTLE BOOKS • SLEEP-EZE . MISTER SOFTEE. INC. . SPRINGFIELD HOME PRODUCTS • SPRUANCE BREAD MIX .

ST. JOSEPH ALMANAC CALENDAR • STA-FLO. STA-PUF. SYRUP CREAM CORN . STANDARD OIL OF INDIANA . STANDARD OIL OF CALIFORNIA . STEVENS

TV ANTENNA . SUPER M-39 VITAMINS . SWANSDOWN CAKE MIXES . TRIP OF THE MONTH CLUB . U.S. POOL CORP. • UNITED ARTISTS CORP. . UNIVERSAL

COFFEEMATIC . UNIVERSAL INTERNATIONAL PICTURES . VAN NUYS SAVINGS 4 LOAN ASSOCIATION . VOICE OF PROPHECY. INC. . WATCHMAKERS OF

SWITZERLAND . WESTERN AIRLINE . WHITE CROSS HOSPITAL PLAN . WHITEHOUSE COMPANY . WORLD VISION, INC. . WALT DISNEY TOYS . ZINO PADS
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GET
MOVING!
Stations on the go are rolling

with SPONSOR! 1960 will

be the hottest national spot

year in history. And we mean
both tv and radio! Your cam-
paign in S PONSOK—the

book targeted at spot buyers
—will make your rep mighty
happy.

Just a

few days left

to sign up before

SPONSOR'S
new rates

go into effect.

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

for all of 1960 at

old (1957) rates

if you enter your

advertising contract

before 1 April!
» ;

Hurry! Call Art Breider

MUrray Hill 8-2772, NYC

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE
40 E. 49th Street, New York 17

Spin the SPONSOR WHEEL-OF-FORTUNE
at the NAB CONVENTION

Suit* 1106 • Connd Hilton Hotel • Chicago
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Sponsor backstage {continued)

to hear that he will continue writing his column for SPONSOR. His

warm, human approach to the industry and its problems and the

tremendous background of unmatched experience from which he

writes make it a 'must' for me in every issue.

"And he's just the 'superman' who can keep it going while tack-

ling the big job which he faces at Capitol Records."

Obviously I'm very grateful to Syd for these kind words, and I do

think I will be able to keep the column going satisfactorily. If I dis-

cover I can't, I'll be the first to holler uncle and cease and desist.

Lest you consider me shamelessly immodest for running the Eiges

letter, let me hasten to assure you that not all of sponsor's readers

feel the way Syd does about my efforts. Here's a note which Norm
Glenn got from industry leader Bob Mason, general manager of

WMRN, Marion, Iowa, about the piece I did welcoming Bernice and

Ira Herbert back to the radio business:

"Dear Norm,

"I recommend you suggest to your columnist, Joe Csida, that he

learn something about radio West of the Hudson River.

"His column in the February 20th issue would sound as though

'the music-news format, which in time was to prove the life-saver of

radio' was adopted by everyone.

"You will find throughout the Middle West and Far West, at least,

hundreds of stations that never went to music-news, but continued

as substantial operations covering all phases of communitv life.

"It's hard enough to convince some metropolitan Congressmen

that such a condition could exist because their concept of radio and

television comes largely from Washington and New York.

"It's too bad that the business publications of the broadcasting

industry are tempted to add fuel to the political flames of profes-

sional publicity seekers.

"We certainly could not be accused of being included in what vour

columnist says, 'Top 40 format is being dumped by station after sta-

tion.' Many stations never adopted it and consequently won't dump

it. Let's not castigate the entire industry for the sins of a few!""

Either way is O. K.

I apologize to Bob Mason, of course, for having given the im-

pression (if I did) that every station in the country runs nothing

but music-news. There are certainly, as Bob says, hundreds of sta-

tions around the country, like WMRN, which program on the basis

of "covering all phases of community life," and do so extremely suc-

cessfully.

It's a good thing guys like Mason write the kind of letters to the

publisher they do. Sort of offsets those billets doux from friends like

Syd Eiges, and keeps columnists from getting swell-headed. ^

Letters to Joe Csida are welcome

Do you always agree with what Joe Csida says in Sponsor Back-

stage? Joe and the editors of SPONSOR will be happy to receive

and print your comments. Address them to Joe Csida, c/o

SPONSOR, 40 East 49th Street, New York 17, New York.
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RESPONSE

RESPONSE: A capacity crowd of 10,000 moppets, moms
and dads responded to WJW-TV's unique Dental Health Day
Party last month at the Cleveland Arena. Another 4,000 were
turned away at the doors. A true festival of fun with prizes

from balloons to ponies to toothbrushes ... certainly a pain-

less way for youngsters to learn dental health. • It shows the

mighty influence of warm, friendly, forceful WJW-TV in the

nation's 7th largest market. You're in good company and

W7
YOU KNOW WHERE YOU'RE GOING WITH

gjWTW
CBS CLEVELAND

A STORER STATION • REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY
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FAST
WITHA

BUCK! Sergeant Bilko is a born money-maker. . . especially for his sponsors.

His world-famous series, "The Phil Silvers Show" is the top comedyshow

in all syndication . Causing audience stampedes in New York (23.7 rating), Louisville

(25.3 rating), Erie (44.8 rating), Lansing (27.7 rating), Pittsburgh (21.6 rating), South

Bend (28.1rating), Portland (23.8 rating), San Diego (21.1 rating). In fact, everywhere

he's seen, Bilko is getting five -star ratings/

No wonder v. i. p. advertisers— Carling, American Stores, Ronzoni, New York

Telephone, Brylcreem, Fairway Food Stores (to mention a few) — are flocking to

put their money (more than $2 million to date!) on television's top-rated topkick.

Want a fast return on your advertising dollar? Just pass the buck to Bilko.

Offices heated in New York, Chicago. Los Angeles. Detroit, Boston, Dallas, f% mm my m-m m MAW 0%
St. Louis, San Francisco and Atlanta. In Canada: S.W. Caldwell. Ltd., Toronto. I#0W m mLlww

9

the best film programs for all stations'

Source: Latest Nielsens



The "content" of a rating point on wpix-11 and the top
network- station in New York is the sarin.' Nielsen
proved that incomes, home ownership, ages, jobs

etc. follow identical patterns."1" The reason -

cal and understandable, wpix-11 is pro
med like a Network station with net-

work-proven and network-quality sh

every half-hour, every night. This wpix-11

i Q*alit*tirt Stmd* for WFIX-

"network look" brings increased sales impact to your

commercial messages — makes them more receptive,

more effective, more productive.

re are your 60-second commercials tonight!

new
york

Drtail* upon r*4ju<*t. £:fto. HP/.V
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Most significant tv and radio

neivs of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR -SCOPE
You never know in spot tv what nook of the country will explode next as a

goodly source of national spot billings: the latest is the sector that takes in Indian-
apolis, Muncie and Fort Wayne.

So much buying has suddenly started to emanate thereabouts that one major rep is

considering opening an Indianapolis office—on the chance that this activity is a har-

binger of a steady flow of business. Indiana is now serviced out of Chicago.
Here's some of the Hoosier spot tv action that's got the reps hopping:
Pic-a-Pop (Randall & Baggott, Ind.), 147 markets with about $250,000 for 13

weeks, starting mid-April, with emphasis on afternoon cartoon strips.

Kennedy Carliner & Bag (Poorman, Butler, Muncie) now in Indiana and Ohio
and headed for Seattle, Atlanta and other points as soon as distribution permits.

Vita Guano (Caldwell, L&S-V, Muncie), 25 southern markets for a starter.

Ball Bros. (Applegate, Muncie), 80 markets for the summer.
Eckrich Meats (Applegate, Muncie), 15 spots per week in major midwest markets.

CBS TV was faced this week with protests from several agencies over the net-

work's latest groundrules on nighttime commercial positioning.

The gist of the demurrers : we can't exercise maximum creativeness in the sale of

our clients' products if you deny us the opportunity of expedient length and place-

ment of the commercials.

Two of the agency giants said they recognized that the network was acting to controvert

the present climate of criticism and to stave off regulatory action from Washington but the

new CBS positioning standards posed a terrific inequity to certain types of adver-

tisers.

One agency, Bates, is reported to have threatened to withdraw Brown & Wil-

liamson's billings at night if the network held fast to its new policy of not permitting more

than three commercial positions and two entertainment breaks in a half-hour program.

Off-the-record comments included these: (1) CBS was clobbering all customers when
its basic problems were the drugs and cigarettes; (2) obviously those who contrived the

new rules were oblivious to how the mechanics of matching together money from va-

rious brands often made four separate positionings mandatory; (3) CBS' sales chiefs,

disturbed as much as the agencies, were hoping to have the new rules revised.

Summer spot tv business has started to roll in both New York and Chicago.

The Chicago contingent includes Kool Aid (FCB) and Heath Toffee Ice Cream Bars

(Biddle). It's the latter's first dip into the medium.

In New York it includes Tender Leaf Tea (JWT), Dow's Handy Wrap (NCK).

Other spot activity out of Chicago: Swift's Pard Dry Crunchers (DFS^ ; Helene

Curtis' Suave (Campbell-Mithun) , flights of six weeks each in top markets.

Added New York action: French's Instant Mashed Potatoes (JWT); Regular

Chase & Sanborn Coffee (JWT) ; Fab, Palmolive Soap, Vara and Wildroot (Bates).

Esso returns to spot radio mid-April for a 27-week campaign, concentrating on

weekends and using a couple stations per market at the rate of 10-20 spots a week.

The schedules will run in 50-odd markets. Esso, pioneer in news, pulled completely out

of that commodity at the end of last year. McCann-Erickson is doing the buying.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

BBDO this week circulated among its 1500 account people and others identi-

fied with media a tersely documented fact-piece on why they ought to consider using

summer spot radio.

They were reminded that 25% of all grocery, drug, appliance and car sales were
still made in the summer and that the complexion of summer listening has been
changing mightily as reflected by the big surge in auto and portable set sales in sum-

mer living.

Tv stations might as well save wear and tear on their paper and pencils in try-

ing to figure out rates for 30-second copy.

SPONSOR-SCOPE checked reps with stations that devised such rates and found that

takers of 30-second spots have been quite rare and certainly not regular.

The deduction: when a copywriter says he needs a minute to tell the story he means
just that and not 30 seconds. The stations had thought that the 30-second spot would in-

spire copywriters who shy away from 20's and I.D.'s to renewed creativity. There are plenty

of 20's and I.D.'s to be had in practically all the markets.

Automotive business for radio stations in national spot this quarter is running
ahead of last year but the trouble is this: there are so many cars that want to get on at

a limited period of the day that clearances have become virtually unsolvable.

There are at least 12 campaigns out of Detroit and South Bend and practically all

of them have designated 7-8:30 a.m. as the desirable time.

What aggravates the dilemma for the stations: local car dealers constitute 52-week

customers with early a.m. franchises and nobody's going to impinge on their rights.

Scott Paper (JWT) is taking its time about deciding whether it wants to exer-

cise its two-year option on the reruns of Father Knows Best.

If it does elect to go on with the repeats at night, it won't be in its present NBC TV
period and only on an alternate basis.

According to SPONSOR-SCOPE's rough estimate the 20 leading advertisers in net-

work tv for 1959 spent an aggregate, in time and talent, of $479.5 million.

A rundown of that estimate by account:

ADVERTISER

P&G
Lever

American Home
General Motors

Colgate

General Foods

R. J. Reynolds

Gillette

Ford

Bristol-Myers

General Mills

Lorillard

Sterling

Liggett & Myers

Pharmaceuticals

Chrysler

American Tobacco

Philip Morris

Brown & Williamson

S. C. Johnson

NET TIME

$36,500,000

24,500,000

21,000,000

16,500,000

17,500,000

16,000,000

13,500,000

10,500,000

9,000,000

10,500,000

10,500,000

9,000,000

9,500,000

8,500,000

8,000,000

7,500,000

7,500,000

7,000,000

6,500,000

5,500,000

PROGRAM COSTS

$28,000,000

18,500,000

15,000,000

19,000,000

15,000,000

14,500,000

12,000,000

14,000,000

12,500,000

8,500,000

8,000,000

8,500,000

6,500,000

7,500,000

7,000,000

7,000,000

6,500,000

6,500,000

5,500,000

4,500,000

20 SPONSOR

ESTIMATED TOTAL

$64,500,000

43,000,000

36,000,000

35,500,000

32,500,000

30,500,000

25,500,000

24,500,000

21,500,000

19,000,000

18,500,000

17,500,000

16,000,000

16,000,000

15,000,000

14,500,000

14,000,000

13,500,000

12,000,000

10,000,000
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Bates, per usual, is doing its fall shopping early at the networks.
Purchases the past week from ABC TV: two minutes weekly on Surfside 6 for

Brown & Williamson and participations in Stage Coast West for B&W and Whitehall.
The hour price on Surfside is $120,000 gross with reruns free and Stage Coast,

$100,000 first run and around $30,000 for repeats.

While CBS TV ponders the format for its regular Friday night news-in-depth
series, the non-entertainment section of the business keeps hauling in the shekels.

Among the latest developments in that CBS area:

1) Reynolds Metals (L&N) will sponsor the National Auto Show in Detroit Sun-
day, 16 October (6-7 p.m.), paying $88,600 for the program and around $115,000 for
time.

2) Williamson-Dickey (F&S&R) will pick up the tab for the PGA event at a cost of
around $225,000.

3) G.E. is evincing an interest in four one-hour educational shows, headed by James
B. Conant, at about $175,000 apiece.

Note: The figure put on the Face the Nation series is $17,000 gross. For the

Civil War series, the Desperate Years, $40,000.

NBC TV affiliates are in a stronger position to catch up with the prevailing de-
mand for daytime minutes from spot advertisers.

The network has opened up two additional such spots: at the 3:30 and 4:30 station-

breaks. In other words, there won't be breaks at 3:15 and 4:15.
Other minute breaks previously available to NBC stations: 10:30 (on co-op basis);

12:30 and 2:30.

Here's the latest comparative one-time rate for matched lineups on the three
tv networks (135 stations), covering 93% of all U.S. homes:

NETWORK GROSS HOUR GROSS HALF-HOUR

ABC TV $ 98,130 $58,878

CBS TV 107,700 64,620

NBC TV 108,170 64,902

Take it as a symptom of the business outlook, or the power of tv, or both, but
more and more big companies are asking their agencies what can be done in that

medium during the coming season to shine up the corporate image.

The source of this observation are planners in the topline agencies.

This quest for improvement of the institutional image is interpreted by some of them as

showing a confidence of what the level of sales will be during the coming year. In

effect, such clients—taking a leaf from DuPont—are saying: there's an incalculable value

in what the public thinks of your business.

ABC TV's new ratecard, which takes effect 1 October, contains these salient

features and comparisons with the other networks:

1) ABC's summer discounts run 16 weeks as against the others' 13 weeks.

2) Annual dollar volume runs from 2% for $100,000 to 15% for $5,200,000.

3) Maximum discount for any advertisers drops from 32^4% to 30%.

4) Discounts for every week nighttime weekday periods: before 8, 12% in winter,

48% in summer; between 8-8:30, 4% in winter, 42% in summer; 8:30-10:30, 0%
in winter and 36% in summer; 10:30-11 p.m., 4% in winter, 42% in summer.

5) The rates for daytime go up, since the discount for every week advertisers slides

from 40% to 20%.
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I SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Strong sentiment, at least in network quarters, seemed this week to be develop-

ing tor the recruiting of an outstanding public figure for the vacant NAB presidency.

Among the names bruited: Gen. Alfred Gruenther, now president of the Red Cross.

ABC TV has crashed the sports picture in a big way for the 1960-61 season.

After outbidding NBC TV for the NCAA telecasts (13) it sold Gillette a $8-million pack-

age consisting of half sponsorship of the Saturday night fights (82.5 million), and co-

sponsorship of the NCAA games and Saturday afternoon baseball games (25).

(For more on Gillette commitment spread, see NEWS WRAP UP, page 60).

NBC TV had its own raiding party going in the sports arena this week.

It was hoping to snag the 1960 pro football games, something that has been exclusively

CBS TV's for years.

In the event the deal is made NBC would telecast these pro games, odd as it may seem, on

Thursday, Friday and Saturday nights. The fall schedule lends itself that way.

NBC is referring to this as an $8-million package, whereas CBS grossed but $5-million

from the pro football games as a Sunday matinee attraction.

There's still this notable difference between the tv soap opera and its radio

progenitor of the latter 1940's: the tv serial has a bigger younger audience.

But in one respect they have a strong kinship: they draw practically the same aver-

age audience percentage. It was 8.4 in Nielsen Tv for November-December 1959 and

8.3 in Nielsen Radio for February-March 1947.

The age of housewife breakdown for tv: 16-34, 12.5; 35-49, 8.3; 50-J-, 9.1. The radio

ratio: 16-39, 9.0; 40+, 8.2.

Note: lower income homes dominate for soap operas in tv as they did in radio.

TvB is reacting, if only within the clan, to the ad noting comparisons that the big

magazines have been making in their trade advertising and promotion.

It's preparing a memo to TvB members which will point out that these magazines have

been distorting the much-qualified information gathered by Politz for his various

ad-noting studies.

In other words, the memo will be one of those clarification types.

Look for control over their nighttime tv network programs to slip away from

agencies more than ever the coming season.

Progressively militating against them are these factors:

1) Less and less clients are in a position to sponsor a program all by themselves.

2) It's getting harder to match up alternate sponsorships within an agency.

3) Few agencies are equipped to develop shows with freelance composers that be-

cause of their ingenuity and imaginativeness will find easy acceptability by the networks

as against the networks' own wares.

Don't take this as a norm for the medium in general, but CBS TV Spot Sales'

billings for March are running 31% ahead of the like month of 1959, making the

biggest month in four years.

The edge of March 1959 over March 1958 was 19%.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 46; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 60; Washington Week, page 55; sponsor

Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 70; and Film-Scope, page 56.
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Kpix-Tv.
.

for fine television results . . Edward Petry & Co. . . . National Representatives

Durtesy of Kayser Hosiery
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Vherc Can You Make Such An

"EXPANDING MARKET

BONANZA BUY?"
KMSO-TV, Serving All Of

WESTERN MONTANA is

ulu in Coverage

bib in Programming

bib in Viewership

9 OUt of every 10 TV Homes in the Far

Western Montana market view only KMSO-TV.

1,000 \ 58 = 58,000 TV HOMES
in 13 counties are delivered by KMSO-TV at a

low cost thousand of just $1

NOT JUST 1 BUT 6 CITIES
Butte. Anaconda. Missoula. Deer Lodge, Ham-
ilton, and Kalispell enjoy top programs on

18 VHF COMMUNITY BOOSTERS
have been installed in Butte. Anaconda, Deer
Lodge, Kalispell and many other communities
to rebroadcast KMSO-TV programs.

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES

FORJOE-TV, Inc.

85

While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full y2 hours of local

public service program-
ming each week.

THI-TV
NNEL 10 CBS • ABC

RE HAUTE
INDIANA

Timebuyers
at work

Martin Foody, Reach, McClinton & Co.. New York, thinks that most

station-sponsored research must be carefully scrutinized. "A typical

station circular reports, 'WXXX delivers 10,000 more homes.' Is it

all right to ask questions such as, more homes than who? At what

time? Each week? Each month? On a specific program? ... Or

am I likely to embarrass someone

who can't fit the answers to my
questions?" When a radio station

quotes a total listener figure, Mar-

tin says, it often doesn't explain

whether this figure includes in-

home or out-of-home listenership,

or whether it's for one week or

four. If a station doesn't find it-

self strong with Pulse, it quotes

Nielsen, and vice versa. "And

somehow a station always finds

itself No. 1 in some category. If

it isn't top-rated in any survey, it becomes 'No. 1 in adult program-

ing,' 'in fine music,' 'in news,' or the station 'with the No. 1 d.j.' It's

a sad state of affairs, but the only facts that buyers can easilv get

about stations are those which are prejudiciallv to their advantage.

I hope to see the day when station information has more integrity."

Howard Webb, Ralph Allum Co., New York, feels that buys of the

highest cost efficiency are made by selecting several good radio sta-

tions in each market, instead of buying the top-rated stations alone.

"The rationale behind buying the top station only is that this station

will reach a high percentage of the market's audience in the course

of time. This, of course, is true.

The big 'but' is that you can reach

the bulk of the audience more rap-

idly, and with a lower cost-per-

1,000, by buying several stations.

Admittedly it's easier, and easily

justified, to automatically pick the

station with the heaviest ratings.

Not only does the mechanical proc-

essing require a lot more time and

effort to place a schedule on sev-

eral stations in a market, but a

great deal of analysis is necessary

I" get the best possible buy." Howard thinks that because of the

constant change in audiences, it's good policy to take a new look at

stations every time you buy. "I find the representatives very helpful

in keeping me up-to-date on both stations and markets, and I notify

all of them as far in advance of a campaign as I possibly can.
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IN INLAND CALIFORNIA (and western nevada

T3EELINE- r4di°

California's Capitol

Free-spending Californians and Ne-
vadans are clustered thick in Bee-
line station broadcast areas. For
example, KFBK is located in the

heart of the Metropolitan Sacra-
mento Market which ranks 9th
nationally in retail sales per house-
hold and 43rd in total retail sales.

National ranking for total food sales

is 39th and total drug sales is 49th
(SRDS)

The city of Sacramento is the
capital of California. It is also the
center of an area having huge, di-

versified food -canning, industrial,

dairying and agricultural activity

plus several very large military
establishments.

As a group. Beeline stations give
you more radio homes than any
combination of competitive stations
— at bv far the lowest cost per
thousand (Nielsen & SR&D)

'Sales Management's 1959 Survey of Buying Power

O RENO

KFBK O SACRAMENTO

)\ \
KBEE ° MODESTO

KMJ O FRESNO.

\
KERN ° BAKERSFIEID

/lAcCtatdUf ES/U>O<tG0t*tM*6 GoWJk>*A*A\
SACRAMENTO. CALIFORNIA PAUL H. RAYMER CO., NATIONAL REPRESENTATITC
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Look
who's sold
onABC
Alberto-Culver, Alcoa, American Chicle Co.,

American Cyanamid, Armour, American

Redball Transit, Beechnut, Best Foods, Border

Block Drug Company, Breast o' Chicken,

Brown & Williamson, Campbell Soup, Canada

Dry, Carnation, Carter Products, Chevrolet,

Coty, Cracker-Jack, Helene Curtis, Colgate,

Derby Foods, Dow Chemical, Dinner-Redy,

Dodge, Drackett, Du Pont, Drug Research,

Dusharme, Durkee, Dutch Masters, Eastco,

Eastman-Kodak, Elgin, Ex-Lax, General

Foods, B. F. Goodrich, General Mills, Hartz

Mountain, Haggar Co., Hollywood Brands,

Hills Bros., International Latex, Johnson &
Johnson, S. C. Johnson, Knomark Mfg.,

Kaiser, Lever Bros., Ludens, Libbey-0wens-

Ford, Liggett & Myers, P. Lorillard, Mars,

Mastic Tile, Mutual of Omaha, Mattel,

Miller Brewing Co., Miles Laboratories, Moge:

David, Massey-Ferguson, Inc., Minute Maid,

North American Van, Northam Warren, Old

London Foods, Peter Pan Foundations,

Pharmaceuticals, Plough, Procter & Gamble,

Phillips-Van Heusen, A. H. Pond, Quaker

Oats, Ralston Purina, H. F. Ritchie, Renault

Restonic, R. J. Reynolds, Reynolds Metal,

Renuzit, Scripto, A. E. Staley, Sterling Drug,

Seven-Up, Sweets Co., Toni, U. S. Time,

Vitamin Sales, Vick Chemical, Ward Baking,

Westclox, Warner-Lambert, Welch Grape

Juice, Whitehall Laboratories.

The company on ABC is not merely good.

It's smart. Knows, if you please, the selling

import of these basic ABCs: A) Share of

audience—ABC-TV is now consistently first or

second every night of the week. B) Kind of

audience—ABC-TV's programming selects the

younger homes, with growing, consuming

families. C) Cost of audience—ABC's cpm of

homes ($2.88) is lowest in the business

of network selling. If you agree on the value of

these ABCs, you can be sold—successfully—

on ABC Television. ^51

WATCH ABC-TV IN '60
(more people will)



49th anc

Madison

Not forgotten

Your most flattering story appearing

in the 20 February issue of SPONSOR

("Sponsor Backstage") delighted us

beyond words. Most people have the

happy faculty of forgetting—especial-

ly after six years, which was not the

case with you.

Ira Herbert

Palm Beach, Fla.

• For more on the Herberts, see this week's
"Backstage," page 12.

Left out!

Your 20 February survey "Local Tv
Wins Powerful Friends, "should prove

a spur to stations hesitant about ex-

panding the schedule of programs of

this type.

While you went pretty far into this

field there is a feeling here that you

completely missed the many pro-

grams and series of this type pro-

duced by WFIL-TV and the other

Triangle Stations. Although you not-

ed the 10th anniversary of our Uni-

versity of the Air series in sponsor's

"Tv Stations" roundup, 23 January,

you completely overlook it in this lat-

est story. This series enjoys the co-

operation of more than 28 colleges

and universities in Delaware Valley,

and is telecast live from 11:15 a.m.

to 12 noon, 45 minutes each scholas-

tic weekday on WFIL-TV, via video

tape on a one-week delay at 7 a.m.

and is subsequently aired on all other

Triangle Stations at various times.

Of equal importance is the new

Eyewitness series premiered 2 Febru-

ary. This is a public affairs series

prepared by a special Eyewitness

news team. By a skillful combination

of news film and interviews, it puts

the microscope on such subjects as

narcotics, heart disease, the Beat gen-

eration and transportation problems.

All of these programs are being tele-

cast in prime evening time.

I mention these specific series, be-

cause they are so pertinent to your ar-

sponsor 19 MARCH 1960



tide. Each of our stations has simi-

j

lar projects. For example, there is

the Yale Reports series telecast by

WNHC-TV and aired on the ABC TV
|
Network.

We were also shut out on that spe-

cial box titled "Look Who's Buying

1 Local Tv," even though The Russian

Revolution and The Secret Life of

Adolph Hitler were both sponsored

here at WFIL-TV, the former by the

California Oil Co., the latter by Mc-
Cafferty Ford. WNBF-TV, Bingham-

ton, N. Y, and WLYH-TV, Lebanon-

Lancaster, Pa., have also sponsored

these programs.

I hope that in future articles we will

have the opportunity to tell you what

we are doing on the subjects you are

surveying.

Jack Hyland

pub. dir.

Triangle Stations

Philadelphia

Head-standing record

I just had to take time out to thank

you for the wonderful article that ap-

peared in your great magazine recent-

ly ("Dig That Upside-Down Beat,"

sponsor, 20 February). I received

terrific comments, which shows that

your magazine really has readership.

I have been a reader for many years.

I notice that you are celebrating

sponsor's 13th birthday. This is

I about the same time we opened

WCCC. I don't think any man has

enjoyed being in the broadcasting

I business as much as I have. As a

sponsor, broadcaster and retailer, I

I have been a beneficiary of a great

way of life in our country.

Standing on my head, during 40

years in retailing, 12 years in radio

and 35 years as a sponsor (never be-

ing off the air), is a record that has

j

given me great privileges and many
benefits, one of which I am about to

enjoy—a trip around the world, while

my store is being remodeled.

Before I go, I am sending you one

of my prize trophies. This trophy has

been presented to some of the great

leaders of our business, as well as

our community. I want you to have

it because I believe that your leader-

ship in sponsor has done a great job

for our industry.

William M. Savitt

pres.

Savitt, Inc. (Jewelers)

New Haven, Conn.
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The most refreshing idea

KING-SIZE
COVERAGE

of all Southern California

For its audience, a new, refreshing sound . . . the best in

popular music and news features, intelligently packaged

in KBIG's distinctive "FRESH AIR" programming.

For its advertisers, king-size coverage of receptive listeners

in 234 communities of all 8 Southern California counties . .

.

at 71% less average cost than other high-power stations.

The sales significance of "FRESH AIR' nonstrated

in a new 10 minute presentation. A call to your KBIG
or Weed representative will bring it to your desk promptly!

Radio Catalina ...740 kc/ 10.000 watts

JOHN POOLE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC

6540 Sunset Blvd.. Los Angeles 28. Calif. • HOllywood 3-3

NATIONAL REPRESENT \TIVE: WEED RADIO CORP.



Have you

heard

about

Florence ?

She's a daughter of the new South. Bright. Alert.

Wholesome. Symbol of a unique market in South Carolina,

where marketers (who see through the fallacy

of rigid buying based on Standard Metropolitan

Areasj find an agricultural-industrial market of

215,000 tv homes, effectively covered by one statu

WBTW
Florence, South Carolina

Channel 8 • Maximum power
• Maximum value

• Represented nationally

by CBS Tv Spot Sales

A Jefferson Standard station affiliated with

WBT and WBTV, Charlotte, N. C.
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SOAPS:

MOST POWERFUL FORCE

ON MADISON AVENUE

P&G started it— this game of follow the leader;

now it has spread like a virus through every ad agency

f

There is no doubt that the three big soap companies

minate Madison Ave. Good? Bad? Fact is, it works

HI o rich uncle ever dominated a household more thoroughly

han the big three soap companies do Madison Avenue. The in-

fluence of Procter & Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive and Lever Bros,

especially P&G—is impressive, not only in their own agencies,

iut in many agencies that have never had a soap account.

It is not surprising, since this trio of giants together are doing

gross annual business that is reaching towards the $3 billion

lark, and nothing impresses like success. At the same time,

le same three colossi are billing in the neighborhood of $240

lillion for advertising (between 80 f
o and 95^ of this in air

jiedia—largely tv) ; agencies have reason to stand in awe.

BIG THREE: These men guide

the giant soap industry that

controls some $240 million ad billings

E. H. Little

COLGATE-PALMOLIVE

Mffi

H. M. Schachte

LEVER BROS.
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- advertis-

es and nedia formulas of

wati hed b) ju>t about
--

whenever pos-

manufacturer,

u< 1. .iikI copied

Bible.

'* \- P&( - goes, - the nation,

.m adman told SPONSOR With the

-I sales \ t»lume of all (about

H.2 billion last year) and the big-

gest ad budget (about $100 million),

tlii — company has become the bell-

Mrether of the advertising industry.

It hasn't asked for this role, indeed

it feels self-conscious about it. But

it can't escape it.

*'
\ I most every packaged goods

manufacturer wants to be like P&G.

another adman said to SPONSOR, '"but

they just don't have the guts to fol-

low through. They study the P&G
advertising formula, follow it part

of the way and then "chicken out" at

the crucial phase. It's a pretty rare

advertiser who has the courage—or

often the money— to give a new

product four vears to get in the black

and never cut back a nickel on the

advertising budget that was initially

prescribed."

Colgate-Palmolive and Lever Bros.

i with annual ad budgets of about

$75 million and $65 million respec-

tively! are two companies which

match P&G in such courage. They

have to. for they are playing in the

same league with P&G. But their

antes in this big-stakes game are

naturally a bit smaller. Both are

more likelv to sail with a two-vear

"pay-out" period than a four-year

one to prove a new product.

This ''pay out." which will be dis-

cussed here later, is just one of many
standard practices among the big

three soaps that have influenced ad

agencies and clients in other fields.

sponsor talked to a number of ad-

men, asked what other practices and

formulas of the soaps have made
their force felt on Madison Avenue,

how they have made this force felt

in their own agencies, what effects

it has on media and general crea-

tivity, and whether these effects are

good or bad?
That it has an effect goes without

saying, and nowhere is it more no-

ticeable than in an ad agency that

has a P&G, Colgate or Lever product

iii;:i!'[iii!!!iii!ii'i ':
1 1

1.

'

;

::!ii:niiiiiinii!!iiiu!!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii

HOW SOAPS ARE SPREAD THROUGH AGENCIES

PROCTER &
GAMBLE

COLGATE-

PALMOLIVE

LEVER

BROS.

Leo Burnett Ted Bates J. Walter Thompson

Benton & Bowles McCann-Erickson

Lennen & Newell

Needham, Louis

Compton
& Brorby

Young & Rubicam

D-F-S

Street & Finney

Cunningham & Walsh

D'Arcy Advertising

Norman, Craig

& Kummel

Ogilvy, Benson

& Mather
U V o

Foote, Cone & Belding
Tatham-Laird

Grey Advertising
BBDO

Honig, Cooper SSC&B

Gardner Charles W. Hoyt Kenyon & Eckhardt

=
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"Don't

dominant

plays

strategy,

m

as an account. The formulas and

standards that the soap client insists

the agency use for its product are so

pat, clear-cut and successful, that

before long the agency is applying

the soap yardstick to ad campaigns

for many of its other packaged goods

accounts.

ever underestimate the

role that a soap account

its agency's over-all ad

said an agencyman. "Even

if they wanted to, they couldn't keep

some of the soap-selling techniques

from rubbing off. Once an agency

sets up to conform to a soap account's

requirements, other kinds of products

often can benefit from the same ma-

chinery."

Take media research, for example.

An agency with a strong research de-

partment pitching a soap account

may find that its research is a big

factor in clinching the account. If,

however, the agency's research de-

partment is not one of its strong

points, but should get the soap ac-

count anyway, it will have a power-

house of research shortlv.

On one hand, it may seem strange

that a soap account could dominate an

agency. "When you take an annual

budget of about $75 million," an

agency exec said, "it does sound im-

pressive. But then divide it up among
seven or eight agencies as the soaps

do, and you begin to wonder why
some of these splinters that are rela-

tively small should dominate an

agency. I'm sure that at JWT, Ford

dominates more than Lever."

But usually it is the soap that in-

fluences its agency most. Many an

agency doing a substantial volume of

business in accounts other than soaps

will all but turn handsprings to get

a soap account in the house.

And a soap account moving into

even a major agency can change its

profile considerably. It has happened

before; it will happen again.

In 1957, the Association of Amer-
ican Soap & Glycerine Producers re-

ports that soap and synthetic deter-

gent sales reached an all-time peak

—

4,269,877,000 pounds. Add to this

the weight of the margarines, food

products, dentifrices, cleaners, paper

supplies and other diversifications of

the three big soap companies and it

becomes clear why any agency is im-

NEIL McELROY, former P&G head, was in-

strumental in setting up ad strategy for soaps

pressed, particularly one that is in-

volved or hopes to be.

Still another example of the soap

companies' influence on their agen-

cies is the fact pointed out by one

adman, that most of the big agencies

with soap accounts in the house are

headed by executives who came up

through the soap business: Barton

Cummings, president of Compton,

and Robert Lusk, president of Ben-

ton & Bowles, to mention just two.

Even some agencies without one of

the big three soaps as a client still

have a former soap adman at the

top; William Esty Go. ?s chairman,

James Houlahan, was once with Lever

Bros.

Any tenets learned at the knee of

a P&G, Colgate or Lever are sound

ones—they are the ultimate refine-

ment of the packaged goods concept

of advertising. Thus the formulas

pioneered by P&G (they reached their

inflexible patterns back in the days

when Neil McElroy headed the P&G
products division, have lost none of

that rigidity since) have considerable

influence today on practically all food

and drug advertising. In fact, P&G
uses the identical formula to sell its

Duncan Hines cake mix or Jif Peanut

Spread or its line of paper products

as it uses for Ivory Soap or Crest. It

looks for the same kind of station

line-ups, ratings, cost-per-l,000's,

commercial copy approaches. The

system never deviates; it has worked

too well for too long.

Of course, this devotion to the sys-

tem has brought some criticism

—

not because of the job it has done for

the soap companies but for what thev

think it has done to some agencies

and some admen.

"I can't help but feel that the P&G
influence is all but destroying mar-
keting and creative advertising," one
adman remarked.

"A soap company," another told

sponsor, "can take on a new agency

because the agency is noted for its

creativity. By the time the soap

client has reshaped the agency to fit

its formulas, the agency has stopped

being creative."

The same thing can happen to an

adman. "I remember a guy I used

to work with," an agency executive

recalls. "He was creative as hell.

Then he spent several years on a

soap account, and that did it. He
ran completely dry on ideas. And
he never picked up again either, even

after he left the soap field.

"I guess his brand of creativity

just wasn't for the soaps. But," he

went on. "I will say this: the adman
who can be creative within the frame-

work of the soap formula has it

made!"

What are some of the pieces that

make up this mysterious "soap form-

ula"? In the first place, the soap

companies resent the term "formula."

They mayr have a point. The care

with which thev make a media buy

is the same kind of care thev devote

to turning out the best product pos-

sible. They never make a move in

haste. Their aims are simple and

direct; their approach to achieving

these aims are simple and honest. In

fact it mav be that this very sim-

plicitv is what confuses the advertis-

ing fraternity into suspecting some

complicated mumbo jumbo.

The aims of P&G. Colgate and

Lever are basically these: (1) Create

a good brand. (2) Get distribution.

(3) Get facing on dealers' shelves.

(4) Get word to the people.

The advertising formulas they have

developed to help gain these ends in-

clude:

• The "pay-out." When a new

product is readv for market, the client

and agency project I on the basis of

voluminous research) how long and

how much they will advertise to put

the product over. In the case of P&G,

it is often figured on the basis of a

four-vear campaign. The agency-

plans board comes up with a budget

recommendation informing the client

(Please turn to page 68)
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GOLD MEDAL AWARD, first to be made by RTES, goes from club Pres. Frank Pellegrin (I), to Brig. Sen. David Sarnoff, RCA board chmn.

Gen. Sarnoff keys RTES' 20th year

^ New York's Radio & TV Executives Society marks

two decades, gives 1st Gold Medal award to Gen. Sarnoff

^ RCA chief appraises tv's present problems, future

hopes; suggt^N annual program conference for quality

^\ thousand leaders in advertising,

tv and radio met in New ^ ork last

to mark the 20th anniversary

f the Radio & Television Executives

and to honor Brig. Gen. Da-

ft. RCA board chairman

Dt of the cluh'« fi r~t Gold

President Frank Pellegin.

i the award and the intro-

duction of General Sarnoff as the key-

note speaker, commended him for his

"outstanding achievement in broad-

casting" and for "contributing more
than any other individual to the

growth and development of the radio,

television and electronics industries"

because of his "vision and enertiv."

New facets of this "vision" came
to light as General Sarnoff traced

"Broadcasting, the Course Ahead"

for his black-tie. dinner-dance audi-

ence at the Waldorf Hotel. Most of

his audience was comprised of pro-

fessionals in advertising, though there

were manv distinguished guests from

other fields.

These tv-minded advertising execu-

tives were more than usually atten-

tive to the speaker's words because

thev were his first public statement on

the major issues of television which

have come into the spotlight since the

initial quiz show ruckus.

General Sarnoff. as a long-time

broadcaster, communications pioneer

and mentor of NBC. referred to the

quiz and pavola situations as "shabby

practices" after breaking his silence
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because of '"events and proposals that

threaten to make more remote, or

even to blot out. the most promising

of (broadcasting's unlimited l hori-

zons." His fear: That there "is a

widening gulf of misunderstanding

and mistrust."

The solution he proposed: That an

industry organization "sponsor an

annual conference, with the purpose

of analvzing the role of television in

all of its aspects in American life."'

He recommended that leaders in all

areas of "thought and endeavor—gov-

ernment, religion, education, busi-

ness, labor, advertising and publish-

ing—meet in an appropriately clois-

tered atmosphere."' Their aims: "Ex-

change views face to face, seek new
ideas from each other, clarify mis-

understandings, explore new uses of

the specialized services."

This group, working together with

broadcasters, could help meet some of

the "demands of todav. he said. The

"primary demands of the hour" num-

ber three: "(1) to resist any form of

direct or disguised censorship: (2)

to defend the freedom of broadcast

communications won over 40 years:

(3 1 to improve and diversify the

qualitv of the mass appeal program

service."

The RCA board chairman showed

considerable concern in his state-

ments about the hotlv debated issue

of majority vs. minority appeal pro-

graming in television. Charging that

"an intellectual curtain is descending

around the world of commercial tele-

vision, because of a deep dissatisfac-

tion with mass appeal programs.
-

' he

went on to explain that selective view-

ing must key all future programing.

"Logic compels the industry to en-

courage selectivity, for it is the only

sound way to keep in constant move-

ment the cycle of program improve-

ment." But selective viewing, in his

opinion, will never "give the minoritv

a complete sense of fulfillment."

General Sarnoff thinks the "tithe of

freedom" for television must be "paid

with improved program service and

technological advances." In discuss-

ing the latter, he made four specific

predictions about the industry's fu-

ture:

1. "Man-made satellites will soon

serve as mirror-in-the-sky relays for

global television." Thus one of tv's

"oldest dreams would be fulfilled: on-

the-spot live coverage of events any-

where in the world."

2. "Automatic and instantaneous

electronic translation techniques are

being devised, which will enable the

people of all nations to converse

across the barriers of language."

3. "Advances in basic circuitry

and miniaturization will lead to tv

receivers small enough to be carried

in a man's shirt pocket, and radios

which look like a ball-point pen.

4. "Improvements in transmitting

techniques and the practical use of

extremely high frequencies will en-

able maximum utilization of the spec-

trum." This will open the channels to

more services appealing to minoritv

tastes and interests.

Despite what he termed "the ran-

cor of recent events." he thinks

broadcasters and "reasonable people

in all walks of life" can find more
areas of agreement than disagree-

ment.

This, he said, is because "Few. even

among our most truculent opponents,

would suggest that television be abol-

ished. No amount of temporarv quiz

tarnish can obscure its position as a

remarkable new art. a totallv unique

form of communications with an un-

paralleled capacity to please and

—

above all—to capture and to hold the

interest of an entire nation."

He thinks, too. that "the record is

now clear that the responsible men in

this industry had no part of and never

attempted to defend 'rigging' or

"pavola.'

'

In referring to the "broader indict-

ment of television, that of its mass ap-

peal program service." the RCA exec-

utive said "this sooner or later will

come into focus for thinking people

as an indictment not just of tv but

of the entire society of which it is a

part." ^

THRONG OF 1,000 advertising, broadcast and civic leaders attend-

ed formal dinner dance last weelc. Among them: Jim Gaines, pres.,

WOAI-TV, San Antonio; Bob Sarnoff, NBC pres., son of award winner

6%
h~mr.

JOVIAL GENERAL greeted hundreds of friends, business acquaint-

ances at informal reception before and after formal dinner. John Daly,

v.p., ABC, was emcee before double dais of distinguished ad people
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INSIDE STOIS YOUR SPOT AT A
.

Here's a valuable 10-step explanation of exactly what is involved in getting

Diary of a Lorillard spot at KMOX-TV shows complexities of job and need

1

RECEIPT OF ORDER from Lennen & Newell calls for confab between KMOX-TV executives

(I to r) Grace Jean Beck in charge of traffic, operations director Norm Hayes and general

sales manager Charles McAbee. New Lorillard schedule calls for Kent, Newport and Spring

spots and late Sunday news show. Order involves product rotation, film, slides, live copy

2
SCREENING AND CUEING. Condition of

the film is checked, closing audio cue

is noted on index card, closing video

cue is marked on film for easy checking

3
RACK SLOTTING. After screening, Pete

Klein, film dir. at KMOX-TV checks spon-

sor number on leader, before plac-

ing film in the station's film rack

ew timebuyers, account or crea-

tive men ever see the inner workings

nf the tv spot business—what goes

on at a tv station from the time an

r is received until the spot gets

ir. l"

wledge of this complex
i prove enormously valua-

r advertiser. As a

era, sponsor recent-

-idern station,

KMOX-TV, St. Louis, to trace in pic-

ture story form the steps that are

needed to get a single spot for a well-

known national advertiser on the air.

As you read this diary of a P.

Lorillard spot, ordered and prepared

by Lennen & Newell, you will under-

stand why it is so important for the

agency to provide early delivery of

spots, clear, understandable instruc-

tions on product rotation, as well as

clear labeling, identification and copy

instructions for all spot announce-

ments.

Procedures followed at KMOX-TV
are typical of the protective machin-

ery provided by modern tv stations

but, of course, details of this ma-

chinery will differ.

Here's what happened at KMOX-
TV when Lorillard, through L&N,

ordered an evening spot schedule and
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TV STATION
your spots on the air

for agency cooperation

&hBm

INDEX CARD FILE. Index card for each

film is placed in "visible" file. Copies

of these index cards go to station opera-

tions department for cross reference

5
SCHEDULING IN LOG. Agency instruc-

tions are entered in a three-ring binder.

This is the first step in the painstaking

and detailed process of station logging

a late Sunday news show in which

the cigarette company would rotate

three products—Kent, Newport and

Spring.

Request from Lennen & Newell was

forwarded from CBS Television Spot

Sales to general sales manager
Charles McAbee. Traffic department's

Grace Jean Beck checked availabili-

ties. When these were confirmed by

the agency, film, slides, live copy and

6
'DUMMY' AND 'ADVANCE' LOGS. Asst. Kathy Steinkamp makes up "dummy" log two

days ahead of broadcast. From this she prepares "advance" log which goes to opera-

tions, continuity and film room at noon of day preceding one on which spot is to run.

Advance log serves to alert film room to get spots out of rack for broadcast use

LIVE COPY HANDLING. Continuity director Dorothy Godfrey uses "advance" log as

she enters all live copy in "continuity book." The continuity book goes out twice daily

to six locations within the station: directors, projection room, announcer's control

booth, film room, transcription department (in case of e.t.'s) and master control

8
COMPLETED DAILY

LOG goes out at 4:30

p.m. of the day pre-

ceding the broadcast.

Here, Johnalin Nix and oper-

ations director Norm Hayes

give daily log a final check

against index file, instruction

book and "advance" log.

When checking is completed,

the daily log is memeo-

graphed for distribution to

18 departments and approxi-

mately 50 people at KMOX-TV



instructions f<>r product rotation and

scheduling were mailed from the

c\ ii> operations director Nor-

man I l.i

He sends film and slides plus copy

<>f agency's letter <>f instruction to

film director Pete Klein. Receipt of

spots in film room calls for two im-

mediate steps: A receipt for the films

i- typed out (a cop) goes back to

operation- i. Then, an index card is

prepared for each film. A copy of

this will also go to operations, but in

order to prepare it. these steps come
ti i Bl :

Condition of films are checked on

a projection machine. Closing audio

i ue i last words of commercial) is put

on index card. Closing video cue is

put on each film I a warning mark for

projectionist), and the films go to the

film rack.

As each spot is put to bed in one

of 2,374 steel "pigeon holes," the

9
FINAL CHECK, given on morning of

broadcast, shows Lorillard spots on film

chart with other spots to be aired after

4 p.m. Kathy Steinkamp checks leader

10
THREADING UP first Lorillard spot

in new schedule is done by Don

Rockwell, engineer. After airing,

films are sent back to the film room

sponsor code number on its leader is

checked against the number on its in-

dex card (SP-101-20 identifies a

Spring cigarette spot).

Then the index cards go into a

"visible" file. In addition to closing

audio cue and sponsor code number,

each card contains a house number

for file room reference, visual and

audio length of film, product, spon-

sor, date received (and a space for

the date it will be returned or de-

stroyed). When the index cards are

completed, copies go to operations di-

rector Norm Hayes.

Meanwhile, operations is getting

the spots scheduled in the daily log

—

technical run-down that goes to 18

departments. It contains complete

audio and video instructions for

every film, slide or studio flive^ an-

nouncement scheduled each day.

Basis of the information in the

daily log is a three-ring instruction

book (each page of which has full in-

structions for each film, listed by

sponsor code number l and an alpha-

betical index file with scheduling in-

formation for each film. The Loril-

lard spots must get into both the

three-ring book and the index file in

operations. Then they can be entered

in the "dummy" and "advance" logs.

The "dummy" log is made up two

days in advance of the schedule by

Hayes' assistant, Kathy Steinkamp.

It is the log she will work from the

next day to prepare the "advance"

log for use of three departments only

:

operations, continuitv I for schedul-

ing live announcements) and the film

room. It goes out at noon.

The "advance" log enables the film

room to get the spots out of the rack

for use on the air the following

evening. Continuity department uses

the "advance" log to get all live copy

into a "continuity book" which con-

tinuity director Dorothy Godfrey

sends out twice a day I covering the

two halves of the broadcast day).

"Continuity book" goes to six pro-

duction locations. (Live copy in open-

ing and closing billboard of Loril-

lards Sunday news show will go out

in Friday's weekend log. I

W hen the "continuity book" is re-

ceived in the film room, Dorothy

Marbeck double-checks sponsor code

number with copy sheet number to

see that slide and copy match.

\^ ith slides and film ready in the

film room, the completed dailv log is

being double-checked in operations.

The completed daily log is mimeo-
graphed and sent out at 4:30 p.m.

Next morning, Kathy Steinkamp

goes to the film room. By now, the

Lorillard spots are on the film cart

with other spot and program reels to

be aired after 4 p.m. that day. She

checks the sponsor code number on

each film leader against the number
on the daily log. Then the film cart

goes to the telecine I projection •

room. (The cart makes two trips each

dav; trip for film on the air up to 4

p.m. was made the night before, i

Thus, two days after receipt, the

new Lorillard evening spot schedule

is on the air. Next day. cart goes

back to film room. "Advance" log

for the following day indicates which

Lorillard spots will be used the next

evening. Those remain on the cart.

Others go back to film rack. And the

new Lorillard schedule becomes part

of an interlocking system of many
departments at the station.

For agencymen who want to ab-

sorb a stations system into the blood-

stream of their own way of doing

things, here are some tips from

KMOX-TV:
• Film delivery. Send it in plenty

of time fat least 48 hours "I to get full

advantage of all protective measures

at the station (screening, etc.). Take

flying time and weather into consid-

eration. Be sure you know who gets

what at the station fat KMOX-TV
film, copy and instructions all go to

operations).

• Rotation of films. Make sure all

films for rotation are shipped, so

schedules start off as desired.

• Disposition of old films. In in-

structions for new films indicate

whether old films should be destroyed

or returned. The more thev hang

around, the greater the chance for

error. KMOX-TV's film department

sends out quarterly postcards to agen-

cies asking for instructions on dispo-

sition of film.

• Code numbers. Make sure code

number on film is consistent with

code number in your instructions.

Advise film lab to make sure code

numbers contain all information. ^
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HARDLY A CHANCE to catch his breath, a.e. Irving Gliclt gets sales reports -from one market while setting up tv buy for entry into new areas

TV WHIZ—KIDS' HOBBY KITS

+ ITC Model Craft puts 98% of budget into spot tv,

sells more than 1,000,00 hobby kits in six weeks

^ Results of four-day New York test show in 15 new

markets; factory works around clock to fill orders

ILwi ) now and then it happens.

Success overwhelms you.

When ITC Model Craft, the hobby

division of Ideal Toy Corp. was

ready to launch its Dog Champions,

a series of scale-model dog kits, Irv-

ing Glick, account executive and

partner at Atlantic/Bernstein, the

hobby kit's agency, suggested spot tv.

It was a new idea. Toys and games

had certainly proven spot tv's poten-

tial, but as far as Glick and media

buyer Sylvester Bernstein remember,

this was to mark the first time the

medium would be used to sell a hob-

by kit. The agencymen huddled with

Gene Belinski, sales manager of ITC

Model Craft, and Mel Helitzer, direc-

tor of advertising and public relations

for Ideal Toy. Out of this meeting

came the decision to sink a whop-

ping 98% of the budget in spot tv.

Within six weeks of the start of the

campaign, ITC Model Craft had sold

more than 1,000,000 kits.

The success of the drive was stag-
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gering. Though it generally takes

from two to three weeks to get a

new product off the ground, within

four days ITC Model Craft was
flooded with frantic calls from job-

bers for more Dog Champions. The
factory had to be put on an around-

the-clock work schedule in order to

fill the demand. After entry into

New York, new markets were opened

in Philadelphia, Chicago, Atlanta,

and Los Angeles as fast as produc-

tion would permit. Following these,

spot tv cracked open Boston, Cleve-

land, Dallas, Detroit, Hartford-New

Haven, Miami. Minneapolis, New-

Orleans. Pittsburgh, Portland, Me.,

and San Francisco. And sales are

snowballing. At presstime a report

just in showed figures spiraling up-

wards.

Happy times for the hobby kit be-

gan in New York, where a test cam-
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ated I Januar)

- called foi

introduction in

on ilic choice]

- available once the holi-

-
i had cn.lcd. I he\ also rea-

d ih.il main children would now

their own mone) to spend as a

result of Christmas gifts and would

therefore respond to an appeal made

directl) to them while they were finan-

ci'all) aide to make the purchase.

\l-n. since this was a new product,

ll( wanted to make sure that the kit

wouldn't get lost in the profusion of

toys and games which vie for pre-

Christmas kiddie attention. Finally,

hobbj kits are cold-weather sellers as

a rule. They're made and used in-

doors, save for the motorized kits

which have all-weather appeal. Jan-

uary therefore loomed as the ideal

time for Dog Champions to make its

market debut.

Before airing the campaign, the

agency sent out letters alerting job-

bers, distributors and retailers about

the hobby kit. and the plans for a

strong tv push. Reaction was good;

everyone approved of the plans, but

distribution was spotty. Still, enough

stores stocked the kit for the agency

to act. Thej sent out a team of men
to spot check the age of kit customers,

lo- u Its showed that the kit had a

wide-range appeal, was being pur-

chased by children between the ages

of five and 14.

Since ITC Model Craft wanted to

reach all children who were potential

customers, the company decided to

use this study as the cornerstone of

their tv buy—a flight of 78 spots over

a six-week period (13 per week) on

WPIX-TV. The spots were sched-

uled on children's shows with diver-

sified appeal on a seven-day-a-week

basis. On weekdays the announce-

ments ran on Bozo the Cloivn, 5-5:30

p.m.; Abbott and Costello and

Sheena, 4:30-5 p.m., with a 6:30 p.m.

adjacency to Popeye. On Saturdays

spots were aired on Laurel and

Hardy, 5-6 p.m., and Jeff's Collie,

6-6:30 p.m. Completing the coverage

were spots on Casey Jones, Sundays,

6-6:30 p.m. The schedule was sup-

plemented with spots on WNEW-TV
and a full-page, two-color ad in Boy's

Life magazine.

The commercial consists of a two-

character (one boy, one dog), one-

minute film, made by Andre DuRona
i \e\v York) and developed from an

agency storyboard after a slight snag

in casting plans.

For the Boy's Life ad and other

promotional material the agency had
used a German Shepherd named
"Tassie" as the dog model. However
when Glick was ready to begin the

actual shooting of the commercial,

"Tassie" who has appeared on post-

ers for the Second Sight Guide-Dog

Foundation for the Blind was busy

elsewhere raising money for the foun-

dation. The agency did not wish to

change the association already estab-

lished between the kit model and that

particular dog, so Glick had to find

another German Shepherd who looked

like "Tassie" to play the role. After

some scouting around he located a

professionally trained dog who looked

enough like "Tassie" to play as her

double.

The commercial counts heavily on

the natural dog-loving instincts of

youngsters. The film opens with an

action shot of the lively German
Shepherd out for a romp. Since

nothing quickens the heart of a dog

PAINTING BY THE NUMBERS, this clip from tv spot shows youngster applying finishing touches with kit-supplied paints to Champion

German Shepherd as real dog watches. Commercial stresses authenticity, shows live dog with plastic model to demonstrate accuracy of Itit replica

San



lover as much as a live-action picture,

the vigorous, bounding qualities of

the dog are transferred to the kit

replica via a dissolve showing a

voungster as he applies the finishing

touches to a life-like Dog Champion

plastic model. Comparison is further

driven home by the announcer who
savs. "He's so lively-looking, so eager

to be loved, you almost want to take

him out for a romp." As the child

works on the model, he is watched

by the live counterpart, the same dog

pictured in the first sequence.

Throughout the film, wherever pos-

sible, sequences showing the particu-

lar breed are used to demonstrate the

accuracv of the kit model. Also as

Irving Glick points out, "Classically,

there are three things that help you

sell — animals, babies and pretty

women. For us. the choice was

obvious."

The spot stresses authenticity and

ease of construction. It is pointed

out that each dog is a champion,

"bright-eved and alert . . . see how
proudlv he carries himself." This

concept is reinforced pictorially by a

blue ribbon emblem, with the name

of the breed and the word champion

on it. There are 10 models shown.

all sculpted to scale and in propor-

tion to each other. Each kit contains

one dog. ITC Model Craft uses these

commercials not just to make one

sale, but to interest the child in col-

lecting the entire series.

Wherever possible Dog Champions

has tried to buy on shows with "live"

m.c.'s. "We've gotten great assists,

savs Glick, "from people like Bill

Britton, Bozo the Clown." Bozo has

had live dogs on his show and a

display background of the kits. He's

also stimulated viewer interest in the

spot with introductory commentary

and build-up.

The spots are now running and

will probablv continue well into the

spring. Plans for next season are

still in the formative stage, but indi-

cations are that this time there will

be a big Christmas push, via spot tv.

Summing up agency and client

feeling, Irving Glick avows that

"spot tv was the ideal medium to

demonstrate our product. The im-

pact and results were immediate;

the campaign has been a fantastic

success." ^
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HIGHLIGHTS OF NEW CBS
TV COMMERCIALS RULES

Last week CBS TV announced new, stricter rules on tv commercials

which startled many industry observers. Here are highlights of new

regulations which will be effective on all shows by 15 September.

lllllillllllllllllllll !lil!lllllll!i:;!l!i!llllllUlillill

I. POSITIONING OF COMMERCIALS
1. QUARTER HOUR ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS. Maximum of

three commercial positions (plus billboards) with only two interruptions of

main entertainment portion. One interruption for news shoivs.

2. HALF HOUR NIGHT ENTERTAINMENT PROGRAMS. Three com-

mercial positions iplus billboards) . no more than two program interruptions

3. HOUR NIGHT ENTERTAUNMENT PROGRAMS. Six commercial

positions with no more than five interruptions of main entertainment portion

of program (four interruptions for news shows)

4. PIGGYBACKS. Maximum of four product commercials on 15 min. or

30 min. shotvs. Break between piggybacked shots counts as commercial time

5. ALTERNATE SPONSORS who plan to use piggybacks must get per-

mission of major sponsor and total allouable commercials must not be exceeded

II. COMMERCIAL STANDARDS
1. NEWS PROGRAMS have stricter standards than others. News an-

nouncers limited to mentioning name of sponsor or product, but not both

2. COLD, HEADACHE REMEDIES, ANTACIDS must emphasize pleas-

ant after-effects, not symptoms. Charts must be used with extreme restraint

3. FOUNDATION GARMENTS. Use of live models is taboo unless

fully clothed. Product demonstrations should stress fabric, design, durability

4. FOOT REMEDIES. No unpleasant shots or references to foot disorders,

and no visual shots of feet, or detailed schematic drawings in demonstrations

5. OTHER PERSONAL PRODUCTS. No negative or scare copy, no

visual devices depicting bodily functions, pain, discomfort or unwanted hair

:xr ,,Uir
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O'S WHO ON MOTOR CITY'S
<0ADCAST ADVERTISING ROW?

Here art' the 2."> admen Detroit picked as stand-outs in SPONSOR'S poll of the

best-known, most influential men in that city's tv. radio and advertising professions

FRED W. ADAMS has direct-

ed Rambler's advertising, mer-

chandising since Nash-Hudson

merger in '55. In this time,

American Motors moved from

12th to 3rd in car production,

sales. In automotives since '41,

he's former Packard ad mgr.

JOHN R. BOWERS, ad man-

ager, Ford Div., is responsible

for Ford, Falcon, Thunderbird

campaigns. He's former v. p. at

Broolce, Smith, French & Dor-

rance agency, Detroit, where he

worked from '46 to '57. He's a

graduate of Dartmouth, Tuck

WILLIAM W. BRYAN, v.p.

and general manager of the

Detroit office of Peters, Griffin,

Woodward station representa-

tives, is one of the city's best

known admen. He's been with

Petry since 1944, worked 10

years on the Detroit Times

CHARLES N. CAMPBELL is

media director for consumer

products and supervisor of

broadcast at MacManus, John

& Adams agency, which he

joined in '51 as a timebuyer.

He started his career at Camp-

bell-Ewald after U. of Mich.

WM. H. CARTWRIGHT,
Detroit manager of Edward

station representatives,

has been with the company

38, in Detroit since '39.

started in advertising 31

«'\ ago as a radio buyer at

McJunkin agency

WOODRUFF BOYD CROUSE
is media coordinator for De-

Soto and Valiant at BBDO, and

account exec for the Valiant

Adv. Assn. in the Detroit re-

gion. He's worked in sales at

the Booth radio stations, on

Chevrolet at Campbell-Ewald

GABRIEL P. DYPE manages

Blair-TV and Blair TV Assoc. A
Detroit tv vet of 13 years, he

was traffic manager of WWJ-
TV (Detroit News station), ris-

ing through local sales to as-

sistant sales manager until join-

ing the Blair organizations

CHARLES D. FRITZ is man-

ager of the John Blair Co. in

Detroit, a post he's held since

1952. He started as a radio

salesman at WWJ after gradu-

ation from the School of Busi-

ness at the U. of Michigan in

1949. He also worked at Kati
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^Jetroit's giant automotive industry dominates the

city's radio/tv advertising as it does its business

world, shunts into almost obscurity its importance

as a trading center.

It is not surprising, therefore, to find the same

strong automotive influence in the backgrounds of

those ranked as tops in advertising know-how by

their colleagues. Detroit has a long list of distin-

guished names—men who have made and are mak-

ing, history in Motor City advertising. But these 25

were the ones nominated in sponsor's poll as being

outstanding in their field, typical of the calibre of

executive talent to be found among Detroit's client

companies, or within the top agencies or within the

media groups—stations, networks and national rep-

resentatives. They are not necessarily sponsor's

choice, but they are the choice of those within De-

troit's car-centered tv and radio industry. ^

CARL GEORGI, JR., is v.p.

and director of media at Camp-

bell-Ewald agency. His previ-

ous work: v.p. at D. P. Brother

I agency (starting in '34), print-

ing salesman, advertising spe-

cialist with a manufacturer.

He's in many professional clubs

WALTER W. GROSS, direc-

tor of network sales for NBC,

began his ad career in Detroit

with Oldsmobile 22 years ago.

He's worked at Maxon and J.

Walter Thompson agencies,

with the latter on Ford. He

opened the NBC office in '50

LOUIS T. HAGOPIAN is di-

rector of advertising, sales pro-

motion for Chrysler's Plymouth

Div. He's been in automotives

since graduation from Michi-

gan State, worked on Pontiac,

Dodge before joining Plymouth

three and a half years ago

W. ELDON (HAP) HAZARD,
v.p. of tv/radio for J. Walter

Thompson, has been with the

agency since 1954. He worked

eight years at BBDO, N. Y.,

and as network sales manager

for CBS, joining JWT after

selling two Ford news programs

WORTH KRAMER, executive

v.p. and general manager of

WJR, is active in professional

and civic groups at both local

and national levels. He joined

the station in '46 as program

director after serving in the

USN, got his present post in '57

HARRY R. LIPSON is v.p. of

Storer Broadcasting and man-

aging director of WJBK Radio.

He started with both tv/radio

stations as a salesman in 1948,

and has a combined experience

of 35 years in broadcast, news-

paper and public relations

GERALD M. MILLAR is ad-

vertising manager for General

Motors' Buick and Opel, a post

he took in '59 after being v.p.

at Brooke, Smith, French & Dor-

rance. A former timebuyer,

he's a business graduate of the

U. of Mich., a Navy veteran

WENDELL C. (PETE) MOORE
a 17-year advertising and pub-

lishing pro, is advertising and

sales promotion director for

Dodge cars and trucks. He's

worked also at Grant and

Campbell-Ewald agencies, is

president of the Adcraft Club
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These men were among those

nominated by their colleagues as typical of

Detroit's high calibre of

advertising talent. They represent three

sides of marketing-client, agency and media

CALVIN A. NIXON, media

buyer at Young & Rubicam for

Chrysler and Imperial cars, has

been with the agency since

1955, working in all phases of

media. He worked previously

at BBDO, Detroit, as well as

an advertising exec in industry

BERNARD P. PEARSE, man-

ager of Weed TV's local office,

has held this post since 1947,

becoming a v. p. in 1958.

He was special events director

for ABC TV network in New
York and served in the Navy

four years as a lieut. comdr.

JOHN F. PIVAL, v.p. at

WXYZ-TV, Detroit, has held

this post since 1954. He has

broad experience in theatrics,

publicity, tv and radio, and

helped launch careers of Danny

Thomas and Joan Leslie. He's

been with the station 13 years

WILLIAM L. SNYDER, local

manager of Harrington, Righter

& Parsons, station representa-

tives, worked for the same firm

in Chicago and for NBC Spot

Sales. He's a Butler U. gradu-

ate and former space sales rep-

resentative for Chicago Tribune

ROBERT L. (BUD) SWATS
has managed the CBS TV De-

troit office for three years. Be-

fore that he worked st NRC
Chicago and managed its De-

troit network radio office. He

started in advertising at Black-

ett-Sample-Hummert ad agency

HAROLD I. TANNER has

been active in Detroit broad-

cast circles for more than 30

»'% owner and general

' WLDM, city's first

ino«pen,*-,t fm station, gener-

ally regard -rd as c

nat, ° g fm facilities

WATTS WACKER, v.p. and

director of media at D. P.

Brother agency, has worked

there as assistant media direc-

tor, time and space buyer. He
has wide agency experience in

Detroit, is a Northwestern U.

graduate, a USN reserve officer

EDWIN K. WHEELER, a na-

tive of Detroit, is general man-

ager of WWJ-AM-TV. with

which he's been associated for

22 years. He attended Wayne

U. and the U. of Michigan,

belongs to many civic, profes-

sional and charitable groups

JAMES L. WICHERT, direc-

tor of DeSoto advertising and

sales promotion for Chrysler

Corp., has wide automotive ex-

perience encompassing even

parts and accessories sales. He

went to work for DeSoto in '48,

has won national recognition
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BIPARTISAN taste for Vita herring is on the rise in Washington with help of radio campaign. In front of Vita-laden shelves, WTOP personality

Mark Evans (c) talks over client's progress with distributor Nathan Freishtat and Giant Food Store (Silver Spring, Md.) mgr. Marcus Brooks

Radio puts herring on U. S. tables

^ Vita Foods finds spot radio, familiar personalities

can sell the U. S. housewife an unfamiliar food product

^ Success of Washington, D. C, campaign sparks

push for more shelf space and wider distribution

I n the land of hot dogs and apple

pie, the lowly herring is apt to come
off second best. But Vita Food Prod-

ucts saw no reason to let it go at

that.

Faced with the problem of convinc-

ing housewives that a seafood deli-

cacy well known to a few was actually

a good bet for everv dinner table,

Vita has been successfully increasing

its distribution with spot radio.

Vita launched its radio pitch over

\^ TOP. \^ ashington. three years ago.

and has been on the station year-

round ever since.

"We're very pleased with the job

radio has been doing for us in Wash-
ington. D. C." says Vita v.p. Jesse

Goodwin. "Our distribution has

widened, and sales are up. On the

strength of this we've added Chicago

to our radio campaign, and if we get

the same results there, Boston, Phila-

delphia and Los Angeles are next.
"

At WTOP Vita gets the full House-

wives Protective League treatment

from personality Mark Evans. A
service of eight major-market CBS
radio stations, HPL provides exten-

sive merchandising-promotion aid be-

vond delivery of commercials.

Evans speaks for Vita three times

a week during either of his daily

shows (11 a.m.-noon; 2:30-3 p.m.)

on a rotation basis. Beyond that Ev-

ans works closely with Vita's D. C.

jobber, Namar Foods, to keep up on

the product's needs. He distributes

product samples during on-the-spot

broadcasts from clients' plants and

offices. He also makes store appear-

ances during which he talks about the

products and gives out more samples.

"This kind of personal endorse-

ment support, which radio can supply

so effectively, both on and off the air,

goes a long way toward breaking

down barriers against an unfamiliar

product," points out Herb Stiefel,

exec. v.p. of Vita's agency, L. H.

Hartman. "Another reason for ra-

dio's increasing role in Vita's adver-

tising is the greater frequency and

deeper penetration it adds to our

once-a-week newspaper ads. Also, the

trade is enthusiastic about the influ-

ence of radio personalities."

At the beginning of this year, Vita

added WWDC to its Washington sta-

tion lineup, followed it with the move

to Chicago a few weeks later where

Paul Gibson, HPL director at WBBM.
has taken up the Vita cause. He per-

forms many of the services that Evans

carries out in D. C, adds a spectacu-

lar touch by arriving for store ap-

pearances in a helicop'er. Backed up

with plenty of advance publicity. Gib-

son alights in the supermarket park-

ing lot and makes his triumphal

march to the store amid hordes of

(Please turn to page 68)
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EVERY MINUTE

OF THE DAY*"

MORE PEOPLE

/more men, more women, \
^more teeners / more children J

Id SAN ANTONIO

ABE LISTENIN6T0

mmm
KOlMO RADIO
THAN TO ANY
OTHER STATION

*os computed by PULSE
and by HOOPER

!

Represented by

KATZ AGENCY
• 860 KC

rONIO, TEXAS

National and regional buys

in work now or recently completed

SPOT BUYS

RADIO BUYS
Best Foods Div. cf Corn Products Co., Inc., New York: New
activity on Hellman's mayonnaise begins 4 April in roughly 40 mar-

kets. Wednesday -Thursday -Friday schedules of day minutes and

chainbreaks are being bought for six to eight weeks, heavy frequen-

cies. Buyer: Dorothy Medanic. Agency: Dancer-Fitzgerald-Sample,

New York.

Bulova Watch Co., Inc., Flushing, N. Y.: The top markets are

picking up schedules for its latest watch promotion. Campaign starts

1 April for 13 weeks, resumes in the fall for 12 weeks. Daytime

I.D.'s are being lined up. Buyer: Phil Stumbo. Agency: McCann-

Erickson, New York.

Pheiffers Food Products, Inc., Buffalo: Campaign for its salad

dressing begins fourth week in March in the top markets. Day min-

utes and chainbreaks run for 12 weeks. Buyer: Ted Wallower.

Agency: BBDO, New York.

TV BUYS
Lanvin Parfums, Inc., New York: A two-week promotion starts

late this month for its perfumes. About eight markets are getting

schedules of prime time I.D.'s. Buyer: Beth Black. Agency: Cohen.

Dowd & Aleshire, New York.

C.H.P. Cigar Co., Inc., New York: Buying schedules in about nine

markets for El Producto cigars, to start 27 March. Placements of

night minutes and 20's around weekend sports shows wherever pos-

sible, are for 26 weeks. Buyer: Len Ziegel. Agency: Compton Adv.,

New York.

Procter & Gamble Co., Cincinnati: Adding schedules in special

promotion of New Premium Duz beginning this month. Day and

night minutes are being set for 52 weeks. Buyer: Bill McGivney.

Agency: Compton Adv., New York.

Socony Mobile Oil Co., Inc., New York: Short-term schedules

start 25 March in about 100 markets for its gasolines and oils. Night-

time minutes, chainbreaks and I.D.'s are being used, frequencies de-

pending on market. Buyer: Joe Burbeck. Agency: Compton Adv..

New York.

Kayser-Roth Hosiery Co., Inc., New York: Going into selective

markets with short runs for Mojud hosiery, in March and May.

Schedules are for one and two weeks using day minutes, 10-12 spots

per week per market. Buyer: Isabelle Stannard. Agency: Daniel &

Charles, Inc., New York.
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petition for ad budgets stiffens, SPONSOR ASKS:

<iat makes a good station

trade ad? (PART TWO

Why some station ads are effec-

tive while others are not is dis-

cussed by some top promotion

men who analyze the basic com-
ponents—theme, copy, layout

William Hohmann, dir. sales promo-

turn £ research, ' BS I <leiision Spot Sales.

V. Y.

Trade advertising is a physical ex-

trusion of a station, representative

Keep it simple,

and don't

do too many
things at

one time

firm or network. Frequently it is the

only direct contact a station will have

with its clients. As such, it is impera-

tive that each advertisement be able

to stand on its own two feet as a re-

spectable representative of your com-

pany.

Like any t\pe of advertising, no

hard and fast rules that will guaran-

tee good trade advertising can be set

down. Personal taste dictates what

w<- individuallv will consider to be

<l ads. However, certain basic

qualities seem to be present in the

majority of the better trade ads.

I In- most important ingredient, it

-'••in- to me. is to have something

worthwhile to say. Each ad, or cam-
paign, should have a specific purpose

—other than the obi inu> one of help-

ing to Bell \our station. It may be as

illicreal as building an "image" or as

hard working as announcing an
I able program or a new antenna.

This leads to the second point

—

' simple. Don't try to do too

- at one time. Short, bri-k

ded in one direction, is the

a professional. In other

to build an image,

ability and announce a

a all in one advertisement.

•unt importance is the

use of good design. You are far bet-

ter off running one less ad or in one

less publication than to scrimp on

vour art and production budget. This

does not mean that it is necessary to

buy "expensive" art work or hire a

high priced art director. "Good" art

work costs little more than "bad," and

even the unpracticed eye recognizes

an uncluttered layout in good taste.

Finally, develop some kind of con-

tinuitv in your advertising. Sporadic

blasts are not nearlv as effective as a

continuing campaign that will accu-

mulate audience as well as repeat your

sales points over and over again.

Many of us are hypocritically preach-

ing continuity to our clients while not

practicing it in our own advertising.

Kenneth Mills, assoc. dir. research &
promotion, The Katz Agency, Inc., X. Y.

One of the big reasons for ineffec-

tive advertising in the broadcasting

trade press is that the originator has

thought of the ad as an ad. He sud-

denly remembers that he has bought

space in Publication X. The dead-

line is the day after tomorrow. There

follows a frantic order to his promo-
tion manager to "write me an ad."

The result, generally, is too much
copy talking about too many different

points, tossed together in a frenzy of

hysteria, bearing no relation to the

station's previous efforts, and even

less to the station's real personalis.

I nijorm copy,

design impor-

tant, even if

xou run only

once a rear

The first way, then, to start creat-

ing effective trade advertising is to

plan ahead. Know in what books

you're going to run and when. Then
write your copy pieces well in ad-

vance—as a unified campaign.

In so doing vou'll almost auto-

matically achieve the second touch-

stone of effective trade advertising:

consistency. There will be a uni-

formity in copv—and design—that is

bound to achieve continuity of im-

pression.

This applies to all advertisers, re-

gardless of frequency. Continuity of

impression is equally important

whether you run once a week, once a

month, or once a vear.

Now for a few specifics . . .

Copy—Keep it simple. Avoid bom-

bast. Concentrate on one thought

per ad. Settle on a headline that is

arresting but pertinent.

Layout—Think in terms of a uni-

fied whole. Cut the number of ele-

ments to a bare minimum. Lead the

eye directly to the headline by mak-

ing it the center of attention. Empha-
size, in your signature, call letters

and city name. Do a professional job

of design, in terms of both tvpe and

illustration. Be certain that the lat-

ter, if used, is relevant to the copy

theme i illustrations per se are not in-

dispensable: many great ads are

straight type).

Production — Allocate a large

enough budget. Monev doesn't make

bad advertising effective. Conversely

lots of effective advertising has been

low-budget. But don't tackle an idea

if you're not prepared to give it the

treatment it needs to come across as

conceived. Otherwise, in a medium

read bv knowledgeable and sophisti-

cated advertising people, face the fact

that you've wasted vour investment in

space costs.

John Owen, dir. sales promotion. Avery-

Knodel, Inc., New York

To be effective, an advertisement

must first be believable. As funda-

mental as this may sound, it would

sometimes appear that this basic re-

quirement of effective broadcast sta-

tion trade advertising eludes some

stations' creative personnel.

Believability builds confidence.

Without confidence, a sale cannot be

closed. The best-written selling copy
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. . . the most professional art and de-

sign . . . neither function fully when

believabilit\ is absent.

There are a least three "sins" of

station ads which can sometimes be

seen in any of the broadcast or gen-

eral advertising papers.

The basic

requirement of

effective

advertising is

believability

The first of these "sins" is the use

of outdated research—audience re-

search, in particular.

Not too long ago I had occasion to

come across two ads in the same is-

sue of a publication which had been

placed by two radio stations in one of

jour largest markets. Both claimed

audience dominance. Both document-

ed the statement by quoting the same

.audience research organization. One
station, however, failed to point out

that its research had been superseded

^everal months ago bv more up-to-

tdate audience research—the kind

buyers of time obviously have a right

o expect.

The second "sin" against all-impor-

ant believability hinges on lack of

?raftsmanship—a seemingly unorgan-

'zed presentation of a potpourri of

ludience, market and facility data.

,Sews—still one of the prime func-

ions of advertising and promotion

—

,-s absent. A selling story is not de-

veloped. And the reader (buyer) is

(

eft without confidence in the value

>f the market and/or station to his

idvertising plans.

Finally, to be effective, copy must

»e crystal clear, specific. Phrases

uch as "By every measure, etc." and
he like add nothing, usually detract,

rom the effectiveness of trade paper

dvertising. Keep the ad believable.

'rank Boehm, V.p. research, promotion

nd advertising, Adam Young, Inc., .V. Y.

Two essentials which come to mind

re (1) the ad should reach the

right people" and (2i leave them

'ith a favorable impression.

Most often the advertiser agency

|roup represent the "right people

or a station ad to reach, but if

udgets are limited, a careful selec-

I Please turn to page 50)

SAILE
714.560 EYES and EARS
In the Rich Rochester Area

!

As every time buyer knows, you

really don't buy time on TV; you

buy EYES and EARS!

We're very happy to tell you that,

based on the latest Nielsen Report

for the Rochester Area (November

1959), Channel 10 focuses no less

than 714,560 beautiful eyes on

your sales message afternoons from

noon to 6:00 P.M.—and an equal

number ofdainty and attentive ears!

Based on the same Nielsen Report,

Channel 10 focuses 689,040 eyes and

ears on your sales message every

evening, from 6:00 P.M. to Mid-

night, seven days a week!

In other words, Channel 10 offers

you 56% of the TV viewers in the

Rochester area, afternoons—and

54% of the Rochester area viewers

every evening!

SO— if you want the majority of

viewers and listeners in the Roch-

ester area to see and hear about

your product, your best buy, now
as always, is Channel 10!

^7

K»

CHANNEL. 1
ROCHESTER, N. Y.

CBS BASIC (WYET-TV • WHEC-TV) ABC AFFILIATE

the bolling CO.. inc. NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES everett-McKINNEY inc.
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vehicle to use ma\ !"

n order to pinpoint the

• u uti\e. ad man-

etc. Once the publication is

ted, attention must be paid to ad

and positioning. The trade

paper's layout may reveal copy ap-

proaches which take advantage of

"high traffic*
1

positions.

In developing the ad. the use of

color, bleed, and art work will be

dictated by station objectives and

budgets. Remember, though, that an

image of station creativity will not

be achieved through an ad that looks

amateurish. Just as repetition is nec-

essan to broadcast advertising, so

should each trade ad convey one or

two thoughts developed through suc-

cessive ads. If an adequate campaign

is planned, many sales points mav be

approached singly over the length of

the campaign.

Adam Young and Young Televi-

sion offer consultation on station ad-

Ad should

show the

buyer how
you can help

him or client

vertising as a regular service. We
need not rely on our own knowledge,

however, since we have as our adver-

tising agency one of the leading crea-

t i\ <• agencies in the radio/tv field

—

an agencj which has helped to devel-

op the image of the Storz stations,

Corinthian stations, WMT, Cedar
Rapids and many other successful

broadcasters.

Once an ad budget is allocated, the

station should work closely with its

national sales representative to de-

velop the most efficient use of this

medium to gain its objective of a

better station image in the eyes of

"the right people."

Donald C. Softness, promotion con-

sultant, Sew York

rr factors that make up a

ad make a good

only more so. The
are efold: li you're

men. who are

Ttising pro-: 2

1

virtually every ad must compete for

the same "audience"-—timebuyers: 3 I

trade press readers are unrelaxed,

they want to get something out of

what thev read.

Relate acTs

sales points

to uorkaday

life of

timebuyer

Following are some of the compo-

nent factors of a good trade ad:

Catch their eye: You must make

contact with your reader, or the best

story in the world will go to waste.

Do it with imaginative illustration,

typography, layout or white space.

(Or if you have a budget, size and

color.) Intriguing illustrations are

best bets. Don't picture towers, rat-

ing books, etc. They're hackneyed to

timebuyers.

Hold their interest: You've got to

keep their attention on the page until

you make your impression. One of

the best ways is to talk in terms of

the buver's interest—show how you

can help him and/or his client. Re-

late to his needs, wants and desires

—

in this case his compulsion to do a

good job for the account. Don't brag

and talk in self-oriented superlatives.

Make a selling impression: You
must instill desire to buy your station

and the conviction that the reader is

doing the best thing possible with his

client's money. With good, selling

copy, channel the buyer's motivations

in terms of your station. Foment in-

creased consciousness and familiaritv

with your call letters. Use slogans,

logotypes and a campaign theme.

Repetition is vital. Don't waste vour

money on one-shot ads.

Make it believable: Not onlv must

your ad be true, but it must be be-

lievable. The fact that vour facts

are true and are presented in a ration-

al manner does not assure belief.

Avoid extreme or far-fetched conten-

tions—such as, more quarter-hour

wins during afternoon driving time

on weekdays—even when its true.

And, avoid wherever possible using

such superlatives as "first," "high-

est," "most," etc.

Promote memorability: An adver-

tising impression, no matter how ef-

fective at the moment of contact.

Honesty,

simplicity,

brevity,

interest and

originality

If I must give up any of the rules

listed here, I would go back to the

first rule and use as many as I could,

in descending order.

I caution the reader that these are

personal preferences and perhaps the

most important rule of all is not to

write rules for other people. ^

cannot influence a later sale unless

remembered. Your sales points should

be related as much as possible to the

workaday life of the timebuyer. Your
approach should be so relevant to

your station or specific time periods

or programs for sale that the connec-

tion is inescapable. Remember, there

is no spontaneous recall—there must

always be an association. The critical

time is when the buyer is actually

ready to alert stations. If you have

done a good job in the ad of tying

in with his need, he will remember
vour storv.

Cene Cioe, sales development director,

Headley-Reed Co., New York

I have reduced my personal list of

rules for a good trade ad from an ir-

reducible 10 points to five . . .

1. Honesty

2. Simplicity

3. Brevity

4. Interest

5. Originality

Honesty, to me, means the "bend-

ing over backward kind" which, when
adhered to over a period of time, au-

tomatically builds respect for your

property.

Simplicity suggests clarity but not

a simple-minded approach.

Brevity can increase readership, in-

fluence people who are busy and

open the door to further dialogue.

Interest must be the "put vourself

in the readers place" kind of writing

which may develop empathv that

reaches beyond the cold eve.

Originality means that you can for-

get the rules in most cases and let

your inspiration run.
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THE PIEDMONT INDUSTRIAL CRESCENT

the BRICK industry .

creates buying power in the Piedmont Industrial Crescent !

The South's vast brick industry is another reason why WFMY-TV . . .

located in the heart of the industrial Piedmont ... is the dominant selling influence

in this $3,000,000,000 market. WFMY-TV serves . . . and sells in this heavy

industrial 54-county area where 2,250,000 people live, work and buy.

uifmy -tv
GREENSBORO, N. C.

•NOW IN OUR 11th YEAR OF SERVICE'

Represented by Harrington, Righter and Parsons, Inc.

New York, Chicago, San Francisco, Atlanta, Boston, Detro t
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Capsule case histories of successful

local and regional television campaigns

TV RESULTS

FROZEN FOOD
SPONSOR: Minute Maid Agency: Ted Bates

Capsule case history: Leon Yeargan, Norfolk representa-

tive "I <';i\ H. Pryor, Inc., of Silver Spring, Md., and

Minute Maid Orange Juice, undertook a special merchan-

dising campaign in conjunction with a local tv schedule on

WAVY-TV. Cooperating with Yeargan, Mike Schaffer, mer-

chandising and promotion director of WAVY-TV, prepared

an all-out merchandising effort to aid distribution and in-

crease sales of Minute Maid. In-store displays were set up

and personal calls were made on store managers using the

station's Jr. Ambassador, a 13 year-old lad in full ambassa-

dor dress, who presented each manager with a Minute Maid

sample. It was Minute Maid's first use of WAVY-TV,

and Yeargan wrote the station: "I'm exceedingly happy to

>a\ thai the sales of Minute Maid frozen orange juice have

shown an increase of 25% over the same period one year

ago. I feel several factors were responsible—among the most

important, superiority of product, advertising, merchandising.

WAVY-TV, Norfolk Announcements

FOOD
SPONSOR Buitoni I Is Corp. Agency: Direct

Capsule case history: Buitoni Foods Corporation spon-

sored a two-hour filmed production recently of Verdi's

classic opera "Rigoletto" on WRCA-TV, New York. The

advertiser wanted a program that would sustain the quality

image of its more expensive products in a highly competi-

tive market, and WRCA-TV, which has been producing spe-

cial Sunday programs tailored to a client's specific needs,

came up with "Rigoletto." The production was filmed at the

Rome Opera House with La Scala stars. To sustain the

'am's over-all quality continuity, commercials used were

of an almost institutional character and the opera's inter-

mission featured N. Y. Times critic Howard Taubman. Re-

fere excellent: sales figures jumped multifold immedi-

he program and tremendous good will was cre-

etters applauded the program and expressed

tion to buy Buitoni products. The adver-

with WRCA for similar telecasts.

York Program

MOVIES THEATERS
SPONSOR: Colfax Theater Agency: Direct

Capsule case history: A one-week saturation campaign by

the Colfax Theater over WNDU-TV, South Bend, produced

a tremendous turnout for the Pat Boone-James Mason

movie, "Journey to the Center of the Earth." The first use

of tv by Ralph Essex, general manager of the independent

house, resulted in the picture grossing more for the one

theater than the usual combined gross for the five theaters

that once operated in downtown South Bend. The promo-

tion began three days before the film opened with heavy sat-

uration—15 to 20 spots a day. This pace was maintained

for a week and then tapered off to a maximum of six spots

the last day of the campaign. The interest in the feature

created a sufficient demand for the picture to be held over

for a second week. Ralph Essex told WNDU's Tom Hamil-

ton and Bill Hessian that he was "completely overwhelmed"

by the success of the campaign and plans television promo-

tions for special features as standard operating procedure.

WNDU-TV, South Bend Announcements

LADIES' APPAREL
SPONSOR: Edith's Dress Shop Agency: Direct

Capsule case history: Ten-second spots on WFRV-TV,

Green Bay, have been selling bridal wear with unprecedent-

ed results for Edith's Dress Shop in Fond du Lac, Wiscon-

sin, 75 miles from Green Bay. Not only has the schedule tre-

mendously increased business in the immediate area, but it

has brought substantial trade from the station's entire cover-

age area. "It's not uncommon for customers to come as far

as 100 miles," Edith Murphy reported. To promote its

bridal shop and free alteration service on bridal party wear,

Edith's uses only one 10-second spot each week. This spot

is in AA time between Perry Como and This Is Your Life,

to reach both the young singles and family audience. The

slide includes a picture of a bride and the store logo. Copy

pitches "Outfit your entire family" and "Free Alterations."

The announcement has been the one single important factor

here, over the past year, in helping to establish the store as a

leading retail outlet in bridal wear for the entire region.

WFRV-TV, Green Bay Announcements
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Compliments by the sackful

!

Across our desk come letters of honest and
sincere praise like the letter from the Navy
wife who wrote: "Your station has always af-

forded the finest entertainment . . . we have
lived in many parts of the country and never

l£B
before have I enjoyed watching television

as much." The satisfaction of our viewers,

as expressed by the volume and content of

our mail, is more impressive, we think,

than any rating picture could be.

Represented by

fEdwardYpetry AjfCo., Inc.)

CHANNEL 10 • COCK-OF-THE-WALK IN THE PROVIDENCE MARKET
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WTVJ
is now programming

the MCA Paramount

movie features!

"ROAD TO MOROCCO" pulls a 39.3

rating for a 67.5 share-of-audience

against prime network programming!
A continuing WTVJ promotion campaign
is hypo-ing interest in WTVJ movies like

never before. Contact your PGW Colonel
for participations on THE LATE SHOW,
GOLD COAST THEATRE, THE BIG
SHOW, IMPACT and THE SUNDAY
SHOW — all on WTVJ.

ARB Tues. Feb. 16 7-8:30 p.m.

sets-in-use-58.2 share-of-

rating audience

WTVJ "Road to Morocco" 39.3 67.5

Station "B" 11.7 20.1

Station "C" 7.2 12.4

*ARB Overnight Tues. Feb. 16.

CHANNEL 4 WTVJ
SOUTH FLORIDA'S LARGEST DAILY CIRCULATION MEDIUM

Represented nationally by Peters, Griffin, Woodward, Inc.



What's happening in U. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
19 MARCH I960

Copyright I960

SPONSOR

PUBLICATIONS INC.

Positive developments threatening to shake the broadcasting and ad indus-
tries from stem to stern have been piling up week after week. Now we have gone
through a week in which two negative developments have actually accomplished
more than a little shaking.

These were: the death of NAB president Harold Fellows and the forced resignation of

John C. Doerfer as FCC chairman, and as a commissioner.

The extent to which Fellows will be missed will depend entirely on how wise
NAB is about a replacement.

Some Washington observers feel the NAB directors will exercise every care to select the

right statesmanlike successor. Hal Fellows understood the problem in Washington and was
able to stick his finger in the hole in the dike, then his fist and then his whole arm as the

breech wras widened.

A new man could very possibly kick out at criticism inadvisedly. If he does, the only

effect will be to kick further holes in industry defenses.

What observers fear is that the appointment may be a "now-see-here-you-can't-do-this"

type. A man who realizes that the government agencies and Congress can do it, and who
knows how to try to talk them out of doing it with sweet reasonableness and the appearance

of compromise, however, might fill the Fellows' shoes. And might be able to carry on the

NAB defensive footwork as successfuly as before, thus confounding the cynics.

The Doerfer resignation has significance going beyond the personalities in-

volved: Doerfer, new chairman Ford, and a new commissioner to be named.

Doerfer is another scalp dangling from heavier and heavier belt of Rep. Oren
Harris, chairman of the probing House Commerce Legislative Oversight subcommittee. His

defeat also represents a backhanded victory for the get-tough regulatory policy urged by At-

torney General Rogers.

Selection of Ford as the new chairman also leans toward the Rogers position. Not that

Ford is any crusading radical, or not that he is even as much in favor of strong regulation

as some other commissioners. But he served as a Rogers deputy, and the two are very

friendly.

Ford believes as he did believe, that stations can't be programed from Washington, but

that the over-all record of service must be considered in some fashion before re-

newals are granted. It is likely that the new commissioner will think somewhat along the

same lines, though appointments in recent years have been worse than unpredictable.

If Harris were disposed to laugh in public, he could let out a loud one in viewr of the

oft-repeated charges that he is merely a headline hunter, and not to be taken seriously. He has

already changed the regulatory picture and will change it more before he is finished.

He has been responsible for the abrupt departures of two out of seven FCC commission-

ers and there is no gainsaying his responsibility for the sudden burst of energy over at the FTC.

Elevation of Ford to the chairmanship of the FCC, substitution of a new vote for that of

Doerfer, will in the long run be less of a factor than the certainty of the invisible pres-

ence of Harris and his probers at all future FCC deliberations. You can expect this :

the FCC will get tougher.
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
If Chevrolet does prevail upon Lever to let it have half of Jack Benny next, it

will make the second time that the automotive served as a Benny sponsor.

It was back in the mid-30's that the then manager of Chevrolet, M. E. Coyle, peremp-

torially dropped Benny because he didn't like comedians. A musical show was sub-

stituted.

CBS TV this week was trying to bring Time, Inc., back into the sponsorship

arena.

The attraction: the 5 April results of the Wisconsin primary, from 11:15 to 11:45 p.m.,

at a cost of about $75,000 for time and program.

Sinclair's failure to act on Geyer's plans for 1960 media use—they've been be-

fore the client for months—has started a rumor that an agency change may be in

the offing.

The account in December pulled back its huge radio coverage. Said Geyer this week:

the plans that Sinclair's still weighing includes a lot of spot radio activity.

The reps are getting farther away than ever from the hurley hurley of the NAB
convention at the Hilton.

Last year they headquartered at the Executive House on Wacker Drive. This time they're

clustering away up at the Drake Hotel.

It doesn't look as though you'll see much in the way of daytime specials on
the tv networks this coming season.

What makes the prospects most discouraging: NBC hasn't even got a bite for the batch

it's been peddling and CBS took a $250,000 bath on the last two it telecast.

NBC TV can expect some strenuous opposition from key pre-freeze stations

when it seeks to revise this contingent's compensation terms downward as their

contract renewals come up. (See page 24, 20 February SPONSOR-SCOPE.)
But the network feels confident that the quest won't cause any defections to ABC TV

because of these NBC advantages: (1) the much greater amount of money involved in

daytime programing; (2) the superior balanced schedule at night.

You can get broad diversity of reaction among CBS TV affiliates to the net-

work's selection of Face the Nation as a regular nighttime public affairs anchor

next season.

s the network, and lots of affiliates agree: it's a type of program that can be matched

favorably on the local front.

Observe the disappointed affiliates: CBS picked some to fit the lowest denominator.

What's developed into quite a source of social activity for the upperwigs among admen

is attendance at luncheons and dinners where awards of some sort or another are

the piece de resistance.

These events have become annual circuits and they can be depended on to pull a fairly

rich assortment of agency presidents and chairmen of the board. And that also goes

for the ad directors of topcrust companies.
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AREA PULSE
PROVES

KFMB RADIO

THE BIGGEST AUDIENCES* IN
FOUR SOUTHERN CALI-
FORNIA COUNTIES, BURSTING
WITH NEARLY 2,000,000
PROSPEROUS PEOPLE***!
"Pulse Area Survey, Nov., '59 S3n Diego. Riverside, Orange. Imperial Sales Management Survey, May. '59

KFMBRADIO o SAN DIEGO
A TRANSCONTINENT STATION

Rtprtlfnttd bit

[EdwardYp«try aYco., Inc.)
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NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP
SIDEWALKS OF N. Y. are WADO news director Jaclt Powers' bear as he interviews firemen

for his radio editorials in support of their impartial arbitration and pay raise efforts

SANDWICHED IN (and a good filler, too) is "Miss Jackson," (Miss.), amidst 86,000 Colonial

bread wrappers turned in by women's clubs for WJQS Community Club Award campaign

'TODAY IN GEORGIA,' WSB-TV, Atlanta, show cops gold medal for best tv women's interest

show, southern states. Accepting award (l-r): station's Ray Moore, Jerry Johnson, Ruth Kent

ADVERTISERS

Gillette has switched the bulk of

its spending from NBC TV to

ABC TV for the 1960-61 season.

The ABC package will run some-

where around $8 million and en-

compass half of the Saturday Night

Fights, participation in the NCAA
football games (13) and co-sponsor-

ship of the 25 Saturday afternoon

baseball games.

Gillette will still have with NBC the

World Series and the All-Star Base-

ball Games and at CBS TV, the

Triple Crown Races.

Campaigns:

• Fizzies, the effervescent soft-

drink tablet, has upped its ad budget

47% over 1959 for a campaign which

begins 11 April and continues through

the summer. Most of this will be in-

vested in daytime network and spot

tv, aimed primarily at the kindergar-

ten market. Spearheading the pro-

motion is Fizzies twice-weekly co-

lift

SKY SCOUT. Radio traffic reports, joint ef-

fort of WPEN (Phila.) and Police Dept., got

citation from Phila. Safety Council. Shown

here (l-r): Robt. Fox, gen. chmn. 26th An-

nual Regional Safety & Fire Conference &

Exhibit; Murray Arnold, sta. mgr.; Thos. Gib-

bons, Police Commissioner; Al Schwartiman,

patrolman; Gerald Crossan, station's pilot
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sponsorship of CBS TV's Captain

Kangaroo. In addition, three or more
spots a week on stations covering 160

local markets already have been

placed with selected tots' shows.

Agency: Lambert & Feasley.

• Robert Hall Clothes this week

kicks-off its Easter promotion with

the most extensive air campaign ever

used by the manufacturer. The budg-

et, representing an 18% increase

over last year's, will cover commer-

cials on some 316 radio and tv sta-

tions in 169 markets. Agency: Ark-

wright Advertising.

• The Dodge Dart this week

launches a pre-spring sales promo-

tion via a spot campaign on 400 ra-

dio stations. The spots will use humor
to point out the advantages and su-

perior qualities of the auto. Network

tv will continue working for Dodge
via Lawrence Welk's Saturday night

dancing party, ABC TV.
• Studebaker Lark Dealer As-

sociations in Los Angeles, Orange

County, Santa Barbara, Bakersfield,

San Bernardino and Central Arizona

have doubled their 1960 ad budget.

Originally reported at $350,000, new
plans call for an increased expendi-

ture to $700,000 for the fiscal year.

With this comes an expanded tv and
radio schedule. Agency: Coleman-

Parr, Los Angeles.

• General Foods will introduce

its Instant Yuban coffee in the

northeast following 15 months of suc-

cessful market testing throughout

California, central Ohio and four

northern New York areas. Plans call

for multiple spot tv announcements.

Agency: B&B.

General Mills' Wheaties will put

its The Rev. Bob Ricfiards five-minute

transcription on radio stations in only

the top 15 markets.

They'll be spotted in places other

than adjacent to baseball.

TOT M. BOOT
BOOSTS

Ml. > > H- 1 m; 1 . 1 \ i in i.

HANK ADVERTISES BD08T8

1 Reynolds, R. J. 312 128,720

2 Pharmaco 372 125,652

3 Time l«)7 117.791

4 Renault 169 103,450

5 Whitehall-

Am. Home 140 98,059

6 Grove Div. lo<; 79,267

7 Ex-Lax 149 75,264

8 Pepsi-Cola 181 70,810

9 Kellogg 88 65,028

10 F & F Lab. 140 44,400

11 Hudson Vitamin 120 40,892

12 Campbell Soup 44 35,456

13 Amer. Motors 89 35,310

14 Sterling Drug 88 33,925

15 Chevrolet 46 33,778

leading

weeks
Here's network radio's

advertisers during four
ending 7 February, according to

Nielsen

:

Financial report: Lever attained

new all-time highs in both sales vol-

ume and net profits during 1959. The

figures: Sales rose to $409.6 million

—a 7% increase over 1958's $382.6

million. Net profits climbed to $15.2

million for a 50% increase over the

earnings of $10.1 million in 1958.

BLOWING UP A STORM, in the form of a

12-mile-per-hour wind, WIBW-TV (Topeka)

prog. dir. Rush Evans, demonstrates his sta-

tion's Weather Watcher, offered for distribu-

tion on his 7 to 8 a.m. Rush Hour show

1ARKETING CONCEPTS get going-over

Iby K&E senior v. p. G. Maxwell Ule at the

[agency's recent marketing seminar of its

Imedia, research, tv/radio, mdsg. depts.

Th»M«ri«»«ns|C«>*«.

HOCKEY OR WHOOPEE? Though it looks like the latter, KYW-TVers went all out to compete

with Ice Follies gals at recent hockey game in Cleveland's Arena. Station's participants (l-r):

Linn Sheldon, Big Wilson, Tom Haley, Ronnie Barrett, with two members of opposing team
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;m rsonnel : Lawrence
i chairman <>f the

tecutive officer and a

ol lilt' board of director- !
Inc. . . . John Grandin, Jr.,

d Becretarj of The Gillette Co.

. . . Don Roettger, to advertising

.mil Bales promotion manager for

Wilson & Co.'a Meal and Grocer)

Products.

AGENCIES

The Chicago office of Campbell-
M it linn (Minneapolis-headquar-

tered) seems to be coming into

its own as a challenging entity.

Latest coup: the $1.5-million Wil-

son Meats account, formerly at K&E.
Only recently it landed the Suave

and Shampoo Plus Egg portions of

Helene Curtis.

Agency appointments: Pharma-

Craft's Coldene cold medicines, bill-

ing ahout $1 million, from JWT to

Papert, Koenig, Lois, Inc. . . .

Lehn & Fink Products Corp., for a

new product soon to be test-marketed,

to Geyer, Morey, Madden & Bal-

lard . . . Thermo-Fax Sales, Inc., a

subsidiary of Minnesota Mining &
Manufacturing, to EWR&R, Phila-

delphia . . . Park & Tilford's Tintex

home dve division, to Grey . . .

Fradelis Frozen Foods Corp., with a

planned tv and radio campaign, to

Beckman-Koblitz. Los Angeles . . .

Pop Corn Sez Co., Philadelphia, with

a spot tv campaisn planned for late

Spring, to S. E. Zubrow Co., Phila-

delphia.

Report to the stockholders: F&S-
&R president Robert E. Allen re-

ported a record 846 million in bill-

ings last year. He also predicted, be-

fore 80 Cleveland area stockholders

lasl week, an increase in billings at

the agenc) to $52 million for 1960.

^ X K chairman of the executive

committee, Louis N. Brockway,
lias asked to be "relieved of his

duties" as of 1 May. in order to have

WN JR
1st in new york
dec. negro pulse

(BASED ON U.S. CENSUS)

more leisure and a less strenuous

working schedule.

He will continue with the agency

as director and part of his time will

be spent with the firm on special as-

Moving: John W. Shaw Advertising,

Chicago, to a new building at 200

East Ohio by 1 May.

New offices: Grubb Advertising,

Champaign, 111. this week opened a

St. Louis office at 1221 Locust Street,

headed by John LoBuono.

New service: Gordon A. Hellman,

formerly with TTC, TvB, CBS TV,
K&E and ABC TV, has formed Hell-

man Marketing Services, with of-

fices at 654 Madison Avenue, New
York to provide consultation and

creative marketing services for clients

in broadcasting and related fields.

Thisa 'n' data: Employees at Kud-
ner Agency were the recipients, last

week, of a "Short Year" profit-shar-

ing and bonus payment, due to a

change in the agency's fiscal year-end

from 30 September to 31 December
. . . K&E held a four-day marketing

seminar for its media, research, tv/

radio and merchandising depart-

ments from all its U. S. offices . . .

Social note: The Women's Adver-
tising Club of Chicago this week
hosted a fashion show for the purpose

of benefiting the Club's primary pro-

ject, the Scholarship and Community
Service Fund.

Admen on the move: William
Wiley, director of client services at

McCann-Erickson, to Lambert & Feas-

lev next week as v.p. and director of

tv /radio . . . Harry Vosburg also

joins L&F as v.p. and director of re-

search . . . Harry Warden, to Grey

as v.p. and account supervisor . . .

Edward Labs Jr., named executive

v.p. and elected to the board of di-

rectors; Milton Bebee, to v.p. and

to the board of directors; and Jo-

hanna Bowman, reelected treasurer

of Flack Advertising. Svracuse . . .

William Adams and James Shade,
to v.p.'s of Teawell & Shoemaker.

San Diego . . . L. R. Sullivan and
Don Amsden, to v.p.'s of Allen &
Revnolds. Omaha . . . William Dixey
and H. M. Feine, elected v.p.'s of

W ilson, Haight, Welch & Grover,

I fait ford . . . Philip Leekley, ac-

count executive, FC&B . . . Robert
Hood, Robert Thompson and

John Wenger, to associate media

directors at Camphell-Mithun . . .

Royal Alcott, to the Chicago office

of Wade Advertising . . . Jacqueline

Hunt, to Sudler & Hennessey, New
York, as media director . . . Wayne
Nelson Jr., from Lennen & Newell

to editor of the Rorabaugh Spot Tv

Quarterly Report . . . Frederick Mc-
Cormack, to C&W's Chicago office

as assistant media director . . . Larry
Botto, to account executive, K&E . . .

Dick Doty, to Hank Meyer Associ-

ates, Miami Beach, as account execu-

tive . . . Robert Morris and Edw ard

Peguillan, account executives, B&B
. . . David Dean, account executive

in the Detroit office of the Jaqua Co.

. . . Charles Kennedy, to account

executive in the Chicago office of

Y&R.

ASSOCIATIONS

NAB's Tv Board this week ap-

proved the establishment of a

New York office for the NAB's Tv
Code Affairs Department.

It will be opened shortly with an

assistant director of Tv Code Affairs

in charge. He'll be under the super-

vision of Edward H. Bronson, direc-

tor of Tv Code Affairs headquartered

in Washington.

Incidentally. NAB's board of direc-

tors appointed Everett E. Rever-

comb, NAB secretary-treasurer,

to serve as acting administrator

of the association pending the nam-

ing of a successor to Harold E. Fel-

lows. ^
The Association of National Ad-

vertisers this month is distribut-

ing to members a guide for hon-

est advertising.

The guide, or booklet dubbed "Le-

gal Rules of the Road to Honest Ad-

vertising," sets forth the basic cri-

teria which distinguish honest and law-

ful advertising from that which the

courts and regulatory agencies would

consider misleading or deceptive.

On the agency side, the 4 A's will

also distribute copies of this booklet

to its members.

The Radio and Tv Executives So-

ciety also has come up with a

public relations plan for the

broadcasting industry.
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FULL HOUSE
FOR PROFIT

Nothing beats it . . . the feeling you have when the pot's loaded and you know right down to your

socks that you hold the winning hand! In St. Louis, you can always count on the WIL hand to rake in

the chips. When they're "called", the cards WIL shows are original programming, magnetic personal-

ities and bulls-eye salesmanship . . . cards you'll always find in the Balaban deck. So, deal yourself in

to WIL selling power and put it to work selling your products and your services.

THE BALABAN STATIONS
in tempo with the times

John F. Box, Managing Director

SOLD NATIONALLY BY

ROBERT E. EASTMAN

PONSOR • 19 MARCH 1960

WIL ST. LOUIS
WRIT MILWAUKEE IstinMarket

KBOX DALLAS 2nd in Market
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: n breaks, HI or 20 times

... to Bash a -fries ,,f brief

es on whal \ our station did

during the pasl year for its audi-

cm c.

\lt.i ii-in- these messages, ex-

change copies tvith other broad-

casters, thus keeping a Btead) flow

of fresh messages with a variety

of new and different approaches.

Mark The Calendar:

23 March: RTES Round Table

luncheon. Topic: Radio As An Ad-

vertising Medium. Roosevelt Hotel,

N.Y.

25-26 March: Industry Film Pro-

ducers Association's first conven-

tion. Statler-Hilton Hotel, Los An-

geles.

31 March: Association of Broad-
casting Executives of Texas meet-

ing. Statler-Hilton Hotel. Dallas.

1-3 April: Women's Ad Clubs
eastern inter-city conference, Shera-

ton-Biltmore Hotel. Providence. R. I.

2 April: National Association of

Fm Broadcasters annual business

meeting, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chi-

cago.

3-6 April: NAB Annual Conven-
tion, Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chicago.

8-9 April : Oregon Association of

Broadcasters annual meeting, Eu-

gene, Ore.

13-16 April: American Public
Relations Association conference,

Greenbrier Hotel, White Sulphur

Springs, W. Va.

21-23 April: 4 A's annual meet-
ing, Boca Raton Hotel, Boca Raton.

Fla.

21-23 April: Western States Ad
Agencies Association conference,

Shelter Island Inn, San Diego.

21-23 April: New Mexico State

Broadcasters spring meeting, Las
(Mires. \. \I.

21-27 April: Continental Adver-
tising \gency Network conven-

tion. Fontainbleau Hotel, Miami
Beach, Fla.

23-27 April: Sales Promotion
Executives Association conference,

Hotel Vstor, New York.

1-30 April: Alabama Broad-
Jters Association convention,

Hotel. Ft. Walton

Ohio Association of
masters. Pick-Ohio Hotel,

•-.\-n.

Thisa 'n" data: Deadline for nomi-

nal ions to the Advertising Hall of

Fame sponsored by the AFA, is 20

April . . . The Harvard Graduate

School of Business Administration

will hold its Executive Develop-

ment Seminar for Broadcasters

10-22 July ... The AFA Bureau of

Education and Research is sending a

new sequence of informational ma-

terials to 18 national advertising as-

sociation and professional groups,

and 133 ad clubs affiliated with AFA
. . . Kudos: Lewis Shollenberger,

associate director of the public affairs

department of CBS News in Wash-

ington, elected president and chair-

man of the Radio-Tv Correspondents'

Association for 1960.

They were elected:

Officers of the New York State

Association of Broadcasters:

president, George Denham, WNBS,
Binghamton; first v. p.. Paul Adan-
ti, WHEN, Syracuse; second v.p.,

Gunnar Wiig, WROC, Rochester;

secretary, Elliot Stewart, WIBX,
Utica; and treasurer. Harry Tren-

ner, WBNY, Buffalo.

Officers of the Radio/Tv Alum-
ni Association of San Francisco

State College: president, Ed Mc-
Laughlin, KEWB; v.p.. Ed Dun-
bar, Weed; secretary, Jack Arm-
strong, TV Guide; and treasurer,

Jack Sampson, KCBS.

FILM

The spring production season for

shows that will start in syndica-

tion this fall is now moving into

high gear.

This week another syndicator, ABC
Films, gave the green light on pro-

duction of a new series: The Racers,

in production in Hollywood at the

Paramount studios.

Sales: UAA's sales of individual fea-

ture films as specials includes pur-

chases of Jazz Singer and/or Ad-

ventures of Mark Twain to WTVJ,
Miami; WJZ-TV, Baltimore; KTVU,
Oakland; KONO-TV. San Antonio;

KRSD-TV, Rapid City; and WMBD-
TV, Peoria . . . MCA's Mike Hammer
sold to John Labatt I Ellis Adv.) in

two markets, and in Canada to Sealy

Mattress (Lovick and Co.) in three

markets, and to Pearth Cleaners (J. J.

trillions Ltd. I in Manitoba . . . UAA
reports renewals of Warner Bros,

and/or Popeye cartoons by WBBM-
TV, Chicago; WBZ-TV, Boston;

\\ BEN-TV, Buffalo; WTBJ, Miami;

WOC-TV, Davenport; KFRE-TV.
Fresno; WSOC-TV, Charlotte;

WFGA-TV, Jacksonville; WSBT-TV.
South Bend, and WHO-TV, Des

Moines.

Re-run sales: Ziv-UA's Highway
Patrol reaches 132 markets with sales

to WDAF-TV, Kansas City; WCOP-
TV, Cincinnati; WAST-TV, Albanv:

WHIO-TV, Dayton; KTSM-TV, El-

Paso; WROC-TV, Rochester; WMAZ-
TV, Macon; WLOM-TV, Orlando;

and WBTW, Florence; also WHDH-
TV, Boston purchased Science Fiction

Theater, Men of Annapolis, West

Point, Martin Kane, and Man Called

X; WVFC-TV, Norfolk, took Science

Fiction and Harbor Command, and

WSJS-TV, Winston-Salem, bought

Dr. Christian, Harbor Command and

Martin Kane.

Strictly oersonnel : Verne Behnke
appointed general sales manager of

UPA Pictures . . . Jack Ludwig
named Flamingo's West Coast man-

ager . . . Willard Block becomes

CBS Films' international sales man-

ager . . . Frank W. Webb joins L AA
in Dallas . . . C. P. (Pete) Jaeger

appointed sales v.p. for Flamingo . . .

Jack Ballard becomes CBS Films

program manager in Hollywood.

NETWORKS
Food and food products led all

product classifications in net-

work tv advertising during 1959.

according to TvB.
Below, the estimated expenditures

of the top 10 network advertisers, by

categorv. during 1959. as compiled

byLNA-BARforTvB:
RANK CATEGORY GROSS TIME COSTS

1. Food & food prod. $113,099,511

2. Toiletries & toilet

goods 102,311.526

3. Smoking materials 75,009,215

4. Drugs & remedies 74,950.528

5. Soaps, cleansers, &

polishes 67,140.302

6. Automotive, acces-

sories & equipment 46,709.24

1

7. Household equipment

& supplies 30,112,185

8. Industrial materials 20,980.307
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9. Jewelry, optical goods

& cameras 13,966.553

10. Confectionery &

soft drinks 12,982.938

Network tv sale: ABC TV reports

more than S49 million in orders

for the 1960-61 season have al-

ready been received from advertis-

ers—an increase over last year's early

March sales picture.

Network radio sale: Three new ad-

vertisers have been added to the

Mutual Radio Network's roster of

clients—H. D. Lee Co. of Kansas

City (Grey) ; R. T. French Co.

(JWT) : and Pharmaco (Aver).

Sports note: A 50-game schedule of

Major League Baseball telecasts will

carried by NBC TV on Saturdays

and Sundays during the 1960 season,

beginning 16 April and continuing

through 2 October.

Anniversary notes : ABC TV's day-

time Beat The Clock celebrates its

10th birthday on network tv this week

. . . The Game of the Day major

league network baseball series launch-

es its 11th consecutive season over

Mutual 9 April.

Network personal notes: Ira De-

Lumen, to manager, program and

project sales for CBS TV Production

sales. Robert Foster succeeds him

as eastern sales manager . . . Jack
Reynolds, named assistant to the

director of special projects, informa-

tion services. CBS TV . . . Edward
Stevens, named assistant to the busi-

ness manager for CBS TV Production

I

More than 90% of consumers in

eight categories are reached by
radio weekly, a new RAB study

reveals.

Dubbed "They All Listen To Ra-

dio." the RAB study is based on per-

sonal interviews of more than 9.000

people in 27 major metropolitan mar-

!"

kets, questioned by Pulse for RAB.

The findings:

1) In even' group surveyed, more

than nine out of 10 people listen to

jradio in an average week.

2) These people spend an average

)f two hours every day with radio.

Viore than half (55.8%) of the con-

sumers listen to radio weekday morn-

ings; 38.2 r
r listen during weekday

afternoons: and 39.4' < at night.

Simplified rate cards: WAND,
Canton. Ohio, has a new rate card

with a "Pick A Package" section, list-

ing cost of announcements for a day.

week, month and year . . . KWFT,
W ichita Falls, effective this month,

has a "One Rate For All" card, show-

ing no deviation on rates for local,

regional, or national accounts.

New regional network: Big-K
Network, being formed to link

KLUE, Longview. and KMHT. Mar-

shall, with additional stations in East

Texas to be added as supplementary

stations.

New programing service: Uni-

versity Broadcasting Service Net-

work of Brigham Young University,

Provo. Utah, provides stations with

two half-hour taped programs week-

ly at no charge. More than 30 sta-

tions, particularly in the West, are

subscribers.

Re RAB's upcoming National Ra-

dio Advertising Clinic: Set for 31

March at the Waldorf-Astoria, in

New York, and at the Sheraton-Black-

stone, in Chicago, feature speakers

include Robert Llewellyn, adver-

tising manager of American Bakeries.

Raymond Keck, Cities Service.

William Mennen, Jr., Mennen Co.,

and Gordon Bain, Northwest Ori-

ent Airlines.

Thisa 'n' data: WTOP, Washing-

ton. D. C. last week showed a new-

filmed color presentation to some 200

New York ad executives covering

Washington's explosive growth . . .

WLIR-FM, Garden City. N. Y.. con-

ducted a special audience study and

revealed 70.3 °c of persons in the gen-

eral Nassau -Suffolk and nearby

Queens area with fm sets—a 13.4%

higher index than the general Pulse

area study . . . WING, Dayton, host-

ed some 500 industry people last week

at the official opening of its new" stu-

dios and offices ... Is he the old-

est ? : George Moore, WCKY. Cin-

cinnati, radio time salesman, honored

by the station on his 76th birthday

and 31st year with WCKY. Moore is

believed to be the oldest radio time

salesman in the industry . . . Sports:

The Union Oil Co. of California

has purchased one-half of all 154

Seattle Rainier Baseball games on

KOMO, Seattle, for the 1960 season.

Divorcement: WIP, Philadelphia,

has severed its affiliation with the

Mutual Broadcasting System. Sta-

tion will now operate as an independ-

ent under the ownership of Metro-

politan Broadcasting Corp.

Station staffers: John Hicks. t<>

v.p. and director of station opera-

tions; Jack Howard, to v.p. and

general manager: and Dillard Car-

rera, to program director for W\ IL.

Dallas . . . Richard Pistell, named
chairman of the finance committee of

Bartell Broadcasting and elected to

the board of directors . . . John
Bavliss, to v.p. and general manager

of KOMY, Watsomille. Cal.

John Reddy, to assistant station

manager. WOKA . Milwaukee . . .

George Whitehead, Dartmouth Col-

lege junior, to general manager of

student radio WDCR. Hano\er. N. H.

TV STATIONS

A study by TvB on the effects of

the first use of tv by Tyrex
showed that viewers had a more
favorable reaction to the prod-

uct than non-viewers.

The study, conducted by Pulse,

showed

:

• 43' '( of viewers were favorable

to Tyrex. 53'r had no opinion, and
\'

< were unfavorable, while (V i of

non-viewers were faxorable. 81 r
i had

no opinion, and 13% were unfavor-

able.

• 65 r
'r of the viewers were aware

of Tyrex while 20 r
r of non-viewers

had heard or seen the product.

• Of the respondents who had seen

or heard of Tyrex, t\ was the source

with 50%, magazines 21%, newspa-

pers 19% and radio

On the programing front : A new

(Please turn

WNJR
1st in new york
dec. negro pulse

(BASED ON U.S. CENSUS)
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"Now where did

they say all

those timebuyers

are going?"

Hurry! Just a few days left to sign

up before SPONSOR'S new rates go into

effect. Guaranteed Rate Protection for

all of 1960 at old (1957) rates if you

enter your advertising contract before

1 April 1960.

Call Art Breider, MU 8-2772, NYC.



NATURALLY, TO

SPONSOR'S
WHEEL-OF-FORTUNE

AT THE NAB CONVENTION IN CHICAGO!

Conrad Hilton • Suite 1106

Here's why. SPONSOR'S Wheel-Of-Fortune can mean valu-

able prizes for timebuyers who visit SPONSOR'S Suite 1106.
Each registering timebuyer gets a number . . . and each time
SPONSOR'S Wheel-Of-Fortune stops at his number, it's a

"vote" for him! At Convention's end, timebuyers with the

highest scores win the prizes!

ATTENTION: STATION MANAGERS AND OTHERS! Here's

where you come in. Only you are eligible to spin SPONSOR'S
Wheel-Of-Fortune and help timebuyers win. But there are

valuable prizes for you, too.

Remember Suite 1106 for:

• SPONSOR'S HANDY- USE
CONVENTION SPECJAL!

SPONSOR'S UNIQUE
TOMATO JUICE BAR!

• SPONSOR'S WHEEL-
OF-FORTUNE PRIZES!

• SPONSOR'S FRIENDLY

STAFF TO SERVE YOU!

• PRIZES FOR ALL!

vs?"-
s ; *4:*fcSs - 4,<. .''?,m

v."*.

*r»vVS-

SPONSOR'S DOUBLE-ACTION CONVENTION ISSUES

GIVE YOU TWO ADS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!

Here's how. Schedule your ad in the Convention Issue

dated 2 April (15,000 copies) and you get the SPECIAL,

too, (2,500 copies) ... a separate book, hand-delivered

to NAB members at their Chicago hotels.

Double exposure, double impact at only $75 additional

per page over SPONSOR'S regular rates. This covers

production and paper costs. Forms close 24 March.

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE



WRAP-UP

< e series aimed at reaching

il hi ii school science Beniors and

science freshmen w ill box on

the Weatinghouse Broadcasting

Co.'s five t\ stations at the end of

this month.

Dubbed IaiU 30, it's a public serv-

ice and educational series of 10 half-

hour programs hosted by Hugh

Downs and demonstrated bj various

Westinghouse Research scientists.

Producer and director of the series

is Ben Park, former director of

NBC public affairs.

More on educational tv: KOTA-
TV, Rapid City, S. D., is experiment-

ing with tv classroom instruction via

a televised course in French for fifth

grade pupils which originates from

the station's studios each weekday,

10:10-11 a.m.. and is received on

standard tv sets in each of the fifth

grade classrooms in the Rapid City

public school system.

Thisa 'n' data: TvB has acquired.

for its new New York office, the most

advanced RCA Tv Tape Recorder for

both color and black and white . . .

Sports note: Joseph Schlitz Brew-
ing Co. (Majestic Adv. Agency) has

renewed its rights for one-third spon-

sorship via radio and tv of the Kan-
sas City Athletics games. Schlitz will

also sponsor a schedule of road tv

games on "WDAF-TV, Kansas City.

Station acquisition: WBIR, Inc.,

operating to and radio stations in

Knoxville. Tenn., has been merged
into Taft Broadcasting Co.

On the personnel front: Jack
Gennaro, to general manager of

WFRV, Green Bay . . . Carleton
Hence, to sales development man-

for Transcontinent Tv Corp. . . .

Bill Stewart, to operations director

of KRAK, Stockton-Sacramento . . .

IMi i I Martin, to local sales manager
and Phil Kolbo, to the sales staff,

XETV, Tijuana -San Diego . . .

Charles Hinshaw, to the local sales
1 REM-AM-TV, Spokane . . .

:u) \\ oodring, to sales service

KGW-TV. Portland, Ore.

Shepherd, to promotion
'XTOS-TV. Vsheville, N.C.

Freeman Cardall, to account

VR-TV, Baltimore. ^

SOAP
(Continued from jxige 33 I

that if he spends $X million, he

should sell X cases, that if he spends

an additional $X million, he should

sell an additional X cases, and so on.

Once they decide on how many cases

the) need to sell at the end of four

years and how much money they have

to spend for advertising to do it,

their "formula" is set. Colgate and

Lever "pay-outs" usually run about

two years. It works out with sur-

prising consistency; at the end of the

"pay-out" period, the product is at

the projected sales level.

• Personnel structure. For every

key worker on a soap company ac-

count at an agency, there is his

counterpart at the client's office.

These counterparts are rarely in

touch with each other, do most of

their conferring with those above or

below at either client or agency. In

a sense, every job is done twice, and

although it appears a waste of man-

power, it seems to work. The sys-

tem developed along with the advent

of the client brand managers.

Media. Media formulas of the soap

companies are usually based on

the cost efficiency of spot and the

cost efficiency of network (very little

time is spent on working out cost

efficiency of print media since the

overwhelming volume of ad budgets

goes into tv). Media decisions are

usually arrived at after studies in-

volving: share of market, past his-

tory of the product, what the compe-

tition is doing, media being used

currently by itself and rival products,

media costs, trend of media costs.

Whenever a media switch is made,

there is usually a probe of the cor-

relation between advertising and

sales.

• Commercial approach. "Never

lie to the housewife" is the motto of

all three soap companies, and none

of their advertising ever breaks this

rule. "When any of the soap com-

panies says its product is 'better,' it

is telling the truth," a soap industry-

observer told sponsor. "Each is the

best quality possible; the differences

are those little advertisable extras

that may make a housewife prefer

one brand over another. Soap ad-

vertising is so basically simple that

there is no dishonesty."

There is still another copv formula

that the soaps have wisely developed

-"Always sell the product name, not

the name of the manufacturer." Then,

in the event a housewife doesn't hap-

pen to care for it, she won't transfer

her dislike to the rest of the product

line. ^

VITA
(Continued from page 45)

housewives waiting for him.

The radio commercials open with

a lively 10-second transcribed jingle

that introduces the entire Vita line:

V-I-T-A, that spells Vita,

It's the heart of a meal.

V-I-T-A, that spells Vita,

It's the height of a real good party.

Herring in cream sauce, herring in

wine sauce,

Pickles, olives and caviar.

Satisfy your every mood,

Buy Vita—mmmmmm—Vita Food
Products.

For the main body of the herring

commercials Hartman supplies Vita's

radio spokesmen with fact sheets and

scripts which serve as a guide for

their primarily ad-libbed delivery.

Copy points are geared both to indi-

vidual market atmosphere and the

seasons.

In Washington, Vita ties in closely

with the local flair for party-giving.

Copy suggested by agency: "Big par-

ties or small, Washington loves them

all! And the favorite hors d'oeuvre

—for hostess and guests—is Vita

Herring." The D.C. commercials are

replete with hors d'oeuvres recipes

centered around herring.

Currently, Vita's emphasis is on

Lent, with the theme, "Lenten Days

are Herring Days." For this season

herring is suggested as a main dish,

say, with boiled potatoes and a vege-

table. When hot weather arrives,

herring's contribution to salads gets

the limelight. At back-to-school time,

the children's lunches come in for

some attention as a likely spot for

herring. Then, at year-end holiday

time, herring's role as a party hors

d'oeuvre and dinner appetizer comes

to the fore.

Whatever direction it takes, Vita

has to compete with some longer es-

tablished American foods, and in its

copy does not hesitate to mention

rivals. Such old regulars as cheese-

and-crackers, "dips," tomato juice,

shrimp and soup present formidable

competition. Vita finds radio a valu-

able ally in its smoothly rolling cam-

paign for coexistence. ^
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7-COUNTY PULSE REPORT

KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK AREA—MARCH-APRIL 1959

SHARE OF AUDIENCE — MONDAY-FRIDAY

6 A.M. - 12 NOON
12 NOON -6 P.M.

6 P.M. - 12 MIDNIGHT

WKZO Station "B" Station "C"

30

27

29

21

22

22

11

10

10

BUT... Your WKZO Radio Investment Is

The Best In Kalamazoo-Battle Creek

And Greater Western Michigan!

WKZO-AM is far and away your best radio investment

in Kalamazoo-Battle Creek and Greater Western Michigan.

WKZO-AM holds the top position by a wide margin

—

Pulse (see left) gives WKZO-AM a total audience 32%
larger than that of any other station serving this market.

In fact, WKZO-AM is a solid "first," Monday through

Friday (6 a.m.-Midnight) in 345 of 360 quarter hours

surveyed

!

Ask Avery-Knodel for a prospectus!

^Common stock which has been paying dividends longest is PennsylvaniaRailroad, since 1848.

3&e 3<efy&i ifitafamA

WKZO-TV— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WKZO RADIO— KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK
WJEF RADIO— GRAND RAPIDS
WJEF-FM— GRAND RAPIDS-KALAMAZOO
WWTV— CADILLAC, MICHIGAN
KOIN-TV— LINCOLN, NEBRASKA

Associated with

WMBD RADIO— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

WMBD-TV— PEORIA, ILLINOIS

WKZO
CBS RADIO FOR KALAMAZOO-BATTLE CREEK

AND GREATER WESTERN MICHIGAN

Avery-Knodel, Inc., Exclusive National Representatives

SPONSOR 19 MARCH 1960 69



Morning coffee

and WWL-TV . . .

new New Orleans favorite!

Coffeebreak is the time for New
Orlean- housewives to take an

"entertainment break" with

\\ \\ L-TV . . . where they can

watch LIFE OF RILEY. MEDIC.

HK.IIW \V PATROL and other

favorite weekday shows. Ask

Katz about the popularity of

\\ \\ L-TVs morning shows.

WWL-TV
^NEW ORLEANS

The Station
Viewed the Most

CHANNEL 4
ONLY VHF IN COLUMBUS
172,B70 TV Homes, in 47 Counties

Per family income
in Metropolitan Columbus

is eighth highest in the nation

UIRBL-TU
OLUMBUS, GEORGIA

SM/

Joseph Wolfman has been appointed sales

coordinator of KBOX. the Balaban Station

in Dallas. He was formerly v. p. of Bartell

Family Radio and general manager of

KSON, San Diego. A graduate attornex

.

W olfman practiced law before entering

broadcasting, via the Bartell group, a dec-

ade ago. He is the winner of the 1959

"Sammy" Award from the San Diego Sales

Executives Club for "having contributed most to salesmanship in

past years." He's also a member of the Sales & Adv. Club. San Diego.

Harry W. Betteridge has been appointed

manager of the Detroit office of George P.

Hollingbery Co.. national radio and tv rep-

resentatives. He is currently v.p. of Clark

& Bobertz. Inc.. the Detroit and Cleveland

advertising agency. A veteran of radio and

tv advertising sales. Betteridge was former-

ly a \^ J sales representative in N. Y. and

general sales manager of \^ WJ-AM-TV,
Detroit. Prior to joining Clark & Bobertz. Betteridge was president

of an agency bearing his name, with offices in Detroit and Toronto.

Howard W. Coleman has been appointed

promotion director for WTCN-AM-T\.
Minneapolis-St. Paul. He was formerlv as-

sistant to the president of Gross Telecast-

ing. Inc. and station manager of WJ1M.

Lansing. Mich. Coleman also served as

manager of WMAQ, NBC Radio in Chi-

cago, manager of color sales development

for WNBQ. NBC TY in Chicago, and man-

ager of advertising, promotion and merchandising for WNBQ &

\\ \IAQ, He holds degrees in music from Northwestern University.

William L. Jones, Jr., general manager

of KWK, St. Louis, has been elected vice

president of KWK Radio. Inc. He was

named general manager of KWK in De-

cember. 1958. Prior to that time, Jones

was regional sales director of WEMP, Mil-

waukee, a sister station of KWK. Previ-

ously, he had served as general sales

manager of WISN. Milwaukee. His new

appointment makes the 33-year-old Jones one of the voungest vice

presidents and general managers of a radio station in a major market.

SPONSOR 19 MARCH 1960



ITU,

GOOD GRIEF!
Our Farm Director's in his Cups!
Seriously, we're proud of our assorted Farm Service Awards,

State and National - - for both Radio and Television. Ours
is truly the Land of Milk and Money. And staffed by three

full-time Farm Specialists - - plus Channel 2 and CBS - -

we're fully qualified to give maximum Service in Wisconsin.

$n tk t£ad oj J^ik and X0I1G
!J-

6REEN BAY, WISCONSIN
HAYDN R. EVANS, General Manage' • Represented by THE KAT2 AGENCY

SPONSOR • 19 MARCH 1960 71



frank talk to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

ire your station buys sometimes made emotionally or simply for "prestige"

reasons? Here, Fred M. Thrower, vice president and general manager,

\\ /VV-1 1. \ew York, speaks for many independent stations in urging time-

buyers to "buy by the numbers" Use and misuse of the rating services has

long been a favorite, and controversial, industrial topic. Here's a frank state-

ment from an experienced broadcaster who firmly believes—if you subscribe

to the rating services, you should use them! Perhaps you'd like to answer Mr.

Throser. If so, send your 500-word statement to "The Seller's Viewpoint." 1TB
NEEDED: MORE BUYING2BY THE NUMBERS !

I «> me, one of the most confounding aspects of televi-

sion today is not misuse of information developed by the

rating services—there's a lot of that, of course—but rather

the failure of buyers to fully employ this "buying tool."

Without ratings, we fly by the seat of our pants.

Granted, ratings are not infallible . . . granted, the serv-

ices could be improved . . . still, ratings are the one and

only constant guide a timebuyer has in making a television

buy.

Vgencies buy rating services in order to have a justifi-

able basis upon which to make sound buying decisions,

particularly when "circulation" is the primary target. They
subscribe to the rating services at considerable cost, then

proceed to ignore buys which the rating books indicate

the) should make. Instead, buyers make emotional buys
on network stations on the notion that so-called "network
prestige" is going to brush off on the product being ad-

vertised.

It has been proved that viewers are not necessarily aware
of the specific channels they are watching; therefore, this

"advantage" cannot translate itself and follow through to

the prospective consumer. By and large, the viewer either

likes a program or not . . . and, if he doesn't, he finds one
he does like on whatever channel it may be.

Qualitative Research Inc. (Trendex) proved that the

majorit) of viewers (84.8%) either mis-classify non-

ork programs as network, or can't tell one from the

n addition, this same study revealed that viewers

! the di (Terence between a film show and a live

'\\. What is important to television \ iewers, is that

the pi ining b( Fa high calibre in terms of produc-

and all the other elements that make for truly

I entertainment.

The recent CBS image study, "More than Meets the

Eye," is another related instance where the very funda-

mentals have been overlooked; namely, it failed to prove

that viewers are in any way conscious of the station or

channel they are watching. Merely asking a respondent

the questions in this study, automatically forces him to be

aware of specific situations, when, in reality—at the times

he is watching television—there is a total absence of this

kind of awareness.

If rating books are right, then in many instances inde-

pendent stations are offering by far the best buys for a

prospective advertiser. Here, in New York, I have often

seen availabilities of high-calibre programs on independent

stations go unsold . . . when an inferior program on a net-

work station—inferior both in program content and in

rating performance—is completely sold out ... at a far

greater cost to the advertisers, I might point out, than

the better programs with better ratings on the independ-

ents.

Last year, we commissioned the A. C. Nielsen Company
to conduct a special qualitative audience survey to deter-

mine the similarity between the audience watching our

station and the audience watching the top network televi-

sion station in New York during the prime evening hours,

seven nights a week. Nielsen reports: "None of the com-

parisons yielded a significant difference." Or, in other

words, the "content" of a rating point on our station and

the New York network outlets is the same!

If buyers bought by the numbers in the rating books,

with the cost factor in mind, of course, there would be a

waiting list as long as from here to Chicago to buy our

station. This would also be the case for most of the other

independent stations in the country. ^
SPONSOR 19 march 1960



DELIVERS

WADE A COVERAGE*

OF MORE PEOPLE

than any other
'

- North Carolina

Station

THIS FACT FACES YOU!

PROOF: In North Carolina's biggest metropolitan market, WSJS
Television has maximum power of 316,000 watts and

transmits from the area's highest tower, 2000 feet above

average terrain. WSJS Television's extra strong signal

provides Grade A Coverage for 1,410,700 people in the rich

industrial Piedmont—the best coverage for more people

than by any other North Carolina station.

television

Winston-Salem/ Greensboro
CHANNEL 12

Headley-Reed, Reps.
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Walter Lippmann's fourth network

The other day. in a column attacking Dr. Frank Stanton's

plea for free, competitive tv, pundit Walter Lippmann ad-

vanced a theory which we believe bears watching.

According to Lippmann, neither industry self-regulation nor

government control- will ever provide the kind of tv improve-

ment which he and hi.- friends want.

W hat is needed, says Lippmann, is a new fourth network,

operated without regard for advertising revenue by a trustee-

ship of distinguished citizsns, and dedicated to bringing cul-

tural and public service programing to the nation.

Lippmann did not explain how such a network would be

financed, but h;j was insistent that it could "compete" with ex-

isting networks and force them to higher program standards.

There i- a great deal of blue sky in the Lippmann industry

economics; his ideas will seem to have an almost naive inno-

e. But we don't think they should be shrugged off.

Lippmann himself carries considerable weight in intellectu-

al and educational circles. And his proposal marks the first

time that a man of his stature has suggested a type of tv that

i- neither commercial nor government controlled.

I p to now tv critics have been pushing for direct govern-

ment int rvention in industry schedules, or for "citizens com-

mittees to control commercial tv, or for some far-fetched,

I topian system of pay tv's.

The Lippmann plan is an entirely different kettle of fi-h,

and in our opinion, a highly suspicious one.

Obviously somebody would have to pay for his fourth

n twork. \\ here would the money come from?

Obviously, too, the existence of such a network would re-

lax pressures on commercial tv for public service and cul-

tural programing. We're convinced that, in the long run, this

would tend to degrade, rather than raise tv standards.

W e believe the industry should be prepared to take a strong

-land against the Lippmann proposal. Undoubtedly you will

be hearing more about it.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Ea si er methods of

selling, buying and coordination of both radio

and television spot campaigns, In the elimina-

tion oj needless, time-consuming paper i<ork.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Boston pop: In New York on busi-

ness, John 0. Gilbert II, radio sales

manager for WBZ, Boston, received a

call from his wife that their expected

child was due to arrive and she was

on her way to the hospital. Franti-

cally he made reservations for the

earliest possible flight back to Boston,

raced to the airport, boarded the

plane. He attempted to eat calmly

the lunch served on board and did

fine until he came to the coffee.

Sipped along with his French pastry,

it tasted awful. Gilbert called the

stewardess and complained. She

sniffed the cup, said, "Sir, you've

creamed and sugared your consom-

me."

Looney hearts: WQAM, Miami, cele-

brated Leap Year by a 29 February

on-the-air proposal of marriage. The

girl who proposed received a watch,

the guy who accepted received a

watch, and together they got a free

marriage license. Sort of like

swapping Life for Time.

Quote: Robert E. Kahl, vice presi-

dent for marketing of Borden Foods,

at a recent American Marketing Assn.

workshop, said. "Product ideas, just

like any other idea, should take a

lesson from the song and from Jayne

Mansfield
—

'Accentuate the positive

and eliminate the negative.' A per-

fect 36 does not mean 36-36-36.

Jayne Mansfield's 41 would not be

nearly so attractive if combined with

an in-between 36. But a building up

of the desirable in one place, and the

elimination of the undesirable in an-

other makes for a 41-18-36 that be-

comes almost unbelievable. . .
."

Now we know why Borden product

displays in supermarkets are so well

stacked.

Snowbound: Hazel Allen, who does

her own commercials live on KFI,

Los Angeles, was enroute back to the

coast when she got snowed in at

Council Bluffs airport. But she man-

aged to do her commercial on sched-

ule via beeper phone. The spot must

go on.

Omen? Bob Hendry, time salesman

with ambitions to become a d.j. for

\YO\YO. Fort Wayne (1190 on the

radio dial I just received his new car

license plates. The number: DJ-1190.

I
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ABOVE ALL . . .

WGY will sell your product harder

in the rich market area it serves:

Albany— Schenectady— Troy,

plus Northeastern New York and

Western New England. We can

back this up with a file of sales

success stories—for details, con-

tact your local Henry I. Christal

man or call WGY, Schenectady,

New York. 98212

50,000 Watts • NBC Affiliate • 810 Kilocycles

A GENERAL ELECTRIC STATION



IN SAL REASE

6\ <f

When sales — not size— is important in your marketing picture, then consider the booming

Jacksonville metropolitan market.

Recent figures released by the Federal Reserve Bank show that Jacksonville led the South in

increased sales during the week ending December 26th. Jacksonville registered a fantastic 44

per cent increase in sales over the same period in 1958. Not the least of this was an im-

pressive 23 per cent increase during the entire four week period ending December 26. This

figure was also tops in the Southland. Jacksonville is a must when considering sales activity

and growth . . .

AND YOU CAN'T COVER GROWING

JACKSONVILLE WITHOUT . . .
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he spot for a commercial

""* ^^^^^ IsW *"" Albuquerque
" *

WSB Atlanta

WGR Buffalo

£ Wi WSN Chicago

'yBk WFAA . . Dallas— Ft. Worth

WKMH Detroit

KPRC Houston

KARK Little Rock

WINZ Miami

>^k WISN Milwaukee

~\^
J*r

J
*%k»,, lv KSTP

.
Minneapolis—St. Paul

WTAR Norfolk

KFAB Omaha

WIP Philadelphia

KPOJ Portland

WJAR Providence

WRNL Richmond

* ' KCRA Sacramento

WOAI San Antonio

KFMB San Diego

/' KOBY San Francisco

^w; KMA Shenandoah

KREM Spokane

WGTO Tampa-Orlando

mmmmm KVOO Tulsa

[is hobby may be missiles, but he's not missing your message!
uch receptivity means only one thing: he'll buy a lot of what you
?11 when you sell him via Spot Radio on these great stations.

Radio Division

Edward Petry & Co., Inc.
The Original Station 4

Representative

SMALL CARS:

ALL SET FOR

ROUND TWO
With Big Three joined

in battle for small car

sales, here's what im-

ports, indies are doing

Page 31

Now! A 12,000

tv commercials

library

Page 34

Spot tv's

fourth quarter—

13.3% increase

Page 40

What radio

needs to up

its sales

Page 41

i
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QUALITY
TOUCH

These are the hands of a billiard

champion. Hands that reflect the ex-

perience of the years . . . the dedica-
tion of the mind . . . the desire of the

heart. These are the elements which
produce that quality touch! You'll find

them, too, in that which sets great
television and radio stations apart
from the rest!

d In/

Edward Pelry * Co.. In<

TELEVISION oTT

RADIO obc/nbe • DALLAS
Serving the greater DALLAS-FORT WORTH market

BROADCAST SERVICES OF THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS



uy St Louis a la card

KTV1 rate card

..your lowest

cost per thousand

in St

j&\
TJ4

4|V

. t rREEgest shopping
in the 7*

Represe

notional

on^isrIntel.
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NASHVILLE

WSIX-TV
Tops Them All In

The Nashville Area

LEADING IN . . .

7 out of TOP 10

3 out of TOP 5

SHOWS*
•Source—Nielson Station Index

• WSlXsELLS

WITH TOWER HEIGHT

2049 ft. above sea level

. . . None taller permitted

in this orea by CAA.

• WSlXsELLS WITH POWER

3 1 6,000 powerful watts . . .

maximum—permitted by FCC.

• WSlXsELLS WITH EFFICIENCY

Maximum coverage and low
cost per thousand make WSIX-TV
your most efficient buy in the

rich Tennessee, Kentucky,
Alabama TVA area.

(X) CHECK THESE

FACTS:

(X) TV Homes—370,700

(X) Population— 1,965,500

<X| Effective Buying Income-

$2,155,868,000

(X) Retail Sales

—

$1,585,308,000

' n AAogazine

TV8 LAND
OF THE Ik I

w*5Hviin-

CENTRAL SOUTH /-—1-IT
f

"«F i iriffin, Woodw
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DIGEST OF ARTICLES
Confusion on wheels: compacts, air media

3X Now that six U. S. cars are locked in a sales battle with foreign com

pacts, here's a recap on Round One and what's ahead relating to air media

Now! a 12,000 tv commercials library

34 Want to merchandise a show or commercial? Or study competitive com-

mercials without screenings? Here's how agencies, clients are doing it

What were they doing in '50?

37 A picture quiz of some men who were in the limelight a decade ago for

their activity in radio and television. See how many you can identify

Cereal maker goes 100% to spot radio

38 Cream of Wheat throws its entire ad budget—$1.4 million—into spot

radio to regain the share of the market it had lost to new competition

Spot tv's 4th quarter: up 13.3%
40 Here's a list of the top 100 national and regional spot television ad-

vertisers in 1959's last quarter, ranked in order of their expenditures

Two views of radio's sales needs

4X Art McCoy, John Blair & Co., and Harold Fair, Bozell & Jacobs, agree

radio is hard to sell. McCoy tells why; Fair, how to overcome problem*-

Talking-mug plugs hike beer sales

44 Brewer captures the fancy—and patronage—of viewers in New York

State, parts of Pennsylvania, with talking beer mugs in tv film spots

FEATURES
12 Commercial Commentary

56 Film-Scope

28 49th & Madison

64 News & Idea Wrap-Up

6 Newsmaker of the Week

64 Picture Wrap-Up

62 Radio Basics
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Interview: /[&, O/fcjrfwWl/)^
Strietmann Biscuit Company Advertising Manager tells why he selects

WLW-TV and WLW Radio for Zesta Crackers

"In the Strietmann area, the combined wide

coverage of the WLW-TV Stations and WLW
Radio is that powerful advertising plus."

'This wide coverage matches
product's wide distribution—

our case, Zesta Crackers

in the new 8 Pak."



Everybody's

watching . . .

WALB-TV

3o
J-CK15

the only primary

NBC outlet

between Atlanta

and the Gulf!

• WALB-TV is the only home-

town station serving Albany,

South Georgia's only metro-

politan market.

• Grade "B" area also in-

cludes Thomasville, Val-

dosta, Moultrie, Ga., and

Tallahassee, Fla.

• Over 750,000 people with

$739 million spendable in-

come!

• 316,000 watts

foot tower!

1,000

WALB-TV
NIBICALBANY, GA.

CHANNEL 10

Represented nationally by

Venard, Rintoul 6 McConnell, Inc.

In the South by James S. Ayers Co.

NEWSMAKER
of the week

Advertising people throughout the U. S. speculated last

week on a Detroit-New York event: Chrysler Corp. reshuffled

its complex Dodge car and truck division, and Plymouth-De-

Soto-Valiant division accounts, so that two agencies—BBDO
and IS. W . Ayer, respectively—service all products in each

line. The move portends a full-scale fall advertising assault.

The newsmaker: M. C. Patterson, corporate vice presi-

dent of Chrysler Corp. and general manager of the Dodge car and

truck division. He is reported to have had the major voice in the

selection of BBDO for a concentrated advertising program on behalf

of Dodge cars and trucks, the compact Dart introduced last fall

—

and slated to get the biggest ad push in the line next season—and

still another midget on the boards,

tentatively named the Lancer.

Cars, billing some $17 million, and

trucks, another $4 million, are

leaving Grant Adv. and Ross Roy

at new-model time (October).

BBDO previously handled DeSoto

and Valiant. Client satisfaction

with BBDO work is understood to

be the prime reason for the agen-

cy switch, along with the compel-

ling necessity for Chrysler adver-

tising and marketing to make

sweeping and imaginative moves

shown by competitors. Chrysler is the only one of five U. S. makers

to show a loss last year (about $5 million), despite a 22% sales gain.

Another possible reason for the reassignment: Grant put about

half of the Dodge budget into the Lawrence Welk Show on ABC TV,

and Chrysler management is understood to be unhappy about cur-

rent results despite the program's zooming start.

Chrysler's ad investments, all told, are estimated at some $75 mil-

lion. Here's the rundown, in addition to the BBDO lineup above:

N. W. Ayer, which has been servicing Plymouth ($25 million) takes

over DeSoto and Valiant ($8 million). There are 28 dealer organi-

zations, one (New York) billing $1 million through Cole, Fischer,

Rogow. The remainder, at Grant, with a combined billing of about

$3 million, is presumably up for grabs, with some going to BBDO.

Ross Roy continues with training materials and Plymouth and

Fargo in Canada ($7 million), and Grant retains Dodge and DeSoto

in Canada ($3^2 million) as well as assignments for the Airtemp

division and Chrysler International. Chrysler division is serviced

by Young & Rubicam, and Chrysler corporate by Leo Burnett.

Estimated '59 net tv expenditures were $14.5 million. ^

M. C. Patterson
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w&lchinq ]gfy5j-TV i* FRESNO
ST TV STATION IN FRESNO

le November, 1959, Fresno ARB
jrvey again proves KMJ-TV is the

ost popular station in Fresno.

WJ-TV was a dominant FIRST in

e daytime hours with 125 quarter

ur WINS Mondays through Sat-

days . . . about as many as the

:al of the other two Fresno sta-

ins combined (Station A 94 . . .

ition B 32).

(California)
KMJ-TV has by far the highest per-

centage of women viewers in the

daytime hours. KMJ-TV . . .

first TV station in

KMJ-TV was FIRST in Share of ^ the Billion-Dollar

Audience seven nights a week. X&v Valley

WAGON TRAIN was Fresno's most
^fcs, of the Bees

popular show.
^KMJ^TV

THE KATZ AGENCY, NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE

KMJ-TV was FIRST in Share of

Audience from 9 AM to midnight

Sunday through Saturday for the

four weeks surveved.
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"Now where did

they say all

those timebuyers

are going?"

Hurry! Just a few days left to sign
up before SPONSOR'S new rates go into

Guaranteed Rate Protection for
M of 1960 at old (1957) rates if you

r advertising contract before
1 Apri, 1960.

Ca,l Art Breider, MU 8-2772, NYC.



NATURALLY, TO

SPONSOR'S
WHEEL-OF-FORTUNE

AT THE NAB CONVENTION IN CHICAGO!

Conrad Hilton • Suite 1106

Here's why. SPONSOR'S Wheel-Of-Fortune can mean valu-

able prizes for timebuyers who visit SPONSOR'S Suite 1106.
Each registering timebuyer gets a number . . . and each time
SPONSOR'S Wheel-Of-Fortune stops at his number, it's a

"vote" for him! At Convention's end, timebuyers with the

highest scores win the prizes!

ATTENTION: STATION MANAGERS AND OTHERS! Here's

where you come in. Only you are eligible to spin SPONSOR'S
Wheel-Of-Fortune and help timebuyers win. But there are

valuable prizes for you, too.

Remember Suite 1106 for:

• SPONSOR'S HANDY- USE
CONVENTION SPECiAL!

SPONSOR'S UNIQUE
TOMATO JUICE BAR!

SPONSOR'S WHEEL-
OF-FORTUNE PRIZES!

SPONSOR'S FRIENDLY

STAFF TO SERVE YOU!

• PRIZES FOR ALL!

.-'.

SPONSOR'S DOUBLE-ACTION CONVENTION ISSUES

GIVE YOU TWO ADS FOR THE PRICE OF ONE!

Here's how. Schedule your ad in the Convention Issue

dated 2 April (15,000 copies) and you get the SPECIAL,

too, (2,500 copies) ... a separate book, hand-delivered

to NAB members at their Chicago hotels.

Double exposure, double impact at only $75 additional

per page over SPONSOR'S regular rates. This covers

production and paper costs. Forms close 24 March.

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

RADIO/TV ADVERTISERS USE



COMMUNITY INTEREST

PROGRAMMING PAYS

on WPRO-TV, Providence

V»PRO-TV

/

Chris Clark, WPRO-TV Sports

Director, interviews Very Rever-

end Robert J. Slavin, O.P., Pres-

ident of Providence College.

The hottest thing in New England sports was the basket-

ball game between Providence College and Holy Cross

WPRO-TV's decision to do the remote is justified in the

Trendex share of audience figure (over a half million

viewers)

A/lore important is the agency's comment "Greatest busi-

ness reaction ever
"

Most important is audience recognition of WPRO-TV's
responsibility to the cities we serve.

NEED ANY MORE BE SAID?

O-TV Providence
Represented by Blair TV

Capital Cities Broadcasting Corporation

10

SPONSOR
TNI WICMI.V MaOAZINK TV/KASIO aovlailtlx u»c

Editor and Publisher
Norman R. Glenn

Secretary-Treasurer
Elaine Couper Glenn

VP—Assistant Publisher
Bernard Piatt

EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT
Executive Editor
John E. McMillin

News Editor
Ben Bodec

Managing: Editor
Florence B. Hamsher

Special Projects Editor
Alfred J. Jaffe

Senior Editors
Jane Pinlterton

W. F. Miksch

Midwest Editor (Chicago)
Gwen Smart

Film Editor
Heyward Ehrlich

Associate Editors
Jack Lindrup
Gloria F. Pilot

Ben Seff

Lloyd Kaplan

Contributing Editor
Joe Csida

Art Editor
Maury Kurt?

Production Editor
Lee St. John

Readers' Service
Barbara Wiggins

Editorial Research
Elaine Mann
Helene Etelson

ADVERTISING DEPARTMENT
Sales Manager
Arthur E. Breider

Eastern Office
Bernard Piatt

Willard Dougherty

Southern Manager
Herb Martin

Midwest Manager
Roy Meachum

Western Manager
George Dietrich

Production Manager
Jane E. Perry

CIRCULATION DEPARTMENT
Allen M. Greenberg, Manager
Bill Oefelein

ADMINISTRATIVE DEPT.
S. T. Massimino, Assistant to Publisher

Laura Olcen, Accounting Manager
George Becker; Rita Browning;
Ann Marie Cooper; Michael Crocco; Wilke
Rich; Irene Sulzbach; Flora Tomadelli
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TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
— market on the move—

moves with jet speed!

Now serving the Tampa- St. Petersburg area are 600-
mile-an-hour DC-8B Jetliners. This new 2-hr., 10-min.
service to New York is but part of nearly 100 flights

daily, offered by nine major airlines, in the fast-growing

market on the move!

Reminder: This rich Jet-Age market is dominated by
WTVT, the station on the move — your most profitable

buy in the Southeast!

SHARE OF AUDIENCE
4-5.6%... Latest ARB 9 OO A. M.-Midn ght

CHECK THE TOP 50 SHOWS'
ARB NIELSEN

WTVT 38 WTVT 34
Station B 12 Station B 16
Station C O Station C O

Station on the moveWTVT CHANNEL \

TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG
the wky television System, inc. wky-tv, wky-radio • Oklahoma City • Represented by the Katz Agency
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Concentrate in

JACKSON

MISS.

;ll*

Did you know?

Over 233,000

TV Homes

* • •

A Billion Dollars

in Retail Sales

• * *

All in the

JACKSON

TV Market

Area

WLBT
CHANNIL 3
HOLLINGBERY

WJTV
CHANNEL 12

KATZ

by John E. McMillin

Commercial

commentary

Rendezvous at the Conrad Hilton

Ordinarily I think conventions are a great

big bore and conventions in Chicago about as

gruesome as thev come. It has been years since

my youthful passions could be inflamed by a

\ isit to the Chez Paree. the Pump Room or the

606 Club. And I have sat through enough dron-

ing convention speeches in the Palmer House,

the Drake and the Blackstone, to last any man
a full, misspent lifetime.

However. I have a hunch that the upcoming annual meeting of

the NAB will be about as crucial a get-together as any industry

group has ever held. And I am planning to haunt the drafty cor-

ridors and smoke-filled suites of the Conrad Hilton when the conven-

tion gets under way next weekend.

Not that anything very dramatic is likely to happen in Chicago.

Big meetings seldom produce big bombs. The tedium of business

oratory increases geometrically with the size of an audience. And

few sparks will fly far enough across Michigan Avenue to reach the

Illinois Central tracks, let alone the Lake itself.

But tv and radio broadcasters, coming together for their first con-

vention of the 1960s, will be facing times more turbulent and chal-

lenges more serious than am the industry has known.

And I am anxious to find out, from talking and listening to NAB
members, what we can expect from them in the decade ahead.

The legacy of the 1950 ,
s

For most of us in the business, the roaring, confident, dynamic

1950's built to a triumphant crescendo, and then suddenly collapsed

amid clashing chords and strident dissonances.

An era was ending last fall when Charles Van Doren took the

stand before the Harris Committee.

An old order was passing when, in December, the FCC frantically

began calling everyone and his baby brother to testifv about tv.

And a whole decade of breathless, bewildering electronic expan-

sion was grinding toward a screeching close amid the technically

augmented yelps and howls of tv
r

s blasphemers and critics.

In a sense, perhaps, the real end came just a few weeks ago.

The removal or resignation of FCC Chairman Doerfer. and the

tragic death of NAB president Hal Fellows rang down a final sym-

bolic curtain on tv-as-it-used-to-be, and never will be again.

Superficially, at least, the 1950's provided a pyrotechnic display

of tv's power and influence. Sets in use soared from four million in

1949 to 53 million in 1959. Advertising revenues, a measly S68 mil-

lion in 1949. skyrocketed to over SI 1
/-' billion 10 years later. View-

ing hours hit the astronomical high of more than five hours per

home per day. Yet I think that few of us. watching with mouths

i Please turn to page 14 l
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"I HOPE WAGA-TV's EXAMPLE WILL BE WIDELY EMULATED"
Herman E. Talmadge, U. S. Senator

Thirty minutes of prime evening time belongs to the people of Georgia as WAGA-TV presents its pub-

lic affairs program, "Reporter's Notebook." A panel of distinguished local and state newsmen interview

the newsmakers. Georgia's Senator Talmadge says : "WAGA-TV is making a significant contribution

toward keeping the public informed. There can be no more effective way in

which television can fulfill its responsibilities to the public!" Seven addi-

tional half-hour public service programs are originated by WAGA-TV each

week, several of which are produced with the cooperation of area colleges and

universities as part of adult education courses. A basic programming objec-

tive of WAGA-TV is: "... to promote community betterment . . . the develop-

ment of an active, informed citizenry ... to cooperate with the recognized govern-

mental, civic, charitable, religious, educational and other agencies

dedicated to these ends."
Herman E. Talmadge

you know where you're going ivithWAGA-TV
Atlanta /a STORER station

]McCANN MARSCHALK — P. 0. 5822 Job No. 60-46017



GOING UP!
I960 will be the hottest na-

tional spot year in history.

And we mean both tv and
radio ! Your campaign in

SPONSOR—the book tar-

geted at spot buyers—will

make your rep mighty
happy.

Just a

few days left

to sign up before

SPONSOR'S
new rates

go into effect.

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

for all of 1960 at

old (1957) rates

if you enter your

advertising contract

before 1 April!

n
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Hurry! Call Art Breider

MUrray Hill 8-2772, NYC

SPONSOR
VEEKLY MAGAZINE

'TV ADVERTISERS USE
th Street. New York 17

Spin the SPONSOR WHEEL-OF-FORTUNE
at the NAB CONVENTION

SuiU 1106 • Conrad Hilton Hotel • Chicago

Commercial commentary (continued)

agape this unbelievable tv explosion, ever noticed the mushroom

cloud of problems and troubles that was forming above our heads.

Most of us were so delighted with the flash and the crash that we

forgot about the fall-out. And this, I suspect, is the legacy which

the '50's have bequeathed to us.

We're facing, as Dick Salant of CBS told an RTES luncheon a

couple of weeks ago, a "bloody time." And what will interest me
in Chicago will be the way in which broadcasters assess this "bloody

time" and plan for it. Can they brush aside superficial worries

and immediate headaches, and get to the core of the problem?

Leaders or merely communicators?

On the surface. I suppose, the issues facing the industry seem to

be such matters as restrictive legislation, government interference in

programing, pay tv, option time, revocation or suspension of licenses.

But I submit that tv's real problem is none of these. The real

problem is where and how can the industrv develop leaders capable

of handling tv's incredible power?

And the real dilemma facing the industry is whether it has the

guts and manpower to assume a position of leadership in American

life and thought—or whether it will revert to a neuter, spineless

medium of "communications" for other peoples' thoughts, ideas

and commercial messages.

I think Frank Stanton and others have been entirelv right in insist-

ing on the principle of free competitive tv, and comparing this to the

principles of free speech and a free press.

But I don't think we ought to kid ourselves about the realities.

Freedom of speech is an emptv phrase unless there are free, out-

spoken men to give it life and substance. Freedom of the press is a

meaningless legal technicality, unless there are courageous editors

and publishers who vigorouslv exercise this right.

And I doubt if freedom of tv can exist, even as a principle, unless

the industry can demonstrate that it has leaders who can use this

freedom with more courage and more imagination on more fronts,

than we have seen so far.

The problem is an extraordinarily difficult one.

Real tv leadership requires far more complex abilities, far more

scope, experience, breadth of interest and training than are needed

in most industries. And many tv men. for many reasons, shrink

from the idea of such leadership.

If vou have been trained to look at tv as merely another business,

dedicated to dollars and profits, vou will resent the idea of greater

than business responsibilities.

If you have been brought up to believe in ratings and in "letting

the people choose" what vou show them, you will hate and despise

the obligation to exercise personal standards and judgments.

But unless the industrv can develop men. a good many men, who

will face up to these challenges, then the '60's look bleak indeed.

The NAB members who rendezvous next week at the Conrad

Hilton will bring with them the knowledge that their medium, in the

past 10 years, has proven as awesomely powerful as any atomic

or hydrogen bomb.

What thev will have to discover is who among them can best

handle tv "s nuclear power and where their new leaders are coming

from. See you in Chicago! ^
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KFDM-TV
DELIVERS 20.3%
MOR

MARKET

BEAUMONT - PORT ARTHUR - ORANGE

TOP IO SHOWS •ii. "

Show

1. Gunsmoke

2. Desilu Playhouse

3. Hotel De Paree

4. Red Skelton

5. Wyatt Earp

Station

KFDM-TV

KFDM-TV

KFDM-TV

KFDM-TV a

KFDM-TV #

/

Show

6. I've Got a Secret

Station

KFDM-TV

7. Wanted Dead or Alive KFDM-TV

8. Rawhide KFDM-TV

9. The Millionaire KFDM-TV

10. Perry Mason KFDM-TV

X -J Buy the

Hot Spot

Station in

ii f \y

"ARB Nov., 1959, Average Homes Per Quarter Hour,

9 a.m. to midnight

l NSI Nov., '59, Station Total Homes

KFDM-TV
CHANNEL 6
Beaumont »Port Arthur »Orange

D. A. Cannan, President

C. B. Locke, Executive Vice President &
Genera! Manager

V

' Mott Johnson, Sales & Operations Manager

i^jr^ See Peters Griffin Woodward, Inc.

vlarket ,

.
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ITHE ALASKANS

t

J
OZZIE & HARRIET LAWRENCE WELK'S DANCE PARTY MAVERICK

THE REBEL

[AVE IT TO BEAVER JUBILEE USA

BLACK SADDLE ROBERT TAYLOR'S DETECTIVES vil

1 •

ALCOA PRESENTS BOURBON STREET BEAT s-;a

PAT BRONCO SUGARFOOT I AWMAN

0*r
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SHOW 77 SUNSET STRIP TAKE A GO00 LOOK

*CKHAWK THE UNTOUCHABLES WYATT EARP

WALT DISNEY PRESENTS JOHN DALY

ADVENTURES IN PARADISE DICK CLARK SHOW

$2.88
This is the cost of doing business

with a thousand homes on ABC-TV.

It's the lowest cost per thousand going

this happy mathematical relationship

between ABC's current rate and ABC
nightly position of first or second in

share of audience. Since, however, cos

alone is no true index of advertising

effectiveness, the thoughtful buyer

will ask what kind of homes his $2.88

buys. Well, it buys 1,000 largely young

homes. Homes, that is, with growing,

consuming families.

This, of course, is not happenstance-

but rather the deliberate, direct result

of natural selection, springing from

ABC's devotion to precisely the kind o:

programming most enthusiastically

received in these younger homes.

For (impressive) example, we cite

The Untouchables, realistic drama wit!

documentary importance girding its

excitement, the offbeat blend of laught

and action in a Maverick, the adult zip

of a 77 Sunset Strip, the fresh domesti

comedy switches of a Leave It to

Beaver or a Real McCoys.

Further strengthening the 1960 -'61

schedule will be such new and coming

attractions as the significant 26-episode

adaptation of the Churchill Memoirs .

.

outstanding series like The Corrupters,

Stagecoach West, Surfside Six, The

Roaring Twenties, Asphalt Jungle,Nake

City, The Flagstones . . . specials like th

1960 National Elections. . ."Women in

Politics" and Jeff Chandler as "David"

in two stirring Biblical dramas.

$2.88 reaches a long way indeed-

in the most responsive direction—on

ABC Television.Q
WATCH ABC-TV IN '60

(more people will)



The start of our twelfth year

provides another opportunity to

re-emphasize our firm resolve to program

WGAL-TV in such diversity and depth

as to best meet the widely divergent

needs and desires of the many

communities we are privileged to serve. To

this end we pledge the conscientious use

of our Channel 8 facilities.

WGAL-TV

Lancaster, Pa.
NBC and CBS

STEINMAN STATION
Clair McCollough, Pres.

ISSI I !! 1

1

:• The MEEKER Company, Inc. New York - Chicago . Los Angeles • San Francisco
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Most significant tv and radio

news of the week with interpretation

in depth for busy readers

SPONSOR-SCOPE
26 MARCH I960

Copyright I960

8P0NS0R

PUBLICATIONS INC.

That trek of manpower which Burnett started to New York the past week may
have some disturbing implications for Chicago reps.

One of the key transfers to New York is Ken Eddy, an associate media group head,
who as head of the newly founded media setup in New York will be responsible for
buying for all accounts. His function: (1) contact the networks for time; (2) obtain
spot availabilities directly from the reps in New York.

Apparently, Burnett's media powers-that-be feel that their clients would be served more
efficiently in spot if availabilities were garnered in New York as well as Chicago.
The inference: the agency may come out better via the New York rep offices.

Other key shifts to New York: Bill Mclllwain, v.p. in charge of tv (not so long ago
moved the other way) ; Dick Zimbert, office business manager.

On Michigan Avenue there's a suspicion that Burnett's entire media buying will ul-

timately move to New York, thereby (a) strengthening its media service with its eastern
accounts and (b) better positioning itself for going after new business.

Spot radio appears to be in for an exceptionally rich harvest from the oil re-

finers this spring and summer.

Among those active out of New York just the past week: Texaco, Cities Service,

Quaker, Sunoco, and Esso—and most of them were buying hefty lists.

Cities Service is doing it in spurts and the budget set up by Esso will run around
$1.2 million for the year—or about what it was spending for news in radio.

Esso is also spending $100,000 in behalf of Flit for major markets during June,

July and August. This will be in conjunction with daytime network tv.

For some stations, reps report, all this oil activity is an embarrassment of riches;

they're finding it difficult to fit schedules into requested periods.

Whitehall (Bates), an early shopper per usual, has renewed for Bachelor Father,

Lawman and Have Gun.

It's also bought participation in Stage Coast West (ABC TV).

You can count on the technique of selling and using network daytime to take

greater strides in the direction of spot the coming season.

An illuminating tipoff: the big multi-product advertisers are putting the accent

more on unduplicated reach than on efficiency when it comes to their daytime invest-

ments.

In other words, they're more interested in scattering their minutes of commercial,

plus crossplugs, over as many hours of the daytime and days of the week than clus-

tering them into a selected number of programs.

One thing that now appears certain is this: NBC TV is not going to let the scatter

plan remain an exclusive daytime design of ABC TV.

You can also expect to see NBC TV cut a much bigger swathe with nighttime spot

carriers. It's already scheduled six hours of such as against ABC's 13 hours of spot

carriers for the fall and there's no anticipating how far this device will be extended at NBC
if it should find itself loaded with unsold time come early August.

|
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^ SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Sliulton (Wesley) has attaehed a barter angle to the hour documentary, Race

for Space, which it's set for local clearance 24 April.

Stations telecasting the program on that date are granted a gratis rerun, provided the

Sliulton line is given free spots.

The advertiser, which dealt with stations over the heads of reps, posed another twist

that didn't set so well with some stations: Shulton identification in each of the heavy

batch of promos which was made part and parcel of the deal.

Noted demurring stations: traditionally, the sponsor's name is not included in a

promo unless it's integral to the program, like the Kraft Theatre, etc.

Food business easily dominated the past week's spot tv activity out of New York.

The accounts: Lever's Light Spry, daytime minutes (K&E) ; Swansdown's eclair

.nix (Y&R) ; Minute Maid's High C (DFS) ; and Hellmann's Mayonnaise (DFS). Hell-

mann's also buying radio spots.

Tv action out of Chicago: Maytag Co. and Campfire Marshmallow (both Burnett)

and Midas Muffler (Edward H. Weiss). Radio: Sara Lee (C&W) and Kraft Miracle

Whip (JWT).

Watch for P&G to start market testing its own candidate for the clothes bleach

family.

It'll be a solid wafer that can be tossed into the washing machine.

Both the dentifrices and toilet soaps have taken somewhat of a shaking up in

shares of the market the past year.

The ratios, according to latest count:

DENTIFRICES: Colgate,, 34%; Gleem, 22%; Crest, 13%; Pepsodent, 12%; Stripe,

8%; Ipana, 7%; others, 4%.
TOILET SOAPS: Ivory, 17%; Lux, 11%; Camay, 10%: Dial, 9%; Zest, 8%; Life-

buoy. 7^ : Palmolive, 6%; Dove, 5%; Praise, 4%; others, 23^.

Both leaders in packaged synthetics are taking a walloping from the synthetic

liquids. Tide is down to 22% and Cheer to 10% of the entire market, while the Lux,

Ivory and Joy liquids and the all-purpose category keep clipping off more and more of

the market.

Bunched together are these liquids: Lux, 3.9%; Ivory, 3.7%; Joy, 3.6%.

CBS TV affiliates needn't be surprised if the network shortly makes another

gesture toward providing them with minutes for sale to spot advertisers.

The plan under contemplation, as reported by a CBS affiliates board member: letting

the stations sell participations in unsold spots between 12 noon and 1 :30 p.m..

with each recapturable on two weeks' notice.

The stations, of course, will have to make sure they've no product conflicts.

That request last week from Schenley's Cresta Blanca to radio stations for their

local ratecards is explained by the company as merely a gesture to help the dis-

tributors by finding how much any sizable campaign in radio would cost them.

According to the ad manager on Cresta Blanca. Bernard Goldberg, the jobbers would

"put up all the money." Doyle-Dane-Bernbach recently got the account.

Many of the contacted stations relayed the wire to their reps.

Oldsmobile (D. P. Brother) may do a lot more buying of spot tv schedules in

its problem markets for the spring.

So far it's been spending pretty heavily on that premise in Portland, Seattle and Phila-

delphia—each on a two-months schedule.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

The tv networks are headed for record March billings, despite the fact that col-

lectively they have 12 less sponsored daytime hours a week than the year before.
The counterbalancing factor: 15 more sponsored nighttime hours a week.

What's been happening since last fall is this: some of the topbracket advertisers
have been transferring much of their daytime investments into nighttime.

Anticipated plus margin for this March: at least 10%.

Just in retrospect, tv network daytime billings last year ran 30% of all network billings.

The gross figures by network for daytime were:

network 1959

ABC TV $29,005,000

CBS TV 92,566,000

NBC TV 81,532,000

Total $203,103,000

1958 PLUS MARGIN

$21,827,000 33%
85,758,000 8%
64,905,000 27%

$172,491,000 18%

A frequent lament heard these days from agencies regarding the tv networks1

new discount structure:

The chances of an advertiser who can afford two alternate half-hours in upper prime
time over 39 weeks to get a volume discount are nil unless he spots both on a single

network.

If the half-hours are spread between two networks he has to lock himself for a year

to earn any discount at all and that would be the 17% allowed for the summer.

Madison Avenue admen were still talking across luncheon tables this week
about ABC TV's bid to topple NBC TV for its lofty sports position.

As the Avenue appraises ABC's snatching away of the NCAA football games by a $6-

million-plus bid:

• ABC not only can now refer to itself as a rounded network but it's starting to

stockpile a commodity (sports) that has a much specialized class of sponsorship.

• Relations with ABC affiliates are further strengthened and the sports challenge to

NBC, if it makes real headway, could eventuate in some key alienations from the NBC
affiliate roster—that is, in regions where viewers are exceptionally sports conscious.

Prudential (Reach McClinton) will continue with the 20th Century series on
CBS TV for the 1960-61 season, even though it's been mulling Jackie Gleason specials.

Monsanto will decide 5 April on its continuing alliance with Conquest.

As for the network's summer Olympics, prospects are waiting for the network to decide

on the pricing. It can run anywhere between $700-800,000 per quarter.

P&G has done its own new show buying early—two of them—but as yet it

hasn't got network places to put them.

The pair: the Law and Mr. John and the Peter Lind Hayes series.

Unless it gets a buyer for a half or third soon, NBC TV will start offering coverage

of the July nominating conventions in small participation units.

ABC TV likewise failed to flush out any takers.

Reason for the apathy among advertisers : half of the twin events—the Republican's

—looks as though it will be even more cut and dried than it was four years ago.

Total cost of the package, including election results : $5.6 million.
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SPONSOR-SCOPE continued

Credit the current issue of Reader's Digest with the grossest attack yet on tv.

The article, done by a staffman: Must tv bring the bathroom into the hiving room?
Most of the cracks made in the trade about the magazine piece were of a nature that you

wouldn't want to repeat before your Aunt Martha.

As one adman noted, the Reader's Digest might do well to ponder this: the mud you

fling at the image of a competitive medium can splatter back on your own.

It looks doubtful whether the Humble Oil consolidation (which includes Esso,

Carter, Oklahoma and Pate) will be able to put its advertising on a national basis

by this fall.

The merger represents distribution in 38 states but before Humble can go nationwide

it's got to settle on product names, ad policies and whatnot.

Humble (McCann-Erickson) in assets and coverage now stacks up not far behind

Texaco.

A move that may have broad implications for farm radio: Allis-Chalmers has

dropped out of NBC's Farm and Home Hour after a 14-year run.

Explained Allis-Chalmers' agency, Bert S. Gittens, Milwaukee: we felt a need to re-

evaluate our broadcast media requirements.

Agency also said it will use the rest of the year to develop long-range media plans "to

suit the changing needs of the farm advertiser."

The trade got its first conception of the income dimensions of MCA, Inc., as

the result of a report made to stockholders the past week.

The company earned (net) $5,186,066 in 1959—about 20% over 1958 earnings.

1958

$38,656,767

8,816,711

243,804

712,467

$48,429,749

Comparative breakdown of income sources:

source 1959

Tv film and studio rentals $48,136,378

Talent commissions 8,792,414

Dividends from foreign subsids 8,120

Other income 849,704

Total $57,786,616

TvB is toying with the idea of doing a kidding expose of the uses being made
by magazines of Politz material in comparing ad page exposure and costs-per-1,000.

In carrying comparisons to the ultimate, TvB will set up claims such as these:

• Tv viewers are exposed to 39 trillion picture frames a week.

• The average minute commercial receives 1,440 picture frame exposures.

• The cost-per-1,000 per frame exposure comes to $.00113.

Another example of how tv rates with the Ford Co. as a medium : it's set up a

separate department to coordinate tv activities in advertising and sales promotion.

Named manager of the department: Hugh C. Ralston, who did ad and public relations

work for the company in Europe.

General Motors has had a tv coordinator—Gale Smith—for over a year.

Because it's only good at the start for 15 months, don't be surprised if the spot

vacated by John Doerfer goes to a member of the FCC staff.

This would defer the general idea to find somebody who will look good and sound like a

crusader for the public good, but will act more conservatively than he talks.

For other news coverage in this issue, see Newsmaker of the Week, page 6;

Spot Buys, page 60; News and Idea Wrap-Up, page 64; Washington Week, page 55; SPONSOR

Hears, page 58; Tv and Radio Newsmakers, page 74; and Film-Scope, page 56.
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QUALITY TELEVISION
SELLS

RICH, RICH
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND

IN CONNECTICUT, QUALITY IN HORSEMANSHIP IS

GOVERNOR'S HORSE GUARD. IN RICH, RICH SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND,

QUALITY TELEVISION IS THE HALLMARK OF WTIC-TV.

OH YES, WTIC-TV PROGRAMS ARE RATED, TOO

\f\f V^ "Aw t3 HARTFOI TICUT

*ASK YOUR HARRINGTON, RIGHTER & PARSONS MAN
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And look at these other facts about WBZ-TV!

Most national advertisers of any Boston TV
station— 193 compared to 148 for the second-

place station. Most newscasts of any Boston

TV station. Public service programming—

234 hours and 12,667 spot announcements con-

tributed last year to 203 charitable projects.

Most local air personalities— more than any

other Boston TV station. Most awards of

all Boston TV stations. *arb

That's why, in Boston, no TV spot

campaign is complete without the WBC
station, TICT'D'7 T'TZ

BOSTON

Represented by Television Advertising Representatives, Inc.

\((C)westinghouse Broadcasting Company, Inc.
|(

"£>SEAL
F COO£

practice!.
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GO FLY A KITE...

is one-way you may use

air-waves to carry your
sales message, but,

Miss March says, "You get

Oklahoma's greatest coverage
via the air-waves of . . .

THE STATION WITH
AN IMAGINATION . . .

KOCO-TV
CHANNEL

OKLAHOMA CITY
CHARLIE KEYS. GEN. MGR.

BLAIR TELEVISION ASSOCIATES.

Reps at work

Charles W. Abbott, Jr., The Katz Agency. New York, consider-

tv's best buys today daytime I.D.
:

s and spots in, and adjacent to.

network or locally-originated special telecasts. "It's only recently

that national advertisers have started to buy daytime I.D.'s to any

extent, and there are still many agencies which prohibit buvers from

using them because the client or

copy department isn't aware of

their impact. I.D.'s give ample

time to register with viewers the

product's most saleable feature, to-

gether with trademark identifica-

tion, when properly used. It was

established during the war that

our military recognition men could

recognize enemv or friendly planes

at better than one-twentieth of a

second." Charles also points out

that spots in, and adjacencies to.

network or locally-originated special telecasts, such as state fair?,

mardi gras, etc., frequently offer tremendously large audiences dur-

ing daytime hours, at daytime rates. "Often the buyer can't move

in fast to get these spots because of budget, but this could be over-

come if agencies would set aside emergency funds for specials.

Norman F. Flynn, Broadcast Time Sales. New York, finds that more

and more advertisers and agencies are turning to the '"creative buys

in radio. "They're beaming commercials with believability to pros-

pects—not just people. This is made possible by selecting station

and availabilities more carefully. It's a trend away from buying a

powerhouse exclusively. The-

tions did a job. However, th<-

budget is now used to buy more

spots, strategically placed on more

stations to pinpoint the audien^

The pavoff is greater sale?,

distributors and retailers

more favorably because commer-

cials have reached listeners

buving power." Norman feels that

so-called prime time is any time a'-

advertiser reaches his target. To

sell against long-established cw

petition, the advertiser can rely on "frequency of well-placed n

sages, broader coverage and enough flexibility to reach his auaiern

during many parts of the day. The smart advertiser today shie?

from the shotgun approach, where waste circulation negates the

most carefully planned campaign, and thinks in qualitative term?
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KILT
HOUSTON, TEXAS

WINS NATIONAL

RAY-O-VAC
BEST SELL AWARD
In announcing KILT as the national winner,
Arthur B. Karstaedt, Ray-O-Vac customer
relations manager, said:

"The fact that Station KILT won top
place is a tangible indication of the hard
work, ingenuity and excellent co-operation

that the station gave in making the

Ray-O-Vac spot radio campaign so

successful in the Houston area."



IN MASON CITY,

^ LEO

YOU NEED

• FIRST IN COVERAGE!*

• FIRST IN PROGRAMMING!

fflp (of course)

LOWEST COST PER
THOUSAND OF ANY
MEDIA IN OUR MARKET

• THAT'S WHY THEY
CARRY THE

*NCS #2—Pulse Oct. '59

KGLO
RADIO

MASON CITY, IOWA
, KGLo.

one of the £
FORWARD

GROUP^

See Branham Co.

National Representatives

49th and

Madison

28

A puzzlement!

Radio Advertising Bureau execu-

tives read the Sponsor-Scope item on

N. C. Rorabaugh with a high degree

of puzzlement (page 12, March 5).

Perhaps the record ought to show the

following:

1. We've never heard anything

about this project.

2. We've never talked to anybody
about this project.

3. We can't quite understand why
anybody would talk to the Station

Representatives Association about a

plan for Radio Advertising Bureau to

finance a project.

4. If anybody asks our opinion,

offhand we'd say we aren't very in-

terested in the idea.

5. The $25,000 mentioned as the

cost of the project is more money
than all the station representatives

combined pay into RAB.
We'd appreciate "equal time" to

have the above made known.

Miles David

v.p.

Radio Advertising Bureau
N.Y.C.

Passing the buck

When it came time to announce
an increase in rates on WAVI recent-

ly, our enterprising sales manager
hit upon a novel, positive approach
to inform the agencies.

Guy Wadsworth, who is also assis-

tant general manager, sent a terse

note to key local agency people,

which opened with this statement:

"Just to show you that we don't

mind passing the buck, here's one
for you »"

A crisp one-dollar bill was en-

closed. The dollar bill represented the

increase on a one-minute spot.

"This extra dollar, when spent on
your client's behalf," continued
Wadsworth's note, "will give him an

even lower cost-per-1,000 adults than

our old card, when it came out just

one year ago."

The rate increase ranged from

10% to 16%, and the station's audi-

ence was 126% of that of one year

ago, according to the announcement.

Paul Murphy
promotion

WAVI
Dayton

Tv commercials festival

First, let me congratulate you on

organizing your commercials forum.

It is high time that someone recog-

nized the importance of the filling

in the television sandwich. Good
for you!

Please send me information on

how we can enter the current judging

or submit material for consideration

in the classics division.

Frank Brandt

v.p.

Compton Adv. Inc.

N.Y.C.
• Brochure and entry forms are available, on
written request, from Wallace A. Ross, Ameri-
can Tv Commercials Festival and Forum, c/o
SPONSOR.

# * *

Our West Coast producer—mem-
bers DELIGHTED WITH INFORMATION

re American tv Commercials
Festival Forum. Enthusiastically

lend our support as individuals

and society to much needed event,

we are urging all our members to

cooperate in making it a success.

Towards this end we will coordi-

nate FILM ENTRIES FROM PRODUCER-

MEMBERS THROUGH THIS OFFICE. In

addition are looking forward to

sponsoring cocktails session of

some sort. to minimize date con-

flicts we would like to coordi-

nate our activities in this respect

with festival sessions. also rest

assured we will participate what-

ever extent desired in official

functions. Congratulations and

success.

Ray Patin & Jack Denove

co-chairmen

Society of West Coast

Commercial Producers

Hollywood
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made things happen in Norway . . . and

WPEN
iADIO

MAKES
THINGS

HAPPEN
111N

PHILADELPHIA
WPEN personalities originate remote

broadcasts as part of a 'PENtacular cam-

paign available to all advertisers. Said

Charles Ebner, Sales Promotion Depart-

ment, Food Fair Stores, concerning a recent

remote of WPEN'S Bud Brees: "Increase

in store traffic" . . . "success" . . . "definite

appeal". In Sales... And In Exciting Listen-

ing . . . WPEN Makes Things Happen In

Philadelphia.WPEN
Represented nationally by GILL-PERNA

New York. Chicago, Los Angeles, San Francisco, Boston, Detroit

CONSOLIDATED SUN RAY STATIONS
WPEN, Philadelphia . . . WSAI, Cincinnati . . . WALT. Tampa



ALL IN SAME BOAT
Advertising Agency Executive Alpha and his client, Mr.

Aardvark, meet in secret conference with Advertising Agency

Executive Zeno, and his client, Mr. Zeta, to arrange details

for co-sponsorship of a television program. The conference

is held at Alpha's isolated island retreat; all arrive in Alpha's

seaplane.

When it's time to leave, the plane won't start. All will have

to get back to the mainland in Alpha's boat, which can

carry only two persons at a time. Alpha won't leave Aardvark

alone in Zeno's company: Zeno won't trust Alpha alone

with Zeta.

How do they all get back?

No fair getting outside help. Or swimming. Or fixing the

seaplane. Or merging the agencies. Or forming the Aardvark-

Zeta Company. Get 'em out by boat.

(Sure, we'll send you the solution, along with the tv solution to

your marketing problems in Washington, D. C. Or ask the H-R
Television man next time he calls to tell you about WMAL-TV.
If you send us the correct solution, well send you a copy of
Dudeney's "Amusements in Mathematics^ published by Dover

Publications, Inc., New York.

wmal-tv
Channel 7 'Washington, D. C.

An Evening Star Station, represented by H-R Television, Inc.

Affiliated with WMAL and WMAL-FM, Washington, D.C.; WSVA-TV and WSVA, Harrisonburg, Va.
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I960 OUTLOOK FOR COMPACT SALES

500,000

C0RVAIR FALCON VALIANT COMET RAMBLER LARK

100,000

Source: Automotive News.

CONFUSION ON WHEELS:

COMPACT CARS AND AIR MEDIA

^ Detroit strategists in a tizzy as small car entries defy

industry predictions, confuse current marketing patterns

^ Battle among U.S. compacts, big cars and foreign

midgets exasperates dealers, confuses radio/tv plans

#%ir media, high impact key to

sales, usually is wallowing in prod-

ucts whose sales approach is basic

and uncomplicated, but on the auto-

motive front they are knee-deep in

schizophrenia.

Most of this has come about in the

last six months. Last October, after

exhaustive marketing and motiva-

tional studies that covered years, the

Big Three decided to join American

Motors (Rambler) and Studebaker

(Lark) in the battle against imported

compact cars that have invaded the

U. S. market. Now all cars—domestic

and foreign—are getting set for

Round Two.

How schizoid is the situation that

has developed? What is the effect on

air media advertising?

First, there is the basic "horn-of-

the-dilemma" attitude of top U. S.

motor car companies to the question

of "What to push?" Dealers make
more money on standard car sales,

but compacts are currently selling

well after a slump in December. The

only trouble is that nothing keeps

going strictly according to plan, and

surprises turn up all the time.

A survey by Automotive News

turned up a number of conflicting

dealer opinions across the countr\ on

the U. S. compact cars. Feu dealers

are interested in a smaller car. Said

one: "We could sell a 20-foot car if

it retailed at $1,600." So much com-

pact advertising stresses economy

along with fun, maneuverability, con-

venience, styling.

Other confusions arising from the

U. S. challenge to import compacts
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sales: 90.536
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AIR ACTIVITY: "Winter Olympics" and "Invitation to Paris"

(ABC TV); network tv and NBC radio news

ADV. MGR.: Ethel Norling. Renault, Inc., Detroit

ADV. AGENCY: Kudner Agency Inc., New York

ACCT. EXEC: James J. Cochran

TIMEBUYER: John Marsick
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LARK
1959 sales: 75,013

AIR ACTIVITY: "Jack Paar Show"; spot campaign radio

and tv; purchase of specials; regional/local tv

ADV. MGR.: James W. Orr, Studebaker-Lark, Detroit

ADV. AGENCY: D'Arcy Advertising, N. Y., Detroit

ACCT. EXEC: Frank C. Weber

TIMEBUYER: Frances Velthuys
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'
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CORVAIR
1959 sales: 127,106

AIR ACTIVITY: Shares "Dinah Shore Chevy Show" (NBC TV)

"Pat Boone Chevy Showroom" (ABC TV); spot, net radio

ADV. MGR.: Jack Izard, Chevrolet-Corvajr, Detroit
m

ADV. AGENCY: Campbell-Ewald

ACCT. EXEC: Jack Thornhill

TIMEBUYER: R. H. Crooker
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VOLKSWAGEN AIR ACTIVITY: No National air-media planned for 1960.

1959 sales: 119,899 Encourages local air media use with scripts and. film §

ADV. MGR.: Paul R. Lee, Volkswagen of America, N. J.

ADV. AGENCY: Doyle, Dane, Bernbach, Inc., N. Y. C.

ACCT. EXEC: Ed. McNeilly

Timebuyer: None
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OPEL
1959 sales: 38,139

AIR ACTIVITY: For 1960, Opel will have new programs

mostly on radio, medium well-fitted to budget

ADV MGR.: Gerald Millar

ADV. AGENCY: McCann-Erickson, N. Y. and Detroit

ACCT. EXEC: John Vivian, Detroit

TIMEBUYER: (Radio) Judy Anderson

;

>
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are shown by recent Pulse, Inc. and

by R. H. Bruskin Associates surveys.

The Bruskin AIM survey, based on

10,000 interviews, showed a decline

in interest in compact cars between

a November poll (when they were

just coming into the market) and

January 1960. The "likelihood of pur-

chase" also declined in the same peri-

od. It must have caused a few sleep-

less nights in Detroit.

The survey by The Pulse, con-

ducted among 2,500 men in five ma-

jor U. S. markets showed further

signs of mixed-upness. TvAR sta-

tion reps, reported the survev and

general manager Larry Israel, feels

it shows a singular need for more

spot tv for the U. S. compacts. Here

are the scrambled findings on which

the U. S. Motor Capital has invested

millions:

One out of three car owners are

potential buyers of a compact car

with about 10% more in the "may-

be" category. Only 17% of respond-

ents could name all five American

compacts (Comet hadn't been intro-

duced then). Thirty-eight percent

were unable to recall even three of

the names. Falcon and Corvair were

the best known. Rambler was the

third best known—but it is in No. 1

sales position. (By this time, it seems.

many interviewees weren't sure it

was a compact car anymore.) Inter-

est in compacts was most high among
the young (18 to 34 years of age).

But 13% of those interested in buy-

ing a compact said they'd prefer a

foreign make. Pittsburgh respond-

ents had little idea of what U. S.

cars were in the compact race. San

Francisco motorists were high in

identification, but showed a prefer-

ence for Corvair and foreign makes.

Bostonians liked Rambler, and Fal-

con was the favorite in Baltimore

and Cleveland. TvAR's analysis of

The Pulse survey: "At this point, no

single make has firmly established it-

self as undisputed leader in the field."

And this is the field that is now
about to go into Round Two for the

championship in market share. Comet

has just entered the fray, first of the

small cars to compete within a Big

Three family (Comet by L-M is hit-

ting out at all others including Ford's

Falcon on the basis of "compact car

with big-car styling"). Chrysler is

stripping down for the donneybrook

with a switching of agencies sched-
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uled next fall that will affect its com-

pact Valiant (a latecomer in last new-

model season). Lark is going to

make a bid ahead of next fall in air

media and hit for summer business

( it's the only domestic compact with

a convertible). Regardless of what

auto dealers have been saying in re-

cent years about sales in automotives

flattening out to spread over a whole

year, spring and summer are still

times of added impetus, and broad-

casters can expect a burst of activity

shortly—even if only in short flights.

What is significant is the way that

the Big Three entries—especially

Corvair and Falcon— jumped into

good position within weeks of coming

to market, topping many foreign

makes that were years in the build-

ing. What they did was largely due

to the big air support that Ford and

Chevrolet gave them. Also signifi-

cant is the steady climb of Renault

(a big investor in tv; sponsored the

Winter Olympics to demonstrate the

fun and practicality of owning a

Renault) in the sales arena against

import champion Volkswagen. Hill-

man has added automatic transmis-

sion and some tv advertising, is mov-

ing into contention too with foreign

leaders.

Fact is, compact cars of foreign

make have kept climbing in sales;

but many U.S. cars have been top-

ping them in a relatively short time.

This means that the next phase com-

ing up in summer and fall (with pos-

sibly more U.S. compacts coming

into the picture I will be a hot con-

test, and air media can only stand to

gain. For an up-to-the-minute pic-

ture of the compact market, here is

a car-by-car rundown:

Rambler— First place winner in

the 1959 compact car race seems to

be holding its own, in spite of the

new arrivals in the field, at the be-

ginning of 1960. But in order to

keep its top position, Rambler will

have to use all of its resourcefulness

to counteract the threat of Falcon and

Corvair cars. Compact sale outlook

for 1960 sets Rambler and Falcon

foot to foot (400,000 units each) and

Corvair in close with 300,000. Ram-

bler has taken a big lead with its

Journey to Understanding (NBC
TV) ; Monitor (NBC) and over 100

station tv spots. It must be remem-

bered that radio was the one medium

[Please turn to fags 48)
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VALIANT
1959 sales: 48,939

AIR ACTIVITY: Shares in Chrysler network. No spot tv.

Just bought 13 weeks on spot radio

ADV. MGR..- Ted Teegarden

ADV. AGENCY: BBDO, New York and Detroit

ACCT. EXEC: Bob Anderson

TIMEBUYER: Woody Crouse

iiiiiiiiiiiiiimmmiiiiiimmiiiiiiiiiimii iiiii iiuiimiiiiiiH

ENGLISH FORD
1959 sales: 42,413

AIR ACTIVITY: All British Ford cars share in the Ford

products advertising budget

ADV. MGR.: Don Smith

ADV. AGENCY: Kenyon & Eckhardt, Inc.

ACCT. EXEC: Frank 0'Neil

TIMEBUYER: Lou Kennedy, N. Y.

mini iiiii
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COMET
Just out

AIR ACTIVITY: Network tv special Jane Wyman on "Star-

time"; will share in more Lincoln Mercury shows

ADV. MGR.: Robert J. Fisher, Detroit

OL-&- ADV. AGENCY: Kenyon & Eckhardt, N. Y. C.

ACCT. EXEC: Doug Keyes, Detroit

TIMEBUYER: Lou Kennedy, N. Y.
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RAMBLER
1959 sales: 194,384

AIR ACTIVITY: Monitor, NBC; co-sponsoring "Journey to

Understanding" (NBC TV). Over 100 station tv spots

ADV. MGR.: Barney Brogan, Detroit

ADV. AGENCY: Geyer Advertising Inc., N. Y., Detroit

ACCT. EXEC: L. C. MacGlashan

TIMEBUYER: Betty Powell

liiiiiimiiiimiiiimiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiimiiiimiimiiiiiiiiiimii mimiiiiiiiiii iiiiiimiiimiiimiiiimiiimi mmiimimi minimi
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AIR ACTIVITY: Falcon shares in Ford activities in radio

and television; dealer associations big users of air

ADV. MGR.: John Bowers, Detroit

ADV. AGENCY: J. Walter Thompson, N. Y., Detroit

ACCT. EXEC: Joseph Swoyer, Detroit

TIMEBUYER: Ford Dealer buyers in N. Y.

FALCON
1959 sales: 168,221
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NOW A LIBRARY OF 12,000

TV COMMERCIALS

^ Want to merchandise a tv show or commercial? Want to study competing com-

mercials without screenings? Here's how agencies, clients are finding they can do it

COMMERCIALS UNLIMITED: Henry I. Sondheim, president of U. S. Tele-Service, inspects drying fil ill soon become Photo-Scripts

r >



MOBILE: At left, Al Goldenthal, v.p. of U.S. T-S (standing) looks

on as Curt Stahl, engineer, tinkers with portable unit being used in

markets outside N. Y. to pick up and "script" local shows for selling

THE EYES: Above, around-the-clock tv activity is documented by
battery of cameras and recorders. Ray Fast, technician, is at controls

FINAL TOUCH: Upper r., adding audio to "Script" before offset

SPACE-SAVER: Right, Sondheim (r) shows Herman I. Johnson, exec

v.p of Hazel Bishop, compactness of Photo-Scripts. Card file holds

35 commercials, a sharp contrast to space taken up by kine cans

he answer factory for many of

tv advertising's problems is a pent-

house on top of 369 Lexington Ave.

in New York. Here in a jumble of

electronic and photographic equip-

ment that threatens to burst the wall

seams, an outfit called U.S. Tele-

Service Corp., is operating as the tv

commercials center for the industry.

Heart of its service is a thing called

Photo-Script, end product of a bat-

tery of electronically-controlled cam-

eras and tape recorders that pick up

a synchronized word-and-picture ac-

count of tv shows and commercials.

The finished Photo-Script is a sort

of "storyboard after the fact," a

permanent documentation on printed

sheets or index cards that are far

more economical and less space-con-

suming than kines.

More than 12,000 Photo-Scripts of

tv commercials aired during the past

year are now on file: new ones are

being added at the rate of 1,500 a

month so that by the end of 1960, the

library will total about 25.000. From
this library, Photo-Scripts can be

purchased in all quantities.

Although less than a year old,

this service already is being used by

40 of the top 50 advertising agencies

I all the top 25 have drawn on it)

,

by some tv stations, film commercial

producers, the State Education De-

partment of New York, and even by

the FTC. A number of client com-

panies in both net and spot tv also

are U.S. T-S customers; among these

are Allied Chemical, Colgate-Palm-

olive, Lever Bros., U.S. Steel. Gen-

eial Electric. Hazel Bishop and Elgin

Watch.

Principal use of Photo-Scripts by

agencies and clients is to keep abreast

of what competition is doing. They

will request, for example, Photo-

Scripts of all commercials for sham-

poo that were aired in the recent

past, then leave a standing order that

when a thematic change occurs, they

automaticallv receive copies of the

new commercials. At the same time,

thev get Photo-Scripts of their own
commercials. Frequently they order

copies of commercials outside their

own product field simply for ideas

thev may apply to their own. These

copies go to account execs for com-

petitive and trend-watching purposes;

to research for study; to copy for

ideas, and to media for a better

understanding of whom competition

is trying to reach. Storage is no

problem as it would be with that

manv kines. More than 1,000 full

minute commercials fit in an attache

case or a desk drawer. In the Photo-

Scripts reduced to index-card size.

35 commercials fit in a desk top card

file.

John MacLeod, plans and market-

ing divison of N. W. Aver, told spon-

sor, "We've come across no other

service that can do the kind of job

they do in keeping us abreast of com-

petitive commercials. In addition to

its usefulness in planning new cam-
paigns, we've started to explore a

number of other areas where Photo-

Scripts can be employed to good
advantage on behalf of our clients."

A lot of other agencies are explor-

ing beyond the competitive area also.

Harry B. Cohen, creative director of

Cohen. Dowd & Aleshire. savs, "We
find Photo-Scripts useful for copy

ideas and in the preparation of over-

all marketing strategy." Charles Har-

rison, creative director of Lester Har-

rison. Inc., told sponsor. "We find

them valuable for presentations to

new clients and, even more impor-

tant, to show our non-tv clients how
effectively we can prepare tv commer-

cials—and we don't have to resort to

viewers or kinescopes. We intend to

put all our present and future com-

mercials into this form. What's more,

we plan to have certain clients print

them in quantity to merchandise their

tv advertising to dealers.''

At Donahue & Coe. Martin Herbert,

of the media department, explained

use of Photo-Scripts like this. "Al the

moment. Ave're using them in our

qualitative research on tv commer-

cials. Were analyzing the appeal of
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STORYBOARD AFTER THE FACT

PHOTO-SCRIPT
'IO(hUO IT AUTOMATION

U.S. TELE-SERVICE CORP.

\n» 3

wnm ;254 fc

0:00:40 But Schlitz times hops perfectly.

0:00:44 you get ;ust the kiss of the. . ,

0:00:48

0:00:56

hops

.

GIRL SINGING: Kno* the real

joy of good. . .

iivir.g. Move up to Schiitz.

ANNOUNCER: The beer...

that made Milwaukee famous.

IN PERPETUUM: A tv commercial lives in a Photo-Script

(above) and can be used to sell, pre-sell, test and study.

Video, audio and time are recorded. Note clarity of pictures

specific commercials as to type and
make-up of the audience at which the

commercial is directed. We're also

attempting to develop a form of pre-

testing of competitive commercials as

well as semantic differential testing.

In still another area we're using
Photo-Scripts in connection with

of eye movements across pic-

and copy."

day, it seems, someone in tv

is thinking up a new
Ahead discovered and in

limit ,re:

* N1 ' ng. Now salesmen,
dealers and distributors can be shown

36

an actual commercial I or the whole

show for that matter) just as print

ads have been shown. This was one

of tv's problems in merchandising to

dealers since many of them are at

work while the tv show is aired. A
salesman could show them a proof

of a magazine ad and say, "Look
what we're doing for you; so how's

about better shelf facing?" Now the

tv advertiser can merchandise with

the tv commercial, giving tv the same
advantage print has always enjoyed.

Lionel Trains, for example, gets out

an annual dealer kit, showing all it

has done in advertising support. This

year, it included Photo-Scripts of tv

commercials.

• Orienting new personnel. Some
agencies are using Photo-Scripts to

acquaint new employees with what

accounts have been doing, a job that

used to call for screenings. One ad-

man estimated that $50 worth of

Photo-Scripts can save up to 400
trips to the projection room, and he

wasn't speaking of indoctrinating

new personnel, but just workaday
agency routine.

• Global communications. Agen-

cies with branch offices, especiallv

overseas, can send tv commercials

around to them just as they have

done with print ads, keeping them

posted on copy approaches and tech-

niques at headquarters.

Lever Bros, itself gets about 100

Photo-Scripts of each of its commer-
cials to distribute to its offices around

the world.

• Selling a tv film. Merchandis-

ing and promoting shows is still

another area for which this service

has significance, although it has not

been used yet to anyr great degree.

Sponsors of shows that have lasting

merit (a production of Hamlet, for

instance, or a public affairs telecast >

are beginning to look at possibilities

of Photo-Scripting the programs and

distributing them in booklet form to

schools or making them available to

their dealers as premiums for store

customers.

WNTA-TV, New York, has each

Open End show reproduced on Photo-

Scripts, uses these for show promo-

tion and for publicitv purposes, mail-

ing the complete shows to newspaper

tv columnists.

In line with this promotional area,

still other new uses are being dis-

covered. Johnson & Johnson recently

produced a half-hour educational film

which thev hoped a number of tv

stations would run. The problem in

such an operation always has been

how to show the station in advance

exactly what the show would be.

Photo-Scripts of the film solved it

neatly; J&J simply mailed these out.

lined up the accepting stations.

Videotape Center in N.Y.C. is now
using Photo-Scripts to promote within

the industrv its new Marconi camera.

i This is significant, since the Photo-

Script process makes possible per-

I Please turn to page 72)
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WHAT WERE THEY DOING IN '50?

These are some of the men who were in the limelight a decade ago for their activity

in the radio and tv ad fields. How many can you identify; where are they today?

5. A client executive

9. A network executive

2. An agency v.p.

6. An agency v.p.

10. An agency director

13. A network head

SPONSOR • 26 MARCH 1960

14. A network head

11. A producer (vLJ A network executive

15. A client adman 16. A producer

For anstcers see folloicing page



WHO THEY WERE, WHERE

THEY WERE IN 1950

Here arc the names and positions that

match the faces on the preceding page:

J. Miles Trammel!—chairman of

the board, NBC. Toda) lie's presi-

dent of WCKK. Miami.'

2. Myron Kirk—v.p. in charge of

radio t\. Kudner. He's now senior

\.p. at Lennen & Newell.

3. Ben Donaldson— Ford adver-

tising manager. Retired today, he

was ANA board chairman in 1954.

4. Hubhell Robinson— v.p. in

charge of network programing. CBS.

Toda\ he's an independent producer.

5. Lee Bristol—president of Bris-

tol-Myers; board chairman today.

6. Wiekliffe Crider — v.p. in

charge of new program development,

BBDO. Now he's a v.p. at Y&R.

7. Sylvester Weaver — v.p. in

charge of tv. NBC. Today he's chair-

man and gen. mgr., McCann-Erick-

son (International!.

8. Walter Craig—v.p. in charge of

radio, tv, B&B. He's now a partner

of Norman, Craig & Kummel.

9. Mark Woods—vice-chairman of

the board at ABC. Today he oper-

ates a laundry in Florida.

10. Alfred Scalpone—director of

radio/tv programing, McCann-Erick-
son. Today he's in Hollywood as an

independent producer.

1 1. Fred Coe—producer; manager
of new program development, NBC.
Today he's a Broadway producer.

12. Joseph Ream—then executive

v.p., CBS. Now back with Columbia
as v.p.. program practices.

13. Frank White—president, Mu-
tual. Toda) he's vice-chairman of the

board at McCann-Erickson.

I C Joseph McConnel—president,

I oday he's executive v.p. at

- Metals.

I )• A. Crai« Smith—v.p. charge
'

• ili tic. then and now.

I<>. Worthington Miner

—

Studio

5. Toda) he's an
independent producer. ^

"Like they say on XXXX, mister, 'Cream of Wheat'

supplies all the IRON you need daily!"

LIGHT TOUCH—cartoons, created by BBDO -for radio stations, get Cream of Wheat solid

CEREAL MAKER GOES
100% TO SPOT RADIO
^ Cream of Wheat serves up hefty $1 million in new

business at Chicago breakfast for radio representatives

^ Cereal's agency (BBDO, Minneapolis), in protocol

switch, visits Windy City, thanks stations, inks contracts

EPBDO, Minneapolis, knows how to

throw a successful breakfast party in

Chicago.

The formula is simple. Dispatch

the Cream of Wheat account team

(George Alarik, account supervisor;

George Duffy, account executive;

Betty Hitch, timebuyer i

,
product in

hand, to the Windy City. Send the

city's radio representatives engraved

invitations. Tell them that Cream
of Wheat's ad budget is 100% in

spot radio. Serve them a hearty meal

and top it off with a fistful of con-

tracts worth more than $1 million

in new business, bringing the spot ex-

penditure for the year to 81.4 million.

Guaranteed, all will have a good time.

This noteworthy switch in business

protocol (the idea of Ed Fieri, BBDO.
New York, spot consultant I comes

as the logical conclusion to the strat-

egy move initiated by the agency

back in 1957. At that time Cream
of Wheat was engaged in a fight to

retain its share of the market. New
brands had entered into national

competition and Cream of Wheat was

losing ground to them.

Seeking to stem the tide, BBDO
decided to test the Cream of Wheat
weather approach they were using at
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Start getting ready for Spring

th "Cream of Wheat" and XXXX radio!

merchandising support from grocery trade

the time in a new medium. This

weather approach is based on a stud)

the agency made in 1955. Motiva-

tional research showed that a moth-

er's protective urge is strongest in

bad weather. The agency had applied

the results of the study to tv and

magazine copv. advising mothers

that the best way to bolster the fam-

ily's health during cold weather was

to feed them Cream of Wheat.

"Although our television and mag-

azine advertising was doing fairlv

well for us,'" explains George Alarik.

"the combination was not strong

enough to offset the inroads that had

been made by the new competition.

About this time, we grew more inter-

ested in spot radio."

Cream of Wheat began testing ra-

dio in the fall of '58. backing up its

nighttime tv I.D.'s in 20 eastern

markets with a schedule of breakfast

time radio spots. Following this.

BBDO bought a schedule of I.D.'s

and 20-second announcements on

WCCO, Minneapolis. This campaign

lasted for two and a half months,

during the coldest part of the Minne-

sota winter. The spots, tied in to the

weather theme, were aired five times

a week during the earlv morning
hours. The final test campaign ran

during the spring of '59 in 30 lead-

ing national markets.

In all three test campaigns, the re-

sults were the same. Immediate im-

pact, increases in sales. "The result?

of the tests," says Alarik, "proved that

radio was the best medium for Cream
of Wheat's weather advertising." In

September '59, Cream of Wheat
spent $1 million and went into spot

radio on 190 stations, comprising an

available audience totaling 70' c of

all U.S. radio homes. Cream of

^\ heat was on the way toward re-

gaining the share of market it had

lost to its newer rivals.

How does the Cream of Wheat
weather theorv work?

Cream of Wheat bu\ s radio in two

wa\s, in bulk spots and in fixed

-puts. The fixed spots are aired be-

tween 6:30 and 8 a.m. The bulk

spots are aired at the discretion of

the station according to the weather

conditions in the market. Adjacen-

cies to weathercasts are particularly

sought after, especially when the fore-

cast is for low temperatures and in-

clemency. The announcer would end

such reports by saying. "This is real

Cream of Wheat weather."

The basic buy during fall and win-

ter is for a combination of 10 fixed

and bulk 20-second and 30-second

spots per week. In warmer weather

Cream of Wheat buys five one-min-

ute fixed spots per week. These spots

are usuallv spread over three stations

in each market. However, this varies

according to how many stations the

agencv feels are needed in order to

cover the market. While Cream of

\\ heat uses three stations in New
^'>ik, they're on seven in Minneapo-

lis. 11 in Los Angeles and one in

^ ankton. South Dakota. The cereal

maker has no brokers, no premiums,

no cooperative allowance of am kind.

Its sales force consists of eight men,

yet, according to Nielsen, it has

98/{ national distribution and with

the exception of rolled oats I a 40%
share of the hot cereal market. These

results are in part attributable to the

effectiveness of the bulk spot theory.

A probable reason for the success of

the theory is that the large Cream of

W heat budget is something to be re-

spected. The company reports that

it is very satisfied with station sched-

uling of the bulk spots.

Cream of Wheat is just starting its

spring push. The 8200,000 campaign

will feature a new song which cele-

brates the season and retains the

weather association. ( It might be

pointed out that the Cream of Wheat
share of market actually rises in the

spring. I The song, "Get Ready For

Spring."" ( lvrics by Gene Kohner,

head of broadcast, BBDO. Minne-

apolis, composition and production

by Music Makers. New York) sells

the idea of feeling glorious and leads

quite naturally into the pitch, "The

world's at your feet if you eat Cream

of Wheat at the start of each perfect

day." It is scheduled on 193 stations

during the 6:30-8 a.m. slot.

In the offing is a new Cream of

Wheat song to be used in a 13 week

summer drive on 184 stations. ^

MAKING IT OFFICIAL, Betty Hitch, BBDO, Minneapolis, sets up shop in agency's Chicago

office to sign over $1 million in new business. With her, Bob Walton, John Blair & Co.
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pot tv's 4th quarter: up 13.3%

TvB-Rorabaugh report of gross time billings shows $165.7 million was spent by

advertisers compared with $149.1 million during the corresponding 1958 quarter

lational and regional advertisers

invested $165,732,000 in spot tv dur-

ing the last three months of 1959,

according to gross time billings tab-

ulated by N. C. Rorabaugh for the

Television Bureau of Advertising.

Billings during the corresponding

quarter of 1958 came to a total of

$149,105,000.

A comparison of 316 stations re-

porting during both periods revealed

an increase of 13.3% in spending.

Below is a list of the top 100

spenders during 1959's last quarter,

ranked by expenditure.

The top five spenders are P&G,
Adell Chemical (Lestoil), General

Foods, Bristol-Myers, Colgate. ^

1. Procter & Gamble Co. $12,035,400 34.

2. Adell Chemical Co 4,424,200 35.

3. General Foods Corp. 3,592,200 36.

4. Bristol-Myers Co. 3,536,600 37.

5. Colgate-Palmolive Co. __ 3,266,300 38.

6. American Home Prods 3,207,800 39.

7. Broun & Williamson __ 3,007,200 40.

8. Continental Baking Corp. 2,933,500 41.

9. Lever Brothers Co 2,742,100 42.

10. International Latex Corp. 2,687,600 43.

11. Miles Laboratories, Inc. _ 2,267,900 44.

12. Warner-Lambert Pharma. 2,100,800 45.

13. lick Chemical Co. 1,986,500 46.

14. Pil/sbury Co. 1,794,300 47.

15. Standard Brands, Inc. ...... 1,517,900 48.

16. Kellogg Company 1,404,800 49.

17. Robert Hall Clothes, Inc.. 1,346,300 50.

18. Nestle Conine 1,337,700 51.

19. American Tobacco Co. 1,332,000 52.

20. Liggett & Myers Tob. Co. 1,293,900 53.

21. Wesson Oil & Snow Drift 1,062,400 54.

22. Sterling Drug, Inc. 1,061,500 55.

23. William Wrigley, Jr. Co. 1,047,200 56.

24. Avon Products, Inc. 1,039,500 57.

25. /. 4. Folger & Co. 1,026,900 58.

26. Ford Motor Co. /Dealers ... 999,700 59.

27. Coca-Cola Co./Bottlers . 991,900 60.

28. Plough, Inc. 916,300 61.

29. Mm Factor & Co. 908,000 62.

30. Wander ( o. 874,700 63.

Products Co 837,000 64.

32. Quaker Oats Co. 828,300 65.

33. /'. LoriiUird & Co 826,100 66.

Revlon, Inc $806,000

Schick, Inc. 802,100

Anheuser-Busch, Inc 767,200

E. & J. Gallo Winery 732,100

General Motors Corp 724,000

Philip Morris, Inc. 719,100

Pepsi Cola Co./ Bottlers ... 714,000

Carter Products, Inc. 711,100

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco .... 695,100

National Biscuit Co _ 690.900

General Toy Co. _ 688,500

Consolidated Cigar Corp. . 687,000

Andrew Jergens Co. .... 683,600

General Motors/Dealers ... 668,000

Lanolin Plus, Inc 667,500

No. Amer. Philips Co. _ 630,600

Helene Curtis Ind., Inc.... 621,400

Heublein, Inc. 614,800

Norwich Pharmacol Co. 610,200

General Mills, Inc. 610,100

Minute Maid Corp 603,200

Texize Chemical Co. 586,500

Carling Brewing Co., Inc. 580,500

Pabst Brewing Co. 575,700

Shell Oil Co. ... _ 558,000

Drug Research Corp. ___ 547,500

Ralston-Purina Co. 544,000

Maybelline Co. .. „ _ 543,100

Helena Rubinstein, Inc.... 531,700

Jos. E. Schlitz Brewing ... 528,000

American Chicle Co. 522,500

Gillette Co. 513,700

U. S. Borax & Chemical.. 511,100

67. Chesebrough-Ponds, Inc. _ $504,500

68. B. T. Babbitt Co., Inc 499,800

69. Falstaff Brewing Corp. 496,100

70. Tea Council of U.S.A 493,100

71. Fels & Co. 491,800

72. Parker Pen Co. 483,900

73. Esso Standard Oil Co. .. ...... 481,000

74. Hertz Corp. .. 479,800

75. Alberto-Culver Co. 470,500

76. Swift <£ Co. 456,700

77. Quality Bakers 449,500

78. Welch Grape Juice Co 449,200

79. Kayser-Roth Hosiery Co... 440,100

80. Standard Oil Co. (Ind.) 437,200

81. Associated Products, Inc. 435,700

82. Pief Brothers . .. 432,700

83. Pharma-Craft Corp., Inc. 430,300

84. Interstate Bakeries Corp.

.

428,700

85. Exquisite Form .. 418,400

86. Chrysler Corp. .. 418,100

87. Louis Marx & Co., Inc 417,000

88. Atlantis Sales Corp. 416,600

89. E. F. Drew & Co., Inc 401,000

90. Duncan Coffee Co. 398,200

91. 1 nited Vintners, Inc. _____ 396,100

92. Sun Oil Co. . . 388,000

93. National Dairy Prods. 387,000

94. Chunky Chocolate Corp 385,500

95. Monarch Wine Co., Inc. _ 384,600

96. Contadina Foods ... .... . 382,500

97. Lanvin Parfurns, Inc. 379,400

98. Food Mfrs., Inc. ... 377,600

99. Paxton & Gallagher Co. _ 372,500

100. Gold Seal. Co. 368,500
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"radio needs a

harder sell"

"radio gets

shortchanged"

Two views of radio's sales needs

^ A seller and a buyer speak out on spot radio's sales

problems and suggest several hard-hitting solutions

^ They are Arthur McCoy, executive v.p., John Blair

& Co., and Harold Fair, tv/radio v.p., Bozell & Jacobs

Imadio in 1960 has old, unfulfilled

dreams as well as some new. more
hopeful ones. How to fulfill the old

and enhance the new is a double-

barreled question puzzling those in

the radio industry, particularly those

interested in spot.

That's why SPONSOR asked two ra-

dio professionals to talk about spot

radio. They are Art McCoy, execu-

tive vice president of John Blair &

Co., and Harold Fair, v. p. for tv and
radio at Bozell and Jacobs agency,

both New York. They're concerned

with spot, as seller and buyer, be-

cause most national and regional ad-

vertisers are putting their radio dol-

lars into spot rather than network.

These distinguished advertising

men probe into some of the reasons

why radio todav needs a harder sell,

and they outline several actions which

can be taken to foster radio as a

better understood and therefore better

used medium. Their comments ap-

pear on the following two pages.

Despite the difference in the angles

of their views, both agencyman and

representative see the same needs and

work toward the same goal: effective

use of radio advertising.

They agree radio today demands
more documentation and a harder

sell than ever before. Thev agree,

too, that some responsibilitv for

radio s "defensive" position is attrib-

utable to the actions of radio people

themselves. But. they contend, agen-

cies and clients have bee: °miss in

not understanding radio and not

listening to its new sounds.

Thev cautioned that radio, as the

largest mass tnedii i available to ad-

vertisers, should not be ovelrlooked

or misused by the modern marketer.

Set circulation is almost 100% of all

U.S. homes, indicating a quantity of

audience interest to any advertiser.
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ELLER SAYS:

RADIO GETS

SHORT SHRIFT

^9) onsors and agencies- as well as

the radio industry arc being severe-

K short-changed by the misuse, or

lack of use. of radio advertising.

This is because agencies and clients

are wearing Minders, asserts Arthur

McCoy, executive vice president for

John Blair & Co., station representa-

ti\cs located in New York City.

SELLER'S VIEW of agency radio omissions

is blueprinted by Art McCoy, exec v. p. at

John Blair & Co., station representatives

SPONSORS of successful radio drive include

<m G. Mennen, Jr., (I), Mennen Co.
v p., with Jack R. Thompson, Warwick & Leg-

ler a.e. Stations merchandised saturation drive

These blinders, he charges, are

keeping advertisers and agencies from

realizing the sales potential available

in the use of radio, and spot particu-

larly. And he finds fault with "the

biggest agencies, with their enormous

dollar budgets" for the "misunder-

standing" of radio and, therefore, a

misuse of the medium or a complete

avoidance of it in media planning.

Mr. McCoy and Harold Fair, vice

president for tv and radio at Bozell

& Jacobs agency, also New York,

agree on several fundamentals. Mr.

Fair's suggestions as to what can be

done within an agency to improve

the comprehension and the quality of

radio advertising appear on the

opposite page.

Mr. McCoy, in charging that radio

is getting short shrift from all too

many non-media people in agencies

and from the accounts whom they

represent, is quick to admit that the

radio industry itself is responsible for

many of these alleged sins of omis-

sion. "Many stations and reps back-

bite, and sell with a sour grapes

attitude."

One agency plans board vice presi-

dent told him, for example, that he

was "fed up with the attitude of

many radio salesmen When they

don't get an order, they come in

and knock the competition and make

a big stink with everyone on the

account, all up and down the line, as

well as with the client. Print and tv

people don't do this. This makes us

think a lot more of them, if only for

that one reason!"

Radio people also, in too many
cases, tend to inflate figures, stress

quantity and omit quality, and per-

sist in grinding their own axes with-

out bothering to grind that of the

prospective client. So charges Art

McCoy.

The agencies and clients have their

failings, however, and he feels these

are especially significant. They oc-

cur on the buving side. In his contin-

uing effort to bring media and agen-

cies closer together so they can hypo

sales for clients, he has made several

general conclusions about the inept-

ness of radio usage.

1. "The pressure of current fad

buying closes out sound thinking by

decision makers." Buyers are per-

fectly capable of understanding and

buying almost all media, radio in-

cluded. But buyers, he says, don't

make the major decisions as to which

media will be given the nod. And
the account people, agency manage-

ment and clients, themselves, get

caught up in fads.

"In the 40's, the buying fad was

radio. Before then it was print. Since

then, tv." Radio had rather a short

heyday, and since then has been

caught in the squeeze of agencymen's

personal preferences. "The heads of

agencies and of departments within

them are print-oriented. And the boy

wonders of the agency world today

became famous through television."

Radio, "in an in-between stage,

never got to the highest levels of

decision within an agency. Before it

could move upward in comprehen-

sion and in favor, tv rushed in and

took over."

2. This non-radio orientation, he

thinks, has led to an over-emphasis

on radio research—facts, figures and

statistics—and almost oblivion to the

importance of copy.

"All the really great ad campaigns

started with an idea," says Art Mc-

Coy. "Sensational copy ideas occur

in all media, and have shown up

many times in radio in recent years

despite its lack of acceptance at top

levels."

Copy is the .crux of successful ra-

dio advertising, yet too few agencies

have radio copy specialists or any

understanding of what sound really

is, he charges. Account men at many

agencies "wouldn't know how to go

about getting good radio commer-

cials because they have no radio copy

specialists."

He says the giant shops, by and

large, don't seem to originate distin-

guished radio copy.

3. "Radio is over-researched," and

the new agency hybrid, the media re-

search specialist, "doesn't have any-

one disagreeing with him, so his

word has become law and his ego

supreme!"

Some of the bigger agencies have

created a post between media and

research, with both departments rely-

{Please turn to page 46)
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THE BUYER SAYS:

RADIO NEEDS

A HARD SELL

madio isn't being given short shrift,

as the station representative execu-

tive charges in the adjacent article.

But it is being given harder shrift,

says Harold Fair, vice president in

charge of radio and television for

Bozell & Jacobs agency in New York.

Here's what he means bv this:

Radio today is more difficult to sell

to the client than ever before. It re-

quires more hard-sell, facts and solid

documentation than other media. Ac-

count people and agency plans execu-

tives have to work harder, them-

selves, in preparation for either an

all-radio presentation to the client or

for one which encompasses radio in

the total projected campaign.

How and why does this happen? It

was all too easy, says Harold Fair.

The transition period from radio to

( Please tu rn to page 46 >

BUYER VIEW on how radio can be pre-

sented to client is given by Harold Fair,

v.p., Bozell & Jacobs, who gives tips on

preparing radio presentations tor clients

s

BOZELL & JACOBS HAS 60-PLUS SPOT RADIO CLIENTS

Bozell & Jacobs, a multi-million-dollar agency, maintains 12 autonomous offices all over U. S. and cur

rently services 63 spot radio accounts. Asterisk denotes major national and or regional advertisers

'TURTLE WAX

'NATIONAL LP GAS COUNCIL

'OMAR BAKERIES

'HALL BAKERIES

*LEAF BRANDS

VAN MERRITT BEER

KIMBLE CANDY CO.

GARY HOBART WATER CO.

'PENNY SHINE

ZIP WAX

KEEN E INDUSTRIES (HOUSEWARES)

'RESTON IC MATTRESSES

'ARISTOMAT STOVE MATS

INDEPENDENT TELEPHONE COMPANIES

HOUSTON LANDSCAPE NURSERYMEN'S ASS1L

FIDELITY BANK & TRUSJLC1L

IMIIELGASJ&RL

HOUSTON FIRSJJLEDERAL SAyiHSS^t iDM^ASSiL

'AMERICAN FLETCHER NATLJANK

UNION FEDERAL SAVINGS t_L0AN

MERIDIAN MUIUJ

BEST GRAND CLEANERS

HASTINGS MFG. (CASITE ADDITIVE)

'PUBLI C SERVICE CO., IND.

'
LOUISVILLE GAS & ELECTRIC

'SCHREIBER MILLS

"SAFEWAY STORES

CABLE CHEVROLET

COUNTRY CLUB PLAZA ASSN.

•W. 0. WASHBURN CO. (BALM ARGEI*

'BURMA VITA CO. (VITA SHAVEL
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NORTHLAND ICE CREAM CO.

DONALDSON'S DEPT. STORE

MINNEAPOLIS DOWNTOWN COUNCIL

MAICO ELECTRONICS (HEARING AIDS)

'SHIELDS & CO.

'CENTRAL HUDSON GAS & ELECTRIC CO.

'PEOPLES NATURAL GAS

^METROPOLITAN UTILITIES DIST.

*BRANDEIS STORE

SAFEWAY STORES

STORZ BREWING CO.

'DIVIDEND GASOLINE

'SKINNER MFG. CO.

AK-SAR-BEN

SCHIMMEL HOTELS

IOWA FINANCE

F1RSI FEDERAL SAY. & LOAN, SI0UXJJ11Y

GENERAL APPLIANCE

STOCK YARDS NATL. BANK

*METZ BA KING CO.

'CUDAHY PACKING CO.

SIDNEY RODEO

'WASHINGTON NATURAL GAS CO.

HULING BROS. BUICK CO.

'EL PASQ HAIURAL GAS CO.

ARTHUR MURRA1 DANCE STUDIOS

*CH1LDS_H11L.CHAJN_ SUPER MARKET

BILL HANNA FORD SALES

HOLMES PONTIAC CO.

NATl BANK OF BOSSIER
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SET 'EM UP say loquacious beer mugs (I to r) Schulti, Dooley, Sudds, The Countess, whose antics make tv spots sparkle

Talking-mug plugs hike beer sales

^ Utica Club captures the fancy of upstate N. Y., parts

of Pa., with antics of talking beer mugs in tv film spots

^ Covers 1 1 markets year round ; features tv characters

in all other media efforts and throughout merchandising

r\ talented troupe of talking beer

mii^s is playing to wildly enthusi-

astic houses in upstate New York and

parts <>f Pennsylvania. Fan mail is

|m> wring in and, incidentally, they're

Belling an awful lot of Utica Club

Doyle Dane Bernbach put this

on the home screens for West
Brewing Co., Utica, N. Y., just

s year ago, and it looks like it

un forever. The stars are

. a couple of old-

Kuropean pub types, who disagree
with one a <>ther on just about every-

thing, except their insistence on beer

brewed the old-fashioned, naturally

aged, Utica Club way.

Schultz and Dooley, who talk

through their lids, which open and

close in the manner of the human
mouth, appear nightly on nearly all

tv stations in New York State outside

the city of New York, plus two out-

lets in Pennsylvania. Their shows,

60 and 20 seconds in length, are pre-

sented both as separate spots and

during commercial time on Utica

Club-sponsored, half-hour syndicated

films—currently Rescue 8, Bold Ven-

ture, Sea Hunt and State Trooper.

Most of the 13 half hours of film

now in Utica Club's weekly lineup

are slotted for 10:30 p.m., though a

few are at 7 p.m. The separate spots,

nearly all prime evening time chain-

breaks, range in frequency from five

to 18 per week, most markets receiv-

ing about seven.

"Well over half of this good-sized

budget is in the tv campagin," points

out a.e. John McManus, "and the

Schultz and Dooley theme also car-

ries over to our outdoor, print and

radio advertising. Sales increases

since the campaign began have been

considerable, and we expect to con-

tinue with it indefinitely."

In New York, Schultz and Dooley

reach viewers over WAST (TV) and

WTEN-TV, Albany; WNBF-TV,
Binghamton; WBEN-TV, WGR-TV
and WKBW-TV, Buffalo; WPTZ
(TV), Plattsburgh; WROC-TV, Ro-
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Chester: WRGB (TV), Schenectadv:

WHEN-TV and WSYR-TV. Syracuse:

WKTV i TV i

. Utica: and WCNY-TV,
Watertown. Pennsylvania outlets are

WSEE-TV, Erie.
'

and WBRE-TV,
Wilkes-Barre.

Schultz, Dooley and their support-

ing players are the offspring of DDB's
creative triple threat: Bill Bernbach.

agency president: writer Dave Reider

and art director Bill Taubin. Thev
figured talking beer mugs with defi-

nite, consistent characteristics would

be a natural for a continued series of

entertaining situations—and for sales.

"Extreme pains have been taken

to develop these characters." explains

DDB radio/tv director Don Trevor.

''Our creative people put themselves

right into the old-European pub
world of Schultz and Doolev to pro-

duce material that is not only funny,

but totally in character as well."

As an indication of how they "live"

the part at DDB. when Dave Reider

was telling sponsor about Schultz,

he just naturally fell into a brisk

German accent, while he emitted a

soft-spoken Irish brogue when dis-

cussing Dooley.

"Schultz is a little on the pompous

side but lovable." instructs Reider.

'"Dooley, his sidekick and co-worker

in the bar. has more feel for the

humorous and when arguments break

out, usuallv gets the best of them."

The DDB creative team adds six

new episodes—three 60's and three

20s—to the repertory every three

i months. Schultz and Dooley started

out as the only talking crockery in

the I tica Club spots, but in the third

flight thev were joined by an aggres-

sive, unmarried ladv beer mug from

Hungary, sounding somewhat like Zsa

Zsa. whom they immediately dubbed

"The Countess." Then came a Key-

I

stone-type cop beer mug named Sudds,

whose voice calls to mind \^ . C.

Fields. Reider let sponsor in on the

previouslv-guarded secret that "Two
[more delightful characters are in the

kiln."

Adds Trevor, "All of the characters

are in keeping with the client's at-

tachment to the way many things

were done in the good old days,

[especially brewing beer. Thus it is

right in character for them to com-

iDare new-fangled brewing methods

with the old-fashioned way Utica

Club is brewed."

To aid the outspoken mugs in their

eulogies of Ltica Club, agency v.p.-

copy chief Phyllis Robinson and

Reider composed a lyric for them,

which they either recite or sing to

a lively beer-drinking tune by Mitch

Leigh of Music Makers.

The lyric:

Oh brew me no brew

with artificial bubbles,

Those carbonated beers of today.

Cause Utica Club'll

Still take the trouble

To age beer the natural way.

Utica Club. U.C.!

A Schultz-Dooley episode usually

has its origin at a Reider-Taubin

meeting. Thev develop the rough

plot and, joined by DDB producer

Ernest Hartman. work up a rough

storvboard.

Then the actor selected bv DDB
to do all of the male mug voices,

comes in for an ad lib session, which

is taped, and usually yields rich

humor for the commercials—not to

mention a barrage of gags that don't

get into the commercials.

"Though beer is considered a mass

product, we don't talk down to the

audience in our commercials." says

Reider. "'The level of the humor is

quite high, vet it does have the

needed mass appeal, as is shown in

the letters of approval from all kinds

of people."

Once the final script and story-

boards are complete, the audio is

taped and turned over to the produc-

tion group. Nicholas Farkas. of

Farkas Films, works up the sets in

conjunction with DDB's Hartman.

Co-producer puppeteer Lou Bunin

and his crew develop the action for

the mugs. Their job is most compli-

cated as they crouch under the "bar"

on which the mugs perform and must
look into a mirror to follow the

action. Then come rehearsals, and
they're ready to roll 'em.

Schultz and Dooley's overwhelm-

ing tv success landed them an ever-

growing role in Utica Clubs other

advertising and promotional efforts.

By now there's scarcely an area they

have not taken over. I tica Club's

billboards are like a still from one

of the tv spots, with just a few words

added—all of which can be under-

stood fullv only by those who've seen

them on tv.

Schultz and Doolev are featured in

point-of-purchase material. direct

mail to the trade, beer cases and

cartons. Now they're to be added to

the bottle label and shown on com-

pany trucks.

\nother indication that free reign

to creativity can win appreciation,

and sales, from the tv audience. ^

UNDER THE TABLE but soberly at work is puppeteer Lou Bunin. Others in Utica Club produc-

tion session (I to r): Nick Farkas, film producer; Bill Taubin, art die; Ernest Hartman, producer
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McCOY
from page 12)

i, this new media research spe-

-i I his indh idual in too main

-. says \it McCoy, "issues edicts

about the research he believe? in and

tcn<l> to use data which don't give

radio a fair appraisal." \nother prob-

lem: "There's no one above him, so

there's no one to put thumbs on the

gm if he's wrong. We've been able

to prove time after time that he is."

I. Radio "just isn't understood.

and a l"t of people won't take the

lime or trouble to find out about it."

\- the biggest mass medium existent,

radio requires consideration in media

planning and comprehension in using

says Mr. McCoy.

\\ hat dots be recommend?

He tbinks there are several posi-

tive >teps which agency management

( an make. First, he tbinks a member

df the executive committee or an

agent \ partner should be a radio

specialist—not a propagandist but a

professional who knows the advant-

ages as well as the limitations of

radio. Because, in his opinion, the

well-rounded creative adman knows

all media, and plays no favorites.

Secondly, be tbinks the creative

writing and production function

-In add be split among media so that

there are radio specialists. These

staffers would concentrate in working

with "sound" and the special appeals

which sound can make.

Thirdlv, he suggests that the execu-

tive officer most directly conversant

with radio delegate assistants to be-

come specialists in the medium, so

that when radio is called for in a

campaign someone has ready an-

swers as to how best it can be used.

These men could translate ideas into

terms and possible profit for the ad-

vertiser, and clear awa\ the under-

brush of confusion in radio research.

How do you go about making an

over-all advertising executive a ra-

dio specialist?

Mr. McCoy suggests that the ad-

man visit and talk with people in

every phase of the radio industry

itself—with trade associations, sta-

tions and representatives, research

organizations, pollsters. ''They should

check into radio copy seminars, such

as we at Blair have available at any

time. Most important, they should

hear tapes and more tapes—really

learn what sound is and understand

what it can do."

Creative radio, he says, requires a

creative dynamo at a top agency

level. ^

FAIR
(Continued from page 43)

tv was speedy, almost overnight, un-

like the slow, relaxed swing from

print to radio.

As Mr. Fair says, "Radio was swept

into a corner . . . and not many
people have bothered sweeping it

out again."

He sees too many agencies, there-

fore, with top-level account and man-

agement people who don't understand

how to use radio as an advertising

medium. "They're unaware of the

vast changes which have taken place

since the advent of television. They

seem to have an open mind to other

media but a closed one to radio

suggestions."

Harold Fair thinks radio can be

universally used, "by any kind of a

client at one time or another for spe-

cial kinds of jobs." He can't envision

a client never having a need or use

for the sound medium at some time.

How do he and his associates pre-



sent a radio copy and media plan to

clients? Here are some of his in-

formal recommendations.

1. Make sure you know your sub-

ject, and everything about it. This

means you use the account men

—

backed up by radio specialists—who
understand exactly why radio has

been recommended.

2. Support your radio idea with

specifics—all of the documentation

you can get. You can be sure the

radio proposal will be challenged!

3. Incorporate radio most of the

time as a part of the over-all adver-

tising program. Seldom will you
want to advocate an all-radio drive.

And when you suggest radio as a

supplement or complement, make sure

you have developed a pinpointed

marketing need and match it with a

pinpointed radio campaign.

4. Know both the quality and the

quantity concepts. Numbers per se

are more important in radio today

than in other media because radio

requires frequency in order to make
an impact. Radio listening is not

exclusive or individualized, in the

sense that people are doing some-

thing else while they're tuned in.

You may have to repeat a commer-

cial several times before it's really

heard. Take into account this need
for frequency, or—in other words

—

quantity. These are the box-car fig-

ures of total audience, cumes, costs.

5. You need, however, to supple-

ment this quantity concept with qual-

ity. Radio commercial copy has never

been so important. And the local

people who deliver your commercials

are more significant in vour final

sales results than ever before. When
we make a client presentation involv-

ing radio, we make sample commer-
cials and preview the tapes.

6. In any client presentation, an

agency usually features the men who
most command the client's confi-

dence. In radio, this is even more
necessaryr

. Spotlight your No. 1

agencyman in terms of the specific

client. Let him carry the ball—but

be sure he's briefed and backed up

in the meeting with radio spokesmen.

7. Highlight the general virtues of

radio with specific, down-to-earth ap-

plications to your client's special

marketing and sales needs.

8. Be sure to get down to brass

tacks or elementals. Agency people

often assume too much specific knowl-

edge on the part of their clients. They

skip too blithely over salient points.

Cover the radio basics, not in labored

and droning form, but as a piquant

bit of information which leads to the

precise plan you have in mind. A
strong or imaginative client will then

pick up this ball and run with it. He'll

pursue the suggestion further, ask

questions, challenge you.

9. Give yourself a fair shake, but

give the client one too. He shouldn't

be a sounding board for someone's

personal prejudices. If you believe

radio can help do a selling job, say

so. Stand up and be counted as to

what you believe. But don't propa-

gandize any medium!

He terms these nine points "points

of view" rather than "rules"
—

"per-

sonal views of radio approaches use-

ful in today's marketing world." He
explained to sponsor, "They're not

intended to be the ultimate word on

how to develop and sell a creative

radio idea!"

Harold Fair's approach to radio,

however, is necessarily unique among
agency management people, if only

because of a long and varied ground-

ing in the broadcast business. This

helps him to determine how radio

can be used, and used profitably. ^

MQST NATIONAL

ADVERTISERS Of

ALL SAN FRANEiSCO

TV STATIONS

And that's not all! Most local live shows of

all San Francisco TV stations Most newscasts

of all San Francisco TV stations Only over-

all rating gain scored by a San Francisco TV
station in 1959 Most total advertisers of all

San Francisco TV stations That's why, IN

SAN FRANCISCO, NO SPOT |/D|V ^
TV CAMPAIGN IS COMPLETE IV I A 2)
WITHOUTTHEWBC STATION, SAN FRANCISCO

Represented by Television Advertising Representatives, Inc.

w 3 c WESTINGHOUSE BROADCASTING COMPANY, INC



V»PACT CARS

to the fii>t place

held. Rambler basn t

ibler wa- the fir>t

md it- commer-
- llii~ fact and ab>>

thai Rambler ifl t<-j>s in sales: that

it i- th>- <>nl\ car manufacturer work-

three shifts a da\. six days a

n t" keep up with ~a -

\ olkswageii—The No. 1 anion:;

all imported small rar>. Volkswagen

of America ha~ planted deep roots in

American ><>il with 15 distributors

and more than HKl dealers. ''The

one fact that has kept Volkswagen

out <>f air media is that in many parts

of the country cars and trucks are

in short supply. \\\ would natural-

l\ l>e hesitant to buy radio t\ « i f we

had the budget, which we don 1

1

when the main effect would be to

increase demand even further than

supply." These were the word- of

Paul R. Lee. \ olkswagen's advertising

manager. Mr. Lee added: "Sales are

more dependent on how manv we

can get over from here. Vt e are No.

1 in sales in 11 state-. VW's annual

budget is in excess of $1,000,000

mostly in national magazines. But

the company encourages regional and

lo< al iadio and t\ Bpot.

Falcon— Uming at the leadership

in the compact car field. Falcon is

trailing Rambler \er\ closel) at the

end of 1959. but getting closer as

shown in 1960 estimates. Falcon is

making up 30$ of Ford sales. Ford

Motor probably will build 500,000 to

600,000 compact cars in 1960. ac-

cording to James 0. Wright, division

general manager at a press confer-

ence. This estimate includes the new

Falcon station wagons just intro-

duced. Air media strategy is linked

very closely to Ford's budget.

Renault—\^ ith the "w inning" of

the Winter Olympic Games at Squaw

\ allev. Renault is readv again to hit

the market hard with an ABC T\
Special Invitation to Paris, plus con-

centration on a network tv weekly,

seasonable specials and network ra-

dio i \BC I news five days per week

every week. Jack J. Cochran, v.p.

and account supervisor
I
Kudner

Agency i for Renault is the strategist

in this contest. Cochran said: "We
feel very confident with Renault's

successful coverage of Squaw Valley

that Kudner is giving Renault a

on all viewing fronts!

WREX-TV continues to

dominate Rockford and
Area Viewing . . .

• AT NIGHT
45 of the Top 50 Shows . . .

• IN THE DAYTIME
All 20 of the Top 20 Shows

• TOP WESTERNS
7 of fhe Top 8 Shows

• TOP FAMILY SHOWS
5 of the Top 5 Shows

• TOP SPORTS,
SYNDICATED FILM,

MOVIES,
PUBLIC SERVICE.

"Source ARB Oct. 25 - Nov. 21, 1959

IN FACT ... All Day and
All Night! . . . Every Hour

of the Week is "Good
Time" on . . . WREX-TV

WREX-TV
channel 13
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lot of
;

get up and go' and the impact

will be felt in sales for 1960 carrying

Renault to the very leadership of the

imported compact car field. Last year

we carried the ball for Renault with

specials like Invitation to Moscow,

which pulled 42.3' < share of audi-

ence—the highest of any special in

1959—CBC TV: Moon and Sixpence

won top Sylvania Award as the out-

standing television show of 1959

—

NBC TV; Orange Bowl; Winter

Olympics and on April 27 over ABC
TV we'll offer Maurice Chevalier and

Fernandel in Invitation to Paris."

Lark—"This is the year of the

Lark." said Frank C. Weber, D'Arcy

executive vice president and account

supervisor for Lark. "Strategy of

use of broadcast on the Lark has

been threefold: Through continued

use of Jack Paar on NBC TV; of

short, intensive spot campaigns on

radio and tv; and through the pur-

chase of specials l such as the l-da\

radio broadcast of the Newport Jazz

Festival). Also through the fostering

of regional and metropolitan area

dealer association activity in tele-

vision."

Corvair—Winner of the Motor
Trend Award, Corvair enters 1960

with a zest to get to the very top of

the compact car leadership backed by

the title of ""the best car of the year."

Rear-powered Corvair is banging

hard at the door of supremacy with

tv shows, spot radio and network.

Jack Izard, Corvair advertising man-

ager said that the increased adver-

tising fire during 1960 will bring

about the original objective of 20%
of the Chevrolet volume. The

Corvair copv continues to stress its

original features: rear-drive, air-

cooled engine, four-wheel indepen-

dent suspension, etc., but main theme
will be the fun to drive it— its han-

dling ease and ride qualil\.

Opel—Biggest '"surprise" in 1959

was Opel, coming up from No. 10

spot to cop the No. 1 position among
all imported small cars. McCann-
Erickson is planning new pro-

grams, mostly radio for 1960.

Anglia I English Ford) — Adver-

tising for the English Ford shares

the Ford budget in air media. Eng-

lish Ford is No. 3 in imports.

Valiant—Air media strategy for

Valiant cars will be realized by using

spot radio. No spot tv. Shares in

Chrysler network. Valiant just bought

13 weeks on spot radio.

Comet—The new arrival to the

American compact car scene is the

Comet. This new entry was intro-

duced to the tv audience on Jane

Wvman Startime special. ^

KLIF
DALLAS

KILT
HOUSTO N

KTSA
SAN ANTONIO

KEEL
SHREVEPORT

WAKY
LOU IS VI LL

REPRESENTED NATIONALLY

BY JOHN BLAIR 4 CO.
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5 McLENDON STATIONS

PROUDLY ANNOUNCE A CHANCE TO

p///- si/mjmonic musk
EFFECTIVE APRIL

With national attention focused on the astonishing success of

McLendon station KABL, San Francisco, . . . first "Good Music'

radio station in history to win first place in a metropolitan

market ... A sweeping change is taking place in all five other

McLendon stations. Though long established overwhelming

leaders in every individual market, these five stations boldly

seek even brighter horizons by programming all-symphoni:

music 24 hours a day: Rachmaninoff, Brahms, Liszt, Puccini,

Tchaikovsky — the masters of great music around the c k.

Good Music: The McLendon Sound of the Sixties

lapril fool

i
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Shape of Things

Here is the "shape" that means truly fine pictures . . .

the shape of the all new black-and-white television

camera, the RCA TK-12. This is the camera that gives you

sparkle and impact in your commercials, whether live or

taped. Your advertisers' products can be revealed clear

and sharp, in all their fine detail . . . Shadings and

colorings stand out, with brilliance and realism.

This completely new camera uses the large new RCA
4'/2-inch Image Orthicon tube. The 50% increase in

image size results in the same degree of extra quality

and detail you would expect from using a larger

negative in advertising photography.

Here is the camera for top telecasters, for those with the

reputation of providing their advertisers with the very best.

For the Finest Picture in Town

NEW MONOCHROME TV CAMERA-TK-12
WITH 4y2-INCH IMAGE ORTHICON

See // in Action at NAB!
t



to Come

RADIO CORPORATION of AMERICA
BROADCAST AND TELEVISION EQUIPMENT • CAMDEN, N. J.
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4 As merchandising demands increase: SPONSOR ASKS:

What are the new developments in

station merchandising
Station men report new merchan-
dising approaches and methods
which have helped to increase

advertisers' share of the market

Mike Schaffer, dir. promotion, pub-

licity & mdsg.. WAVY-TV, Norfolk, fa.

\\ e at \\ A\ V radio and tv believe

that basic merchandising should be

when- it counts the most—in the store.

And we prove that point by a com-

/ ihow Liz ap-

proach to dealer

calls uith boy in

Ambassador s

clothing

plete in-store feature of the week dis-

play set up in over 100 prime super-

markets in the Tidewater area. Also,

of course, a complete variety of serv-

- -uch a* jumbo postcards, shelf

strijjs. shelf talkers, bag stuffers, win-

dow streamers, easel card- bus cards

and personal calls are offered clients.

\- far as new concepts in merchan-
dising, ue are alwa\s striving for new
and different ideas. Just recently, ue

initiated a service which has caught

bold and i<- becoming the pride of our

incr«handising department. It's the

Ambassador Service. The Ambas-
sador Service i- basically a very

!'- idea. It's the personal touch-
it b a new and different twist on per-

I call- to executives, food store

mar _. re—the peo-

ple the advertiser must reach with his

luct The twist is this— the Am-
- a fourteen-year-old bo)

n morning coat, stripe pants.

• d homburg hat—a very

2 fellow with a photo-

t he name of Alan
- i rid viewi

and that's what

h, of com
inr] where the

- inappropri-

itiful y<

lad\. known as Miss ^ A\ ^ . who
makes personal calls, officiates at

openings, inspects gas stations, hands

out prizes, etc.

Success stories are the backbone of

a -tation's business and we endeavor

through creative and exploited mer-

chandising to make all of our ad\er-

tisers' campaigns successful.

William D. Stiles, gen. mgr., KLRJ-TV,

Las Vagas

The sudden influx of new products,

private brand labels, and new varie-

ties of established lines has multi-

plied a hundred-fold the problems of

the manufacturer's salesman in se-

curing special promotion of his mer-

chandise.

Generally, we have attempted to

create a program that is profitable to

the grocer, tangibly expedites the

movement of the advertiser's product

and can be handled with relative ease

by the station personnel involved.

Specifically, we utilize the Dennis

Corp. merchandising service (a Los

Angeles firm which furnishes at-

tractive wire bins and subsequent

photographic evidence reports of dis-

plays i and have contracted with the

12 leading chain stores and inde-

pendents in our coverage area on an

exclusive basis for in-store displav

space. These stores account for ap-

proximately T5 f
r of the total grocery

volume in our metro area, and through

We retain

outside profes-

sional firm

to assist

merchandising

cooperation with the individual

-tore managers, we can deliver im-

portant marketing data to advertiser,

such as daily sales figures, brand

preferences, etc Additionally, com-

plete -tore decorations with wire

hanger', window displavs. mass floor

displays, shelf talkers, etc., are set up

periodically with such chains as Safe-

way, Thriftimart, and Fox Markets.

Basic economics prevent most com-

panies from maintaining sales repre-

sentatives in our areas on a perma-

nent basis. In many cases, field men
come to Las Vegas or Reno as infre-

quently as two or three times a year.

Consequently, they cannot expect to

eceive the attention and display space

that is "earned" by local competitors

. . . unless they can get the merchan-

dising support through local media.

Our sales force is in constant con-

tact with the manufacturer's territory

representatives, as they are often in-

strumental in helping us secure addi-

tional advertising revenue. In seeing

the tangible results of our merchan-

dising support, they in turn encour-

age their advertising departments to

place campaigns in a market that

otherwise would undoubtedly not be

"on the list."

It is our contention that media

merchandising is going to continue

to grow in importance, particularly

in smaller markets, and will become

an integral phase of media buying on

the agency level. We are preparing

for this eventuality by working close-

lv with marketing and research per-

sonnel of major companies, their re-

spective advertising agencies, and

with the grocers themselves.

John C. Conniff, merchandising mgr.,

WWLP, Springfield. Mass.

To pro\ide our Y\ WLP ad\erti--

ers with top display space we have

leased premium end-of-island loca-

tions at the leading high-volume -u-

permarkets in the area. In addition

we work closely with the various store

managers, chain store buyer-, local

and regional food brokers in the mar-

ket. All of our merchandising per-

sonnel also take an active part in the

food industrv organizations in the

area and have found that the good

will developed through this effort has

helped tremendously in building a
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more effetcive merchandising climate.

We have found that the follow-

through in the merchandising effort is

just as important as the initial con-

tact. Consequently, when one of our

advertiser's products is being promot-

ed our WWLP staff visits all stores in

the area, takes pictures of the dis-

Surveys to

determine

display impact,

store traffic

by the hour

plays and sends a brochure with a

detailed report along to the advertis-

er. One unique service our merchan-

dising staff has accomplished from
time to time is to conduct a survey of

customer interest and purchase by
observing the type of customer that

buys an end-aisle display product and
the number of customers during a

given flow period in the store. This

has given our advertisers an insight

into the effectiveness of this type of

merchandising in comparison to small

shelf exposure.

Another factor that we have found

has aided us a great deal in making
our over-all merchandising program

a success has been the close liaison

we have built with the New England

food brokers and representatives of

the chain stores. Twice a year we con-

duct a combination merchandising

seminar-social gathering in which we
outline our aims and bring the inter-

ested parties up-to-date on our operat-

ing procedures. These gatherings have

established a rapport with the people

we deal with that has made our mer-

chandising efforts doubly effective.

Thus with all of our activities close-

ijly coordinated down the line with the

(brokers, product representatives and

chain buyers we have been able to

extend a valuable sales service to our

advertisers at no extra cost.

(Please turn to page 72)

NO, THIS IS "KNOE-LAND' J

40,3:

.9,000

.^,000

,,000

(embracing industrial, progressive North Louisiana, South Arkansas,

West Mississippi)

JUST LOOK AT THIS MARKET DATA
Population 1320.100 Drug Sales

Households 423,600 Automotive Sales

Consumer Spendable Income General Merchandise

$1,761,169,000 Total Retail Sales

Food Sales $ 300,486,000

KNOE-TV AVERAGES 75.9% SHARE OF AUDIENCE
According to November 1959 ARB we average 75. 9"-'; '< are of a. c'ience from

Sign On to Sign Off 7 days a week.

C E S • A B C

James A. Noe Station

Channel 8 Represented by

Monroe, Louisiana H-R Television, Inc.

Photo: El Dora/lo Chemical Plant, Inort Division. Monsanto Chemical Com-

pany, producing fertilizer products for agriculture. El Dorado. A.rkn>

KNOE-TV
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IDEO TAPE IN ACTION: VICTOR BORGE IN 'ACCENT ON MUSIC ."" MARCH 18 NBC-TV

BORGE IS SPECTACULAR
on "SCOTCH"BRAND J icleo Tape

Q The accent was on music on the Pontiac Star

Parao - l. March 18. And in it. Victor Borge

picture-perfect thanks to the miracle of

tap.-. Thous : great moments in tele-

>m rebroadcast of the knockout
' a championship fight, to a "live"" look-

ial that wasn't "live"" at all. to a

production that appeared

>n "Scotch"" brand
*

tape has revolutionized the

television industry, cut production costs sharply

and made schedules more flexible. It has provided

more ideal rehearsal conditions, eliminated fluffs

and minimized shooting time. It has brought

about production possibilities limited only by the

imagination of the user. "Scotch"" brand

Video Tape, like audible range and instrumenta-

tion tapes, was pioneered by 3M research—the

research that keeps 3M magnetic products first in

roven quality for professional use.

. . . WHIII tESEAICH IS THE KEY TO tOIIO>IOw'9|M
•J Trademarks of 3M Co.. S*. Paul 6. Minn. Expert: 99 Park Are.. New York. Canada: London. Ontario, g 1960 3M Co.
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What's happening in V. S. Government

that affects sponsors, agencies, stations

WASHINGTON WEEK
The first big FCC action since the change in chairmen illustrated the lack of

change, ironically.

The Commission struck a posture on "payola" and "plugola" which seemed to he tough
on the surface. It appeared to threaten the licenses of countless radio and tv stations. But
closer inspection showed the toughness reserved for future violations.

The memorandum was adopted unanimously, and would have been adopted if Doerfer
had still been chairman.

The fact is that the Commission is going down the line of propositions raised by the Con-
gressional probes and its own programing hearings to find areas in which the commission-
ers can reach unanimous agreement. This was another such area.

In their zeal to make copy certain journalists may well have put too much emphasis on
the Frederick Ford opinions as to what should be done pointing to an "FCC crackdown" dur-

ing a "Ford Administration." It is essential for the industry to realize that this has been
overdone.

Ford on the commission and as chairman is a "middle of the roader," and as such it is

undeniably true that his thoughts will often be close to those of the FCC majority. But
he gets $500 per year more in salary, has the same vote as the other commissioners, and has

no more power than they. This was never illustrated more dramatically than by former chair-

man John C. Doerfer who was always speaking for himself and who almost never was re-

flecting what the FCC might or might not do.

The big question continues unanswered, as it was before Ford became chair-

man : that involves how deeply the FCC will get into programing.
The final decision is put off on this for the same reason, that the Commissioners want to

keep voting unanimously as long as possible before getting into matters on which there will

be a split and dissenters.

It still appears certain that the majority will vote to junk present application form
program-percentage reporting in favor of a narrative description of community
needs and efforts to meet them. This would appear to mean a limited review of the over-

all programing structure of stations in the light of their own estimates of community needs.

It seems likely that T. A. M. Craven will be the only commissioner dissenting on the

grounds this would go too far, but it is also likely that at least one commissioner will sign

with a statement to the effect that it doesn't go far enough.

The FCC voted unanimously to the effect that acceptance of free records by a

station, or even records at cut-rate prices, calls into play Sec. 317 which require- a

sponsorship announcement.

Payment of expenses for a remote by a station, or trip expenses to cover an out-of-town

event, in the hopes that the station will broadcast it, also calls for an on-the-air statement

that the resulting broadcast is for "a consideration," it was ruled.

"Trade outs," barter of air time for cash, products or services, would require

on-the-air announcements. "Plugola," the arrangements, usual!}' with station employees or

program packagers for product mentions on programs sponsored by others, were placed be-

yond the pale. And so it went

"Sanctions" may be applied for past violations, the FCC made clear, but it stressed the

fact that these and other practices named must stop immediately or there will be real trouble.
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Significant news, trends in

• Film • Syndication

• Tape • Commercials

FILM-SCOPE

56

The syndication division of Paramount Television Productions has taken an

important step in its bid to become an active force in the field : the establishment

of a sales force of industry veterans.

PTP's major interest is tape syndication, and its sales staff is said to be the first to be

set up on a nationwide level expressly to sell tape entertainment in syndication.

Albert S. Goustin, syndication director, named four divisional sales managers: Hank
P. Long in the West, Lee Cannon in the midwest, George Gray in the northeast, and Alton

Whitehouse in the southeast; also, Harold Dan son was named New York City account

executive.

Goustin and four of the five new PTP men are Ziv-trained, and Goustin's goal is to

reach for PTP the prominence in tape that Ziv had in film.

There'll be two more divisional managers to be named, in the southwest and in the cen-

tral district.

There's a flurry of new production activity in short animations designed for

integration into local children's programs.

Here are four examples

:

• Animation Associates of Hollywood is preparing 100 3% minute episodes of Q. T.

Hush, Private Eye to be distributed by M & A Alexander Productions.

• Cinemagic Corporation, a new company, was formed to syndicate Hound For Hire, a

series of 55 five minute cartoons produced in France and Yugoslavia and processed in Eng-

land and Germany.

• CBS Films plans to bring out Deputy Dawg, produced by Terrytoons; it is a series

of five to eight minute cartoons.

• CNP has Henry and His Claymates. a group of 104 five minute color stop-motion ani-

mations, co-financed with Fremantle International and produced by Art Clokey.

Incidentally, the CNP-Fremantle agreement is a very unusual one: the two companies,

which are co-financiers of the series, will divide up the distribution as well. CNP in the U.S.

and Fremantle in other countries.

Fremantle states it is definitely not going into the domestic distribution busi-

ness.

Fremantle International handles foreign distribution for several U. S. syndications and

has no intention of going into competition with them.

However, Fremantle will co-finance two series that other companies will distribute

in the U. S. (see FILM-SCOPE, 19 March).

Syndicated and locally-produced hour-long documentaries are coming up with

some excellent ratings against major network competition.

Screen Gems' Medicine 1960 on its own station KCPX-TV, Salt Lake City, earned a 28.0

Trendex on 11 March, compared to a 15.6 ARB for the last previous report on the same time

period.

Similarly, WPIX's own Adolph Hitler on WPIX, New York, scored an incredible 49.7
ARB on 25 February.

Screen Gems has sold Medicine 1960 to 26 stations.
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^ FILM-SCOPE continued

I .

/

NTA's Play of the Week has been sold in eight more markets, bringing the

show's market list up to 24.

In Cleveland, Society National Bank will sponsor the show monthly for two years on

WJW-TV through Griswold-Eshleman agency.

However, Jersey Standard, which purchased the show for New York and Washington, has

dropped its options for five or six additional markets.

Apparently Jersey Standard is using the show strictly for public relations purposes, New
York and Washington being key cities for opinion leadership in the nation.

Behind Jersey Standard's move is the fact that its marketing subsidiaries, Humble and

Esso, recently became national in their distribution pattern; Jersey Standard has been under-

standably sensitive to public reaction ever since the Supreme Court dissolved the old Standard

Oil Company as monopolistic almost 50 years ago.

Foreign sales often put shows into the black when their domestic business for

the first run just breaks even on negative costs.

Warner Bros., for example, has notched off $5 million in profits through foreign sales, of

which $3 million are to English-speaking nations such as Great Britain and Aus-

tralia.

Part of this Warner Bros, foreign profit is from sale of hour-length tv series for theatrical

distribution—a completely unexpected market; the entire profit, in fact, has been described as

far beyond the company's projections.

Tape producers have discovered a new source of revenue in the educational

and fund-raising campaigns of labor unions.

Giantview Television of Detroit produced five 15 minute programs and five 60 second

promotional spots for the political education committee of the AFL-CIO through the UAW tv

department.

The union has a co-op arrangement with its locals and other organizations, which can

get the series without cost if they buy time.

Rod Erickson and William Byles have formed CanTel, Ltd., to package live

and video tape programs in Canada.

The Canadian market for Canadian product is expanding vastly because of quotas on

U. S. product and a major increase expected in stations in operation.

Half of CanTel is owned by Erickson; Byles is head of Storin-Byles, representatives.

More than 50 recurrent questions on video tape in tv commercials have been

answered in non-technical language in a useful booklet prepared by NTA Tele-

studios.

A dozen areas are surveyed that commercials men thinking of video tape should kno

about—coverage, compatability, costs, production, writing, special effects, editing, copying

shipping, storage, standardization and tape terminology.

The death of John Howell last week came as a stunning loss to those wh<

knew him.

At 40, he was v.p. and sales manager of CBS Films and one of the most highly regarded

men in the film industry.

A successor to the post will probably not be named for several weeks.

57
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A round-up of trade talk,

trends and tips for admen

SPONSOR HEARS
26 MARCH I960
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There's a rumor among network newsmen that CBS News has approached

James Hagerty, President Eisenhower's press secretary, about eventually joining it

in an executive capacity.

Before he went with Thomas Dewey in Albany. Hagerty did politics for the New York

Times.

Minnesota Mining, agented by BBDO's Minneapolis office, is said to be show-

ing an interest in becoming a major stockholder in the Mutual Network.

Naturally, the new buyer would use the network to promote its ScotchTape and oth-

er consumer products.

Even though CBS TV would have had it otherwise, Markham stays on the network

through September for both Renault and Schlitz.

CBS wanted the Thursday night spot as of the end of June but Kudner, acting

for Renault, reminded the network it had a 22-week contract which was binding until

the third week of September.

This shows how determined the Motion Picture Academy is to keep its 4 April

Awards telecast clean of commercial entanglement: It turned down a P&G offer of

$25,000 just to cooperate in the half-hour Pre-Oscar party that night on NBC TV.

The P&G event (in behalf of Lilt via Grey) eventually simmered down to a taped series

of interviews at the Brown Derby of stars bound for the Awards event.

N. W. Ayer may do a William Esty shortly: ask stations to submit copies of

their radio logs preliminary to renewing spot contracts.

Obvious purpose: to check product protection and spacing of commercials.

ABC TV is doing quite kindly by Brown & Williamson on buys for next season

because of B&Ws graciousness in pulling out of the fights in behalf of Gillette.

B&W will be in Surfside 6, Naked City, Stage Coast West and also sponsor the Post

Fight program. On CBS it's staying with Wanted Dead or Alive and Lucky.

Reps concerned with tightening up on the summer slack in spot tv might borrow

a sales angle that has proved successful among regional accounts in the southwest.

These regional advertisers solve the problem of maintaining a tv image through their

slack months by switching from their heavy peak-season minute commitments to a

package of I.D.s.

The making of tv commercials has become so highly specialized that when
youngsters are used, the producer recruits a photographer steeped in child psy-

chology.

His job is to induce the exact emotional effect desired. One of the more active of

these Svengalis is Joseph Schneider.
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SAWYER buys Kansas City too

Big things happen to Kansas City. It's chosen

for the world premiere of the new musical, "Tom
Sawyer." It's the scene of the dedication of "St.

Martin of Tours," last sculpture completed by the

great Carl Milles. New trafficways and airports.

Steadily rising buying power. Record breaking

department store sales.

Kansas City's a moving, imaginative, responsive

community of more than a million. And Kansas

City responds—so say ARB and Nielsen—to

KCMO-TV more than any other television station.

Month after month, more quarter-hour firsts for

KCMO-TV.

The reason? Becaus- ;ram to get the

audience. Because we b: at maximum

power from Americ supported tower.

Because Kansas " the big clear picture

on the world from KCMO-TV.

KCMO-TV®
Channel 5

E K.PR Q
•

,. Hartenbower, Vice President
CBS

M
Television / and General Manager

Network / Sid Tremble, Station Manager

The Tall Tower at Broadcasting House • Kansas City, Mo.

SYRACUSE
PHOENIX
OMAHA
TULSA

WHEN
KPHO
WOW
KRMG

WHEN-TV
KPHO-TV
WOW-TV

The Katz Agency

The Katz Agency

John Blair & Co.—Blair-TV

John Blair & Co.

Represented nationally by Katz Agency.

Meredith stations are affiliated with BET-
TER HOMES AND GARDENS and SUC-
CESSFUL FARMING magazines.



Sign of a
Satisfied
Advertiser

on San Antonio's..

ABC Television in San Antonio .

.

the Greatest Unduplicated Live

Coverage in South Texasl

Represented by

THf KATZ AGENCY

National and regional buyi

in work now or recently completed

RIIV6

TV BUYS
General Foods Corp., Post Div., Battle Creek: Gravy Train dog

food schedules kick off 11 April for eight weeks; night minutes,

chainhreaks and 20's. Jordan Schreiber and Ted Distler buy at

Benton & Bowles, New York. Tang orange concentrate goes into

about 25 markets first week in April for four weeks with prime 20's

and 10's. Roger Jones is the buyer at Young & Rubicam, New York.

Kool Aid, a Jell-0 Division product, starts in early April for a

summer run. Foote, Cone & Belding, Chicago, is the agency.

Colgate-Palmolive Co., New York: Placing schedules of night

minutes for various products to start in April. Spree, through

McCann-Erickson, New York, is being set for 52 weeks. Dominic

Imbornone buys. Palmolive Soap, through Ted Bates, New York,

runs through the end of the year. Buyer is Russ Barry.

National Carbon Co., div. of Union Carbide Corp., New York:

Test schedules kick off 28 March for six weeks in various markets for

Prestone Car Polish. Nighttime minutes are being placed, six to 10

spots per week per market. Buyer: Jack Nugent. Agency: Wm. Esty

Co., New York.

Corn Products Co., New York: Schedules start in April in about

10 markets for Karo syrups and Niagra Instant Laundry Starch.

Day and fringe night 60's are being lined up for 13 weeks, fre-

quencies depending on market. Buyer: Bob Kutche. Agency: Lennen

& Newell, New York.

RADIO BUYS
Esso Standard Oil Co., New York: The top eastern markets are

getting schedules for Esso gasolines and Esso Heating Oil. Schedules

for its gas start 15 April for 27 weeks, morning and afternoon

traffic minutes and 60's. The heating oil schedules are short-term,

begin on a staggered basis in the latter half of April using day min-

utes. Buyer: Joe Granda. Agency: McCann-Erickson, New York.

The Gillette Co., Boston: Campaign for its Right Guard men's

deodorant begins 9 May and runs through 19 August. Schedules

of 30's are being bought for 13 weeks in about 17 markets. Buyer:

Judy Maurston. Agency: Maxon, Inc., New York.

RADIO-TV BUYS
Wm. Wrigley Jr. Co., Chicago: Campaign for Double-Mint is still

expanding in both radio and tv, to fill up all holes. In radio, day

and traffic minutes of fairly heavy frequencies are being placed for

52 weeks, and now practically every market in the country is covered.

In tv, Wrigley is buying more minor markets, switching from 26

weeks firm to 52 weeks with a two-week cancellation clause in most

instances. Minutes and chainbreaks are being used, varying fre-

quencies. Agency: Arthur Meyerhoff & Co., Chicago.
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RADIO BASICS/MARCH

Facts & figures about radio today
1. CURRENT RADIO DIMENSIONS

Radio homes index Radio station index

1960 1959

50.1
radio

homes

49.5
radio

homes

52.0 51.4

U.S. homes U.S. homes
Source: 1 Jan. I960. SPONSOR; 1 Mar.

1959, A C Nielsen: homes figures in millions.

End of February 1960

Stations CPs not
on air on air

New station

requests

New station

bids in hearing'-

Am
Fm

1 3,462 1 79

696 152

End of February

1
583

78

1959

1

241
36

Am
Fm

1 3,339 1 119

1 591 | 134

490
44

|

122

26

Source: r< C monthly reports, commercial stations. •January, each year.

Radio set index

Set |

location

Home
Auto

Public

places

Torol

1960 1959

106.007,095

10,387,4 19

98.300,000

37.900.000

10,000,000* 10,000.000*

156.394.544 146,200.000

e: RAH. 1 Jan. I960. 1 Jan. 1959,

e»U In working order. *No new information.

Radio set sales index

Type

Home

Auto

Total

Jan. 1960 Jan. 1959

803,388

632,461

700.490

420.052

1.435,849 1.120.542

12 months
1959

8,897,451

5,555,155

12 months
1958

8,631,344

3,715,362

14,452,606 12,346,706

Source: Electronic Industries Assn. Home figures are estimated retail sales, auto

figures are factor; production. These figures are of U.S. production only. Radios in

phonographs add another 15-20'; to the home sales figures.

2. CURRENT SET SALES PATTERNS

In-home radio listening during winter hours
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HOW IS IT POSSIBLE
FOR ONE STATION TO EARN
79% OF LOCAL BUSINESS?
It's true in Des Moines, Iowa, where KRNT-TV
has had over 79% of the local business in

this major 3-station market for 3 years!

There is nothing so satisfying as doing busi-

ness with people who know what they're

doing and where they're going. Leading local

and national advertisers have known for

years that the "know-how, go-now" stations

in Des Moines are KRNT Radio and KRNT-TV.

They have confidence in the ability of our

people to make their radio and television

investments profitable. It seems clear that

for these astute advertisers, there is nothing

so satisfying as radio and television fare

presented by good, honest, experienced air

personalities who know what they're doing.

From surveys made several times a year for

the last several years, it seems evident that

the people of Central Iowa like to listen to

and view our stations.

Latest F.C.C. figures show KRNT-TV handled

over 80% of ALL the local television adver-

tising placed in this three-station market.

The year before, over 79% . . . and the year

before that, over 80%. Our local RADIO

business in a six-station market has always

exceeded that of our nearest competitors by

a country mile.

We know for a fact that these figures are

merely a reflection of our public acceptance

. . . our long-standing excellence in public

service . . . reliability that is vital in all selling!

We believe this to be true: the ones that

serve are the ones that sell in Des Moines.

People believe in and depend upon these

stations. Check the ratings, check The Katz

Agency, check the cash registers.

KRNT
RADIO and T

COWLES STATIONS REPRESENTED BY THE KATZ AGENCY, INC.
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ADVERTISERS

NEWS & IDEA

WRAP-UP

NORSIN' AROUND . . . Jerome Courtland,

star of new United Artists tv series 7"o/es of

the Vikings, takes time out during whirlwind

tour of U.S. to pose in costume with Albert

Gordon, Jr., asst. gen. mgr. of Gordon's

Bread, Los Angeles sponsor of the series

SOMEBODY, PINCH HER! Incredible as it

seems, Mrs. Jo. Woodie's 20-year-old pipe-

dream—to meet idol Nelson Eddy—finally

came true, thanks to WFLA's (Tampa) Bob

Jones (at couple's left). Jones worked fast,

set meeting for Eddy's visit to St. Petersburg

Network tv during 1959 saw an
increase of 51 advertisers over

1958—bringing the client list to

a total of 320 companies invest-

ing $627.3 million in the medi-

um last year.

Here are the estimated expendi-

tures of the top 10 network advertis-

ers for 1959, as compiled by LNA-
BAR and released bv TvB:

GROSS

RANK ADVERTISER TIME COSTS

1. P&G $50,293,552

2. Lever 32,734,955

3. American Home 28.109,458

4. Colgate 22,478,524

5. General Foods 20,890,321

6. General Motors 20,021,744

7. R. J. Revnolds 16,123,827

8. Gillette

'

13,642,174

9. Sterling 12,975.463

10. General Mills 12,919.237

Campaigns:
• Guild Wine this month launches

the most intensive national campaign

16-DAY HAWAIIAN TOUR, promoted by

WWDC (Wash., D. C), attracted 62 guests

in quest of a pleasure trip. Holding ban-

ner for the departing group are station's

pres. Ben Strouse (I), and Art Brown (r)

NAVY PICKS TV FILM. One-hour documentary film on anti-submarine warfare, shown over KFMB-TV (San Diego) was presented to Secty.

of Navy William B. Franke (I) for Navy tv recruitment programs, by station's gen. mgr. George Whitney. With them: Congressman Bob Wilson



in its history. The initial phase of it

will begin in 38 markets via spot ra-

dio, centering around a "Guilding"

theme. Agency : Compton, San Fran-

cisco.

• Ameril Drug Co., New York,

has alloted $200,000 for a spot radio

promotion in behalf of Alkaid and

Cloramint. The campaign: Sixty-

eight stations are being used in 23

markets, with 30 spots per week

scheduled for each station. Agency:

Kenneth Rader Co., New York.

FTC notes: Brown & William-

son, and its agency, Bates, has

signed a FTC consent order agreeing

to stop its tv commercials which claim

that the filter in Life cigarettes ab-

sorbs or retains all of the tars or nico-

tine in the smoke . . . Standard
Brands (Bates) has denied FTC
charges that its "Flavor Gems" tv

commercial for Blue Bonnet mar-

garine is deceptive.

Adell Chemical Co. I Lestoil, Les-

tare I . is considering an offer of pur-

chase. The identity of the prospec-

tive buyer has not been revealed.

Strictly personnel: Jay Salamon,
general sales manager of ASR Prod-

ucts, has been appointed director of

marketing.

AGENCIES

Marion Harper, Jr., took off" at a
luncheon meeting of Chicago's
Executive Club this week on the
esoteric thesis that often peo-
ple have enough discretionary

money but not enough discre-

tionary time to spend it.

On the subject of leisure, he said:

"Television continues to be a domi-

nant interest: adults—men and wom-
en over 19—today spend 85% as

many hours watching television (dur-

ing the fall-winter schedule) as all

the gainfully employed spend at work.

Evelyn Vanderploeg, broadcast

media supervisor at Arthur
Meyerhoff, and one of the most
highly thought of Chicago time-

buyers, was killed in last week's
jet airline crash in Indiana.

The recent Wrigley spot campaign
(both radio and tv) is one of the

major campaigns with which she was
identified. Before the Me\erhoff as-

sociation, she was with the old

Schwimmer & Scott agem \

.

Agency appointments: Chrysler's
Dodge car (billing $17 million I and
truck (hilling $4 million) divisions,

from Grant and Ross Roy, respec-

tively, to BBDO; Plymouth i hilling

$25 million) -DeSoto-Valiant ($8

million I divisions, to N. W. Ayer.
BBDO previously handled DeSoto
and Valiant while Ayer already had
Plymouth. (For details, see NEWS-
MAKER OF THE WEEK, page 6.)

. . . Ekco Products, housewares and
commercial baking equipment manu-
facturer, billing $1.5 million, from

D-F-S, to Doyle Dane Bernbach,
Chicago . . . Micro-Lube, oil and

gasoline additive manufacturers, to

Grant Advertising, Dallas . . . The
Chicago and North Western Railway

System, to Compton, Chicago . . .

SEEKING SUCCESSOR to Harold E. Fel-

lows, former NAB pres., is job of Selec-

tion Comm., whose chmn. Howard Lane (I),

KOIN-TV (Portland, Ore), and v. chmn.

Payson Hall, radio & tv div., Meredith

Pblg. Co. (Des Moines) discuss possibilities

NO FOOLIN'! In time for I April, and

thinking along lines cuclcoo, Bill Putnam,

pres. WWLP-TV (Springfield, Mass.), sets

up cuckoo clock as new official station

timer. Anyone care to take him seriously?

CAME BY PLANE, GREETED BY BUSS ... and loving it, is Chun King's ad mgr. Tom Scan-

Ion, whose arrival in Detroit on cold day drew warm welcome from WWJ-TV's Leah O'Grady
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erlj Hill- Chrys-

nmercial Batter)

es, manufacturers "I

• - ami batter) components, to

Gumpertz, Bentlej & Dolan, Los

Vdiuen on tin' move: Bryan Hous-

ton, elected president of Fletcher

Richards, Calkins & Holden . . . Stu-

art l.inlluin. Kudner t\ \.|). has re-

signed to join Huntington Hartford's

international t\ organization . . .

Sydnej Morrell, nair.ed executi\e

\.|i. of Communications Affiliates . . .

Alan Perry and Richard White, to

v.p.'s and McDonald Gillespie,

elected to the executive committee of

BBDO . . . Frank Dowd Jr. and

Russ Ford, to v.p.'s of DCSS . . .

Lawrence Marks, to v.p. and direc-

tor of radio tv at Dunay, Hirsch &

Lewis, New York . . . Victor Ratner,

to v.p. in charge of planning and

Robert Dwyer, to v.p. in charge of

West Coast operations for Grey Ad-

vertising . . . Donald Porteous,

elected to Gardner's board of direc-

Your Jacksonville

Advertising Picture

Isn't Complete e e e
With the help of mighty tools like this new 55,000-car-a-day
Expressway, the city of Jacksonville thrives . . . and grows!
By giving its city the most of what it wants first, Radio Station
WPDQ has become a tool with equal might. With irreproachable
ditorial and advertising policies, prime-time public service
>gramming, just the right combination of music, news, and sports,

)Q has earned the unwavering faith of its listeners. As you
your Ad plans . . . plan to deal with the leader of them all.

Jacksonville advertising picture isn't complete . . .

Without

.

REPRESENTED BY
VENARO. RINTOUL AND MCCONNELL, INC.

JAMES S. AYERS, SOUTHEAST
5000 WATTS 600 KC

JACKSONVILLE. FLORIDA
RADIO '

tors . . . Edward Jancewicz, to v.p.

of Arnold & Co., Boston . . . William
Thomas, appointed director of ra-

dio/tv and media of Tatham-Laird,

New York . . . Carl Buffington, to

head of the radio/tv production de-

partment at Morse International.

Resignation: Thomas C. Butch-
er, as president of Brown & Butcher,

which recently lost the B. T. Babbitt

account.

FILM

The sale this week of NTA's Play
of the Week to eight additional

stations brings the total sale of

that show to 24 cities.

The eight stations are: WPST-TV,
Miami; KREM-TV. Spokane: KING-
TV, Seattle; KGW-TV. Portland;

KPRC-TV, Houston; KFJZ-TV, Dal-

las-Ft. Worth; KB0I-TV, Boise, and

WSM-TV. Nashville.

International: Fremantle Interna-

tional has sold WPIX's The Secret

Life of Adolph Hitler and/or its oth-

er documentaries. The Russian Revo-

lution and The Cold War in Ger-

many, Italy, Mexico, Sweden, Den-

mark, Finland, Switzerland, Portu-

gal and Canada.

Commercials: A commercial pro-

duced by Animation, Inc., for Mi-

das Mufflers (Edward H. Weiss I fea-

tures 57 seconds out of 60 without

any voice announcement . . . Music
Makers has completed radio and tv

commercials for Bettv Crocker Cake

Mix (BBDO) on the theme, "It's So

Nice to Have a Cake Around the

House."

Promotion: Merchandising special-

ist Allen Stone termed Ziv-UA's

Home Run Derby a "natural" for

licensing ... A promotion by WAGA-
TV, Atlanta, for Bugs Bunny cartoons

came up with the name Rabbit E.

Lee . . . Former President Truman
was awarded a Tombstone Territory

badge by Ziv . . . American Tobacco

WN JR
1st in new york
dec. negro pulse

(BASED ON U.S. CENSUS)

No. 1 Buy In '60 60 On Your Dial
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sent MacDonald Carey, star of its

Lock-Up series, on a 8-city personal

appearance tour in Tennessee, Indi-

ana and Illinois . . . CNP's Pony Ex-

press will be promoted with a re-

enactment of the 2,000 mile mail run

to Sacramento . . . WISN-TV, Mil-

waukee, has set three plastic bottles

adrift in Lake Michigan to promote

UA-TV's The Viking; finders will

win a year's supply of Pepsi-Cola . . .

Ziv-UA properties whose musical

themes are available on recordings in-

clude Men Into Space, Highway Pa-

trol, Sea Hunt and Bat Masterson.

Trade notes: UA-TV notes that

The Vikings was omitted from a Tele-

pulse chart carried 27 February in

SPONSOR.

Strictly personnel : Robert L. Mil-

ler appointed administrative assistant

to Richard Carlton. Trans-Lux Tv

sales v.p. . . . Burton H. Hanft has

left Screen Gems to become talent

and program contract v.p. at NBC TV.

NETWORKS

CBS, Inc. reported sales and
profits in 1959 hit the highest

mark in the company's 32-year

history.

The figures:

(1) Consolidated profits totaled

$25.2 million for the fiscal year as

compared to $24.4 million earned in

'58. (2) Sales totaled $444.3 million

—up 8% over $411.8 million in 1958.

Other highlights of the network's

operations during '59 included:

• CBS TV, for the sixth consecu-

tive year, was the world's largest ad-

vertising medium, attracting the larg-

est average audiences in network tv.

• CBS Radio drew larger audi-

ences to advertising messages in '59

than any other radio network.

• CBS News provided 18% of the

programing for CBS TV and 30 r
<

for CBS Radio.

NBC last week sold its Washing-
ton stations (WRC-AM-FM-TV) to

RKO General, Inc. for $11.5 mil-

lion, and exchanged its Phila-

delphia properties for RKO's
Boston stations.

The exchange, subject to Depart-

ment of Justice and FCC approval, is

a result from the RCA-NBC consent

decree entered last September re-

quiring the network to dispose of its

Philadelphia outlets.

The NBC stations in Philadelphia

are WRCV-AM-TV; the RKO Gen-

eral stations in Boston are WNAC-
AM-TV.

Network tv sales: Johnny Staccato

starts on ABC TV tomorrow (Sun-

day), 10:30-11 p.m., for Alberto-

Culver (Wade) . . . NBC TV re-

ports five daytime purchases rep-

resenting $1.5 million. The adver-

tisers: Coty, Brown & Williamson,

Sweets Co. of America, Proctor Elec-

tric and Rexall Drug . . . Renewal:

General Cigar (Y&Rl, for its alter-

nate-week sponsorship of The Deputy

during the 1960-61 season on NBC
TV.

Network radio sale: This Is Zsa

Zsa began a five-minute, five-a-week

series on ABC Radio last week for

Exquisite Form Brassiere I Regal

Advertising I

.

Strictly personnel: Burton Hanft,

to NBC v.p.. talent and program con-

VENARD

RINTOUL

& McCONNELL, INC.

Offers you experience

VENARD, RINTOUL & McCONNELL, INC.
TV & Radio Station Represent*-

NEW YORK CHICAGO DETROIT LOS ANGELES SAN FRANCISCO DALLAS

NAB Convention Headquarters Suite 2100 Conrad Hilton
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YOU
KCAN'T

KCOVER
TEXAS
without

KCEN-TV

MISSING LINK!
between Dallas-Ft. Worth
— Houston and San
Antonio markets . . . that's
the big Waco-Temple
market dominated by us.

|i
CHANNEL ^^

IR TELEVISION ASSOCIATE*
' nal Representatives

trad administration . . . James
larkiii. to l'U-iness manager of the

International Division of ABC . . .

Four appointments in sales planning,

NBC IV Network Sales: Dave Hed-
l»*\. director, program presentations;

Nicholas Gordon, director, sales de-

velopment: Raymond Eichmann.
director, client presentations and

sales promotion: and Ronald Pol-

lock, manager, sales development.

RADIO STATIONS

NAB this week announced the

theme and plans for National

Radio Month, to be celebrated in

May.
The theme: "Radio . . . Heart Beat

of Main Street." It will emphasize

that radio stations are the focal

[joints of the communities they serve.

Ideas at work:
• Lucky match promotion:

KE\S B, San Francisco, is currentlv

distributing more than one-half mil-

lion match folders, all bearing "luck\
"

serial numbers. The idea: Station is

making these available through a va-

riety of retail outfits, and is promot-

ing it via on-the-air announcements.

Next week station will air the luck\

winning numbers, good for cash

prizes.

• Balloons are busting out all

over: KWIZ, Santa Ana. Cal.,

dropped from a helicopter, some 10,-

000 balloons to kick-off "Balloon-

Bustin' Dollar Days" for the down-

town merchants of Garden Grove. At-

tached to each balloon was a circular

identifying the merchants involved.

station also aired a direct broadcast

from the scene of the sale via its mo-
bile buses.

• Paid-in-full: During a recent

record-shattering snowstorm in Ashe-

ville. N. C. WLOS aired public serv-

ice announcements for local busi-

nesses. Afterwards, station sent a

"paid" bill to each one as a reminder

of the service thev had been ren-

dered. Attached to the bill was this

note: "Advertising with WLOS does

not cost, it pax -."

NAB Convention notes: FCC chair-

man Frederick Ford will be the fea-

tured speaker at a luncheon 5 April,

replacing John Doerfer. Clair Mc-
Collough, of the Steinman Stations

will keynote the Chicago convention.

Meeting note: Daytime Broad-
casters Assoeiation will meet 3

\pril, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in Room 14

of Conrad Hilton Hotel in Chicago.

The FM Development Commit-
tee's plan at the NAB convention

in Chicago 3-6 April include

putting its medium in the spot-

light for the day. at least.

Chicago s Max or Dalv is lending a

hand bv designating the third as FM
Day.

New members: Recent subscribers

to Radio Press International news

service include WERE. Cleveland;

WERC. Erie. Pa.: WLEC. Sandusky,

Ohio: and WICA, Ashtabula, Ohio.'

New ratecard : WRCA, New York,

has come out with a "radically rede-

signed" ratecard which provides vir-

tually instantaneous tabulation of an-

nouncement buys in practically all

conceivable combinations. Emphasiz-

ing simplification, it includes CI)

rounded dollars instead of the deci-

mal factor and (2) an easy-to-read

Meet

McGAVREN TV
Q
yekiHW-ti Q/wm /tmtedenMw

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • SEATTLE

FOR FACTS ABOUT NATIONAL SALES

. . . ask the man who knows!

at the

EXECUTIVE HOUSE

DAREN F. McGAVR€N, President

KEN JOHNSON, Executive V.P.

N.A.B. CONVENTION
April 3rd thru 7th
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table showing costs with discounts

already built-in.

Thisa 'n' data: WIL, St. Louis,

last week sent to the industry St.

Patrick's Day ties, with a note at-

tached to serve as a reminder "that

you enjoy the Luck of the Irish every-

day when you use WIL" . . . David
Yarnell, associate program director

of WMGM. New York, will be guest

speaker at the broadcast-media ses-

sion of the annual CARE field staff

conference 30 March . . . Sports note:

WINS, New York, will air Giant

baseball during the 1960 season.

Kudos: Frank Palmer, general

manager of WFBG-AM-TV, Altoona,

Pa., voted one of the state's three out-

standing young men in 1959 by the

Pa. Jr. Chamber of Commerce . . .

WQAM, Miami, awarded for the

best over-all radio programing, South-

ern states, and WABC, New York,

named for the best news program on

radio. Atlantic states, by the Tv-Radio

Mirror . . . WGBS, Miami, recipient

of two awards at the meeting of

Goodwill Industries of Dade County

. . . Paul Godofsky, president and

general manager of WHLI. Hemp-
stead, Long Island, named consultant

and radio committee chairman to

Better Business Bureau of Long Is-

land . . . Tidewater Teleradio

(WAVY-AM-TV. Norfolk-Ports-
mouth-Newport News) honored by

the Tidewater Units of the Marine

Corps Reserve for its efforts and co-

operation with the recruiting pro-

gram . . . Taft Broadcasting Co.

received official commendation for its

public service from the Governor of

Alabama.

Station staffers: J. M. Higgins,

elected v. p. and director of Wabash
Valley Broadcasting Corp. (WTHI-
AM-FM-TV, Terre Haute) . . . Rob-
ert Kindred, to v.p. and general

manager of General Broadcasting

Services of Iowa (KYKW, Des

Moines) . . . Stephen Crowley, to

general sales manager of KVI, Seattle

. . . Peter McGovern, to v.p., man-

aging director of Western Division,

Radio Hawaii. Inc. . . . Robert
Knoles, to commercial manager,

WPEO, Peoria . . . Harold S. Med-
en, named promotion manager of

RAB . . . Robert LaChance, to local

sales manager for WPRO. Providence,

GET THAT EXTRA

PUSH
You know that it's the extra push that makes the difference

between an average campaign and a "Red-Letter Success."

You get that EXTRA PUSH when you buy WOC-TV
WOC-TV effectively specializes in co-ordinating and mer-

chandising your buy at every level — the broker, whole-

saler, direct salesman, key buyer as well as the retail outlet.

This "togetherness" sells products in the nation's 47th TV
market. More than 2 billion dollars in retail sales ring on

the retailer's cash register Over 438,000 TV homes are

within the 42 counties of WOC-TV's coverage area.

PRESIDENT
Col B J Palm

VICEPRES & TREASURER
D D. Palm

EXEC VICE-PRESIDENT
Ralph Evan

SECRETARY
Wm D Wagnei

DAVENPORT
BETTENDORF

ROCK ISLAND
MOL1NE
EAST MOLINE

PETERS. GRIFFIN WOODWARD. INC

FXCLUSIVE NATIONA' REPRESENTATIVES

To the National Advertiser,

WOC-TV offers the greatest

amount of local programming

—

over 33 hours each week — and

the finest talent in the area put

these programs across.

Your PGW Colonel has all the

facts, figures and other data as

well as day by day availabilities

See him today.
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NO CAUSE

FOR ALARM!
...if your 1960 SPONSOR
advertising contract is al-

ready entered. 1960 will be

the hottest national spot

vear in history. And we
mean both tv and radio.

Your campaign in SPON-
SOR— the hook targeted at

spot buyers—will make
your rep mighty happy.
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Just a

few days left

to sign up before

SPONSOR'S
new rates

go into effect.

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

for all of I960 at

old (1957) rates

if you enter your

advertising contract

before 1 April!
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Hurry! Call Art Breider

MUrray Hill 8-2772, NYC

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

ADVERTISERS USE
New York 17

Spin the SPONSOR WHEEL-OF-FORTUNE
at the NAB CONVENTION

SuiU 1106 • ConriJ Hilton Hotel • Chicago

H. I. . . . Henry Roepken, to audi-

ence promotion manager. WBBM,
Chicago . . . James Dages, to the

-ale> staff at WWJ, Detroit . . . Ter-

rence Lalley, to the promotion de-

partment of WNAX, Yankton, S. D.

. . . Arnold Katinsky, promotion

director. WIP, Philadelphia.

REPRESENTATIVES

Eight additional agencies will

take part in Adam Young's latest

Advertiser Area research project.

The area to be studied is Hartford.

As in the previous areas studied

l Tulsa. Pittsburgh). Pulse will con-

duct the survey.

The eight agencies are Wesley As-

sociates. D-F-S, Warwick & Legler,

Cohen. Dowd & Aleshire: Geyer,

Morey, Madden & Ballard: FC&B.
Esty.SSCB.

Advertiser Areas have been set up

to provide radio audience measure-

ment based on client rather than sta-

tion objectives.

Edward Petry Co. is making a

pitch to the tire and rubber in-

dustry in behalf of spot tv via a

report dubbed "Sure Way To
Strengthen the Fabric of Your
Tire Sales Drive."

According to the study, basic dif-

ferences in tire sales potential, by

region and market by market, point

up the importance of a selective ap-

proach in the use and application of

tv advertising.

With spot tv. the Petrv presenta-

tion points out, tire advertisers, can

apportion tv weight according to such

variables as market potential and

brand standings.

Rep appointments: WKDA, Nash-

ville; KLAC, Los Angeles; and

WCKR. Miami to Daren F. Mc-
Gavren . . . WALA-AM-TV, Mobile

and WSW. Allentown. Pa., to The
Boiling Co. . . . KWTX-AM-TV,
Waco, Tex. and KNAL, Victoria,

Tex., to Venard, Rintoul & Mc-
Connell . . . WRAW, Reading, Pa.,

to Grant Webb & Co. . . . WOKS,
Columbus, Ga.. to The Bernard I.

Ochs Co. for Southeastern rep . . .

WSOL, Tampa, to National Time
Sales . . . WALA-AM-TV, Mobile;

KXOA, Sacramento; KJOY, Stock-

ton; and KSWO-AM-TV. Lawton,

Okla., to Clarke Brown Co.,

Southern regional rep . . . The Gila

Broadcasting Co. and KEVY. Provo,

I tah. for West Coast representation,

to B-N-B, Inc. Time Sales.

Rep appointments— personnel:

William Jones, to manager of the

Atlanta office for the Radio Division

of PGW; John Sias, tv v.p. of PGW,
moves to the San Francisco office;

and Andrew Powell and John Brig-

ham, to the New York tv sales staff

of PGW . . . Ronald Davis, to the

Los Angeles tv sales staff of The Katz

Agency . . . W'alter Dorrell, to Bos-

ton account executive for Blair-TV

. . . Rollin Collins, Jr., to the Chi-

cago sales staff of Edward Petrv . . .

Bob Goldsholl, to account execu-

tive for Radio-Tv Representatives,

Inc.

TV STATIONS

The CBS TV o&o's are the latest

to turn the tables on the press.

Merle Jones, who heads up this

group as well as other CBS opera-

tions, disclosed to Nebraska broad-

casters at a district meeting this week

that the o&o's will shortly schedule a

weeklv program reviewing the press.

(WSAI, Cincinnati, already has

such a program. See page 40. 27

February sponsor.)

Ideas at Work

:

• The extra day for women :

Two North Dakota Broadcasting Co.

stations (KXGO-AM-TV. Fargo*

acknowledged Leap \ ear Day as

Ladies' Day last month. Members of

the Mrs. Jaycee Chapter of Moorhead.

Minn, manned the radio station while

wives of the regular announcers at

KXGO-TV handled all announcing

duties on the tv station.

• Wanted: KOMO-TV. Seattle,

has been airing on its late evening

newscast, a feature in cooperation

with the Seattle Police Department.

The idea: Two or three times weeklv

WNJR
1st in new york
dec. negro pulse

BASED ON U.S. CENSUS)
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While serving a single

station market, WTHI-TV
fulfills its public service re-

sponsibilities in a way that

has gained for it the appre-

ciation and support of its

entire viewing area ... a cir-

cumstance that must be re-

flected in audience response

to advertising carried.

Five full y2 hours of local

public service program-

ming each week.

WTHI-TV
CHANNEL 10 CBS • ABC

TERRE HAUTE
INDIANA

Represented Nationally by Boiling Co.

Ray Eliingsen

HOTOGRAPHY

can give

your

photographic needs

the kind of

attention

you like

. . . backed by

experience

and artistry!

Simply cali

DEIaware 7-7249

or write to

12 E. Grand Ave

Chicago

station shows a mug shot and airs

a description of someone wanted In

the police. This week the police in-

spector wrote the station saying that

Deadline, the newcast. was about 90"
i

effective as a deterrent for local bad

check artists.

Lodging a complaint: WIBW-TY,
Topeka. Kans.. last week aired an

editorial against the NCAA's deci-

sion to cancel the station's tv coverage

of the Kansas I niversitv-Cincinnati

Basketball game in the NCAA Region-

al Tournament Finals—an event that

was completely sold out one-week

prior to game night. Said the station:

The NCAA, at the last minute, said

it could be televised for a price 2H
times higher than the previous three

years'. "It is time for a wholesale

investigation of the whole \C.AA
Tournament setup." the editorial con-

cluded.

Thisa *n' data: KNXT, Los An-

geles, presented its documentary Hell

Flower to the Federal Bureau of Nar-

cotics for use in its training school

. . . Business note: American Air-

lines makes its initial entry in iv

programing via sponsorship of Sports

Time on WGN-TV, Chicago
. . . Following a policv inaugurated

last year. W TRF-TV. Wheeling. W.

Va.. will televise all Mountaineers

basketball games, as long as they con-

tinue their winning ways . . . \S WZ-
TV. Detroit, hosted some 250 agency-

media and research people during tis

presentation of "A Week At Broad-

cast House"—the new facility which

now houses ABC's o&o Detroit sta-

tions . . . WTVT Central Florida Se-

vere Weather Network will soon ex-

pand its coverage westward into the

Gulf of Mexico . . . Kudos: Pulse.

on WTVT. Tampa-St. Petersburg, se-

lected as the best tv news program.

Southern states, by Tr-Radio Mirror.

On the personnel front : John De-

vine, to station manager of K\ 00-

T\ .Tulsa . . . Ted Yates, named di-

rector of news and public affairs for

Metropolitan Broadcasting Corp.'s tv

stations . . . Matthew Pouls Jr.. to

national sales representative for

WJBK-TV, Detroit . . . Aaron

Cohen, to sales development super-

\ isor of WPIX. New York . . . John

Medina, to account executive at

KXTY. Sacramento. ^

When at the

CONVENTION

A. C. Nielsen Company
Broadcast Division
2101 Howard Street, Chicago 45

Meet
DAREN F. McGAVREN Co.

NEW YORK • CHICAGO • DETROIT

SAN FRANCISCO • LOS ANGELES • SEATTLE

FOR FACTS ABOUT NATIONAL SALES

. . ask the man who known!

at the

EXECUTIVE HOUSE

DAREN F. McGAVREN, President

RALPH GUILD, Executive V.P.

N.A.8. CONVENTION
April 3rd thru 7th
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100
WEEKLY
BUDGET?

On WJAR, you'll get 147,777

home impressions on a 6 to 9

a.m. schedule, 158,730 on a

9 a.m. to 4 p.m. schedule, or

1 64, 1 90 on a 4 to 7 p.m. sched-

ule, with a higher proportion

of adult buyers, and the lowest

cost per thousand impressions

on any Providence station.*

$200
WEEKLY
BUDGET?

On WJAR, you'll get 394,072

home impressions on a 6 a.m.

to 9 a.m. schedule, 423,280 on

a 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. schedule, or

437,840 on a 4 p.m. to 7 p.m.

schedule. WANT RESULTS? BUY

ADULTS at the lowest cost per

thousand in the market.'

"QUALITY IS

WELCOME EVERYWHERE"

Pulse Oct. '59

and NCS

•r nation of WJAR - TV

nttd by

ftd*. Yco. Inc.)

•e ntative

PHOTO-SCRIPTS
( ontinued from pa£

feci images of the tv screen—no bars

obliterating a frame as will ha:

with other cameras trying to pick up

from a screen. The U.S. T-S engi-

neers have developed a process that

i- electronically tuned to the 525-line

ii it i- not photographing the

picture: it is picking up the actual

electrons in a timed split-second.

• \udience research. In the forma-

tive stage is the development of a

Photo-Script Quiz which can be

used for testing tv commercials re-

tention. It could he mailed out to

\iewers as a survev. or he used in

personal intei \ iews.

• \ ideotape conversion. The

Photo-Script takes off of tape, too.

and some agencies are beginning to

make it a companion to a master

tape. Since not too many agencies

have tape recorders, they can still

show a commercial without a trip to

the tape house, and save wear-and-

tear on tapes at the same time.

• Talent casting. Agency casting

directors and talent themselves are

turning to Photo-Scripts. For cast-

ing directors, they furnish handy,

economical and easily-stored docu-

mentation of exactly what talent did

what commercials, and help in cast-

ing a new one without resort to many
screenings. The talent buys them to

take around on calls, a visual record

of their work. One of L .S. T-S's earlv

customers was a young actor who
came in and asked to have a Photo-

Script of an upcoming network drama
-how. "J only got a walk-on part.""

he explained, ""but at the moment
I m on camera, John Gielgud is the

"ii 1\ one on with me. Watch for me:
I'm wearing a blazer." They watched

—or rather their synchro cameras
did—and the actot is nov circulating

around Broadwav with a pictorial

record of his "co-starring" days with

Gielgud.

The significant thing about Photo-

Scripts is that almost all the new

is - for it are being turned up by
i lients. It began as a tool to make
ft a permanent rather than a transi-

ts j thing, to make possible the study

and re-stud) of t\ commercials. What
• developed, however, i- an ever-

_ field of use that should

make tv a still more saleable medium.
It even opens the doors to educational

ft N. Y. State i- now using it for

visual training). ^

SPONSOR ASKS
I ontinued from page 53 •

H. Taylor Vaden, ad sales promotion

mgr.. WJZ-TV. Baltimore, Md.

W e believe in merchandising our

clients advertising, and are anxious

to lend our support. But don't ask

us to merchandise the product! We
can't compete—and shouldn't com-

pete- with manufacturers" merchan-

dising, sales, and promotion teams

out in the field, trained to sell a

specific product.

At WJZ-TV we'll start out by ask-

ing you to let us help get the client-'

sales force excited over his tv cam-

Q^&

*

Believe in

merchandising

advertiser's

schedule, not

his product

paign. \^ e can. and will, put on a

good, swingin sales meeting at the

station that will show the clients'

salesmen how effective its tv sched-

ule reallv is. \\ e 11 supply the adver-

tisers" selling team with the material

they need to sell their customers on

the advertising support our television

station is given them.

We'd like to talk with the clients'

local people, whether his product is

handled bv a broker or bis own sales

team, ued like to find out what

problems be has and specificallv

where we can be of help.

W e'll come up with ideas to im-

press the buvers in this market with

the tv campaign. \^ itbin the past year

W JZ-TV has used baskets of fruit.

sponges, rockets, empty boxes, pens

and hammers to tell the story of vari-

ous products advertising on W JZ-

T\ . \^ e'd rather make an extra ef-

fort to sell the three dozen men who
buy about 90' < of the food and dru2

products sold in Baltimore on our ad-

vertisers" campaign on \^ JZ-TV than

to send a piece of junk mail to a list

of 500 or 1.000 people.

The audience promotion we do that

has helped keep our station most

popular in Baltimore certainly has

produced direct benefits for every ad-

vertiser on the station. After all.

were selling a vehicle to reach the

maximum number of people. ^
SPONSOR 26 MARCH 1960
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Everyone's a weather-watcher! And now more watchers

than ever are switching to WSOC-TV for the only

radar weather service in the Carolinas. Here's more

strength for the dynamic program structure that

is changing audience patterns of Charlotte television.

For America's 25th largest tv market-your best buy

is WSOC-TV. One of the great area stations of the nation.

WStC-TV
CHARLOTTE 9-NBC and ABC. Represented by H-R

WSOC and WSOC-TV are associated with WSB and WSB-TV, Atlanta; WHIO and WHIO-TV, Dayton
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BELLS#
ARE RINGING!

. . . to remind you thai I960

will be the hottest national

spot year in history. Ami
we mean l>oili t\ and radio '.

\ our campaign in SPON-
SOR the book targeted at

spot I) n vers- w ill make
your rep mighty happy.

Just a

few days left

to sign up before

SPONSORS
new rates

go into effect.

GUARANTEED
RATE PROTECTION

for all of I960 at

old ( 1957) rate-

it you enter your

advertising contract

ifore 1 \pril!

m

S,\*5.»? '-

m
mmm
&3

>:

"'.•3

1 luny: Call \ Breider

Ml rray Hill 8-2

SPONSOR
THE WEEKLY MAGAZINE

n
TV ADVERTISERS USE

40 t 0th Street. New York 17

Spin the SPoKrJQR WHEEL-OF-FORTUNE
at the NAB CONVENTION

Suitt 1106 • Connd Hilton Hotel • Chicago

Tv and radio

NEWSMAKERS

William A. Wylie, director of the tv/

radio department at McCann-Frickson. Ml.

Productions, this week joins Lambert «\

Feasley as vp.. of the tv radio department.

Wylie joined Mc-E in 1955 as account

executive. Two years later, he was named

|^k Ij^ associate director of the t\ radio depart-

|k ^M8 » inent and. in 1959. director ol client serv-

ees. Following service in W. W . II. Wylie

joined ABC. He became manager of the networks program promo-

tion dept. in '46 and four years later, director of station relations.

Cordon A. Hellman has formed, in New
York, Hellman Marketing Services, aimed

at providing consultation and creative mar-

keting services for clients in broadcasting

and related fields. Hellman was formerly

director of advertising and sales promotion

at Transcontinent Tv Corp. His previous

experience in the industry included stints

as director of sales promotion. Tv Bureau

of Advertising: director of sales presentations. CBS T\ : director of

radii) and t\ presentations, K&Eand tv presentations writer, ABC TV.

Bruce Eells, executive v. p. of I \TY. Inc..

has been named director of the new U

formed broadcast station acquisitions di-

vision of United Wtists Corp. Prior to

joining I \. Fells was v. p. and director of

TPA. His previous experience included

executive positions with Zi\ l\ Programs,

\ ^R and Don Lee Broadcasting System.

United Artists' decision to explore the

acquisition ol broadcasting stations, in whole or part, follows its

purchase, three weeks ago. of the stock of 7.\\ Tv Programs. Inc.

Walter H. Wright has joined Geyer,

Morey, Madden & Ballard as v.p. and ac-

count executive for the Household Prod-

ucts Division of B. T. Babbitt. The latter

appointed GMM&B as its agencj for all

divisions effective 18 May. For the past

two years, Wrighl was v.p. and account

executive at Brown \ Butcher. Babbitt's

former agencj . Prior to that, be bad served

as issociate director of merchandising at Lennen \ Newell. Earlier.

W Jit had been with Fst\ as assistant director of merchandising.
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Which TV Station is Omaha
Nighttime Leader?

KETV
(BOTH THE JAN.-FEB. ARB

AND THE FEB. NIELSEN

SAY SO!)

FIRST- 6 P.M. TO MIDNIGHT
Nielsen ARB

6 To 9 P.M. 9 P.M. To Midnight 6 P.M. To Midnight

39% 41% 36.2%
STATION Y 30% 28% 31.9%
STATION Z 31 % 31 % 31.0%

Sources: Jan. -Feb., 1960 Omaha Metro ARB • Feb., 1960 Omaha Metro Nielsen Station Index

FIRST IN MOVIES
Nielsen ARB

*% /I O average I f^\ "7 aven

Xi^+.O ra,in9 V. / «itin

rage

9

MOVIE MASTERPIECE • 9:40 To 11:15 P.M. • 6 NIGHTS PER WEEK • 4 WEEK AVERAGE
Sources: Jan. -Feb., 1960 Omaha Metro ARB • Feb., 1960 Omaha Metro Nielsen Station Index

Excellent Prime Time Minutes Available

in Omaha's Highest-Rated Movies!

Ill' .'(T^

ABC TELEVISION NETWORK KE'P - 7
*» . nutuj \A/r>ffin.M- ALD STATIONOMAHA WORir ALD STATION
{^r Ben r *nt

^""^V Ejo V. P. ond Gen. Mgr.
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frank tall- to buyers of

air media facilities

The seller's viewpoint

// here does public service end and entertainment begin'/ Can a dividing

line be drawn? No, says Dan Hydrick. general manager. WHG Radio, .^or-

folk, la. For. "public service is a many-headed thing." Here is a strong.

straightforward defense of a function that has long been a subject of con-

troversy in the industry. Aside from Hydride's challenge to officials to

"dig deep enough to get the real story." his statement contains a colorful and

extremely readable description of "the myriad of community services" per-

formed daily "without fanfare" by radio stations throughout the country.

AN OPEN LETTER TO CONGRESSIONAL INVESTIGATORS

I hese are the days of "payola" investigations and other

attacks <>n the broadcasting industry. Isolated activities by

a few have placed us all on trial. Congressional investiga-

- with a layman's knowledge of broadcasting are taking

a short course on the subject by determining its abuses.

Res! a--ured the abuses will be curtailed. But perhaps

something even more important will rise from the rubble

"f the headlines. Somewhere along the line the public

ma\ become acquainted with the myriad of community

services performed without fanfare each day by a radio

stali

Ju-t wl i- public service.' How do vou measure it?

If an announcer's witty saying makes a person smile

when tli 't person hasn't much to smile about— is it a sen-

If you help locate a missing parakeet or re-unite a

with h'\- lost •'; -— how do we measure this? If vou

jrument as to how many home runs Mickey

tie hit last year^ i- this in the public interest? Manv

- never get on the air. The hundreds of

day that request information on every

The letters written to listeners who've

help with their particular problems.

Ihe plain truth, th >ugh little discussed, is that a public

sem,.- u being performed practically all the time the

transmitter is on the air—and often even when it isn't. Sad

that there is no systematic compilation of these services.

\^ hen a newsman spends hours during a storm to find

which roads are hazardous, his onlv objective is public

safety. W hen he hounds public officials—sometimes in the

face of personal abuse—he is doing it in the interest of

the public's right to know. When he spends a sleepless

night at the scene of a plane crash gathering facts, he seeks

no personal glorv.

Public Service is a many-headed thing.

It's an editorial advocating a necessarv civic improve-

ment. It's an urgent plea for blood donors. It's a descrip-

tion of a criminal at large. Its an announcement of a

church social. It's a ball score. Its an army recruiting

announcement. Its getting clothing for victims of a fire.

Its a weather forecast. It's getting a portable generator

to a nursing home when a storm has knocked out power.

It- a report of traffic congestion. It's all of these every

day. and then some.

So what is public service? What yardstick will you use.

Mr. Investigator, to measure it? Correct the abuses if

vou will—but render a real service by digging deep

enough to get the real storv. Its about time this story

were told—but even if it isn't—broadcasting's concern

for the public interest will not wane. Perhaps though, you

ha\e to "be there"' to know what I mean. ^
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we
/fflHj OF WFBC-TV's

CONTINUING LEADERSHIP

in Greenville, Spartanburg & Asheville

Facts from the latest ARB (November, 1959)

Again, as in every major survey, the

ratings show WFBC-TV's dominance

in its service area. Only "The Giant"

can give you maximum coverage in

the metropolitan areas of all three . .

.

Greenville, Spartanburg and Ashe-

ville.

,V LEADS Vlf,r

*<AolCA«„ ««,

•

,o" V
N. C.

•ASHEVILLE

• SPARTANBURG

GREENVILLE ^

S. C.

^

"The Giant

of

Southern

Skies 1 '

rxo
fc^

Channel 4

WFBC-TV
Greenville, S. C.

Share of Sets-in-Use

9:00 A.M. to Midnight, Sunday through Saturday

GREENVILLE WFBC-TV
METROPOLITAN
AREA Sta. "B"

Largest in

the Market Sta. "C"

GREENVILLE- WFBC-TV
SPARTANBURG
METROPOLITAN Sta. "B"
AREAS COMBINED

"Heart of the Sta. "C"

Market" 1

GREENVILLE-
SPARTANBURG-

MM

WFBC-TV

ASHEVILLE
Sta. "B"

METROPOLITAN
AREAS COMBINED

Sta. "C"

Average Quarter Hour "Homes Reached"

WFBC-TV

Sta. "B"

GREENVILLE-
SPARTANBURG-
ASHEVILLE
METROPOLITAN
AREAS COMBINED Sta

»C '

From 6:00 p.m. to Mid-

night, Sunday through

Saturday

42,200

33,600

22,200

For comp/efe information about this Giant Mar-

ket, and for Rates and Availabilities, we invite

you to contact our National Representatives

AVERY-KNODEL, INC.

SPONSOR 26 MARCH 1960
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More about that Fourth Network

Lasl week, in this space, we commented on the recent sug-

gestion l>\ Walter Lippmann for a fourth, non-commercial tv

network, dedicated to cultural and public service programs.

Now along .oino Mrs. Clare Boothe Luce (in the April is-

sue of WcCall's magazine) with Part II of her anti-tv diatribe

and a similar fourth network proposal.

We don't intend to spend any more time dissecting Mrs.

Luce's prose style and critical standards (see "Commercial

Commentary," 12 March), nor do we have space here to chal-

lenge some of her more fantastic misstatements about the tv

Industry . ( Read thani if you want to make your blood boil.)

Hut we do want to call attention to her insistence that "Con-

nie- has two choices." It must "either fix responsibility on

the networks for balanced programs based on the ratings,"

or "the government itself must provide a channel for decent

intelligent entertainment."

Mrs. Luce is passionately vague as to just how one achieves

"balanced programing based on the ratings" but her alterna-

tive is certainly specific.

\- we said last week, we believe that fourth network talk

is bound to increase in certain quarters, and we believe that

the industry must be prepared to answer it vigorously.

The idea of a network devoted solely to cultural and pub-

lic service programs, and free of advertising, has a great fas-

cination for many intellectuals and emotionalists who have no

real working knowledge of the medium, and no practical

sense oi economics.

Such a network, of course, would be excessively expensive;

it> costs would ultimately have to be borne by the public

and its d of program mediocrity and boredom would

be very great.

Such consid ions, however, make little difference to

hot-headed t\ criti< \ho are raising the fourth network cry

increasing stridency. Tv broadcasters and advertisers

plans nou for combating this potential-danger.

THIS WE FIGHT FOR: Continuing improve-

n radio and tv programing. The industry

cannot afford to be complaisant about the

present program achievements, however high.

lO-SECOND SPOTS
Fast: An adman went into the Men's

Bar at the Waldorf, ordered two

martinis. He sipped alternately from

both glasses. "Why didn't you just let

me mix you a double?" asked the

bartender.

"I don't like to drink alone,"' the

adman said. "The guy who used to

be my drinking buddy got a job with

a San Francisco agency, so I drink

this other martini like he's here with

me.

It became a regular after-work

ritual with the adman, the two mar-

tinis. And the bartender catered to

the whim. Then the other night, the

adman ordered only one martini.

"What happened to your friend in

San Francisco?" asked the bartender.

"Oh, this is his drink I'm having,"

the adman replied. "Me, I'm off the

stuff for Lent."

Definition: Making the rounds just

now is this definition of a "bore"

—

A Texan who went to Harvard and

now works at Mc-E.

Fraternization: Robert Lawrence

Productions, NYC tv commercial

studios, has opened its executive

dining room and cocktail bar to

actors, actresses and models as a

sort of talent showcase for agency

and client admen. Lunch hours ivill

now be knoivn as "The Cheesecake

Break."

There'll always be a Dixie: To pro-

mote its new UAA cartoon strip, Bugs

Bunny, WAGA-TV, Atlanta, got itself

a live rabbit, held a contest for

Winning name: Rabbitnaming him.

E. Lee.

Tiger, tiger: Gray & Rogers, Phila-

delphia and Newark ad agency,

needed a marketing/merchandising

man, ran a newspaper ad headed,

"Tiger Wanted." One applicant an-

swered simply, "Grr," followed it

with another letter that said, "Purr."

That tiger is bucking for stripes.

Modern times: Sign on coffee

vending machine in ad agency

—

CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED.—
Frank Hughes.

Summing up: Jim Keen, tv salesman

for WISH-TV, Indianapolis, comes

up with this category for ABC TV's

The Vikings—"A Norse Opera."
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ORDER YOUR OWN

PERSONAL COPY OF

SPONSOR
SENT TO YOUR

HOME

lr you're getting your copy by way of the rout-

ing slip you're probably getting it late. If you

can't find time at the office to read SPONSOR
properly then do what many of our other read-

ers do, order your own personal copy mailed

to your home.

Don't wait for a pass along' copy . . . pages

clipped out . . . dog-eared . . . weeks late. Keep
posted, and really on top of the significant news,

trends, and problems of the week, by regularly

reading the one book tailor-made for radio/tv

buying.

Keep up-to-the-minute on tv/radio develop-

ments by entering your own subscription, and

having SPONSOR sent to your home where

you can read it at your leisure.

MAIL THIS HANDY CARD TODAY k.
we'll take it from there, and bill you later. V
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GOT A RADIO/TV

QUERY?

CALL

MU 8-2771

OR

4 MAIL THIS CARD!

Our Reade - S rvice Department is ready and

_er to assist you. This is one of the many
ices available "to you with your subscrip-

tion to SPONSOR.

This department is maintained to help furnish

subscribers with detailed and useful informa-

tion on every phase of radio/tv advertising

culled from the pages of SPONSOR and other

sources. This department maintains a complete

index of all the articles published by SPONSOR
ether with an updated research file of indus-

try statistics.

REPRINTS? BACK COPIES? *•*»'
vice will do its best to assist you with your

needs at economical cost.

Nex1 time you have a question, irive us a call,

or j<»t down your request on the attached card.

A Readers' Service representative will be glad

to help you.





ROCKFORO
ILLINOIS

MADISON
WISCONSIN

MADISON and ROCKFORD, TOO!
For the wise buyer it's a case of simple arithmetic

because channel 3 offers coverage of the basic Madison-

Southern Wisconsin Market . . . plus the Rockford-North-

ern Illinois Market. The reason . . . Channel 3 is primary

CBS for both markets.

M ADI SON. Wl SC

f* , Pelerj, Griffin, W
onally by

Woodward, Inc
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NATIONAL BROADCASTING CO!

GENERAL LIBRARY

tO ROCKEFELLER PLAZA, NEW Y*

.




